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Fracture of the Neck of the Femur.

BY J. MURPHY, M. D.

We have certainly no cause of complaint with regard

to the extent of the literature of fractures of the neck of
the femur, whatever objections there may be to its quality,

its precision, or its practical bearing on the treatment of
formidable and not unfrequent accident. The wordy war-
fare in which surgical writers have so long indulged with
reference to it, their lack of unanimity with regard to many
important points connected with the accident and its treat-

ment, and the almost universal deformity which it entails,

indicate that the subject has either not been investigated

with sufficient painstaking precision, or that a restoration

of the part to its natural condition is not within the re-

sources of surgery.

In the limits to which I am confined, I regret that I

-cannot enter into a consideration, either general or special,

of the many interesting but unsettled points connected with
this fracture; although this regret is somewhat neutralized

by reflecting on the very trifling advantages of a practical

character which have been derived from the apparently in-

terminable warfare that has been waged with reference to

the diagnosis of the fracture, whether within or without,
•or partly within and partly without the capsule; and
^whether bony union ever occurs, and how often we may
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expect it. These considerations do not, I conceive, involve-

any questions of an important practical character, and it i&

fortunate that they do not, because while it may be possi-

ble for an hospital surgeon of large experience and superior

powers of perception and discrimination to detect the dif-

ferent fractures, I feel quite certain that the general prac-

titioner cannot do so, at least in the great majority of cases.

The different species of the fracture do not present suffi-

ciently distinct characteristics of a general nature to enable

an ordinary surgeon to decide, definitely respecting it;

while the special symptomology equally fails in conveying
to the surgeon's mind any definite idea regarding it. Some
of the special symptoms which are depended on to enable
us to discriminate between the different fractures will not
bear rational analysis ; for example, that one relative to the

diminished arc of a circle described by the trochanter in^

rotating the femur. Any attempt at rotating the limb in

those cases is so painful that in many instances very little

information is to be gained by attempting it, but in those
eases where rotation can be performed, that rotation will, I

believe, be found to occur invariably in the axis of the '

shaft of the femur, provided the fracture of the neck is not
an impacted one. In its natural position in the acetabulum
the head of the femur serves as a pivot, and enables the
trochanter to move in a certain segment of a circle; but
when the neck is fractured the pivotal function of the head
is lost, and the trochanter being more firmly fixed than the
fragment of the neck attached to it, the free end of the
latter performs the segmental circular movement, while the
trochanter is the pivot by which that movement is accom-^

plished. The principle involved here is so purely mechan-
ical that it will be readily appreciated, and can be easily

tested by any one familiar with the most ordinary scientific

principles. Other special symptoms depended on to prove:
the species of fracture are equally fallacious.

Again, all the discussions which have occurred with
reference to the question of a bony or ligamentous union,
although of much abstract interest, have really no practical

bearing on the treatment of the fracture. The character
of the union is a question which the surgeon treating the
case should not give a moment's attention to, as the im-
pression that a bony union is not likely to occur has induced
a carelessness and slovenliness in the treatment of sucb
cases which has unquestionably produced thousands of de-
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formities, many of which could have been avoided. It is

probably not so important as surgical writers lead us to

suppose, what the character of the union may be. A firm

ligamentous union is probably as useful as a bony one.

During the lifetime of the individual we are not able to

detect the difi'erence. In those cases where union of some
kind has occurred, we cannot detect any motion or flexi-

bility at the seat of the fracture, in any movement of the
limb which may be made. All those considerations with
regard to the position of the fracture or the character of

the union, and which are of no special importance in the

treatment, should be merged in the all absorbing question:

Can the normal length of the limb in fractures of the neck
of the femur be preserved ? This should be the pivotal

idea of the surgeon, and round it all subordinate ideas

should revolve. The opinions of surgical writers, occasion-

ally very loosely expressed, that more or less shortening is

inevitable in this fracture, has deterred the great bulk of

general practitioners from making any vigorous effbrts to

prevent it, and hence the almost constant deformities which
we observe in such cases.

Why there should be this want of zeal in treating a

fracture of so much importance it is difficult to determine.
It cannot be from the abstract apprehension that a useful

union will not occur, because we find that union does act-

ually occur almost invariably, notwithstanding our care-

lessness in frequently not even making an attempt at bring-

ing the fragments into apposition, or keeping them there.

It ought not to be from the dread of the possible disagree-

able effects which continued confinement might exercise,

because the aged are the most frequent sufferers from this

accident, and confinement is less irksome and less injurious

to them than to the young. It should not be from any
morbid or irrational fear of want of sufficient constitutional

vi^or to promote union, because as I have said union does
occur, and we find that other fractures in aged persons unite

quite readily. Besides a large majority of ununited frac-

tures occur in the young and apparently vigorous.

ITone of those causes is, I believe, the true one why
we lay our patient's limb on a pillow in whatever position

is most comfortable to him; or put him on a double inclined

plane, where adequate extension is impossible; or extend-
ing the limb for two or three weeks by some one of the
traditional modes of doing so, until the patient begins to
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complain of the restraint and then release him ; or getting

him up on his crutches a few weeks subsequent to the

accident. Those are some of the ordinary modes of treat-

ment (?) adopted in this fracture ; eachoffhem is supported
by eminent surgical names, and after practicing them we
solace ourselves with the idea that we have exhausted the

resources of surgery for our patients. Surgeons here
appear to be at sea. Nothing connected with the fracture

or its treatment appears to be definitely fixed or absolutely

maintained. The great majority of eminent surgeons
appear to consider, that shortening of the limb is a foregone
conclusion, and speak confusedly and indefinitely on the

subject, and consequently young practitioners are bewild-

ered as to what they are to do, or whether they should do
anything. The ban of mischievous authority which we are

under, is the great cause why this fracture is not treated

more carefully and scientifically by the general practitioner,

and the sooner we rid ourselves of this ban the better it

will be for all concerned.
Every case of fractured neck of the femur, should be

treated on the general principles which constitute the true

foundation of the treatment of all fractures of the long
bones at least, that is, a perfect coaptation must, if possible,

be procured and maintained by extension and counter-

extension for a suflicient length of time to permit a union
to occur. We must not permit ourselves to be governed
by any consideration as to the character of that union, and
it will be more likely to be firmer and more rapid in its

completion, the greater care the surgeon exercises and the
greater quietude the patient observes. The details of the

initial treatment particularly, of this fracture, are not dwelt
on sufficiently by surgical writers. We have here two dis-

placements of the bone to be remedied, displacement in the
direction of the axis of the shaft of the femur, and dis-

placement in the direction of the axis of the neck. We
can by extension restore the natural length of the limb, but
if we do not also restore the normal length of the neck the

fractured fragments will still override in the direction of its

axis. To preserve the proper length of the limb, the per-

ineal band with extension by means of adhesive plaster ap-

plied to the leg, and a pulley and weight, is the simplest

and perhaps the beat method we can pursue. A long
outside splint may be useful in steadying the limb, but it

is not essential. All unnecessary bandaging and all super-
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fluous splints should be avoided, as interfering with the

capillary circulation. In order to restore the normal length

of the neck and the natural rotundity of the trochanter,

we must make traction in the direction of the axis of the

neck of such power as will bring the fractured surfaces in-

to opposition. This will be best accomplished by passing a

iirm band round the upper end of the thigh from within
outwards, by which extension is made, while counter-ex-

tension is accomplished by another band passed round the
pelvis in the opposite direction. After the fractured ends
of the bone have been thus brought into proper position,

they can be best kept there by placing an unyielding com-
press of the requisite thickness between the thighs, close to

the perineum, retaining this in proper position by strapping
the two limbs together at the knees and ankles. Firmly
made and carefully retained in the position indicated, I

consider this pad an indispensable requisite to the success-

ful treatment of this fracture. In addition to this, a broad
bandage should be applied round the pelvis, embracing
both trochanters. While the object of the compress is to

prevent the ends of the fracture from over-riding each
other, the object of the pelvic band is to keep those frac-

tured ends in close opposition, and thus facilitate their

union. This treatment should be continued for a sufficient

length of time to admit of union being accomplished. The
time that may be required in such cases will depend very
much on the constitutional vigor of the patient and on the

skill and care exercised by the surgeon. It is a case which,
more than any other fracture, requires constant watchful-
ness and devotion on the part of the medical attendant.

By carrying out this simple method of preserving the
length ot the limb and that of the neck of the femur, there

cannot be much deviation from a natural position of the

fracture ; and union is more likely to occur, and to be of a

more firm and satisfactory character, and with less danger
of shortening, than under any other system of treatment
with which I am acquainted; certainly much more so than
in the plans of treatment usually pursued and recommend-
•ed by eminent surgeons. The general result of this frac-

ture heretofore has been a blot and an opprobrium to our
profession; and it is therefore the duty of every practitioner

to observe such cases with critical solicitude, and reflect

maturely on the causes which in the past have rendered our
treatment of them so unfortunate and unsatisfactory.

Peoria, April, 1880.^
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Neurasthenia.

Read befare tJie Decatur Medical Society June 26th, 1879, by
A. Robertson Small, M. D.

The term jSTeurasthenia comes from two Greek words:
neuron^ meauiug a nerve, and asthenia, want of strength, de-

bility. It is»a functional disease of the nervous system

—

that is, the true pathological changes have not yet been dis-

covered. It is a disease of recent origin, and I believe all

that has ever been written on the subject has been done
within the last ten years; and hence, the literature on the
subject is scanty and inadequate, and, so far as I can learn,

none of the recent standard works contain a chapter on the

subject, with exception of Erb, in the thirteenth volume of
Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia, to which article, as well as one in

the i^ew York Medical Journal, by Dr. Geo. M. Beard, and
one in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, by Dr. W. 0. Still-

man, I owe much of my information on the subject.

^Neurasthenia, though of recent origin, is by no means,
infrequent in this country. Dr. Beard says : "But in spite

of its frequency and importance, neurasthenia, although
long recognized in a vague way among the people and the
profession under such terms as ' general debility,' ' nervous
prostration,' 'nervous debility,' 'nervous asthenia,' 'spinal

weakness,' and more accurately by some of its special

symptoms and accompaniments, as ' spinal irritation,' ' ner-

vous dyspepsia,' 'cerebral and spinal hypersBmia,' 'irritable

ovary,' ' irritable uterus,' ' uterine asthenopia ' and ' sexual
exhaustion,' yet until quite recently no attempt has been
made to formally introduce it into science, by describing in

detail all its symptoms and showing their relation to each
other and to the morbid nervous condition of which they
are all the results and expressions. My first paper," says
he, " on this subject, based on the study of thirty cases, was
prepared in 1868, was read before the New York Medical
Journal Association, and was published in the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal, April 29th, 1869, and subse-
quently appeared in the first edition of Beard & Rockwell's
' Electricity.'

"

The above, I believe, is the first paper ever written on
the subject. Abroad it seems to have received less atten-

tion than in this country, possibly because it is not so com-
mon there as here. The term neurasthenia covers all the
forms of nervous exhaustion, whether the symptoms come
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from the brain or spinal cord, though the term cerebras-
thenia is applied to the former, and myelasthenia to the
latter.

We understand by neurasthenia, those conditions of the
brain or cord, or both, in which marked and unquestion-
able disturbance of their function exist, for which no con-
siderable anatomical basis can be found or assumed; a^

disease, therefore, which must at present be classed as a
functional -disease. Many of its symptoms, however, resem-
ble closely the symptoms in the early stages of severe dis-

ease of the cord, with anatomical lesions, but whether this-

disease may lead to actual organic disease of the cord is.

doubtful, and most authorities believe it does not. I believe^

however, that cerebral and spinal anaemias, hyperaemias^
and irritations, are often only the symptoms of neuras-
thenia, and that inervation precedes the disturbance of
circulation.

ETIOLOGY.

The predisposition to this affection is most common in
the male sex, and youth and middle age are most exposed
to the disease. It is also most apt to occur in delicately bal-

anced and highly sensitive nervous organizations, and
among the signs of this are fine soft skin, fine hair, deli-

cately cut features and tapering extremites. Most sufferer&

come from neuropathic families, in which psychosis, hys-
teria and other neuroses, are well known guests. The
higher and most intellectual classes are much more predis-

posed to the disease than the lower classes. The following-

are some of the direct causes. Flint says : "It proceeds,

from under functional activity of the nervous system, as

connected with the exercise of the intellectual and emo-
tional faculties."

We, as Americans, work too much and play too little;

and it is this close application to study and the worry of
business day after day, week after week, and year after year,,

with little or no relaxation or recreation, that finally tires-

out the nervous system, and it gives out exhausted. Exces-
sive mental efforts, as severe and long-continued study—es-

pecially if not sufficient sleep be taken—are very prolific

causes of neurasthenia, and a similar effect is produced by
violent grief or excessive excitement of the affections and
passions. But the immediate cause in the great majority
of cases is worry—worry connected with business matters.
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or excited by domestic complications. Man can do an im-

mense amount of mental work without being injured

thereby, if he will only keep this element of worry in the

background. Another frequent and important cause is

sexual excesses, masturbation begun very young and long-

continued, inordinate sexual gratification, or even lack of

the same. Frequently-repeated sexual excitement without

gratification, in predisposed persons, acts similarly. Ex-
cesses of less degree, but longer continued, are often at

fault, and the disease frequently occurs after the honey-

moon. Excessive bodily effort may also produce the dis-

-«ase, as long forced marches, mountain climbing, etc. In-

sufficient food, or anything that depresses the powers of

the nervous system, has an influence in the same direction.^

I believe also, that the excessive use of tobacco acts many
times as a factor in producing the disease by weakening
the nervous system. We all know its well-known power
of producing at least one of the symptoms of neurasthenia,

that of sexual debility. But the disease is most distinct

Tt^hen several of the above causes co-exist, as great mental
and bodily overwork with disturbance of sleep and rest, or

when, amid great m intal exertion, business or domestic
worry, sexual excesses are indulged in.

"We now come to the symptoms of neurasthenia. Neu-
rasthenia is divided into cerebrasthenia or exhaustion of

the encephalon, and myelasthenia, or spinal exhaustion.

These condition are sometimes found distinct and separ-

ate, but usually more or less blended. Their causes are

usually different, and their treatment differs much. Their
distinctive difference, however, will be more especially con-
sidered under the heads of diagnosis and treatment. The condition

found in these cases is that of an orer-worked brain and nervous
system, and the symptoms such as would naturally arise under such
a condition. Confusion of thought is one of the earlier symptoms.
The patient cannot force his mind to think consecutively on any
one subject, but his ideas will come and go without his having any
power over them. There may be times when his mind seems clear,

but soon again, it will be in a state of chaos, and his ideas indis-

tinct. This condition will be particularly noticed if he attempt to

add up a column of figures. The memory, too, is usually defective,

though this usually occurs also in all forms of nervous debility,

whether caused by exhaustion, organic change, or senility. Another
symptom ia hesitancy of speech, arising from confused thought, and
bad memory, rendering it difficult to form a clear conception of the
subject under consideration, and hard to summon the necessary
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words to express it. This symptom is much better marked in some-

cases than others and in some it does not occur at all. Indecision^

timidity and lack of confidence in ones own judgment are common
symptoms in this affection. An almost universal symptom is irrit-

ability of mind, and depression of spirits. The patient is very apt

to be suspicious of others, and to think that conspiracies are being

plotted against him, though he can give no valid reason for such
belief. If he be a business man, he is apt to have vague apprehen-

sions of financial ruin, though there may not be the slightest

ground for such apprehension. He is apt to take thoughtless acts

and remarks of friends as personal slights, or possibly insults. He
is constantly in a worry and fret about something, or brooding over
his imaginary troubles. He is restless and wanders aimlessly from
one place to another. He is ill at ease, and usually confused if any
one is watching him. Insomnia is nearly always present, and some-

times may even precede the disease itself, when it may act as a
cause. It is usually not very troublesome, but of a peculiar char-

acter ; the patient wakes after a few hours sleep with a sense of

great uneasiness in his limbs, and may not be able to fall asleep

again for several hours afterwards, and in the morning feels unre-

freshed and prostrated. He is also inclined to dream a good deal,

and his dreams are generally of a frightful character and awake
him in terror. The preceding symptoms, which we have just con-

sidered, are more particularly connected wit i tVe cerebrum, and the

higher intellectual faculties, and we now come to a different class,

embracing the motor apparatus, the sensory department of the

nervous system, and the glandular organs, and prominent among
these are languor and a sense of general or local weakness. A
feeling of general fatigue is very common, but it is apt to come
and go suddenly; at one time the patient may feel as strong as a
giant, and be capable of performing severe labor, and at another as

weak as a babe, so that the least exertion is a hardship ; and this

sense of profound exhaustion may come on suddenly without warn-
ing, in the midst of his labor.

There is a peculiar leg weakness in many of these cases, associa-

ted with a certain form of myelasthenia, growing out of sexual

indulgence, and this feeling of exhaustion is more particularly felt

in the morning before getting up. They are incapable of walking
or standing for any length of time, and if they continue long in the

standing posture it makes them very tired, with a feeling of pain in

the back, with shooting or tearing pains in the districts of certain

nerves. If more severe exercise be indulged in, there will be trem-

bling of the limbs, and this will be more readily produced by un-

accustomed exercise. Sometimes a strong mental impression will

produce the same effect. These same symptoms of exhaustion and
want of endurance may occur in the arms, but usually not to the^

same extent as in the legs. It is very difllcult for some of these

patients to write, owing to trembling and unsteadiness of the hand^
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especially if the emotions be excited or the mind embarrassed,

though others can perform the most delicate movements without

trouble. The sensations are also markedly effected in this disease.

The patient complains of flashes of heat, and perhaps the next

moment of cold, which may be in circumscribed spots. The hands

and feet are often cold. These sensations probably arise from vaso-

motor disturbances. Creeping and crawling sensations just under

the skin are often complained of; abnormal ticklishness is often

present ; hypersesthesia or amesthesia, local or general, are some-

times found ; neuralgia, shifting quickly from one place to another,

is very common ; often there is a peculiar pain in the muscles of

the back, appearing when the body is bent forwards or backwards.

In a large proportion of these cases there are localized points of

tenderness along the spine, the same as in nervous irritation. The
patient is very susceptible to cold and sudden changes in the

weather. Sometimes the nutrition in neurasthenia is good, and the

patient may present a hearty and even robust appearance, though
usually the nutrition is more or less impaired, and the patient

somewhat pale and anaemic. He is often troubled with a nervous

dyspepsia. Flatulence and oxaluria are often met with, and not

infrequently constipation. Redness of the face and irritable eye

frequently occur, the eye being injected and painful, caused by de-

bility of the vaso-motor nerves allowing too much blood to be car-

ried to the part ; and probably the same condition exists in the

brain at times, and perhaps at others a condition of anaemia.

Sometimes there are sounds in the ears of a roaring character.

The sense of taste and smell may also be abnormal. The secretions

are sometimes at fault, as the lachrymal and salivary glands, the

sudoriferous follicles, the intestines and testes. There is a tendency

to shed tears, and this when the emotions are only moderately ex-

cited, and they may flow profusely without the patient knowing
why. Disturbance of the sexual organs occupy a very prominent
place among the symptoms of neurasthenia, and they may stand in

the relation of cause or effect; thus, impotence not infrequently

results from nervous debility, and nervous debility from sexual

excesses. They commonly take the form of " irritable weakness,"
the power of erection and of performing the act are lessened, the

ejaculation takes place prematurely, and a repetition of the act is

impossible. The indulgence is usually followed by great prostra-

tion, restlessness, trembling of the limbs, etc. The symptoms are

usually all worse after the indulgence of the act.

Impotence may be caused by suppressed secretion of the sperm,
due to innervation of the glandular structure of the testes, or the

I0.SS of desire, or both. Spermatorrhoea is not a regular symptom
of the disease, unless it previously existed, when it may be consid-

ered a cause. Their recurrence, however, often aggravates the

trouble, and when genital affections appear as a cause, the recovery
is likely to be slow, and the prognosis more unfavorable than when
they occur secondarily.
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You will notice that the symptoms are almost entirely subjec-

tive, the objective symptoms being slight or entirely negative.

There is no disturbance of motility ; the patient can usually per-

form the finest and most complicated movements easily and securely,

can stand on one foot with eyes closed
;
yet the power of muscular

endurance is weakened, and the patient is more or less ansemic.

Another important feature is the instability of the symptoms.

They are not local or constant in their character, as in organic

lesions, but are constantly flitting from one set of symptoms to an-

other ; to-day the patient may be complaining of one set of symp-

toms, and as soon as they are subjugated another set springs up.

[concluded next month.]

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Hyclrt)broiiiic Acid.

One of the most valuable preparations lately introduced

to the notice of the medical profession is Hydrobromic
Acid, a pale straw-colored liquid, a combination of bromide

of potassium and tartaric acid. I regard tliis acid as one

of the most efficient remedies we possess in a certain class

of nervous diseases. It was first brought to the notice of

the profession by Dr. D. C. Wade, in the Peninsular Medi-'

cal Journal, and recommended highly for its property of

preventing the headache and ringing in the ears produced

by the administration of quinine. Given with or immedi-
ately after each dose, it prevents in a remarkable degree

these unpleasant symptoms. It is also of especial value in

nervous and delicate individuals, in preventing the fulness

felt in the head, induced by the administration of the various

preparations of iron. Where there is nervous excitement

induced by excessive indulgence of tea, cofl'ee or alco-

holic stimulants, nervous exhaustion from prolonged appli-

cation, prostration induced by excessive venereal indulgence

and in many hysterical conditions of reflex origin, it has,

in my hands, yielded excellent results. This acid combines
readily with many substances ; is a good solvent for sul-

phate of quinine, with which it may be administered, al-

though I prefer giving it immediately after each dose.

The advantage of hydrobromic acid over the bromide of

potassium is its agreeable taste, for when given in half a

glass of lemonade, it forms a very pleasant and refreshing

draught.
Dr. J. Milner Fothergill, in the Philadelphia Medical
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Times, December 9th, 1876, says be has used it to allay

bronchial irritation. His formula is as follows

:

^ Spts. Chloroform, 20 minims.
Hydrobromlc Acid, }4 ounce.
Syr. ScUlo?, 1 ounce.
Aqua ad., q.s. '2 ounces.

M. ET SiG.—One or two teaspoonsful three times a day.

The above recipe I have used many times, with very
gratifying results. The dose of the acid is from half to one
drachm, given largely diluted. The formula for the prep-
aration of hydrobromic acid is as follows

:

Bromide of Potassium, 10 ounces, 6 drachms, 28 grains.
Dissolve In four pints of water and add

Tartaric Acid, 13 ounces, 1 drachm, 27 grains.

Bitartrate of potass, is thrown down as a precipitate, when
the clear liquid may be decanted. It is then ready for use.

This acid, from its pleasant and agreeable taste, is des-

tined to supersede the use of bromide of potassium as it

has been heretofore administered, and its combination with
tartaric acid heightens the action of the bromic salts. It

has been estimated that half a drachm ^is equal in efficacy

to one and a half drachms of the bromide of potassium.
The medicinal quality of this combination oft'ers a wide field

for investigation, and if it sustains its reputation as a nervous
sedative, superior in all respects to the bromide, we have
gained a preparation of no trifling value.

Peoria, III. J. S. Miller, M. D.

Quinia as a Preventive of Scarlet Fever*

During the late epidemic of scarlet fever in this city, I

have used quinine to prevent its spread in a family, after

one member of that family has contracted this disease, and
in no instance has it attacked any other member of the
family, unless the attack came on in a day or two after

commencing the quinia.
I give two or three grains, three times a day, according

to the age of the child; then, after four or five days, the
dose may be lessened ; but the administration of the
(luinine must be kept up for three weeks, or until the sick
members of the family are fully recovered. I have tried
this practice in a number of cases, and with complete
KUCCeSB.

As scarlet fever still prevails in many parts of our
country, I would like to have physicians try it and inform
us of their .success with it. H.

Peokia, April, 1880.
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Providence and Disease.

In an article under the above title, published in the
Detroit Lancet for March, 1880, Dr. C. E. Page claims that
an unregulated and unseasonable diet is a potent factor in

the causation of many of our most malignant though
widely dissimilar forms of disease. Of course the form ot

disease being determined by the constitutional predis-
position of the individual.

Although it is a well established fact, that a diet, to be
healthy, must be suited to climate and season, we think the
ground taken by Dr. Page is somewhat novel and cer-

tainly worthy the consideration of sanitarians.

We are too apt to ignore common sense in our search
after the cause of disease, allowing our imagination too
much sway, becoming infatuated with dazzling theories,
when often times the cause sought for, lies plainly before
us and may be found in what we foolishly considered too
commonplace and familiar an origin.

Dr. Page says :
" The excessive or wrongly composed

diet (too many meals, too much at each, and too hot ; meat,,

pastry, rich cake, greasy biscuits, short cake, coffee, tea,

chocolate, gravies, spices, pepper, &c.,) that in summer
proper, in spite of perfect ventilation, when we are virtu-

ally living out of doors, will cause bilious, slow or yellow
fevers, cholera or cholera morbus, will, during our artificial

summer weather in winter—rooms over-heated, doors and
windows sealed tight and almost entire absence of ventila-

tion—produce scarlet, typhus and typhoid fevers, diph-
theria, croup and the like." ^

*
[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

' Wliooping Cough.

" Medicus " writes us, to ask the readers of the Peoria
Medical Monthly, for the best treatment of whooping
cough: both abortive (if there be any) and palliative. Let
us hear from our readers.

Apropos of the metric question : The U. S. nickel five

cent piece is two centimetres in diameter, and its weight is

five grammes. Five of them placed in a row will give the
length of the decimetre, and two of them will weigh a
decagramme.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Repeated Tapping- as a Preparatory Measure to Successful
Ovariotomy.

The three patients upon whom ovariotomy was per-

formed in this cit}^ during the past year, and all of whom
recoTered, were in the previous two years tapped and the

fluid withdrawn by^ the aspirator, ten, fifteen and twenty-

three times respectively.

In none of these cases was the operation performed
until the system of the patient was no longer able to sustain

the drain upon it, and the operation was imperatively

demanded.
Does not this repeated tapping prepare the peritoneum

for the final operation of extirpation, and render it less

liable to take on inflammatory action, and septic influence?

I do not think tapping as dangerous an operation as

many consider it. I have performed it many times in the

past few years, and have never yet seen any serious conse-

quences follow. It is done with but slight inconvenience

to the patient, and generally she will be up and around the

house the next day.

In multilocular tumors but a single puncture need be
made. I have emptied at least a dozen cysts without
removing the needle.

Statistics show that ovariotomy has been more success-

ful when performed on tumors of many years growth, than
when more recent. Emmet gives- as the reason for this,

that "a judicious delay enables the peritoneum to become
more tolerant to irritation and much less liable to inflam-

mation than it would be were the tumor removed at an
earl}' stage of its growth." But may not the tolerance of
the peritoneum in these cases be found to be due more to

the repeated tappings than to the mere existence of the

tumor in the cavity for a variable number of years ?

Peoria, April, 1880. H.

Dr. J. Marion Sims reports, in the Medical Record^ the
loss of a patient, '21 hours after the use of the bromide of
ethyl. The operation (Battey's) was a long one, and the

woman had for five years, been subject to epileptic attacks.

Whether the anaesthetic was directly the cause of death, or

not, does not seem to be clearly settled. We are glad Dr.
Sims has laid this case before the profession, as it may
deter many from a too hasty and careless use of this pow-
erful agent. *
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Anaesthesia in Labor.

In an able and very interesting paper read by Dr. D. M.
Barr before the Obstetrical Society, of Philadelphia, and
published in the Surg, and Med. Bep., Dr. Barr offers the

following combination as an anaesthetic for use in cases of

labor, the proportions graded according to the relative

•strength and nature of the ingredients, and the demands of
the case:

^ Ether, 3 parts

;

Chloroform, 1 part

;

Alcohol, 2 parts.

In summing up he makes the following points :

1. The claim of the parturient woman for anaesthesia

is unequaled by any claim in the wide world.

2. These claims will not have received a fair response
until the anaesthetic is as common in the lying-in chamber
as upon the operating table.

3. A proper anaesthesia is more directly indicated and
more safe in the ordinary obstetric patient than in the surg-

ical patient, case for case.

4. We have an anaesthetic mixture, capable of produc-
ing perfect immunity from suftering, without intoxication,

without vomiting, without reaction or dangerous sequences.
5. The babe offers no contra-indication, since its safety

is not jeopardized,

6. Labor is not hindered, but rather hastened by the
anaesthetic.

7. Anaesthesia offers no contra-indication for the use
of any medication, which would be indicated in its absence.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Tooth Ache Drops.

The following formula has been tried for a long time
:and has proven very successful. The writer of this has had
jpersonal experience of its efficacy and alway carries a small
phial in his pocket ready for use

:

^ Chloroform (pure).
Tr. Aconite rad., a. a. 3 drachms

;

Tr. Capsicum, 1 drachm

;

Oil of Cloves, 1 drachm
;

Camphor, }4 drachm.

Mix and apply on cotton to the hollow tooth. ^
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Ethyl Bromide, or Hydrobromic Etlier.

In relation to this new anaesthetic, which is now the-

subject of much discussion among physicians, we take the

foirowiuo; extracts from an article in the College and Clinical

Becord, Feb. 16th, 1880 :

" It is not so recent an agent as is generally thought.

Robin made known its properties as an anesthetic in 1837^
after having made many experiments with it.

"Mr. jSTunnely, of Leeds, England, reported some ex-

periments in 1849, and in 1865 exhibited it to the members
of the British Medical Society, stating that he was using it

quite extensively, both in his private practice and in the

Leeds General Infirmary,

"Dr. Laurence Turnbull, of Philadelphia, in 1878, seems-

to have been the first to arouse an interest in it in this

country. Since that time it has been tried somewhat exten-

sively."

Dr. R. J. Levis reports on its properties and use as

follows

:

" The principal physiological characteristics which will,

concern the surgeon are its rapidity of action and the
quickness of recovery from its effects. So far as observed
by me, it does not influence the circulation, except some-
times to produce a slight increase in the rapidity of the
heart's action. The cerebral anaemia and the fatal syncope
of cardiac depression, to which chloroform is liable, do
not appear to threaten. Respiration is but little influenced

beyond the ordinary characteristics of all anaesthetic sleep.

* * * Nausea and vomiting appear to occur less fre-

quently than after chloroform and ether. * * * Its vapor
is quite unirritating to the respiratory passages when in-

haled. * * * General excitement and tendency to

struggle occur less frequently than in the early stages of
ether or chloroform anaesthesia. * * * Recovery from '

its effects is much more rapid. * * * The pupils dilate

as soon as complete anaesthesia is induced, and as the sen-

tient state returns they resume their normal condition.

Anaesthesia is usually effected in from two to three minutes,
the quantity used varying, with the operation, from one to

eleven fluid drachms. The vapor of bromide of ethyl is

not inflammable. * * * The ordinary essentials of the
proper and safe production of anaesthesia are required in

the use of the bromide of ethyl. Whilst feeling inclined
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to impress caution in regard to the use of so powerful an

agent, I am, from a basis of experience, inclined to recom-

mend its use to the profession." *

Forced Ailnientation.

An excellent paper on an important and too often over-

looked theraputic measure, was read before the New York
State Medical Society and published in the " Proceedings "

for March, 1880. Its author, Dr. A. Hutchins, claims that

the principle of forced feeding is a valuable adjunct in

resisting certain influences of heredity. He says, " The
inheritors of certain constitutional taints are notoriously

light and fickle feeders. The parents themselves uncon-

scious of the discipline of food, accept their oftspring's

" weak stomach " as the inevitable. But this weak stomach

is also an uneducated stomach, with latent possibilities that

a cultivated discretion ma}^ call into vigorous exercise.

This digestion, not stimulated by drugs, but exercised

by materials that possess the elements of nutrition, can

enforce a nutrition by which the malign hereditary influ-

ences may be set aside, and the maturing years be coinci-

dent with maturing powers of resistance that would be

unknown to the period of development, ill-trained and ill-

nourished.
Bearing in mind that food is the natural tonic, and that

drug tonics are but excitants to the natural tonics, it, at the

same time, is not to be lost sight of that, during the entire

period of growth and development, where waste and repair

go on so rapidly, where accumulation stretches way up

beyond the region of supply, and that tor a long continu-

ous succession of years, any protracted failure of appetite

and an inadequacy of food, coincident with a want of

enthusiasm and buoyancy native to vigorous youth, must
naturally suggest the most gloomy forebodings. * * *

^ * Aside from all considerations of appetite, notwith-

standing any weakness of will power, or the multiplied

obstacles of repulsion, loathing, or seeming impossibilities,

the first point is to get food of some kind into the stomach

in such quantities as is possible, and at stated intervals, as a

stern duty, either in fulfillment of an intelligent apprecia-

tion of the necessity, or in submissive obedience to inflex-

ible orders."

In carrying out this system Dr. Hutchins suggests

:
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1. The food selected should not require mastication,.

possess no special flavor and be capable of being sawllowed
by a single effort.

2. Solids and semi-solids have, for familiar physiolo-

gical reasons, preference over liquid foods.

3. Food must be taken at stated intervals, stretching-

over a long period of each day. It is best practiced eigh-

teen hours out of the twenty-four. And should be com-
menced before the patient is out of bed in the morning.

4. Mtrogenized foods are inappropriate in the early-

stages of forced feeding.

5. The free use of water is to be insisted on as a requi-

site to success.

6. These measures must be united with all those con-

ditions which influence free animal action, regular evacua-

tions, abundant fresh air, judicious exercise and cheerful

occupation.

We think this subject worthy of the most careful con-

sideration by physicians, and feel assured that it is a most
valuable measure in connection with the prevention audi

treatment of disease, *

New Metliod of Using- SaKcylic Acid.

Compresses wet with an aqueous solution of the salicy-

late of soda, 5 per cent., are applied upon painful articula-

tions. To avoid acidity the liquor is neutralized with a

drop or two of ammonia. In two cases the pains were re-

markably diminished in a short time ; one of the patients-

could move his affected joint slightly half an hour after

the compresses were applied. No great irritation of the'

skin was produced, but slight disquamation took place.

The salicylate is absorbed quite rapidly, since its presence

could be demonstrated in the urine in twelve to fifteen

hours. Many patients cannot tolerate salicylic acid, and'

refuse to take it; here is a handy means for its employ-
ment.

—

Detroit Lancet, March, 1880.

Dr. Thos. G. Morton has measured the length of the-

lower limbs of over 300 boys at Girard College, Philadel-

phia, Pa. He found asymmetry and not symmetry to be?

the rule, the difference in length ranging from a fraction,

of an inch to an inch.
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Ovariotomy in Italy.

A report of the first one hundred operations of ovari-

otomy in Italy was published in the Journal des Sciences

Medicales for February, 1880. These were performed by
thirty-four different surgeons. The recoveries were thirty-

seven ; the deaths sixty-three. Dr. Peruzzi thinks the

unsatisfactory results are accounted for by the number o±

different surgeons making the operation, and that results

are better in the hands of a few specialists, who by practice

become expert in the operation.

—

Surg, omd Med. Eep.^

April, 1880.

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Ergotine as a Topical Application to the Eye.

The excellence of this remedy in some forms of ophthal-
mia is undoubted, especially when the inflammation is

intense and accompanied with chimosis. In the proportion
of thirty grains to the ounce of water, a few drops instilled

into the eye every three or four hours, at the same time
applied externally by a cloth saturated with the solution

and laid over the organ, ergotine gives very satisfactory

results. The evidence of others as to its efficacy, as well
as our own experience in its use, leads us to consider this

a remedy of great value. S.

Use of Turpentine in Cancer.

That such a familiar substance as turpentine should be
found of value in cancer is somewhat surprising. Il^ever-

theless, Dr. John Clay, of Birmingham, England, relates

in the Lancet, March 27th, several cases in which Chian
turpentine, freely administered, thirty or sixty grains a day,

really seemed to modify favorably the disease as it appeared
in uterine schirrus and epithelioma. He thinks he can
safely assert that when the remedy is steadily used for some
time, it arrests the progress of the disease and relieves the

pain incidental to the malignant growth. Certainly, if it

will accomplish this, the discovery will prove one of the

highest importance in therapeutics.

—

Medical and Surgical

Heporier, Ajml 17 th.

Mr. Kelley, Representative from Pennsylvania, intro-

duced a bill, March 22d, to impose a duty of 10 per cent,

on quinine.
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Forceps or Its Alternatives.

Dr. Barnes read a paper before the London Obstetrical

Society on the use of forceps, compared with its alterna-

tives. After fully discussing the objections to the use of

ergot, its danger, its uncertainty, &c., the conditions which
demand a resort to the use of forceps or its alternatives, he
concludes as follows :

"1. In lingering labor, when the head is in the pelvic

cavity, the forceps is better than its alternatives.

2. In lingering labor, when the head is engaged in the

pelvic brim, and when it is known that the pelvis is well

formed, the forceps is better than its alternatives.

3. In lingering labor, when the head is resting on the

pehnc brim, the liquor amnii discharged, and it is known,
either by exploring with the hand or by other means, that

there is no disproportion, or only a slight degree of dispro-

portion, even although the cervix uteri is not fully dilated,

the forceps will generally be better than its alternatives.

4. In proportion as the head is arrested high in the

pelvis, in the brim, or above the brim, the necessity, the

utility and safety of the forceps become less frequent.

5. As a corollary from the preceding proposition, in-

creasing caution in determining on the use of the forceps

and greater skill in carrying out the operation are called

for." S.

Dr. E. R. Squibbs, of Brooklyn, confesses to hav-

ing a prejudice against bromide of ethyl, though purely upon
theoretical grounds. He gave as a chemical rule, that the

anffisthetics, which are the least dangerous, are those

which are the most simple, and when decomposed yield

elements, which, physiologically, are known to be most
innocuous, as nitrous oxide, &c. The bromide of ethyl,

which is a loosely molecular article and more easily decom-
posed than bromides of ordinary bases, contains 73 per
cent, of the irritant poison, bromine. If then, under cer-

tain circumstances, this agent becomes discomposed the 73
per cent, of bromine goes into the system and grave effects

will be produced, if not soon eliminated. Whereas under
other circumstances, if it remains as bromide of ethyl it

may work no harm.

—

Medical Record. *

The next annual meeting of the Illinois State Medical
Society will be held at Belleville, Tuesday, May 18th, 1880.
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Morphia in Uraemia.

A writer to the Louisville Medical News says : Of this

method Prof. Loomis stands an eminent defender, and
those who have listened to his lectures or read his book,
must have been somewhat impressed with the plausibility

of his views. Prof. Loomis reasons as follows : The skin
in patients with acute uraemia loses its excretory action

—

and diaphoresis if induced is not eliminative—nor do the

bowels respond readily to purgatives. Then, if the sys|j;em

is overwhelmed by this uraemic poison, and all the avenues
of elimination closed, the question is, how can you coun-
teract the influence of this poison and open again the
channels of elimination ?

To diminish reflex sensibility and subdue spasmodic
muscular paroxysms must be speedily accomplished, for

either, if continued, will terminate life. Chloroform, here-

tofore, has been almost a sole remedy, but Prof. Loomis
believes that so far from being beneficial, it even prejudices

the chance of ultimate recovery by the changes its inhala-

tion produces in the blood, which changes hasten rather

than retard the development of the uraemic toxaemia. It

also seems to him to be more diflicult to establish diapho-
resis and diuresis in patients to whom chloroform has been
given. Chloroform only controls muscular spasm tem-
porarily, and does not exercise any neutralizing eflect on
the poison. Dr. Loomis says that in morphia he has an
agent that not only controls muscular spasm, but re-opens

the avenues of elimination, either by counteracting the
eftects of the uraemic poison on the nerve centers, and thus
facilitating the action of diaphoretics and diuretics, or itself

acting as an eliminator. He uses it in cases where the

premonitory symptoms are most severe, as well as during
the convulsions. The rules relating to its administrations
are altogether governed by the convulsions. Sufficient

quantities should be given to control spasm. ISTeither the

condition of the pupil nor the number of respirations afford

liable guides. Thus, he believes, morphia administered
hypodermically becomes a powerful eliminator, in which
belief Dr. Loomis is sustained by weighty corroboration,

based upon reliable clinical data.

Always read our advertisements, as we know them to

be from responsible parties. ISTo others will be admitted
to our pages.
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[From the Medical Brief, April, 1880.]

Tji>ho-3Ialarial Fever.

Editor Medical Brief: A number of your correspoDdent&
from this State are asking and giving the treatment of
typho-malarial fever, so-called. What is typho- malarial

fever? Some of its early advocates, and indeed those that

first discovered it, say that said fever ceased to exist as soon
as the special causation was removed ; that armies closely

crowded in unhealthy camps were attacked with a fever

that they (the surgeons) called typho-malarial fever, and
as soon as the armies were disbanded and allowed to go
home, where they were better fed and clothed, and their

location healthier, then said fever became one of the
things that were.

JS'ow no sane physician will admit that we have any
disease in this climate which is not more or less compli-
cated with malaria—that subtle, indescribable, but potent
poison, common to our climate. Why not say pneumono-
malarial fever, or rheumo-malarial fever, when our
patient has pneumonitis or arthritis ? The fact is, they are
fighting either aggravated remittent or simple typhoid
fever. I make quinine in five to ten grain doses, differ-

entiate for me. If after the use of said remedy, I am
enabled to note a decided remission, I say then remittent
fever. If my quinine aggravates symptoms, I drop at once
to a simple expectant treatment, and call it typhoid fever.

The treatment of either disease is given, far better than I

can give it, in any standard text-book.

J. E. Stinson, M. D.
Montague, Texas.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Physicians vs. Druggists.

The difficulties between druggists and doctors seem to

be nearing a climax, and physicians are eagerly seeking
relief. Some of the charges against the druggist are but
too well founded. The use of prescriptions, over and over,,

without permission or directions ; the very common habit

of prescribing for venereal diseases; the use of poor, cheap
drugs, and the substitution of others for the drugs called

for in the prescription ; and last, but not least, the enor-
mous prices patients are made to pay. The druggist in-

sists on cash payments, the doctor cannot always do so,
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hence the druggist often gets all the money, and the doctor

can go hang for his pay. It will drive physicians to dis-

pensing their own remedies, as was formerly the custom,

or to the establishing of co-operative societies by physicians^

who will buy their own medicines, employ a competent
clerk and charge patients only a small advance on cost, as

has been suggested in several medical journals. *

Diiplicating- Prescriptions.

A recent medical act in Wisconsin reads as follows

:

" If any physician practising medicine in this State, shall

write or cause to be printed on any prescription the words,
' No duplicate,' any vender of medicines who shall dupli-

cate such prescription without the physician's consent, shall

be subject to a fine often dollars for each ofi^'ence."

New Method of Administering- Kousso.

One-half ounce of fresh powdered kousso is treated

with one ounce of hot castor oil, and afterward by two
ounces of boiling water by displacement, express, and by
means of the yelk of an egg, combine the two percolates-

into an emulsion, and add forty drops of sulphuric ether,

flavoring with some aromatic oil. This is to be taken at

one dose early in the morning, after a previous fast of about
eighteen hours. The worm is usually expelled dead after

six to eight hours.

—

Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal.

Cystitis.

A writer in the Medical News gives the following as a
very prompt remedy for an inflammatory condition of the
bladder and painful micturition :

Acidi Benzoic!, 1 drachm.
Ext. Belladonnae, }A drachm.
Ext. Eucalypti Globuli, 2 drachms.
Mixturse Amigdalse, 53-^ ounces.
01. Cinnanaoni, 8 drops.

M. SiG.—A tablespoonful every three hours.

The mixture is not a very pleasant one to the taste, but
taken in a half-glass of skim milk it is quite tolerable.

The diet should be confined as largely as possible to skim
milk, and the bladder washed out twice a day with a pint

of lukewarm water, to which has been added two drachms
of bicarbonate of sodium.
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Notes and Extracts.

In offering another journal to the profession, we hope
that it will be found, what it is intended to be, a help to

the busy practitioner—a practical working journal. Our
idea of a medical journal is, that the articles should be short

and to the point, and of such character that they may
be of actual benefit in every-day practice. We call the at-

tention of our readers to the prospectus (printed elsewhere)

and hope all will give us their assistance in carrying out
this idea. It will not take you long to contribute a short

article, and you may help a brother physician out of a very
'

hard place. Please take an interest in our work and give

us something from your experience that will benefit others,

and you may find something in our pages that will be of

great help to you. *

We had expected a contribution from Prof. W. H.
Byford, of Chicago, for this number of our Monthly, but
in a letter received. Dr. Byford begs to be excused until

next time. Dr. Byford is busily engaged in getting ready
for press a new edition of his work on " Diseases of

Women." When published this work will mark a new
epoch in the gynaecological literature of our country. It

will be the latest and best work on the subject, and coming
from such a master of the art of teaching, its practical

nature will render it a necessity to every practitioner. *

The article on "Neurasthenia" will be found to be a

most able and interesting resume of our present knowledge
of this disease. It is longer than it was our purpose to

print, but it will fully repay a perusal. We won't do so

again.
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A Simple Method of Evacuating Small Calculi.

Dr. Mercier recently demonstrated before the Societe de
Medicine, an easy and practical means of getting rid of
small vesical calculi. It consists in making the patient lie

on his belly, then the calculi fall by their own weight into

the anterior part of the bladder. The patient is then
allowed to rise slowly on all fours. He micturates in this

position, and the calculi, which have not yet had time to
return into the cid de sac behind the prostate, are carried

away in the stream of urine.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

A doctor went out west to practice his profession. An
old friend met him on the street one day and asked him
how he was succeeding in his business.

"First rate," he replied. "I've had one case."
" Well, what was that ?

"

" It was a birth," said the doctor.
" How did you succeed with that? "

" Well, the old woman died, and the child; but by the
grace of God, I'll save the old man yet."

—

Exchange.

At the Autopsy.—Three medical students met together
to consult at the sick bed of General X. After they go,
the General rings for his man-servant

:

" Well, Jaques, you showed those gentlemen out; what
did they say ?

"

"Ah, General, they seemed to difter with each other ; the
big fat one said they must have a little patience, and at the
autopsy—whatever that may be—they would find out what
the matter was."

—

Exchange.

Book I^otiee.

Dr. Robert Roskoten, of this city, has just published an
historical drama, entitled, "Carlotta." It is founded on
the eventful and unfortunate career of Maximillian and
Carlotta in Mexico, It is finely written, and evinces a
thorough acquaintance with the subject, as well as an ac-

curate knowledge of the laws of dramatic unity. This work
aflbrds abundant proof that a physician may enjoy a large
practice and at the same time find opportunity to success-
fully cultivate a fine literary taste.
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DEFIBRINATED BULLOCKS' BLOOD (DE-
Sanguis Bovinus Exsieeatus. ^^^t:^^:^^^^^tZ^

Hospital, New York, and subsequeutly investigated bj F. E. Stewart, Ph. G., M. D., of the same city, who utilized the pro-
duct by desiccation. Popularly employed as a remedy for consumption, etc., by invalids who drink it at the abattoirs, as it

flows from the freshly slaughtered animals.
.\3 SUSTAINING aud SUPPORTING measure it supplies nitrogenous tissue waste, obviates the tendency to death by asthenia,

and forestalls a degree of prostration dangerous to life.

.\s a RESTORATivB agent, it is indicated in the slow convalescence from fever, in wasting diseases of various forms, con-
sumption and the like, in cachectic states from various constitutional poisons, as syphilis, scrofula, etc., and in all cases
where impaired blood, nerves, or digestion, give rise to the anamio condition, with its resulting general debility, hypochon-
driasis, or other functional disorder.

As a CDRATivE agent, in atouic dyspepsia, anaemia, and various derangements of nutrition and secretion.

For a description of the process of manufacture, etc., in detail, please send for circulars.

.__. .J n -1—1.1 1 (HYDROBEOMIC ETHER)—chemically pure. The new anajsthetic. This ar-

J-^Y'Q JT'1 1 (2J g QT H . 1. llV I
tide has been used for producing anesthesia, with very satisfactory results,

"^"^ »^^A-i.x ^^ v.-* jf
• pi-QY-ing to have very important advantages over chloroform, ether and other

agents heretofore in use. It is powerful, rapid in action, and, in short, it possesses many advantages over the above agents.
-Although comparatively a safe anaesthetic, we would still advise care in its use by those unfamiliar with its properties, and

will be pleased to furnish circular containing report of case by Dr. J. Marion Sims, in which dangerous effects followed its use.

J.__ ., (PISCXDIA ERYTURIXA.) The reports which have already been received

Cjry^QK^Q I jOfT\A7'OOrj of the effects of this drug more than justify our action in placing it before'-^'^*""^^^"- -'—"-'>J vv v.^'v^'.M..
the profession of this couutry. Making due allowance for the enthusiasm

which its action has aroused, we would only say, that whereas, we a short time since merely asked the profession to submit it

to a trial, we are now justiSed in recommending it as a substitute for opium in many painful affections. Its advantages over
opium lie in its not coustipating or locking up the secretions, and in its leaving none of the unpleasant constitutional effects

associated with the administration of opium.

.- _. (FRANCISCEA UNIFLORA.) This drug is officinal in both Brazilian Dispensatories in which It Js

JVI ri X\ r5 r*r5 classed among alteratives of the more active and positive kind. So marked is its effects in the syphilitc
^*^^ * cache.'cia, that it has been called mkrcurio vegetal by the Brazilians. It is recommended also as au

anti-rheumatic, relieving the pain and uiaterially shortening the natural course of the disease.

We ask for it a thorough trial, under the belief that it will prove a valuable addition to the list of remedies commonly
employed in rheumatism, "it is regarded by the Brazilians as almost a specific in the chronic form of the disease.

. . TVe are just in receipt of a direct importation of this rare and expensive drug.

Ih V +Y3Q /-sf 1)1 1 r^OI '^i Pi Duboisia, although scarcelv two years before the profession of this country, has
•—'•*^ ''' *-**-' " -•—' *-* V-.'^-'AkJ-IC*.

already largely supplanted atropia, formerly regarded as indispensable as a my-

driatic, in the practice of onthalmology. Its action on the eye is similar to that of atropia, dilating the pupil and paralyzing

the mu.scle3 of accommodation, but is much more prompt and is attended by none of the disagreeable effects of that salt, irri-

tation of the conjunctiva, dryness of the throat, and, in children, hallucinations, delirium, etc.

, We would ask the especial attention of the medical profession and pharma-
(1/a I

Q + 1 y-j fi T-'r'Ofl 1 1 f^T^ <=ist3 to our line of gelatine and gelatine-coated prep.arations, comprising
^^-l ^^ i-C*-y^ I- ^^^ -L • i^"-*. «-iV-> i'^. Empty Capsules, Improved Rectal Suppository Capsules, and Gelatine-ooated

, Pills. Our facilities for the manufacture of these articles are unsurpassed, and the perfection to which we have brought them is

due to the sparing of no expense in the securing of the best methods and the most experienced skill. We confidently ask a

comjiarison of our Gelatine preparations with those of any other maker. We have but recently added Gelatine-coated Pills to

our .nock, preferring to delay manufacturing them until we should be able to perfect a process through which the objections to-

Gelatine-coated Pills, as heretofore offered, might be entirely overcome, Our process is the result of years of experiment,

and the expenditure of much capital. We claim for it complete freedom from the objections which attached to all the

methods previously employed.

. The desirability of some neat and expeditious method for the administration

flci I
Q+i n £4 I PI T^C;n I <SC; of bitter or nauseous drugs, will be particularly manifest to physicians during

*—'^^'C* mi*^ V-/C* Jk.»0 »..Ai^..^«J.
tijg spring mouths, in which the demand for quinine, especially In malarial

dislricta, la large. By using our Capsules the disagreeable taste of the most disagreeable drug may be completely obviated,

and the patient saved the disturbauce arising from nausea and repugnance.

.^ To enable us to supply the Physician with the means of utilizing to the fullest degree

('^CJ r^CI 11^ Th 1 I I Oy^C the many advantages attending the employment of Gelatine Capsules, we have taken.
K^CX [-'O l-AHi; J. AiiV^AO.

^^^ agency for two very ingenious Capsule Fillers, known respectively as Davenporf.s

and Whitfield. With one of these instruments capsules may "be filled in much less time, than it would take to prepare pow-

ders or to make pUla.

Send for full descriptive circular of these instruments.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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Neurasthenia.

Bead before the Decatur Medical Society June 2%th, 1879, iy

A. Robertson Small, M. D.

( CONCLUDED.)

COURSE, DURATION AND TERMINATION.

It usually comes on in a gradual and insidious manner, though

sometimes it comes suddenly after some severe or long-continued

mental exertion, or excesses. The symptoms usually increase

gradually for weeks ; then they may remain stationary for awhile.

Sometimes slight transitory improvement occurs, and then, after a

slight excess, the patient grows worse.

If proper treatment be adopted, improvement generally occurs,

but months and years may elapse before recovery takes place.

Some are very much benefited by treatment in a few months' time,

but relapses are likely to occur in all cases, even on exposures of a

trifling nature. Erb says that " intercurrent febrile afiections often

«eem to have a favorable influence on the disease and to hasten re-

covery," but says that he is unable to state whether there are incu-

rable cases. He says: " I am also in doubt whether the disease can

pass into any tangible chronic form of spinal disease (myelitis,

sclerosis, gray degeneration). I have never observed such an event,

and have never had to modify my diagnosis in the direction indi-

cated. But only continued experience can decide." While Dr.

Beard says on this subject, " Some of these cases, under proper and

persevering treatment, seem to acquire a new constitution. Very

many of these cases of neurasthenia I have watched not only while

under treatment, but for months and years. I see every week, in-

deed almost every day, cases that I treated all the way from five to

ten years and more ago, and can testify that the results are often

permanent. They may be sensitive, delicate perhaps, but they are

•well, in working order, and in no need of special medical aid."
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Pathology.—About the pathology of neurasthenia, if it has a
pathology, there seeras to be but little known. Erb thinks the
hypothesis of anremia of the cord is very plausible, but then, what
causes antemia ? The conditions or anaemia and hypertemia are

contracted by the vaso motor nerves, and, hence, it seems to me
that anremia and hyperemia are rather the results of neurasthenia

than causes of it. Erb also says : "It seems most natural to recur

to fine disturbance of nutrition in the cord, such as we are si ill

obliged to assume in so many diseases of the nervous system." Dr.
Stillman says : "A rational explanation appears to be, that it is a
debility affecting the nerve cells ; that there is a deficiency in vigor

in the gray matter of the brain and cord. This cell debility arises,

as is frequently the case elsewhere, from functional over-work,

which weakens and enfeebles cell life, thereby interfering with the

power of assimilation and nutrition, and, as a consequence, with the

capability of performing physiological duty ; hence, the condition

and symptoms found in neurasthenia. Just as over-drain upon
physical strength may shatter and permanently weaken the muscu-
lar system, so great draughts upon nervous energy may produce a

similar result in the nervous system." Dr. Beard seems to hold to

nearly the same view. He says, "In regard to the probable path-

ology of neurasthenia, my view, as expressed in my first paper on
the subject, is, that there is an impoverishment of the nerve force

resulting from bad nutrition of the nerve tissue, on the metamor-
phosis of which the evolution of nerve force depends ; as in anaemia

there may be a deficiency in quantity, or impairment in quality of

the blood, so in neurasthenia there is, without question, deficiency

in quantity or impairment in quality of the nerve tissue ; hence the

exhaustion, the positive pain, the unsteadiness, the fluctuating char-

acter of the morbid sensations and phenomena to which the term
neurasthenia is applied." Dr. Salisbury, of Cleveland, claims to

be able to diagnosticate a seriously exhausted condition of the

nervous system by the changed condition of the blood corpuscles,

his theory being that the red corpuscles are carriers of substances

that feed the nerves, and he asserts that when these corpuscles are

not properly laden with food for the nerves, as in the case of

nerve exhaustion and insanity, the corpuscles exhibit changes that

the microscope can recognize ; hence an addition to our means of

diagnosticating nerve impoverishment. Dr. Heintzman, of New
York, claims to be able to determine, by examination of the blood

under the microscope, whether the constitution is good or bad, and
even to tell whether the subject is especially exhausted at the time

of the examination—as, for example, after a sleepless night. If

these claims can be verified we may soon have some positive knowl-

edge on the pathology of this disease.

Diagnoeis.—It is usually easy to distinguish neurasthenia from

other nervous diseases. The symptoms of neurasthenia are nearly, if

not all, subjective, while the objective symptoms which belong to
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organic diseases are lacking. The symptoms of neurasthenia are

transient, fleeting and recurrent, may have one set of symptoms
to-day, another different set to morrow, while the symptoms of

organic disease are fixed and stable. It may readily be distinguished

from most organic diseases by the absence of the objective symp-
toms peculiar to them, thus it may be distinguished from locomotor

ataxia by the absence of lancinating pains, of disturbance of sensi-

bility ; of tottering when in the dark or when the eyes are closed,

and by the co-ordinating power not being effected. Reflex activity

is usually increased in neurasthenia, while, as a rule, it is dimin-

ished in organic disease of the cord.

Anaemia is sometimes mistaken for neurasthenia, and may ac-

company it, though it is not necessarily present. Anaemia is more
common among females, and usually follows bad nutrition,

impure air, exhausting discharges, etc., while neurasthenia arises

from intellectual labor or worry, or emotional or sexual exhaustion.

It is necessary also to be able to distinguish the two divisions of

neurasthenia—cerebrasthenia and myelasthenia ; and as Dr. Beard
describes these differences very concisely and accurately, I cannot

do better than give you his words. Tie says :
" The symptoms that

suggest cerebrasthenia are obviously those that are directly or in-

directly connected with the head, and they may be either physical

or psychical. Tenderness of the scalp, a feeling of fullness in the

ears and head, all disorders of the special senses, tenderness of the

gums, deficient thirst, morbid desire for stimulants and narcotics,

gaping, yawning, rushes of blood to the head, congestion of con-

juctiva ; the different forms of morbid fear, mental depression and
impairment of memory and intellectual control, all indicate that

the brain is chiefly affected. Certain symptoms, however,—as ex-

ternal tenderness of the scalp, general or local itching, clamminess
of the extremities, muscle volitantes, pain and heaviness in the back
of the head,—may arise from exhaustion in the upper part of the

spine. The symptoms that suggest myelasthenia, or spinal exhaus-

tion, are local spasms of muscles, local chills and flashes of heat,

shooting pains in the limbs, startings on falling to sleep, morbid
sensations on the bottoms of the feet, as of burning or tenderness,

vague pains in the feet, podalgia, sexual debility in its various

phases, pain in the back—any part of it, from the nape of the neck
to the tip of the coccyx, with or without the accompaniment of

spinal irritation,—creeping and crawling sensations up and down
the spine, incontinence of the urine or paresis of the bladder, feel-

ing of pressure in the chest, with or without ticklishness in that

region, heaviness and stiffness of the muscles simulating rheuma-
tism, sensitiveness to cold and changes in the weather, hypersesthe-

sia of mucous membranes, dryness of the skin or morbid perspira-

tion, dryness of the joints, and dilated pupils. Some other

symptoms—as nervous dyspepsia, constipation, flatulence, sick

headache in all its forms, numbness, hyperasthesia and insomnia,

—
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appear to be common in both states, since they manifest themselves

when either cerebasthenia or myelasthenia is uppermost."

Another important point of difference in these two conditions is

that, in myelasthenia, physical exercise, as standing or walking, or

even exercise of the arms, is tiresome and disagreeable, and makes
the patient very soon feel exhausted ; while in cerebrasthenia, long

and violent physical exercise can often be well borne, and may
even be desired, while mental exertion, even for a short time, makes
the patient tired and exhausted. But these two conditions are fre-

quently combined, and sometimes alternate with each other.

Prognosis.—The prognosis, as compared with organic nervous

disease, or as regards life is favorable, though it may take months
and years to restore the patient to health under the most favorable

circumstances, and even then he is apt to be nervous and subject to

a relapse. The prospect, however, of a final recovery depends a

good deal on the severity of the attack, and the temperament and
surroundings of the patient. This disease does not seem to involve

any immediate danger to life, and whether it leads to any severe

organic disease is doubtful, to say the least.

We now come to the treatment of the disease, which embraces
both the hygenic and medicinal. In the first place, all excessive

claims on the nervous system must be forbidden. The patient must
have a period of rest from all harmful occupations, and mental
worry and trouble must be as far as possible removed. If the

disease has been brought on by business worry or too close applica-

tion to the same, it would be advisable to take a sea voyage, and
forget, for a time, his business cares. In short, the causes, if they

can be ascertained, should be removed entirely. Travel, change of

scenery, and climate, cheerful and pleasant society are great helps

in the treatment. The diet must be generous and varied, and
should include those foods containing most phosphates. Alcohol,

in moderate amount is allowable, but it should always be taken

with meals. The patient must work but little and sleep much,
must go to bed early, and at regular hours and sleep as long as he
can, for nothing is more beneficial in these cases than plenty of

good, sound, natural sleep. The sleeping room must be well ven-

tilated, and the patient must move about in the open air a good
deal, but never to the point of exhaustion. In most cases the sex-

ual act need not be entirely prohibited, but should only be indulged

in, in great moderation. Sexual excitement without gratification

must be avoided.

At this point the distinction between cerebrasthenia and myel-

asthenia must be considered. In the former physical exercise is

usually beneficial, such as walking, mountain climbing, skating,

horseback riding, etc., but in the latter, absolute rest is demanded,
or, at least only passive exercise should be indulged in according to

the patient's strength. Riding may be indulged in in moderation,

but in either case, open air exercise should not be indulged in to
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the point of actual fatigue or exhaustion. It is of the highest

importance that the domestic and social life should be cheerful and
agreeable, with no worry or anxiety. The patient should go as

much as possible in pleasant and agreeable society, visit theaters, and
places of amusement, in short, have his mind diverted as much as

possible from business and worry. A change to the sea coast, or

mountain air is often desirable. Sea bathing is also useful.

Erb says :
" Of the plans of treatment for the direct relief of

the disease, the use of a moderate cold-water cure, well graduated

to the patient's strength and sensitiveness, deserves special mention.

Rubbing down with partly warmed water, gradually made colder,

washing of the back, of the feet, and sitz baths are most suitable,

and usually soon impart an increase of power and vigor. Douches
and very cold applications should be avoided."

Salt baths are stimulating and protective against cold. Stillman

recommends Turkish and Russian baths as being useful, from their

alterative action, and stimulation of the functions of the skin. He
also recommends the cold spray or douch, directed against the

spine, as being useful in rousing up the dormant energies of the

nervous system. The galvanic and faradic currents have also been

applied in these cases with good results.

Among the medicines which have been found most useful are

those which more properly come under the head of foods. Thus,

the phosphates have produced excellent results. Malt, cod liver

oil, iron, quinine and strichnia are all beneficial. Pills of phos-

phorous and nux vomica are also useful. Dilute phosphoric acid

is also used. As a sedative, or to procure sleep, nothing will equal

the bromides, or the bromides combined with chloral. Stillman

recommends a combination of Fowler's solution, bromide of potas-

sium and nux vomica. Calabar bean and zinc have also been

used. These remedies must be continued steadily and for a long

time to gain any noticeable benefit. Any symptomatic indications

which may arise, such as sleeplessness, pain, spermatorrhoea or in-

digestion, should be treated with the appropriate remedies.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Arsenic in Ifeuralgia.

One old and tried remedy is worth a thousand of the
new ones that are thrust upon the profession with the

sound of trumpets by manufacturers of drugs all over the
country. This statement is pre-eminently true as to arsenic

in ordinary neuralgia. Many competitors have risen and
fallen, many are now striving to supersede it; still it stands

above them all, without an equal. Yet it is not fully ap-

preciated by a large part of the profession, because they do
not know how to so administer it as to obtain its best ef-
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fects. To derive the lull benefit of this drug it must be
given, at first, in small and frequently-repeated doses, grad-

ually increasing the dose, until the neuralgia is controlled

or the medicine begins to show its constitutional eflects.

Another point of equal importance is this : Long expe-

rience has taught me that by combining it with opium a

much larger quantity will be tolerated by the system than

would be if given alone. The opium aids it also in con-

trolling the neuralgia. The following is a formula which
I have used with great satisfaction for many years

:

9f Fowler's Solution, 3 drachms
Tinct. Opii, li drachms
Alcohol, Ih drachms
Mix.

The alcohol, of course, is added to prevent so much of

the opium in the laudanum from being precipitated. In

giving this mixture I am in the habit of beginning with

ten drops in water every three hours, and increasing two
or three drops a day until the disease is controlled, or until

decided constitutional eflects of arsenic are produced. It

is rarely that the neuralgia does not yield before the con-

stitutional eflects of the drug are manifest. In obstinate

cases I have repeatedly increased the dose in this way until

fifteen or twenty drops of Fowler's Solution were given

every three hours with perfect tolerance on the part of the

system, and generally had the satisfaction of seeing the

neuralgia yield.

I do not by any means put this forward as a specific.

Many cases of neuralgia require other remedies as well,,

such as iron, quinine, strychnia, etc.; but I do say that I
have never found any one remedy that will compare with

it if given as I have indicated. J. T. Stewart, M. D.

Peoria, III., May, 1880.

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Eclampsia Puerperium.

The subject of puerperal convulsions seems to have
elicited rather more contrariety of opinion among observers

than most things in the range of professional investigation.

It doubtless seems reasonable, at first sight, to look for and
expect to find a constant set of causes producing a constant

set of symptoms, upon the general ground of cause and
eft'ect. But, in the investigation of disease, it would be
well to remember that nothing is more fallacious. Anaemia
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of the brain, from loss of blood, and hypersemia of the

nerve centres (the opposite condition), both produce con-

vulsion ; and when neither condition is present, the same
phenomenon is observed, on account of reflex movement
from sources of irritation far removed from the nerve cen-

tres. It is plain that eclampsia puerperium presents itself

to us in at least two forms, as widely separated as the poles,

in causation and requirements for treatment. One set of

cases will be found associated with general plethora, in

which cerebral hypersemia is the proximate cause of the

convulsion. These require the prompt and vigorous em-
ployment of venesection for their relief. In strong con-

trast to these is another group, which might very properly
be styled the nervous or hysterical form. These have their

origin in reflex nervous action, from the irritable gravid
uterus, through the nerve centres, and are very properly
and successfully treated with chloroform, chloral hydrate,

opium, forced delivery, etc. The "confusion of tongues'^

in the literature of this most important subject arises from
careless analysis of cases, and generalization from insuffi-

cient data.

One observer rushes into print with a single case of
puerperal convulsion, leaving us in total ignorance of any
condition present save convulsion and pregnancy, and con-

cludes his report with the declaration that he shall never
fear any case of this frightful disorder so long as he has
chloral hydrate for his "armamentum medicorum." An-
other, equally obscure in the description of his case, is just

as positive in excluding everything but the lancet.

It is true that medicine is not, and cannot ever be, an
exact science, yet we certainly may expect a higher degree
of unanimity than this.

The two sets of cases referred to above are as widely
separated as the poles in their pathology, and present a fair

illustration of the worthlessness of generic names as at

present used in the classification of disease. Puerperal
convulsion is certainly not a specific disease, but one of
ever varying conditions, each requiring its own line of
treatment. Let us leave to the followers of Hahnemann a
monopoly of the doctrine of " Specifics," and set it down
that there is no "royal road" in the management of this

ailment or any other.

This generalization from insufficient data disfigures our
medical literature to a lamentable extent, and it is by na
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means confined to observers of small experience and ob-
scure position in the profession. That Bright's disease of
the kidneys may co-exist with the puerperal state is not
denied, but when Dr. Carl Braun, of Vienna, advanced the
theory that albumenuria was almost, if not quite, the only
cause operating in the production of puerperal convulsion,
he promulgated a heresy which has done much harm. For-
tunately the theor}' has been consigned to that vast museum
of German medical abstractions, and no one is now alarmed
at the discovery of albumeuous urine in connection with
the puerperal state. Indeed, it is almost as common as
morning sickness or discolored areola, and just as little

regarded.

Let us have more care in classification of cases and less

generalization, and we will have more uniformity. " One
sparrow does not make a summer," nor does one case, or
even one entire class of cases, establish a general principle.

It is safe to discard generic names altogether in the inves-
tigation of diseased conditions, for, as an exponent of
these, our nomenclature is altogether useless and only cal-

culated to mislead the inexperienced and unwary.
S. M. Hamilton, M. D.

Monmouth, III., May 10, 1880.

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Cliroiiiie Acid on Cancroid GroTvtlis.

Editors Monthly:— I had a very critical case under my
€are four years since, which, at the time, caused some talk
in these parts, and which I think ought to be presented to
the profession because of its peculiarity, both in appearance
and success in specific treatment.

November 25th, 1875, I was called to see Mrs. R. On
examination I found a large cauliflower excresence on the
lower part of the abdomen, about the size of the crown of
a man's hat, having four or five points that looked like the
blossoms of that plant. It was covered with a gelatinous
substance, which discharged from it freely, supposed to be
about one fluid ounce per day, and the tumor appeared to

be increasing daily.

The history of the case was the following: About six

years previous Dr. Thomas of New York, had removed an
ovarian tumor from her. (It weighed 57 fes., and she still

has it preserved). Since the operation she had enjoyed
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comfortable health to within six months ; at that time she
was taken with a bilious, malarial fever, and at the begin-
ning of convalescence this tumor made its appearance. Her
physician thought it might be a hernia and advised a truss

or pressure, but it grew rapidly worse. Several eminent
physicians were consulted, but after vigorous treatment
they pronounced it malignant and incurable, advising that

nothing more be done, only careful nursing and bringing
the mind to a condition of regeneration.

Having carefully examined the case I determined to

extirpate the tumor by means of caustics, if possible, hav-
ing the promise of free co-operation by the family. I

commenced by applying to the entire surface a saturated

solution of chromic acid and gave freely of chloral hydrate
and glycerine. The first application charred the substance
about half an inch deep. In one week all that appeared
killed was shaved off with a razor, and I applied another
dressing as before, with an occasional dressing of chloride

of zinc instead of the acid. Watching the case carefully

that the sound tissues were not interfered with, fearing
perhaps peritonitis might be induced, (which, let me say,

was happily prevented.)

About May 12th, I made the last application, and as a
result in a few days, extracted from the opening a hard
substance, about the size of a hen's egg, extending point
downwards to the stem of the ovar3^ After which she
made a good recovery, and to-day walks our streets as firmly
and proudly as any lady can.

I wish to call the attention of the profession to the
merits of chromic acid in all cases of a cancroid character.

I do not think in genuine cancer it has any strongly marked
specific virtues, but I believe in epithelial cancroid tumors,
wherever found, if properly applied, it will arrest their

growth.
In the past ten years I have radically cured many cases

of so-called cancers, and simply by the judicious use of
chromic acid.

I have a case now under treatment—from a lady's womb
I have taken two, about the size of a good sized hickory
nut. I applied the acid but twice, two days in succession,,

and she is rapidly convalescing. Have any of your corres-
pondents had any experience with this drug ? I would like

to hear from them. Geo. W. Carpentek, M. D.
South Bend, Ind., May 10, 1880.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Alkaliue Treatment of Acute Rlieuiiiatisin.

"We regret to observe that for the past few years there

has been a tendeDcj to abandon, to a considerable extent,

the use of alkalies in this disease. This is probably a result

of two causes: first, a misconception of the action of the

different alkalies, and their proper mode of administration
;

secondly, the disposition on the part of the profession to

experiment with new remedies. The experience of ever}-

ph^'sician who has used the alkaline treatment understand-
ingly, and the aggregate statistical results of that treat-

ment, indicate its therapeutic value so unmistakably that

we should pause and hesitate before abandoning it. Fuller

treated 439 cases without a death and with only nine car-

diac complications by alkalines. Contrast this with 246
cases treated miscellaneously at St. George's Hospital in

London, in which there were 114 cases of heart affection;

or with Libson's, treated on different plans, in which fifty

per cent, of all the cases had heart complications.

Furnival had no heart affections in fifty cases treated on
the alkaliue plan, and Chambers, under similar treatment,

had only nine cardiac complications in 174 cases. Garrod,
in fifty-one consecutive cases, had no heart difliculty after

administering alkalies in the manner of Fuller for forty-

eight hours. Dickenson treated by this method forty-eight

cases with only a single heart complication, while in 113
cases otherwise treated, he had 35 heart difficulties.

Every unprejudiced observer must admit that these

statistics are positively conclusive; and when the alkaline

treatment fails, it does so probably from either inefiiciency

or impropriety in its administration. Errors have been
made in the doses and in the character of the alkalies used.

The preparations of the two alkalies most frequently used,

potass, and soda, have very different effects on the system.

The salts of potass, depress the heart's action in large doses,

weaken the action of the spinal system of nerves, and pro-

duce an anfcmic condition of the general system, while it

is known that the salts of soda do not produce au}^ of those

disagreeable effects. Fuller's treatment takes these con-

siderations into account, and is both soundly philosophic

and eminently successful. He administers the neutral salts
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of both potass, and soda combined, with a proportion of the

free carbonate of one of them. His prescription is

:

9 Potass, acetas, 2 scruples,

Soda bi-carb, U drachms,
Aq, Pura, 3 ounces,

Rendered effervescent by the addition of two drachms
of citric acid.

This draught is repeated every three hours until alka-

line urine is produced, the action being usually prompt. If

alkahnity of the urine does not soon follow this treatment,

and particularly if any depressing effects are manifested,

Fuller attributes them to the retention of too large an

amount of the alkalies in the system, and renders the aboje

draught aperient by using two scruples of the potassio-

tartrate of soda instead of the acetate of potass, and tar-

taric acid instead of citric acid. By this means the excess

of the potass, salts is eliminated, the prostrating effectsof

that excess are removed, and the urine becomes speedily

alkaline. Further, all the comparative statistics that we
have on the subject show that under the alkaline treatment

the average duration of the disease is shorter, and the ten-

dencv to relapses less, than under any other treatment.

J. Murphy, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Lacerated Cervix Uteri—Operation—Recovery-

Mrs. F. G. P., the mother of two children—the elder

about twelve years of age and the younger about ten

months old—called at my office October 31st, 1879, with

the following history and symptoms :

She enjoyed fair health until the birth of her second

child, who, at the date of her visit to me, was about three

months old, except occasional attacks of indigestion, and

sometimes leucorrhoea. She was attended in her last labor

by a midwife, and had a very tedious labor ; and since get-

ting up has had continual trouble with her stomach, for

which she had consulted several physicians, but without

relief. Her symptoms were a distressed feeling in the

stomach which could not be called a pain, and which she

described as a " cold feeling." Her distress was aggravated

after eating. She declared that she could eat no meat,

butter, in fact nothing but bread, without aggravating her

distress. She also complained of nausea at times and

bitter eructations, and said, " I have to spit all the time."
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Her flesh was very mncli reduced, and she was weak and
exhausted, A very prominent symptom was depression of
spirits. She was utterly despondent, and had the most
hopeless and gloomy forebodinejs. Her bowels were con-
stipated, and she complained of a profuse leucorrhoea.

Suspecting that the derangement of the stomach was
only reflex, and that the uterus was primarily at fault, I

made an examination, and found the uterus enlarged to

about four times its normal size, and the cervix lacerated

on the left side to within about one-eighth of an inch of the
utero-vaginal junction, and on the right side about half
that extent.

Is'ovember 24th, with the assistance of Dr. Chenoweth,,
of this city, I performed Emmet's operation. The patient

was placed in Sims's position, anaesthetized, and the uterus-

drawn down as low as possible. I then carefully and
thoroughly pared the edges, and inserted three silver wire-

sutures on the left side and two on the right, and, fastened
them with perforated shot. She was then put to bed and
kept quiet until union took place. I ordered the vagina to

be washed out thoroughly two or three times a day with
warm water slightly carbolized. The sutures were removed
on the eighth day, when we found perfect union had taken
place, except a small space of about one-fourth of an inch
in diameter at the lower part of the right side, and this I

again pared and united with a single silk suture. In five

days this was removed, when union was complete through-
out the whole extent, leaving the cervix as good as ever.

^o rise in temperature or inflammatory symptoms followed
the operation, and the woman has steadily improved'
ever since, and is now well, and the uterus reduced to

its normal size. During one week (the fourth after)

she gained nine pounds in weight. Before the-

operation she was an invalid, unable to work, and confined
to her bed most of the time. In one month after the ope-
ration she was able to move about and assist in the house-
work, and in three months after the operation she was well
and able to do all of her housework, and has continued so-

since. A. Robertson Small, M. D.
Decatur, 111.

International Sanitary Conference.—The joint res-

olution, authorizing the President to call an Internationals

Sanitary Conference has passed the Senate.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Whoopiiig" Coiigli.

In answer to the inquiry of " Medicus" in the last issue,

I will give my experience and remedy

:

In the year 1852, I saw an article by Dr. Carson, of

Montgomery county, Pa., in the American Journal of Medi-

cal Sciences^ on the efficacy of belladonna in whooping
cough. I had a wery bad case in hand at that time—one
child in the family having died, and a second one it seemed
would die. I began at once to give belladonna as recom-
mended by Dr. Carson, and in less than one week the

cough had ceased, and the child made a rapid recovery.

Since that time I have used belladonna in all bad cases of

whooping cough, and with uniformly happy results.

The formula of Dr. Carson was eight grains of the ex-

tract of belladonna to one ounce of water. Nine drops of

this contains one-eighth of a grain of the extract. I usu-

ally begin with four drops of this, every three hours to a

child two years old, and continue till the pupils are dilated

or the face ilushed. If these eliects are not produced the

iirst da}^ the dose is to be increased two drops daily until

they appear or the cough is stopped. Of late years, since

the bromide of potassium has come into use, I have given
with the belladonna, a mixture of the elixir bromide of
potassium with syrup of squills, wild cherry, or some other

of the expectorant syrups ; believing that the bromide of
potassium does, to some extent lessen, the liability to con-

gestion of the brain, which belladonna may produce.
They may be given together, but I prefer to prepare them
separately as above given, and drop the belladonna into

the mixture at each dose. In this way the dose can be
regulated better, and you always know just how much you
are giving, and can increase or reduce it at your pleasure.

Always instruct the parents or nurse to stop the belladonna
when the pupils are much dilated or the face flushed soon
after taking the medicine. The next day the belladonna
may be given again, but it is better to begin again with a

reduced dose. Many cases of whooping cough may be
greatly benefited by wearing a belladonna plaster on the

spine, over the lower cervical and first dorsal vertebrae.

The plaster should be small, so as not to inconvenience the

child. J. L. H.
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Boracic Acid in Inflammations of Mucous Membranes.

At a meeting of the Baltimore Clinical Society, Dr. J.

Sheltou Hill reported a case of gonorrhoea in which he used
an injection of boracic acid (half a drachm to four ounces).

Four days after, the patient was entirely well. He has also

used it in a primary attack, the dose being increased to ten

grains to the ounce. This case was cured in one week,
after having lasted six days. The patient (a letter carrier)

continued his employment during treatment. He has also

employed this agent by inhalation in follicular tonsillitis

with good results and in post nasal catarrh. In a very

painful cystitis from long standing resilient stricture, the

injection of an eight grain solution, morning and evening,

after drawing the urine, gave equally surprising and satis-

factory results. Astringents of zinc, acetate of lead,

opium, nitrate of silver, etc., had been used for the cistitis,

but the patient grew steadily worse, until the employment
of the boracic acid. The injections were made through a

small flexible catheter, about a !N"o. 2. The patient had
suftered intensely, necessitating hypodermic administra-

tion of anodynes, but after a short time was enabled to

walk a long distance without distress.

—

Maryland Medical

Journal.

Painless Cure of Internal Hemorrhoids .

Dr. R. A. Vance of Cincinnati, gives the following

painless and certain cure of these troublesome tumors :

" The tumor must be completely extruded. This done by
means of enemata of hot water. Investigate the condition

of the uppermost tumor ; find the spot where sensibility is

least (which is always at the summit), and pass a curved
needle through the summit, being careful not to go too

deep, or to bring the needle out too far from where it en-

tered. By attending to these points the needle is passed
without pain, yet if passed too deep or carried too far from
the entrance, not only will pain be excited, but the rectum
will contract and the tumors return. As soon as the needle

is passed, tie the ligature into a loop about six inches long

;

this loop will enable the surgeon to control the movements
of the whole mass of tumors; next, pass a ligature through
each of the other tumors, making the thread double, and
tying them so that there is not more than an inch of loop

in all. Finally, draw down the upper tumor by means of
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the double thread through it, and tie* a knot in the latter

so close to the tumor that all the setous may be alike in

length ; then cut off the superfluous thread and return the

tumors within the anus. This done, the patient should be
instructed to keep his bowels freely open, daily, but above
all to at once assume the recumbent posture should any
pain develop in the parts. Cases vary widely in the dis-

position of the seton ; in some this comes away within a

fortnight, leaving an ulcer that continues open until the

hemorrhoidal tumor disappears; in others it remains until

all the pathological products have been absorbed, and then
drops out. It is worthy of trial in cases in which the

patient cannot abandon his calling during treatment. It

takes from five to nine weeks to cure an average case by
this method."

—

Med. and Surg. Rep., May, 1880.'

Medical Societies.

The Woodford County Medical Society met in El Paso,

111., May 4th, and was called to order by the president. Dr.

W. 0. Ensign. The minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved. The reports of secretary and treasurer

were approved. At the afternoon session. Dr. J. S. Whit-
mire gave a description of several cases of puerperal con-

vulsions which had come under his notice. The discussion

on this subject was continued b}^ Drs. Zeller, Rich, Blanch-
ard, Reynolds, Kinnear, Lichtenberger, Slenimons and Cole.

Dr. K. E. Rich read a clinical report of thirty-five cases of
scarlet fever. President Ensign extended the report from
his own practice. The discussion following was partici-

pated in by Drs. Zeller, Whitmire, Lichtenberger and
others. The election of ofiicers for the ensuing 3'ear re-

sulted as follows: President, Dr. Chas. T. Lichtenberger;
Vice-President, Dr. Enoch Blanchard; Secretary and
Treasurer, Dr. F. Cole. Drs. J. G. Zeller and C. T. Lich-
tenberger were appointed delegates to the American Medi-
cal Association, and Drs. Whitmire, Cole, Slemmons and
Crawford, delegates to the State Medical Society. After
appointments for essays and papers for the next meeting,
the society adjourned. F. Cole, M. D., Sec'y.

A BILL to regulate the Practice of Medicine in the State

of Maryland, failed to pass at the late meeting of the legis-

lature. The West seems to lead the East in such matters,

as many of the Western States have had such laws in force

for some years.
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Transactions of- the Peoria City Medical Society.

At a regular meeting of the Peoria City Medical Society,.

Dr. J. T. Stewart ofiered the following resolutions, which
were nuauiraously adopted

:

Whereas, The Peoria Medical Monthly supplies a
want long felt by the profession of Peoria; therefore, be it.

Resolved, That we hail with pleasure its advent.

Resolved, That we tender to its able corps of editors our
thanks and our best wishes for the success of their lauda-

ble undertaking.
Resolved, That we give it our influence, co-operate with

its editors, and render them all the assistance in our power
to enable them to make it an honor to the profession and
a benefit to the country.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Sicli Headaclie.

Editors of the Monthly: Will some of the many read-

ers of the Monthly give me their treatment for sick head-
ache ? The cases to which I especially refer are those of a

periodic character—recurring every two or three weeks,,

and continuing from one to three days, causing the patient

intense suffering, with distressing nausea and vomiting.
Peoria, 111.

^ R. A. DuMars, M. D.

Boracic Acid as an Internal Remedy.

Considering the well-known antiseptic properties of
boracic acid, it is curious how little it has been adminis-

tered as an internal remedy. Its effect in diphtheria, both
locally and internally, is very marked, and by its use the

disease is shortened and other members of the family pro-

tected from infection. From what I know of its power in

combating the action of disease germs, I cannot help think-

ing it would materially lessen, not only the intensity, but
also the duration of the various eruptive fevers. I incline

to tbis belief very strongly ; time will show whether it is

correct or not. Boracic acid is but sparingly soluble in

cold water ; an ounce will only take up about eighteen

grains, but a drachm of boiling water will dissolve about
five grains. The dose is from five to fifteen grains. It has

one particular recommendation, and that is its tasteless-

ness.—Dr. E. P. Atkinson, in Practitioner.
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To Control Hemorrhage during Hip-Joint Amputa-
tions.—Dr. Frank Woodbury suggests the following

plan :
" The bowel should be evacuated by a large

warm water injection previous to the operation. The hand
being anointed, (with lard or vaseline) and the fingers

folded into a cone, it is gradually introduced into the rec-

tum, with its dorsum to the sacrum, until reaching the

sigmoid flexure, where the hand may be pronated and, as

the vessels are right under the fingers, the main supply of

"blood to the limb ma}- thus in a few moments be completely

controlled. "With the prior application of the elastic ban-

dage from the foot to the thigh, this operation may in this

manner, be rendered almost as bloodless as some of the

operations of minor surgery."

Albuminuria in Facial Erysipelas.

" The second point to which I wish to call your atten-

tion is the condition of the urine. Some years ago I found
that albuminuria was very constant in erysipelas, and since

then have tested the renal secretion in every case of

the disease that came under my notice. I now give you
this rule : In a case of erysipelas of any marked severity

—that is, in any except the very lightest cases—you will

have albuminuria. It is a consequence of the disease, and
not an accident. It appears when the disease has reached

its height and is beginning to decline. At this time there

is a congested state of the kidneys, and the mucous mem-
brane, like the cutis upon the face is tumefied, and the

epithelium is exfoliated in sheets, formiug epithelial and
granular casts which may contain a few blood cells. This

shows an intimate connection between the morbid action

going on in the kidney and upon the surface. The album-
inuria is not, as a rule, accompanied by a large number of

casts; it was not in the present case. Moreover, from the

presence of albumen in the urine, and its quantity, you may
get some idea of the stage of the disease, and some prog-

nostic indications, for when it exists, we know that the

disease has reached its height or is declining. It does not

occur in the first few days. When the albumen is in large

quantity, it is a grave case, and relapses are more likely to

happen. Therefore, look out for the kidneys; if they fail

to act well, you may have to come to their aid by purga-

tives, diaphoretics and dry-cupping the loins.

—

Dr. Da Costa
in College and Clinical Record.
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"Wliy is tlie State LawForbidding- Quackery K^otEnforced ?

" Why are all honorable physicians forced to comply
with all the requirements of the law regulating the prac-

tice of medicine, while quackery is permitted to exist un-
rebuked and unhindered? What justice is there in a law
that is not equally binding on all?" These questions are
frequently asked, but are difficult to answer. We would
answer them " Yankee like," by asking another: Whose
fault is it that the law, as it now stands, is not enforced?"

The blame must rest somewhere—either with the State

Board of Health, with the medical profession as recognized

by the law, with the law itself, or with the various officers

of the law ? We do not think the law is entirely satisfac-

tory as it now is. It is not wide enough or sufficiently ex-

plicit to meet the exigencies of every case that may come-
up, but it is a beginning in the right direction, and we hope
in the near future to see it amended and the weak places

strengthened. Still, faulty as it may be, it would accom-
plish much good if it was strictly and impartially enforced.

The State Board of Health seems very dilatory. Period-
icity seems to be the law governing its actions. Spasmod-
ically it breaks out upon some flagrant offenders, but after

a great splurge goes to sleep again for a six month, having
accomplished but little more than an extensive advertising

of these quacks. As regards the profession, sometimes
personal feelings prevent that cordial co-operation of physi-

cians with each other, w^hich is necessary to success in such
cases, still there are better reasons for their inactivity.

There is the lack of proper co-operation on the part of the
proper officers of the law, and the difficulty of getting a
grand jury, or any kind of a jury, to regard the suit in.
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any other light than that of persecution prompted by per-

sonal jealousy and instigated by pecuniary motives. The
matter has been tried in our own city by a physician

against whom none of these reasons could possibly be

urged, and whose practice, wholly in the country, was not

in the least degree interfered with by the traveling " cure-

all;" yet he, with apparently all-sufficient proof, was barely

able to get a hearing. It is needless to say nothing was
done in the case, and all that he received for his honest

effort to have the laws enforced and to protect the com-
munity, was personal abuse and villification. The greatest

opposition, however, to the enforcing of this law comes
from the public press. Through its agency public opinion

is to a large' extent formed, and we would exempt from
this charge many papers which either denounce quackery
wherever found, or at least do not uphold it, but too many
denounce any attempt at the suppression of quackery
with a vehemence and abuse that can only come
from an attack upon the pocket-book. Quacks are

large advertisers, and these papers are loth to kill

the goose that lays the golden egg, even though the

goose be a goose only to them, but a snake to the com-
munity, doing immense harm and no good. What is to be
done ? A steady and continued pressure should be kept

up upon the State Board, and it should be spurred, if nec-

essary, to its work. Active co-operation on the part of

every physician and medical society should be cordially

given to any one brave enough to face the storm of slander

he will certainly receive. Physicians should, in every hon-

orable manner, try to counteract the evil influence of the

press, and by their own influence and a pure example mould
public sentiment in the right way, and finally the State

Medical Association should seek to have the law so amend-
ed as to make it absolutely impartial as well as eminently
protective of the rights of all, whose interests it is the aim
of the law to guard.

Dr. K. S. Sutton of Pittsburgh, Pa., the new lecturer

on Gynaecology in the Spring Faculty at "Rush," has

completed his course and returned home. His lectures are

said to have been very interesting and instructive, and
"Rush" is said to be congratulated on the acquisition of
such a man.
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Substitution of Drugs.

An instance recently came under our observation which
served to convince us absolute!}^, that the reprehensible cus-

tom some druggists have of substituting drugs other than
tliose called for in prescriptions still prevails, and to a
greater extent than most physicians suppose, though we are
loth to believe that anj- reputable druggist would be guilty

of so contemptible and dishonest an act.

In the case alluded to, the prescription called for Balsam
Peru. The patient was told that he might have trouble in

getting his prescription filled. One druggist frankly ad-

mitted that he did not have the drug. The next one put
up the prescription promptl}' enough, but something arous-

ing the patient's suspicions, he had the prescription filled

at a third place. The difference between the two mixtures
was so apparent, that he used neither, and they were
brought to us for inspection. It was at once manifest that

neither contained a particle of Balsam Peru.
A few such instances in the experience of each physi-

cian, coupled with some other abuses for which some drug-
gists are responsible, will eventuate in physicians dispens-
ino; their own remedies. S.

Opening the Abdominal Cavity.—The operation of

ovariotomy has done more than enable us to remove the

ovarian tumor ; it has demonstrated the important surgical

fact, that free incisions can be made into the abdominal
cavity without that danger from peritonitis which was for-

merh' apprehended. A^ has been well remarked, the suc-

cess of this operation has changed the entire surgery of the

abdomen, and demonstrated the possibility, by this abdom-
inal section, of removing various tumors of the uterus,

enlarged mesenteric glands, or tumors connected with the

mesentery. Intussusception has been successfully treated

by openiug the cavity of the abdomen, and it is probable

that other acute affections of the abdominal viscera may be
treated equally successfully. With an atmosphere satura-

ted with carbolic acid spray, an incision into the abdominal
cavity is sometimes justifiable, as has been stated by a high

authority, for the purpose of making or confirming a

diao^nosis. J. M.
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We enjoyed a pleasant call from Dr. S. S. Wiltbank, a

week or two ago, and found him a thoroughly genial gen-

tleman, and well posted in his business. He left us several

samples of Wm. Warner & Co.'s goods, among them was
Quinamine, which we have tried and found to be all that

he claimed for it. We like the Parvules too, and think the

idea which led to' their manufacture a srood one. Bv this

means we can administer staple drugs in a pleasant manner,
and b}' small doses, frequently given, probably obtiiiu the

same effects as from larger doses given at greater intervals.

They will be found especially advantageous in treating dis-

eases of children.

We invite secretaries of district or county medical
societies to send us short synoptical reports of their pro-

ceedings, tor publication; also of any interesting papers or

reports read before the societies.

We hope our readers will send all items of interest to

the profession that may come under their notice. Marriage
and death notices inserted free ; also, change of address
of physicians.

Drs. Scott, Capps and McCosh, members of the class of

1880, Rush Medical College, have died since their gradua-
tion.

What They Say of Us.

" The Peoria Medical Monthly is a new journal pub-
lished at Peoria, 111. To judge from the first number,
which contains several original articles of considerable
interest, besides selections from other journals, it deserves
the support of the profession."

—

Medical and Surgical Re-
porter, May 22, 1880.

" The Peoria Medical Monthly is the latest addition in

medical journalism. Its contents are mostly brief, very
practical and suited to the wants of its subscribers. We
hope its success will be all that its Editors can desire."

—

Si. Louis Clirdeal Record.

Thank you, gentlemen, for your kind words and good
wishes.
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Ovariotomy by a Traveling Quack.

The Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic reports a case of

ovariotomy by quack. The patient had suffered from
abdominal enlargement for some time, and when this quack
came along, he pronounced it an ovarian tumor, and per-

suaded the patient to allow him to remove it, to which she

consented. An incision was made, but no tumor found

—

only a large deposit of adipose tissue in the walls of the

abdomen. The wound was sewed up, but the patient died

in three davs.

Gratuitous Services to Clergymen.—The Allegan
County, Mich., Medical Society, adopted the following,

July 26, 1877

:

" Resolved, That the custom of giving our professional

services to clergymen and their families gratuitously is un-

just to a large class of our patrons, whose incomes are much
less than the average incomes of theirs, and that we will

hereafter adopt the practice of charging them the same as

others."

CoTO Bark in Diarrhea.—Dr. G. B. Grandall writes to

the Thera.peutie Gazette for January, 1880, that he has found

the following formula successful in a case of diarrhoea with

tubercular complications

:

Fl. Ex. Goto Bark, 2 ouuces,
Comp. Tr. Cardamon, 2 ounces,
Mucilage Acacia, i ounce,

,

Syrup, I ounce.
Cinnamon water, q. s. ad., 8 ounces, m.

Sig.—Teaspoonful every three hours.

We hope that many physicians will take an active in-

terest in our work, and show it in two ways—first, by
sending us a doHar as their subscription; and secondly, by
sending us a contribution. Many have already done both^

for which we are grateful.

Always read our advertisements. "We admit none of

questionable character, and physicians are safe in corre-

sponding with any firm whose card is found in our pages.
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Russian Koumiss.
A sparkling beverage prepared from Pure Sweet Milk, grateful

to the taste and agreeable to the most delicate stomach.
A delicious article of food for invalids—refreshing, nourishing

and strengthening; of such easy digestion that it can be taken
when the stomach is so weak that it can bear no other kind of food.

Of the greatest benefit to persons sufiering from Dyspepsia^

Feeble or Imperfect Digestion, Nausea, Vomiting, General Debility,

Diabetes, Chronic Diarrhoea, Cholera Infantum, Consumption,
Catarrhal Afiections, etc.

From our large experience with Koumiss we are able confident-

ly to recommend to the profession this new—or rather, old—dietetic

preparation as a valuable auxilliary agent in the treatment of
diseases which are dependent upon, or are accompanied with defect-

ive nutrition.

For full particulars see pamphlet published by C A. Bowman
& Co., entitled " BOWMAN'S RUSSIAN KOUMISS :

^
a brief

description of Its Nature, Uses and Benefits; also, the opinion of

some of the Leading Physicians concerning it." Pamphlets free on
application.

We also prepare Koumiss combined with Hypophosphites.
(See pamphlet.)

Packed in our refrigerator boxes, Koumiss can be safely

shipped to any distance in the hottest weather.

Price-List of Koumiss, either with or without the Hypophos-
phites

:

Our Koumiss is put up in quart bottles.

Per Bottle, .$ .25
Per Dozen 3.00
Per Dozen, packed for shipping 3.25
Champagne Taps, each- 1.00

Sixty cents per dozen allowed for bottles returned clean and
sweet.

Orders from a distance should be accompanied by a PostoflSce

order or draft.

C. A. Bowman & Co.,

Druggists and Manufacturers of Koumiss

^

520 Main Street, Peoeia, III.

In answering advertisements, mention the Pboria Mbdical Monthly.
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ST, FfilllCIS' BRftOLE! HOSPITAL
A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluff, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake* and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressl}^ for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements

;

laro-e rooms, well ventilated, and evervthino- comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.
Physician Dr. Jos. Studer.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their

practice.

Terms of Admission.

The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.
Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, (Doctor's
attendance at regular rates), are from $7 to $10 per week, according
to size of room and accommodation required. In the general wards,
the cost is from $4 to §6 per week.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,

Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THE PEORIA

M:ed.ioal IMontlily,
A JOURNAL DEVOTED TO

MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

Will be published at Peoria, Illinois, the 20th of each
mouth. A large edition (2,000 copies per month) will be
issued during the present year, for the purpose of bringing
it before the medical profession.

This journal will be devoted to short, practical articles

on live questions, giving the experience of successful men
in a brief, topical manner, desiring rather to aid physicians
in the routine of every day work, than to advance profound
theories of untried value.

We wish every physician, into whose hands this journal
may come, to feel that it in part, belongs to him, and that

its pages will always be open to anything of interest that
he may wish to lay before the profession ; an interesting

and instructive case, a favorite and tried prescription, a new
thought towards the elucidation of some of the knotty
points of our science, or a successful method of treatment
of disease. During the year, our pages will contain con-
tributions from many eminent men and an active and sus-

tained effort will be made to add to its value. We cordially

invite correspondence from physicians, and will welcome
to our pages everything of benefit to our profession.

We urge all professional brethren to take an active

interest in our monthly, as only by their co-operation and
support can the aim of this journal—viz : Mutual benefit

and counsel—be attained.

fj. MURPHY, M.D.,
Editors, <^ J. L. HAMILTON, M. D.,

(H. STEELE, M. D.
Address all communications to

THOS. M. McILVACSTE, A. M., Publisher,

229 8. Adams St., Peoria, 111.



SPEING STEM SUPPOETEES. Abdominal Supporter,

S.

SOLID STEM SUPPOETEE.
E. —5.—(Economy,)

Prices.—Spring Stem Pro-
lapsus and Procide tla Cnp A, on
Covered Silk Elastic and Contil
Finished Belt X, $7.00. On Z, Fig.

5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00 ; and
on T, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring SfPtn, Globe Top G, Ob-
long 11, or 1 U, the Bams on either

belt as A.
Hetrnversion E, on X, or T,

Cotton, $S.OO. Cn Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on Z, $7.^0.

Aiileversion, Solid Stem
C, or Soli I Sffrn Glohf- Top
O, on X, or Y. Cotton. $5.50. On Y,
Coutil, $G.50. and on Z, $4.50 only.
Mules.—The Stem Supporters

Fifr. 1 and 5, are only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Speculums, Fig. 0, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cup D,
either separate, or in connection
with Stem Supporters.
Elastic Oums S S, are mailed,

2 at 20 cts.; 4 at 35 cts.; and Springs
at 3 cts. each.

Jf, B.—The figures on these engravings cor-
respond with those on the full Catalogue plate.

Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-
tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.

If a cup, it must be modelled after the junction of

the axis of the uterus and vagina, or the cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I U,
Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptation
and border cup. In cases of slight Anteversions
and slight Retroversions, deep cupa may be called

for, and in most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cups are usually
selected by giving the full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, H4 to l^.g; Multiperae, l'',^

to 2, and Procidentia to 2}( inches and over soixie

times. Belts—For X, and Z, waist measure to be
given, and Y, hip measure.
Anteversion V, Fig. 1 —This had been re-

modelled a number of times, and the fenestrated
top found best to remain in position.

Retroversion J3.—This has likewise passed
through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent efficiency. The broad lever, lifts up the
fundus, while the cup corrects the prolapsus and
holds the uterus, by a double elastic nfotion, if a
spring stem. f<mall, long stem, Globe Tops G,
Fig. 1, are placed with success against the sensitive

fundus, after everything else been intolerable,

^izes—1, 1 3.16, 1 6.16 and
1 9.16, Flesh color enam-
eled. Price, $2.50 each.

Price.—Permanent, Curved Stem
Cup U C, on elastic webbing Z,

$4.50. On X, or Y, cotton, $5.50,

and Y, coutil, $6.50.

No esptnse has been saved to

give even the Economical Supporter
all possible advantages.

HAED EUBBEE UTEEINE EXAMINING GASP

Prices.—VnW case, $8.00; Quill Canst'c Holder IT, or Camel's

Hair Brush Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket affer the cnp is In posi-

tion. This is safer thau all other contrivances,

but is seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made in this Series to correct Retro-
version through the posterior cuI-dc-sac. '

Cystocele and Mectocele.—These are suc-
cesofully drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops G, or Oblong H, Fig. 1.

Cup Jif Fig. 5.—vSnpplements EC, similar

to Shifting Top A, when transformed into A D,

Fie.l.
Globe H, Fig. 5.—This is a mere hard rubber

shell, with all the objectionable features of the
former glass globes overcome, and is now a^ain
a popular pesi^ary.

Speculum, Fig. 6 —The conductor with
hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and in position.

By the conductor a larger size may be introduced;
this together with the thin shell, gives a suflBcient

calibre to embrace the entire cervix within the

mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-

cilitates the enclosure of the cervix by rotation.

Examining Case, Fig. 12.—Sounds A, B,

C, Movers D, F, and Q, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on 51, of H, and form instruments 12
inches long. L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Sett Yf Fig. 3.—Is made to order of any size

and strength, to support the stem supporter and
pendulous abdomen. Hip Straps S S, are elastic.Intra Uterine Stem Cup I JJ.—The stem

Mailed on receipt of quotation prices, and all the hard rubber parts on the full Catalogue exchanged
to meet any indication, aun cover the purchaser's risk. Catalogues on application.

/v. „^^,„/, „„7/ r.un,. 1 S. S. STAUFER, D. D.
Corre-fponaents imll please ( „„ - _ ,,.„.,»,.., iy~. «tj» »._

name this Journal
(

^^^ FTanklin St., West aide, above Green, Phila., Fa,

) Near 9th & Green Sta. {or Bound Brook) New TorTe llepot.
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WE HANDLE A FULL LINE OF

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC CHEMICALS.

TOILET ARTICLES OF THE BEST QUALITY.

OUE STOCK OF

AND

DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
is large aud well selected.

"We are enabled to furnish

The Medical Profession

Anything in the line of \ '''i

NEW AND SPECIAL

ARTISTS' AND WAX WORK

SUPPLIES.

/<fex

INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

AT LOWEST PRICES ON SFIORT NOTICE.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^"^ ^-'^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
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Broncliocele.

BY. J. MURPHY, M. D.

It is generally considered that the importance of a local

disease depends in a great degree on the importance and
accessibility of the organ which is implicated, and on the

degree of danger which our experience enables us to as-

certain, attaches to that disease. But, nevertheless, there

are some local diseases in which the organs implicated have
not much comparative importance, and in which the degree
of danger is not usually considerable, which are yet very
important to those who are affected by them, and very in-

teresting to the physician. One of those diseases is bron-

chocele, which, although rarely fatal, still merits a large

share of our attention, because it is a disease which is in-

creasing rapidly in proportion to the ratio of the increase

of population, because it more especially attacks females at

a period of life when perhaps the deformity is most intol-

erable, and because it aftects that part of the body which
is, w4th the exception of the face, the most disagreeabl}-

€onspicuous. When to this we add the carefully-expressed

opinion of our greatest living surgeon, that it is only in the

milder forms of the disease, and in its earlier stages, that

any decided benefit can be looked for from treatment, it

will be readily obvious how important the disease is, and
how necessary it is that, among the profession, it should
awaken much interest and induce much reflection.

Considering that bronchocele is a well-established affec-

tion, and that so much has been written respecting it, it is

remarkable how little positive knowledge we have regard-
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ing it, and how impotent the treatment is in severe cases of
the disease. Five or six decades ago, it was considered to
be in a great measure confined to a few localities, such as
certain Alpine valleys in Switzerland, the southern slopes

of the Alps and Pyreenes, certain districts in Bohemia,
Hungary and the Hartz mountains, a few central shires in.

England, and the hill region extending from Vermont to

Virginia in the United States. Within the last two or
three decades, however, we find that the disease has been
extending its territorial boundaries, and is now found pre-

vailing over the entire of Switzerland, in the German and
Austrian empires frt?m the mouth of the Elbe to the estuary

of the Danube, throu^'h the north of France and the south

of Italy, over the Britisi: Islands and the United States, be-

sides numerous other localities in different parts of the

world, which it is unneces.<5ary to refer to. If space per-

mitted, we could adduce a m.HSs of evidence showing that

it is met with in districts of t*"be West, where not many
years since it was unknown, exce^^t from imported cases.

At one time it was stated very pertiL^aciously that it could

exist only in elevated localities ; or, .''t least, that it was
only found there. Again, the views v?f^ writers were

changed, and it was considered that low, a.'^'iiip localities

ivere most likely to develop the disease ; but o bs^rvation

has amply demonstrated that neither of those coUvT^i^ions

exercise any effect in its production, and if either of X.^^^^

appear at any time to do go, it is probably entirely acci-

dental.

The attempt to associate the production of the disease

with the use of water containing calcareous matter, is, we
consider, equally untenable. Our own observation, which
has been extensive and careful, on this subject leads us to

the conclusion that the use of no species of water has the

slightest influence in either producing the disease, or in

counteracting its production. If bronchocele could be

proven to exist most frequently in low, malarious situations,

we might be led to attribute its production to miasmatic

influences, and that the thyroid gland having many ana-

tomical and physiological functions and peculiarities in

common with the spleen, it might, like the latter organ, be

acted on specifically by malaria ; but as far as our observa-

tion has extended, the facts will not support any such con-

clusion.

Several years ago, in order to ascertain as correctly as
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possible the opinions of the profession with reference to
the influence, if any, that altitude, climate, malaria or
water may exercise in producing goitre, we addressed a
large number of letters to physicians in diflerent sections

of the Union, soliciting information in relation to those
disputed and uncertain points, and also requesting an ex-

pression of opinion as to w^hat they considered the most
rational and frequent factors, internal or external, predis-

posing or exciting, in producing bronchocele. We received
replies to nearly all of those letters, and a full analysis of
the views which they contain shows very conclusively that,

in the opinion of the great majority of the writers, none
of the agencies mentioned exercise any perceptible influ-

ence in producing the disease; and they also farther ex-

press themselves very decidedly as being unable to indicate

any rational or appreciable cause for its production. Sev-
eral of the writers had observed that the disease prevailed
more in some localities than in others, but none of them
were able to give any satisfactory theory on the subject or
any rational explanation of the fact.

From the well established curative power that iodine
and its salts possess over goitre, it had frequently occurred
to us that as the greater number of sea-weeds—if not all

—

contain iodine, and as from this cause the air in the vicinity

of the ocean is impregnable with that agent ; therefore it

might be expected that some prophylactic power would be
exercised in restraining the production of goitre, among
persons living in that region. From the evidence which we
have been able to procure from a number of physicians
resident on the seaboard, it would appear that the disease

is not so frequent there as in the interior, and also that the
sea air probably renders it more amenable to treatment.
The information however which we have been able to obtain
with reference to this question, is neither sufficiently full

nor positive, to enable us to pronounce definitely, regard-
ing it.

The internal causes which influence the production of
this disease are equally as mysterious, equally as difficult to

discover, as the external causes are. In cases which we
have seen where it appeared to occur hereditarily, the coin-

cidence has usually proved to have been purely accidental;

although it may occasionally present itself in an apparently
hereditary form. Neither have we been able to associate it

with a struragus diathesis, We would rather be inclined
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to believe that there is a degree of antagonism between
bronchocele and scrofula, as it is unusual to find an enlarged
thyroid gland associated with a similar condition of the

other glandular appendages of the neck and throat ; and
certainly the treatment most beneficial in scrofula exerts

no special influence in curing goitre. Anaemia, again,

which has been frequently dwelt on as a cause of this dis-

ease cannot even, where the angemia and the goitre coexist,

be considered more than a coincidence, as in the majority
of cases, the disease occurs in persons of plump, healthy
physique, with no evidence of any deficiency either in the

quantity or in the quality of the blood. On the not irra-

tional supposition that congestion may be a condition pre-

cedent to the production of the disease, we might be led to

infer that it would be apt to occur in young females of

sedentary habit or occupation. What the feeling of the

profession may be in relation to this question, we have no
means of ascertaining ; but as far as our own experience
enables us to express an opinion, we consider that neither

of those conditions exercise any influence in producing the

disease. Neither is it confined to any particular grade of

society. Those who live in commodious, well-veutilated

houses, eat wholesome, nutritious food, and are free from
the deteriorating efifects of poverty and filth, do not appear
to have any greater immunity from the disease, than their

more unfortunate neighbors.

From those considerations, and many others that might
be adduced, the legitimate, the irresistible conclusion is

that we are still in profound ignorance of any of the

causes which exercise the remotest agency in producing
bronchocele. The mystery in which its causation is in-

volved appears to be impenetrable, and it is quite probable

that science and subtlety may never be able to unriddle it.

Peoria, June, 1880.
(Concluded next Month.)

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Acute Mania, terminating in Dementia, finally ending- in

Perfect Restoration of Health.

Mrs. L., of Quincy, 111., aged thirty-five years, was de-

livered of a healthy girl—her seventh child—on January
6th, 1877, and enjoyed apparently the best of health for the

next five weeks, but owing to a multitude of family trou-
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bles the foundation was laid, terminating on Feb. 24th, in

acute mania. Her father had been sick for three months
with dropsy, from which he died Jan. 30th, 1877. This

certainly contributed much to disturb the equilibrium of

her mind, producing insomnia, loss of appetite, and most
of all the secretion of milk grew weaker and less every

day, so that the infant had to be weaned at the age of five

weeks. The funeral of the father, whom she dearly vene-

rated, took place two days after his death, Feb. 2d. It was
a damp, cold day, and nothing could dissuade her from
participating in the funeral to a distant cemetery, where
the poor, weak body stood trembling for an hour, chilling

all the while and returning home fainting. When, a few
days later, the lady learned that her father had left his

estate financially embarrassed, it added very materially to

her trouble, producing sleeplessness for a number of days
and nights, and upsetting the already too much weakened
mind. Acute mania was the immediate result, increasing

in severity from day to day, in spite of all eftbrts to quiet

her condition. Large doses of bromide of potassa were
given every three hours, which seemed at first to quiet the

brain, but the financial troubles, heretofore entirely un-
known to her, kept her mind disturbed and kindled the

fire to another fit of violence. Continually for a week she

kept talking of her ruined hopes, using the roughest
language, while she was from her girlhood the most pleas-

ant, amiable person known to me.
In order to quiet her mind and produce rest, I ordered

a bath to be taken every day for not less than thirty min-
utes, the water saturated with a peck of common salt, at a

temperature of not less than from 85 to 90 degrees, the

whole body to be rubbed and brushed until our patient was
completely tired out. Ice cold rags were applied to her
head while in the bath. After being wiped oft' she was put
in well warmed woolen blankets, and a dose of strong milk
punch administered. This treatment seemed to quiet her
for a few days ; she began to answer more rationally until

on the sixth day of her insanity, she became a perfect

maniac. She was dangerous ; she would take hold of any-
thing within her reach, and once while not closely watched,
she succeeded in catching a hatchet, and would go for any-
body who resisted in her efforts to gain liberty. With great

danger and after many attempts, she finally was caught and
placed out of harm's way. Such condition could not be
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endured for any length of time; the relatives were com-
pletely worn out and exhausted, and I advised to send her
to the Jacksonville State Lunatic Asylum as soon as possi-

ble. She was kept there from March 9th to July 13th, 1877.

"When she had been there over two months, I visited Jack-
sonville with her husband and mother-in-law. We found
her in a most deplorable mental condition—her wildness
had ceased—complete dementia—" the tomb of reason,''^ (Prof.

Banduy)—had followed. She gave no sign that she recog-
nized either of us. Her looks were entirely apathetic, her
pulse scarcely to be felt, her skin dark blue and ice cold,

while she, who had always been quite fleshy, had become
in this short time a perfect skeleton. I had a long conver-
sation with Dr. Carriell, the President of the Institution,

who described her condition as quite hopeless. He would
not object to her being removed at any time, as they (the

doctors and nurses) could not do anything for her, and she
required more care than they could bestow upon her. For
she must be fed like a baby, and constantly admonished to

eat or drink anything, otherwise she would starve to death.

All hope, all prospect being lost, her husband took her
home July 13th, after a stay of over four months. At
home, being very quiet and harmless, she was carefully

nursed and cared for ; she received from time to time from
me—say every other night—a dose of quinine with extract

of aloes, entertaining my only hope that the restoration of

menstruation might give her a chance of getting better.

Late in the fall, 1877, she showed the first signs of return-

ing menses, and one day, when not watched closely, she

ran away, nobody knew whither. Messengers were sent in

every direction, and at dark, after a lapse of eight hours,

she was found five miles ofl' in a lake, standing in ice cold

water up to her breast, motionless. She made no resistance'

in taking her out of the water and carrying her home. She
was undressed, placed in a warm bed, where she, for the
first time since many months, enjoyed a sound sleep. From
this shock, which might have killed, or endangered most
anybody else, she grew better, gradually, slowly, but surely.

She began to talk again ; she would cry and shed tears, which
she did not during the whole time of her sickness. She-

would eat without being urged to do so. She improved in^

this way ; but she regained her full qualities of intellect,,

her full memory only, when she, on Feb. 24, 1878, became

pregnant. Dxxx'va^ (jestation she fully recovered, and was de-
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livered, December Ist, 1878, of a healthy child. Here I
must not fori^et to mention that during a few labor-pains,
she showed signs of returning delirium or mania ; but being
armed with sulphuric ether, she received the full benefit of
it, which gave her quiet and rest. N"ever has this wild spell
returned, and up to this time she enjoys the very best of
health, converses with ease and has the fullest and most
minute recollections of all and every period of her fearful
sickness. The only point of fear consists of an inclination
to obesity. She weighs now near 200 pounds, and for this
she takes every day a couple teaspoonfuls of bicarbonate of
soda with Rocbelle salt. Francis Drude, M. D.,

Secretary Board of Health, Quincy, IlL

tJniinitecl Fracture of the Femur Successfully Treated.

Harvey Korman, age forty-three, a wood chopper, was
caught by a falling tree, Oct. 14th, 1879, and sustained a
fracture of the left femur at its lower third. The case was
attended by two responsible physicians, who used long side

splints, with weights for counter extension.

Five months afterwards the patient came to my office

seeking relief. On carefully examining the limb I found
the fragments entirely separated, the ends of each fragment
clubbed with deposits of calous, floating loosely among the
tissues—in short, a perfect specimen of ununited fracture.

On March 17, 1880, assisted by Drs. Allen and Fitch, I

attempted to place him under the influence of chloroform,

but the immediate symptoms were so alarming that we were
compelled to desist. The patient being then firmly held, I
proceeded to operate, adopting Brainard's plan, viz : Per-
forating the ends of either fragment, subcutaneously with
a bone drill, and lacerating the intervening tissues. The-

limb was then incased in plaster of paris dressing. This-

operation proved a failure, the local inflammation being;

insufficient to accomplish the desired result. On account
of our inability to push the anaesthetic, the Brainard plan
was abandoned and the seton plan substituted. April 14th,

with the patient under the influence of Ethyl Bromide, I

entered a long spear shaped needle, armed with linen tape,

between the ends of the fragments, or rather through the
calous deposits, the needle entering from the outside and
passing forwards and upwards.

Thus transfixed, the limb was again placed in a plaster-
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dressing to await the result of inflammatory action. On
the 6th day, a section of the plaster cast, from the hip to

the knee and including one-half the circumference of the

limb, was thrown back and the secretions from the wound
carefully removed. The seton was withdrawn May 2d,

(the 18th day), at which time I found that the calous deposit

had broken down and passed away in the form of pus, and
the patient suffering greatly in hfealth from the constant
discharge of matter. At the time of the withdrawal of the
fleton the patient first complained of a tenderness in the

ends of the fragments. This, I think, an important point,

showing disintegration of the old and useless structures to

be complete, and the bones in a proper condition to knit.

May 12th, the whole limb swollen, very tender and painful.

Very slight discharge. May 16th, consolidation rapidly

taking place, with new deposits thrown out, discharge very
much lessened and thin and watery in character. Appetite
•and general health rapidly improving.

May 20th, patient shows symptoms of intermittent fever

;

has chills, night sweats, &c.; ordered quinine, iron with acids.

May 2oth, has had no chills for two days, and is much im-
proved. May 28th, removed the plaster dressing, and find

evidences of complete bony union. Careful measurement
gives shortening of one-half inch, shape and contour per-

fect. Since that time he has continued to improve. Health
is now as good as before the accident, and everything indi-

cates as useful a limb as ever.

R. D. Bradley, M. D.
Pekin, III., June 20, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Ethyl Broiuide.

I have used this new anaesthetic in over thirty cases,

and am very much pleased with the results. It acts with
great rapidity, requiring only about one-half the time to

produce insensibility that is required by chloroform. Its

exhibition is not accompanied with or followed by sickness

at the stomach, as in cases of ether and chloroform, I

have several times given bromide of ethyl immediately
after a full meal without the slightest disturbance of the

digestion.

The cases have varied from the simple extraction of a

single tooth to a case of perineal section, which occupied
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sixty minutes ; and in point of age of patient, they have-

varied from six to eighty years. Three of the cases had
previously proved very refractory under ether and chloro-

form, owing to severe disturbance of the heart's action, so
that we were obliged to discontinue the anaesthetic, and
proceed without it. Subsequently we used the bromide of
ethyl with complete success in these very cases. The pulse
and breathing were remarkably good in every case.

One pleasant feature of the new anaesthetic is its faint
odor. One can hardly detect its presence in the room while
it is being used, and in from three to five minutes every
trace will have vanished from the napkin in which it was-

administered.

The rapid recovery of the patient after its use is a con-
stant marvel. I have observed the well-recognized neces-
sary precautions required in the use of all anaesthetics, viz :

loose clothing, prone position as far as practicable, and a
competent physician to watch the, pulse in all cases. Hav-
ing used nitrous oxide, ether and chloroform almost daily

for fourteen years, I am pleased to find an agent sure^

agreeable, and to all present appearance safe.

H. H. Fitch, D. D. S.

Pekin, III., May 29, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Triplets.

On December 29, 1879, I was called to attend Mariah-
LaFramer, the wife of a barber in Princeton, in labor in

her third confinement. She was a lady in feeble health,,

strongly inheriting a tendency to pulmonary consumption,,
of which disease five of her half-brothers and sisters and
mother had died. She was sick about three hours, when
a girl was born, head presenting in the second position,

which was followed in ten minutes by a boy, feet present-
ing. I immediately ordered steady pressure to be made
upon the abdomen of patient by a lady attendant, and gave
a drachm of fluid extract ergot, and ordered more ligatures

prepared. It is amusing to notice the eft'ect .produced upon
the lady attendants when informed that there is another,
after two have been delivered, and in this instance their

fear, wonder and astonishment well compared with a boy's
first visit to a circus or show. Their curiosity was soon
relieved by the appearance of another fat and healthy girl,,
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the largest of the three, which was soou followed by one
placenta containing three compartments.

The children were named in the order of their births

—

Zora, Ora, and Cora—and weighed respectively 5^, 6 and

Q^ pounds. The boy died at six weeks of cyanosis. The
^irls are all right and growing finely. The mother made
a good recovery, and from the time the first child was born
to the completion of the labor did not exceed forty minutes.
This was her third confinement. The first she had one;
the second, two; and now three—all living, except one, as

above mentioned.
The father is doing well, and very proud of his little

.shavers, very thankful that none of them got away.
F. C. RoMNSON, M. D.

Wyanet, III., June, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Some of the Uses of Santoniiie.

Bantonine is ordinarily considered only for its anthel-

mintic properties, but to me it has proven a valuable agent
in conditions of disease other than those dependent upon
the presence of intestinal parasites.

Casual observation of its effects when prescribed in

•obedience to the frequent demands of parents for "worm
medicine " for their children, convinced me that it was
most frequently administered under a mistaken diagnosis,

from symptoms frequently found unassociated with the

presence of worms, and owing to gastric and intestinal dis-

turbance from other causes, but that, nevertheless, relief

from the unpleasant symptoms was just as certain to follow

the use of the remedy in the one case as in the other, thus

indicating some benign influence of the drug aside from
its anthelmintic properties. Subsequent observation has

only served to confirm this opinion, and I now use the

medicine in various disordered conditions of the digestive

tract and sympathetic affections, with the most pleasing

results.

When administering santonine as an anthelmintic, it is

my habit to precede and follow the course with a dose of

castor oil, and I often follow the same routine when using

.for other purposes, but not always, as briefly indicated be-,

low.

When, in the cases of children especially, there exists
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a coated tongue, constipation, with clay-colored stools,

tumid abdomen, more or less pallor of the face, with in-

clination to pick much at the nose, loss of appetite and
nervous irritability ; in a word, those symptoms which are

popularly supposed to infallibly indicate the presence of

-worms, I prescribe santonine with the greatest confidence,

knowing that the result will speedily justify its use, and in

nine cases out of ten the most watchful care will fail to

discover in the •evacuations any evidences of the presence

of entozoa.

The above represents a class of cases in which I for-

merly prescribed mercury, podophillin, leptandrin, and the

like, singly or in combination, but with tardy and unstable

efifect. Now, having ordered first a dose of castor oil suf-

ificiently large to cleverly move the bowels, I prescribe san-

tonine in from one-half to two-grain doses, with a little

liydg. cum. creta, three times a day for three or four days,

at the end of which time the unpleasant symptoms disap-

pear, and the patient is restored to a state of health which,
under the old regime, would have required a week or two.

In cases where there exists an irritability of the stom-
a,ch, with a varying state of the bowels, I have often ob-

tained the most satisfactory results from the use of santo-

nine combined with small doses of ipecac and hydg. cum.
creta, when the latter two alone, or in combination with
other remedies, failed to give relief.

In infants, in whom there is an inability to digest food
of any kind, even milk, with consequent aneemia and ex-

treme emaciation, tumid abdomen and variable state of the
bowels, sometimes accompanied with more or less convul-
sive tendency and cerebral disturbance—a condition often

met with—no remedial measure can be more satisfactory,

either alone or in combination with a mild mercurial prep-
aration. The powers of digestion and assimilation are

rapidly re-established, color and fiesh are restored, and the
disturbed state of the nervous system subsides.

In acites from Bright's disease and other causes, I have
seen great relief from the use of santonine and some of
the stronger mercurial preparations. In fact, there are
but few remedies with which I would part with with more
regret. It seems to exert a beneficent influence upon the
glandular system of the digestive or mucous tract, which
is exerted by no other drug with which I am familiar.

When administered in connection with mercurials, which,
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it will Ije observed, is nearly always the case in ray pre-

scriptions, its action, as well as that of the mercury, seems
to be somewhat modified, and both are carried from the

system with judicious speed, without, according to my ob-

servation, any untoward results in the way of convulsions-

or otherwise. 0. B. Will, M. D.
DuNLAP, III., June 21, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Sick Headache.

Editors Monthly:—In reply to Dr. R. A. DuMars' re-

quest for suggestions with regard to the treatment of sick

headache, I would suggest a special study of symptoms,
etc., in each case, as there is no specific for headache or
anything else, I think. I very frequently prescribe :

9; Hoflfman's Anodyne,
Fl'd Ext. Valerian, a.a., 1 ounce.
Tinct. Opii,
Fl'd Ext. Colocynth, a.a., I drachm.
M. Ft. Mist, et Sig.:

Shake, and give one teaspoonful every three
hours until relieved.

Now, the above prescription I freely use for nervous
headache with a pretty good result. I also, after the at-

tack has passed away, place my patient on a nerve tonic

—

say:
^ Fl'd Ext. Cinchona, 2 ounces.

Fl'd Ext. Nux Vomica, 2 drachms.
Fl'd Ext. Colocynth, 1 drachm.
Whisky, 4 ounces.

M. Sig.: Teaspaonful five times daily.

This must be given during the period of quiet, /. e., the

two or three weeks occurring between attacks.

J. E. Stinson, M. D.
Montague, Texas, June, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Rhus Aroiuatica.

Within the past two years numberless new remedies
have been introduced to the profession. Many of them
worthless, others falling lamentably short of the merits

ascribed to them, while a few promise to be valuable addi-

tions to our therapeutic agents. In this latter class Rhus
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Aromaticii may be properly included. If the representa-

tions made by those who have tried it are true, it will in

all probability, find a permanent place in the list of reme-
dial agents. My experience in its use is limited to a few
cases, and in most of them its results have been satisfactory.

A few months since I was called to see a child with
incontinence of urine. Every night the bed was wet. Many
of the ordinary remedies were tried without eft'ect. Hav-
ing seen accounts of the virtues of tiie Rhus Aromatica in

those cases, I gave it a trial, and my success equaled my
expectations. I have given it in similar cases since that

time with equally favorable results. In one or two cases of

that form of eneuresis so frequent in old age, I have used it

with benefit. In children of w^eak constitution and of a
strumous diathesis, and in those in whom innervation is

impaired by weak or defective assimilation, it is in my judg-
ment one of our best remedies. It has been highly recom-
mended in menorrhagia, hemorrhage from the bladder and
kidneys, and in other affections of the genito-urinary

organs. I have not had occasion to use it in any of these

cases but when an opportunity offers will do so. I have no
doubt it is applicable in all cases of atony in the genito

urinary organic, when a tonic or astringent is indicated.

•How a more extensive and thorough trial of the remedies
may determine its merit, no one can say ; but so far as the
experience of those who have tried it goes, it bids fair to

become one of our most valuable remedies. The fluid

extract in doses varying from five drops to half a drachm, is

the best and most convenient form in which to administer

it. R. B.
Peoria, III.

Siig^gestions for Professional Success.

An editorial in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, June
5tb, 1880, under the above head, is so good and to the point,

that we will give some of it for the benefit of those who
do not see that excellent journal. The article in question
insists

:

1st. That a doctor must know his business— not only
having a thorough medical training, but should keep him-
self posted by constant reading of new books and medical
journals.

2d. That he must attend to his business.
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3d. That his personal demeanor and habits must be
above reproach.

4th. That he must be stationary. "A rolling stone

gathers no moss." Nor will a peripatetic physician ever

build up a pleasant and profitable practice.

5th. He should make fair charges. With but few ex-

ceptions those who have made but moderate charges have
acquired the most property. It pays best in the long run.

6th. Books of account should be kept with entire accu-

racy, and collections made regularly, and the people will

get into the habit of paying their "doctor bills " as readily

as they do their grocery bills.

7th. Excessive expenditure in living and display is no
advantage—it savors too much of quackery.

8th. It pays to be on good terms with professional neigh-

bors. A physician often wants counsel and assistance, and
he will get a better article of both from one with whom he
has had no quarrels or bitter feelings.

To these a few more might be added

:

That a physician should be at all times pleasant and
kind; not talk too much, never insinuate anything about
either a professional or non-professional acquaintance. If

he has grievances let him keep them to himself and not
parade them before his patients. An acted sneer carries

with it more meaning, often times, than an open reproach.
In short, to succeed, a physician must be, at all times, in all

places and under all circumstances, a gentleman—conscious
of the dignity of his profession—he must endeavor to main-
tain it. Anyone who has these qualifications, added to a
knowledge of his business, must succeed. To him there is

no such word as fail.

Oxalate of Cerium as a Cough Remedy.

The ISTew York Therapeutical Society has been investi-

gating the action of the above-named drug on coughs, and
their committee handed in the following conclusions

:

1. It can be safely given in doses of ten grains three
times a day for many days in succession.

2. The only unpleasant symptom, when so used, was
slight dryness of the mouth that appeared after several
days.

3. It is probably most efiicient when given dry upon
the tongue.
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4. Its effects began two or three days after its use was
iDegun, and lasted two or three days after its discontinuance.

5. It is most efficacious in the treatment of chronic
<;ough, and the initial dose should be five grains.

6. In the majority of cases it had not proved an effi-

cient cough medicine for any considerable length of time,
but could be regarded as a valuable agent to be employed
in alternative with other remedies.

7. It did not disturb the stomach. On the contrary,
it relieved nausea and improved digestion,

8. Difl:erent preparations upon the market are not
'equal in value; and when success was not attained by one,
another should be substituted.

—

Medical Record, May, 1880.

Infantile Colic.—Instead of treating these cases with
•opiates, Dr. J. P. F. Brunner recommends, in the Paeific

Medical Journal, the following combination, which he finds

gives almost instantaneous relief and eft'ects a permanent
cure:

P Tr. Assafoetida, 15 drops.
Tr. Cinnamonis, J ounce.
Sodse Bicarb., 1 drachm.
Syr. Rhei Aromat, 3 drachms.
Aquse, IJ ounces.

M. Sig. : Half a teaspoon ful every three hours.

Whooping Cough.—For a child from nine to twelve,
give one teaspoonful at bedtime, and repeat in two hours if

the child coughs or is restless:

P Bromidia, 1 ounce.
Glycerine. 3 ounces.

—Dr. H. A. Beeson, in Medical Brief.

Infantile Eczema.—1. Wean the child. 2. Give a
purge of a few doses of podophillin and leptandrin, with
biartrate of potass. 3. Tepid baths the order of the day.

4. Apply the following three or four times daily, by linen

rags :

Vi Chloral Hydrate, 2 drachms.
Glycerine, 2 ounces.
AquEe Sambugi, 2 ounces.

The blood to be restored to its healthy condition by liquor
pot. arsen.—Dr. C. Graha?n in Medical Brief.
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Treatment of Sunstroke.

The following is from a recent article in the 31edical and
Surgical Reporter, by Dr. H. R. Bigelow :

The pathological character of the atitection as manifested

by the symptoms is the clue to the treatment in each case.

In the adoption of such a course therapeutical measures

will be opposed to each other in different instances. Many
cases have terminated fatally which might have recovered

had it been possible to insure absolute rest to the patient.

The necessity of removing the sufferer to a hospital, and
the leno;th of time which may elapse before medical assist-

ance can arrive, are causes which may operate fatally. Es-

pecially is rest a prerequisite to recovery in cases of exhaus-

tion where death is imminent from asthenia or syncope.

When summoned to attend an adult suffering from heat

stroke, our lirst duty is to remove the clothing and insure

free ventilation. If it be a well-marked apoplectic case^

with full, bounding pulse, stertorous breathing, slow respi-

ration, heat of the surface, with throbbing of the carotids

and temporal arteries, we should apply the ice-cap and
sponge the body ; the cold douche to the shoulders and
chest is of great service. The bowels should be freely

moved by a brisk cathartic, preferably a drop of croton oil

upon the tongue, and the head should be raised. The
abuse of any procedure in the practice of medicine is not a

contraindication of its use, and the physician will use his

own discretion as to the propriety of bloodletting; while

the abstraction of blood would be fatal in some cases, it

seems to be very important in others. In the purely apo-

plectic cases free wet-cupping of head and spine seems to

be good practice, aad the history of its discriminating use

confirms this view. Revulsives should be applied to the

extremities. If the case should be one in which the pre-

dominant symptom is exhaustion, as represented by a weak,
frequent pulse, feeble heart, and with the absence of the

signs of cerebral congestion, we must avoid, absolutely, ca-

thartics, emetics and all depressing agencies, and cautiously

administer stimulants by mouth or rectum. If the surface

be hot and dry we may sponge the body with spirits and
water. In the mixed form of the affection the treatment

will be regulated by the predominance of symptoms. The
use of cotd to the head, of the douche, of cathartics or

bloodletting, or of stimulants, will be governed by the in-

tensity of either the apoplectic symptoms or those of ex-
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liaustion. Serious sequels are not apt to follow, but in

certain instances well marked sjaiiptoms of cerebral im-

pairment have been noticed. The father of a family which
I attend has never fullj recovered from the eftectsof a sun-

stroke received three years ago. For six months after the

attack he was obliged to stop on the sidewalk and hold on
to a tree box or lamp post if he heard the rumble of an

approaching horse car or carriage. He was for a year

troubled with extreme insomnia and nervousness, and he
now has well developed neurasthenia. The use of pills of

phosphorus and uux vomica in these rare cases, conjoined

to the daily exhibition of electricity, will be followed, gen-

erally, with improvement.
Insanity as a result of heat stroke was noticed by Dr.

•Smith in only two cases. Surgeon-Major A. R. Hall, R.A.,

•of India, suggests the hypodermic injection of quinine.

His formula is as follows

:

^ Quini^ sulphatis, 10 grains.
Acid, sulph. dilut., 10 minims.
Aquse, ad 100 minims. M.

To be used in three injections at sliort intervals, until
reaction supervenes.

Dr. Thomas G. Herron, of Cincinnati, {Med. and Surg.

Heporter, October, 1868,) advises hot water. This is to be

poured over the neck and head, and wet towels, frequently

-changed, are to be applied to the head.

In the Virginia Medical Monthly for E'ovember, 1874, Dr.

C. G. Hill, of Maryland, recommends the inhalation of

•oxygen.

Hip-joint Lameness.—
Vi Tr. Macrotys, 4 ounces.

Tr. Aconite, 1 drachm.
M. Sig.: Teaspoonful four times a day.

Use locally to afiected part

:

Vi Tr. Aconite,
Tr. Belladon.,
Chloroform,
Colodion,
Tr. Cautharides, a.a. 1 ounce.

M. Apply on coarse brown paper.

Should it vesicate, discontinue the linament for a time, and
•apply simple cerat.

—

Dr. J. M. Taylor, in Medical Brief.
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The Elevation of the Character of the Profession.

Much has been written of late on the elevation of the-

character of the medical profession, and various plans have
been proposed for its furtherance, but they all look to the
medical colleges to do the entire work. The faculties of
the various colleges can undoubtedly do much in one way;
they can require a higher grade of scholarship from matri-

culants and increase the length of the course, but to our
mind this is not over one-half of what is desired. We cer-

tainly require a higher grade of intelligence on the part of
practitioners, but we also require a higher grade of moral
character and manhood on the part of candidates for diplo-

mas. The faculties cannot become sufficiently acquainted
with their students to judge at all upon this point; and
certificates of good moral character and of all the virtues

can be got for the asking by almost any man, be he
honest or rascal. So they amount to nothing. What then^

can be done ? We think that, in their individual capacity,,

physicians can do more towards this much-desired end than
all others combined. If every physician would refuse to-

admit to his office, as student, every young man who had
not the requisite education and those moral qualities which
are essential, the way would be at once plain and simple..

Every doctor should take sufficient pride in his profession
to see to this, and carry it out. It would lessen the number
of yearly graduates, but the country would not suffer if no
more were graduated for five or ten years. We consider
honesty, virtue, temperance, and similar qualities of equal
importance with acuteness of thought or book-learning,
and who can judge so well upon these as the preceptor?'

We throw out this suggestion that it may not be overlooked!
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when the time comes (and it is not far distant) when de-

cisive action must be taken in this matter, or the standing

of the profession in the community be very much im-

paired.

To All Our Readers.

Please do not refuse to take our Monthly from the

postoffice through fear that a bill will be presented. Such
is not our intention. You may receive one, two or three

numbers as samples. If you do not desire to subscribe,

pass them along to a friend. We enter no names on our

books, except those who have sent us their dollar, and we
do not mean to take advantage of the postal laws to get

subscribers. If you like our Monthly send us your sub-

scription. If you do not care to subscribe you will not be

bothered with many numbers of it. We have received

much encouragement, both by subscriptions and good
words, and feel confident that we shall succeed. Our ob-

ject is not to make money; for if it had been that, we
should never have started. Nor do we even look for pay
for the labor we expend upon it. But if we can add a
mite, however small, towards the success of our noble pro-

fession—if we can aid in establishing a warmer, more cor-

dial feeling between members of the profession, or if we
can aid a brother in any trouble, by bringing before him a

thought or experience adapted to the case which bothers

him, we shall consider ourselves amply repaid for the time

and labor expended upon this journal; and any one who
has had experience in this line will know that it is no easy

work. With these objects in view, we have a right to ask

and expect support from the profession, and we feel that

our appeal will not be in vain. We ask for three things

—

your moral support and encouragement, your experience in

the shape of contributions, your financial comfort in the

small sum of one dollar.

We invite secretaries of district or county medical

societies to send us short synoptical reports of their pro-

ceedings, for publication ; also of any interesting papers or

reports read before the societies.

Dr. D. W. Aldrich, formerly of Gibson, Knox county,

111., has changed his address to Galesburg, Knox county,

HI.
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We regret that lack of space compelled us to divide the
article on Bronchocele. Dr. Murphy has devoted much
attention to this aliection and proposes an entirely original

method of treatment, which in his hands has proved emi-
uentlv successful.

"We hope our readers will send all items of interest to

the profession that may come under their notice. Mar-
riage and death notices inserted free; also, change of
address of physicians.

There are, according to the Chicago Medical Gazette, in

the State ot Illinois, 4,850 exponents of the healing art, of
whom 3,846 are physicians, 456 are eclectics, 437 are
homoeopaths, 37 are " tizzle-o-medicals," and 874 are " go-
as-you-please " prescribers.

Samples of Staufer's hard-rubber uterine instruments
and supporters can be seen at the office of this journal.

Also send for catalogues. In sending for catalogues or in-

struments always mention this journal. See advertisement
elsewhere.

Alwaj^s read our advertisements. We admit none of
questionable character, and physicians are safe in corre-

sponding with any firm whose card is found in our pages.

Sentenced for Malpractice.—Dr. Schultze was con-
victed and sentenced to the penitentiary from Burlington,
Iowa, for one year for malpractice in causing the death of
Mrs. Paul Raier some two weeks since. The case was a
peculiar one, and the judge, in sentencing the prisoner,
admitted he onlj' imposed a light sentence from the fact

that there seemed to be evidence that the accused honestly
followed a practice of medicine known as " Baumscheidt,"
a theory well known in Germany, the main principle of
which is apparently the application of a peculiar oil to the
skin l)y means of an irritating instrument, and also its use
internally. It was the latter prescription which caused the
death of Mrs. Raier. The oil used is said to be croton oil.— Chicago Times.
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Some druggists seem to take very much to heart a

couple of articles which appeared in previous numbers of

this journal. Well, gentlemen, if the shoe fits, put it on.

The articles in question contained nothing that could in

au}^ manner oftend a good, honest, fair-dealing druggist,

but could only be objected to by those who practice what
was condemned, and the sooner such quit their evil ways,

or quit the business, the better it will be for druggists,

doctors and patients. For their howls we do not care one

cent.

We would again call the attention of advertisers to our

rates, and inducements on page 3. We will reach more
physicians than any journal in the west, and offer lower

rates. This journal w^ill be read by from 8,000 to 10,000

practicing physicians this year. Several advertisements

have been received too late for the July but will appear in

the August number. Our advertisers all say that we give

more than we promised.

Those subscribing will please notify us if they have not

received the first two numbers of this journal. We have a

limited number on hand and will send them to subscribers

during this month, and the journal for one year from date

of subscription.

Recent Literature.

We have received a reprint from the Chicago Medical

Journal and Examiner, entitled " Cinchona Cure for Intem-

perance," by Dr. C. W. Earle, of Chicago, 111.; pp. 20.
_

In

this pamphlet Dr. Earle takes up and, to our mind, effect-

ually " uses up" the much vaunted cinchona cure of Dr.

D'Unger. The facts which Dr. Earle (and as physician to

the Washingtonian Home for Inebriates, he is certainly in

a position to know whereof he writes) brings out are

enough to disgust any unprejudiced mind with the preten-

sions of D'Unger, and to warrant the denunciation of his

" cure" as a purely money-making scheme, and a shameful

-one at that ; for to delude drunkards in their attempts to

cast off their chains, and not only rob them of their money,
but furnish them with what will increase their taste for al-

cohol, can only be characterized as devilish.

Quarterly Epitome of Practical Medicine and Surgery

:

an American supplement to Braithwaite's Retrospect.
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Part I, March. W. A. Townsend, publisher; pages, 160,

S2.50 a year in advance, or with Braithwaite $4.60.

We have examined the " Epitome " with great interest,

and are much pleased with it. It contains a vast fund of
knowledge culled from the very best sources, and will

prove a benefit to every practitioner.

To CoLBURN, BiRKS & Co., wholesale druggists of thi&

city, undoubtedly belongs the honor of issuing the finest

and most complete catalogue and price-list of druggists'
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Broucliocele.

BY J. MURPHY, M. D.

(CONCLUDED.)

"We pass over any special consideration of the pathology
of bronchocele, because our knowledge of this phase of the

disease is neither full nor satisfactory; because it is appar-

ently so diverse in its character, in the experience of differ-

ent observers; and especially because it does not afford the

slightest indication of what treatment would probably be
the most rational and successful. In proceeding to discuss

the treatment of the disease, I shall also pass over without
farther reference those mild recent cases, in which simple
iodine inunction is all that is required to effect a cure, and
go on to a consideration of the treatment of those chronic
•eases which have existed for a long time, which have at-

tained a large size, and in which there is a radical change
in the structure of the gland and its envelope. In these

cases we usually find the parenchyma of the gland harden-
ed and hypertrophied, and the skin and subjacent cellular

tissue condensed and thickened. This hardening and thick-

ening of the various tissues of the tumor are what consti-

tute the chief difficulties in the treatment. As the tumor
becomes harder and denser, not only does the vigor of the
capillary and absorbent vessels become lessened and other-

wise impaired, but the number and size of those vessels

also become lessened, thus necessarily depressing the vital

power of the tumor, interfering seriously with its absorb-
ent functions, and materially impairing its susceptibility of
treatment. It is this class of cases which has been gener-
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ally considered incurable, to which we wish to draw atten-

tion, and in which we have adopted a special mode of treat-

ment. If we are correct in our premises, that the impaired
circulatory and absorbent functions of the tumor, which
are the leo-itimate result of the change of structure we have
referred to, constitute the chief impediment to the success-

ful treatment of such cases, the corollary is inevitable, that

a removal, to a certain extent at least, of that hardened con-

dition of the tumor, and a restoration of the capillary and
absorbent vessels to a state approaching a normal one, con-

stitute necessary conditions precedent to a successful treat-

ment of the disease.

An agent which will not positively disintegrate the har-

dened tissues, but which will soften them to such an extent

as to permit their more free permeation by absorbents and
blood vessels, is evidently what is here required. Such an
agent will, we believe, be found in chromic acid. We had
occasion some time since to make a series of experiments
with this acid in connection with a new method for treat-

ing old, gristly urethral strictures; a resume of which we
hope at no distant time to present to the readers of this

journal. We found during these experiments that chromic
acid saturated with water, completely destroyed any soft

tissue to which it might be applied, but that unlike any
other caustic, by sufficiently diluting it, it had the eiiect of

only softening the parts it was brought into contact with.

A powerful caustic, if careful]}^ used on diseased tissue, it

rather renovates than destroj^s. An equally powerful resol-

vent, it softens hardened tissue without infringing on its

vitality. Reflecting on this peculiar property of chromic
acid we considered that it might be utilized in softening

hardened and so-considered incurable cases of goitre, and
in preparing them for the favorable action of iodine. Act-

ing on this impression we have been experimenting for sev-

eral years with chromic acid in those cases, and have been
so much gratified with the results that we have concluded

to submit them to the profession, in sufficient detail, we
hope, to be understood.

The preliminary treatment is simply injecting a solution

of chromic acid of proper strength into the tumor, in such

a manner as to avoid injurious irritation, and insure equal

distribution through its substance. This treatment should
be continued until its peculiar eflect of softening the tumor
has been effected. The injections should be first used irb
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the skin and subjacent cellular tissue, both of which appear

in many cases to be closely welded together, to be much
thickened and hardened, and to be very deficient in circu-

latory and absorbent power. After this outer layer of the

tumor has been suificientl}' softened, we proceed to inject

the central layer, and finally the inner layer. By this

means we avoid attempting to accomplish too much at once,

lessen the risk of undue irritation and insure the equal dis-

tribution of the acid through the whole tumor. For mak-
ing the injections we use an ordinary hypodermic syringe,

of a capacity of sixty minims, with a platinum-plated steel

tipped point, the latter longer than usual. We generally

commence with a solution of ten grains of the acid in one
ounce of water, and increase its strength according to the

requirements of the case as it progresses. The period

which should elapse between the injections should not be

less than three, and not more than five days. Injecting

oftener than three days would be apt to produce irritation

and thus interfere with the proper action of the remedy.
Allowing a longer interval than five days would be liable

to afifect the continuous action of the acid. Those periods

constitute a general rule, but they will have to be frequent-

ly deviated from.

For the convenience of injecting the tumor uniformly

we checquer its surface with red lines intersecting each
other at right angles, and half an inch apart ; thus insur-

ing a regular distribution of the acid through its substance

and avoiding the irritation which might arise from inject-

ing too frequently in the same place. The amount of the

solution to be injected into each square should be limited

in the first place to ten or twelve minims, gradually increas-

ing the quantity to sixteen or twenty minims. By watch-

ing the effect of the first injections, we can easily deter-

mine the propriety of increasing the strength of the lotion,

its amount and the frequency with which it can be used.

If we find that the softening process does not progress as

rapidly as we could wish, we ma}', without danger, increase

the strength of the solution to forty or sixt}^ grains of the

acid to the ounce of water. But although the chromic acid

may be safely used to an extent that does not actually dis-

integrate the parts ; still we consider it safer, and in the

end more beneficial, not to be over-zealous in using it too

strong or too frequently. By softening the parenchyma of

the gland and the cellular tissue gradually the renewed cap-
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illary circulation will be in a more healthy condition, and
the absorbents will be in a more favorable state for being
acted on afterwards b}- iodine.

The length of time necessary to produce the peculiar

softening effect of the acid on the tumor will necessaril}^

vary in different cases; but the treatment should be perse-

vered in until the object is accomplished. If used cautious-

ly there is no danger of any disagreeable effects resulting.

Close attention, however, is necessary on the part of the

phj'sician to avoid errors in, or accidents from its use; and
should any serious irritation at any time result, threatening

inflammation and abscess, the treatment should be imme-
diately suspended, and leeching and cooling applications

should be resorted to.

On the success of the chromic acid treatment depends
entirely our hope of curing old cases of goitre. The soft-

ening of the hardened tissues involved in the tumor; and
the restoration of the capillar}' and absorbent vessels to a

condition approaching their natural efficiency, are abso-

lutely essential to the subsequent successful treatment of

the case.

It must be remembered that while the chromic acid ex-

ercises no curative influence over the disease, it 3'et prepares

the way for the efficient action of the iodine, on which we
entirely depend for eft'ecting a radical cure. We are not

aware of an}^ other remedj^ which will -per se, cure this dis-

ease. All other aa-ents which we have resorted to have en-

tirely failed when used alone, and any therapeutic charac-

ter which any of them has achieved, has been owing to its

being combined with iodine. The degree of thickness

which the tumor generally attains renders it impossible for

the application of the iodine to the skin alone, to produce
any eflect on its deeper seated parts. This consideration

involves the necessity of using the iodine by hypodermic
injection, as well as by inunction. For both those purposes
we prefer the aqueous solution of the iodine to any other

of its preparations. For external application we use a lo-

tion of the strength of Ave grains to the ounce of water,

strengthening or diluting it as the exigencies of the case

may demand during its progress. In so apparently simple

a matter as painting the skin with iodine, physicians are

sometimes guilty of errors. It should here be applied very

cautiously, and when the skin tingles it should be discon-

tinued. If any irritation is produced, more blood is deter-
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mined to the parts, and the disease is consequently aggra-

vated. It is better to apply the iodine four times daily to

the extent that it can be tolerated comfortably, than to use

it once or twice more freely. By this means irritation is

avoided, tanning of the skin is prevented, and its absorp-

tive power is maintained. As an injection we commence
with an aqueous solution of iodine of the strength of two
grains to the ounce of water, diluting or strengthening it as

our observation as we proceed, may dictate the necessity

of. Injecting the tumor with iodine requires more circum-

spection than injecting it with the acid. The tumor has

now more vitality, and has been rendered more irritable

by the previous treatment; besides the iodine is more
stimulating in its action than the chromic acid, and more
uncertain in its effects. The iodine injections should be

used in the same manner and with the same precautions

that the chromic acid injections were used; carrying them
first to the central section of the tumor, and afterwards to

its deeper seated portions. The intervals between the in-

jections, however, should at first be longer than in using

the acid, and the strength of the lotion should be increased

more cautiously. It would be impossible to indicate the

exact strength to which the injections can be safely and

advantageously carried, or how frequently they can be used

as the treatment progresses. Those therapeutic considera-

tions are necessarily' so different in different cases that it

would be extremely difficult to lay down any general rule

on the subject. Much must be necessarily lett here to the

care, capacity and discretion of the physician.

During the progress of every case the treatment ought
to be zealously guarded, and conducted with the most un-

remitting circumspection. A single indiscretion may prove

disastrous to our treatment, by leading to an abscess, or to

some other untoward event, not the least disastrous of

which might be our ignominious, or at least unceremoni-

ous dismissal from the case.

The period which the treatment may occupy in effect-

ing a cure, is from the nature of the disease, its long

standing, the intrinsic difficulties surrounding it, and its

complicated character, likely to be protracted. We have

not yet treated a sufficient number of cases to enable us to

form even a proximate estimate on this point. The chro-

mic acid treatment will however have to be persisted in

for from two to four months, and the iodine treatment at
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least double this period and not unfrequently much longer.

We have little space left for any consideration of the

internal treatment of this disease, and perhaps this should

not be regretted, as it is very questionable- whether any
special benefit results from such treatment; still as a possible

adjunct to the local remedies, it may be judicious to resort

to the only two agents which are likel}^ to be productive of
any advantage in those cases—iodine and mercury. The
iodide of potass, and the bi-chloride of mercury, are the

representative preparations from those two great classes of

medicine, which we usually administer ; two grains of the

former and one thirtieth of a grain of the latter, thrice every

day, continued during the progress of the local treatment.

If there is any appreciable derangement of the system, or

any suspicion of the presence of malaria, previous to the

commencement of the treatment, or during its continuance,

appropriate remedies should be resorted to. During the

progress of the case as perfect quietude as possible should
be imposed on the patient, an unstimulating diet should be
used, and mild mercurial and saline medicines should be
prescribed, to keep the secretary and portal systems in a
healthy condition,

"We do not claim that this system of treatment will cure
every case of chronic broncho'cele, but we believe it will

cure if properly carried out, a number of such cases; all of
which have hitherto been considered incurable. It will

not be surprising, however, if it should not succeed in the

hands of those who may lack the patience, perseverance
and tact so necessary to its success, or who may lack the

manual ambidexterity, so essential in carrj^ing it into effect.

Peoria, July, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Ti'eatmeiit of Inveterate Ague.

The treatment of ordinary ague is not difiicult, but the
treatment of inveterate ague is far otherwise. Some of
the cases are most obstinate and rebellious. It is only in

localities where malaria is concentrated that these obstinate
cases occur, but unfortunately there are many of these

places in the West and South. No one who has not prac-
ticed in these regions, can have a clear idea of the unyield-
ing nature of some of them. During a practice of thirty

years in Peoria, I have been consulted from time to time^
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bj persons living in the bottoms above and below the city,

ail telling the same story, that they have had ague, some
six months, some a year, others a year and a half and even

two years and have not been able to get it cured. They
have had the paroxysms broken sometimes continuing

free from them, one, two or three weeks and then they

return.

These persons are usually sallow, cachectic, sometimes
jaundiced, often with more or less engorgement and torpid-

ity of the liver, and enlargement of the spleen, the latter

organ is sometimes enormously enlarged. To these symp-
toms, especially among children, is not infrequently added,
ascites with oedema of the lower limbs.

If this class of patients remain in these malarial dis-

tricts during the fall, I believe it impossible to cure all of
them; but when winter comes or sooner, if they are

removed to a healthy locality they can all be permanently
cured unless some organic lesion has developed, which is

rare except in some of the oldest or worst cases. The idea

in the treatment of this form of disease is to eradicate the

poison with which the system is saturated, or to so treat

the system as to enable it to eliminate it and to recuperate

from its effects.

The drugs which are necessary in the treatment of these

cases are few but they are powerful and require care and
judgment in their application. They must be selected,

varied, combined and given in doses to suit each case.

The man who has the capacity to do this best, will be the
most successful. To become expert in this requires some
experience as well as study. They are chiefly quinine, iron,

mercury, arsenic, strychnia.
^

The first thing to be done is to break up the paroxysms,
which can usually be done with full doses of quinine, then
the following, which I give as a general formula, may be
administered

:

Vi Quinife sulpb.
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if the latter are not contraindicated they add to the efficieu-

•cy of the pill. It may be desirable to give in addition once
or twice a day, some of the vegetable tonics as tinct. cin-

<?hona comp. or tinct. gentian comp., with or without
whisky and occasionalh' a laxitive. I have often increased

the arsenious acid to the tenth of a grain and the strych-

nia to the fifteenth with marked benefit, and never with
bad results. Some such course as this steadily persevered
in, gradually lightening it, from one to three months will

readily and permanentl}' cure' the most obstinate intermit-

tents that occur in this country.

As the paroxysms are more likely to recur on the sev-

enth, fourteenth and twenty-first days, if the patient under
treatment is in an intensely malarial atmosphere it is well

to anticipate these periods b}^ giving on the previous days,

i. e., the sixth, thirteenth and twentieth da3^s, ten to twelve
grains of quinine, suspending all other agents on those

days.

Fowler's solution, especially in combination with tinct.

opii, given four or five times a day and steadily persevered
in is sometimes sufficient.

By pursuing the above course from one to three months,
modifying, adjusting and reducing as the treatment con-

tinues, I have never yet failed to radically and permanently
<iure the most obstinate case of ague. Alany of these cases

are complicated with engorgement and torpidity of the liver,

with enlargement of the spleen, and some with dropsy.

The treatment above indicated with an occasional mercu-
rial purge is usually sufficient to clear away the complica-
tions. When the dropsy is persistent, as it often is in

cliildreu, the best thing I have ever found to relieve it is

quinine and sulphate of iron with diuretics and occasionally

a laxative. The most common and persistent complication
is enlarged spleen, which often remains for years and if not
properly treated som»etimes becomes disorganized and
causes death. One of the most efficient combinations for

this is Twining's spleen mixture, which is:

I* Pulv. jalap,
" rhei,
" columbo,

Ziiigiberis,

Potassa Vjitartras, a a 1 drachm,
Ferri sulph, i scruple,
Tinct. senna, 4 drachms,
Aqute menth. sat., 10 ounces,

M. Dose, tablespoouful three times a day.
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This mixture rarely fails to cure the most protracted

and refractory cases iu a reasonable time.

Another very reliable treatment is one drachm of syrup
phosphate of iron with five drops Fowler's solution, three-

times a day. This was first recommended by Prof. Allison,

of Edinburgh. I have had less experience with it than the

former, but have had enough to know that it is valuable,

I have never yet tl-eated cases of enlarged spleen, except

those in which the organ was already in a state of actual

disorganization, which one or the other of these prescrip-

tions would not cure. The free use of iodine externally

may facilitate the cure.

Peoria, III. J. T. Stewart, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Tlie Differential Diagnosis of the Tenereal Diseases.

[Notes on a lecture delivered in Rush Medical College, June 22d, 1880,.

by Lafayette W. Case, M. D., lecturer on Dermatology and Syphilis. Re-
ported by O. J. Roskoten.]

There are three venereal diseases; gonorrhoea, chan-

croid or soft chancre, and syphilis, the initial lesion of

which is the true chancre. Herpes progenitalis and the

ulcerated abrasion ma}- be mistaken for venereal ulcers.

A few words will suffice for gonorrhoea. A yellowish-

white, or greenish discharge from the urethra, attended

with itching and pain in urinating, usually indicates the

existence of gonorrhoea; not always, however, as a chan-

cre within the urethra is attended by a urethral discharge.

In such cases the discharge is scanty, watery, or mixed
with blood, and the pain on urinating is felt at some fixed

point. On grasping the penis between the thumb and fin-

ger at this point the characteristic induration of chancre

will be felt, and other symptoms of syphilis will follow.

Chancroids may also exist within the urethra. Their

most frequent site is at the meatus, but ihey may exist

at any part of the urethra. The discharge is not so abun-

dant as in gonorrhoea, and is rusty colored or streaked with

blood. Pain is felt at a fixed point as in urethral chancre,

and there may be inflammatory hardness, but not the spe-

cific induration of syphilis. If complicated with gonor-

rhoea as it sometimes is, the diagnosis will be more difficult.

Auto-inoculation of the discharge may be employed to

determine this point. In such cases, however, chancroids

will usually be found upon the external parts.
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Chancre is the initial lesion, the first manifestation of

the constitutional disease, syphilis. It occurs at the point

where syphilitic virus has entered and will invariably be

followed by other symptoms of syphilis.

Chancroid on the other hand is always a local disease

and is not followed by general symptoms.
Herpes progenitalis, and ulcerated abrasions are also

local disorders.

Chancre is caused by the absorption of syphilitic virus,

whether from a chancre or other syphilitic lesion, vaccin-

nation with syphilitic blood, or the accidental or intentional

inoculation of any vehicle containing- syphilitic virus.

Chancroid is usuallv the result of sexual connection

with a person bearing a chancroid on or near the genitals,

but may also be caused by inoculation of virus from a

chancroid or virulent bubo.

Herpes progenitalis, the result of mechanical irritation

during coitus, or of irritating discharges, colds, fevers, etc.,

is sometimes followed by herpetic eruptions upon the

genitals as well as upon the face.

Ulcerated abrasions result from mechanical or chemical
irritation as in herpes.

Chancre is most frequently seen on or near the genitals,

but is also seen in other locations, particularly the hands,

face and nipples.

Chancroid is rarely seen except upon or near the

genitals.

Herpes and ulcerated abrasions are frequent upon the

genitals. They are usually seen upon the glans, penis or

prepuce, or upon the inner surface of the labia.

In syphilis there is always a period of incubation

between the absorption of the virus and the appearance of

the chancre. This period varies from ten to seventy-two

days, the average time being about three weeks, during
which there are no symptoms of disease.

After the absorption of chancroid virus there is no
period of incubation; the ulcer being usually formed in

two or three days, rarely later than a week.
Chancre begins as a papule, tubercle, or erosion, and

generally becomes ulcerated.

Chancroid begins as a pustule or ulcer, and always
remains as an ulcer.

Herpes begins as a group of vesicles, which break and
form a superficial ulcer.
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The ulcerated abrasion begins as a simple abrasion or

fissure and afterwards ulcerates.

Chancre is generally single, but if multiple, it is so from
the beginning; never becoming multiple by auto-inocula-

tion, and never becoming confluent.

Chancroid is usually multiple from the beginning or

tVom auto-inoculation, the virus producing a sore wherever
it is absorbed. The ulcers frequently become confluent.

In herpes there may be several groups of vesicles, and
they may occur in successive crops, sometimes becoming
confluent.

The ulcerated abrasions are generally multiple and
confluent.

The chancre is usually round or oval in shape, flat or

scooped out, with sloping edges, and smooth, glistening

floor of a dark red or gray color. The secretion is scanty,

adherent, and sero-sanginolent, unless irritated, when it

furnishes an abundant supply of pus. Sometimes the

chancre is of a livid color and scaly, and sometimes cov-

ered with a scab. Upon the skin the chancre frequently

assumes the form of a dry, scaly papule
The chancroid may be round, oval or irregular in shape,

being the result of the blending -of several ulcers. The
edges are then scolloped. It is always a true ulcer, and
appears as if punched out, with edges abrupt or sharply

cut and sometimes burrowed under. The floor of the

ulcer is uneven, not shiny, whitish, grayish, or tawny, and
covered with an abundant purulent secretion.

The ulcer resulting from the breaking down of a cluster

of herpetic vesicles is irregular in shape with the border
marked by segments of circles left by the vesicles. It is

very superficial and has a less virulent look than the chan-
croid, which it somew^iat resembles. It is most frequent

in men with long prepuces.

The ulcerated abrasion may have any shape, and resem-
ble a superficial chancroid.

Induration is a pathognomonic symptom of chancre.

It is always present in one of the following varieties : 1. As
a thin, parchment-like layer, underlying the ulcer. This is

the form most frequentl}^ seen. 2. As a firm, cartilaginous,

circumscribed mass the size of a split pea or larger, freely

movable over the parts beneath. It does not shade off

into the surrounding parts like an inflammatory hardness,
but terminates abruptly, feeling like a bit of cartilage or
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bone beneath the skin. The third variety is similar to the
second, only more extensive and passes beyond the border
of the ulcer. Induration usually appears a short time
after the appearance of the ulcer, and remains a long time
after the sore is cicatrized; sometimes indeed for years..

Sometimes the induration precedes the ulceration.

The chancroid does not become indurated generally^

and when it does, the induration is inflammatory ; has a

boggy feel, is sensitive to the touch, adheres to adjacent
parts and shades off into surrounding tissues. It is of

short duration and disappears when the inflammation is

subdued.
The herpetic ulcer and the abrasion, if irritated, may

present the same inflammatory induration as the chancroid.

The chancre is rarely painful; indeed, the inconven-
ience from it is often so slight that it passes unnoticed. If

irritated, however, it becomes painful.

Chancroid on the other hand is nearly always painful,,

and frequently highly so.

Herpes and the ulcerated abrasion are usually painful,

the pain of herpes being an itching or stinging sensation.

Chancre is not auto-inoculable unless it has been irri-

tated and secretes thick pus. The sore thus produced is a
simple inflammatory pustule, neither chancre nor chancroid.

Chancroid is readily auto-inoculable, a true chancroid
being produced within two or three days.

The herpetic ulcer and the ulcerated abrasion are auto-

inoculable occasionally, under the same circumstances as

the chancre, producing abortive pustules.

The course of chancre is slow. It reaches its height in

a few days generally, and maj^ remain stationary for some
time, when it gradually heals. It has little destructive

tendency, rarely spreads much, and scarcely ever becomes
}thagedenic.

Chancroid progresses rapidly, often spreads widel}^

more often becomes phagedenic, and heals slowly.

Herpes and abrasion rarely grow in size, and heal

rapidly. They do not become phagedenic.
One chancre usually aftbrds complete protection against

contraction of the disease a second time. Cases where
syphilis occurs a second time are exceedingly rare, though
possible.

Chancroid occurs in all subjects whether syphilitic or

not. One attack is no protection against another.
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Herpes and abrasions are found by preference on per-

sons with long, tight prepuces, of uncleanly habits.

Herpes is apt to return at irregular intervals, in such per-

sons, especially after violent sexual intercourse or after a

spree.

Chancre, herpes and ulcerated abrasions are not trans-

missible to the lower animals. Chancroid is transmissible

with difficulty.

Induration of the lymphatics is common, occurring
in perhaps twenty per cent, of the cases. The induration
is specific, inflammation rarely taking place, and when it

does is simple and the pus is never auto-inoculable. Hard,
knotty, insensitive cords, the size of a crow-quill or larger,

are felt under the skin, which preserves its natural color.

Lymphitis generall}^ occurs soon after induration of the

chancre, and before induration of the glands.

Inflammation of the lymphatics is rare in chancroid.

It may be virulent, the pus being auto-inoculable, or a sim-

ple inflammatory lesion, the pus not being auto-inoculable.

Simple inflammatory lymphitis is alone possible in

herpes and the ulcerated abrasion, but very rare in both.

Induration of the neighboring glands is always present
in chancre. It is a specific induration, rarely becoming
inflammatory, and if so the pus is not auto-inoculable.

The induration develops a week or two after the chancre,

and if the latter be on the penis, the superficial glands in

one or both groins are afiected, being usually only slightly

enlarged, not sensitive, feeling like cartilage under the skin,,

which is freely movable over them, and presents no signs

of inflammation. Occasionall}- several glands become
matted together, but even then the indolent character of

the induration is preserved. The induration lasts for sev-

eral weeks or even months, but finally terminates in reso-

lution.

In about one third of the cases of chancroid, inflam-

mation of the glands is present. In the others they remain
unaft'ected. The inflammation may be either simple or
virulent, the pus in the latter case being auto-inoculable,

producing true chancroids ; usuall}^ but a single gland is

affected, but there may be one in each groin. The gland
is fixed, from inflammation of the surrounding tissues, and
the skin is red, hot, painful, presenting all the characters
of ordinary inflammation. The course of the bubo is a few
weeks, or it may be many months. A simple inflammatory
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bubo may terminate by resolution, but the virulent bubo
always suppurates. Phagedena may ensue and is some-
times exceedingly destructive, spreading over large

surfaces and lasting for years.

The glands are seldom affected in herpes and the ulcer-

ated abrasion, when inflammation does occur it is always

simple, and the pus if there be any, is never auto-inoculable.

In chancre the prognosis, as regards the ulcer, is favor-

able, but the patient will sooner or later have general

symptoms of syphilis. These generally appear in from six

to twelve weeks after the chancre.

In chancroid the local effects are much more severe

usually, but when once healed no further trouble need be
feared, except in urethral chancroids, which may be fol-

lowed by stricture.

In herpes and ulcerated abrasions the prognosis is

always good.
Local treatment of chancre has but slight curative

effect. It should not be canterized or otherwise irritated.

It improves under the influence of mercurials.

Local treatment of chancroids is curative. They
should always be thoroughly canterized. Mercury is of no
use and in the majority of cases injurious.

Herpes and the ulcerated abrasion are benefited by
local treatment. Mercury is not indicated.

,

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

The Position of Women in Parturition.

I desire to throw out a few suggestions to the medical
public on the above subject, hoping that some may test my
theories and determine their importance.

The reason why head presentations predominate is

that the head is the heaviest part of the foetus and natur-

ally sinks while the woman is in the erect posture ; while

the side on which the woman lies most ordinarily deter-

mines whether the child will present in a first or second
position of vertex ; thus, if she sleeps on the right side the

vertex will probably present in the first position, while if

on the left side, the head will assume the second, and if she

sleeps on her back it is very apt to bring the face in front.

The position assumed by the foetus can be readily shown
on a still-bc«"n child in water.

It ie very probable tliat more girls present with the
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lower extremities and also breech first than boys, for the

reason that the average of girls' heads are lighter and
their hips are heavier than the same parts of boys.

The reason why the back of the child generally lies in

front and the vertex presents in front is, that the position of

the uterus while the woman is in the erect posture, ordina-

rily favors the floating of the child in that direction.

If the physician perceives the vertex presenting in the

first position, it is proper for him to direct the patient to

lie on her left side during the first part of the second stage

of labor, although it is perhaps better if she should set up
or walk around up to nearly the last stage. And vice versa,

when the child presents in the second position she should
lie on her right side as above.

During the last stage when the vertex begins t,o jut out

from under the pubic arch and the anterior fontanelle has
come down on the perineum, putting it on the stretch, the

woman ought to lay on her back, for then the fundus of the

uterus will fall back and with it the body of the child,

which, favoring the rotation of the head, and requiring the

neck to be less bent back, will aid in the expulsion of the

head and body. By carrying out these simple rules women
may frequently be saved a great amount of pain, time and
possibly danger. The parturient woman, if left to herself,

will ordinarily assume the position which most favors the

expulsion of the child, and attendants should recognize the

reason why they do so, and encourage them in it.

Many physicians have noticed these facts and some au-

thors refer to them, but they do not give the reasons for

them, or explain why patients prefer diflerent postures
during labor.

I will briefly relate a case to show how position con-

verted a forehead case into an occiput case

:

February 1st, 1847, I was called to attend a large heavy
woman in labor with her fourth child. I found the waters
discharged, the os well dilated, with the face presenting. I
directed her to lie on the right side, hoping to bring down
the vertex, but finding no progress after an hour I changed
her to the left side, hoping to bring down the chin, which
was accomplished, and the woman was speedily delivered
of a large healthy girl.

I think that, during the first stage of labor, before the
head engages, mal-positions might often be rectified by
elevating the hips, even to nearly a vertical position for a
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moment. It would be harmless and less irritating and
dangerous both to mother and child than any other mode
of procedure, and might aid in the evolution of the foetus

to a proper position.

I have known physicians to truly diagnose certain

positions during the last week of gestation, but still allow
their patients to proceed in labor without any eftbrt being
made to rectify these mal-positions, which I think might
easily be done by directing certain positions for the woman
to assume before labor began, or during first stages.

I have no doubt but that very many of the profession

have recognized these principles, but if I have added any-
thing to the general stock of useful knowledge, my object

in writing will be accomplished.
Silas Hubbard, M. D.

HrDSON, McLean Co., 111.

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Granular Urethra iu the Female.

I was called to see Mrs. D., a clergyman's wife, 32 years

years of age, November, 1876. She had been out of health

for some time, and a physician was in attendance, but as he
could not see why she made such bitter complaints of suf-

fering and not give her any relief, he was discharged and
I was called.

When I asked her what she had to complain of, she

answered that her worst trouble was on account of a dis-

position to pass urine every fifteen or twenty minutes.

This was accompanied with intense urinary tenesmus and
nearly every time with hemorrhage, passing but a small

quantity of urine at each effort. What else ? Pain in the

lower part of the back, constipation, pain in the head of a

burning character at the occiput, loss of appetite and great

nervousness, caused by loss of sleep and long continued
pain. Is that all? Yes.

Upon examination, the urethra was found nearly full of

fungous granulations, bleeding upon slight disturbance and
extending the whole length of it. The os uteri was found
eroded and the cervix in a state of chronic inflammation.
Not having seen any account of such a condition in standard
medical literature, I made some search for authority with-

out avail, and this is the reason this article is written at the

present time. IIow should I proceed to effect relief for this
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lady ? At first dilitation by laminaria tents was attempted,

but failing in this on account of the pain it caused, the liq.

ferri subsulphatis and water, equal parts, was used by
means of a small syringe. In about three days the eschar

came out leaving the urethra more patulous and ameliorat-

ing the pain and bleeding. Another application was then

made with similar results, and this treatment was continued
with more or less frequency, for some months; occasionally

a strong solution of nitrate of silver was substituted, ap-

plied by wetting a small laminaria tent in the solution and
immediately passing it into the urethra. The bowels were
cared for by using a pill composed of

Vi Strychnia, 1 grain.
Ferris sulph., 10 grains.
Ex. Rhei, ^ drachm.
M. ft. pil. No. 20, et sig.

A pill morning, noon and night. The utrus was treated by
lunar caustic once a week, thoroughly applied to the os

and cervix, and the vagina kept clean by using injections

of quite warm water, used in a Molesworth female suction

syringe, ISTo. 2, twice daily. Once or twice a day a medica-
ted injection into the vagina of the following:

9^ Acidi carbol., 3 drachms.
Glycerine, 3 ounces.
Aquae purae, 2 pints.

Also, she was directed to use twice a day a sitz bath of the
temperature of the body for a half hour each time. Medi-
cated stringent injections should not be used too frequently

in the vagina, or they will prove deleterious instead of
beneficial. A safe rule is never to repeat them until the
parts have become uniformly moistened by the natural
secretion of the parts.

This lady was restored to health in about ten months
under this course of treatment ; but at the present time I

should treat the urethral difiiculty by rapidly dilating the
urethra under anaesthesia, and scraping away the granula-
tions completely with a curette, and cauterizing the base.

The uterine difficulty requires considerable- time to cure,

and I do not yet know of any better treatment than that

above indicated. There was no syphilis in this, but what
the cause was deponent saith not.

Smithville, July, 1880. jST. Holton, M. D.
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Teething K^ot tlie Cause of Diarrhoea in Children.

At this season of tlie year, when diarrhcea prevails sa
extensively among children between the ages of six months
and two years, a very natural question arises in the minds
of physicians as to whether teething has any influence in

its causation, or whether it is noi almost entirely caused by
heat, impure air, and unwholesome and unsuitable food.

To these latter causes, I believe we can attribute this dis-

ease. I do not think teething has much if anything to dO'

with it.

Children are teething all the year round, but they are

not likely to have this trouble except during the summer
months. While it is possible that the reflex nerve irrita-

tion may in some way be a remote cause in some cases, still

I believe it is a duty we owe to the public, to discourage as^

far as possible the widespread belief that teething is the

principal, if not sole cause of summer complaint in chil-

dren. When called to see a child sinking from frequent

and copious discharges, we frequently hear the remark, that

the patient has been sick for a week or more ; but they
thought it was from its teeth, and that it would not be best

to check it. This popular error has been the cause of the
death of thousands of children who might have been saved

by timely medical attention. I am sorry to say that this

belief is still encouraged by some doctors, who are quite

ready to say, when asked the cause, " Oh, it is only its^

teeth." I think it is a duty the profession owes to the com-
munity in which they live, to impress upon parents the ne-

cessity of attending to this disease at its first appearance.
If this was done, very few children that are properly taken
care of and well nourished, would die. We know by ex-

perience how easy it usually is to check this disease if called

early, and how difficult it is to cure after it has been allowed

to run on for several days. J. L. H.

Compound Liquorice Powder.

The German formula is preferred by many, since the-

addition of the fennel prevents the griping and flatulency

which is apt to occur, even in laxative doses.

^ Pul. sennae.
" glyc. aa 1 ounce,
" fennel,
Sulph. lot. a a J ounce,
Bach, albae, 3 ounces.
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Translations from the Vienna Medical Gazette.

BY 0. J. ROSKOTEN.

Spontaneous Cure of Tuberculosis.

Prof. Heitler gives some very interesting data about the
spontaneous cure of tuberculosis of the lungs, which he
collected from the post ynortem records of the Vienna
Pathological Institute. His list includes only the cases

in which the autopsy showed " tuberculosis obsoleta pul-

monalis," where more or less extensive indurations, includ-

ing hard, coarse lumps, or cheesy mortar-like masses, or
caverns were found, cases in which the cause of death was
some inter-current disease.

Tuberculosis obsoleta pulmonalis was found in 780 out
of 16,562 cases, 503 being in males, 277 in females. The
cause of death was :

Carcinoma, 107 cases ;. tubercular aflections, (exclusive

of those of the lungs) 101 ; chronic Bright's disease, 83

;

diseases of the nerve centres, 62 ; emphysema of the lungs,

58 ; heart disease, 55 ;
granular liver, 45 ; croupous pneu-

monia, 46; accidents and suicides, 20; peritonitis, 31; caries

and necrosis of bone, 28; typhus, 20; pleurisy, 19; dis-

eases of the alimentary canal, 17 ; amyloid degeneration
of the abdominal viscera, 10; puerperal fevers, 6;
pyaemia, 6, etc., etc.

Of these patients, death occurred :

Between 10 and 20 years, in 12 individuals.

20
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and lower lobes. Besides, four cases of cured, dift'used

tuberculosis are mentioned ; in these, numerous indura-

tions of hazelnut size were found scattered throughout the

whole lung, containing the mortar masses, so called.

Healed tuberculous ulcers were seen three times in the

hirynx, once in the ascending colon and seven times in the

ileum.

Thus it appears that a spontaneous cure occurs in many
cases of tuberculosis of the lungs as well as of other organs,

at any period of life, and under widely difterent conditions

of life, even in persons living in the most unfavorable cir-

cumstances.
Why and when the disease ceases to progress is as yet

unknown. One point is settled, viz : That the prognosis
is unfavorable when the affection runs beyond certain

limits, which Dr. Heitler has given as the second and third

ribs in front and the middle of the scapula behind, an
observation which has been corroborated by still more
recent experience.

Dr. Heitler says that, under certain circumstances, even
miliary tuberculosis ma}^ heal spontaneously, and calls

particular attention to the frequent occurrence of granula-

ted liver as the cause of death in cases in which obsolete

phthisis is found ; a fact which still awaits a satisfactory

explanation.

JLi««>^ liong Vitality of Diphtheritic Virus.

A remarkable case showing the long vitality of the

diphtheritic virus is reported from Russia. An aristocratic

family of the southern part of Russia lost a child from diph-

theria, four years ago. In order to remove the remains to

a famil}' vault recently built, the body was exh-umed.
Wishing to see once more the face of his son, the father

had an opening cut into the lid of the coffin, and he and
his five children took a look at the corpse. The following

day all the children were suifering from diphtheria, with
fatal issue to oue of their number.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Concussion and Conipression of the Brain.

We give below a short and condensed table for the dif-

ferential diagnosis between these two lesions. It will of

course be understood that the symptoms indicated are not

always present, or by any means clearly marked, but by
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remembering the following points, and making a careful

study of the case, mistakes may be avoided.

COMPRESSION.
1. Unconsciousness is com-

plete. You may scream into the
patient's ear at the top of your
-voice, but will receive no answer.

2. The special senses are en-
tirely suspended.

3. Complete or partial paraly-
sis ; in most cases hemiplegia.

CONCUSSION.
1. Unconsciousness incom-

plete ; the patient can le made
to answer, though it may be
briefly and in single words.

2. The special senses are not
entirely abolished, though they
may be greatly blunted.

3. The power of action is not
destroyed; if the position of a
limb be changed,the patient will
resist or immediately return it to

the original position.

4. Respiration is quiet and fee-

ble.

5. Pulse feeble, frequent and
intermittent.

6. The stomach usually sick-

ens after a while, and rejects its

contents.
7. The feces and urine may be

discharged incontinently.

8. Deglutition is not destroyed.
9. Pupil variable but generally

contracted. Eyelids somewhat
open.

10. Temperature ^of tlje body
less than natural.

4. Respiration full and noisy.

5. Pulse full and slow.

6. The stomach is insensible to

all impressions, no nausea or
vomiting.

7. The bowels are torpid, and
the bladder incapable of empty-
ing itself, but the urine may
escape by overflow.

8. Deglutition is impossible.
9. Pupil variable, though gen-

-erally much dilated ; eyelids
closed.

10. Temperature almost natu-
ral, a little below the normal
standard.

In cases of concussion, nausea and vomiting are Regarded

iis signs of reaction.

Finger Blistering- for Neuralgia.

Dr. Walke gives in the Southern Clinic this recipe

:

V^ Chloroform,
Bay Rum, a a equal parts.

Sig. Shake well before using.

He says of it: "My attention was called to this as a

remedy for neuralgia of the scalp some ten years ago. I

have known it to be used by others. By applying it to the

temple or seat of pain with the end of the finger, holding

the finger to the parts to exclude the air and prevent evap-

oration, in two or three minutes it so reddens the skin, and
the pain from it so severe, I have had to remove it to pre-

vent blistering. A blister can be formed, I am satisfied, in

five to ten minutes.

—

Medical and Sur'gical Reporter.
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Treatment of Typlioid Fever.

Sir William Jenner, in an able and elaborate address

before the Midland Medical Society at Birmingham, gave
his views as to the treatment of this disease.

The high repute he holds as authority on the pathology,

and the extensive and prolonged experience he has had in

the treatment with this and other methods, are sufficient

grounds for giving a careful study and trial to his method.
His treatment is based on the firm belief that the disease

can not be cut short by any known means, but that it must
run its course over a period of 28 to 30 days.

Hence his aim from first to last is to support the powers
and strength of his patient, and to check or hold in abey-

ance all unfavorable symptoms until the cause of the dis-

ease has exhausted itself.

The patient should be confined to his bed from the first,

as any exercise or fatigue after the inception of the poison,

aggravates the trouble. The most severe and fatal cases

occur among those who have not thus been kept at rest.

There should be an abundant supply of pure fresh air.

Pure cold water may be given ad libitum; it acts as a
diluent to the blood, and passing out of the system through
the kidneys, keeps them in a healthy condition, and carries

out some of the poison from the blood.

The diet should receive particular attention. It should
be liquid and farinaceous, or such food as can be easily and
readily digested, and leave no residuum.

Milk, the much vaunted specific, he says, should be used
with caution, as the casein has to pass into a solid form
(curds) before being absorbed. The digestive functions

being weakened, the curds, if in any considerable quantity,

are not absorbed, but remain in the stomach or bowels, and
cause many unpleasant symptoms.

There are two prominent symptoms, headache and
sleeplessness, in the early stage, which require attention.

Yet these, if let alone, will disappear at the end of ten or
twelve days.

Sleeplessness is the more important, as the nervous sys-

tem becomes weakened and exhausted by this continual

strain. Henbane, potass, brom., and chloral, or a combin-
ation of the last two, are the most beneficial. Opium, in

doses sufficient to produce sleep, is a dangerous remedy, in

that it disturbs digestion and checks secretion. It should
be used with caution during the entire progress of the dis-

ease.
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The causes of the diarrhoea are

:

1. The specific intestinal changes, ulceration of Peyer's

patches.

2. Errors in diet.

3. Catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membrane^
and irritability of the bowels.

If the disease could be limited to the specific changes,

there would be only a slight diarrhoea; and this can be
accomplished to a certain degree by a careful attention and
removal of the last two causes.

If the stools do not exceed three to five in twenty-four

hours, nothing need be done, as this is more of an advant-

age than an injury. But when, from the number of stools,

the strength of the patient is being rapidly reduced, it

becomes necessary to interfere. It is necessary to examine
the stools, and, if possible, find the cause.

If the stools show nothing but a strong alkalinity, dilute

sulphuric acid will remedy this, and also lessen the number
of stools.

If in addition we find solid matter or curds in the stools,

an inquiry as to the diet and a regulation of it is all that is

necessary.

If the stools are ammoniacal and offensive, this can be
removed by giving charcoal, in impalpable powder, one tea-

spoonful two or three times a day.

If the stools are only too frequent, an enema of starch

water, to which may be added a few drops of tinct. of

opium, will check them sufficiently.

If there is a catarrhal inflammation of the bowel, this

will be best controlled by the carbonate of bismuth gr. xx
every four to six hours. To this may be added tinct. of
kino and catechu, and if necessary tinct. of opium.

Sometimes instead of a diarrhoea there exists an inaction

of the bowels. This is caused :

1. By torpidity of the large intestines, with free

absorption of the fluid contents. The fecal matter becomes
dry and hard, causes irritation and inflammation, and finally

diarrhoea. This condition should be relieved by enemata.
of thin gruel.

2. The most important, and not unfrequent, cause, is

the deep ulceration of one or more of Peyer's patches, caus-

ing paralysis of' the intestines. This is also a cause of the
accumulation of flatus and distension of the abdomen.
These conditions occur during the third and fourth week of
the disease.
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To relieve this condition alcohol in doses sufficient to

improve nerve, energy and increase temporarily the mus-
cular action of bowels and abdomen.

Hemorrhage also occurs at this time from the deep
ulcers. When this occurs the bowels should not be moved,
but held in check by enemata of starch water and tinct. of

opium. Internally may give acetate of lead, gallic acid and
tinct. of opium.

From the beginning of the disease the temperature is

elevated. But a temperature so high and continuous as to

be a cause of danger occurs only in exceptional cases.

Tepid water sponge baths are usually sufficient to control

the temperature.
Such in the main is the treatment he has adopted, and

which has proven most successful in his hands. He deems
it more safe to allow nature to take its course, only inter-

fering when it is necessary to avert some impending evil.

—

Medical News and Abstract.

Treatment of Cliolera lufantiiin.

From an article written by Dr. W. B. Akinson, in the
Jledical and Surgical JReporter, we abstract the following :

The most prominent symptoms imperatively demanding
immediate relief are the irritable stomach and the exhaust-
ing discharges. For the persistent vomiting, the exhibi-

tion of small doses of calomel, say one-twelfth to one-sixth

of a grain, repeated every hour, will almost invariably
suffice. It will be best given placed dr}^ on the tongue and
washed down with a sup of milk. This frequently checks
the diarrhoea as well as the vomiting, as there is little

doubt that the former is more or less continued by the
efforts of the child in vomiting. Rest, in a recumbent
position, is of great value, and this should be strongly im-
pressed on the attendants. When the calomel fails give
the following

:

V' Acidi sulphuric! dil., 40 gtts.,

Syr. simplicis, 1 ounce,
Aq. menthas viridis, 2 ounces.

M. dose, one teaspoonful every half hour, or hour.

To aid our remedies we may emplo}' some form of

•warm fomentation to the stomach, or, by producing a posi-

tive redness of the surface of the epigastrium, by means of

a mustard plaster, great relief is frequently obtained. To
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arrest the frequency of the discharges, a very useful rem-
edy is the bismuth, in five to ten grain doses, with Dover's
powder :

—

^ Pulv. ipecac, comp., 4 to 6 grains,
Bismithi subnitrat, 1 drachm,
Ft. in chait., No. 12, et sig.

One every two to four hours according to circumstances.

Where the exhaustion is great, the bismuth may, with
much advantage, be combined with the aromatic spirits of
ammonia, which is a most excellent stimulant in all cases

of exhaustion in children ; or it ma}^ be given separately,

while the bismuth is continued, with or without the ipecac,

powder.
The diet must be mainly milk with lime water, beef

tea, mucilaginous fluids. Brandy or whisky should be added
in small, repeated doses from the outset. Frequent spong-
ing with alcohol and water, or tepid water, is far better
than the bath.

Regarding cholera infantum as usually if not invariably
the result of congested bowels, good effects have been
observed after the employment of a positive counter-irri-

tant to the surface of the abdomen and also to the whole
length of the spine.

9= Liq. ammoniae, 2 drachms,
01. terebinthiual, 2 ounces,
01. ricini, 4 ounces,
M. ft. linimentum.

E.Lib the abdominal surface and the spine briskly with
this, so as to redden the skin, and repeat every two hours.
In cases where the brain is involved, apply cold to the head
by the ice cup, or pieces of ice in a folded towel ; at the
same time pediluvia, sinapisms and rubefacients will be of
great aid; but it must not be forgotten that cerebral symp-
toms may be simulated by exhaustion, for which the proper
treatment will be more positive stimulation, and larger
doses of quinine and iron in some form. As the case pro-
gresses, tonics may be given to aid the recovery of strength.

Blisters in very young children are always a remedy of
doubtful value. Relapse is extremely liable to occur;
therefore, eternal vigilance will be necessary in diet,ventila-

tion, clothing and exposure.

Treatment of Diphtlieritis.

Dr. J. A, Miller writes to the California Med. Journal
^hat he has treated 493 cases of diphtheria, without losing
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a case where he had been called before the disease had pro-

gressed past the third day, and where his directions were
fully carried out. His treatment is as follows

:

9 Aromat. sulph, acid,

Tr. sanguinaria, a a 2 drachms,
Tr. capsicum, 1 drachm,
Spts. menthae, 10 gtts.,

Syr. simplicis, 2 ounces.
M. Sig. : A teaspoonful once in two hours, varied

of course according to age, &c.

The only restriction necessary is to interdict the use of

milk, which combining with the acid, would form an indi-

gestible coagulum in the stomach. For the fever peculiar

to diphtheria he uses exclusively

9^ Gelsemini, 2 drachms,
Aquae, 2 ounces.

M. Sig. : A teaspoonful once an hour
till the fever abates.

As an external application he uses

:

^ Potassi nitras, J ounce,
Spts. camphorae, 2 ounces.
Aquae, 3 ounces.

M. : Keep a cloth wet with this solution
around the neck.

He always urges the most generous diet.

Sick Stomacli of Preg-nancy.

In the Medical and Surgical Reporter, July 10, Dr. W. S.

Forwood impresses upon physicians the claims that the

pregnant woman has ui>on their best attention. He says :

" In the entire catalogue of ills that afflict the human fam-
ily, we can recall none, not immediately dangerous to the

existence of life, so annoying, so embarrassing and so dis-

tressing to the sufferer as the sick stomach of pregnancy.
This malady, conjoining, as it does, the mental with the

physical distress, the natural temperament of the patient

undergoes a radical change; the habitually kind and placid

disposition of the individual becomes impatient, irritable,

morose and petulant. We can conceive of but few obliga-

tions resting upon ub as physicians, apart from the actual

aversion of impending death, more imperative in their de-

mands upon our talents and moral obligations than that of
relieving the mental and physical suffering incident to

pregnancy." Dr. F. has used with entire success for many
years the following, and many of his friends having used
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it add the weight of their testimony to his strong endorse-

ment:
V( Rad. columbo, contus.

Rad. zimgibar, " a a J ounce,
Fol. sennse 1 drachm,
Aqua bullient 1 pint.

Make infusion, take a wineglassful before each meal.

Should the bowels be relaxed, omit the senna; or in cases

of unusual acidity of the stomach, add half a drachm of

magnesium carbonas.

Ointment of Clirysoplianic Acid.

This is now used in cases of psoriasis, erythema mar-

ginatum, chloasma, acne tuberculosa, acne rosacia, etc.

The formula of the British Hospital for diseases of the skin

is as follows

:

Vi Chrysophanic acid 120 grains,

Prepared lard 1 ounce.

Heat together on a water-bath for half an hour, con-

stantly stirring; when set, mix with a pestle and mortar.

Caution.—The erythema which sometimes follows only a

few applications of this ointment, should be watched for,

and on its appearance, the use of the ointment should be

discontinued. Avoid applying it near the eyelids.

—

Medi-

cal Summary.

Recent Literature.

The Treatment of Puerperal Septicemia by Intra-Uterine

Injections, by Edward W. Jenks, M. D., L. L. D., pp. 24.

Reprint from Vol. IV. Gynaecological Transactions.

A lecture on Coccygodynia, by the same author, pp. 15.

Reprinted from the Medical Record, April 17, 1880.

Suppl}^ and Demand, in its Relation to the Growth, De-
velopment and Health of the Human Body. An address

before the Coles County Academy of Medicine and Sur-

gery, by V. R. Bridges, Mattoon, 111., pp. 12.

Physicians and their Patients, a lecture delivered at the

formation of the Douglas County, Oregon, Medical Insti-

tute, by C. H. Merrick, M. D., pp. 20.

Two cases of Ovariotomy. A case of Lithotomy. Ex-
tirpation of the Parotid Gland, by A. V. Banes, M. D., St.

Joseph, Mo. Reprinted from the *S'^. Louis Medical and Sur-

gical Journal.
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Diet.

"Whether Dr. Tanner succeeds in his attempt to exist

forty days without any nourishment other than water, is

really a matter of very little importance, although it is

attracting great attention. The fact that a man can live

even longer than the time proposed bj' Dr. Tanner, is a
matter of record. Berard cites the instance of a convict
living sixty-three days on water, and cases are reported by
other observers where the time of deprivation from food
varied from five to forty days.

The experiment of Dr. Tanner will, however, be of con-
siderable importance, if it will recall to the minds of physi-
cians the oftentimes great utility of low diet or even abso-

lute abstinence from food as a hygienic and therapeutic
measure. In the treatment of the less important but more
frequent ailments of mankind, there is often too little

attention given to the diet, this being left as a matter of
course to the uneducated idea of the patient, and unless the
disease becomes more grave, the physician rarely gives
directions as to the quality or amount of food to be taken.
"We think a vast deal of good would be accomplished were
physicians to educate their patients upon this point, giving
them a few simple rules concerning the diet. Many of the
more common ailments could be obviated or cured by the-

patient did they but know something of the value of diet

and fasting.

There is no danger that the people would cure all their

diseases by this means, and thus rob the physician of his

living. There will always be disease enough in the world
to occupy the thought and skill of the physician without
attending to all those fjetty derangements due to overload-
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ing of the stomach and the like. But this education of

patients in hygiene and simple therapeutics, would be of

far greater beneiit to the physician than to the patient; it

would give the public greater confidence in the disinterest-

edness of the profession, and have great influence in dis-

abusing the public mind of the popular idea that the

physician is a shark, who is always ready to prey upon
their ignorance and misery, and only wishes for a chance
to " run up a bill." This may assist in opening the way to

a closer confidence between the profession and public, a

thing devoutly to be hoped for.

Other methods of accomplishing this end will be spoken
of at a future time.

Our Success.

We are pleased to announce to our readers, that the sup-

port already shown to the Peoria Medical Monthly has
been so liberal that we are, at the end of the first three

months, justified in adding one-fourth to its size. The
journal will hereafter be forty-four pages, instead of thirty-

six*, as before ; and we hope at no distant day to again en-

large its size and increase its interest. We are making
arrangements whereby we will publish regular clinical lec-

tures by some of our best teachers. Also we expect papers
from several whose names are widely known in the range
of medical literature. Translations from foreign journals
will be given from time to time. But we will by no means
overlook what was stated in our prospectus, viz : That our
aim is to make this a practical help to the busy practitioner,

and that short, pithy articles or questions on medical topics

are especially desired. We hope that the support given us

in the past will be continued, and that we shall continue to

deserve it. Our price will not be increased. Send us a
dollar and help us to still further improve your journal.

Subscribers will please notify the publisher if they have
not received the previous numbers of this journal. We
have a limited number on hands, and will send them to

those subscribing during this month, and the journal for

one year, making fifteen numbers of the monthly for only
one dollar. If you want the back numbers signify the fact

on the subscription blank.
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Maltine.

One of the most reliable drug firms in the United States

is that of Messrs. Reed & Carnrick, of ISTew York. What-
ever comes from them, with the stamp of their names upon
it, can be depended upon; it will be found to he pure, and
of as high a degree of excellence as it is possible for skill,

honest}', and unlimited resources to make it. One of the

best remedies introduced to the notice of physicians is their

preparation of Maltine. The constructive power of this

preparation in rebuilding impaired vigor and bringing
nourishment to the debilitated tissue is undoubted. We
have tried this remedy to a considerable extent, and in

selected cases have yet to find its equal. Our inquiries

among physicians, on the same point, have almost invaria-

bly been answered by: "It is the best agent I know any-
thing of. " The chemical analysis, which is given else-

where, speaks for itself. We consider the combinations of

Maltine with Hypophosphites and Peptones unrivalled.

We have several cases now on this remedy, and will give

the results at a future time.

Special Notice.

We will send three copies of this journal for one year,

to an}' address, on the receipt of two dollars, or will allow

a commission at the same rate for any larger number of sub-

scribers. We make this offer for several reasons : To in-

crease our subscription list; to relieve physicians of the
trouble attending the mailing of a small sum; by this

one physician can easily get the names of his friends in his

locality, send the money altogether, and get a copy free, or

enough to pay him for his trouble; and finally, to enable
us to dispense with canvassers. We wish physicians would
call the attention of some one in their vicinity to tliis offer,

if they do not desire to avail themselves of it. It will aid

us in giving you a better journal. The special inducement
mentioned elsewhere will be included in this offer.

Always read our advertisements. We admit none of
questionable character, and physicians are safe in corre-

sponding with any firm whose card is found in our pages.

Samples of Staufer's hard-rubber uterine instruments
and supporters can be seen at the office of this journal.
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5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00; and
on Y, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring Stem, Globe Top G, Ob-
long II, or 1 U, tho same on either
belt as A,
Retroversion JE, on X, or Y,

Cotton, $S.uu. On Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on Z, $7.00.

Anteocfsion, Solid Stem
C, or Soil I Strm Globe lop
O, on X, or Y, Cotton. «r,,r,0. On Y,
Coutil, $r,.50, and on Z, $4.50 only.
Mules.—The Stem Supporters

Fip. 1 and 5, are only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Sppculnms, Fig. 6, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cnp D,
either separate, or in connection
with Stem Supporters.
Mlastic Oiims S S, are mailed,

2 at 20 cts.; 4 at 35 cts.; and Springs
at 3 cts. each.

N, B.—1'^® figures on these engravings cor-
respond with those on the full Catalogue plate.

Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-
tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.

If a cup, it must be modelled after thejunclion of
the axis of the uterus and vagina, or the cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I U,
Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptation
and border cup. In cases of slight Anteversions
and slight Retroversions, deep cups may be called

for, and in most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cnps are usually
selected by giving the full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, li^ to l-^.^; Multiparae, V'.^

to 2, and F'rocidentia to '2,}^ inches and over some
times. Belts—B'or X, and Z, waist measure to be
given, and Y, hip measure.
Antcverslon V, Fig. 1 —This had been re-

modelled a number of times, and the fenestrated
top found best to remain in position.

Retroversion E.—This has likewise passed
through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent efficiency. The broad lever, lifts up the
fundus, while the cup corrects the prolapsvis and
holda the uterus, by a double elastic motion, if a
spring stem, ."^mall, long stem, Globe Tops G,
Fig. 1, are placed with success against the sensitive

fundus, after everything else been intolerable.

Intra Uterine Stetn Cup I U.—The stem

Sizes—1, 1 3.16, 1 6.16 and
1 9.16, Flesh color enam-
eled. Price, $2.50 each.

Price.—Permanent, Curved Stem
Cup E C, on elastic webbing Z,

$4.50. On X, or Y, cotton, $5.50,

and Y, coutil, $6 50.

No expense has been saved to

give even the Economical Supporter
all possible advantages.

HAED EUBBEE UTEEINE EXAMINING 0AS7

/Vices.—Full case, $8.00; Quill Caustic Holder II, or Camel's

Hair Brush Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket after the cup is in posi-

tion. This is safer than all other contrivances,

but is seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made in this Series to correct Retro-
version through the posterior cul-de-sac.

Cystocele and Rectocele.—These are suc-
cessfully drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops G, or Oblong H, Fig. 1.

Cup jD, 'Fig. S.—(Supplements EC, similar

to Shifting Top A, when transformed into A D,

Fiff. 1.

Globe JB, F^g. 5.—This is a mere hard rubber
shell, with all the objectionable features of the
former glass globes overcome, and is now a^ain
a popular pessary.
Speculum, Fig. 6 —The conductor with

hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and in position.

By the conductor a larger size may be introduced

;

this together with the thin shell, gives a sufficient

calibre to embrace the entire cervix within the
mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-

cilitates the enoioBure of the cervix by rotation.

Examining Case, Fig. 12.—Sounds A, B,
C, Movers D, F, and G, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on M, of H, and form instruments 12
inches long, L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Rett Y, Fig. 3.—Is made to order of any size

and strength, to support th" stem supporter and
peudulous abdomen. Hip Straps S S, are elastic.

Mailed on receipt of quotation prices, and all the hard rubber paTts on the full Catalogue exchanged
to meet any indie ition, ana cover the purchaser's risk. Catalogv a on application.

S. S. STAUFZR, D. D.
634 FranJclln St.. West side, above Oreen, Phila., Pa.

Correspondents luill please

name tins Journal
Near 9th & Green, Sta. (or Round RrooK) New York Ifepot.
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CHEMICAL REPORT ON MALTINE.
BY WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.,

Professoi' of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

Chemjcal Laboratory op Rush Medical College, )

Chicago, November 18tli, 1879. )

In order to test the comparative merits of Maltine and the va-

rious Extracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different

druggists samples of Maltine and of the most frequently pre-

scribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical

analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that Maltine con-

tains from half as much again to three times the quantity of Phos-

phates (Nerve and Brain food and Bone producers), and from three

to fourteen times as much Diastase and other Albuminoids (Diges-

tive agents and Muscle producers), as any of the Extracts of Malt
examined. Since the value of such preparations is indicated very

exactly by the proportion of these— their two most important con-

stituents, I have no hesitation in pronouncing Maltine greatly

superior to any Extract of Malt which I examined.
The large amounts of Phosphates and Albuminoids found in

Maltine demonstrates, moreover, the superior skill and care

employed in its preparation, and thoroughly warrants the confidence

placed in it by the Medical Profession,

Very respectfully, WALTER S. HAINES.

MALTINE WITH PEPTONES.

Maltine with Peptones is a combination of the nutritive

properties of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats with Beef, perfectly

digested and ready for rapid assimilation. The starch in the Cereals

Is converted into Glucose by the action of the Diastase, the nutritive

properties of the Beef, and the Albuminoids of the malted grains,

are converted into Peptones by the action of the digestive agents of

the gastric juice and pancreas, in which form they are assimilated.

Maltine with Peptones contains no inert matter. The digestive

agents are applied only to the nutritious principles, these elements

being perfectly separated from the refuse matter.

Whenever natural digestion is partly or wholly in abeyance, in

Mal-nutrition, Gastric and Intestinal Lesions, Alimentation in Fe-

vers, Pulmonary Affections and all wasting diseases, we have the

utmost confidence that this preparation will meet the fullest expec-

tations of the profession. It is by far the most important production

of our iiouse during tlie past twenty years.

In anawering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF MALTINE.

During the past year we have received nearly one thousand let-

ters from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain,

referring to the therapeutic value of Maltine; their character is

indicated by the several extracts which we present below.

St. Louis, Mo., June 1st, 1879.
" As regards the use of Maltine, I can only say I am charmed with it, and

would not know how to replace it in my practice. I suppose no one in the West
uses it more extensively than I do. The results 1 have obtained have been more
satisfactory than 1 can possibly express. I have never met with a preparation
to which I am more indebted." J. K. BAUDQY, M. D.,

Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 29th, 1879.
"I have used Maltine largely in the Clinic of the College, and in private

practice, and And it exceedingly efficient as a medicine, and much superior to
anything of the kind with which I am acquainted."

GEO. E. WALTON, M. D.,
Prof Prin. and Prac. of Med., Cin. Col. Med. and Surg.

Richmond, Va., Jan. 10th, 1880.
"I have found your Maltine preparations so valuable that I use some of

them almost daily in my practice." HUNTER McGUIRE, M. D.,
Prof of Surgery, Medical College of Virginia.

Chicago, Jan. 21st, 1880.
"I am very much pleased with Maltine, and since its introduction here I

have entirely give^ up the use of Extract of Malt."
E. P. INGALLS, A. M., M. D.

Kensington Dispensary, London, Nov. 24th, 1879.
" We are using your Maltine among our patients, and find great benefit from

it, especially in cases of Phthisis." DR. CHIPPENDALE, Res. Medical Officer.

The Beeches, Northwold, Eng., July 28th, 1879.
"I And that my patients can readily digest your Maltine with Cod Liver Oil

without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. I have full confldence in the virtue
it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseases of a Tubercular or
Atrophic nature." FREDERICK JOY, L. R. C. P., M. R. C. S.

123 Landsdowne Road, Notting Hill, W. (

London, Oct. 16th, 1879. i

" I have much pleasure in bearing favorable testimony to the merits of your
Maltine preparations. I have used Maltine with Cod Liver Oil witli the happiest
results in a case of Tuberculosis attended witli Tubercular I'eritonitis, in which
the temperature of the patient rose to 105 1-5 deg., and persistently remained
above 100 deg. for upwards of two months. The only medicine taken was Maltine
with .Cod Liver Oil. and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth to check
diarrhcea. She gradually improved and made a perfect recovery. I find Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod
Liver Oil in any other form." EDMUND NASH, M. D.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE witli Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINK with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine. MALTO-TERBINE.
Maltine is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the United States.

We guarantee that Maltine will keep perfectly in any climate, or any season of the year.

Faithfully Yours, REED &CARNRICK,
Ne-vi^ York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ST, FRJNCIS' eeiiOL[y HOSPIUL!
A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

M. WL&mKm w&m. ^-^imm ^iok.
Delightfully situated on the bluif, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements

;

large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.
Physician Dr. Jos. Studeb.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Oculist and A urist Dr. J. Perrin JohnsoN;

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.

The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.
Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, (Doctor's
attendance at regular rates), are from $7 to $10 per week, according
to size of room and accommodation required. In the general wards,
the cost is from $4 to $0 per week.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,

Superior.

In answering advertlHements mention the Pp;oria Medical Monthly.
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JMPORTED & DOMESTIC CHEMICALS,

TOILET ARTICLES OF THE BEST QUALIJY.

OUK STOCK OF

We are enabled to fumi.h\ -.^, . DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
is large and well selected.

ARTISTS' AND WAX WORK
SUPPLIES.

W .

The Medical Profession

Anything in the line of

NEW AND SPECIAL

INSTRUMENTS, ETC.,

AT LOWEST PRICES ON SHORT NOTICE.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^^^ ^""^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

o. -A.. BO^wnvLi^:]^ &c CO.,

Prescription Druggists,
520 :]yCA.IISr STIiEET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-
maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.
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TERMS: ONE DOLLAR PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS!
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Monthly Circulation, 2000 Copies.

This journal will reach at least 12,000 physicians during the

year, and is not excelled as an advertising medium by any journal

in the West. The rates are far below any journal in the country

with equal circulation. We propose to make the advertising pages

as valuable to the reader as any in the journal, and this can only

be done by excluding everything that is not first-class.

This journal will be considerably enlarged, and the rates for

advertising will be advanced to those who have not taken advant-

age of these low rates. No advertising agents employed.

We invite correspondence.

<^-^==PAYABLE QUARTERLY. ^==^-^

1 Year, 6 Mouths, 3 Months.

Whole page $50.00 $30.00 $20.00
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*S=-SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.-=®R

aSPECIALTIE
INTRODUCED TO THE PROFESSION BY

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

O^.^ .-.i-.';^ TD^,».:^ T-' •
J.

DEFIBRINATED BULLOCKS' BLOOD (DE-OanQUlS JzJOVinUS iliXSieeatUS. SICCATED.)-TMs arUde was arst introduced
«3 -—I ^wKjx^w/ >_/•-». WV.AKJ. ^^ jjj. ^ H. Smith, physician to St. Luke's

Hospital, Xew York, and subsequently investigated by F. E. Stewart, Ph. G., M. D., of the same city, who utilized the pro-
duct by desiccation. Popularly employed as a remedy for consumption, etc., by invalids who drink it at the abattoirs, as it
flows from the freshly slaughtered animals.

As susTii.vLNG and scpposting measure it supplies nitrogenous tissue waste, obviates the tendency to death by asthenia,
and forestalls a degree of prostration dangerous to life.

AS a KESTOEATivK agent, it is indicated in the slow convalescence from fever, in wasting diseases of various forms, con-
sumption and the like, in cachectic states from various constitutional poisons, as syphilis, scrofula, etc., and in all casea
where impaired blood, nerves, or digestion, give rise to the anffimio condition, with its resulting general debility, hvpochon-
driasis, or other functional disorder.

As a CDttATivB agent, in atonic dyspepsia, ana;mia, and various derangements of nutrition and secretion.
For a description of the process of manufacture, etc., in detail, please send for circulars.

T-

1

*.»-»• J P "CT' + 'U^ 1
(HYDROBROMIC ETHER)—chemically pure. The new anresthetlc. This ar-

riT^OTll 1 fi ft OI H. T.M \7 I tide has been used for produciug auissthesia, with very satisfactory results,
«/ * proving to^have very important advantages over chloroform, ether and other

agents heretofore in use. It is powerful, rapid in action, and, in short, it possesses many advantages over the above agents.
Although comparatively a safe anesthetic, we would still advise care in its use by those unfamiliar with its properties, and

will be pleased to furnish circular containing report of case by Dr. J. Marion Sims, in which dangerous effects followed its use.

J Q^JYlQ^i(39_ XDOCfW^OOCi of the effects of this drug more than justify our action in placing it before
«3 * the profession of this country. Making due allowance for the enthusiasm

which its action has aroused, we would only say, that whereas, we a short time "since merely asked the profession to submit it

to a trial, we are now justified in recommending it as a substitute for opium in many painful affections. Its advantages over
opium lie in its not constipating or locking up the secretions, and in its leaving none of the unpleasant constitutional effects
associated with the administration of opium.

Ma (FRANCISCEA UNIFLORA.) This drug is officinal in both Brazilian Dispensatories in which it is

J^Q (^Q classed among alteratives of the more active and positive kind. So marked is its effects in the ayphilitc
• cachexia, that it has been called mkrcurio vegetal by the Brazilians. It is recommended also as an

anti-rheumatic, relieving the pain and materially shortening the natural course of the disease.
We ask for it a thorough trial, under the belief that it will prove a valuable addition to the list of remedies commonly

employed in rheumatism. It is regarded by the Brazilians as almost a specific in the chronic form of the disease.

_^ -_^ .- . • We are just in receipt of a direct importation of this rare and expensive drug.
}-<',y T/PP) C^\, 1_J11 DOlSia Duboisia, although scarcely two years before the profession of this country, has
•*"^^ |>1. CA v> u ±—f \^ •w' v^AiJ \^ • already largely supplanted atropia, formerly regarded as indispensable as a my-

driatic, in the practice of opthalmology. Its action on the eye Is similar to that of atropia, dilating the pupil and paralyzing

the muscles of accommodation, but is much more prompt and is attended by none of the disagreeable effects of that salt, irri-

tation of the conjunctiva, dryness of the throat, and, in children, hallucinations, delirium, etc.

-.^ - , -—

.

J We would ask the especial attention of the medical profession and pharma-
( .-

f^
I
O T 1 1^ O r-^T^O(l 1 1 (^T^ cists to our line of gelatine and gt'latine-coated preparations, comprising

'-^ "^ *" ''•^ * *^ -^ A. »^v-i. »^v.> usj. Empty Capsules, Improved Rectal Suppository Capsules, and Gelatine-coated

Pill.i. Our facilities for the manufacture of these articles are unsurpassed, and the perfection to which we have brought them is

due to the sparing of no expense in the securing of the best methods and the most experienced skill. We confidently ask a
compari.^on of our Gelatine preparations with those of any other maker. We have but recently added Gelatine-coated Pills to

our stock, preferring to delay manufacturing them until we should be able to perfect a process through which the objections to

Gelatine-coated Pills, as heretofore offered, might be entirely overcome. Our process is the result of years of experiment,
and the expenditure of much capital. We claim for it complete freedom from the objections which attached to all the
methods previously employee*.

—^ . . _^ , -The desirability of some neat and expeditious method for the administration

|.,o|Qfin^ ( .PlT^Qll I P^C! of bitter or nauseous drugs, win be particularly manifest to physicians during
'^-' '-'•^'-^ '''^'^'^ v^o< |_»o l^xv^o.

tiie spring months, in which the demand for quinine, especially In malarial

diatrlcts, is large By using our Capsules the disagreeable taste of the most disagreeable drug may be completely obviated,

and the patient saved the disturbance arising from nausea and repugnance.

1. ... To enable us to supply the Physician with the means of utilizing to the fullest degree

f* Hill ftT*^ ''"' many advantages attending the employment of Gelatine Capsules, we have taken
^^ *- .1 •»• A v.' i »-J • the agency for two very Ingenious Capsule Fillers, known respectively as Davenport's

iiid WhIllicM. With one of these instruments capsules may be filled in much less time, than It would take to prepare pow-
Jers or to make |>llls.

Send for full descriptive circular of these Instruments.

In answering advertisements, mention tlie Peokia Medical Monthly.
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Etiology of Typhoid Fever.

BY J. L. HAMILTON, M. D.

Head before the I'eoria City Medical Association.

As the Etiology of typhoid fever is the subject proposed
for discussion this evening, the question arises: Is typhoid
fever ever spontaneously developed, and does it ever appear
-without connection in some way with a prior case ?

We find in looking over the history of the disease, that

men of learning in the profession differ in their views on
this question. The cause of a disease is one of the most
important things to know about it. After once knowing
the cause, we are in a more favorable position to treat the
disease intelligently, and, as a sanitary consideration, direct

more readily, preventive measures. All physicians have
noticed, doubtless, the difference which exists in the de-

gree of contagiousness of the acute specific diseases. We
do not often find much difficulty in tracing out-breaks of
measles, small pox or scarlet fever, to their first starting

point. They are diseases easily communicated. Typhoid
fever, diphtheria and erysipelas are representatives of
iinother class of specific diseases, which possesses a limited
power of propagation. Although communicated to a cer-

tain extent, or thought to be, cases of these diseases are
frequently occurring in the country, away from lines of
travel or communication, that have no connection, as far as

known, with a previous case. This state of things is so

often noticed, that if the disease cannot appear without
some communication with a previous case, we certainly

would be able in most of these cases to trace out the source.
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But as a matter of fact we all know the difficulty of tracing-

out any previous contact or communication with the dis-

ease. To a certain extent, typhoid fever is thought to be
communicated, yet it is seldom that the physician or nurse
take the disease, or even other members of the family^
unless they take it from the same cause that produced it in

the iirst case ; that is if the house is large, free ventilation

is observed, and the discharges from the patient is buried
or thrown where no after communication can be had.
This I think is very important, for from them the conta-

gious principal seems most liable to emanate.
In looking for the cause of typhoid fever, either air or

water pollution obtrudes itself upon our notice, as the
principal factor in starting the disease. If you inquire of
the patient or his friends how the disease was caught, the
answer will generally be, they do not know, without a cer-

tain exposure brought it on. There seems to be a general
belief among the people that the disease is not "caught'*"
but "generated." Those who do not believe in the sponta-
neous origin of the fever, inquire :

" How is it that the peo-
ple drink the same polluted water and breathe the same
infected air for a long time, and while they may suffer from
other ailments in consequence, are not aHected with fever,

until the arrival ^f a person suffering with the fever-

comes amongst them. This is a strong argument in favor
of the common origin of the disease. But just as the poi-

son that produces ague is generated—which lately has been
found to be a germ or spore—in, and emitted by earth laden
with decomposing organic matter under certain states of
climate and soil, so the poison of this fever, I believe, may
arise from some unknown changes in the excrementitious
matter of flesh-eating animals under certain atmospheric-
conditions. There can be no doubt that a certain condition
of the system of the individual is necessary for the invasion
of the disease and that certain periods of life are more dis-

posed to the fever than others.

We have noticed this year that the ages between fifteen

and twenty-five were most susceptible to the disease.—"It.

is illogical to argue that because a disease can be proved to-

be often communicated by the sick to. the healthy, it can-
not arise in any other way." The poison that gives origin
to the diseases known as dysentery, puerperal fever, ery-
sipelas and diphtheria, are believed by the profession to>

be produced "de novo." Physicians who have had some of
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the best opportunities of studying dysentery in different

parts of the world, maintain that "the dysenteric stool is as

contagious as the typhoid fever stool, and that the dysen-

teric poison is produced by the putrification of animal
substances under certain climatic conditions." Puerperal

fever, which usually arises from accidental causes becomes,
sometimes, actually contagious.

Dr. Alfred Carpenter is of the opinion that scarlet fever

can originate from the decomposition of the blood of ani-

mals, and that in those districts where much blood passes

into the sewers and there becomes putrid, scarlet fever is

almost sure to arise. There are a great many instances

given by medical writers, on typhoid fever, where the out-

break of the disease was clearly traceable to water in which
excremental filth had found its way. Two years ago a

family, in the lower part of this city, was invaded with
typhoid fever, two members were already sick with the dis-

ease, and others were threatened with attacks. I exam-
ined the premises and found the privy back of the house
and on higher ground than the house ; the privy was
nearly full; some heavy rains previously had filled it up
and the over-flow had ran down by the cistern, and there

was nothing to prevent its running into the cistern. I or-

dered them to get their water for family use from other
sources ; they did so, and the disease did not spread any
farther,

"The decay of tilth in the dark, away from the free

access of air, is supposed to be productive of gases espe-

cially dangerous to health." It is from this cause that

sewer gas is supposed to be so productive of ill health.

The odor of this gas sometimes is hardly perceptible, con-

sequently more dangerous, for it may then invade the
house while the inmates are not conscious of its presence.

Liebermeister in Ziemssen's work says: "We must
therefore recognize, on the one hand, that typhoid fever is

never contagious from person to person ; and on
the other hand, that it never originates spontaneously, but
by a continuous transmission of the poison. Typhoid fe-

ver, therefore, like cholera and dysentery belongs to the
miasmatic contagious diseases, in the sense in which these
diseases were different in the introduction. The disease is

not contagious in the proper sense of the word, for it is

never transmitted by direct contact. It is not purely mias-
matic, for external conditions alone are not sufficient to
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produce it; the presence of a person suffering from this

disease, or substances derived from such a person, is neces-

sary. The poison is propagated continuously. It travels

from the diseased individual to the localities which are

favorable for its growth and multiplication, and from these

localities again into the human body. The question then
arises, what are the substances derived from diseased in-

dividuals, which act as transporters of the poison ? Evi-

dently these substances are to be looked for in the
excrements. But it may be questioned whether such
excrements contain the poison while still in their fresh

condition. The circumstance that physicians and nurses
and patients, in the same wards, are seldom attacked, even
if they handle the fresh excrements, seems to indicate that

the poison, in order to become active, has to go through a

certain stage of development outside of the body. This
development can take place if the dejections are left to

themselves as in dirty linen; but it seems to go on more
abundantly if the dejections are collected in privies, sewers
or ground already saturated with organic substances. "In
this way," he says, "it can be explained how a typhoid pa-

tient who comes to a house or region previously free from
the disease, can establish there a focus of infection from
which many other persons become diseased."

Now 3'ou will notice that this writer tells us that the
typhoid fever patient cannot give the disease to those who
attend him or those about him; that the dejections do not
contain the poison when in a fresh condition ; it is only
after the}^ have been deposited where the conditions are
favorable for a development of the poison that they become
dangerous or in a condition to inoculate others.

I can only reconcile his theory upon the hypothesis
tliat these elements, thrown off under proper circumstances,
combine to form germs, bacteri, or some kind of animal
organisms, and if we accept the "germ theory," we can ex-

jilain more satisfactorily the way that sewer gas acts in

producing this disease. Analysis of sewer gas has never
been able to detect anything that will produce the poison.

Prof. Brewer says: "If the physiogical effects which
follow the breathing of sewer gas, so called, are produced
by actual gases acting chemically, then these gases are, as

yet, absolutely unknown to the chemist, and if they exist at

all they are in too small quantities to be estimated by any
known process'of gas analysis." But upon the theory that
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germs are formed in sewers or privy vaults, the gas then
generated acts only as a vehicle to carry them into our
houses. It is possible to imagine a condition of things in

decaying organic gases similar to that which occurs in de-

caying organic infusions. It is known that infusions soon
swarm with minute organisms, which are known by general

name of "infusoria."

And that difl'erent forms are generated, According to the

different chemical character of the solution. Drinking
water has already been referred to as one of the vehicles of

this poison into the system. The same germ, I imagine,
may be vivified in wells where the passage of excrementi-
tious matter has found its wa}' and the poison finds its way
into the system, by drinking this water. Liebermeister
eays "that so far, all observations favor the assumption that

the typhoid poison can be destroyed by boiling the water."

If this is so, it is another proof of its being a living germ.
This is not, however, his opinion; for he says: "it is most
probable that the infectious agent consists of minute parti-

cles of solid matter suspended in the air, the inspiration of

the poison. Moreover, does not imply that it passes

through the lungs into the blood. It is equally possible it

passes through the pharynx into the alimentar}' canal."

I^ow, is it not quite reasonable to suppose that the ex-

crementitious matter may contain the elements that go to

form these poison germs, even if it has not been in any
way connected by a former case of the disease ; and when
everything is favorable for the incubation and growth, they
-come forth to poison the air or water in which they may
have their living. Moisture is always an element in decay-
ing organic substances, and the quantity in the gases is

sufficient to nourish floating organism if direct from sew-
ers, so that the germs, whether in gases or water, are no
less the same poisonous substances that act in causing
typhoid fever. And where the fever is once started, the
dejections, no doubt, contain the elements in large quanti-
ties, and the germs under favorable conditions organize in

great numbers, or may thej^ not be thrown off from the
bowels in an organized state and revive under certain fa-

vorable conditions? Either condition would explain the
cause of the rapid spread of the disease, after the introduc-
tion of a case into a place formerly free from it.

Peoria, III.
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[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Gelseiiiium.

Medical Properties.—Anodyne, diuretic, diaphoretic^

febrifuge, nervous and arterial sedative.

Physiological Action.—In moderate doses it produces
an agreeable sense of languor followed by muscular relaxa-

tion so that the patient has difficulty in keeping his eyes
open and jaws ck)sed. In larger doses it causes dizziness,

dimness of vision, double vision, dilated pupils, general
muscular debility and universal prostration. It reduces
the force and frequency of the pulse and the frequency of
the respiration, and produces insensibility to pain without
stupor or delirium. Its action begins in about half an
hour, passing off in an hour or two, leaving no unpleasant
effects. In toxical doses the respiration becomes slower,

the pulse slower and irregular, surface cold and congested,
unconsciousness ensues and finally death by asphyxia.

Antidotes.—Brandy, quinine, aromatic spirits ammonia
and opium.

Indications for Use.—It is indicated where there is

increased heat of the scalp, flushed face, bright eyes, con-
tracted pupils, increased general temperature; large, full

and quick but soft pulse; restlessness and nervousness de-

pending upon irritation or excitation of the motor part of
the cord ; diseases where there are exacerbations and also

in diseases where there is excessive waste.

Preparation and Waste.—Gelsemii ex. fl., gtt. 3-20.

Gelsemii tr. gtt. 10-50. Gelsemiin, gr. ^-2.

Therapeutical Uses.—Fevers.—First given in bilious

fever, its use has been extended to the whole range of
fevers—intermittent, remittent, typhoid, yellow, puerperal,
cerebro-spinal meinngitis or spotted fever and the irritative

fevers of childhood.

Inflammations.—In pneumonitis, pleuretis, gonorrhoea,
dysentery and rheumatism it has been given with satisfac-

tion.

Nervous Diseases.—It has been used with success in

delirum tremens, chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia and tetanus.

Associated with anodynes it increases their efficacy.

Dr Ilenning claims it as a specific for spermatorrhoea.
Dr. T. J. Fentress says that "in convulsions of both

adults and children it has no equal in the Materia Medica."
Dr. Connor says, "given in large doses it will prevent

the suffering and exhaustion attending the dressing of
wounds."
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In cases of scanty, high-colored urine, attended with
burning, smarting or pain after niicturition, in combination
with spts. aeth. nit. it gives speedy relief.

In spasmodic stricture of the urethra it acts like a charm
as also in retention of urine.

It relieves the tenesums of dysentery' and corresponding
"bearing down" pain of congestive dysmenorrhoea.

Dr. J. Sawyer in "The Practitioner," advises its use in

doses of fifteen minims every six hours in dental neuralgia
or neuralgic pains associated with carious teeth, and in

eight drop doses every two hours for irregular uterine con-

tractions. He claims that in the drop doses every ten min-
utes lor three or four doses it causes diliatation of the

cervix uteri.

A combination of gelsemium and nux vomica has a re-

markable tonic influence on the spinal system of nerves.

Dr. Adolphus says : "This combination often cures the

colliquative diarrhoeas of teething children ; the neuralgias
of nervous women ; the pain and tormina of bladder and
rectum diseases ; arouses the exhausted nervous system in

low fevers; checks the flow in excessive hemorrhage and
relieves the pain in neuralgia." This combination has also

been used successfully in veratrum poisoning. Gelsemium
is considered antidotal to strychnia poisoning and the tinc-

ture or fluid extract may be applied locally as a remedy for

poison oak eruption.

Among the diseases not mentioned above in which this

remedy has been used are, coughs, colds, nervous and bil-

ious headache, leucorrhoea, ague-cake and asthma.
If in the compilation of this article I have benefited

any of my professional brethren I am amply repaid for my
labor. W. V. Grimes, M. D.

Milton, III., July, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Case of Twin Pregrnancy—Death of One Foetus at Five
Months.

June 16th, 1879, I was called out in the country to at-

tend a case of confinement. Mrs. B., a German woman,
married, 34 years old, the mother of six children, oldest 12
years. Found her in labor at full term. The labor was
rapid, and she was soon delivered of a rather puny female^

weight six pounds. Placenta soon followed, and to my
surprise following it a closed sack, spherical in shape, about
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six inches in diameter, containing both fluid and solid.

The placenta was rather larger than normal size. Along
one side, about one-fifth of placenta was of a dense, firm

texture, light colored, one-half inch thick, quite smooth on
either side, with a plain ridge or line of demarcation be-

tween it and normal part of placenta. At or near the

€dge of this dense part was attached a cord one-fourth of

an inch in diameter, round, firm, light colored. The artery

and veins were completely obliterated. The length of cord

between its placental attachment and sack was twelve

inches. On tearing open the sack (which was tough) I

found the cord continued inside about four inches, and an
umbilical attachment to a female foetus of about four

mouths development. The liquor in sack had a strong

•odor, very similar to that in which pathological specimens
have been kept. The foetus was somewhat shriveled and
presented an appearance as if it had been macerated in

dilute alcohol. The mother had been sick with low grade
of fever, abdominal pain and tympanitis for about two
weeks during her fifth month of pregnancy, regaining health

but partially till after confinement. My conclusion is she

conceived a twin pregnane}^ That one died in utero about
the beginning of the fifth month of gestation, and nature
was equal to and did perform the task of preventing de-

composition of dead foetus (and its concomitant evil results

to both mother and living foetus), until term of gestation

was complete and birth of a living child. This child lived

five months, dying of inanition and atony with dilitation

of stomach and bowels.

T. H. Stetler, M. D.
Paw Paav, III.

New Remedies.

Editors Peoria Monthly :—As the medical journals derive
their support very largely from various companies who are

engaged in a lively competition for the manufacturing,
vending and ad^rertising of extracts, elixirs, emulsions,
pills, pellets, parvules, granules and every other conceiva-
ble shape of medicine, made up and done up in every con-
ceivable shape and manner for pleasing the eye and taste,

and as such competition has been encouraged mainly by
physicians, to whom appeals through the advertising col-

umns of the journals have not been in vain, we are aware
of the futility of an individual protest; and it may seem
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much like impertinence, if not folly, to inquire, with no
intent to do injustice, however, whether these wholesale

manufacturers, inventors and discoverers of "new reme-

dies," have not more than fulfilled their mission, so far as

the medical profession is concerned?
"For years past the office tables of physicians have been

deluged with periodical, pamphlet, circular and sample,

recounting the respectively superior qualities of prepara-

tions emanating from a dozen or more establishments ; and
we confess that we have not been entirely proof against

the seductive influences of some of these elegant prepara-

tions. We are free to express our gratitude for the enter-

prise, industry and ingenuity which has been displayed in

furnishing remedies of decided merit, conveying at th&

same time to physicians a lesson on the importance of
prescribing, as far as possible, medicines which are palata-

ble as well as powerful for good; but we must confess that

we are too much of an "old fogy" to be carried entirely

away from, all the good things which we learned in our
youthful days at the medical school. We do not believe

that the increasing number of cinchona alkaloids which are

put on the market for speculative purposes have any supe-

rior advantages, therapeutically or economical, claimed for

them over sulphate of quinine, and the "official" compound
tincture of cinchona, although they all come from the same
parent tree. Neither will we admit that the large family

of elixirs of iron, with their various combinations, are

equal in remedial power and suited to meet as many mor-

bid conditions as that good old preparation of our pharma-
copeia—the muriated tincture of iron. The modern
preparations may be more palatable, fashionable and
"aristocratic," but in my opinion can never supersede its

distinguished predecessor, which has so long retained the

confidence of the medical profession.

We are not yet prepared to admit that all of our medi-

cal colleges are a failure, and have not imparted a sufficient

knowledge of pathology and therapeutics to enable the

gentlemen who graduate therefrom to understand the laws

of health and the true seat of disease, so as to do their own^

prescribing in a proper manner.
We object finally to the usurpation of the physician's

rights and duties by a wholesale and free trade system of

compounding prescriptions, to cure every form and compli-

cation of disease, the meaning if not the intent of which is
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to the effect that there is no longer any necessity for phy-
sicians to write prescriptions.

If educated physicians allow such a system to be
perpetuated which threatens to degrade them to the level of
the quacks, they may with some reason express themselves
in the bad English of the drowning Frenchman, who cried

oat, "I will die and no one shall help me."
J. R. Snelling, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Salicylic Acid in Scarlet Fever.

I am aware that the use of salicylic acid is not new in the
treatment of scarlet fever; but amid the hurricane of rem-
edies continually being recommended for that disease,

many of them apparently specifics in the estimation of
their suggesters, it has not been tried so extensively as its

probable merit deserves. New remedies are so liable to be
used wildly and unscientifically, the same remedy being
often used in a variety of diseases, differing frequently ioio

ccelo from each other, that the reflecting portion of the

profession very properly exhibits caution and even timidity
in their adoption. Any therapeutic agent, however, which
may be considered likely from analogy or otherwise to be
useful in combating this very formidable disease, is worthy
of attention and experiment in order that its value may be
ascertained.

Having lost two children in the same family from scar-

let fever during the epidemic which prevailed here last

winter, in which cases established remedies, though used
carefully and persistently, exercised no influence in avert-

ing death, I have since that time treated all my cases of
scarlet fever—twelve in number—with salicylic acid, and
have every reason to be satisfied with its salutary results.

It is true that none of those cases were apparently of a
very severe type, but it is also true that in all of them I

commenced using the acid as soon as I had any suspicion

of the character of the disease, and before there were any
positive evidences of its presence; and in all of them the

acid was continued in diminished doses for two or three
weeks after the disease proper had disappeared. It is wor-
thy of remark that in none of those cases were there any
of the secondary affections which wc so much dread in this

disease, and the frequency of which I have long felt to be
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a stigma on the skill of the physician and a blot on the

efficacy of medicine. How far the early use of the acid in

those cases may have prevented the development of the

poison in the system, and thereby have kept the throat

symptoms at bay, and rendered the general symptoms
milder, or how much influence the continued use of the

acid after the acute symptoms had disappeared, may have
had in preventing subsequent complications from develop-

ing, I have not used the remedy long enough to express

any positive opinion respecting.

I am aware that I have not used the acid treatment in

a sufficient number of cases to dogmatically assert its su-

periority over other established remedies, but I feel confi-

dent that while it may disappoint us, as all other remedies
will, in its favorable action on those apparently necessarily

fatal cases of scarlet fever, which we are all liable occasion-

ally to meet with, I have reason to believe that it will be
found to be a very valuable, and what is important in the

throat diseases of children, a very convenient remedy.
Every physician is aware of the extreme difficulty,

sometimes the utter impossibility, of satisfactorily making
applications to the throats of children in scarlet fever and
diphtheria. The furious struggling which under such cir-

cumstances almost invariably occurs, not only aggravates
the local lesion, but also increases the fever and the general
symptoms ; while I believe I am correct in stating that not
more than once in a dozen attempts do we succeed in

applying our lotion at all effectively to the diseased surfaces,

and after injuring the child materially, often do not suc-

ceed in touching the affected parts of the throat at all.

But still medical men who are considered humane and
skilful continue to carry on those very equivocal practices.

It would undoubtedly be a desideratum in this disease

if a remedy could be procured which diluted in a properly
prepared and palatable menstruum, would, when swal-

lowed produce the desired effect on the throat, and thus
supersede the necessity of making any local applications

to it. I hope that salicylic acid may prove to be such a
remedy. There are many other agents which can be ad-
ministered in this manner, but none that I am aware of
which possess the therapeutic power of the acid, or
which can be given of sufficient strength to exercise any
favorable influence on the throat.

'^Vhen I add, that the beneficial constitutional eff'ects of
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the salic^'lic acid are obvious in relieving the accompanying
fever, quieting the nervous irritability, lowering the heart's

action, and lessening the aggravated temperature of the

body, we find in the acid a combination of therapeutic

qualities which it would be difiicult to find elsewhere.

I do not pretend to indicate what its peculiar action on
the diseased tissues of the throat may be, but I believe if

used early, it has a tendency to prevent ulceration of the

throat, and induce a more healthy action in its different

tissues. It probabl}' has the effect of preventing or at least

restraining the rapid and often disastrous molecular changes
which are so liable to occur in the throat during the pro-«

gress of scarlet fever. What conservative influence it may
exercise on the system, what general antiseptic qualities it

may possess, or what neutralizing efifects it may have on the
peculiar maieries morbi of the disease it is impossible at

present to ascertain. The prescription which I use is as

follows

:

P Acid, salicylici, 3 dr.,

Aq. rosae, l}'^ oz.,

G. acaciae mucil., 1% oz.,

Syr. tolu, 1 oz. M.

One or two teaspoonsful of this mixture, according to

the age of the child, should be given every two hours un-

til a favorable impression has been made on the throat, and
on the general symptoms. When this has been accom-
plished the intervals of administering the medicine should
be extended to four or five hours, varying the periods as

the changing symptoms of the disease may indicate the

propriety or necessity of During the existence of the

acute symptoms the use of the acid should not be permit-

ted to interfere with the sustaining treatment which is so

essential in this disease. Nor should its continued use

after the acute symptoms have subsided prevent the adop-
tion of the tonic treatment so positively required during the

period of convalescence. J. Murphy, M. D.
Peoria, August, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Lamentable Case of Delay.

I was called to see Miss L., 15 years of age, June 10^

1880, on account of injury of the foot, received while assist-

ing her father to drive some hogs. Being bare-footed, she

stepped upon a piece of glass, making an incision in the
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hollow of her foot and severing a branch of the planter

arch artery. The hemorrhage continued till she fainted,

when the father by dint of tight bandaging arrested it. In
a few days, and when the bandage seemed somewhat loos-

ened, hemorrhage again occurred to fainting. The father

now went to Peoria, and instead of calling in medical skill,

secured some adhesive plaster and tr. ferri chloridi, and
having applied them to the wound, again bandaged the foot

tightly. Every few days she would bleed, and becoming
alarmed by the fetor, I was called on the above date, thir-

teen days from date of injury. Upon entering the room
w^here the patient was, I was strongly reminded of the dis-

secting room by the fetor. The foot was quite skillfully

bandaged so far as the application of the bandage was con-
cerned, but in regard to results was horrible, for the whole
foot was mortified. Her general condition was what might
have been expected, considering the loss of blood and ab-

sorption from the wound—anemic and septicemic. The
prognosis was unfavorable, amputation alone giving
any possibility of recovery. The parents and patient con-

senting, it was determined that amputation should be per-

formed early the following morning. The delay was only
sufficient to make preparations for the operation, securing
assistance, instruments, etc. Dr. Lucas, of Smithville,

kindly assisted me by giving chloroform and otherwise, and
the leg was amputated below the knee at 9 a. m. on the
11th of June. She came under the influence of chloroform
pleasantly, and there was very little loss of blood, and
everything seemed as favorable as possible considering the
circumstances. The general treatment was tr. ferri chlo-

ridi, quinine and whisky liberally, with the most nutritious

diet possible for her to use. The stump was dressed in the
ordinary way, after being thoroughly disinfected with 2J
per cent, solution carbolic acid.

June 12, 9 a. m., reaction moderate, but no appetite,

and she could be induced to take but a trifling amount of
nourishment at any time after the accident, and this greatly

contributed to the final fatal result. Suffice it to say from
this time she gradually sank and died on the fourth day
after the operation, in spite of stimulants, antiseptics and
nutrition, a deplorable result of mistaken economy, for one
visit at first, costing perhaps ten dollars, would have saved
the whole sad sequel. N. Holton, M. D.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case in Practice and a Question.

While hoisting a heavy piece of iron to the top of the

new synagogue in this city, one of the guy ropes broke and a

workman, aged twenty-one years, was thrown to the ground,

a distance of fifty-five feet. He struck on his hands and
knees. After he was taken to his room, I found the right

hip dislocated with the head of the femur resting on the

dorsum of the ilium. His wrists were badly sprained and
he complained of pain in the chest over the region of the

heart. The reaction from the shock was good and he soon

became sensible. While under chloroform I reduced the

dislocation by manipulation after Reid's method; feeling

and hearing the bone slip back into the acetabulum with a

decided "thud.."

The most interesting feature in the case was the follow-

ing: After reducing the dislocation, I placed my hand
upon his chest and felt a peculiar movement with the

heart's action. On placing my ear over the base of the

heart I could hear distinctly with the second sound of the

heart, a peculiar "click" and with this, or immediately fol-

lowing it, a "gurgle." The click was heard by several

and was audible at a distance of from ten to twelve inches

from the body. The patient told me that he could both
feel and hear it. When we turned him upon the right side

it almost disappeared and was only heard with about every

third beat of the heart, but on placing him again on his

back it returned as before. These peculiar sounds contin-

ued for about twenty hours. ISTo ribs were broken, and
respiration was not much interfered with. The patient

made a very rapid recovery, and is now well.

I would like to have the opinion of the profession as to

what caused these sounds, having never heard anything
like them in a long practice. J. L. H.

Peoria, III., August.

We invite secretaries of district or county medical
societies to send us short synoptical reports of their pro-

ceedings, for publication ; also of any interesting papers or

rq-jorts read before the societies.

We hope our readers will send all items of interest to

the profession that may come under their notice. Marriage
and death notices inserted free; also, change of address of
phy.sicians.
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^tHnHhtion§*

JEsmarch's Bandage as a Means of Diagnosis in Simulated
Contraction.

From the Vienna Medical Oazelte, by O. J. Boskoten.

The hope of escaping the disagreeable soldier-life in-

duces many European recruits to simulate some disease

rendering them unable to perform the duties of active mil-

itary service. Among the more common ailments feigned

are contractions of muscles, generally of the upper and
lower limbs.

Much time veas lost in the observation of such patients

in the hospitals—the use of chloroform having been aban-

doned after one or two deaths had occurred, the trivial

purpose of the anaesthesia not warranting the risk, how-
ever small it be, to the patient's life. Furthermore, by the

latter means the recruit himself could not be convicted, for

as soon as he passed from under the influence of the drug
he would again flex the limb, under the impression never

to have changed its position. For this reason a discovery

of Dr. Harten, of Warsaw, Poland, is of considerable im-

portance, since it furnishes a means of proving satisfac-

torily to both physician and the would-be patient the ab-

sence of any muscular contraction; it is prompt in its

action, and not attended by any danger.

The anaemia produced in a limb by the application of

Esmarch's bandage, as well as its pressure upon the nerves,

must stop muscular and nerve activity. In spite of the

most strenuous efforts of the patient to keep the limb in a

state of flexion, it will be easy for the physician to extend

it, and the limb will remain in the extended state as long
as the bandage is applied. Dr. Harten cites the following

case as an illustration :

A young healthy recruit was sent to the military hos-

pital of Warsaw, claiming to be suffering from contraction

of the flexor muscles of the right leg, of six years standing.

His truthfulness being doubted, the limb was wrapped up
in the bandage to the middle of the thigh, the India-rubber

band applied and the bandage removed. The leg which
had in this way been made bloodless, extended itself spon-

taneously, in spite of the strong will of the man to keep it

flexed. A prickling sensation and a feeling of languor re-
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mained for teu or fifteen minutes after the removal of the

elastic bandage, and then the cripple walked off, expressing-

his thanks for the speedy and painless cure.

—

St. Petersburg;

Medical Weekly.

^littiml lectures.

Acute Eczema.

CLINICAL LECTURE AT THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

BY W. W. VAN VALZAH, M. D.

This man's age is 36. He gives the following history :

He has always been in good health until about two weeks
ago, when he began to notice that his food disturbed him.

He complains now of discomfort after eating, and a saltish

taste in his mouth. He has always been a hearty eater of

rich, greasy food. Besides this intestinal trouble, he calls

my attention to a redness on his face, which is attended

with much smarting and itching. This he attributes to be-

ing shaved at a barber-shop, following which, in a few
hours, appeared a red blush about his upper lip and nose ;

soon after the redness appeared, it was followed by intense

itching and burning. The redness on the face gradually

spread upwards toward the eyes, and then outwards toward
the cheeks. Furthermore, he says, that little vesicles have
appeared on his face near the alse of the nose, which, in a

short time, seemed to break and discharge water. Wher-
ever this watery substance ran on his face, the skin became
red and hot and then itched. Soon after one of these ves-

icles burst a crust or scab would form, leaving, when re-

moved, a bright red surface. As the patient protrudes his

tongue, you observe that it is characteristic of chronic dys-

pepsia. It is large, flabby, coated, and indented by the

teeth. He informs me that he belches a great deal of wind,

which at once points to decomposition of food and acidity.

There does not appear to be any tenderness in the epigas-

tric region.

Turning our attention again to the face, we notice the

redness and the different stages of the eruption. The skin

appears to be red, thickened, and inflamed. Just above
the lip we see some of the scabs, and a little higher up are

a few minute vesicles.
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As this is a case which would cause you some difficulty

in diagnosing, if it came to you in private practice, I will

let some of you favor me with an opinion. Some one says
" erysipelas," another "sycosis," another " psoriasis," an-

other " acne rosacea," still another " eczema." Certainly

^ variety of opinions, but only one right one. Let me dif-

ferentiate this point for you. If this was a case of erysip-

elas, we would doubtless have had a history of chill, fever,

prostration, followed by red and hot skin. The redness be-

ing about the ear, neck, or eye, and extending over the face

and scalp. There would not have been any eruption, un-

less possibly an eczematous eruption came about the time

the erysipelas was leaving. The case affords no such his-

tory. The fact that this man first noticed the redness soon

.after a shave at a barber-shop would suggest sycosis. But
if this were sycosis parasitica, or non-parasitica, the inflam-

mation and pustulation would be confined to the hair folli-

cles and sebaceous glands, and it would be limited to where
the beard grows. On the contrary we see that the disease

does not attack the hair follicles, nor the portion where the

beard grows, but extends upwards toward the eyes. The
fact that the disease appeared just after shaving, has no sig-

nificance further than aiding in calling it out. Again, if

this was a case of psoriasis, there would not be this bright

redness and moisture, but, instead, the skin would be more
of a dark red, and the surface elevated, rough and scaly.

The scales would have been fine and silvery. These appar-

ent scales are nothing but the scabs which follow the vesi-

cation. Besides, psoriasis usually first appears on extensor

surfaces of the arms or legs, and rarely about the face.

Still again, if this was a case of acne rosacea the disease

would have probably come on the end or side of the nose.

It would have come on slowly, and would have been very

chronic. In acne rosacea, the small superficial vessels be-

come enlarged and tortuous, and there is general hyperse-

mia of the skin. Ultimately papules appear, which in time

pustulate. There is no such history or pathology here

;

we come now to the last opinion, which was a correct one.

This is a case of acute eczema, for it has all the symptoms
so common to that affection. We have here the bright

redness and thickening due to acute inflammation. We
find the vesicles exudation or weeping, which is not seen

in any other skin affection. We also get a histor}' of itch-

ing, burning, and scabbing so peculiar to this form of skin
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disease. In giving you the history, I was p^articular to call

your attention to the marked derangement of digestion, as-

shown by this man's tongue. It is not uncommon for ecze-

ma to be dependent upon indigestion ; and I think it is so
in this case. In our treatment the first endeavor should be
to reach the underlying cause. We must correct this man's
diet, and improve the state of his stomach. I shall restrict

him for a few days to milk, bread, fresh vegetables and
fruits. He must avoid the hearty and greasy foods he has

been in the habit of eating, and abstain also from all stim-

ulants. As for medicinal agents, it is best to first employ
such as will unload his intestinal tract, and improve the

secretions. For that purpose I mention :

9^ Pil. hydrargyri, 8 grs.

Podophyllin, '% grs.

M. Efft. in pil. No. 4.

Sig. Two at bed-time until all are taken.

In treating the eruption, we should aim to prevent the

itching, and allay the inflammation. The two best agents

for the itching are camphor and carbolic acid. For the-

eruption proper there is nothing better than the oflacinal

zinc ointment. Hence I order:

^ Ung. zinci oxidi, J^ ounce,
Liq. acid carbolici, 36 gtt.

Sig. To be applied three times daily. —\The Medical Bulletm..

Potassic Iodide and Opium in Rheumatism.

Dr. G. K. Barton, in a communication to the London
Lancet, gives the following account of his use of these
agents in the treatment of rheumatism:

—

I have been in the habit of using, both at home and
abroad, iodide of potassium in large doses—five to twenty
grains every three hours, with ten grains of Dover's pow-
der at night. I have pursued this practice for at least

thirty years— /. e., since the remedy was first introduced^
and have treated many hundred cases on this system with-
out disappointment or failure, and generally the treatment
only lasts a week or ten days, even in acute articular rheu-.

matism. I have a case now just recovered of articular
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rheumatism in the shoulders, elbows, knees, ankles, etc.,

which under this treatment was convalescent in a week.
Mustard plasters, if applied the first day the pain is felt,

will stop rheumatism at once, without medicine ; where
mustard fails, blisters may be used. In a late case of very
severe rheumatism in the joints, I found cold water was the
only thing which gave relief, locally applied.

In rheumatic inflammation there is a deposit of lymph
into the joints and tissues, which, if not removed speedily,

becomes hard and organized, causing severe pain by its

pressure. Iodide of potassium has the power of removing
this deposit by absorption, and is, to my mind, the most
scientific and appropriate remedy that can be used. It has
the great advantage of not exposing the person taking it

to cold, which the old calomel and opium treatment did,

by opening the pores of the skin.

Another remedy which seems much neglected nowa-
days is opium, which possesses very great power in subdu-
ing inflammation.

If iodide of potassium in large doses can cure
rheumatism in a week, why resort to doubtful and danger-
ous remedies, merely because they are new ?

Another advantage of this treatment is that complica-
tions seldom follow. In fact, I have seldom seen them
occur when this remedy has been freely used in the begin-

ning of the disease.

Infant Dietetics.

Some of the readers of the Boston Journal of Chemistry
may recall an article published therein some three years
ago, in which the writer. Dr. C. E. Page, of Biddeford,
Me., strongly recommended a radical reform in the alimen-
tation of infants, in the belief (which is shared by all sci-

entists who have given any thought to the subject) that

excess in diet is one of the chief causes, if not the princi-

pal cause, of the excessive mortality during the first two
years of life.

The article in question was copied into a good many
papers, and excited considerable attention at the time,
though chiefly on account of its extreme views. To most
people the theory appeared too startling to receive the care-

ful consideration which it perhaps deserved. Dr. Page had
long held the belief that there was no logical or physiolog-
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ical reason why infants should be fed oftener than adults;

that their stomachs were as large, proportionately, as those
of adults; their food better adapted to the requirements of
their organism than much of the food indulged in by grown
people ; and that if men in the performance of the most
arduous labors, mental and physical, working hard with
body and brain, ten, twelve, and fifteen hours out of the
twenty-four, were perfectly nourished and sustained on
three, and in thousands of cases on two, meals, new-born
infants, with only normal growth to provide for, could not
require more than three meals of appropriate food. He
claims that the excessive fat, so generally regarded as the
sign of a healthy babe, is simply a proof of the ability of
the digestive organs to go on for a time digesting more
food than is required for simple growth, the excess going
to the production of fatty tissue, which he rightly claims

is, at au}^ stage of life after infancy, universally regarded
as of itself disease; that this condition is no less disease in

infancy, and tends to check the really normal growth ; and
that all excessively fat babies are only cured by either a
longer or shorter period of non-growth, or a violent sick-

ness, which strips them of the fat, if not of life. In proof
of his faith in the three-meal system, he has made a test

case with his own infant, now six months old, who has had
but three meals a day since her birth in December, 1879.

His own description of her condition and progress may
prove interesting

:

" Her physical condition has been perfect throughout.
She has uttered no cry of pain indicative of stomach or

bowel disturbance, and has caused me no moment of anxi-

ety or uneasiness since the hour of her birth. For ease

and comfort and inuscular strength she has been a marvel
to all who have observed her from day to day. There has
been a complete escape from the fat disease, with the pasty
complexion so common to infants. The body and limbs
have lengthened by normal growth, while remaining well

covered and rounded with muscle and flesh, and the com-
plexion has been and remains brown and ruddy, like that

of any human being, perfectly nourished, who spendsmuch
of the time, as she has, in the open air, during the winter
as well as since spring began. There has been entire ex-

emption from hiccough, throwing up, colic, constipation,

diarrhcea, and in fact from all the endless variety of dis-

turbances commonly supposed to be the natural and una-
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voidable experience of a pioneer in this world of sin and
disease. Her breakfast at six, dinner at 12, and supper at

6 are taken with a keen relish, fully satisfying her appetite

and keeping her throughout the twenty-four hours without

any exhibition of hunger or lack of nourishment. Her
sleep has been perfect, sound, and continuous from soon

after supper to near breakfast time. From the beginning
she has been put down wide awake a few minutes after

supper, with no occasion for disturbing her or her attend-

ants until her awakening in the morning. This also

implies that she sleeps in garments as free and unconfining,

and with the same security as to cleanliness, as is the case

with healthy adults. In short, she has been a delight to

herself and to us, fully meeting my most sanguine expec-

tations, in a scientific point of view, thus far throughout
ber young life. While other infants have to be kept in

arms much of the time to pacify' them, or to be quieted by
the breast or bottle every hour or two through the day, our
' three-mealer ' is a joy unto herself, requiring little more
attention, except in the matter of locomotion, than a healthy

kitten.

"As to the normal growth of an infant from birth, I

hold peculiar views. Every one knows the common rate of

increase of weight during the first four weeks of infant

life,—a pound a week. During the nine months of foetal

growth the increase, except in the case of monstrosities,

is about 0.37 ounce per day, or 2.59 ounces per week.
Why it should be thought rational for this ratio to be in-

creased six or seven hundred per cent, directly after birth

is beyond my comprehension. In spite, or because, of this

hot-house forcing during the first few months, the average
weight at, say, five years is much less than if the rate of

pre-natal growth had been kept up throughout these years.

"In a pamphlet soon to be published I shall endeavor
to present the whole subject of infant mortality, and the

general and particular 1:reatment of infants and young chil-

dren, with a view of preventing in great measure the undue
proportion of sickness and death during the first years of

life, and I solicit correspondence from physicians and others

who are alive to the importance of this subject."

—

Boston

Journal of Chemistry, July, 1880,

We understand that Prof. Byford's new work on dis-

eases of women will be ready sometime before Christmas.
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Tests for Arsenic, Witliout Teclinicalities.

BY JOHN B. BOND, M. D.

Acting upon j'our suggestion I give for the benefit of
your readers a few thoughts upon the subject of the chem-
ical tests for arsenic in cases of suspected death from that

poison. Some of these tests are not at all intricate, and
every medical man, without exception, should make him-
self competent, by a little study and practice, to perform
them with accuracy and satisfaction.

A knowledge of chemistry is of course very desirable,

but satisfactory tests showing the presence or absence of
arsenic can be performed by persons who are mere tyros

in the science of chemistry. Such persons would cut a

sorry figure on the witness stand, perhaps, but if certain re-

sults under certain manipulations should be obtained by
them, they could safely say " this stomach contained
arsenic."

These manipulations are, as I have said, not at all difii-

cult. Suppose it is suspected that a person who has been
dead three weeks was poisoned by arsenic; a simple pro-

cess of determining this would be as follows

:

Exhume the body and remove the stomach after ligating

both orifices. (Do not forget to keep it under lock and
key, except when it is under your own eye !) Presuming
that at such a time after death the organ will be empty or

nearly so, cut it into small fragments and place them to-

gether with the contents into a porcelain-lined dish, with
say half pint of distilled water and a small quantity of mu-
riatic acid. Boil this mixture half an hour, strain it

through muslin into a clean glass jar. Filter the liquor

through paper and it is ready for the chemical test known
as Marsh's.

Every person who has attended chemical lectures will

remember the "Philosopher's lamp." A common junk
bottle, fitted with a glass tube drawn to a small point, con-

taining strips of zinc, sulphuric acid and water is the ap-

paratus, simplified. From this glass tube will issue a gas
called hydrogen, that will burn like a lamp; hence the

name "Philosopher's lamp." Should a little solution of
arsenic be added to the bottle the gas will be "arsenietted
hydrogen," and the flame will have properties that no other

flame has, though it may ba simulated in some degree by
one other substance.
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The examiner should proceed thus : Select a wide-

mouth strong bottle, holding say, eight ounces. Pass the

pointed tube (made by "drawing out" a small tube by
means of the spirit lamp until the aperture is reduced to

the size of a cambric needle) just through the cork. Pass
another and larger tube nearly to the bottom of the bottle;

if this tube had a small funnel at its outer end it would be
more convenient. Put into the bottle (or hydrogen flask,

as it may now be called), a few pieces of zinc cut from a

sheet of the metal, then add, say three ounces of pure
water, and to this, say one-half ounce of pure sulphuric

acid, and close the bottle with the cork carrying the glass

tubes already described.

Chemical action will be at once set up; the water will

be decomposed, giving up its hydrogen, which will escape

out of the fine-pointed tube together with the atmospheric
air which has until this time remained in the flask.

As soon as the air has been forced out, say in five min-
utes after strong chemical action is set up, the hydrogen
escaping at the end of the tube may be safely ignited; now
we have the "Philosopher's lamp " burning. The exam-
iner must next satisfy himself that the ingredients in the

flask are free of arsenic. If any be present it will be indi-

cated by the deposit of a black shining spot upon a piece

of clean porcelain held in the flame say five seconds. If

no such spot can be made with the flame, it is proof that

arsenic is not present.

Now add to the flask through the larger (funnel) tube,

say a half ounce of the suspected liquid, as heretofore de-

scribed. If arsenic be in that liquid, the flame will increase

in size, and will change to a blue or livid tint. But the

most important change in the character of the flame will

be its power to form a black, shining disk or metallic mirror
upon a porcelain dish or surface. The clean top of an
ointment pot is the most handy thing a physician can find.

Holding this in the flame for a few seconds the spot will

be deposited; an hundred of them may be taken in two or
three minutes if the quantity of arsenic be large.

Are these disks due to the presence of arsenic? Will
any other substance produce them? Solution of antimony
poured into the flask (previously cleaned of the matters),

in lieu of the solution of arsenic, will cause a deposit of
dead, black, lusterless spots, simulating, as I have said, in

some degree the arsenic disks. They will be much larger^
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more quickly deposited than arsenic, and they will lack the

metallic luster of the other. But further : apply a drop or

two of saturated solution of chloride of lime, or of chlori-

nated soda to the disk; if it be arsenic it will disajjjyear

quickly; if it be antimony there will be no change in several

hours. If the hydrosulphate of ammonia be used in lieu

of the solution of chloride of soda, arsenic spots will re-

main permanent and antimony spots will disappear at once

!

Are other tests wanted? They can be had with the

ammonia nitrate of silver and with the ammonia sulphate

x>f copper, which show the characteristic colors of the arsen-

ites of these metals ; but these tests, though simple enough,
require more familiarity with chemical manipulation than
most practitioners possess, and are really not needed in

arriving at a conclusion, if the other results are clearly set

forth. These are the simple tests, yet they point unerr-

ingly to the truth. Every medical man should be prepared
to perform as well as to explain them.

—

Arkansas Medical
Monthly.

Infra-Hyoid Broiicliotoniy.

Dr. T. H. Manley, Lawrence, Mass., reports a very in-

teresting case of Infra-Hyoid Bronchotomy. A man
swallowed about twelve ounces of lime water, and was
immediately attacked with vomiting .and suffocation. An-
tidotes could not be administered and the case was so

urgent that medical assistance could not be procured, so by
the light of a small lamp the Dr. "made a transverse inci-

sion between the hyoid bone and the thj^roid cartilage of
the larynx." He says: "this brought me down below the

obstructions in the pharynx, and by the contraction of the
divided muscular fibres secured a permanent opening with-
out the necessity of using retractors; besides it allowed of
the opening with the least hemorrhage. There was little,

except from the small transverse branches of the superior
thyroid artery. No tissues to divide except the skin, fat,

one ribbon-like muscle, the platysmia and the fibrous mem-
brane that connects anteriorly the hyoid bone with the
thyroid cartilage of the larynx." Very little bleeding fol-

lowed, and on the insertion of a silver tube it entirely

<;ea8ed. The symptoms were all relieved, and in a week's
time the wound began to close and at the end of five weeks
was entirely healed. "In the evening following the acci-
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(lent, he passed by the rectum, large quantities of lime in

small lumps. Why this should have excited such violent

inflammation at the primary orifice of the alimentary canal,

and none at its middle and lower parts, I cannot under-

stand, unless that it spent its strength at the outset on the

first mucous membrane it came in contact with."

—

Medical

and Surgical Reporter, August.

Dental Instninients Transmitting- Syphilis.

The Revista de Buenos Ayres, relates a case which should
be read by every dentist in the country. The wonder is

that there are not more cases of the same kind.

It says:—"A middle aged lady called on us for treat-

ment of several ulcers on the tongue and palate and for

severe pains extending from the mouth down the neck to

the body. She said that a dentist had plugged a tooth

with an instrument containing blood, which had just been
drawn from the mouth of a youth. The woman had syph-

ilis; was treated for it, and recovered. It is unquestionable
that the dental instrument had been the innocent medium
of inoculating the lady with a syphilitic virus. How many
innocent persons are no less victims of dental carelessness

and filth."

Medical Society.

The Military Tract Medical Association will meet at

Galva, 111., Tuesday, November 9, 1880. The following

are the committees : Practice of Medicine, R. B. Smead,
T. Hatchett, A. L. Craig; Surgery, A. E. Baldwin, H. M.
McClanahan, H. C. Hopper; Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Children, T. A. Scott, H. L. Harrington, W.
S. Holliday ; Ophthalmology, L. S. Lambert, H. B. Young;
Essayist, S. M. Hamilton ; Lecturer, M. A. McClelland

;

]S"ecrology, A. C. Babcock, J. B. Ingels, B. S. Peck; Pub-
lication, J. F. Todd, N. A. Grove.

H. JuDD, President.

B. S. Peck, Secretary.

This is one of the largest and most important societies

in the state. It includes the counties of Bureau, Stark,.

Henry, Mercer, Knox, Warren and Henderson.
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DIAKBHOEA.

Dr. W. B. Atkinson gives the
following as an old but very ex-
cellent formula, both in chronic
and other forms of diarrhoea

:

^ Acidi nitrosi, 35 minims,
Tr. opii, 15 minims,
Aq. camphorae,
Syr. simp. a.a. f. \}4, ounces.

M. Dose, teaspoonful every
three to four hours. Where opi-
um may be contra-indicated, we
may substitute extract hyoscya-
mus, say half a grain in each
dose.

—

Med. and Surg. Reporter.

HAEMOPTYSIS IN PHTHISIS.

Dr. Wm. Pepper gives this as
a substitute for ergot, or in cases
where it cannot be used :

9= Acidi gallici, 2 drachms,
Acidi sulph. aromat. 1 drachm,
Glycerinae, 1 ounce,
Aquae, q. s. ad. 6 ounces.

M. A tablespoonful as requir-
ed.

—

Med. and Surg. Reporter.

ROCK AND RYE.

Dr. C. C. Vanderbeck, Allen-
town, N. J., says he makes his
own after the following formula:

9; Rock candy, 1% fts.,

Boiling water, 1 pint,

Best rye whisky, 3 quarts.

Stir, and after the candy is dis-

solved or saturation reached,
strain.—iVec?. and Surg. Re-
porter.

USE OF BELLADONNA IN THREAT-
ENED ABORTION AND IN DYS-
ENTERY.
Dr. Q. C. Smith, Austin, Tex.,

writes: When miscarriage is

threatened, give fl. ex. bellad.,

two to five drops, every thirty to

sixty minutes until pains are re-

lieved. Sliould disagreeable ef-

fects follow tlie use of the bella-

donna, alcoholic stimulants will
relieve them. He says he has
this drug in many instances un-
til the patient was delirious, but

has never had any bad results,

and on the other hand has had
unlooked-for good results follow.
In acute dysentery he uses this

formula:

9^ Fl, ex. belladonna, 1 dr.,

Subnit. bismuthi, 1 dr.,

Elix. cinchonae, 3 oz.

M. ft. sol. For an adult give
teaspoonful every half hour until
pains are relieved. Shake the
bottle before each dose. Give
sulph. magnesia, a teaspoonful
in water every hour until free
watery discharges are produced.
Keep the patient quiet in bed
twenty-four hours after the salts

cease to operate. A mild tonic
may be given afterwards.

—

Nash-
ville Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

WHOOPING COUGH.

Dr. R. W. Brower, of Sheridan,
111., writes us that his most de-
cidedly successful method of
treating whooping cough is the
following: Quinine sulph. 10
grains, pulv. glycyrrhizae Vy^
scruples. Mix. Give to a small
child what will lay on a small
steel pen reversed in its holder,
leaving half an inch free, every
hour or two. Let the half inch
of the pen exposed be moder-
ately rounded. Turn on the
tongue dry. His own child was
in a few days entirely relieved
of the cough by this means
alone. Since then he has used
it with entire success in several
other cases. Cliildren seem to

like this medicine and enjoy the
method of taking it.

BISMUTH IN SKIN DISEASES.

Dr. Sweet says : Mixed with
cosmoline or fresh lard in almost
any proportions, it is a sovereign
remedy for eczema, herpes, inter-

trigo of infants, and anything
where there is an abraided or
irritated surface.

—

Southern Med-
ical Record.
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Medical College Aniioiiucements.

As it might be of benefit to some of our readers, we
give herewith the date of opening of several colleges.

Starling Medical College, Columbus, Ohio. Winter
session opens September 1st.

Miami Medical College, Cincinnati, Ohio. Winter ses-

sion begins October 1st.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York City;

opens winter course September 15th.

Medical Department University, of N'ew York, New
Y'ork. Winter course opens September 29th.

The Medical College of Indiana, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Regular session begins October 4th.

Central College of Physicians and Surgeons, Indianap-
olis, Ind., opens winter course October 4th,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Joseph, Mo.
Winter session begins October 4th.

Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia Penn, Winter course begins October 4th.

Medical Department of the University of Louisville,

Louisville, Ky.; session opens October 1st.

The Hospital College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky. ; ses-

sion opens October 1st.

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa;
opens winter session October 15th.

Medical College of Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio. Winter
session opens October 4th.

Missouri Medical College, (formerly the "McDowell")
St. Louis, Mo. Winter session begins October 4th.

Chicago Medical College, Chicago, 111. ; regular session
begins September 28th.

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York City.

Winter session begins October 1st.

Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Mich. Regular ses-

sion opens September 6th.

Medical Department of Harvard University, Boston,
Mass. Winter course begins September 30th.

Medical Department of Y^ale College, New Haven,
Conn. Regular session begins October 2d.

Department of Medicine and Surgery University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

;
year begins October Ist.

Iowa State University, Department of Medicine, Iowa
City, Iowa; session begins October 6th.
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Physicians Versus Newspapers.

Why a portion of the pirblic press is so disposed to*

criticise and censure physicians whenever an opportunity

ofters is a mystery, but that such is the case cannot be dis-

puted. They say it is their duty as guardians of the pub-
lic welfare to make known all cases where even a suspicion

exists that a physician has done wrong, and to make every
practitioner observe the law, where the health of the peo-
ple is at stake. Passing over the question which might
ver}^ pertinently be asked as to who constituted them the
guardians of the public health, also as to their qualifica-

tions for the office; and granting them to be so, the ques-

tion arises why do the papers uphold quacks who do not

have any license to practice, and hound, as they do, repu-

table physicians, against whom nothing more may exist than
the gossip of a lot of ignorant women. If they are sa

anxious about the public health why do they not turn their

attention to these men and women practicing in defiance

of law, and who by their ignorance and cupidity work
more harm to the community than many mistakes of many
physicians would occasion. There must be some reason

for this. It is not our aim to consider this question at pres-

ent; but in view of the fact that these newspaper attacks

upon physicians are becoming more frequent and more
virulent, there is a very important point for physicians to

consider under such circumstances, viz : What is the best

course to pursue? Shall I deny these slanderous lies, or

pass them by in silence as their character merits ? On this
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point we cannot do better than quote from an article by
our co-editor, Dr. Steele, printed elsewhere some time since.

"We protest against another thing, somewhat common
with physicians, and that is personal explanations for the

purpose of vindicating themselves from some unjust criti-

cism, or explaining something which may have occurred
for which they themselves know they are blameless, but
which others may not see so readily. With some excep-

tions this should be avoided if possible. The instances are

rare indeed, when this course is adopted, that the one
interested does not heartily regret it. We have known in-

stances where physicians did this against the earnest pro-

test of their professional friends, while, if they could have
restrained their feelings, and waited, would have learned

that time vindicated infinitely better than a volume of

denials and explanations. We have no hesitation, there-

fore, in asserting that no controversy or diflterence of opin-

ion, and rarely personal explanations, purely professional

in character, was ever corrected or settled in the remotest

degree by appealing to the public through the public press.

But, on the contrary, becomes more complicated, more
mystifying, more difficult of adjustment; leads to further

embarrassment; often humiliation to those concerned, and
fails to accomplish the purpose inten-ded; involving in fur-

ther difficulty, not only those immediately interested, but
frequently others who had no interest whatever in the mat-

ter at issue. We say to physicians then, if you have
differences of opinion which you are unable to settle—some
matters of dispute or unavoidable misapprehension relating

to professional matters—avoid, if possible, an appeal to the

public. Experience has proven that, with rare exceptions,

no good can result ; but, on the contrary, irreparable harm
may be the consequence.

To Readers.

With increased size, better paper and larger number of

contributors, we hope during the coming fall months to

receive a large number of subscribers. We do not aim to

take the place of the larger journals, but to give a good,

handy, practical journal at a low price that every physician

can afford to take in connection with the one he is accus-

tomed to read. There are but few who cannot afford to

pay a dollar for a monthly of this size.

We want every one to take a personal interest in this
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journal and help us make it the best journal in the West.
You may rest assured that we will spare no pains, and do
every thing possible to add to its value. That it has value

is fully established by the number of commendatory letters

that we are daily receiving. Send us your subscription at

once, and we will send you the back numbers you have not

already received and this journal for one year, making six-

teen numbers, or over five hundred pages for one dollar.

Advertisements.

It is perhaps unnecessary to advise physicians to read

the advertisements, since we believe that they are gener-

ally read. It is a fact that well selected advertisements

from responsible firms are frequently of as much benefit to

physicians as any pages in any journal. Through them
the physician knows where to obtain just what he wants,

or may have his attention called to an article that will be

of incalculable benefit to him.

We propose to make our advertising pages valuable in

this way to our readers, and our readers will soon find out

that they can depend on the responsibility of all firms who
may appear in our pages. Correspond with them or try

their goods, and we know you will find them the best of

their kind. In corresponding with advertisers please men-
tion where you saw their advertisement; it will be doing us

a favor.

Rusli Medical College.

At the head of western colleges and in the front rank
of American medical colleges stands Rush. The last class

numbered four hundred and eighty-one and the coming
winter bids fair to see over five hundred students assem-

bled within her walls. There are now over seven hundred
graduates of this college in practice in this state. The
standard is raised every year and Rush graduates take

equal rank with those of any college in the country. We
are proud of this, our representative western college.

The winter session opens September 28th.

• Errata.

On page 84, tenth line, for fir.st position read second

position. Page 84, eleventh line, for second position read

first position. Page 85, thirty-third line, for occiput read

"chin case."
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Bog-US Diplomas.

The l^ew York Medical and Surgical Journal promises to

publish in the September issue the names of those holding
•diplomas from Buchanan's various medical colleges. We
hope the list will be full and complete. If it is, it will

make a very interesting piece of reading. We would also

like to see a list of graduates (?) from some of the bogus
colleges in Cincinnati.

Our friend of the Arkansas Medical Mojithly, seems to

have struck a goodly sized hornet's nest, to judge from the

amount of trouble he is taking to set himself right in the

matter. We have only read his side of the question, but
he certainly makes out a strong case against the offenders,

and we do not see how the faculty of the "medical depart-

ment of the Arkansas Industrial University" can get out

of it, except by backing down, and then— not starting at

all.

Fifty years ago there were eight medical journals in the
United States. Now there are fifty-three of the regular
school, nine homeopathic, and seven eclectic. In the last

fifty years 1,630 regular journals and 214 homeopathic have
been started, leaving about six per cent, of the former and
four per cent, of the latter class as survivors.

—

Exchange.

The number of defunct journals seems large, and the
number of living journals much too small, indeed we think
there are not far from one hundred medical journals now
in existence and even this is not too many. With between
50,000 and 60,000 physicians in the United States, this

would give one journal to every five hundred to six hun-
dred, and almost every physician takes from two to four
journals.

Dr. E. P. Murdock has been appointed Curator of the
Museum at Rush Medical College. This is a very good
thing for the college, as a well appointed museum is a very
valuable adjunct to medical lectures. Dr. Murdock has
every qualification for the position, and we know will fill

it satisfactorily. He has promised us some articles for

coming numbers of this journal.
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Notice.

If we can accommodate any physician by purchasing-

or ordering any books or instruments, we will be glad ta

do so, free of charge. We will select with as much care

as if buying for ourselves, and can get as low prices as can

be had anywhere. The goods can be sent C. 0. D. Ad-
dress the publisher.

Facetiie.

Reputation Vindicated.—The London Truth is respon-

sible for the following : Dr. R was one who could

seldom resist telling a good story, even when it turned the-

laugh against himself. On one occasion a man-servant,,

whom he had recentlj^ engaged, astonished him by appear-

ing to wait at breakfast with a swollen face and unmistak-

able black eyes. "Why, John," said he, "you seem to-

hjive been fighting!" "Yes sir, I have," was the reply.

"And who may your opponent have been?" "Why sir.

Dr. M 's man," naming a rival ./Esculapius. "And what
did you fall out about, pray ? " Why, sir, as he said you
wasn't fit to clean his master's shoes." "And what did

you say ? " "Well, sir, I said as you was."

A Model Student.—A young American, who had
been in Paris for a year studying medicine, was visited by
his father. He paraded the old gentleman through the city,

and pointed out its architectural lions. Finally, they halt-

ed before a many-pillared building. "What is that lordly

pile ? " asked the father. "I don't know," replied the

youth, "but there is a sergeant-de-ville." They crossed

over and put the question. "That gentlemen," said the-

oflficial "is the medical school."

Subscribers will please notify the publisher if they have-

not received the previous numbers of this journal. We
have a limited number on hand, and will send them to-

those subscribing during this month, and the journal for

one year, making sixteen numbers of the monthly for only

one dollar. If you want the back numbers signify the fact

on the subscription blank.

Samples of Staufer's hard-rubber uterine instruments,

and supporters can be seen at the oflSce of this journal.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATVRAIi

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profes-

sion which has given such universal satisfaction. The combination
is such that the Physician is able to meet every indication of Uter-
ine Displacements, Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and
Flexions are overcome by this instrument, where others fail, this is

proven by the fact that since its introduction to the Profession it has
come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons wliich recoqamend this Supporter to

the Physician is its self-adjusting qualities. The Physician after

applying it need have no fear that he will be called in haste to re-

move or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pes-
saries held in position by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the
patient can remove it at will and replace it without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with
elastic strains to buckle around the hips, with concave front, so
shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Support is a cup
and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and dura-
ble, shaped to fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secre-

tions to pass out, as shown by the cuts. Cups are made with ex-
tended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.

The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic

Rubber Tubes, which are fastened to the front of the belt by simple
loops, pass down throu2;h the stem of the cup and up to the back of
the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to

all the varying positions of the body and perform the service of the
ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be re-

moved ord"eplaced by her at will, can be worn at all times, will not
interfere witli nature's necessities, will not corrode, and is lighter
than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retrover-
sinns, or any Flexions of the womb, and is used by the leading
Physicians with never failing success even in the most difficult

cases.

PSICE—To Physicians, $8 ; To Patients, $12.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with
16 cents added for postage, or by Express, C. O. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,

Our valuable pamphlet, "Some Practical Facts About Dis-
placements of the Womb," will be sent you free on application. 192
Jackson street.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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NOTICE!

To Pahlishers, Manufacturing Chemists, In-

strument Makers, Druggists

:

As it is our desire to bring before the Physicians every-

thing that will be of benefit to them, we will carefully

and impartially examine, review or test whatever may be

sent to us in these lines, and notice all that we think would

be of value to the profession.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

or

If this new combination could be seen afid tested by the medical profession,
few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with iimplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets ©n a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each celL
The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent cont»ct with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the coppsr to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-
lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is compoRed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

•elector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as Is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to the profeBSion.

PRICE, $10.00; 'WITH SUSPENSORY, tl2 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

McINTOSH G.\LVAMC BELT AND BATTER! COMPANY, 192 agd 194 Jackson St., Chicago, III.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medioai. Monthly.
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.

RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

J kme^ S. ^ijtlieridge,

16S4 MICHIGAN AVENUE

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS d CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

AXD DEALERS IN
'

KIDDER'S BATTERIES, GAIFFE'S BATTERIES,

AMPUTATING,
OPERATING,

DISSECTING, and

^
POST-MORTEM INSTRUMENTS,

TOOTH FORCEPS,
OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS,

FEVER THERMOMETERS,
HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,

POCKET INSTRUMENT CASES,

VIAL CASES, BUGGY CASES,
SADDLE BAGS,

PLASTERS, BANDAGES, SPLINTS,

CRUTCHES, ETC.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our new Instrument Catalogue ready for distribu-
tion June 15, 1880.

Our prices ^A^ill be found low for first quality
goods.

Write for quotations before buying.

COLBURN, BIRKS & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

218, 220 & 222 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.



SPEING STEM SUPPOETERS. Abdominal Supporter.

3.

SOLID STEM SUPPOETEE.
E. —5-—(Economy.)

Prices.—Spring Stem Pro-
lapsus and Procicle tia Cup A, on
Covered Silk Elastic and Coutil
Finished Belt X, $T.OO. On Z, Fig.

5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00; and
on Y, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring Stem, Globe Top G, Ob-
long II, or 1 U, the same on e.ther
belt as A,
Retroversion E, on X, nr T,

Cotton, SS.OO. On Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on Z, $7.no.

Aniever.sion, Snlid Stem
C, or Soli' Stem Glnb" lop
O, on X, or Y. Cotton. ?.j.50. On Y,
Coutil, fC.'O, and on Z, $4.50 only.
Rules.— riio Stem Supporters

Fig. 1 9ii(i 5, arn only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Speculnms, Fig. 6, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cup D,
oither separate, or in connection
with Stem Supporters.
Elastic Gums S S, are mailed,

2 at 20 cts.; i at 35 cts ; and Springs
at 3 cte. each.

JT, Bt—Tbe fignres on these engrayings cor-
respond with those on the full Cataloprue plate.

Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-
tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.

Tf a cup, it must be modelled after the Junction of

the axis of the uterus and vagina, or the cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I U,
Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptatiou
and border cup. In cases of slight Anteversions
and slight Retroversions, deep cups may be called

for, and in most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cups are usually
selected by giving the full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, IV^ to Iv'g; Multiparae, 1;''^

to 2, and Procidentia to 2 j|^ inches and over some
times. Belts—For X, and Z, waist measure to be
given, and Y, hip meafure.
Atiteversion C, Fig. 1—This had been re-

modelled a number of times, and the fenestrated
top found best to remain in position.

Retroversion E—This has likewise passed
through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent efficiency. The broad lever, lifts up the
fundus, while the cup corrects the prolapsus and
holds th« uterus, by a double elastic motion, if a
spring stem, t^mall, long stem. Globe Tops 0,
Fig. 1, are placed with success anainstthe sensitivo

fundus, after everything else been intolerable.

Intra Uterine Stem Cup I XT.—The stem

.'^izes—1, 1 3.16, 1 6.16 and
1 9.1 6, Flesh color enam-
eled. Price, $2 50 each.

$1.50

Price.—Permanent, Curved Stem
Cup E C, on elastic webbing Z,

$4.50. On X, or Y, cotton, $5.50,

and Y. coutil, $6 50.

No expense lias been saved to

give even the Economical Supporter
all possible advantages.

HAED EUBBEE UTEEINE EXAMINING CASF

Prices.—Full case, $8.00; Quill Caustic Holder H, or Camel's

Hair Brush Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket after the cup is in posi-

tion. This is safer than all other contrivances,

but is seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made in this Series to correct Retro-
version through the posterior cul-de-sac. i

Cystocele and Rectocele.—These are suc-
cessfully drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops G, or Oblong H, Fig. 1.

Cup J), Fig 5 —.Supplements EC, similar

to Shifting Top A, when transformed into AD,
Fip. 1.

Globe S, Fig. 5.—This is a mere hard rubber
shell, with all the objectionable features of the
former glass globes overcome, and is now a^ain
a popular pessary.
Speculum, Fig. 6 —The conductor with

hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and in position.

By the conductor a larger size may be introduced

;

this togHther with the thin shell, gives a sufficient

calibre to embrace the entire cervix within the
mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-
cilitates the enclosure of the cervix by rotation.

Examining Cane, Fig. 13.—Sounds A, B,

C, Movers D, F, and G, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on >I, of H, and form instruments 12
inches long. L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Rplt Y, Fig. 3.— Is made to order of any size

and strength, to support thi stem supporter and
Ilip Straps S S, are elastic.pendulous abdomen.

Mailed on receipt of quotation prices, and all the hard rubber p» rfs on the full Catalogue exchanged
to meet any indie ition, ana cover the purchaser's risk. Catalog! s on api)lication.

^ , „ 7 ) S. S. STATJFER, D- D.
(hrrespondents xmll please [ ^^^ ^ ., ,. I. tT^ -^ t ^ m.ii »-.

name tlds Journal
\

G"* FranhUn St , West side, above Green, Philn., Pa.

J Near 9th & Green Sts. {or Sound Brook) yew TorJe Itepot.
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CHEMICAL REPORT ON MALTINE.
BY WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.,

Professor of Cliemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

Chemical Laboratory of Rush Medical Colle0e, \

Chicago, November 18th, 1879. )

In order to test the comparative merits of Maltine and the va-
rious Extracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different
druggists samples of Maltine and of the most frequently pre-
scribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical
analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that Maltine con-
tains from half as much again to three times the quantity of Phos-
phates (Nerve and Brain food and Bone producers), and from three
to fourteen times as much Diastase and other Albuminoids (Diges-
tive agents and Muscle producers), as any of the Extracts of Malt
examined. Since the value of such preparations is indicated very
exactly by the proportion of these— their two most important con-
stituents, I have no hesitation in pronouncing Maltine greatly
superior to any Extract of Malt w^hich I examined.

The large amounts of Phosphates and Albuminoids found in
Maltine demonstrates, moreover, the superior skill and care
employed in its preparation, and thoroughly warrants the confidence
placed in it by the Medical Profession.

Very respectfully, WALTER S. HAINES.

REPORT ON MALTINE.
BY L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

PROFESSOE OF CLINICAL MEDIOINB AND DISEASES OP OHILDEEN, UHIYERSITY OF LOUISVILLE.

\^Frovi the Louisville Medical News, January 3d, 1880.]

After an extensive trial of the Maltine preparations of Reed &
Carnrick, of New York, in private and dispensary practice, we are
convinced that Maltine is one of the most valuable remedies ever
introduced to the Profession. Our exalted estimate of this article is

confirmed by all of the many practitioners who have expressed to

us their opinion of it. Wherever a constructive is indicated, Malt-
ine will be found excellent. lu Pulmonary Phthisis and other
Scrofulous Diseases, in Chronic Syphilis, and in the various Cachec-
tic Conditions it is invaluable. In Convalescence it is a delightful
and eflficacious Cordial. We have invariably found it liked by Chil-
dren, who devour it as they do candy. The Maltine Wine with
Pepsin and Pancreatine has yielded us the happiest results in
Apepsia and Atonic Dyspepsia, and in general Muscular and Nerv-
ous Debility. The preparations Maltine with Hypophosphites,
Maltine Ferrated, Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine, and Plain
^laltine we especially commend. It is prepared in innumerable
combinations.

Maltine deserves to stand in the front rank of constructives ; and
the constructives, by their preventive, corrective and curative power,
are probably the most widely-useful therapeutical agents that we
possess.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF MALTINE.

During the past year we have received nearly one thousand let-

ters from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain,

referring to the therapeutic value of Maltine; their character is

indicated by the several extracts which we present below.

St. Louis, Mo., June 1st, 1879.

"As regards the use of Maltine, I can only say I am charmed with it, and
would not know how to replace it in my practice. I suppose no one in the West
uses it more extensively than I do. The results I have obtained have been more
satisfactory tban 1 can possibly express. I have never met witli a preparation
to which I am more indebted." J. K. BAUDUY, M. D.,

Prof. Nerrous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 29th, 1879.

"I have used Maltine largely in the Clinic of the College, and in private
practice, and find it exceedingly efficient as a medicine, and much superior to
anything of the kind with which I am acquainted."

GEO. E. WALTON, M. D.,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. of Med., Cin. Col. Bled, and Surg.

Richmond, Va., Jan. 16th, 1880.

"I have found your Maltine preparations so valuable that I use some of
them almost daily in my practice." HUNTER McGUIRE, M. D.,

Prof, of Surgery, Medical College of Virginia.

Chicago, Jan. 21st, 1880.

"I am very much pleased with Maltine, and since its introduction here I
have entirely given up the use of Extract of Malt."

E. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D.

Kensington Dispensary, London, Nov. 24th, 1879.
" We are using your Maltine among our patients, and find great benefit from

it, especially in cases of Phthisis." DR. CHIPPENDALE, Res. Medical Officer.

The Beeches, Northwold, Eng., July 28th, 1879.

"I find that my patients can readily digest your Maltine with Cod Liver Oil
without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. I have full confidence in the virtue
it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseases of a Tubercular or
Atrophic nature." FREDERICK JOY, L. R. C. P., M. R. C. S.

12.3 Landsdowne Road, Notting Hill, W. I

London, Oct. 16th, 1879. I

" I have much pleasure in bearing favorable testimony to the merits of your
Maltine preparations. I have used Maltine with Cod Liver Oil with the happiest
results in a case of Tuberculosis attended with Tubercular Peritonitis, in which
the temperature of the patient rose to 105 1-5 deg., and persistently remained,
above 100 deg. for upwards of two months. The only medicine taken was Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil, and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth to check
diarrhoea. She gradually improved and made a perfect recovery. I find Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod
Liver Oil in any other form." EDMUND NASH, M. D.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia &. Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTINE WINE with Pej sin and Pancreatine-

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine. MALTO-TEKBINE.
Maltine is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the United States.

We guarantee that Maltine will keep perfectly in any climate, or any season of the year.

Faithfully Yours, REED &CARNRICK,
Ne-v^^ York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact witli the medical profession and
its waQtsI and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, whicli have eugraged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation. Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains tlie digestive and nutritive properties
of the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and tlie Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Yt.: I Indianola, Iowa, .Tan. 21, 1880.

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
small sample bottle of your Jlaltopepsine, in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy.
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not Vomit during the week I bad the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

Taluable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have j'ou send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirelj' cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly
prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysycptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my pliysician a week or two ago,
to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
•ppetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
reiults are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,
to state the facts of tlie case.

Yours, Resp'llv, J. H. .Johnston.
C. A. MosHKR, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tildkn & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had

failed him, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wilson, M.D., N. Y., Nov. 10, 79.
Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine

tlie most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Ga.stric derangement.

when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying -so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar prepai'atiou

known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilpen & Co.—Of late I have been

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am .so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhcca of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the

latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
Sugar of Milk 35 oz.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 "

Powdered Firwein 7 '•

Pepsine 10 oz.

Diastase dr.

Lactic Acid .5fl. dr.

PRICE

Hydrochloric Acid .5fl.dr.

Phosphoric Acid 3" "

Aluminium 3 '' oz.

LIST.
MaltopepRine, Hn oz. hot.) per o/, % .ir, l We also prepare the various Elixirs

" •' •' do7,... 7.W and Syrups in combination with Malto-
"

(]4 ft), bot.) " ft) K.OO I pepsine.

Prepared by Tlldcn &. Co.,New Lebanon, N. Y., and 34 Liberty St., N. Y.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly/

in the Journal of Materia Medica efnbracing the following

diseases, sent on appUcuiion:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;

Lupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint ; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.

Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness-
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis,

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide i^alts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,

And Alteratives as StilliDgin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in

the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,,

and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TIIiDEN & CO., Mew Lebanon, N. Y., and 34 Liberty St., New Yorli^

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PHOSPHATE IRON, OlIININE- AND STBYCHNIi
• —

It is many years (quite fifteen) since we asked the attention of Physicians to the above

Elixir. It has been very largely prescribed with uniform satisfactory results, confirming our

claims for the advantages of administering this deservedly favorite combination in solution orer

pill form. Owing to the intensely bitter taste of the solution or the syrup, patients very gener-

ally object to them, and many sensitive stomachs reject their administration. Physicians of

expt^rience hesitate to prescribe in powder or mass either Quinine or Strj'chnia, from the want of

prompt action, the frequent passing aw»y from the system, undissolved and the occasional cum-
ulative action of the Strychnia, when the pills are long retained. While this is a grave objec-

tion often noted in such powerful medicinal agents, it is equally true that solutions of Iron are

nut only much more efficient, being assimilated and absorbed with little danger of inducing
irritation, as is often the case when given in pills. Using pure alkaloids of Quiniaand Strychnia,

the excess of acid is not required, avoiding in this way the development of the bitter

ta»te, enabling us to prepare the Elixir so that it will be readily taken by children as well as

adults. We cannot exaggerate the therapeutic advantages of administering this prescription in

the form we present it, and feel we have a right to ask medical men to direct our manufacture of

this preparation, not only because we first prepared it. but from the fact that Physicians can feel

every assurance of the care and exactness of its manufacture, and that theie is one grain of Qui-
nine in each teaspoonful, a strt-ngth not possible at the price this Elixir is sold by manufacturers.
We have always carefullj' avoided exploiting or in any way introducing this or any of our prep-

arations except through Druggists and Physicians.
Each fluid dram contains two grains of Phosphate of Iron, one of Quinine, and one-sixtieth

of a grain of Strychnia in simple Elixir flavored with Oil of Orange. ADULT DOSE—One tea-

spoonful three times a day.

ELIXIR GUARANA.
(PAULLINIA SORBILIS.)

Guarana is used with much benefit in cases of Sick and Nervous Headache, Neuralgia,
Diarrhrt-a, G«stralgia, etc.

The active principle is analagous to Caflfein, being found in Paullinia in five times the quan-
tity that it exists in the best Cofl'ee. Ihe tonic influence allied with the stimulating effects ren-
ders it an exceedingly valuable medicine.

As its use has proven the entire absence of any irritating properties or any astringent effect

in Debility, Languor, Protracted Convalescence and Nervous Irritability, it is specially useful.

The effect is almost immediate in all cases of Headache, from whatever cause it may arise
;

but it is more especially beneficial in those produced by over-excitement to the nervous system.
The usual mode of administration has been in powder; but the Elixir will be found not only

more agreeable, but much more efficacious.

Each fluid ounce contains eighty grains Guarana.
For Headache—Dose, a tablespoonful for an adult, to be repeated in an hour, if the first

dose does not give relief.

For Diarrhfi'a—A dessertspoonful morning and evening.
For Neuralgia, as a General Tonic for Nervousness, Debility, etc.—Adult dose, a dessert-

6po(jnful three or four times a day.
Note.—There are many Elixirs of Guarana manufactured of much less strength than that

prepared by us. If Physicians will specify our preparation they can rest satisfied they will not
be disapirointed in the effects we claim.

Physicians will find our i)reparation.s in all the Wholesale and leading Retail Stores in the
United States and Canada.

]oM Wyetli & Sfotl\ef,

Id an8werln<? advertlecmcnls mentlTi the I'eoria Mkdical Monthly.
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ST, FRANCIS' BRIIDLE! HOSPITHL!

A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

A. noiiis w&wt 'irixs ^iOK«
Delightfully situated on the bluff, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Physician Dr. Jos. Studer,

Surgeon. Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their

practice.

Terms of Admission.

The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.
Elegant private rooms, including a|tention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Moxthly.
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(LIQ^TJIIDJ

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (SCaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO POg)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Foa O3 POj).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nenousness,
Diminished Yitalily, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in liigh medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENKY, of New York, says

:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as
a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. BEUBEN A. VANCE, of New York

:

The preparation on which I place the most re-
liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LE^^^S, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUWFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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NEW PHARMACEUTICALS
-WORTHY OF THE-

—M ATTENTION OF PHYSICIANS. ^

^-
NITRO-GLYCERINEPILLS

Nitro-glycerine is introduced on
the aulliority of Dr. Murrell, of Lon-
don, as a remedy in angina pectoris
and in cases of chronic neuralgia in
any part of the body. Cases of an-
gina pectoris which had resisted
all attempts at even alleviation,
much less cure, have promptly
yielded to nitro-glycerine, and a
number of cases of actual cure are
reported. This is more than can be
said of any other known remedy.
In neuralgia the effects of this drug
have, in some instances, been
scarcely less marked.
The pill form is very eligible, be-

sides ensuring exactness of dose.

Sanguis Bovinus Exsiccatus.

-i-H

In this preparation of blood we
have a true food, the albumen being
entirely retained. In this respect it
differs from the various beef ex-
tracts, beef essences, etc., in the
market. These preparations are,
from the very methods of their
manufacture, entirely deprived of
albmen, the true nutritive principle
of beef, and are thus not foods in
any proper sense of the word.
Sanguis bovinus exsiccatus is

blood deprived of nothing but its
water and fibrin, which latter is

naturally small in quantity and
practically of no nutritive value.

Liquor Ergots Purificatus.

This form of ergot is of constant
strength. In its preparation only
the active principles of the drug
are retained, all inert and noxious
ingredients being removed. As
these active principles »re assayed
the liquor contains them in con-
stant and definite proportions,
and thus is obviated the uncer-
tainty of strength due to varia-
bility in the quality of the sample
of the drug employed. Liquor
ergotse purificatus is as constant
in its strength as morphia, quinia.
or any of the other alkaloids of
vegetable drugs.

CASCARA + CORDIAL

This laxative and alterative
preparation stands unequalled
among pharmaceutical prepara-
tions as a remedy in constipation.
Its agreeable and efficient action
has been abundantly attested by
the medical profession of this
country, and it stands now as a
remedy of unquestionable efficacy
in chronic constipation. Great
care should be exercised in not pre-
scribing too large a dose, inasmuch
as cascara sagrada, its active ingre-
dient,overcomes constipation by its

tonic action on the bowel, rather
than by direct laxative influence.

FULL AND DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS OF THE ABOVE
—WILL BE SENT FREE ON APPLICATION TO

—

PARKE, DAVIS & CO., Detroit, Mich.,

Manufacturing Chemists and Special Dealers in New and Rare Drugs.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical MonTHiiV.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Injury of tlie Head Involving the Brain.

Having of late had my mind called to this important
class of injuries, by reading reports of cases of that charac-

ter in the journals, and having been intensely interested in

.a case in my own practice, I have been induced to present

the following for the consideration of your readers, which
may be regarded as an unusual recovery, to say the least of

it

:

I was hastily summoned January 4. 1872, at 8 o'clock

p. M., to visit P. R., aged 20 years, w^ho the messenger said

had his head sawed completely open at a saw mill ten miles

in the country. I arrived at the house at 10 p. m.

The foreman of the mill gave me these facts :
" At 5

p. M. the hands quit work for the week (it being Saturday
evening), and P. R. was directed to clean out the dust pit

for an early run on Monday morning. The man went into

the pit, and in a short time the saw was heard to strike

:Something (all the machinery being yet in motion), and on
looking down saw P. R. lying at the bottom of the pit, with
his head and face cut open. When immediately under the

saw in a stooping position, he had undertaken to straighten

up, when his head came in contact with the rapidly revolv-

ing saw, which was four and one half feet in diameter.

The rapid movement of the saw had dashed the man
with great violence against the wall of the pit. He was
quickly dragged out, and to their utter astonishment was
alive, and manifested consciousness and a determination to

help himself, and by the assistance of two of his comrades
he walked to the residence of his brother, a distance of over
•eighty rods."
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On examination I found that the first tooth of the saw
had punctured the skull at a point one half inch above the
occipito parietal articulation of the right side, and one and
one half inches to the right of the superior angle of the

occipital bone. The second tooth had struck near the

sagittal suture in the right parietal bone, one and seven-

eighths inches from the first, lacerating the scalp on either

side one and one-half inches, and tearing out the bone one
and one-fourth inches in width. The third struck the left

parietal bone, tearing through the sagittal suture to the

place of the second. The fourth struck near the fronto-

parietal articulation. The fifth struck through the frontal

bone over the left orbit. The sixth struck the external

angular process, and the seventh struck the cheek opposite

the left angle of the mouth, tearing through the molar
bone, the whole of the bone being removed the whole
length of the cut, being a distance of something over
thirteen inches, cutting into the brain substance from the

first to the sixth tooth.

The teeth on the saw were ten and four-fifths inches

apart, so that seventy-five and three-fifths inches of the cut-

ting surface of the saw had passed through thirteen inches

of surface on the head. The point at which each tooth had
struck the head was known by the lacerated flaps of the

scalp, which were torn back an inch and a half on each side

of the main wound. When the wound was cleansed of

hair, blood, bones, dirt, saw-dust and managled brain, it

measured one and three-fourths inches at the point of its

greatest depth. The sixth tooth had torn the eye-lids apart

at the outer angle of the eye, and stripped the supera
orbital ridge, and lay the covering over the right eye, leav-

ing the left eye uninjured, but without a covering.

The hair was removed from the remainder of the head,

the wound thoroughly cleansed, the flaps, or the points of
the lacerated scalp were drawn in contact, and the longest

points held together by silk stitches, the head dressed with
cold water, an opiate ordered and the man left to die.

On the morning of the 7th, however, I was surprised to-

be recalled to the man, who it was said was rational and
wanting something to eat. On visiting him I found him
not only rational and calling for nourishment, but the

points of the scalp and skin had united and healed by the

first intention. The wound was not disturbed. After this

I saw him every second day until the 2l8t, when it was-
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thought safe to dismiss him. His recovery was rapid and
regular. Very little suppuration took place in any part of

the wound, and six weeks from the day of injury I found
him cutting wood in the back yard.

I observed one feature in this case that I had never had
an opportunity to observe before, and never have since : In
dressing the wound it was necessary to make some pressure

on the brain substance with the sponge, in order to cleanse

it of the dirt and hair drawn into the wound. And when
any degree of pressure was made on the brain, the man
became delirious, and as soon as the pressure was removed
the delirium as suddenly left him. This was repeatedly

tried and the attention of the bystanders called to the fact.

This man was under my observation about one j^ear

after the accident, and if there was any mental derange-

ment, or any difference in his mental condition in any way,
I failed to observe it.

If this curious case can be of any benefit to any one, the

readers of the Monthly are welcome to it.

Carthage, 111, Sept. 4, 1880. Wm. H. Veatch, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Thoru in tlie Heart.

The specimen to which you refer, in the college museum,
was furnished by Dr. J. L. White, of Bloomington, Illinois,

concerning which he gives the following account

:

" The subject was George Joslyn, age about 7 years, an
inmate of the Illinois Soldiers' Orphans' Home. Upon the

occasion of my visit to the institution, Wednesday, July 7,

I found him in bed, decubitus upon back inclining to the

left side, left arm pressed tightly against his body, and left

leg drawn up. Did not take his temperature, but the sur-

face was about normal heat; pulse 130, jerky. Complained
of pain in region of the heart and in left arm. Screamed
when I attempted to move the arm (i. e.) to carry it out

from the body. Also complained when any attempt was
made to straighten his leg. Tongue considerably coated.

Auscultation revealed nothing to my ear abnormal either

in the heart or lungs, except as to the rythm of the heart.

I could get no bruit of any kind. Gave a mercurial
cathartic, to be followed by quinine and Dover's powders
every three hours.

^urse reported that he came to the hospital on the even-
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ing previous complaining as I had found him, and said " he
had been getting sick all day."

July 8, condition much the same as yesterday
;

pulse
more feeble but complains less of pain ; talks freely and is

cheerful, still will not permit the arm to be moved. July
9 was informed in the morning by telephone that he was
better. Was called to him between 11 and 12, saying that

he had suddenly taken worse. I found him with surface of
body congested and bathed in cold perspiration ; counte-
nance indicating great distress

;
pulse scarcely perceptible

at the wrist; rolling his head but perfectly rational when
spoken to ; still kept the arm closely pressed to the side,

and complained of pain in the chest and arm; leg also kept
drawn up. Gave stimulants freely. Condition remained
about the same until he died, which was about midnight.
Autopsy nine hours after death : Surface of body mottled

;

rigor mortus slight ; upon opening the thorax and abdomen
all the organs presented a normal appearance ; severed the
vessels and removed the heart, and was about to dip it in a

bucket of water, but as I pressed my finger into the
descending vena cava, I felt some object move before the

end of my finger. Upon examination I found it to be a
thorn. Its position was directly across the vena cava, just

at the entrance of the auricle.

I found extending from the auricle into the ventricle a

long clot, which I presume originally extended from the

thorn. I have no theory to offer, only I think at some time
in the past the thorn entered the body through the skin and
traveled as we have frequently known of needles traveling,

to the spot where found."
The specimen as I have it shows a thorn 1\ inches long,

extending across the vena cava at the entrance of the auri-

cle, but gives no positive clue as to the source from whence
it came. It has been suggested that it might have been
swallowed by the child, and becoming lodged in the oesoph-

agus worked its way through the walls, and finally into its

present location. Respectfully yours,

E. P. MuRDOCK, M. D.,

Chicago, 111. Curator Rush Med. College.

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Cystic Disease of the Ovum.

Mrs. Bessie S., aged 19, pale and ansemic, had suffered

much from painful menstruation. Married September 12,
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1876. Last menstrual show four days after marriage, and
almost from that time suffered greatly from nausea and
vomiting, beginning in the morning and lasting throughout
the day. Eight weeks after menstruating, or about the

16th of November, commenced flowing with all the symp-
toms of miscarriage, throwing off clots in quantities, expul-

sive pains, etc. A midwife, a near neighbor, saw her fre-

quently, probably daily, but did nothing but watch and
wait. The flow gradually subsided, until about the 25th of

December, or nearly forty days from first attack, another

excessive flooding came on, this time followed by great

prostration. Yet I was not called until January 3 ; found
patient very weak— scarcely able to speak above a whisper.

Upon examination found abdomen very much enlarged,

so much so that I began to question whether there had not

been a miscount, or something else. By the touch found
the uterus quite large and well down, but os remarkably
close and undilated. Found no clots in vagina. The dis-

charges, now pale and colorless, had excoriated the parts,

so that investigation was intensely painful, and as they

were gradually lessening, considered the alarm over for the

present, prescribed gentle stimulants and waited results.

Next day (the 4th) was sent for in haste. Arriving at the

bedside found my patient completely exhausted, and the

bed and clothing completely saturated with blood. Of
<;ourse there was no further time for dallying. Found the

OS still undilated, even so much as to admit the point of the

little finger, but bleeding had overcome resistance, and
dilatation was readily eftected ; the index finger could pass

almost entirely around the immense mass, which led me to

suspect placenta preevia, especially as there had been so

much hemorrhage. Further examination encountered
adhesions, which I still thought placental, and commenced
detaching, as I had many an after-birth. Then the question

was, what had become of the foetus ? Dilatation by this

time admitted two fingers, which by grasping the mass, and
by the aid ot a pain, the whole bulk was thrown off alto-

gether. Finding no umbilicus, and the uterus empty, the

contents of vessel were the next object of interest, when to

my surprise found the " delivery " a great hydatidiform
mole, and nothing else, not the slightest sign of foetus or

placenta— hydatidiform vesicles, thousands upon thou-
sands of them, from the size of a millet seed to a malaga
^rape, and much the same shape^ rather more elongated,
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the larger attached to a base membrane and the smaller
apparently to each other, by long slender necks. . Contrac-
tions followed as in natural labor and flooding ceased. The
lochia was rather more ofiensive than usual for a while.
Patient somewhat feverish for a day or two, but continued
to gain strength and improve from that time ; appetite nat-

ural and digestion good, and in less than two weeks went
down regularly to her meals. E'o particular medication
was used except a few drops of dialyzed iron in a little gin,

three or four times daily.

In less than four months from the mishap reported, the
lady again became pregnant, went the full time, and was
delivered of a healthy child, who, the father wrote me (as

they had removed to a distant city), was the finest boy in

the country.

This article might be strung out indefinitely by specu-
lating as to the cause of such growths. Most ojp the
authorities are about as " clear as mud " on the subject.

One says that " an alteration in the envelopes of the
ovum, with an enlargement of the chorial villosities, is the
only origin of the true mole." Another (Leishman) that it

is " simply an alteration and degeneration of previously
existing structures." Gierse "is of the opinion that the
change consists in hypertrophy of the normal structures
found in the chorian villii, with secondary oedema."
Another that some specific disease of the blood might likely

produce morbid changes in the circulating fluid, that would
lead to the production of vesicular disease of the ovum.
However that might be, I'm sure that in the case described
no syphillitic taint existed.

The point that puzzled me most was why there was so

much flooding, and at such long intervals, if there was not
placental attachment and detachment? In twenty-five

years' practice I never saw a similar case, and if any one-

could give any ligU or explanation why such things occur,

that the average mortal could understand, I for one would
be under obligations to them.

Hamilion, III. Wm. H. Githens, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Case in Practice.

I was called the night of October 14, 1877, to see a man,,

aged 35 years. I found Ijiim very much excited, trembling
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violently, pulse quick and jerky; he could not lie still but
a moment or two at a time ; was seeing very beautiful
images in the distance, and occasionally would see some-
thing under the sofa that did not seem to strike him so
pleasantly— in short, a well marked case of delirium tre-

mens. I learned that he had been in the habit of drinking
about two quarts of whisky a day for some time, but had
left it off entirely about three months previous to this

attack, and in order to satisfy his appetite for liquor, had
been using from twelve to sixteen ounces of Sanford's
Extract of Jamaica Ginger per day. (And just here let me
state that in Maine it was no uncommon thing for so-called

reformed drunkards to use Extract of Jamaica Ginger in

the place of whisky, and I have known of several such cases
as I here relate following its use.) Some four hours pre-

vious to my seeing him, he had fallen on the street and was
said to be intoxicated, but there was no smell of liquor on
his breath, and he told me afterwards that he had not tasted

liquor since his " reformation," but had used extract of
ginger only.

The treatment was large doses of bromide of potassium,
which quieted the excitement, and chloral hydrate to pro-
duce sleep. In two days he was able to attend to business
again. I attended him afterwards through two similar
attacks of the same nature, which, however, were caused by
drinking whisky.

L. S. Cole, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Scarlet Fever and Diplitheria.

The intimate relationship existing between these two
diseases has frequently developed itself during the recent
epidemic of scarlet fever in this city. While there is no
doubt of their being distinct diseases, yet their etiology and
mode of attack are very similar. Any cause likely to bring
on an attack of one, will apply with equal force to the other.

I have seen in the same family, and coexistent, scarlet
fever and diphtheria. And the same individual may have
both diseases at the same time. While it is not uncommon
for diphtheria to be developed in a patient recovering from
scarlet fever, I have never seen scarlet fever follow directly
in the course of diphtheria.

Dr. Thompson, in the Medical Record, August, 1880, in
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speaking of the relationship of these two diseases, says

:

""When the characteristic features of diphtheria occur coin-

cident with the existence of scarlet fever, in any particular

case during a scarletinal epidemic, I am inclined to believe

that the former is to be viewed in the light of a complica-
tion rather than as a distinctive disease. The diphtheritic

invasion, intercurrent with and aggravating an existent

scarlet fever attack, finds its vulnerable point of seizure in

connection with already invaded parts, namely, the organs
of the throat ; and when this happens, to-wit, the formation
of a well marked exudative membrane in the fauces, it may
be said, I think, with all propriety, that the distinguishing
feature of the one disease is engrafted, as it were, upon the
other general malady." I have observed, however, that,

wiien both diseases are developed in the same patient and
are coexistent, the constitutional symptoms are very much
aggravated, and you usually have what appears to be a hope-
less case

;
yet my experience leads me to conclude that the

two, coexisting diseases, in some way destroy each other, and
the course of the two is much shorter, than either one alone,

especially if it be of a severe nature. This may have
occurred only incidentally, but I am led to regard the
engrafting process as not an unfavorable one. If, however,
the diphtheritic attack is delayed and occurs in the scarlet

fever patient during the period of convalescence, it is likely

to be much more serious. One characteristic difference in

these diseases is, that one attack of scarlet fever protects
one against further attacks of the same disease, while in

diphtheria one attack affords no immunity against the dis-

ease in the future, but rather predisposes to its return.

While both diseases are more or less aggravated by the
lack of proper sanitary condition of cities, scarlet fever is

probably less so than diphtheria. Both diseases are con-
sidered contagious, but scarlet fever is more of an infectious

disease, and, I believe, may be spread through the air in an
infected district without any direct comm.unication, pro-

vided the system be in a proper condition for its invasion.

Diphtheria is quite generallj^ supposed to be caused by
a " microscopical fungus " that attaches itself to the throat
and developes rapidly at expense of the animal fluids.

The disease may be, and doubtless is, spread by the excre-

tions thrown off from the throat and other dejections of the

body during the progress of the disease. Some writers on
•diphtheria claim that a rash often accompanies it. I have
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never seen anything of the kind in cases unaccompanied
with some of the cutaneous diseases, and do not believe

that diphtheria itself developes any cutaneous eruption.

These differences mentioned are enough to show that thejr

are really separate and distinct diseases, even more unlike

than scarlet fever or measles, but I think that the develop-

ment of both at the same time, in the same person, is not

so greatly to be dreaded than an attack of either in a malig-

nant form. Such, at least, has been my experience.

Peoria, 111 J. L. H.

liniml Wectnres,

Lead Poisonine-.

BY AUSTIN FLINT, M. D.

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine in Bellevue Hospital Medical
College, New York.

I had intended, gentlemen, to bring in several cases, but
as our time is limited, we shall have to content ourselves

with presenting but one more. This case opens up a very
interesting and important subject, namely, the varied effects

of lead poisoning. They are varied, and unless we have in

our minds the different effects which are referable to this

cause, we are sometimes liable to overlook their influence,

the patient perhaps, in the meantime, continuing to be
exposed to the poisoning.

This patient's name is William C, he is forty-six years

of age, a native of Ireland, and his occupation of late has

been working in white lead. He works in the manufacture
of white lead, and inhales the vapor of it. It has occurred
to me to meet with a good many cases of poisoning from
lead, occurring in persons who are engaged in the manu-
facture of white lead, so that although I do not know all

the details of the manufacture of it, still I know it involves

the presence of lead in the atmosphere. It is inhaled.

He was admitted on the 25th of May. The family his-

tory has no bearing at all on the patient's disease. He has
always been a hard working man, and he has been variously

employed as a sailor, a laborer in iron and sugar works, but
for the last four months as a laborer in a white lead factory.

He has led a temperate life. He has never had gout, rheu-
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matism, syphilis, or malaria, and has usually enjoyed excel-

lent health. It is not very often that we have presented so

clear a previous history as this case presents ; in this hos-

pital, I mean.
Three weeks ago the patient began to be troubled with

vague pains in the knees and elbows. Well, now, it is

pretty common to have patients complain of pain in the

joints and limbs. "We are very apt not to think much about
It. not to form a very definite idea about it. Sometimes we
cannot form a very definite idea; but there are various half

neuralgic aflections, as they are termed, where patients

complain of these vague pains. "We should have attention

directed to other points of inquiry in such cases ; look for

other evidences of poison by lead.

He lost his appetite, as patients do when poisoned by
lead ; he suffered from nausea with occasional emesis.

That is common. He was constipated, and that is the rule;

but, of course, constipation is something common enough.
He noticed that his urine was below normal in quantity,

and dark in color. I am not prepared to say of how much
importance that dark color may be, as indicating poison

from lead. An examination of the urine was overlooked in

this case, and it is usually overlooked. My impression is

that the text books do not give directions for the examina-
tion of the urine. Indeed, I have reason to know so, that

is, with regard to many of them, because I have had occa-

sion to refer to some of them.
I saw a patient several years ago who had characteristic

lead paralysis, but lead poisoning had not been suspected
;

it had not been thought of; still the patient, a child five or

six years old, had wrist drop. Well, when I saw that I

spoke to the physician whom I saw in connection with the

case, and said I thought it was due to lead poisoning. He
said it had not occurred to his mind. Immediately we
made inquiry with regard to any exposure to lead, but
could find no evidence of it. No others had symptoms of

lead poisoning in the house. I looked for every evidence

possible, and then it occurred to me to make an examina-
tion of the urine. I took it to Prof. Doremus, tlie chemist,

and his assistant at that time examined it and brought the

result to me. It was perfectly black, and showed undoubt-
edly the presence of lead. That it was that led me to look
into works and see whether directions were generally given

for the examination of the urine for lead, and I failed to find
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them. I do not assume to say that there are no books that

contain it, but it was not contained in the books to which I

referred, so that in my clinical medicine I asked Dr. Dore-
mus to give me the details for an examination for lead, and
introduced it into that work, thinking it might be useful.

I do not think it is often done in order to obtain evidence
of lead poisoning. I do not know how frequently we do
obtain evidence of it, but I know we do in some cases, from
that case I have just referred to. In regard to that case, we
finally concluded that the child got lead into the system by
the use of certain toys, leaden soldiers, which he played
with a great deal, and which he was accustomed to put into

his mouth. That seemed to be the only source of lead
poisoning in that case.

You will please observe that blue line on this man's
gums ; the blue line on the gum which we should always
look for in cases in which we have any ground for suspect-

ing lead poisoning. It is pretty well marked in this case.

I suppose it is more likely to be marked in those who
receive lead into the system by the inhalation of the atmos-
phere coming in contact with the gums, and there meeting
with the sulphide of hydrogen. But we get the blue line

when it is not to be explained in that way ; when a suffi-

cient amount of the lead comes through the blood to the
gums to form the characteristic blue line.

This patient became weakened, and lost considerable
flesh, but continued to pursue his general vocation, how-
ever, until May 18, when he discontinued his work, owing
to exhaustion and general malaise. He suffered from severe
frontal and occipital cephalalgia, IS'ow, various neuralgic
affections are due to lead, and when we have a case of per-

sistent neuralgia, no matter where the neuralgia may be
situated, we should think of this as a possible or probable
cause. We do have in some cases, but rarely, a very severe
cerebral affection, called lead encephalalgia, in which there
occurs convulsions and coma, and usually a fatal termina-
tion. It has occurred to me to meet with but one well
marked example of this effect of lead poison.

ISTow I come to another point in his history : May 19,
he was attacked for the first time witk intense pain in his

abdomen, constant in character, but increased in exacerba-
tion, and situated in the epigastric and the umbilical region.
At the same time he sufi'ered very severe headache, con-
striction in the chest, pains in the limbs, anorexia, exhaus-
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tion, and great constipation. These symptoms persisted at

the time of his admission, May 25. Now, here we have a

group of local symptoms which attended lead colic. It has

received also a great variety of other names. It is charac-

terized by pain, usually constant, but increased in exacerba-

tion, situated, as it is here, in the epigastrium and around
the umbilicus, not infrequently attended by restriction of
the abdomen, unaccompanied by tenderness on pressure;

indeed, pressure sometimes affording relief; and accompa-
nied by obstinate constipation, and absence of fever. The
want of tenderness on pressure, the constipation, the absence
of fever, at once suffice to exclude all the inflammatory
affections which are liable to give rise to colicky pain, and
when we meet with these symptoms, we should at once
think of lead, and direct our attention at once to the pos-

sible and probable sources of the introduction of this poi-

sonous principle into the system.

On examination he was found to possess a well marked
blue line upon his gums. ISlothiug abnormal was detected

in any of bis thoracic or abdominal organs. His urine was
high colored, and had a specific gravity of 1.026; it con-

tained no albumen. He has had no paralysis.

Well, now, what is to be done in a case like this ? What
is the treatment ? Constipation is a symptom which claims

attention, but it does not claim as much attention, it seems
to me, as it has heretofore received. It is the old practice,

one of the traditional things, that patients with lead colic

must be purged, the purgation kept up, and that active

cathartics should be employed, as those of a milder charac-

ter did not eff'ect the object. Well, constipation is a symp-
tom which claims attention, of course, but I do not know
that we produce any marked impression upon the disease

by overcoming the constipation. We should endeavor to

secure such an evacuation of the bowels as to prevent any
inconvenience from that cause. Aside from that I do not
know that the use of cathartics effects any very important
object. However, ot course it claims attention. And at

the same time the pain is to be relieved. If the patient is

suffering extremely from pain, it is important to relieve it,

and these objects conflict with each other. We cannot well

give cathartics and opiates at the same time, as one neutral-

izes the other. However, we can effect something if we do
not give our opiates in too large doses.

This patient, gentlemen, does not belong to my division,.
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but the treatment has been as follows : He was put upon
the sulphate of magnesia and the camphoretted tincture of

opium, of each an ounce, and water added to make a pint,

and he got of this an ounce every two hours. In addition

to that he was given the iodide of potassium, ten grains

three times a day. For the past twenty-five years and more
we have followed the observations made by a French
observer, who published a monograph on the subject of

lead poisoning, and gave a series of cases which seemed to

show conclusively that the iodide of potassium exerted a

curative eftect upon this disease in this way ; it formed
combinations of lead in the tissues, wherever the lead might
be deposited— for no doubt the eftects are due to the actual

presence of lead in different tissues, although it has not
been exactly ascertained as yet in what tissues it especially

is. But it formed combinations which were soluble, and in

this way the lead was eliminated through the kidneys.

And ever since that time this has been the standard remedy
in the treatment for lead poisoning. "Well, with regard to

the effect of it, I think a good many would state that their

experience accords with mine, that we do not get such evi-

dence of its special effect as we were led to suppose we
should by the above named observations and writings. At
the same time, it by no means has been shown that it does
not have more or less effect in that way, and therefore,

especially in the absence of any other remedy at the present
time which accomplishes this object, and this being the

desirable object, this remedy is given ; and the moment we
reach the diagnosis that we have to deal with a case of lead

poisoning, the iodide of potassium comes in as a matter of
course.

Well, this patient has been taking ten grains of the
iodide of potassium three times a day, and it will probably
be increased in quantity. ISTow, what has been the effect of
that treatment ? The patient has been in the hospital only

since May 25. He says his pain has been much relieved.

It was necessary to resort to the use of croton oil in order
to make his bowels move, and that proved successful, and
he says he was relieved by it. Well, there is one great

comfort in the use of active cathartics, whether they are

really indicated or not; whether they do any good or not;
they are very apt to satisfy the mind of the patient. And
a patient who takes a dose of croton oil is conscious of the

inconvenience attending a good many evacuations, and is
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very apt to think that something is being done, and that

that something is very likel}'^ to be useful. It has a good
moral eftect anyhow. I do not mean to say that that covers

the whole ground, but sometimes it is not unwise to embrace
that consideration in prescriptions,

Well, that is the case, gentlemen ; a well marked case of

lead poisoning, and it is a case which shows so far the good
effect of the treatment which has been pursued, and which
is now being pursued.—Medical and Surgical Reporter.

Cliian Turpentine.

The London Lancet of March 27, 1880, contains the

records of four cases of carcinoma uteri, treated by Chian
turpentine, with the result of checking bleeding, fetor and
pain, which were rapidly followed by diminution in the

size, and finally entire disappearance of the morbid growth.
The question of accuracy in diagnosis cannot arise when
Professor John Clay is the observer, but the details of each
case are fully given. The first patient, aged 52 years, suf-

fered from scirrhous cancer of the cervix and body of the

uterus. Hemorrhage was excessive, pain of the back and
abdomen agonizing, and cancerous cachexia well marked,
the uterus so extensively destroyed that its cavity readily

admitted three fingers. Six grains of Chian turpentine,

with four grains flowers of sulphur, were made into two
pills, and both administered every four hours during the
day. No opiates nor lotions used. On the fourth day the

patient reported herself greatly relieved from pain, in better

spirits, but complained of vaginal discharge consisting of

a dirty white tenacious secretion, without blood or fetor;

on the twelfth day this was replaced by a somewhat serous
fluid. The OS would only admit one finger; the patient's

general health was improved; medicine well tolerated. In
the twelfth week "the parts feel ragged, and do not bleed
on roughly touching them." The other three cases were of
a similar character, two of much more advanced condition,
with enormous cancerous tumors ; the treatment resulted in

all in the same way— steady improvement. In one, on
account of the size and fungosity of the tumor after diminu-
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^ion under the turpentine had commenced, vaginal injec-

tions were used, in one instance, solution of perchloride of

iron, in the other arsenical solution, which Mr. Clay

thought assisted in reducing the growths. Many experi-

ments were made, in which various remedial agents were
added to turpentine, and the other varieties of turpentine

were also tried, but owing to effects upon the digestive or

other organs which were more or less harmful, preventing

necessary constancy in use of the medicines, they were all

•cast aside, excepting the sulphur. In order to administer

the Chian turpentine in other than pill form, Mr. Clay gives

the following formula, which is said to be agreeable and
readily taken for weeks together. An etherial solution of

the turpentine is prepared by dissolving one ounce of the

turpentine in two ounces of pure sulphuric ether (anaes-

thetic) :

Jt Solution of Chian turpentine, 34 ounce.
Solution of tragacanth, 4 ounces.
Sinsple syrup, 1 ounce.
Flowers Of sulphur, 2 scruples.
Water, q s. ad. 16 ounces.

Dose, one ounce three times daily.

The remedy appears to act upon the periphery of the

growth with great vigor, causing speedy disappearance of

infiltration, and arrest of the further development of the

tumor. Pain is promptly arrested, as are the hemorrhages.

The cicatrization leaves the cervix nodular to the feel, and
examination through the speculum shows small cicatrical

depressions. Glandular involvement is prevented, and the

peculiar cancerous cachexia disappears. The evidence

adduced by the observer is of the most encouraging charac-

ter, and the treatment certainly deserves extended careful

trial. Patience and perseverance on the part of both phy-

sician and patient are requisite, and the aphorism of Tros-

seau must not be forgotten, that " chronic diseases require

chronic remedies." If this agent proves as valuable as

these cases indicate, in malignant disease of the uterus, may
we not expect also good results when the disease affects

other organs ?—>S'/. Louis Courier of Medicine.

Organic Matter in Running- Water.

On one point chemists agree, viz. : that organic matter

tends to be eliminated from running water. But when it

comes to the question of how long the process lasts, there

is a wide difference of opinion. At the late meeting of the
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Association for the Advancement of Science, a paper was-

read showing that the organic matter of a peaty water was
rapidly oxidized in a mountain stream. Here, however,,

the conditions were unusually favorable. The rapid fall

and the consequent agitation of the water tended to bring

the organic particles into intimate and frequent contact

with the air. It is evident that in a slowly moving stream^

the oxidation would take place much more slowly.

Tidy, in his paper on " River Water," (English Chem..

Soc. Journal), says that organic matter is rapidly oxidized

in running water. He says that the waters of the Shannon
lose more than thirty-eight per cent, of their organic matter
during a flow of one mile. He also instances a stream in^

the north of England which loses fifty per cent, of its

organic matter in a flow of four miles. Dr. Frankland, in^

a recent communication to the Chemical Society, the joint

work of himself and Miss Lucy Halcrow, denies that water
strongly impregnated with peaty and other organic sub-

stances, is so rapidly purified. A sample of peaty water
kept for seventy days in contact with air, and freely

exposed to the sunlight, but without shaking, lost only six

per cent, of its organic elements. When the water was
violently shaken the results were but little more satisfac^

tory. The conclusion arrived at by the investigators is that

peaty matter is oxidized with extreme slowness, and in nO'

case in such amounts as the report of Tidy seemed to show.
In the discussion which followed, particular attention was
given to the question, " Can running water be safely used
for dietetic purposes a few hours or days after it has been
mixed with sewage?" In discussing this question Dr.
Erankland took strong grounds against the theory of oxi-

dation. He said no river in the United Kingdom was long
enough to eftect the complete destruction of sewage filtra-

tion. On the other hand Dr. Tidy asserted that the experi-

mental proof was good of the rapid oxidation of organic
matter.

Fortunately in this country our rivers are longer than in

England, and hence there is a much better chance to secure
the destruction of organic matter. It is also not often

necessary that one town should draw its water supply from
a stream which has but lately received the sewage of
another. But the above facts should at least make us more
careful about the sources of water supply in large cities.

We may safely adopt a mean of the two extremes stated
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above, and, while we admit the probability of sewage con-

tamination, let us not deny the possibility of sewage elimi-

nation by atmospheric means. It is possible that the citi-

zens of Peoria may not be altogether wrong when they say
that the Illinois river at that point is still foul with the filth

of Chicago ; but the Peorians should remember that it is

much more likely to be foul from the sewage of Peoria.

—

'Chicago Medical Review.

Complete Amaurosis from the Use of Salicylate Soda.

Dr. Francisco Gatti reports, in " Gazetta degli Ospitali,"

a case of sudden and complete amaurosis, which lasted ten

ihours, and was induced by the medicinal use of salicylate

of soda. The patient, a girl of sixteen, was suffering from
acute articular rheumatism, for which 12J grains of the

drug was prescribed every hour during ten hours. After
taking this amount the articular pains were relieved, but
the patient was seized with deafness, noises in the ears, and
complete blindness. The pupils were widely dilated, and
the sclerotic and cornea on each side highly sensitive.

After preception of light had returned, the mydriasis still

continued. The optholmoscopic examination generally
gave negative results. Xeither the urine nor the saliva

yielded the characteristic reaction of salicylic acid in pres-

ence of ferric perchloride. The ocular symptoms lasted in

all about ten hours, but left no permanent impairment of
sight.

External Treatment for Night Sweats.

Dr. T. H. Currie, of Lebanon, JS^ H., writes:

For over thirty years I have used the following prescrip-

tion without a single failure in sweats from whatever cause.

In one case a neighboring physician was poisoned while
dressing a mortified finger. He suffered untold misery and
was drenched with perspiration for a number of days and
his life despaired of. When I saw him I ordered him to be
bathed immediately and repeat once in two hours. The
third application stopped all perspiration, and convales-

cence commenced at once

:

^ Alcohol, Oj; sulphate of quinine, ^j. M. "Wet a

small sponge with it and bathe the body and limbs, a small

surface at a time, care being taken not to expose the body
to a draft of air in doing it.

—

Mich. Med. News.
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Patliological Condition of tlie System Denoted by the Dif-

ferent Conditions of tlie Tongue.

M. J. E. LEGRIS, M. D.

Editor Medical Brief : In answer to J. K. S., inquir-

ing in the August number of the Brief for the pathological

conditions of the system according to the difterent condi-

tions of the tongue, I will say that we cannot tell and judge
in a sure way; nevertheless, on a great many occasions, one
can guess pretty near right. For the benefit of the doctor

and the profession in general, I will give an account of my
studies and observations on the subject.

Dryness of the tongue is caused by a want of spittle or

mucous, and indicates a tendency to the deviation of secre-

tion of the salivary glands, and is generally met with erup-

tive and continual fever, inflammation of the abdominal
viscera and of their serous membranes, and in many other
feverish and acute afi'ections.

Humidity is regarded as a good symptom, and announces
in most instances a good condition of the whole system.

According to its dififerent colors, we also mark the dif-

ferent changes. When pale, it indicates anaemia, affections

of the spleen, or some organic disease. Completely red is

met in the course of exanthem. In gastric and bilious fever

the redness is limited to the end and the edges of that organ.

When loaded you will generally have active inflamma-
tion of the mucous membranes, affections of the brain, and
of its membranes, and every kind of fever. If the tongue
is white you must have an active fever, without any inflam-

mation of the internal organs ; but if loaded with a yellow-

ish tinge we must suspect a disease of the liver, with reten-

tion of the bile in the blood.

When the tongue is firm, narrow, slender, red and dry
to the end and edges, always some inflammation ; if soft and
large, pale or white at the same time, debility of the

whole system in general. We cannot tell much by its

examination in the morning before eating.

Let some other tell his exDerience on the subject.

Natick, R. L, Aug. 3, 1880". —Med. Brief.

We expect to have a representative at the next semi-

annual meeting of the Military Tract Med. Society, who-
will report the proceedings for publication in this journaL
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Misuse of the Iron Preparations.

In cases of debility, prostration, or loss of appetite,

preparations of iron, alone or variously combined with bit-

ter tonics, are seemingly indicated clearly, and are very
generally used. But in many cases they do harm, either

from their being administered at a wrong time or because
they are not tolerated under any form or circumstance.

The greatest abuse of iron is where it is given for loss of

appetite or difficult digestion, and when it is given within
half an hour before eating or within three hours after, "We
have found entirely to our own satisfaction, both by clinical

observation and by experiment, that iron preparations intro-

duced into the stomach while digestion is going on either

hinder or arrest the process.

We have found the use of iron preparations to produce
indigestion, feeling of fulness at the epigastrium, and even
vomiting, when given at the wrong time.

The tendency both on the part of prescribers and the

large drug manufacturers is to combine iron with other
tonics, so that the markets are flooded with elixirs, syrups,

and wines of iron and quinine, iron and strychnia, iron,

strychnia and pepsin, and so on ad infinitum. The combina-
tions with pepsin are a shameful waste of this valuable
medicine, and well calculated to bring it into disrepute.

None of the others above mentioned should be used for or
in any gastric derangement, except with due regard to time
of administration. The most suitable time to give iron is

one hour before meals, or four hours afterwards.

—

Alf. W.
Ferry, M. D., in Western Lancet.

Old Sore Legs.

In answer to the inquiry of Dr.. A. A. Wolfe, Gossett,

Illinois, I state that twenty years ago the treatment of indo-

lent ulcers was an opprobrium to the profession. By care

they could be healed only to break out again. The modern
and successful treatment is to apply a Martin Elastic

Bandage in the morning, so soon as the patient is ready to

get up, and before he puts his foot on the floor. On retir-

ing remove and wash it. Should there be much discharge
it is well to apply a dressing of ointment, covered by a com-
press for the purpose of keeping the bandage clean. The
application must be neatly and evenly made, and extend
from the toes above the knee or as much higher as may be
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necessary. The bandages can be procured of any width

and length, and have tapes attached for the purpose of

securing thera. Dr. Martin, of Boston, and Dr. Bulkley,

of New York, have both written monographs on the sub-

ject. Even in cases where the elastic stocking has failed to

afford relief, the elastic bandage will effect a speedy and
permanent cure.

For varicose veins the bandage is the only auxiliary cure.

Dr. Bulkley claims that eczema of the legs can be cured

in the same manner. In this I cannot coincide, as I opine

there was an error in the diagnosis.

—

Dr. J. H. Egan, in

Medical Brief.

Poisoning- l>y Santonin.

A native girl, aged 7, an inmate of one of the schools

conducted under foreign auspices at Kinkiarg, complained
of symptoms that were interpreted to point to intestinal

worms. Accordingly, half a teaspoonful of santonin was
administered in one dose early in the morning. For half

an hour she appeared quite well, but she then suddenly fell

down in a fit, became insensible, foamed at the mouth, with

livid face and stertorous breathing. Fortunately, at this

moment she vomited freely, and w^as placed by her attend-

ants in a warm bath, in which slie regained consciousness.

Dr. Jardine, who records the case, saw her soon afterwards,

and, on hearing of the dose of santonin, ordered a smart

purge. The patient was well in the afternoon of the same
day ; and it is to the timely vomiting that she probably"

owes her life. Santonin, even in small medicinal doses, is

sometimes capricious in its action, so that care should

always be taken in its administration. A number of cases

have from time to time been recorded in various medical

journals, both home and foreign, where doses of six grains

and under have been attended with most alarming symp-
toms.

—

Br. Med. Jour.

As has been said by one of eminence in our profession

(Prof. Parvin) :
" If society does treat the medical man

harshly and unkindly, is it any worse than medical men
treat each other? Many of the worst things ever said of a

physician, originally came from a physician's tongue. Soci-

ety is often the mere whispering gallery, which echoes back
these utterances. Were we more charitable towards each

other, we would silence half the reproaches which are

brought upon the profession."

—

The Black Arts in Mediciiie.
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Poisoning- by Iodoform.

N^ot much is at present known of the toxic effects of

iodoform, and considerable interest therefore attaches to

two cases which have been published by Oberlander. The
maximum dose given was 0-8 gramme (12| grains) in a pill.

The symptoms of poisoning occurred in one case (a woman
twenty-six years of age) after forty-two grammes of iodo-

form had been taken in eighty days ; in the other case (a

woman sixty-nine years of age) after five grammes had been

taken in the course of seven days. The symptoms produced

were giddiness, vomiting, and deep sleep, from which the

patient could be roused with difficulty. This somnolence

w^as interrupted by periods of excitement, each lasting sev-

eral hours, and was followed by delirium, intense headache,

sense of impending death, spasmodic contractions of the

facial muscles, and in the case of the younger patient,

diplopia. The functions of the other sensory organs were

not disturbed, and the pupils presented a normal reaction.

Deep inspirations alternated with apncea of about a min-

ute's duration. After five or six days the toxic symptoms
gradually lessened and passed away.

—

Lancet.

Antidote to Carbolic Acid. ,

Dr. Senftleben states that sulphuric acid is a good anti-

dote to carbolic acid, entering into combination with it, and
forming an innocuous compound. His formula is dilute

sulphuric acid, 10 grams ; mucilage of gum arabic, 200

grams ; simple syrup, 30 grams. A tablespoonful of this

mixture to be given every hour. Carbolic acid is unfortu-

nately so often taken in error, even in spite of its powerful

•odor, that there will be abundant opportunities for testing

the value of this recommendation.

—

Louv. Med. News.

Report of the Michig-an State Board of Health.

The regular quarterly meeting of this Board was held at

Lansing, July 13, 1880.

Dr. Lyster called the attention of the Board to syphilis,

a disease to which but little attention was paid by sanitari-

ans, but which causes much sickness and many deaths in

this state. He was requested to prepare a paper on this

subject and present it to the Board at the next meeting.

The resignation of Dr. H. 0. Hitchcock and the appoint-
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ment of Prof. E. A. Strong were announced. Complimen-
tary resolutions to Dr. Hitchcock were adopted.

Drs. Lyster and Baker were appointed as a committee
to prepare a plan for a board of health in Detroit, and tO'

endeavor to secure its adoption by the city authorities.

The Board spent considerable time in perfecting the
details for examining and marking the standing of candi-

dates in the examination in sanitary science inaugurated
the following day, and which requires :

" The replies on
each set of topics shall be marked on a scale of 10, and an
average standing of 70 per cent, on all topics shall be
necessary in order to pass the applicant." One who suc-

cessfully passes the examination receives a certificate that

he is considered qualified to act as health ofiicer of any
township, city, or village in Michigan.
A paper on " Unsanitary Conditions in Our Public

Schools," by G. E. Corbin, M. D., of St. Johns, was read.

The paper consisted of details of overcrowding, bad venti-

lation, and the sickness resulting therefrom, which came
under his personal observation. The paper will be pub-
lished in the report for 1880.

ADULTERATIONS OF FOODS.

Dr. Kedzie said he had received a request from gentle-

men in Chicago to enter upon an investigation of adultera-

tions of foods, and had replied that the Board had no funds.

He stated that the adulteration of sugar with glucose was
increasing rapidly, and was being done more skillfully.

That adulteration with pure glucose did not endanger
health, but the sugar was not so sweet. The manufactured
glucose, however, was unhealthful to take into the stomach,
because of poisonous substances which are always associated

with it. Dr. Lyster said a prominent candy dealer had
informed him that all candies excepting rock-candies were
composed in part of glucose. Dr. Kedzie said nearly all

syrups were made from glucose.

The Board performed a large amount of routine work,
such as auditing of bills, and adjourned until October 12,

1880.

We call the attention of those of our readers who are
not subscribers to the prospectus on page 7. There they
will find what we propose to do, and what is thought by
the profession of what we have already done. Read page
7 carefully.
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"^herapeuHii (^ote^.

TREATMENT OF BARBER'S ITCH.
Brame recommends the follow-

ing treatment : Shave off the
hairs or cut them very short;
then npply once or twice a week
an ointment composed of:

5fc Prepared chalk 10 parts,
Coal tar 1 to 4 "

Glycerine 5 "
Simple cerate 50 "

ARISTOCRATIC REMEDY FOR ITCH
^ Balsam of Peru 1 ounce,

Benzoic acid 110 grains.
Oil of cloves 40 drops.
Alcohol 2J^ drachms.
Simple cerate 7 ounces.

Dissolve the essential oil and
the benzoic acid in the alcohol
and mix them with the cerate.

Lastly add the balsam of Peru.
It is said to effect a cure in twen-
ty-four hours.

—

Med. and Surg.
Reporter.

STIMULANT AND FEBRIFUGE.
The following is in almost con-

stant use at the New Haven
(Conn.) General Hospital, as a
stimulant and febrifuge

:

Jfc Camphorfe 1 scruple,
Ammon. carb. 1 drachm.
Muc, acacite 1 ounce,
Aquse 1 pint. M.

Sig. h ounce every two hours.

ITCHING OF THE SCALP.
Dr. Geo. P. Oliver gives the

following in the Med. and Surg.
Reporter, as effectual for itching
of the scalp and falling off of the
hair :

T^ Hyd. chlorid. mit. 1 scrup.,
Cerat. plumbl subacetat. 2 drs.,

Ung. aquae rosse 1 oz.

Apply night and morning.
FOR OBSTINATE CONSTIPATION
OR OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOW-
ELS.
Dr. S. J. Bumstead says the

following formulae by Dr. Thor-
oughgood, is the best thing he
has ever used in obstinate con-
stipation, and in cases where in-
vagination or other serious ob-
structions of the bowels are feared
to exist. Dr. B. says his experi-
ence with it has led to such

happy results after everything^
else had failed, that he is inclined
to believe it " almost a specific :""

~9^ Plumbi acetat. 10 grains,
Ex. belladonnse fl. 1 drachm,
Aquse 4 ounces.

M. Teaspoonful doses till the-

effect desired is produced, or un-
til the physiological effects of
the belladonna appear, when sus-
pend for a while and begin again
after they have passed off.

CHLORATE OF POTASH IN SCROF-
ULOUS DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
Dr. Jno. V. Shoemaker, in the

Medical Bulletin, says : "I have-
been using the chlorate of pot-

ash for several years, particularly

in scrofulous disease of the skin,

and am glad to add, that in con-
nection with suitalDle hygienic-
surroundings and the proper local

remedies, it has acted with won-
derful success. I generally give
from one-half to ten grains of
the chlorate of potash in pure
water, three or four times daily.

If continued internally for any
length of time, it will increase
the appetite, change the charac-
ter of the blood, improve the
color of the skin, and fatten the-

patient."

DRESSING FOR BURNS.
The Canada Journal of Medi-

cal Science, for September, 1880,

recommends the following form-
ula :

p: Iodoform 1 drachm,
Spermaceti 1 ounce.
Extract of conium 2 scruples.
Carbolic acid 10 drops. M.

Sig. Spread on some soft mate-
rial and cover the burned parts.

FOR ULCERATED STOMATITIS.
The following local remedy has

been tried for years, and always
acts like a charm :

^ Pul.kino 1 drachm,
Sodse boras. 1 drachm,
Sach. albse 2 drachms.

M. Put a small powder in the
mouth dry, and allow it to dis-

solve gradually.
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]ook <^atice^.

A Manual of Midwifery for Midwives and Medical Stu-

dents, by Fancourt Barnes, M. D., with illustrations; Phil-

adelphia, Henry C. Lea, 1879; pp. 192, price $1.25.

We have read this work with interest, as to our mind it is

a work whose widest dissemination among midwives is a

thing greatly to be desired. Without pretension, it is suffi-

ciently technical to enable a midwife to express herself

intelligibly to practitioners, yet simple enough for one with
but modest literary entertainments to comprehend and
master. With this book in the hands of every midwife in

the country, and carefully studied, mistakes, deplorable
and often damnable, on the part of professional midwives,
would be less common, and the lives of many infants . as

well as mothers saved yearly. We advise every physician

to urge midwives of his acquaintance to procure and read
this truly valuable book. For students it possesses but
little to recommend it, except as a work for review before
examination, the treatment of the various complications or

diseases incident to the puerperal state being almost
entirely omitted.

Official Register of Physicians and Midwives to whom
certilicates have been issued by the Illinois State Board of
Health, and those who have registered in the county clerks'

•offices, and those who claim to have practiced in Illinois

ten years prior to July 1, 1877, but to whom no certificates

have been issued
; pp. 286.

We presume this is as complete as it is possible for such
a vast undertaking to be made. As a work of reference it

is invaluable.

Transactions of the State Medical Society of Arkansas
at its fifth annual session, Little Rock, Ark., 1880

; pp. 118.

A very interesting report from an intelligent and pro-
gressive body of men, containing a number of papers of
more than ordinary interest, among which we notice the
address of Dr. Dale, president of the society; "An Account
of the Yellow Fever at Forest City, Ark., during 1879," by
Dr. J. B. Cummings ;

" Scarletina and its Analogues Diph-
theria and Membraneous Croup," by C. E. IS'ash, M. D.

The publishing house of William Wood & Sons is now
prosecuting a work that should earn for them the gratitude
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and patronage of every physician in the country. We refer

to " Wood's Library." In a compact and elegant form,
and at a wonderfully low price, they present to the medical
public, each month, a new volume on some important topic.

We have not space at this time to notice in detail the works
which are thus put within the reach of every one, and we
will have to defer the pleasure to succeeding numbers of

this journal. In the meanwhile, however, we would say to

every reader, subscribe for the year (only $15), and you
will get what would otherwise cost you at least $50.

A Contribution to Cerebral Localization, by S. J. Bum-
stead, M. D., Decatur, 111.; pp. 6. Reprinted from the

Archives of Medicine, 1879.

This is an article of more than usual interest, both from
the nature of the case itself and also from the nicety and
precision of observation on the part of the author.

Transactions of the Southern Illinois Medical Associa-

tion for the year 1880; George O. Rumbold & Co.; paper,

pp. 92.

Many state societies do not publish a better or more
interesting report than this district society. The address
of the president. Dr. C. W. Dunning, of Cairo, 111., is one of
the most polished and effective that we have ever read. An
elaborate paper on the treatment of Postpartum Hemor-
rhage, by George J. Engelmann, M. D., is also worthy of a.

close reading.

Among new exchanges we note :

The International Surgical Record, I^Tew York, weekly,.

$5.00 per annum. A. Rose, M. D., Editor.

Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, Montreal. Drs.
Ross and Molson, Editors.

The Clinical Kews, Philadelphia, weekly. S. M. Miller,

M. D., Editor.

The St. Joseph Medical and Surgical Reporter, St.

Joseph, Mo. Dr. J. P. Chesney, Editor.

Chicago Medical Review ; Dr. E. C. Dudley, Editor ; bi-

monthly; Chicago, 111.

Arkansas Medical Monthly, Little Rock, Ark. Dr. J. J.

Jones, Editor.

The Medical Bulletin, Philadelphia, Pa. Dr. John Y..

Shoemaker, Editor.
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ditarinl ^epHrtment

The Treatment of tlie Insane.

One of the curses which seems to be entailed upon the

high degree of civilization that this century has attained, is

the rapid increase of diseases of the mind; consequently
one of the most important questions of the day, both to

physicians and philanthropists, is, how shall we treat our
insane?

Without referring to medication, which is foreign to the

topic we wish to consider here, we ask the question, for

reflection and thought, and certainly no class of patients

demands a greater consideration on the part of the commu-
nity or should enlist warmer sympathies, not only from
friends but from every one, than the one we call the insane:
What shall we do with this rapidly growing class of unfor-

tunates ?

Shall the already enormous buildings of the various
state asylums be still further enlarged, bringing still greater
numbers of insane together under one roof, and adding to

the duties and responsibilities of those intrusted with" their

welfare ? We think the experience of the past answers
that this should not be done. That harm does follow, and
recovery is retarded by the association of a large number
of unhealthy minds, in a vast penitentiary-like edifice, with
the restrictions and restraints absolutely necessary in such
large institutions, is beyond question. This subject has
received much serious thought both at home and abroad,
and various plans have been suggested, among which we
believe the one variously known as the seggregation sys-

tem, the cottage system, and as the home-like treatment, to

be the most rational and to offer the best prospects for

recovery. By limiting the number of patients in an asylum
the buildings needed will be smaller and more like the one
the patients are accustomed to ; the number of uneducated
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and unsympathizing attendants will be smaller; patients

can be allowed a wider, freedom and be under less Vestraint

;

the physician in charge can see his patients more fre-

quently and have more time to study the peculiarities and
exigencies of each case, and the influence of even one
healthy, educated, sympathizing mind in the close commu-
nication of a home-like life will have an etiect beyond any
system of medication.

Unfortunately this plan, having other advantages which
space forbids here to enumerate, is only possible to a limited

extent among the poorer classes. The state cannot afl:brd,

nor would it perhaps be wise, to establish the number of

separate institutions which this system demands. But
among the better classes of society, and those who do not

need to rely upon the charities of the state, this system
should be understood, and if once understood we feel con-

fident it would be appreciated. One institution in this state,

to our knowledge, fully realizes the requirements of this

home-like system of treatment. We refer to that of Dr.
McFarland, at Jacksonville, and we wish every physician
could visit this establishment and understand its workings
and the aim of its founder. The friends of the insane
depend largely, if not entirely, upon the family physician
to recommend a place for treatment, and we feel that it is

the duty of every physician to know something of such
institutions, their workings and methods, so that he can
feel fully assured that what he recommends will be the very
best thing for his unfortunate patient, and will give it the

best possible opportunity for a happy recovery.

The call for advice of this kind may come very unex-
pectedly, and it behooves every physician to be fully posted,
so that his advice may be given promptly, without waiting
to read up or correspond with others as to what they con-
sider the best asylum. An early removal of many patients
to an asylum is imperative, and the chances for recovery
are oftentimes materially decreased by hesitation and delay
on the part of the medical attendant.

Up to date 348 have matriculated at Rush for the com-
ing term. This is 80 more than had matriculated last year
at the same time. The total number enrolled last year was
481. This year the number bids fair to exceed 500. The
college building has had its annual overhauling, and is
^' resplendent with paint and calcimine."
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We are happy to announce that the E'ovember issue of
this journal will contain an original article from the pen of
Dr. William Goodell, of Philadelphia, and we will have one
from Dr. William Pepper for our December number.
Beginning in November, we hope to publish regularly a
series of clinical lectures by the most eminent lecturers in

the West. These will be reported expressly for this jour-

nal.

Drs. Kendall and Meacher (Rush, '80), the successful

candidates at the examination for internes at the Cook
County Hospital, held September 16, will assume their

duties October 1.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate is so well and favorably

known to the profession as a valuable remedy, that it needa
no special commendation on our part. We have used it

and like it.

Physicians will benefit themselves by reading the adver-

tisement of S. D. Miller, medical publisher, on pages 2 and
3, and will no doubt wish to have the book, which has so

many good features to recommend itself to them. The
almost unparalleled sale which the work has already
attained attests its value.

Any one who has occasion to consult an analytical

chemist, will do well to call on Mr. F. C. Bourscheidt. He
pays especial attention to criminal analyses, and we know
will give satisfaction.

Physicians needing an ofiice chair for examinations or
other purposes, will find the chair manufactured by Com-
stock & Avery to fill every want. Many are in use by phy-
sicians, and give good satisfaction.

Married.—At Danville, Ky., September 1, by the Rev.
Dr. J. Edwards, Samuel 0. Loughridge, M. D., of Peoria,.

111., and Effie M. Edwards, daughter of the officiating min-
ister.

Dr. A. W. Edmiston (Rush, '80) is located at Clinton,.

111., and has made a fair start towards success.

If we can accommodate any physician by purchasing
or ordering any books or instruments, we will be glad tO'

do so, free of charge. We will select with as much care

as if buying for ourselves, and can get as low prices as can-

be had anywhere. The goods can be sent C. 0. D. Ad-
dress the publisher.
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Dr. McINTOSH'S
NATURAL

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profes-

sion which has given such universal satisfaction. The combination
is such that the Physician is able to meet every indication of Uter-

ine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and
Flexions are overcome by this instrument, where others fail, this is

proven by the fact that since its introduction to the Profession it has
come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to

the Physician is its self-adjusting qualities. The Physician after

applying it need have no fear that he will be called in haste to re-

move or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pes-

saries held in position by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the
patient can remove it at will and replace it without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with
elastic straps to buckle around the hips, with concave front, so

shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Support is a cup
•and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and dura-
ble, shaped to fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secre-

tions to pass out, as shown by the cuts. Cups are made with ex-

tended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic

Rubber Tubes, which are fastened to the front of the belt by simple
loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to the back of

the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to

all the varying positions of the body and perform the service of the
ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be re-

moved or replaced by her at will, can be worn at all times, will not
interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and is lighter

than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retrover-
sions, or any Flexions of the womb, and is used by the leading

Physicians with never failing success even in the most difficult

cases.

PRICE—To Physicians, $8 ; To Patients, $12.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with
16 cents added for postage, or by Express, C. O. D.

DR. MINTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
CHICAGO, IIulLrlPfOIS.

Our valuable pamphlet, "Some Practical Facts About Dis-

placements of the Womb," will be sent you free on application. 192

Jackson street.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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PEOEIA, PEKIN & JACKSONmLE RAILWAY,
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Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,
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Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,
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And all Points South and South-west,
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Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
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DR. L. D. M'lNTOSH'S

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing lluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen celLs—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is

not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electi'odes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

PhyKicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-

commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

MclMOSH GALVANIC BELT A\D BATTERY COMPAPiY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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The Peoria Medical Monthly.

The wonderful success which this Journal has met in a few months is a suffi-
cient proof of its value and popularity. It has been enlarged twice within five
months, and will again be enlarged as soon as its patronage warrants. We pro-
pose to make this Journal indispensable to Western Practitioners, who, as act-
ive, progressive men, see it is to their advantage and personal benefit to support
a home Journal of this kind.

Original. Communications.—The main feature is intended to be the origi-
nal communications. We have articles for future numbers from some of the
most able writers in the profession, among whom we may name Dr. Wm.
Ooodell and Dr. Wm. Pepper, of Philadelphia ; Dr. Warren, and others. But we
especially desire short, practical articles from our subscribers. An interchange
of opinion beiwg what is intended.

Tkanslations—Made expressly for this Journal will appear regularly from
Foreign Journals.

Clinical and Didactic Lectures.—We are making arrangements where-
by we will be regularly supplied each month with Clinical and Didactic Lectures
by experienced teachers.

Therapeutic Notes.—Short, compact modes of treatment, and tried and ap-
proved formula? from every available source, will make this department of un-
usual interest to readers.

Medical. News.—We will keep our readers posted on all matters of interest,
reports of societies throughout the State, etc., etc.

SXJBSCItlBE AT OIVCE.
Fifty-Two Pages.

Now is the time to get the largest amount of good reading for the least
money. We will for a short time send to subscribers the back numbers, begin-
ning at May, and the Journal for one year from date of subscription, for

OIVE DOLLAR.
As the number we have on hand is limited, this oflfer will only be open for a

limited time. You will get seventeen numbers containing over five hundred
pages, for only ONE DOLLAR. Take as many other Journals as you please, but
you cannot aflTord to omit the Peoria Medical Monthly.

A few extracts from letters received will show what is thought of it by the
profession

:

Among the numerous Medical Journals which are sent to me, there is none brighter or
more creditable to its authors than the Peoria Medical Monthly. I have read it with pleas-
ure, for it shows that you are all alive in Peoria. Writing makes men think, and the more the
opportunities for writing the greater the amount of thinking.

HENRY M. LYMAM, M. D.,

Chicago, III., 1880. Prof. Physiology and Nervous Diseases, Bush. Med. Col.

I like your Journal and will devote some of my time to its advancement.
St. Joseph, Mo., 1880. A. V. BANES, M. D.

I have received your Journal and am well pleased with it.

Lincoln, 111., 1880. L. L. LEEDS, M. D.

The number just received is worth the whole subscription. I enclose one dollar, and will
'try and get you some subscribers. J. B. VEITCH, Grafton, Jersey Co., 111.

If the number I have received is a specimen of what it will continue to be. it will be valu-
able indeed. C. ¥. STRINGER, M. D., Aurora, Kane Co., 111.

I have received your Journal and like its arrangement and style. Think it worth the
money, and enclose the amount. W. H. GITHENS, M. P., Hamilton. 111.

I am pleased with your Journal, and believe it should be patronized by all Western Physi-
cians. I hope it will meet with the approval of every Physician in Illinois.

H. B. W. BARNES, M. D.

JSS^Subscribe at once and you mill be pleaded tuitJi it.

Address all communications to THOS. M. MclLVAINE,
204 South JeflFerson Street, PEORIA, IIiL.
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ANALYTICAL CHEBST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters-,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, IlL

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Prices witMii tlie Reacli of All.

Call on us or sjnd for prices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

Peoria, 111.

Comstock& Avery,
Manufacturers and Dealers in all

kinds of

Call the attention of Physicians
to their

iJ PJF4T1I!
It is the nicest chair in the market for

the Office, Library or Parlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.

In answering advertisenients, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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WE HANDLE A FULL LINE OF

JMPORTED & DOMESTIC CHEMICALS,

G^PERFUMES=:§D
AND

TOILET ARTICLES OF THE BEST QUALITY.

V^^o^o^

We are enabled to furnish

The Medical Profession

Anything in the line of

NEW" AND SPECIAL

OUE STOCK OF

iP^A^isroir c3-oox)s
AND

DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
is large and well selected.

ARTISTS' AND WAX WORK

SUPPLIES.

/^"^^^^^

INSTRUMENTS, ETC., \S.

AT LOWEST PRICES ON SHORT NOTICE. X7©

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^^ ^^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

603 South-Adanns, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

c. .A-. BO"w^:M:.^isr ac acD.,

Prescription Druggists,
520 IMIJLin^r STK-DBEO?,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-
.maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.
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COLBURN, BIRKS i CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

AND DEALERS IN

KIDDER'S BATTERIES, GAIFFE'S BATTERIES,

AMPUTATING,
OPERATING,

DISSECTING, and

POST-MORTEM INSTRUMENTS,
TOOTH FORCEPS,

OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS,
FEVER THERMOMETERS,

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,
POCKET INSTRUMENT CASES,

VIAL CASES, BUGGY CASES,

SADDLE BAGS,

PLASTERS, BANDAGES, SPLINTS,

CRUTCHES, ETC.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our new Instrument Catalogue ready for distribu-
tion June IS, 1880.

Our prices ^atIU be found low for first quality
goods.

Write for quotations before buying.

COLBURN, BIRRS & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

218, 220 & 222 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.



SPRING STEM SUPPOETEES. Abdominal Supporter.

3.

SOLID STEM SUPPOETEE.
E. 0—5-—(Economy.)

Prices.—Spring Stem Pro-
lapsus and Procide itia Cup A, on
Covered Silk Elastic and Coutil
Finished Belt X, $T.oO. On Z, Fig.

5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00 ; and
on Y, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring Stem, Globe Top G, Ob-
long n, or 1 U, tbe same on either
belt as A,
Hetroversion E, on X, or Y,

Cotton, $8.00. On Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on Z, «;7.00.

Anteveraion, Solid Stem
C, or Sollt Stpni Olnbe lop
O, on X, or Y, Cotton. $5.50. On Y,
Con til. $G..'-,0. and on Z, $4.50 only.
Rules.—Tlie Stem Supporters

Fig. 1 and 5, are only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Speculnms, Fig. 6, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cup D,
either separate, or in connection
with Stem Supporters.
Elastic Gums S S, are mailed,

2 at 20 cts.; 4 at 35 cts ; and Springs
at 3 cts. each.

N. Ba—The figures on these engravings cor-
respond with those on the full Catalogue plate.
Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-

tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.
If a cup, it must be modelled after the junction of
the axis of the uterus and vagina, or tbe cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I U,
Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptation
and border cup. In cases of slight Antovorsions
and slight Retroversions, deep cups may be called
for, and In most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cups are usually
selected by giving the full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, 1}/^ to If'^; Multiparae, 1%
to 2, and Procidi^ntia to 2J!^ inches and over some
times. Bells—For X, and Z, waist measure to be
given, and Y, hip meaPure.
Anteversion V, Fig. 1 —This had been re-

modelled a number of times, and the fenestrated
top fonnd best to remain in position.
Retroversion E.—This has likewise passed

through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent efficiency. The broad lever, lifts up the
fandas, while the cup corrects the prolapsus and
holds the uterus, by a double elastic motion, if a
spring stem, t-mall, long stem, Globs Tops O,
Fig. 1, are placed with success against the sensitive
furdus, after ovorything else been intolerable,

;izes—1,13.16, 16.1G and
1 9.1 6, Flesh color enam-
eled. Price, $2.50 each.

Price.—Permanent, Curved Stem
Onp 11 C, on elastic webbing Z,

$4.50. On X, or Y, cotton, $5.50,
and Y', coutil, $6 50.

No expense has been saved to

give even the Economical Supporter
all possible advantages.

HAED EUBBEE UTEEINE EXAMINING CASF

Prices.—Full case, $8.00; Quill Caustic Holder H. or Camel's
Hair Brush Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket after the cup is In posi-
tion. This is safer than all other contrivances,
but is seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made in this Series to correct Retro-
version through the posterior cul-de-sac. ti\

Cystocele and Rectocele.—These are suc-
cessfully drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops G, or Oblong H, Fig. 1.

Cup I), P'//jr. <5>.—vSupplements EC, similar
to Shifting Top A, when transformed into A D,
Fip. I.

Globe B, Fig. B.—This is a mere hard rubber
shell, with all the objectionable features of the
former glass globes overcome, and is now ajain
a popular pessary.
Speculum, Fig. 6 —The conductor with

hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and in position.

By the conductor a larger size may be introduced

;

this together with the thin shell, gives a sufiicient

calibre to embrace the entire cervix within tbe
mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-
cilitates the enclosure of the cervix by rotation.
Examining Cane, Fig. 12.—Sounds A, B,

C. Movers D, F, and G, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on M, if II, and form instruments 12
inches long. L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Jiflt Y, Fig. 3.— Is made to order of any size
and strength, to support th'» stem supporter and
pt-ntlulous abdomen. Hip Straps S S, are elastic.Intra Uterine Stem Cup J U.—The stem

Mailed on recelr>t of quotation prices, and all the hard rubber psTts on the full Oatalogne exchanged
to meet any Indie ition, ana cover the purchaser's risk. Catalogi b on apiilication.

Oarrenp'mdentii will please I
^' ^* STAUFER, D-D,

nanw. this Journal
[

634 FrfinJclln St , JTest side, above Green, Phila., Pa.

J Near 9th & Green Bt». (or Bound Brook) New Torh Itepot.
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TERMS: ONE DOLLAR PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISERS!

fi©ili M^ioil M©itMj

Monthly Circulation, 2000 Copies.

This journal will reach at least 12,000 physicians during the

year, and is not excelled as an advertising medium by any journal

in the West. The rates are far below any journal in the country

with equal circulation. We propose to make the advertising pages

as valuable to the reader as any in the journal, and this can only

be done by excluding everything that is not first-class.

This journal will be considerably enlarged, and the rates for

advertising will be advanced to those who have not taken advant-

age of these low rates. No advertising agents employed.

We invite correspondence.

C-^==PAYABLE QUARTERLY. '^^-J

1 Year. 6 Months. 3 Months.

Whole page $50.00 $30.00 $20.00

Half page 30.00 20.00 15.00

Thirdpage 25.00 18.00 12.00

Quarterpage 20.00 15.00 10.00

Address all communications to

THOS. M. McILVAINE, A. M., Publisher,

204 South-Jefferson St., PEORIA, ILL.
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CHEMICAL REPORT ON MALTINE.
BY WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bush Medical College, Chicago.

Chemical Labokatory of Rush Medical College,
j;^

Chicago, November 18th, 1879. )

In order to test the comparative merits of Mai tine and the va-
rious Extracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different
druggists samples of Maltine and of the most frequently pre-
scribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical
analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that Maltine con-
tains from half as much again to three times the quantity of Phos-
phates (Nerve and Brain food and Bone producers;, and from three
to fourteen times as much Diastase and other Albuminoids (Diges-
tive agents and Muscle producers), as any of the Extracts of Malt
examined. Since the value of such preparations is indicated very
exactly by the proportion of these— their two most important con-
stituents, I have no hesitation in pronouncing Maltine greatly
superior to any Extract of Malt which T examined.

The large amounts of Phosph .es and Albuminoids found in
Maltine demonstrates, moreovei, (lie superior skill and care
employed in its preparation, and thoroughly warrants the confidence
placed in it by the Medical Profession.

Very respectfully, WALTER S. HAINES.

REPOET ON MALTINE.
BY L. p. YANDBLL, M. D.,

PB0FES60E OF CLINICAL MEDICINE AND DISEASES OF CHILDREN, UNIVERSITY OP LOUISVILLE.

\^From the Louisville Medical News, January 3d, 1880,]

After an extensive trial of the Maltine preparations of Reed &
Carnrick, of New York, in private and dispensary practice, we are
convinced that Maltine is one of the most valuable remedies ever
introduced to the Profession. Our exalted estimate of this article is

confirmed by all of the many practitioners who have expressed to
us their opinion of it. Wherever a constructive is indicated, Malt-
ine will be found excellent. In Pulmonary Phthisis and other
Scrofulous Diseases, in Chronic Syphilis, and in the various Cachec-
tic Conditions it is invaluable. In Convalescence it is a delightful
and efficacious Cordial. We have invariably found it liked by Chil-
dren, who devour it as they do candy. The Maltine Wine with
Pepsin and Pancreatine has yielded us the happiest results in
Apepsia and Atonic Dyspepsia, and in general Muscular and Nerv-
ous Debility. The preparations Maltine with Hypophosphites,
Maltine Ferrated, Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine, and Plain
Maltine we especially commend. It is prepared in innumerable
combinations.

Maltine deserves to stand in the front rank of constructives ; and
the constructives, by their preventive, corrective and curative power,
are probably the most widely-useful therapeutical agents that we
possess.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF MALTINE.

During the past year we have received nearly one thousand let-

ters from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain,

referring to the therapeutic value of Maltine; their character is

indicated by the several extracts which we present below.

St. Louis, Mo., June 1st, 1879.
" As regards the use of Maltine, I can only say I am charmed with it, and'

would not know how to replace it in my practice. I suppose no one in the West
uses it more extensively than I do. The results I have obtained have been morer
satisfactory than I can possibly express. I have never met with a preparation
to which I am more indebted." J. K. BAUDDY, M. D.,

Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 29th. 1879.

"I have used Maltine largely in the Clinic of the College, and in private
practice, and find it exceedingly efficient as a medicine, and much superior to
anything of the kind with which I am acquainted."

GEO. E. WALTON, M. D.,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. of Med., Cin. Col. Med. and Surg.

Richmond, Va., Jan. 16th, 1880.

"I have found your Maltine preparations so valuable that I use some of
them almost daily in my practice." HUNTER McGUIRE, M. D..

Prof, of Surgery, Medical College of Virginia.

Chicago, Jan. 21st, 1880.
" I am very much pleased with Maltine, and since its introduction here I

have entirely given up the use of Extract of Malt."
E. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D.

Kensington Dispensary, London, Nov. 24th, 1879.
" We are using your Maltine among our patients, and And great benefit from

it, especially in cases of Phthisis." DR. CHIPPENDALE, Res. Medical Officer.

The Beeches, Northwold, Eng., July 28th, 1879.

"I find that my patients can readily digest your Maltine with Cod Liver Oil
without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. I have full confidence in the virtue
it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseases of a Tubercular or
Atrophic nature." FREDERICK JOY, L. R. C. P., M. R. C. S.

123 Landsdowne Road, Notting Hill, W. I

London, Oct. 16th, 1879. f

" I have much pleasure in bearing favorable testimony to the merits of your
Maltine preparations. I have used Maltine with Cod Liver Oil with the happiest
results in a case of Tuberculosis attended with Tubercular Peritonitis, in which
the temperature of the patient rose to 105 1-5 deg., and persistently remained
above 100 deg. for upwards of two months. The only medicine taken was Maltine-
with Cod Liver Oil, and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth to check
diarrhoea. She gradually improved and made a perfect recovery. I find Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod
Liver Oil in any other form." EDMUND NASH, M. D.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine •

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine. MALTO-TERBINE.
Maltine is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the United States.

We guarantee that Maltine will keep perfectly in any climate, or any season of the year.

Faithfully Yours, REED & CARNRICK,
I^e-w York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wauts, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their higlaest consideration and confldence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhcea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ol the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. C'laek, 51. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me bj' return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as tire small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in mj' practice, as it will certainly
prove very beneficial in all cases of dj'spepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysj'eptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Blalto-

pepsine, and I am happy to say it lias given me
more relief than anj' other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches tliat caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

•others wlio may be suffering from lilve causes,

to state tlie facts of the case.

Youre, Resp'Uy, J. H. John.ston.
C. A. MosiiER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tilden k Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave tlie samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speali in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had

failed him, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine
the most valualile remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.

Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnane}',
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying—so much so, that I wish you to

sen4 me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

B. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Keports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden k Co.—Of late I have been

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
tlie several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, tlie use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete Success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or clironic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhoja of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest he lias ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
.Sugar of Milk Zh oz.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 "

Powdered Firwein 7 ''

Pepsine 16 oz. I Hydrochloric Acid 5fl. dr.

Diastase (i dr. Phosphoric Acid 3" "

Lactic Acid .511. dr. Aluminium 3'' oz.

PRICE LIST.
Maltopepsine, (in oz. bot.) per oz % .7.5 I We also prepare the various Elixirs

" •' " doz... 7.00 and Syrups in combination with Malto-
"

(Yj, ft), bot.) " lb 8.00 I pepsine.
Prepared by Tilden &, Co.,New Lebanon, N. Y., and 24: Lilberty St., N. T.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported tnonthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following
diseases, sent on application:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema ; "White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections ; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula

;

Lupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint ; Hip joint dis-
eases ; Anchylosis.

Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.
Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,
And Alteratives as StilliDgin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in that of Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grrain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Broruide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TIIiDEN «& CO., New Lelianou, N. Y., and 34: Liitoerty St., New York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT
-FOR THE-

INSANE,
j-^oicsonsrviijijE!, ill.

rpHIS INSTITUTION", founded by its present pro-

-* prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage

in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced

ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an

object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

Sole Proprietor.

October, 1880.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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ST, FfillNCIS' BRftDLEy IIOSPITIIL

A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluif, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
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Notes of Hospital Practice.

h
^ Constipation Due to Want of Peristaltic Action.—A sitz-

H bath is ordered every night, the water used being as cold as

g the patient can bear ; or, upon rising in the morning, the

iS spine and abdomen are sponged with cold water. In other

^ cases, great benefit is derived from dashing water against the

M abdomen while the patient stands up. ISTux vomica, com-

>• bined with soap and rhubarb, has proved very serviceable.

R The application of the faradic current, one pole of the bat-

rf
tery being placed over the spine, and the other passed up

2 and down over the abdominal walls, has often been of great

^ benefit. In still other cases, the health-lift is recommended.

> Constipation Due to Chronic Inflammation of the Rectum.—
^ The rectum is emptied by means of enemata. When it is

35 thoroughly cleansed out, strychnia is injected locally, a fold

^ of the mucous membrane being drawn down and the needle

\i inserted. This same hypodermic method has given the most

u excellent results in Dr. Thomson's hands in cases of constipa-

P»
tion accompanying enlarged p)T0state. In every instance the

S rectum is first thoroughly emptied by means of an enema.

^ Kissengen water,is prescribed in the morning, and a sup-

^ pository of belladonna, or stramonium, used at night. Far-

^ adization along the course of the colon, and hip-baths, are

«j;
also of service.

H Constipation Following Febrile Diseases is treated by means

of the compound jalap powder,

p Constipation Associated with Chlorosis.—Dr^^ heat is applied

5c to the feet and hands. In addition to the dry heat, the feet

^ and arms are wrapped in clothes dipped in a solution of cap-

^ sicum. The same application is made over the abdomen.

M After these measures have been continued for some time,

n cathartics are administered, the one most generally employed

g atBellevue Hospital being the compound rhubarb pill. Of

Ph these, three ane given at night, twice a week, or given every
'^ night until the bowels have been rendered soluble. Iron is

J, not used until the bowels have been rendered soluble. The

3.500 COPIES SOLD IX NINE MONTHS.
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Nitro-glycerine is introduced on
the autliority of Dr. Murrell, of Lon-
don, as a remedy in angina pectoris
and in cases of chronic neuralgia in
any part of the body. Cases of an-
gina pectoris which had resisted
all attempts at even alleviation,
much less cure, have promptly
yielded to nitro-glycerine, and a
number of cases of actual cure are
reported. This is more than can be
said of any other known remedy.
In neuralgia the effects of this drug
have, in some instances, been
scarcely less marked.
The pill form is very eligible, be-

sides ensuring exactness of dose.

Sanguis Bovinus Exsiccatus.

In this preparation of blood we
have a true food, the albumen being
entirely retained. In this respect It
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blood deprived of nothing but its
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Liquor Ergots Purificatus.

This form of ergot is of constant
strength. In its preparation only
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of the drug employed. Liquor
ergotte purificatus is as constant
in its strength as morphia, quinia,
or any of the other alkaloids of
vegetable drugs.

^

CASC/IR/l + CORDIAL

This laxative and alterative
preparation stands unequalled
among pharmaceutical prepara-
tions as a remedy in constipation.
Its agreeable and efficient action
has been abundantly attested by
the medical profession of this
country, and it stands now as a
remedy of unquestionable efficacy
in chronic constipation. Great
care should be exercised in not pre-
scribing too large a dose, inasmuch
as cascara sagrada, its active ingre-
dient.overcomes constipation by its

tonic action on the bowel, rather
than by direct laxative influence.
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Congestion of the Uterus.

BY J. MURPHY, M. D.

Every decade which elapses adds materially to the per-

centage of uterine diseases among all classes of women,
but especially among that class the members of which are
compelled to attend to their household afiairs. This latter

<3lass probably constitutes ninet}' per cent, of our entire

adult female population, and when we consider that it may
be, twenty per cent, of this class are laboring under some
affection of the uterus, which necessarily impairs their

health to a greater or less extent, and as necessarily impairs
their usefulness in their families, the amount of the evil,

and its far reaching disastrous consequences, can readily be
appreciated. The unfortunate relative position which the
uterus occupies, with the abdominal viscera pressing on it, in

the vertical position of the body, together with its being a
pendant organ, and its venous circulation being in conse-
quence easily interfered with, renders it easy to estimate its

liability to disease, and also demonstrates the great, and in

many cases almost insuperable, difficulties attendant on its

treatment. Its anatomical structure favors the determina-
tion of a large amount of blood to it, thus encouraging
congestion ; while its physiological peculiarities render it

sensitive and irritable, and very susceptible of derangement
and disease.

Without referring farther to general uterine disease, or to

the causes which may induce it, I will consider briefly a condi-
tion of the uterus which may legitimately be considered as

preliminary to almost every disease of which it is suscepti-
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ble—I mean congestion of that organ. Unfortunately,

from a variety of circumstances which it is unnecessary I
sliould farther refer to, this congestion has frequently ex-

isted for a lengthened period, before the attention of the

physician is attracted to it, or at least before he has had an
opportunity of verifjnng its presence either by the hand or

the eye; and at this time he probably finds conjoined with
the congestion an indurated, hypertrophied, and ulcerated

neck. But when the opportunity of an early examination
is afforded us, we invariably find a simple congested condi-

tion probably of the whole organ, certainly of its neck,

showing that congestion is usually a condition precedent of

all the diseases to which it is subject. It is legitimate

enough to conclude then that the removal of the primary
lesion—the congestion—if accomplished sufliciently early,,

will prevent the manifestation of other diseases, and that

if other diseases have set in, any treatment which we may
adopt is not likely to be followed by any positive or perma-
nent benefit until that congestion has been relieved.

What system of treatment are we to adopt then which
will be likel}^ to accomplish this desideratum ? Persistence

in the recumbent position, with the pelvis somewhat ele-

vated, is one of the most important factors in combating
this- disease ; but it is not available in the class of patients

which I refer to in this article, viz : those who are obhged
to do their own house work. Among them such measures
must be resorted to in order to meet the exigencies of the

situation, as can be practically carried out by our patients.

This class of cases are, I believe, more annoying and per-

plexing to the general practitioner than almost any other,.

and their results are too often an opprobrium to medical
science. The question as to what we are to do here is a

momentous one. Any reply to it involves the unfor-

tunate admission that the resources of our profession,

so far developed at least, aflx>rd no very adequate, satisfac-

tory, or radical treatment for this disease.

Internal remedies are entirely nugatory in combating
the symptoms, and can only be considered useful in restor-

ing depraved function, or in strengthening the general

system, in those cases, where the one may be deranged, and
the other debilitated.

Of the numerous methods of local treatment whicb
have been suggested, there are very few which in 'practice

appear to exercise any very favorable influence over the-
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disease. The various pessaries—almost iiafiuite iu number,
variety and conformation—which have been put forward as

80 many specifics in uterine affections are, it is almost un-

necessary for me to say, wholh^ incapable of restoring a

congested uterus, or indeed of relieving any of the diseases

what spring from and accompany that congestion. All
pessaries are simply mechanical powers, invented by
ingenious artisans, who know little of the anatomy of the

parts, and probably still less of the mischief those instru-

ments may produce. They are not aware that the mere
vis ineriiae of a mechanical power is wholly inapplicable to

this class of diseases. They forget that force from below,
generates resistance from above; and that the uterus placed

between the upward action of the pessarj^ and the in-

creased downward pressure of the abdominal viscera, has
actually the existing congestion increased, in place of being
relieved or diminished. This is the first mischievous effect

of the pessary. Its second effect is even more disastrous

than its first. The inevitable result of every mechanical
appliance in the vagina to push a congested and prolapsed
uterus up into its natural position and retain it there, will

be the production in the end of complete or partial retro

or anteversion. It cannot be otherwise. The pressure
below from the instrument, and that above from the
abdominal viscera, are not likely to operate on the uterus

in a line with its axis, and the moment there is any devia-

tion from that line, either the neck or the fundus is pushed
out of the axis of the organ, and some species of anterior

or posterior displacement is liable to occur. I believe that
in the class of cases I have been referring to, all mechanical
vaginal appliances are either entirely ineficacious or posi-

tively injurious. Every experienced practitioner must have
seen cases where the most untoward events have ensued
from their use. I have had occasion to see many such
cases. One recurs to me at this writing, which several of
m}' colleagues in Peoria were kind enough to see with me.
It was the case of a 3'oung unmarried lady, who while
absent from home at a boarding school, had a pessary
introduced by the physician of the establishment, for some
uterine difliculty, with the injunction that it should be
worn for a lengthened period. Daring the eighteen
months that she continued in school, it was occasionally
removed and replaced. After her return home it was re-

moved by myself, the parts in the meantime having become
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very painful. I found the neck of the uterus bent back at

nearl}^ a right angle with its body, and that the continued

pressure which it had exercised on the posterior part of the

vagina, had produced quite a large ulcer there.

Astringent injections into the vagina, and the various

astringent and irritating applications which are made to

the neck of the uterus in this disease, although not open
to such grave objections as the pessary, are still objection-

able, first, from their general ineficiency in controlling the

symptoms; secondly, from the injurious effects which they

exercise on the vagina and neck, adding in many instances

to the already existing irritation, and astringing the capil-

lar}^ vessels of those parts to such an extent that their vital

power is weakened, and the healthy action necessary for a re-

turn of the parts to a normal condition is seriously interfered

with; thus actually favoring a continuance of the derange-

ment they were intended to relieve. I am compelled to

pass over without further consideration, many methods of

treating this atfection which have from time to time been
suggested. Unfortunately the greater part of these sug-

gestions have emanated from physicians whose practice is

among the richer classes, or in hospitals, and is no doubt
very successful ; but in that class to which I have been
referring, none of the modes of treatment which I have
seen suggested by medical writers will eftect a cure, often

will not even alleviate the symptoms.
Tired of persisting in the use of agents which in my

hands did not exercise any positive or certain iufluience in

curing congestion of the uterus, I, several years since,

adopted a method of treatment in those cases diftering in

some respects from that ordinarily adopted, and which in

my practice has proved more successful than any I had pre-

viously used, and which I will now detail as briefly as

possible.

Unquestionably one of the most important factors in

the treatment of this disease, without which no other treat-

ment will be more than palliative, if even that, is to sup-

port the abdominal viscera, and as far as possible prevent
their pressing on the uterus. This is undoubtedly one of

the cardinal points of the treatment. I have never been
able to procure any so-called '^Abdominal Supporters,'^ from
which more than temporary advantage has been received.

Attractive as they are to the eye, with all their luxurious

arrangement of springs and pads and cushions, they are gen-
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erally useless to a woman who has to encounter the drudgery
of her household. I am acquainted with a woman who has

over two hundred dollars worth of those very elegant contriv-

ances hung up in her chamber, and who is now with much
comfort and advantage wearing one of the bandages de-

scribed below. The bandage which I use is a very simple

one. It ma}^ be composed of any firm, thin textile fabric,

doubled, stiffened and quilted. It should be sulBcientl}^

wide to reach from the pubes to the epigastrum, and long
enough to encircle the body, minus two inch^es. A gore
three or four inches wide at the base and reaching within

an inch of the other edge, should be cut out of the center

of the bandage, and the edges afterwards sewn neatly

together. Fastening the bandage temporarily round the

abdomen, a vertical cut should be made in it from below to

nearly its upper edge on each side opposite the center of

the crest of the ilium ; and into each of those cuts a gore
three or four inches wide at the base should be accurately

adjusted. The bandage should be laced behind, and in

order to give it the required elasticity, a strip of india

rubber cloth should be attached to each of its ends. The
object of removing the gore shaped piece in the center of
the bandage, is to form a concavity in the front, large

•enough to receive the convexity of the abdomen, and when
it is tightened, a direct upward pressure is thus exercised
on the abdominal viscera. The object of the lateral gores
is to allow the bandage to expand over the iliac bones. In
some cases shoulder straps and a padded perineal strap are

required to keep the apparatus in position. Frequently
several bandages will be made before a perfectly fitting one
is procured.

Although blood-letting of every character is very little

practised at present, the profession is aware of the beneficial in-

fluence which its local abstraction has on congested surfaces.

In congestion of the uterus it is unquestionably a most
•eflicient remedy. The withdrawal of two or three ounces
of blood from the neck of the uterus has a very gratifying
•effect in relieving the back ache and the disagreeable feel-

ing of pelvic fulness, which are such constant symptoms.
How often those local bleedings should be practised must
depend on the effect which they produce. I have been in

the habit of repeating them every six or eight days, as the
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exigencies of the case may demand, until the symptoms re-

quiring their continuance are removed. Leeches suit well

enough, but they are not always procurable, are usually

troublesome in their application, and their use is often

repulsive to our patients. Simple scarification of the neck
accomplishes the object very satisfactorily, and if sufficient

blood is not obtained, Ave can by means of any exhausting
apparatus procure the requisite quantity. A very conveni-
ent and efficient air pump can be extemporized for this

purpose, by cutting off the end of a large sized hard rubber
female syringe.

The third important agent which I use in this disease,

and one on which I place much reliance, is the throwing a
stream of cold vv^ater directly on the neck of the uterus.

The unequivocal feeling of relief which follows the use of
cold water, applied in this manner, in this disease, aflbrds

the most convincing evidence of its efficacy. The ease

which the patient experiences during its application, some-
times induces its continuance longer than what is requisite,.

or perhaps useful. Its efficacy evidently reaches beyond
the point of its application, and by sympathy of continuity

probably extends to the whole uterus. The water should
be used if possible twice daily, for fully half an hour at a

time. It should be thrown up the vagina with some degree
of force and continuously, by means of a common elastic

enema syringe, with along ivory or bone point. The point

should be long enough to nearly touch the neck of the

uterus, as on the water striking it in an unbroken stream
depends in a great measure the success of the application.

In winter it will be requisite to take the frostj^ chill off the

water before using it. Those are the chief agencies which
I use in combatting this very frequent and very trouble-

some affection ; and from which I have derived more satis-

factory results, than from any other system of treatment
which I had previously used. In addition, I admonish my
patients to observe as great a degree of quietude as possible

;

to sleep on a firm, level mattress; to avoid over-reaching or

heavy lifting;, to eat easily digested nutritious food ; and
especially to keep the bowels as free from feculent matter,.

as regularity of habit, and the judicious use of aperients,.

or the syringe, may be able to accomplish.

Peoria, October, 1880.
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A Contribution to the Tlierapeiitics of Neurasthenia.

BY 0. B, WILL, M. D.

It is not the object of this paper to present anj^thing-

new in regard to the nature of the pathological conditions

underlying the manifestations of neurasthenia. My sole

purpose is to convey to the mind of the reader, in as lucid

a manner as possible, the practical results of my experience

in the treatment of the disease, and to that end I do not

account it necessary to enter into a conventional descrip-

tion of the history and nature of the malady further than is

required in considering in detail the indications for treat-

ment.
The fact is that in every case of well marked neurasthe-

nia there is such a complexity of symptoms and conditions

as to render it impossible to determine with exactitude the

primary cause, and consequently certain course of the dis-

ease. The action and reaction of cause and effect evade the

severest scrutiny, and it is only by considering the manifes-

tations in the aggregate that a knowledge of the controlling

systemic lesion is at all arrived at. Therefore I say that

whatever may be the general controlling influence in the

state called neurasthenia, or the pathological condition

underlying it, the essential practical features are another
thing, bearing no constant relation to it, and are those of
immediate concern from a therapeutic point of view.

Before passing to a consideration in detail of the several

indications, and the manner in which I am in the habit of
meeting them, I desire to raise an earnest protest against

the insult offered to the observing powers of hosts of our
older practitioners, by the attempt of recent writers to

place the disease whose therapeutics we are considering, in

the category of those of recent origin. Simply applying a

new name to a condition cannot affect its antiquity or

nature. " A rose by any other name will smell as sweet."

The claim of nervous exhaustion as a " new " disease cer-

tainly cannot be sustained in the light of the past.

But to return to my subject: In treating a case of
neurasthenia the first thing to which I direct my attention

is the condition of the digestive apparatus, because, as the

reader will readily understand, it is only through and by
the restoration of its proper function that we can hope for

any length of time to successfully introduce into the system.
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the necessary remedies and food. In all cases there is

found a greater or less disturbance of this function, either

primarily or secondarily. I generally find acidity, flatu-

lence and constipation as the most troublesome features.

There has seldom been any evidence of a catarrhal condi-

tion of the gastric mucous membrane, in cases which have
fallen under my care, the condition being that of simple

debility and relaxation, with a light, yellowish white coat

on a pale, flabby tongue. In one case, however, I particu-

larly remember the existence of an extremely irritable con-

dition of stomach, but in my experience this is very rare.

In the majority of cases, where there is a poor appetite,

with acidity and extreme flatulence of stomach— and the

latter I have found to be a very troublesome feature— I

prescribe for the relief of the latter and improvement in the

tone of the stomach and its digestion, the following mix-

ture, with the most admirable results :

p: Tinct. nucis vom., 3 drachms.
Acid, nitro mur., dllut., 2 drachms.
Tinct. cinchonia comp.,
Tinct. gent, comp

,

aa 2 ounces.
M. Sig. From a tea to a desert spoonful half an hour before meals.

If acidity is not present the acid may be withheld. If

constipation is not excessive the above often suffices to pro-

duce a daily evacuation, but if the same is more or less

obstinate I invariabl}' prescribe the following, which is sim-

ply charming in its action, and according to my experience

never fails to give satisfaction :

^ Fluid ext. cascara sagrada, 1 ounce.
Extract of malt, 2 ounces.
Pepsin wine, 1 ounce.

M. Sig. From a tea to a desert spoonful after each meal.

Aside from the laxative influence of the cascara, the

•combination exerts a beneficial influence upon digestion

in those cases in which constipation is a leading feature.

After the relief of the most urgent symptoms of digest-

ive disturbance comes the necessity for the introduction of

food of a character at once nourishing and easily digested.

In most cases I have found milk well borne, and urged its

use in increasing quantities. Oysters in the raw state are,

for those who like them, an excellent article of diet for the

neurasthenic. Beef, also, and vegetables, are added to the

list as soon as the stomach can well bear them.

Connected with the digestive disturbance, common to

other conditions than this, we find a very prominent and
almost characteristic feature presenting itself in neurasthe-

nia in the shape of excessive general muscular debility. I
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have seen those suffering from this malady possess so little

muscular power as to be unable to raise themselves from,

the chair in which they were placed, or even a moderately

sized book from an adjoining table, when, to all casual

appearance, they were in a moderate degree of health. In

such extreme cases I invariably counsel absolute rest in the

recumbent posture. One lady under my care, who was
suffering from neurasthenia, brought about by a chronic

ulceration of urethra and bladder, I kept in bed for two
months, in order to retrieve the muscular strength, using

applications of mild currents of electricity occasionally to-

stimulate gently and inexhaustively the contractility of the

muscles and the functional activity of the internal organs.

The latter treatment I consider of great importance in a

certain class of cases, including those in whom an erect

posture serves to aggravate existing local affections.

Eight-tenths of the neurasthenic invalids who have fallen

under my notice were females, suffering from either

primary or secondary inflammatory or ulcerative affections

of the urinary or reproductive organs. All affections of

this nature, when under the influence of the morbid sensi-

bility occasioned by the exhausted state of the nerves and
nerve centres, are peculiarly obstinate and intractable. I

have found that all remedies which have a good effect when
applied in the simple form of these local affections, readily

lose their influence in the neurasthenic state, and require to

be alternated in use in order that their good effect may be
sustained. The most constantly useful local application to

the urethra, vagina and uterus under these circumstances I

have found to be the iodoform ointment, or the same in the

dry state, but even it requires to be alternated with other

local alterative applications, such as the silver nitrate, lead

sub-acetate, potassa chlorate, etc.

In the neurasthenic state the mind is weak and needs to

be provided with rest by judicious care in the removal of

all causes for solicitude and anxiety, personal or otherwise.

The circumstances of each individual case must of course

determine the exact course to be pursued for the accom-
plishment of this object.

But after all has been done for the removal of the com-
paratively local affections just enumerated, and many others,

the anxious physician oftentimes fails to get in his neuras-

thenic patient the improvement which he feels justly

entitled to, and which he might expect under almost any
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other circumstances. Why is it? Beneath, and governing
all, there seems to remain a lesion of nutrition — a prepon-
derancy of waste over repair— associated either as a cause
or an effect, with two of the distinguishing characteristics

of what is called nervous exhaustion, morbid sensibility, both
general and special, and a disturbed, fluctuating circulation

of blood. A patient laboring under this condition is mor-
bidly sensitive, and acutely alive to every impression,

whether of greater or lesser moment, upon mind or body.
The natural reflex excitability is increased many fold, and
the sufi'erer is thereby rendered more and more wretched
and helpless. The cerebro-spinal and vaso motor nervous
systems being in such a condition it is not at all surprising

that the circulation of the blood should be fluctuating and
uncertain. Such patients always sufler from cold extremi-

ties, sudden flushings of the face and other parts of the

body, irregular secretions, chilliness, nervous sweats, teip-

porary local congestions of various organs, sleeplessness,

palpitations, and all those conditions which arise from a
disturbed circulation.

Right here comes the important question, do we have
any remedy or remedies able to correct this state of aflairs?

Measurably I think we have. The well known action of

belladonna is to energize the vaso motor nervous force, and
increase the tone of the capillary circulation. By what
peculiar change in the molecular forces this action is

brought about I know not. It is enough to know, for my
purpose, that such is the case. Whether the lesion of

nutrition which perpetuates the nervous exhaustion is acted

upon directly, I know not, but that by the maintenance of

a regular and equal vascular supply the lesion of nutrition

is gradually wiped out, experience and observation compel
me to believe. Under the influence of belladonna the cir-

culation acquires a steadiness which is astonishing, and a

glow of natural warmth pervades the system. But in order

that this influence be derived from its use, it must he given

in small and frequently repeated doses. The reader will please

mark the emphasis, for in no other way than that indicated

will its administration prove satisfactory. The following is

the manner in which I have been in the habit of prescribing
it:

Jjl Fluid fixt. belladon., 8 drops.
Ferri cit., soluble, 15 drops.
Vinum, sherry, 1 ounce.
Afjua dist., ;} ounces.

M. Slg. Tcaapoonful evoy two hours from early morning until latebed time.
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The neurasthenic patient needs iron, and I have found
the citrate in small doses to be the most satisfactory form.

Coupled with the use of the other remedies as may be indi-

cated, the use of belladonna will suffice to remove the

unpleasant flushings, nervous sweats, sleeplessness and pal-

pitations, assist in provoking a healthy peristaltic action of

the intestines, and prevent the excessive loss of animal heat

from which these patients particularly suffer.

The reader will understand, of course, that this also is a

temporizing remedy, and must, in order to have its effects

become permanent, be backed up by all the hygienic influ-

ences at command, coupled as before stated with a good
substantial regimen.

The foregoing is, briefly, the writer's way of managing
this class of cases, in which he has met with marked suc-

-cess. In endeavoring to be brief he may have proven dog-
matic, and left unsaid what should have been said, or said

in a different manner.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Retroversion of tlie Uterus in a Woman Three
Months Pregnant.

On the night of October 8, 1880, I was called to see

Mrs. JE. I learned on arriving there that she had been
€onfined to her bed about a week, and had been under the

care of a physician for nearly that length of time. Her
friends having expressed a wish to have another physician
called in, he told them to do so and he would retire from
the case. I found her suffering with great pain in her
bowels. On examination found them much swollen, and
tympanitic over a part of them, but in the left iliac region,

I discovered what appeared to be a tumor, about the size

of a man's head. On inquirj^ I learned that about ten days
previous to this, in lifting a tub, she thought she hurt her-

self, and noticed soon after that she had difficulty in voiding
her urine. This led me to suspect that the apparent tumor
was a distended bladder. I asked her if she had difficulty

in making water now. She said it just dribbled away, and
had been doing so for several days. I told her what I

thought the trouble was, and that I should have to get a
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catheter and remove the water, as I had none with me. At
this, a woman present suggested that the patient was in the
family way— her elderly appearance had led me to think
she was past that time of life. On inquiry she said she-

thought she was about three months advanced in pregnancy.
At least it was that long since she had had her monthly-
flow. I then made a vaginal examination and found a
pregnant womb, retroverted ; the fundus lying in the hollow
of the sacrum and the os pressing up against the neck of
the bladder. This at once revealed the whole difficulty.

As soon as I could obtain a catheter I drew from the dis-

tended bladder a large chamber full of urine. I then had
the patient get on her knees in bed, with her shoulders as

low as possible. With two fingers in the vagina I pressed
firmly upwards and forward against the fundus of the
uterus until I had the satisfaction of feeling it pass back
over the promonotory of the sacrum, and the womb assume
its natural position. This was accomplished in a very few
minutes, although from the history of the case, the retro-

version must have taken place at least ten days before this.

The bowels had not moved since the accident except by
injections, and were much bloated and tympanitic. I gave
her a prescription recommended by Dr. Meigs for tympani-
tis:

Manna, 1 ounce.
Anise seed, 1 drachm.
Boiling water, 8 ounces.

After standing half an hour strain and add 3 drachms of
carb. magnesia. Ordered a wineglassful every two or three

hours until it operated. This very effectually opened her
bowels and relieved the tympanitic condition. I had to use

the catheter for two or three days, when the bladder again

assumed its natural functions. No symptoms of abortion

followed. She is making a very good recovery considering
the length of time the uterus was in this unnatural position.

Instances are recorded where the womb has righted itself

at this period of gestation by keeping the urine drawn off.

But there is a risk in leaving these cases to nature, for if

not soon replaced, adhesions may form, the organ is contin-

ually growing larger, and the process of replacing it will

become more and more difficult, while the life of the foetus

is greatly endangered.
Peoria, 111. J. L. H.
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[Tor the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Catarrh of the Bladder in the Female— Treated Success-
fully by Dilatation of the Urethra.

I had a very interesting case a short time since, and as
the treatment was so eminently successful, thought it

might be of assistance to some of the readers of your
monthly. Mrs. F., one of our wealthiest ladies, had been
suffering severely with chronic catarrh of the bladder for
some weeks. She had terrible tenesmic pains in the blad-

der, constant desire to void urine a few drops at a time,

anaemic, distressed expression, " complete loss of appetite,

et caetera." She had employed several of our best physi-

cians, and as she said, they had exhausted the materia
medica. She had been fed on opium, belladonna and all

kinds of diuretics until she was about disgusted. As she
was six months advanced in pregnancy I made a careful

examination, thinking it might depend on pressure, but
everything seemed normal in that respect. So after testing

the capacity of the bladder, I dilated the urethra and para-
lyzed the sphincter muscle so as to very readily admit my
index finger. Of course all this was done under the influ-

ence of sulphuric ether. The bladder was gently syringed
with liq. calcis one pint, acid carbol. half a drachm, for

three days, and my patient has not had a semblance of a
pain since. I saw her this morning, three weeks from the
date of operation, and under the influence of tonics and a
generous diet does not look like the same woman.

A. Y. Banes, M. D.
St. Joseph, Mo., October 2, 1880.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Boracic Acid.

My experience in the use of boracic acid, considering
the length of time I have been using it, has been some-
M^hat extensive; limited, however, almost exclusively to its

use as a local remedy. So uniformly efficient has it proved
that I am induced to record my evidence favoring its use,

and attest its value as a therapeutic agent. From the
favorable reports from other sources of its salutary effects

as a local application in gonorrhoea, I was induced to give
it a trial, thinking, however, that like many other remedies
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recommended, it would prove successful occasionally only,

and one of many to be tried in the event of failure by ordi-

nary methods. Of twelve cases treated, regardless of the

stage of the disease, whether inflammatory or chronic,

boracic acid was used in all. Of the twelve cases, eight

were cured with it alone, no other remedy being used ex-

cepting bicarb, potassa, which was given only in those
cases the disease just beginning, and for a short time more
inflammatory or much pain and burning experienced in

micturating. The maximum length of time requisite

for a cure was eighteen days. Four cases terminated in

recovery in five, eight, eleven and thirteen days respect-

ively. In five cases the treatment was inaugurated very
soon after the first appearance of the disease, and in each
the inflammatory condition was much less than is usual.

The four cases which were not cured with the boracic acid

alone were those in which the disease had existed for some
time, had become more chronic and required the addition
of an astringent. Sulphate of zinc was chosen, and com-
bined with the acid. The strength used was in all cases a

saturated solution in water alone ; that is to say, a given
quantity of water, to which was added as much of the acid

as would be dissolved, and injected three times daily. I

have also found it yield excellent results in vaginal leu-

corrhoea, in granular inflammation of the cervix and
vagina. ISTo other remedy that I have ever used have I

obtained such good results as from this in pruritus vulva,

in a number of instances immediate relief following its

application. I have also used it as a local application in

three cases of eczema, two acute and one chronic. The
result was all that could be desired, the intense itching be-

ing relieved immediately following its application, and its

continued use in connection with suitable constitutional

remedies, eventuating in a cure. I also used it in a case of

poisoning from poison ivy ; the case, a young lady, whose
face, neck and ears were all involved, completely covered
with the characteristic eftects from contact with the poison
ivy, at the end of four days no trace of the disease remain-
ing, the patient applying it freely upon the parts aftected,

the strength of the solution being the same as indicated

above. Dr. J. Perrin Johnson, of this city, oculist and
aurist, whose experience in the use of boracic acid has ex-

tended over a longer time than my own, informs me that

he has obtained excellent results from its use in naso-phar-
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ingeal catarrh, applying with a syringe a saturated solution

daily ; also in ottorhbea, cleansing the ear daily with the

solution, and in connection with tannic acid and glycerine

in chronic conjunctivitis, and with aqua camphor alone in

acute conjunctivitis, regarding it especially a remed}" of

much value in the latter named disease. That boracic

acid is destined to take a high place in the estimation of

the profession as a valuable remedy in diseased raucous

membranes, there can be no doubt, and from its superior

antiseptic properties would undoubtedly prove especially

•efficacious as an internal remedy in those diseases where an-

tiseptics are known to be useful, as diphtheria, scarlatina,

etc. H. S.

Peoria, 111, October, 1880.

liniml WntnreB.

[Special Report for the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Cystitis in the Female.

A CLINICAL LECTURE BY WM. GOODELL, M. D
,

Professor of Clinical Gynaecology in the University of Pennsylvania.

Very few women are free from this trouble at some
period or other in their lives. If the womb happens to be

retroverted, or anteverted, the consequent pressure upon
the neck of the bladder is very likely to bring on inflam-

mation. Again, it may be due to the pressure of a neigh-

boring tumor, or one of the internal organs, or be the

result of a tedious labor or forceps case. It is very hard to

treat cystitis successfully. One method has been to perfor-

ate the bladder and remove the irritation, by making a

vesico-vaginal fistula. The great difficulty lies in the innate

tendency of such artificial fistulae to heal up at once, so

that it needs our constant attention, and, perhaps, several

operations, to keep the fistula open. Knowing how hard
it is to cure a natural vesico-vaginal fistula [i. e., one pro-

duced during the process of labor, or by some other natu-

ral cause), this difiiculty in keeping an artificial opening
patulous must seem very remarkable to you, and yet such
is always the case. The bladder is usually very much
thickened by the cystitis, and not only is the operation a
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very delicate and laborious one, but, as I have said above^

a clean-cut incision tends to heal rapidly, "We may attempt

to get at the root of the disorder by the introduction inta

the vagina, night and morning, of a suppository contain-

ing one grain of opium and one grain of belladonna. Or^
we may use rectal suppositories containing one grain of the

watery extract of opium. Joined with this treatment,

which gives very good results in some cases, only the light-

est of food should be allowed. Suppose, however, that we
are led to believe that the cystitis is largely due to the

acrid qualities of the urine. Of course, when this, is the

case, our efforts must be directed to the neutralization of

the urine, and I should prescribe from ten to fifteen minims
of liquor potassii thrice daily in milk. Joined with this

the same amount of the tincture of belladonna may be ad-

ministered. If both of these modes of treatment fail, we
may try to cure by injections into the bladder, say of from
four to five ounces of "a solution containing from two to-

three grains of morphia. The bladder absorbs but very

slightly, still this injection must not be long retained. A
German gynaecologist has lately advised the injection of
normal urine into the bladder. The bladder is, of course,

intended for healthy urine, and I have no doubt but that

this method has great merit, although I have not yet tried

it. Of late years an operation has been devised for the

relief of cystitis. If you pass your finger through the

junction of the urethra and bladder, you will touch, in the

vast majority of cases, a very painful spot. This tender-

ness may be due either to the presence of a fissure, or of

an unhealed ulcer. Physicians in England have cured cys-

titis by forcibly dilating the urethra. If the cystitis be de-

pendent upon the ulcer, the partial paralysis of the con-

stringing muscle consequent upon the dilatation, is the best

possible remedy. The woman, after the dilatation has been
accomplished, passed her water with far more ease through
the yielding sphincter. I remember one instance where I

performed a dilatation without any success. It was the

case of a woman who had remained all day in a stage-

coach without making her water; as a consequence of

which imprudence she had a terrible attack of cystitis,

joined with retroversion of the womb. Dilatation did no
good in that case.

This patient was confined with her second child last

March a year. She is to-day in the third month of a third
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pregaancy. Ever since the birth of her first child she has
suffered from dysuria. Lately she has been obliged to pass

her water twenty or thirty times during the day, and from
five to ten times during the night. You remember that I

dilated this woman's urethra on the 7th of last March. So
much good was affected by that dilatation that she wants
me to perform the operation a second time. Sometimes
we give rise to dangerous bleeding during the process of
dilatation, but the hemorrhage is usually controllable. If

much blood escapes, just pass a threaded needle under-
neath the part and close up the wound with a stitch. You
see that while I have been talking to you I have intro-

duced a uterine dilator, and have been gradually and gently
dilating the sphincter. I usually have a slight laceration

;

to-day the tear has been the cause of quite considerable
bleeding, owing to the highly congested state of the parts.

•Some doctors use the uterine focceps for dilating, but I
prefer this instrument. After inserting and separating the
blades as far as necessary, I allow it to stay in for a short
time. You see that it is provided with a little rat-hook
which holds it in place. I think that I have now dilated

sufficiently to enable me to insert the tip of my little finger.

By gently forcing my finger I am getting it in further and
further. I always take this opportunity to investigate the
bladder and see that there is no stone in it. There is none
here, and, moreover, I am not able to discover any serious
roughness of the lining membrane of the bladder, except
just at its neck. I have, as you see, passed my little finger
all the wa}^ in, and will now do the same with my index
finger. No harm can happen from this, if it be done care-
fully. I may say, in passing, that very many physicians
insert their little finger into the bladder for the purpose of
•diagnosing tumors, etc. In the vast majority of cases dila-

tation is followed by signal success. This woman has only'
to rise once or twice, at night now, instead of five or ten
times as formerly. By the way, let me call your attention
to the remarkable association existing between the brain
and the bladder. When one's bladder is irritated and not
working rightly, the attention is sure to be directed to that
organ, and the more we think of it the more frequently we
have to pass water. I have succeeded in getting the sec-
ond joint of my index finger through the sphincter, and I
have now carried the dilatation far enough. I told you that
this woman was in the third month of pregnancy. Some
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would, no doubt, consider any operation, such as dilatation,

dangerous under the circumstances, but I am quite sure
that no harm will come of it. I shall order the woman to

bed until she is entirely over the effects of the ether.

There will be but very little pain consequent upon the^

dilatation.

Notes from St. Francis Hospital, Peoria, 111.

BY J, T. STEWART, M. D.,

Surgeon to the Hospital.

CHOREA.

John G., from Minonk, age twelve and a half, admitted'

August 24. Pie is large for his age, well proportioned, and
of a healthy family. He lirst evinced symptoms of chorea
about January 1, 1880, while attending school. The first

symptom which attracted attention was the shaking of his

hand in writing, which increased until he had to give up
the exercise. The disease slowly developed, but unfortu-

nately he was continued at school. After the hot weather
came on, he got overheated one day, and medical aid was
summoned. What the treatment was I was not able to

learn.

On his arrival at this Hospital August 24, he had had
the disease about eight months, and was still growing
worse. His limbs were in constant motion, as were the
muscles of his face. One saving clause in his case was,

that he slept well at night, his bowels were regular and
appetite fair. Ordered Fowler's solution, five drops in a
teaspoonful of elix. pyrophosphate iron, three tinies a day.

August 31. No perceptible change. Ordered the-

above given four times daily.

September 7. Very slight improvement noticed; con-

tinued the same treatment with the addition of one grain

of sulphate of zinc to each dose.

September 14. Improvement very decided, appetite

good, gaining in weight. Same treatment continued.

September 21. Much improved every way. He can,

by an efibrt of will, keep every muscle perfectly still for-

th ree minutes at a time.
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September 29. Almost well, with every prospect of a

perfect recovery. At the urgent request of his mother he
was sent home to-day.

There are two remedies, which are reliable above all

others in the treatment of chorea. One is arrsenic, the

other is the sulphate of zinc. The addition of iron is gen-
erally beneficial, and sometimes essential.

CASES ILLUSTRATING SOME OF THE VARIED EFFECTS OF MALARIAL'
POISONING.

Case 1.—J. L. Farmer, aged fifty, admitted July 10,

1879. Had always enjoyed good health until the last two
weeks, when each afternoon he had been suflering from a

mental derangement. Not violent, but crazy. iSTo fever,

no pain, appetite poor, tongue presenting that peculiar con-

dition that all ph^'sicians recognize as the " malarial

tongue."
Ordered three comp. cathartic pills, and twenty grains

of quinia, to be taken in four doses before the next par-

oxysm.
July 12. Had no " crazy spell " yesterday. Ordered

ten grains of quinia to-day and a blue pill at night.

July 13. Man apparently well. Directed:
Jfc Acidi hydrochor. dil. 2 drachms,

Tr. cinchonae comp.,
Tr. gentiani comp., aa. 2 ounces,
Syr. ginger 1 ounce,
Tr, nucis vomicae y^ drachm.

M. Sig. Two teaspoonsful in water three times a day.

July 20. Entirely recovered.

A year afterwards he said he had never had a return of

his head troubles.

Case 2.—John Young, admitted August 20, 1880. Says
he is ninet3'-two years old, but he is evidently mistaken

;

he is probably about seventy-five to eighty. Much ema-
ciated, very feeble, sallow, and desponding; says he was
taken with diarrhoea two months ago, and could get nothing
to control it.

The peculiar.ity of his case is, that the diarrhcea came
on every evening, continuing till morning, when it ceased
until the next evening, then returning as before. I

directed

:

Quinia sulph.
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Of these he took five the first day and five the second,

after which he had no return of diarrhoea until just one
week later. The same prescription was renewed, with the

same good effects.

October 10. He is as well and strong as a man of his

age could be expected to be, and has had no return of the

diarrhoea.

Case 3.—Mrs. E. A. G., a middle aged lady was brought
in from the country by her physician August 23. For sev-

eral months she had been troubled with paroxysms of pain

in her stomach and side, extending back to the spine.

These paroxysms had not come on at regular intervals, but
once in two or three daj's, and sometimes a little longer.

They were so violent that her physician was compelled to

give her anodynes very freely ; then in from twelve to

twenty-four hours they would pass off. Diagnosis : ITeural-

gia of a malarial origin. Treatment : Twenty grains of

quinia daily for three days in succession, provided she can
bear so much, followed by a teaspoonful three times a day
of the following

:

^ Bismuthi subnitras 2 drachms,
Tr. nucis vomicae J^ drachm,
Elix. calisayae,
Aq. menth. pip. aa 2 ounces.

M. With these directions she returned home.
October 9. Her phj^sician called on me to-day and re-

ported that the patient had taken the medicine as directed,

and has had no return of the pain since, excepting once for

a few minutes, three days after beginning treatment.

Treatment of Constitutional Syphilis by Sulpliate

of Copper.

Drs. Martin and Oberlin gave a brief report on this

subject at a late meeting of the Paris Acadetay of Medicine.

The authors treated fifty patients, who showed various

manifestations of syphilis, by the copper sulphate. The
results were quite satisfactorj', the fifty patients all being
cured. A comparison of this method was made with the

ordinary mercury methods, and it was found that the cop-

per salt proved more efficacious and required less time for
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its beneficial action than did the mercury salts. The cop-

per was also well borne by most patients ; in only one case

it produced initial vomiting, followed, however, by perma-
nent tolerance of the drug. In a case of very grave syph-

ilis, when mercury had proved useless, the administration

of copper effected a rapid and complete cure. In a few
patients, the gums became affected, a greenish tint appear-

ing at their free border. But this cupric gingivitis yielded

more rapidly than the analogous mercurial affection ordi-

narily does. Actual sponginess of the gums was not

observed. The salt was exhibited by the mouth in doses

of gr. yV—gi'- P^i" d^y* -^"^ aqueous solution was em-
ployed. External application was also made by adding 5

drachms of the salt to a full bath.

—

Gaz. med. de Paris,

April 10, 1880.—Medical Record.

The Cause of Miss Neilson's Death.

The London Times of August 26th, publishes the fol-

lowing letter:

I take the liberty of asking room in your columns for

a word in regard to the death of the lamented Miss Neilson.

For the last five years I have had the charge of her health

during her visits to Paris, one of the treatments running
through a period of four months. The disease from which
she suffered was principallj^gastralgia—one of the forms of
dyspepsia, attended with neuralgia of the stomach, a form
extremely fantastic in its coming and going, and, in her
case, quite as dependent on moral causes as on errors of

diet. The last fatal attack in the Bois de Boulogne was
evidently one of her usual attacks of gastralgia, which
might have been relieved then, as it often had been before,

by a free use of morphine. The unfortunate lady sent her
maid for me at 7 o'clock, but, to my great regret, I was
absent that evening, on a visit to my family, in the country,
and I did not hear of her illness till I heard of her death.

At 3 o'clock in the morning, twelve hours from the com-
mencement of the attack, during a most violent recurrence
of the pain, she suddenly ceased to complain, went into a

state of sjmcope, and died in the syncope. The post-mor-
tem examination made the next day by Dr. Brouardel,
Professor of Legal Medicine at the Medical School of Paris,

and now one of the first authorities in Europe in legal
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medicine, disclosed the extraordinary fact—one of the rar-

est in the history of medicine—that in her writliing she

had ruptured a varicose vein in the Fallopian tube, and had
died from internal hemorrhage. Two quarts and a half of

blood was found in the peritoneal cavity, and the ruptured
vein presented an orifice of from four to five millimetres in

diameter.
Very truly, etc.,

Faris, August •22d. W. E. Johnston, M. D.

\oci^tS ^ransnctians.

T>e Witt County Medical Society.

[Reported for the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

This society met at the court house in Clinton on the

12th day of October. There was a good attendance of the
members ; Dr. J. A. Edmiston, vice-president, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

On motion of Dr. Goodbrake, Dr. F. B. Bullard, of

Logan county, was elected an honorary member of the

society, and the Doctor, in a few well-chosen remarks,
thanked the society for the honor conferred.

The secretary read the instructions of the Attorney
General to the State Board of Health, in regard to the

proper manner of prosecuting violations of the

Medical Practice Act.

Dr. A. M. Drew reported a case of post-partem hemor-
rhage, of much interest to the profession.

The pathology and treatment of dysentery was then
taken up. Dr. John Wright leading in the discussion ; fol-

lowed by Drs. Cochran, D. W. Edmiston, and others.

Drs. Cochran and J. A. Edmiston exhibited to the soci-

ety, under the microscope, "a fine specimen of epitheloma
recentl3' removed from the lower lip of a medical gentle-

man of this county. They also exhibited other very inter-

esting specimens.
On motion of Dr. Wright, the society adjourned to the

second Tuesday of January, 1881.

C. Goodbrake, M. D.,

Secretary.
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'ihera^euHii (^ote^.

DYSPEPSIA OF PHTHISIS.
Dr. Libert prescribes the fol-

lowing effervescing powder for

the dyspepsia of phthisis:

56; Lactate of iron 60 grains,
Bicarbonate of soda 180 grains,
Tartaric acid 45 grains.
Sugar 60 grains.

M. Put in a tight bottle and
give a spoonful in sweetened
water twice a day.

—

Med. and
Chir. Pract.

CARBOLIC ACID POWDER.
The formula for the carbolic

acid powder in use at the Mt.
Sinai Hospital, is:

9; Carbolic acid 25 parts,
Rosin 60 parts,
Stearin 15 parts.

M. Add plaster of Paris 700
parts.

—

Med. Beeord.

DEODORIZER OF IODOFORM.
It is said that twenty minims

of the oil of fennel added to the
drachm of iodoform will remove
the unpleasant odor of the latter

drug.

—

Med. Record.

CHLOROFORM COUGH MIXTURE.
This is prepared as follows :

9; Morphia acetas 3 grains.
Tr. belladonnae 2 dracliins,
Spls. chloroformi 6 draclims,
Syr. senegae 1 ounce,
Syr. prun. virg. ad. 4 ounces.

Dose, one teaspoonful four
times a day.

—

Boston Journal of
Chemistry.

DIURETIC AND HEART TONIC.

In general anasarca and ascites
accompanying disease of the
heart and functional derange-
ment of the liver, this formula
is, perhaps, without a rival :

Jfc Potassii acetas,
Card. tr. comp., aa. 1 oz.,

Tr. digitalis l^ oz..

Aquae dest. q. s., 8 oz.

M. S. Half an ounce four or
five times daily, pro re nata.
The bowels to be kept free, in
case the solution fails so to do, by
the use of I gr. pills of eliterium
once or twice daily.

—

Med. Brief.

FOR DIPHTHERIA.
Dr. L. L. Leeds writes that he

has used the following very suc-
cessfully in diphtheria

:

P; Potas. chloras. 2 dr.,

Aq. buUient 1 oz.,

Mlsci, solve et addi
Ammon. carbonas 2 dr.,

Syr. simp. 3^ oz.,

Aq. camphorae 1}^ oz.

M. One teaspoonful every
three hours.

AMENORRHCEA.
The following pill has been

found very efficacious at the
Columbia Hospital for Women :

p: Ferri sulph. exsiccat 12 grains,
Quiniae 24 grains,
Ex. aloes socot. 3 grains,
Ex. hyoscyami 6 grains.

M. One, an hour eating. If

the aloes disturb the bowels the
pills may be omitted for a few
days and resumed if necessary.

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.
A favorite prescription of Dr.

Young for chronic bronchitis-

and chronic phthisis has been :

9; Ex. cannabis indicae fl.

Alcoholis aa. 1 dr.,

Syr. acteae co.,

Syr. pruni virg., aa. 7 dr.

M. A teaspoonful every four
hours.

—

Med. and Surg. Bep.

DANDRUFF ERADICATOR.
P; Simple tr. of cinchona 1 oz.,

Solution of potassa 2 dr..

Salt of tarter 1 dr.,

Cologne water 1 oz.,

Water to make 8 oz.

M, Apply to the head twice
or thrice a week.

—

Druggists^ Cir-

cular.
EXTERNAL TREATMENT OF

NIGHT SWEATS.
Dr. T. H. Currie, of Lebanon,.

N. H., writes :

P Alcohol 1 pint,
Sulphate of quinine I drachm.

M. Wet a small sponge with
it and bathe the body and limbs,

a small surface at a time, care be-
ing taken not to expose the body
to a draft of air in doing it.

—

Mich. Med. Neivs.
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*aak tffatice^.

A Practical Treatise on Nervous Exhaustion (Neuras-

thenia), its Symptoms, Nature, Sequences, Treatment, by
Geo. M. Beard, M. D. New York: Wm. Wood & Co. ; 8

vo. pp. 198; cloth, $1.75.

Few medical works appearing within the last decade
have been more extensively read and thoroughly criticised

than the one before us. This fact alone would indicate

that there must be something in it, and such indeed we find

to be the case. It is full of minute and close observations,

and original deductions on a class of disease which the au-

thor alludes to as "of comparitively recent development,"
and characterizes as " at once the most frequent, most
interesting and most neglected nervous disease of modern
times."

This book is a valuable contribution to the literature of
nervous diseases, and furnishes a vast deal of food for

thought, and no one who is at all interested in explorations

made into this terra incognita of medicine can aftbrd not to

be acquainted with its contents.

A Treatise on Common Forms of Functional Nervous
Diseases, by L. Putzel, M. D. New York: Wm. Wood &
Co.; pp. 256. Being vol 10 of Wood's Library of Stand-
ard Medical Authors for 1880.

Quite different in contents and scope from the work last

noticed is this handsome volume of Dr. Patzel. It treats

of a class of neuroses long recognized by the profession

—

chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, &c., &c.

Making no great pretensions to originality. Dr. Putzel

has given us a book of more than ordinary value, in which
special attention is given to the clinical history and diag-

nosis of nervous diseases, classed as functional, while the

pathology, which is so unsatisfactory at best, is only men-
tioned or omitted entirely. Great pains has evidently been
taken to give the opinions of the best authorities on the

flubjects, the number of authors quoted being very large,

and the large experience ot the author has enabled him to

add much of interest from original observations. The very
practical character of the work will commend it to all.

The Venereal Diseases, including Stricture of the Male
Urethra, by E. L. Keyes, A. M., M. D., Professor of Der-
mathology and Adjunct Professor of Surgery in the Belle-

vue Hospital Medical College; one of the Surgeons of
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Bellevue Hospital, etc., etc. ; ISTew York, pp. 348. Volume
1 of Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors for 1880.
Price of the set, 12 vols., |15. W. F. Keener, Chicago,
111., Western Agent.

Being written for the general medical practitioner, the
aim of the author has been " to present the various venere-
al diseases as clearly as possible, avoiding such unnecessary
refinement upon theoretical and mooted points as would be
apt to lead to confusion or to error." And excellently

well has this idea been carried out.

The experience of Dr. Keyes as a teacher has enabled
him to write a thoroughly systematic and practical work.
It would serve equally well as a text book for study, or a
book of reference to the practitioner.

The Medical and Surgical Directory of the State of Io-

wa for 1880-'81, containing the names, postoffice address
and professional status of the physicians ; the various med-
ical societies with names and residence of the officers and
members ^

* * * Medical Laws, Fee Bills of Societies,

etc., etc., by Chas. H. Lathrop, Lyons, Iowa; printed at

Clinton, Iowa; cloth; pp.172.
This is one of the most complete and useful directories

we have ever seen. It includes everything that is of value
concerning the Iowa profession. The new medical and
pharmaceutical laws of the state are very explicit, and will do
much to advance the interests of the profession in the state,.

if rigidly carried out.

The Surgery, Surgical Pathology and Surgical Anatomy
of the Female Pelvic Organs, in a series of plates taken
from nature, with commentaries, notes and cases by Henry
Savage, M. D., F. R., C. S., etc. Third edition with 32
plates and 22 wood engravings. Volume 6 of Wood's
Library of Standard Medical Authors.

The mere mention of this edition of Savage's plates is-

sufficient to make all physicians desire to have it. The
price at which it was formerly held ($14 to $17) placed it

beyond the reach of many ; now, however, it is within the
reach of all, and with it, for less than the former price of
these plates alone, the subscriber to Wood's Library will

get eleven other volumes of good, new medical reading.
Whether the notes and text accompanying the plates are
in accord with the present state of gynaecology few will

care to inquire; the anatomy is the same and that is what
renders them valuable to the happy possessor.
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Notes and IVews Items.

We regret to learn that Dr. D. T. Fitch, of Chicago,
well-known to the profession as the originator of Fitch's

Uterine Sound and other instruments, valuable in gynteco-

logical practice, and an active member of the Illinois State

Medical Association, is seriously ill. He was struck down
with hemiplegia with effusion about two weeks ago, and
his friends fear his early demise.

Professor Gunn performed an operation at the Hospital

last week, first suggested and made by Dr. E. W. Lee, of

Chicago, for the radical cure of hernia. It consists in cut-

ting freely down upon the inguinal canal, then passing gut
ligatures through the sides of the canal and under it, the

course of the ligature (starting from the internal pillar of

the external ring,) is downward, inward and forward, then
upward and outward, the ligature piercing the external

pillar opposite to its place of entrance, so that when the

ligature is drawn up it tends to shorten the canal and draw
.the surfaces closer together, the ligatures are cut short and
left for absorption. Several ligatures may be used and
placed as close together as the case may require, all, how-
ever, following the course of the one above described.

The operation was done under antiseptic precautious.

Lister's method being used at the Hospital in all operations.

There is quite an epidemic of typhoid fever at the Cook
County Hospital, for which the physicians have not been
able to discover a sufficient cause. The typhoid patients

are constantly about twenty-five in number. The deaths

have not been numerous. One was of considerable inter-

est. The necropsy showed perforation had taken place,

although there had been no symptoms to indicate it. Per-

itonitis was extensive, but there had been no unusual
increase in temperature or pulse, and absolutely no pain.
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Up to date 465 students have matriculated at Rush
Medical College. This is the largest number ever matric-

ulated so early in the course, and the number will cer-

tainly be swelled to over 500.

The class at the Chicago Medical College is of about
the usual size. We think, however, the students average
older than in past years, and we think also is true as re-

gards the other colleges. The number of students at Rush
who attend three regular winter courses is largely on the
increase. This is a long step in the right direction. If the
colleges would at once (as they propose to do in the future,)

make a thorough preliminary examination, the grade of the

students would be materially advanced, j^one could enter
except those fit to begin the study of medicine, and these
students would see that it was for their own good to take
a longer term of study, and they would do it.

We have made arrangements to publish the reports of
several county and district societies in this state, and hope
at no distant future to complete arrangements whereby we
will regularly report the proceedings of most if not all of
such societies in the state. We want to keep physicians
posted in what their brethren are doing elsewhere, and we
know the effort and labor will be appreciated.

We invite secretaries of district or countj^ medical
societies to send us short synoptical reports of their pro-
ceedings, for publication ; also of any interesting papers or
reports read before the societies.

We hope our readers will send all items of interest to

the profession that may come under their notice. Marriage
and death notices inserted free ; also, change of address of
physicians.

About all the relaxation and pleasure that many physi-
cians allow themselves is their semi-annual or annual hunt.
This being the case, they are interested in guns and sport-
ing equipments, and we advise them to buy these through
the firm of I. Walker & Sons. Their stock is as full and
complete as any in the state. Besides a full line of English
breech-loaders they handle the celebrated Parker and Colt
guns, and have a large assortment of everything a hunts-
man needs.
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We expect to have a representative a t the next semi-
annual meeting of the Military Tract M ed. Society, who
will report the proceedings for publication in this journal.

We are happy to announce that the December issue of
this journal will contain an original article from the pen of
Dr. Wm. Pepper. We hope to publish regularly a series

of clinical lectures by the most eminent lecturers in the
West. These will be reported expressly for this journal.

Notes of Hospital Practice, New York and Philadel-

phia Hospitals. 8vo.; pp. 256; price in cloth $2.00; in full

calf $2.50. Samuel M. Miller, M. D., 536 Spruce Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., editor and publisher. Mailed on receipt

of price.

The busy physician will find this compact, neatly printed

and neatly bound volume, a very practical and handy refer-

ence book. It is essentially a manual of therapeutics.

The treatment of over four hundred diseases by the emi-
nent medical authorities of New York and Philadelphia
is condensed and epitomized in its pages. Its value is very
much enhanced by the fact that the proof sheets have, in

every instance, been revised by the professors whose treat-

ment is set forth therein. The unprecedented sale of th6
book, 3,200 copies being sold in nine months, is a very
strong argument in its favor. It will prove an indispens-

able companion to the hard worked practioner, whose time
is too much occupied to allow of his reading all the current
medical literature, but who must needs keep himself thor-

oughly informed of all the salient points of progress in

therapeutics. See pp. 2 and 3.

Suggestions on the Management of Natural Labor.
Reprinted from the St. Louis Medical and Surgical JournaL
By J. W. Singleton, M. D., Paducah, Kentucky; pp. 16.

If we ';an accommodate any physician by purchasing
or ordering any books or instruments, we will be glad to

do so, free of charge. We will select with as much care

as if buying for ourselves, and can get as low prices as can
be had anywhere. The goods can be sent C. 0. D. Ad-
dress the publisher.

Samples of Staufer's hard-rubber uterine instruments-

and supporters can be seen at the office of this journaL
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAIi

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-

versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication

of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Fle.xions are over-

come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction

to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.
Among the many reasoffs which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through tlie stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at

will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. Tt will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-

ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To PhysicJans, $8. To Patients, $ 1 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
X93 JACKISON STPtEET, CHCICA.GO, IZjIj.

Our valuable pamphlet '-Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be
Bent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely

clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening th&
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and Intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before

attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coll. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery co.,
Mos. 193 and 194 Jackson St., CHICAGO, Ilili.
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PEORIA, PEKIN & JAGESONmLE RAILWAY.
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto'wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

C5^ST. LOUIS^S^O
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

xs^itei^e oi^'r ^itOi ^H^ iir^e^,
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, T^ichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

Electric or Galfaalc Bell

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few, if au y. words would be needed from us In its favor, for it combines utility
with aimplicily in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.
The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without welting the belt, and the discomfort fol-
lowina; to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It Is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wei with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians wlio liave used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commt^nd it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; "WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

MclMOSlI G.\LVAMC BBLT .4\D BATTERY CO.\lPAi\Y, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.

In aimwerim^ fedvertlsements mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

J kme^ 9. ^tl\erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoeia Medical Monthly.
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AHALYTICAL CHEiST.

Special attention given to Crinninal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Prices wltMn tlie Reach of All.

Call on 118 or send for prices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

Peoria, 111.

Comstock& Avery,
Manufacturers and Dealers in all

kinds of

Call the attention of Fhysicians
to their

MTllf CMIE
It is the nicest chair in the market for

*JB the Office, Library or Parlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.
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NOTICE!

To Publishers, Manufacturing Chemists, In-

strument Mahers, Druggists

:

As it is our desire to bring before the Physicians every-

thing that will be of benefit to them, we will carefully

and impartially examine, review or test whatever may be

sent to us in these lines, and notice all that we think would

be of value to the profession.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^^ ^""^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Connpounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

§03 South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-
maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS i CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,
AND DEALERS IN

ATOMIZERS,
Ei:.A.:srxD

xALL VARIETIES.

Electro -Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for

distribution.
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Fever Therinometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent-

Lens Front, in Boxwood Case.

FOWLERS H. R. PESSARIES

Celluloid Cylindrical Speculum,

CELLULOID BI-?ALVE SPEGOLDM,

CELLEOIB HYPOBERMIC SYRIHGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERSM BOD&IES.

Our Prices will be found low for First Quality
Goods.

^Nviie for Quotations before buying.

COLBiIRN, BlRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.



SPEING STEM SUPPOETEES. Abdominal Snpportei.

3.

SOLID STEM SUPPOETEE,
E. C—^.—(Eoonomy.)

Sizes—1, 1 3.16, 1 6.10 and
1 9.16, Flesh color enam-
eled. Price, $2.50 each.

Price.—Pernjanent, Curved Stem
Oup 11 C, on elastic webbing Z,

11.50. On X, or T, cotton, $5.50,
and Y, coutil, $6.50.

No expense has been saved to
give even the Economical Supporter
all possible advantages.

HAED EUBBEE UTEEINE EIAMIHING OASF

Prices.—Spring Stem Pro-
lapsus and Procide tla Cup A, on
Covered Silk Elastic and Contil
Finished Belt X, $7.00. On Z, Fig.

5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00; and
on Y, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring Sffm, Globe Top G, Ob-
long H, or 1 U, too same on either
belt as A,
Jietroversion E, on X, or Y,

Cotton, $8.00. On Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on Z, S7.00.
Anteversion, Solid Stem

C, or Soli I StPni Globe Top
O, on X, or Y. Cotton. «.-..50. On Y,
Coutil, $G.."0. nnd on Z, $i.50 only.

JRules.—The Stem Supporters
Fig. 1 and 5, are only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Speculums, Fig. 6, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cup D,
either separate, or in connection
with Stem Supporters.
JSlaatic Oums S S, are mailed,

2 at 20 cts.; 4 at 35 cts,; and Springs
at 3 cts. each.

N, B.—fi^ figures on these engravings cor-
respond with those on the full Catalogue plate.
Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-

tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.
If a cup, it must be modelled after the Junction of
the axis of the uterus and vagina, or the cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I IT,

Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptation
and border cup. In cases of slight Anteversions
and slight Retroversions, deep cups may be called
for, and in most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cups are usually
selected by giving the full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, 1]/^ to 1;"'^; Multiparae, 1 J^
to 2, and Procidentia to 2 j^ inches and over some
times. Belts—For X, and Z, waist measure to be
given, .ind Y, hip meaKure.
Anteversion V, Fig. 1 —This had been re-

modelled a number of times, and the fenestrated
top found beat to remain in position.
Itetroveritlon £1—This has likewise passed

through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent cfru.-ii'ncy. The broad lover, lifts up tljo

fundus, while the cup corrects the prolaps is iind

holds the uterus, by a double elastic motion, if a
spring stem, ."mall, long stem. Globe To|)fl O,
Fig. 1 .

are placed with success aK.iinst the soiiHilivo

fundU'<, after everything else been intoloraMo.
Intra Uterine Stem Cup J U.—Tho stem

Mailed on receipt of quotation pricoR, ami all tlio hnrd rubber psTts on the full Catalogue exchanged
to meet any indie ition, an'i cover tho purchaser's risk. Catalog* s on application.

Oyrr'.'por,fIcnf^wmpUa«>'.\ S. S. STATJFZR, D- D.
rMme thi.'! Journ'xl [

614 I'm n1:Un St , Went sldo, nhnve Oreen, JPhiln., Ha.

J Near 9th & Oreen Sta. (or Knund Jtrook^ AV-fp TnrJe iJppot.

Prices.—Full case, $8.00; Quill Caust'C Holder H, or Camel's
Hair Brush Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket affer the cup is In posi-
tion. This is safer than all other contrivances,
but is seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made In this Series to correct Eotro-
version through the posterior cul-de-sac.

Cystocele and Hectocele.—These are suc-
cessfully drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops G, or Oblong H, Fig. 1.

Cup i>, fig.B.—.Supplements EC, similar
to Shifting Top A, when transformed Into A D,
Fi?. 1.

Globe B, Fig. B.—This Is a mere hard rubber
shell, with all the objectionable features of the
former glass globes overcome, and is now a^ain
a popular pessary.
Speculum, Fig. 6 —The condnctor with

hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and In position.

By the conductor a larger size may be Introduced

;

this together with the thin shell, gives a sufficient

calibre to embrace the entire cervix within the
mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-
cilitates the encloBure of the cervix by rotation.

Examining Case, Fig. 12.—Sounds A, B,
C, Movers D, F, and G, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on M, if H, and form Instruments 12
iijcbee long. L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Itelt Y, Fig. 3.— Is made to order of any size

nnd strength, to support tli" stem supporter and
pendulous abdomen. Ilip t^tr/ips S S, are elastic.
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PHOSPHATE IRON, PININE AND STRYCHNIA.
•

It is many years (qwite fifteen) since we asked the attention of Physicians to the above
Elixir. It has been very largely prescribed with uniform satisfactory results, confirming our
claims for the advantages of administering this deservedly favorite combination in solution over

pill form. Owing to the intensely bitter taste of the solution or the syrup, patients very gener-

ally object to them, and many sensitive stomachs reject their administration. Physicians of

experience hesitate to prescribe in powder or mass either Quinine or Strychnia, from the want of

prompt action, the frequent passing away from the system, undissolved and the occasional cum-
ulative action of the Strychnia, when the pills are long retained. While this is a grave objec-

tion often noted in such powerful medicinal agents, it is equally true that solutions of Iron are

not only much more eflScient, being assimilated and absorbed with little danger of inducing
irritation, as is often the case when given in pills. Using pure alkaloids of Quiniaand Strychnia,

the excess of acid is not required, avoiding in this way the development of the bitter

taste, enabling us to prepare the Elixir so that it will be readily taken by children aa well as

adults. We cannot exaggerate the therapeutic advantages of administering this prescription in

the form we present it, and feel we have a right to ask medical men to direct our manufacture of

this preparation, not only because we first prepared it but from the fact that Physicians can feel

every assurance of the care and exactness of its manufacture, and that there is one grain of Qui-
nine in each teaspoonful. a strength not possible at the price this Elixir is sold by manufacturers.
We have always carefully avoided exploiting or in any way introducing this or any of our prep-
arations except through Druggists and Physicians.

Each fluid dram contains two grains of Phosphate of Iron, one of Quinine, and one-sixtieth

of a grain of Strychnia in simple Elixir flavored with Oil of Orange. ADULT DOSE—One tea-

spoonful three times a day.

ELIXIR GUARANA.
(PAULLINIA SORBILIS.)

Guarana is used with much benefit in cases of Sick and Nervous Headache, Neuralgia,
Diarrhoea, Gastralgia, etc.

The active principle is analagous to Caffein, being found in PauUinia in five times the quan-
tity that it exists in the best Coffee. The tonic influence allied with the stimulating effects ren-

ders it an exceedingly valuable medicine.
As its use has proven the entire absence of any irritating properties or any astringent effect

in Debility, Languor, Protracted Convalescence and Nervous Irritability, it is specially useful.

The effect is almost immediate in all cases of Headache, from whatever cause it may arise
;

but it is more especially benefipial in those produced by over-excitement to the nervous system.
The usual mode of administration has been in powder; but the Elixir will be found not only

more agreeable, but much more eflicacious.

Each fluid ounce contains eighty grains Guarana.
For Headache—Dose, a tablespoonful for an adult, to be repeated in an hour, if the first

dose does not give relief

For Diarrhoea—A dessertspoonful morning and evening.
For Neuralgia, as a General Tonic for Nervousness, Debility, etc.—Adult dose, a dessert-

spoonful three or four times a day.
Note.—There are many Elixirs of Guarana manufactured of much less strength than that

prepared by us. If Physicians will specify our prep.aration they can rest satisfied they will not
be disappointed in the effects we claim.

Physicians will find our preparations in all the Wholesale and leading Retail Stores in the
United States and Canada.

Jol\i^ Wyetli & Si^otl\ef

,

In answering advertisements mention tlie Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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CHEMICAL REPORT ON MALTINE.
BY WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, BusJi Medical College, Chicago.

Chemical Laboratory of Rush Medical College,
Chicago, November 18th, 1879.

In order to test the compai-ative merits of Maltine and the va-
rious Extracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from diflferent

druggists samples of Maltine and of tlie most frequently pre-
scribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical
analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that Maltine con-
tains from half as mucli again to three times the quantity of Phos-
phates (Nerve and Brain food and Bone producers;, and from three
to fourteen times as much Diasta«e and otlier Albuminoids (Diges-
tive agents and Muscle producers), as any of the Extracts of Malt
examined. Since the value of such preparations is Indicated very
exactly by the proportion of tliese— their two most important con-
stituents, I have no hesitation in pronouncing Maltine greatly
superior to any Extract of Malt which I examined.

The large amounts of Phosphates and Albuminoids found in
Maltine demonstrates, moreover, tiie superior skill and care
employed in its preparation, and thoronghly warrants the confidence
placed in it by the Medical Profession.

Very respectfully, WALTER S. HAINES.

REPORT ON MALTINE.
BT L. P. YANDBLL, M. D.,

PROFESSOB OF CLINICAL MEDICINE AND DISEASES OF CHILDREN, UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE.

{^From the Louisville Medical Neivs, January 3d, 1S80.'\

After an extensive trial of the Maltine preparations of Reed <fe

Carnrick, of New York, in private and dispensary practice, we are
convinced that Maltine is one of the most valuable remedies ever
introduced to the Profession. Our exalted estimate of this article is

confirmed by all of the many practitioners who have expressed to
us their opinion of it. Wherever a constructive is indicated, Malt-
ine will be found excellent. In Pulmonary Phthisis and other
Scrofulous Diseases, in Chronic Syphilis, and in the various Cachec-
tic Conditions it is invaluable. In Convalescence it is a delightful
and efficacious Cordial. We have invariably found it liked by Chil-
dren, who devour it as they do candy. The Maltine Wine with
Pepsin and Pancreatine has yielded us the happiest results in
Apepsia and Atonic Dyspepsia, and in general Muscular and Nerv-
ous Debility. The preparations Maltine with Hypophosphites,
Maltine Ferrated, Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine, and Plain
Maltine we especially commend. It is prepared in innumerable
combinations.

Maltine deserves to stand in the front rank of coustructives ; and
the constructives, by their preventive, correctiveand curative power,
are probably the most widely-useful therapeutical agents that we
possess.

In answering advertisements, mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF MALTINE.

During the past year we have received nearly one tliousand let-

ters from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain,

referring to the therapeutic value of Maltine; their character is

indicated by the several extracts which we present below.

St. Louis, Mo., June 1st, 1879.

"As regards the use of Maltine, I can only say I am charmed with it, and
would not know how to replace it in my practice. I suppose no one in the West
uses it more extensively than I do. The results I have obtained have been more
satisfactory than 1 can possibly express. I have never met with a preparation
to which I am more indebted." J. K. BAUDDY, M. D.,

Prof. NerrouB and Mental Diseaees, Missouri Medical College.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 29th. 1879.

"I have used Maltine largely in the Clinic of the College, and in private
practice, and find it exceedingly efficient as a medicine, and much superior to
anything of the kind with which I am acquainted."

GEO. E. WALTON, M. D.,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. of Med., Cin. Col. Med. and Surg.

Richmond, Va., Jan. 16th, 1880.

"I have found your Maltine preparations so valuable that I use some of
them almost daily in my practice." HUNTER McGUIRE, M. D.,

Prof, of Surgery, Medical College of Virginia.

Chicago, Jan. 21st, 1880.

"I am very much pleased with Maltine, and since its introduction here I

have entirely given up the use of Extract of Malt."
E. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D.

Kensington Dispensary, London, Nov. 24th, 1879.
" We are using vour Maltine among our patients, and find great benefit from

it, especially in cases of Phthisis." DR. CHIPPENDALE, Kes. Medical OfBcer.

The Beeches, Northwold, Eng., July 28th, 1879.

"I find that my patients can readily digest your Maltine with Cod Liver Oil
without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. I have full confldencp in the virtue
it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseases of a Tubercular or
Atrophic nature." FREDERICK JOY, L. R C. P., M. R. C. S.

123 Landsdowne Road, Notting Hill, W. I

London, Oct. 16th, 1879. )

" I have much pleasure in bearing favorable testimony to the merits of your
Maltine preparations. I have used Maltine with Cod Liver Oil with the happiest
results in a case of Tuberculosis attended with Tubercular Peritonitis, in which
the temperature of the patient rose to 1051-5 deg., and persistently remained
above 100 deg. for upwards of two months. The only medicine taken was Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil. and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth to check
diarrhoea. She gradually improved and made a perfect recovery. I find Maltine
with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod
Liver Oil in any other form." EDMUND NASH, M. D.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. JIALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine. MALTO-TERBINE.
Maltine is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the United States.

We guarantee that Maltine ivill keep perfectly in any climate, or any season of the year.

Faithfully Yours, REED &CARNRICK,

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine. which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
of the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
B. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorablj'. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it lias given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick

headaches that caused me so mucli annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

othere who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, J. H. .Iohnston.
<!. A. MosHER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.

One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had
failed him, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, 79.
Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine

the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.
Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine

in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying— so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Of late I have been

using j'our new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the
stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profe.ssion.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our .Saccliarated—thinks the

latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
-Sugarof Slilk ;i.j u/,. I I'epsine l(i o/,. I Hydrochloric Acid 5fl.dr.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 " Diiwhisc (i dr. riiosplioric Acid 3" "

Powdered Firwein 7'' | Lactic .\cid .") f1. dr. |
.\liiininiuni 3 '' oz.

PRICE LIST.
Maltopepsine, Hn oz. bot.) per o7, S ."•')

I We also prepare the various Elixirs
" •' " doz... 7.00 and Syrups in combination with Malto-
" fi^lb. bot.) " ft IS.OO 1 pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden & Co., New Lebanon, N. Y., and a* Liberty St., N. Y.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the follotving^

diseases, sent on application:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous-
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections ; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula

;

Lupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium ; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint ; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kihds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhcsa.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria ; Erysipelas ; Erysipelas with Scrofula ; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts,

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurriDg in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid drana, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bronaide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TILDEN &. CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 84: Liberty St., New Tork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria MEDicAii Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT
-FOR THE-

INSANE,
j-JLCicsonsr-viLLE, ill.

rPHIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

-'- prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage

in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced

ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an

object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

Sole Proprietor.

October, 1880.

In answering advertisemeats mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ST, FRANCIS' BBftDLE! HOSPITIIL!

A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluif, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has
all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Physician Dr. Jos. Studer.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
siciacs sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.

The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.
Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Sitpej^ior.

In answering advertisements naention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ISAAC IKTAILKER <feSON
Importers of

AND

Muzzle-Loading

SHOT GUNS!
AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER AND COLT

.

SHOT GUNS.

A SPLENDID LINE OF

FishingTackle
AND

Sporting Equipments.

REVOLVERS,
Fine Cuilery,

ALSO,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

HARDWARE !

125 and 127

SOUTH WASHMTOK

STREET,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
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FORMULA

:

BACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (POg).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgOPOg)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fe2 O3 PO5).

1-1 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid draclim, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Titality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S

Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

i\'o danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral TJ. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-
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^ Co7istipation Due to Want of Peristaltic Action.—A. sitz-

S bath is ordered every night, the water used being as cold as
^

I the patient can bear; or, upon rising in the morning, the ^

25
spine and abdomen are sponged with cold water. In other M

H cases, great benefit is derived from dashing water against the ^

M abdomen while the patient stands up. Nux vomica, com- g

^ bined with soap and rhubarb, has proved very serviceable. H

The application of the faradic current, one pole of the bat- H
^

tery being placed over the spine, and the other passed up

H and down over the abdominal walls, has often been of great ^

S benefit. In still other cases, the health-lift is recommended.

K Constipation Due to Chronic Inflammation of the Rectum.—

5 The rectum is emptied by means of enemata. When it is

m thoroughly cleansed out, strychnia is injected locally, a fold

U of the mucous membrane being drawn down and the needle

? inserted. This same hypodermic method has given the most

u excellent results in Dr. Thomson's hands in cases of constipa-

pj
tion accompanying enlarged prostate. In every instance the

H rectum is first thoroughly emptied by means of an enema.

^ Kissengen water is prescribed in the morning, and a sup-

^ pository of belladonna, or stramonium, used at night. Far-

g adization along the course of the colon, and hip-baths, are

^ also of service.

H Constipation Following Febrile Diseases is treated by means

of the compound jalap powder,

p Constipation Associated with Chlorosis.—Dry heat is applied

^ to the feet and hands. In addition to the dry heat, the feet

and arms are wrapped in clothes dipped in a solution of cap-

sicum. The same application is made over the abdomen.

H After these measures have been continued for some time,

^ cathartics are administered, the one most generally employed

p atBellevue Hospital being the compound rhubarb pill. Of

P^ these, three are given at night, twice a week, or given every

^ night until the bowels have been rendered soluble. Iron is

2 not used until the bowels have been rendered soluble. The
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Dr. Rudolplius Rouse.

During the past sixteen years, nine members of the
medical profession have been taken from us by death.
Two of this number had rounded out the allotted span of
human life—three score and ten. Four were stricken
down in the prime of manhood, and in full possession of
their mental powers. Three were cut off in the morning
of life, falling victims to the dangers incident to their pro-
fession, and adding other names to the long list of martyrs
who have died for humanity. With one or two exceptions
they were unknown beyond the locality in which they
labored. They had not acquired a widespread popularity
or a great name in their profession, but wherever they were
known they have left grateful remembrances in the
hearts of the friends to whom their aid was rendered. No
etone over these graves records their deeds of self-denial

and heroism. Having w^orn out health, and sacrificed life

in the cause of humanity, they have found that rest from
their labors which was denied them upon earth. One
among those who have gone, was widely known as a lead-
ing and prominent practitioner of this city. His appear-
ance is yet fresh in our recollection as he lived among us
seven years ago. Few, if any, of our citizens at that time
did not know, either personally or by reputation, the late
Dr. Rudolphus Rouse, the subject of this brief biographical
sketch.

Dr. Rouse was born in Renssalaer county. New York,
on the 20th of July, 1793. At an early age he commenced
the study of medicine, and attended a course of lectures in
the University of Pennsylvania. Near the end of the ses-
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sioD he was attacked with articular rheumatism and was
obliged to return home. Recovering his health he secured

a license to practice medicine and surgery in the State of

!N"ew York from the censors of the Renssalaer County Med-
ical Society. Soon after he was commissioned as assistant

surgeon in one of the regiments raised by the State of
iSTew York and accepted by the United States in the war
with Great Britain in 1812. After serving in that capacity

for some months he was honorably discharged in Novem-
ber, 1814. In the winter following he attended a second
course of lectures in the Pennsylvania University, and
again near the close of the session was attacked with
rheumatism and obliged to go home. He subsequently
practiced his profession in the States of New York and
New Jersey, daily acquiring that experience which made
him a popular and able physician. After a practice of a

few years in the above named states, as well as in the

cities of New York and Philadelphia, he made a tour

through the Southern States, and while greatly pleased
with their climate, soil and productiveness, the curse of
slavery deterred him from casting his lot there. In 1832
he visited the three Western States. Struck with admira-
tion of the beautiful valley of the Illinois, then but sparely

settled, he determined to make it his future home. In the

following year he moved with his family to the village,

now city, of Peoria, where he resided until his death. His
practice and reputation grew with the growth of the town,
and there are many still living who speak of him as a
physician in terms of unqualified praise. In his prime he
ranked among the most prominent members of the profes-

sion in the city and surrounding country. He held several

positions of honor and trust—was president of the first

Board of Trustees of the town of Peoria; president of the

Peoria & Oquawka Railroad Company. In 1850 he presided

at the meeting which founded the Illinois State Medical
Society—was one of the original members—elected its

third president, and for many years took a deep interest

in its prosperity. For a long time he was the presiding

officer of the Peoria City Medical Society and was always
prominent and active in its membership. In whatever
position he was placed he tilled it with integrity, ability

and energy. His principles were keen, his judgment
good and his powers of discrimination excelled by few.

For the last two years of his life his strength gradually
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failed, but lie retained his clearness of mind in a remarka-

ble degree. His attention was almost exclusively directed,

during the last year of his life, to the erection of a monu-
ment for his family and a tomb for himself in Springdale

cemetery. When his strength permitted, he daily visited

the spot and gave directions for the construction of the

narrow house in which he expected soon to lie. He fre-

quently expressed the fear that he would not live to see

the monument and tomb completed. This seemed to be

the only object for which he desired to live, and strange as

it may appear, the one in which he took the greatest inter-

est. He died April 30, 1873, having suffered for several

years from chronic catarrh of the bladder and enlargement

of the prostate gland. The personal appearance of Dr.

Kouse was neither very striking nor commanding, yet no

one could see him or be in his company without recogniz-

ing in him a man of decided traits of character. His

features were not regular, but were often lighted up by
emotion of any kind. His countenance was sometimes

staid and solemn, at times, beaming, particularly when re-

lating a story or telling a joke, at which he was an adept,

and of which he was very fond. His head was well

formed and indicative of intellect. He was social in his

habits and feelings. His step was slow, deliberate and
firm, and his manners simple and dignified, but not invaria-

bly so. Humanity has its infirmities, and to them Dr.

Rouse was no exception. In the earlier part of his life his

disposition was remarkably placid. As years and disease

grew upon him he was at times irritable and irascible, at

others genial and gentle. To those who had crossed or

offended him he was short and curt in his language,

and under great provocation occasionally rude in his inter-

course. Beyond these named he exhibited no faults or

foibles worth mentioning. At all events he and they are

alike gone, and it would be ungracious and ungenerous to

recount or remember infirmities over which the grave has

closed. Of his professional character and reputation, men-
tion has already been made. It may be truly said that

no man filled a larger space or was better known in the

community in which he lived than Dr. Rouse. He be-

longed to that class of practitioners in a new country
whose daily life was spent in the hard, rough work inci-

dent to those early days. Few medical men of the present

day can form an adequate conception of the dangers, trials
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and privations of those pioneer doctors. Nearly all were
intelligent and energetic, and many of them educated men.
They came in the vigor of youth and manhood to make a
stern, unfaltering trial of their fortunes—with great labor,

with much self denial, with slight prospect of pecuniary
reward, struggling with poverty and with no hope of fame,
their services were cheerfully rendered to all those who re-

quired them.
But two of that number besides the writer remain in

the field, Drs. Frye and Murphy, Nearly, if not quite all,

the others are dead, and if any survive, they have removed
to other and distant fields of labor. Living or dead, their

humble, laborious, useful and self-sacrificing lives challenge
our admiration. While their sacrifices and labors will

never be appreciated as they deserve, these pioneers in our
noble profession, should not be forgotten when they are
seen no more. It is to be hoped that those who have suc-

ceeded them, will leave behind as green a memory in the
hearts of the recipients of their care, as did the subject of
this sketch and his cotemporaries.

Peoria, III. Robert Boal, M. D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Pneunio-liydro-Thorax of traumatic Orig-in.

BY J. P. ROSS, M. D.,

Prof, of Clinical Medicine and Diseases of the Chest,
in Rush Medical College.

J. B., aged 35, a Scotchman, a grain dealer, was admit-
ted to Cook County Hospital, Oct. 16tb, 18— . We give
the following history :

Has always enjoyed good health. On the day previous
to admission while crossing the street he was struck on the

back with a pole of an omnibus. The blow knocked him
down and produced insensibility, which lasted about one
hour. On returning to consciousness he had a feeling of
oppression in the stomach. His breathing was interrupted
and so difiicult as to prevent his lying down. He had a
slight hacking cough accompanied by severe lancinating
pain in the right side of the chest.

On admission he was unable to lie down. His counte-
nance was expressive of severe suffering; pulse 150 and
small. Respiration 50 and short and imperfect, skin moist,

tongue furred, short dry cough. Severe pain in right side
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of chest. Bowels constipated. On inspection only slight

motion was observed on the right side. There was partial

obliteration of the intercostal spaces. Percussion revealed

tympanitic resonance of right side of chest and normal re-

sonance of the left side. In the erect posture there was
dullness on the right side below the ninth rib and varying

according to position of patient.

On auscultation puerile respiration was found on the

left side. In the infraclavicular region of the right side

the breathing and the voice sounds were amphoric. There
was metallic tinkling behind the nipple and total abstin-

ence of all sounds below the sixth rib. The succussion

sound was very distinct.

The side was bathed with a soothing liniment, and a

warm poultice was applied. Liq. ammoniac acet. was admin-
istered internally and rest was secured, with Dover's powder
at bed time.

Oct. 19th, four days after the accident, the pain was
much diminished. Respiration 45 and still labored. Pulse
124. Patient still unable to lie down. A physical exam-
ination revealed that the effusion in the pleural cavity had
increased so that it reached as high as the fourth rib. The
side was painted with tr. iodine and the poultices contin-

ued. Patient was given acetate ot pot. 20 grs., and sweet
spts. nitre one drachm, every four hours.

On Oct, 26th, eleven days after the accident, the patient

was able to lie on the aftected side. He complained but

little of pain and less of dyspnoea. Respiration 40
;
pulse

140, Ordered iod, of pot., grs. 6, with tr, digitalis, gtts.

10. Discontinued poultices.

On Oct. 30th, the effusion was somewhat diminished

;

dyspnoea less. Continued the treatment. From this time the

patient improved steadily. The urine became copious and
the dyspnoea diminished with the decrease of the effusion

and the proportionate expansion of the lung. The increased

resonance and the amphoric sounds gradually disappeared.

On Nov. 29th, six weeks after the accident, there was
total absence of the amphoric sounds—the effusion was
completely absorbed. The chest expansion was almost
normal. The patient was discharged a few days later.

On Dec. 1st, 18— , a little over four years after the acci-

dent, the patient called upon me at which time he was per-

fectly well. He stated that his health had been perfectly

good ever since the time he left the hospital, Dec. 20, 18—

.
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This case is one of exceeding interest because of the

unusual cause of the rupture and the rapid progress of the

recovery from the injury. There was no severe external

injury to mark the place where the blow was received. A
slight external bruise was all, and yet the lung was rup-

tured and the pulmonary pleura torn.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

The Accommodation of tlie Eye and Wliat it Means.

BY S. J. BUMSTEAD, M.D.-

Knowing from my conversations with physicians who
possess no special acquaintance with opthalmology that it

is difficult for them to get a proper understanding of the

accommodative and refractive affections of the eye, from
the text books upon these subjects, as also from my own
experience in acquiring that knowledge, I thought a service

might possibly be rendered some professional brethren, if I

gave them an idea of these conditions of the eye in simpler
language than that in general use by our opthalmological
authors. From a consideration of the accommodation of
the eye, we may in successive articles consider in the same
way presbyopia, hypermetropia, myopia and astigmatipm.

The human eye constitutes of itself an optical system
which, when of the normal construction, has a certain

definite refractive power over the rays of light entering it

from distant objects, or those which in relation to it are sit-

uated farther than twenty feet. This normally constructed
eye, in the optical sense, is known among occulists as an
emmetropic eye, which signifies that when the eye is at rest

and completely passive, ail objects over twenty feet from it

are distinctly pictured upon its retina. For the present

purpose we may regard the optical system of the eye as

having an anterior and posterior focal point, and a nodal
point. The nodal point in the emmetropic eye is situated

in the lens, nearer the posterior than the anterior surface,

and we have principally to concern ourselves now with the

nodal and the posterior focal points. In this nodal point

the rays proceeding from the top of an object before the

eye, pass through and go to the lower part of the image
upon the retina, and vice versa, placing it there upside
down, a fact generally well known. This is easily demon-
strated by allowing a landscape view to pass through a
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convex lens of short focus, upon a screen placed behind it

in the focal point. A bi-convex lens has its anterior and
posterior focal points at the same distances from the centre

of the lens. Of course the eje is not so simple as a glass

lens in its optical construction, because we have both the

anterior and posterior surfaces of the cornea, the aqueous
humor, the two surfaces of the lens, and lastly the vitreous

humor, to exercise their distinct and difterent action upon
the rays of light traversing them.

And yet for the purpose we have in view it is correct

enough to say, that these refractive media, taken collect-

ively, so bend the rays of light that they come to a focus

and form a perfect image, just 6.7 parisian lines behind the

nodal point, and which is a little over half an inch, there

being twelve lines to the inch, and the parisian inch a little

longer than our own, about one-tenth. For our purpose,

then, we can say the eye focuses its rays one-half inch

behind the lens, and a glass lens of the same power is

regarded as a strong one. The power the different media
of the eye have in bending the rays over that in air, is called

the index of refraction, and is as 4 : 3. Then if the emme-
tropic eye can see distinctly, without effort, all objects more
than twenty feet from it, how and why can it see an object

when brought within six or eight inches from the eye ?

This power the human eye possesses, and is called the

accommodative power, and range of the eye. It is well

known that rays proceeding from an object within a few
inches are very divergent, and the lens of the eye in its

passive state can only bring rays that are parallel to a focus

upon the retina. Objects situated more than twenty feet

from the eye send rays of light that are parallel, and such a
convex lens of one-half inch focal power will bring to a
perfect image just in the focus of said lens : that is, the

retina.

But if the object is brought within twelve inches of the

eye, no addition having been made to the former optical

system, the rays will come to the eye so divergent that the

same focal power will not suffice to bring the image in the

same place, but the retina would then lie anteriorly to the
focus ; that is, only circles of unfocused rays would fall

upon it.

One can demonstrate this truth as follows : Take a con-

vex lens of three-inch focus, and placing it in a cylinder to

represent the camera obscura, turn it towards an object in
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the distance, when if a,ground glass is placed three inches

behind it, the image will be depicted thereon perfectly. So
soon, however, as the object is brought as near as six or

eight inches, the image disappears, and it will be necessary

either to add another convex lens of six or eight inch focus,

or place the screen farther from the lens, and this latter the

«ye cannot do.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

A Case of Fracture of tlie Skull.

On the afternoon of July 13th, 1880, while standing at

my office window I saw a policeman make an arrest at a

saloon immediately opposite, while standing in the door-

way was the bar-tender, P. M., a young man about twenty-
five years of age, who was covered with blood. Shortly
afterwards I was called over to make an examination of

the man's injuries. I found a slight dent in the cranial

walls on the vertex, and that there was considerable

hemorrhage from the right ear.

The man was fully conscious although presenting a

dazed appearance and answering questions in an absent
minded manner. In reply to my inquiries as to the nature

of the blow he had received, he said that while interfer-

ing in a light he received a blow upon the head from a

chair. I gave as my opinion that the man was severely

and dangerously injured. When the blood was washed
away he went behind the bar to attend to his regular duties,

which, as I was afterwards informed, he performed for a

half an hour or more. In the meanwhile another physi-

cian had been called, and I retired to await developments.
In less than an hour I was again summoned and responded,
to find him stretched upon a sofa, breathing stertorously

and with all the symptoms of a pressure upon the brain.

I assured the bystanders that there was nothing to be done
and that he would die without regaining consciousness, as

he did, within an hour. On making a pos^ mortem examin-
ation, Dr. Bluthart, the county physician, found a fracture

of the skull extending from the vertex to the foramen
magnum at the base. The remarkable feature in the case

was his ability to attend to his duties as bar-tender for the

length of time above mentioned, after he had received so

extensive an injury.

CnicAGO, III. F. E. Sherman, M. D.
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Mtrite of Amyl.

This valuable remedy does not seem to be used as much
as it is indicated. I have been using it for nearly three

years and find it almost a specific in facial neuralgia and
nervous headache. My mode of administering it is this

:

put four or five drops on a pocket handkerchief and have
the patient inhale it until the face flushes and the patient

complains of choking, which is caused by the increased

pulsation of carotids, then withdraw the amyl. Give the
patient one-half grain of morphine and two grains of quin-

ine, let them lay down an hour and they will almost in-

variably be cured of the attack and feel grateful.

S. A. Oren, M. D.
Mount Auburn, loiva, Oct. 26, 1880.

linicdl Wectnres*

Mutism—Treatment of tlie Opium Habit.

BY WILLIAM PEPPER, M.D.

[Special Keport for the Peoria Medical Mouthly.]

Mutism.—All the rest of this woman's children can talk
perfectly well except this one. There was no trouble at the
birth of this girl. She had measles when eighteen months
old, and whooping cough when two years of age. She was
not able to make any sound whatever before she was two
years old. She tries to read now, but cannot. She can
count, however, up to twenty-four ; can say mother, father, I
knovj; and repeat all the letters of the alphabet except W.
She can make plenty of noise when she chooses to, so that
there is no loss of the sound-producing power; she is not
tongue-tied. Her tonsils are greatly enlarged, but they da
not interfere with her voice. There is no tumor on the
vocal cords, and they move freely. The difiiculty lies in
the use of articulate speech. She is able to talk much better

than she does. The mutism may be due either to a congeni-
tal defect or to retarded development. I have seen this

condition co-existing with very fully developed intellect.

There is probably retarded development of the centre of
speech in the brain in this child. Aphasia we usually con-
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nect with some defect or lesion of the anterior part of the

left hemisphere, the left fissure of Sylvius and the island of

Keil. In treating this condition we must be guided (1) by
the extent of the defect (here the defect is very marked) and

(2) by the condition of the general health and intellect (here

it is excellent). There is one form of mutism, where speech
begins to develop and suddenly comes to a dead stop, and
another, in which speech begins to develop late, but goes
on developing. Of these two, the first is the more unfavor-

able condition. Here the prognosis is favorable. I should
say that when she is fifteen this girl will speak quite well.

She must be carefully taught to exercise the function of
speech, and every eftbrt must be employed to get her to

practice phonation. There are no drugs needed, except,

perhaps, the phosphatic salts. Where the mutism is com-
plete and is accompanied by deafness, the patient cannot, of
course, be taught to employ vocal sounds. In some cases

mutism is only dependent upon deafness.

TREATMENT OF THE OPIUM HABIT.

Up to four years and three months ago, this woman was
in vigorous health, when she became a severe sufferer from
sciatica. The only thing that gave her relief from her pain
was morphia, of which she finally became in the habit of

taking six grains thrice daily. During this prolonged
course of morphia, her original trouble entirely disappeared.

"When she came to stop its use, however, every attempt to

diminish the dose was followed by the most horrible dis-

tress, 80 that she found it impossible to give up the use of

the drug, and became a confirmed opium-eater. This is

just a type of the cases you will meet in practice. The
quantity of opium which the system maybe brought to bear
is truly enormous. There was lately in my wards at the

Philadelphia Hospital, a young girl, who would take as

much as a pint of laudanum in the course of twenty-four
hours.

In the present instance there was culpable carelessness

on the part of her attending physician. Be always very
careful how you sanction the use of opiates in chronic cases.

In an incurable disease opium may be very properly
administered to produce euthasia, but where the disease is

curable it is your duty to be exceedingly careful. In this

case the physician neglected that duty.

After reaching a certain point it is morally impossible

to give up the use of opium by force of will. The craving
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for opium is much more soul enthralling than that for

strong drink. If the dose is postponed, such a sensation of

depression and distress, such craving and longing come on,

that the patient will have the morphia, if he have to sell his

soul to get it. The general functions of the body gradually-

become accustomed to the regular administration of the

drug. The bowels, stomach and kidneys perform their

functions regularly so long as the habit is kept up.

This woman has been so long an opium eater that she

comes to us white, emaciated and shattered in body and
nerves. How are we to break up the habit ? It is useless

to appeal to the moral sense. We must endeavor to dimin-
ish the need of the system for the opium. Rest is the first

item in the cure : keep the patient in bed. If the habit be
only in its infancy, extensive travel, as a diversion for the
mind, will often work wonders. See that such patients

have ample nourishment. If there is any morbid irritation

of the mucous membrane of the stomach, put them on an
absolute diet of skimmed milk, beginning with a pint, up
to two quarts daily. All this while you must progressively

diminish the amount of opium taken. If the conjoined
milk and opium produce constipation you must try and
overcome this condition by massage. Have the abdominal
muscles w^ell kneaded daily. Regular injections of cod-
liver oil may be given in the morning, followed by cold

water injections at night, or you may give some vegetable
laxative. Iron must be administered in large and ascend-

ing doses. Dialyzed iron is an excellent chalybeate. It

may be given in doses of from ten drops up to one fluid

drachm thrice daily, Quinia and strychnia may be com-
bined with the iron. This patient has been reduced to two
grains of opium thrice daily, instead of six grains at the
same interval. She is taking quinia and half a fluid drachm
of dialyzed iron four times daily. In the course of three

weeks I have every reason to believe that the habit will be
entirely broken up.

Pelvic Abscess.

BY WM. H. BYFORD, M.D.

Professor of Gynoecology in Rush Medical College, Chicago, HI.

[Keported for the Peoria Medical Monthly by a Student.]

This patient, a widow, is twenty-six years of age. She
was married at fourteen ; has one child, now nearly eleven
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years old, and has had four miscarriages. Menstruation,

which has always been regular and normal up to within a

short time, began in her twelfth year. While she had never

been very robust, she enjoyed a fair degree of health until

three years ago, or after her last miscarriage, which is the

date she gives us as the beginning other present difficulty.

She then began to complain of general symptoms of pelvic

disease; pain low down in the back; pain over the abdo-

men, tympanitis, palpitation, frequent micturition, &c., &c.,

and also tells us, that eleven months ago she had what was
called an attack of inflammatory rheumatism, for which she

received treatment, and which passed off in a few days.

This rheumatism was confined to the lower extremities, and
principally to that of the right side. After the subsidence

of this rheumatism, which was not accompanied by swell-

ing, her health has been only fairly good. She has had a

continuation of the symptoms I have enumerated, but not of

such a severe character as to prevent her from attending to

her household duties.

In September last, she had another attack of rheuma-
tism of the same character as before, followed, as she says,

by typhoid fever. This febrile condition lasted between
two and three weeks. During and since this last attack in

September, she has had an aggravation of the pelvic symp-
toms, with more localized pain in the right side of the pel-

vis and back, which, are very severe, and to relieve which
morphia in considerable doses has been administered.

Some time later there was a copious discharge of pus
through the vagina, and this discharge still continues,

though greatly lessened in amount. Now, what has been

and is the trouble here ? You will have no hesitancy in

diagnosing a pelvic abscess, and I think I will have no diffi-

culty in making her previous symptoms harmonize with her

present condition. The rheumatism from which she suf-

fered was not rheumatism at all, but was a reflex irritation

of the nerves leading to the parts aft'ected, caused by the

inception, in the first place, of this inflammatory process,

and during the last attack, to the renewing of this inflam-

mation and to the other morbid processes preceding suppu-

ration and the opening of this abscess. There was no
swelling, puffiness or especial tenderness in any of the

joints which there would have been had the attack been

rheumatic in character, while the fever accompanying it

was of a low grade, too low for the usual rheumatic fever.
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Her trouble dates from her last miscarriage, and there

is no doubt in my mind, though the patient will not com-
mit herself, but that force was used, that it was a produced
miscarriage, brought on probably by a whalebone or some
such instrument. The symptoms at that time subsided, but
only to appear in September last; the trouble, however,
had materially advanced, and the fever accompanying the

pain was of considerably greater intensity. She says it was
called typhoid, but from its course, character and duration,

together with the sequelae, we know it was purely inflam-

matory, and was caused by this localized point of inflam-

mation. This, with the intimate relations existing in the

pelvis between the nerves of the lower extremity and the

organs occupying that cavity, will explain the nature of her
so-called rheumatic attacks.

Following the miscarriage, which was brought on by
some violence done to the organs of generation and their

appendages, she had a localized inflammation which with
its exudate led by natural and known processes to the forma-
tion of this abscess. ^ On examination I find, that the abscess

situated in the righ^ broad ligament, opened into the vagina
at the most favorable locality, just below the utero-vaginal

juncture on the right side. The cavity was not entirely

emptied at the first discharge, and this is usually the case.

Now, what shall be the treatment? Were she in a position

to carry out all my directions, I would first of all insist

upon complete rest. Since that is impossible for her, as

boarding-house keeper and doing her own work, to do, I

will tell her to keep as quiet as she can, and rest as long
each da}^ as she can find time. ISText, I would endeavor to

lessen the amount of morphia she is obliged to take, by a
resort to a sitz bath, an hour at a time twice a day. The
water in this bath should only cover the pelvis and upper
part of the thighs. In addition to this I will advise copious
injections of water. You will notice that I do not say hot
or warm or cold water, and I generally leave that to the
patient, telling them to use water of that temperature which
causes no discomfort and affords the most relief, and this

they will find out by a few trials. This water for injecting
may contain a small amount of permanganate of potassium,
or carbolic acid as a purifier and antiseptic. Further, I will

place her on the following tonic, which I frequently use and
find most excellent in these and similar cases :
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J^ Tr. ferri chloridi, 1 ounce.
Syrupi simp., 3 ounces.
Potas citras., 1 drachm.

M. Sig. Take a teaspoonful three times a day.

The bowels should be kept open, and in these cases, I

prefer to do this by regulating the diet rather than by medi-
cines. Graham bread, used exclusively, is often sufficient.

The diet must be nutritious and good. I shall also pre-

scribe as an alterative, one grain of blue mass every night,

which I find useful in cases where there is considerable

induration, as an induration in the broad ligament.

For a counterirritant she will use a liniment made of

equal parts of tinct. iodine and dilute alcohol. This will be

applied with a camel's hair pencil over the parts affected.

In this case the prognosis is not as favorable, for a speedy

cure, as it would be if she could enjoy complete rest and
freedom from work of all kinds. Still I think that by doing

as I have above outlined, she will make a good though
somewhat tardy recovery.

Clirysopliaiiic Acid in Diseases of the Skin.

In ringworm of the scalp, chrysophanic acid is often

very useful, but it is necessary to use it with considerable

care, as it has and may produce severe inflammation. Ten
grains to the ounce of cerate and vaseline is generally suffi-

ciently strong. Of course it is necessary to use epilation in

bad cases. One drawback to its use on the scalp is the

staining of the hairs to a purplish brown color. I think it

well to mention this fact to patients when stating to them
the advantage of rapid cure which we are warranted in

promising from the use of this acid. Ringworm of the

body is readily cured by an ointment of moderate strength

rubbed in several times daily. "When used upon the trunk
or extremities, chrysophanic acid will inevitably stain the

underclothes. To get over this trouble as well as we can, I

state the fact to patients, and advise them to wear such

clothes as are well-worn, and to continue their use while
under treatment, as the time is usually not very long. In

lichen planus, I have seen some of the most rapid cures

produced b}' this agent, but the itching which usually

accompanies this affection, often necessitates the addition
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of some anti-pruritic agent. In other chronic forms of

lichen this acid may often be used with great benefit. I

have now under treatment a case of lupus erythematosus,

which I am sanguine of curing by an ointment of the

strength of twenty grains of the acid, to the ounce of oint-

ment.

—

St. Louis Courier of Medicine.

How to Eradicate Syphilis.

A woman infected with syphilis, convicted of prostitu-

tion, should be spayed, and, not to make any invidious dis-

tinction on account of sex, every syphilitic or leper, married
or single, should be interdicted from sexual co-habitation,

under no less penalty than the deprivation of the procrea-

tive power. Under existing law, it is optional for married
syphilitics to live together or separate, but the continuance
of the marriage relation under such disabilities, should be
regarded as a crime.

—

Dr. French in Chicago Med. Rev.

Clirysoplianic Acid, " Caution."

Physicians prescribing this remedy should caution their

patients against the accident of introducing it into their

eyes through rubbing them with the fingers. Dilatation of

the pupil ensues, accompanied with inflammatory itching

and burning, causing much pain for the time it lasts, though
the inflammation soon subsides.— Wesiern Lancet.

Black Silk for Liaratures.

Prof. AV. H. Pancoast says he uses only black silk for

ligatures. " It is the purest silk, the iron dye makes it less

irritating to the flesh, and all the white silk of commerce
is dyed with lead."

—

Medical Bidletin.

Military Tract Medical Association.

The regular semi-annual meeting of the Military Tract
Medical Association, was held at Masonic Hall, in Galva,
111., on Tuesday, N'ov. 9th, 1880.
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The president, Dr. H. Jucld, of Galesburg, called the
meeting to order at 10 A. M., and after the transaction of

some business preliminary to the regular programme, a

recess was taken until 1:30 P. M,
At the appointed hour the association was again

called to order, the president, Dr. Judd, in the chair. On
motion, the following physicians were elected members of
the association : Drs. E. Smith, of Viola; C. C. Smead, of
Victoria; and I. K. Wear, of Fandon. Drs, J. P. Johnson
and 0. B. Will, were present from the Peoria City Medical
Society.

Reports of the various committees being in order. Dr.

A. L. Craig, from that on Practice of Medicine, reported

two very interesting cases of " puerperal mania," in the

course of the treatment of which uterine injections of an
antiseptic character were used. Dr. Nance, of Kewanee,
objected to the use of uterine injections of any description,

unless the greatest possible care was exercised to ascertain

for a certainty, a sufficiently patulous condition of the os

to admit of a free out-flow, or a double current catheter

used, to insure a rapid return of the injection.

Dr. Baldwin, from the committee on surgery, reported

a case of cancer of the breast—which had been examined
and discussed by a number of surgeons—with operation for

its removal by the knife, the wound healing kindly and
remaining so for several weeks or months, to the comfort
of the patient, the woman subsequently dying from spas-

modic heart trouble, apparently owing to reflex irritation

from the application of a caustic preparation to a small

ulcer which finally appeared at the side of the cicatrix.

The report of the case provoked a lively discussion as to

the advisability of operating for cancer, participated in by
Drs. Nance, Ingels, Todd and Babcock, of the association,

and Dr. Johnson, of Peoria.

Dr. J. F. Todd, from same committee, reported case of
non-union of flaps after amputation of leg. Discussed by
Drs. Nance and Ingels.

Other committees failed to report, and the time was
occupied in the discussion of various interesting topics.

Although there were comparatively few present at the meet-
ing of the association, it was an interesting and profitable

one. The semi-annual meetings are never so well attended
as are the regular annual meetings, the next of which will
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be held in the citv of Galesburg on Tuesday, May 19th,

1881. The members of the profession in Galva well sus-

tained their reputation for hospitality, in providing accom-
modations at their own homes for those in attendance. The
reporter of the Monthly is thus indebted to Dr. A. C. Bab-
cock and his estimable wife; and for many favors to the

efficient secretary of the association, Dr. B. S. Peck.
Below is appended the programme for the next meet-

ing, as furnished by the president. W.

The Military Tract Medical Association will meet at

Oalesburg, 111., Tuesday, May 10th, 1881, prompt at ten

o'clock A. M.

PROGRAMME—ANNUAL MEETING.

Practice of Medicine—S. M. Hamilton, H. Nance, H. L.
Harrington, E. Smith, S. N. Wear, A. S. Slater.

Surgery—J. S. Todd, M. Reece, G. L. Corcoran, H. C.

Hopper, J. P. McClanahan, A. C. Babcock, W. S. Holiday.
Materia Med. and Therajjeutics—A. E. Baldwin, J. A.

Mitchell, J. M. McClanahan, E. R. Boardman.
Obstetrics and Diseases of Children—R. B. Smead, T. A.

Scott, J. H. Wallace, H. S. Hurd, J. B. Ingels, J. F. Pur-
dum, J. V. Frazier.

Essayest—M. A. McClelland.
Neerology—B. S. Peck.
These committees are earnestly requested to prepare

themselves, and to be present at this meeting.
Herbert Judd, Pres't. B. S. Peck, Sec'y.

Proceedings of the Jasper County (111.) Medical Association
— November Meeting-.

S. R. Youngman, M. D., West Liberty, President ; A.
B. Faller, M.D., Secretary, Newton.

Meets on the first Friday of each month, at Newton.
Association came to order with the President in the chair.

Members present, Drs. S. R. Youngman, Z. Allen, N. S.

Clark, H. S. Hinman, James Piequet, George Shamhart, J.

H. Maxwell and A. B. Faller.

The minutes of the October meeting were read and ap-

proved.

The Committee on Resolutions reported as follows :

Your committee upon whom you imposed the duty of
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drafting suitable resolutions in regard to the admission of
medical practitioners within the state, would respectfully

submit the following

:

Whereas, Whilst we cheerfully recognize the great
good done to the public; by the laws passed by a late Legis-
lature, regulating the practice of medicine within the state,

and creating a Board of Health, we cannot help noticing
the insufficiency of these laws, and the limited power for

good of the Board of Health ; and,
Whereas, A number of medical colleges annually con-

fer the degree of M.D. upon individuals who are not quali-

fied to practice medicine ; and
Whereas, The Board of Health is compelled to recog-

nize these diplomas, and grant certificates to practice to

individuals possessing such diplomas, irrespective of their

qualifications ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we use our influence with our legislators

to have a law so framed that, after a certain time, no person
shall be admitted to the practice of medicine, in any of it»

branches, within the state of Illinois, who in addition to a
diploma granted by a medical college, shall not have been
submitted to a public examination, held at stated intervals

by the State Board of Health, or by medical men of recog-

nized ability and integrity, not connected with any medical
college, said examination embracing the different branches
of medicine, viz: Chemistry, anatomy, physiology, pathol-

ogy, materia medica, and surgery, and also a strict exam-
ination on all the branches of knowledge which are an
indispensable prerequisite of a thorough medical education ;

and be it further

Resolved, That this preamble and resolution be pre-

sented to all the regular medical societies within the state^

and to the State Medical Society, and they be requested to

give this matter consideration.

J. PiCQUET, M.D., 1 ri -44

A.B.Faller,M:D.,|^''^''"^^''-.
After considerable discussion on the subject of medical

education, the foregoing was adopted.
The Association then adjourned for dinner.

At 1 p.m. came to order.

Dr. Maxwell read a paper on a dislocation of the femur
in an old man, with atheromatous degeneration, in which
chloroform was used, in the reduction, with no bad results.

Drs. Shamhart and Clark reported a case of spermatorrhoea^
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or prostatorrhcBa, in a eunich, the patient having amputated
the scrotum with all its contents, about fifteen years ago.

This case was spiritedly discussed.

The Association then adjourned until the first Friday in

December. At this meeting Dr. Maxwell will open a dis-

cussion on pneumonia, and Dr. Allen will contribute a

paper.
A. B. Faller, Secretary.

Illinois State Board of Health.

At the last meeting of the Illinois State Board of

Health, the following resolution was adopted :

Whereas, It is the legal duty of this Board to issue cer-

tificates to persons presenting diplomas from Medical Col-

leges in " good standing; " and
Whereas, It becomes thus the duty of the Board to

determine as to the good standing of such Colleges ; and
Whereas, Complaints are frequently made to this Board

as to the practice and standing of certain Colleges ; there-

fore,

Resolved, That a committee of this Board be appointed

to report at the next quarterly meeting the requirements

and characteristics which shall, in the judgment of this

Board, constitute " good standing " in a Medical College,

and also the conditions under which this Board will receive

and hear complaints against the standing of any Medical
School or College.

The undersigned having been appointed a Committee
under the above resolution, respectfully address the mem-
bers of the profession in this State, asking them to reply to

the following inquiries

:

1. In the present state of Medical Science and education

in this country, what preparation is and ought to be
required for admission to the lectures of a Medical College

to entitle it to good standing?
2. On what branches of Medical and Cognate Science

ought courses of lectures to be provided, and what length

of course on each to entitle the college to "good standing?"
3. What requirements as to full attendance, reading and

quizzes, or other examinations, occasional or final, ought to

be maintained in such colleges?

4. What attendance on lectures, as to time, number of
terms or courses and intervals between courses, are, and
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ought to be required by such colleges as conditions of grad-
uation?

5. What other conditions of graduation, such as hospital

practice, or practice under preceptors, attendance on clinics

and dissections are and ought to be required for graduation?
An early and full reply will be a favor to the Commit-

tee, and we hope also to the best interests of Medical
Science.

Address reply to Committee State Board of Health,
Springfield, 111.

John M. Gregory, Chairman,
Wm. M. Chambers,
John H. Rauch.

DeWitt County Medical Society—In Memoriam.

At a special meeting of the DeWitt County Medical
Society, held at the office of Dr. Goodbrake, in Clinton, on
the 11th day of November, 1880, the following preamble
and resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, The great creator and preserver of all things,

has summoned from our midst our well beloved fellow

member, Thomas K. Edraiston, M. D,,who died at his resi-

dence in this city on the 9th inst., after a long and painful
sickness; be it therefore

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Edmiston, our society

has lost one of her oldest and most zealous members, the
profession at large a skillful and experienced co-worker in

the science and art of medicine, the community an honest
and upright citizen, and his family a kind husband and
indulgent father.

Resolved, That we feel a deep and heartfelt sympathy
with the widow and children of the deceased, and can only
point them for comfort to Him who doeth all things well.

Resolved, That this preamble and resolutions be spread
upon the records of the society, that they be published in

the Peoria Medical Monthly and our county papers; and
that an attested copy be furnished the widow of our deceased
colleague.

Tnos. W. Davis, M. D., ^j

John Wright, M. D., K Committee.

Christopher Goodbrake, M. D., J
C. Goodbrake, Sec'y. J. J. Starkey, PresH fro tem.
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'{hem^mtiti a^ate^.

NITRITE OP AMYL FOB HICCOUGH

Dr. Simon, in the Medical Ex-
aminer, states that he instanta-
neously cured a case of hiccough
which had lasted twenty-six
hours, by the inhalation of three
drops of the nitrite of amyl.

FOR CROUP.

Jfc Oil stilligia.
Oil cajiput, a a 1 drachm.
Oil lobelia.
Oil lavender, a a \^ drachm.
Oil cinnamon, 10 gtts.
Alcohol, 1 oz M.

As soon as thecroupal cough is

noticed rub a small quantity on
the throat ; repeat as often as ne-
cessary. If the case be very ur-
gent, give one or two drops on
sugar internally, every hour or
two.

—

Med. Summary.

FETID PERSPIRATION OF THE
FEET.

Jfc Pul. alum, exsiccati, 3 ounces.
Acid, salicylici, \}4 to 3 drachms.

The patient is directed to bathe
the feet every morning with
warm water and soap, and while
they are yet moist to cause the
powder to partially adhere ap-
ply it freely to the whole foot,
leaving plenty between the toes
and in the sulci underneath
them. At first it may be neces-
sary to apply this twice or more
times in the day, but in a short
time once a day will suffice.

—

Med. Record.

PRURITUS VULVAE.

]^ Pulv. gummi arable, 2 drachms.
Peruvian balsam, 1 dracbm.
Oil of almonds, IJ^ drachms.
Rose water, 1 ounce.

M. Apply with a camel's hair
brush eight or ten times a day to
the itching parts. This also
rarely fails to cure sore nipples
applied hourly for a few days. I
prefer this to anythingelse.

—

Dr.
Tauszky, in Med. Record.

TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA.
For a neuralgia of the first

branch of the fifth pair of nerves,
of six years duration. Dr. Lan-
derberg used the following with
perfect results

:

9; Aconitise, (Duquesnel's) Y^ grain.
Glycerinaj, 1 drachm.
Alcoholis, 1 drachm.
Aq. menth. pip., 2 ounces.

M. One tablespoonful three
times a day.

OXALATE OF CERIUM IN CHOL-
ERA INFANTUM.

This remedy is recommended
by a writer in the Concours Med-
icale, to be given in the following
manner, viz : Four grains divi-
ded into ten powders for chil-
dren under two years, one to be
given every hour; eight grains
in ten powders, between two and
ten years ; and fifteen grains
similarly divided, for adults.

DIPHTHERIA.
Dr. Edwin Burd of Lisbon,

Iowa, advises the following,
which he believes, if given in
time, will cure all cases of diph-
theria :

P Sodse hyposulphis, 8 scruples.
Quinite sulph., J^ drachm.

I
Spts. frumenti, 4 ounces.

M. For a child five years of
age one teaspoonful every four
hours, night and day.

P; PotassEe cbloras., 2 drachms. J£

Tr. ferri chloridi, 2 drachms.
Syr. simplicis, 4 ounces.

M. A teaspoonful every four
hours, night and day.

—

Med. and
Surg. Rep.

TINEA CIRCINATA.
9; Argent, nitras (pulv.) 1 scruple.

Hydr. oxid. rub., 2 scruples.
Plumbi iodidi, 1 drachm.
Cerati,
Vaselinae, aa2 drachms.
M. ft. ung. Sig. Rub a piece

the size of a bean well into the
diseased surface until it disap-
pears; repeat night and morning.
—Med. and Surg. Reporter.
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hak ^atice^.

A Treatise on Foreign Bodies in Surgical Practice, by
Alfred Poulet, M.D., Adjutant Surgeon Major, Inspector of
the School for Military Medicine at Val-de-Grace ; 2 vols,,

pages, 265 and 320 ; N'ew York, Wm. Wood & Co.; vols. 2
and 3 of Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors for

1880. W. T. Keener, agent, Chicago, 111.

We cannot indicate the aim and scope of this work bet-

ter than by cop^^ing a few extracts from the preface. The
author says :

" Ko surgeon has hitherto thought of collect-

ing in one book all the material which is scattered through-
out the annals of science concerning the question of foreign

bodies. However, there are few subjects which are more
worthy of attracting the serious attention of practitioners.

All those who have been brought in contact in the course
of their practice with the numberless difficulties produced
by the presence of foreign bodies, know how uncertain the
diagnosis often is, how sudden are the symptoms and how
often the treatment requires skill, address and varied and
extensive learning." This work is confined to a considera-

tion of foreign bodies entering the body through the natu-
ral passages. The author has endeavored to bring this

hitherto unarranged mass of facts into harmony with gen-
eral laws, and to suggest the various therapeutic measures
necessary in each instance. In this we think he has suc-

ceeded admirably. The general practitioner, but especially

the surgeon, will read with great pleasure and much profit

this valuable addition to his library. The addition of a
large number of cases, illustrative of the various accidents

mentioned, adds variety and interest to the work. Part
first treats of foreign bodies in general. Part second of
those in the intestinal tract, including bodies in the pharynx,
oesophagus, stomach, intestines and rectum. Part third,

foreign bodies in the air passages. Part fourth, in the gen-
ito-urinary organs, including those in the male and female
organs, urethra, bladder and uterus. Part fifth, in the ear.

Part sixth, in the nasal fossae. Part seventh, in the glandu-
lar canal and Wharton's duct.

The author promises a continuation of the work by con-
sidering, at a later period, those bodies " which enter the
economy by ' effraction ' or are fixed to the surface of the
parts."
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Health and Health Resorts, a hand book of practical

information, for the use of tourists and invalids, by John
AVilson, M.D. ; cloth, 12 mo.; pp. 286; Porter & Coates,

Philadelphia, Pa.

This little book contains a vast amount of useful infor-

mation concerning the resorts and baths of Europe. It is.

especially designed for persons who contemplate a visit to-

Europe for their health, and mentions the class of diseases

most likely to be benefited by a residence at each of these

places. It will be of great use to the physician also, who is

frequently called upon to recommend a journey to his

patients. Both sides of the question are given, and the

dangers and sufl'erings so often entailed by expatriation

upon invalids in search of health, are placed in sharp con-

trast with the possible good results.

The style of the writer is easy and graceful, and dry
details of portions of the book are made interesting by thia

pleasing feature.

In speaking of the health resorts of our own country, he
says :

" It may be fairly questioned whether our mineral
springs and sanitary resorts do not possess elements as well

adapted to the treatment of various forms of disease as any
of the most famous baths or springs of Europe." In a new
edition the proof should be more carefully read, and several

mistakes corrected, especially in the names of places.

Higher Education of Medical Men, and its Influence on
the Profession and the Public : An address delivered before
the American Academy of Medicine, by F. D. Lente, A.M.,
M.D., President of the Society. Published by direction of
the Society

; pp. 16.

This is an able plea for the higher education of the med-
ical profession— recommending a high preliminary exam-
ination as well as a more thorough course of medical study.

The author gives us a fact, based upon college statistics^

that the men who stand highest in college, the best students^ .

rarely study medicine. These prefer law, theology or mer-
cantile life, while the poorer students, or those who do not
graduate at all, adopt medicine as an easy way to make a
living— that is they can get through a medical college,

more easily than any other. We doubt the entire accuracy
of this statement, but it has some truth in it.
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Chicago Letter.

Chicago, November, 1880.

As your correspondent had the pleasure of hearing a
lecture before the Chicago Philosophical Society, delivered

by Dr. George M. Beard, of " Neurasthenia " fame, and
more recently the hero of an episode on the Atlantic, which
does not so redound to his honor, on the subject of " Ameri-
can Nervousness; its causes and consequences," he thought
it might be of interest to some of your readers to learn

something of his appearance and manner, as well as of the

present stage of his latest invention— American nervous-
ness. Dr. Beard is slightly above medium height, and of a
rather slender figure ; shoulders square but with a slight

stoop ; his gait, as he walked up to the platform with his

hands in his pockets, might be characterized as stift' and
awkward. His face is thin, eyes large and exhibiting a
tendency to roll up; his voice is not unpleasant, but subject

to that peculiar modulation common to persons slightly

deaf, as Dr. B. himself is. His manner, eminently dog-
matic, is that of a man impressed by the grandeur and
truth of his cause and a high sense of his own importance.
He seems to be badly afflicted with the disease of which he
is the great high priest, although we may be mistaken in

this, for after a somewhat careful reading of his work and
attentive hearing of his lecture last night, we are not
exactly certain what " nervousness " is, and he may not
have "it" after all.

As regards the lecture we think we can safely say, that
even from the standpoint of his previous productions it was
below par. It was dogmatic in the last degree, wanting
in connection and unity. Without defining what he means
by nervousness, and especially that type he pleases to call

American, he plunged i7i medias res and left his audience to

flounder after him and be content with guessing at his
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meaning. Some of the statements were rather large, to say

the least. He told us : that we are more temperate than
our ancestors in all things, because our nervous sensitive-

ness is greater than was theirs, and we cannot, therefore,

endure what they endured. Still this increased sensitive-

ness is not hereditar}^ but is caused by modern civilization.

Some of the ancients, the Greeks, for example, were civil-

ized, but modern civilization is that civilization plus the

steam power, telegraph, sciences, political anxieties and the

mental activity of women. Then again our civilization is

more intense than that of European nations. In Europe
one man is delegated to bear the burden that rests upon
the head wearing the crown, while in this country we have
fifty millions of uncrowned sovereigns. In Europe the

church does the thinking upon religious matters for the
people, while here each man must work out his own salva-

tion with fear and trembling and neurasthenia. Three
great questions are the potent factors of American nervous-
ness, viz : Who shall be our next President ? How shall

we keep from starving? "Where shall we go to when we
die ? The drier climate of the larger portion of the United
States is also a cause of this disease. Our American women
are the most beautiful in the world, because the climate and
the social position accorded to them is highly productive of
nervous sensitiveness, which in turn is essential to the high-
est type of female beauty. In ending, however, the lecturer

gave us a few grains of comfort in the statement that there
was no danger of the American people becoming emascu-
lated and destroyed by reason of their nervousness, as its

increase was overcome by an unprecedentedly rapid growth
of the people's strength. This is a bare outline of the lec-

ture, but as full, perhaps, as it deserved. The lecturer was
criticized and pretty severely handled at the conclusion by
various members of the society, notably by Dr. Jewell,
whose well known, close study of nervous disorders gave
weight to his strictures upon the speaker's statements. The
lecture is part of a book to be published soon, and then
those desirous can find out, if they can, just what American
nervousness is, and they will probably find that they have
had it all their lives and didn't know it.

The students and some of the faculty at Rush were con-
siderably worked up by a long article which appeared in a
daily paper of large circulation a short time ago. The-
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writer of the article in question seemed desirous of making
out that the students at Rush are the worst set of roughs
and blackguards imaginable, and that some of the Profess-

ors are not far behind them. The statements are so obvi-

ously false that they are not worth repeating or denying.
Their author is probably some budding Esculapius whose
vanity has been wounded, because he was not offered a

chair in the Faculty, or perhaps even the presidency of the

college. It has been your correspondent's privilege to have
visited many medical schools, both in America and in

Europe, and he can truthfully say, that the present class at

Rush will compare favorably in conduct and gentlemanly
deportment with any class of equal size that ever met in

any college.

The Hon. A. E. Bishop, President of the Board of
Directors of the Central Free Dispensary, Chicago, a trustee

of Rush Medical College, and an active worker in many
charitable and educational causes, died at his residence in

Chicago, N'ovember 15th, aged QQ years.

In company with Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

The College of Physicians and Surgeons, I^ew York, The
Medical Department of the University of New York, and
others of equal standing, Rush Medical College has with-

drawn from the American Medical College Association.

These colleges prefer to make their own laws and require-

ments, and not be made to stand as sponsors for all the

small colleges springing up all over the West. We would
not be surprised if the action of these leading schools for-

bodes the speedy dissolution of the Association. It has,

however, done good work in the past, and we predict that

another and stronger association of the best and strongest

colleges in the land will spring from its ashes.

Notice to Readers.

We call the attention of readers to the prospectus on
page 7, and hope they will read it carefully. We have so

far done all that we promised, and more. This should give

us the confidence and support of the profession. The
amount we ask for a year's subscription is small —you will

never notice it, and a dollar bill can be enclosed in the let-

ter. We do not know that a single dollar sent in this way
has been lost. Put an extra piece of pap^r around it, and
be sure that the letter just fits the envelope.
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Medical Colleges.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons, at Keokuk,
Iowa, has about 300 students this year.

The Chicago Medical College has about 175 in attend-

ance.

The Medical Department of the Iowa State University
opened with 180 matriculants.

The Woman's Medical College, at Chicago, has 80
matriculants, which is a decided increase over previous
years. The graduating class of 1880 numbered 10. This
College is in a very flourishing condition, with all the facili-

ties necessary for successful competition with the older col-

leges in the East. It is now in the eleventh year of success-

ful operation.

Our esteemed friend of the St. Joseph Medical and Sur-

gical Ile-porte}\\Q somewhat worked up over a letter received

from Philadelphia, Pa., offering to furnish him, for a con-

sideration, with reports of lectures and other material for

his journal. He says :
" he now catches a glimpse, for the

first time, of the character of the enterprise of some of our
brothers of the pen and scissors," and that this gives a

chance to reiterate the declaration that his " is a Western

journal^ to be made up of Western materials, foe Western

men, and in the interests of Western medicine."

This is all well enough, but we think that even "Western
men would sometimes be glad to read a lecture from such
men as Levis, Gross, Agnew, Morton, «&c., and that it would
be a mark of enterprise on the part of our friend to furnish his

readers with some original matter from Eastern men. It

won't do to draw the line between Eastern and Western
medicine too closely, for the majority of Western practition-

ers were educated in the East, and can, perhaps, discriminate
as to what they wish to read, as well as our friend.

Of course we do not think that the " pecuniary ques-
tion" had anything to do with the refusal of the offer. We
are sure that our friend is sincere in his efforts to exclude
everything Eastern, yet it is strange that while his "clip-
pings " are almost entirely made up from Eastern journals,
he should refuse to admit original articles by Eastern men
in his journal— but such is life.
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We give below the addresses of several members of the
class of '80 of Rush :

Dr. J. D. Camerer, Kinmundv, 111.

Dr. W. F. Howe, Brooklyn, Wis.
Dr. M. H. McGrath, Kickapoo, Peoria County, 111.

Dr. C. T. Dripps, Staunton, Macoupin County, 111.

Dr. J. A. Robinson, 428 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Dr. E. P. Murdock, 133 S. Halstead St., Chicago, 111.

Dr. J. T. Dicus, Streator, 111.

Dr. John H. Mannon, Kevvanee, Henry County, 111.

Dr. John C. STichols, Kewanee, Henry County, 111.

Dr. M. I. Powers, formerly of Parkersburg, Butler Co.,

Iowa, has removed to Independence, Iowa.

Samples of Staufer's hard-rubber uterine instruments
and supporters can be seen at the office of this journal.

If we can accommodate any physician by purchasing
or ordering any books or instruments, we will be glad to

do so, free of charge. We will select with as much care

as if buying for ourselves, and can get as low prices as can
be had anywhere. The goods can be sent C. 0. D. Ad-
dress the publisher.

At a late meeting of the Medico-Legal Society, of

Philadelphia, the following resolutions and amendment
were adopted

:

''Resolved, That physicians, when writing a prescription,

which they do not wish renewed, should write on the bot-

tom of such prescription, 'do not renew,' and also inform
the patient of the fact in every case.

Amended; And on the other hand the druggist will

either write or print on the label upon the bottle or pack-

age, 'not to be renewed unless by a written order of the

doctor.'"

—

Medical and Surgical Reporter.

One of the most ludicrous typographical errors lately

reported was from the substitution of a "d" for the final

" 1 " in chill. A gentleman on making a trip East left his

wife in her usual good health, and was surprised in a few
days at the receipt of a telegram announcing her serious

illness. He telegraphed the family doctor for particulars,

and received in reply the following :
" Mrs. B. has had a

child. If we can prevent her having another to-day she

will do well."— Western Lancet.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATVRAXi

UTERIISUPPORTI.
No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-

i^ersal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Wimib, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to
fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to
the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of The ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 1 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA.CK:SOI<f STUEIJUT, CHICA-GO, IJLiL.

Our valuable pamphlet "Some Practical Facta about Displacements of the Womb," will be
sent you on ajjplication.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for
use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing poets. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening tho
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled
as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
line and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
•tc, free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery co.,
No8. 193 and 104 Jackson St., CHICAGO, IIjL.
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PEORIA, PEKIN & JACKSONVILLE RAILWAY.
THE RODTB TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardstown, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

c3^ST. L0UIS^2=O
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,
Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,

Baxter Springs, Newton, Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

CEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent-

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

ic

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.
The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-
lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It Is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

Helector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as Is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local eflTect.

Physicians who have used this Belt In their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend It to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

icIXTOSH GALV.\.\1C BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicaga, III.

In answering advertisements mention the Peobia Medical Monthly.
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The Peoria Medical Monthly.

The wonderful success whicb this Journal has met in a few months is a suffi-
cient proof of its value and popularity. It has been enlarged twice within five
months, and will again be enlarged as soon as its patronage warrants. We pro-
pose to make this Journal indispensable to Western Practitioners, who, as act-
ive, progressive men, see it is to their advantage and personal benefit to support
a home Journal of this kiiid.

Original Communications,—The main feature is intended to be the origi-
nal communications. We have articles for future numbers from some of the
most able writers in the profession, among whom we may name Dr. Wra.
<3oodell and Dr. Wm. Pepper, of Philadelpliia; Dr. Warren, and others. But we
especially desire short, practical articles from our subscribers. An interchange
of opinion beliag what is intended.

Translations—Made expressl J' for this Journal will appear regularly from
Foreign Journals.

Clinical and Didactic Lectures.—We are making arrangements where-
by we will be regularly supplied each month with Clinical and Didactic Lectures
by experienced teachers.

Therapeutic Notes.—Short, compact modes of treatment, and tried and ap-
proved formulae from every available source, will make this department of uq-
asual interest to readers.

Medical News.—We will keep our readers posted on all matters of interest

,

reports of societies throughout the State, etc., etc.

SUBSCRIBE AJT OIVCE.
Fifty-Two Fages.

Now is the time to get the largest amount of good reading for the least
money. We will for a short time send to subscribers the back numbers, begin-
ning at May, and the Journal for one year from date of subscription, for

ONE I>OLLA.rt.
As the number we have on hand is limited, this offer will only be open for a

limited time. You will get nineteen numbers containing over five hundred
pages, for only ONE DOLLAR. Take as many other Journals as you please, but
you cannot aflfbrd to omit the Peoria Medical Monthly.

A few extracts from letters received will show what is thought of it by the
profession

:

AmoDg the numerous Medical Journals which are sent to me, there is none brighter or
more creditable to its authors than the Peoria Medical Monthly. I have read it with pleas-
ure, for it shows that you are all alive in Peoria. Writing makes men think, and the more the
opportunities for writing the greater the amount of thinking.

HENRY M. LYMAN, M. D.,

Chicago, 111., 1880. Prof. Physiology and Nervous Diseases, Bush. Med. Col.

I like your Journal and will devote some of my time to its advancement.
St. Joseph, Mo., 1880. A. V. BANICS, M. D.

I have received your Journal and am well pleased with it.

Lincoln, III., 1880. L. L. LEEDS, M. D.

The nuipber just received is worth the whole subscription. I enclose one dollar, and will
try and get you some subscribers. J. B. VEITCH, Grafton, Jersey Co., 111.

If the number I have received is a specimen of what it will continue to be it will be valu-
able indeed. C. F. STRINGER, BI. D., Aurora, Kane Co., 111.

I have received your Journal and like its arrangement and style. Think it worth tlie
money, and enclose the amount. W. 11. GITHENS, M. D., Hamilton. 111.

I am pleased with your Journal, and believe it should be patronized by all Western Physi-
cians. I hope it will meet with the approval of every Physician in Illinois.

H. E. W. BARNES, M. D.

i$^8ubscribe at once and you vuill be pleased ivith it.

Address all communications to THOS. M. MclLVAINE,
204 South Jefferson Street, PEOKIA, Ilili.
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AHALYTICAL CHEMIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Prices wlttiin tlie Reacli of All.

Call on HB or hcihI for jirices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118
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NOTICE!

To Publishers, Manufacturing Chemists, In-

strument Makers, Druggists

:

As it is our desire to bring before the Physicians every-

thing that will be of benefit to them, we will carefully

and impartially examine, review or test whatever may be

sent to us in these lines, and notice all that we think would

be of value to the profession.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^^ ^"^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

c. J^. BO"w^:M:j^:tT &c co..

Prescription Druggists,
520 liKJ^T-lST STS-EET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A fuU line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-
maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent

Lens Front, in Boxwood Case.

FOWLER'S H.R PESSARIES

Celluloid Cylindrical Speculum,

CELLDLOID BI-VALVE SPECULUM,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRIN&ES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOUGIES.

Our Prices >A^ill be found 1o>a/' for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBDRN, BIRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
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SPEJNQ STEM SUPPOETEES. Abdominal Supporter,

3.

SOLID STEM SUPPOETER.
E. C—^-—(Economy.)

Prices.—Spring Stem Pro-
lapsus and Pruciile tia Cup A, on
Covered Silk Elastic and Contil
Finished Belt X, %'.m. On Z, Fig.

5, $6.00. On Y, Coutil, $8.00; and
on T, Cotton, $7.00.

Spring Sfm, Globe Top G, Ob-
long U. or 1 U, toy same on ether
belt as A.
RetrovKrsinn K, on X, or Y,

Cotton, $S.OO. Ou Y, Coutil, $9.00,
and on 7., $7.00.

Antevemion, Sniid Stem
r, or Soil' Stern Olob>^ lop
O, on X. or Y. Cotton. <.')..')0. On Y,
Coutil, fC.O. and on Z, $4.60 only.

Jtulea.—Tlie StPm Supporters
Fig. 1 and 5, arp only sold complete
and on any of the belts selected. The
Specnlnms, Fiir. 6, only with the
conductors. Globe B, or Cup D,
either separate, or in connection
wi'h Stem Pupportt-rs.

Elastic Gums S S, are mailed,
2 at 20 cts.; 4 at 35 ct» ; and Springs
at :', cts. each.

N. B.—The figures on these engravings cor-
respond with those on the full Catalogue plate.

Selection.—The success of a Uterine Correc-
tor and Supporter depends on the size and style.

If a cup. It must be modelled af:er the junction of
the axis of the nti'rus and vagina, or the cervix
will ride on the anterior edge of the cup. I U,
Fig. 1, is a fair representation of this adaptation
and border cup In cases of slight Anteversious
and slight Iletroversions, deep cups may be called
for, and la most cases the mere elevation with
them corrects the trouble. The cups are usually
selected by giving tbe full diameter across the
top, thus for Virgins, V/i to ^'^<^•, Multip«rae, 1'';^

to 2, and Procidentia to 'J j^ inches and over aonie
times. .B«i/«—For X, and Z, waist measure to be
giT<'n. and Y, hip raea»nre.
Anteveralon I', Fig. 1 —'''hiH had been re-

modelled a numt>er of times, and the fenestrated
top found b»at to remain In position.

/letrover.lion E—This has likewise passed
through many changes until it arrived at its pre-
sent efTiciency. The broad lever, lifts up the
fundas, while the cup corrects the prolapsis and
boldi the uterus, by ad )Uble elastic motion, if a
spring stem, .-mall, long stem. Globe Tops G,
V\%.\ are placed with success against the sensitive

fu'.du", after everything else been Intolerable.
Intra Vlerine Stem Cup I U.—The stem

izes—1,13.16, IC.IG and
1 9.16, Fl'-sh color enam-
eled. Price, $2 50 each.

Price..—Permanent, Curved Stem
Cup K C, on elastic webbing Z,

$i.50. On X, or Y, cotton, $5.60,

and Y. routll,$fi50.

No expense li:is been saved to

give even the Economical Supporter
all possills advantages.

HAED EUBBER UTEEINE EXAMIBING OASF
2V.

Prices.—Full case, $8.00; Quill Caustic Holder IT, or Camel's

Hair Brnsh Holder and Case I, each $1.00. Any two of the

first seven, with centre piece K, $2.50.

locks in a square socket af^er the cup is In posi-

tion. Ttiis is safer than all other contrivacces,

but la seldom required, since such ample pro-
vision is made in this Seriea to correct Ketro-
version through the j-osterior cul-de-sac.

Cy-itocele and Itectocele.—These are snc-

cessfuUy drawn up by large, hollow and light

Globe Tops Q. or Oblong II, Fig. 1.

Cup J), V'kj /> —NSuppIementa EC, similar

to Shifting Top A, when transformed into A D,

Fie.l.
Globe Tt, Vig. S.—This is a mere hard rubber

shell, with air tlie olijectionable features of the

former glass globes overcome, and is now a^ain
a popular pessary.
Specul'tm, Eig. 6 —The condactor with

hollow bulb P, is shown separate, and in position.

By the conductor a larger size may be introduced

;

this together with the thin shell, gives a 8n£Bcient

calibre to embrace f'e entire cervix within the

mouth of the speculum. The polished edge fa-

cilitates the enrlosnre of the cervix by rotation.

Examining Ctme, Fig. lii.—SouaiB A, B,
C, Movers D, K, and G, with Swab E, will screw
on K, and on M, (f II, and form instrnmenta 12
iucbes long. L, encases the 10 pieces—Wt. 4 oz.

Jtelt T, Fig. 3.— la made to order of any size

and strength, to support th" stem supporter and
pendulous abdomen. Ilip Straps 8 S, are elastic.

Mailed i n recelrit of quotation prices, and all the hard rubber paria on the full Calalogoe exchanged
to me«t any iodic tion, an'i cover tbe porcbaaer'a risk. Catalogi s on application,

C,rr.^or,^rr,t.uHnpl.a,..\ S. S. STAUFER, D- D.
nam'.tliiK.rourTnil

\
6S4 Franklin St, IfeHf, tilde, above Oreen, Phlla., Pu.

) Near 9th & Oreen Sta. (or Bound Itrook) yew York iJepot.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkii\e^ 9. i}tl:\erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hvmdred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India -with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies which
are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz:

FIRST:—That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJ^D :— That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,

and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-

structive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Qninia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron.Quinia A Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINK.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Ilypophosphites. MALTO-TERBINE.

• Maltine Is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its

preparation we employ not to exceed 1.50 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Kahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
Htarch digestive principle, Diastase.

4^We will forward gratuitously a 81.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions apon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory

:

i 19e Fulton Street,
Yonk«ni on the Badson- j New TTork.

Id annwering advertlgementa mention the Pkokia Medical Monthlt.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sito'wn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, xcho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from fwo
to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been anaply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority In the world • and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Mediral Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of Sfientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
tainingfully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Sxtracls showing the value o/Maltink in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I And that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen limes as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainfs, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago..

In cximparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from Ave to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, E.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden DoREMtrs.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom. Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The follounrig is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo.

After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in
both hospital and private practice, I lind MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prop. L. P. VandeI/I>, in Louisville Medical News, saye:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the constructives ; and the conslructlves, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. S. Demster, M. D.,

Prof. ObateL and IHs. Wont, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth Colleg*-

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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MALTDPEPSINE-TO THE WEDICftL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,

has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical

development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-

stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

\Ve would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-

pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in I^regnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of

children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties

ol the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-

tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
R. K. Clark, M. U., Georgia, Vt:
Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a

small sample iHjttle of your Jlaltopepsine,

which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as 1 do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with

the request to have you send me by return mail

the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small

amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Leb.\xon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.

Messrs. Tildf.n & Co.—Having suffered for

some months piust from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my pliysician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-

pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever

tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick

headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general

health seems fully re-established. Tliese good
results are due entirely to Mai.topepsink, and
1 feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, J. H. Johnston.
C. A. MosiiF.R, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tii.dkn <fe Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
Bine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

Is far superior to any similar preparation.

One doctor gave it when Lactopcptine had
failed him, and to his surprise was just the

thinf;.

U. M. WiiJioN, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopcpsine
the most valuable reniMiy ever known for Dys-
|j4-pNia and all forms of (Jastric derangement.

Indi.anola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.

, Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying—so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express

at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says: "Have been using your Maltopepsina

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation

'known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used ourJVIalto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Of late I have been

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,

and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
tlie several preparations of Pepsin and Bismutk
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all'

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in th«

diarrhoja of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

K. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks th*'

latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
SugarofMilk :{.) oz. I I'epsinc 16 oz. I Hydrochloric Acid Sfl.dr.

Nutrltivesof the Grain... 10 " Diastase (1 dr. Phosphoric Acid 3 " "

Powdered Kirwein 7 '•
| Lactic Acid ."ih. dr*. ]

Aluminium 3 ' 0«.

PRICE LIST.
Maltopepsine, fin oz. hot.) per oz $ .75 1 We also prepare the various Elixirs

•' •• do7,... 7.00 and Hyrups in combination with Malto-

(^^ lb. hot.) " tb 8.00 I pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden dt Co., New Lebanon, N. Y., and a* Liberty St., N. T.
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An EPITOME of iJie numerous cases reported monthly
in the tlourtial of Materia Medica embracing the following
diseases, sent on apjylicaiion:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous
affections of the bone ; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee

;

Scrofulous Eczema; "White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;
Xiupusi

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium ; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint ; Hip joint dis-
eases ; Anchylosis.

Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhcea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele ; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.
Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two g.'-ains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,
And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Hcrofula, and particularly in thatof .Scrofulo-Syphills, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increas^ed the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to ihe treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Broinide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

'

TILDEN <fe CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 34 Liberty St., New York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT
-FOR THE-

INSANE,
j"^OK:so3srvzLLE, ill.

npHIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

-*- prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage

in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning— it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced

ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

wliere a home with something of permanency is an

object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

Sole Proprietor.

October, 1880.

In answering advertisements mention the PaoBrA Medical Monthly.
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ST, FfUNCIS' BRftOLEy HOSPITAL
A well-knowu Institution conducted by tiie

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluiF, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has
all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Physician Dr. Jos. Studeb.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.

The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.
Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Mbdigal. Monthly.
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ISAAC ^VAIiKER&SON
Importers of

AND

Muzzle-Loading

SHOT GUNS!
AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER AND COLT
SHOT GUNS.

A SPLENDID LINE OF

FishingTackle
AND

Sporting Equipments.

REVOLVERS,
Fine Guilery.

ALSO,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

HARDWARE !

12a and 127

SOUTH WASHMTON

STREET,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
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(ILTQ,XJID.)

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUIB DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO.j).

3 gr, phosphate of lime (3CaO POg),

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (fe2 O3 PO5).

1-1 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kOjPOg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

FOP Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Ifervonsness,

Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difflcalties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPffAlES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. H0B8F0RD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no diflference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

'

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink .with ^ter and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. Di, late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DB. M. H. HENKY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I
know of no preparation to equal it.

DK. REUBEN,. A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.'

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMCAl WORKS. Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peobia Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINE
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

LACTOPEPTINE. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in comi)ination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMUIiA OF liACTOPEPTIBTE.
Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine Bounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5fl. drs.

LACTOPEPTINE issoldentlrely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
versal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic Talue
has been most thoroughly established. .

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.
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Salicylate of Cinchonidia.

Satisfactory therapeutical results from tlie administration of
Salicylic Acid in the treatment of Gout, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, etc., etc., have been much modified by the disturbance of the
general system, especially the stomach, owing to the large doses re-

quired.
Medical men have experimented with the salts of this acid,hoping

to qualify this tendency. That most largely used, (the Salicylate of

Soda) has proven much less objectionable than the acid itself, but long
continued use results in the same trouble to the class of patients with
whom freedom from nausea and internal irritation is a first necessity.

Being convinced that the acid would be best prescribed in com-
bination with some other base, it was suggested by Mr. F. H. Rosen-
<JARTEN, of Messrs. Rosengarten & Sons, that the salt of a Cinchona
Alkaloid would aid the remedial properties of the Salicylic Acid, in

adding tonic, stimulant, and anti-periodic properties, and with such a
powerful alkaloid as Cinchonidia, the dose required could be lessened.

This salt opens up a wide range of uses in conditions, where,
heretofore, physicians have not tested Salicylic Acid, for fear of direct

debility and loss of muscular power so often induced by its use.

Practical experience has borne out the above theory quite fully
,

and in a number of cases of severe Neuralgia and acute Rheuma-
tism, the Salicylate of Cinchonidia has given immediate relief in
doses of five to ten grains, where Quinine, Salicylic Acid, or other
general treatment has failed.

Since the introduction of this Salt, it has been tried in the Jeffer-

son Medical College Hospital at Philadelphia; St. Joseph's Hospital
at Philadelphia, and by a number of careful practitioners, with im-
mediate good effect in every case, so far as heard from , in fact, better

results than could have been anticipated.
It is administered in five grain doses, until the paroxysms of

Neuralgia cease. This generally requires say from fifteen to twenty
grains, five grains every two hours. The Salt, representing about
one-third of its weight of Salicylic Acid, is almost insoluble in
water, and is incompatible with iron solutions. We urge its trial in
all cases of acute articular Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

etc., etc., with almost absolute certainty of prompt relief. Owing to

its insolubility, it cannot be given in solution, and physicians will

find the nearest approach to this, in the administration of our Com-
pressed Powders or Pills. These being free from coating, must
necessarily disintegrate more quickly than a coated pill.

We prepare the Salt in pills of two and one-half grains each,

which will enable the physician to graduate the dose for children, as

well as for adults. We recommend them in preference to a larger
pill, as they are much more readily swallowed.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS,

PHILADELPHIA.
In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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NEW PHARMACEUTICALS
"WORTHY OP THE-

AlTTENTION OF PHYSICIANS. fr+<

NITRO-GLYCERINEPILLS

Nitroglycerine is introduced on
the authority of Dr. Murrell, of Lon-
don, as a remedy in angina pectoris
and in cases of chronic neuralgia in
any part of the body. Cases of an-
gina pectoris which had resisted
all attempts at even alleviation,
much less cure, have promptly
yielded to nitro-glycerine, and a
number of cases of actual cure are
reported. This is more than can be
said of any other known remedy.
In neuralgia the eflfects of this drug
have, in some instances, been
scarcely less marked.
The pill form i.s very eligible, be-

sides ensuring exactness of dose.

Sanguis Bovinus Exsiccatus.

In this preparation of blood we
have a true food, the albumen being
entirely retained. In this respect it

diflfers from the various beef ex-
tracts, beef essences, etc., in the
market. These preparations are,
from the very methods of their
naanufacture. entirely deprived of
albmen , the true nutritive principle
of beef, and are thus not foods in
any proper sense of the word.
Sanguis bovinus exsiccatus is

blood deprived of nothing but its
water and fibrin, which latter is
naturally small in quantity and
practically of no nutritive value.

Liquor Ergots Purificatus.

This form of ergot is of constant
strength. In its preparation only
the active principles of the drug
are retained, all inert and noxious
ingredients being removed. As
these active principles yre assayed
the liquor contains them in con-
stant and definite proportions,
and thus is obviated the uncer-
tainty of strength due to varia-
bility in the quality of the sample
of the drug employed. Liquor
ergotffi purificatus is as constant
in its strength as morphia, quinia,
or any of the other alkaloids of
vegetable drugs.

^-

C/lSCAR/l + CORDIAL

This laxative and alterative
preparation stands unequalled
among pharmaceutical prepara-
tions as a remedy in constipation.
Its agreeable and eflScient action
has been abundantly attested by
the medical profession of this
country, and it stands now as a
remedy of unquestionable efficacy
in chronic constipation. Great
care should be exercised in not pre-
scribing too large a dose, inasmuch
as cascara sagrada, its active ingre-
dient,overcomes constipation by its
tonic action on the bowel, rather
than by direct laxative influence.

^
rULL AND LESCEIPTIVE CIRCULAES OF TEE ABOVE

—WILL BE SKNT FKEE ON APPLICATION TO

—

PARKE, DAVIS & CO., Detroit, Mich,

Manufacturisg Chemists and Special Dealers in New and Bare Drugs.

In aQBwering advertiBcments meDtlon the Peoria Msdical Monthi.t.
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[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Case of Fracture of the Occipital Bone, Witli Fracture
of the Left Femur in Its Neck and Upper Third.

IN THE PRACTICE OF J. MURPHY, M. D.

The following case, I believe, embraces sufficient points
of interest to justify its publication. The uncertainty
which attached to the brain indications, and to the general
symptoms for the first three days, or during the period of
quiescent insensibility, as to whether the case was one of
compression or concussion ; the obscurity as to the cause
of the paralysis of the hypo-glossal nerves and the three
nerves of special sense ; the absence of any paralysis of the
other nerves which have a common origin with those men-
tioned; the peculiar morbid condition of the sensorium
which produced for several weeks the complete abeyance
of his mental powers ; and his extreme, prolonged and
very unusual restlessness, are all topics which interest the
surgeon. The first perhaps especially so, as indicating that
the symptoms which are usually recognized by surgical
writers, as distinguishing compression of the brain from
concussion are not always positive or demonstrative. But
perhaps more interesting to the surgeon than any other
phase connected with the case is that the double fracture
of the femur was treated with scarcely perceptible deform-
ity, without splints or bandages, by extension and counter-
extension alone.

T. M., fourteen years of age, lithe, vigorous and healthy,
;nervo-sanguineous temperament, dark hair, and with no
^apparent scrofulous diathesis, on the 16th of September,
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current year, fell through the elevator way, at the Tran-

script newspaper office, in Peoria, a distance of about thirty-

feet. Independent of the insensibility which immediately
ensued, the palpable results of the fall were a transverse-

fracture of the occipital bone at its lower part, without ap-

parent depression ; an oblique fracture of the left femur itt

its upper third, from before upward and backward; and a

fracture of the neck of the same bone, whether within or

without the capsule his extreme restlessness did not permit
my ascertaining. For fifty-four hours after the accident

the coma was as perfect as it is in compression, but during
the last nine hours of this period, when very loudly spoken
to, he exhibited a species of automatic consciousness, which
afforded some evidence of concussion, but as counteracting;

this, he did not articulate during that whole period.

"While there was no paralysis such as we are accustomed to

consider as a necessary concomitant of compression, there

was none of that muscular will, power which we usually
find accompanying concussion. There was paralysis how-
ever. For more than nine days he could not articulate,

indicating a paralytic state oi the hypo-glossal nerves.

There was also a paralyzed condition of the three nerves
of special sense. To what extent those nerves were par-

alyzed is difficult to determine positively, except in the case-

of the olfactory nerves. For several days ammonia pro-

duced no sensible effect when applied to the nostrils, and
for two weeks at least he was insensible to the odor of assa-

fcetida. That vision and hearing were both very much im-
paired, if not suspended for a number of days after the-

accident, we had very positive evidence of; but whether
their functions were for some time subsequent to the acci-

dent entirely in abeyance, or were only feebly exercised,,

there were no means of ascertaining. The comatose con-
dition which he was in for several days, and the entire

absence of intelligence which characterized him for several

weeks afterwards, leave us completely in the dark on this

subject.

The bjeathing was not at all positive or decided in its

character. Although there was no continuous stertorous

breathing, still there was occasionally well marked stertor,

and the respiration at no time had the quietude and feeble-

ness which we so usually find in concussion. The action
of the heart was also very indefinite in its indications.

Throughout the entire case, except on one occasion during.
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the third week when symptoms of sinking were manifested,

the pulse presented all the strength, slowness, and regular-

ity which usually characterize compression, and at no time

did it indicate the frequency, irregularity or weakness
which we so often observe in concussion.

The appearance of the pupil was so variable from day
to day, never being much dilated, and never very rigidly con-

tracted, that no diagnostic evidence of a positive character

could be predicated from its condition. The temperature
several times reached 103 degrees, but its mean for three

weeks was under 100 degrees, a temperature which under
the circumstances of the case 1 considered very favorable.

The bowels were torpid, probably the result of the opiates

which were administered, and the urine had to be drawn
oiF occasionally, but the general condition of the sphincters

afforded no positive indication of the character of the

injury. On the third day he exhibited a certain degree of

physical consciousness. On the fifth day he became utterly

ungovernable, and continued so for six weeks during his

waking hours. During this entire time his muscular
movements while awake were violent and constant, making
the most vigorous and persistent efforts to roll over in bed,

and throw himself on the floor. During the period of vio-

lence he was destitute of all intelligence. Every mental
faculty appeared to be in abeyance. All appeals to his

memory, his judgment, discrimination or reasoning powers
remained unanswered. In fact for the time being he was
an idiot. His facial expression and manner indicated it

;

and what he said confirmed it. He was fretful, fitful, irri-

table, obstinate by turns, and he appeared to be actuated

by those passions and feelings which would be character-

istic of an unreasoning animal. The state of extreme and
uncontrollable restlessness continued for nearly six weeks.

Its gradual disappearance seemed to be synchronous with
the gradual return of his mental powers.

Such, hastily grouped, are some of the mental phenom-
ena, and also some of the more prominent physical

symptoms which were exhibited in this somewhat remark-
able case. It will be observed that the group of brain

symptoms favored the existence of concussion, yet there

were several indications which pointed strongly in the
direction of compression, leaving for a time at least a dis-

agreeable feeling of doubt as to the exact character of the
injury, and of course the exact treatment to be pursued.
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That there was actual brain lesion is almost demon-
strated by the general physical symptoms, and especially

by the temporary paralysis of the hypo-glossal nerves, and
of the three nerves of special sense. Originating as those

nerves do in the medulla oblongata, it is probably here

that the lesion existed; and it was likely a minute quantity

of blood eftused on to its surface, or into its substance, so

minute that the absorbents speedily removed it.

If I might hazard an opinion as to the cause of the de-

rangement and temporary loss of his intellect for several

weeks after the accident, I would say that it was owing to

the molecular changes which occurred in the sensorium as

the result of the terrific concussion which such a fall must
have produced. His peculiar mental condition indeed
pointed distinctively to the disturbed condition which must
have existed in the central hemispheres of the brain.

It was full of interest to observe the gradual return of

his mental faculties. Those lowest in the scale appeared
to be regained first. The initial indication which I noticed

of any glimmering of reason, was his attempt at imita-

tion. I would say to him, " Good morning," and he would
repeat it a dozen times. He seemed to have lost all ideas

of distance, in this respect resembling an infant. He ap-

peared to appreciate the abstract ideas of right and wrong
while yet his reasoning power was absent. If I said to

him, " You must be quiet or your leg will be injured," he
became quiet ; but if I attempted to explain to him the
reasons demanding this quietude, he appeared unable to

appreciate them. One by one discrimination, judgment,
power of anah'sis and memory assumed their nearly nor-

mal status in his mental system. Although as might be
expected there is still occasional confusion of ideas, and
irregularity of mind action.

As above mentioned the left femur was obliquely frac-

tured in its upper third, and its neck was also fractured.

For over two weeks I made persistent efforts to keep
the requisite splints and bandages on his thigh; but
his violent, and when awake, constant muscular move-
ments, and the impossibility of preventing him from tear-

ing off the dressings, induced me to abandon every
appliance except extension by means of adhesive plaster to
the leg with a weight of from twelve to fifteen pounds
attached, and counter-extension by means of a stout per-
ineal band, attached to the upper part of the bed, in such
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a manner that he could not reach it with his hands; and
notwithstanding that it was impossible for six weeks after

the accident to restrain his movements or prevent his

incessant struggling, the shaft of the femur united with a

very trifling anterior jutting of the upper fragment, the

result of the violent action of the psoas muscles, and the

fracture of the neck also united perfectly, with scarcely

perceptible shortening. The case is one of peculiar inter-

est to the surgical practitioner, as demonstrating the possi-

bility of a union of the neck of the femur under the most
adverse circumstances by extension and counter-extension

alone, without any other appliances; and what is still more
important, demonstrating the possibility of retaining the

natural length of the limb by similar means, contrary to

the dicta of so many eminent surgeons; and still farther

demonstrating the necessity which every surgeon should
feel under, to avoid putting such fractures on a double in-

clined plane, where no adequate extension can be made
;

of laying the limb on a pillow where no extension can even
be attempted ; or of permitting the patient to get up on
crutches as soon as his physical powers permit, all of which
must unavoidably eventuate in a permanent crippling of

our patients, and a slur and a disgrace to our profession.

State Medicine.

Read before the Central Illinois Medical Society, by

0. T. ORNE, M. D.

This new branch of our profession has, within the last

decade established itself upon the lirm basis of scientific

knowledge.
I shall confine myself to-day more particularly to the

subject of Drainage of Prairie Soils—that my remarks
may have some practical benefit attached to them.

The prairie soil of the West is the result of decayed
vegetable matter accumulated for ages—the vegetable fibre

uniting with the loose silica of the decayed plants, and the
mineral basis of the underlying oceanic strata to form a
dark, rich, spongy mold, capable of producing luxuriant
vegetation.

The surface, however, is not uniform in formation and
level, the emerald green is dotted here and there with
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crystal lakes and ponds having no perceptible i^let or

outlet—these ponds are inoccious in their effect upon
the human system, having their origin in subterranean

water courses and springs. The creeks and rivers of prairie

countries are peculiar in their sluggishness and in their

tendency during continued drouth to stagnancy and the

formation of vegetable and animal organisms detrimental

to public health. "Whether the parasite be fungoid or ani-

malcular each leaves its impress upon man. This tendency
to the formation of organisms, bacterial and fungoid is

even greater in sloughs or bodies of water in which the

surface is either wholly or in part covered with vegetation.

"When the two conditions of heat and moisture are once
established, you have all that is necessary to the reproduc-
tion of parasitical life—if the germ be vegetable then you
will have a fungoid variety—if animal, then the different

forms of bacteria, diatomata, etc.

I doubt not that all of you have in your night rides

through the country noticed the warmth of the air on the

little hillocks, and the heavy, damp, clammy fogs of the

lowlands that chills you to the bone, while you inhale an
atmosphere whose peculiar aroma is suggestive of solid

ague. If the health of the many is of first importance to

a community, in preference to the monetary loss and incon-

venience of the few, then the only way to accomplish the
most good is by a thorough system of drainage.

All drainage is divided into two classes, natural and
artificial. Water courses are the natural drainage of all

countries, rivers, gathering within their bosoms each little

creek and rivulet laden with the parasitical life of a vast

surface drainage speed on to the ocean. Nature's vast re-

ceptacle of refuse matter, her laboratory of chemical
change, purifying what it receives and returning to us the
pure distilled water of the rain-drop and the snow-flake.

Each drop of water has an orbit around which it travels

time and time again, as do the stellar drops in the blue
ether above course with unerring precision the track
assigned them. It is as essential that we should have suffi-

cient rain in prairie countries in order to wash ott'the sur-

face, as it is that such washing should be quickly carried
into the larger water courses ; hence it follows that we are
doing ourselves an injury in cutting down our forest trees

and lessening the rain-fall.

The only drawback to nature's drainage is the sluggish-
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ness of the current and the tendency to form little bays

and backwaters, which soon become stagnant. The mean-
dering course of all streams in a level country gives surface

drainage a longer time and a greater extent of country in

which to diffuse infusorial life. This cannot be remedied
save with costly direct channels, and this would be a ques-

tionable proceeding in the cases of the Mississippi and
Ohio, and all rivers whose best boating season is at the-

time of freshets near their sources. The water would be
carried away too rapidly and cut short the duration of nav-

igability. It is probable that our river courses might be
much improved by a thorough jetty system, and in that

way the current be increased and the depth maintained at

the expense of its width.

Artificial drainage is divided into open and closed

drains. Open drains are the arteries connecting the capil-

lary closed drains with the aorta of river drainage. They
should be as direct as possible, consistent with the topog-

raphy of the country ; of such width as to easily discharge

all their contents quickly and safely, and of such depth as to-

drain eight feet beneath the surface, with a fall sufficient

to produce at least a current of three miles an hour. These
large drains should be established by the State, as are the

public roads, and their advisability should be passed upon
by a sanitary commission, so that at the same time we may
assist the farmer in restoring land and sanitarily benefit

the people contiguous. Local drainage can best be secured

by covered tile or stone, never by wooden or gopher ditch-

ing. In area draining the conduit should be of such mate-
rial and size as to easily relieve the surrounding soils of all

excess of moisture, and readily convey it to the open drain.

It is essential that the water you drink and use for culinary

purposes be pure—or free from all surface drainage—puri-

fied by its passage through long lines of subterranean

filters. Slough wells are an abomination, and their con-

tents are as equally deleterious to domestic animals as to

man. All wells should therefore be well bricked and lined.

I was well pleased with a suggestion of our lamented
friend Dr. R. G. Laughliu, of Bloomington, that " all wells

should be thoroughly cemented for at least ten feet from
the surface, so as to cut ofl'all surface drainage," an admir-
able idea, worthy of its author. No water closet should be
located nearer to the well than one hundred feet, and not
that close if the surface drainage be in the direction of ther
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well. If the cess-pool be in sand or gravel, it is better to

thoroughly cement its bottom and sides, so that none of the

contents may escape. It should be frequently disinfected

by the introduction of chloride of lime, Labarraque's solu-

tion, dilute carbolic acid or dried earth. I have not entered

into the more complicated subject of sewerage as applied to

our large cities with domiciliary water closets, catch basins,

traps, &c. This is an important subject of itself, worthy the

attention of the profession, since sewerage gas has been
recognized as an important and intense toxicological agent.

The subject of drainage has a present and important inter-

est in Central Illinois, and the physicians of this district

understand but too well, from the long list of malarial,

typhoid and diphtheritic cases, how sadly the subject has
been neglected.

Since our sunny South land has been swept year after

year by a plague whose malignancy has equalled if not

excelled that of the black-death plague of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, the minds of our great sanitarians

have been expending their energies upon the solution of

the cause— the toxocological agent producing the dread
pestilence. The general government has recognized the

importance of this great work by the establishment of a

National Board of Health. Many theories have been
advanced respecting the cause and distribution of yellow
fever. Many are theoretically plausible and others equally

absurd. Since so many have advanced their ideas upon
this subject, I feel less delicacy in obtruding my own
thoughts upon the profession.

It is known that the malign influence of parasitical life

upon man is increased or diminished in accordance with
local conditions of climate and topography. That such
organisms become more virulent in their attacks when con-

veyed to a warmer and different habitat and the resulting

invasions changed and modified the symptoms of attack on
the human system. Profs. Cowado, Tomassi-Crudeli and
Prof. Klebs have attributed malarial fevers to the introduc-
tion of the bacillus malarial into the human system. If this

parasite is capable of producing intermittent fevers in Illi-

nois and the dread malarial fever of the Roman Campagna,
may not the Southern climate and locality afford suflicient

reason for the belief that yellow fever is due to the invasion
of this parasite ? The germs of these bacilli may be swept
from their habitat— the prairies of Western states— by
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the spring freshets, carried down the Mississippi to the

Gulf of Mexico, gernfiinating as they reach the Gulf ports of

.Mexico and West India islands, and forming an inexhaust-

ible supply at those ports by reason of their latitude and
moisture. These germs taken up by the Gulf stream are

carried northward along our Atlantic seaboard, and might
account for sporadic attacks which frequently occur in

Atlantic ports that cannot be accounted for by reason of

commercial intercourse. As the season advances the dis-

ease may be produced by germination taking place in the
Mississippi itself, thus acting as local foci for the spread of

the disease.

This theory would not detract from that of fomites, but
only give another reason for the rapid spread of yellow
fever in the South.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

On tlie Curability of Acute Plitliisis, or Galloping- Con-
sumption.

Much has been written upon this subject, but I do not
see that any new light has been thrown upon it. I do not
see that we are any nearer to a solution of it than we were
before, and it is doubtful whether we ever will be. Some
things are susceptible of positive proof, of demonstration;
other things are not. This is one of the cases in which
positive proof is impossible.

The difficulty lies in the diagnosis. This in some cases,

in the present state of our knowledge, it is impossible to

make with certainty, and until it can be done the question
can never be settled. There is not a symptom in any form
of consumption which may not exist in and accompany
other diseases. This is especially true of acute consumption.
A patient may die of acute phthisis, and after death

milliary tubercles be found in the lungs. This would
prove that he had the disease. Another patient presenting
similar symptoms may die, and no tubercles be found in the
lungs or any other part of the body. This would prove
that he did not die of acute phthisis. Another patient may
have the ordinary symptoms of acute phthisis and get well.

How can it be demonstrated that he really had phthisis ?

It is impossible.

The fact is there are other diseases, and especially cer-

tain stages of other diseases, which so perfectly simulate
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acute phthisis that nothing short of a post mortem can settle

the question. When one of these cases recovers it is diffi-

cult to get a post mortem for the purpose of settling a little
.

question of diagnosis. Doubtless all physicians who have
practiced any length of time have seen cases of this charac-

ter; cases in which the disease could not be determined
with absolute certainty.

I have seen sub-acute pneumonia (at least cases which I

diagnosed to be that) present every symptom which acute

phthisis ordinarily presents. Some years ago I treated a

case of acute pneumonia which was very severe and resulted

in suppuration. After suppuration had begun, and before

the abscess was developed, and of course before it began to

discharge, I was dismissed from the case and one of our
best physicians employed. He diagnosed the case acute

tuberculosis, and told the family the patient would inevita-

bly die. The abscess matured, discharged through the

bronchia, great quantities of matter having been thrown
off", the man recovered and is now in robust health.

Only recently I visited a young man in consultation

with one of our leading physicians, a man of clear mind,
careful in his diagnosis and practice. I judged the patient

had typhoid pneumonia, but it was a peculiar case. His
physician thought it acute phthisis, but was careful not to

express his views to the patient or his friends. I was fear-

ful he was correct, but reminded him of the difficulty of

diagnosing correctly in these cases, which he well knew.
After a prolonged illness the young man made a complete
recovery, which is as good evidence as we can have that he
did not have acute phthisis.

I might go on and detail numbers of similar cases in

which physicians of eminent ability have made mistakes in

diagnosis in similar cases, but these are enough for my
purpose. In these cases all careful and experienced physi-

cians will be cautious as to their diagnosis, and the sooner

those who are not learn this caution, the better it will be

for their reputation.

Whether any case of phthisis, acute or chronic, after it

is fully established, recovers, I do not know. I have not

seen any positive proof of it, certainly not in my own prac-

tice. Either cases of acute tuberculosis do recover, or phy-

sicians are sometimes mistaken in their diagnosis. The
former proposition may be true, I do not say it is not, but

think the evidence is strongly in favor of the latter.
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Theoretically this is a question of some importance, but
practically very little. Ordinarily, diseases presenting
analagous symptoms require essentially the same treatment.

Usually there is too much stress laid on the names of a

disease. It matters little whether we can give a diseased

condition a name or not, so we know that condition and the

general principles on which to treat it, and are so versed in

remedial agents as to select and apply those which are the

best adapted to the condition which we find. Diseases

often assume, as we would say in botany, polymorphus
forms. Diseases of different names often require the same
treatment, and certain stages of many diseases require the

same treatment that other diseases require throughout.
General principles should be studied more and special dis-

eases less. One general principle may apply to an hundred
cases, and by putting it in practice save us from studying
out ninety-nine separate cases.

J. T. Stewart, M.D.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

The Aceominodatioii of the Eye and What it Means.

BY S. J. BUMSTEAD, M. D.

[^Concluded.l

The ciliary muscle, as is known, is in the interior of the
eye, opposite the junction of the cornea and sclerotic, and
having longitudinal and circular fibres, by their contraction,

crowd upon the edge of the lens, increasing its convexity
and thereby its refractive power. This change seems to be
effected reflexly, whenever there is an indistinctness of
vision in observing a close object, and when that is the one
thing needful to perfect vision, the result is all that is

desired, but when, as often happens, other defects exist,

these efforts only add to the distress of the subject. That
the change just mentioned actually takes place when the
object is brought nearer the eye, has been proved in the
most satisfactory manner, by the size of images reflected

from the anterior surface of the lens, while the individual
gazes successively into the distance, and nearer to him.
In the latter case the image becomes decidedly smaller,
showing an increase in the convexity of the reflecting sur-
face, in accordance with the laws of reflection from convex
mirrors.
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J^ow if we wish to look at an object eight inches from
the eye, and see it distinctlj^ (assuming the eye an emme-
tropic one), we will need in addition to the focal power of
6.7 P. Lines of such an eye, an additional convexity which
will so alter the rays of light entering the ej^e so divergently,

as they do from such a close object, that they will be as

though they came from an infinite distance and were par-

allel, for such rays we now know the emmetropic eye can
focus upon the retina. Such an eye, in addition to its

ordinary focal power, needs that equal to a convex lens of
eight inches focus, because when an object is situated in

the focal point (eight inches) of such a lens the rays pro-

ceeding on the other side are parallel, and would be
expressed thus : gLxi=a lens of J^ focal power, making a
difference in focal power of 3% or J of a line. (The ^ must
be converted into parisian lines in working the above prob-
lem, and stand Jg- instead). In this case the accommoda-
tioij would equal the power of ^ convex glass, which is the

technical method of designating the accommodative power.
That also expresses the range of accommodation, because
the individual is able, by the elastic apparatus within the
eye, to see distinctly in the infinite distance as well as

within eight inches. Young persons have such power over
the lens that they are able to add a convexity equal to a

lens of 2f and 3 inches focus, but the distance of 8 inches

from the eye is the standard placed arbitrarily, up to which
one should be able to see distinctly when in possession of a

normal accommodative power. Of such a person the-

accommodation could be expressed in two ways, viz:
i=:i., and again, as the least technical and easily understood
by all : Accommodative range extends from 8 inches to-

infinite distance. Where a person having myopia (near-

sightedness) can see distinctly as far as 12 inches from the

eye, and as close as 4 inches, the range of accommodation
would not be expressed technically as that of 8 inches, the

distance between the two points, but as ^th, and for the

reason : that the difference between a lens of 4 inches focus

and one of 12 inches is one of 6 inches, ascertained thus :

\=\—y^=^, although the other representation of this case

would be well understood by oculists, and has much to

recommend it. The defects of accommodation will be next

in order, and would naturally include presbyopia.
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Uniml WectnnH,

Epilepsy.

BY HENRY M. LYMAN, M. D.

Professor of Physiology and Nervous Diseases, Rush Medical College.

[Reported for the Peoria Medical Monthly by a Student.]

This little girl, eight years of age, comes to us from an
interior town in the state, presenting the following history

to which I invite your attention : During the first year of

her life she had a severe illness, acute in its nature, but of

its character we can learn nothing very definite, except

that she recovered fully from it. When she was about two
years old, she had au attack of fever, during which convul-

sions or spasms were developed, and these convulsions con-

tinue at irregular intervals up to the present time. They
may appear everj^ day, or every second day, or they may
be absent a month or two at a time. Her father states that

they also vary considerably in intensity. At one time they
may be confined wholly to the upper extremity of the left

side and be slight, or they may appear in the lower ex-

tremity and affect more of the body and be correspondingly

much more severe. The time of their duration also varies

greatly, lasting from only a few minutes to five or six

hours. During the continuance of these convulsions, there

is involuntary muscular action, but no loss of conscious-

ness. I will now let her get up on this table and you can
examine her more closely. You will notice that there is a

partial dropping of the left wrist, although she has pretty

good use of the hand, and also that she is slightly lame,
the left leg being a little shorter than the right. The
muscles of the calf are softer and less developed than those
of the right leg, and this is also true of the muscles of the

arm and body upon the same side. Her father now tells

us an interesting fact in connection with the case, and one
that he has not mentioned before, which is, that formerly
when she had these seizures, her head would be suddenly
thrown forwards upon her chest, so that if she was at the
table her head would strike it forcibly ; these phenomena,
however, are not so marked now as they were some time
ago.

This, gentlemen, is her history, and it is suflicient to

warrant a diagnosis of epilepsy, and that of the rather rare
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variety characterized by the " salaam " convulsions, so

called from the nodding movements of the head. She had
an acute anterior poliomyetitis, that is an inflammation
seated in the anterior columns of the spinal cord, extend-

ing as far up as the cervical region on one side. Some of

the nerve cells and fibres of this portion of the cord were
destroyed by that inflammation, hence we have the defect-

ive nutrition on the left side, the results of which you will

notice in the atrophy of the muscles on that side. This
defective nutrition is not so well marked in this as in some
cases, but still is sufiSciently plain to be noticed by all of

you. Here, then, gentlemen, we have the dread disease,

epilepsy, in one of its protean forms. When we speak of
epilepsy, the mind generally reverts to the most common
form, where all the symptoms are strongly marked. The
sudden pallor, the quick outcry from the patient, the sud-

den fall forwards, the total loss of consciousness, and other
symptoms which you will readily recall. But these are not
present in all cases, as we must remember, since epilepsy

difi'ers almost as much in its various manifestations as does
hysteria. So in the case before us, there is no loss of con-

sciousness, no outcry, the child remembers all that takes
place during the convulsion, and sometimes laughs at the

contortions of her limbs.

This disease does not arise from one convulsive centre

in the brain, but may exist in any part of that organ, and
thus give rise to the varied symptoms which we observe in

connection with it.

The patient is often conscious of the approach of the

convulsion, this premonition forming what is known as the
" aura epilejjtica," and this we find to be the case with the

patient before us. In her case the aura accompanies a

forcible and involuntary flexion of the great toe, hence the

spasm is said to begin there and run up towards the body.
This form, where the attack begins in an extremity, is

sometimes called spinal epilepsy, but that is not a correct

term, for we must not form the idea that it begins at the
periphery. It begins from the explosion of nerve matter or

force in the brain, although it may be first felt in the
extremity.

Aside from the knowledge furnished by the awa, this

little girl can frequently foretell an attack; her face flushes

up and she experiences uneasy, uncomfortable sensations

elsewhere.
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The convulsion can sometimes be averted if the aura is

well marked, and which might be done in this case by
grasping and forcibly extending the toe, or by seizing and
squeezing it if it be in the hand or foot ; in case it is felt in

the arm or leg a bandage may be made tight around the

part to the same effect.

Nitrite of amyl may be used for the same purpose, pro-

-vided the interval between the aura and convulsion be suflB-

ciently long to permit of its use. This, however, in a cer-

tain number of cases is not found to be practicable, the

interval being too short to permit of its being used. I

usually advise patients to put a piece of cotton saturated

with the nitrite of amyl in a small vial, tightly corked, so

as to have it ready for use. This drug, classed among the

anaesthetics, seems to have a peculiar action on the vaso-

motor system of nerves, and acts by forcing the blood
through the dilated arterioles, thus sending blood to the

brain and preventing the anaemia, which is given as a par-

tial cause of the spasm. Nothing can be done for the spinal

-symptoms in this case. The inflammation has destroyed
the integrity of parts of the substance of the cord, and this

we cannot restore. This condition will probably last as

long as her life. We may, however, attempt to give nutri-

tion to these injured nerve centres, and in a manner stimu-

late them. A great deal will depend upon her general

treatment. She should not be required or allowed to study
much, and close and constant attention should be given to

her diet, dress and mode of life.

In such cases as this we should always look for a com-
plicating diathesis, rheumatic, scrofulous, tubercular, syph-

ilitic, &c., and if found, attempt to correct it. This case is

probably somewhat scrofulous, and for this we may give

iron, cod's liver oil, sulphate of calcium or other remedies
of this class.

For specific treatment, besides the nitrite of amyl, we
may use the bromides, and a combination like the follow-

ing will be prescribed :

^ Sodii bromidi, 10 grains.
Ammoniae bromidi, 5 grains.
Potasii iodidi, 2 grains.
Syrupi, q. s. to make 1 drachm.

M. Sig. For one dose, to be taken three times a day.
We must make our plans for such treatment to continue
through a number of years, and I have put in the bromide
of sodium as being less apt to disturb the digestive func-
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tions than the bromide of potassium when taken for a long-

time, and with the same purpose. "We may occasionally

substitute the iodide of iron for the iodide of potassium itt

the above formula.

If there is no improvement from this line of treatment
noticed within three years, there will be little to hope for

from the bromides, and then we must put our hopes on the

cod's liver oil and the strength of our patient.

Local irritation by means of blisters applied to the back
of the neck, is generally useful and should be resorted to.

Their use will be recommended in this case. I may say in

this connection that the curative effects of many drugs on
this disease depend to a large extent, if not wholly, upon^

their connection with local irritation with blisters. This I

think was the case with curare and others of the same-

nature.

Typho-Malarial Fever.

BY J. M. DA COSTA, M.D.,
Professor of the Practice of Medicine, Jefferson Medical College.

[Reported for the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

This young girl is about eighteen years of age, and ha&
always enjoyed the most perfect health up to the time of
her present sickness. She states that she has never had
malarial fever or rheumatism. Last summer an eruption
appeared on her face, but that was probably of some passing
kind and connected with hepatic disturbances. Three
months after the eruption had disappeared her feet began
to swell and her menses suddenly stopped, and since then
have been very irregular. With all this, however, there is

no clear history of an attack of fever. It was probably
nothing but disordered digestion. A week prior to her
admission to the wards, the patient was seized with fever,

headache, and pain in the back, stomach, and left side.

Her face, too, was very much flushed. The thermometer
marked 102-^° on the evening of her admission. Her
tongue was coated and dry. The pain in her head and the

pain in the back of her neck grew more intense. She also

complained of cough and of pain in her left chest. There
was no stiffness of the neck and none of the symptoms of

cerebro-spinal-meningitis. There was a slight amount of
nausea and gastric uneasiness. As regards my diagnosis df

the case, the intestinal pains, the fever apparently without
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cause, the headache, and the age of the patient, all pointed

towards typhoid fever. On the second day after admission,

•however, I decided positively that it was not a case of

'typhoid fever, and this conclusion has been verified by the

results. The symptom which led me to exclude the

thought of typhoid fever was the extraordinary temperature
record,— showing such marked remissions and exacerba-

tions. In the corresponding stage of typhoid fever, such a

state of aflfairs would be almost if not entirely unknown.
-On the evening of the third day of admission the tempera-
ture was 103° ; on the third morning it was 99° ; on the

third evening it again rose to 108°. For several days fol-

lowing this time there was a daily variation of from 3° to
4° between morning and evening temperature. On the 9th

of the month the morning temperature was 99° and the
evening temperature 101°. On the 11th the temperature
was about normal, with but very little difference between
morning and evening charts. On the 12th, yesterday, I

ordered the quinia to be stopped, as quininism was rapidly

making its appearance. The patient had been taking a
daily dose of sixteen grains of the drug. Our treatment by
quinia had proved two things to our entire satisfaction,

—

first, that our view of the nature of the case was the only
•correct one; and, second, that the minute you discontinue
the anti-periodic in a case of malarial infection, the tem-
perature may run right up again, although you may have
succeeded in reducing it almost to the normal state. (On
the evening of the 12th the temperature rose again to 101°.)

This morning the patient's pulse is 74, her respiration 26,
and her temperature 99^°. Her face is somewhat flushed.

She is again under the influence of quinia, having taken
eight grains this morning. There is no enteric tenderness
and no eruption. The spleen is somewhat enlarged, extend-
ing, as it does, nearly an inch below the ribs. The area of
liver dullness is but slightly increased below the margin of
the ribs. There is a left, basic, systolic blood-murmur to

be distinguished over the heart. What can I tell you with
regard to the probable origin of this case ? It looked very
much at flrst like a case of typhoid fever, but we soon dis-

missed that idea. Though plainly an instance of malarial
fever, we can discover no previous history of malarial expo-
-sure. Lately, indeed, the woman has been living in a part
of the city which at some rare intervals furnishes cases of
aiialarial infection. I cannot tell you positively concerning
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the origin of the case ; it is doubtful to me. Therapeutic-
ally the case has been of much clinical interest. It has-

been an admirable and convincing proof of the value of
quinine. Quinia, as we have just seen, does not act rapidly

in this disease, as it does in remittent and intermittent

fevers. Here the fever had to run a certain course, and
when we suspended the quinia the fever phenomena reap-

peared at once. This shows us, then, we must be careful to-

continue the anti-periodic until we are sure that the last

trace of malaria has disappeared from the system. The
patient is again put upon the use of quinia, is again taking
sixteen grains daily. We will keep up this amount for a
few days longer, and then lessen the dose to eight grains

daily. She is also taking ten-drop doses of muriatic acid,

occasionally. Her tongue is moist again and rapidly clear-

ing oft'. We are regulating her food very carefully, and
when the bowels become over-costive we shall administer

some mild purgative. I hope that with care and good treat-^

ment our patient will soon be all right again.

Treatment of Uterine Disease.

We take the following from an excellent article by Dr.

Joseph H. Warren, in the Virginia Medical Monthly for

December, 1880:

In an enlargement of the uterus and softening of the

surrounding tissues, with a highly dilatable external and
internal os, attended with or without ulceration, frequently

discharging a leucosanguinous secretion, loaded with semi-

purulent mucus, often off'ensive, and creamy in consistency.

To this large variety of cases, I find the following formula
gives me great satisfaction in its results ; in most cases, a-

decided relief from the very beginning of its application:

Jfc Ether, sulph., 1 ounce.
Tine, lodlni, 1 ounce.
Glycerinae, 6 drachms.
Acldl carbolic! glacerialis, 4 drachms,
lodlnl, lU drachms.
Morphlae sulph., 2 grains. Mix.

This mixture I apply in the following manner : Taking
a bit of absorbent cotton and passing it through a vermicu-

lar pointed probe, I then dip this probe and cotton into the:
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mixture and pass it up to the fundus of the uterus. By the

revolving motion of the point of the probe, the medication

is thoroughly applied to the whole interior of the uterus.

In this manner, we accomplish what could not very well be

done with the ordinary soft camel-hair brush ; and should

the internal os be not always easily dilatable, the peculiar

form of this instrument, together with the cotton, acts as a

dilator to overcome the slight contraction. The organ,

while undergoing this operation, should be seized with a

slender tenaculum at the anterior lip, and held while the

medication is applied.

It will be surprising what a vast quantity of cases, as we
usually see them, will yield to this treatment when the

application is made once every six or eight days. While
undergoing these applications great benefit will be derived

from the following tonic:

^ Tinct. ferri chlorid., 3 drachms.
Acidi phosphor, dilutl, 6 drachms.
Quinias bisulph., V-A drachms.
Malt, 10 ounces.

M. Sig. One teaspoonful three times a day, after meals.

In addition to this, an irrigation of the parts should be
resorted to every night with hot water, or hot water con-

taining 4 ounces of sodic chloride to every gallon of water.

This salt and water should be applied with a fountain

syringe, or with an extemporaneous syringe made of a

bucket, in the bottom of which is an opening for the attach-

ment of a rubber tube, on the distal end of which is to be
secured the beak of a female syringe. The centre hole of

this beak must always be plugged in such cases, as other-

wise uterine colic may result from a stream of water, passing

direct into the uterus. Or, the apparatus of Dr. C. H.
Munson, of New York, will be found convenient for irriga-

tion; it is simple and efl:ective.

Pilocarpin in Diphtheria,

The effect of pilocarpin in diphtheria is, according to

various German writers, most admirable. Dr. Guttman
{Allg. Med, Zeit, October 9th) says, that given internally a
free salivary discharge is established, by which the diph-
theritic membranes are softened and dissolved ; the inflam-

matory phenomena rapidly lessen and disappear ; and the
condition of the patient is speedily improved. Out of
sixty-six cases, many of them severe, he did not lose one, and
they all were cured in from twenty-four hours to three
days

!
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Union of Tendons.

Dr. Charles Baum reports a case occurring in the prac-

tice of Dr. D. Hayes Agnew, which illustrates the readiness

with which tendons unite. The patient's hand was struck

on its dorsal surface by a circular saw. The stroke divided

all the tissues, and almost completely severed the meta-
carpal bones, except that of the thumb, just one and a half

inches from the wrist-joint. The distal ends of the tendons
of the extensor communis digitorum were lying at the bot-

tom of the wound much lacerated. The proximal ends
were retracted to such an extent as not to be visible. Each
retracted tendon was brought down by passing a pair of

forceps along the sheath to the extent of three-quarters of
an inch. A fine carbolized catgut suture was passed, first,

through the centres and through the sheaths of the divided
tendons, and their ends brought well into apposition.

Immediately after the sutures were fastened, the patient

was able to extend his fingers almost as well as before the

accident. The patient made a good recovery. The power
of extension is free and strong. He can pick up a pin with
ease; his fingers have become as supple as ever. He has
long ago resumed work, and experiences no restraint in the

muscular action of his fingers.

—

Philadelphia Medical Times.

Ergotine in Prolapsus Ani.

A boy five years of age came under my treatment, suf-

fering from prolapsus ani of two years' standing. The gut

came out to the extent of two and a half inches after each

passage. My treatment at first was of the routine kind

—

cold aft'usions, cauterizations with nitrate of silver, tincture

of iron, etc. The bowel persisted in coming down at

every passage. As a last resort, I tried an ergotine sup-

pository :

^ Ergotine,
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hemfientiii ,^ote§.

VENEREAL WARTS. I

Equal parts of burnt alum and
tannin sprinkled in powder upon
venereal warts will dessicate

them, and they can be rubbed
off in a few days.

—

Med. Rec.

PILLS IN HEMICRANIA (DEBOUT).

^ Quiniae sulph., 1 gr.
Digitalis pulv., 21 gr.
Syrupi simp., q. s. M.

Ut flat pil. No. 30.

One at bed time for three
months.—Med. and Surg. Rep.

TUBERCULOUS LARYNGITIS.
Where there is great pain and

dysphagia, the following mix-
ture applied with a laryngeal
brush, is recommended by Dr.
E. Fletcher Ingalls

:

9-' Morphiae sulph.,
Tannin,
Acid, carbolic,
Glycerin.,

4gr.
30 gr.
20 gr.
loz. M.

Med. Record.

ULCERATION OF THE CORNEA.
After administering quinine in

decided doses, Dr. Kamsdell
made use of the following local
application, with prompt and
very gratifying effects

:

^ Atropiae sulph.,
Aquae rosae,
Quiniae sulph.,
Acid, sulph. dil..

3oz.
2gr.
3 q. s. M.

Ft. sol. Sig. Drop into the
eyes every three hours.

—

Louis-
ville Med. Herald.

LOCAL APPLICATION IN DIPH-
THERIA.

Jpk Glycerinae V, oz.
Tr. lodlnii, I4 dr.
Acid, salicylic!, 20 grs. M.

This should be applied freely,
with a large camel's hair brush,
morning and evening, carefully
covering the whole of the diph-
theritic surface with it.

—

Med.
and Surg. Rep.

IRRITABLE BLADDER.
The following formula has

been used many times with suc-

cess in cases where direct pres-
sure by an enlarged uterus or a
general pelvic congestion alone
suggested the cause

:

Acidi benzoic!,
Sodae biborat.,
Aq. cinnamoni,

2 dr.
3 dr.
60Z. M.

Sig. A tablespoonful every
two hours till relieved.

—

Chicago
Medical Review.

ULCERATING SURFACES AND
ABSCESSES.

To stimulate healthy granula-
tions the following combination
is usually successful

:

9; Hydrargyri,
Iodoform!,
Camphorae,
Balsam Peru,

20 gr.
30 gr.
2 dr.
2 oz. M.

Sig. After thoroughly wash-
ing the part with carbolized
water, apply to the surface or in-
ject into the abscess.

—

Med. Re-
view.

FRESH COLD IN THE HEAD.
For fresh cold in the head ac-

companied with obstructions in
the nasal passages

:

^ Carbolic acid., 1 dr.
Absolute alcohol, 2 dr.
Caustic sol. of ammon., 1 dr.
Aq. dislillat., 3 dr. M.

Make a cone of writing paper,
put a small piece of cotton in it,

drop on the cotton ten drops of
the mixture and inhale till all

is evaporated. Repeat every two
hours until relieved.

—

Southern
Med. Record.

FOR PAINFUL HEMORRHOIDS.

J^ fix. belladonnae.
Iodoform!,
Plumbi acetas,
Vaselini,

2 dr.
Idr.
3^oz.
1 oz. M.

Apply three or four times
daily. The tumors should be
bathed in cold water just before
each application, and the bowels
kept freely open with a gentle
purgative.

—

Louisville Med. Re-
cord.
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Convention of Illinois Pharmacists.

ORGANIZATION OF THE ILL. STATE PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.

[Special Keport for the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

This convention met at Springfield on the 7th and 8th
of December, in the Senate Chamber. The meeting was
called to order by W. W. Marmon, of Bloomington, and
Mr. George Buck elected chairman pro tem., and Frank
Fleurj, of Springfield, Secretary. An address of welcome
was delivered by the Mayor of Springfield, after which the

chair appointed the following Committee on Permanent
Organization : R. H. Cowdry, Chicago, F. C. Bourscheidt,
Peoria, J. J. Schubert, Kankakee, A. R. Greenwood,
LaSalle, .J. McCann, Normal. The committee immedi-
ately retired, and drew up a constitution and by-laws^

which were reported to the convention in the afternoon,

considered section by section and finally adopted as a
whole.

The chair then appointed the following Committee on
Permanent Officers : J. E. Espey, Bloomington, H. Schroe-
der, Quincy, J. W. Day, Clinton, H. S. Maynard, Chicago,
and E. N. Dodds, Springfield. The committed reported

the following, and they were duly elected :

President

—

W. W. Marmon, Bloomington.
Vice-Presidents—George Buck, Chicago, F. C. Bour-

scheidt, Peoria, P. F. N'ichols, Pana.
Secretary—Frank Fleury, Springfield.

Treasurer—Henry Smith, Decatur.
Executive Committee—A. G. Vogler, Chicago, J. J.

Schubert, Kankakee, Louis Van Patten, St. Charles.

Committee on Legislation—George Buck, Chicago, F.

C. Bourscheidt, Peoria, T. W. Harts, Springfield, G. T.

Englehart, Chicago. The President and Secretary were by
motion added to the committee.

Governor Cullom, who was present, then addressed the

convention. He expressed it as his opinion that the lives

and health of the people were more in the hands of the
druggist than the physician, and he hoped that they would
be able to get proper legislation.

The presiding officer thanked the Governor, explained
the object of the convention, and hoped that the needed
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legislation could be secured at the approaching session of

the Legislature.

The convention then proceeded to the consideration of

a lengthy "pharmacy act" to be presented to the Legisla-

ture. The act prohibits anybody but a registered pharma-

cist from dispensing drugs, medicines or poisons, prescribes

the qualifications of pharmacists, looks to the appointment

of a Board of Pharmacy by the Governor, and prescribes

penalties for the adulteration of drugs, medicines, &c. This

act, however, shall not apply to pharmacists who are in

business at the time of its becoming a law, provided they

shall ree-ister their names within six months from that date.

SECOND DAT.

The President announced the following committee to-

select the place of holding the next annual meeting of the

Association : F. C. Bourscheidt, Peoria, T. E. Fell,Bloom-

ington, A. G. Yogler, Chicago. They afterwards reported

in favor of Peoria, and named the 2d Tuesday in Novem-
ber, 1881. The report was adopted.

One section of the pharmacy bill before mentioned pro-

vides that the State Pharmaceutical Association shall, upon
the taking effect of this act, submit to the Governor the

names of ten pharmacists, who have had at least ten years

experience and are doing business within the state, from
which number the Governor shall, without unnecessary

delay, appoint five persons, who shall constitute the Board
of Pharmacy of the State of Illinois. The following were
selected as the persons from whom the Governor shall

make his appointments, if the bill shall become a law : H.
Schroeder, Quincy, J. E. Espey, Bloomington, A. R. Green-

wood, La Salle, F. C. Bourscheidt, Peoria, George Buck,
Chicago, C. W. Day, Allendale, E. Marsh, Alton, W.
Kempff, Belleville, E. B. Stuart, Chicago, Frank Fleury,

Springfield.

The following additional committees were appointed

:

Committee on Pharmacy and Queries—A. G. Yogler^

Chicago; T. E. Fell, Bloomington, A. V. T. Gilbert, Mon-
mouth.

Committee on Trade Interests—A. R. Greenwood, La
Salle, J. A. Caldwell, Pontiac, R. N. Dodds, Springfield.^

Delegation to the National Association at Kansas City

next year—A. R. Greenwood, La Salle, J. J. Pierron, Jr.>.
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Lincoln, R. W. Diller, Springfield, M. W. Borland, Chicago,

and A. Finke, E. St. Louis.

The Association then passed a vote of thanks to Gov-
ernor Cullom and Mayor Irwin for their addresses, to Colo-

nel G. H. Harlow for the use of the Senate Chamber, to

Vice-President George Buck, who presided, to the drug-

gists of Springfield, to F. Fleurj, the Secretary, and to M.
B. Church, for courtesies.

Other business not of general interest was then trans-

-acted, and the Association adjourned to meet again at

Peoria, the 2d Tuesday in November, 1881.

Proceedings of the Jasper County Medical Association.

Friday, Dec. 3d, 1880.

The Association came to order with the President, Dr.

S. R. Youngman, in the chair.

Members present : Drs. S. R. Youngman, James Picquet,

James Larrabee, IST. S. Clark, George Shamhart, J. H.
Maxwell, Z. Allen, Harmon Stevens and A. B. Faller.

After the usual preliminary business, Dr. Maxwell was
called upon to open the discussion. The Doctor being very
iDusy during the epidemic of measles that has invaded our
community since last meeting, excused himself, and intro-

duced the subject of measles and the complications that

occurred during our late trial with it. A spirited discus-

sion followed, and all present participated. After this the

Association adjourned until the next regular meeting
.(January 7th, 1881), when the discussion on pneumonia
ivill be taken up.

A. B. Faller, Secretary.

Announcement.

The annual meeting of the Illinois State Board of Health
Tvill be held at Springfield, January 12th, 1881.

John H. Rauch,
Secretary.

"We invite secretaries of district or county medical
eocieties to send us short synoptical reports of their pro-

ceedings, for publication; also of any interesting papers or

reports read before the societies.
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]aoh t^atice^.

[For the Feoria Medical Monthly.]

'*Our Homes."

This is the title of the IX. in the series of American-
Health Primers. It is written by Henry Hartshorne, M,
D., formerly Professor of Hygiene in the University of
Pennsylvania. While publishing the Herald of Health we
noticed the successive numbers of this series, and most of

them favorably. The series is now complete, and it gives

me pleasure, Mr. Editor, to commend the whole series to

the favorable consideration of your readers. They have
been prepared for the people with a view of educating the-

masses in the principles of sanitary science, and we think
them eminently adapted to this purpose. After careful

reading, we believe that this Mnth is among the very best

of the series. The author discusses the question, " How
shall we have Healthy Homes ?" under ten different heads :

First—" Situation." The site of a dwelling should be
dry, and not exposed to malaria, with a southern exposure.

Second—Construction. " A frame house having double
walls, with stone or brick foundations, good plastering, and
tightly jointed timbers, may be made as little permeable
by air as it is desirable for any house to be." " Nothing is

more important in the construction of a house than that its

foundations shall be protected from dampness." The de-

tails given by the author are very appropriate and interest-

ing. It will pay any one who contemplates building to

consider them.
Third—Light. Here we have presented briefly the im-

portance of light in relation to certain diseases, and the
mistake, made by so many, of crowding the yard with
shrubs and trees that shut out the light and prevent the
free circulation of air.

Fourth—Warmth. Here we have in brief a history of
warming appliances, of which there have been many.
Without giving very special preference to any, the author
says, " it is possible that the best way of all, (scarcely any
where as yet tried,) may be hereafter found to be, to heat
steadily all the floors and walls of apartments by warmed
air circulating beneath and around or through them.'.'

This accords with our own conviction on this subject.

"To this complexion must we come at last." In the April,.
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1880, number of the Herald of Health is suggested a method
of warming the floor, which I think will commend itself as

practicable and safe, and one, whi<;h I doubt not, will, with
more or less modifications, come into use, since the pre-

vailing " stove," and the more expensive furnaces as now-
built, are vexatiously unsatisfactory.

Fifth—Ventilation. This topic naturally and closely

follows that of warmth, for heating and ventilation must,

I believe, go together in any system that will respond to

the wants of people in northern latitudes. I regret that

space will not permit me to give even a synopsis of these

two chapters. I think any one attempting to build a

"healthy home" will be benefited by the suggestions

made. In ventilation, the objects to be aimed at are thus

stated : (1) To move uniformly through a building the re-

quired amount of pure fresh air. (2) Duly to distribute

this air to the difterent apartments in the house. (3) Prop-
erly to diffuse it in each room. (4) To remove the vitiated

air from every room in the building. (5) To warm the air

sufficiently in winter. (6) To supply it with an appropriate

amount of moisture.

Sixth—Water Supply. The various sources whence
water is obtained for drinking and domestic uses, and the

dangers to health arising from the use of impure water are

set forth in attractive colors. The suggestions as to filters

will prove useful.

Seventh. "Drainage" next follows through thirty

pages. The subject of drains and traps, with their too

frequent defects and dangers, is quite fully discussed, and
the most recent discoveries in relation to sewerage and
plumbing set forth.

Eighth—Disinfection. The author holds thdit fresh pure

air is the best of all disinfectants, which, with thorough
cleanliness, prevents all occasion for processes of correc-

tion. He names the most serviceable disinfectants, and
instructs how to use them—just what a great many people

do not know.
Ninth and Tenth—Under the heads of Pojmlation and

Workhifjmen's Homes, he discusses the effect of crowding
upon health, and sets forth many interesting facts. I quote

the following from his introduction: "How we are to live,

then, not as wanderers of the forest, nor yet as hermits, but
in society, without abridging our lives and multiplying the

'ills that flesh is heir to,' is the question. The imperfec-
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tion of the manner in which this question has been so far

generally answered, may be judged of by a late account

given by the eminent statistician, Dr. Farr, of the propor-

tion between population-density and mortality in 619
districts of England and Wales from 1861 to 1870. In 7

groups of these districts (excluding London) the number of

persons to a square mile is, respectively, 166, 186, 379,

1,178, 4,499, 12,351, 63,823. The annual mortality for each

1,000 inhabitants in the same districts is 17, 19, 22, 25, 28,

32 and 39. In other words, according to these results, the

nearer people live to each other, the shorter their lives.

In 53 districts the average proximity of residents is 147
yards, and the mean duration of life is 51 years. In 345
districts the proximity is 139 yards, and the mean length of

life 45 years. In 137 districts the proximity is 97 yards,

and the length of life 40 years. In 47 districts the prox-
imity is 46 yards and life- duration 35 years. In 9 districts

with an average proximity of 28 yards, the mean duration

of life is 32 years. In Manchester the proximity is 17 yards
and the mean length of life 29 years. In Liverpool the
proximity reaches the maximum of 7 yards, and the dura-
tion of life, its minimum average, 26 years."

E. W. Gray, M. D.

A Treatise on the Medical and Surgical Diseases of

"Women, by Morton Monroe Eaton, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
We are of course unable in many instances to appreciate

the value of his medical treatment of the different diseases

he discusses ; but their history, etiology, pathology, symp-
tomatology and diagnosis, indicate a degree of familiarity

with those diseases which can only be the result of long and
painstaking study and observation, and a perfect familiarity

with their literature. The volume is unusually complete in

the number of subjects which it embraces, scarcely any
important disease being left unnoticed. The surgical

department of the work contains many excellent practical

suggestions, hints and cautions which the busy practitioner
of any SQhool will appreciate and profit by. His chapter on
instruments is very full, instructive and discriminating, and
will be of much utility to the general practitioner. The
work is profusely and correctly illustrated, thereby adding
much to its practical value. It contains 780 pages, the
letter press is large and beautiful, and the paper white and
of excellent quality. It also contains a very full and excel-

lently arranged index. The book will form a useful addi-
tion to every medical library. J. M.
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liegislation Regulating the Practice of Medicine in Illinois*

The acts to regulate the practice of medicine, and to

create a State Board of Health, have now been in force

about three years and a half. This is a sufficient length of

time for them to have become fully understood and duly

appreciated both by the profession and the public; also for

the Board to have completed the necessarily large amount
of extra work incident to beginning its labors, and now be
prepared to devote more time to the compelling of stricter

obedience to these laws. There can be no doubt but that

these acts have worked a vast amount of good, still for

various reasons they were, and are, very defective. They
were in a measure, pioneer laws, there being no successfully

working precedents upon which to base them. There was
considerable opposition on the part of the profession ; there

was a strong prejudice against them manifested by the pub-

lic, and there was the bitter opposition of all those parties

whose previous license would be curtailed.

All of these conditions, however, are now modified, and
the time has come when amendments must be made and
the weak places strengthened, or other states, taking warn-

ing from our defects, will so frame their laws as to leave u&

as far in the rear as we formerly were in the van. What
these amendments shall be, it is not our intention at this

time to consider, but we call upon the State Board and all

Medical Societies to urge the matter upon the Legislature

until the necessary changes are made. Until this is accom-

plished, however, there is abundant opportunity for

improvement under the present law. Quackery and char-

latanism, driven for a time from the state or forced to

remain concealed, again begin to show themselves in our

cities, and the traveling cure-all to announce his monthly
visit at our hotels.
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We do not believe that one in fifty of these quacks are
duly authorized to practice, and the profession has a right

to demand their suppression. There are several reasons
for this revival of quackery. When the laws first went
into efi'ect many voluntarily went into other states, others
were brought to justice by the Board, while others, we sus-

pect, either made fraudulent representations or quietly
retired for a time to wait until the excitement had blown
over. Now they are beginning to return, thinking (and it

would certainly seem correctly) that they will be permitted
to resume their business unmolested. Again, physicians
are for the most part ignorant of the modes of legal proce-
dure necessary to bring the offenders to justice, and they
are also uncertain as to how much support they will receive
from the State's Attorneys or the Board of Health.

Many of the newspapers are largely subsidized by these
quacks in the way of advertisements, and their influence is

cast in favor of their patrons and against the public weal.
We think much good would be accomplished if the

Board of Health would issue a pamphlet to the proper ofl5-

cers of the courts, and medical societies, containing these
laws in full ; also a digest of all cases tried, and decisions
made under them, so that physicians especially may know
what has been done, and the proper manner in which to
undertake similar cases. This pamphlet might also contain
the opinion of the Attorney General on the subject of these
laws, as to their capabilities and what construction can be
placed upon them. We hope the good that has been gained
will not be allowed to be lost by any negligence or luke-
warmness either on the part of the profession or the State
Board of Health, and we further hope that the profession
and Board will allow no opportunity to pass unimproved
which has for its ofeject the advancement of the standing of
the profession and the welfare of the public.

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

To whoever may read this we heartily wish a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

To those who have favored us with a subscription, our
thanks for their aid and appreciation is cordially given.
You have encouraged us to press onwards in our desire to
be of benefit to the profession, and by your assistance we
know that we have succeeded far beyond our most sanguine
expectations. To those who are not subscribers we extend
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the same cordial greeting, and hope that you will see your
way clear to become a subscriber. Our price is very low,

and we claim to give as live and practical a medical journal

as is published.

Try ue, and we are sure that you will consider your
money well expended. We could publish a long list of
flattering letters from men who rank high in the profession

throughout the West, but we prefer that our merits should
speak to each one for themselves. We shall again enlarge

our size as soon as our subscription list will warrant, for

we aim to give the largest and best dollar monthly pub-
lished.

Convention of Illinois Pharmacists.

We print elsewhere an abstract of the proceedings of

the meeting of druggists. This is a good movement, and
one that will be heartily endorsed by the medical profes-

sion. With men of better and a more liberal education
behind the dispensing counters, there will be less cause for

the difl'erences which now exist between physicians and
druggists, and the abuses which have crept into the drug
business will correct themselves. We do not believe the

Governor made such a statement as is attributed to him by
our reporter, on the responsibilities of pharmacists, or if he
did it was a pretty stiff piece of " taffy." We hope the
pharmacists will obtain the legislative aid they seek.

Readers will find an interesting article on page 221, on
State Medicine, by Dr. C. T. Orner, of Saybrook, 111., (not

O. T. Orne, as it appears in the heading). It is on a topic

as important to physicians as any in medicine, including
drainage and kindred hygenic topics, is receiving more at-

tention every year, and there is no field oftering more
inducements for original thought and investigation. We
would be glad to hear from others on this subject.

Many cases of trichiniasis are "reported in the papers
throughout the country. As the only safe measure to be
relied upon, physicians should circulate as widely as possi-

ble the absolute necessity of cooking all pork thoroughly.
It should be heated to a temperature of at least 212° Fahr.
If any of our readers have had any experience in the treat-

ment of this disease, we would be glad to hear from them,
as any contribution to the therapeutics of this, as yet, not

satisfactorily understood disease will be eagerly read by the

profession.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAXi

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication

of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-

-come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction

to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.
Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

"without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Oups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

«ned to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 12.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
fcy Express, C. 0. D.

OR. M'iNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA-CKISOIV !STII.E:JET, CHICA.GO, ILL.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be
sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalfaiicaDflFaraflic Battery.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed
on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled
as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coll. It weighs less than any other of the
Mme power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery go.,
Kos. 19% and 194r Jackson St., CHICAGO, IliLi.
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PEORIA, PEilN & JACKSONVILLE RAILWAY,
THE BOUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto-wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Qulncy, Hannibal,.

O^ST. L0UIS^5=O
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,
Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,

Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita^

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.^

DR. L D. M'INTOSH'S

Electric or GalTaiic Bell

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few. If any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is

not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, 812 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

McIMOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago. DL

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Mesicaij Monthlt.
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The Peoria Medical Monthly.

The wonderful success which this Journal has met in a few months is a suffi-

cient proof of its value and popularity. It has been enlarged twice within five

months, and will again be enlarged as soon as its patronage warrants. We pro-

?>ose to make this Journal indispensable to Western Practitioners, who, as aot-

ve, progressive men, see it is to their advantage and personal benefit to support
a home Journal of this kind.

Original Communications.—The main feature is intended to be the origi-

nal communications. We have articles for future numbers from some of the
most able writers in the profession, among whom we may name Dr. Wm.
-Goodell and Dr. Wm. Pepper, of Philadelphia ; Dr. Warren, and others. But we
especially desire short, practical articles from our subscribers. An interchange
of opinion beiag what is intended.

Translations-Made expressly for this Journal will appear regularly from
Foreign Journals.

Clinical and Didactic Lkctttres.—We are making arrangements where-
by we will be regularly supplied each month with Clinical and Didactic Lectures
by experienced teachers.

Therapeutic Notes.—Short, compact modes of treatment, and tried and ap-
proved formulee from every available source, will make this department of un-
usual interest to readers.

Medical News.—We will keep our readers posted on all matters of interest

,

reports of societies throughout the State, etc., etc.

SXJBSCItlBE A.T OIVCE.
Fifty-Xwo Fages.

Now is the time to get the largest amount of good reading for the least
money. We will for a short time send to subscribers the back numbers, begin-
ning at May, and the Journal for one year from date of subscription, for

OIVE DOLLAR.
As the number we have on hand is limited, this offer will only be open for a

limited time. You will get nineteen numbers containing over five hundred
pages, for only ONE DOLLAR. Take as many other Journals as you please, but
you cannot afford to omit the Peoria Medical Monthly.

A few extracts from letters received will show what is thought of it by the
profession

:

Among the numerous Medical Journals which are sent to me, there is none brighter or
more creditable to its authors than the Peoeia Medical Monthly. I hare read it with pleas-

ure, for it shows that you are all alive in Peoria. Writing makes men think, and the more the
opportunities for writing the greater the amount of thinking.

HENRY M. LYMAN, M. D.,

Chicago, IlL, 188Q. Prof. Physiology and Nervotts Diseases, Bush. M«d, OoL

I like your Journal and will devote some of my time to its advancement.
St. Joseph, Mo., 1880. A. V. BANES, M. D.

I have received your Journal and am well pleased with it.

Lincoln, IlL, 18S0. L. L. LEEDS, M. D.

The number just received is worth the whole subscription. I enclose one dollar, and will

^try and get you some subscribers^ J. B. VEITCH, Grafton, Jersey C!o., 111.

If the number I have received is a specimen of what it will continue to be, it will be valu-
able indeed. C. F. STBINGEK, M. D., Aurora, Kane Co., lU.

I have received your Journal and like ita arrangement and style. Think it worth the
aooney, and enclose the amount W. H. GITHENS, M. D., Hamilton. IlL

I am pleased with your Journal, and believe it should be patronized by all Western Physi-
'«ian8. I hope it will meet with the approval of every Physician in Illinois.

H. E. W. BARNES, M. D.

Ji^Subscribe at once and you wiU be pleased with it.

-Iddrees all communications to THOS. M. MclLVAINE,
204 South Jefferson Street, PEOBIA, ILIj.
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F. O. BOTJK-SOHEinDT

ANALYTICAL CliST.
Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-

ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,
Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III..

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given..

Prices witMn the Reacli Of All.

Call on ns or send for prices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

Peoria, 111.

Comstock& Avery.
Manufacturers and Dealers in all

kinds of

I'
f

Call the attention of Physiciana
to their

FATlSf CIAIE
It is the nicest chair in the market for

the Office, Library or Parlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.
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OAK LAWN BETBEAT FOB THE INSANE

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage

in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced

ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an

object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,
October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Drucrqists & Chemists,
^^ ^^ And. Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Connpounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

503 South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 nyCA-IlsT STI^E;E!T,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.
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COLBURN, BIRKS i CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,
-AND DEALERS IN-

^uf^idkl Iri^tftLii\ei\t^

ATOMIZERS,

xALL VARIETIES.

Electro - Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for
distribution.
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Fever Thermometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent

Lens Front, in Boxwood Case.

FOWLER'S H. R. PESSARIES

Celluloid Cylindrical Speculum,

CELLULOID BI-VALVE SPECULUM,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYMNGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOUGIES.

Our Prices "will be found low for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBDRN, BiRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho^vn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, 'tvho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINB
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tvro

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining' /u^ij/ double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltins in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Gotistruciive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from diflferent druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainks, M. D.,

Professor of Chem,istry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago^

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.C.S.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract off

Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.
Prof. R. Ogdbn Doremus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Mali preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to-

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The folloudng is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., 8t. Louis,Mo.
After a full trial of the diflTerent Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandkll, in Louisville Medical iV^ews, says :
—MALTINE de-

serves to stand in the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1880.

An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and I should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. 8. Demster, M. D.,

I'rof. Obstet. and hit. Worn, and Children, University of Midi., and in Dartmouth Oolleg&

Id answering advertisements, mention the Pboria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Tear
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the-

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United*

States, Europe, Australia and India -with a request that they"

thoroughly test it in comparison -w^ith other remedies w^hich;

are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other 'wrasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of whicb
are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market^

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST: —That Maltine (plain) increases weight and^
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oid
or other nutritive agents.

SECOJ^D:—That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones^
and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine-
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD :— That Maltine is the most important con-
structive agent now Jcnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and strength one and a half to three-

ti-m^es greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops.
• MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia..

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-TERBINE.

* Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its-
preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the-
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

-^*"We will forward gratuitously a $1.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: » 196 Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- f New TTork..

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Mbdical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less In regular csntact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
Bine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ol the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
B. K. Clark, M. I)., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.
New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, '79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

8«me months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick

headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Kesp'Uy, J. H. Johnston.
C. A. MosHER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had

failed him, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indi.vnola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.

Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying—so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Bakee, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Of late I have been

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the
stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated
into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
SngarofMilk 3.5 oz. I Pepsine 16 oz. I Hydrochloric Acid 5fi.dr.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 " Diastase 6 dr. Phosphoric Acid 3" **

Powdered Firweln 7'" | Lactic Acid 5 fl. dr. | Aluminium 3 •' oe.

PRICE LIST.
Maltopepsine, (in oz. bot.) per oz 8 .7.5 I We also prepare the various Elixirs

" " " doz... 7.00 and Syrups in combination with Malto-
"

iYi ft), bot.) " fi> 8.00 I pepsine.
Prepared by Tlldeu Ot, Co.,New Liebanon, N. Y., and 84: Ijlberty St.| N. T.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following
diseases, sent on application:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections ; Cancerous affections complicatedwith Scrofula;
Lupus.

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium ; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-
eases ; Anchylosis.

Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele ; Goitre ; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria ; Erysipelas ; Erysipelas with Scrofula ; Tonsillitis.
Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,
And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in that of Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to ihe treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium, Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TII<DKN <fo CO., New Lebanon, N. T., and 84: Liberty St., Ne\r Tork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peobia Mbdicai. Moitthi<t.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jknie^ S. 3B;tl\erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In[aDswering advertisements mention the Pbobia MEDicAiy Monthly.
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ST, FBIINCIS' BRADLEy HOSPITAL!
A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluff, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has
all the necessary conveniences and improvements

;

large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Surgeon Db. J. T. Stewart.
Consulting Surgeons...Dus. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.
Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.
Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ISAAC VT^ALKEB&SON
Importers of

AND

Muzzle-Loading

SHOT GUNS!
AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER AND OOLT
SHOT GUNS.

A SPLENDID LINE OF

FishingTackle
AND

Sporting Equipments.

REVOI.VERS,

fine Cuilery.

ALSO,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FOREIGN AND DOIUEESTIC

HARDWARE !

125 and 127

SOUTH WASHINGTON

STREET,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
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F

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (SCaOPOg).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgOPOs)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fcj O3 PO5).

1-1 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kCPOg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
(-r "Tf^TTXTD )

metaphosphateof any base whatever.

or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, BTeryousness,

Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difflcnlties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared accordivg to the directions of Prof. E. N. H0R8F0RD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as i.his.

jt is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I kn6w of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Pliosphate.

The Ute WINS LOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-
ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Pliospiiate

is prescribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMCM WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LAGTOPEPTINE
T

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are

able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties

are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-

sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in

Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising

from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg, Ptyaliu, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OP LACTOPEPTINE.
Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diast ase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin Bounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Add 5 fl. drs.

|_ JVQYOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

versal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value

has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.
SAMUEL K. PERCY, M. D.,

Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.

P. LE ROY SATTERLBE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col., etc.

JAS. AITKEN JMEIQS. M. D., Philadelphia. Pa.,

Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Bos,
W. W. D.A.\VSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDBLL, M. D.,

Prof, of din. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

Emeritus Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

No8. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O. BOX, 1574.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Moxtuly.
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Salicylate of Cinchonidia.

Satisfactory therapeutical results from tiie administration of
Salicylic Acid iu the treatment of Gout, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, etc., etc., have been much modified by tlie disturbance of the
general system, especially the stomach, owing to the large doses re-

quired.
Medical men haveexperimented with the salts of this acid,lioping

to qualify this tendency. That most largely used, (the Salicylate of
Soda) has proven much less objectionable than the acid itself, but long
continued use results in tliesame trouble to the class of patients with
whom freedom from nausea and internal irritation is a first necessity.

Being convinced that the acid would be best prescribed in com-
bination with some other base, it was suggested by Mr. F. H. Rosen-
GARTEN, of Messrs, Rosengarten & Sons, that the salt of a Cinchona
Alkaloid would aid the remedial properties of the Salicylic Acid, in
adding tonic, stimulant, and anti-periodic properties, and with such a
powerful alkaloid as Cinchonidia, the dose required could be lessened.

Tills salt opens up a wide range of uses iu conditions, where,
heretofore, physicians have not tested Salicylic Acid, for fear of direct
debility and loss of muscular power so often induced by its use.

Practical experience has borne out the above theory quite fully
,

and in a number of cases of severe Neuralgia and acute Rheuma-
tism, the Salicylate of Cinchonidia has given immediate relief in
doses of five to ten grains, where Quinine, Salicylic Acid, or other
general treatment has failed.

Since the introduction of this Salt, it has been tried in the Jeffer-
son Medical College Hospital at Philadelphia; St. Joseph's Hospital
at Philadelphia, and by a number of careful practitioners, with im-
mediate good effect in every case, so far as heard from, in fact, better
results than could have been anticipated.

It is administered in five grain doses, until the paroxysms of
Neuralgia cease. This generally requires say from fifteen to twenty
grains, five grains every two hours. The Salt, representing about
one-third of its weight of Salicylic Acid, is almost insoluble in
water, and is incompatible with iron solutions. We urge its trial in
all cases of acute articular Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
etc., etc., with almost absolute certainty of prompt relief. Owing to
its insolubility, it cannot be given in solution, and physicians will
find the nearest approach to this, in the administration of our Com-
pressed Powders or Pills. These being free from coating, must
necessarily disintegrate more quickly than a coated pill.

We prepare the Salt in pills of two and one-half grains each,
which will enable the physician to graduate the dose for children, as
well as for adults. We recommend them iu preference to a larger
pill, as they are much more readily swallowed.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS,

PHILADELPHIA.
Iu answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Tonsro^A.-
THE FIJIAN REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA.

This remedy ha« been used for several centurlet by the aborigines of the FIJI
Islands, though introduced to the notice of the profession in England only about
a year ago.

The success attending its use in the hands of Drs. Sidney Ringer and Wm.
Murrell, of London, England, induced us to dispatch an agent to the Fiji Islands
for the collection of a quantity of this valuable drug. Heretofore the secret of
its source had been jealously guarded by the Fiji chiefs, the knowledge of its

composition beine handed down as an heirloom from one generation to another.
Through Mr. Ryder, a resident from Fiji, a specimen of the remedy was flrst

brought to England, with the statement that he received it from a European who
had married a chief's daughter and had learned the secret from his father-in-law.

Tonga, as prepared by the Fijians is a compound of several plants, and occurs
in the form of small loose bundles, the remedy being enveloped in a wrapper of
the inner bark of the cocoanut tree.

The natives administer it in the form of an infusion, but it has been found
that alcohol much more thoroughly extracts its active principles.

Drs. Ringer and Murrell base their report of the use of the drug on a sufficient
number of cases, and C. Bader, ophthalmic surgeon to Guy's Hospital, says ; "The
results obtained by Drs. Ringer and Murrell fully coincide with mine. I have
notes of cures of brain and kidney disease in which Tonga alone succeeded in re-
moving pain. All cases ofneuralgia (supra- and infra-orbital branchesof the fifth

nerve) with swelling of the temporal veins during the attack were benefited."
Reports from Sidney, Australia, show that Tonga has also been successfully

employed as a remedy for neuralgia by the profession of that country.

THE FLUID EXTBAOT CAN BE OBTAIKED FROM

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Manufacturing Chemists and Pharmacists, DETROIT, MICH.

LIPPIA MEXICANA.
A NEW EXPECTORANT.

This new Mexican remedy is introduced to the medical profession of this
country on the auiliority of Dr. A. H. Saxion, Baltimore, Md., who has communi-
cated the results of his experience in its use in an article in the January, 1881,
number of the Thp:rapeutic Gazette.

The demulcent and expectorant properties claimed for the drug by Dr. Sax-
ton, are such as must commend it to the cnreful attention of the prolession, and
especially so during the season of catarrhal affections of the respiratory pass-
ages. A remedy which combines demulcent with expectorant properties, and at
the same time does not nauseate, must meet with favor. The cases reported by
Dr. Saxton would also seem to show the drug to be possessed of an alterative in-
fluence in the respiratory mucous membrane which must enhance its value in
those chronic affections sooften rebellious to treatment.

We prepare a tincture of Lippla Mexlcana and will be pleased to furnish a re-
print oi Dr. saxton's article, on application.

PARKE, DAVIS & CO
,

Manvfactiiring Chemists and Pharmacists, DETROIT, MICH.
In answering advertisements mention the Pkokia Medical Monthly.
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On the use of Ice to the Interior of the Uterus in Exces-
sive Hemorrhasre from Placenta Previa.

BY JOS. H. WARREN, M. D.,

Author of " Hernia."

The following cases were written out to read before the
Boston Gynaecological Society some yeaprs ago, but at that
time one of our most distinguished practitioners had had a
case which terminated very unfortunately. As that case
was commented on somewhat unfavorably by a few of the
profession as well as by the friends of the patient, I did not
wish at that time to report my case for fear of increasing
this unpleasant criticism. As this distinguished practi-

tioner has now gone to a higher realm, where all is fair and
pure, there can be no harm from fear of unfavorable com-
ment upon him in my citing the case.

As the symptoms of placenta previa are well known, it

is not necessary for me to enter into the description of them.
As Ramsbothams, Simpson, Smilie, Barnes, T3'ler, Smith,
and many others, fully describe and treat of the subject, I
will content myself with relating the case at once.

Mrs. B., a prima donna and a dancer by profession, age
22, of German origin, weighing about 125 pounds, of very
active and muscular organization, at the full term of preg-
nancy, called me to attend her. She had been in labor
some hour or more before my arrival, and the nurse said

she had had great flow of blood, which had, at times come
forth in gushes. I found upon examination that the os had
dilated to about the size of a silver dollar, through which
protruded a portion of the after-birth. This could be
readily felt and recognized by its peculiar turfy surface
where the blood vessels had been detached.
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The labor eautinued vigorously and the pains were very
violent. I proceeded to press upon the posterior lip of the

OS, and to dilate it as rapidly as possible in order to allow

the head to advance, endeavoring to compress the after-

birth against the anterior side of the uterus, as the greater
portion of it was attached to the anterior part of the cer-

vix. But as the labor continued, a greater amount of the

after-birth became detached and fearful amounts of hemor-
rhages began to appear. I now thrust the hand in and
dilated more, in order to pass the blades of my long forceps,

which I succeeded in doing after several pains. I should
state, that owing to the extreme terror the instruments
inspired in the patient, I found it necessary to etherize her^

and while under anaesthesia she was successfully delivered

of a healthy child, weighing some ten pounds. There now
seemed to be a paralysis of the uterus, as no uterine contrac-

tion could be induced. Ergot and brandy were freely given
and the case becoming every moment more desperate, the
fearful hemorrhage threatening extinguishment of life, I

happily thought of the introduction of ice. I had many
times before passed ice into vagina, but never before into

the uterine cavity.

Ice being broken into pieces of the size of an ordinary
hen's egg, I passed it in until I had completely filled the

uterus. This, together with the pouring of water from a
height upon the abdomen, and the adjusting of a compress
and bandage, gave me the satisfaction of feeling the uterine

muscles begin to contract beneath my hand. This they
continued to do, expelling thereby both hand, clots and ice,^

until finally the hemorrhage was fully stopped.

At that time I had never heard of ice being introduced
into the cavity of the uterus for arresting uterine hemor-
rhage. The case went on and made a full recovery, to con-

ceive and miscarry some ten months later, when, however,
no complication took place.

Mrs. , age 25, after about eight months of preg-

nancy, having had during her pregnancy several hemor-
rhages, was taken in the pains of labor and profuse flowing.

Upon my arrival I learned she had already fainted once or

twice from fright and loss of blood. On examination I

found the uterus dilated to about the size of a quarter of a

dolhir, through which a prolapsus of the cord had taken
place, extending from the vulva to near the middle of the
thigh, cold and pulseless. Endeavoring to make out the
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presentation, I found the placenta had made the same ob-

struction as in the former case, except that the edge could

be felt where it had been ruptured off on account of dila-

tion. It was attached upon the left side and overlaped the

08 about one-third.

This being a desperate case I called in consultation my
friend. Dr. Storer, the senior, who confirmed n\y diagnosis

and approved my course thus far. It was thought best to

give ergot in drachm doses, and to proceed to deliver as

soon as possible with instruments. This I did alone, Dr.

S. not being able to remain with me, having on hand a case

of midwifery of his own. I should state that I endeavored
to hang (as is generally recommended in books on mid-
wifery) the funis above the occiput, but as there seemed to

be no such thing as finding any convenient place on which
to hang the cord, I allowed it to take its natural course and
proceeded, after sufficient dilitation, to deliver with the long
forceps a dead child of some seven or eight pounds weight.

Fearful hemorrhage, as in the above case, followed.

Turning her upon her side and whipping the spine I excited

the uterus to contract and succeeded in arresting the hemor-
rhage by making pressure with the hand over the uterus.

In addition to this I should say, that I held the mouth of
the uterus in my hand, kneading and squeezing it. The
case full}' recovered, and has since been delivered of a

healthy child without any complication. Before and since

the occurrences of these cases above named I have made
much use of ice in uterine surgery with very great success,

especially after the removal of tumors and operation for

lacerated cervix. In cold weather we have but little

trouble in obtaining ice. In warm weatherit can be frozen
in models in the same way as ice cream. Packing ice

around the uterus after any operation will keep down, not
only hemorrhage, but inflammatory tendency. In very many
surgical operations, ice with torsion forceps will do away
in a great measure with the ligature. In many cases of
prolapsus funis the best thing to save life of child, if there
be no complication of placenta previa, I have found, is to

turn and deliver by the feet. In place of ergot I have used
borate of soda, 20 gr., once in twenty or thirty minutes, or
the triple phosphates will act very well, but not so efficient

as ergot or borate of soda. The triple phosphates are
indicated where there is great prostration and fainting and
lingering labor pains. I usually give it in doses of fifteen
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to twenty drops, once in half to three-quarters of an hour,
in hot Avater, using the syrup triple phosphates. This will

take the place of other vinous stimulants in many instances.

In upwards of two thousand cases of internal and instru-

mental successful delivery that I had attended some years
ago and keep record of, I never lost a case by uterine hem-
orrhage. I have attended many cases of my own, and been
frequently called in consultation with others since I left off

keeping any classification and account of cases, and I have
yet to lose my first case b}' hemorrhage. I have lost some .

by other causes, such as one belonginn" to another physi-

cian in consultation by fibroid tumor of cervix uteri ; twice
from puerperal fever, occurring soon after confinement.
This is all that I can recall of ever losing in a practice ex-

tending over a period of twenty-seven years. I think I

have seen about all the ventures mentioned in the works
on obstetrics, in my own and others' practice. This article

is already too long, or I would otherwise go with more
length in classifying the cases up to within ten years or so.

While upon this subject of uterine hemorrhage, I trust the

reader will not forget the use of hot water in severe uterine

hemorrhage, to be thrown up the rectum and vagina. A
description and use of hot water can be found in the Vir-

ginia Medical Monthly for December, January and February,
in a series of papers of mine upon the treatment of some of.

the most common forms of uterine diseases. Should this

paper be of any interest sufficient to the numerous readers

of your valuable journal, I may at some future time give

you another article.

Boston, Mass.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

The Preparation of Material for Dissection.

The subject of preparing material for dissection is one
that can scarcely fail to interest the general practitioner

who, removed from the conveniences of the city dissecting

rooms, from time to time, desires to refresh his memory
and recreate his mind with a little practical anatomy.

There are many and various methods of preparing
materia], and I will submit a few of the best, that the

reader may choose for himself the one best suited to his

means, apparatus, and the object of his work.
First, he must obtain his material (obviously), and hav-

ing Spencerized it, or otherwise, the point of interest next
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to be considered is the point of injection. Of these there

are two commonly selected, viz: The abdominal aorta, the

best on many accounts, and the common carotid in the

superior carotid triangle, by far the easier, and, therefore,

the point most commonly selected. In the latter case, an
incision is made along the anterior border of the sterno-

cleido-mastoid muscle, the artery sought for isolated care-

fully and drawn out of the wound. A puncture is made in

the anterior wall of the vessel and a ligature is tied tightly

above the puncture, while one with long ends is placed

loosely below.

The subject is now ready for the preservative. If it is

designed to keep the body more than a month or six weeks,
the internal jugular vein should be opened and the pre-

servative forced with a powerful syringe through the vas-

cular system, until it comes from the vein untinged with
blood; after which the jugular should be tied above and
below and the fluid injected until the subject is full. In
ordinary cases this injection is best made with a Davidson's
syringe, having a small blowpipe fitted to the nozzle.

If the aorta is the point selected, an incision must be
made through the abdominal walls, about six inches in

length, the peritoneum torn through and the artery care-

fully raised, care being taken not to wound the lumbar
arteries in the operation. A puncture is made into the
artery about two inches above its bifurcation ; two ligatures

will be necessary, one above and one below the puncture,
since in this situation we must inject both ways. If it is

desired to wash out the veins, the vena-cava must be punc-
tured and subsequently ligated. The circulation being
filled, the subject should be allowed to lay for twenty-four
hours, after which it may be injected with paint. Numer-
ous combinations have been devised for the preservation of
the human body after death, all of greater or less value.

The saturated solution of the chloride of zinc is a preserva-
tive, which, although open to many objections, is better
than none. Still I would not recommend its use if any of
the following can be obtained. The arsenic injection is

much more preferable and is cheap and easily prepared by
boiling together

:

Jfc Arsenious acid,
Carbonate of sodium, aa. 8 ounces.
Water, 8 pints.

If to this formula from two to four ounces of carbolic
acid or nitre, or both, be added, its preservative qualities
will be greatly increased.
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Chloral hydrate, methyl alcohol and glycerine is one of
the best preservatives known, in the proportion :

J^ Chloral hydrate, 16 ounces.
Methyl alcohol, 3 pints.
Glycerine, 4 pints.

but its expense is a bar to its popularity.

The same may be said of the acetate carbonate of
aluminium of alcohol, etc.

The celebrated Wickenscheimer fluid is as follows:

9; Arsenious acid, 16 grains.
Sodium chloride, 80 grains.
Potassium sulph, 200 grains.
Potassium nitrate, 25 grains.
Potassium carbonate, 10 grains.
Water, 20 lit.

Glycerine, 4 lit.

Methyl alcohol, % lit.

Hagar suggests a substitute for the above, which, how-
ever, I have not tried, though it appears feasable:

^ Salicylic acid, 4 drachms.
Bnracic acid, 5 drachms.
Potassium carbon as, 1 drachm.
Dissolve in boiling water, 2^ ounces.
Glycerine, 5 ounces.

then add oil of cinnamon.
Oil of cloves, aa. 3 drachms.
Dissolved in alcohol, 12J^ ounces.

The preservative which I now use, and which has given
me very good satisfaction, is a modification of Wicken-
scheimer's :

5fc Boiling water, 3 quarts.
Boracic acid, 'i]4. ounces.
Nitrate of sodium.
Nitrate of Potassium, aa. 2 drachms.
Carbonate of potassium, 2 ounces.
Arsenious acid, 4 drachms.

Mix, and when cool add :

Glycerine, 2 pints.

The subject having having been preserved, and allowed
to remain twenty-four hours, the ligatures should be
loosened and the arteries injected with some preparation to

distinguish them from veins and nerves. The operator
should provide himself with a large pewter syringe holding
from one to three pints, and a common straight blowpipe
or other tapering tube, having a groove or ridge near the
smaller end to prevent its slipping out. The nozzle of the

syringe should be made to fit the pipe closely. The pipe
is then tied in the artery, leaving the long ligature loose.

The syringe is then charged and some one of the subjoined
injections introduced until the arteries are full.

When the syringe is removed to be recharged, the

artery may be controlled between the thumb and finger of
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an assistant. The injection to be used depends upon the

object of the dissection. If a dry preparation is to be made
a wax or varnish injection is preferable; but if for ordinary

dissection, the best and cheapest is made with plaster of

paris and red lead. The plaster having been sifted to free

it from all lumps and foreign substances, the lead is like-

wise sifted upon it in sufficient quantity to give it a pink

color when mixed dry. Water is then added until the

mixture is about the consistency of cream, care being taken

that the solid ingredients are thoroughly suspended, other-

wise the syringe will become clogged and the injection

partly or wholly a failure. A small quantity of molasses

added Avill give the operator more time by delaying the

hardening process.

The wax and varnish injections are nearly as numerous
as the formulfe for preservatives, but I will give some of

the best. If wax is used the subject must be warmed in a

bath, at about 120° Fahr., and the wax melted, and the

thorax and abdomen opened. The common formula is:

Jk Beeswax, 16 ounces.
Tallow, 12 ounces.
Resin, 8 ounces. M.

The formula of Hyrtl is :

p; White wax, 24 ounces.
Canada balsam, 12 ounces.

Mix with heat, and when partly cold add, cinnebar, six

ounces, rubbed up in mastic varnish, then evaporate the

whole until when a portion of it is dropped into cold water
it is found to harden sufficiently. The varnish injection is

much more easily used, as it may be injected cold, but it&

preparation requires a paint mill, since the lead must be
thoroughly ground with the oil to rid it of all particles. It

is made as follows

:

^ White lead,
Red lead, aa. 16 ounces.
Boiled oil, fl. 10 ounces.
Spts. turpentine, 4 ounces.

Mix and grind together, then add, turpentine varnish^

four ounces. A small quantity should be mixed and al-

lowed to stand to test its hardening qualities. If it solidifies

in from three to five minutes it will answer. The great

trouble with this injection is that it will sometimes harden
too quickly, and sometimes remain partly or wholly fluid.

A small quantity of resin incorporated in the varnish will

remedy the latter, while the former requires additional tur-

pentine. Finally, should you desire to inject the veins, any
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of the above injections can be used, substituting Prussian
blue for the red lead ; the injection of veins containing
valves being, of course, made from the periphery.

Frederick E. Sherman, M. D.
Chicago^ III.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Rupture of the Bladder.

On the night of the 1st of July, 1879, Clark, a
brakeman on a freight train of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad, was injured at the stone quarry, this side

•of Joliet. The side-track upon which the train was stand-

ing, ran close to a stone wall, the space between them be-

ing but a few inches. Clark was standing next the wall,

near the end of the train, with his lantern in front of him,
the space between the wall and the cars grew gradually less,

and when the train moved off, he was canght between the wall
and the cars, and the bottom of the lantern was pushed with
great force against the lower part of the abdomen, so great
that the strong metal rim at the bottom of the lantern was
bent from the pressure. He was put upon the train and
brought down to the house of his father-in-law, six miles

above the city, and I was summoned some twelve hours
after the accident. The extremities were cold. Pulse
small and frequent; countenance anxious. Complained of

severe pain over the abdomen, particularly the lower por-

tion, and had an incessant desire to pass urine. To use his

own expression, the " water seemed to go some where
else." The catheter was repeatedly introduced, but no
•urine was obtained. The restlessness and abdominal pain
increased to such a degree as to cause intense suffering,

which the large and repeated anodynes, given both by the

mouth and rectum, failed to alleviate. He grew rapidly

worse, and died in fifty-six hours from the date of the in-

jury, from the combined influences of shock and peritonitis.

The history and symptoms led to the belief that rupture of
the bladder had occurred. A post mortem examination
made with the assistance of Drs. Holton and L, B. Martin,
eight hours after death, verified the diagnosis. A rupture
from one-half to three-quarters of an inch in length, was
found upon the upper portion of the bladder, where it is

covered by the peritoneum, and extending through it.

Urine in considerable quantities was found in the perito-
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neal cavity. Flocculi, as well as a thin coat of fibrin, cov-

ered the peritoneum and intestines in patches, which were
not numerous. Indeed, the scanty fibrinous exudation was
marked, showing it was the result of the injury. With
the exception of a few contusions on the legs, no other

injury was discovered. The interest of this case centers

not alone in the accident itself, (which is comparatively

rare,) but also to the manner in which it occurred. In

most cases where this lesion has taken place it has been

the result of blows upon or instruments penetrating the

cavity of the abdomen, or the passage of a heavily loaded

vehicle over it, or a fall upon the back or pelvis from a

great height ; but perhaps in no one has the agency which
caused the injury, and the surrounding circumstances, been

so peculiar and exceptional. Before he died, Clark stated,

in reply to the question asked, that his bladder was full at

the time of the accident.

Rob't Boal, M. D.

Peoria, 111.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Notes on a Few Cases of Gonorrlioea.

The treatment of this affection has become largely a

stereotyped or routine system of practice by a large pro-

portion of the profession, each physician having his " tried

formulae," and to them he holds without giving much
thought on the subject as to whether he could " give a

reason for the faith that is in him " or not. This regular

routine consists in astringent injections and internal

administration of balsam, diuretics or alkalies, as the case

may be, the selection of each particular drug being de-

pendent largely upon the fancy of the physician himself,

as if the disease was a simple urethritis instead of a specific

inflammation.
Now, while it will be acknowledged that under certain

conditions " all pus is contagious," yet at the same time

we must necessarily recognize a distinction between ure-

thritis and gonorrhoea, although practically such a differ-

ence is oftentimes difficult or almost impossible to demon-
strate. But the natural histor}^ of the disease, its remark-
able contagion, nature always reproducing its kind, its

period of incubation, its progress, the virulence of the

poison as shown when it comes in contact with the con-

junctiva, and the absolute certainty of its communication
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upon contact, all go to show its specitic nature, and that

simple urethritis, even of the most severe form, will be
found to be quite difi'erent in these respects.

Now, by placing some of this gonorrhceal virus under
the microscope, it will be found to contain innumerable
germs (the description of which I will not enter into at this

time), and the application of antiseptics will be found to

completely destroy them. It would seem, then, that anti-

septic treatment would be the only philosophical way to

attack this affection. That is, carbolic acid, boracic acid,

rectified spirits, etc., the most suitable being that one most
destructive to the germ, and at the same time least irritat-

ing to the raucous membranes. Such a remedy we have
in boracic acid, saturated solution, reinforced by a few
minims of carbolic acid or a good quantity of rectified

spirits, or aqua camphora, as the case ma_y seem to demand,
and upon this plan I have treated a few cases, the account
of which I send you.

Case 1.—Male, age 23, suffering from gonorrhoea, ap-

plied to me October 12th for relief. He said the discharge
appeared four days after exposure, and was very slight for

the first three days. He had tried a remedy recommended
by a friend, and at the end of seven days found himself
very much worse, the discharge being quite profuse, thick
and creamy. I gave him the following

:

P; Aqua camphora,
Aqua dist., aa. 3 ounces.
Acid boracic, 2 drachms.

M. Inject four times daily.

At the same time giving specific directions concerning his

diet, habits of living, etc. October 17th, patient returned,
the discharge had ceased', but he complained of " a strange
itching sensation in the urethra." Gave him the same in-

jection, except adding 15 minims of carbolic acid to the
six ounce mixture, also an alkaline diuretic. October 25th,

returned again, saying he was cured.

Case 2.—Male, age 26, colored. Applied for relief from
the same trouble. I gave him the same treatment with
such happy results that on the 29th, eight days after be-

ginning the treatment, he concluded he was cured. I saw
no more of the patient for ten weeks, when he told me the
discharge had returned twice, and that he had the druggist
repeat the first prescriptions, and thus completely subdued
the disease.

C'a.se 3.—Male, age 2i, had sufiered two weeks before
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he came for treatment, gave him the ?ame as the preced-

ing. ISTovember 3d, he returned saying that on the 1st he

had thought himself cured, but the discharge had returned

fully as bud as ever. This uncomfortable circumstance I

attributed to the election of Garfield. I then added to the

first prescription two minums of carbolic acid to the ounce,

and gave him an emulsion of balsam copaiva and oil of

cubebs, internally. November 18th, thinking he was well

he discontinued treatment, but still he noticed a little red-

ness in the meatus urinarius. December 1st he came to see

me again, saying that the discharge had returned, and that

he had his prescriptions repeated, at which time I directed

him to continue the same, and soon he had the disease

under control again. But on the 15th he returned saying

that the discharge had " opened up anew," as he put it,

without any seeming cause whatever, and adding that in

the former cases he believed he had been to blame himself,

but this time he was perfectl}^ satisfied that he was not.

Then thinking that a slight stringent would be advanta-

geous, I added two grains of the sulpho-carbolate of zinc to

the mixture, and soon found that while the discharge would
subside it would not cease. I then instructed him to cease

treatment entirely, as the president of our faculty some-
times says, "take the doctor off and let the patient get

well." The discharge is entirely mucoid in its nature, and
fearing stricture, I have commenced the use of the sound.

He is still under treatment.

It might be well to say that this patient has but one arm,
and that in using the injection he was compelled to lift the

glands penis with the nozzle of the syringe inserted into

the meatus. This process irritates the mucous membrane
at this point and constantly keeps it inflamed, as is often

the case when the nozzle of the syringe is rough or too long.

Case 4.—Male, age 28. Says that he had suffered from
an attack of gonorrhoea five years ago; that he was treated

with the ordinary injections and other paraphernalia in-

cident to the usual course by a very good physician, and
that he had been just as careful as man could have been
through three months of constant treatment, but only to

have the trouble return again and again. Finall}'' he quit

treatment and got well. This time he is anxious to get

through in less time. I gave him the treatment detailed in

Case 2, and on the seventh day the discharge ceased. He
continued treatment, however, and "took the best of care
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of himself," as he said, and when I saw him last he de-

clared himself entirely well, the discharge never having re-

turned.

In the treatment of other cases since the writing of the

above notes, I have found very satisfactory results where I

could induce the patient to follow directions completely.

A few cases have been very unsatisfactory, but they have
been so very few that I have no desire to abandon this plan

of treatment, though I am persuaded it might be improved
upon, or rather that a certain class of cases require some-
thing more. Occasionally there is a decided tendency of
the discharge to return, not in the form of a thin, glutty

discharge, but just as thick and creamy as at first. But I

have found no difficulty in controlling it again in a few
days.

Considering the prevalence of this disease in our cities

and its peculiar treacherous nature, being sometimes very
difficult to control when quite mild in appearance, and in

view of its serious sequelae, it becomes a subject of much
interest to the profession—so much so that we hope some
such action ^s that proposed by the National Board of
Health can be brought into eftect in our laws.

E. P. Murdoch, M. Dv

[ For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

The Best Position for Women in Labor.

I desire to say that in the August number of your
journal I published an article on the above subject. Since

that time, Dr. George I. Englemann, of St. Louis, has
written a paper on the same subject, which is reported in

the proceedings of the American Gyngecological Associa-

tion. He believes, as I stated, that ordinarily we should
advise that in the early stages of labor the woman should
be permitted to follow her own instinct with reference to

position, and that in the last stages of labor the semi-

recumbent position in bed was the one best adapted to give

her the greatest assistance, which is as good as the recum-
bent, the philosophy of which I explained. These remarks
apply particularly to natural labor; and now I will ad-

vance what I neglected to say in my former article, that in

the last stage of labor, with the face towards the pubis, the

recumbent or semi-recumbent position is the best ; I can
also positively show that in a certain mal-position of the
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head, in the last stage of labor, when the chin comes down
under the arch of the pubis, the recumbent or semi-recum-
bent position is the best.

My main object in writing these few lines is to inform
those of your readers who have not seen Dr. Engelmann's
essay, where they could find the subject ably discussed.

Silas Hubbard, M. D.
Hudson, 111.

UnicHl Wectnres.

Professor Gunn's Clinic.

CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS BY A STUDENT.

NECROSIS OF THE TIBIA.

The patient, a boy 14 years of age, was at the clinic in

March last, when he gave a history of an injury received
upon the anterior surface of the tibia, several months be-
fore. His health, at that time, was in a poor condition,
and nothing was done, except to advise constitutional

treatment, having for its object the building up of hi&
health. He now comes back with two fistulous openings
upon that bone, which are discharging pus rather freely.

The probe detects small pieces of loose bone, which Prof.
Gunn proceeded to remove. Esmarck's bandage was ap-
plied, for the loss of any unnecessary amount of blood
would naturally tend to retard his recovery. In applying^
any bandage, such as Esmarck's, in cases of this kind, care
should be taken not to cover the immediate neighborhood
of the diseased part containing pus, since this would tend
to force this decomposing matter into the current of the
blood, which might be followed b}' disastrous results.

An opening was then made, extending from one fistula

to the other, and the bone between them removed. The
professor called our attention to the fact, that in cases of
necrosis, as in all other diseases, typical cases such as are
described in the text books, will rarely be found, and this
was true of the present case, the condition being rather
carious than necrotic. He did not find any large pieces of
dead bone, but with a gauge scooped out a considerable
quantity of softened bone tissue, which is a rather rare
condition in this part of the bone. The following direc-
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tions were given for the dressing of the wound : The
bottom of the cavity will be filled with crystals of boracic

acid, and then it will be lightly plugged up with lint. In
from 48 to 72 hours this dressing will be removed and a

plug of white wax will be so moulded into the wound as to

fit accurately every part of it. Then every day this wax
tent will be removed, the cavity thoroughly washed out

with a 2\ per cent, solution of carbolic acid, and the tent

replaced ; first, however, crystals of boracic acid should be
sprinkled in as before.

When the granulations become healthy, a portion of the

wax will be shaved from the bottom, of the tent, each day
or every other day, and this method of dressing will be
continued until the wound has entirely healed up from the

bottom.
SPONTANEOUS DISLOCATION OF THE WRIST.

The next patient brought in was a girl, eight years of

age. She was in a well nourished condition and looked
very healthy. Two and a half years ago she complained
of a pain in her left hand and wrist, and when her mother
examined it she found the deformity as it now exists. The
family history was good, and there was no history of any
injury to the hand or wrist. The pain lasted but a short

time, a week or ten days, and was not accompanied by any
swelling, which would certainly have followed any injury

sufficient to cause such marked deformity. She could flex

the ^hand a little more than half way, but all power of ex-

tending it was wanting.

It was diagnosed as a case of spontaneous dislocation of

the wrist, the result of an altered nutrition in the part.

There had probably been a chronic inflammation, which
resulted in interstitial absorption in the articulating ex-

tremity of the radius, altering its form and permitting this

deformity. The mother was told that nothing could be
done in the way of efifecting a cure, and that it was not

probable that it would grow any worse.

NECROSIS.

The next case introduced was a girl of about sixteen

years of age. She was of a decidedly scrofulous diathesis,

and had been before the clinic sometime during the past

summer, but at that time was in such a poor condition that

V>eyond removing a few pieces of dead bone from the tibia,

Dr. Gunn declined to operate further until her general
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health was improved. There has been some improvement,
but not so much as could have been desired. Upon inspec-

tion, V7as seen a large ulcer just over the internal mullealus

of the right ankle, an inch and a half in diameter, which
was discharging pus profusely. There was also an ulcer

upon the outer aspect of the right elbow, with pieces of

dead and detached bone in both. After examination, Dr.

Gunu stated that both joints were hopelessly involved, and
if she was in a proper condition to withstand the shock of

the operation, he should advise resection of the elbow and
amputation of the leg. This, however, in her present con-

dition would not be wise, so he should remove such dead
bone as could be found without too great laceration of the

tissues, hoping that this would put her in the way of im-
proved general health, to undergo the further operations,

which will be necessary. "Without using a knife. Dr. Gunn
opened through the ulcer upon the ankle, and by means of

a gouge and his fingers, removed a large amount of soft

dead bone. In this way he removed all of the lower ends
of both tibia and fibula. This, he considered a much more
severe operation than one made a few days before at the

hospital, where he removed several inches from the shaft of

the tibia, for here he destroyed a joint.

This cavity was ordered to be dressed in the same man-
ner spoken of in a previous case, for he considers boracic

acid to be one of the very best local disinfectants that we
possess, and uses it almost exclusively for this purpose in

these cases.

From the ulcer upon the elbow, he only removed the

loose, superficial pieces of bone, since the recuperative

powers of the patient had already been sufficiently taxed.

The prognosis in such a case is, as a matter of course, poor,

but she will never recover until the operation suggested
above has been made.

IJSTGROWING TOE-NAILS.

In connection with this case, Dr. Gunn said that it looks
like a very trifling afi'air, but there was no doubt that it

caused her a good deal of pain and discomfort.

He mentioned several operations which have been sug-

gested for the relief and cure of ingrowing toe-nails.

An old one was to tear out the old one from the matrix,
but in this, since the matrix was not removed, the nail

would grow again and the relief obtained would be only
temporary.
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Another is to cut off the fleshy part of the toe on the

side where the nail grows in, and thus remove the flesh into

which the nail grew.
This is successful in some cases, but where there is a

decided incurvature of the nail, the relief obtained, as in

the other operation, will be but temporary, as the nail will

only curve in the more, and soon give trouble again. It is

better to remove a part of the nail with its matrix, when it

will certainly not grow in again on that side at least. In
this case the latter operation was made, and about one-

fourth of the nail, including all of the matrix of that por-

tion, was removed. The incision was carried sufliciently

far back to make sure of including all of the matrix under
the root of the nail, and at the same time the fleshy portion
of the toe beside the nail was taken oflL

The wound was left open to allow of healing by granu-
lation.

PARTIAL PARALYSIS OF THE DELTOID—THE RESULT OF AN INJURY.

The patient, a laborer, aged 45 years, gave the follow-

ing history : Four or five weeks ago the limb of a tree fell

from a considerable height, striking him upon the outer

and back part of the left shoulder, since which time he has
not been able to extend his arm. He was able to move it

across his body, both in front and behind, and with some
difficulty could place that hand upon the opposite shoulder.

It was not accompanied by any pain or swelling. Watch-
ing the action of the muscles about the injured shoulder, it

was noticed that the deltoid muscle did not contract, or but
very slightly, just above its insertion. It w^as diagnosed as

a paresis, or partial paralysis, of that muscle, the result of

the injury received upon it.

This condition sometimes follows a downward disloca-

tion of the head of the humerus, though only in a small

proportion of cases, still it is to be looked for, and when
present, recognized as a complication of that dislocation.

In the way of treatment, Dr. Gunn recommended friction

and rubbing. Electricity might hasten a cure, but best of

all is the power of the will. The patient should be advised

to try to use his arm some twentj^ or more times a day, and
keep on trying until the cure is eft'ected. The will is the

natural stimulus to the muscle, and will have the strongest

curative eflect. He will probably recover the use of his arm
in from four to six months, if he will persistently carry out
the advice given.
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TUMOR UPON THE NECK.

The next patient was a young man, 25 years of ap^e, who
came to the clinic for the removal of a tumor, situated on
the side of his neck, just under the left ear. It began to

grow ten years ago, since which time it has slowly ad-

vanced to its present size—about that of a large Qgg. It

has never been painful, and he has no others upon his body.
It is movable, and placed just under the integument, and
also appears to be lobulated. Dr. Gunn pronounced it an
adenoid growth, the enlargement of one or more lymphatic
glands, and said it looked as though it might be easily re-

moved. But he cautioned the class about even saying that

these tumors can be easily and quickly turned out. They
may appear very movable and loosely connected, but they
are frequently very deceptive, and take more time and a
freer use of the cutting edge of the scalpel than at first

would seem to be necessary.

And this was the case in this operation. On cutting
down upon it, the Professor was obliged to dissect it almost
entirely out of its bed. Three small vessels needed ligation,

and considerable oozing following in the wound. It was
left open for all oozing to entirely cease, then closed by
stitches and a compress applied. Dr. Gunn said that one
of the hardest things a surgeon has to resist is the tempta-
tion to close a wound too early. This should never be
done until all oozing has stopped, and if practicable,

although this is not absolutely necessary, until the parts

are glazed over by the exudate.

CAPILLARY ANEURISM.

The patient, a young man, had a small capillary aneur-
ism on the side of his nose, which he and his friends were
very anxious to have removed, as they feared it might be a
cancer. Dr. Gunn said it was the sort of cancer that

quacks like to get hold of, for they can generally cure
them, and thereby gain great reputation, and an oppor-
tunity to bleed their patient's pocket-book. In anhydrous
nitric acid. Dr. Gunn said, we have a ready remedy for

these aneurisms. The acid should be carefully prepared
by a chemist, and should be as nearly anhydrous as is pos-
sible to get it.

It is applied in the following way : Cut a piece of wood
to the size of the part to which it is to be applied ; then,
after dipping it in the acid, hold it on the surface of the
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skin until the aneurism disappears. A black crust will

form, which comes off, as a dry eschar suppuration seldom
follows this operation.

OPERATION FOR PHYMOSIS.

The operation was made in the usual manner, by slit-

ting back the prepuce on the dorsum of the penis and
uniting the cutaneous and mucous surfaces by a few sutures

upon either side.

One especially practical point to which Dr. Gunn called

our attention to was the necessity of leaving the wound
open for a considerable time after the operation. In these

cases above all others is this rule to be observed. Secondary
hemorrhage frequently does not come on for one or two
hours, and if we close them up too hastily, we may be called

back to secure a spurting vessel, where, just after the oper-

ation, there was but a slight oozing. This does not occur
in all cases, but should be remembered and avoided by the

observance of this rule.

^orrBBpandem^.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly
.j

Dr. Gilliland's Letter.

CoATSBURG, III., January 17, 1881.

Dear Sir:—In the January number of the Monthly, in

the Editorial Department, there is an article on " Legisla-

tion Regulating the Practice of Medicine " in the State of
Illinois, in which you go over the same old well-beaten

track that has been gone over and over by the State Board
of Health, the State Medical Society, the County Medical
Societies, and all the members of the profession who have
dared to open their mouths over the subject until it, like

Mark Twain's mule when it fell down the chimney of his
" dug-out," for the time, has grown monotonous.

If you had taken your view of the State Board of Health
and its doings from the West by South as we have, you
would, no doubt, have concluded, as we have long ago,

that the good accomplished by that august body in the three

years of its life is more apparent than real, and not at all

commensurate with the fuss that it has made, nor with the

expense attached to it. It reminds us of throwing a club
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into a pond of small frogs in spring time when they are

singing their happiest songs—in a moment everything is as

quiet as midnight at the North Pole; but in a little while

one little fellow less timid than the rest puts his head out,

under a leaf, in the most secluded part of the pond, and
timidly cheaps out, " pede-weet," " pede-weet." In a little

while another and then another will start up, and in a short

time the whole chorus will be sung with more vigor, if

possible, than before. It has been just so with the efforts

of the State Board of Health in the suppression of charla-

tanism and quackery in our part of the state. The Indian
doctor, the corn doctor, the pile doctor, the professor of

female complaints, &c., &c., all periodical phenomena, are

again abroad in the land, and they are plying their several

vocations with as much vigor and, perhaps, with as much
success as they ever did before. There are, we have no
doubt, good and sufficient philosophical reasons for all this,

the principal ones of which ought to be apparent to all. It

has been written that "the sweetest privilege that an
American possesses is the privilege of being humbugged,"
and we have bo doubt that this accounts largely for the
difficulties the Board of Health finds in the discharge of
their duty, as well as for the amount of quackery practiced
in the state. The average " Sucker " takes to humbuggery
just as naturally as a duck does to water, and like the man
who likes his morning dram, they will have it, the laws of
the state and the edicts of the State Board of Health to the
contrary, notwithstanding. But these are not the points
we wish to call attention to. They are the ones that have
been conned over and over again.

We wish merely to raise the inquiry : Why is it that the
State Board of Health, the authorities and the people, all

look to the profession for the suppression of unlawful prac-
tice and charlatanism just as if the profession, and not the
people, were the victims? In the name of common sense,

have nobody outside the profession any interest in this

matter ? Is it really a squabble between the regular pro-
fession on the one hand and quackery on the other? In
short, whose ox is being gored ? If there is a class of men
in the state who are able to take care of themselves it is

the medical profession. They need not supplicate the state

for any protection not guaranteed to citizens in general.
Then, are they stronger, physically and mentally and better
morally, (we trust they are) to exercise patriarchal care and
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protection over the masses than any other class of profes-

sional men ? In the name of all that is good and holy, do
they not have enough to do in charity in treating the poor
and in leading public enterprise in morals and education,
without having tliis new and onerous duty of driving out
and suppressing quacker^^ in this state thrust upon them.
We ask again, has nobody any interest in this but the pro-
fession ? Is it not the masses who need protection? Is it

not the ignorant and unsophisticated who are imposed
upon? You tell us, "Let the State Board of Health issue

pamphlets to the officers of courts and to the medical societies.

(The italics are ours.) We organize and belong to medical
societies for the purpose of cultivating friendship and
sociability among the members of the profession and for

the purpose of improving ourselves in medical knowledge.
IS'ow, why should w^e have lashed on our backs pack sad-

dles and have them laden with provender to feed the

animals that bear the burden of common good to the com-
mon mass ? There are other natural channels through
which, the people are wont to look for protection in other
matters. Why not let them look for protection in this mat-
ter through those channels ? The Department of State, the

Legislative, the Executive and the Judicial are the natural

channels of protection to the people, and we say let them

perform their duty. We, of the profession, have feelings,

like other men, averse to litigation, yet it is expected that

if a complaint is to be filed, some physician must do it.

Where a physician is not concerned, is not injured by the

practice of a charlatan, can you reasonably expect that he
will squander his time and his substance and violate hm
sentiments of peace and harmony for the sake of having a

duty performed, the performance of which actually belongs
to some one else. We do not understand that the duty of

the State Board of Health extends further than to ascertain

who are qualified according to law to practice medicine in

the state. It is true that they may, the same as any other

citizen, file complaint and prosecute any one for violation

of the law, and they may, when in their judgment the cir-

cumstances demand it, revoke a certificate they have once
issued. What is everybody's business is nobody's business.

The practice act is a common law, and may be enforced by
any one who chooses to see it enforced, and it may be left

severely alone when they do not choose to see it enforced.

If it could be made the special duty of the State's Attorney,
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the Coroner, or some other suitable person to see this law
duly executed, some good might be accomplished ; but as

it is, it must ever remain a dead letter on the statute book,

except so far as it serves the purpose of belligerent mem-
bers of the profession in ventins: their spite at each other.

^ W. E. GiLLILAND, M. D.

\oci^tg transactions.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Proceedings of the Peoria City Medical Society.

The Peoria City Medical Society met in regular session

at the office of Dr. J, P. Johnson on Tuesday evening, Jan-

uary 18, 1880, Dr. Coffey, Vice-President, in the chair.

Present, Drs. Boal, Roskoten, Johnson, Anna S. Adams,
Lane, Day, and Stewart. Minutes of preceding meeting
were read, corrected and approved.

Dr. Anna S. Adams read a paper entitled "Laceration

of the Perineum," of which the following is a summary :

This is the most common lesion, excepting subi^ivolu-

tion of the uterus, following labor. The causes of this acci-

dent are numerous, but one of the more prominent ones is

the undue support given the perineum, and more especially

is this true in first labor.

The pressure of the head against the perineum is so

great and so long continued as to paralyze the muscular
tissues, to interfere with the circulation and thus prevent
the physiological softening, which is so necessary. This
pressure is increased when we attempt to support the

perineum, and hence the danger of entire stoppage
of circulation and nervous force increased. If our
attention were confined to the head, and not the perineum,
we would be doing a service and not an injury. The head
may be supported by introducing two fingers into the

rectum and the thumb of same hand into the vagina ; thus
we can keep the occiput well up against the pubis, the cir-

culation will be left free, the nervous force unimpaired, and
Ihe parts remain as living elastic tissues.

The results following this accident are manifold. Among
the more prominent ones we find: the absorption of septic

matters; there may exist profuse hemorrhage, which may
be mistaken for flooding; subinvolution may follow; pro-

lapse of the bladder, vagina and uterus; and, when the

laceration involves the sphincter ani, incontinence of faeces

and gases. An examination of the parts should be made
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immediately, aud if a laceration exists, and extends through
the fourchitti, it should be attended to at once. But if the

rupture extends through the sphincter ani, it is better to

wait for a secondary operation.

Dr. Roskoten thought the lacerations were usually not
recognized until late, and then the troubles were in exist-

ence. He thought more harm than good resulted from
supporting the perineum. He selected a case where labor

had been protracted for a considerable time. He was posi-

tive no rupture had occurred at that time, but in a few days
his attention was called to an extensive sloughing, which
he had no doubt resulted from the death of the tissues from
the long continued pressure.

Dr. Lane thought that the patient should be instructed

not to bear down, as the uterine action was increased by
the pressure against the perineum. He said too much sup-

port was usually given to the perineum, but it was neces-

sary and beneficial when properly employed.
Dr. Boal thought there was more or less rupture in

everv primipara. It was better to support the head and
not tne perineum. He thought it was best to operate im-
mediately in case of a slight rupture, but where extensive,

through the sphincter ani, to wait for a few days. He
always made it a point to examine for rupture at once.

Dr. Coffey said he always made it a point to examine
for rupture while he was waiting for the placenta to be de-

livered, thus avoiding giving any alarm to the friends or
the woman by requesting an examination. He thought
much harm was done by giving unnecessary support. He
said that chloroform diminished the tendency to rupture,

by causing relaxation of parts.

J. Stout, M. D., Secretary.

[For the Peoria Medical Monthly.]

Proceeding's of the Jasper County Medical Association.

The association came to order with the president. Dr.
S. K. Youngman, in the chair.

Dr. Faller read a paper on instrumental labor, with a

case in which the anterio-posterior diameter of the pelvis

was very small, owing to an excessive curvature of the

sacrum. The discussion of this paper consumed all of the
time of the association, so that the discussion on pneumonia
is yet in the future. If nothing more interesting presents

at the next meeting, pneumonia will be considered.

A. B. Faller, Secretary.
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'herHpentiii f^ote§.

ACUTE BRONCHITIS IN CHIL-
DREN.

Jft; Tr. veratri viridis, 12 min.
Syr. scillae comp., 2 dr.

Syr. balsam tolu, 14 dr.

M. Sig- One teaspoonful every
two or three hours to a child five

years old, in Ihe first stages of
this disease.

When the temperature falls

and the moisture appears on the
skin under the influence of the
above prescription, we may cease
its administration and resort to
expectorant mixtures, as the fol-

lowing:

P Ex. cubeb. fi., M. 40—1 dr.
Syr. slmplicis, 2}^oz.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful three
or four times a day.

—

Medical
Record.

FOR WORMS.

P Castor oil,

Spts. turpentine,
Tr. myrrti.
Worm seed oil,

aa. 1 oz.
2dr,

M. Sig. Give half to a tea-
spoonful, with as much molasses,
according to the age of the child,
on an empty stomach, two or
three times, half an hour apart.

—

^Clinical News.

INFIiAMED HEMORRHOIDS.
^ Glycerine, 3 parts.

Gelatine, 1 part.
ex. bellad. vel opii, }^ grain.

The gelatine is melted in the
glycerine, and suppositories are
obtained of sufficient consistence
for introduction into the anus.
It should be introduced as deeply
as possible.

—

3Ied. and Surg. Re-
porter.

HINTS FOR THE USE OF THE ACT-
UAL CAUTERY.

In using the actual cautery,
anoint the tissues around the
place to be cauterized with liquid
storax, and it will prevent them
from being burned. In cauter-
izing the OS uteri, always anoint

the vagina with liquid storax,
and the vagina will not be burned.—Dr. John M. White.

IN COREA AND MANIA.
^ Conii, 3 drs. 12 M.

Act. acid, fort. 3 drs. 12 M.
Spts. vini rect.. 1 drachm.
Aq. distillat ad., 2 ounces M.

Sig. Dose, hypodermically, 1

minim to begin with, and grad-
ually increase as necessary. Five
minims of this solution contain
one minim of coria.

—

Dr. Bur-
man.

LOTION FOR IRITIS.

^ Morphiae sulph., 4 grains.
Zlncisulph., 3 grains.
Atropial sulph., 2 grains.
Aque distillat, 1 ounce.

M. Sig. Aslotion.—i)r. ^a?*-
tholow.

PRURITUS VULVAE. »

'!^ Ung. diachyl. simp.,
Olei olivae, aa. 1 ounce.

M. Sig. Apply to parts with
a soft cloth.— Western Lancet.

HAEMOPTYSIS IN THTHISIS.

Dr. Wm. Pepper gives this as a
substitute for ergot, or in cases
where it cannot be used

:

P; Acid gallici, 2 dr.
Acid sulpti, aromata, 1 dr.

Glycerine, 1 oz.

Aquae, q. s. ad. 6 oz.

M. A tablespoon ful as re-

quired.— Med. and Surg. Re--

porter.

FOR HABITUAL CONSTIPATION.

The following prescriptions
have been used with much suc-

cess in cases of habitual consti-

pation :

T^ Fluid extract of rhei, 1 oz.

Extract senna fluid, 1 oz.

Ol. tiglii, 1 drop.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful every
morning.
Or the following:

P; Fluid ext. cascara segrada, 1 oz.

Glycerine, 1 oz.

Fluid ext. nox-vomica, 1 dr.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful night
and morning.
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]oak Motice^.

A Guide to the Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of
the Urine, Designed for Physicians, Chemists and Phar-
macists, by Dr. C. Il^eubauer and Dr. J. Vogler, with a
preface by Prof. R. Fresenius. Translated from the sev-

enth enlarged and revised German edition by Dr. E. G.
Culter and^Dr. E. Wood, E"ew York. Wm. Wood & Co.,

;

Publishers. Cloth, 551 pages.
This is the mostcomplete work of the kind that we have

ever had the pleasure of reading. The names of the authors
are known throughout the world, and their reputation has
in no measure lost by this work. It is as nearly perfect as

a work of this kind can be made. Thorough, clear, con-
cise, and omitting nothing that could be of interest, and
yet not overloaded with any dry details, as too many of our
authorities are apt to be found.

Full enough to be of service to the practical chemist, it

is yet simple enough to be invaluable to the busy practi-

tioner. The tests given are the best we have ever seen or
tried, and the plates illustrating the microscopical appear-
ances of deposits are full and perfect. It is a work that we
•can heartily recommend to any one wishing a complete
guide to this important branch of medical science.

Notes of Hospital Practice, ISI'ew York and Philadel-
phia Hospitals. 8 vo.; pp. 256; price in cloth $2.00; in full

calf $2.50. Samuel M. Miller, M.. D., 536 Spruce street,'

Philadelphia, Pa., editor and publisher. Mailed on receipt

of price.

The busy physician will iind this compact, neatly printed

and neatly bound volume, a very practical and handy refer-

ence book. It is essentially a manual of therapeutics.

The treatment of over four hundred diseases by the emi-
nent medical authorities of New York and Philadelphia is

condensed and epitomized in its pages. Its value is very
much enhanced by the fact that the proof sheets have, in

every instance, been revised by the professors whose treat-

ment is set forth tlierein. The unprecedented sale of the
book, 4,000 copies being sold in ten months, is a very
strong argument in its favor. It will prove an indispens-

able companion to the hard worked practitioner, whose
time is too much occupied to allow of his reading all the
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current medical literature, but who must needs keep him-

self thoroughly informed of all the salient points of pro-

gress in therapeutics.

Walsh's Physician's Handy Ledger and Call Book.—
The Ledger is most admirably arranged, combining in a

convenient, simple and perfect form a day book and
ledger, sufficient for six hundred names, each page adequate

for an individual account an entire year. The busy physi-

cian, after once using it, will find it indispensable, a few
minutes time only being necessary to keep his accounts

accurately and neatly. We have been using one since the-

beginning of the year, and find it most convenient, and
have no hesitation in recommending it as superior to any
book which we have seen for this purpose. The Call Book
is ot convenient size, neatly bound in red Russia leather^

and in addition to the usual contents of the best visiting

lists, is the only visiting list which contains the fee bill

adopted by the Chicago Medical Society. These books
can be obtained of the publisher, Ralph Walsh, M. D.,

Washington, D. C, or in this city of D. H. Tripp & Co. and
Adair & Brown, booksellers.

Pamphlet Exchanges.

Alveolar Abscess, by Eugene S. Talbot, M. D,, L.L.D.
Reprinted from the Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner
for January, 1881. pp. 9.

We welcome to our exchange list the following

:

The Southern Clinic, Dr. C. A. Byce, Editor; Rich-
mond, Ya.

The Southern Practitioner, Dr. Dunca Eve, Managing
Editor; Nashville, Tenn.

The San Francisco Western Lancet, San Francisco, Cal.

The St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal; semi-
monthly; Thos. F. Rumbold, St. Louis, Mo.

The Medical Advance, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Medical Gazette, weekly, E. J. Bermingham, M.D.,
Editor. New York, N. Y.

The American Specialist, C. W. Dulles, M.D., Editor.

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Canadian Lancet, Toronto, Can.
The Journal of Materia Medica, New Lebanon, N. Y.
The International Journal of Medicine and Surgery,

weekly ; New York, N. Y.
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All exchanges, books for review, and communications must be addressed to
the Publisher,

THOS. M. MeILV.\INE,
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ditorml ^e^nrtmrnt

Do Scarlet Fever Signs Do Any Good ?

Can any good be accomplished by requiring physicians

to report their scarlet fever cases, and municipal authori-

ties placing signs on the houses of those reported, to des-

ignate that they have the disease there ? In Peoria this

system has been very faithfully carried out for a year or

more. And yet we still have the disease continuing among
us. At the outbreak of the disease this precaution seemed
to be one that might prevent its spread, but it has not had
the good effect we had hoped for. People generally do
not like to have these signs placed upon their houses, and
as soon as the doctor ceases to attend, and the patient is

able to be up and about the house, the sign is removed,
perhaps at a time when desquamation is taking place, at

the very time the patient is most likely to communicate the

disease.

The sign being removed, friends and neighbors believe

the danger is over, and no further precautions are taken.

Again, this fear of a sign being placed upon their premises

many persons do not send for a physician if they can

avoid it. Mild cases recover without any medical atten-

tion, and their neighbors for a like reason are kept ignor-

ant of their having the disease among them, and it is

spread in this way. After having observed its working in

our city for the past year, we are fully convinced it has ac-

complished no good in preventing the spread of the disease,

but has had rather the opposite effect. If our authorities

would do away with signs and employ a special police,

properly instructed, to visit -every alley and backyard in
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the city, and see that they were properly cleaned as spring

opens, we could then hope to see our city free in a short

time, not only from scarlet fever, but diphtheria also.

Small Pox.

This disease is prevalent to a considerable extent

throughout the West at the present time. In Chicago it

has been almost an epidemic. From Iowa and other west-

ern states we hear through the daily press of many cases.

There is really no good reason why it should not spread in

an epidemic form.

For several years little has been thought about it, and
people have become very careless about vaccination. Many
children of considerable age have never been vaccinated,

and re-vaccinations are only practiced after the disease has
become somewhat general.

There is very good authority for the belief that vacci-

nation protects in the majority of instances only for a lim-

ited period of time, and five to seven years have been given
and are generally received as this period of protection.

Statistics also show that the larger the number of vac-

cinations any one person has had, the greater the immunity.
In a very large number of cases reported, the figures were
about as follows : Out of 1,000 persons who have but one
mark of vaccination, over eight per cent, on exposure con-

tracted the disease, while out of the same number, and
under similar circumstances, only three-fourths of one per
cent, of those having four or more marks, exhibited any
susceptibility to the disease.

Physicians should bear this in mind, and having as they
should, the welfare of their patrons at heart, from time to

time should suggest re-vaccination as the best and most
certain protection from this foul disease.

Visiting the Sick.

One of the annoyances the physician has to encounter
in his professional duties, is the visitors who call to see his

patients, to give them advice and encouragement. Their
intentions, of course, are good. They want to aid the doc-
tor in his good work. If the case is somewhat protracted,
they feel it a duty to give the patient or friends a little ad-
vice how the patient should be treated. They can tell how
a friend of their's was cured by Dr. Fish's medicines, or
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they would have them take some prescription they have
seen in some newspaper or almanac. These visitors can
often inform the sick person of positive and speedy cures

by Dr. Bosh in cases just similar to theirs; and as evidence
of their assertion they refer them to newspaper certificates

of the doctor's cures. These things are not only annoy-
ing to the attending physician, but they keep the patient

in a state of excitement which often aggravates and pro-

longs the case. The people do not seem to understand
that no two persons are sick just alike, although they may
have the same disease. Constitutional peculiarities modify
disease. Age, sex, diathesis, and bodily vigor, are some of
the conditions that must be taken into account in treating

disease.

Elsewhere we publish a letter from Dr. Gilliland, in

answer to and commenting upon an editorial in the Janu-
ary number of this journal. We are very glad to give

space to such articles upon such a live topic, and will be
pleased to hear from others. We do not agree in all

things with Dr. G., but lack time at present to go over his

article at length. We will try and do so in the next issue.

The Illinois State Board of Health is now engaged in

preparing the second edition of the " Register of Physi-

cians and Midwives," and will be obliged to the profession

if they Will call attention to mistakes and changes of loca-

tion, or omissions. Secretaries of medical societies are

also requested to send the roster of their officers, and the
names, age and cause of death of any medical men who
have died within the last year.

The Board is anxious to make the register as perfect as

possible. It is also important to every one that his or her
record is correct.

Dr. Jos. H. Warren's new work on " Hernia " was re-

ceived too late for review in this issue of the Monthly.
Its evident merits deserve a better handling than our first

cursory reading would permit.

The Arkansas Medical Monthly, that Dr. Jones has been
publishing at Little Rock, Ark., has ceased to exist under
that name. The publisher has removed it to Memphis,
Tenn. It will be published there under a new name.

Ladies with beards will be glad to hear of a remedy.
Dr. Lawson Tait reports a case where the beard fell off

after the application of a galvatiic pessary.
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The graduating exercises of the class of 1881, Rush
Medical College, will take place on Tuesday afternoon,

Feb. 22d. The alumni meeting and the annual banquet
will be held in the evening of the same day. The gradua-
ting chiss will probably number over one hundred and lifty,

though as examinations are not yet passed, the exact num-
ber no man can tell. At any rate it will be the largest ever

graduated west of the Alleghanies, and we know will com-
pare favorably with any class in the country. One gratify-

ing feature is the largely increasing number of three year
men.

We give for the benefit of those interested the location

and addresses of some members of the class of 1880, Rush
College

:

Dr. G. C. Synon, Columbus, Wisconsin.
Dr. W. A. Harwood, Ishpingham, Wisconsin.
Dr. C. H, Lewis, Windsor, Wisconsin.
Dr. W. H. Earle, Wrightstown, Wisconsin,
Dr. F. I. Pinch, Hillsboro, Wisconsin.
Dr. D. S. O'Brien, Eaton, Wisconsin.
Dr. W. H. Lyman, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Dr. M. P. Goodwin,Hudson, Wisconsin.
Dr. M. Cazier, Birmingham, Kansas.
Dr. W. A. Quigley, Andrew, Iowa.
Dr. M. VauDyke, Crookston, Dakota.

Animal Vaccine.

As there is considerable inquiry for vaccine matter, we
would say to thdse interested that Col burn, Birks & Co.,

of this city, are supplied with fresh virus every second day
from the well-known vaccine farm of Dr. A. H. Dorris,
Wisconsin. The prices are, ten .points, doubly charged, $1

;

crusts, 11.75 each. Orders sent to us will be handed to

this firm and we can guarantee will receive prompt attention.

The acid phosphates, as made by the Rumford Chemi-
cal Works, according to the directions of Prof. E. IST. Hors-
ford, is, in cases of mental and physical exhaustion,
nervousness, dyspepsia, and similar conditions, of undoubted
value. It is largely prescribed by the profession, and so
far as we know gives perfect satisfaction where the phos-
phates are indicated. We have received samples and have
used it with success. Physicians desiring to test it will be
furnished a bottle free of expense, except expressage, by
applying to the manufacturers and mentioning this journal.

Of this preparation, Dr. R. S. Miller of Springfield, 111.,
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says, " Having tested Horsford's Acid Phosphates, I con-

sider it the best preparation of the kind I have ever used. -

I use it in kidney diseases with good results. From the

use I have made of it I do certainly consider it not only

acts as a tonic to the nervous system, but as a food."

The enterprising firm of Allaire, Woodward & Co.,

pharmaceutical chemists, has moved into new and very

much enlarged quarters. They have gained a more than

national reputation by the excellency of their preparations.

Their sugar-coated pills, of wliich they make a full line, will

be found very soluble and to contain just the amount of

pure drugs that the formula, printed on the package, calls

for.

If we can accommodate any physician by purchasing

or ordering any books or instruments, we will be glad to

do so, free of charge. We will select with as much care

as if buying for ourselves, and can get as low prices as can

be had anywhere. The goods can be sent C. 0. D. Ad-
dress the publisher.

Parke, Davis & Co. have probablj' introduced more new
remedies to the profession than any other one house in the

country. It is not to be expected that every new remedy
will prove better than an}^ we have had before, but by intro-

ducing and having these new drugs tested by the profes-

sion they have done a great work, for through their

agency many remedies have been added to the list that have
proved themselves truly invaluable.

TiLDEN & Co.'s standard preparations have been before

the profession for years, and have won, by their uniform
excellency, the high reputation they possess. It is unnec-
essary for us to do more than to call the attention of phj'si-

cians to their advertisement of some new preparations.

Lactopeptine, as prepared by the ISTew York Pharma-
ceutical Association, has received the strongest endorse-

ments from many prominent physicians both in this country
and abroad. It is indicated in all diseases depending upon
imperfect nutrition, and can be prescribed with almost cer-

tain results.

The very extensive and well known drug house of Col-

burn, Birks & Co., of this city, carries as fine and large a

stock of surgical instruments as any in the West. Physi-

cians desirous of information about instruments will consult

their own interests by corresponding with this firm and
sending for a catalogue.
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No instrument has ever lieen placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-

come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instrnnients combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The .Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly poli.shed hard rubber very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct fle.xions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft ela&tic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform tlie service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion. Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even iu the
most diiiicnit cases. Prlcc—To Physi cians, $8. To Patients, $ I 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added fur postage, or
by Express. C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JACItSOIS^ JS'TIl.EJJBT, CIIICA.GO, IIjL.

Our valuable pamphlet ''Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be
sent you on applicatioii.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for
use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is con.struoted

on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard lubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, tlms lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled
as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc ai:d carbons are pUced in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which mak^s the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain moi-e quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Batteiy, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

Mcintosh gaivukic beltm battery co.,
]Vos. 193 and 194 Jnckson St., CHICAGO, IIiL.
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PEORIA, PEKIN k JACKSOPILLE RAILWAY,
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardstown, Jacksonville,
Alton, Qulncy, Hannibal^

GSS^ST. L0UIS^=^=O
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

'm.M^'mmAM oi^ir Mm^m "^"mm. ^wm.wr^
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita^

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville„
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

Electric or Galfaiic Belt.

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few. if ary. words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are ol zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendeiing tlie belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There Is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local etlect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pamphlet on Medical Klectricity sent free on application. Address,

McINTOSH CALVAMC BELT A.\ft BATTERY CO-MPANY. 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago. 111.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medicai. Monthly.
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The Peoria Medical Monthly.

The wonderful success which this Journal has met in a few months is a suffi-
cient proof of its value and popularity. It has been enlarged twice within five
months, and will again be enlarged as soon as its patronage warrants. We pro-
pose to make this Journal indispensable to Western Practitioners, who, as act-
ive, progressive men, see it is to their advantage and personal benefit to support
a home Journal of this liicd.

Originaij Communications.—The main feature is intended to be the origi-
nal comm.unications. We have articles for future numbers from some of the
most able writers in tlie profession, among whom we may name Dr. Wm.
Ooodell and Dr. Wm. Pepper, of Philadelphia; Dr. Warren, and others. But we
especially desire short, practical articles from our subscribers. An interchange
of opinion being what is intended.

Translations—Made expressly for this Journal will appear regularly from
Foreign Journals.

Clinical and Didactic Lectures.—We are making arrangements where-
by we will be regularly supplied each month with Clinical and Didactic Lectures
by experienced teachers.

Therapeutic Notes.—Short, compact modes of treatment, and tried and ap-
proved formulfe from every available source, will make this department of un-
usual interest to readers.

Medical News.—We will keep our readers posted on all matters of interest

,

reports of societies throughout the State, etc., etc.

SUBSCItlBE AT OrSTCE.
Fifty-Xvvo Fages.

Now is the time to get the largest amount of good reading for the least
money. We will for a short time send to subscribers the back numbers, begin-
ning at May, and the Journal for one year from date of subscription, for

0]VE I30L1L.A.I1.
As the number we have on hand is limited, this offer will only be open for a

limited time. You will get nineteen numbers containing over five hundred
pages, for onl.v ONE DOLLAR. Take as many olher Journals as you please, but
you cannot afford to omit the Peoria Medical Monthly.

A few extracts from letters received will show what is thought of it by the
profession

:

Among the numerous Medical .Tournals which are sent to me, there is none brighter or
more creditable to its authors than the Peoria 3Iedical Monthly. I have read it with pleas-
ure, for it shov.'s that you are all alive in Peoria. Writing makes men thinli, and the more the
opportunities for writing the greater the amount of thinking.

HENRY M. LYMAN, M. D.,
Chicago, III., 1880. Prof. Phijsioloijy and Nervous Diseases, Hush. 3Ied. Col.

I like your Journal and will devote some of my time to its advancement.
St. Joseph, 3Io., 1880. A. V. BANES, M. D.

I have received your Journal and am well pleased with it.

Lincoln, 111., 1880. L. L. LEEDS, M. D.

The number just received is worth the whole subscription. I enclose one dollar, and will
try and get you some subscribers. J. B. VEITCH, Grafton, Jersey Co., 111.

If the number I have received is a specimen of what it will continue to be. it will be valu-
able indeed. C. F. STP.INGER, M. D., Aurora, Kane Co., III.

I have received your Journal and like its arrangement and style. Think it worth the
money, and enclose the amount. W. II. GITHENS, M. D., Hamilton. III.

I am pleased with your Journal, and believe it should be patronized by all Western Physi-
cians. I hope it will meet with the approval of every Physician in Illinois.

H. E. W. BARNES, M. D.

^'Subscribe at once and you will be iileased with it.

Address all communications to THOS. M. MclLVAINE,
204 South Jefferson Street, PEORIA, ILL,
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F. G. botji?/SOh::h]I3dt,

ilAlYTICAL CHEMIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECSALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Comstock& Avery,
\Iainifiictiirers and Dealers in all

kinds of

Call the attention of PhysicianB
to their

PMlIf CE
It is the nicest chair in the market for

the Office. Library or Harlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.

Prices wiMu tlie Eeacli of All.

Call on us or Kpnd for prices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

Peoria, 111.

In anHwering advertlsementB, mention the Peoria Mkdical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN EETEEAT FOE TEE INSAM

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage

in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carr}^ into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,
October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^""^ ^""^ And. Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

503 South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St., .

PEORIA, ILL.

o. -A.. BO"v;r:M:.iAisr &o oo..

Prescription Druggists,
520 :]VCJ^TISr STI4EET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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colburn; birks a co.,

Wholesale Druggists,
-AND DEALERS IN

^ufg'idkl li\0tfuir\er\t^

ATOMIZERS,

ALL VARIETIES.

Kleetro- Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for
distribution.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers
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Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent

Lens Front, in Box^A/^ood Case.

FOWLER'S H.R PESSARIES

Celluloid Cylindrical Speculum,

CELLULOID BI-VALYE SPEGOLUI,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOU&IES.

Our Prices will be found low for First Quality
Goods.

V/rite for Quotations before buying.

€OLBUM, BlRKS & Co., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE

MALTINE AS a'cONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shoTen by the most distingrulshed chemists in this

country and Europe, -who have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tvro

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical auiii'^rity in the world; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Mediial Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyoni question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of si"ientiflc medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of V^^XX^SLn^ con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be piescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts shoiving the value o/Maltine in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the mariiet, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tnem to chemical analysis;.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three ta
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Pkof. Walter S. Hainks, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Mush Medical College, Chicago^

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a Hesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at ieast five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Doremus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Mall preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of Wm Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo.
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any renaedy of its class.

Pkof. L. P. Vandell,, ia Louisville Medical iV^et^'*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of ihe constructives ; and the constructlves, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Aubor, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1880.

An increasing experience in the u.se of MALTINE coullims my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and i. should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. S. Dkmster, M. D.,

Prof. Obntel. and Lit. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In answering advertisements, mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.

i
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During the Past Year
We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with, other remedies which
are generally used as eonstructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST:—That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far inore rapidly than Cod, Liver Oil
or other nutritive agents.

SECOJVD:~That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,
and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nwtrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-
stritctive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and> strength one a.nd a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINK with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YEKBINE.

*Maltlne is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its
preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr, thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

4®=We will forward gratuitously a $1.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARrHRICK,
Laboratory:

( 19(i Fulton Street,
Yonkers on the Hudson-

)

New TTork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peorta MEniCAL Monthly.
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NIALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, studj' and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ol the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
R. K. Clauk, JI. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemeu—A medical friend gave mo a

small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send nie by return mail

the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small

amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove verj' beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Deo. 11, '79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

Bome months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dj'syeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever

tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick

headaches that caiised me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be .suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Rcsp'lly, J. H. .Johnston.

C. A. MosiiER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tii.den & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Jlaltopep-

sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.

One doctor gave it when Lactojiciitino had
failed him, and to liis surprise was just the

thing.
U. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopopsine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of (iastric derangement.

INDIANOLA, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.

Tii.den & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. Tlie result was
very gratifying— so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says: "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. .5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Of late I have been

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,

and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given mo satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhcea of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the

latter the strongest he has over used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
Sugar of Milk
Nutritives of the Grain...

Powdered Firwein
10 "

I'cpsilie

Diastase
Lactic .\(;iil....

() dr.

.-3 11. dr.

Hyilnicliloric Acid.
I'liosphoric Acid
Aluminium

,5 0. dr.
3" «

3 •' oz.

PRICE
MaltopepHine, fin oz. bot.) per oz « .7.5 I

(1^ lb. bot.)
doz...
lb

.00

8.00

LIST.
We also prepare the various Elixirs

and Syrups in combination with Malto-
pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden &. Co.,New Lebanon, Bf . Y., and a* JLtberty St., N. Y.
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lODO BROMIDE OF CALCIUM COMP.

An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly

in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following

diseases, sent on ajjpHculion:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous

aflFections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;

Lupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele ; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contain.s seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDHARGYRI BICHLOKIDUM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, MGnispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increai-ed the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to t.he treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 33 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TILDEN &- CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and a* Liberty St., New York:*

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkii\e^ S. !35tl\erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluff, above the city, com-

manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,

and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements;

large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons...Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending tlieir own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is cliarged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Sioperior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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ISAAC A^ALKER <&;SON
Importers of

AND

Muzzle-Loading

SHOT GUNS!
AGENTS FOR THE

PARKER AND COLT
SHOT GUNS.

A SPLENDID LINE OF

FishingTackle
AND

Sporting Ectuipmeuts.

EVOLVERS,
Fine Cuilery.

ALSO,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

HARDWARE !

125 and 127

SOUTH lASHIMTON

STREET,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
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FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRA-CHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free pliosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kOtPOg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physic^al Exbaustion, JTervousness,
Diminished Yitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. H0R8F0RD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in liigh medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi*
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, 1 have found great relief andi
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peokia Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINE
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

LACTOPEPTINE. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties

are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever pre-

sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising

from imperfect nutrition. It co'ntains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OP liACTOPEPTIWE.
Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyaliu or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin Bounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine Bounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5fl. drs.

LACTOP EPT I N E i^ ^o'd entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

versal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value

Las l>een most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Gily of New. York.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,

Professor Materia Medico, New YorTc Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col., etc.

JAS. AITKEN xMEIGS. M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Ool.; Phy. to Penn. Hos,
W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome. Ga.,

Emeritus Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHAEMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

No8. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O. BOX, 1574.

Id answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medicai. Monthi.y.
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Salicylate of Cinchonidia.

Satisfactory therapeutical results from the administration of
Salicylic Acid in the treatment of Gout, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, etc., etc., have been much modified by the disturbance of the
general system, especially the stomach, owing to the large doses re-

•quired.
Medical men have experimented with the salts of this acid,hoping

to qualify this tendency. That most largely used, (the Salicylate of
Soda) has proven much less objectionable than the acid itself, but long
•continued use results in the same trouble to the class of patients with
whom freedom from nausea and internal irritation is a first necessity.

Being convinced that the acid would be best prescribed in com-
bination with some other base, it was suggested by Mr. F. H. Rosen-
•GARTEN, of Messrs. Rosengarten & Sons, that the salt of a Cinchona
Alkaloid would aid the remedial properties of the Salicylic Acid, in
adding tonic, stimulant, and anti-periodic properties, and with such a
powerful alkaloid as Cinchonidia, the dose required could be lessened.

This salt opens up a wide range of uses in conditions, where,
heretofore, physicians have not tested Salicylic Acid, for fear of direct
•debility and loss of muscular power so often induced by its use.

Practical experience has borne out the above theory quite fully
,

and in a number of cases of severe Neuralgia and acute Rheuma-
tism, the Salicylate of Cinchonidia has given immediate relief in
doses of five to ten grains, where Quinine, Salicylic Acid, or other
general treatment has failed.

Since the introduction of this Salt, it has been tried in the Jeffer-
son Medical College Hospital at Philadelphia; St. Joseph's Hospital
at Philadelphia, and by a number of careful practitioners, with im-
mediate good effect in every case, so far as heard from, in fact, better
results than could have been anticipated.

It is administered in five grain doses, until the paroxysms of
Neuralgia cease. This generally requires say from fifteen to twenty
grains, five grains every two hours. The Salt, representing about
one-third of its weight of Salicylic Acid, is almost insoluble in
water, and is incompatible with iron solutions. We urge its trial in
all cases of acute articular Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
«tc., etc., with almost absolute certainty of prompt relief. Owing to
its insolubility, it cannot be given in solution, and physicians will
find the nearest approach to this, in the administration of our Com-
pressed Powders or Pills. These being free from coating, must
necessarily disintegrate more quickly than a coated pill.

We prepare the Salt in pills of two and one-half grains each,
which will enable the physician to graduate the dose for children, as
well as for adults. We recommend them in preference to a larger
pill, as they are much more readily swallowed.

JOHN ^A/'YETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS,

PHILADELPHIA.
In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THE FIJIAN REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA.

This remedy has been used for several centuries by the aborigines of the Fiji
Islands, though introduced to the notice of the profession in England only about
a year ago.

The success attending its use in the hands of Drs. Sidney Ringer and Wm.
Murrell, of London, England, induced us to dispatch an agent to the Fiji Islands
for the collection of a quantity of this valuable drug. Heretofore the secret of
its source had been jealously guarded by the Fiji chiefs, the knowledge of its

composition being handed down as an heirloom from one generation to another.
Through Mr. Ryder, a resident from Fiji, a specimen of the remedy was first

brought to England, with the statement that he received it from a European who
had married a chief's daughter and had learned the secret from his father-in-law

Tonga, as prepared by the Fijians is a compound of several plants, and occurs
in the form of small loose bundles, the remedy being enveloped in a wrapper of
the inner bark of the cocoanut tree.

The natives administer it in the form of an infusion, but it has been found
that alcohol much more thoroughly extracts its active principles.

Drs. Ringer and Murrell base their report of the use of the drug on a sufficient
number of cases, and C. Bader, ophthalmic surgeon to Guy's Hospital, says ; "The
results obtained by Drs. Ringer and Murrell fully coincide with mine. I have
notes of cures of brain and kidney disease in which Tonga alone succeeded in re-
moving pain. All cases ofneuralgia (supra- and infra-orbital branches of the fifth

nerve) with swelling of the temporal veins during the attack were benefited."
Reports from Sidney, Australia, show that Tonga has also been successfully

employed as a remedy for neuralgia by the profession of that country.

THE FLUID EXTRACT CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

PARKE, DAVIS & CO..

Manufacturing Chemists and Pharmacists, DETROIT, MICH.

LIPPIA MEXICANA.
A NE^V EXPECTORANT.

This new Mexican remedy is introduced to the medical profession of this
country on the authority of Dr. A. H. Saxton, Baltimore, Md., who has communi-
cated the results of his experience in its use in an article in the January, 1881,

number of the Tiikrapkutic Gazette.
The demulcent and expectorant properties claimed for the drug by Dr. Sax-

ton, are such as must commend it to the careful attention of the profession, and
especially so during the season of catarrhal affections of the respiratory pass-
ages. A remedy which combines demulcent with expectorant properties, and at
the same time does not nauseate, must meet with favor. The cases reported by
Dr. Saxton would also seem to show the drug to be possessed of an alterative in-
fluence in the respiratory mucous membrane which must enhance its value In
those chronic affections so often rebellious to treatment.

We prepare a tincture of Lippla Mexicana and will be pleased to furnish a re-
print ol Dr. Saxton's article, on application.

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Manufactiirinrj Chemists and Pharmacists, DETROIT, MICH.
In answering advertisements mention the Pboria Medical Monthlt.
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Pioneer Doctors.

BY ROBERT BOAL, M. D.

Read before the "Dickinson Medical Club,''^ and published by its request.

DR. EDWARD DICKINSON.

Dr. D. was born in 1801, in Hadley, Massachusetts. He
.:graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1830,
and soon after commenced the practice of medicine in

Hadley, his birth-place. Here he remained but a short
time, and removed to iN'orthampton, Mass., where he prac-
ticed two or three years in connection with Dr. Flint. His
health becoming impaired, he left, and spent a year in the
^outh, the summer in Tennessee and the winter in Mobile,
Alabama. He came to Peoria in 1835. His health being
^till poor, he did not engage in the practice of medicine
immediately upon his arrival, but like many others went
into what was then regarded as the short road to compe-
tence and wealth—speculation in land and town lots. He
purchased a farm in the neighborhood of the town, now
city, of Peoria, and engaged in farming, in addition to his

speculations in real estate.

A year's experience on the farm satislied him that farm-
ing was not his vocation, and he returned to the town and
engaged in the practice of medicine. A partnership was

At the last meeting of the Club, upon the suggestion of the President, it
•decided that the topic presented for consideration at its next meeting should not
be exclusively medical. I have endeavored to partially comply with this deci-
sion, and instead of a strictly medical subject, to give a brief sketch of the life
and character of a medical man—that of a worthy deceased professional brother
an whose honor this Club has been named.
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formed between him and the late Dr. Rouse, which contin-

ued but for a short time. They found it more advantageous-

to practice alone, and the partnership was dissolved with-

out any ill-feeling on the part of either. On the contrary ,^

their friendship, both personal and professional, continued
throughout their lives.

The financial storm which swept over the country from
1837 to 1840 numbered our friend among its victims, and
left him broken and ruined pecuniarily. He did not
despair, however, but set himself to work to repair his-

shattered fortunes, or if not successful, to honestly, as far

as able, pay every dollar he owed, and it is to his honor
that he devoted twenty years of the best portion of his life-

to that purpose, and succeeded. He might have availed

himself of the relief of the bankrupt law of 1840, as did
thousands of honest, and other thousands of dishonest

men, but his pride and sense of right revolted against it.

As his life drew to its close, he had the proud satisfaction

of knowing that he had defrauded no one, and that he
would die as he had lived, poor in this world's goods, but
rich ?n a good name. Of Dr. Dickinson it can be truth-

fully said that he conscientiously discharged his duty as a

man and a physician, and this means the practice of the

virtues and the avoidance of any vice. All his professional

duties were performed in the right spirit, and to the satis-

faction of his patients—and to the upright medical man
who feels his responsibility and acts accordingly, no incense
is sweeter, no reward greater, than the blessings he receives

from the lips of the sick and afflicted. He was a man of

truth; he despised all false pretenses, and neither by act

nor speech was he guilty of the little meannesses and petty

arts so often made use of, to advance the pecuniary interest

or to increase the notoriety (not reputation) of the medical
demagogue.

He strictly and conscientiously practiced the great rule

of the physician, that his first duty was to his patient, the

second only to himself. Dr. Dickinson was temperate; he
was neverguilty of the besettingand besotting vice of the use

ofstrong drink, which has obscured so many bright intellects-

in the profession, and brought its victims to an untimely
and unhonored grave. He was pure; no breath of scandal

ever sullied hia name; no house was closed against him for

fear his presence would pollute its inmates. His services-

were always rendered willingly to the poor and lowly, and
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he practiced those sublime virtues of the medical profes-

sion, charity and self-denial—virtues which cause the
possessors to brave the "pestilence which walketh in dark-
ness, and the destruction which wasteth at noonday"

—

to penetrate the abodes of sickness and want, in hovel or
garret, on their errands of mercy—to stand amid the storm
of shot and shell on the battlefield, surrounded by the
shrieks and agony of the mangled and dying, and tenderly
minister to their necessities, with no thought of self. This
is charity in its broadest sense, and was fitly characterized
by the great Apostle, when in summing up the virtues he-

declared that the " greatest of these is charity." Wha
among us does not feel an honest pride in belonging to a
profession whose pathway is thus marked by heroic and
unselfish services in the cause of suffering humanity, and
whose steps can be traced to every abode of sickness and
sorrow ?

Dr. Dickinson was modest and retiring. He was re-

markably free from the vanity and egotism which, I am
sorry to say, characterizes too many members of our pro-
fession. He never gossipped to the community with regard
to his patients. Their ailments, peculiarities and foibles

were never spoken of. He never boasted of his large
practice nor of his success. He never suffered his exploits

to be detailed in the daily papers, nor did he boast of his

attendance upon the rich or great. All these contemptible
tricks he left to the small minds, who endeavor to obtain
thereby the position and consideration in the community
to which their merits would never raise them. He re-

spected his profession, and above all respected himself.
He was as free from the jealousies and the practice of the
unfair arts which are so degrading to the profession, as
anyone I ever knew, and his treatment of his professional

brethren was always fair and honorable. He respected his

profession too much to do otherwise. His feelings, habits
and instincts were those of a gentleman, and in his inter-

course with everyone, whether in or out of the profession,,

he never forgot that he was one. His conduct in the sick
room was courteous, kind, dignified and considerate. In
short, he was a man of rare excellence in his private as
well as professional character, and exhibited in his life a
pure morality and cheerful affability, adorned with the
graces of the Christian. Those who knew him will long
cherish a pleasing recollection of his pure and upright life.
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Dr. Dickinson was tall and erect, with a manly, digni-

:fied and commanding presence. For the last few years of

his life he snftered from an atfection of the heart (angina

pectoris), of which he died. He bore his suffering with
fortitude and resignation to the end, leaving us a model
well worthy of our imitation. Dr. D. died childless. His
widow still lives, and although in feeble health and ad-

vanced in years, is the same bright and genial woman who
made the sunshine of his life and rendered his home so

happy. There is a mingled feeling of sadness and pleasure

in thus recalling the scenes and actors in the past. Sad to

know that we shall see them no more—pleasant to revive

our recollections of how they lived and looked and acted.

Sad to feel that we have lost the friends of our manhood
and age, and that the evening of life is throwing its shad-

ows across the paths of those who remain ; but a pleasure

to remember all the good, and so little of the evil in their

lives.

" When I remember all

The friends, so fondly linked together,

I've seen around me fall

Like leaves in wintry weather,

I feel like one who treads alone
Some banquet hall deserted,

Whose lights are dead, whose garlands gone,

And all but me departed."

For this meagre and imperfect sketch I have no apology
to make, I regret, however, that either the able President
of this Club, Dr. Murphy, *br its esteemed member, Dr.

Frye, who both knew him so well, and who for a quarter

of a century held intimate social and professional relations

with him, had not undertaken the task, but left it to one so

much less qualified, to pay this feeble tribute to the mem-
ory of an accomplished physician, an esteemed friend, and
a pure and upright man.

Formatioii of New Bone.

A few years ago I was called to see a young man, seven-

teen years of age, who had fallen from a tree. In falling

he struck upon the ulna side of the wrist in such a way as

to fracture the ulna about one inch from the joint, and dis-

located the radius; the end of the radius protruded through
the soft parts about one inch on the ulna side, near the
point of fracture in the ulna. The integument hugged
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the protruding ends of the radius very closely. After pro-

curing the assistance of Dr. Boal, of this city, we gave the

young man chloroform, and made the attempt to return

the protruding portion of the bone to its natural position.

But we failed to reduce it. In examining the end of the

bone it seemed to be denuded of its periosteum. We con-

cluded it would be better to saw off the protruding portion,

than to attempt to replace it by cutting a way for it to go
back through the structures about the wrist joint. We
therefore removed about one inch of the articulating end
of the bone. It was then easily replaced to its natural

side of the arm. The arm and hand were incased in a

thick paste-board splint, with a hole cut so that the wound
in the arm could be dressed without removing the splints.

I did not remove the splint for four weeks ; everything

seemed to be doing well, the arm and hand retained their

natural position, and the wrist had its natural fullness,

which somewhat surprised me. I reapplied the splint, the

wound in the arm having healed and the fracture in the

ulna being well united, and I let it remain in the splintfor two
weeks longer. I then removed all bandages, and found the

wrist joint natural in every respect, the movement of the

joint perfect, except the stiffness from want of use. I could

distinctly feel the end of the radius, and could detect no
deficiency in the bone, the ulna had united without any
shortening, and there was a perfect wrist and arm. There
was less swelling about the hand and wrist than is usual in

oases where the hand and arm have been bandaged for that

length of time. I examined the arm about two years ago,

and it would have been impossible for any one to have told

which arm had been injured, except from the scar on the

side of the arm where the bone protruded. He said that

arm was just as strong as the other, and as perfect in every
way. How was that bone reformed? My own opinion has
always been that the ligaments surrounding the end of the
bone retained portions of the periosteum, and that from
this the neoplasm and the elements necessary to form new
bone were thrown out. The new bone could not have been
formed from material thrown out by the end of the bone,
or from the fractured ulna, else there would have been con-
solidation that would have interfered with the natural

movements of the wrist joint.

J. L. Hamilton, M. D.
Peoria, 111.
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Broncliitis in Old Persons—A phase of this Disease with
Reference to Treatment.

During the progress of extensive bronchitis in the fee-

ble, and especially in the old, when there is some oppression
of breathing from accumulations in the fine tubes, we may
often doubt the necessity or propriety of using emetics,

and give or withhold them, as we may estimate the danger
of accumulation. When this danger is present no one
would refuse to use them ; but we would gladly adopt some
means that would avoid the extreme condition which re-

quires their use.

The feebleness or structural debility of age, and the
coughing, much of the time in a sitting posture, the great
amount expectorated, dense with cellular elements from
the blood, call upon us to save the patient from every un-
necessary source of exhaustion. I would most especially

direct attention to the relations between the fever process,

condition of the circulation and the cough, at ditferent

times through the day, as they may guide us to a rational

treatment. The curve of temperature in these cases, is an
exaggeration of that curve which, in health, shows the

natural variations through the day, the lowest point being
in the morning and the highest in the afternoon. The
pulse in the morning, is either small and weak, or small

and wiry, and it may be intermittent; we may call it the
morning depression, perhaps without chill; as the fever

rises the pulse becomes full, and the surface from pallor,

becomes somewhat flushed, and this fullness and compara-
tive plethora of the surface continue after the fever, but
gradually decline through the night to the morning de-

pression.

It is an important observation, contrasted in ordinary
bronchitis, that as the fever rises, or without fever, as the
pulse becomes fuller and the surface circulation improves,
the cough and quantity raised become much less, and the

breathing much easier; and this comparative comfort to

the patient may continue through the night in proportion
to the fullness of the peripheral blood vessels. The morn-
ing depression brings a distressing cough, which continues

for hours ; and the quantity raised is much too great to

admit of being accounted for, as a mere accumulation in the

tubes during the night; it is evidently a result of the

injected condition of the bronchial blood vessels, secondary
to or coincident with the constricted state of the peripheral
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circulation ; there is then a turgescence of extensive

mucous surfaces with a corresponding shrinking, with
pallor of the cutaneous surface, and a copious exudation

into the bronchial tubes. It would seem that, during the

day, the vasomotor nerves in their periods of over action,

exhaustion and rest, allow an alternating flux and reflux of
blood between the cutaneous and bronchial surfaces, either

with or without fever. It is easy to imagine how injurious

these alternations may be in prolonging and extending the
bronchial disease. It is of the highest importance to avoid

the morning depression which causes the excessive exhaust-

ing cough, and quantity raised also, interfering to some
extent, with aeration and thereby with digestion. A tem-
porary failure of digestion in these patients, may quickly

cause much weakness ; and so important is nutrition with
them that concentrated nourishment, and perhaps stimu-

lants, should be given very frequently.

In this class of cases, therefore, a most important indi-

cation to guide in treatment relates to the circulation, and
calls upon us to increase the fullness of the peripheral

vessels (including those of the skin), at the time when the
periodical depression, just described, would be expected.

By so doing, we would relieve the bronchial vessels, the

cough, and the amount raised would be less, and the breath-

ing easier.

As to the agents to be used for this purpose, I will only
speak of a few, but especially of belladonna, salicylic acid^

and quinine. In the morning, but usually earlier than "In
the morning by the bright light," a full dose of quinine
should be given, and also the belladonna, sufficiently to

cause a very slight flushing of the surface, which should be
maintained only through the forenoon. It will be noticed
that in these cases belladonna is remarkably well tolerated,

and that the cough, but especially the quantity raised, will

quickly become much less. Under these circumstances we
need not fear making the cough " tight." It is true the
patient may complain a little of this sensation, but the
breathing of hot vapor from boiling water gives such relief

that it will be called for when this bad feeling may return.

Mustard draughts and hot bran poultices are also favorable
at this time. The use of salicylic acid, though it has been
much restricted to diseases having a septic origin, may
have a wider range of application depending upon its-

ability, which seems a true one, to equalize the general cir-
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culation, when disturbed by extensive local disease of
unknown origin. Accordingly, it may be used in these

cases, unless the pulse is weak, and continued at uniform
intervals. A small and wiry pulse would rather indicate

its use than otherwise. It should be given in a perfect

solution with citrate of potassium, otherwise the fine par-

ticles adhering upon the alimentary tract to the stomach
may excite reflex disturbance and vomiting. Though con-

trasting with belladonna, in the manner of its action, it

seems to supplement or sustain more permanently the good
efl:ect8 of that drug in reducing the cough and the amount
raised. Day by day the morning depression, with its ac-

companying distress, diminishes, and the appetite, diges-

tion and strength improve. It is true, however, that if, at

any time, the breathing does become seriously oppressed
by accumulations, by swelling of the fine tubes, or by indi-

rect interference with the pulmonic circulation, in either

•case we should not hesitate to use the propulsive efiects of

ipecacuhana ; or, with great caution, under the proper cir-

cumstances, we might try the peripheral dilating action of

nitrate of amyl.
Perfect recovery in this class of cases can seldom be ex-

pected ; for usually these attacks are but acute exacerba-

tions of a chronic bronchitis which has existed for years.

This chronic bronchitis has one interesting peculiarity, in

that the cough and amount raised vary inversely with every
slight variation in health or strength, from any cause; even

a temporary exhaustion from over-exertion is quickly fol-

lowed by increased cough and expectoration. Therefore,

a general restorative treatment is of the highest importance.

I would mention that the balsams, and especially balsam
Peru, and also coco, canabis indica, and oxide of zinc find

some application at this time.

M. J. Jones, M. D.
Peoria, 111.

Iodide of Ethyl in Dyspnoea.

Dr. Lawrence, in the Medical Record, June 19, 1880, con-
siders this drug of great value in the treatment of spasmodic
asthma, and of all sorts of nervous dyspnoea. Let it first be

fiven by inhalation from a handkerchief containing a few
rops; then when the patient has become a little accus-

tomed to the odor, it may be inhaled directly from the bottle,

<}ontinuing for about ten minutes three or more times a day.
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Facts from the Smallpox Hospital at Troy, N. Y.

We take the following extracts from an article by Dr. •

C. C. Schuyler, of Troy, N. Y., published in the Medical

and Surgical Reporter of February 19, 1881

:

What I have to offer is merely a resume of a service of
four months at the smallpox hospital in Troy. * "^

While there is little doubt that the greatest danger from
infection in this disease is during the stage of suppuration

and desiccation, I am led to believe, from the history of
cases noted in families where its members have successively

contracted the disease, that there is no stage in which it

cannot be communicated ; that the breath and exhalations-

from the body during that part of the period of incubation

immediately preceding the stage of invasion can infect the

unprotected. * * * It is well known that

rarely does an individual suffer from a second attack of the

disease. I have seen, I think, three exceptions, there be-

ing room for doubt in but one, in which case no evidence-

of a previous attack could be found upon the body. The
history, given by the mother of the girl (whose age was
sixteen), seemed to warrant the belief She said that when
about four years of age she contracted the disease from her
father; that she was nursed in the room with the father as

soon as the disease manifested itself, which was during the
period of desiccation. The other cases, both men, aged
respectively thirty-six and thirty-seven, were scarred. The
former died of the hemorrhagic form of variola. It is a fact

worthy of note that in each of these three instances the
primarj^ attack was previous to puberty. I say worthy of
note, because many believe that if the protective power of
vaccination during infancy is ever lost, it is at this period
in life.

The precursory signs, excepting, of course, the fever,

were in some cases wanting, the pronounced headache and
backache, which are as a rule present, having been wholly
absent. It was also observed that when the eruption did
not appear until the fourth daj^ it was invariably discrete^

In the discrete form it was often difficult to find umbili-
cated vesicles at any stage of the disease. (In diagnosis
this might be a source of error if smallpox were not pre-
vailing.)
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In many instances I had noticed upon the forehead and
breast, in this variety, a few aborted vesicles (I refer to

cases admitted on the third or fourth day of the disease, or
after the appearance of the eruption). This question im-
mediately presented itself: Did these isolated vesicles come
in sight, "umbilicate and abort previous to the appearance
of the general eruption ? I was soon able, in two instances

at least, to answer this question in the affirmative.

I was called to see a young woman who was thought to

be suffering from a severe cold. This was the second day
of the attack. She had had the violent prodromic symp-
toms of variola, and it w^as immediately suspected that she
was suffering from that disease. Upon close inspection

three small umbilicated vesicles were found ; one upon the
forehead, one at the angle of the lower jaw, and one on
the neck. Forty-eight hours after the general eruption ap-

peared.

Again, I saw, with a brother physician, an old gentle-

man, on the morning of the third day of his sickness. He
had no marked headache or backache; temperature 103J°,
pulse quick, tongue dry, kidneys excreting but little. A
few umbilicated vesicles were found upon the forehead, one
or two of which were slightly crusted. The eruption made
its appearance twenty-four hours later. Whether this is

usual I am not prepared to say. I am not aware, however,
that it has ever been observed. Bartholow, in his work on
^' Practice of Medicine," refers to a form of eruption ap-

pearing in clusters or patches, which he terms " corymbic."

But one case having this variety of eruption was seen.

Only a single cluster, the size of a silver dollar, appeared
upon the left cheek. There were a few isolated vesicles,

however, at the margin of the hair, on the forehead. A
number of patches were present upon the legs and arms,
the skin between them being wholly destitute of eruption
for a distance, in some places, of at least twelve inches.

The vesicles in some of the clusters were coherent, or in

immediate contact, without being really cojifluent.

Death was inevitable, as a rule, in the hemorrhagic
variety, or what is popularly known as " black smallpox."
Death usually took place before the period of pustulation

was reached. In those that died, not only were the vesicles

iilled with bloody 8erum, but there were extravasations of

blood beneath the cutaneous layers, and hemorrhages from
the various orifices of the body. I have seen them die as
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early as the third day. Two adults recovered, one of which
suffered from abscesses for a month after.

Two cases were admitted during pregnancy, five and
six months, respectively : one hemorrhagic, the other discrete.

The former aborted on the fourth day and died on the fifth;

the latter made a good recovery, without death to the

foetus.

The pharyngitis in some cases was so severe as to ren-

der deglutition impossible. * * ITo uncontrolla-

ble vomiting or diarrhoea was met with. These concomi-
tants of the period of invasion were rarely seen thereafter.

And now, as to treatment. The question naturally

presents itself, Do we possess any power to arrest the
development or mitigate the severity of this disease ? As
to the development, I answer no; excepting, of course,

vaccination immediately after exposure, which, if success-

ful, will insure a modified form of the disease. There are

certain stages, the severity of which may be mitigated,

especially that of invasion, with restlessness and high tem-
perature, when aconite, given hourly, has a most happy
effect. Bitartrate of potash, in the proportion of an ounce
to a pint of water, taken ad libitum, was a grateful drink.

It seemed to limit the inflammation of the skin and hasten
desiccation. At any rate, those taking it " cleaned off"

quicker."

In severe cases you are compelled to resort to the use of
stimulants, heroically, too, sometimes. Many a life has, I

believe, been saved by the judicious use of stimulants at

the period of suppuration, when the patient is found with
a dry tongue, quick pulse, blue lips, and, sometimes, active

delirium—a condition very like the last stages of typhoid.
Frequent sponging during the development of the eruption
was found to be very grateful.

Nothing I found gave so much comfort during the stage
of desiccation as a warm bath, the patient frequently beg-
ging to have it repeated. * * Nothing, T

believe, can be relied upon when we deal with the hem-
orrhagic variety; although tinct. chloride iron with tur-

pentine seemed to be given with good effect in the two
cases that recovered.

Vomiting was invariably controlled with subnitrate of
bismuth, taken dry, in ten or fifteen grain doses. What
w^as done to prevent pitting ? you are no doubt ready to
ask. Well, nothing, because I believe nothing can be
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done. The pitting depends entirely upon the depth of the

slough under each pustule. If the infiltration of the pus
cells into the vesicle takes place without extension of in-

flammation into the cellular tissue beneath, then there will

be no pitting; but if it does extend into the deeper tissues

and a slough is the result, then pitting is inevitable.

The whole number of cases treated was 216. I have a
record of 199. As to those who died previous to my keep-
ing a complete record, a memorandum, as to age, vaccina-
tion and variety of diseases, was made.

A perusal of the following table will be of interest

:

VARIETY.

Not vaccinated
Vaccinated after exposure..
Vaccinated in infancy
Vaccinated
Inoculated
Had smallpox

105
2

64
17

50 12 35 33

It will be observed that the mortality w^as about twenty-

two per cent., which w-e think is a very good showing,
taking into consideration the type of the disease that has

prevailed. Probably at no time in the history of smallpox

in Troy has the disease been so malignant. And, too, the

number of cases admitted when the disease was far ad-

vanced necessarily increased the ratio of mortality, premis-

ing that the hospital care and treatment were superior to

that received at home. In the " vaccinated " all children

were carefully examined as to scar. I mention this, as it

will be seen, from the table, eleven had varioloid, five dis-

crete and one confluent smallpox. Believing, as I do, that

vaccination is an absolute protection against smallpox (not

varioloid), I am positive thiit those having the discrete and
confluent forms were unprotected.

Not a single case haviny a recent vaccination was admitted

during my service. One child having a recent vaccination

(within two weeks), was admitted, with four others of the^

same family having the disease, and remained in the hos--

pital for two months without contracting the disease.
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The greatest mortality, it will be observed, was among
infants, forty-iive per cent, dying. The lowest rate was be-

tween the ages of forty and fifty, only twelve per cent,

dying.

Subcutaneous Injections of Ergotine in Myomatous Fibro-
nias and Chronic Hyj)ertropby of the Uterus.

BY THOS. R. DUPUIS, M. D., KINGSTON, ONT.

Translated from L' Union Medicale du Canada.

In four women who were affected with interstitial

fibromas in the body of the uterus, a diminution in the

size of the tumor, and an arrest of the metrorrhagia was
obtained by this means. In the case of two fibromas the
size of a chestnut, situated in the neck of the uterus, the

results obtained were not such as could be desired. In six

sub-peritoneal tumors, varying in size from that of a chest-

nut to that of a gravid uterus, no essential amelioration re-

sulted from the injections; their volume remained the
same, although the hemorrhages were somewhat less fre-

quent. In hypertrophy of the uterus without any compli-
cation, the ergotine was successfully employed fourteen
times. In hypertrophy resulting from failure of the uterus
to return to its original condition after parturition, or more
particularly after abortion, it has shown itself especially

serviceable. In uterine infarctions, and in cases of mem-
branous dysmenorrhoea its use has produced equally good
results.

The author, after numerous trials, has come to prefer
the preparation of Werniet, employed with the necessary
precautions. In the majority of the cases referred to

above, the injection was followed by a very prompt ameli-
oration of the symptoms. Several of the patients became
pregnant before the termination of the treatment; amongst
the rest the improvement obtained, continued. Three of
the patients—one having a fibroid, and the other two
chronic metritis—found it necessary to have recourse to

treatment again at the expiration of about a year and a
half. Two women who had been thus treated died a length
of time after the last injection. In one of the cases the
fibroma was found to be surrounded by a calcareous shell

{coque calcaire) in which were included also, the large vessels
of the vicinity. In the other case, it was inclosed in a net-
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work of connective tissue in which were apparent fine

musciUar fibres, some in a state of fsitty degeneration, and
in several phices others in a state of calcareous degenera-

tion. The author is of opinion that, during life, there was
a marked ischi^mia of the morbid products.

He concludes that when there is no improvement per-

ceptible after the first few injections of ergotine, recourse

should be had to some other system of medication.— Can-

ada Lancet.

Is it to be Wondered at ?

Editor Advance :—I received only yesterday, the fol-

lowing from a student now attending lectures in one of our
most popular medical colleges. It speaks for itself, and it

should carry sadness to the heart of every true homoeopath.
If there should be any confusion among our medical insti-

tutions in getting the coat upon the right back, the more's
the pity. The student writes as follows :

" It is strange to me that this college should be called

homoeopathic. We have a few professors who, I think, are

true homoeopaths, but the majority are not, and I am safe

in saying that fully two-thirds of the students are not hom-
oeopaths, but nearer eclectics than any other, unless it

should be allopaths. We have many students who attend-

ed their first course in eclectic or allopathic institutions,

and whenever a hint is thrown out favoring rationalism,

empiricism, eclecticism, or some other ism, it is greeted
with a round of applause, while they almost hoot at any-
thing pertaining to pure homoeopathy. JSTow are not these

deplorable facts? When homoeopathic (?) professors write

upon the board prescriptions containing from three to a half

dozen, or even more, difierent drugs, is not homoeopathy
put to the blush ? We are taught to treat patients in away
which is in accordance with experience and reason. That
is all right provided our reason and experience are in the
right direction ; but alas, we hang our heads in shame."
So you see, Mr. Editor, all is not gold that glitters.

Yours, Medicus.

After reading the above, taken from the Medical Advance^
the reason for the student's disgust may be better ex-

plained by the following questions taken from a recent
"quiz" at the Hahnemann College, Chicago. The Chi-
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ca^o Medical Review pertinent!}' asks :
" Is it possible for

folly to attain a more lamentable degree of absurdity ?"

Tip of nose is red and hot, particularly in warm
weather? Belladonna.

Greenish color about the eyes ? Veratrum album.
Pains in the limbs; are worse if covered with feather

bed? Sulphur.
Headache in occiput, relieved by sitting? Gelsemium.
Forgetting what one is asked and letting things drop ?

Belladonna.
Cannot sleep early in the night, but sleeps late in the

morning? Belladonna.
Complaint occasioned by eating ice cream ? Arseni-

cum. Same in tall, slender persons ? Phosphorus.
Circumscribed redness of cheeks ? Lycopodium.
Sweat on face while eating? Ignatia. Sour sweat on

neck? Belladonna. Profuse sweat about the head? Cal-

carea carb. Same about the genitals? Galsemium.
What would you give for lack of expression in the face ?

Aconite.
What for mumps on the right side? Mercurious.

What for mumps on the left side ? Rhus tox.

When getting out of bed brings on a cough, which gets

worse on going into another room ? Phosphorus.
What for fainting spells coming on every day about 11

A. M. ? Sulphur.
Delirious attacks at night about the house ? Belladonna.
Slow breathing and pulse? Arsenicum.
Much red sand in the urine? Lycopodium.

•
Bisulphite of Soda in Burns.

Recently I was treating a farmer's child, several miles

out in the country, for diphtheria, using bisulphite of soda
in fine powder, taken in the mouth, a few grains every ten

to fifteen minutes, for the sore throat, as a local remedy,
and also as a constitutional remedy, and the remedy proved
very efficient. About the time the diphtheria patient had
recovered, another child of the same family while playing
with a tea-kettle of boiling water that was setting on a

cook-stove, got some of the hot water into its mouth, there-

by severely scalding its mouth and sesophagus—the respi-

ratory tract did not seem to be involved.

The parents in fright and confusion could not think
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what to do for a few minutes, but soon it occurred to them
that the powder—bisulphite of soda—that had so promptly
cured their diphtheritic child's sore throat might be good for

the scalded sore throat, and at once proceeded to adminis-

ter the remedy in powder so that the medicine was
constantly in the mouth. They were delighted with the

result; almost immediate relief of pain and a rapid cure

following.

jSTow, "one swallow does not make a summer," but we
would earnestly suggest further trial of this remedy. We
are familiar with the fact, that bicarbonate of soda has been
lauded as a remedy for burns, but are not aware that bi-

sulphite of soda has been thus used.

P. S. Only the pure, dry bisulphite of soda should be
used, which is quite odorless.

—

Nashville Journal of Medi-

cine and Surgery.

Rush College Coinmencement.

The thirty-eighth annual commencement exercises of
the College were held on Tuesday afternoon, February 22d,

at the Central Music Hall, Chicago, 111. The spacious
auditorium (one of the largest and finest in the country),

was filled with friends of the students and those interested

in medical education. The members of the faculty were
seated upon the platform, while the parquette had been re-

served for the graduating class, which numbered one hun-
dred and seventy-two. After music, and prayer by Bishop
Cheney, Professor Etheridge read the Secretary's report
for the year. During this period 16 students have been
pursuing special courses ; there are 317 members of th%
Junior, and 172 members of the Senior Class—making 505
in actual attendance during the year just closed.

The number of students presenting themselves for grad-
uation, who have attained a good degree of literary cul-

ture, is annually increasing; seventy-four per cent, of the
present graduating class have diplomas from other colleges
or scientific schools, or have county superintendents' cer-

tificates, and have been teachers. Five years ago there
was but twenty-eight per cent, of those present who had
attained a like degree of attainment. This fact is largely
attributable to preceptors as well as to college influence.
The total number of lectures, didactic and clinical, and the
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hours spent in laboratory work aggregate 2,120 working
hours in the college during the last spring term and the

winter term just closed.

The number of students who remain in college two and
three years voluntarily is increasing. Five years ago the

class contained six three-year students and sixty-eight two-
year students. The present class contained thirty-three

three-year and one hundred and forty-six two-year students.

This showed an increase of nearly one hundred and fifty

per cent, in five years.

The conferring of degrees occupied some little time,

owing to the large size of the class, which had to be called

upon the platform by divisions to receive the document
which would entitle them under the laws of the State to

practice medicine. Following the formal conferring of de-

grees was the presentation of flowers, which the fair friends

of the graduates had contributed for their delight, and
which had been brought to the platform by scores

during the presentation of degrees.

After the diplomas had been presented to the class,

President Allen announced that the honorary deyree of
Doctor of Medicine had been conferred upon Drs. W. W.
Allport and S. D. Jacobson, and called these gentlemen
before him to receive the diploma.

Dr. Adams, in addressing Dr. W. W. Allport, said that

the faculty of the College were deeply sensible of the ear-

nestness and intelligence which he had devoted to the

practice of dentistry, which owed much to his personal

efforts for its elevation from a mechanical trade to the rank
of a medical science.

To Dr. Jacobson the dean said that the College con-

ferred upon him its honorarj^ degree this year, in recogni-

tion of his singularly high attainments in the field of

medical research.

Dr. C. T. Clark then delivered the valedictory address
in behalf of the graduating class. He devoted the greater

portion of his time to the review of the prejudices, super-

stitions and errors that had in the years past contributed to

retard the progress of the science of medicine. In conclu-

sion, he gracefully alluded to several of the prominent pro-

fessors of the faculty of Rush College, and in the name of
the class thanked them for their devoted and self-sacrificing

attention to the medical education of the students of that

institutiofl.
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The response by Professor De Laskie Miller was full of

practical advice and good counsel to the class. He said, it

behooved them to behave with discretion and dignity, as

becoming gentlemen and men of honor. He would not

say, as some physicians had said, that a new doctor should

read no medical journals, but he believed that medical

journals of the day should be read with discrimination, and
lie especially hoped that the alumni of Rush Medical Col-

lege would remember that generalities are not alwaj^s real-

ities, and that a conclusion cannot always be based upon
premises drawn from a few experiments, but from long

continued, repeated ajid conclusive evidence. He said that

the physician who accepts the daily conflict with disease as

his highest vocation is not a true physician. The physi-

cian should be more than a mere prescriber. He should

study all sanitary laws and the principles of hygiene with
practical interest, and should strive to popularize them to

the extent of his ability. The city of the future, said Dr.
Miller, will be larger than any of the cities of the past, and
will require more careful sanitary provision. The people
will look to the physician for instruction in this, and he
must be able to meet their demand.

The annual doctorate address by President Allen gave
an extensive review of the history of medical practice in

the West and of the progress of Rush Medical College
during its forty years of existence. It has met with many
calamities, and some of its fearful friends have feared at

times that it could not survive such calamities as the death
of its esteemed founder. Dr. Brainard, and the losses of
the tire, but it has lived and prospered as all enterprises of
intrinsic worth and value must always flourish.

The President gave a review of former and existing

requirements of students of Rush College, contrasting
favorably the present and the past. Formerly four years
of reputable practice was considered equivalent to a year's
lectures, now every student must take at least three years
before he can be permitted to receive his diploma and to

practice.

H(! gave the results of his observations in a recent trip

to Europe, and showed that the American systems of edu-
cation were much the best. He advocated the creation of
a new degree to be known as that of Fellow ^f "Rush
Medical College.
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The doctor's address was full of anecdote and remi-

niscence, was generally appreciated, and often heartily

applauded.
Following Dr. Allen's lengthy and able address, was a

pleasant little presentation episode. Dr. J. R. Barnett, of

the graduating class, stepped upon the platform and, in the
name of the class, presented Professor Parkes with a hand-
some set of cameo cuff pins and scarf pin. Professor
Parkes responded in a very unique manner. He declared

that inasmuch as he was accustomed to instruct this class

in the art of cutting, that they had conspired together to

cut off his equilibrium without giving him an opportunity
to prepare a nice little impromptu speech for the occasion.

He then proceeded to thank the class in a very happy
fashion, which called forth their warm and hearty applause.

This concluded the exercises of the day, and the audience
W81S dismissed with the benediction by Bishop Cheney.

LIST OF GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 1880-'81.

Adams, James William
Albers, H. Arthur, B. S.
Anderson, Samuel T.
Annis, Eber Lander
Anthony, Frank
Arburn, Joel Hume
Barnett, John Robert
Bachelder, Franklin P.
Bates, Cliarles Wright
Beckwith. Richard C.
Bedford, James Rosser
Benedict, Albert V.
Bennett, Jo^ah Jacob
Biddle, Thomas Coke
Birkhoff. David
Black, Edwin Thomas
Blood, Alfred
Bloodgood. Charles, B. S.

Bigelow, Isaac Stover
Bodenschatz, John C.
Boorse, Lorenzo
Boyd, Charles Albert
Boyd, James Neely
Bronson, George W.
Brown, William Henry
Brown, William M.
Campbell, Lawrence W.
Clark, Thomas C.
Claypool, Robert W.
Connell, Michael E.
Coop, Willia-n A. H.
Cornish, James V.
Cutter, Cyrus Henry
Dahlberg, Alfred, Ph. G.

Dawley, George T.
Dimmiett, Frank H.
Duffin, Charles Willis
Duncan, William Edward
Dunn, Thomas J.

Eagan, Daniel
Eggers, John T.
Emerson, Edward L.
Enright. Michael
Finley, Joseph J.

Fishel, John
Fitz, Edward S.. A. M.
Fountain, James H.
Frost, Charles Henry
Frissel, Charles H.
Fusselman, John R.
Garwood, Alonzo
Graham, Aleri Roger
Greene, Willis Newland
Grim, Adam
Grimm, John Franklin
Guthrie, William Elton
Guy, Samuel Jennings
Hammon, G. W., M. A.
Hannum, Henry
Harrison, George Wood
Hart, Bush rod W.
Hathaway, Albert
Hawkins, Vincent John
Hinsdale, Frank Lewis
Holmes, Samuel Asbury
Hoornbeek, Nathaniel B.
Huff, John William
Hunt, Fred Steele
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Huut, Stephen, A. B.
Jacobs, Stephau Wesley
Jeukius, Hugh
Joues, Bernard Walter
Jones, John Clark
Jones, Samuel S.

Raster, John Penny
Keefer, John F., A. B.
Keller. Thomas F., B. S.

Kennedy , William
Kerr. Robert Andrew
King, Cliftbrd Henry
King. Valentine R.
Kirk, Thades
Knappenberger, H., B. S.

Knowles, G. L , B. S.

Kriebs, Frank Joseph
Krost, Joseph
Kruell, F. J., Ph. G.
La Barriere, Paul E.
Lamb, Jonathan E.
Leach, Philip
Leforgee, Walter L.
Lester, William A.
Lezzott. George Danaa
Line. Thomas Henry
Lombard, Charles S.

Long, John Michael
Love, Ephraim Waldo
Martin, J. Lester, S. B.
Marshall, Charles Pope
Matthei, Alexander
Mauer, Albert A.
Mead. J^eonard C.
Meek, John W.
McBride, Cornelius M.
McCleary, Horace
McComb, Henry R.
McEwan, Samuel W.
Mcllvaine. T. McG., A. M.
McKay, William T.
McLean, William T.
McNeel, Frank H.
Miller, Charlea M.
Mitchell, Arthur I.

Morrison, J. Henry
Milton, (Jharles A.
Moslander, F. V.
Mullowney, M. W.
Murdock, Horace G.
Neilson. Walter W.
NuekollH, George W.

O'Connell, James M.
Ogdeu, Henry
Olds. Benjamin R..

Painter, William
Pearce, William J.

Philip, W. H. M.
Pickering, Reuben A.
Pontius, Lorin L.
Porter, Joseph L.
Preston, Walton H.
Randall, Robert A.
Riggs, Jesse T.
Roberts, Walter C.
Rodgers, Alonzo E.
Roller, Louis A.
Ross, Charles F.
Ross, Tuthill King
Russell, Samuel
Sattler, Philip
Saucerman, Martin
Schaller, John G.
Schwartz, Edwin
Searles, Frank P.
Semple, William F.
Sensenich. Aaron S.

Shaw, Alfred Jackson
Shepard, Carleton S.

Sherman, John J.

Shipman, Charles G.
Simison, John F., A. B.
Smethers, William H.
Smith, Elmore Oscar
Steel, William W.
Stewart, David T., M. S.

Stoelting, Charles W.
Sweney, C. F., B. S.

Tabor, Fred S.

Taylor, Floriman J. ^
Taylor, W. H., A. B.
Tucker, George \V.

Tyler, DeWitt C.
Vandorvort, F. C.

Vincent, William A.
Waggoner, Don M.
Webb, Therou Ellis,

West, Benjamin F.
Wheeler, William G.
Whitley, F. E., B S.

Whitney, Walter E.
Winters, Harrison A.
Wolter, Herman A.
Woodbridge, Ward

THE ALUMNI BANQUET.

The iiiinual banquet given by the faculty of Rush to its

alumni, was held in the evening of commencement day, in

tlie large dining rooms of the Tremont House. The at-
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tendance was very large and the rooms somewhat crowded,
but everything passed off in the best of humor.

Shortly after eight o'clock the guests marched into the
dining hall, and were called to order by Professor Moses
Gunn. He spoke to the alumni, welcoming them to the
warm embrace and maternal affection of Rush College, and
to renew and strengthen the tie that bound them together.

Like Cornelia, she pointed to her alumni and proudly ex-

claimed :
" There are my jewels." She would continue in

her honorable career until graduation from her halls would
be a potent countersign all the world over. In closing he
offered a sentiment that welled up, and would not down.
It was the iidelity of Rush Medical Alumni ; and it was
immortal.

All were then requested to stand while Bishop Cheney
invoked the Divine blessing on the feast. At the conclu-
sion of this ceremony seats were resumed, and an hour's
attention was bestowed upon the menu, which was quite

elaborate and notable for the absence of wine, or any other
liquor approaching it.

After the courses were .removed the programme of
toasts was entered upon. It was as follows :

1.—Clinical Medicine Prof. D. T. Nelson
"Laying his hand upon many a heart,
Had healed it forever."

2.—Medicine and Dentistry Dr. W. W. Allport
" Sure the .shovel and tonga
To each other belongs."

3.—The Sisters of Medicine ...Hon. Geo. Gardner
"And loved to plead, lament and sue."

4.—The Profession of Medicine Dr. Norman Bridge
" * * * but when ill indeed,
E'en dismissing the doctor dou't always succeed."

5.—The First Dose of Medicine Dr. C. S. Shepard, of the Class of 1881
" And so he was reduced at last,
To practice in a country town"

6.—Medicine and Civil [Service Reform Dr. F. C. Henrotin
" At this the mayor and corporation
Quaked with a mighty consternation."

7.—Medicine in Illinois Dr. Geo. Wheeler Jones, of Dannlle, 111..

" Who comes and asks you how's your liver.
And where you ache, and whether you shiver."

8.—Alma Mater Prof. Henry M. Lyman
"And gladly wolde she lerne, and gladly teche."

The toasts were next taken up and responded to in ten
minute speeches. The first, "Clinical Medicine," was by
Prof. D. T. ISTelson. He spoke of the advancement in this

branch of the profession, and its improved and increased
facilities for study.
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Dr. W. W. Allport responded to the toast of " Medicine

and Dentistry." His remarks referred to the relation of

these two sciences, and he discussed the propriety of the

estahlisliment in medical colleges of a department which
shonld be devoted to the technical branch of dentistry,

leaving the mechanical part for study in its proper sphere.

Judge Gardner responded to " The Sisters of Medicine,"

and one of these he considered to be law. They were
analogous in dealing with facts. The honorable character

of the two professions; the necessity of a thorough, funda-

mental education, was as apparent in one as in the other,

and the failure of success in either was owing to the lack

of this important factor. The doctor, as well as the lawyer,

should be a man of restless energy, and not of vast and
comprehensive ignorance, as had been very aptly expressed

by a noted author.
" The Profession of Medicine " was responded to by

Dr. Xorman Bridge, who spoke of the necessitj' of educa-
tion, acumen, and constant study for insuring success.

Dr. C. S. Shepard, of the class of 1881, responded to

the "First Dose of Medicine," The response was given
in a humorous vein, and as it contained many points that

were applicable to the graduating class, was enthusiastically

applauded.
Dr. F. C. Henrotin, in responding to "Medicine and

Civil Service Reform," pleaded for competitive examina-
tions in tilling places in the public service that called for

medical administration.

Tiie success of the profession in Illinois was responded
to by Dr. Geo. Wheeler Jones in the toast of " Medicine
of Illinois."

Prof. Henry M. Lyman responded to "Alma Mater,"
and predicted for the college enlargement of her facilities

for education.

This concluded the banquet, after which the Alumni
Association, with Dr. Solon Marks presiding, held its

annual meeting, and elected the following oiEcers :

President, Dr. J. L. Wliitely ; first vice-president. Dr. J.

13. Hamilton; second vice-president. Dr. Philip Leach;
secretary and treasurer, Dr. E. A. Emmons ; executive com-
mittee. Dr. Owens, Dr. W. T. Belfield, and Dr. Otto Freer.

Prof. Parkes and Drs. Mc Arthur and Meacham were ap-
pointed a committee to offer jjrizes of .$100 for the first essay
and >?oO for the second essay at the next commencement.

The meeting then adjourned and all retired.
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'^herapmtiii <^ate^.

ABOETIVE TREATMENT OF SMALL
POX BY SALICYLIC ACID.

Dr. Edwin Rosenthal, acting
on the article by Dr. Boyer, has
employed salicylic acid in many
cases of small-pox with good re-

sults. The formula employed by
him is as follows :

^ Acidi salicylic! 1 drachm.
Sptf. vini rectificati }4 ounce.

Mlsce et adde,
Elix. simplici q. s. 6 ounces.

For the angina of variola he
uses in conjunction therewith the
following gargle of xylol, and
finds it very satisfactory :

P Xylol 1 drachm.
Gum acaciae 2 drachms.

' Aq. menth. pip. 6 ounces.

M. Ft. emulsio. Sig. Use as
a gargle and mouth-wash. He
confirms the statement that sal-

icylic acid in small-pox reduces
the temperature, is sedative and
modifies the eruption.-—J/edzca^
Bulletin.

FOR ECZEMA.
^ Pulv. alum 2 ounces.

Pulv. zinci oxidi 4 ounces.
Pulv. rad. iridis 2 ounces.
Pulv. amyli 8 ounces.

M. Sig. Apply locally in ec-

zema. Dr. F. F. Maury.
SYPHILITIC ULCERS

Good results have been ob-
tained by Vidal in obstinatesyph-
ilitic ulcers by the following :

9; Acidi pyrogallici 1 part.
Ung. peirolei 5 parts.

M. It succeeded when other
measures failed, and also acted
well on chancroids. It causes
slight pain for five or ten min-
utes.

—

Archives of Dermatology.

ANODYNE LINIMENT.
Jk Chloroformi,

Tr. aconiti, aa. 1 ounce.
Tr. Sapo. comp. 2 ounces.

M. Sig. Use externally. This
makes a neat preparation, and is

most serviceable in arthritic
rheumatism, intercostal or tem-
poral neuralgic pains, etc.

—

Southern Practitioner.

LOCAL APPLICATION FOR CHIL-
BLAINS.

9^ Acid, carbol. 1 drachm.
Tr. iodinii 2 drachms.
Acid, tannic! 2 drachms.
Cerat. simp. -Bounces.

M. Sig. Ointment.—OAto il/ed.

Recorder.

CHLORAL INJECTIONS IN GON-
ORRHCEA.

Dr. G. G. Buford uses the fol-

lowing in gonorrhoea with satis-

factory results

:

9; Chloral hydrastis 4 drachms.
Aquae rosae 1 ounce.

M. Sig. Inject three times a
day, or after each urination.

With this he prescribes twenty
grains of the bromide of potas-
sium, to betaken internally three
times a day.

—

Nashville Journal
oj Med. and Surg.

FOR VOMITING IN PREGNANCY.

The following has frequently
been found very beneficial in the
above named condition

:

^ Chloroform! 1 drachm.
.Spts. ether 6 drachms.
Spts. camphor. V^ drachm.
Tr. opii deod. }4 drachm.
Tr. cardamom, comp. 1 ounce.

M. Sig. Dose, a tablespoon-
ful as necessary.

BURNS.
Dr. A. L. Barry, of Ringold,

Ga., says the following is an ex-
cellent application in burns, re-

lieving the pain in a few min-
utes, and leading to a rapid heal-
ing of the surface

:

^ Alum 1 ounce.
Water 1 quart.

M. Sig. Keep in cloth wet
with the solution constantly ap-
plied.—/S'ow^Aern Med. Record.

COUGH MIXTURE.
IJfc Bromidia 1 ounce.

Tr. lobeliae J^
ounce.

Syr. tolu }^ ounce.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful three or
four times a day.

—

Med. Brief.
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^oci^tg ^THnBHctions*

Tlie Peoria City Medical Society.

The Peoria City Medical Society met in Tegular session

on Tuesday evenino;, February 1st, and was called to order

by the President, Dr. J. T. Stewart.

The minutes of preceding meeting were read, corrected,

and approved.
Dr. Day then read a paper on "The Treatment of

Fractures of the Long Bones of the Lower Extremities,"

of which the following is a summary:
In the treatment of all fractures the surgeon must take

cognizance of the condition of the surrounding tissues as

well as the fractured bone, and his dressings must be in

accordance.

We should not resort to one special plan for treating all

cases. The surgeon must have mechanical genius to adapt
himself to all circumstances, so that he can use whatever
material is brought before him. He decried the ready
made splints for the reason that we must hunt up our patient

to lit the splint.

In intra-capsular fractures occuring in persons of ad-

vanced age, feeble and debilitated, we must expect some
visceral complication to supervene and perhaps terminate
fatally. But if no such complication occurs, our aim in

treating should be to make the patient comfortable, as we
expect nothing more than a ligamentous union. On the
other hand if the patient be robust and healthy, we may
expect bony union, if the fragments are held together by
periosteum or are impacted. These cases are best treated

by supporting the limb with pillows, or sand bags, and by
extension witli weight and pulley.

Simple transverse fractures of the shaft of the femur
are best treated with the starch bandage ; and, when the
fragments are in opposition, and the bandage evenly
applied, no deformity or shortening can result.

Simple or compound, transverse or oblique fractures of
the femur, near the condyles, are best treated in the flexed
position f)n a doui)le inclined plane, as the fragments are
less liable to become displaced by the action of the
muscles.

Sinii)Ie or compound fractures of the fibula and tibia

are best treated with plaster paris bandages.
Simple compound, or comminuted oblique fractures of
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the femur, and of the fibula and tibia, are best treated by
Hodfi^en's wire suspension splint, which will give more
comfort to the patient and better results than any other
method of treatment.

The discussion which followed was entered into by all

present, and was very interesting.

The president appointed Dr. Steele as alternate for the
next meeting, to become essayist in four weeks. Society
then adjourned.

The Peoria City Medical Society met in regular session

on Tuesday evening, Feb. 15, 1881. The president and vice-

president being absent, Dr. Roskoten was called to the chair.

Dr. Hamilton moved that a committee of three be
appointed by the chair to draft resolutions of respect for

the loss of Dr. Cole. The chair appointed Drs. Hamilton,
Boal and Steele to act on this committee, and to report at

once.

The committee brought in a series of resolutions which
were adopted by the society.

Whereas, We have learned with sincere sorrow of the
death of Dr. L. S. Cole, a member of the medical profes-

sion of this city.

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Cole the medical pro-
fession and community have lost one who, in his short
residence among us, promised to become a valuable acqui-
sition to both.

Resolved, That we tender to his widow our sympathy in

her bereavement.
Resolve^, That we will attend the services at the hour,

and accompany his remains to the depot.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be presented
to his widow, and published in the Peoria Medical
Monthly, and the daily papers.

J. L. Hamilton, M. D.,^
R. Boal, M. D., v Committee.

H. Steele, M. D., JA paper was then read by Dr. Stout on " The Use of
Chian Turpentine in the Treatment of Cancer." This
being a report of a case in which the Chian Turpentine had
been used for a period of six months, but with negative
results.

The president appointed Dr. Jones as alternate for the
next meeting, to become essayist in four weeks. Society
then adjourned. J. Stout, Seeretarj/.
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Hernia, Strangulated and Reducible,

With cure by subcutaneous injections, together with

suggested and improved methods for kelotomy, also an

appendix giving a short account of various new surgical

instruments—by Joseph H. Warren, M. D. Published at

Boston, by Chas. N. Thomas, 215 Tremont Street, 1881.

Cloth, 8-vo., pp. 280. Price $3.00.

It is generally known that the operation for the radical

cure of hernia, as practiced by Dr. Warren, and the eluci-

dation and improvement of which is the object of the work
before us, is the one known as the Heatonian method, after

its author, Dr. George Heaton. Older practitioners will

recollect the controversy between Dr. Heaton and a com-
mittee from the American Medical Association, upon the

subject of this operation, and we doubt not that every
reader of Dr. Warren's book will agree in admiring
Dr. Heaton's vigorous defence against, what he considered,

unjust imputation.

An accurate and impartial account of this controversy,

forms the introduction to Dr. Warren's work.
In the dedication, the honor of discovering the subcu-

taneous method of curing hernia, is given to Prof. Joseph
Pancoast, of Philadelphia, but the honor and credit should
be shared with Drs. Heaton and Warren, who have brought
the method to its present state of perfection.

This work is not confined exclusively to the description

of the subcutaneous method of cure, but is full and com-
plete on the whole subject of hernia.

Chapter first describes the various kinds of hernise and
their frequency.

Chapter second gives the anatomy, both descriptive and
surgical, with a valuable table on the ditt'erential diagnosis
of the various fortns of hernite and other tumors which
may be confounded with hernise.

Chapter third considers the condition, causation and
diagnosis of strangulated hernia.

Chapter fourth contains an interesting and instructive

account of many various methods that have been devised
for the radical cure of hernia.

Chapters fifth and sixth consider at length the cure by
injection, with the author's modification of Dr. Heaton's
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method, also general remarks on the selection of cases,

kinds of hernia best treated, percentage of cures, causes of
failure, and a record of many interesting cases.

Chapter seventh gives the treatment of strangulated
hernia.

Chapter eighth describes the operation of kelotomy or
herniatomy.

Chapter ninth, and last, is upon the very important
subject of trusses, and is by no means the least instructive

one in the book. A full biography and appendix complete
this interesting and valuable work.

The scepticism of most surgeons upon the practicability

of any safe, and reasonably certain, permanent cure of
hernia, has caused them to look with distrust upon any
operation devised for its relief. The reason for this is,

probably, from the fact that the operations heretofore pro-
posed, are severe and dangerous to the life of the patient.

This distrust is deeply founded, and it will take years of
undoubted success for any operation to overcome it, if

indeed it ever becomes thoroughly popular with the pro-

fession. However, from the many operations planned and
attempted, it is clear that such an operation is demanded
by the people, and it is the duty of the medical profession

to fulfill this demand.
It is the duty of surgeons to ftiirly and honestly test any

method having a reasonable hope of success, and not to

cast it aside on purely theoretical grounds, or as being too
unscientific for their consideration.

The operation by subcutaneous injection, as taught by
the work before us, is no new one. It has given a larger

percentage of cures than any other. It is safe, for no fatal

results have yet occurred from it; and we think that, from
the exact and lucid description and explanation given by
Dr. Warren, any man of good anatomical knowledge and
surgical experience, may make it successfully. At any
rate we hope this book may bring it fully and prominently
before the profession, that it may be carefully tested and its

merits decided upon. We can confidently recommend
this work to our readers as one of the most interesting and
instructive ever brought to our notice. It is to be regretted
that the illustrations are not in better keeping with the
elegant style of the author; they are illy executed and fre-

quently badly printed. This we hope will, with some
faults of press-work, be remedied in a future edition.
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EIDIa?OI^S:

DR. J. MURPHY, DR. J. L. HAMILTON, DR. H. STEELE.

All exchanges, books for review, and communications must be addressed to
the Publisher,

THOS. M. MelLVAINE, A. M., M. D.,

204 South-Jeflferson Street, PEORIA, ILL.

ditarml ^epHrhnent

READ THIS.

I would be pleased to have you become a sub-

scriber and contributor to this Journal, I -will

give you over four hundred pages of good, live

medical reading for only ONE DOLLAR. This

Journal is devoted to the best interests of the

busy practitioner, most of the articles being short

and practical, and adapted to the physician who
does not have time to read long, prosy articles on
obstruse subjects. It is highly commended by
many of the best men in the country. It looks

to the medical profession for support, and will

be enlarged as this support increases. I hope

you will at once send me your subscription,

and as soon as convenient send me a short,

practical article from your experience.

Very truly yours,

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

204 South-Jeflferson St., Peoria, 111.
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The Relation of Physicians to the Quackery Question.

In a spicy letter (printed in the February number of
this journal), Dr. Gilliland takes decided exceptions to

statements made in previous editorials, and we should not
be surprised if many physicians who have not given the

subject much reflection, will coincide with his views. Dr.
G. takes the ground that ph^^sicians should not be called

upon to do anything towards the suppression of quackery;
that where their practice is not interfered with by these

ignorant pretenders, physicians have no interest in the

matter.

He asks :
" In the name of all that is good and holy, do

they (physicians) not have enough to do in charity, in treat-

ing the poor and in leading public enterprise in morals
and education, without having this new and onerous duty
of driving out and suppressing quackery thrust upon them ?

Is it not the masses who need protection ? Is it not the

ignorant and unsophisticated who are imposed upon?"
and again : "Where a physician is not concerned, is not
injured by the practice of a charlatan, can you reasonably
expect that he will squander his time, and his substance,

and violate his ideas of peace and harmony for the sake of
having a duty performed, the performance of which
actually belongs to somebody else ?

"

He also states, that the good accomplished by the State

Board of Health is " more apparent than real, and is not at

all commensurate with the fuss it has made, nor with the
expense attached to it."

We agree with him to the extent that the State Board
of Health has not fulfilled the expectations which its crea-

tion raised in the hearts of the profession ; and we farther

think that it is becoming more lax in the most important
branch of its work, that of looking after and bringing to

justice those persons who by its own edict are not entitled

to practice in this state. Still, the physicians of the state

of Illinois insisted that such a law be passed and such a
Board be established, and by this insistance virtually

pledged themselves to assist in seeing the law carried out.

Then the Board has a right to expect aid and the cordial

assistance of the medical profession, but has it to any ex-

tent received it ?

The above quotations made by Dr. G.'s letter do not
hang together very well ; he acknowledges it is out of the
duties of the physician to " lead in public enterprises, in
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morals and education," and yet he says, "you cannot rea-

sonably expect the physician to squander his time and sub-

stance^ and violate his sentiments of peace and harmony
for the sake of havinp^ a duty performed, etc."

If half the " time and substance " that is squandered

in prosecuting petty local squabbles and personal griev-

ances, was spent in a united effort to rid the community of

these pests, the work would long ago have been accom-
plished, and the sentiments of peace and harmony would
not have been one half so terribly violated, nor would the

profession have been accused so frequently of bickerings

and jealousies as it now is.

We insist that it is not only the privilege, but a duty
that physicians owe to themselves, to their profession, and
to the community in which they reside, as leaders iii public

enterprises, in morals and education, to do all that lies in

their power to rid the " ignorant and unsophisticated, who
are the ones imposed upon" of the burden of quackery.

We think the means of freeing the state of quackery
lies more in the power of the profession than in the Board
of Health, and until there is united and vigorous action on,

the part of the profession, little good will be accomplished.
Some of these statements may seem harsh, but they are

nevertheless true, and by thus bluntly stating them we
hope they will furnish food for considerable thought on the

part of our readers. We would be pleased to hear from
others on this important subject.

Small Pox.

This disease seems to have gained a strong foothold

throughout the whole country; JSTew York, Philadelphia

and Chicago, among the larger cities seeming to have the

greatest number of cases. In Philadelphia the number of

deaths per week, varies from forty to sixty. In Chicago
the number of cases reported since January 1st, is between
two and three hundred. The daily press reports its preva-

lence in many small towns and throughout the country.

The only thing to prevent its still greater spread is vaccin-

nation, and physicians should insist on this being done.
And at the first outbreak in any town or community, the

authorities should make vaccinnation compulsory. In
Chicago they have had to come to this, and the chances are
that if it had been resorted to earlier in the winter, the
disease would not have spread to the present extent.
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In Menioriani.

Lorenzo S. Cole was born at Waldoboro, Maine, in the
year 1831. His medical education was received at Phila-
delphia, Pa., where he graduated from Jefferson Medical
College about the year 1857. After practicing several years
at Friendship, Me., his health gave out and to obtain a
needed rest, he attended a winter's course of lectures at

Bellevue Medical College, in New York, in 1861. He next
located at Hallowell, Me., where he resided until his re-

moval to Peoria, 111., in the spring of 1880. His lungs
were affected and he thought, that by leaving the raw
climate of New England, he would find relief in an inland
atmosphere; but the cold winds of a prairie winter were
more than he could stand, and after a short illness he died
on February 13, 1881. He was married in 1869, and
leaves a widow and one son nine years of age.

A somewhat intimate acquaintance ot a year, warrants
the assertion that a more genial, kind and friendly man
never lived. A gentleman in every sense of the word,
skilled in his profession, he held a high idea of its dignity,

and would countenance nothing that would tend to cast

disgrace upon it.

His untimely death is a loss to the profession and to the
communit}', and is sincerely mourned bj^ all who knew him.

Horsford's Acid Phosphate.

"Having been prostrated for nearly three months from
septic poison, from inoculation from a carbuncle, and being
unable to do business, appetite and digestion poor, sleeping
but little, I determined to try Hosford's Acid Phosphate.
From the first week I began to improve and to-day I am
as well as any man of my age. I do not give the acid all

the credit of the cure, but it gave me the first start in the
right direction, and enabled me to take other and more
powerful medicines that completed the cure. I gave it to

a delicate, sickly boy of four years old with great benefit.

In a case of urticaria, or nettle rash, it afforded prompt
relief. I have prescribed it in a large number of cases
where the digestive organs were weak, with uniform bene-
fit. I consider it a good brain tonic, useful in sleepless-

ness and other nervous troubles.

Detroit, Mich. M. A. Andrews, M. D.
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Notice.

It affords us pleasure to note that so many of our

friends and subscribers have availed themselves of the offer

which has been made in previous issues. We wish it dis-

tinctly understood that we do not do this for pay, iieither

do we receive any commission from any firm from which

we may make the desired purchases. „
, ,

The offer is again repeated : We will take pleasure m
furnishino- any information we can concerning books, in-

strument?, etc., and will purchase on receipt of price or

order to send C. 0. D., any instrument that may be wished,

usincr the same care, aiid buying at as low prices as it it was

for olir own use. If we can be of any service to any ot our

readers in this way, we hope they will make use of us.

Mr. F. C. Bourscheidt, Vice-President of the State

Pharmaceutical Association, tells us that the chances for

the passage of the pharmacy act, now before the Legis-

lature, are very flattering. We hope the druggists will

receive the Legislative aid they seek, and that they will

derive more benefit from it, than the physicians have

gained from their bill.

The regular time of publication of this journal is by

the 10th of each month. Heretofore we have been able to

o-et it out shortly after the 1st. This month it will una-

voidably be a little later. We mention this, that subscrib-

ers may not think it is too long in reaching them this month.

As there is considerable inquiry for vaccine matter, we

would say to those interested that Colburn, Birks & Co., of •

this city, are supplied with fresh virus every second day

from the well-known vaccine farm of Dr. A. H. Dorris,

Wisconsin. The prices are, ten points, doubly charged, $1

;

crusts, §1.75 each. Orders sent to us will be handed to this

firm and we can guarantee will receive prompt attention.

Married.

On Tuesday evening, January 11th, 1881, at Columbus,

Wis., Dr. George E. Synon (Rush '80) to Miss Lizzie B.

Hayden.
At Monmouth, 111., on Thursday evening, February 3d,

1881, by the groom's brother. Rev. Edward B. Graham, of

Omaha, Xeb., Dr. W. F. Graham (Rush '80), of Atlantic, 1

Iowa, to Miss Dora L. Buck, of Monmouth, 111.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAIi

UTIII SUPPORTER.
No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-

versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introductiou
to the Profession it has come into mofe general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and vaiious pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to
fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to
the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 12.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 OTA-CICSOIV STnE-ET, CHICA^GO, ILL.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will "be
sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed
on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard lubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. Ti\^ cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled
as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
Kime power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery co.,
Mos- 193 and 194 Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILI..
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COLBURN, BIRKS i CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,
AND DEALERS IN

ATOMIZERS,

ALL VARIETIES.

B A.T T E K/ 1 E S

,

Kleetro- Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Niekle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for
distribution.

In answerlDg advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent
Lens Front, in Box\A^ood Case.

FOWLER'S H. R. PESSARIES

CELLEOID BI-VALVE SPECULUM,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRIN&ES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOU&IES.

Our Prices will be found lo^A^ for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBDRN, BlRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
OF

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho-wn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, 'who have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t'WO

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical auihnrity in the world; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medi al Profession of theUniied States and Great Britain
proves beyon'i question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of sfientific medical men.

Being supplied atthesime prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be p^escrined at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltinb in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tl;em to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainf.s, M. D ,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology i Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfibld, E.C S.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of onu variety of grain.

Pruf. R. Ogden Doremxjs.

Initi superiority to the Extract of Malt prepared from Barley alone I consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

TTie following is an extract from a report of Wm Porter, A.M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I flnd MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Pkof. L. P. Vandell, in Louisville Medical iVew'«, says: —MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of the coustructives; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arhor, Mi(!H., Sept. 25th, 1880.
An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former

opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without It. K. H. Dkm.stbr, M. D.,

I'raf. Ohrtel. and bis. Worn, and Children, Vniuereily of Mich., andin Dartmouth College

la answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading* Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India w^ith a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies -which

are generally used as eonstructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, tifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST: —That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or othej^ nutritive agents.

SECOJfD:— That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,
and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct iiyvperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-
structive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH : — That Maltine causes an increase in
lueight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with lodiiles.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE w th Aheratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINK with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinla.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

* Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat find Oats. In its
preparation we emplo.v not to exceed 150 deg. Falir., tliere^ y retaining all tlie nu-
tritive and digestive agents' unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German proce-s which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr, thereby coagulating the A.lbuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

4®=-We will forward gratuitously a $1.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: ( 1% Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- f JSTew "York.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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MMTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular centact with the medical profession and
its waats. and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, whicli have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust tlie Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-

stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of thpir highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to oar new preparation Maltopep-
sine, whicli we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation. Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhcea, and Indigestive Diarrhcsa of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ot the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and tlie Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt.: I Indianola, Iowa, .Tan. 21, 1880.

Gentlemeu—A medical friend gave me a Tilden <fe Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,

|
iu a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,

which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during tiie week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am verj' confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorablj'. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,
to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. Tlie disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and mj' general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, J. H. John.ston.
C. A. MosHER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had

foiled him, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wn..soN, M.D., N. Y., Nov. 10, 79.
Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine

the most valuable rernndy ever known for Dys-
pep-sia and all fjrms of Gastric derangement.

when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying -so much so, that I wish you to
send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says: "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Of late I have bees

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,

and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given mo satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomacli, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of
Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion

.

The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. 1 heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
SugarofMilk ;j.j oz. I I'ciisino 16 oz. I Hydrochloiic Acid Sfl.dr.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 " Diastase 6 dr. Phosphoric Acid 3" "

Powdered Firwein 7 '
| I-actic Acid 5 fl. dr. | Aluminium 3 "' oz.

PRICE LIST.
MaltopepHine, (In oz. bot.; per oz s .7.5 I We also prepare the various EHxlrs

" " " doz... 7.(10 and Syrups in combination with Malto-
fi^Ib. bot.) " It. K.OO I pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden &. Co., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 24: Liberty St., N. Y.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported tnonthly

in the Jourtial of Materia Medica embracing the following
diseases, sent on a2)plicuiioti:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous
affections of the bone ; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee

;

Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;
Lupus.

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-PerioBtitis; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury Is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in tliatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TILDEN <& CO., UTe-w Lebanon, IV. Y., and 24 Liberty St., New York..
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ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Prices witMii llie Reacti of All.

Cull on iiH or Kcriil for pricfs.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

:M:.A.izsr soti^deet,

Peoria, 111.

Comstock& Avery,
IManufacturers and Dealers in all

kinds of

Call the attention of Physiciins
to their

PATi;
It is the nicest chair in the market for

"coiiAiLU
^'*® Office, Library or Parlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.

In anawerlDg advertlHements, mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETEEAT FOR THE INSANE

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,
October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^"'^ ^"^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

503 South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.
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1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.
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ST, FRftNCIS' BRftDLEy HOSPITHL!

A well-known Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

M. ixomB worn, ^ns ^iok.
Delightfully situated on the bluif, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Consulting Surgeons...Dus. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.
Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.
Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4*to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.
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PEORIA, PEKIN kMWmm RAILWAY,
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto'wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

G=S=^ST. L0UIS^5;O
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

w^^mmMM^ oi^ir £kmm^ Tw^m. im^mm^^
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager, General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'lNTOSH'S

ElGcMc or Umt Bell

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few. if any, words would be needed fi'om us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubbertcoating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plales are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copoer cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is

not anything irritating about the Helt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are piecas of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local eff^ect.

Physlciaiis who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend It to the profession.

PRICE, 810.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pampiilet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

MclMOSH {i.\LVAMC BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.
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FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (SCaO PO5).

/" 1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fe2 O3 PO5).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Vitalily, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Ih-epared according to the directions of P^rof. E. N. HOR8FORD, of Cambridge, Mass.

There seems to be no diflFerence of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-
senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had beeii ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DK. M. H. HENKT, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as
a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I
know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-
liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest
my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS. Providence, Rhode Island.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.
.Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOPEPTINE is .sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and Its almost uni-

versal adoption by physieians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL" R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor Materia Medicn, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D..

Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Thcrnp. in N. Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col., etc.

JAS. AITKEN xMEIGS. M. D., Philadelphia. Pa.,
Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Pity, to Penn. Hos.

W. W. D.WVSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospilal.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W, YANDELL, M. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof. of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

EmerUus Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MAHTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

Nos. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, THH'W YORK.

P.O.BOX, 1574.
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Salicylate of Cinchonidia.

Satisfactory therapeutical results from tlie administration of
Salicylic Acid in the treatment of Gout, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, etc., etc., have been much modified by the disturbance of the
general system, especially the stomach, owing to the large doses re-

quired.
Medical men have experimented with the salts of this acid,hoping

to qualify this tendency. That most largely used, (the Salicylate of
Soda) has proven much less objectionable than the acid itself, but long
continued use results in thesame trouble to the class of patients with
whom freedom from nausea and internal irritation is a first necessity.

Being convinced that the acid would be best prescribed in com-
bination with some other base, it was suggested by Mi'. F. H. Rosen-
GARTEN, of Messrs. Rosengarten & Sons, that the salt of a Cinchona
Alkaloid would aid the remedial properties of the Salicylic Acid, in
adding tonic, stimulant, and anti-periodic properties, and with such a
powerful alkaloid as Cinchonidia, the dose required could be lessened.

This salt opens up a wide range of uses in conditions, where,
heretofore, physicians have not tested Salicylic Acid, for fear of direct
debility and loss of muscular power so often induced by its use.

Practical experience has borne out the above theory quite fully
,

and in a number of cases of severe Neuralgia and acute Rheuma-
tism, the Salicylate of Cinchonidia has given immediate relief in
doses of five to ten grains, where Quinine, Salicylic Acid, or other
general treatment has failed.

Since the introduction of this Salt, it has been tried in the Jeffer-
son Medical College Hospital at Philadelphia; St. Joseph's Hospital
at Philadelphia, and by a number of careful practitioners, with im-
mediate good effect in every case, so far as heard from , in fact, better
results than could have been anticipated.

It is administered in five grain doses, until the paroxysms of
Neuralgia cease. This generally requires say from fifteen to twenty
grains, five grains every two hours. The Salt, representing about
one-third of its weight of Salicylic Acid, is almost insoluble in
water, and is incompatible with iron solutions. We urge its trial in
all cases of acute articular Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
etc., etc., with almost absolute certainty of prompt relief. Owing to
its insolubility, it cannot be given in solution, and physicians will
find the nearest approach to this, in the administration of our Com-
pressed Powders or Pills. These being free from coating, must
necessarily disintegrate more quickly than a coated pill.

We prepare the Salt in pills of two and one-half grains each,
which will enable the physician to graduate the dose for children, as
well as for adults. We recommend them in preference to a larger
pill, as they are much more readily swallowed.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS,

PHILADELPHIA.
In answering advertisemer^ts mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THE FIJIAN REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA.

This remedy has been used for several centuries by the aborigines of the Fiji
Islands, though introduced to the notice of the profession in England only about
a year ago.

The success attending its use in tlie hands of Drs. Sidney Ringer and Wm.
Murrell, of London, England, induced us to dispatch an agent to the Fiji Islands
for the collection of a quantity of this valuable drug. Heretofore the secret of
its source had been jealously guarded by the Fiji chiefs, the knowledge of its

composition being handed down as an heirloom from one generation to another.
Through Mr. Ryder, a resident from Fiji, a specimen of the remedy was first

brought to England, with the statement that he received it from a European who
had married a chief's daughter and had learned the secret from his father-in-law

Tonga, as prepared by the Fijians is a compound of several plants, and occurs
in the form of small loose bundles, the remedy being enveloped in a wrapper of
the inner bark of the cocoanut tree.

The natives administer it in the form of an infusion, but it has been found
that alcohol much more thoroughly extracts its active principles.

Drs. Ringer and Murrell base their report of the use of the drug on a sufficient
number of cases, and C. Bader, ophthalmic surgeon to Guy's Hospital, says ; "The
results obtained by Drs. Ringer and Murrell fully coincide with mine. I have
notes of cures of brain and kidney disease in which Tonga alone succeeded in re-
moving pain. All cases ofneuralgia (supra- and infra-orbital branches of the fifth

nerve) with swelling of the temporal veins during the attack were benefited."
Reports from Sidney, Australia, show that Tonga has also been successfully

employed as a remedy for neuralgia by the profession of that country.

THE FLUID EXTRACT CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

PARKE, DAVIS & CO..

Manufacturing Chemists and Pharmacists^ DETROIT, MICH.

LIPPIA MEXICANA.
A NE^A^ EXPECTORANT.

This new Mexican remedy is introduced to the medical profession of this
country on the authority of Dr. A. H. Saxton, Baltimore, Md., who has communi-
cated the results of his experience in its use in an article in the January, 1881,
number of the Therapeutic Gazette.

The demulcent and expectorant properties claimed for the drug by Dr. Sax-
ton, are such as must commend it to the careful attention of the profession, and
especially so during the season of catarrhal affections of the respiratory pass-
ages. A remedy which combines demulcent with expectorant properties, and at
the same time does not nauseate, must meet with favor. The cases reported by
Dr. Saxton would also seem to show the drug to be possessed of an alterative in-
fluence in the respiratory mucous membrane which must enhance its value in
those chronic affections sooften rebellious to treatment.

We prepare a tincture of Lippla Mexicana and will be pleased to furnish a re-
print of Dr. Saxton's article, on application.

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Manufacturing Chemists ajid Pharmacists, DETROIT, MICH.
In answering advertisements mention tlie Pboria Medical Monthlt.
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Anomalies of Accommodation.

BY S. J. BUMSTEAD, M. D., DECATUR, ILL.

The first affection belonging to this class, to which at-

tention will be called, is that of paralysis and paresis of
accommodation. It will be noticed that the terms paraly-

sis and paresis are not used synonymously, as they so often

are. Where paralysis of accommodation exists the eye is

not able to see with any distinctness a close object, although
if the eye is an emmetropic one, vision will still be perfect

for distance. ISTow, in such a case there is total loss of

power over the ciliary muscle. Where paresis of this

muscle exists, the patient can see in the distance, and in the

near, quite well, though for the latter he can do so for a

short time only, when with the sensations of pain, heat in

the eyes, and a general blurring and indistinctness of the

objects, he is compelled to desist from farther efforts. Here
we have to do with an incomplete loss of power over the

accommodative apparatus ; for a few moments one can see

as well as ever, then the train of symptoms just enumer-
ated, and technically designated asthenopia, set in, com-
pelling the eyes to cease work. The one is complete, the

other a partial lack of power. This is a very common
trouble after a severe attack of diphtheria, and is one of
the post diphtheritic, paralytic and paretic affections so

often found following this disease. It may also occur after

any very severe and exhausting illness, though much more
frequent after the former. To the patient, as well as phy-
sician not thoroughly conversant with the affection, the
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condition is a very alarming one, and all concerned are ap-

prehensive of the loss of vision. In this way an eye which
has been free from all disease, and perfect in its optical

construction (barring the imperfections of the most perfect

eye), will suddenly become useless in itself for all close

work.
The writer has a practical illustration of this aflection

in his own person, having had his ciliary muscles weak-
ened by diphtheria nearly twenty years ago. In his case

there is a loss of an apparently insignificant portion of that
power we normally possess over this function, and may be
stated thus : with a converse lens of thirty inches focus he
is enabled to read and write for hours, and with as much
persistence as any one is able to exercise, and yet without
them he can continue close work but from five to ten min-
utes. Now the normal accommodation being equal at least

to that of a curved glass of eight inches focal power=|, he
is able to use all of that for an indefinite period, except

^^jj, which is replaced by the glass he wears. The
actual loss by the process in such a case is i—3ijy=about
JL, and it therefore follows that all these unpleasant
symptoms are caused by a loss of -yy of the power
usually possessed over the accommodation. In many cases

this muscle completely recovers its power, and therefore it

is best not to resort to the use of glasses immediately, as

this power is not so likely to return if at once glasses are
used, for, if a great part of the effort of accommodation is-

rendered unnecessary by the glasses, the muscle may con-

tinue powerless through lack of exercise. Wait therefore

until the patient has seemed to recover in every other re-

spect before resorting to the use of glasses. Such medica-
tion as is used for the post-diphtheritic paralyses would be-

in order here, as also the use of solution of eserine, which
causes ciliary spasm, and by work induced in the muscle
even temporarily, would aid in its restoration to power.
There is still another form of paresis of this muscle, and
which appears to set in suddenly, but as an explanation of
it involves also an explanation of the refractive anomaly
known as hypermetropia, we must pass it now.

The opposite condition to those just mentioned, viz.r

that of ciliary spasm, also demands some notice here.

Witli such a condition the usual asthenopic symptom would
be present, as also that of bringing objects closer than usual,

and other marked symptoms of near-sightedness. While
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they may be able to see well at a distance, they often do
not see well between a very near point, and a distance of

one or two feet, and this is owing to the fact that the

slightest convergence of the eyes, which is necessary when
we look at close objects with two eyes, excites spasm of the

ciliary muscle, and which so long as it persists simulates a

near-sighted eye. When however the eye looks at an ob-

ject more than twenty feet distant the eyes are so nearly

parallel that the internal re'cti muscles do no extra work,
and consequently do not call up the associated contractions

of the ciliary muscles. In still other cases, the eye does not

give up its spasm, even when viewing distant objects, and
may even maintain it to such a degree that concave glasses

would for the time being greatly aid vision. The power of

accommodation is closely connected with the convergence
of the eyes, but it also has an independent existence. In

the case of muscular asthenopia, which will be mentioned
when treating of myopia, sometimes the effort to maintain

convergence with muscles too weak to do it easily, gives

rise to spasms of the ciliary muscle. In such cases as these

the lofty professors and opticians, who travel about the

country selling their spectacles under some such high
sounding name as "patent accommodating spectacles;"

and for two or three times the amount they can be per-

chased of the local dealers, generally meet their match, and
pronouncing such a case of optic nerve weakness, with a

lofty wave of the hand dismiss the subject. It is unpleas-

ant also to confess that these men generally gull the public

through the physicians of a place, who unfortunately are

hardly ever competent to decide correctly in such cases.

The mere designation of accommodating spectacles should
of itself be sufficient to stamp with fraud any one making
such announcements. A physician ought to know that no
spectacle can be an accommodating one, that the e3'e does
all the accommodating, and that where the eye has lost all

this power the best glass in the world will only enable the

person to see accurately at one point. The adaption to dif-

ferent conditions and distances, implied in the word accom-
modation resides solely in the apparatus for that function
in the eye. Only ignoramuses and pretenders will seek to

give any other impression. As presbyopia is the last of the
defects of accommodation which we propose to treat, and
by far the most important one; and as this is the field

which the spectacle vendor can alone cultivate with any
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great success, some further remarks upon the said hurabug-
gerj will be necessary during its consideration. Of the

whole number of persons who use spectacles the vast ma-
jority need them only to read or sew, or to view other ob-

jects close to them. The inability to do this is called pres-

byopia, and consists in the gradual removal from us of the

near point at which previously objects could be distinctly

seen. Nearly all mankind are, thus afflicted, and the failure

of this power is generally about the same in persons who
had no optical defects, and in such begins at about the same
period of life, viz.: fortj^-three to forty-eight years. Of
course this rule is not rigidly correct, but it is true of the

great majority. The cause of this gradual failure of ac-

commodative power lies in the loss of elasticity of the lens

substance with advancing years, making it less easily in-

fluenced by the compression of the ciliary muscle, and in

the decrease of power by the said muscle, and especially in

its ability to maintain that tension of the muscle so neces-

sary to the act of reading for any length of time continu-

ously. As has been mentioned before, the accommodative
power is considered normal (at least from thirty to forty

years) when vision can be maintained within eight inches

from the eye, although in youth much more can be done.

But when the near point begins to recede farther than eight

inches, presbyopia has commenced. When this is the case,

and the patient after reading a short time perceives pain
and general uneasiness about the eyes, with some headache,
and seeks to put. his book further away for relief, we may
be tolerably certain we have to deal with this condition,

and especially if vision remains good in the distance.

This failure of accommodative power affects all eyes in

varying degrees ; even the near-sighted individual may be
compelled to use convex glasses for reading on account of

it, and the hypermetropic one will need still stronger glasses,

and in the emmetrope (normal eyes, optically) the change
keeps on, becoming greater and greater until vision in the
distance is no longer perfect without convex glasses,

though the latter is termed acquired hypermetropia. Or-
dinarily the following tal)le of glasses required for the pres-

byopia present at the different ages will be in the main cor-

rect, and it is plain that no great skill is required to ask the

age and hand out the indicated glass, which will as often

suit as fail in these cases, especially when done in an oracu-

lar and impressive manner:
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would even produce the rainbow hues so characteristic of
the unequal refraction of these rays. A word then to the
wise upon this subject should be sufficient.

Something should also be said about the periscopic
glasses, for ver}" much stress is laid upon their importance
over the usual bi-convex and bi- concave glasses, by those
interested, particularly in pushing their sale. The differ-

ence in cases of presbyopia is this: The periscopic convex
glass instead of having two equal convex surfaces of curv-

ature, has one a convex, and the other concave, but the con-

vex so far exceeding the concave as to act as a convex lens

alone, of the definite strength desired. When strong
glasses are used, with the bi-convex, one must look through
the centre of these lenses to get the most perfect image^
while with the periscopic ones, the optical centre of the
new system formed by the eye and the glass together, does
not lie so rigidly in the centre of the glass, giving the abil-

ity to look around through more peripheric portions of the-

glass with a little more correctness, and hence the name,
peri-scopic, to look around. There are different methods
of determining the degree of presbyopia present in each case,

and for the sake of those who are improvided with the ap-

paratus usually necessary to determine these states, and
who yet would be pleased to form an intelligent opinion in

a given case, a method is here given by which one can form
a tolerably correct estimate of the degree of presbyopia,

and of course the convex glass which would be likely to

relieve the case. The optometers, similar to a telescope in

appearance, into which the patient must look, give very
incorrect results, and for the reason that nearly every one-

who looks into such an instrument will unconsciously exert

the ciliary muscle to the utmost, and might even be ad-

judged a near-sighted person by the instrument, when noth-

ing of the kind existed. Or one having presbyopia may
appear to be less so than he is, by reason of the more pow-
erful contractions of the accommodative muscle thus ex-

cited, and maintained momentarily. The glass prescribed

under these conditions would not give the expected relief

upon a more extended trial. In a given case we will sup-

pose the near point is found 10 inches' from the eye, &
inches being the normal standard adopted, the estimation

is based upon that point thus : \
—tV=tV the de-

gree of the presbyopia, and a convex glass of that focal

power would bring the near point to 8 inches, and give-
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ease and comfort to the patient. Now to improvise an ap-

paratus to determine this, one can proceed as follows: In

a piece of black cardboard, large enough to cover both

eyes, make two pin-holes just ^ of an inch from each

other and in a vertical direction. Place the holes so one

eye can see through them, the other being excluded by the

board; then hold a pin or needle in one hand, together

with a string or tape line, and remove the pin from the eye

until it comes to the point at which it is seen single, and
clearly defined. It will be noticed that on either side of this

point the pin will be seen double. Measure the distance

from the forehead, or as near parallel with the anterior sur-

face of the cornea as possible, and you will have the pres-

ent near point of the eye. Should it be 12 inches proceed

thus : \—i^=T4 fi"-> ^"d a convex lens of this strength,

or often slightly weaker, will give ease to the pa-

tient. It would be best to try this with pinholes before

each eye at the same time also, and see if any great differ-

ence was found. But the method of both together, if no
great difference in the near point of each eye existed, would
be the preferable to depend upon. It is not necessary to

detail more extended methods sometimes necessary, or to

define the absolute, binocular and relative ranges of ac-

commodation, as they are foreign to the scope of these

articles. The reason why the above experiment deter-

mines the near point is as follows: Each of the pinholes

passes an image of the pin into the eye, and if the convex-
ity of the lens is not great enough to focus the image per-

fectly upon the retina, from an object close to it (which is

the trouble in presbyopia), there will be two images upon
the retina, and each cone of rays is caught upon the retina

before coming to a focus. If now you move the pin away
from the eye, until it is clearly seen as one, it is because, at

the distance it then is from the eye; the lens brings both the

images to the same spot upon the retina, are seen only as

one, and we thus know that the lens is able to focus a per-

fect image upon the retina no closer to it than at that dis-

tance.

Cerebral Hyperjeinia.

Mrs. came in to consult me, stating that she was
passing the critical crisis of the climacteric epoch, and as a>

result she was becoming deaf; that she had a buzzing and
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ringing in the ears, with a sense of feeling as if though her
head \YOuld burst, or as if the skin was too tight. Head
feels of an unnatural size and too heavy, on arising in the

morning feels languid, unrefreshed, and more fatigued than
on retiring. At night does not feel sleepy and it :s almost
impossible to go to sleep, but keeps tossing about until she

is utterly exhausted and with her head feeling as though
it was burning up and the extremities as cold as ice; the

mind is too active, and seems filled with excited fancies

^nd troubled thoughts, and when she does sleep it is not a
sound sleep. Dreams frightful dreams of all cl aracters,

has hallucinations but knows that they are not real, says

that it seems at times as if all the thoughts she ever had
•were crowded into the long weary hours she passes before

Bleep comes on ; at times she greatly fears that she will go
insane, and is worried over the thought, but has never been
tempted to think of . committing suicide; has never had
convulsions. She says that there is an occasional bleeding

from the nose, and that she always feels relieved for a time
after the hemorrhage has occurred ; that the hands and feet

are always cold and look blue, and are sometimes swollen.

The pupils of the eyes are contracted and not sensitive to

the light. Eespiration is even and natural, but rather fre-

quent ; no abnormal or adventitious sounds are heard on
auscultation. The circulation is full and regular, with a

slight heart murmur, probably an insufiiciency at the aortic

diastole. The arterial system seems well developed, but
the neck is short and thick, and has a tendency to retard

the return circulation. Digestion is not good, complains of

a dyspepsia; is always constipated. The urine is scant and
of a light yellowish pink color, with an acid reaction, sp.

gr. 1,025; no albumen, no sugar. The color clears with
the application of heat. Microscopically I find that there

is an abundance of " amorphous urates " present with an
occasional " flat stellated crystal of uric acid" and some
epithelial cells of the pavement variety, from the bladder.

I made a very careful examination of the urine because in

her history she stated to me that she had been a great suf-

ferer from kidney diseases for a number of years and had
taken almost all of the so-called "kidney specifics" that

are known, without deriving any benefit from them, but
fitill insisting that she had diseases of the kidneys. The
membrana tympani being perfectly normal in lustre; the

reflection of the cone perfect ; hearing, with giving strict
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attention to the watch was 60-60, and there not having
been any vertigo or loss of consciousness; the supposed
deafness must have been " a phantom " caused by the
throbbing of the internal carotid artery. I ordered her to

open the bowels with a saline cathartic, and prescribed a
solution of hydro-bromic acid in half-dram doses combined
with 10 gtts. fld. ext. ergot, t. i. d. before each meal and re-

quested her to call again in one week. This she did, look-

ing brighter and more cheerful
;
pupils well dilated and

sensitive to the light, no more fluttering of the heart, di-

gestion improved some, but still more or less constipated,

sleeps well at night and the coldness of the extremities not
complained of, says that she has had some uterine pains
but no return of the catamenial periods. I ordered her to

use the saline bitter waters and contined the hydro-bromic
acid in one dram doses t. i. d. without the fld. ext. of ergot
and to returi in a week. This she did and stated that

there had not oeen any return of the attacks, that she hears
as well as ever an ' Uiinks that she is completely relieved.

A. S. ConE, M. D.
Quincy, Illinois.

Vesical Calculi Impacted in tlie Prostatic Portion of the
Urethra.

T. B., aged forty-nine, sanguine temperament, some-
what intemperate, consulted me September 12th, 1873, for

vesical irritation from which he had suffered for two years
and for which he had been treated without benefit by sev-

eral physicians. Many of his symptoms were those of
stone, but being in a hurry, gave a simple prescription to

allay irritation and made an appointment with him for the
following week. Saw no more of him until November
26th, when I was summoned in haste, the messenger say-

ing he was dying; that he had not passed water for three
days, Suspecting prostatic enlargement to be the cause,

provided myself with catheters and set out over as muddy
roads as can well be imagined a distance of ten miles.

Upon arriving, found complete retention of urine, the blad-

der seemingly filled to its utmost capacity. The testicles

were much swollen and painful, great straining to relieve

the distended bladder and also a constant desire to go to

stool, attended by much straining and excruciating pain,

referred to the neck of the bladder. Said, while passing
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urine suddeulj felt a sharp pain accompanied by inability

to pass more, since which time (nearly sixty hours) had
been unable to void one drop. The excruciating pain in

the hypogastric region caused by the distended bladder had
subsided, but the pain at the neck was agonizing. Upon
passing finger into the rectum, found prostate gland en-

larged to size of a small hen's &gg,, and so painful that pa-

tient could not bear the least pressure. Thinking the cause

of retention to be the enlarged and inflamed gland, at-

tempted to pass a ISTo. 5 gum catheter, but failed. I then
tried a silver instrument, hoping to be able with a finger in

the rectum to elevate the point and cause it to slip into the

bladder, but when the point arrived to the prostate portion

of the urethra it was obstructed by a hard substance which
elicited a distinct click, which was again and again produc-

ed by striking the point of the instrument against it. Feel-

ing confident that a stone had entered the urethra and be-

come lodged in the passage, and being unable to pass the

catheter or dislodge it by pressing the point against it and
knowing that immediate relief was important determined
to cut down upon the stone and remove it. Placing the

patient in the ordinary lithotomy position and without the

aid of an anaesthetic, except that induced by rapid breath-

ing, and with no assistance but the son, who held the

catheter against the calculus, I opened the urethra by the

lateral incision for lithotomy and extracted by means of a

pair of dressing forceps a stone the size of a small hickory
nut, which upon examination was found to be oxalate of

lime of the mulberry variety. Immediately upon remov-
ing the stone urine flowed from the wound freely and also

from the urethra. The relief was prompt, but severe and
protracted syncope was the result of the sudden evacuation

of the contents of the bladder, so severe as to be for a time
quite alarming. He soon rallied however and made a rapid

recovery. Nearly all the symptoms of vesical irritation

had disappeared five months after the operation, but I learn

he has since died from abscess of the kidney.

Peoria, Ills. J. S. Miller, M. D.

Mode of Dcatli in Paralysis Agitaiis.

This disease is so uncommon and resists treatment to

such a degree that very little is known about it, and I trust

an account of the mode of death and history of such a case
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will prove of some interest as I do not find such an account
among the authorities that I have consulted on this subject.

Mrs. M., 62 years of age. She had been afflicted for

years with the uncontrollable shaking movements confined
principally to the head and upper extremities, and persist-

ing constantly without intermission except during sleep.

On the 15th of February she was taken with a very violent

pneumonia, involving both lungs. In her enfeebled condi-

tion rest, tonics and stimulants were all that we could give,

but in a few days she had completely recovered from the
inflammation, but it had left her in a very prostrate and
feeble condition. She continued to fail for a few days,

when her speech began to be afltected, in fact she had
aphasia, for she could think, but not speak or write. At
this period also (the time that I first visited her), the shak-
ing movements instead of being continuous were interrupt-

ed, and for an hour she would lie perfectly quiet without a

movement, and then they would suddenly recommence.
Jler condition was now ver}^ low, pulse 120, small and
thready, ^he could take no liquid nourishment, but she
still understood all that was said to her and made vain mo-
tions with her mouth and tongue to reply. These condi-
tions continued till death.

The points of interest in this case are :

Ist. The complete recovery of so old a woman from so

severe an inflammation.
2d. The aphasia, due to the long continued feeble con-

dition of the cerebro-spinal system generally.

3d. The possession of her intellect to the end.
4th. The interrupted peinods of shaking movements

replacing the former continuous motions.
Richmond, III. - Edwin B. Bennett.

To Terminate the Cliloroforni ^Narcosis.

A peculiar device is mentioned by Schirmer in the
February number of the Centralblatt f. Augenheilkimde. He
claims to have used it in his clinic for many years, and
often succeeded in producing inspiratory movements when
other means failed. He also employed it to induce rapid
recovery, for instance in strabismus operations, in order to
test the result. The method consists in irritating the nasal
mucous membrane. It has long been known, at least to

physiologists, that the fifth nerve retains its sensibility
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longer than any other part in narcosis, and that reflexes

ma}' be induced through this nerve when other irritations

fail. Schirmer uses simply a rolled piece of paper, which
he turns in the nose. In dangerous cases he dips the paper
into ammonia.— Chicago Medical Meview.

liniml Wectures.

Diplitlieria in Children.

BY J. SUYDAM KNOX, A. M., M. D.

Clinical Adjunct to Chair of Diseases of Cliildren, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

Gentlemen—Diphtheria, one of the oldest known of

epidemic diseases, is bred of filth. Statistics amply prove
that where defective sanitary conditions and personal un-

cleanliness exist, there the disease most prevails.

It is essentially a malady of children, usually occurring

between two and ten years of age, children under one year

of age are rarely attacked. Adults readily contract the

disease through contagion.

Diphtheria has an incubative stage, varying from two
to nine days. In two cases under my observation it devel-

oped in six hours after exposure to vile sewer gas.

It is a miasmatic contagious disease, presumably having
its origin in minute vegetable organism, termed bacteria.

The contagion is confined to the room occupied by the pa-

tient, and those in active attendance upon him. Exclusion

from these is therefore sufiicient to prevent the spread of

the disease, if the originating- cause is absent.

The presence of a catarrhal afitection predisposes the in-

dividual to diphtheria.

Clinical experience proves that diphtheria begins either

as a heal or general disease. As a local disease, it originates

in the fauces and disappears without systematic contam-
ination, or if blood poisoning occur, it is from the local

aflection.

As a general disease, blood contamination exists before

the formation of the pseudo membrane, and before much
faucial inflammation occurs.

Diphtheria also occurs as a secondary affection, espec-

ially engrafting itself upon scarlet fever and measles.
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My own belief is that it is a distinct disease from mem-
branous croup.

Anatomical Characters.—In the commencement of diph-

theria we notice redness and tumefaction of the faucial

mucus surface. Sometimes one tonsil is involved, some-
times both, often the whole pharynx. The color is a deep
red. The mucus membrane is thickened and softened, and
the submucus tissues infiltrated. Within twenty-four hours

small and slightly raised grayish patches of pseudo mem-
brane appear upon the tonsils. These patches of membrane
progresisively get thicker from fresh exudation beneath, and
are firmly attached to the mucus membrane by involving

its tissues. They are loaded with bacteria sphero and
termo. The tendency of the patches is to spread, and as

time progresses to decompose, changing in color from gray
to dirty brown. Beneath the membrane occurs inflamma-
tion with suppuration, so that when at last it is cast off" ul-

ceration remains to be healed by cicatrization. The sep-

aration of the membrane is promoted by the suppuration

beneath, though in many cases it disappears by liquefac-

tion. After disappearance the tendency is to reformation.

All raw or mucus surfaces are liable to this formation of

membrane—those especially so are of the pharynx, nares

and larynx.

Absorption of septic material produces inflammation
of the submaxillary and cervical glands and more remote
lymphatic glands and infiltration of the connective tissue

about them. Hard swelling and tenderness of the neck
result.

If blood poisoning occur, the spleen is enlarged, the
kidneys are actively congested, with albuminous urine, and
there is a tendency to capillary hemorrhage throughout
the body.

Syniftoms—These vary with the intensity of the attack.

In the commencement they are often slight—chilliness fol-

lowed by fever, tenderness of the throat, coryza and gen-
eral lassitude, scarce call attention to the dread disease.

At other times they are more severe, viz.: high fever, rapid
pulse, severe headache, pains in the limbs and great pros-

tration. In a few malignant cases there is from the start a
hard rigor, or convulsion, rapidly followed by intense fever,

a rapid and feeble pulse, delirium or coma, and early death.

The tongue is red at tip and edges and coated with
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heavy fur. The pnlse at first is full and strong, but early

becomes weak and rapid. The temperature usually is not
above 103 deg. Fahrenheit, and generally abates in a few-

days.

The afltection of the throat produces some cough, and
the secretion of a viscid mucus with repeated efforts to ex-

pectorate.

Croup symptoms are characteristic and need not be
described.

Sequelce.—The blood poisoning leaves an ansemia from
which recovery is slow. ]^ot only is there deficiency of the

red corpuscle, but the vital current seems vitiated.

Another sequela is paralysis, which usually occurs fourteen

or eighteen days after the subsidence of the disease. The
most frequent is paralj^sis of the muscles of the pharynx;
next of the extremities ; last of the trunk, muscles of res-

piration and heart. The former generally disappears in

from one to four months, the latter are fatal.

Prognosis.—This should always be guarded. Diphthe-
ritic croup is nearly always fatal. Extensive adenitis is a

bad sign. So also is a rapid and feeble pulse, with pallid

countenance and high temperature. The character of the

initial symptoms is no indication as to what the course or

termination of the disease will be.

Diagnosis.—This is rendered easy in a few hours by the

appearance of false membrane. Diphtheritic croup is dif-

ferentiated by the accompanying signs of profound blood
poisoning.

Treatment.—Before indicating the treatment let us look
at the facts on which it should be based :

1. A local parasitic and septic inflammation, tending
from its character to spread and to infect the system.

2. A blood poisoning which is depressing and tending
to produce death from astlienia.

The indications then, are :

1. A local treatment that will terminate the inflamma-
tion, remove the membrane, and destroy its parasitic and
septic character.

2. A general treatment that will improve the quality

of the blood and stimulate the system.

The best local treatment, if the child is old enough, is

in the form of gargles.
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These should be abundant, always as hot as can be borne
and repeated each one-half to two hours, according to the

severity of the case. The following are some of the best,

estimating the age at eight years :

^ Potass, chloratis 2 drachms.
Potass, nitratis 1 drachm.

M. Ft. pul.No. 12.

Sig. One each half hour in hot water, with five drops

of ninety-five per cent, solution of carbolic acid to each

tablespoonful of gargle.

The hot water hastens suppuration and the detachment
of the membrane, the potash is a solvent of it, the carbolic

acid is antiseptic and germicide.

These gargles in time make the mouth sore, and must
be diluted. Another is :

p; Acidi carbolic. 30 gtts.

Llq. ferri sub-sulph. 1 ounce.
Glycerin! q. s. ad. 2 ounces.

M. Teaspoonful in tablespoonful of hot water as gar-

gle each half hour to two hours.

The same diluted may be used as a nasal injection.

Alcohol as strong as can be borne is another excellent

gargle, destroying germs and septic poison, and disinte-

grating the membrane.
Still another is a solution of quina sulphate in alcohol

(five grains to one drachm) as strong as can be borne.

If the child is too young to gargle, I have contented
mj'self with using a four per cent, solution of carbolic acid

in lime water with the hand atomizer, or have else painted

the fauces several times daily with the solution of carbolic

acid and subsulphate of iron given above.

I am satisfied that the constant use of the carbolized

spray, with the large steam atomizer, has produced poison-

ing and consequent depression.

This local treatment should be continued until improve-
ment takes place, when it should be gradually discontinued.

In addition a slice of salt pork should be worn exter-

nally, the bandage retaining it being tied over the top of
the head.

Should there be much adenitis, poultices should be sub-

stituted for the pork.

The second indication should be fulfilled by giving
tonics and stimulants.

The best tonics are iron and quinine. The doses should
be as large as the system will tolerate.
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The following is a good prescription for a child eight
years old

:

9,' Acid muriatic dilut 1 drachm.
Tr. ferri clilorldi 1 drachm.
Quinte sulph 30 grains.
Syr. tolutani q. s. ad. 2 ounces.

M. Teaspoonful every three or four hours.

Or to younger children the following

:

J^ Cinchonise (alkaloid)
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"fierapeuHii a^ate^.

ALBUMINURIA.
In the acute form of disquam-

ative nephritis following scarla-

tina, the following has been used:

Jfc Acidl gallici 2 drachms.
Acldi sulph. dil. 14 drachm.
Tr. lupuli 1 drachm.
Infus. lupuli Bounces.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful three
times a day.

For albuminuria of pregnancy:

Jt; Tr. ferri chloridi 2 drachms.
Potassae chloras. 2 drachms.
Morphiae murias 1 grain.
Tr. digitalis 1 drachm.
Aquae distilat. ad. 2 ounces.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful every
six hours.

ARTHRITIS.
When the joints remain swol-

len after the subsidence of the
acute symptoms, this formula
has been found beneficial

:

J^ Lithii bromidi 3 drachms.
Syr. zingerberis 14 ounce.
Aq. purae 13^ ounces.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful three
times a day.

liAXATIVE IN HABITUAL CONSTI-
PATION.

1^ Ex. stillingiae fl. 6 drachms.
Tr. nucis vom. 1 drachm.
Tr. belladonnae 1 drachm.
Tr. physostigmae 1 drachm.
Ex. aloes, soe. 3 drachms.

M. Sig. Twenty drops in a
wineglassful ofwater, three times
a day.

ECZEMA.
J^ Liq. plumbi subacetas. 1 ounce.

Glycerin! 14 ounce.
Cherry laurel water 3}4 ounces.

M. Sig. Lotion. Will be found
useful in eczema characterized
by great heat, redness and ex-
cessive discharge.

—

3Ied. Gazette.

SYPHILITIC NEURALGIA.
J^ lodoformi 22 grains .

Ex. gentianae,
Pulv.gentianae, aa q. s.

M. Ft. pil. No. 20.

Sig. Two or three to be taken
daily. The above prescription is

employed by Prof. Zessl in this
form of neuralgia.

—

Med. and
Surg. Reporter.

SCABIES.
Jfc Soda carbonas. IV2 ounces.

Sulphur, sublim. 8 ounces.
Tragacanth. gum 15 grains.
Glycerinae 6 ounces.

M. Sig. Applied freely over
whole surface of the body, after
thorough washing with ordinary
soap. It must be well rubbed in
and allowed to remain.

—

Med^
and Surg. Reporter.

CYSTITIS.
9; Acldi benzoici,

Sodae biboras. aa. 10 grains.
Inf. buchu 2 ounces.

M. Sig. This amount to be
taken three or four times a day.
This may almost be called spe-
cific in its influence in the earlier
stages of cystitis, affording rapid
and lasting relief.

—

Med. Gazette.

PRURITUS OF PREGNANCY.
9; Thymol 15 grains.

Vaseline 30 grains.
Powdered brick clay 3 ounces.

Dissolve the thymol in the vas-
eline and rub it up with the clay.
This is to be applied to the parts,
washed off every day or two and
reapplied. Its use is also advised
in herpes and similar eruptions
accompanying later months of
gestation.

—

Med. Gazette.

SORE NIPPLES.
9; Aquae rosae,

Glycerinae, aa. 2 ounces.
Acidi tannici 2 drachms.

Ft. lotion. Soak lint in this
solution and apply to the nipples.—Med. Gazette.

AMENORRHCEA.
9 Strychnia sulph. 1 grain.

Cinchonidia sulph. 1 drachm.
Ferrum per hydrogen,
Assafcetida pulv., aa. 2 drachms.
Ext. quassia q. s.

M. Ft. pil. No. 60. Sig. One,
four times daily.

—

Medical Bulle-
tin.
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^arresfiondem^.

South Bend, Ind., March 11, 1881.

Editor Medical Monthly: You solicit papers upon the-

Quackery Question. Will you permit me to offer a few re-

marks and questions. I believe there are established, by
grant of charter, medical colleges that are called Eclectic,.

Homoeopathic, etc., by the State of Illinois; and in them
students are educated in what they please to call the seience-

of medicine, and with diplomas in hand start out, find a lo-

cation to suit, hang out their sign, and go to work where-
ever they can get a chance. Now, the old regularly edu-
cated physicians know there is no science in either specialty..

And as there can only be one science of medicine, and they
occupy the two extremes of the principles of specific medi-
cation in the main, they must be mistaken. The Homeo-
path gives no medicine, if he follows his teachings, and the-

Eclectic is practicing under false pretences in large doses.

ITow, what can be done with them under the laws of
your state ? You evidently must let that species of quack-
ery alone, just because the people say so.

By the side of those we find another class of practition-

ers who are men of good, sound judgment, and common
sense; who are not so well educated, but have, in common
parlance, picked up what knowledge they have of medicine,,

and by experience and observation have become quite suc-

cessful, and in fact more nearly expert than either of the
above mentioned, or as compared with many of the regular
graduates from our best schools. They would not pass an
examination before a board of health, because they could
not talk or write as well as practice. What must be done
with them? The people prefer. them; quacks though they
know them to be. They cure their patients, and make
small charges, and in fact are part of the society in which
they move. Will you put your foot on them? [better not.)

Let him who attempts to steady the ark beware. The peo-
ple are the power. Let me suggest that first medicine be
reduced to an exact science, and then compel every aspirant

to the professiojial ranks to become learned; and then let

the laws come down hard on those who have not got good
judgment and common sense enough to become expert in

practice. And to help along the matter compel the masses
to be educated enough, at least to be able to discriminate
between the educated and uneducated, and between the-
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men of ability and those who have brass enough to push
their way, merit or no merit. One thing more is necessary

to succeed in enforcing the laws to suppress quackery, and
that is to have all the regulars locate where they can have
the influence of wealthy and influential friends; and com-
pel the quacks to locate where they cannot avail themselves

of these powerful aids, and I think we might do it. No,
not 3'et. One thing more : to avoid the appearance of per-

secution, some poor scamp must be found who is not afraid

of being called venal or aspiring, who will come forward
and see the laws enforced ; but then it will be necessary to

be sure of the man who has violated the law or he may be
able to convince the court by evidences he has in his sim-

plicity kept out of sight—such as a diploma or two from
eminent institutions, or perhaps by answers to questions;

put to shame his inquisitors, and thus be able to so reduce
his price as to make it only nominal, besides making him
more popular than before. I must confess 1 do not know
what to do with the quacks. Apropos to this, there are lo-

cated in the same block with myself two Homoeopathic
quacks, both well educated gentlemen (how about medicine
I don't know) who are both doing more business than my-
self, though I was brought out under the instructions of

Drs. Gunn, Allen, Andrews, etc., (now of Chicago) and I

have been in steady practice more than twenty-five years

;

and I wonder that the people will risk their i^rmow.s lives

and those of their babies in the hands of such men, with
their little pills; but they will do it nevertheless, and I

can't help it. If we had a law to shut them up I might do
it perhaps. But no, I am too big a coward to undertake
that. No, gentlemen, I shall have to let them do business,

because they practice all the time what I have had to a part

of the time—the placebo treatment. And I don't know as I

blame either the doctors or the people, for they appear to

have generally, as good success as any of the rest of the

physicians of our city. I have become reconciled, and
only hope the time will come when gentlemen of our noble

profession will so have reduced facts to a system that there

will not be an zsm, but all be able to see eye to eye and
there will be no contention, but that noble emulation of

whom can best serve and best agree.

Yours, Very Respectfully,

Geo. W. Carpenter, M. D.
P. S.—Mr. Editor, this article is written, as you will

perceive, partly in ridicule of the whole idea of medical
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gentlemen attempting to suppress quackery as long as so

much is included in the word by those who would like to

claim to be rational and scientific. There is much I would
like to say, but fear my time will only be wasted, as the
views will not perhaps be acceptable to you as editor, but
the question is one of difficult solution. G-. W. C.

IVotes.

The examination for Internes at Cook County Hospital,

Chicago, Ills., will take place at the Hospital on March
31st, at 4 o'clock P. M.

Professor Moses Gunn left Chicago on March 20th for

the East. He sailed for Antwerp, March 26th and ex-

pects to be gone five months.

The Chicago Medical Review accuses the Medical Record

of all sorts of bad things, for stating that smallpox was still

prevalent in Chicago, and claims that it is entirely

wiped out, yet in the last issue of the Review we notice that

thirtj'-three deaths from this disease occurred during the

last month. We should hardly call that " total eradication,"

but presume that it is such a small thing for the great Chi-

cago as to hardly be worth mentioning.

Out of fifty-four articles (all excepting the book notices)

in the last number of the Chicago Medical Review, forty-four

are taken from foreign medical journals. The Review

should now be published as a Western suppliment to the

International Journal of Medicine and Surgery, which takes all

its articles from foreign journals. We expect decapitation

for this, but are resigned.

It afibrds us pleasure to note that so many of our
friends and subscribers have availed themselves of the oft'er

which has been made in previous issues. We wish it dis-

tinctly understood that wo do not do this for pay, neither

do we receive any commission from any firm from which
we may make the desired purchases.

The offer is again repeated : We will take pleasure in

furnishing any information we can concerning books, in-

struments, etc., and will purchase on receipt of price, or

order to send (1 O. I>., any instrument that may be wished,
usin^ the same care, and buying at as low prices as if it was
for our own use. If we can be of any service to any of our
readers in this way, we hope they will make use of us.
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No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by piessure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to
fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 1 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. fl^lNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 jA.ci$:so:ix iSTitE^i'r, cmc^Go, ii^l.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be
sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalvataMFaraflicBattBrF.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for
use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. AH the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled
as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone,
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery co.,
Nos. 193 and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILL..
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

RON AND ALUM MASS.
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral Water " preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful " Seven Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is

not only indorsed by the best medical talent of its native State, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it in his practice when con-
venient to be had, as every physician who has a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Anamia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv-
ous and Sick Headache, Dysmenorrlicea, Menorrhagia, Amenorrhoea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, I know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with more certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Va.

The " Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M. U., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active

tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D.. Richmond, Va.
From the experience already had with the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass," I

believe it win prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M. D., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the "Iron and Alum Mass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Anaemia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-

ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. Y., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.
In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the

Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the '' Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
specific virtue.—E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic, alterative and diuretic properties

than the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.

Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,

and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.

j8^ Retail price of the " Mass " SI i)er package, or fi packages for 84..50, sent by mail,

postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home drui^gists.

Orders for the " Mass " sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

^WHIOLES^IaEl 3DiaTJC3-C3-ISTS
RichardBon & Co., St. Louis, JIo.

Meyer Bros. <fe Co., St. Louis, Mo.
It. A. Uoliinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, I'fttcr&Co., Louisville, Ky.
McKmBf)ri & Robbins, New York, N. Y.
Caswell, n«zard & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, RichardH <t Co., I'liiladelphia, I'a.

Canity, Gilpin A Co., lialtlmorn, Md.
W. H. ISn.wn * Bro , Baltimore, Md.
Tli'.m«'-n ,t .Muth, Baltimore, Md.
F'uroell, Ladd & Co , Klchniond, Va.
R. W. Powfrs tc Co., Richmond, Va.
I>e Morille 4 <>.., Nashville, Tenn.
Uraun & Hruck, Coliimbtis, Ohio.

McCarthy &, Osborne, Denver, Col.

I. L. Ly(jns, New Orleans, La.

I. J. &'W. II. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
(1. \V. JonoH & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes * Naiilty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine, GarHido& Alexander, Montgomery, Ala.
W. N. Wilkersoti & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lanur, Rankin &. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, III.

II. A. Ilurlhut A Co., Chicago, 111.

C. II. Woodward St, Co., Portland, Oregon,
Browning A Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In anHwering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE'S

ABSORBENT COTTON
We offer to Physicians and Surgeons Prepared Cotton, which will prove a

valuable adjunct In practice—a cheap, clean and ready mode of making all kinds
of local applications, and a substitute for spouse, Charpie Patent Lint, and other
dressings; a rapid and eflective dessieant, having such an affinity for moisture
that it instantlj" and greedily abso'bs any secretion with which it may be
brought into contact. Surgeons, Gynecologi-t, Dentist, Dermatologist, Otologists
and other specialist, will at once appreciate the advantage possessed by this arti-
cle over ordinary raw cotton, which is a repellent of m.oisture rather than an ab-
sorbent.

For LOCAL MEDICATION, (by saturating it with the remedy desired), it is
admirably suited

It is absolutely pure—tree from any re-action and from any foreign matter.
As & padding for splints, etc., it facilitates the normal secretions of the skin,

while retaining all of the elasticity of the ordinary cotton.

Mailed upon Receipt of Price : 25 Cents per Package, or $1.00 for Five Packages.

BORATED COTTON, CARBOLATED COTTON. HAE-
MOSTATIC AND ANTISEPTIC COTTON, lODIN-

IZED COTTON, SALICYLATED COTTON.
All Admirable Medicated Dressings. Mailed upon receipt of Price, 25 cents pe

Package, or $1 for Five Packages, of either Cotton or for assorted kinds.

HANOE BROTHERS & WHITE,
Office, Callowhill Street, Cor. of Marshall,

PHILADELPHIA.
Manufacturers of all the Galenical Preparations Emplo7ed in Medicine.

>eS"Catalogue mailed upon receipt of stamp.

FOR SALE.

Wishing to retire from the

practice of Medicine, I offer my
property and good will for sale,

cheap for cash or on easy terms,

situated in a small village three

miles from the C, B. & Q,. R.

R., consisting of a good House,

eight rooms and office, and Furn-

iture, Barn and out-bui dings
;

practice worth from $2,U0() to

$3,000; in the midst of a good

farming country

For further particulars, ad-

orGss

JAMES K. LUSK
Pleasant Vie v.

Schuyler County- HI.

VACCIl VIROS.

As there is considerable
inquiry for vaccine matter,
we would say to those inter-

ested that Colburn, Birks &
Co., of this city, are supplied
with fresh virus every second
(lay from the well-known
vaccine farm of Dr. A. H.
Dorris, Wisconsin. The prices

are, ten points, doubly
charged, $1; crusts, |1.75
eaeh. Orders sent to us will

he handed to this firm, and
we can guarantee will re-

ceive prompt attention.

In answering advertisements inention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS (t CO.,

^A/'holesale Druggists,
AND DEALERS IN

ATOMIZERS,
H:.A.isrnD

ALL VARIETIES.

B A.T T E K/ 1 El S

,

Electro- Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for
distribution.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hieks' Patent

Lens Front, in Box-wood Case.

POWLBR'S H.R PESSARIES

HOLE'S sipeiotjltjim:

•CELLULOID BI-TALVE SPECULUffl,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND

Our Prices will be found lo^A^ for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBURN, BiRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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TO lE^HZYSIOI^mrS.

s^omiD 1 <^.
FORMULA.—Every ./?itid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. And purified Chloral, and ]'^ gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Oannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.— Onc-Tin?/' to oney?Mid dracTiwi in WATER or si'RUP every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w7ie»i opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers itis absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession :

J. K. BAUDUT, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., .St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obslelrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, Mo.
(Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago. III.

(Ed. Journal Menial and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases, Chi-

cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Push Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, JL D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases,

etc.. Woman's Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, JL D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital 3Iedical College;

President and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Dean : Prof. Principles iind Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN. M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN. M. D., LouisTille, Ky.
(Prof. Cliemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicitte.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.

(Prof. Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M D., Cleveland, Ohio.
I Prof. Principles and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

H. n. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CHElOyLISTS,

116 Olive St., ..... ST. I.OUIS.



W^W^TJL
P'ORMULA.—Todia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stili.ingia, Helonias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum, and Aromatics. Each //wid drachm also contains /iye grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or two^wid drachms (more or less as indicated) </i?-ee times

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseanes. and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Frofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(PnESiDENT and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College; Pfofessor Gynxcology
Ensh Medical College.)

B. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Physiologij and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physioians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Pi'of. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMEK, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. 3Iedical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'J. A.. LA.RRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. 3Iateria Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, lud.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynxcology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

{P-of. Materia Medica and Tlierapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111. f

{Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

{Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CHEl^IISTS,

116 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE

MALTINE AS A^CONSTRUCTIVE.

It bas been clearly sbo'^rn by tbe most disting'ui43hed chemists in this

country and Europe, 'who have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tx^o

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medi<al Profession of the United Stales and Great Britain
proves beyonil question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be pLescrided at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltine in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected ttiem to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any <if the Extracts
of Malt examined. Pkof. Walter S. Haines, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Hush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, K.C S.,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Oreat Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of ona variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Doremus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

Tfie following is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., <S'^ Louis, Mo.
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandell, in Louisville Medical iVeu>«, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the constructives; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2oth, 1880.
An increasing experience in the use of MALTINE couflrms my former

opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and I should hardly know how to get
along without It. E. S. IJkmstkk, M. D.,

Ih-of. Obstel. and Di$. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Tear
We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India -with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies -which

are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST: —That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more j^apidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJ^D:— That Maltine, Maltine ivith Peptones,
and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-
structive agent now Tcnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINK with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pep sin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YEKBINE.

*Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its
preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs tliat the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., tliereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
fitarch digestive principle, Diastase.

4®=-We will forward gratuitously a SI.00 bottle of any of tlie above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory:

) 196 Fulton Street,
Yonkers on the Hudson-

) New "STorb.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has HfTorded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we liave some production worthy
of tlieir highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation. Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and 'ndigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains tlie digestive and nutritive properties
ol the grain unimpaired, combined with tlie active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium
and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. Cl.\rk, M. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small 'sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.
New Lebanon, N. Y., Dee. 11, 79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy 1 have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. Tliese good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facta of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, .T. H. .Johnston.
C. A. MosHER, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tilden k Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to tlie doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to a./y similar preparation.

One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had
failed him, and to his surprise wfis just the
thing.

n. M. Wilson, M.D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '70.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopei)sine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, .Ian. 21, 1880.
Tilden k Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine

in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying — so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, BI. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.
X. T. Bates, M. D.

Messrs. Tilden k Co.—Of late I have been
using j'our new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several
cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of J'epsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of
Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I
regard it jiarticularly useful in debility of the
stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior
remedy. It will be found highly useful in the
diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-
pendent upon imperfect digestion.
The aluminium which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
SugarofMilk ;i.j <./,. I rrpsine l(i oz. I Hydrochloric Acid .5fl.dr.

Nutritives of the Grain... 10 " Itiiistiisi' (i dj-. Phosphoric Acid 3," "

Powdered Firwein 7 '•
| Iia(lir.\ii(l 511. dr. | Aluminium 3"' oz.

PR ICE LIST.
Maltopepsine, (in oz. bot.j per oz $.751 We also prepare the various Elixirs

" •' " doz... 7.00 and Syrups in combination with Malto-
"

(V^lh. bot.) " lb H.OO I i)epsine.

Prepared by Tilden &. Co., New Lebanon, N.Y., andSl L.lberty St., N. Y.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following
diseases, sent on ajjplication:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicatedwith Scrofula;
Lupus.

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-
eases ; Anchylosis.

Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,
And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination; we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts^
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TIIiDEN & CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 24: Liberty St., New York»

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ANALYTICAL CliST.
Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-

ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,
Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

Comslock& Avery,
Manufacturers and Dealers in all

kinds of

It is the nicest chair in the market for
the Office, Library or Parlor. The best
Invalid Chair made.

Prices willilii tlie Reacli of AIL

Call on us or send for prices.

COMSTOCK & AVERY,

116 and 118

Peoria, 111.
ettOMititf^

In answering advertiRements, mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT FOR THE INSANE

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION", founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,
October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
^"'^ ^^^ And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Connpounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 nvcj^iisr STiaiBET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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.

RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkme^ S. ^tlierid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria MEDiCAii Monthly.
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ST, FfilNCIS' BRADLE! HOSPITHL!
A well-kuowu Institution conducted by the

Sisters of St. Francis.

Delightfully situated on the bluff, above the city, com-
manding a magnificent view of city, lake and sur-

rounding country. The building is very commodious,
and having been built expressly for the Hospital, has

all the necessary conveniences and improvements;
large rooms, well ventilated, and everything comfort-

able.

Physicians in Attendance.

Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Consulting Surgeons...D^s. Jos. STUDERand JohnMurphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.
Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wisliing to retain tlieir own physician can do so. Phy-
sicians sending tlieir own patients, retain "the full benefit of their
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and g^eneral wnrds.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from
$7 to $10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation
required. In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients -^t the reg-
ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
StippTJor.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical vionthky
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PEORIA, PEKiN k mimmi railway,
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto-wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

'm.M.mmMM oi^ir i^itoi ^^n^ ^gwmm'w^
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, JLeadville,
And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

ic Belt

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few, if any. words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfeciion that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.
The positive plaies are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-
lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen (.-ells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to flie profession.

PRICE. $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.
Our pampiilet on Medical Klectricity sent free on application. Address,

lIcl.MOSU CALVAMC BELT A.\D BATTEKY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.

In answering advertiaements mention the Peoria MsDiCAii Monthly.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
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The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

pliite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneous and remains in that cofidition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat
Third— It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Kmulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial

to their patients.
With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncei'tain value that are

being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anemic women of consumptive ten-

dencies as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by e.xpress, prepaid.
Formula—50 per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, fi grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs oftVie

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Balk,
Shmnnus Frangula, in the form of our BucTcthorn Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic effect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, as we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active principle.

We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most
sensitive stomach. We shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all phjsicians upon application,
giving instructions for its use, etc. Prepared by Scott & Bowne.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully submit the above elegant preparation to the notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor us with a trial. So far as it has been tested, it has met with their entire approval ; and we believe
it is not only destined to take the place of the crude oil, but to be used much more extensively. In our
process of emulsifying, it is not on\y permanent and palatable, but is deprived entirely of its griping prop-
erties. In its administration, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
physician will soon guide him in its use. It is put up in 4 oz. bottles, that sell for 25 cents ; also in
quarts for physicians to prescribe as desired. Samples will be furnished free on application. Formula :

—

50 J^er cent, of Ptire Cold Pressed Castor Oil. 15 per cent. Chemically Pure Glycerine.

Prepared by
SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.
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Shows the Most Recent and Most Successful Treatment of over
450 Diseases, giving over 300 New and Useful Prescriptions. Copiously
Indexed. Over 6000 copies sold in thirteen months.

Index of Diseases.

Hernia,
Sore Nipples,
Puerperal Fever,
Vaginismus,
Cystitis,
Gathered Breasts,
Metritis,
Dysmenorrhoea,
Amenorrhoea,
Caruncle.
Syphilis,
Thermic Fever,
Collapse,
Sexual Exhaustion,
Peritonitis,
Tetanus,
Chorea,
EpUepsy,
Dysentery,
Dropsy,
Menopause,
Typhoid Fever,
Heart Disease,
Insomnia,
TonsU litis,

Kheumatism,
Dyspepsia,
Meningitis,
Lumbago,
Bright's Diseases,
Influenza,
Phthisis,
Pneumonia,
Pleurisy,
Paraphimosis,
Erysipelas,
Fractures,
Strictures,
Hamorrholds,
Prostatorrhcea
Gleet,
Empyema,
Asthma,
Jaundice,
Pruritus Vulvae,

,

Cancer,
Lcucorrhoea,
Urethritis,
SjTiovltis.
Scarlet Fever,
Constipation,
Pharyn(,'itis,
Diarrho.-as,
Uca'lache,
Alxirtlon,
Keuralgia,

and 400 others,

Index of Authors.
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S. Weir Mitchell,
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THE TREATMENT OF

TYPHOID FEVER.

by
Alonzo Clark,
William Pepper,
Austin Flint,
Alfred Loomis,
J. M. DaCosta.

THE treatment OF
FRACTURES.

by
Frank H. Hamilton,
D. Haves Agnew,
Lewis A, Sayre,
Richard J. Levis,
Thomas G. Morton.

THE TREATMtNT OF

AMENORRHEA.
by

Fc'RDvcE Barker,
William Goodell,
T. Gaillard Thomas,
R. A. F. Penrose,
A. J. C. Skene.

THE treatment OF
VENEREAL DISEASES

by
Samuel W, Gross,
Fessenden N. Otis,
F. F. Maury,
J. W. S. GOULEY,
li. L. Keves.

THE treatment OF
NERVOUS DISEASES.

by
S. Weir Mitchell,
E. C. Seguin,
A. McL. Hamilton,
H. C. Wood,
William Hammond.

Notices of Journals,
j

" It is a book which will
prove of service both to
the student and busy prac-
titioner of medicine, con
taining as it does, in s—
condensed form, the latest
opinions of men who are
prominent specialists."—
Med. Rcc, April lo.

"Valuable as showing}
the opinion of various di:^'

tmguished authors on a
variety of diseases. "-C/n.
Lancet and Clinic.

" Its most valuable fea-
tures are its freedom from
high-spun, fanciful theo-
ries, and the thoroughly-
practical character of its

contents. We believe thjt
110 one will regret its addi-
tion to his library. "-Med.
Gazette, Dec. 27.

"What Busy Practition-

ers Ihink of it.

"The best reference
book of anything I have
seen for the busy practi-
tioner. It should be the
companion of all."

—

Dr
IV. H. K,iapp, Union
Centre, N. V.
" I find of great value

in my daily practice as a
a reference hook—-/lain,
jiracticalandpointed. ''

Dr. V. B. Warren, Palo
Pinto, Texas.
"I find It a practical

work, which deserves a
place on the desk ofevery
busy practitioner.*'

—

Dr.
R. L. Van Gleek, Grave-
send, N. V.
"I think it is just the

thing for the busy practi-
tioner, and I would not
part with it for twice the
amount I paid for it ''-Pr
M. A . Carroll, Ludinr
ton, Mich
"It contains in a mit-

shell what the busy practi- 1

tinner needs."

—

Dr.I\l.K. \
Harrison, Brookville,

\

Miss.

This book will be sent po^paid to any address upon receipt of price by
SAMUEL M. MIIX£R, M.D., Medical Publisher AiBookseUer.

536 SPMUCE STREET, BUTLADELPHIA, PA,
In ordering, state where you saw this advertisement. •
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Akt. I.—Excessive Use of Diuretics the Cause of the Increase of Kidney Dis-

eases. By Joseph H. Warren, M. D., Boston, Mass., Member British Med-

ical Association, Author of Hernia, etc.

If we, to get a better idea, look first at the histological

structure and then at the pathological definitions of some of

the diseases of the kidneys, we shall more fully comprehend
the significance of the effect of the excessive use of diuretics

that are taken into the system, as one of the great exciting

causes of the alarming increase of kidney affections at the pres-

ent day. Of course, we cannot, in an article like this, from the

limited space allotted us, think of giving more than an outline

of the numerous diseases attending these organs of elimination.

If we keep in mind the physiological functions and consider the

very important duties assigned for them to perform in the econ-

omy, we shall the better see the great importance of not pressing

upon them an increase of duty unnecessarily, by a closer

observance of diet, drinks, and other important hygienic re-

quirements. ITow, according to Dr. C. Ludwig, in Strieker's

Human and Comparative Histology, on dividing a fresh kidney,
the papillae of the fibrous capsules may in mammalia be seen by
the natural", unaided eye— a distinction in the exposed surface
between the striated medullary portion and the granular cortex.

These two segments are concentrically arranged. If the blood
and urinary vessels of the organ be injected with two colored
fluids, they may be observed to pursue a varied direction, both
in the medulla and in the cortex. These striae are in imme-
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diate contact at and a little above the papillae, so that up to

this point the medulla presents a uniform tint, and the term
papillary region has been applied to it. As the striae recede

from the papillae the}^ separate from each other, so that previ-

ously to their entrance into the cortical layer they run with

intervals of about their own diameter.

The intervening spaces are occupied b}' vessels presenting

the color of the fluid that has been injected into the blood ves-

sels. That portion of the medulla in which the urinary and
blood vessels alternate with one another is termed the limiting

or marginal layer of the medulla. In the cortex, striae also

occur, both from their kind, color and direction constituting

the prolongations of these striae of the medulla by the urin-

ary tubes. Such striae emerging from the medulla running
almost to the extreme circumference of the cortex are termed
medullary rays, processes, or pyramids. The remaining portion

of the cortex, excluding these, chiefly presents the tint of the in-

jection, and this part may be termed the renal labyrinth. These
urinary passages and blood vessels constitute the larger part of

the substance of the kidneys as revealed by the microscope.
On the walls of the urinary tubules, blood vessels, nerves,

fibrous capsules, lymphatics, connective tissue so fully and
well described and figured by Hafner, Henle, J. Duncan, and
others that will interest the student, I will not longer dwell,

as I have by this much space, I trust, indicated from what source
much very valuable and correct histological knowledge can be
derived with profit to one wishing to pursue this verj' inter-

esting study further, which, I fear, is altogether too much neg-
lected b}' many for a correct understanding of the subject of
diseases of the organ under notice in this paper.

All of the minute structures as here outlined are subject to

a great variety and complication of diseases, as we would most
naturally be led to suppose; for instance, the most common
afl'ection is renal inflammation. While repeated investigation
lias still left it one of the most incomplete subjects of our whole
science, not a complete anatomical j)icture of the various stages
of nephritis has yet been accomplished. Attempts have been
repeatedly made by Forster, Flint, Kuger, with others, to
give well defined lines of distinction between albuminous paren-
chymatous interstitial and croupous nej)hritis, but thus far all

have fallen short of a perfect accomplishment. The great need
of this is most apparent in our clinical study, and for want of a
correct diagnosis the easy-going name of Bright's disease is still

very pr)pular and keeps well the Doctor's name green in mem-
ory—but how little true knowledge of kidney disease this name
cojiveys—only a glittering generality, such as dropsy and con-
vulsions. How many give themselves unnecessary alarm and
try [jatients by the discovery of a few detached and stray urinif-
erous tubes, and particularly so if the patient happens to be of
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the weaker sex and in a state of pregnancy. But thus whilst

uncertainty exists in correct diagnosis of the affections of these

organs, yet the histological and pathological study is much more
simple and sure of well-defined difterences, as we have only to cull

over the following change of uriniferous tubes, such as in des-

quamative catarrh, etc. Let us quote Prof. E. Rindfleisch, from
his Manual of Pathological Histology: 'for instance, he says, if

we squeeze the papillae of a not very fresh kidney removed from
the dead subject, we usually find that a small quantity of whitish

turbid urine oozes from the orifices of the ducts, its turbidity

being due to th"e presence of epithelial cells, recognizable as

shreds of the epithelial lining of the uriniferous tubes by their

partially tubular connection with one another. The constancy
with which this phenomenon recurs must needs make it appear
rather bold to infer the existence of a desquamative catarrh of
uriniferous tubes from an occasional discharge of these shreds in

larger amount than usual. "We are not justified in assuming,
because the cells happen to separate more readily than usual

after death, that the epithelium of the uriniferous tubes was
loosely adherent to the membrana propria during life ; on the
contrary, we learn to be on our guard against drawing conclu-

sions, under any circumstances, from the presence of denuded
uriniferous tubes. While examining transverse sections of such
seemingly denuded tubes from the renal papillae, I have often

come across remnants of the epithelial rings, remnants which in

all probability escaped destruction during the preparation of the
specimen by the merest accident. They lent all the more
weight to the belief that the missing portions of these particular

rings, together with the entire epitljelial lining of those tubes
which have been wholly denuded, had been lost during the
mounting of the specimen.

The reader might be led to suppose from all this that I

mean entirely to deny the existence of a desquamative catarrh

of the uriniferous tubes. Such, however, is not my purpose.

I only wish to repudiate, as evidence of this condition, a phe-
nomenon on which reliance is very often placed, which, never-

theless, is wholly not trustworthy. Desquamative catarrh of the

tubuli' uriniferi runs the following course : It begins vi^ith a
granular cloudiness and desquamation of the existing epithelial

lining. This is followed by a more abundant proliferation of
young cells from the connective tissue surrounding the tubuli

uriniferi, which leads to a more abundant proliferation with
rapid renewal of the epithelial elements, and to the secretion of
a large number of isolated cell-forms of various ages. We may
next glance at the cloudy swelling of the secreting epithelium.
This is one of the most serious of all the morbid changes to which
the uriniferous tubes are liable. For a more extended study read
Drs. Traub, Ivanofi", Cohnhiem, Axel, Frey, and Allison. As
it is only my intention to call attention to the matter, I shall
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only mentiou a few more of the numerous diseases the kidneys

are most prone and liable to, that may help us to sum up un-

derstandingly the effect of the too common use and abuse of

diuretic medication, etc., and it is that I make mention of these

diseases to call you to a greater amount of study and interest in

the diseases peculiarly liable to affect these organs. We thus

have tatty degeneration, fibrinous cast, amyloid infiltration,

cystic degeneration, and cysts, due to strangulation of the

tubes : these congenital cysts Professor Virchow greatly devel-

oped the interest and study of; alteration in the vessels and
connective tissues, hyperemia, cyanotic induration, nephritis,

acute nephritis, albuminous interstitial nephritis, tumors and
cancer of the kidneys.

If, from the above, we can gather a limited idea of the struc-

ture and diseases of these organs, and, as in the early part of

this paper, we still can retain a clear view of the physiological

functions of the kidneys, I would then, in closing, call the read-

er's attention to the vast increase of all of the various diseases of

these organs within the last twenty-five years, in our own coun-

try at least, and it is a fact that it is either by far better and more
easily recognized than formerly, or else we, with many of the

European nations, are sufiering much more than in former years;

and this leads us most naturally to ask what is the cause of this

very great increase, if any, and we must really look around for

the cause that is producing such havoc with the civilized nations

of the earth. And shall we not first consider our highly stimu-

lating food and drink as the chief exciting cause? The food of

to-day is fiir more stimulating, and a far greater variety enters

into our diet, taken with n^uch more fiavoring and seasoning,

than formerly— soda and potassa in the bread and pastry,

highly-spiced meats and other condiments. These create thirst,

and, of course, much more fluid is called for. But the worst
of all is the ever-increasing demand for alcoholic stimulants
that is now being consumed by mankind in all countries of
high civilization. The nervous system is thus constantly ex-

cited from the surroundings of our daily lives, which, with
more general education and other moral and social elements,

18, I suspect, at the bottom of this call for stimulating
drink and food. If we drink largely of fluids of any kind, di-

uresis or an abundance of urine will be excreted. Thus we are
dipso'^is or morbid with constant thirst for fluid and food. This
extends and becomes dipsomania or mad thirst of the drunkards.
Now we tirst cast a glance at the minute structure of these
organs ; we next looked at a few of the diseases they were liable

to be affected with, and cannot we most readily account
for the present alarming increase of kidney afi'ections? Now, if

HtirniilantH are not the cause, to what else shall we turn to for

the cause? See what a vast amount at the present day is con-
sumed in r,ur daily lives, from childhood or early youth to riper
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years, by male and female. The nervous system is kept con-

stantly on the strain by alcohol in one form or another. Other
narcotic poisons are also resorted to, such as tobacco, opium and
many others we could name, had we space, but the greatest

cause of all our diseases and sores to-day is the free consump-
tion of alcohol in the form of whisky, rum, lager beer, old

wines, etc. This, to us, as physicians, who give it a thought, is a

fearful scourge in our fair land, and well may we be alarmed
and almost struck down at the baleful results. Look at our
asylums, poor houses, hospitals, jails and other public insti-

tutions all overflowing with diseases caused by this fearful mon-
ster; and, should it increase in this decade as fast as in the last,

I hardly know what will be the result of this fearful evil. Ger-
many, S, military government, is issuing orders to suppress the

present free use of lager beer and other alcoholic drinks, as it

is a demonstrable fact that it is reducing the number of military

recruits, as their forms of government are as sensitive as the

barometer to the atmospherical changes. Besides almost every-

thing in patent medicine is diuretic. All kinds of spas or
springs are brought to our notice almost daily, recommended
for just this effect on the kidneys. Many this year, as they do
every year, will go to some one of the fashionable watering
places, and, if they be free drinkers, will select those -springs or
places with those that have the most power and diuretic and
purgative effect, to come home later to us with confirmed
Bright's or some other kidney disease. From no small amount
of observation I have, year after year, seen results of this kind^
and I do freely think that much of the disease of the kidneys
is produced by people drinking so much water and other fluids,

particularly those waters that are loaded with soda, potassa and
other salts, not only by their too free use at the many mineral
springs, but from that at the apothecaries' fountains and that

put up by mineral spring or water companies in all of our large

cities. If, then, we would escape diseases of the kidneys, we
should take just liquid or fluid sufficient to quench our natural

thirst and no more, and this should be of the very purest and
unstimulating kinds— no alcohol or other narcotics— and our
food should consist of the more simple kind. If we would be
exempt from these many diseases of the kidneys, abandon all

alcoholic drinks of whatever kind or nature, and no matter in

what form— his sting is in all kinds that can be named. The
excessive use of diuretics is the cause of the present increase
of kidney diseases; they overload the kind, eliminating office

of these organs, and disease and death on every hand is the
result.

The carotid was recently ligated in Philadelphia for trifacial

neuralgia. Two months later, the trouble had not returned.
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Art. II—Diseases of Domestic Animals. By S. M. Hamilton, M. D., Mon-

moutli. Warren County, 111.

The diseases affecting our domestic animals, especially those

which are reared for food, have received in this country a much
smaller amount of attention than is warranted by the import-

ance of the subject. It is, indeed, strange that a matter involv-

ing such important interests, pecuniary and hygienic, should

have received so little thought and scientific investigation. As
a consequence, the literature of the subject, such as it is, pre-

sents a mass of crudities from which very little that is valuable

can be obtained.

It is not the purpose of this paper to enter into an elaborate

discussion of the general subject, but to make a few suggestions

as to the cause, nature, treatment and prophylaxis of some of

the diseases affecting these animals.

If the collector of information shall confine his inquiries

to the average hog breeder,' or hog dealer, he will conclude that

the thousands of animals which die each year, in the West, are

carried off by "Ao^ cholera,'' which, in the minds of most of

these observers, seems to be a generic term of wide significance,

including anything in the form of disease of which a hog may
die. The truth is, they die (at least in this part of Illinois) not
of one, but of many different forms of disease. Indeed, there

are but few of the ailments in the human subject which do not
have their counterpart in these animals. Acute pneumonia is

probably the most common and the most fatal, the patient

dying in twenty-four or thirty-six hours, in the stage of conges-
tion. Infiammation, followed by abscess of the liver, is a fre-

quent cause of death. It runs about the same course as in the
human subject. Acute dysentery and peritonitis, followed by
perforation of the bowels, are often noticed. Many die of acute
laryngitis. Perhaps next, in frequency, to pneumonia is an
affection closely resembling typhoid fever in the human subject.

It runs about the same course, and is exceedingly fatal, the
very few which survive recover after a long and tedious con-
valescence. Pitiable objects they are, and a disfigurement to

the hog lot for niaT)y months. In this form of disease, some-
times the most frightful sloughing of the integument and cellu-

lar tissue takes place— suggesting a doubt as to the truth of the
generally received opinion, that pressure has much to do with
the production of bed-sores in the human subject.

In view of the great variety of diseases affecting these ani-
mals, is it fair to presume that they are produced by a constant
cause? The tricliina, that injbnlesimal upon which has been
reared such an immense inverted pyramid of German abstrac-
tions, in found in almost all of these animals, sick or well, and
in muHcular tissue of other animals, with but few exceptions.
The etiology of disease in general is a subject about which we
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know but little, and the thousands of broken-down theories and
fine-spun speculations, which cumber the highway of science,

should teach us a lesson of modesty in this direction. There is

no warrant for the conclusion, at which some writers have ar-

rived, that any, much less all, of these diseases affecting the hog
are produced by trichina. There is just as strong reason to

believe that this small, no-account animalcule is the cause of

typhoid fever, pneumonia, laryngitis and peritonitis in the hu-
man subject, and, so far as I know, none of the wild speculators

on this subject have gone so far as this. I am reminded by the

man at my elbow that probably the land which produced
Hahnemann and his absurdities will yet be equal to the emer-
gency. Look out, then, for the next theory on this subject. It

is German-atwg somewhere behind a pair of Teutonic spectacles,

and will soon be presented to a benighted world.

There is a species of the genus homo affected with a con-

genital, mental presbyopia, a kind of far-sightedness, rendering
them unfit to examine objects near at hand— unable to investi-

gate anything within the horizon of ordinary, short-sighted

mortals. To these the microscope is, indeed, a godsend. Ig-

noring, for the most part, the great practical uses of the instru-

ment, they gloat over and dream over the infinitesimal nothings
which it reveals, seeking out data for speculation and generaliza-

tion, in realms far beyond the ken of ordinary mortals. It

seems to be a pleasurable occupation to them, no matter if they
do miss the solution of every practical problem presented.

Truth, as a matter of fact, is much oftener on the surface of
the ground than at the bottom of the well. These gentlemen
assert that trichinosis is much more common in the human sub-

ject than is dreamed of by the ordinary practitioner of medi-
cine— that many cases of this disease pass unrecognized, etc.

It is true, that we often find types and phases of disease un-
explainable upon any hypothesis within the scope of our experi-

ence, or the recorded experience of others, but it surely is not
wise to select this extremely attenuated entit}' from all the
occult forces of nature and say, with so much positiveness, "we
have found it." A false or uncertain solution of an important
question is worse than no solution at all.

The uneasiness of our brethren over the water on account
of trichina in American pork is a "lost fear." I do not know
whether or not raw trichinae are fit to be eaten ; nor is it ma-
terial, for raw pork is not eaten very often, but it is pretty well

established, by long experience, that cooked trichina is a very
good and nutritious article of diet. The idea that the vitality

of these parasites is not destroyed by a temperature of 212°

Fahrenheit is as absurd as that other foolishness in the minds of
some people, that boiling water will not kill lice.

Nevertheless, the subject of disease among American hogs
is a most important one, whether considered as an economic
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question, or one concerning the public health. Surely the flesh

of a diseased animal is unfit for food, and, no doubt, many such

are slaughtered in our large pork houses every year. I believe

there is, in most of them, some sort of inspection and exclusion

of diseased animals; but, from all accounts, it would not hurt

the system to make it a little more rigid. Careful, responsible,

governmental inspection is obviously the first thing to be done.

The economic branch of this question involves considera-

tions very dear to the American heart, namely : the matter of

dollars and cents. I have no statistics at hand, showing the

number of animals lost by disease in any given time, nor the

amount of money lost to the agricultural population thereby,

and I do not know that such information can be found in re-

corded form anywhere. It amounts to an immense sum— prob-

ably one-fourth of the entire hog crop of the Northwest
each year.

What can be done, then, in the way of cure and preven-

tion of these diseases ? So far as medical treatment is con-

cerned, after the disease is fully established in any of the forms
as above stated, the testimony of all is uniform, namely : that

no treatment yet devised has been of the slightest benefit. In
fact, the difficulties in the way of medicating a hog are so great

that it is almost useless to attempt it, if, as is generally the case,

large numbers are sick at the same time. Much valuable time
and money have been spent in the useless search for a specific.

It is needless to add, that all efl^brts to this end will fail of suc-

cess, just as they have, and ever will fail, in dealing with the
diseases of the human subject. Medication is practically a fail-

ure when applied to the hog. Prophylactic measures are more
effective, and much may be accomplished in the way of preven-
tion. Care in feeding, protection from wet and cold weather,
plenty of sleeping room and plenty of dry bedding are good for

man or hog, and it is a fact that the latter, as he is bred at pres-

ent in this part of Illinois, is the more delicate animal of the
two. But these measures, desirable and necessary as they are,

do not go to the root of the evil. And I beg leave to submit
two propositions which are believed to be true, and that they
will be verified by the experience and observation of every one
who has given the subject any attention: First. Fine breeding
Cwhich generally means in-breeding) entails a delicate constitu-

tion, loss of physical stamina and a consequent susceptibility to
disease, and diminished power of resisting the same. Second.
Fine breeding impairs the reproductive faculties of both sexes.

I do not propose to enter into a scientific explanation of these
facts. Indeed, I am a little doubtful of my ability to do it sat-

i«factorily, and I am satisfied that no dissertation upon the
Hubject, however learned and exhaustive, could add anything to
the convictions of those who profit by experience and ob-
Bervation.
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Twenty-five years ago there were no fine-bred hogs in this

part of Illinois, so far as I know. We had a long-legged, flat-

sided, deep-chested, coarse specimen of the race. Intensely

pugnacious, there was mischief always in his little, bead-like

eye, and his long snout, armed with formidable tusks, always

meant business. It required at least two years to^make him a

marketable size. But he was healthy, notwithstanding that, in

summer's heat and winter's cold, he was forced to shift for him-

self. Among this breed of animals disease was almost unknown,
so much so that the farmer counted as nothing the risk of loss

from disease. But now, with fine stock and fine breeding, with

an eye only to large and rapid development, loss from this cause

has become one of the large factors in the equation.

Our so-called "Texas Cattle Disease," about which so much
has been written, and so many foolish laws have been passed in

this and other States, is generally, though not always, a true

pleuro-pneumonia, and Texas cattle had no more to do with its

production and propagation than the " man in the moon."
Those not familiar with the subject will, no doubt, be surprised

to learn the entirely false premises from which that conclusion

was drawn. The evidence elicited by a committee of the

Illinois House of Representatives was something like this

:

" 1st. Texas cattle do not have this disease in their native coun-

try. 2d. They do not contract it on their way here, notwith-

standing the great . change of climate. 3d. They seldom or

never take it here, no matter how long they stay. Neverthe-

less, it is our opinion that it luas the Texas cattle that did the mischief.'^

Really these amateur statesmen have discovered a new principle

in pathology, namely : that an animal can give to another ani-

mal what it has not got, and never had, and never expects

to have.

The same causation operates here as in the case of the hog.

Too fine breeding produces a delicate, lymphatic animal, very
susceptible to disease, and with little recuperative power.

Observe our domestic fowls, and the same truth is apparent.

The old common stock fowl was small, but hardy, disease being
almost entirely unknown among them. Now, with our large,

awkward, lazy, fine-bred, coarse-grained fowls, it is not rare to

lose half the flock, during the full and winter, by disease.

The second proposition is equally true. I am not prepared
to assert that fine breeding impairs the reproductive faculty in

cattle to the same extent which it does in swine, but with the

latter animal it is accomplished in a remarkable degree. Bar-
ren animals of both sexes, formerly almost unknown, under fine

breeding have become too plenty for convenience or profit, and
the fruitful females do not produce on an average more than
half the number of young obtained from the coarser varieties.

This, also, is becoming a source of serious loss to the breeders
of these animals.
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If the foregoing propositions are correct, the remedy for

this serious evil is quite apparent. Correct this vicious plan of

too tine breeding by constant and careful crossing of the fine

stock with the coarser and hardier varieties. In this way an
animal can be produced, a little coarser, a little longer in ma-
turing, larg* enough for all practical purposes, without this

feebleness of constitution and conseqiyent susceptibility to dis-

ease. The profits derived from the hog crop would be larger,

even if the time necessarj' to make a three hundred-pound hog
were lengthened one-half, provided losses from diseases could
be eliminated from the calculation. In hog breeding, under the

present system, there seems to have been but two objects in

view: First. Early maturity, with great deposit of fat. Second.

Great development of the hind quarters of the animal, to the

entire neglect of the chest and the vital organs contained there-

in. A narrow chest is just as sure a sign of poor vitality in a

hog as it is in a man. In looking over our finest-bred animals,
those which are chosen for the purposes of breeding and com-
mand the highest prices, it will be observed that the chest is

both shallow and narrow, remindina: one very forcibly in this

respect of some of our lushionable ladies, whose foolish mothers
put tlxcm in corsets at twelve years old and allowed them to

develop a deformed womanhood in this species of straight

jacket.

It is not, by any means, advisable to substitute the old
razor-back for our fine-bred stock of hogs, but to breed towards
him far enough to get something of his deep and wide chest
and strong vitality.

We claim that this is the best and only road out of this

elough of hog disease; lin to which we have wandered. Medica-
tion is lost labor. Specifics are nonsensical delusions. The
only relief is in preventive measures, namely: better care, and
judicious crossing with the coarser and hardier varieties.

Akt. Ill —Sul>-lnxation of tlie nnnioius: Failure ofDii^as' Test. By ,J. T.

Stkwaut, M. D., Pf'oriii, II!.

Mrs. G., a middle-aged l«dy, of a nervous temperament,
somewhat fleshy, fell down a flight of stairs, March 13, 1881. I
was called almost immediately to see her. Found her suffering
severely from shock, with contusion of the left side of the face,
the left elbow and shoulder. Examined her as thoroughly as it

was possible, under the circumstances. She could not bear to
have her arm moved to any extent, and the shock was so great
that chlorofr)rm at that time was out of the question.

I found no fracture or dislocation of the elbow, and no frac-

ture of the bones of the face, though both were severely bruised.
I found the shoulder also badly bruised, but could detect no
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fracture or dislocation. There was no depression whatever un-

der the acromion process. The correspondence between the

two was perfect. 1 could easily place the elbow against the

body, and bring the hand over the opposite shoulder. I, there-

fore, concluded there was no dislocation, and treated it as a con-

tusion. The pain in the shoulder was great, and required not

only large doses of moiuhia, but hypodermic injections of the

same to allay it. The inflammation following ran very high,

with much swelling. At the end of a week there was no abate-

ment of the pain, except when she was under the influence of

narcotics, and then, for the first time, I fancied I could feel some
depression under the acromion process. I determined to chlo-

roforrft her and give the shoulder a more thorough examination
than was possible without it. I had an old and experienced

physician and surgeon called in consultation. He assured me
there was no dislocation. At this time the elbow could be

placed against the body and the hand placed over the oppesite

shoulder without difliculty. We did not give her chloroform or

examine it further. But, day by day, this fancied depression

under the acromion became more and more apparent, and the

pain and iromobility of the joint continued until the end of

another week. I then became thoroughly satisfied ther^ was a

complete downward luxation, and determined to do something
with it. I had the same counsel called again, when he at once
recognized the deformity. I knew one of two conditions ex-

isted. Either the glenoid cavity had been fractured, and the

fragments were gradually separating and letting the head of the

humerus slide oyt of place, or the head of the humerus had
been tilted on the border of the glenoid cavity, and, by the re-

laxation of the ligaments and the con laction of the muscles
of the shoulder, it was being drawn more and more out of place.

We chloroformed her, and, with some diffieulty, reduced the

luxation.

Now, the fact that the luxation was diflicult to reduce, and
the fact that, after it was reduced, it retained its position, is

proof that it could not have been the former, and, therefore,

must have been the latter.

This ease is one of interest to every surgeon : First. As
proving the fallacy of Dugas' Test in partial dislocation of the

humerus. Second. In showing the diflSculty in diagnosing
some of these injuries of the shoulder joint; and. Third, in show-
ing the importance of watching them all carefully, and prompt-
ly rectify anything which is wrong, as soon as it can be detected,

and before it is too late.

I know a lady in this city who has a dislocation of the hu-
merus, which occurred some years ago, which was probably of
this character. She was attended by a reputable physician, but
the luxation was not detected. A year after it occurred I was
called upon to examine it, in consequence of the pain she en-

dured and the immobility of the arm. Found a well-marked
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dislocation downward, but was unable to reduce it. She was a

fleshy youuo; lady, and probably at the time the injury occurred

it was a partial luxation, producins^ no deformity that could be

detected, but in two or three weeks afterwards, if it had been
carefully watched, a correct diagnosis might have been made
and the limb reduced, thus saving her from a great deal of un-

necessary suftering, from being a partial cripple during her nat-

ural life, and the physician from much odium. It is said that
" eternal vigilance is the price of liberty;" so it is of success in

surgery, anc4, added to it, great caution, a sound judgment, de-

cision, and boldness.

"With due deference to some of our authorities on surgery,

who claim that a traumatic partial dislocation of this joint* never

occurs, I must believe my own senses in preference to taking
their opinions. I grant they have had greatly more experience

than I have had, yet a case might fall into my hands presenting

a co^idition they have not seen, and, besides, there is a possibil-

ity that they, like other mortals, might be mistaken. I have,

also, carefull}' dissected the shoulder joint, and could not see

any reasons why a sub-luxation downwards or backwards might
not occur. I know it is comparatively rare, but that it occurs
occasionally I have no doubt. The case I have just given can-

not be explained on any other hypothesis.

Dugas' Test is probably an infallible one for a complete
dislocation, but for a partial dislocation it is a failure.

Akt. I \'.—Small-Pox. By Silas Hubbard, M. D., Hudson, McLean County, 111.

As there is considerable variola prevailing throughout the
country, I thought a brief account of the treatment of a severe
case of variola discreta, seen in March, 187-, might be of inter-

est to some of your readers. The patient was a young man,
who had never been vaccinated. During the main part of his

illness he took the following:

V( ('ail)()rK' acid 1 drachm.
Liiinlanuni 1 drachm.
N'iiH-^iar 1 drachm.
Water 1^ pint. M.

Sig. One teaspoonful every four hours.
The pustules were wet freely every four hours with a solu-

tion containing one part carbolic acid to one hundred parts of
water. A solution of the nitrate of potassium was also freely
administered. lie amiiHcd himself, by my direction, by piercing
each well-formed pustule on his face and hands with a pen-knife.
The disease seemed cut short, and he made a very rapid and
good recovery.

I have observed, in a number of cases, that those who have
had small-pox do not take measles when exposed. I wish physi-
cians would 'observe whether this is universally the case, and
also observe whether recent vaccination prevents the contrac-
tion of measles, which I have some reason to believe it does.
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Art. V.—Laryiigoscopic Notes. By A. S. Core, M. D., Quincy, 111.

The following cases will probably be of suflBcient interest

to justify the publication, as there is some difficulty in making
a correct diagnosis in diseases peculiar to the larynx:

Case No. 1; Age 22.—A young man of sedentary habits,

from a malarial district, applied for treatment at my office, about
eight months ago, complaining of a change in his voice, and
that on continued use he became so hoarse that it was with dif-

ficulty that he could speak above a whisper. On examination
with the laryngoscope, the larynx presented this appearance

:

Epiglottis and ary-epiglottis fold congested and slightly oede-

matus. On directing the patient to phonate, the vocal cords,

which, in a healthy larynx, should approximate each other in

the middle of the tube, would not approximate evenly. There
is also a follicular pharyngitis existing; general health not good;
considerably jaundiced; conjunctiva quite yellow; tongue coated
and furred at base; heart and lungs normal; spleen enlarged,
extending as low as the crest of the ilium; liver greatly en-
larged, extending beyond the median line and below the umbil-
cus, and quite sensitive to the touch. Patient says that he had
good health until about one year ago. I ordered topical appli-

cations of pot, chlorate to the throat, saline cathartics, and pot.

iod. gr. V. ammon. hcl. gr. x. syr. taraxacum, 1 dr., t. i. d., and re-

quested him to call again in two weeks. On second presenta-
tion the larynx showed no congestion, but cords still too yellow;
timbre of voice greatly changed and almost normal ; liver consid-
erably contracted and tenderness more circumscribed, forming
a spot about half way between the ziphoid cartilage and umbil-
icus, but, to the right of the median line, a little larger than a
silver dollar, and quite sensitive on palpitation; spleen not
changed. Continued treatment, alternating with the former
prescription : lig. pot. et arsent, gtt. v. tr. cinchona co. 1 dr. t. i. d.

The patient left the city and I saw him no more, but have
learned that, under the treatment, he made a good recovery.

Case No. 2; Age 19.—A young girl came in for treatment,
complaining that it was impossible for her to speak above a
whisper; that her voice had failed about two days ago, and that
she had only been able to speak for an hour or so in the morn-
ing; after that, in a whisper ; that it was getting worse; this

morning was unable to speak at all. The laryngoscope revealed
the cause of the trouble, for when asked to phonate, and the
attempt was made, the cords failed to approximate and laid
stationary at the sides of the wind-pipe. This I was not able to
account for, as there was scarcely any inflammation, no swell-
ing or oedema, and the patient looked healthy. When asked
her occupation she stated that she was a "domestic," but I was
impressed by her dress and bearing that she belonged to another
class. I questioned her as to any disease of a "specific charac-
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ter," which she denied, and pretended to be quite indignant. I

tried electricity, but, not haiving the laryngeal electrode, derived

no benefit from that source, I prescribed a mild astringent,

topical application, and pot. iod., gr, x., t. i. d., and instructed

her to double the dose if it did not interfere with digestion, and
requested her to call again in two days. On presenting herself

a second time, her voice had returned, but dull and hoarse.

Doubled the dose of pot. iod, and requested her to call in a

week. This she did, and her voice was normal. Persuaded her
to continue the medicine, and gave her pot. iod., half drachm,
t, i. d., and then gradually diminished the dose, continuing the

treatment for a month. There being at no time any mucous
patches in the mouth or pharynx, and no cutaneous eruption or

even coloring of the skin, and her pleading innocence, what
was it ? Or, did- she " assume a virtue ?

"

Case No. 3.—I was called to see a lad who had contracted
a severe cold by having participated in a ratification demonstra-
tion in the last campaign, I found him with a pulse of 110°

temperature, 101° respiration, very sonorous, chest sounds nega-
tive, a cougli quite painful, and the voice in phonation was
hoarse and hollow in timbre. On inspection with the laryngo-
scope, I found that the epiglottis and glottis was very red and

,

greatly congested, but the inflammation did not extend down
the trachea; the cords considerably congested, and, on phona-
tion, they would not approximate at the arytenoidal portion of
the glottis; he had to labor at times to get breath, but there
had been at no time any paroxysms of suffocation. I ordered a
saline cathartic, tr. verat. ver., in drop doses, every half hour
until perspiration beaan, and spraj^ed the throat with a 2 per
cent. sol. of ammon, hcl. Called next day and found him much
better; continued the spray, and prescribed a tonic. He called

at my office in a few days stating that he was well.

Case No. 4; Age 44.—A charity patient came under my
observation while I was a student in the East (New York), look-
ing pale and anemic and considerably emaciated, stating that he
was losing his voice; that he had no pain in the throat, but it

always appears dry to him; his voice is of & falsetto timbre, and
squeaking. On inspection with the laryngoscope, the glottis

looks pale and anajinic; the cords appear to be roughened, and
do not approximate well, and in the ary-epiglottis fold there are
whitish {)r()iMi nonces about the size of a pin-liead, and look as if

the contentH couhl be i)()i»ped out if the membrane was cut with
a bistoury; the niani})uUition of the parts caused some cough;
his history was one of a phthisical diathesis, and, on examina-
tion of the chest, I found consolidation in the apices of the
lungs. lie was given ol. morrh., malt, and tonics. His general
health began to im[)rove, and his voice became more normal in
timbre during my stay. I do not know what the result was,
but have no idea that he is cured.
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Notes from a Clinical Lecture on Injiu-ies to the Head. By Henry M. Lyman,

M. D., Professor of Physiology and Nervous Diseases, Rush Medical College.

Repoi-ted by O. J. Roskoten.

This patient, aged 35 years, a farmer of healthy parentage,

and himself formerly healthy, in September, 1876, sustained an
accident in which his head was struck by a "trap-door." He
was rendered senseless and dispnoeic for a few seconds, but
soon regained his consciousness and resumed his work, -feeling

somewhat dizzy, Tw-O weeks after the accident he began to

feel dull and languid, and, about Christmas of the same year,

suffered considerably from dispnoea, pain in the frontal region,

nausea and occasional vomiting, the frontal headache continuing
for five months. There was no fever at any time, the patient

enjoyed good appetite, and would have considered himself well

but for the constant, heavy, dull, frontal headache. This symp-
tom indicates that he was suffering from chronic inflammation
of the meninges, following the concussion. The latter consists

chiefly in a rupture of fine capillaries and the violent displace-

ment of the cerebro-spinal fluid, which suddenly dilates and
perhaps ruptures the aqueducts. In injuries of this kind we
may expect to find the greatest damage done to the parts oppo-
site to the point of the cranium at which the direct injury was
received. The first effect of the blow was depression of the-

elastic bony wall of the skull, displacement of the cerebro-spinal

fluid, and loss of consciousness for a few seconds. When the

bone returned to its proper position by means of its natural;

resiliency, the displaced fluid, and with it consciousness, re-

turned also. The nausea and vomiting complained of by the
patient at different times proves that the vagus centre was in-

volved in the injury; and the frontal headache shows that the
centres connected with the fifth nerve, which supplies the
meninges of the brain, were also implicated.

After the pain had passed oft", disturbances in respiration,

frequently extreme dispnoea, supervened. Organic disease of
the heart and lungs having been ruled out, the dispnoea could
be referred to perverted action of either the vagus, or phrenic
or intercostral nerves. On examination at the time, it was
shown that both the diaphragm and the muscles of the walls of
the chest were acting normally.

Thus it was possible, by exclusion of all other causes, to fix

the cause of the respiratory disturbances upon the pneumogas-
tric nerve, or, rather, upon the cells of the pneumogastric
centre, in the medulla and floor of the fourth ventricle, which
supply the lungs. At the same time, the patient suftered greatly
from palpitations of the heart, showing a lack of innervation
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through the vagus. The vagus is a controller of the heart; its

function being to slow the heart's action if violent or excessively

rapid. When it beats rapidly, the vagus center is supplied with
an unusual amount of blood, is stimulated to greater activity,

and the fibres springing from it convey more powerful nervous
energy to the heart, the effect of which is to reduce the force

and number of the beats. When the heart beats too slowly,

the action of the centre is almost suspended, the organ is left to

the influence of its intrinsic centres and the sympathetic system,

and, as a consequence, beats faster. In many injuries of the head
this regulating action is lost or impaired, impulses are given off

from the vagus centre irregularly, at random, some beats are

omitted, or the heart beats rapidly and irregularly. Thus it

will be seen that the three chief points of distribution of the

pueumogastric nerve were affected by the concussion of the
brain, and this fact proves that the entire centre of that nerve
was implicated in the injury.

When the patient appeared before the clinic for the first

time, a month ago, he was pale, haggard, his intellect impaired,
his speech slow, and he presented considerable difficulty in col-

lecting his thoughts. It was supposed that the products of
inflammation were still interfering with the exercise of the
proper functions of the centre, and, on this theory, treatment
was begun, aiming at the absorption of the deposit. A seton
was introduced beneath the skin at the nape of the neck, and
inflammatory action kept up by moving the seton about day by
day, in order to improve the nutrition of the parts beneath and
to promote absorption. Iodide of potassium, in 5 grain doses,

and corrosive sublimate, in doses of^ grain, were used as alter-

atives for the same purpose, and will be continued. Under this

treatment, in one month, the patient has improved considerably;
he is better nourished, his pulse is normal, his tongue clean, his

palpitations and dispnoea have ceased, and his general improve-
ment justifies us in the hope of his ultimate recovery.

geriisrop.

New Keinedies.

BY CHARLES R. CULLEN, M. D.

of Hanover County.

Viburnum Prunifolium.—The black haw bush, or small tree,
everybody knows; but, medicinally, very few know that the
profession have in it a real remedy in threatened abortion, or
flooding after it. I was called to a lady in her seventh month
of pregnancy, with violent pains coming on every five minutes,
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and which had been increasing for several hours. I gave her at

once one drachm of the fluid extract, with thirty grains of hy-

drate of chloral. In an hour the pains moderated some little,

and I repeated the viburnum, with twenty grains of chloral.

Two hours after, I gave the same and the pains subsided. The
patient slept several hours. In six or seven hours the pains re-

turned again, and I again gave one drachm of viburnum, and
twenty grains of chloral; I gave three doses, subduing the

pains. Being called away to a labor case, I was absent twelve

hours, and, being sent for hurriedly, I found my patient, as be-

fore, with more violent pains, and the os uteri opened three-

fourths of an inch. I repeated the same doses four times, and
the pains subsided. This condition continued about eight days,

but required less chloral each day. Every three or four hours I

gave milk freely, keeping the bowels open by enemata. The pa-

tient bore the medicine well and made a good recovery, and two
months afterwards went through her labor satisfactorily.

I had often tried hydrate of chloral and other medicines
vainly, to check abortion or miscarriage, after the womb com-
menced opening.

I used the fluid extract prepared by Parke, Davis & Co.,

Detroit. If this preparation is not accessible, I would use the

decoction of the fresh bark. The profession can rely on this

remedy, and doubtless many lives will be saved by its prompt
use.— Transactions Virginia Society.

Earache and Its Treatment.

The following is from an article in the Canada Lancet^ by G.
S. Ryerson, M. D., Toronto :

Pain in the ear may depend upon inflammation of the ex-

ternal auditory canal, the middle ear, or upon neuralgia. In-

flammation of the external auditory canal may be diflused or
circumscribed. When diflused, the auditory canal is greatly

swollen and may be completely closed. It is hot, dry, and cov-

ered with dry flakes of epithelium. It is pale red in color, and
has a pufly or cedematous look. Pain is considerable, but the
patient is as much distressed as suftering. Moving the auricle,

or touching the part causes increase of pain. The hearing is dull

and there is much tinnitus, roaring and throbbing.
The causes are exposure to draughts ; irritation of a foreign

body, as a plug of wax, and imperfect drying of the ear after

bathing. A chronic form may be induced by the bad habit of
picking the ear with pins.

The treatment is simple ; it consists, in the early stage, of
inflating the middle ear with Politzer's air bag, thus opening up
the Eustachian tube and permitting the accumulated fluids to

escape. Filling the ear with warm water will often give relief.
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Eight to ten drops of atropia sulpli. grs. iv, aq. one oz., should

beinstilled in the ear ever}^ two hours. A leech applied to the

tragus will give great ease. The wound should be encouraged
to bleed for some hours after the leech has fallen off'. Should
the patient be seen later, when there is much bulging of the

drum-head, paracentesis should be done, with good illumination

by a head mirror. This at once relieves the intense pain, saves

the drum from loss of substance, and the ossicles from displace-

ment. It also heals up more readily than when ulcerated.

Should the drum have burst before the practitioner is called in,

acid boracic, grs. xv, ad aq., one oz., and zinc, sulph., grs. v, ad
aq., one oz., will be found to gradually arrest the discharge.

The ear should be frequently syringed, and the greatest cleanli-

ness observed. Poultices should never be applied to the ear. Lauda-
num and oil are of little use. It also frequently follows, measles
and scarlatina. Neuralgia of the ear is rarely met with, and
then in nervous women. It does not differ essentially from neu-
ralgia in other parts. There is sometimes abnormal sensibility

to sound present, more often, however, deafness. The treat-

ment is principall}' tonic. There is no special local treatment
which can be relied upon.

Treatment in Cases of Excessive Loehial Discharges.

Dr. Hugh Miller, in a clinical lecture delivered at Glasgow,
recommends the following prescription in cases in which there
is an excessive discharge, accompanied by a relaxed condition of
the uterus. He administers one drachm doses of liquid extract
of ergot repeated every three or four hours, and

9= Quiniae sulph. }{ drachm.
Acidi hydiobrom. 6 drachms.
Aqiiaj ad 2 ounces.

Dc-se, one drachm in aq. ter. iu die.

By this method large doses of qninia may be given without
causing headache. In septic cases Dr. Miller advises the em-
ployment of sulpho-carbolate of potash, in the form of powders,
in doses of ten to fifteen grains internally three times a day.

When the discharge i.s suspended, the treatment consists of
turpejitine stupes applied over the lower part of the abdomen,
with the addition of warm moist cloths, or of sponges, pressed
out of hot water, and apitlied to the external parts. In special

cases, whicli require an antiseptic form of treatment. Dr. Miller
makes use of a solution of thymol, one part to five hundred
parts of water, or, better, three grains of thymol to an ounce of
eau de Cologne. This mixture, which has a pleasant and rather
refreshing odor, is sinq^ly sprinkled over the napkins before they
are used. In severe cases, with a ])utrid odor, a solution of per-
manganate of potash, injected with Higginson's syringe, pro-
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vided with a vaginal portion, is made use of; the injection of the

fluid is continued till it returns unaltered in color. In all cases

where the discharge is excessive, tincture of arnica is employed

;

the tincture is used in the proportion of one teaspoonful to a
cupful of water ; it acts as a mild astringent and disinfectant.

—

Canada Medical Record.

Relation of Manufacturing- Pharmacists to the Medical Pro-
fession.

In the heat of the discussipn of the relations of the pro-

fession to dispensing pharmacists, the larger establishments of

the manufacturing chemists are often overlooked. Yet the

closer observer has not failed to observe that, year by year, these

large concerns come more and more close to the profession.
* * * Meantime, a small number of large manufac-
turing establishments have grown up, devoting themselves to

the study of the wants of the physicians, and to supply the
same. As the type of these establishments, may be mentioned
that of Dr. Squibb. * * * ^ith the aid of the
best practical talent they can procure, they prepare the chem-
icals and medicinal preparations that the profession desire. By
their combination of abundant capital, the best business talent

and experts in every department of manufacture, they have been
able to render medicinal preparations at once uniform in qual-

ity, elegant and convenient in form, and moderate in price. *
* *

. They are on the look-out for any mineral or vege-
table substance which may be of interest or value to the
physician. It is not unusual for these large establishments to

send agents thousands of miles to investigate the nature and to
obtain a supply of some plant that some physician thinks worthy
of a careful study. We are aware that some look with sus-

picion upon this enterprise in the introduction of new remedies.
But it seems to us that it is in the interests of the wide-awake
physician. Unable ourselves to obtain a supply of new drugs
at prices which admit of their general use, if found good, shall

we not accept the services of those who obtain those drugs for

us? If any particular firms are dishonest or dishonorable, or
incompetent in their attempts to render this service, let the
facts be made known. But when, in these respects, the reputa-
tion of these firms is unimpeachable, it seems to us the height
of folly to refuse such excellent and efficient aid; aid in a mat-
ter that we cannot do ourselves or obtain any one else to do for

us. For instance, take the introduction of new vegetable reme-
dies : Some doctor in Mexico or South America, or Australia
or the West Indies, or elsewhere, observes certain virtues of a
medicinal character in a certain plant; he sends a sample of
the drug to some medical friend interested in the study of the
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action of remedies— say Dr. Sidney Ringer, of England. Dr.

Ringer investigates the plant, and thinks he finds that it pos-

sesses virtues of a medical character of great value to the pro-

fession. But an obstacle to its general use lies in its great cost.

Here our enterprising manufacturing pharmacist steps in to our
aid. He at once sends an agent to the land in which the plant
grows, instructing him to learn all that is known respecting the

plant— its abundance, its mode of growth, its properties when
fresh, etc. Above all, he is to obtain an ample supply of the
plant and ship it to the laboratory. On its arrival it is at once
studied by a chemist to determine its chemical properties, and
by a practical pharmacist to determine the best methods of ex-

tracting its virtues and the most desirable modes of administer-
ing it as a medicine. Having determined these points, the firm
issues a circular to the profession recounting the foregoing facts,

and inviting such as desire a remedy to meet the indications for

which physicians have found this valuable, to try the prepara-
tions advertised. Many accept the invitation, and from their

experience are able to reject or accept the statements of the first

observers. If the new drug possesses positive merit, it takes its

place in the recognized materia medica. If it has no. such
merit, it soon falls into oblivion. In either case the manufac-
turing pharmacist is profited only as he renders positive service
to the physician. For ourselves, we are glad that the profession
has such capable assistants. It is only by this aid that we can
ever hope to obtain from the vegetable and mineral kingdoms
the agents that will best suit us in our eftbrts to meet every in-

dication offered by the multiform disorders of the human body.
As regards the work of any particular firm, it is entirely

proper that the profession should watch it with the most scrupu-
lous care, and make it clearly understood that its patronage of
that firm, as of all firms, rests upon the capacity of the firm to
do its work well, and upon the practical evidence that it con-
stantly exercises this capacity,

—

Detroit Lancet.

Some Practical Hints to Recent Graduates.

These hints are offered to young practitioners by one who
can still remember when he was young himself. The very wise
will not find them edifying, and will therefore please skip them.

Of course when you go forth surcharged with all that is

newest and best in the science of medicine, you go full of en-
thusiasm, confidence, and hope. When you locate and hang up
your brarid-new diploma, you will feel a proper superiority over
the old fogy practitioners of your neighborhood. As for the
old women, who will occasionally have the effrontery to suggest
to you a difierent line of treatment for some critical case, you
will wither them with a scornful look as you inform them that
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having graduated at a first-class medical college you are sup-

posed to understand your business. It is necessary that you
should maintain your dignity, but meanwhile make a mental

note of all the suggestions you receive from these humble
sources and ponder over them. They are sometimes valuable.

When an ofiicious nurse removes your regulation flax-seed meal
poultice from a threatening case of pneumonia and substitutes

an onion poultice, snub her effectually for daring to change your
treatment without consulting you ; but if you find the patient's

strength rallying and the disease yielding in consequence, as you
sometimes may, tell her she need not take the trouble to change
back again, now that the onions are on.

You will probably be surprised to learn how many good
things some of the old women know which your instructors

somehow forgot to tell you about. There is so much to teach

nowadays, that after a short two or three years' course there will

always be a good deal left over to be learned from the nurses

and old women.
The old-fashioned doctors you may find awfully rusty in

anatomy, disgustingly ignorant about grammes, cubic centi-

metres, and such things, and hopelessly bewildered when you
use the new chemical nomenclature in speaking to them of their

old*pharmaceutical friends. They may even betray a shocking
ignorance of the microscopic appearance of the cells in the mam-
mary tumors which they have been carving out for twenty-five

years past. Yet if they offer to give you a pet prescription for

colic or lumbago, which they say they have found can be de-

pended on, just jot it down in your note book, even if you feel

called upon to protest that you are already brimful of knowl-
edge concerning the most modern treatment of that very disease.

' Sometime you may find that prescription a perfect godsend.

In short, don't be above learning from anybody. Keep up
your dignity, but keep your eyes and ears open. * * ^tf

When you have diagnosticated hysterics, it will usually be
safer not to announce this fact to the patient or her friends in so

many words, unless she happens to be the servant girl. In that

case you may venture to name the disease boldly, and to pre-

scribe the most efficient treatment, which is an affusion of cold

water repeated occasionally^ until a cure is effected. When the

patient is a lady, call her malady a nervous shock, a sympathetic
disturbance, or an eccentric manifestation of neurasthenia, or
anything else you like, but don't call it hysterics. The word is

apt to be considered objectionable.

Join one or more good medical societies, and become an
active working member. It will pay j^ou well in the end. Re-
spect the etiquette and ethics of the profession. This may seem
to necessitate the loss of a good paying family now and then,

but will be the most profitable course in the long run. Even
the ignorant masses, with all their weakness for running after
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quacks and quack medicines, have a greater respect for the phy-
sician who is a high-toned gentleman.

Stick close to your business and study hard. Study your
books and the journals and your cases, making full notes of the
latter for future reference, whether you intend to write them up
for publication or not. It will render you more careful and
exact.

Above all, don't meddle with neighborhood quarrels.

Don't gossip nor hang around drinking places. Attend church
regularly on Sunday, but religiously abstain from taking sides

in church dissensions. You will never get to heaven nor into

practice by making yourself an active partisan in any such
troubles.

—

Medical BuUeiin.

Juglans N'igra in Diphtheria.

Dr. C. R. S. Curtis, of Quincy, 111., reports in the Boston
31edical and Surgical Journal, of March 10, the results of his

trials of black walnut leaves in the treatment of diphtheria.

He was led to emplo}^ them by reading of Neaton's success with
the leaves and bark of the European walnut as a topical appli-

cation in malignant pustule. ISTot having access to the European
species, he substituted for it a strong decoction of the leaves of
the native black walnut in a bad case of diphtheria, to be used
as a gargle, and, to his agreeable surprise, with very good effect.

Since then he has used the remedy in about thirty cases, many
of them bad ones, and all have recovered, a result he is inclined
to attribute in great part to the walnut decoction. He has used
the remedy in the form of a preventive, in spray with the
atomizer, as well as in a gargle. Besides the leaves he employs
the hulls of the green walnuts, which make the decoction still

stronger, and he tinds it not painful or especially disagreeable
to his patients. The remedy is so readily accessible to most
physicians, that further reports may be expected as to its utility

in diphtheria and allied troubles,— Chicago Medical Record.

Plaster of Pari.s in the Treatment of Fractured Clavicle.

Henry C.,- set. 13, was brouglit to my office November 24,

1880, with an oblique fracture of the acromial end of the clav-

icle. I applied a wedge shape pad in the axilla, placed the hand
of the affected side on the opposite upper anterior })art of the
chest, then accurately adjuHti?ig the fracture and an assistant
holding the shoulder. I laid a dry bandage around the body,
binding down the arm to the chest as before indicat^^d. Over
the dry bandage I laid a wet plaster of Paris roller, beginning
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at the elbow and continuing up to and aroun?l"^*^^" becomes

after which I applied a soft paste of the plaster ofl^^^^^*^^^®^-

water.
^^^^^ ^^®

In the same manner I applied several layers of the band"^^

'

and paste until I had obtained the requisite thickness. In a
short time the plaster was " set," and formed a very firm and
durable case which the patient wore with much comfort for

about three weeks, during which time he continued to attend
school. The fracture itself was left uncovered so I was enabled
to inspect it at any time. When I removed the dressing there
was no deformity, whatever. An eczematous eruption occurred
upon the chest and Under surface of the arm where the two sur-

faces came in contact. This accident might have been prevent-

ed by placing a pad of cotton between the chest and arm. The
eruption disappeared in a few days with very simple treatment.

After the dressing was removed passive motion was institut-

ed and the arm kept in a sling for about a week, when I consid-

ered the fracture sufficiently firm to allow the patient his liberty.

I am not aware that- the plaster of Paris has been used in the
treatment of fracture of this bone,, although Dr. Gross recom-
mends an immovable dressing of silicate of potassa, which is

quite similar. I do not think that such a dressing is in general
use, and as it has served me a good purpose, though in only one
case, I thought I might induce some one of your many readers
to make a trial of the same.

—

Michigan Medical News.

Catarrh and Dyspepsia.

The relation of dyspepsia to catarrh is of such importance
in connection with the treatment of the latter disease, that it is

a matter for wonder, that it has not been more prominently
brought to notice in the many and lengthy treatises upon the
subject. That dyspepsia is a frequent accompaniment, and often

precedes a chronic naso-pharyngeal catarrh, is no new state-

ment ; but that it invariably exists and generally long ante-date's

a chronic catarrh, and is the forerunner, and, to a certain extent,

the cause of the presence of the catarrh, is the opinion of the
writer, confirmed by oft-repeated observation in the treatment of
that stubborn affection designated chronic catarrh.

The treatment recommended by the writers upon the sub-
ject, has been confined too much to the seat of disease, with a
view to bringing about a modification of the aftected mucous
membrane by the application of astringents or caustics in a
more or less dilute or concentrated form, and even to the re-

moval of portions of the lining membrane of the nose by
mechanical means. The diversity in the methods adopted have
been confined to a simple ditterence in the destructive character
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of the applications used—chromic and nitric acid, the actual

cauter}' and the serrated forceps capping the climax. Safer and

more rational means of treatment have been too much ignored

;

the treatment of the dj'spepsia, having in vieio the relief of the

catarrh, has been almost overlooked.

In the mind of a patient suffering from catarrh there can be

no possible connection with it and dyspepsia ; and hence it is

not an uncommon occurrence for him to be undergoing treat-

ment at the hands of a specialist for the catarrhal trouble while

being treated by the family physician for dyspepsia.

The usual form of dyspepsia accompanying catarrh is char-

acterized by a somewhat enlarged tongue, bearing upon its sides

the impressions of the bicuspids and iirst molar teeth ; in color,

pale or slightly bluish, the latter, especially, after a meal; near

the tip smooth, dotted here and there with small, bright, pink

or red slightly raised follicles ; at the base, a slight whitish fur,

and a more or less deep fissure in the centre, extending half-way

to the tip. This is clearly the tongue of chronic, atonic dyspep-

sia, with more or less enlargement of the- stomach and perma-
nent thickening of its mucous lining, not unlike the thickening

of the nasal and pharyngeal mucous membrane, with which it

is directly continuous.
The so-called '' hygiene of catarrh''' is the hygiene of dys-

pepsia. The greatest benefit derived from a hygienic habit is

more directly owing to the improvement of the impaired func-

tions of the stomach than io any direct benefit to the nose and
pharynx ; for, above all other affections, dyspepsia demands a

rigid observance of the laws of hygiene for its treatment.

—

San Francisco Western Lancet.

The Cause of Sudden Death During- the First Stage of Chlo-

roform Inhalation.

The question of sudden death during the first stage of chlo-

roform inhalation is one which has been energetically discussed

by many able therapeutists, and many and various have been
the causes assigned for it. Perhaps the most universally re-

ceived opinion is, that when suddenly inhaled without due
admixture of air, it proves fatal by producing direct cardiac

paralysis." Now, as it is well known that chloroform is pri-

marily a stimulant, how is it that its first action in these cases

should be to produce a paralysis ? This phrase, "cardiac par-

alysis," seems to me to be likely to lead to much confusion in

the minds of students, notwithstanding the statement of Dr.
Brunton, that it was due to "an irritative action of chloroform
on tlje fifth nerve." Now, neither of these explanations are

well calculaterl to give students a very clear idea of the mechan-
ism of death in these cases, and it is not till we consult the
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physiology of the nervous system that the explanation becomes
apparent. In this research several important facts are elicited.

We find, first, that the larynx and general respiratory tract are

supplied with sensory filaments by the pneumogastric nerve;
and, second, that the heart has a double nervous supply, receiv-

ing motor impulse from the sympathetic, and inhibitory fila-

aments from the pneumogastric— the latter having the power
of restraining, or holding in check, the heart's action. From
this arrangement we cannot fail to perceive the close connection
between the heart and the respiratory system. The first action

of chloroform by inhalation, is to produce a powerful irritative

efl^ect on the sensory filaments of the pneumogastric distrib-

uted to the air passages. This irritation being propagated to

the medulla may be thus reflected along the inhibitory fibres of

the pneumogastric distributed to the heart, whose action is thus
suddenly and powerfully depressed. Clearly, here is an ex-

planation of the sudden cessation of the heart's action, not due
to paralysis of its structural and nervous supply, but to the

strong inhibitory action of the overexcited pneumogastric,
while the chloroform has not yet reached the sympathetic
nerves supplying the heart with motor power, so that they have
not as yet received any stimulus. This mode of explanation is

somewhat analogous to that of the mode in which chloroform
'

excites spasms in a tetanic patient. Here the irritation applied

to the sensory nerves of the respiratory tract is propagated to

the centre for respiration in the medulla, thence reflected

through the spinal chord and nerves to the muscles of respira-

tion. But the spinal chord being in a state of hyperexcitement,
the impulse becomes so exaggerated as to produce in many
cases tetanic spasms, thus causing death by asphyxia.— Ccmada
Lancet.

Effects of Siiiokiiisr.

Decaisne (Gaz. des cop. No. 144, 1879,) demonstrated a long
time ago that the use of tobacco causes intermissions in the
pulse beat in many smokers. In eighty-one confirmed smokers
he found this efl^'ect twenty-one times, without any disease of the
heart being present. These intermissions disappeared after the
smoking was discontinued. Later, he examined young smokers
of nine to fifteen years of age, and found the following symp-
toms—undoubtedly caused by the use of tobacco : Palpitations,

intermittent pulse and chloro-ansemia ; besides this, the children
showed impaired intelligence, became lazy, and were disposed
to take alcoholic stimulants. Recently D. reported to the Soci-
ete d'lTygiene a new series of observations made on women who
had adopted the habit of smoking. Since 1865 he has had op-
portunities of observing forty-three smoking women. The
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majority of them showed irregularities in menstruation and also

of digestion ; eight had intermittent pulse, without any disorder

of the heart. He treated these women for a long time without
success; discontinuance of the use of tobacco was followed by
improvement, and in several instances by complete recovery.

—

Deutche 3Ied. Wochenschr., No. 8, 1881.

Treatment of Rectal Abscesses.

An interesting paper on the above subject, by Professor J.

M. Matthews, appeared in the April number of the Louisville

Medical Herald. After asking " Why these abscesses form
sinuses and end in fistulse," and giving as a cause the "mobil-
ity" of the parts caused by the action of the bowels and move-
ments of the sphincter muscles, he says, he was induced to try

"dilitations of the sphincter muscles" to prevent the formation
of fistulffi, and this plan has been signally successful. He has

treated thirteen cases of rectal abscess by this plan, and has not

had a single case of fistula result. The precautions to be fol-

lowed are

:

1. Anaesthetics are to be preferred in the operation.

2. The patient should be required to keep in bed until the

wound is healed.

3. The abscess must he freely opened.
4. The sphincter muscles must be gradually, but effectu-

ally, dilated.

The operation of dilating the sphincter muscles is one now
frequently resorted to in the treatment of many diseased condi-

tions, and is certainly warrantable in cases of this kind, espe-

cially when the results are so desirable. The plan is worthy of
trial, and, we doubt not, will prove satisfactorj^ to both physi-

cian and patient.

Sulphide of Calcium in Buboes.

Dr. F. N". Otis remarks : I have taught, up to within six

months, for many years, that when a gland is enlarged as a re-

sult of the chancroid secretion, suppuration is inevitable; a
chancroid is at that moment established in the centre of the
gland, which goes on inevitably to suppuration and the forma-
tion of an abscess, the secretion of which is chancroidal. But
the experiments which were made last winter in the Blackwell's
Island Hospital, under my supervision, by the administration of
the calcium sulphide in all cases of bubo associated with chan-
chroid has led to the belief in the possibility of that suppura-
tive action being arrested, because fifteen out of eighteen
buboes 80 associated with presenting chancre were brought to
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resolution. The fact that the administration of one-twelfth of a

grain of the calcium sulphide every two hours, combined with
other such treatment as rest, iodine and pressure, resulted in the

resolution of fifteen out of eighteen such cases, is sufiicient to

warrant its trial.

—

Medical and Surgical Re-porter.

Beware of Chloroforming- Women without an Attendant.

At Oakland, Cal., during July, 1880, a bank teller, named
E. F. Schroeder, killed Dr. Albert Lefevre, a prominent dentist

of that place. It appears that Mrs. Schrceder went to the train

on the clay of the shooting to meet her husband. Mrs. Schroe-

der told him that on the Saturday previous, while under the

influence of chloroform in Dr. Lefevre's office, the dentist made
a felonious, assault upon her. Schroeder at once proceeded to

Dr. Lefevre's oflice, and committed the tragedy. It is believed

that Mrs. Schroeder's charge against the dentist is purely
illusory. Such hallucinations are not uncommon after chloro-

form administrations. Some remarkable cases exist where hal-

lucinations of this nature have taken the form of absolute
conviction in the minds of persons laboring under them,
although there exists abundant evidence to prove that this con-
viction was utterly unfounded. The coroner's jury rendered a
verdict charging Schroeder with murder. We know of an in-

stance in which the presence of a third party saved a like impu-
tation against the character of an innocent practitioner. The
lady, herself beyond reproach, still had such an illusion after

recovering from the administration of chloroform, which illu-

sion was only dispelled by the evidence of her lady associate

and a servant who were present during the administration of
the chloroform.

—

Exchange.

Tonsillitis.

Tonsillitis, or acute inflammation of the tonsils, commonly
results from exposure to cold, in the case of delicate young peo-
ple who have susceptible throats. Towards evening, the throat
feels swollen and painful, and both speech and deglutition be-
come difiicult, the voice having a peculiar thick tone, which is

very characteristic. On inspection, the fauces will be seen
deeply injected, and the tonsils swollen and bulging, both
towards the median line and behind the anterior pillars of the
fauces. There is great tenderness in the submaxillary region
and behind tlie jaw, and occasionally acute pain in the ear from
extension of inflammation along the Eustachian tube. There is

considerable general fever, the temperature rising two or three
degrees, and the tongue being coated with a white fur; but the
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pulse, though rapid, has little force, and is very compressible,

lu from twelve to twenty-four hours, and either with or without
a rigor, matter forms in one or, seldom, both tonsils; and, if

not relieved, gives rise to great distress from the embarrass-
ment caused to the breathing, the patient sitting up in bed, and
constantly hawking up viscid mucous, until at last, in some
straining effort, the abscess bursts, and immediate relief with
rapid convalescence follows.

In the premonitory or early stage, a mustard emetic often

acts as a charm, and produces immediate resolution ; but, fail-

ing this, recourse may be had to warm inhalations, the applica-

tion of hot poultices below the ears, and the administration of

belladonna internally in small and frequent doses, coupled with
plenty of liquid food. An early puncture of an inflamed tonsil

is much to be recommended, if the surgeon "will use a bistoury,

covered except for a quarter of an inch from the- point, and
thrust it boldly through the soft palate, where it is made promi-
nent by the tonsil. The hemmorrhage should be encouraged
by gargling with hot milk and water, and will give much greater

relief than the application of leeches externally. The same
method should be adopted in opening an abscess in the tonsil,

and thus all risk of doing damage to important structures will

be avoided.

—

British Medical Monthly.

Asthma.

In attempting to treat the diseased condition, the underly-

ing cause should be sought. If there are evidences of malaria,

large doses of quinine will be of service. If it is thought to

be pollen from certain plants, a change of climate will be the

surest mode of relief. If the case is one without assignable

cause it is always well to try such remedies as iron, quinine,

arsenic, and iodide of potassium, and other tonic and alterant

remedies. Perhaps it is safe to say that no remedies give more
uniform satisfaction than iodide of potassium and muriate of
ammonia. These agents tend to promote the bronchial secre-

tions, and patients And that as soon as the secretions are
increased and expectoration established they are relieved.

Hence I shall direct for this woman the following combination :

V' Ainnionii chloridi 10 grains.

J^jtassii iodidi 8 grains.

Syrupi zingiberis
Aqua aa 1 fl. draclim.

M. Hig. For one do.se, to be taken four times daily.

After two weeks the patient returned and reported that she
had been entirely free from paroxysms since taking the above.

Extractfrora Clinical Lecture in. Phil. Medical Balletiyi.
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©It^rajreutii: lotfis.

JAMAICA DOGWOOD IN PERTUSSIS.

Dr. W. R. Alexandei' recommends
this remedy very strongly. In his

hands it has proved a specific ('?) in a

number of cases, and he noAv orders it

in pertussis witli as much confidence
in its results as he does quinine in ma-
larial afiections.. Sustaining the pa-

tient's strength by nourishment and
stimulants, he gives it to patients of all

ages, and in any stages. He recom-
mends the following prescription

:

9^ Fl. ex. Jamaica dogw. \% dr.

Syr. tolu.

Syr. Acacise each 2 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful every two,
three or four liours, according to the
violence of the spasm or cough. A
few drops of the fluid extract in a tea-

spoonful of water may be given with
good results, if it is not possible to

have the above prepared.

—

Therapeiitic

Oazette.

DYSMENORRHCEA.

Dr Pearson has, for some time, treat-

ed cases of dysmenorrhce as follows

;

9 Potassii iodidi

Potassii bromidi each 1 dr.

SjT. simp. 3 oz.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful to be taken
three times daily, commencing ten
days previous to menstrual period.
When the pain commences, give

:

V' Tr. opii campli. 2 oz.

Morphiae sulphas. 2 gr.

01. piper. 2 gtts.

Sig. A teaspoonful every three or
four hours while pain continues.
He has seldom had to repeat the

course more than once to eflect a per-
manent cure.

—

Medical and Surgical Re-
porter.

CONSTIPATION.

Dr. S. H. Pi-ice says the following
combination has, in his experience,
never failed to relieve constipation,
when the person is otherwise healthy

:

Vi Ex. cascara sagrada fl. 1 oz.

Tr. nucis A'omicse 2 dr.

Ex. belladonnae fl. % dr.

Glycerine 1 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful night and
morning, as necessary.

—

Medical Brief.

SIMPLE CONTINUED FEVER.
Dr. Fothergill, of London, England,

gives great prominence to the follow-
ing formula for the treatment of simple

fever. It is especially useful where
there is great cerebral disturbance.

He says it will probably constitute par
excellence the fever mixture of the fu-

ture :

Vi Acid dydrbrom. 1 dr.

Syr. simp. 2 dr.

Aquse. 1 oz. M.

Sig. To be taken every hour.

—

Can-

ada Lancet.

GONORKHCEA.

Dr. A. V. Banes uses the following

in the sub-acute stages of gonorrhoea

:

9* Plumbi acetat. 1 scr.

Zinci acetat. 1 scr.

Morphise acetat. 1 scr.

Acid, acetic )4r dr-

Aquse 6 oz.

M. Sig. Inject several times after

urinating. With this he gives the fol-

lowing:

V Potass, bicarb. 3 dr.

Aquae, distilat. 1 oz.

Tr. columb. 5 oz.

M. Sig. Dessertspoonful four or five

times daily.

—

Medical Brief.

OINTMENTS FOR HEMORRHOIDS.

9 lodoformi }4 di-.

Zinci. oxidi. 2 dr.

Adipis. 1 oz. M.

Sig. Apply to the parts.

5fc Ung. gallse co. 1 oz.

Ex. opii. aq. 1 scr.

Sol. ferri. persulph. 1 dr. M.

Sig. Apply to the tumors and well

up the recturn twice daily.

The following ointment is soothing

and curative in all forms of the dis-

ease :

9 Ung. stramou.
Ung. Gallse.

Cerat. plumbi. subac. aa 1 oz.

Pulv. opii. 1 dr. M.

Sig. Apply to the parts.

—

Michigan

Medical News.

FOR THE ANEMIA OF CHLOROSIS.

The following is highly recommend-
ed by Dr. Thonias, of New York, in the

treatment of anfpmia of chlorosis

:

P Ferri vini amari 1% oz.

Tinct. Nucis vomicae 4 dr.

Liq. potass, arsenit ' 2 oz. M.
Sig. A dessertspoonful in a glassful

of water after each meal.
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Transactions of the American Medical Association. Vol.
XXXI, 1880; pp.1284. Philadelphia.

An immense volume ; tj'pe good and clear, paper good,
press-work fair, binding exceedingly flimsy. It contains some
articles of lasting value, others of only passing interest, while
others were of equal value had they been laid up in the "Rus-
sian archives"— in the stove.

The "Report on Medical IsTecrology" is one of the best in

the volume, well compiled, and really valuable.

Among the most interesting papers, interesting both from
their brevity and soundness of the views advanced, are: A Plea
for the Preventive Trephine, by Dr. Briggs ; Laparotomy and
Colotoray, Dr. W. A. Byrd ; Skin Grafting, Dr. Turnbull ; The
Temperature of Living Rooms, Dr. Kedzie ; The Physician in

Education, Dr. O'Sullivan; Suspicion of Poisoning, Dr. Anti-
sell ; and a few others. It is doubtful whether another volume
of Transactions will ever be issued, and we do not really think
that many, except the authors of papers, would care much.
There seems to be no plan yet adopted to take its place, but a
journal will probably be founded and published by the associa-

tion. It will give somebody a chance to shine as editor, but we
predict it will be a difhcult post to fill, though there will be no
lack of candidates for the position. One of the most senseless

things in the present volume, is the report by Dr. Edouard
Seguin, urging the adoption of the metric system, and quoting
a lot of Frenchmen (as if they were disinterested witnesses) in

its favor. The large body of the medical profession in the
United States have already decided against it, most of the jour-
nals have decided against it, and this almost unanimous verdict
should have been a sufficient hint to Dr. Seguin and his semi-
foreign following that the medical profession in this country do
not want it. Fatal mistakes occur in Europe from the use of
the metric system as frequently as do similar mistakes in

America from the use of what they are pleased to call a "sense-
less jumble of meaningless signs. If it is for the purpose of
making statistics uniform, why will not the Europeans adopt
our system? It will be just as easy for them to learn as theirs
is for us. And, besides, any person who is dealing in statistics

ought to be able to understand both systems and be able to use
either at will. To make the whole body of physicians learn a
now system for the benefit of a few statisticians would be
absurd.

Hand-Book of Systematic Urinary Analysis, Chemical and
Microscopical ; for the use of physicians, medical students and
clinical assistants. By Frank M. Deems, M. D., Laboratory In-
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structor in the Medical Department of the University of New-

York, etc., etc. New York: The Industrial Publication Com-
pany; 1880. Price, 25 cents.

The small price asked for this book should not deter any

wishing a hand-book on this subject from sending for it.

It "is just what it professes to be, a hand-book, and it is sys-

tematic, and will be found of great use to physicians in active

practice who wish to refer to a w^ork of this kind.

Although there is rather too large a percentage of adver-

tising pages for a book of this size, the book is fully worth the

price asked.

Transactions o.f the Eleventh Annual Session of the Med-
ical Society of Vir'ginia, held in Danville, October 19-21, 1880.

Kichmond : J. W. Fergusson & Son ; 1880
; pp. 110.

The address by the president, Dr. Latham, is one of the

ablest pleas for unity and harmony in the profession that we
have ever read.

The other papers are of rather more than average interest.

The few members who attend the meetings are active, working
men, and it is a pity that the profession of the state will not

turn out in larger numbers.

Failure of Vaccination ; variolus infection an illusion ; vac-

cination an injury to health and a danger to life, and, as a

protection against small-pox, a vanity. By Carl Spinzig, M. D.

Reprint from the St. Louis Clinical Record for February and
March, 1881 ; pp. 15.

Hemiopia.—Mechanism of its causation on the theory of

total decussation of the optic nerve fibres in the optic tract at

the chiasma (optic commissure). By William Dickinson, M. D.
Reprint from the Alienist and Neurologist, St. Louis, January,

1881; pp. 11.

The Treatment of Scrofulous Diseases of the Skin. By
John V. Shoemaker, A. M., M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.; pp. 8.

Some New Remedies in the Treatment of Skin Diseases.

By John V. Shoemaker, A. M., M. D. Extracted from the

Transactions of the Pennsylvania State Medical Society; pp. 6.

Clinical Notes, Illustrative of Consciousness in Epilepsia.

By C. H. Hughes, M. D. Reprint from the Alienist and Neurol-
ogist, St. Louis, Mo., April, 1881; pp. 4.

The Development of the Osseous Callus in Fractures of

the Bones of Man and Animals. By Henry O. Marcy, A. M.,
M. D., Cambridge, Mass., Member of the American Medical
Association, etc., etc. Reprinted from the Transactions of the
American Medical Association for 1880 ; pp. 20.
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Proceedings of the Convention of Druggists, of the Illinois

Pharmaceutical Association, held at Springfield, 111., December
7-8, 1880; pp. 84.

> Walsh's Retrospect, a Quarterly Compendium of American
Medicine and Surgery. Edited and published by Ralph Walsh,
M. D., Washington, D. C. ; $2.50 per year.

No. 1 of Vol. II appears in a new outfit, and very much
improved it is. The addition of an original and editorial de-

partment adds to its value.

Excision of the Rectum for Malignant Disease. By N.
Senn, M. D., of Milwaukee. Reprinted from the International

Journal of Medicine and Surgery; pp. 16. 'W. S. Fowler, l^ew
York, 1881.

The Alienist and N"eurologist, Vol. II., No. 2. Edited by
C. H. Hughes, M. D., St. Louis.

One of the best quarterlies a medical man can read. Not
alone to the specialist are its pages invaluable, but the general
practitioner will always find it instructive and especially adapted
to his wants. Each number makes a handsome volume of 150
pages, filled with the brightest and best information upon the
subject of mental disorders.

^ommtnmnmt (^xtvcim.

Chicago Medical Colleg"e.

The twenty-second commencement exercises of the Chicago
Medical College were held on Tuesday afternoon, March 29,

1881, at Central Music Hall, and were attended by a large and
appreciative audience.

On the platform were seated the faculty and a number of

the professors from the other departments— law, theological,

etc.— of the Northwestern University.

The class, forty-five in number, occupied front seats in the

parquette.

The exercises were opened with music by an excellent

orchestra, after which prayer was offered by Rev. F. W. Fish.

The secretary. Prof. William E, Quine, then read his an-

nual report. The whole number in attendance during the year
was 191, which is an increase over the past years.

About 20 per cent, of those presenting themselves for ex-

amination fail to come up to the required standard. About 30
per cent, of the graduates hold diplomas from literary colleges.

After the conferring of the degrees, Prof. Davis addressed
the graduates in a few well chosen remarks, pointing out the
weary life of toil and hardship they are about to enter; telling
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them of their duties to the people with whom they come in con-
tact; urging them to labor on, and seek to elevate the medical
profession to its proper standard.

Dr. E. W. Andrews then made a short response in behalf
of the class, after which came the conferring of certificates, of
which there were quite a number.

Prof. J. H. Hollister then made the valedictory address, in

which he traced the workings of the college from its founda-
tion to the present time. The faculty and the alumni of the

college could look, he thought, with no little pride, at the won-
derful changes brought about by the step taken twenty-two
years ago by the founders of the college, and which has been
adopted at the present day by almost every college in the Union.

LIST OF graduates.

E. W. Andrews,
J. B, Bacon,
B. T. Baily,

J. H. Bates,

E. D. Bergeron,
Frank Billings,

A. T. Blackburn,
G. C. Blish,

A. H. Burr,
C. E. Cook,
W. G. Cook,
D. C. Davies,

W. L. Dayton,
J. 0. Everett,

M. L. Felkner,
J. A. Fordyce,
W. S. Gates,
D. A. Hadley,
H. B. Hemenway,
B. N. Jacob,
F. S. Johnson,
A. E. Baldwin,
E. A. Kegley,

Hon.

A. T. King,
W. J. Latta,

P. A. Letourneau,
R. Melms,
F. T. I^ye,

A. E. Okey,
J. L. Priestraan,

M. L. Putnam,
E. B. Righter,

George Rivard,
H. O. Rockwell,
J. F. Rood,
Fernando Roys,
J. D. Simpson,
E. A. Snyder,
H. Spalding,
J. H. Stowell,

D. H. Sullivan,

DeW. Townsend,
0. M. Vaughan,
M. H. West,
J. S. Williamson.

Decree—Dr. H. A. Kel so.

THE ALUMNI BANQUET.

The fifteenth annual re-union and banquet, given by the
faculty to the alumni, was held in the evening, in the dining-
rooms of the Tremont House, which was filled to its utmost
capacity, there being a very large attendance. After the busi-
ness of the Alumni Association had been attended to, the
sumptuous repast was carefully and faithfully attended to, and
afterwards toasts were responded to by members of the faculty
and alumni. In all, a very enjoj^able time was had, and one
long to be remembered. Alumnus.
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Our Second Volume.

In beginning the second year of this journal, we take occa-

sion to thank our patrons for their aid, as it was through them

that we have been able to fulfill the promises made one year

ago. At that time we proposed to give a practical medical

journal at a low price, and enlarge and improve it in proportion

as the profession saw fit to patronize it. Whether our promises

have been kept or not, let a comparison between this number

and the first issue, a year ago, decide. The pages have been

considerably enlarged, and the size of the journal has been more

than' doubled. A year ago we had no subscriptions, now we
number them by hundreds. Our advertising patronage was

small, now it compares favorably with those of much greater

age. In short, this journal has stood the test of a year's exist-

ence, has kept all ^jromises, and is now firmly established. That

it is favorably regarded by the medical profession, the large

number of subscriptions, and the many kind words of apprecia-

tion and cheer written us, abundantly prove.

Our policy will be continued. We shall aim to present to

our readers live, original articles, clinical lectures, translations,

extracts from other journals on all subjects of interest, thera-

peutic notes, reports of societies, book notices, editorials on live

topics, and items of general medical news. Everything that
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tends to the elevation of the medical profession will receive care-

ful consideration. We are thoroughly independent of any out-

side influence, other than what we deem to be right, and thus

we shall continue to be.

If you like our journal, we will be pleased to receive your

subscription and your assistance. Short, practical articles are

especially desired, and will always be welcome.

Tlierapeutics for Drug-gists.

The publisher of a recent work on Clinical Therapeutics is

now offering it to druggists under the following advertisement:

'' BltUGGISTS !

When treating yoiir 2>fitfents fQp any disorder, you ivill find the

hook, advertised heloiv, invaluable."

This appears in the most widely circulated drug journal in the

country, and in a shape that costs at least fifty dollars for each

insertion. The question arises at once, if there was no demand
on the part of druggists for such books, would the publisher

pay such a price as an experiment ? We have good reasons for

believing that there is a considerable and constantly increasing

demand for such books, and that they are in daily use. Drug-

gists undoubtedly have a right to buy whatever books they have

the money to pay for, but are they not usurping rights which

do not belong to them, when they attempt to treat disease?

A Fable.

Mr. Fox came to Doctor Owl and showed him a new ma-
chine for treating his patients, and asked him to recommend it,

for with the use of his name many people would believe it to be
a good thing. After the Fox had " tatfied " the old fellow right

smartly, praising his feathers and wisdom. Doctor Owl scratched
his name on the paper the Fox had ready, and this happened to

several Owls. Shortly afterwards the Owl community was much
distressed to hear that Mr. Fox had printed this paper in the
form of a circular, and behold it was no longer a simple ma-
chine, but a " Female Regulator," in other words a double-
geared, back-action, anti-conception arrangement, the use ot

which is not countenanced openly by the Owls, because it is con-
trary to their ethics, and furthermore, its frequent use would
hurt their business. The commotion in the camp of the Owls
was prodigious, and some of them immediately flew to the Fox,
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full of indignation and wrath, and made him take their scratches

(names) from that paper and from the circulars. Mr. Fox saw
that the Owls were desperately mad, and consented and did what
the\- wished. Then the Owls were glad and said :

" It will be
all right if somebody doesn't give us away."

When Mr. Fish, who lived in the head city by the Spring,

heard of these doings through Mr, Quack, the Goose, he was
wroth, and wrote to the Owls, that he was chosen to look after

them and all medical birds, and to regulate them, and that such
things as they had done were only permitted to the Quack fam-
ily, and he reproved them.

Then the Owls were sorely affronted and repented, but the

only thing they could say was :
" The Fox can't catch us again

with his taffy."

Moral. The Owls by the lake should have learned from the

experience of the Owls in St. Louis, who had been snared by the
Fox before.

Things somehow often wear a different look after they are

printed.

Graduates of 1881.

The total number of graduates from all schools, and of all

colors and sexes during this year, will not fall far short of 3,500.

We append the number from thirty-five out of sixty-nine Medi-
cal Colleges and find that they foot up 2256 : Rush Medical Col-
lege, 172; Chicago Medical College, 62; Bellvue Medical
College, 118; Kentucky School of Medicine, 100; Michigan
College of Medicine, 27; Starling Medical College, 36; Cleve-
land Medical College, 51; Ohio Medical College, 103; Colum-
bus Medical College, 63; Cincinnati College of Medicine and
Surgery, 30; Medical Department, Wooster University, 41;
Miami Medical College, 34; Southern Medical College, 38;
Medical College of Fort Wayne, 22 ; Womans' Medical College
of Pennsylvania, 19; Hospital College of Medicine, 25: Medical
Department, University of Pennsylvania, 115; St. Louis Medical
College, 43; Medical Department, University of New York,
200; Jefferson Medical College, 205; Meharry Medical College,
(colored) 3; Medical Department, Nashville and Vanderbilt
University, 168 ; Medical Department, University of Buffalo, 48;
College Physicians and Surgeons, Buffalo, 19; JSTashville Medi-
cal College, 76; Little Ptock Medical College, 10; Homoeopathic
Ho.-^pital College, Cincinnati, 43; Pulte Medical College, Cin-
cinnati, 41 ; Louisville Medical College, 54; Memphis Hospital
College, 19; Medical Department, University of Maryland, 73 ;

Detroit Medical College, 27; College Physicians and Surgeons,
Baltimore, 154; Womans' Medical College, Chicago, 17.
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All Annual Item.

Many of our exchanges, about the end of a volume, contain

notices something like the following :
" We have now on our

books about hundred or thousand dollars of unpaid sub-

scriptions. We hope it will be promptly paid, as money is

needed to make the mare go "—or words to that effect. In be-

ginning a new volume we will follow suit and say, " we have
now unpaid subscriptions to the amount of three dollars. We
need money and hope this enormous sum \\\\\ be promptly paid,"

Joking aside, we see no reason why our journalistic friends

should allow such large amounts to accumulate on their books.
They certainly give the worth of their subscription price, and
doing so they should insist on prompt payment. This habit has
been the means of bankrupting many ventures in the journal-

istic field and is, to say the least, poor business policy. It is as

easy for subscribers to pay the small amount required, at one
time as another. We adopted the plan of payment in advance,
and find that it pays. We may not have as large a list as we
might have had under the other system, but we have the satis-

faction of knowing that all we have are paid for. The result

has been, that we have been enabled to enlarge and improve this

journal for the benefit of our readers, while under the credit

plan this would not have been possible.

Personal.

Dr. A. W. Edmiston (Rush '80), located at Clinton, DeWitt
County, 111., met with a serious accident on the 25th of March.
By a misstep, while boarding a moving train, his foot was
crushed under a car wheel ; amputation above the ankle was
necessary, and was performed at once. Gangrene ensued and
for some time grave fears were entertained for his recovery.
Now, we are happy to learn, he is improving, and in a fair way
to health. We heartily sympathize with Dr. E. in his gre&,t

affliction, and hope for his speedy convalescence.

The sudden death of Professor R. O. Cowling, was an-
nounced a few days ago. He was Professor of Surgery in the
University College, Louisville, Ky., and editor of the Medical
News. He was but 42 years of age, and his death will be a
serious loss to his college and journal, as well as to the profes-
sion in his state. He was a brilliant surgeon, and one of the
ablest of American medical editors.. Dr. Holland succeeds him
as editor of the News.

At the recent examination for internes at Cook County Hos-
pital, Chicago, 111., Dr. Frank Billings, of Chicago Medical Col-
lege, and Dr. Mary E. Bates, of the Woman's Medical College,
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Chicago, passed the best examination and have been appointed
to the positions.

The following members of the class of 1880-81 (Rush) have
located as given below

:

Dr. Robt. A. Kerr,

Dr. H. G. Murdock,

Dr. Philip Saltier,

Dr. T. L. Hinsdale,

Dr. W. Paiuter,

Dr. A. A. Maurer,

Dr. M. Enright,

Dr. A. V. Benedict,

Dr. B. W. Hart,

Dr. F. T. Searles (Satan),

Dr. C. H. Frost,

Dr. J. L. Martin,

Dr. J. J. Sherman,

Dr. J. T. Biggs,

Dr. E. L. Emerson,

Dr. W. E. Guthrie,

Dr. W. T. McLean,
Dr. A. R. Graham,
Dr. Stephen Hunt,

Dr. C. W. Duffin,

Dr. F. C. Vandervort,

Dr. E. L. Annis,

Dr. John Fisliel,

Dr. T. I. Dunn,
Dr. I. J. Bennett^

Dr. T. King lioss,

Dr. A. E. Rogers,

Dr. Wm. Stoelting,

New Auburn, Minn.

Taylor's Falls, Minn.

168 S. Halstead St., Chicago.

Kewanee, 111.

Hubbard, Hardin Co., Iowa.

Arcadia, Wis.

Knoxville, 111.

Denison, Iowa.

Wilmington, 111.

Clifton, Iroquois Co., 111.

Almond, Portage Co., 111.

New Bradford, 111.

Marinette, Wis.

Jacksonville, 111.

New Windsor, 111.

Bloominglon, 111.

Maroa, Macon Co., 111.

Monmouth, 111.

Coatsville, Ind.

Garnaville, Clayton Co., 111.

Tonica, 111.

LaPorte, Ind.

Greeley, Delaware Co., Iowa.

Ellioltstown, 111.

Jefferson, Wis
El Paso, Texas.

El Paso, Texas.

Ceutreville, Manitowoc Co., Wis.

Items.

The Illinois State Medical Association meets at Chicago
Tuesday, May 17, 1881.

The Central Illinois Medical Association will hold its

annual meeting at Champaign on Wednesday, May 4, 1881.

The Mi.ssouri Legi.slature has rejected a bill to regulate
medical practice, at which liro. Ilazzard, of the St. Louis Clin-
ical Record^ crows mightily.

The American Medical Association will hold its thirty-
eiglith regular session in Richmond, Va., beginning Tuesday,
May 4, at 11 a. m., and continue four days.

The West Virginia Legislature has passed a Medical Act.
It is similar to that now in force in Illinois, and contains the
same unsatisfactory "ten year" clause, which we consider the
weakest point in all such laws.
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The New York Academy of Medicine have appointed a

committee, consisting of Drs. Pfiflard, Sturgis and Fox, to ascer-

tain the actual number of lepers in this country at the present

time. Any of our readers knowing of any lepers will please

notify the chairman of the committee, at No. 11 West Thirty-

fifth street, New York City.

The Woodford County, 111., Medical Society will hold their

next regular meeting Tuesday, May 3, in El Paso. Dr. C. T.

Lichtenberger, of Eureka, is president of the society, and Dr.

F. Cole, of El Paso, secretary. This is a wide-awake county

society. Its members take a working interest in it, and as a

consequence, its meetings are both profitable and pleasant.

There are sixty-four "Old Fellows" in attendance upon the

Practitioners' Course at Rush Medical College. Last year the

number was forty, showing, by the increase, that the post-grad-

uate course is appreciated. It is the very best thing a practi-

tioner can possibly do. It gives him a chance to brush up his

ideas, get out of the ruts, review his anatomy by dissecting, and
gives him a physical and mental rest.

The Illinois House of Representatives has just passed a bill

to amend the Medical Practice Act, so as to require a license fee

of $100 per month from all itinerant "doctors," venders of

drugs, medicines, etc. There was a clause to the same eflect in

the Medical Act as originally passed, but from some defect it

could not be enforced. We hope it will soon pass the Senate.

Other amendments to the Medical Act are before the House,

and it is to be hoped that they will soon be passed and put

into eft'ect.

The Military Tract Medical Association will meet at Gales-

burg, 111., Tuesday, May 10, 1881, prompt at ten o'clock a. m.

The following committees are earnestly requested to prepare

themselves, and to be present at this meeting:
Practice of Medicine—S. M. Hamilton, H. Nance, H. L. Har-

rington, E. Smith, S. N. Wear, A. S. Slater.
^ Surgery—3. S. Todd, M. Reece, C L. Corcoran, H. C. Hop-

per, J. P. McClanahan, A. C. Babcock, W. S. Holiday.

Materia Bledica and Therapeutics—A. E. Baldwin, J. A. Mitch-

ell, J. M. McClanahan, E. R. Boardman.
Obstetrics and Diseases of Children—R. B. Smead, T. A. Scott,

J. H. Wallace, H. S. Hurd, J. B. Ingels, J. F. Purdum, J. V.
Frazier.

Essayist—M. A. McClelland.
Necrology—B. S. Peck.

Herbert Judd, PresH. B. S. Peck, Sec'y.

We call the special attention of every reader to the induce-

ments to subscribers ofi^red on page 11.
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Some Things that may Interest You,

It has been claimed, and with very good show of ti'uth, that it is difficult to

get a pure article of powdered drugs. Some druggists say that such goods can-

not be had. Since many officinal preparations are made from the powder, it is

a matter of the utmost importance that they be absolutely pure. Recognizing

this fact, Allaire, Woodward & Co. have prepared a full line of powdered goods,

"strictly pure," which thej^ guarantee to be free from all adulterations and made
from selected goods.

The line of pressed herbs introduced by this firm took the trade by storm

and is now the most popiilar brand in the market, because it has proven to be the

best. We feel confident that this new departure will meet with the same
success.

Read what they say about Powdered Drugs on the last page of the cover.

The " Seven Springs Iron and Alum Mass " is highly recommended by a

large number of physicians for the treatment of Dyspepsia, Ansmia, Nervous
and Muscular Debility, and various Uterine Diseases. Dr. G. P. Johnson, of

Richmond, Va., says it is one of the beat tonic alteratives he has ever used.

Your attention is called to cards on page 27 and third page of cover, headed
For Sale. If j'ou wish to locate, one of these places may suit you.

Battle & Co. have made a wide reputation on lodia and Bromidia. The
large number of physicians of high reputation whose names are given as refer-

ences of their value, is a sufficient warrant that they are worthy of trial. As a

hypnotic Bromidia is claimed to be the best in use, while lodia is the ideal

alterative.

If you have a case that is not getting along on Cod Liver Oil as well as you
wish, or one in which the oil is not well borne, try Maltine or some of the

Maltine preparations. The constructive properties of Maltine place it at the

very head of tonics and nutritive agents. Reed & Carnrick have done the pro-

fession invaluable service in its introduction. Read the analytic reports on pages
18 and 19.

The enterprising house of John Wyeth & Bro., acting on the suggestion of

many physicians, are now manufacturing " Soluble Compressed Hypodermic
Tablets," thus insuring accuracy of tiie dose, ready and entire solubility and the
perfect preservation of the drug. Those now made embrace Morphia from one-

twelfth to one-half grain, Morpiiia and Atropia, Ati'opia and Stryclmia. They
are convenient to carry, easy to prepare for use, and the i^ractitioner can know
just what amount of the drug he is administering.

The time for summer .spots, Imiiling and fisliing is approaching, and it be-

hooves tho.se interested to get ready in time. Hunting and fishing are about the
only luxuries tliat many physicians allow themselves, and they require good
equipments to ])e successful. If you want a good gun or any gun fixtures, or a

fine rod and good tackle, address I. Walker & Son. Read iJieir advertisement on
page 12.

Not only druggists but physicians as well will be interested and benefited
by the "Compendium of Modern Pliarmacy." From the large number of testi-

monials the publislier lias received, one will serve as a sample. Geo. J. Klein,
3620 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., writes: " Kilner's Formulary is wortli ten times
its co.st. I have adopted it as a book of daily reference." See publisher's card
on page 10.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATTTRAZi

Ko Instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni-
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of tlie belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perforin the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at

will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will ans^r for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ I 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA.CK:S0:IV STmiJET, CHICA^GO, IUHi.

Our valuable pamphlet ''Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will ba
•Bent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalfaiaMFaraiBattBrF.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed
on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to recfive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold ihe zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are pUced in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faraiiic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

MclNTGSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY CO.,
Nos. 193 and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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ATTENTION, DRUGGISTS I

The Second Revised Edition of

Kilnef's Dfuggists' Pomulaff

IS NOW OUT OP PRESS.

It is a work of over 900 pages, including

QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENTS,
Of o»0 Pag^es, for ±2 IVtontlis,

FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS.

Bound in Calf, and

CONTAINING OVER 3,000 FORMULAS,
INCLUDING OVER

300 exjIx:ii^s,
SaccliaratedL

Extracts^
And all other UXOFFICINAL as well as OFFICINAL

FORMULAS OF VALUE.

I®" Sold only by Subscription.

MSr AGENTS WANTED.
For full particulars address,

O. C. St. CLAIR,
Manager Pub. Co., f

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO SOBSCRIBEKS

!

Wishing to give special inducements to subscribers to this Journal, I

have made arrangements for the purchase of a quantity of the following

articles, which I will furnish at the lowest retail price, and in addition,

I will credit you on each order with one yearns subscription to this

Journal. This offer applies equally to renewals, and new subscriptions.

These instruments are all first-class in every respect, bought from responsible

parties, and the prices are as low as offered anywhere.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS,
In hard rubber case, warranted not to lose the index, 4 or 5 inches, as de-

sired, $2.50.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES.
A good glass barrel, in neat case, two needles and vial, $2.25.
A fine metal barrel, in morocco case, two needles and vial, $2.50.

POCKET-KNIFE AND SPATULA.
A physician's knife and spatula, two fine blades, and spatula for dis-

pensing, white handles, silver tips, warranted good steel, $2.00.

SOFT RUBBER CATHETERS.
Three Nelaton's soft rubber catheters, in assorted sizes, with subscrip-

tion, $2.00.
The retail price is 60 cents each.

SPECULUM.
Hale's bi-valve speculum, nickel-plated, best quality, said to be the best

speculum made, $5.50.
The common retail price of this instrument is from $6.00 to $7.00.

REMEMBER!
You not only get these first-class goods, postage paid, at the lowest re-

tail price, but you will also get 40 pages of first-class medical reading mat-
ter, every month for a year from date of your order.

Remit by money order or registered letter. No goods sent C. 0. D.
unless $1.00 is sent with the order.

Send in your order at once, so as to begin with the new volume.

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

Publisher.

204 South Jefferson St., - - - - PEORIA, ILL.
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ISAAC ^W^ALKER&SON
Importers of

AND

Muzzle-Loading

SHOT GUNS!
AGENTS FOR THE

PAEKER AND COLT
SHOT GUNS.

A SPLENDID LINE OF

FishingTackle
AND

Sporting Equipments.

REVOLVERS,
Fine Cuilery.

ALSO,

Wholesale nnd Retail Dealers in

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

HARDWARE !

125 and 127

SOUTH WASHINGTON

STREET,

PEORIA,
ILLINOIS.
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

IRON AND ALUM MASS.
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral Water" preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful "'Seven Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is
not only indorsed by the best medical talentof its nativeState, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every otlier State where a per-
sonal Knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it in his practice when con-
venient to be had, as every physician who lias a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

la the treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Anajmia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv -

0U8 and Sick Headache, Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhae;ia, Amenorrhoea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, I know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with more certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abijigdon, Va.

The " Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active
tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Richmond, A'a.

From the experience already had with the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass," I
believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M. D., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the "Iron and Alum Mass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Ansemia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-

ment.^Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. Y., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.
In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the

Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Tliroat, I find the "Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
Bpecific virtue.

—

E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.
I know of no remedy that combines more happily Ionic, alterative and diuretic properties

than the Seven Springs " IroB and Alum JIass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.
Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,

and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.
4f5" Ketail price of the " Mass " SI per package, or b packages for $1.50, sent by mail,

postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druggists.
Orders for the " Mass" sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-

gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

"WHIOXjESJ^XjE IDE,TJC3-C3-ISTS :

Richardson & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Meyer Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
R. A. Robinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, Peter & Co., Louisville, Ky.
McKesson & Rol>bins, New York, N. Y.
Caswell, Hazard & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, Richards & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, Gilpin & Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. H. Brown & Bro., Baltimore, Md.
Thomson & Muth, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, LaddA Co, Richmond, Va.
R. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va.
DeMorille Jfc Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Braun & Bruck, Columbus, Ohio.

McCarthy & Osborne, Denver, Col.
I. L. Lyons, New Orleans, La.
I. J. AW. H. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo.T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes A Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine, Garside & Alexander, Montgomery, Ala.
W. N.Wilkerson & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lamar, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, 111.

H. A. Hurlbut A Co., Chicago, 111.

C. H. Woodward <fe Co., Portland, Oregon.
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

-AND DEALERS IN-

;^tLfg'idkl Ii\^tfuii\ei\t^

ATOMIZERS,

ALL VARIETIES.

BA.TTEI^IES,
Electro - Magnetic Machines,

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments R- paired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 now ready for
distribution.

In anHwerlDKadvertlHemeniH mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent

Lens Front, in Box^A^ood Case.

FOWLER'S H. R. PESSARIES

Obstetrical Forceps

POCKET INSTRUMENT CASES,

CELLULOID BI-VALVE SPECDLDM,

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOU&IES.

Our Prices will be found low for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBURN, BlRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Pboria Medicai. Monthly.
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TO :pmrsioiJ^3srs.

Bmomi 1 Ji..
FORMULA.—Every ./iifid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. And purified Chloral, and ^g gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

HO^^.—One-half to 07iefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ien opiates fail. Un-
like pTepa,ra.tions of opium, it does 7iot lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDDY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Wotnen, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, Mo.
{Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Pliysicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous a^id Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Bush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, HI.
(Ed. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases,

etc., Woman^s Medical College.)

I. N. DANFOUTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Patltology and Diseases of the Kidneys, WomanU Hospital Medical College;
President and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles atid Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., LouisTille, Ky.
(l^of. Cheviistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
(I'rof. lYinciples and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

U. U. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Oliio.

(I'rof. Obilelrica and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PKKPARED ONLY BY

IIG Olive St., ----- ST. liOVIS.
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lOQil.^
FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum, and Aromatics. Each yiwid drachm also contains jftve grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or iwojluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever Introduced to the
Profession.

"Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College ; Professor Gynxcology
Rttsh Medical College.)

R. M. KING, A. M , M. D., St. Louie, Mo.

{Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physiaians and Surgeons.)

. A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Woynen and Clinical Gynecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

;j. k. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapetdics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, lud.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gymecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. T.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

{Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

{Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CHEDyCISTS,

116 Olive street, - _ _ -
'_ ST. LOUIS.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho'vrn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, ^^ho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t-v^o

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medi al Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value o/Maltine in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different di'uggists sanaples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tbem to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Waltkr S. Haines. M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Hush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.C.S.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prdf. R. Ogden Doremus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The follounng is an extract from a report of Wm Porter, A.M., M.D.,St. Louis, Mo-
After a full trial of the different Oils, and p:xtract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of Its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandkli., in Louisville Medical iVews, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the coustructives ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

. .
Ann Arhor, Mien., Sept. 2.3th, 1880.An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former

opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without It. K. H. Demstek, M. D.,

I^of. Ohttet. and Dit. Worn, and Children, Universily of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In answering advertisements, meAtlon the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies "which

are generally used as eonstructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST: —/That Maltine (plain) increases lueight aivd

strength far more rapidly thaiv Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJfD:— That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,

and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases,

THIRD: — That Maltine is the most important con-

structive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than aiiy of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTiNE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. "MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YEKBINE.

* Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its

preparation we employ not to exceed 1-50 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Blalt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle. Diastase.

-8®="We will forward gratuitously a $1.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
' Laboratory: » 196 Fulton Street,
Yonkers on the Hudson- f New "Yorh:.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medicl Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharnaacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
Its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
of the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium

and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
B. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

•valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly
prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, '79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past front Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
Instructed by my physician a week or two ago,
to make a trial of your new preparation Malto.
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused mo so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble nie, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to
others who may be suffering from like causes,
to state the facta of the case.

Yours, Uesp'lly, J. H. .Iohnkton.
C. A. MosMKR, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tildkn & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

lifar Hiiperiorto any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopei)tino had

2aile<l him, and to his snri)rise Wiis just the
thing.

n. M. WiLso.N, BI. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepfiiu and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1880.
TiLDEN & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine

in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very 'gratifying—so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Bakeb, M. D.

B. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilpen & Co.—Of late I have beea

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I
am induced to give you the results of my ex-
perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of
Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful i<n debility of the
stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior
remedy. It will be found highly useful in the

diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-

pendent upon imperfect digestion.

The aluminium which you have incorporated
into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Maito-

pei)sine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
SagarofMIlk 3-5 oz. I Pepsine 10 oz. I Hydrochloric Acid Sfl.dr.
Nutrltivfsof t)ie Grain... 10 " Diantase (I dr. PhosiihoricAcid 8" "
Powdered Firwein 7'' | Lactic Arid .'> /I. dr. |

Aliiniiiiium 3 "' OZ.

PRICE LIST.
MaltopepHlne, Mn oz. bot.)pernz 8 .7.'j I Wc also prepare the various Elixirs

" " " doz... 7.fK) and Hyrups in combination with Malto-
" (i/^rti. hoi.) " It) 8.(X)

I
pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden &. Co.,New Lebanon, N. Y., and »4 Lilberty St., N. Y.
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lODO BROMIDE OF CALCIUM COMP.

An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly

in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing tJie following

diseases, sent on application:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous

affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;

Scrofulous Eczema ; "White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands

of the neck.
Cancerous affections ; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;

Ijupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium ; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.

Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.

Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.

Epilepsy; Otorrhcea; Deafness.
Diphtheria ; Erysipelas ; Erysipelas with Scrofula ; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI bichloridum,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, MGnispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases

constantly occurriDg in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of

mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate

cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternati'ig as circumstances indicate. In this special

combination, we have increased th« Stillingin and other alteratives specially

applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in

the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,

and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.

We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with
Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 griins of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TIIiDEN &. CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 34 Lillierty St., Wew Yorlc.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria IIedical Monthly.
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SH£I.I^. FOSSII.S, BIROS, £G6S,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

B"Y" JL- E. IFOOTE, n^L. ID:
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

(Professor ef Chemistry and Mineralogy; Fellowofthe American Association for the Advancement of Science; Life
memberof the Academy ofNaU Sciences, Phila., and American Museum ofNat. Hist., Central Park, N.Y. City.)
Specimenssent to ai.y part of the world by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's Leisure

Hour of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for chib rates and premiums see each monthly issue.
I received the hi^'hest award given to any one at the Centemiial Exposition of 1S76, and the only award and medal

given to ajiy AmeiicaD for " Collections of Minerals."

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, heavy paper 50 cents, bound in
cloth 75 cents,

3 J sheep ^^i, Jocalfgi.ss, cloth if: tcrleaved $i, \.< sheep interleaved $1.25, J^ calf interleaved ^1.50, (price-list

alone, 16 pp. 3Vents). It is'prolusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver charged me about $1,100 before a copy
was struck off. By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species maybe verified. The price-list is

an excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabeticaliy

and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species,

after it will be found the species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity,

fusibility and cr;,stallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that 1 had in 1876 are no longer

In stock.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, elal.

The collection^; of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works o"!

Mineralogy ; all the principal Ores, &c.,&c. The collections are labelled with printed label that can only be remove^
by soaking. The labels ofthe J5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in

most cases, the composition of the Mineral ; the Js-OO) and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and
table of species. The sizes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.
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OAK LAWN RE!EEAT FOR THE INSANE

!

JACKSOIJ^VILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

S03 South-Adanns, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

c. j^. BO'VsTiMi.^nsr &c oo..

Prescription Druggists,
520 l^J^XlSr STIREET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
W. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Pkokia Medicvl. Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-
nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkirie^ S. ^tl\erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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PEORIA, PEKIN & JACKSONVILLE RAILWAY,
THE KOUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardstown, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

w^j^mm^M.m oi^ir M.mm ^^n^ •wmm'^^
Leavenwortli, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,

And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

Electric or Unm Belt

If this new combination could he seen and tested by the medical profession!
few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility

witU simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There Is

not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; "WITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.

Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

McINTOSS GALVANIC BELT Ai\D BATTERY COMPANY. 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, IlL

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
tlV^ER OIIji

i - WITH :

NiVPQ)"PNlOj|gPNII|-Tf;Sj-.-,Q)r. LIIIMir, AXNiO SODjy^
PERFECT, PERMAMEMT, PALATABI.E.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneous and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third— It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Enmlsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Ansemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled. by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
FoRMVi-A— .50 per cent of pure Cod Liver Oil, H grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs, of the

Hypophogphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANGULA.

We desire to cjill the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
Ilhnmmu Fntngiihi, in the form of our Buclclhorn Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and as.-dstance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
Bcrvegiis a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, witnout causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic eflect upon the bowels, so that as the jiatlent recovers the doso may be
gra<liially decreased until a nornuil condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Hark, ait we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure it« true active jirinciple.
We combine it with aromatlcs in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

aenKltive ntoiiiach. Wo Nhall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving inBtnutions for its use, etc. Prepared liy Scott & BoyNK.

S.&B'^ PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We re«|i«rtrully Hubmit the above elegant preparation to the notice of the profession, and desiro them
to favor nil with a trial. So far an it hail been tested. It has met with their entire approval ; ami we believe
it in not only d<-M(jned t/i take the place of the crude oil, but to be used much more extensively. Incur
j>riic-m of emulKlfying, it is not only permanent and palnlnhle, but is deprived entirely of its griping prop-
orti'ffi. In Its administration, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
f.hynWan will WK)n giilile him in its use. It is put up in 4 oz. bottles, that sell for 25 cents; also in
qiiartn (nr physicians t'l prescribe as desired. Samples will be furnished free on application. Formui-a :

—

,/) p*r rmt. of T'urt OAd I'revied OiHor Oil. 15 per cent. (Jliemically I'ure Glycerine.
f'rei/ar<<l by

BCOTT ft BOWNE, Manufacturing ChemiatB, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.
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MALYTICAL CHEBST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

FOR SALE.

Wishing to retire from the

practice of Medicine, I offer my
property and good will for sale,

cheap for cash or on easy terms,

situated in a small village three

miles from the C, B. & Q. R.

R., consisting of a good House,

eight rooms and office, and Furn-

iture, Barn and out-buildings
;

practice worth from $2,000 to

83,000 ; in the midst of a good

farming country.

For further particulars, ad-

dress

JAMES K. LUSK,
Pleasant View,

Schuyler County, 111.

As there is considerable
inquiry for vaccine matter,
we would say to those inter-

ested that Colburn, Birks &
Co., of this city, are supplied
with fresh virus every second
day from the well-known
vaccine farm of Dr. A. H.
Dorris,Wisconsin. Tlieprices

are, ten {(oiiits, doubly
charged, $1; crusts, $1.75
each. Orders sent to us will

be handed to this firm, and
we can guarjintee will re-

ceive prompt attention.

In answering adTertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.



A MANUAL OF CLINICAL THERAPEUTICS.
8V0., PP. 256. PRICE, IN CLOTH, $2.00 ; IN SHEEP, $2.50.

Shows the Most Recent and Most Successful Treatment of over

450 Diseases, giving over 300 New and Useful Prescriptions. Copiously

Indexed. Over 6000 copies sold in thirteen months.

Iidexof Diseases.

Hernia,
Sore Nipples,
Puerperal Fever,
Vaginifmus,
Cystitis,

Gathered Breasts,
Metritis,
Dysmenorrhoea,
Amenorrhoea,
Camncle-
Bvphilis,
Tnermic Fever,
Collapse.
Sexual Exhaustion,
Peritonitis,

Tetanus,
Chorea,
Epilepay,
Dysenteiy,
Dropsy,
Henopau.se,
Typhoid Fever,
Heart Disease,
Insomnia,
TonfiUlItis.

PJieumatlsm,
Dyspepsia,
Meningitis,
Lumbago,
Brigbt'8 Diseases,
Inflaenza,
Pbthlals,
Pneumonia,
Pleurisy,
Paraphimoslfl,
Erysipelas,
FracturcD,
Ktrlctare*,
HsmorrboldJi,
Prostatorrhrea
Gleet,
Empyema,
ARtuma,
Jaundice.
Pruritua Vulvse, ")

Cancer,
Lcucorrhcca,
U^cthrltli^
fiynfiTltls.

Bcarlet Fever,
Crituti(jatlon,

Pliaryntfltlji,

Dlarrho-Aii,

AU/rtlon,
Veuralf^ia,

and 400 othcm,

Index of Authors.

Alonzo Clark,

J. M. DaCosta,

S. Weir Mitchell,

Samuel D. Gross,

Richard J. Levis,

Horatio C. Wood
Lewis A. Sayre,

D. Hayes Agnew,
Fessenden N.Otis,

Samuel W. Gross,

Wm. Van Buren,
R. A. F. Penrose,

J. Forsyth Meigs,

Henry G. Piflfard,

Geo. Strawbridge,

Frank Hamilton,
Ellerslie Wallace,

Wm. Thomson,

J. Lewi; Smith,

Wm. Goodell,

Fordyce Barker,

Wm. Hammond,
Alfred T^oomis,

Austin Flint,

Alfred Stilld,

Francis Dclafield,

E. C. Scguin,

Montrose Fallen

I'v. L. Keyes,

J. H. Hutchinrion,

Joseph A. Howe,
Wm. Pepper,

Thos. Cj. Morton,
I). B.St. J. P.oosa,

J. Soils Cohen,
Alfred I'ost.

THB TREATMENT OF

nrPHOID FEVER.

by
Alonzo Clark,
William Pepper,
Austin Flint,
Alfred Loomis,

J. M. DaCosta.

THE treatment OF

FRACTURES.

by

Frank H. Hamilton,
D. Haves Agnew,
Lewis A. Savre,
Richard J. Levis,
Thomas G. Morton.

THE treatment OF

AMENORRHIEA.

by
Fordvce Barker,
William Goodell,
T. Gaillard Thomas,
R. A. F. Penrose,
A. J. C. Skene.

THE TREATMENT OV

VENEREAL DISEASES

by
.Samuel W. Gross,
Fessenden N. Otis,
F. F. Maury,
J. W. S. GOULEV,
E. L. Keyes.

THE treatment OF

NERVOUS DISEASES.

by
S. Weir Mitchell,
E. C. Seguin,
A. McL. Hamilton,
H. C. Wor,.,,

William Hammond.

Notices of JournalB. '

" It is a book which will
prove of service both to
the student and busy prac-
titioner iif medicine, con-
taining as it does, in a
condensed form, the latest

opinions of men who are
prominent specialists."

—

'

Afcd. Rec, Af'til lo.

"Valuable as showing
the opinion of various dis-

tinguished authors on a
variety of diseases. "-C»«.
Lancet and Clinic,

"Its m.ost valuable fea-

tiires are its freedom from
high-spun, fanciful theo-
ries, and the thoroughly
practical character of its

contents. We believe that
no one will regret its addi-
tion to his library. "—Med.
Gazette, Dec, 27.

What Busy Practition-

ers IMnkofit.
"The best reference

book oi anything I have
seen for the busy practi-

tioner. It should be the
companion of all."

—

Dr.
W. H. Kl.iPP, Union
Centre, N. V.
"I find of great value

in my daily practice as a
a reference hooV^phiin,
practicaland /•ointed.

"

—
Dr. D. B. IVarren, Palo
Pinto, Texas.
" I find it a practical

work, which deserves •
place on the desk ofevery
busy practitioner.''

—

Dr.
R. L. Van Gleek, Grave-
send,N. Y.
"I think It Is just tha

thing for the busy practi-

tioner, and I would not
part with it for twice the
amoutit 1 fiaidforit ''-Dr
M. A . Carroll, Luding-
ton, fllie/i

"It contains in a nut-

shell what the busy pr.icli-

tinncrnecds."

—

Dr.M.K.

Harrison, liraokvilU,
Miss,

Thi.s book will be sent postpaid to any address upon receipt of price by
SAMUEL M. MILIAR, M D., Medical PnbliKl&er ^Booksellers

atid sritvcE stuebt, ruTLADELrniA, rA,
In ordering, state where you saw tliis advertisement.
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(LIQ^XJIID.

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DBACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgOPOs)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fe2 O3 PO5).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POs).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Pi'of. E. N. HOR8FORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, hut agreeable to the taste.

l\o danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. I)., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued lier reas'on who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phospliate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, BI. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed. I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfull3' attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peokia Medic-vl Monthly.

. MANUFACTURED BY THE

BUMFORD GHEMieai WORKS, Providence, Rhode island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINE
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyaliu, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMI7L,A OF liACTOPEPTIKE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, -1 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
Tersal ailoption bj' physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
htis been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,
Profetsor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.

P. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,
Prof. Oiem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent; Prof. Cliem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col.ete.

JAS. AITKEN xMEIGS. "M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Prof, of the Imtitutes of Med. and Med. jttris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hos.

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samarilmi Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Ohsletrics, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M. D.,
Prof, of the .Science and Art of Snrg. and Clinical Surf/., University of Louisville, Ky.

L. P. YANDELL, M.D.,
Prof, of Clin. Med., Disenses of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.

ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,
Emeritut I'rof. of Ohsietrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D., L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Pkof. H. C. P.ARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAGAL ASSOCIATION,

No«. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O.BOX, IS74.

In answering advertiiementB mentfon tbe Peoria MEDicAii MoNTHiiY.
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A WORD WITH OUR READERS.

In presenting to you this nuinher of the second volume of
the enlarged and improved PEORIA MEDICAL MONTHLY, al-

loiv me to submit a few reasons for ashing you to become a sub-
scriber :

1st. It is a Western Journal, and tahes a strong interest

in the advance of western medicine and medical affairs,

among the latter are inany topics, which being of somewhat
sectional interest, it can not be expected that Eastern Journals
will taJce much interest in them, or give space for a full dis-

cussion of their merits.
2d. This Journal has more than fulfilled all promises

made a year ago. It has been enlarged from a small pam-
phlet of thirty-two pages to its present size, and this has been
made possible only by the cordial and hearty support shown
it by the profession throughout Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Jfebrasha, Missouri, Indiana, Kansas, etc., etc.

3d. It has furnished a larger proportion of original
matter than any other ; not a mere congloineration of chaff
and grain, from which the reader must spend valuable time
to separate the good from the worthless, but all live, readable
articles, many from such inen as Godell, Byford, Lyman,
Pepper, Warren, Da Costa, Gunn, and others.

Jfth. Especial pains will be taken to secure reports of cases

and short, practical articles from the busy practitioner, and
to this your hearty co-operation is requested.

5th. It is our aim to give you a Western Journal that will
rival the journals of the East, and when Western physicians
give to their homejournals the financial and literary support
which they have been accustomed to give to Easternjournals,
this aim can be realized. Is it not to YO UR interest to do this ?

6th. It costs you but amere trifle; one dollar ivill furnish
you with from thirty -six to forty-flve pages of reading mat-
ter each month, or a snug volume of Jf50 pages a year. Mow,
my dear sir, will you not help us mahe this journal larger
and better ? We do not propose to mahe money out of it, but
will put all profits into its improvement. We are encouraged
by the large number of subscriptions sent in voluntarily dur-
ing the past year, and we feel that, as we are worhing for the
best interests of the whole medical profession, we have a right
to expect their support. Tahe an interest in this journal

;

give it your support, and if it is not found to be deserving , it

will soon fail-

It is safer to remit by money order, but a bill well wrapped
has never failed to reach me yet.

Please send in One Dollar AT ONCE, NOW, before you are
called away ; DO NOT NEGLECT IT, and you will not regret it.

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,
PUBLISHER,

204 S. Jefferson Street. Peoria, Illinois.
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[From the College and Clinical Record, Philadelphia, May, 1881.]

THE RELATION OF PHARMACY TO MEDICINE.
New York, April 15th, 1881.

To the CoUene and Cliniml lieconi

:

The relation of the drag trade to the medical profession is one of the questions of the day, and any
new thing i" reference to tliis subject is, therefore, of interest. Especially is this true during the pres-

ent transition state; and, when a move in the direction of a higher stand upon the part of pharmacy is

taken, it becomes of importance as well. I therefore take the libeity of sending you the following as a
communication to your interesting journal, hoping that similar communications may be received by you
from other pharmacists of like mind, and that the example thus set may be of influence in settling the
much-vexed question at issue.

I herewith enclose the business platform adopted by a firm of well-known manufacturing pharma-
cists in defense of the jjosition which thev occupy in relation to the profession.

Very respectfully yours, F. E. STEWART.
To the Medical Profession:

Gentlemen"— We respectfully beg leave to call your attention to the following circular, which
explains the relations which we occupy to the profession as manufacturers and dealers in pharmaceutical
preparations.

Our business consists in the choice, preservation, preparation and combination of medicines. We
are merchants, in that we buy and sell; manufacturers, in that we deal in our oMn productions. On a
trade basis only do we present ourselves, and to the rules of trade do we conform.

Drugs are tools in the hands of the physician, as surgical instruments in the hands of the surgeon.
The knowledge of knife-making does not qualify for the use of the knife, neither can a knowledge of
dnigs. without a knowledge of disease, justify their use in the treatment of the sick. We do not, there-
fore, attempt to usurp the prerogatives of the physician by advertising to cure the sick, or by proclaiming
ourselves original investigators in therapeutics.

We practice pharmacy, not on a professional, but on a trade basis. For this reason we do not write
works on pharmacy, or make known our trade secrets for the benefit of our competitors. We invent new
processes and m.achinery, and exercise exclusive control over them, but we do not patent drugs orcombina-
tions of drugs, for these we do not look upon as proper objects for protection by patent; neither do we
patent forms of medicinal preparations, or seek to gain control of the same bj' secret formulae. An
exclusive right to the sale of a drug, or a combination of drugs, is injurious to trade, as it prevents legiti-

mate competition, which is the life of trade. It is unfair to the consumer, as it enhances price without
a just equivalent. It has a tendency to deteriorate quality, also, and it enables unscrupulous manufac-
turei-s to create an artificial demand by advertising fictitious values.

The only trade-mark whicli we possess is our name and reputation, and it is of value to us hut to the
extent that we make it so by business enterprise and integrity. The trade-mark system, as at present
constituted, is no guarantee whatever as to the quality of manufacture, and, therefore, not a protection
to the profession and the public.

Our relations to the war waged at the present time upon "trade-mark pharmaceuticals," has been
entirely under the leadership and direction of Dr. F. E. Stewart, of New York City, and, while Dr. Stewart
has ai)peared as the champion of the medical profession and legitimate pharmacy, as well as in the inter-
ests of trade, oar action lias been taken from a trade basis purely.

New Drugs.— It has always been our desire to promote the advance of scientific progress,
recognizing tliat trade, in every department, is directly dependent upon increase in knowledge. Though
not original investigators in therapeutics ourselves, that being outside the province of trade, we do all in
our jxjwer to favor therapeutical investigation. For this reason we take great pains to secure new drugs,
and all information possible concerning them, for the purpose of presenting the same to the profession
for scientific examination. From the great variety presented to our notice by trade, we select a few,
which we are led to believe are of sufficient worth to justify our action from a therapeutical point of
view, and after first submitting them to test, that vTe may determine more definitely their value before
risking our capital, jiresent them to the profession for trial ; these trials we guarantee to publish, good,
bad or indifferent, and if we have made an error in judgment in our selection of the drug, the loss is ours.
If, on the contrary, the drug prove to be a valuable one, we have added to scientific knowledge, and thus
conferred a benefit upon humanity, the medical jirofession, and also upon the trade.

Literature.— I'vactical medicine is largely empirical, and is likely to remain so, at least until phy-
siology and pathobjgy throw greater light upon flie action of drugs in health and disease. The literature
of therapeutics is, therefore, in a great measure, but the history of inconclusive experimentation. In
the Btudy of the literature pertaining to the action of drugs, three things should be taken into account.
FifHt. the ability and reliability of the experimenter ; second, the nature and number of experiments
sufficient for verification; third, the results of the well observed and substantiated expeiiments. The
unitnpfHirted testimony of the most careful and conscientious scientific investigator cannot be accepted
a« conclusive evidence; but tlie accumulated results of the extended experience of many competent ob-
ser>-erH in the only safe criterion to guide the physician in the treatment of the sick. If the profession
had waited for an accumulation of this kind, however, before employing new drugs, the properties of
rhubarb, cinchona and opium would in^ver have been known. It sliould be the jiurpose, therefore, of
trwli; ait well hh xcience, to do all in her jiower to facilitate experimentation for the purpose of clearing
up all reprcoentatlon regarding new drugs, and coining it, as far as possible, into a definite scientific lit-

erature! With this Intent wo have adoi)ted the following jilan, suggested by Dr. Stewart, and, recogniz-
ing the benefit its adoption must be to trade by increasing the demand for new drugs, we oft'er our aid to
the profeHiiion in carrying it out.

The plan Hiiggested is to treat the patients in the nunKMous hospitals and dispensaries throughout the
countr>- with ilmgH which have ])roved tlK'inHelves of value, and report the results to tlie medical pres.s.
TJi<- collection of tlieiie reports would fniniMh, in a short time, as much material as procured by older
rnellKHln io a century, and from them could soon be compiled a valuable literature. Though these re-
IK.rtx benefit mm only indlroctly, and to the extent that wo are identified with the introduction of the
dnig r,r itn lalf. we o(T<-r lo the lioHjiitalH, gratuitously, drugs for this test, and we do not even request that
HUT niim-s «hall be imwl in the journals in connection with the work.

And, finally, it is to be lioiieil tliat the meilical iirofossion will give us credit for the integrity of our
motlr..)! In the lMtr<Kliicfion of new remedies from the platform on which we stand, and because of the
methojii which we have adopted.

PARKE. DAVIS & CO., Manufacturing Chemists,
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Art. I.—The Pancreas. By Robert Roskoten, M. D., Peoria, 111.

It is a singular fact that, in our practice, we almost invari-

ably overlook the pancreas. Indeed, our attention is so seldom
drawn to this organ that, at the bedside, we almost forget its

very existence. The reason for this may be found mainly in the

difficulty of making a strict diagnosis of its diseases, on account
of its location, which is not so accessible to an examination as

most of the neighboring organs. The close proximity of, and
the intimate connection with, the stomach, the liver, and even
the spleen, make it obvious that most of the disturbances befall-

ing the latter organs will also involve the pancreas, and vice

versa. Hence it becomes difficult to determine which organ
was primarily involved, and which is the one most affected. It

is generally laid down that diseases of the pancreas are of very
rare occurrence, but I believe this to be a mistake.

The pancreas lies in the posterior part of the epigastric

region behind the stomach, the left lobe of the liver and meso-
colon, extending transversely from the hilus of the spleen to the

curvature of the duodenum. The form of the gland has some
similarity with that of an old-fashioned pistol. The right

extremity or head is the largest portion, and lies in the con-
cavity of the duodenum, its middle part or body becoming
smaller and tapering into the tail, which reaches as far as the
hilus of the spleen. The pancreas is a conglomerate gland,
considerably larger than the parotid. Its acinous structure

resembles that of the salivary glands. It is well supplied with
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blood-vessels of a large caliber. The arteries are derived from
branches of the splenic, superior mesenteric and hepatic arteries.

There seem to be but few nerves, derived from branches of the

solar plexus. Wirsung's canal, the excretory duct of the pan-

creas, commences by the union of several branches at the

tail-end of the gland, passes through the organ from left to

right, and, about three or four inches below the pylorus, opens

into the duodenum, forming a common orifice with the ductus

communis choledochus on the surface of a raised papilla.

The physiological function of the pancreas may be com-
prised in the following: It produces a glairy, odorless and
colorless alkaline fluid, analogous to that of the salivary glands

;

the quantity of the secretion may reach about one-half of that

secreted by the liver. The office of the pancreatic juice, accord-

ing to the best authors, is the conversion of starch into sugar,

and of the albumenoids into peptones, and the emulsification of

fats. Its secretion increases during the presence of chyme or

other stimulus; therefore it is not continuous, but periodical,

occurring after the chyme has passed the pylorus. The pan-

creatic juice is not absolutely necessary for the chylification of

food ; its absence does not entirely interrupt the process of

digestion, nor does it cause an immediate danger of life.

As it cannot be my intention to embrace in this article the

entire physiology and pathology of the pancreas— for which
I would refer to Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia of Practice of Medi-
cine— I will only make a few remarks based mainly upon my
own observations.

Drugs or other agencies, which irritate the salivary glands,

will act in the same manner upon the pancreas. Ahead of all

others stands mercury. All sialogogues

—

f. i., spices, horse-

radish, mustard, capsicum, pellitorj^ root, tobacco (more
l)articularly, strong Havana cigars), and jaborandi— will pro-

duce great activity in the pancreas. Some diseases also exercise

a peculiar influence in that respect. Thus pancreatitis may
occur simultaneously with parotitis following scarlet or typhus
fevers, or it may set in after the parotitis has disappeared. I am
inclined to believe that during the period of dentition many
cases of diarrhfjua are caused by an excess of pancreatic juice, in

consequence of the close synij)athy between the salivary glands
and the pancreas. In the first place, the secretion of saliva is

iricreased; the children commence to slobber, while their pass-

ages remain mostly normal, but as soon as by inactivity of the

salivary glatids the mouth becomes dry, we may look for sud-

den and copious watery stools, mainly caused by a vicarious but
excessive pancreatic secretion.

A similar sytnpathy exists between the testicles and the

pancreas. Every jthysician knows that during our last epidemic
of mumps we met with more complicated and protracted cases

than usually. I hardly need to mention the frequent occurrence
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of orchitis in the trail of mumps; but, aside from this, I

observed many cases wherein, after the sixth or seventh day,

when the swelling of the parotis or testicles had entirely disap-

peared, the patients commenced to vomit a glairy, colorless

fluid in such a quantity that it could not well be ascribed to the

stomach, from whose secretion, moreover, it differed; doubtless

it came from the pancreas. Alll of these patients complained

of a deep-seated, burning pain in the epigastric region. In

other cases the tongue became red and dry, whereupon, sud-

denly, a watery or viscid diarrhoea set in, always affording great

relief.

A very frequent cause of pancreatic disturbances is self-

abuse. How often are we not consulted by young men com-
plaining of dyspepsia, while their down-east eyes, the scummy
saliva gathering between their lips while speaking, direct our
attention to the real cause of their complaint. When closely ex-

amined we find that, aside from spermatorrhoea or other trouble,

the sympathetic irritation of the pancreas is the cause of their

dyspepsia. In damp, swampy countries, or where scrofula

reigns, diseases of the pancreas are frequent—in Upper Egypt
even epidemic. There is a predisposition in the male sex to pan-

creatic diseases. Shoemakers, who are in the habit of pressing

the last against the pit of the stomach, are liable to chronic in-

flammation of that organ.

The right extremity or the head of the gland is the part

most liable to be affected, much less the body, and the tail is.

hardly ever involved. Pancreatitis is either acute or chronic.

The pancreatic pain is felt in the epigastric region. It is deep-seat-

ed, indefinite, but sometimes becomes vivid, burning and cutting,

increasing by pressure. In acute pancreatitis the patients com-
plain of a peculiar sensation, which, like a burning flame,

extends upwards through the oesophagus, combined with the

ejection of a sour, bitter or tasteless fluid, which may amount to

several pounds a day. In all acute diseases of the pancreas

sudden and intense vomiting combined with fever, a sensation

of great weakness, even collapse, is a constant sign. The pain,

the sinking and vomiting is caused by the pressure upon the

semilunar plexus, analagous to the effect of a blow upon the epi-

gastrium, consisting in nausea, weakness, and even in death.

In chronic pancreatitis, vomiting sets in two or three hours
after the meals, seldom mixed with the eaten food, and it ceases

as soon as diarrhcea supervenes.

An examination of the pancreas should oul}' be made when
the stomach is empty, and after the bowels have been moved by
cathartics. The knee-elbow position is required, but even then
it is very diflicult to reach the gland with the tips of our fingers.

A tumefied pancreas will communicate the pulsation of the

aorta, but this is of no diagnostic value, as epigastric pulsation

may be produced by aneurisms of the aorta, and tumors before
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it, furthermore by nervous influences,/, i. in hysteria, in gastric

fevers, etc. But in a few cases of acute pancreatitis I am almost
certain of having perceived the pulsation of its own arteries.

The secretion of the pancreatic juice may become excess-

ive, when it will cause either watery stools, regurgitation or
vomiting of the surplus fluid, or, it may be partially or wholly
suspended, when the digestion of fat and albumen and the
transformation of starch into sugar will cease. Hence we ob-
serve those well known fatty stools.

Of the qualitative changes of the secretion in diseases but
very little is known.

The theory has been advanced that while the pancreatic
juice has the power of dissolving fats, so its deficiency may be-

come an indirect cause of the formation of gall-stones. Jaun-
dice may set in by pressure upon the ductus communis chole-

docthus, and ascites by pressure upon the portal vein. Concre-
ments in Wirsung's duct produce a colic which resembles so
closely that caused by gall-stones that during lifetime a strict

diagnosis is impossible. Cancer is usually secondary in the
pancreas ; its growth may extend from the liver, the stomach or
omentum, sometimes tangling all these parts in one mass. By
the pressure of the head of the pancreas on the pylorus and
duodenum, these organs can become obstructed, presenting all

the symptoms of strangulated hernia.

Acute pancreatitis will result either in resolution, in suppu-
ration, causing abscesses, or in gangrene. Induration is a
frequent consequence of chronic inflammation ; in such cases
the salivary glands often assume a greater activity.

Long lasting pancreatic trouble causes anaemia and emacia-
tion, either by the great loss of albuminous matter contained in

the excessive secretion, or by want of digestion of the fatty and
starchy matter, when the secretion is suspended. Such patients
exhibit an unusual pallor. In some obstinate cases nocturnal
emissions will take place, always aggravating the evil. This
fact again shows the intimate relation between testicles and
pancreas.

When acute pancreatitis is suspected, the application of
leeches in the epigastric region and in the region of the first

lumbar vertebra will prove beneficial. The free use of narcot-
ics, internally and externally, is strongly indicated. After the
vomiting has subsided, the use of mild laxatives may be resorted
to; the patients will always feel much relieved after a dejection.
In chronic cases resolving remedies, such as muriate of ammo-
nium, dandelion, soap, etc., may be given alternately with tonics
or alteratives. Blisters in the epigastric region and general!

warm baths always do good services.

When the pancreatic secretion is impaired and the faeces

contain an unusual quantity of fatty matter, we have to assist

nature in introducing a substitute. The pancreas of a pig or
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calf, slaughtered when the animal was digesting its food, will

answer the purpose. An emulsion of the gland has been re-

commended. I prefer the gland in substance; minutely chopped

it can be easily taken in ale or ginger tea. It is best to admin-

ister it about an hour after each meal, so as not to interfere

with the gastric digestion. We have to keep in mind that the

pancreatic jaice is of alkaline reaction, the gastric juice acid

and that before the chime passes the pylorus it should not be

interfered with. For the same reason I have but very little con-

fidence in lactopeptine and similar compounds. Pepsine, when
indicated, should be given separately and some time before the

pancreatic juice.

In conclusion, I would once more call attention of the pro-

fession to the importance of the pancreas, recommending a

diligent study of the pathology of this so much neglected

organ.

Art. II.—a Case of Empyema: Treatment by Irrigation— Recovery. By

John A. Robinson, M. D., Chicago, 111.

The patient, Heinrich H , a German, aged 11 years,

came under my observation May 11, 1880. He had been under
treatment by another physician for the period of about two
weeks, who had diagnosed the case as pleurisy with effusion.

The lad was considerably emaciated, weak, and of a sallow

complexion. His breathing was hurried and laborious, the left

wall of the chest having an oedematous appearance. Upon
examination, the following signs were elicited : Loss of motion

of left side ; increase in size of left side, with bulging of inter-

costal spaces, the apex beat of the heart being in the fourth

intercostal space to the right of the sternum ; by percussion

there was obtained complete flatness over the left lung, and,

upon auscultation, loss of respiratory murmur on affected side,

with exaggerated vesicular breathing on the sound side; tem-

perature, 103^°; pulse, 130 per minute, quick and weak. In

addition to the dispncea, there was an anxious expression of the

countenance, with inability to lie on right side. From the

appearance of cachexia the case was diagnosed as empyema.
Fearing a fatal result if the fluid was not soon removed,

aspiration was resorted to, and about fifty ounces of creamy pus
was obtained. The patient was relieved for a few days, but, on

May 22, paracentesis thoracis was repeated with the hopes that

the remaining effusion would disappear. About forty ounces

of pus was obtained at this aspiration. But, instead of the

effusion disappearing, it rapidly accumulated, and it was decided

to perform the radical operation for empyema, using irrigation

of the pleural cavity.
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On June 1, I made an incision into the pleural cavity,

between the fourth and fifth ribs, about their middle, and there

gradually flowed out fifty-eight ounces of pus, somewhat fetid.

I introduced a drainage tube, and dressed autiseptically. All

the Listerian precautions were taken. The next day the pleural

cavit}' was washed out with a one per cent, solution of carbolic

acid, under the spray, dressings again being applied. Desiring

to insert a silver tube, but not being able to obtain one, I had
ordered one to be made. In the meantime, the Listerian

method of dressing had been so successful that it closed up the

wound almost entirely, which necessitated the repetition of the

operation June 8. Again a considerable quantity of pus was
•obtained, but of a laudable nature.

A record of the temperature and pulse was taken, but I

may abbreviate by saying at no time did the temperature
exceed 103|°, or the pulse 124. The temperature gradually
decreased, and the pulse finally became about 80. I continued
to wash out the pleural cavity twice a day with the carbolic acid

solution until June 20, when I did so once a day until July 7.

The only internal medication was a pill composed of ferri sulph.

et quiniae sulph., each 2 grains, ext. hyoscyami 1 grain. The
lad's appetite gradually increased until it became almost
ravenous. His cheeks became rosy, his strength returned grad-
ally. The flow of pus became daily less in quantity until July
17. I removed the tube, and in a short time the wound had
healed.

August 3 I made an examination of the patient, with the
following result: Apex beat of the heart a little to the left and
higher than the normal position ; the left lung had expanded,
and there was good vesicular breathing over the entire left side,

with the exception of an area of two inches in diameter at the
site of the incision ; some dullness from adhesions; some con-
traction of the left side, with drooping of left shoulder; general
health good, and able to take quite active exercise. I advised
calisthenic exercises to promote expansion of the left side of
the chest, and the result is, now, the lad is quite erect in pos-
ture, and from his present appearance none would suspect he
bad ever had any serious illness.

The points of interest in connection with this case are,

first, the large quantities of pus which were obtained ; second,
the absence of much fever after the operation and during the
subsequent treatment; third, the fact that sometimes the anti-

septic method may give rise to inconvenience unless we guard
against them; fourth, the good results obtained, being one more
point it) favor of treating such cases by irrigation. I wish to
add, my method of washing out the plural cavity was by intro-
ducitjg a fiexible catheter into the pleural cavity and connecting
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it with a bottle from which the air had been exhausted. In this

way I could remove all fluid from the pleural cavity. Then I

injected the carbolic acid solution and removed it in the same
manner, repeating the process until the solution was obtained

clear.

Art. III.—a Case of Ovarian Abscess, with Post Mortem. By L. L. Leeds,

M. D., Lincoln, Logan County, Illinois.

On February 6, 1881, I was called to the following case,

with this history : Mrs. D , a healthy German woman, age

38, was pregnant with the fifth child ; about four months ad-

vanced ; nothing unusual was noticed until after a bad scare,

which she experienced on Christmas night ; following closely

upon this, she noticed her abdomen beginning to enlarge quite

rapidly, accompanied by oedema of the lower extremities ; found
the patient complaining of pains simulating the pains of labor,

which had been on her some hours. Upon examination, found
abdomen very greatly distended—more so than at full term of

gestation; some tenderness, and especially in the left lumbar
and inguinal regions; the skin covering the tumor was sleek

and shining; by palpation over the tumor, it was found to be
firm and solid ; there was none of the elasticity which is felt

over the uterus at full term of gestation ; on the contrary, it was
hard, tense and resisting; dull and flat on percussion, and im-
movable ; by placing the hand flat on one side of the abdomen
and striking on the opposite, no percussion waves could be felt

until the hand was placed quite low down, when they were per-

ceptible, but not markedly so; no bruit nor murmur of any kind
could be heard over any portion of the tumor.

Vayinal Examination.—As I was proceeding to make a vagi-

nal examination, the nurse threw down the clothing, exposing
the patient, when my eye was attracted by a protrusion of some
kind from the vagina, which was somewhat distended ; taking
hold of the protruding portion I was able to push it back into

the vagina, which I found distended with a semi-fluctuating tu-

mor completely filling it, but in vain did I search for the os

uteri. Upon pushing the tumor upwards about eight ounces of

cloudy fluid passed away, resembling much the liquor amuii.

There was no ditficulty in voiding the urine, nor in moving the

bowels. Prescribed quiet, opiates to allay the pain, beef tea,

etc. Visiting the patient on the following day (February 7),

found nothing new of importance. Examination conducted as

on the preceding day, and wnth same unsatisfactory results; no
OS was within the reach of my finger

;
patient not suftering so

much, but emaciating; countenance anxious and peculiar, de-

noting a state of depression. Treatment continued with addi-

tion of stimulants. In my absence, February 8, Dr. Brown
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visited the patient; found her about same as previous day.

Tliere was no new development until the 10th, when I found
that about four ounces of pus had passed from the vagina during
the night. At 2 a. m. of the 12th, pains came on and continued
until 6 a. m., when a large amount of pus—one gallon or more
—passed awa}- from the vagina, followed in about thirty minutes
by a fetus, which was Avell formed, and had undergone no de-

composition ; evidently had not been dead but a few days at the

furthest; placenta came away easily ; no hemorrhage; the pus-

was very offensive. Ordered injections of warm carbolized

water to be freely used, with good nourishment and stimulants.

The tumor rapidly diminished in size, and during the day oede-

ma of the legs began to disappear. February 13, the pus con-

tinues to discharge in large quantities, and tumor growing
smaller ; it is now limited to the left lumbar iliac region, where
still remains some tenderness and fullness ; strength failing, and
continued to do so until 10 p. m. of the 14th, when she expired.

Post Mortem, jifteen hours after death, was made, with the as-

sistance of Dr. Brown. An incision extending from the pubis
to the umbilicus in the median line was made through the skim,

beneath which was a moderate amount of adipose tissue. While
cutting through this tissue, came down upon a collapsed cavity,

following which through the abdominal walls, found a communi-
cation with a still larger one in the abdominal cavity. Extend-
ing the incision from the umbilicus to the left and right, found
the abdomen largely infiltrated with pus and softened for an
inch or more to the right of the umbilicus, and to the left

throughout the entire lumbar and inguinal regions. Coming
down into cavity of abscess, found it large, irregular and sacu-
lated; sac of abscess thick and closely adherent to the side and
wall of the abdomen on outer side, and to the folds of intestines
internally; cavity contained about one pint of pus and fluid,

upper extremity extending as high as the lower portion of false

rib. The opening into the vagina was to the left of uterus, from
which opening the discharge of pus had taken place. The
uterus had contracted, and the left ovary was entirely gone.

Akt. I v.—a ('as<' of ImjKTf<)rat<; llynu'ii. By .1. Little, M. D., Bloominglon,

McLf^an County, 111.

April 10, 1881, 1 was called to see Mrs. M, P in confine-
ment. She was a primipara, was 19 years of age, was large and
well developed, had l^een married two years, and her previous
health had been good. The time of her expected accouchment
had arrived, and she had, from all accounts, been in labor five
or HJx hours, and was then evidently entering upon the second
stage of labor. I proceeded to make a digital examination per
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vaginam. My finger came in contact with a strong membrane
over the mouth of the vagina, just within the labia minora, with

apparently no opening through it into the vagina. The mem-
brane was in the situation of the hjmien, and, on careful

examination, I concluded it was the hymen. The woman and
her husband declared that they never had any difficulty in hav-

ing full and free sexual intercourse, and the woman said she

had always menstruated regularly, and that about eighteen

months previously she had a miscarriage. I exposed the parts

to the light and made a thorough examination with fingers and
eyes and found a strong, complete and, apparently, imperforate

hymen. I had my friend, Dr. W. Hill, called, who, upon a

thorough examination, confirmed my diagnosis and agreed to

my proposed treatment, which was, of course, to cut the mem-
brane away. We thought there must be an opening somewhere
through the membrane, and I passed the point of a probe over

it in every direction and on every part, and finally the probe
passed through a small opening into the vagina. This opening
was very near the right side of the hymen, and about half way
from the anterior to the posterior part. It seemed just large

enough to allow the point of an ordinary probe to pass through
it. A grooved director was passed into the opening in the

hymen, and with a probe-pointed bistouri it was divided, longi-

tudinally, and, by introducing two fingers and pressing in every
direction, the opening was made capacious and the membrane
was almost obliterated. The labor progressed favorably, and
the woman was delivered of a large, well-developed child.

AiiT. V.—An Address. Delivered before the Adams County Medical Society,

by the President, Dr. Francis Drube, Quincy, Illinois.

Ml/ Worthy Colleagues and Frieiids

:

The by-laws of our society ordain that the President, at the

annual meeting, shall address the society; and in his absence
the Vice-President shall succeed to all his powers and duties.

It first becomes my painful duty to record the death of our
late President, Dr. Edward G. Castle, than whom there was no
truer, more faithful, upright man. "Praising what is lost

makes the remembrance dear." Within the last few years our
society and the profession at large have lost three of its most
prominent members—Drs. Bartlett, Ralston and Castle—each of
them a Corypheus in science and practical knowledge, whose
loss is deeply felt. We would like to consult the sibylline books
and inquire, who is the next veteran that follows the example of
those illustrious predecessors ? Of the original members, only
the following survivors are left to day : Drs. I. T. Wilson, M. J.

Roeschlaub, and Lewis Watson, who for the last fifteen years
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has lived at Ellis, Kansas. I, myself, joined shortly after its or-

ganization. While our society thirty-two years ago started with
only ten original members, it now numbers forty-nine; and,
without self-praise, we may say that it comprises the best talent

of city and county. In the course of this time the society has
lost twenty-one members by death, and a few by removal ; but it

would be strange, if such an amount of erudition could not, by
some eftbrt, make our meetings both very interesting and in-

structive.

Let us, therefore, each and every one of us, endeavor to

contribute our share to accomplish so desirable an object. Let
us, besides this, try to cultivate a more fraternal spirit among
the members of our society, and I am sure that a great deal of
good to ourselves will follow, while the outside world will not
fail to respect us more and appreciate such brotherly intercourse;
for nothing lowers the profession more in the eyes of the public
than when the members of any society act towards one another
as jealous or malicious enemies.

Before I close these remarks I wish to call your attention to

a disease which has occurred within the last few years more fre-

quently than in former years, and very often proves fatal. I
mean eclampsia of pregnant women, during the act of parturi-

tion, and even post partem. This fearful disease reminds me of
an occurrence in the history of medicine which took place in

Prussia about eighty years ago. There lived in a town named
Quedlinburg, province of Saxonia, a doctor by the name of
Leonhardt. who prepared, by permission of the government, a^

certain patent medicine, put up in quart bottles, which gained
such reputation that it was in demand in all parts of the world.
He called it "Leonhardt's Health Potion for Pregnant Women.'*
He claimed that it had the following virtues: It would insure
regular operation of tlie bowels, prevent dangerous constipation;
he assured the public that the embryos would be thinner, con-
finemejit easier; in particular did he recommend his potion
when in former cases of confinement it had been impossible to
deliver a live child ; where the accoucheur had to resort to em-
bryotomy or to the forceps with such force and vehemence as to
save the life of the mother at the sacrifice of the life of the
child

; last, but not least, he claimed that his medicine was the
surest safeguard of preventing eclampsia, because it counter-
acted the coagable condition of the blood during gestation,
thereby preventing embolism and thrombosis—the main causes
of eclampsia, or even acute mania, so often occurring in child-
bed.

JJr. Leonhardt was very successful with his potion. He
made a fortune. Chemistry was then not so far advanced that
a reliable analysis could be made until Dr, Klaproth, jn Berlin,
about the year 1820, found out the contents of the famous med-
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icine. He analyzed it, and found that each quart bottle consisted

of 3 ounces of sulphate of magnesia, sugar, water, and a small

quantity of claret wine to give it color. One teacupful at night

was the usual dose, to be taken for at least the last three months-

of gestation. Since it was known, the arcanum lost its charm,
and however beneficent in its results it had proved to be, it was
comparatively forgotten.

My experience, I am free to say, fully concurs with the

above boasted statements. In every case where I have been
consulted, and find great tardiness of bowels, particularly in the
latter months of pregnancy, I have made use of Epsom salts,

systematically and continuously for months. In small doses,

only to insure regularity of passages, it never does harm, never

brings on abortion or premature birth, but it is certainly apt to

prevent those malignant if not fatal diseases, and a most severe

confinement.

There is still another point to which I would like to direct

your attention. Experience has shown that long continued cold

weather is very apt to induce canine rabies, and we may be on
our guard against hj^drophobia during the hot summer season.

A decimation of the canine race would prove a great blessing to

humanity.

Art. VI.—Lithotomy, or Lithotrity. Read before the Military Tract Medical

Society, at Galesburg, 111., by Dr. G. L. Corcoran, of Brimfield, Peoria

County, 111.

As every one knows, the operation of lithotrity, as com-
pared with lithotomy, is of very recent date ; for, we learn, the
latter was practiced by the Greek and Roman surgeons, whereas
the operation for crushing the stone did not attract any atten-

tion until about 1820, and it is the French to whom the credit

is due of having introduced the operation. Lithotrity— at any
rate, in the skillful hands ot Sir Henry Thompson—may be
said to have reached almost perfection ; and it is by a judicious
selection of the operations that a brilliant result is obtained in a
large number of cases.

I., is of the greatest moment, both as regards the reputation
of the surgeon and the health of the patient, which of the two
operations is the one by which the calculus is to be removed—
to determine, in fact, which of the two modes of proceedings
presents the best prospect of success.

Every surgeon knows that he can lay down no very hard
and fast rule ; neither is it wise, either for himself or hi»
patients, to adhere to one operation.
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Except for stone in the bladder occurring in children, were
conservative surgery more advanced— as it doubtless, one day,

will be— we should rarely hear of the operation of lithotomy

being performed. But, even now, surgeons do not send home
stone patients to wait until the calculus is ripe to cut, but they

perform the crushing process, and thus rid their patients of a

very disagreeable appendage to their bladders. It is then,

plainly, the imperative duty of every practitioner or surgeon, in

cases where stone is suspected in the least, to sound the bladder,

and by this means detect calculus when it is very small.

As stated above, children under the age of puberty are

generally cut for the obvious reason that the urethra is very

small; and, moreover, the mucous membrane of the bladder is

very irritable at this age. The condition of the urethra, were
it not for the irritability of the bladder, might be remedied by
the construction of smaller instruments; and this method is

had recourse to when the stone is very small— say about the

size of a pea— and when all the fragments can be taken away
at one sitting. On the other hand, in old age, as is the case

with young children, the urinary organs are in a very irritable

condition, and a low form of cystitis is generally set up by the

passage of the lithotrite, or from the small fragments of the
calculus, striking the walls of the bladder or being retained.

Still it must be borne in mind that the operation of lithotomy
has proven very fatal in persons advanced in years. Thus, in

Surgeon Williams' tables of cases of lithotomy, performed from
1772 to 1869, the percentage of deaths was thirty, from 70 to 80
years of age, as compared with seven per cent, of children
under puberty.

Crushing cannot be applied to a stone which is of such a

size that the amount of sittings to crush it would prove fatal to

the patient by exhaustion. It is stated in most works on sur-

gery that, as a general rule, stones below the diameter of one
inch— ceteris paribus— may be crushed. Sometimes a stone is

of such a nature (one of lithic acid, for example) that it cannot
be safely crushed, the fragments being so sharp and having
such well-defined angles as would doubtless quickly set up a
large amount of cystitis.

The question of multiplicity of stones demands a little con-
sideration, and it may be stated that where the calculi are small
and few, crushing may be performed, for the debris will scarcely
be more than from an ordinary-sized calculus.

There are some conditions of the urinary organs that neg-
ative crushing. Of these the chief are: Irritability of the
urethra and bladder, aggravated by the introduction of the
instrument; the existence of organic disease ; the presence of
casts and albumen in the urine; an encysted calculus; atony
of the bladder; stricture of the urethra, and prostatitis.
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Art. VII.—Theories of the Production of the Sexes. By Silas Hubbard,

M. D., Hudson, McLean County, Illinois.

In the April number of the year 1855, of the Bufltalo Medi-
cal Journal, I published an article on the above subject. Since

that time little new has appeared on this subject, unless it has
been immediately refuted by others, while a few old theories,

which were never substantiated, have again been advanced, and
now I thought I would write a few lines of additional facts still

further in favor of the theories I then advanced. One theory

on page 648 I will now quote :
" The ovum which grows to be

a male is fecundated as soon as it is sufficiently mature to be
impregnated, or while it is quite recent ; but if its fecundation

is postponed to a particular period later, it grows to be a fe-

male." Tending to favor this theorj', I will mention the female
insect called the vinefretter, which, after one copulation, has
nine broods at stated periods. The first eight broods are all fe-

males, while the ninth are males and females, which shows that

in the ease of the vinefretter the least developed and least ma-
ture ova at the time of impregnation became males, while the

older and more advanced ova became females ; and why would
not the same law apply to other animals ?

In the case of the female turkey, one copulation impreg-
nates the ova for the season, or for two broods, and farmers
inform me that the first brood are principally females and the

last brood principally males, which shows that in the case of the
turkey the most recently formed at the time of impregnation
become males, while the older and more mature ova become fe-

males. May not the same law apply to man ?

A queen bee which has never had connection with a drone
lays nothing but drone eggs. They all hatch out drones because
the ova did not come under the influence of the sperm, which
is partly in accordance with my theory in regard to the human
ova—that those which became males were generally impreg-
nated while in the ovara, or fallopian tubes, and consequently
would not come under the influence of the semen so extensively

as those which were impregnated while in the uterus, which I
supposed would generally become females. In accordance with
the above theories I stated that extra-uterine fetations were more
likely to be males ; and from what statistics I can gather a
larger number are males, while in placenta prseva cases a larger
number are females.

Illustrating how extra-uterine cases are more likely to be
males, the last case I have read is by Dr. Wilson, in the London
Medical Record, on a case of combined intra-uterine and abdom-
inal twin pregnancy, in which the extra-uterine one was a male,
and the intra-uterine one was a female.

Since November Philadelphia has had 5,000 cases of small-
pox, of which over 1,000 have died.
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Spinal CiiThosii*. By J. M. Da Costa., M. D. Reported for the Peoria Med-

ical Monthly.

J, B., fet, forty-five, a watchmaker by trade. His father

died at the ripe age of ninety. All the members of his family

have been long-lived. The patient states, with the single ex-

ception of some bleeding piles, which troubled him some eight

years or so ago, he has ahvays been a perfectly healthy man.
He denies that he ever contracted venereal disease. About five

years ago he traveled around the country a great deal with a
horse and wagon. During this time he was very much exposed

to vicissitudes of weather. At first he did not suffer at all from
this exposure, but some three years ago he began to have occa-

sional pains in the calves of his legs. These cramps gradually

became more marked, a sense of numbness first affecting one
and then both legs. Finally, not limited to the legs alone, it

attacked three fingers of his left hand. About this time there

was some difficulty in retaining his water. It dribbled away all

the time. The piles, too, returned again, and were a source of

great annoyance to him. These were the symptoms from which
he sufl^ered three years ago. Two years ago his feet became
very chmisy and unmanageable, turned under him very often,

80 that he stumbled frequently, and he sometimes seemed to be
entirely unable to control the motions of his legs. He fre-

quently fell in getting out of his w\agon. There were now and
then sharp twinges of pain in his legs, lasting ten or fifteen

minutes. This pain never kept him awake at night; occasion-

ally the pain was accompanied by twitchings in the legs. It

was at this time, also, that he first became cognizant of a feeling

of tightness about his waist, as if of a belt. He would fre-

quently loosen his clothes and take medicine to relieve this

sense of constriction, which he supposed was caused by flatu-

lence. During all this time he had no headache and no pain in

his head. His eyesight, however, became very poor, and he had
numerous spells of passing criddiness. Eighteen months ago he
had the piles cured by an operation, but without the least benefit

accruing to him. The incontinence of urine grew more marked,
and he was finally admitted here for this disease. After he waa
admitted, we found that the incontinence of urine was only a
HHiall part of his malady. He can now only walk with the help
of crutches. If you will look at his legs, you will see that there
is much atrophy. The left leg is more atrophied than the right.

There is a good deal of congestion of the superficial veins on
both legs. When I pinch his feet, or when I use a pin on the
dorsiHii or sole, he scarcely notices it. The reflex movements
are not quite abolished, as a slight movement takes place. The
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muscular sense is much diminished. The legs, though not quite

paralyzed, can only be very imperfectly managed. By this I

mean that the control of muscular motion is much disturbed.

The sensation of touch is diminished in both of the arms. The
grasp of both hands is feeble. He can pick up small objects,

but cannot thread a needle. The power of co-ordinated move-
ment, however, is not nearly as much destroyed in the arms as

in the legs. Under the use of a slowly interrupted current, the

muscles of both legs quiver, but it requires a very strong cur-

rent to make them move. The man does not feel any current.

"We are thus shown that the electro-muscular sensibility is en-

tirely destroyed. Trying a quickly interrupted current, we find

that its effects are but slight, but a mere quiver of the muscles

being apparent. The rectus on the right side only moves under
the influence of a very strong current. The same is the case

on the left leg and thigh. In the right arm the muscular mo-
tion is still good. The muscular contractility of the arms is not

altered on the right side, and but slightly impaired on the left.

The electro-muscular sensibility of the arms is preserved com-
pletely. In summing up the clinical history, I would call par-

ticular attention to the muscular quivering entirely irrespective

of the action of the battery. There is no albumen in the urine,

a perfectly healthy eye-ground, and no disease of the heart.

The disease has attacked the posterior and lateral columns of

cord much more than the anterior, though even these are not

intact. The absence of tremors proves that the motor ganglia

at the base of the brain are altogether free from disease ; I have
no doubt that the disease originally started in congestion of the

spinal cord, or in congestion with some spinal meningitis. The
treatment has consisted in doses of the one-thirtieth of a grain

of the bichloride of mercury given thrice daily. Now he bears

as much as the one-fifteenth of a grain. Occasionally of late

strychnia has been employed. In discussing the case I have
first to inform you that it is undoubtedly of multiple spinal scle-

rosis. This sclerosis has afiected more particularly the antero-

lateral and posterior parts ot the cord. It is not limited to the

lower part of the cord, for there must also be points of sclerotic

disease in the upper cord, though the disease is less marked
there. This sclerosis in process of time is connected with an
increase of the fibrous tissue, and a corresponding atrophy of

nervous structure. This process most likely will gradually in-

vade the brain, and what is now multiple-spinal will in time be-

come multiple-cerebro-spinal sclerosis. When it does a new
train of symptoms will develop, which we need not now discuss.

The reason that I thus mention the probable future of the con-
dition, is to call your attention to the fact that the arms are
already slightly affected, and that, what I have not yet told you,
there is an increasing feeling of numbness about the lips, and
some little want of power there. In the tongue, too, there is a
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certain failure of the power of motion and disorder of sensa-

tion. This looks as if the disease had already affected points in

the neighborhood of the medulla, those aflected in what is

known as bulbar paralysis. To return, however, to our consid-

eration of the spinal disorder. We know that the posterior

columns are affected from the disorders of sensation—the slight

impression produced by running a needle into the sole of the

foot, the lack of susceptibility to the electro-muscular current

—

all these are evidence enough that the posterior column is affect-

ed, just as in tabes dorsalis or locomotor ataxia. Having seen

cases of locomotor ataxia, the symptoms are not strange to you.

When in addition to the impairment of sensation, the muscular
force is also markedly impaired, we know that the disease has

also affected the anterior columns. Here, however, the muscular
power of the legs is not gone, for the patient, although he can-

not walk, can kick with vigor. The fact that the strong current

will not cause the muscles to move shows that the anterior col-

umn is also impaired. In ordinary locomotor ataxia the electro-

muscular contractility is not impaired, or but very slightly.

Here, however, this impairment is so marked that the muscles
will not respond to any current, except to one which is slowly

interrupted. In the absence of power and of electro-muscular

contractility, we know that the anterior columns must be affect-

ed. It would lead me too far to revert to the origin of the dis-

ease. My belief is that the condition originally started in a

slow form of congestion and infiltration, which led to the devel-

opment of an excess of fibrous tissue and to atrophy. While in

this connection let me also remark that in the slow, gradual
beginning, and in the want of muscular atrophy, we find the

distinction between this disease and polio-mj^elitis. There is no
marked atrophy here. In polio-myelitis trophic changes take

place. The treatment, as I have already told you, has consisted

in the use of corrosive sublimate, which is the best alterative

where structural changes exist, and which should be pushed
until some effect is shown. It may be given for months at a

time. At the same time electricity is being used as a muscular
tonic, and the muscles are kneaded every day. We depend en-

tirely upon the corrosive sublimate, however, to effect real

improvement. Where the disease has not progressed so far as

it seems to have done here, I have seen marked benefit follow

its use. However, I doubt exceedingly whether it will do good
here. Small doses of strychnia are given as a general tonic.

The strychnia will not of itself have the effect which we expect
from the bichloride. Iodide of potassium I shall hold in reserve.

I prefer the bichloride to it. The primary electric current is

employed here three times during the week. The continuous
current does not afford, by any means, such good results as are

obtained by the interrupted current.
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Relation of the Profession to the Medical Act.

Messrs. Editors—We see from your comments on our let-

ter in the February number that you have, to some extent,

misinterpreted us. If our lan^ua2:e admits of the construction

you place on it, and your readers have drawn the same infer-

ences that you have, in order to place ourself right upon the

record, it is necessary that we make a brief explanation.

You seem to infer that Ave take the ground that the profes-

sion has no duty at all to perform in relation to the Medical

Practice Act and the suppression of quackery in the state,

which inference we very positively and plainly, though courte-

ously, wish to correct. We start out with the asssertion that

the profession has duties in this matter to perform, the first of

which, it seems to us, is so plain that it scarcely needs be men-
tioned— it should conform to the very letter of the law in all

respects, so that it may be well understood that it is only

charlatanism and quackery that seek to evade the law. Their

second duty— scarcely less tangible— is to aid and assist the

State Board of Health in the performance of their duty by
cheerfully conforming to all the rules and edicts laid down and
issued by that body, and by rendering to the board, when
required, such information as will enable it to become well

informed in regard to the exact status of every person practicing

medicine, surgery and midwifery, in the State.

The third duty of the profession (but not the least one,) lies

in the exercise of that genteel, honorable, noble conduct, that

will bring it up to that point where it will be properly estimated

and respected by the people, and whereby the people will be en-

abled to distinguish it from quackery in all its forms.

The fourth and last duty we shall mention is in relation to

a more thorough, general, liberal education of the masses. The
more thorough the education the better confidence in the

sciences, the more practical the application of knowledge, and
the less use of quackery among the people ; therefore it is of

the very greatest importance that the physician, for his own
sake, the sake of his profession, and for the sake of the people
and posterity, that he do everything in his power to promote the

cause of liberal education among the people. These we con-

ceive to be some of the duties incumbent on the medical pro-

fession, relative to the Medical Practice Act and the State Board
of Health. But there are a great many duties to be performed
that are not incumbent on the profession, and in our other letter

we were endeavoring to make this point apparent, but it seems
we failed, at least, partially. We are fully convinced that the

less the profession have to do with the enforcement and execu-
tion of this law, the better they are off. Just set the profession
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to work, filing complaints, hunting up testimony, employing
lawyers and attending the courts to prosecute every quack that

comes along, and how much time will we havQ to attend to the
sick? Besides, an attempt on our part to perform this duty,
which we claim belongs to others, only lowers the profession in

the eyes of the people, and we are seen on the same plane in a
hand to hand scuffle with quackery. It reminds us of the re-

marks of the woman when she beheld her husband in a scuffle

with a bear: "Hurrah, husband ! hurrah, bear !

"

Quackery and charlatanism have taken such a deep root,

and has got such a firm hold, among our people, that it will re-

quire the united efforts of all parties to get rid of it. Seeing
the Staie Board of Health and the medical profession trying to

root out quacker}^ reminds us of two little terriers worrying a

bull, and as we said before, as long as nobody else takes any
interest in it, the law must remain a dead letter.

We might go on at considerable length, and dilate upon the
duty of the courts, with their juries, their sheriffs, prosecuting
attorneys, etc., which are all plainly enough laid down in the
law; but they all shut their eyes to what is going on around
them, and wait for the doctor to file a complaint, or ante up the
fee, and then ten chances to one the party prosecuted will, with
a few dollars, buy some of them off, and you are at the end of

your row.
And we might explain the duties the people owe to them-

selves and the profession, but we could not reach them through
a medical journal, and our effort would be the merest waste of
ammunition; but we would like right here to impress it upon
the profession to whom this may come, to use their every effort

everywhere to enlighten the people on this, to them (the people),

important subject. Let them know and feel that they are the
ones who are being sinned against, and show them wherein lies

their remedy. Whenever the people are educated to understand
that science is their best friend, and that quackery is a bare-faced
robbery, then, and not till then, will we be on the way to sup-
press it. Respectfully,

W. E. GiLLILAND, M. D.

Removal of Retained Placenta.

In cases of early abortion, retention of the placenta is very
common, and, if not removed, serious trouble may sometimes
occur. Dr. Reiler, in the Pittsburg Medical Journal, recom-
mends the following method of removal : He places the patient
on the left side and introduces Sims' speculum. He then seizes
the posterior lip of the os with a vulsellum forceps and brings
it into view. He then separates the placental attachment with
a curette, seizes the mass with a pair of toothed forceps, and,
with rotation and gentle traction, withdraws it entire.— Canada
Jjancet.
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American Medical Association.

The association held its thirty-second annual session at

Richmond, Va., being called to order Tuesday, May 8, 1881,

Dr. John T. Hodgen, of St. Louis, in the chair.

The meetings were largely attended, and a cordial feeling

'Of goodfellowship seems to^ have prevailed throughout the

•entire session.

A large number of interesting papers were read in the

various sections, which will, in due time, appear in print.

The principal items of business interest transacted by the

association were the following. It was
Resolved, That the president be authorized to appoint a

committee of five to digest and report in detail, as soon as prac-

ticable, upon the time and place and terms of the publication of

a weekly journal as the organ of the association; to eleqt an

.editor, fix his salary, and to arrange all other necessary details.

On motion of Dr. Davis, so much of the resolution as

related to the election of an editor was stricken out.

On motion of Dr. Toner, the Secretary and Treasurer were

added to this committee. The reporting of a plan for publish-

ing a journal is in the hands of the following members of this

committee: Drs. Packard, N. S. Davis, Billings, R. Beverly,

€ole, Sayre, Secretary Atkinson, and Treasurer Dunglinson.

Considerable debate followed the introduction of an amend-
ment to the Code of Ethics, Art. I., Par. L, adding: "And
:hence it is considered derogatory to the interests of the public

and honor of the profession for any physician or teacher to aid,

in any way, the medical teachings or graduation of persons,

knowing them to be supporters and intended practitioners of

some irregular and exclusive system of medicine.

The following substitute for the original was offered by Dr.

Billings, and was adopted :

It is not in accord with the interest of the public or the

honor of the profession, that any physician or medical teacher

should examine or sign diplomas or certificates of proficiency

for, or otherwise be specially concerned with, the graduation of

persons whom they have good reason to believe intend to sup-

port and practice any exclusive and irregular system of Medi-

cine,

The following amendment to the Bj^-Laws was offered by
Dr. J. M. Keller, of Arkansas, and was adopted :

In the election of officers and the appointment of commit-
tees by this Association and its President, they shall be confined

to members and delegates present at the meeting, except in the

Committee of Arrangements, Climatology and Credentials.
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Dr. Dunster, of Michigan, oflered the following resolution,,

which was adopted :

Htsolved, That the spirit of the code forbids a physician
from prescribing a remed}' controlled by a patent^ copyright or
trademark. This, however, shall except a patent upon a pro-
cess of manufacture or machinery, provided the patent be not
used to prevent legitimate competition; and shall also except
use of a trade mark used to designate a brand of manufacture,
provided that the article so marked be accompanied by work-
ing formulse duly sworn to, and also by a technical, scientific

name, under which any one can compete in the manufacture of
the same,

St. Paul, Minnesota, was selected as the next place of
meeting.

The following nominations were made by the Committee
on ^dominations, and on motion, the report was unanimously
adopted

:

President, Dr. F. J. Woodward, U. S. A.
A'ice-Presidents, Drs. P. O. Harper, Ark., L. Conner, Mich.^

E. Gressom, K C. H. McGuine, Va.
Secretary, Dr. W. B. Atkinson, Pa.
Treasurer, Dr. R. J. Dunglinson, Pa.
Librarian, Dr. W. Lee, Washington, D. C.

Thirty-first Annual Meeting of the Illinois Medical Society^

FIRST day's proceedings.

Tlie Illinois State Medical Society assembled in the Metho-
dist Church Building May 17th, the occasion of the thirty-first

annual meeting, which occupied three days. Nearly two
hundred medical men were present, as also several lady prac-
titioners. The morning session was called to order at 10:30
o'clock by Dr. George Wheeler Jones, of Danville, who called
upon the Rev. Dr. Williamson to lead in prayer.

Dr. S. T. Jones, Chicago, acted as Secretary.
Dr. J. N. Hyde, Chairman of the Committee of Arrange-

ments, reported the order of business, the roster of the standing
committees, and the papers to be read. Letters of regret from
a number of physicians were read.

An invitation from the Adams County Medical Society for
the hfjlding of the next convention at Quincy was read and
referred.

The President submitted his annual address in a carefully
prepared paper. In his correspondence throughout the State
urging the importance of the Convention he had been met with
frequent complaints that the Board of Health was not properly
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attending to its duty in the matter of medical legislation, and
there was much to discourage the conscientious practitioner,,

but he thought the Board of Health was making gradual prog-

ress. He alluded to the false views in every department of life,,

and asked that the medical profession strive to rise to a loftier

standard of excellence. Their horizon was continually in-

creasing. There was coming to be less and less of empiricism;,

theory was giving way to absolute knowledge. Every step of

science was demonstrating the absolute supremacy of mind.
Out of the errors of the past were developing the sharp out-

lines of order, by which the battle against disease, decay, and
death was to be waged. The occupation of the alchemist was
gone; base metal could not be converted into gold in any of the

learned professions. All disease, he said, was a negative con-

dition, a simple absence of health. Man's normal condition wa&
health, but so complex was his structure that there was an in-

herent proneness to decay. The study of the physician was to

antagonize the unfavorable conditions. All obscurities must be

stripped away. Atomic gymnastics, whether of mind or body,,

count for nothing unless they are directed into proper channels.

Devotion to the profession was the only influence that

would lead the profession to that Arcadia which the speaker so

beautifully pictured. The paper concluded with a hearty wel-

come to the society.

The Convention then took a recess for dinner.

The President called the Convention to order at half-past

two o'clock.

The Committee on Practical Medicine, through its Chair-

man, Dr. E. P. Cook, of Mendota, presented an elaborate report

upon their work for the year. They were endeavoring to act as

a scientific body and in a scientific manner. One hundred and
thirty leading practitioners were addressed on the sanitary con-

dition of the State, nearly all of whom replied. The past year

had been a remarkable one for the prevalence of malarial dis-

eases, although the mortality had not been great. Rubeola had
prevailed in every section. Cerebro-spinal meningitis had been
unusually prevalent, and attended with high mortality. Small-

pox had been epidemic in many sections, but had been checked
by vaccination. There had been several new diseases, of which
winter cholera was especially noticeable. Trichiniaeis had been
assuming prominence. The paper thought that many diseases

now simply known as contagious would be traced to parasitic

forms of life. The Chicago water supply was touched upon,
and its contamination by the city sewage condemned. It was
thought the day was not far distant when there would be a radi-

cal change in the water supply. In some portions of the State

diphtheria had assumed the most malignant form ever known,
attended with alarming results. The papers pronounced diph-

theria epidemic in Illinois, but the origin is obscure as yet.
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The Illiuois and Michigan Canal carrying the Chicago sewage
was asserted to be a prolific factor in the source of these

troubles. The Committee had made the inquiry as to the extent

of the use of alcohol and of the practice of venisection, but
with no unanimity of result. Some practitioners had never cut

a vein, while others had drawn a gallon of blood from a patient.

Copies of the State Board of Health report were dis-

tributed, with the request that any errors therein be reported to

the Board.
Dr. Charles T. Parkes, Chicago, Chairman of the Committee

on Surgery, read a paper on the subject of wound-treatment.
An interesting account was given of the preparation and utiliza-

tion of the bones of fowls for draining tubes. The various

methods of checking hemorrhage were described. The paper
recommends the silkworm gut as a durable and non-irritable sut-

.

ure and ligature. Rest and ease of position were pronounced
essential for surgical cases, and the greatest care must be taken
to prevent blood poisoning. Antiseptic surgery was assuming
the greatest importance, and it would be better for the profes-

sion if they would accept it as a fact rather than as a theory.

The presence of micro-organisms in wounds was dwelt upon.
Open air treatment and free drainage were thought calculated

to arrest inflammation and septicaemia. A large number of

cases were quoted showing the triumphs of modern surgery,

especially in derangements of the nervous system. Dr. Parkes
also read a brief paper by his colleague. Dr. D. S. Booth, of

Sparta, describing a compound fracture of the tibia involving
the ankle joint, where treatment had been unsuccessful, and
asking for suggestions.

Another member of the committee. Dr. W. A. Byrd, of
Quincy, supplemented the report with some informal remarks
on tracheotomy and excision of nerves. The report of the

Committee on Surgery was referred to the Committee on Pub-
lication.

Tiie Committee on Obstetrics, through its Chairman, Dr.
H. Webster Jones, of Chicago, submitted a paper tracing the
steps that an intelligent accoucheur ought to take in bringing a
woman through the diflerent stages of childbirth, an operation
in which accidents are comparatively rare, and for which pro-
vision was made for every emergency.

Dr. C. T. Reber, Shelbyville, of the same committee, fol-

lowed with a few remarks.
Dr. De Laskie Miller expressed his pleasure at the report of

the committee. Ife tliought that parturition was only a simple
process because of its hourly occurrence, and he pronounced
the obstetrician the minister of Nature.

Dr. J. W. Dora, Mattoon, reported for the Committee on
Gynecology. The science of diseases of women was pronounced
one of the youngest of sciences. A false modesty had greatly
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prevented the advance of gynecology, and the clinical advanta-
ges offered by the hospitals had been far short of what the im-

portance of this branch of medical investigation demanded.
Dr. Ellen A. Ingersoll, Canton, of the same committee,

read a paper on dysmennorrhea, and was warmly applauded.
Since all the essays were to be published in full in pamphlet

form, their being read without abridgement, and thus unduly
prolonging the session, had a rather depressing effect, not more
than one-third of the delegates remaining to the close. It was
not until half-past six that the society adjourned until nine
o'clock the following morning.

The evening was occupied in visiting the hospitals and
medical colleges.

SECOND DAY.

The second day's session of the Illinois State Medical Soci-

ety opened with an attendance notably larger than that of the
day before.

The Committee on Opthalmology and Otology, through its

-chairman, Dr. F. C. Hotz, of Chicago, submitted a report.

Mention was made of the meritorious books on diseases of the
eye and ear published last year. The report touched upon
various discoveries in the treatment of sore eyes and ears,

relating several cases of temporary blindness caused by taking
too much quinine. Attention was called to a class of eye and
ear diseases caused by malaria. The report gave the results of
experiments made by aural surgeons with the audiphone, and
•described the process of removing chips of iron from the
interior of the eye by means of a magnet.

Dr. C. T. Reber, Shelbyville, of the Committee on Obstet-
rics, read a short paper on the influence of sub-mucous fibroid

tumors on gestation and parturition, describing some interest-

ing cases that had come under his observation.
Dr. W. S. Caldwell, Freeport, of the same committee, read

a paper on '' Hemorrhage Attending Abortion." The speaker
thought ergot of little value, and that in the cases where its use
had been attended with success, it was onlj' an accidental
•concomitant. Dr. Caldwell exhibited a uterine irrigator for

arresting hemorrhage after abortion, and also read a brief paper
by Dr. 13. Crummer, of the Committee on Gynecology, on the
use of forceps in removing the placenta.

A letter from Dr. S. L. Kerr, of El Paso, tendering his

resignation as a member of the society, was read and referred
to the Board of Censors.

Dr. F. Ingalls, Chicago, read a paper on " Laryngeal
Tumors." It was only since 1867, when the laryngoscope came
into use, that much definite knowledge had been acquired upon
morbid growth in the larynx. The paper described in detail

the symptoms and the various stages of growth, the speaker
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illustrating the minute anatomy of the larynx with a chart.

The tendency of these morbid growths is to increase in size.

When they have grown to such a size as to cause aphonia, there

is no hope for an improved condition except by being entirely

removed. They usually interfere with deglutition, and some-
times they are so large as to cause death by choking. In mild
cases mineral astringents or caustics will prove beneficial,, but

'.this treatment is secondary, and the only reliable recourse is to

operative surgery. The paper recited several cases of chronic
laryngitis, such as were likely to develop into morbid tumors.

Dr. Truesdale, Rock Island, was surprised that carbolic

acid had been so little used in diseases of the larynx. He had
found it almost a specific, and no other therapeutic agent could
could compare with it as an antiphlogistic. He recommended
the inhalation of a spray of 3 or 4 per cent, strength for acute

or chronic laryngitis, acute or chronic bronchitis, and catarrhal

inflammation.

Dr. W. J. Maynard, Chicago, of the Committee on Derma-
tology, presented a paper on " Ringworm of the Scalp," which
he described as one of the diseases frequently met with in prac-

tice, and often erroneously diagnosed. In the later or chronic
forms of eczema, sometimes called scaldhead, it is impossible to

make a differential diagnosis unless the hairs be examined with
a microscope, which will detect the parasitic fungi. An account
of twenty-one cases occurring in an experience of 2,300 cases of
skin-disease, was given. The treatment consisted in cutting the

hair close to the scalp when the disease was scattering, and ap-

plying either glacial acetic acid, cantharides, iodine, chryso-
phanic acid, or milder preparations, such as sulphurous acid. In
later stages the disease cannot be cured until the diseased hairs

are depilated, in which great care should be taken. Cases occur
where the liair will not come out from the follicles, owing to the
brittleness of the hairs, which break oft' close to the scalp when
attempt is made to pull them out. They caji be then sloughed
off by producing artificial inflammation. The pus produced is

a parasiticide and is conducive to a permanent cure. The
internal treatment should receive the additional benefit of good
feeding and change of air.

A recess was then taken lor dinner.
The convention reassembled promptly at 2 o'clock, Dr. J.

H. Hollister, Chicago, opening with a paper on " Abnormal
Thermal Conditions in Diseases and the Means of Controlling
Them." The writer dealt with the methods by which animal
heat is produced; tlie conservation of heat as the means of
maintaining normal temperatures; the conditions in which ex-
tremes of temperatures are developed; the eftects of extreme
thermal condition upon the animal economy, and the means of
preventing or of controlling excessive temperature.
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Dr. F. J. Maxwell discussed " Intra-Capsular Fractures of

the Neck of the Femur," and gave a synopsis of the teachings

of modern surgery on this point. The speaker recommended
longitudinal and lateral extensions. A number of cases were
reported and the course of treatment which had proved success-

ful described.

Dr. A. Reeves Jackson, Chicago, read a paper—" The Pres-

ent Status of Specialism in Chicago,"—tracing the progress of
medical art from the time when priest and physician were united

in one person down to the present, when every department has
its specialty. He thought the most prominent causes of special-

ism were the multiplicity of college professorships and the lack
of opportunity of obtaining medical education. Accurate and
practical knowledge had not always been insisted upon by
the colleges, and it had not therefore been acquired. Graduates,
feeling their lack of a wide and comprehensive acquaintance
with the healing art, drop into a specialty, devoting all their

energies to a single branch of practice. The colleges are not
blind to this state of things, and therefore they provide special

and post-graduate courses. The speaker thought that special-

ism properly directed is necessary, and advanced the best

interests of the profession. It was impossible for one man to

cover the whole range of medicine, and legitimate specialists

were doing a grand work. The paper, however, handled with-
out gloves the pseudo-specialists and medical charlatans who
were thrusting their fraudulent pretentions upon the public.

The paper repudiated the attacks that many practitioners were
wont to make upon the gynecologist, and closed with an
account of the obligations of the medical profession and the
public generally to the specialist.

Dr. C. W. Earle, Chicago, read a paper on " The Prevalence
of Epidemic Red Measles."

Dr. Roswell Park, Chicago, followed with an accompanying
paper describing one hundred cases of " red measles " treated in

this city.

The Secretary read a paper prepared by Dr. M. A. McClel-
land, Knoxville, on the " Legal Regulation of the Practice of
Medicine." It was thought that certain legislation was neces-
sary to prevent charlatanism, but, like politics and religion,

people preferred to have their medicine without any outside in-

terference, so that legislation was apt to prove abortive. Allu-
sion was made to the crushing of the bogus medical colleges in

Philadelphia which had flooded Europe and America with their

v^orthless diplomas. The paper recommended that certain
legislation be undertaken at this time.

Dr. H, Gradle, Chicago, read an essay on " The Infectious-
ness of Tuberculosis."

Dr. E. Ingalls read a paper on the " Use and Abuse of Al-
cohol," prepared by Dr. T. J. Curtis, of Otterville, supplement-
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ing the same with some conclusions by himself. He considered

it a stimulant rather than a sedative, and, unless used with the

utmost care, a rank poison. To use and not abuse this powerful
agent, it must be treated as any other poison, and not permitted
to become the curse which excessive use proved it to be.

The list of otKcers and committees elected in accordance
with the report of the J^ominating Committee were as follows :

President, Robert Boal, Peoria; Vice Presidents, A. T. Darrah,
Tolono, Ellen A. Ingersoll, Canton ; Treasurer, J. H. HoUister,

Chicago ; Secretary, W. A. Byrd, Quincy ; Committee of Ar-
rangements, Joseph Robbins, J. T. Wilson, F. Drude, J. A.
Wagner, M. F. Bassett.

Standing Committees—Practical Medicine, W. 0. Ensign,
Rutland ; John Wright, Clinton; H. T. Godfrey, Galena. Sur-

gery, E. W. Lee, Chicago ; J). W. Graham, Chicago ; J. P.

Matthews, Carlinville. Obstetrics, J. B. Davison, Moline; A.
C. Carr, Carlinville; J. Y. Campbell, Paxton. Gynecology, E.
W. Jenks, Chicago; G. W. Nesbitt, Sycamore; F. Cole, El
Paso. Ophthalmology and Otology, A. E. Prince, Jacksonville ;

W. T. Montgomery, Chicago ; C. Chenowith, Decatur. Drugs
and Medicine, Joseph Robbins, Quincy ; T. J. Pitner, Jackson-
ville. Necrology, E. Ingalls, Chicago ; William Hill, Bloom-
ington ; W. West, Belleville.

Special Committees—Relation between Syphilitic and non-
Syphilitic Lesions of the Skin, James Nevins Hyde, Chicago.
Management of Diseases of Children, W. O. Mendenhall,
Georgetown. Medical Legislation, M. A. McClelland, Knox-
ville ; D. L. Booth, Sparta; William Hill, Bloomington ; C.
Truesdale, Rock Island ; E. Ingalls, Chicago. Diseases of Nerv-
ous System, S. M. W. Paxton. Members of Judicial Council,
C. Truesdale, Rock Island ; C. Goodbrake, Clinton ; A. K. Van
Horn, Jersey vi lie.

The convention then adjourned until the following morn-
ing at nine o'clock.

THIRD DAY.

The State Medical Society concluded its deliberations Thurs-
day, having Vjeen in session three days. The session opened
at half-past 9 o'clock, with the usual large attendance. The
first committee called was that on Necrology, which reported
but one death during the year, Dr. Frank 11. Davis, of Chicago.
The paper gave a biographical sketch of the deceased, but, in
the absence of the chairman of the committee, Dr. E. Ingals,
was referred to the Committee on Publication without being
read.

" Experiments with Chian Turpentine in Cancer" was the
subject of an essay read by Dr. E. Andrews, of Chicago, who
thought that the remedy was a most valuable one in the treat-

ment of cancer. The genuine drug was extremely rare in the
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American market, but there was an imitation that possessed

equally good properties.
" The Permanent Removal of Hairs by Electrolysis " was

treated by Dr. P. S. Hayes, of Chicago, who said that his paper
would deal with the importance of the pernument removal of

superfluous hairs, especially from the face of woman. Depila-

tories were apt to make the face sore, as well as increase the

hair-growth. Galvanic electricity applied so as to produce elec-

trolysis at the hair papillse permanently destroyed the hair-cells.

If morbid growths, like moles or hairy nsevi, were present, they

would be destroyed at the same time. The process was
described in detail, and the paper summarized the most import-

ant advantages as follows

:

The action of the current can be limited to a minute point;

the destruction of tissue is directly proportional to the strength

of the current; the operation can be arrested at any instant;

the pain, which is most severe during the operation, entirely

ceases when it is over; the hair papillae are known to be

destroyed.

Dr. Roswell Park, of Chicago, read a paper on the " Sur-

gical Anatomy of the Sheaths of the Palmar Tendons." None
of the English text-books on anatomy gave any adequate
account of the sheaths of the tendons, and hence those who
sought information were obliged to work it out for themselves.

Dr. Park had during the winter made a number of careful dis-

sections and injections, the results of which he carefully de-

tailed. The subject was important in its surgical relations.

Inflammation of these structures might lead to disastrous re-

sults. Inflammatory processes starting in the thumb might
spread to the little finger, and vice versa, while the same trouble

in either of the other fingers would probably be limited ; or the

trouble might extend up the forearm and arm, and even cause

fatal results. Complete results were given for the surgical treat-

ment of such cases, free incisions being the only safe course for

the surgeon.

The Board of Censors, to whom had been referred the

resignation of Dr. S. L. Kerr, of El Paso, recommended that

the same be accepted, he being ineligible to membership. Con-
siderable debate ensued as to the proper course to pursue, but
the report was finally adopted.

" Listerism and Carbolic Acid " was discussed by Dr. C.

Truesdale, of Rock Island. No antiseptic yet tried had answered
the same purpose as carbolic acid ; some of them were abso-

lutely injurious when applied to wounds. The speaker thought
carbolic acid possessed some peculiar physiological properties in

addition to its antiseptism, and ventured the theory that it acts

as a powerful local stimulus of the vaso-motor nerve fibres,

causing contraction of the capillaries, preventing accumulation
of blood, and diminishing the normal quantity ; further theoriz-
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ing that it hardens the blood-corpuscles, preveuting any prolif-

eration and producing a greater or less suspension of physiolog-

ical action. The theory was based upon clinical facts which
had come under his observation. Carbolic acid as a spray or

wash was invaluable in treatment of all forms of inflammation

of the mucous membrane. It had the combined properties of

an antiseptic, an ana?sthetic, and antiphlogistic. The greater

the inflammation, the greater was the suppuration, and conse-

quently the greater the quantity of septic poison. The efiect of

carbolic acid was varied by a wide range of circumstances, all

of which should become factors in determining its use.

Dr. J. P. Johnson, of Peoria, followed the paper with some
observations on the use of carbolic acid. He had watched its

progress from its first introduction as an antiseptic. In his hos-

pital practice he had satisfied himself that the solid carbolic

acid was of the greatest value in producing granulation and
checking sloughing. In opthalmic practice he had also used it

extensively, and in the full strength. It caused no pain, pre-

vented lachrymation, and produced the happiest results. The
speaker mentioned several cases of ovariotomy where carbolic

acid had been successfully used with not a single untoward symp-
tom. The Listerian system he highly recommended. Another
important use of carbolic acid was as a menstruum for preserv-

ing anatomical specimens, and for this purpose it was not
excelled by alcohol.

The Committee on State Register, through its Chairman,
Dr. E. P. Cook, of Mendota, reported verbally that the register

prepared by the State Board of Health was now all that could
be desired, and that there was no longer any need for the

further existence of such committee.
The Chair announced that the discussion on the "Opening

and Drainage of Cavities in the Lungs and Supra-Malleolar
Osteotomy," to have been participated in by Drs. Fenger and
Lee, would have to be passed, owing to the illness of Dr. Lee
and the absence of Dr. Fenger from the city. It was afterwards
ordered to be published.

Dr. J, H. Ilollister, of Chicago, Treasurer of the society,

offered his annual report. He had held the office for twenty
years, and the society had never been so flourishing as now, this

being the largest convention yet held. He desired to be now
relieved from further burdens of office upon the expiration of
his term. The report is summarized as follows:

Receipts—Balance last year, $413 ; receipts from dues, $613

;

total, 81,026. Expenditures—Stenographer, $91; publishing
transactions, $369; sundry bills, $73; total, $533. Balance, $492.

Dr Hoi lister oflered the following resolution, which was
unanimously adopted :

" That when any member of this Society shall have paid
his annual dues for fifteen consecutive years, he shall thereafter
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be termed a life member, and his name shall not be dropped for

non-payment of dues; but he shall only be entitled to the An-
nual Transactions for those years for which he has paid the

annual fee."

The Secretary read a telegram from the State Board of

Health announcing that the bitl to regulate medical practice

had been introduced into the Legislature.

Dr. Johnson, of Peoria, otiered resolutions thanking the

local society, the press, and all who had assisted in making the

convention such a marked success, and the same were unani-

mously adopted.
Dr. Cook moved the appointment of a committee, with Dr.

IST. S. Davis as chairman, to carry out the suggestions of the lat-

ter in regard to taking steps for pursuing certain branches of

original investigation. The motion was carried, and $100
appropriated for the expenses of the committee. The chairman
was to select his two colleagues, and the plan, when completed,

was to be furnished to the members by mail within sixty days

after adjournment.
The society then elected the following delegates to the con-

vention of the American Medical Association, meeting at St.

Paul in June, 1882

:

Dr. J. H. Hollister, Chicago. S. T. Hurst, Green View.
. W. T. Kirk, Atlaula. Ellen A. Ingersoll, Canton.

W. T. Montgomery, Chicago. D. Lichty, Rochelle.
George Wheeler Jones, Danville. D. E. Foote, Belvidere.

E. P.'^Cook, Mendota. D. S. Jenks, Piano.
A. Hart, Aurora. B. G. Bogue, Chicago.
Eobert Boal, Peoria. T. D. Washburn, Hillsboro.

F. B. Haller, Vandalia. C. Ti-ues-dale, Rock Island.

C. C. Hunt, Dixon. A. H. Kinnear, Metamora.
G. W. Nesbitt, Sycamore. David Prince, Jacksonville.

Sarah Hackett Stevenson, Chicago. E. W. Jenks, Chicago.

J. M. Coweu, Hennepin. Washington West, Belleville.

W. R. Shinn, Fielding. , H. P. Newman, Chicago.
William M. Call, Princeton. D. S. Booth, Sparta.

Catherine B. Slater, Aurora. W. H. Fitch, Rockford.

J. Perriu Johnson, Peoria. Thomas Gait, Rock Island.

John R. Livingood, Rossville. W. L. Ransom, Roscoe.

J. W. Whitmire, Metamora. J. W. Dora, Mattoou.

At 1 o'clock the society adjourned, to meet at Quincy in

May, 1882.

Annual Meeting of tlie Military Tract Medical Association,

The association met in the council chamber, Galesburg, at

10 o'clock A. M., Ma}' 10, with twenty members in attendance;
Dr. Herbert Judd in the chair, and Dr. B. S. Peck secretary.

The minutes of the preceding meeting at Galva were read
and approved. The Board of Censors— Drs. H. S.Hurd, Gales-
burg, M. Reece, Abingdon, A. L. Craig, Aledo— reported the
following applicants for membership: Edward L. Emerson, of
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J^ew Windsor, T^pmas Temple, of Cameron, Willar G. PersoII,

of Hermon, and R. F. Heniy, of Galesburg. They were admit-
ted by a unanimous vote.

The annual election of officers next took place, resulting as

follows: President, Dr, A. Babcock, of Galva; Vice Presidents,

Drs. M. Reece, of Abingdon, and J. W. Hensley, of Yates City;
Secretary and Treasurer, B. S. Peck, of Galva.

The case of C. A. Cooper, a member of the association, who
was accused of irregalar practices, and unprofessional conduct,
in violation of the code of ethics, was referred to the Board of
Censors. They made a report and recommended his immediate
expulsion from the society, which action was sustained by all

the members present. The following is the report :
" Com-

plaint having been made in writing of the unprofessional

actions of one of the members of this association, Charles A.
Cooper, the Board of Censors would respectfully report that, in

view of his glaring departure from the code of ethics govern-
ing the Military Tract Medical Association, in advertising by
hand-bills and in newspapers, in a prominent way, and imitating
the manner of quackery by claiming greater skill than is pos-

sessed by any medical man, in the treatment of a long catalogue
of diseases, we therefore recommend his immediate expulsion
from this society. Signed— H. S. Hurd, A. L. Craig, M.
Reece.''

It was ordered that this report be published in some of the
local papers, and that a copy be sent to the President of the
State Board of Health.

The report of the Treasurer was presented and accepted.
The regular and miscellaneous business having been trans-

acted, the programme for the meeting was taken up in order.

On "The Practice of Medicine"— Dr. Persoll reported on
an obscure case of uterine disease, and asked the opinion of the
members as to his diagnosis and treatment. H. S. Hurd
responded.

The Committee on Surgery was called upon for their
report.

M. Reece read a paper, subject, empyema, which was illus-

trated by a number of cases in .his own practice. In all the
cases, he had performed the operation of aspiration, resulting in

the withdrawal of large quantities of tluid, and improvement of
symptoms.

G.-D. Corcoran reported on lithotomy and lithotrity in an
interesting paper. He discussed the question as to the best
modes of operating. Ciiildren under puijerty are generally op-
erated upon by lithotomy, as the urethra is small, and the mu-
cous membrane very sensitive. Lithotomy in advanced age is

often fatal, but in middle life, and under favorable circumstances,
the operation is generally successful.

These reports were accepted with a vote of thanks, and or-
dered referred to the publication committee.

*
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Drs. Welch, Corcoran, Reece, and others, discussed the

questions presented by the committee.
H. C. Hopper also favored the association with a valuable

report on chemical and microscopic urinalysis, showing its im-
portance in many diseases. He exhibited a curious specimen of
urinary calculus. A. L. Craig presented a little girl about six

years of age, afflicted with complete aphonia or loss of voice.

She had accidentally swallowed a small gold ring, and in his

opinion it was lodged in the larynx, upon or near the vocal

chords. The members had an opportunity of making personal
examination, and coincided in his view.

'

J. A. Mitchell, of the Committee on Materia Medica, re-

ported on the use of strychnine in large doses. He himself was
the subject of experiment. He took half a grain, and as soon
as the effect of the drug was perceptible, immediately used the

antidotes, morphia and the inhalation of chloroform. There
was no rigidity of the muscles in his case, from such a dose^

after the antidotes were used freely and promptly.
J. W. Hensley read a paper, subject, " Confusion Worse-

Confounded." He treated on the adulteration of food and med-
icines, condemning the numerous preparations thrown upon the

market. The less we complicate our treatment with the mass of
new medicines the better. He advised physicians to stand by
the old and reliable medicines, and discard all new preparations
until they were proven to be of therapeutic value. This was
an interesting and important paper, and was referred for publi-

cation.

L, S. Lambert presented three patients before the associa-

tion. One of choroidits disseminata, and two cases of entro-

pion, one of the latter had a complication of staphyloma. He
explained fully the operations he intended to make for the relief

of these affections.

The Committee on Necrology was called, and B. S. Peck
presented a memorial sketch of the life of the late Dr. A. D.
Babcock, of Galva, a former member of this association.

A resolution was introduced and adopted that the associa-

tion adjourn to meet in Galva the second Tuesday (8th) in

November next.

This meeting was a good one, well organized and partici-

pated in freely and fully by all present, and a desire was
expressed by many that our next semi-annual session should
show a large representation of the physicians of the district.

B. S. Peck, Secretary.

The Central Illinois Medical Society.

This society met at Champaign, May 24th, 1881. In the
absence of the President, the Vice-President, J. H. Gardiner,
M. D. of Farmer City, presided.
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Dr. A. H. Scott, of the Committee on Practice, read an
interesting article an "Pneumonia," the discussion being pro

and con on the essential character of fever.

Dr. S. H. Birne}', Chairman of the Committee on Surgery,

reported on " Strangulated Hernia " and on " Amputation of

Gangrenous Limb, the Result of Clot in Blood Vessels." A
warm theoretical discussion followed on the formation of heart

clots.

Dr. J. Little read an instructive lecture on " Surgical

Anatomy."
Dr. A. J. Barnes read an able and exhaustive report on

" Suicide, not always an Evidence of Insanity."

Dr. 0, F. Smith reported ably on "Diphtheria." Dr. Pol-

lock advised the use in diphtheria of bi-iodide of mercury,
one part, sugar of milk, ten parts, applied locally three times

daily, administering potassa bromide internally.

Dr. C. T. Orner reported on " State Medicine," a theme at

present interestino- the members of this society.

The following officers were elected Tor the ensuing year

:

President—W. G. Cochran, M. D., Farmer City.

Vice-President—M. Cassingham, M. D., Champaign.
Permanent Secretary—C. T. Orner, M. D., Saybrook.
Treasurer—Wm. Hill. M. D., Bloomington.
Censors—Drs. S. H. Birney, C. F. Smith, and A. H. Scott.

The following Special Committees were ordered to report

at the next meeting in Clinton, November 2, 1881

:

Surgical Anatomy—Dr. J. Little.

Medical and Surgical Electricity—Dr. A. J. Barnes.

Syphilis—Dr. J. L. White.
Roetheln—Dr. J. T. Pearman.
Cerebro Spinal Meningitis—Dr. G. W. Allen.

A public address on State Medicine is to be delivered in the

evening by the Secretary, Dr. C. T. Orner.
'

•.^. The meeting has been one of unusual interest to the pro-

fession, the society being, next to the State Society, the largest

in Illinois. The character of the reports have been an exhibit

of high professional attainments.

Adams County Medical Society.

The annual meeting of the Adams County Medical Society

was held in Quincy, May — . The following officers were
elected

:

J'resident—Dr. F. Drude.
First Vice-President—Dr. K.Williams; Second Vice-Pres-

ident—Dr. L. H. A. Nickerson.
Treasurer—Dr. M. F. Bassett.

Secretary—Dr. E. B. Montgomery.
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Censors—Drs. Joseph Bobbins, W. A. Byrd and G. W. Cox.

Dr. L. H. Cohen read a memorial of the late Dr. Edward
G. Castle, which was ordered spread upon the records of the

society.

On motion the Illinois State Medical Society was invited to

hold the annual meeting in May, 1882, in the above city.

The society then adjourned.

Woodford County Medical Association.

The Woodford County Medical Assciation held its annual

session on Tuesday, May 3, at the office of Dr. F. Cole in El

Paso, and was called to order at half-past ten o'clock, a. m. by
the President, Dr. Charles T. Lichtenberger, of Eureka.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and ap-

proved.
Dr. James S. Whitmire, of Metamora, offered a resolution

that this association, in consideration of the recent aasassina-

tion of H. W. Bullock upon the streets of El Paso, adjourn out

of respect to his memory, after the actual routine business is

done.
The resolution was unanimously adopted.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as

follows

:

President—Enoch Blanchard, Minonk.
Vice-President—J. W. Huffman, Roanoke.
Secretary and Treasurer—Frederick Cole, El Paso.

The President appointed the following Delegates to the

American Medical Association :

Dr. Wm. 0. Ensign, Rutland, and Dr. John G. Zeller,

Spring Bay.
The name of H. C. Hubbard, of J^ormal, was proposed for

membership, and referred to the Board of Censors, who re-

ported favorably, and on motion he was duly elected a member
of the association.

Dr. T. M. Mcllvaine, editor of the Peoria Medical Monthly,
being present, was on motion elected an honorary member of

the association.

On motion, adjourned to meet in El Paso on the first Tues-
day in May, 1882.

Frederick Cole, M. D., Secretary.

Every reader is requested to read advertising pages 33 and
41 of this number.
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Copa^'ia in Sciatica.

Dr. H. C. Marsh writes to the London 31edical Times and

Gazette of copavia:

I wish to speak of this drug as wonderfully efficacious in

sciatica. The treatment of sciatica seems to be a little indefi-

nite. I fancy we all meet with very numerous instances in

which we administer a variety of drugs with a perseverence that

deserves, but does not always command, success. (After de-

scribing a most obstinate case he stated) at last I prescribed

5 Bals. copaib., 4 ounces.

Tr. lavand., 4 drachms.
Tr. hyos., 3 drachms.
Pot. bicarb., 1 drachm.
MuciUig., 1 ounce.
Aqua, 6 ounces.

A tablespoonful every four hours.

On the 26th the pain was almost gone, and she was radiant

with smiles; but she rebuked me, with some show of reason,

for not having given her this marvelous medicine at the outset.

I naturally looked upon this recovery as a mere coincidence

—a happy chance; and the atFair passed from my mind.
Xine months afterwards, on December 31st, 1878, I was

called in the night to see Mrs. J., who had been in bed a week
with sciatica of left leg. The pain was so severe that I admin-
istered h^-podermic morphia at once. She was a tall, thin,

temperate—indeed rather abstemious—.woman, with perhaps a

tendency to neuralgia. Her family are a little consumptive. I

could not suspect her of the shadow of an intrigue. She had a

grown-up family and a model husband ; she was over fit\y

years of age. Her secretions were natural, and she seemed free

from disease. I gave her the muriate of amonia. On January
2d .she was no better, and I prescribed full doses of bromide
with colchicum, but refused her entreaty to repeat the morphia.
No better on the 4th; so she then had belladonna and phos-

phorus. On the 7th, as the pain was growing more severe, she

took syrup of tlie iodide of iron with phosphorus; and had a

liniment of belladonna, aconite and veratria. On the 12th her
8nfft;ring.s were wor.se than ever. All the night through she had
lifted up her voice and wept. The relatives gathered round me
with upbraiding faces. One may manage a patient, even if she
refuses to improve ; but the i>atient's friends have one at a dis-

advantage. I was obliged to see her twice during the day, and
each time considered it prudent to administer hypodermic mor-
phia. On the 1.3th she was just the same, when— happy
thouglitl—I suddenly remembered the former case, and pre-

scribed the copavia mixture. The next day the pain was nearly
gone, and on the 20th she was quite well.
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Ift^raputk §;0t(gi.

QtJEBRACHO.

This drug has for some tirae been
nised in Bellevue Hospital, and from a

late report on its use in the CMccgo
Medical Review, it seems to have con-

siderable efficacy in relieving dys-

pnoea. The cases most relieved seem
to be of an asthmatic origin.

It is used in the form of an alco-

holic fluid extract in doses of from 20

minims to 1 drachm.
The dyspnoea from nephritis aneur-

ism of the aorta, and heart disease,

emphysema, and chronic bronchitis is

reported as having yielded nicely to

this remedy.

SPRAINS A>nD CONTUSIONS.

In the NashmUe Journal of Medicine
and Surgery, Dr. Smith, of Austin,

Texas, advises the application of moist
heat and the use of the following lina-

ment:
5 Hydrate Chloral.

Iodide Ammonium, aa. 2 drachms.
Fl. Ex. Aconite
Oil Spike.
Oil Peppermint, aa. 2 drachms.
Fl. Ex. Capsicum, 1 drachm.

Hoffman's anodyne to make 4 ounces.
Sig. Moisten a thin cloth Avith the

liniment, spread it over the painful

parts and cover closely. He uses this

linament after the hot water dressings

have been applied some time.

•CONCENTRATED SOLUTION OF QUININE.

This formula for a concentrated so-

lution is given by S. AV. Reynolds in

the American Journal of Pharmacy.

•

IJ Quinia sulphas 480 grains.

Acid sulphur, dil. 6 to 8 drachms.
Glycerinae 6 drachms.
Aquse distil. ad. 6 ounces.

Misce. sec. art. and filter.

Prepare without heating and find

the 6 drachms of dilut. acid sufficient

in warm Aveather, but in winter the
larger quantity is required to maintain
the solution. If there is any crystalli-

zation in cold weather, it is very read-

ily redissolved by warming. Each
fluid drachm of this contains exactly
10 grains of quinine.

—

Medical and Sur-
gical Reiwrter.

VELPEAU'S DIARRHCEA MIXTURE.

5 Tr. opii 1 ounce.
Tr. rhei 1 ounce.
Tr. menth. pip. 10 drachms.
Tr. capsicum 5 drachms.

M. Sig. One half drachm pro re

nata.

—

Mississippi Valley Med. Monthly.

IODOFORM AS A VERMIFUGE.

Dr. F. L. Sim gives his experience
with iodoform as a vermifuge in the
Mississippi Valley Medical Monthly for

May, 1881. He will not attempt to say
how it acts, but thinks it probable that

it is due to the odor of the drug and
"stinks him out." He gives a rectal

suppository of cocoa butter containing,
5 to 7 grains of the iodoform, at bed
time, and gives by the mouth one grain
three times a day. His success has
been flattering, and it is certainly

worthy of trial after the more common
remedies fail, as they often do.

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

I^ Ai'genti nitrat. 1 grain.

Acid nitric dil. 8 minims.
Tr. opii deod. 8 minims.
Mucil. acac. ^ ounce.
Syr. simplicis ^ ounce.
Aquae cinnamoni 1 ounce. M.

Sig. A teaspoonful every three, four

or six hour to a child one year old.

—

Bartholow.

TREATMENT OF CEREBRAL HEMORR-
HAGE BY SUB-CUTANEOUS INJECTIONS
OF ERGOTINE.

Dr. Foster, encouraged by the suc-

cess attending the use of ergot in

general hemorrhage, employed it in

three cases of apoplexy with the result

of dissipating the coma, rendering de-

glutition possible and gradually re-

storing to the normal condition.
_
A

priori \x& would naturally consider

ergot an efficient remedy in these cases

of cerebral hemorrhage.

—

Journal Med-
ico-chirurgical de Pesth.

SORE NIPPLES.

5 AquEe rosse,

Glycerine, 2 ounces.

Acidi tanuici 2 di-achms.

Ft. lotion.

Sig. Soak lint in this solution and
apply to nipplee.

—

Dr. Barker.

If the ulcerative process has com-
menced it is advisable to stop nursing
and paint the nipple with a solution of

nitrate of silver, 10 grs. to the oz. of
distilled water.

A STIMULATING EXPECTORANT.

5 Am. carbouat, 5 grains

Tinct. nux vom., 10 minims.
Tinct. scillse, 4 drachms.
Inf. serpentar, 10 ounces.

M. Sig.—Three times a day.

^Fothergill.
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The Coinpeiid of Anatomy. For use in the Dissecting Room and in preparing

for Examinations. Bj- John B. Roberts, A. M., M. D., Lecturer on Anato-

my, etc., etc. Philadelphia: C. C. Roberts & Co., 1881. Cloth; pp. 191.

Conciseness is one of the leading features of the little book
before us, and as a handbook for review and use in dissecting it

has much to commend it. The arrangement of the subjects i&

natural and eas}', and we think the ideas of the author in angli-

cizing the httin terms are in the main correct. It will of course
be of no service to a student just beginning anatomy, but to

one more advanced, or to the practitioner who wishes to hastily

review the subject, it will undoubtedly be of service.

Minor Siu'frioal Gyneoolog-y. A manual of uterine diagnosis and the lesser

technicalities of gynecological practice for the use of the advanced student

and general practitioner. By Paul F. Munde, M. D., Professor of Gynecol-

ogj' in Dartmouth Medical College, etc., etc., with three hundred illustra-

tions
; pp. 880. W. Wood & Co., New York.

"We regard this book as one of the very best that has ap-

peared in Wood's Library, and that is saying a good deaL
I^umerous as are the works on the subject of gynecolog}', most
of them shoot over the heads of the general practitioner. By
this we mean that they are not definite and precise enough ; de-
tail is too much neglected for theory, and descriptions of diffi-

cult operations. The general practitioner nowadays has to give
considerable attention to this branch, or else he enjoys the
pleasure of seeing his lady patients go into the hands of a
brother physician. To one who has not enjoyed the advantages
of clinics during the past few years, or since gynecology has
been so advanced, this book of Dr. Munde will be a perfect god-
send. It not only tells him how to make examinations in the
best manner, but it describes the various instruments, points out
the merits and demerits of each, and thus enables the reader to

judge for himself just what will best suit his case. In the part
of the book devoted to surgical procedures the same definitenes&
is used, and all the little, but often-times very important details
of the more frequent operations are given. No one who has this

book t\-oul(l part with it for the price of the entire set, at least

such are our own feelings about it.

Treatine on Therap<*uti<-.H. Translated ])y D. F. Lincoln, M. D., from tlie French
of A. Trousseau and 11. Pidoux. Ninth edition. Revised and enlarged.

Three volumes. W. Wood & Co., New York. Vols. V, VII and VIII of

Wood's Library for 1880.

This work is now placed among the classics of medicine,
and needs no further notice than to call the attention of tliose

wisliing it, to the elegant and cheap form in which Wood & Co.
have put it within the reach of all.
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Hand-Book of Chemical Physiology and Patholog:y, with lectures upon Normal
and Abnormal Urine. By Victor C. Vaughan, M. D., Ph. D., Lecturer on

Medical Chemistry in the University of Michigan, etc., etc. Third edition^

revised and enlarged
; pp. 351, with 31 pages of plates and illustrations,

Ann Arbor Printing and Publishing Company, Publishers, Ann Arbor, Mich.

1880.

The title of this work, as giveu above, gives a very good
idea of the scope of the author's plans. It is in ever}' sense a

hand-book. Concise and distinct— nothing of value omitted—
yet not overloaded with details of technical manipulations. For
the general practitioner who wishes to revive his acquaintance-

ship with this fascinating and highly useful branch of the

science, we know of none better. The part devoted to the
urine is especially interesting and complete. The only thing
that seems open to criticism is the manner in which the work is

divided, there being really no chapters in the book, only head-
lines to paragraphs. The index might, profitably, be enlarged
and extended.

A Treatise on Albiimimu'ia. By W. Howship Dickinson, M. D., Contab., Fellow

of the Royal College of Physicians, etc., etc. Second edition
; pp. 300.

New York: W. Wood & Co., 1881.

This is the first volume of Wood's Library for 1881, and
we cannot let pass the opportunity of noticing the improve-
ments which the publishers have made since this great work
was instituted. The style of the binding is very much improved,
and the quality of the paper infinitely better. This work of
Dr. Dickinson's worthily begins the new series. Recognized as

high authority upon the subject of which it treats, here we have
it in an elegant and cheap form exactly as it was first published
in England. Comparing the colored plates with those of the
original edition (at $6.00), we cannot detect the slightest differ-

ence between them. A few years ago, the idea that such a
medical work could be published at $1.25, would have excited'

general ridicule. Wood & Co. have demonstrated the possi-

bility of such a thing, and to them belongs the praise.

Report on Trichinai and Trichinosis. Prepared, under direction of the Super-

vising Surgeon-General, by W. C. W. Glazier, M. D., Assistant Surgeon Ma-
rine Hospital Sei-vice : pp. 212. Washington, D. C. : Government Printing

Office, 1881.

In July, 1879, the Surgeon-General directed Dr. Glazier to

investigate this subject and report, and this volume contains his

investigations. The author states that but little of his paper is

original, but it will be found to contain about all that is known
at the present time upon the subject. It is well arranged, and
is quite interesting.

Every reader is requested to read advertising pages 33 and
41 of this number.
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^tlitorial gepartw^ttt.

• Dr. Robert BoaL

"With sincere pleasure we learned of the election of our

fellow citizen and colleague to the presidency of the State Med-

ical Society. It is an honor worthily conferred, and one which

gives unfeigned satisfaction to the entire profession of this city

and surrounding counties. Dr. Boal is one of the two surviving

members of that meeting held in the old state house at Spring-

field, in 1850, out of which grew the present state society. We
believe the following names comprise those who were present

and took any part in the proceedings

:

Drs. Blainey and Herrick, of Chicago; Paddock, of Bu-

reau County; Samuel Thompson, of Albion ; Rouse, Cooper,

and McXeil, of Peoria; L. G. Thompson and Boal, of Lacon

;

Helm, Henry and Merriman, of Springfield. Of these, so far

as known to us, only Drs. Boal and Thompson, of Lacon, sur-

vive.

A short sketcli of the new President will undoubtedly be

of interest to all members of the state society.

Robert Boal was born in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania,

November 15, 1806. He received his literary education at the

Cincinnati College, and his medical career dates from March,

1828, at which time he graduated from the Medical College of

Ohio, at Cincinnati.

After graduatioti he practiced at Reading, Ohio, for six

years- Then he removed to Cincinnati, where for two years he
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practiced, as well as did some work as instructor in his alma

mater. In 1836 Dr. B. came west, and settled at Columbia (af-

terwards called Lacon), Illinois, a small town thirty miles above

Peoria, on the river, where he resided for twenty-seven years.

In 1863 he was appointed surgeon of the Board of Enrollment,

with headquarters at Peoria. At the end of his term of service

in 1865, he removed his family to this place, since which time

this city has been his home. Here he soon attained a large

practice, which he still holds and attends to with the vim and

vigor of a man of fifty.

In 1857 Governor Bissell appointed him one of the direct-

ors of the intitute for the education of the deaf and dumb,

which position he held for seventeen years. During the last

four years of his service he was president of the board.

Dr. B. served four years in the State Senate, representing

the counties of Putnam, Marshall, Woodford and Tazewell.

He afterwards occupied a seat in the House of Representativees

for two terms.

Ovariotomy.

On Monday, May 16, we had the pleasure of witnessing an

operation for an ovarian tumor by Dr. J. L. Hamilton, of this

city. Operations of this kind are now so frequent that they

have lost the interest which they once possessed. The only

point of interest in this case was its slow growth (the patient

having been troubled for over five years), and the remarkably

rapid recovery made. To-day (thirteen days after) the wound is

all healed, and the patient is sitting up. The operation was

•made strictly in accord with the Listerian system, and was com-

pleted in twenty-five minutes, l^ot a single untoward symptom
follov/ed the operatiop. We do not think the Wells trocar at all

indispensable to success in these operations, at least in the ma-
jority of them. In the last three operations which we have

witnessed the trocar has not worked satisfactorily, and was

promptly laid aside, the cysts being evacuated b}^ a large incis-

ion and bringing the edges close to the abdominal wound, then

scooping the fluid out by the hand. Little or none escapes into

the peritonial cavity, and we think the operation is much short-

ened by this procedure. There is one other point of interest in

the fact that there was no nausea or vomiting at any time, either
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daring or followinor the administration of the ether. The even-

ing before the operation the patient took fifteen grains of pota&.

bromide, and as soon as she was removed from the table to her

bed, she was given a rectal injection of twentj' grains chloral

hydrate. Xo further anodyne was necessary at any time.

A Request.

A brother practitioner wishes some of our readers to give

him a remedy for those common but very annoying little thiug&

known as '" rag-nails." He has tried all methods of treating

the nails known to him, keeping the overlapping skin closely

trimmed, also letting it grow out, and in every way imaginable,

but to no good. This seems like a little thing, but many are

troubled therewith, and a sure cure would be thankfully read by
many. We hope those of our readers who know anything

about this condition will not think it beneath their dignity to

help our friend.

Societies.

Considerable space is given in this number to reports of

Medical Societies. We have given such abstracts of proceed-

ings as will be of most general interest. ]N'ot only do the. large

societies (American, State, etc.,) show a large and increasing

attendance, but the district and county associations seem to have

taken on a new lease of life, and show a corresponding increase

of activity and interest.

Please notice "A Word with Our Readers " on advertising

page 33, and " Special Inducements to Subscribers," on adver-

tising page 41. You will perceive the special inducements

offered apply to renewals as well as to new subscribers, and we
are happy to state that many have availed themselves of the

chance to get this journal at a very low price. Our list of sub-

scribers is increasing daily, and the renewals are coming in

equally fast. We hope all who know their time has expired

will give it their attention. We do not believe that a single

subscriber will fail to renew, at least we have not heard from
any as yet.

The astute members of the Peoria Board of Health (there
is another word beginning with the same letters which would
rnnch better be applied to some of its members, but we re-

frain from using itj, recently tabled a communication from the
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Peoria City Medical Society requesting the discontinuance of

placarding houses in which are cases of scarlet fever. The peti-

tion contained many good reasons for believing that these

scarlet signs do more harm than good, and was fully endorsed

by the society. The lay members of the Board, however,

thought they knew more upon the subject than the medical pro-

fession, and promptly refused to act upon it.

A Family Squabble.

We note in a daily paper that the faculty of the Detroit

Medical College are having trouble among themselves. Acting

on the recommendation of President McGraw, the Board of

Trustees appointed Dr. E. Smith to a chair in the adjunct fac-

ulty. A number of professors, including Drs. ISToyes, Connor
and Gilbert, Duffield Lyons and some others, objected to Dr.

S. on the grounds that a few years ago he advertised himself as

an oculist and aurist, and handed in their resignations. We
suppose another will be added to the already too long list of

medical colleges, and that the old college will fill up the vacant

chairs and go on as usual.

Items.

During Prof. Gunn's absence in Europe, Drs, Parkes and
Owens have charge of his celebrated Saturday clinics.

Notwithstanding the repeated assertions by the Chicago
medical, as well as the daily, press, that the smallpox in that

city was fully in hand, and would soon be exterminated, we con-

tinue to note the daily report of from three to ten new cases,

an'd that the pest house is still as full as ever, over forty patients

being ihere at the present time.

The enterprising publishers of the two medical journals in

Richmond each issued a daily, during the session of the Ameri-
can Medical Association, in that city. The Southern Clinic daily

was distributed free, while that of the Virginia Medical Monthly

cost forty cents for the four numbers. To judge from the

amount of advertising patronage received by each, the ventures

must have been financially successful. No better report of the

proceedings could be desired than that published by Bro.

Edwards.

Saturday, May 28, a person by the name of Griscom began
a fast of fifty days in Chicago. A daily paper says the fast is to

be superintended by Drs. Harrison, Lyman, Haines, Danforth,

Curtis, Jay, Reading, and others, who will have constant medi-
cal supervision over the faster. What good can be accomplished
by this foolhardy feat we confess not to be able to see, and we
are surprised that some of the gentlemen whose names are

mentioned should be willing to aid and abet what to the world
at large appears as the freak of a lunatic.
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Some Thing's that may Interest You.

Undek the title of an " Ofler Extraordinary," Allaire, Woodward & Co., of

Peoria, 111., have issued a circular to chemists and druggists, offering three prizes-

of ^100, $(>0 and $40, respectively, in the shape of microscopes, for the three

best essays on the subject of powdered drugs in the American market. Some of

the conditions are as follows (any one interested can read the full particulars on

the last page of cover) : The subjects will be limited to rhubarb, ipecac, opium,

cinchona bark, jalap, gamboge, aloes soc, ex. of licorice, and each writer will be

allowed only one subject, of which he must examine at least six samples, each

obtained from a dilferent source. Samples must be taken from bulk stock.

Examinations may be made chemically, pharmaceutically or microscopically, or

by all three combined. ISTames of manufiicturers must not be given in the essay.

This is a good thing, and we hope responses will be made in large numbers, sa

it is a matter that not only interests the pharmacist, but also, and even to a

greater extent, the physician. It is claimed (and, we believe, with truth) that in

no class of drugs is adulteration carried so far as in powders. Information

gained in this way will be valuable, and place the question, either pro or con,

beyond doubt. The time for the essays to be handed in is placed at November 1,

1881. It is claimed that the quality of powdered goods sold in the South and

West is much inferior to that sold in the North and East. Whether this be true

or not this experiment will ascertain. We cannot see how this can be looked

upon as an advertising scheme on the part of the originators, and we do not

believe tliat it is so intended, but rather a desire to obtain information not obtain-

able in any other Avay.

The advantages possessed by Oak Lawn Retreat, as a quiet home for the sick

in mind, cannot be surpassed by any similar institution in the country. Our

views upon the proper treatment for the insane were plainly set forth in a pre-

vious editorial, and we have as yet seen no reason for changing them. Quiet,

only to be obtained when the number of patients is limited, small buildings.

which have a home-like air, large grounds with all possible freedom of, action,,

and tlie careful daily and hourly inspection of a kind and competent physician

—

these we deem essentials in treatment, and these we know are amoug the advant-

ages of Oak Lawn Retreat. Read the advertisement on page 51.

Why do physicians and others in Central Illinois, wishing analysis made,

send off to Chicago and St. Louis, while there is a competent' and skillful chem-

ist near at hand V It is probably because they do not know that Mr. F. C.

Bourscheidt does such work. If this is the case, note his advertisement on

I)age 5(», and, the next time you know of such work being needed, advise your

friends to correspond with him.

We call the attention of those interested to the advertisement of Dr. A. E..

Foote. We liave received his catalogue of Minerals, and tind it almost a liand

Ixjok on the subject. No finer specimens or cheaper jirices have ever l)een

offered. Notice his adverti.sement on page 50.

TirosK who liave once used Absorbent Cotton in dj-essing wounds, burns, etc.

find it w> superior to all others that tliey will use no other. Ordinary raw cotton

repeljs rather tlian alworbs moisture, but the absorljent takes it up like a sponge,

thiis keeping wounds clean by absorbing from them all discharges, etc. Notice

Ilaace Bros. &, White's card on third page of the cover.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAL

lUl

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out. as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her;at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. Tt will answer for all cases of Anteversion. Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ I 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, wth 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. iVS'iNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA-CItSOIV STREI^JT, CHIOA.GO, IILiIj.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Pome Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will b»
sent you on application. a

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GaMDicaMFaraiic Battery.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed
on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. AVe com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery go.,
No8. 193 and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILI*
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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO SUBSCRIBERS!

Wishing to give special inducements to subscribers to this Journal, I
iiave made arrangements for the purchase of a quantity of the tollowing

articles, which I will furnish at the lowest retail price, and in addition,

I will credit you on each order with one year's subscription to this

Journal. This offer applies equally to renewals, and new subscriptions.

These instruments are all first-class in every respect, bought from responsible

parties, and the prices are as low as offered anywhere. ^

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS,
In hard rubber case, warranted not to lose the index, 4 or 5 inches, as de-

sired, $2.50.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES.
A good glass barrel, in neat case, two needles and vial, $2.25.
A fine metal barrel, in morocco case, two needles and vial, $2.50.

POCKET-KNIFE AND SPATULA.
A physician's knife and spatula, two fine blades, and spatula for dis-

pensing, white handles, silver tips, warranted good steel, $2.00.

SOFT RUBBER CATHETERS.
Three Nelaton's soft rubber catheters, in assorted sizes, with subscrip-

tion, $2.00.
The retail price is 60 cents each.

SPECULUM.
Hale's bi-valve speculum, nickel-plated, best quality, said to be the best

speculum made, $5.50.
The common retail price of this instrument is from $6.00 to $7.00.

REMEMBER!
You not only get these first-class goods, postage paid, at the lowest re-

tail price, but you will also get 40 pages of first-class medical reading mat-
ter, every month for a year from date of your order.

Remit by money order or registered letter. No goods sent C. O. D.
unless $1.00 is sent with the order.

Send in your order at once, so as to begin with the new volume.

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

Publisher.

204 South Jefferson St., - - - - PEORIA, ILL.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.,

\A/'holesale Druggists,

-AND DEALERS IN-

^ufg'idcil Iiq^tfuir\ei\t^

ATOMIZERS,

ALL VARIETIES.

Kleetro - Magnetic Machines^

CRUTCHES,

PLAIN AND PADDED ARM PIECES.

Instruments Repaired and Nickle Plated.

Our Instrument Catalogue for 1880 no^A/^ ready for
distribution.

In anNwerlng advertisementa, mention tb« Peokia Medical Monthly.
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Fever Thermometers
""5o '

' ' ' 3 '
' '*ioo ' ' '

' S ' ' ' ' IIP-

Four and Five-inch, Self-Registering, Hicks' Patent

Lens Front, in Boxvs/^ood Case.

FOWLER'S H. R. PESSARIES

Obstetrical Forceps

POCKET INSTRUMENT CASES,

CELLULOID BI-TALVE SPECULUM, •

CELLULOID HYPODERMIC SYRINGES,

CELLULOID CATHETERS AND BOUGIES.

Our Prices -will be found low for First Quality
Goods.

Write for Quotations before buying.

COLBURN, BlRKS & CO., PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Pboria Medical Monthly.
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TO x^mrsioi^^isrs.

IDl^
FORMULA.—Every ./f«(d drachm contains 15 grs. EACH of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and y^ gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hj-oscyandi.

TxJ'^K.—One-half to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Head iche, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve wTien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend It to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases, Blissouri Medical College.)

L. CII. BOISLENIEKE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Womeyi, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St Louis, Mo.
(Prof of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of PInjsicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, III.

{Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

U. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Ne7-vous System, Rush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, 111,

(Ell. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Dlieases,

etc., li'o;;iau'e Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTIl, M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Wovian's Hospital Medical College;
TuESlDK.NT and Lecturer on Palhulogy Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M.^., LouiHYillc, Ky.
(Prof. Cltemiscni, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.)

W. B. FLETCHER, SL I)., Indianapolis, Indiana.
{Prof. Phyniology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D., Clevolatid.Ohio.
'Prof. I'rinciple* and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wootter University.)

II. il. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
(XVo/. OljJitetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive 8t., ---.._ ST. 1.01JIS.

In ang',verlDg advertlsementH mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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FORMULA.—lodia is a combinalioa of Active Principles obtained
from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias, Saxifkaga, Menisper-
mum, and Aromaiics. Each //(<irf drachm also contains yjye grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or i\^ofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever Introduced to the
Profession.

''Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. 11. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College; Professor Gijnxcolofjy
Rush Medical College.)

R. M. KING, A. M , M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Physiology and Clinical 3redicine, St. Louis College Physidians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Pi'of. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Pliysiciaiis and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gyniecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'3. k. LA.RRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Pi'of. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. E. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of 3Iedicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, lud.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Tlierapeidics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

{Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

{Ex-President Georgia Slate Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, - - _ . . ST. L.OV1S.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
or

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shovcrn by the most distlng-uished chemists in this

country and Europe, v7ho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t-wro

-to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has beeu amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a T'onstructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for^tlie consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
tainingfully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts shoicing (he vuUte o/3Ialtine iii comparison willi Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and tlie various Ex-
tract'; of Malt in the market, I purchased from dilTerent druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most freque.atly prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tbem to chemical analysis.

As the result of tliese examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to tliree times the quantity of Phosphates, and from, three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Haink.s, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago,

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor attfxeld, F.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Oreat Britain.

MALTINE is superiorin therapeutic acd nutritive value to any Extract of
Mall made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Pbuf. R. Ogden Doremus.

In its sujieriority to the Extract of Mall prepared froin Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is i-lninn'l yr>/- i<, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The foUfAving is an extract from, a report of \\'m Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo
Afier a full trial of the difTcrent fJils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, i find MALTINE most applicable to the
largeHt number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

I'KOF. L. P. VA.vDEi.r,, In Lonisvillc Medical jV(^;ii'.v, says:—MALTINE de-
Berves to Htiind In Iho front rank of the constructives; ami the construolives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
aiieful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann AiuJOH, Micir., 8ept. 2.5th, 18S0.
An IncreaHlnK experience In the use of MALTINE coufirms my former

opinion antoltH (^reat therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without It. E. H. Dkmster, M. D.,

I'rof. Ol'tel. and Via. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In anawering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United

States, Europe, Australia and India with a request that they

thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies -which

are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other ^wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST:—That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rapidily than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJiD:—That Maltine, MaUi?ie with Peptones,

and Maltine ivith Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-

structive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in

weight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinla.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Eerrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pefsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

*Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its

preparation we employ not to exceed 1.50 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German proce'-s which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle. Diastase.

4®=-We will forward gratuitously a Sl.OO bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: ( 196 Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- J
New "STork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peok.ta Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of manj' years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has broiiffht us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants^ and has attbrded us advantages lor experiment, study and practical
development, which liave engaged our attention in perfecting new and more efR-
cacions agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhcea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ol the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, witli a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium

and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt:
Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a

small sample bottle of your jMaltopepsine,

which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly

prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.
New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble nie, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feci it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,
to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Kcsp'lly, J. 11. Johnston.
C. A. Mosheh, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tii.dkn & "o.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopep-
sine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of them speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptino had

failed hirn, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopejisine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and all forms of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, .Ian. 21, 1880.
Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine-

in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. Tlie result was-
very gratifying— so much so, that I wish you to-

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express-
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Bakek, M. D.

E. M. Bibbeh, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says: "Have been using your Maltopepsine-

fieely and with the most perfect satisfaction^

preferring it to any similar preparationi
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he iiad found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilpen & Co.—Of late I have beeai

using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I
am induced to give you the results of my ex-
perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several
cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, whea
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use off

Maltopepsine has been a complete success, t
regard it particularly useful in debility of the
stomach following acute or clironic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior
remedy. It will be found highly useful in the
diarrluua of children; which is generally de-
pendent upon imperfect digestion.

Tiie aluminium which you have incorporated
into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the-

latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
flugarofMIlk 3.5 oz. I I'e|)Hino 10 o/,. I Hydrochloric Acid Sfl.df^
Nutritives of the Grain... 10" Diastaso (i dr. I'hosplioric Acid 3" "
Powdered Kirweln 7 '•

| Lactic .\ eld .'i (I. dr.
|
Aluminium 3 •' Oik.

PRICE LIST.
MaltopcpHlDe, Mn oz. bot.) per nz 8 .7.') I We also prepare the various Elixirs-

" '* " doz... 7.00 and Hyrups in combination with Malto-
"

(1^ ft), bot.) " ft) S.OO I pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden A, Co.,New Lelmnon, N. Y., and %4 Liberty St., N. V,.
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An EPIT03IE of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica etnbracing the following

diseases, sent on application:

Scrofula ; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands ; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;

Lupus.
Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis; Exostosis

of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele ; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts^
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.

We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with
Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contain.s 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TlLiDEJV «fc CO., New Lebanon, :N. Y., and 34 Liberty St., New Torls»

In answering advertisements mention the Pbokia Medical Monthly.
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SH£I.rS. FOSSIJLS, BIRDS, £»GS, ^"^"^ -c3W>^js^Sa.

And all rbjects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

BIT JL. E. iFOOTE, 3V^. X).
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.
*

(Professor of Chemistry and Minemlog,-; Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science- Lifemember of ihe Academy of ^ at. Sciences Phila and American Museum of Kat. Hi.t., Central Park, NY CwfSpecimens sent to a ypart of the world by mad. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Nat.^ralist'sUisu«Hour of 3:. pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for ck,b rates and premiumssee each monthlyTs^ue 1

1 rece.vcu the h.^ne>t award given to any one at the Centennial iixpositioa of 1S76, and the only Jward and medal 1jivcn to any Ameiican lor "CoUccuons of Minerals." ' ' ' iw^iru aqq meoai

an excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common variet

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, et al.

... '^fcoIlection=; of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works o"
Mineral ;;/; alUhe principal Ores, &c.,&c. 0. he collections arc labelled with printed label that can only be removed
by soaking. The labels ofthe ^5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality and in
most cases, the composition of the Mineral ; the J5.O0, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue ao4

01 species. 1 he sizes eivcn are averaare : some smaller, manv larger.table izes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

NUMBKB OF SpECIMKNS.

Cryatala anrl fragmentM
Stu'lont'ii dlMi, lari^er
Amati-iir's size, -i]^ in./.l]^.......

,"

High S< hool or Academy HiT.e^^x^^iu'.l'HiiM'H^^im^a.
College mz/;. -.V^yr, in.. .Shelf SpcclmeiiH.... '

25
in box

5 50
1 50

50 1(H)

in box ill box

$1 00
3 00

n 00
6 00

100

$1 00
5 00

10 00
25 00
50 00

200

$2 00
10 (X)

25 00
50 00

150 (X)

mT Dri
"« .re h.r.r .n^JLv • "T «»'";»;A000 Worth of Mineral, mostly crytalli/.od, in stock. It is well recognized that

the i^cTmew ^ *^ minerttlH of any i„ the country) and my system of printed labels uttnched to

r.r?***"":-,!^r*L'7u,T,jr-
»-"«?'".''''.'"""

.';w^'"-''I"
"* "'" f«"»^ving low mtes: 25 Genera, 25 species, $1.00 ; in box.

»7/>n.™^J7M^,,HelX85'»i.oiI^^^
I" box, ?<,.(X). UJO Genera, :J00 species, 825.00. 200 Genera, 1,000 species, 8150.00,

MnU^!^'nf/,T'n'h^vl ','«,- r^'m
''"""''•

!T\"J"' ,'"" ''>' ^"'"'l^o W- 'i'yron, jr., who has lalKll.d nourly all my shells, 8

trn,k',V/C an ltoe^ 2^:^^^^^^
'v';';'.

'*' '," '•"'""•
^ '"'^•' P"'-^l'»«'"' ""« "r- two of the most celebrate,] coll^J.

I Ird. k2 TvJ Hui ,' , '.M' •/ '"•; '^'T "T'""' '""' '"•""" •'l'"'^'"'«"« "f «1'<-IIH and Corals in stork. Catalogue (*

.p^ifV ^'"..;t;:;a"dl"^:;';;;l.:J:^yir::,^i. ..I'^Yii^riff
'""""• "' ""• ^'"- =' '^'«- ^^'"^''"•' "''=• '^ i-^- '^ ^'«- ^'""-^

Inan«werlDK advertlHements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
'
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OAK LAWN RETREAT FOR THE INSANE

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTIOIV, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

•operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefullv studied from the beoinnino-—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 18S0. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists &: Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Connpounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

VEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 lyn^LIIsr. STE-EST,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

ijnaceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical, Momthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-
nouncennent, address the Secretary,

Jkcqe^ H. Injtlierid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertlHements mention the Peokia Mkdicai^ Monthly.
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PEORIA, PEKIN & JAGKSOPILLE RAILWAY,
THE KOUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto-wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

C=^ST. LOUIS^s^C)
And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

m.M.mmM.m m^'wit M.mm^ wimm 'w^m.mw^
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville,

And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKfNNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession,
few, if any. words would be needed from us In its favor, for it combines utility
with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day aciinowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.
Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-
lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a lube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is
not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-
commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; WITH SUSPENSORY, 812 50.

Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

McINTOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St.. Chicago, IlL

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Mkdical Monthly.
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SCOTTS EMULSION
1*IVBR Oil.

V. : WIT H

PERFECT, PERMAKIEMT, PALATABLE

.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

i'lRST

—

We use in the nianufitctnre of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,
and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneous and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons-

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crvide oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial
of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unef|ualed by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to nuike a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula— .5(1 Iter cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, fi grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. ofths'

Hypoiihosphite of Moda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famif
Jar with its rmrne aiui general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
Illuimmu Frimfiulii, in the form of our Buckthorn Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Coristipiitiun and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the luiusea that usually acconi]iani(S the use of a cathartic. At
the same time |>rr<ducinK a tonic efl(;ct ii]»>u the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until u normal condition takes place. Wo use great care in the selection of the
Bark, iw we find it necessary that it should be of the proper ago and condition and carefully exhausteil
to Hociire its true active principle.
We combine it with aromntics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the mos*

sensitive «tonmrh. Wo Khali be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians ujion application,,
giving InHtnictiuiis for its use, etc. i'ri'pared by Scott &, Bownk.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

Wn respertfully Hubmlt the above elegant preparation to tbe notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor us with a trial, ^t far as It has been testcrl, it ],;\.n met with their entire approval ; and we believe
It Id not only dentlned to take the jilace of the crudi^ oil, but to be used much more extensively. In our
prnc'rdii of emnltdfjing, it Ih not only jiemmnent atjd pitlntnlih; but Is deprived entirely of its grijiing prop-
ertl.*. In Us adnilnlstiatlon, it requires very little more than the cnide oil, but the experience of the
phynHan will wH,n gulilo him In itt use. It Is put up in 4 oz. bottles, that sell for 2.5 cents; also in
(iiiarKi (or phynlciano to prescribe as desired. Hamiiles will be furnished free on application. Formula :—
*) ]irr rnU. of fure fJfiUl J'reued Oulor Oil. V) per rent. Chemically I'ure Glycerine.

I'r<'i«r'-'l by

SCOTT ft BOWNE, Manufacturing ChemistB. 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

IRON AND ALUM MASS.
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral AVater '" preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful " .Seven Springs " of Wa.shington County, Virginia, and is

not only indorsed by the best medical talent of its native State, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it in his practice when con-
venient to be had. as every physician who lias a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In tlie treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Anajmia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv-
ous and Sick Headache, Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhagia, Amenorrhoea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, I know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with more certaintv of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Va.

The "Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs ''Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active

tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Kichmond, Ya.
From the experience already had with the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass," I

believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M D., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the " Iron and Alum Mass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Anaemia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-

ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. T., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.
In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the

Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the "Iron and Alum Mass" to act with
specific virtue.—E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic, alterative and diuretic properties

than the Seven Springs " IroH and Alum Mass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.

Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,

and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.
4fg=- Retail price of the " Mass " $1 per package, or 6 packages for $1.50, sent by mail,

postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druggists.

Orders for the " Mass" sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

'WHIOXjESJ^XilE] IDiaTJC3-C3-ISTS :

Richardson & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Meyer Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
K. A. Kobinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, Peter & Co., Louisville, Ky.
McKesson & Robbins, New York, N. Y.
Caswell, Hazard & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, Richards & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, Gilpin & Co., Baltimore, Bid.
W. H. Brown * Bro., Baltimore, Md.
Thomsen & Muth, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, Ladd & Co , Richmond, Va.
R. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va.
De Morille ife Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Braun & Bruck, Columbus, Ohio.

McCarthy & Osborne, Denver, Col.

T. L. Lvons, New Orleans, La.

I. J. &\V. H. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo. T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes & Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine, Garside & Alexander, Montgomery, Ala..

W. N. Wilkersou & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lamar, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller A Fuller, Chicago, 111.

H. A. Hurlbut A Co., Chicago, 111.

C. H. Woodward & Co., Portland, Oregon,
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ANALYTICAL CIKST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-

ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprieior of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

FOR SALE.

Wishing to retire from the

practice of Medicine, I offer my
property and good will for sale,

cheap for cash or on easy terms,

situated in a small village three

miles from the C, B. & Q. R.

R., consisting of a good House,

eight rooms and office, and Furn-

iture, Barn and out-buildings
;

practice worth from §2,000 to

83,000; in the midst of a good

farming country.

For further particulars, ad-

dress

JAMES K. LUSK,
Pleasant View,

Schuyler County, 111.

As there is considerable

inquiry for vaccine matter,

we would say to those inter-

ested that Colburn, Birks &
Co., of this city, are supplied

with fresh virus every second
day from the well-known
vaccine farm of Dr. A. H.
Dorris,Wisconsin. Theprices
are, ten points, doubly
charged, $1; crusts, $1.75

each. Orders sent to us will

bo handed to this firm, and
we can guarantee will re-

ceive prompt attention.

In aoBwering advertlHements mention the I'eorla Medical Monthly.
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FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DKACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

t-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, 3lental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
'Pi-epared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. H0R8F0RD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no diflerence of opinion, in higli medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever' been oflTered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered Insane by a dream.
DB. M. H. HENKY, of New York, says

:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and In nerTous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DE. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest
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To the Medical Profession.
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Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can coufldently claim, that its digestive properties
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * Jq Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen''s College ; Physician to the
Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts
diastase."

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,'^ etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc..T.

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is -prepared

by an improved process luhich prevents injury to its proioerties or flavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

m.alt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, hitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and onagnesia, It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in
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in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

for trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.
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HOANG-NAN.
(Stryehnos Gautheriana.)

SYNONYM-TROPICAL BINDWEED ; FAMILY—LOGANIACE^.

The exact physiological properties of Hoang-Nan have not yet been defi-
nitely determiued, but experiments show it to be a decided spinant, which
property it combines with peculiar alterative powers, and a property, so far pe-
culiar to itself, which gives it a specific action against the poison of venomous
serpents, and even rabies.

Hoang-Nan lias been given with benefit in PARALYSIS.
The reports of its effects in LEPROSY certainly encourages the hope that

it will prove valuable in this disease. It has also been employed with benefit in
INDOLENT ULCERS, and SCROFULOUS SORES, changing the diseased action
and promoting cicatrization.

As an ANTIDOTE TO THE POISON OF SERPENTS its efficiency has ap-
parently been established beyond a doubt, and the instances reported of its em-
ployment in HYDROPHOBIA point to it as a possible remedy in that hitherto
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(Duboisia Myoporoides.)
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We prepare a fluid extract of the drug.
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Akt. I.—CoUes' Fracture. By J. Mukphy, M. D., Peoria, 111.

Although as old as humanity, the older surgeons do not
appear to have had any correct apprehension of the true char-

acter, disastrous consequences, or proper treatment of this frac--

ture. We look in vain in the annals of surgery up to a
•comparatively recent period for any positive evidence that

surgical writers appreciated its extreme importance, or exhibited

a proper knowledge of the great difficulty attending its success-

ful treatment. Even in comparatively recent times the literature

of this fracture shows how imperfectly its salient points have
been understood, and how marvelously its disastrous efiects have
been underrated by the profession. The crude and imperfect
views entertained with reference to it by even modern surgeons,
is one of the most singular facts in surgical history, and as

instructive as it is singular. Liston's ideas with reference to the
fracture were very indefinite, as were those of Ferguson and
Yelpeau, at least until a late period in their professional lives.

A similar remark will apply to the illustrious American surgeon,
who edited Yelpeau's great work. M. Sedilott, the distin-

guished Strasbourg surgeon, in his Resume General de la Clinique

Chirurgicale, published in 1842, remarks, that " in most cases the
displacements caused by fractures of the inferior extremity of
the radius are scarcely perceptible, and that rest, immobility
and resolvents during the first days, and afterwards the starched
bandage gently (lachement) embracing the forearm, wrist and
palm of the hand, but sufficiently thick (epais) and resistant to
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insure the immobility and proper direction of those parts, con-
siitutes the easiest and at the same time the most certain

treatment for effecting consolidation, preventing engorgement
of the wrist, and promoting a prompt restoration of the motion
of the part," This may be considered as a fair and unpreju-
diced specimen of the authoritative opinion of the surgical

profession on this subject, even at that comparatively recent

period ; and must strike the modern surgeon as a most remark-
able and almost incredible illustration of the extraordinarily

defective ideas which so distinguished an authority must have
entertained, respecting a subject of such engrossing importance
and with such conspicuous and characteristic symptoms.

Even at the present time, when so many eminent surgeons-

have dedicated so much attention to this fracture, and discussed

its every phase with so much apparent elaborate diligence, there

is still such a diversity of views in relation to almo^st everything-

connected with it, that the general practitioner is too often

obliged to take refuge in his own observations of such cases and
their results, profiting if he can by the views of surgical author-
ities, but not permitting himself to become confused or deluded
by the diversity of sentiment on the subject, which unfortunately
exists among those authorities. The permanent deformity, and
too often permanent disability, which so often follow this frac-

ture, render it one of almost infinite importance to both the
sufferer and the surgeon ; to the one from having so important
and almost indispensable an organ as the hand permanently
crippled, and to the other from the injury to professional

character which the conspicuousness of such cases entails, and
the unfavorable criticisms to which they invariably give rise.

All these considerations and numerous others which I might
adduce lead us to the conclusion that Colles' fracture is one of
the greatest importance, that it is worthy of the most searching
investigation, and especially that its treatment is not by any
means finished^ and is therefore still a legitimate subject for

further inquiry, and if possible for further elucidation.

It was unquestionably the late Mr. Colles, of Dublin, who
first wrote appreciably respecting fractures of the lower end of
the radius. In 1814 he published an article in one of the med-
ical journals of that city, in which the characteristic symptoms
of this accident are for the first time correctly and graphically
described, and in which he also demonstrates a true apprecia-
tion of the difficulties of the treatment. Although attracting-

considerable attention at the time, his views do not appear ta
have been generally acted on, as there is afterwards a consider-
able hiatus, in which nothing of importance was written re-

specting it, and in which no practical advance was made with
reference to its distinctive character or its treatment. In 1838;

Dr. J. R. T3arton, of Philadelphia, published in the Medical Ex-
aminer, of that city, an article entitled, "Views and Treatment
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of an Important Injury of the "Wrist," being a very graphic de-

scription of a fracture of the lower end of the radius. From a

very singular and very unpardonable carelessness this fracture,

with which Dr. Barton's name is still occasionally associated,

was received very generally by the profession as a rehabilitation

of the fracture described a quarter of a century before by CoUes

;

and it is a very remarkable and very pregnant fact that those

two fractures, entirely distinct as they are in anatomical charac-

ter, and in the respective modes of treatment which they re-

quire, should be accepted as synonymous by one of our greatest

living surgeons, and that Barton should be recognized by the

same authority as the first to describe the nature and treatment

of fracture of the lower end of the radius. It being evident,

therefore, that some confusion of ideas still exist in relation to

the exact status of those two fractures, I will take the libert}^ of

referring to the radical differences which exist between them—
difi'erences wdiich in practice are of so much weight and im-
portance.

In Barton's fracture, as described b}^ himself, there is no
breach of continuity of the shaft of the radius, but simply a

fracture through the articular surface of the carpal extremity
of that bone. A fragment is broken oif from the margin of the

articulating surface, and is carried up on the dorsal surface of

the radius before the carpal bones, they having been forced up
from their natural position by the violent concussion produced
by the fall on the palm of the hand. Accompanied as we
might naturally enough expect this accident to be by a subluxa-

tion of the wrist, the appearances presented would necessarily

be very similar to those which are exhibited in CoUes' fracture

;

and if the swelling of the soft parts was considerable, the case

might very readily be mistaken for the latter accident. As,
however, the existence of Barton's fracture is questioned by
many eminent surgeons, and as if it ever happens it must be
exceedingly rare, its possible occurrence is scarcely worthy of
consideration, as complicating the diagnosis of Colles' fracture.

I would wish this last remark to be considered as expressing the

general opinion — and probably the correct opinion— of the

surgical profession ; but, although I have never had occasion to

see a case of injury involving the radio-carpal articulation, which
I had reason to believe was of the character described by Bar-
ton, still considering the conformation of that articulation, and
the forces which operate in producing injuries there, it does not
appear to me improbable that such a fracture as Barton de-

scribes might occasionally be produced, and which, from the dif-

ficulties attending an accurate diagnosis of injuries in that region,

might very readily be confounded with Colles' fracture.

On the contrary, this latter fracture involves the entire sep-

aration of the shaft of the radius, and is a well recognized acci-

dent, however imperfect its treatment may still be. It may oc-
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cur at any point from the epiphj'sis to au inch and a quarter
above the carpal end of the bone. Higher up than this the
fracture has not the same significance, does not produce so much
deformity, and has not the disastrous results which we so fre-

quently meet with in Colles' fracture.

Surgeons diifer very widely in their views of the general
direction of this fracture, as they unfortunately do in almost
every thing connected with it; some insisting that it is invaria-
bly oblique, others that it is usually transverse, or nearly so.

An examination of authorities would indicate rather a prepon-
derance of testimony in favor of its being most frequently
transverse. A careful observation of those cases which have
come under my notice, leads me to believe that in the large
majority of them the fracture is transverse, with occasional
varying degrees of obliquity. I have never, however, met with
a case in which the obliquity was so considerable as to produce
any difficulty from muscular contraction after the fragments of
bone had been brought into apposition. I avoid for the present
any remarks in relation to the comminuted condition of the
lower fragment of bone which is so often present in those cases,
which constitutes so important an element in complicating this

accident, in rendering its treatment so difficult, and its results
so uncertain.

The wrist joint as far as its anatomical structure is con-
cerned, is the simplest of the large ginglymoid joints; and
contrary to what usually obtains, that simplicity renders at least
one of the bones which enter into its composition very liable to
injury. To increase the usefulness of the hand, besides the
free hinge motion which the joint possesses, it was requisite that
it should also possess a considerable degree of lateral motion.
To enable the hand to perform those different motions easily
and rapidly, it was necessary that the ligaments of the wrist
should be thin and loose, and consequently the support which
they afford in keeping the two articulating surfaces in close and
firm opposition, is not sufficient to withstand, the shock of a
sudden fall on the palm of the hand. From the loose character
of the carpal ligaments therefore, from the irregular separation
of the articulating surfaces of the wrist which is thus permitted,
from th(; larger portion of the shock in falling on the palm of
the hand being thrown at a considerable angle'on the lower end
of the radius—the semilunar and scaphoid bones forming so
large a section of the carpus—and also from the exceedingly
brittle and spongy character of the carpal end of the radi\i8,

falls on the extended palm are almost certain to result in this
fracture. That the lower end of the ulna is comparatively eo
seldom fractured, is owing to the great solidity of that bone, to
the cornjmratively small extent of its articulating surface, from
the jar of the full not acting so directly or forcibly on the ulna
as it does on the radius, and possibly from some degree of elas-
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ticity which the intra-artictilar filro-cartilage may possess,

thereby in falls on the hand weakening the force of the shock.

There is perhaps no other fracture so perfectly homogene-
ous in the manner in which it is produced; falls on the palm of

the hand being the almost universal cause of the accident.

There is still, however, considerable diversity of opinion among
surgical authorities in relation to the influence which muscular
action may have in complicating the fracture afterwards or at

the period of its occurrence. Farther on I will discuss this

question of the probable influence of muscular contraction in

this accident. This is not only a questien of great interest, but
of much practical importance. As I have before stated almost
every important point connected with this fracture is still to a

very uncomfortable extent unsettled, and it is only by the closest

examination, the most rigid scrutiny, and the most careful analy-

sis, that we can hope to settle those questions, and establish

the treatment on a more sound and successful basis.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

AnT. II.—"Diabetes 3Iellitiis."—By A. H. Kixxear, M. D., Metamora, 111.

Prepared for the Woodford County Medical Society.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Woodford County Medical Association

:

I desire to lay before you to day, briefly, a few notes and
observations taken of a case of diabetes mellitus which occurred
in my practice about a year ago, in the case of a young lady
eighteen years of age. Previous to her last illness she had
always been healthy and robust, of symmetrical form, muscular
system well developed, of average height and weighed about one
hundred and twenty five. The notes I took of the case are

principally in reference to the treatment. . I do not desire to say
anything in regard to the pathology of the disease, from the
simple fact that we. know but little about it. Many theories
have been advanced by able writers, but up to the present all is

based strictly upon theoretical grounds.
February 21, 1880, the mother of the young lady called to

see me in regard to her daughter's health, stating at the time
that she had been suft'ering or ailing for the past two months
from suppression of the menses. I prescribed for the case and
at the end of about two months or thereabouts her menses
returned as usual, but about this time, April 1, her mother made
another discover}^ in her case, viz.: that she was troubled a great
deal from an excessive flow of urine, passing four times the nor-
mal quantity in the twenty-four hours, although her general
health at this time was very good but her appetite and thirst

were hard to satisfy. Before prescribing for this new feature in

the case I requested a sample of the urine for analysis, which
was furnished the next day, and showed upon testing the spe-
cific gravity to be 1030 and heavily charged with sugar. I made
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up my mind at once that it was a very grave case to treat, and so
informed the mother of the fact.

About this time a number of singular cases had been
reported in the medical journals of the country, being success-

fully cured by the use of salicylic acid, and some of the case&

were reported by eminent practitioners, which added weight tO'

said reports, and upon their recommendation I concluded to test

its potency in this marked case, and I therefore felt warranted
in giving it a fair trial, and if this remedy failed in correcting

or preventing the formation of sugar in the urine, it would have
at least accomplished as much perhaps as the majority of the

agents which are prescribed in this formidable disease. My first

prescription which contained salicylic acid, ten grains, four times
a day, with soda bicarb. This was continued for two weeks.
At the expiration of this time the specific gravity of the urine-

was 1040, with same quantity of sugar as at first. The next ten

days I increased the quantity of acid to fifteen grains four times-

a day, and at the end of this time found the sp. g. to be 1045,
sugar the same as before. The next seven days I omitted the
acid for fear I might sicken or disgust my patient with it, which
is quite common when it is persisted in at too long an interval.

At the end of the seven days of the omission of the acid, which
was May 6, I tested the urine again, sp. g. 1050, quantity of
sugar the same. It will be observed the sp. g. has gradually
increased from beginning of treatment, but while this increased
the other symptoms, viz, polydipsia, polyphagia and polyuria,

which were prominent in the beginning, had now materially
decreased, so that my patient did not crave food and water more
than when in her normal condition, and the quantity of urine
voided each twenty-four hours, about natural. This gave me
some encouragement and I concluded to crowd the treatment a
little stronger and more persistently for a while longer at any
rate, as she claimed to be feeling better and felt very much
encouraged about herself and was exceedingly anxious in regard
to her health, as she realized from the beginning the nature and
usual termination of this disease, and expressed her willingness
to tolerate the treatment just as long as she could possibly bear
it. The next thirty days she took twenty grains three times a
day. The sp. g. of the urine at the different examinations are
as follows: May I'J, sp. g. 1055; May 22, sp. g. 1050^ May 27,
1052; June 2, sp. g. 1040, quantity of sugar about the same.
About June Ist her menses failed to appear, and in short never
appeared again, notwithstanding treatment was instituted for
that purpose. For the next twenty days the acid treatment was
suspended entirely and during this interval the only medicines
taken were such remedies as were calculated to restore the
menses. June 21 urine test showed sp. g. to be 1045, sugar less in
quantity. At this last date I requested her to take a trip
through the western states, and to be absent some two months.
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She complied and spent the most of this time in Kansas and
Iowa, visiting friends and relatives, and returned some time the

latter part of September, very much improved in health and had
gained in weight as well as strength. During her absence she

took regularly, about two-thirds of the time, twenty grains of
the acid, three times a day. Arrangements were made so that

I received by express, at three difl'erent times, a small quantity
of urine, the test showing the following results : August 9, sp.

g. 1040, with no trace of sugar; September 16, sp. g. 1050,
heavily charged with sugar; September 25, sp. g. 1055, less

quantity of sugar; September 30, which was a few days after

her arrival home, the test showed the sp. g. to be 1040, quantity
of sugar the same as at last test. After her return home from
the west I abandoned the acid treatment entirely, as I became
convinced by this time that it was producing no curative effect

in her case, and the only ameloriation of anj^ of the symptoms
that I could discover were the ones above mentioned, viz.: the
arresting of the morbid appetite, the thirst and reducing the
flow of urine to about its normal quantity, but so far as arresting

the formation of sugar, the object sought in the beginning, was
effected but once, and then only for a very short period.

My patient having now taken the acid for nearly six months
in large doses, almost persistently, with the formation of sugar,,

as nearly, if not quite, as strong at the end of this time as in the
beginning of said treatment; I now felt warranted in pronounc-
ing it a failure in this case and also justified in laying it aside

and try other remedies, although with no expectation of affect-

ing a cure at this stage of the disease. I now recommended,
principally as a drink, water from the " Glen Flora Mineral
Springs." These waters are highly impregnated with the bi-car-

bonates and well adapted in the treatment of this disease, which
she continued to use for the next three months. October 7th
test showed sp. g. to be 1048, trace of sugar more marked than
the last time; October 14, sp. g. 1035, sugar about the same as

7th; ISTovember 22, sp. g. 1040, quantity of sugar not changed.
This was the last test I made, as the young lady was now gradu-
ally failing in strength and the disease showing its effects very
plainly upon her system, that I considered it of no special im-
portance to make further analyses.

I was now satisfied that while others had wrought wonder-
ful cures in this disease with the acid treatment, I could truth-

fully say I had made a signal failure in this one, and if there are

others in the mean time who have been as successful in treating
cases of this kind with the same remedy please let us hear from
you, and I pray don't always report the cases in which you have
been crowned with success, but give us the dark side of the pic-

ture occasionally.

Before closing I wish to state in addition to the treatment
already given in the body of this report, my patient drank.
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koumiss during nearly the whole course of the treatment, and
during the intervals when not taking the acid, she was put on
opium and bicarb, pot.—an old remedy but a good one. She
was also restricted in her diet in accordance with the rules laid

down in our text books. In this case I followed the rules in

dieting closer than is my usual custom. I was led to do this

from a desire to test more thoroughl}^ the treatment adopted.
The observations made during the progress and termination of
this case has convinced me that a more generous diet would be
a better plan than that of dieting. I am also convinced that we
gain but little by starving the body, by denying it such things as

are continually craved ; better crowd the agents which are
intended to arrest the formation of sugar, and gratify the appe-
tite more freely. On January 6, 1881, my patient was taken
suddenly worse and in twenty-four hours was a corpse.

Art. III.—On Euthanasia. By Fkancis Drude, M. D., Secretary Board of

Health, Quincy, 111.

" The kindest wish of my friends is euthanasia." For a
long time I have felt a desire to say a few words and expatiate
about this subject, however uncommon it may appear in this

country, where some believe it to be a " noli me tangere." Forty
years ago, when in college, I recollect distinctly that my profes-

sor gave us a lecture replete with humanity and common sense,
on " Euthanasia." This word, derived from the Greek, of
"eu," well, and " thanatos," death, is defined by Webster as
" an easy death," as " a mode of dying to be desired."

There is a class of physicians, who believe it the destiny of
the human race, that, as man comes to this world unconscious,
he ought and should leave it, also, in an unconscious condition.
Whoever has had occasion to see the dying hours, or even mo-
ments, of mortals, can imagine that the motives and impulses,
which gave expression to the above mentioned belief, are
humane and natural. To refuse a dying man a cold drink of
water, of wine, or whatever he desires, is a cruelty unwarranted,
even if he should desire something in direct opposition to the
laws and doctrines of theory. In most countries it is customary
that even culprits, at their last hour, before they are taken otF
to the gallows, are asked what they desire most ; if a cigar, or
a glass of brandy, or anything within the range, their wish is

gratified.

On this point, I believe, we all agree; there is no contention
about the duty of a physician to relieve a dying person as much
as possible by any means in his power; the physician should
not even be in the way towards relieving the conscience and the
mind of a " candidatus mortis," if he has a desire to do so to a
priest or to a friend. But there is a point of contention, within
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the range of this subject, on which the ideas of physicians are

essentially different.

Is it the duty of a physician, under all circumstances, as

soon as he sees that the chances of life are against the patient,.

to tell him right full in the face :
" You have to die, prepare

yourself at once ; there is no chance for you ; within" an hour
or u day you have to die?" In my humble opinion it is always,
even in the time of the best health, wise and provident to pre-

pare for death ; in other words, if a man has to settle his earthly

fortunes, let him make his last will and testament when he is

quite well, when his brain's faculties are unimpaired ; not at his

dying hour, when frightened to death and benumbed by pain
and agony, he is not " compos mentis."

But in order to better illustrate the leading idea of the

above, I will narrate the following occurrence : About a year
ago a poor German, mother of six children, having been ailing

for some time and unable to do her housework, applied for ad-
mission into a hospital, believing that she there would best be
cared for. The examining physician, upon investigation, told

her the naked truth right full in the face :
" That she had

carcinoma of the uterus, so far advanced that she had to die

;

that there was no help, no remedy for her; that it was only a

question of time whether she might die within a month or a

year; that she, therefore, must prepare for death." Her hus-

band, notified of the result of this examination, requested me,
an old friend, to examine his wife also, in the presence of the
hospital physician, in order to give him more and full satisfac-

tion. Reluctantly I gratified him, and upon examination I found
that all the doctor had said was but too true. But when, now,
the hospital physician put the question and insinuation to me ta
reiterate what he had pronounced, I felt that such was not my
duty; and in this, our ideas with reference to "euthanasia"
differed widely. While he, from a (Roman Catholic) religious

standpoint, thought it his duty to tell the unvarnished truth, so

that the poor unfortunate sufferer might prepare for death, I

felt and held that I can and could not agree with him.
ISTow what was the consequence of her knowing the future

so hopeless ? It naturally made her desperate, almost ravings
and I for one would not have blamed her if she would have
taken an overdose of morphine, or anything to make an end to

such a fate. Whenever, visiting the wards in the hospital, the

doctor approached her he would say to her :
" For you nothing-

can be done."
Fortunately this poor creature died about four weeks after

this last examination, having refused almost all nourishment.
Here I must confess that I am educated to principles which
would pronounce such a procedure as a useless torture, amount-
ing nearly to murder; and I believe that in my old time in Ger-
many a man who, devoid of all delicate scruples of dodging
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such fatal questions, might have been indicted under the charge

of \yillfully shortening and embittering the last days of the life

of a poor sufl'erer.

I am well aware that it is— aside from the above example
— the creed of the sect of Methodists, that a patient must be

told he has to die ; but having some experience of the agonies

of death, I solemnly say that if this is the demand of the ortho-

dox religion, I am bold enough to openly renounce and de-

nounce such a system as devoid of all the sweeter and humane
feelings. After an experience of nearly forty years I still cling

to the principles of euthanasia, in spite of all new orthodox and
heartless doctrines of modern times.

The answer to the question whether to tell a patient right

full in the face which fate he has to meet must be left, I believe,

to the discretion and better judgment of a true and faithful

physician.

At fair-times we notice mountebanks, who make their liv-

ing by so-called lung testing ; or by a galvanic or electric ma-
chine, by which they say they can try and discover how strong

the nerves of a person are. I am a living witness that the

greatest mischief is done by playing and fooling with this

powerful invention. But is it not analagous to the doings of

6uch mountebanks if a physician gratifies the wishes of an al-

ready frightened patient by answering the question without all

hesitation, often only to test and try the strength of the sufferer :

"You have to die in two hours; there is no help for you ?"

Such a procedure might be expected from a Spanish inquisitor,

but not from a humane physician who understands his duties

and possesses the sympathy which discerns the man from the
beast.

My opinion is, that it is the most sensible way, -when-
ever the physician is asked by the patient whether he must die

or not, to answer :
" It is quite impossible to say what result

the disease may have, but it is wise and provident to make some
necessary arrangements, if you have anything to settle," Or,
if there is danger that such an answer might produce a disas-

trous shock, it would be the duty of the attending physician
to let a prudential and discretionary friend of the dying person
know of the dangerous and perilous condition.

AjiT. IV. — "(^onfu.sion Worse Confounded." Read before the JVIilitarj' Tract

Mf'dical Society at its meeting in Galesburg, Illinois. By J. W. Henslet,
M. D., Knox County, Illinois.

The' tendency of the age is to adulterate and amalgamate,
and the grand finale may be justly pronounced iZwrn^M/^. Adul-
terated articles of food and drink are becoming common topics
of discussion and investigation. Grocery stores are packed full

of ground coffees, spices, baking powders and candies that are
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«ven worse mixtures than the numerous condition powders that

fill the druggist's shelves.

The old ways of making bread in its healthy, nutritious

state, are altogether too tedious for our modern housewives,

hence the demand for the poisonous baking powders that have
recently been subjected to chemical analysis and pronounced
unfit for use. 'Canned fish and meats are altogether too filthy

for any but the rudest savage. While everybody is free to ac-

knowledge that these things are true, there are but compara-
tively few who are aware that the same state of aftairs exist in

our materia medica.

Patent medicines and nostrums form the greater bulk of

both city and country drug stores, and are in extensive demand.
But it is not with this class of medicines that the physician has

to deal. Elixirs, syrups, fluid extracts, malts, and a long list of

compounds are placed before the physician. Some are officinal,

but the greater have not as yet been recognized by the United
States Pharmacy.

Please take notice of the scores of extensive pharmaceutical
establishments that now exist in this country, and do not fail to

note the effect. Long flaming advertisements and testimonials

similar to those used by quack nostrum proprietors are sent

broadcast from each of these great factories. Agents are sent

to visit every drug store and physician in the land to talk and
extol the merits of new preparations. Samples are left, and
only too often the druggist is credulous enough to invest largely

in non-officinal compounds, and the physician prescribes them
for convenience sake, or because they are handsome or pleasing

to the palate. One factory, according to these sharpers' stories,

makes the only genuine, and operates by a different process from
all others. Another controls the market on certain drugs, and
these are peculiarly meritorious, but very expensive. One ex-

tracts the juices of green herbs, another uses the dry. One
makes an elixir, another a selibrile elixir, and they all make
pills— but some whittle it down to granules, and in order to be
distinguished color them with red aniline and call them pink
granules. Thus you see that not only does the druggist become
confused, but the physician himself becomes terribly con-

founded. One physician wants Tilden's preparations, another
Wyeths', another Thayer's, another Parke, Davis & Co.'s, another
Borrell's, another Eeed, Carnrick & Andrews', and still another
Chapman's or Green's. Now, if these medicines were all genu-
ine, and prepared by an officinal standard, there would be no
need of this decided preference. But the facts are, fluid ex-

tracts, elixirs and pills, even when purporting to be made from
standard formulas, are not of uniform strength, hence arises this

preferment. To verify the truth of this, let us experiment a
little. One pound of a fluid extract should represent one pound
of the crude material in medical strength. One scruple of pow-
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dered ipecac root will produce emesis. One scruple of the pow-

der only equals about twenty-two drops of the fluid extract.

"Will twenty-two drops of the fluid extract vomit as certainly as

one scruple of the powdered crude material ? Try it. A seli-

brile elixir should be one-half the strength of the original drug,

yet I venture to assert that you can give one ounce of Carnrick

& Andrews' selibrile elixir of ipecac ^id often 'fail to get the

therapeutic etfect of the drug. Three drops of a genuine fluid

extract of belladonna is a good dose, and jvill generally produce

the constitutional effect of the drug, but you may give one
drachm of this so-called selibrile elixir with doubtful effect.

These two examples may suffice to illustrate the uncertainty of

strength in almost all fluid extracts and elixirs, and may serve

to show something of the rascality and fraud perpetrated by
many (if not all) of the wholesale manufacturing pharmacists of

the country. Will you investigate, gentlemen, for yourselves?

Let us take a si,ngle example to demonstrate the doubtful relia-

bility of pills. When quinine was worth |5.00 per ounce in

the wholesale market, I bought 500 two-grain quinine pills for

$10.00. In an ounce there are 480 grains. So you see the pills

were made and sold for less per grain than the quinine in bulk.

How could this be reasonably done ? Well, I have been credi-

bly informed that these pills that are labeled Sulphate of Quinia

are composed mainly of dextro quinine and cincho quinine,

both of which are much cheaper in the market than the sulphate.

To still further verify the fraud: If you are troubled with a

nervous headache of a periodic character, take five two-grain

quinine pills, at another time take ten grains of sulphate of

quinia and mark the difference in effect.

The profession is not only imposed upon by cheat in

strength and adulteration, but preparations are placed in the

market under fictitious names and sold at enormous profits.

Who ever heard of cascara sagrado until a certain leading firm

brought it to notice and sold it at an extortionate price ? But
when it was discovered that cascara sagrado was a false name,
not recognized by the botanist, applied to a species of the rham-
nu8 found in abundance in the Pacific States, the price not only
went down 200 per cent., but the name was changed to cascara

.sagrada, to give it a Latin terminus and thereby bring it within
the scope of medical nomenclature. This latter fraud is being
perpetrated constantly, and the evil is rapidly growing. lodia,

bromidia, veradia, and all such compounds, are not anything
else but that the name indicates, and why should they be pre-

scribed at the expense of the patient when any well-informed
physician can compound as good or a better mixture at a much
less price ?

The desire on the part of the manufacturer is more to reap
a profit than to promote the science of materia medica. This
eagerness to effect the former leads to base mistatements, and
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often— very often — proves detrimental to both doctor and
patient.

A firm in a neighboring city chiims to manufacture over
four hundred different fluid extracts, of which only about forty-

three are recognized by the United States Pharmacy, Every
inducement is offered both the wholesale and retail trade to

take hold of these non-oflicinal preparations and push them.
Dozens of houses are now extensively engaged in the manufac-
ture of extracts of malt. One calls it maltine, another malt and
hops, another malt and hypophosphates, and so on. Just so

with cod liver oil, until it has been transformed into an emul-
sion, with the fishy taste obliterated. Is extract of malt much
more than scorched molasses? or cod liver oil emulsion any-
thing more or better than lard oil and gum arable ? Are either

ot any value in a therapeutic sense? These are questions

worthy to be discussed ; for if such remedies— or, rather, re-

puted remedies— are really worthless, why terrify the patient

with them? Who ever saw a case of real phthisis cured with
either cod liver oil or these abominable extracts of malt ?

The preparations derived from Peruvian bark are too num-
erous to even attempt to give a correct list, yet who will deny
that the sulphate of quinia contains the best virtues of the bark,
and is by all means its most efficient constituent— one that can
be relied upon in all cases where any of its derivatives are indi-

cated ?

Of opium, there are only about four preparations that are

at all needed. The aqueous extracts, elixirs, and other doubt-
ful mixtures or sals, such as svapnia, should be wholly dis-

carded. Suppose we examine the phosphoric chemicals and
their combinations. These are the phosphates, phosphites,

pyrophosphates, hypophosphates, lactophosphates, and if you
please about fifty different compounds, when in fact, to simplify,

the dilute phosphoric acid is all that is required to test the ther-

apeutic action of this powerful nerve tonic. If iron is to be
combined, then the phosphate of iron is easily converted into

an aqueous solution, and either is readily combined with most
any other medicine.

Then, too, this is the iron age of medicine. Iron is pre-

scribed almost indiscriminately, hence the pharmacist has taken
advantage of stupid credulity, and the result is worse confusion
still. But I fancy he who sticks closest to the muriated tincture,

Quevenne's iron by hydrogen, and the sub-carbonate, will ob-
tain the best results.

" There are medical virtues in every plant." Whether this

be true or not, one would think so, judging from the present
pharmaceutical standpoint. Admitting the truth of the adage,
it then becomes our duty to prove well all things and hold fast

to that which is good.
The fewer medicines we use the better, provided they are

well selected. It behooves us to know whether veratrum viride
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aud acouituni uapellus are superior to tartar emetic and fox
glove as heart correctors; or whether rhamnus purshiana and
euonvmous atropurpureus are better cathartics and laxatives

than jahip and rhubarb. Is rhus aromatica equal to hydrargy-
rum bichloride in diabetes? Is grindelia robusta entitled to

especial credit in catarrhal affections ? Does yerba santa have
a specific effect in laryngitis and bronchitis ? or is it entitled to

more credit than iodide of potassium? Is daminana entitled to

prominence as an aphrodisiac? Are there commendable tonic

properties superior to arsenic in the Collinsonia canadensis ?

Gentlemen, what do you think of jaborandi, tonga, lippia

mexicana, aud such ? Are they what they are reputed to be ?

Elixir iodo bromide of calcium compound is advertised by Til-

den & Co., to cure about all the diseases incidental to humanity.
Xo patent medicine has ever claimed to do more. In an edito-

rial, p. 125 Journal of Materia Meclica, (Tilden's) April number,
1881, Tilden & Co.'s fluid extract ergot, formula of 1874, is adver-
tised as the only reliable and uniform extract of ergot in the
market. And if you will read this editorial carefully you will

see that Tilden & Co. accuse other pharmaceutical factories of
placing unreliable fluid extracts on the market, such as do not
contain more than thirty or fifty per cent, of the active princi-

ple. Then again, read Wra. S. Merrell & Co.'s pamphlet on
green tincture of gelsemium, which they claim to be half the
strength of the parent fluid extract

;
yet they give the dose ten

to thirty drops to be increased, which dose gives the lie to the
formula. Then, too, their fluid hydrastis is all that a modern
esculapius could desire. And thus I might cite the glaring
falsehoods of every medicine factory in the United States, and
show you how they seek to delude the unwary. Unless we can
obtain pure and reliable medicines, unstained by flaming adver-
tisements and purely secular testimonials, we would save both
dignity and usefulness by either preparing our own remedies
from the crude material, or by having our home retail pharma-
cist prepare them for us. Instead of the avaricious and unscru-
pulous manufacturers receiving our support and patronage in

the sale of proprietary elixirs, syrups, fluid extracts, pills, glob-
ules, and ten thousand villainous compounds, all of doubtful
virtue, let it be our purpose to simplify prescriptions, so that it

may not become a byword with us as it is with school books—
that no two distri^cts use the 'same. Then it will be that an
Iowa druggist can fill an Illinois physician's prescription, and a
Kansas druggist can solve the less complicated recipes of a New
York physician.

The metric system is another abomination, and bids fair to

die unheeded by the vast majority of our profession. "Let it

die the death of the unrighteous."
These, gentlemen, are matters that invite our careful con-

.sideration, for they are of vital importance to the future welfare
of our noble profession.
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I may justly here append that early in our present session

this society expelled one of its members for a gross violation of

medical deontology, and if Dr. C. A. Cooper was expelled for

flaunting advertisements and claiming to do what no living man
can do, and every member is ready to say, amen ! how eminently
just that we treat all alike, and thereby banish these pharma-
ceutical factories that have so flagrantly violated the old phar-

maceutical code of ethics.

Art. v.—Another Malpractice Suit. By S. J. Bumstead, M. D., Decatur, 111.

Questions of this character are generallj^ of interest to the

profession, because they are usually of that uncertain and dis-

reputable nature that no one can tell when one of these unjust

and vexatious suits may be brought against him. With this

idea, and perhaps the hope that all members of the profession

may be induced to treat all such cases when brought against

them as they would a suit for blackmail, I am led to give a short

account of a suit of this kind lately brought against me.
On September 13, 1879, a widower residing in this city

brought a widow, upon whom he had been waiting for some
time, to me with a Colles' fracture of the right arm, saying they

had been thrown out of the buggy while out riding, and re-

questing me to treat it at his expense. It was a t3^pical and un-
complicated case of this fracture and I treated it by the straight

splints, and in six or eight weeks discharged the case, finding

every motion preserved, and scarcely any (if at all) noticeable

deformity. In December or January following she began making
shirts, and so continued for six or seven months. About this

time the widower married another woman, and this patient went
to Champaign to live. About one year after the case had- been
discharged by me she put in her appearance at my office to make
the first complaint, that she had been suffering excruciating pain

all this time. I did not, of course, believe her, but informed
her that the arm was all right, and it would be nothing strange

if there was some hindrance to the use of the wrist joint as it

was before, but that it would disappear in time. A month or

two later—in January or February last—she came again, and
this time was more explicit in conveying to me the fact that she

was in training for a suit of this kind. I did not, however, ap-

pear to take the hint, and expected to see her again, and have at

least some demand made upon me, but the next step was the

filing of her declaration by Messrs. Swan and Gray, of Cham-
paign, 111., and which paper, by the way, was' done in a very
bungling and slovenly manner. It charged me with making
her a cripple for life by my negligence and lack of skill, when I

can prove that in December or January following the accident

she began to make shirts for a manufacturer of this city, and
•continued to do so for six or seven months. She also has every
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motion perfect, and no deformity is appreciable to the unprofes-

sional eye, and scarcely to the professional. The great stress

was placed upon the pain. The woman is of a decidedly neu-

rotic family, a brother having had attacks of epileptic mania, so-

it is no great tax upon the professional imagination to believe-

the hysterical diathesis largely responsible for the suit, in con-

junction with the ignorance of the lawyers who brought the
suit. After all these [preparations and putting me to the ex-

pense of employing counsel, the case when reached was kicked
out of court for want of prosecution.

Every man will understand just what a suit of this kind
means when it is conducted in this way ; and as we are all liable

to these kind of vexations, and inasmuch as the laws of our
country give us no redress, what should we do about it is a

question that concerns us all. I am at present inclined to an-

swer it in two ways. First, by having a law passed making it

impossible for a pauper to institute such a suit, unless it is first

examined by four reputable surgeons, who make affidavit that

there are pretty strong grounds for such a suit. Second, by
having the profession in every county so united upon this mat-
ter that they will individually refuse to render any professional

service whatever to the family of any lawyer who will bring a
suit for malpractice against any of their number.

Let us show the gentlemen of the legal profession that we
can do without them quite as well as they can do without us.

And as a further excuse for a procedure of this kind I would
say that these suits never suppressed any quackery, and if half

the energy devoted to them was expended in enforcing the state

laws upon the quacks the result would be infinitely greater. I

can only say in conclusion that the legal gentlemen who brought
this suit shall have cause to remember this case, if my lease of
life is not a very short one.

Art. VI.—Han^ XailH, By N. Holton, M. D., Smithville, Peoria County, 111.

In answer to the question, "How to Treat Hang Nails," in

the June number of the Peoria Medical Monthly, it is not
necessary to know any remedy, as the old maxim of " preven-
tion is better than cure," and as it is such a simple matter to
prevent " hang nails," the simplest tyro can not fail to prevent
them successfully.

In a physiological condition of the nails and their attach-
ments, there is a slight free edge of the epidermis at the root of
the nail. Before there are ever hang nails, this free edge be-
comes adherent to the nail, and is dragged along with the growth
of the nail, and becomes so attenuated as not to be able to
maintain its integrity longer, splits into minute fragments, and
results in hang nails. This is easily prevented by sliding care-
ully a smooth piece of ivory or silver under this free edge of
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epidermis in such a way and sufficiently often to prevent the

adhesion spoken of—result, no hang nails. There are many
fine, aristocratic gentlemen and ladies who will thank me for

this information, if they give the matter careful daily attention,

for this condition of the finger nails is exceedingly annoying.

Art. VII.—Congenital Obstruction of the Intestines, -with Post Mortem. By

F. C. Robinson, M. D., Wyanet, Bureau County, 111.

Physicians in active practice ofttimes meet with strange and
anomalous cases, a brief review of which may not be uninterest-

ing to the profession, and by comparing notes we may each be

benefited thereby.

On the morning of May 17th,' I attended Mrs. H. D., in her

second confinement, and after a short illness was delivered of a

boy, finely formed, though somewhat emaciated, and having a

hard tumor at the umbilicus, and what appeared to be a dis-

tended colon lying obliquely across the abdomen. I expressed

some fears that there was an obstruction in the child's bowels,

which were subsequently confirmed by its obstinate vomiting,

and no discharges could be obtained. Warm water injections

were used, the rectum explored with a bougie, and as cathartics

were contraindicated, there Was no hope of saving the boy, who
died seven days and ten hours after birth.

A post mortem was made, and it was found that the intes-

tine terminated in a cul de sac, about two feet from the stomach,

and was unconnected with any part of the illium, and two
inches in diameter. At the umbilicus was a tumor, which had
grown from the right lobe of the liver. It contained a coil of

the illium, of which it was principally composed, and it proba-

bly commenced forming at an early period of the child's devel-

opment. The colon and rectum were no larger than a lead

pencil, and contained no gas or fluid of any kind. This was
the first congenital obstruction observed in eighteen years' prac-

tice, except one where the anus was closed by a band, believed

by the mother to have been caused by her seeing a dog with his

tail cut off and bleeding. With knife and probe I made a new
opening, and received for ray services half a bushel of hickory
nuts and the pleasure of six miles' drive in the country.

On the fifth of May I held an inquest upon the body of

Mrs. Flora Warner, who suicided by taking a half ounce of the

fluid extract of gelsemium. On the 28th the body was exhumed
for a re-examination, and both juries returned the same verdict,
" that she died from poison taken b}^ herself with criminal or

suicidal intent." She lived only twenty minutes after taking the

gelsemium. Her husband, Charles H. Warner, claimed to be a

doctor, and was traveling, selling Dr. Berlin's uterine supporter,

and had been in the county five days when his wife died.
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Art. I.—Exoplithalmic Goitre. Bj' Joseph P. Ross, A. M., ^L D., Professor of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of the Chest in Rush Medical College, Chi-

cago, Illinois. Reported by J. A. Robinson, A. M., M. D.

Gentlemen: I wish to speak to-da}^ of one of the functional
affections of the heart. We have already considered the inflam-
matorj^ and structural affections^ and will now turn our atten-

tion to those purely functional.

Exophthalmic goitre is our theme to-day. It may be said

this should be classed as a nervous derangement, but there is so
much disturbance of the heart that I take the liberty to appro-
priate it as belonging to my department. It is also called

Graves' and Basedow's disease, owing to their having been the
first to accurately describe it. A certain mystery surrounds its

pathology and Eetiology so as to prevent our entering into de-

tails. The disease, for its diagnosis, rests upon a tripod—com-
bining heart disturbance, enlarged thyroid glands and promi-
nence of the eyes. Sometimes these troubles commence simul-
taneously, but more frequently they arise successively. The
patients are generally of an extremely nervous temperament.

The heart has generally a tumultuous action, with extreme
rapidity of the pulse. At the onset of the disease, the pulse
will creep up from eighty beats to one hundred, and so on, until

I have known it to beat almost two hundred times per minute.
There is frequently some heart enlargement. May be or may
not be valvular lesions, and the enlargement is probably due to

hypertrophy caused by the heart emptying itself imperfectly^
and the walls being distended. As a general rule the pulse is

small and quick, out of all proportion to the violence of the
heart's action.

The thyroid gland becomes full and prominent, and
pulsates. It has not the firmness as in ordinary goitre. There
is generally a distinct bruit over the gland. It frequently be-
comes so large as to cause dyspncea and dysphagia.

The eyes of the patient, in advanced cases, are staring and
prominent. Frequently they become inflamed, and the patients
will complain of the tears smarting tlieir eyes. Structural
changes in the eyes are not common.

The patients are generally women, and of an extremely
sensitive and emotional temperament. They become easily pro-
voked, and if provoked, easily become either angry, or so
grieved as to sob continuously. They will frequently complain
of ill-treatment by those who surround them, and in many cases
such complaints are the result of imaginary wrongs.

I have brought before you to-day a case from private practice.
This patient, Alice L. C , is a married woman, aged 34, liv-

ing in this city. Her father and mother were both healthy.
She has ten brothers and sisters, all of whom are healthy. The
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patient is of a nervous temperament, and has enjoyed good
health until January, 1880. At that time she had a great deal

of care and trouble. She cried a great deal, and then first no-

ticed her eyes becoming larger. During April, she began to be
excessively nervous, so much so that when she became excited

her eyes would almost start from their sockets, her heart beat
one hundred and sixty times a minute, and she "shook like a

tree shaken by the wind." Then it was she first noticed the

swelling in her throat. She went to the country a short time,

and while there felt better. But upon returning, being fre-

quently annoyed, she became worse. She says when she cries

the tears seem like poison to her eyes. Her eyes were always
large, but never so prominent as now. She has pain in her eyes
when she catches cold, or reads small print.

To-day (<i^anuary 18, 1881) her heart beats one hundred and
twenty-two times per minute. I placed her upon digitalis, aco-

nit., and iodoform, and she has gradually improved.
You ask what is the prognosis of this case. Good. She

has gradually improved. As a general rule w^e cannot promise
our patients a cure. I remember a case I had a few years ago,

a young lady school teacher, who had a brother whom she dearly
loved, act in a manner to grieve her. His trouble seemed to

cause the exophthalmic goitre, and for a time she was in a piti-

ful state, but by tonic treatment, heart sedatives and rest she
became better, and to-da}- is quite free from active disturbance.

So far as life is concerned the prognosis is not unfavorable.
The cases are apt to be chronic, and when death occurs it is not
so much due to the disease per se, as to complications which
arise. As a rule from 25 to 30 per cent, of the cases recover
while a majority of the remainder are alleviated.

The diagnosis of this disease is usually easy. If all the legs

of the tripod are present your diagnosis is certain. But if onl}'

one of the characteristics of the disease be present then you
must exercise great caution, for in the early diagnosis of the
trouble to a great extent rests your prognosis.

If there is palpitation of the heart without valvular lesions,

do not be satisfied with the too common diagnosis of "dyspepsia
with palpitation." It is generally admitted that the disease is

due to derangment of the sympathetic nervous system. There is

vaso-moter disturbance. The arteries of the thyroid are dilated

and the gland enlarged, the vessels behind the eye dilate, also

fat cells are deposited, and the eye becomes prominent. Then
here is one point on which we must rest our diagnosis. Let us
carefully examine the sympathetic system.

What shall be our treatment? In the first place, let the
patient be kept entirely free from excitement. If the general
health is deteriorated give tonics. If valvular lesions exist treat

them appropriately. I have often found the free use of alcohol,
port wine, of great service. Use it in non-stimulative, large
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doses. Aconite yields good results. It will calm the heart and
will reduce the pulse rate considerably; of course the hygienic
conditions must be carefully regulated.

Akt. II.—On the Necessity and Use of the Suspensory Bandage in Various

Affections of the Testicle. Especially those of a Venei-eal Nature. By
F. R. Stvrgis, M. D., Clinical Professor of Venereal Diseases in the Medical

Department of the University of the City of New York, etc.

Gentlemen : My apology for devoting a lecture to the sus-

pensor}' bandage is its almost universal use, from its necessity as

a preventive to injury and w^eakening of the genitals, and the by
no means frequent bad results which follow from an ill-fitting or

improper bandage.
The three points I shall consider are

:

^
1st. The disease for which it is applicable.

2d. The evil results which follow the use of a bad bandage,
and the bandages best adapted for use.

The diseases of the testicle in which the bandage becomes
a sine qua non in treatment, are gounorrhoeal epididymitis, vari-

cocele, and neuralgia of the testicle. And first, as to the gonor-
rhceal testicle : This atiection, as you know, does not come on at

the first access of the disease, but is delayed until the twenty-
third to the twenty-fifth day, and although induced by the
extension of inflamation to the membrane lining the cord and
testis, may yet be averted, by appropriate appliances. The first

and foremost of these is support.

The object of this support is twofold : first, to prevent
stasis of blood in and congestion of the organ, and second, to

relieve the nervous tension and aching of the cord. The best

support is the hand, but as the hand can do more service in

other ways than by supporting the testicle, artificial aids are
called into play, which are all of more or less good. In gonor-
rhcL-a the ounce of prevention is worth the pound of cure, hence
the point which I have already laid stress upon—to direct your
patient to obtain a well-fitting 'suspensory bandage at the cbm-
rncncementof the disease, assuring him that if he does not do so he
rnnstherirtkof suffering from a painful and tedious complication.

In varicocele the necessity is still more apparent, for

tVie swollen and congested veins are a standing warning for

support, and the discomfort and aching are continually appeal-
ing to the patient's nervous system, so that here a twofold con-
dition is induced, physical organic changes in the veins and
nervous irritability, a condition of things which sometimes leads
to atrofdiy of the testis.

Neuralgia of the testis is another disease which is often
alleviated by support, and if to that be added some degree of
compression, such an amount of ease and comfort is obtained,
compared to the former malaise and torture, as to make the
patient feel the value of a proper apparatus for the purpose.
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This compression should never be delegated to the bandage,

whose sole function is to support the testis and to assist the

scrotum, but it should be obtained by other means. The best

thing for the purpose is several coatings of a flexible collodion,

which, upon evaporation of the ether, contracts and produces a

steady, even, bearable pressure over the neuralgic testicle.

These affections are the most important ones for the appli-

cation of the bandage ; but besides this, many a man in health

is benefited by the use of a well adjusted suspensory bandage.

Stout persons, in whom the abdominal viscera, loaded with fat,

press heavily against the abdominal rings, and by pressure im-

pede the circulation of the cord, are cases in point, and so

much comfort do they get, that they never leave off their sus-

pensory bandage.- In summer, during the warm weather, the

heat will oftefi induce a temporary varicocele, which is relieved

by simple and proper support. Hence, you see, not only in

disease, but in health as well, a support to the testicle is needed,

and it behooves you as surgeons, to be able to advise when and
in what cases a bandage is requisite.

But to be of service it must fit well. What, then, are the

requisites of a good bandage ? They are two : support from

below upward, and no cutting nor undue pressure upon any
portion of the genital apparatus. Many varieties of bandage
are sold, but nearly all are wofiilly defective, the most serious

fault being that they either cut or exercise undue pressure at

the perineo-scrotal angle, or else they abrade the skin at the

junction of the scrotum and the thighs.

The best bandage is the one I show you, and is sold in the

shops under the name of Rawson's United States Army Sus-

pensory Bandage. In the first place the elastic girdle admits of

a self-adjustment to the shape of the patient's body, and to the

varying positions which it may assume; in the second place, the

posterior edge of the bag being cut in a sloping direction does

not injure the scrotum nor the perineum, but lies evenly and
snugly; and finally, the thigh straps are a good feature in

securing steadiness, and in preventing the scrotum from sliding out

of the bag, as it is so apt to do in the cheap and common bandage.

Before closing this lecture I wish to say a few words about

the evils which result from a poor or ill-fi.tting bandage. About
those which do not retain the testicle, from the shallowness of the

bag, I suppose it is not necessary to say much, still less to advise

you against them. There is one seriously bad result that I have
seen from a poor bandage, viz : a perineal abscess due to com-
pression and irritation from the thick and clumsy edge of the

bag; and I have seen several cases where a deep-seated urethral

discharge was kept up by the same cause. Hence it is that I

have devoted a lecture to this subject, hoping that by calling

your attention to the dangers you will avoid them.

—

Medical and
Surgical Reporter.
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Art. I—on SUNSTROKE.

As the heated season is at hand, a few notes, mainly on the

treatment of sunstroke, may not be out of place. All that is

here intended is to give a resume of practice from a number of

sources, and to put it in a brief shape for ready reference.

Dr. Flint, in "Practice of Medicine," says: When there is

frequency and feebleness of the pulse, weakness of heart-sounds,

with absence of stertor and embarrassment of breathing, indic-

ative of cerebral compression, blood-letting and all depressing

agencies are pernicious. Complete rest is of the utmost import-

ance.

Stimulants may be given cautiously by the mouth, and with

less risk of vomiting, by the rectum. If the surface is hot and
dry, sponging the body with spirit and water should be em-
ployed.

When there is fullness of the pulse, slow respiration, with
stertor, heat of the surface, congestion of the face and throb-

bing of the carotid and temporal arteries, blood-letting is the

measure especially indicated. The bowels should be opened
with croton oil. Cold should be applied to the head by ice cap
or douche. The head should be elevated and revulsive applica-

tions made to the extremities.

When the axillary temperature was upward of 104°, cold

water is applied by wrapping the patient in a sheet, and sprink-

ling freely every few minutes with cold water (temperature of
water not stated) until the temperature of the body and pulse

show benefit. This treatment may be continued from a half to

several hours, and repeated if necessary. The bromide of potas-

sium shows no apparent benefit.

Dr. H. C. Wood, in " Notes of Hospital Practice," advises

that the patient should be immediately placed in an ice-water

bath, and should be kept in the bath just long enough to re-

duce the temperature to 100°. After removal from the bath a

hypodermic injection of quinia is given to prevent another rise

of temperature.
Dr. llall, of India, suggests hypodermic injections of

quinia, and gives the following formula

:

I^ Quiniaf sulpliatis 10 grains. *

Acidi sulplnirici dilut. 10 minims.
A(|uae ad. 100 minims.

To be used in three injections, at short intervals, until re-

action supervenes.

Dr. Whitehall, of St. Louis, in " Naphey's Modern Thera-
peutics," .says: The treatment found most successful was cold

to the head and chest, friction to the extremities and the inter-

nal administration of stimulants, as brandy and ammonia.
Nausea and vomiting may be relieved by full draughts of strong
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greeu tea and Rhenish wine. In all cases the most important

part of the treatment is rest, with free ventilation and removal
of everything that could interfere with circulation or respiration.

Under this treatment every case recovered.

Dr. D. H. Cullimore, in the British Medical Journal, divides

sunstroke into three forms, two of which call for different meth-
ods of treatment. The first "is the sudden stroke from the

direct effect of intense sun heat, combined with great fatigue

and predisposed to, perhaps, by the use of stimulants." The
second form is " that kind of heat asphyxia known to occur on
board ship in tropical seas, or ashore in the crowded barrack-

room."
These two varieties Dr. C. thinks benefited by the immer-

sion of the body in cold water, to reduce the temperature and so

permit the renewal of the suspended functional activity of the

vital organs.

The third form occurs in persons tainted with malaria, and
comes on gradually ; the skin heat increases and perspiration

ceases; the temperature reaches 106° or 107°; the pupils are

often contracted, and there may be delirium. In this form a

warm bath (to be repeated if necessary) is best, with cold to the-

head and removal to a dark cool room. Aconite and belladonna
in from three to six minim doses should be given every two
hours. Quinia should be given if there be a malarial complica-

tion.

In Cook County Hospital, Chicago, the treatment is a.

bath kept steadily at 55° Fahr., until the temperature is con-

siderably reduced, with which reduction the other symptoms-
generally improve. From the above, we think the following

outline of treatment for general practice may be deduced:
1st. Absolute and complete rest, with removal of all tight

clothing, and free ventilation.

2d. A bath if practicable; if not, wrap the patient in

sheets and sprinkle plentifully and frequently with water at

about 60° Fahr., until the temperature has been reduced to 101°

or less, and upon any further increase of heat, resort again to

this wet pack. Cloths frequently wrung out in ice-water may
be applied to the head.

3d. Nausea should not be invited, and if present should
be checked with appropriate measures.

4th. Stimulants should be given cautiously, except in cases

where collapse is imminent.
5th. Diaphoresis brought on by administration of proper

medicines will be beneficial, if not otherwise counter-indicated.

6th. Blood-letting should never be resorted to except in,

cases where cerebral apoplexy threatens death.

7th. Quinia may be given hypodermically where there are
malarial complications, but not for the purpose of reducing the
temperature.

8th. Few cases survive where the temperature exceeds 108°..
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Puerperal Fever.

During the discussion of a paper "Concerning the Prophy-
laxis of Puerperal Fever," by Dr. Trush, read before the Obstet-

rical Societ}' of Cincinnati, Dr. Palmer said

:

That no one can admit otherwise than that almost all the

cases of so-called puerperal fever come under the first category,

still he thinks, that we are not prepared to say that there is no
such thing as a distinct, specific puerperal fever.

If this view is correct, we must then recognize a puerperal
septicaemia and a puerpereal fever, which affections are separate

and distinct.

To what extent is either communicable ? ll^ow there are

several fevers which may start up within a few days following
any confinement:

1st. Ephemeral fever, frequent, the result of reaction and
excitement.

2d. Irritative fever, milk fever, not improbably a septicaemia

(autogenetic), according to Schrceder.

3d. Traumatic fever, from injury to the soft parts of the

vulva, vagina, perineum, cervix uteri, resulting in local inflam-

mations, often septic in character, but not necessarily so.

4th. Septicccmic fever, either autogenetic or heterogenetic
in kind.

5th. Puerperal fever proper, a malignant disease, ataios-

pheric in its origin, infectious, and contagious ; usually epidemic.
Besides there is a malarial fever in the puerperal woman.

Her state is favorable to the absorption of the malarial poison,

and its manifestations are akin to septicaemia, controlled more
notabl}^, however, by quinia.

The first is not communicable ; the second and third not at

all likely to be. The fourth easily so, and the last most of all.

We all recognize the fact that the puerperal woman is

especially susceptible to the noxious influence of poisonous dis-

eases from without. This susceptibility arises from her disor-

dered nerve state in pregnancy, amounting to an irritability; to

her changed state of blood in pregnancy, with its visceral

congestions, and imperfect eliminations from the liver, intestines,

kidneys, lungs and skin ; to the tendency of a rapid decomposi-
tion of the blood, resultant on great muscular and nerve waste,
by reason of the pain, anxiety, and exertion during parturition,

of which there are few occasions the equal; and finally to the
contused and lacerated state of the soft parts; to the open con-
dition of the blood vessels and lymphatics on the interior of the
womb, likened unto a stump of an amputated limb, amounting
in all cases after a contraction of the organ to some nine square
inches of surface.
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Can anything be done to diminish this susceptibility ?

Much, very much. By diminishing nerve irritability, correcting

blood states, favoring elimination, shortening the period of pain,

removing sources of anxiety, checking loss of blood, preventing
and closing lacerations, diminishing waste, intercepting the

imbibition of poisons, through ventilation, cleanliness, and dis-

infection ; from within, by the application of the measures to

the patient herself; from without, to ourselves,—we can do a
vast deal. As it is possible for anyone to convey a puerperal

woman the poison from a septicfemic patient, so it is probable
that this transmission can be prevente*! by the adoption of the

above measures.
The testimony of many physicians, and the experience of

those in charge of lying-in hospitals, prove this. Under such
circumstances it will Jioi be necessary for the obstetrician in

attendance on puerperal fevers, with fair precautions, to refrain

from assuming charge of new patients. But there may be cir-

cumstances in which it would be his duty so to do. Attendance
on a case, malignant in its nature, requiring frequent and
prolonged visitations, or much handling of the infected parts,

as in washing out of the uterus, would make it incumbent on.

him to decline additional patients till relieved of his first.— Ob-

stetric Gazette.

Hydrate of CMoral in Cases of Rigid Os Uteri.

At the meeting of the American Gynecological Society,,

held in l^ew York in 1876, I called the attention of the mem-
bers to the value of the hydrate of chloral for the relief of labor

pains. Incidentally I alluded to its effect in one case in a patient

whose labor was rendered tedious and her suffering greatly ag-

gravated by a rigid condition of the os uteri.

Since that time I have had frequent occasion to observe the

beneficial use of this drug in similar cases, in which the chief

difficulty seems to consist in a rigid condition of the os uteri.

The following record will illustrate its use in such cases

:

A. D., aged twenty-three, primipara. Labor began about
three o'clock in the morning of January 22, 1880. I first saw
the patient two hours later. The presentation was normal, the
head being in the anterior variety of the first position. The os

barely admitting the tip of the finger. The membranes were
unruptured. The pains were severe, occurring every ten or
fifteen minutes. Six hours later the os was the size of a silver

quarter of a dollar, and felt thin, and as thoi^'h a small wire
surrounded it. The pains were present about every five or six

minutes, and were very severe. Two hours later no progress
had been made, and the patient was becoming restless and fret-

ful. Fifteen grains of chloral were given and repeated in
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twenty minutes, and a third dose twenty minutes later. Within
ten minutes after the third dose the patient began to doze be-

tween the pains, and even during the presence of a pain she
would not fully arouse, but talked somewhat incoherently. An
hour later, the pains seeming to distress her more, two doses of

chloral (gr. xv. each) were given at twenty minutes' interval,

and the patient again fell into a sound sleep, the recurrence of
the pains being marked only by restlessness or moaning. The
pains returned at frequent intervals, and three and a half hours
from the time of the first dose of chloral was administered the
OS uteri was fully dilated» The membranes were then ruptured
with a catheter, and the labor terminated two hours later with
the birth of a boy weighing seven and one-half pounds. During
the second stage of labor the mother became more conscious,

and at its termination was fairly awake, although she soon fell

into a natural sleep after the removal of the placenta and the
application of the binder.

This case illustrates what I have frequently seen, the advan-
tageous use of the chloral as an anaesthetic in cases of tedious labor
owing to a rigid condition of the os uteri.

—

Dr. Richardson in

Bost. 31ed. Jour.

The Hystero-Neurosis of the Stomach in Pregnancy.

The treatment of the vomiting of pregnancy resolves itself

into the correction of all disturbances, functional or organic, as

far as possible, which are known to excite dyspeptic symptoms,
before a simple irritation becomes a confirmed gastritis, and the
stomach refuses to receive remedies most appropriate to relieve

the original trouble. Among these, oftener than any others,

the emotional element and a constipated habit, with its attendant
flatulence and discomforts, accompany the pregnant state, and
should receive early and prompt attention. For the relief of
the former, no remedies at this time equal in eflficiency the
bromides of sodium and potassium exhibited in full doses. And
here it may not be amiss to state, that in order to secure their
full effect these medicines must be administered at the proper
time, generally late in the day or at bed-time, and when the
stomach is empty.

The constipation can be overcome by any simple laxative,

as the comp. liquorice powder, or any other harmless medicine
or formula, or if obstinate, copious and repeated enemata of

te])id water will unload the rectum of the hardened f?eces or
scybala which so frequently occur in women.

Finally, whi;n all other causes are excluded, the constipation
relieved, and the emotional element controlled, and we come to

consider tlie purely sympathetic disorder following conception';
in short, when we have to deal with the uncommon vomiting,
due simply and solely, so far as we can see, to the impregnation
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of a healthy uterus in a healthy woman, I have found many of

the remedies which have been called specifics to sometimes

relieve, but often to fail. But the one remedy which, in my
hands, has before all others proved the most efficient for allevi-

ating the distress, if not for curing the complaint, is Fowler's

solution of arsenic, administered in drop-doses upon an empty
stomach. When thus given, and with a restricted diet, it has

seemed to me to come nearer to a specific for this neurosis than

any other. Indeed, the effect is at times almost magical, and

when continued for a considerable period, and given in larger

doses when the stomach contains food, affords in my opinion, a

nerve tonic highly essential to women in the pregnant state, and

which no other remedy can equal.

Frequently, however, after its continuance for a considera-

ble time, benefit comes from suspending its use and substituting

the nitro-muriatic acid with tinct. nux vomica, particularly if

there be any inactivity of the liver or kidneys, or anorexia

exists.

—

Medical Record.

^mti"^ %xmut\\m%.

Proceeding-s of tlie Jasper County Medical Association for

May, 1881.

The association met Friday, May 6th, with the President,

Dr. S. R. Youngman, in the chair. Members present: S. R.

Youngman, H. S. Hinman, A. A. Franke, J. li. Maxwell, Z.

Allen, N. D. Myers, James Picquet, L. J. Schiflerstein, Harmon
Stevens, W. H. Edison, James Larrabee and A. B. Faller.

Proceedings of previous meeting read and approved. Sec-

retary read a report showing the condition of the association, its

progress, etc.; report received. Dr. Allen read a paper on
Hydatids of the Uterus, with the report of a case occurring

during pregnancy. Officers elected for the ensuing year:

President— S. R. Youngman.
Vice-President—IST. D. Myers.
Secretary—A. B. Faller.

Treasurer—A. A. Franke.
Financial Secretary—Z. Allen.

Censors—H. S. Hinman, James Picquet and W. H. Edison.

Dr. Maxwell read a paper on Pneumonia. The discussions

on Dr. Allen's and Dr. Maxwell's papers were lengthy and
interesting.

Drs. A. A. Franke and IST. D. Myers were appointed to read

papers at the next meeting. After attending to some financial ^
business the association adjourned until Friday, June 3d, 1881.

^'

A. B. Faller, M. D., Secretary.
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FOR MENORRHAGIA 0"F CLIMACTERIC
T'ERIOD.

B Ex. ergolae aq. 3 scruples.

Butyri cocoae 1 drachm.

Make twelve suppositories and iutro-

ihice one into the rectum morning,
noon and night, carrying them well up
into the liowel and having the patient
lie down for an hour afterward.

—

Dr.
F. Barker.
The Doctor advises the use of these

sujipositories for a week previous to

the return of the expected period.

—

Med. Gazette— Obstetne Gazette.

IRRITABILITY OF THE BLADDER FOL-
LOWIKG GONOKRHCEA.

B 3Iorphiae sul. 5 grains.

Tinct. cubebae 4 ounces.
Colchici sem. 1 drachm.

M. Sig. A teaspoonful in water
five or six times a day.

—

Medical Bul-
letin.

POISON OAK ERUPTIONS.

B Sulphate of soda 2 drachms.
Chloral hydrate 1 drachm.
Water " 1 pint.

Mix. Use as a wash. It relieves in
a verj' few hours.

3 Sweet oil 1 ounce.
Carbolic ;icid 15 drops.
Ammonia lU drops.

M. Api>ly freely to the affected
parts. There will be no signs of the
eruption in 48 hours.

—

Eclectic Medical
Journal.

PYROSIS.

B Rhei pulv. 2% drachms.
Sodae bi-carb. J^ dracluu.
Syr. simj). fl. o drachms.
Aq. menth. pip. 11. H ounces.

M. Sig. TablespcKjnful twice to four
times daily.

Of course the diet mu.st be attended
to; a milk or vegetable diet with alka-
line drinks Ijeing beneficial.

—

Soutlu;r7t,

Clinic from la France Medical.

CIIOI-EIIA INFANTUM.

M I'olas. bicarb.

I'ulv. rliei.

Pulv. aromat. aa. 1 draclim.
Afjuae bullienlis 4 ounces.

Marerate one hour in a covered ves-
Hf-I and filter. Of this a teaspoonful
may be given every hour, and one drop
of laudanum with each alternate dose.
This should be kept up until di.scolora-

tion of the stools from the rhubarb is

observed.

—

Mississippi Val. Med. Month-
ly.

ESMARCH'S CAUSTIC POWDER.
For the removal of morbid growths

:

B Arsenious acid 1 part.

Sulphate morphia 1 part.

Calomel 8 parts.

Pulv. gum arable 48 parts.

M. Sprinkle thick, every day upon
a surface, either raw, or denuded of
cuticle by a blister. It is said to be
painless.

—

Michigan Med. News.

FOR BOILS, CARBUNCLES AND PUSTULAR
ACNE.

B Syr. ferri lac
Tr. columbae aa. 2 ounces.
Potasii chlorat. 5 drachms.

M. Sig. Two teaspoonfuls in water
one hour^ifter meals.

—

Dr. J. V. Shoe-

maker.

IODINE IN THE TREATMENT OP CHRONIC
INTERMITTENT FEVER.

The ordinary forms of intermittent
fever I treat with a great deal of suc-

cess, bj^ the following combination, a
teaspoonful of which is taken every two
hours, during both the cokl and hot
stages, for several days successively,

omitting it only during the hours of
rest at night, or when there is no recur-

rence of the chill after the third or
fourth day of its employment. You
will notice that it is a combination of
the antiperiodic with a febrifuge, to

meet t4ie indications of both stages

:

B Quiniae sulph. 1 drachm.
Acid, sulph. aromat. q. s.

Elix. glycyrrhiz. comp. 1 ounce.

Spt. ether, nit. 1 ounce.

Spt. mindereri drachms.
Tinct. aconit. 20 drops.

Syr. limonis q. s. 4 ounces.

Occasionally cases of rarer or more
persistent form present themselves for

treatment. In these cases I have met
Willi uniformly good n^sults from the

foljouing combination, as alterative,

j)iesciibed during the interval of at-

ta<;k, and u\) to a day or two of the
exjx'cted recurrence, when the quinine
niixliue given above is to be renewed,
and continued until after the danger is

l)ast:

1^ . Tinct. iodinii,

Tinct. sanguinarise,

Tinct. ferri chlo., aa. 1 oz. M.
Sig. From twenty to thirty drops, in

water, three times daily, after meals.
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The Hj'giene and Treatment of Catarrh. With forty illustrations. By Thomas
F. RxjMBOLD, M. D. ; Cloth ; 474 pages. St Louis, Mo. : Geo. Rumbold & Co.

1881.

This attractive work is divided into two parts. The first

treats of hj-gienic and sanative measures, the second, of the

therapeutic measures. It is by a specialist of long experience

and is made up of his own observations rather than from those

of others. We are pleased to note the decided grounds he takes

upon the worth of hygiene and sanative measures.
The chapter upon tobacco is especially interesting, and may

be read with interest and profit, aside from its relation to the

disease treated of in this work.
In many respects Dr. Rumbold has left the beaten track,,

and has given us some decidedly original and novel ideas.

When he says, that the use of the Eustachian catheter will 'be

done away with, many will shrug their shoulders, but after read-

ing his reasons for the prophecy we think they will agree with
him. The book is nicely gotten up, the paper is good and the

type clear and distinct.

Diseases of the Pharjaix, Larynx and Trachea. By Morrell MacKenzie,
M.D., Senior Physician to the Hospital for Diseases of the Throat and Chest;

Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat at the London Hospital Medical College,

etc. New York : W. W. Wood & Co.
; pp. 440.

This work seems complete in every part, and coming from
one of the best known specialists of England, the views
advanced are worth}^ of the most attentive consideration. Some
of the matter included in this treatise has already been published
in several of the British journals, but "by far the larger portion
is now published for the first time."

Section first includes all affections of the soft palate and
tonsils, with specific and malignant growths, ulcerations, diph-
theria, and the throat troubles in scarlet fever and other exau-
thematous diseases.

Part second treats of the diagnosis and treatment of
laryngeal diseases, fart third is upon diseases of the trachea,
including stricture, tumors, wounds and foreign bodies. Lar-
yngotomy and tracheotomy are handled in detail ; the operations
explained with the dangers attending the operation and after

treatment. Subscribers to Wood's library, of which this work
forms a part, will find this one of the best and most useful of
the series.

A Treatise on the Materia Medica and Therapeutics of the Skin. By Henry
G. PiFFARD, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, Medical Department of the

University of the City of New York, etc., etc. W. Wood & Co.
; pp. 350.

This work is divided into two parts—somewhat in the man-
ner of the pharmacopceia. In the first, all the drugs used in
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the treatment of skin diseases are alphabetically arranged, and
the author's experience and opinion as to their especial efficiency

given in detail.

In the second part this order is reversed, the diseases being
arranged in alphabetical order, and the method of treatment
given with eacli. This arrangement makes the book very valu-

able as a work of reference ; and, although the number of rem-
edies which are or hare been used in this class of diseases is

almost intinite, still the plan upon which this book is written

makes it very easy to find any particular remedy and its value.

The formulary attached is very full, and although we do
not approve of formularies on general principles, many will find

it useful.

Atiatoinical Studies upon Brains of Criminals. A Contribution to Anthropol-

ogy. 3Iedical Jurii^prudenee and Psychology. By Moriz Benedikt, Pro-

fessor at Vienna. Translated by E. P. Fowler, M.D. New York : W. Wood
& Co. ; cloth, pp. 185.

" That man thinks, feels, desires and acts according to the

anatomical construction and physiological development of his

brain," is the law laid down b}^ the author, and from which, by
a series of anatomical studies upon the brain of twenty-two
criminals he asserts, "cm inability to restrain themselves from the

repetition of a aime, notwithstanding a full appreciation of the supe-

rior power of the law (Society) and a lack of the seritiment of ivrong,

though with a clear perceptio7i of it," to constitute the two principal

psychological characteristics of that class to which belongs
more than one-half of condemned criminals. The aim of Prof.

Benedikt has been to prove the relation between the atypic

brain and at3'pic skull, and whether from the latter we can de-

termine the former. How he has succeeded, he says frankly :

*' For the present, science can give no response." And we be-

lieve the answer ever will be negative. Still the book is well
worth reading, and will repay a careful study.

The Management of Wounds. By David Prince, M. D. Paper, pp. 58.

Part of the contents of this pamphlet was read before the
Tri-8tate Medical Society, at Louisville, Ky., and afterwards
published in the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal. The
author states " It has been the aim in this paper to present the
management of wounds in a brief but comprehensive survey of
the whole field of the subject."

Contribntifm to the (!orre<!tion of Stral>ismus, by the Advancement of the

K<'ctuM. IJy A. ¥j. PiiiNCK, M. D., .JackHonville, 111. Reprinted from the St.

LouiH Meclwjl and BurgicoL Journal; pp. 8.

An accompanying photograph shows a wonderful result by
this operation.
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Hemorrhagre of the Rectum Treated by Pyrogallic Acid.

lu the following case, sajs Dr. Wallace, in Glasgow Medical

Jour7ial, I have tried the remedy as recommended in the above
" item," with the best result : A young lady had, for four or

five years, suffered from an almost daily, though, as a rule, slight

discharge of blood from the rectum. A doctor was consulted,

and the question of piles was raised, but she w»uld not permit
an examination to be made. Her health, naturally good, began
very gradually to be aftected, but as the hemorrhage was at no
particular time excessive, she still delayed treatment. It having,

however, increased of late, she consulted me, and I ascertained

the following facts : 1. The discharge presented all the charac-

ters of fresh blood, and came away equally and without warn-
ing, whether the patient was lying, sitting, or taking active ex-

ercise. 2. There was not, and there never had been, the slightest

pain in the bowel on defecation, nor did the bleeding occur
specially at that time. 3. Though, as a rule, of almost daily

occurrence, the hemorrhage sometimes ceased for three or four

weeks. 4. The catamenia were quite regular. On general
grounds, 1 was certain of the accuracy of her statements.

(These conditions seem to point to some lesion of the rectum,
or at least the lower bowel, and yet preclude the idea of piles,

fistula, or even of polypus.) Before insisting on an examina-
tion, I tried the ordinary astringents and haemostatics, including
ergot, but without any result except causing nausea. I then gave
pyrogallic acid in one grain doses, three times a day. This was
readily taken in water, withouL causing the slightest derange-
ment of the stomach, and in one week bleeding had completely
ceased. For a few days after i-ts cessation she had a feeling of
uneasiness in the loins, but this soon went away. It is two
months since then, and she continues perfectly well.

To Relieve Burns from Mineral Acids.

An exchange quotes from the Bulletin de Therapeutique the
details of a serious accident which occurred during a chemical
lecture, in which two students were seriously injured in the face

by the explosion of a flask containing boiling sulphuric acid.

The remedy applied was a soft paste of calcined magnesia and
water, with which the face was covered, in layers two millime-
tres in thickness. The intense suffering which was first expe-
rienced ceased entirely about a quarter of an hour after the
application of the remedy, and although the magnesia requires
to be renewed in the course of twenty-four hours, in the case of
a severe burn, the patients, after recovery, retain no marks of
the accident.

—

Medical and Surgical Reporter.

Every reader is requested to read advertising pages 69 and
71 of this number.
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The Old and Young- in CounciL

Much has been written, in several medical journals, con-

cerning the hoggish practices of older physicians, in consultation

with younger members of the profession. In some cities, Phil-

adelphia for example, it is stated that a young man can scarcely

hope to call in counsel and still retain the case. In others, the

young doctors are so snubbed and brow-beaten by the elders^

that many prefer to throw up the case at once.

This is a lamentable state of affairs, but we are happy to-

believe that it is not universally the case.

In many respects it is hard for an old physician to remem-
ber his younger perplexities and hardships, and it may
oftentimes be the case that they are called in consultation wheH)

no real necessity exists, but if they knew the gratitude, felt by

a young physician towards an older one, who has treated him
like a man and equal in counsel, we do not think many would
be inclined to take advantage of their inexperience and try to-

get the case. There is nothing more gratifying and conducive

to a lasting feeling of respect and friendship, than for a young
man to have his diagnosis approved, and treatment confirmed by-

one in whose skill and ability he has all confidence.

It may seem like a little thing, but it is not, for in a few

well-chosen words the older physician can restore the self-confi-

dence of the younger and relieve his anxiety and fears.
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Gratitude is not a thing to be despised, and he who can

inspire the sentiment should be careful to do nothing that might

destroy it, or turn it into hatred ; while the young man who is

not grateful for such kindness, is not deserving of it.

Qiiiuine Ainong- Eclectics.

The l^ew York Medical Eclectic is a pretentious monthly of _

thirty or more large octavo pages, devoted to Reformed Medi-
cine, General Science and Literature. On page 164 of the May
number they give us, with an evident air of credulity, the fol-

lowing: " We are informed that quinine has but little effect in

breaking up intermittent and malarial diseases." Shades of
Epicurus, protect us ! Can't they now tell something about
^'calomel?" E. W. G.

Eiicoiirag-enieiit.

A portion of the following private letter is so appreciative

that our vanity forces us to publish it; and a part is so true, that

coming from an uninterested party, it must carry weight with it.

Dr. Gray makes a strong point when he speaks of the

smallness of the subscription price, as being against us. Never-

theless we are firm in the assurance that our efforts to give the

best and most reading matter for the least money, will win :

Bloomington, III., June 19, 1881.
Dear Doctor:

I am regularly in receipt of your journal; and I am more
than pleased—I am gratified with its conduct and its apparent
success. I hope the liberality and enterprise you have exhibited
in its publication will be appreciated, as t believe they will be.

Notwithstanding its comparatively feeble beginning and short
history, I am glad to see it has grown into proportions that rival

in magnitude many of the older journals, while it certainly ex-

cels most of them in the amount of original matter, and the
freshness of its contents and make-up; how can you do it for

one dollar a year ?

You will, I suspect, experience one trouble. The subscrip-
tion price is so small, that many busy practitioners will forget to

pay up. They at first neglect, and at last forget to pay. Hun-
dreds are still owing me, for the Herald of Health, fifty cents and
one dollar, and some of the best men in the profession in the
state. You will have something of the same trouble, though
your journal is larger, and the price higher. If they would but
reflect that these hundreds of small sums, each so insignificant
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iu the thought of the iudividual, constitute the very life blood
of such an enterprise, they would pay up. I earnestly hope you
will be able to pull through till you are fairly before the profes-

sion. I may say for your encouragement, that I know the
journal is appreciated by the better class of physicians. They
seem surprised that such a journal should spring up in so short

a time in Central Illinois. I have hardly kept promise with you
about writing for it. I have entirely retired from the practice

of medicine, and I find that private life, free from corroding
cares and responsible duties, is so agreeable, that I let the days
go by, doing but little.

You have my best wishes, and it may be I will have the
courage some day to offer you something.

I am very truly yours,

E. W. Gray.

Jfotes.

Dr. M. D. Tibbetts has removed from Alhambra, 111., to
Chillicothe, Mo.

Dr. A. E. Baldwin, of Toulon, Stark Co., 111., has changed
his location to Woodstock, McHenry Co., 111.

Dr. G. L. Corcoran, of Brimfield, Peoria County, Illinois,

leaves for England July 5, to attend the meetings of the Inter-

national Medical Congress, in August. It is expected that over
2,000 physicians, from all parts of the world, will be present.

Friends of Dr. M. A. McClelland, of Knoxville, Knox Co.,
111., will sympathize with him in the loss of his wife, who died
June 3d, 1881. Dr. McClelland has been quite ill for three
months, and will now take a rest and recuperate. Our best
wishes go with him in his search for health.

Griscom, the Cl^cago faster, still holds out. The interest
in such foolish feats is greatly lessened in the last year; the
daily papers rarely mention it. One curious fact, if fact it be,
is that his pulse has decreased in frequency. It would naturally
be supposed, that as he became weaker, his pulse would quicken.
His temperature continues about normal.

In Rhode Island the prescription belongs to the patient, but
the druggist is the custodian, while the physician has only the
right to look at it. We wonder who is custodian for the pre-
scriptions made by the druggists, and whether anybody has the
nglit to lo(>k at them. That law would have to be changed con-
siderably to work well in this part of the country.

Alexis St. Martin, the man who became famous fifty-nine
years ago, from having a load of duck-shot put into his stomach
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in another way than by his oesophagus, has recently died. He
was eighteen at the time he received this unpleasant dose, (June

6th, 1822). The medical student who never heard of Alexis St.

Martin, and his gastric fistula, would be a curiosity.

The following gentlemen graduates of Rush, 1881, have

located as given below. We would be pleased to have the ad-

dresses of all

:

W. H. Preston, Elmira, Fulton County, Ohio.

J. J. Finley, 2140 Michigan avenue, Chicago.

H. Hannum, Burr Oak, Kansas.

H. Jenkins, Preston, Iowa.

P. A. La Barriere, 73 Randolph street, Chicago.

J. W. Adams, Prairie City, Jasper County, Iowa.

J. R. Barnett, Latham, Logan County, Illinois.

F. P. Bachelder, Dennison, Crawford County, Iowa.

S. S. Jones, Madelia, Minnesota.

T. C. Clark, Stillwater, Minnesota.

H. McCleary, Indianola, Warren County, Iowa.

N. B. Hoornbeek, Walnut Grove, McDonough County, 111.

D. C. Tyler, 1304 West Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
J. H. Auburn, Elberfield, Warrick County, Indiana.

W. H. Smethers, Twin Falls, Greenwood County, Kansas.

D. T. Stewart, 1304 West Ninth St., Kansas City, Mo.
C. M. Miller, Richview, Washington County, Illinois.

W. A. H. Coop, Friendship, Crockett County, Tennessee.

J. N. Bovd. Madison, Wisconsin.
T. E. Webb, Shelton, Nebraska.
F. H. McNeel, Kilbourn City, Wisconsin.

J. F. Grimm, Iowa City, Iowa.

L, W. Campbell, Shreve, Wayne County, Ohio.

G. W. Nuckolls, Auburn, Sangamon County, Illinois.

C. F. Ross, Matteson, Cook County, Illinois.

F. T. Anthony, Sterling, Whiteside County, Illinois.

A. Blood, Leland, Illinois.

J. G. Bodenschatz, 177 W. Randolph street, Chicago.

W. H. Brown, North Henderson, Mercer County, Illinois.

F. J. Kriebs, Carroll City, Carroll County, I(fwa.

T. H. Line, Adeline, Ogle County, Illinois.

W. A. Vincent, Rochester, Minnesota.
C. S. Shephard, Clarksville, Iowa.
A. Garwood, Bostrop, Texas.

A Philadelphia quack tells the public :
" If a patient wants

it gentle and mild, I'm a homoeopath ; and when anybody wants
thunder and lightning, I'm an allopath."

—

Detroit Lmicet.

The Philadelphia quack is not the only one who has thought
to fill his pockets by such humbuggery. Some that we know
of, and they are considered strictly regular, are trying the same
device, but it won't win. We know the American people are
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easily hnmbnggeil, but a man has to be open about it; they

patronize quacks because of their boasting and big advertise-

ments, but they won't patronize a man who tries to quack it in

nu underhanded, sneaking way.

Dr. Greensville Dowell, Professor of Surgery in the Gal-

veston Medical College, and Editor of the Texas Medical Jour-

vaf, died June 9th. Dr. Dowell was well known as the origina-

tor of a radicul cure for hernia, an operation which in his hands
gave admirable results. An account of this operation may be

found m his own work, on the ''Radical Cure of Hernia," or in

Dr. J. H. Warren's recent work on the same subject.

Chicago doctors ought to grow rich, if all the reports con-

cerning the city health are true. The Times says :
" Our drink-

ing water is uniit for use ; our streets and alleys are reeking
wifh tilth ; our sewerage system is incomplete and imperfect."

And it should have added : Somebody is very remiss in not

taking proper steps to stamp out the smallpox.

The mortality among children is simply frightful.

Concerning the Quain-Kidd consultation over the case of

the late Lord Beaconstield, the London Lancet says :
" Dr.

Qnain has violated a fundamental principle of professional con-

duet in acting with Dr. Kidd, an eminent homoeopath, in treat-

ing the Earl of Beaconstield according to the regular practice of

homoeopathy. This is the conclusion which is forced upon us,

and is one in which we believe the profession will feel compelled
to acquiesce."

When men professing to be homoeopathists talk of " look-

ing for fresh facts and new principles to guide our way in the

fields of practice," (Dake) we say, to the young especially, " Be-
ware of wolves in sheep's clothing."— Medical Advance.

How is the above statement made to agree with the motto
of the Advance''^ viz: "Its law is progress; a point which yes-

terday was invisible is its goal to-day and will be its starting-

point to-morrow."

The bill introduced before the Illinois legislature the past

winter has become a law, and will go into eflect July 1st. How-
ev(;r, as three months are allowed for practicing pharmacists to

make ajtplication for certificates, it will not go into practical op-

enition nntil Octojbor 1st. Mr. F. C. l>oursehcidt, with Messrs.

Ficury, Mariiion and Buck, are doserviiig of groat praise for the

untiring energy dis[)layed in getting the bill brought up in

jiropor shape, and securing a handsome majority in both houses.

The State Board of Health have again expressed a deter-

mination to weed out all non-licensed practitioners from the soil

of Illinois. Let the good work go on. Several Chicago quacks
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have recently taken lodging in the state hotel at Joliet, and
others have engaged rooms in advance. ISTow, if the State

Board will pay some attention to travelling quacks and make
them pay $100 a month, even if they have a diploma, or come
under the ten years clause, the profession will think something
is certainly going to happen.

A Llama doctor, who, if he does not happen to have any
medicines handy, writes the name of the remedy he would ad-

minister on a scrap of paper, moistens it with his mouth, rolls

it up in the form of a pill, which the patient tosses down his

throat. In default of paper, the name of the drug is chalked
on a board and washed off with water, which serves as a healing

draught.— Medical Advance.

In default of chalk and a board, we would propose that the

p)iysicia-n speak the name of the remedy, and that the patient

then smell his breath. Where strong remedies are not indicated

the physician might only whisper it. This, however, we fear

would be infringing on homoeopathy, and especially on Hahn-
nemann's later practice of " Olfaction."

A couple of years ago the ISTew York 31edical and Surgical

Jounial had the appearance of a first class eclectic journal. It

was of large size, well printed and well patronized. We knew
nothing of its editor until he took one Folk, as assistant editor.

This did not last long, as other journals claimed that Polk was
an old partner of Buchanan. The next step was the removal to

Chicago, whence is issued the Neiv York and Chicago Medical and
Surgical JowAal. This would not have excited much comment
among those not in the immediate neighborhood, but shortly

afterwards large advertisements appeared in Iowa papers, setting

forth the titles, skill and power of Dr. E. K Fishblatt.

And now the Georgia professor and ls"ew York editor

appears as the Iowa specialist. What do our eclectic friends say

of this stray sheep ?

We have received a pamphlet, entitled "Archives of the

Pentstemon Cosmopolitan Association." This association is

composed of a number of gentlemen, representing several pro-

fessions and business pursuits, who meet yearly for a day of
social and intellectual recreation. At each meeting a paper is

read, and these various papers, with a history of the association,

make up the archives. We quote the preface in full :
" Life is

not all labor, is not all drudger}-—at least it should not be. A
reasonable amount of recreation, social enjoyment, is both
strengthening and elevating.

" In accordance with this view, a few friends, of different

nationalities, but geneial spirits, cosmopolitan in the true sense
of the word, have been in the habit of devoting one day in the
year."
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Dr. H. Lenox Hodge, son of the late Prof. H. L. Hodge, of
the University of Pennsylvania, and himself Denlonstrator of
Anatomj' in the same institution, died in Philadelphia, June 9.

We again ask our readers to report any case of general
interest that may have come under their observation, also, to

send us any special or new methods of treatment which they
have found of benefit. Our motto is "writing makes men
think," We give you the opportunity and space, and if you do-

not make use of it, for your own improvement and the benefit

of your profession, the fault does not rest on our shoulders.

Among our original communications appears an article on-

the drug question. The author says some pretty hard things
about some pharmacists, and if what he claims is true, there
certainly is reason for alarm on the part of physicians. We
difter, toto ccelo, with him, in his remarks on the introduction of
new remedies, although, in our own practice, we hold mainly to

old friends. The subject is worthy of further investigation, and
we would be glad to hear from others on it.

Some Things That May Interest You.

Dr. J. F. Bass, of Richmond, Va., writes to the Southern Clinic, that he had
a case of advanced phthisis greatly impi'oved under the use of the Trommer Ex-
tract of Malt. His cough was greatly relieved, night-sweats arrested and his life-

greatly prolonged. He says in conclusion: " I know of no agentwhich will

meet all the indications so well as the above invaluable preparation, and I think

if our i)hysicians would only give the remedy a fair and impaij,ial trial it would
convince the skeptical tliat many good things are overlooked and unappreciated

because of an unwillingness to meet our manufacturers half way."

SPEAKiNf; of Horsford's Acid Phosphate, Dr. C. Graham, of Chicago, 111.,says :.

"I have used Horsford's Acid Phosphate very extensively in diseases of the

nervous system Avitli the greatest satisfaction. In feel)le Avomen, and men who
have become nervous from sedentary habits or over-mental exertion, as well as-

in tlie nervousness and restlessness of masturbation, and persons addicted to ex-

cessive use of tobacco, it is very certain in its action, allaying irritation of the

ner\'ous .system, thus giving sleep and rest, and preventing unnecessary expendi-

ture <>\ nerve force, and by this means facilitating the action of tonic and restora-

tives, among which the Acid Pliosphate itself is one of the most decided value.

A.S a whole, this preparation is worthy of the confidence already bestowed upon,

it by the profession.

As Tiip; season for diarrbfral disorders is now (;]ose at hand, it behooves the

j)ra«titioner to prepare to meet tlif^m. Lactopeptine is now regarded as one of

the standard remedies in the treatment of cholera infantum. It is especially

beneficial and curative in the earlier stages, and leaves no unpleasant effects.

It is unnecessary to do more than call tlie attention of physicians to Plan-

ten's cai»sules. Tliis firm has been engaged in their manufacture for nearly fifty

year.H, wlijcli is prf»of suflicient that what they don't know about capsules is not

wf»rth knowing. We would, however, especially call attention to the cajjsules

for rectal medication, taking the place of enemas and suppositories.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAIi

No instniment has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication

of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Eetroversion and Flexions are over-

come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction

to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.
Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-

port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her. at

will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion. Retroversions, or any Flex-

ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the

most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 12.
Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA.C1S.S01S STK^EEIT, CHICA-GO, IIL.IL..

Our valuable pamphlet ''Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be

sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalvaiicaMFarai Battery.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Glalvanic

and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use»in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows: Thezii^and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely

clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the

internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with

soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which mak's the cells water tight. This alone

recommends the Battery.
We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan ot

construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before

attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the

same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery go.,

Nos>. 19^ and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, IliLi.-
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To AdMeriiB&r^

Ko other Medical Journal in the West offers you better

advertising, at the saine rates, than the

P&orim Mediemi MontMy.

Your attention is called to the following special points :

1st. WE GIVE ALL THAT WE CLAIM.-Jfo big prom-

ises not carried out. 12,000 physicians read this Journal

during the year

2d. The extra copies sent out each -month, are not dis-

tributed indiscriminately , but are sent only to piched men,

and the best class of the profession.

3d. We reach a territory , which {as acknowledged by

several of our advertisers) can only be reached through

several other journals. This is a clear saving to you.

Jfth. If our pages are not valuable, why have so many

of the best houses in the country engaged^ space ? Can you

afford not to be represented?

5th. We are growing every day, and "success mahes

success." It will pay you to be brought before the profession

in a live, wide-awahe, growing Journal.

6th. Our rates defy competition.

7th. JS'o advertising agents employed, so we ean save to

you their oormnissions of 25 per cent.

t Rates and other information furnished on application to

204 S. Jefferson Street, Peoria, 111.
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SOLUBLE COMPRESSED

The foUowiug formula? and combinations embrace all those in general

request. Others will be added as the demands ef the profession warrant

their manufacture.

We claim for our Hypodermic Tablets :

Absolute accuracy of dose.

Ready and entire solubility.

Perfect preservation of the drug,

Their convenience and utility will at once be apparent on examination.

Morphiffi Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Sodffi Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphise Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Sodffi Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphia? Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Sodse Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-6 grain,
Sodse Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphije Sulphas 1-8 grain,
Sodte Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphife Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Sodie Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiie Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Atropiif Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodie Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Atropitt! Sulphas 1-1^0 grain,
Sod«; Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiie Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Atropise Sulphas 1-1.50 grain,
Sodii? Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphia? Sulphas 1-6 grain,
Alropia? Sulphas 1-lSO grain.
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiae Sulphas 1-8 grain,
Atropiae Sulphas 1-200 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiae Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Atropiae Sulphas 1-250 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-1.50 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

We are under many obligations to Professor Roberts Bartholow, who
from his thorough scientific investigations ; nd extensive experience in
hypodermic medication, is recognized as the highest authority on the sub-
cutaneous treatment of disease, for suggestions and advice in regard to the
care required in preparing our Hypodermic Tablets, also for the kind in-
terest in devising the above formuhe.

His book on " Hypodermic Medication " is well-known as the stand-
ard work on that subject, and has reached a third edition.

The success of our eiForts to furnish the medical profession a much
needed improvement in hypodermic medication is due to the happy sug-
gestion of Dr. H. Augustus Wilson and to the kind interest of other med-
ical friends, who have advised us as to the absolute essentials in preparing
8o delicate and itnportaut a series of medicaments.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
1412 & 1414 Walnut St., Phila.

In answering advertisements mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO SUBSCRIBERS

!

Wishiag to give special inducements to subscribers to this Journal, I

liave made arrangements for the purchase of a quantity of the tollowing

articles, which I will furnish at the lowest retail price, and in addition,

I will credit you on each order with one year's subscription to this

-Journal. This offer applies equally to renewals, and new subscriptions.

These instruments are all first-class in every respect, bought from responsible

parties, and the prices are as low as offered anywhere.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS,
In hard rubber case, warranted not to lose the index, 4 or 5 inches, as de-

sired, $2.50.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES.
A good glass barrel, in neat case, two needles and vial, $2.25.
A fine metal barrel, in morocco case, two needles and vial, $2.50.

POCKET-KNIFE AND SPATULA.
A physician's knife and spatula, two fine blades, and spatula for dis-

j)ensing, white handles, silver tips, warranted good steel, $2.00.

SOFT RUBBER CATHETERS.
Three Nekton's soft rubber catheters, in assorted sizes, with subscrip-

tion, $2.00.
The retail price is 60 cents each.

SPECULUM.
Hale's bi-valve speculum, nickel-plated, best quality, said to be the best

•speculum made, $5.50.
The common retail price of this instrument is from $6.00 to $7.00.

REMEMBER!
You not only get these first-class goods, postage paid, at the lowest re-

tail price, but you will also get 40 pages of first-class medical reading mat-

ter, every month for a year from date of your order.

Remit by money order or registered letter. No goods sent C. O. D.
unless $1.00 is sent with the order.

Send in your order at once, so as to begin with the new volume.

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

JPublisher.

204 South Jefferson St., - - - - PEORIA, ILL.
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IF. O. BOTJI^SOHIIEZIDT,

AWLYTICAL CHEIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Propriefor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, IlL

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.
Corr^espondenee Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON "THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Known as Reliable nearly SO Years.
*See note page W, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture."

H. PLANTED & %m, 224 William St., Kew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

Kmpty Capsules (7 Sizes.)
ITo. 00, i,irg«:t, iTs. B S, Smallest. Especially adapted and recom-

(Order by NuTnber only.) mended for administering con-

nnj* /jj|-"\
Boxes 100 each, centrated or nauseous medicines

g" w Wt^ m^ ^^^^ from taste or smell. Pre-

m-'A AiiJi ^rr^ venting irritation of mouth or

^3 throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We alito have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various Bizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to

HOKSE.S or CATTLE, i! 8iz<!ti (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solidB. Box iO Cap«ul««, either

Ize \iy mail liO Cent*.
N. I!.—Wernakft all hinds of Capsules to order.

New articles and Cafxuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

SampleiK sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. .

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSIJIiES on all orders.
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

IRON AND ALUM MASS,
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral Water " preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful " Seven Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is

not only indorsed by the best medical talent of its nativeState, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it In his practice when con-
venient to be had, as every physician who has a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Auajmia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv-
ous anil Sick Headache. Dysnienorrhoea, Menorrhagia, Amenorrhnea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, 1 know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with mure certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Va.

The " Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M.. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass " one of the most useful and active
tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Richmond, Va.

From the experience already had with the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass," I

believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M. X>., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfa,ptory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the "Iron and Alum Mass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Anaemia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-

ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. T., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.
In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the

Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the "Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
specific virtue.—E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic, alterative and diuretic properties
than the Seven Springs " IroB and Alum Mass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi. '

Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,
and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.

4®" Retail price of the " Mass " $1 per package, or packages for 84.50, sent by mail,
postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druggists.

Orders for the " Mass " sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

^WHOXiESJk.XiEl 3DiaTJ(3-C3-ISTS

Kichardson & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Meyer Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
E. A. Robinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, Peter & Co., Louisville, Ky.
McKesson & Robbins, New York, N. Y.
Caswell, Hazard & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, Richards & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, Gilpin & Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. H. Brown t Bro , Baltimore, Md.
Thomsen & Muth, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, Ladd & Co., Richmond, Va.
R. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va.
De Morille & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Braun <fe Bruck, Columbus, Ohio.

McCartJiy & Osborne, Denver, Col.
I. L. Lyons, New Orleans, La.

*

I. J. & W. H. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo. T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes & Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine. Garside & Alexander, Montgomery, Ala.
W. N. Wilkerson & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lamar, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, 111.

H. A. Hurlbut <fe Co., Chicago, 111.

C. H. Woodward & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,

-DEALERS IN-

puf^idcil Ii|^tfuir\er\t^
-A.ND-

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS,
218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

BRACE FOR

LATERAL CURVATURE.

{Scoliosis.)

WASHBURN'S BRACE

POSTERIOR CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

{Pott8^ Disease.)

»s=>Pric8s, am Directions for Measurement, farnlsliej on apjlication,

SILK ELA8TIG STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc,

On hand and Made to Order.
In answering advertlsemenlB, mention the Pkokia Medical, Monthly.

1
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

TJEMANN' HEX

BOW-LEG BRACE. SAYRB'S APPAKATUS for HIP JOINT DISEASE,

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

^Fever Thermometers,
Self Regislering and Magnifying Lens,

TAGIML AP RECTAL SPECULA,

B0U&IE3 AND CATHETERS,

POGIET, VIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BUGGY CASES.

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

In answeriag advertisements mention tbe Peoria Medical MoNTHiiT.
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TO IPHIYSIOI^^-IsrS.

IS^O 1^1^1 ^»p

FORMULA.—Every tluid drachm contains 15 grs. EACH of pure Brom.-
Potas. wTad piu-ified Chloral, and % gr. each of fjen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.— One-/i«7/' to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.'

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,

and is exceedingly valuable In Sleeplessness,' Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In J.he Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louie, Mo.
(Prof. Nervous and Meidul Diseases, Missouri liFedical College.)

L. CH. BOISLEXIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis 3Iedical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, 31. D., St, Louis, Mo.
(Prof, of Principles and. Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St, Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal 3Iental and Nervous Diseases, and Pi'of. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-

cago Medical College.) I

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)

v. R. BROWEB, M. D., Chicago, 111,

(Ed. Chicago 3Iedical Journal and E.caminer, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases,

etc., H'omoii's 3Iedicid College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, JI. D., Chicago, Hi.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman''s Hospital Medical College;

President and Lecturer on Pathology S2)ring Faculty, Hush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. V., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cinci.nnati Col-

lege of Medicine <tnd Surgery.)

WM. CLENDEXIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
iProf. Descriptive and Stirgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., LouisTille, Ky.
(Prof. Chemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospilal College of

Medicine.)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Iiidianapolie, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Hygioie, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indicma.)

\V. J. .SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland. Oliio.

(Prof. lYinciples and l\aclice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster- University.)

U. U. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Oliio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

I'REl'ARED ONLY BY

116 Olive St., ST. liOVIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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X Oi^ X M.
FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Heloxias Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum, and Arom^n lies. E,i<.ch fluid drachm also contains /lue grains lOD.-
POTAS. and ^7)?-ee grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or iwojiuid di-achnis (more or less as indicated* three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It lias been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Professioj>.

Tested and Proven Tmstworthy.

"

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Frofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical CoUege; Professor Gynecology
Bush Medical College.)

E. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physidiatis and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St, Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'J. A.. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Materia 3fedica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of 3Iedicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. T.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Tlierapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, BI. D., Bloomington, 111.

(Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, ..... ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho'wn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, 'arho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tvro

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world; and the practical experience of
nearlj' the entire Medical Professioii of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyonft question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for^the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the SBiue prices as the ordinary Extroct of Malt, and con-
tainincj fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts shou-imj the value of Maltine in comparison idlh Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Blalt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tbem to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to>

fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Haine.s, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a tiesh former; from Ave to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.C.S.,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Dorkmtts.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize It as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The follourinu is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Ma
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vanpeli., in Louisville Medical iVew«, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructlves, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arhok, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and I should hardly know how to get
along without It. E. H. Demster, M. D.,

J'rof. Ohtlel. and bit. Worn, and Children, Univertili/ of Mich., and in Dartmouth Collega

Iq answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Tear
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United

States, Europe, Australia and India "with a request that they

thoroughly test it in coraparison -with other remedies -which

are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of .the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Mal't in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz:

FIRST: —That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOND;— That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,

and Maltine with Fepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-

structive agent noiv Icnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in

weight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Ejctracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE wth Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YEKBINE.

*Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its

preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

-8®=-We will forward gratuitously a SI.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: ( 196 Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- f New "iTork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical. Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has atTorded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which have engaged our attention in perfecting new and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and contidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dj'spepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all
forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhcea, and Indigestive Diarrhoea of
childreji- This valuable remedj* contains the digestive and nutritive properties
of the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agentsof digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsiue, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, wiih a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and the Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium

and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
K. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
email sample bottle of your Jlaltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not Vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the reque.st to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly
prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, 79.
Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

some months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dysyeptic symptoms, I was
instructed by my pliysician a week or two ago,
to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more ralief than any other remedy I have ever
tried. iThe disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick
headaches that caused me so much annoyance
have ceased to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others wlio m.iy be suffering from like causes,

to state the fact« of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, J. H. Johnston.
C. A. MosiiEK, Druggist, West Troy. N. Y.

Messrs. Tii.dkn & (Jo.—You certainly have
got a wonderful preparation in your Maltopei)-
eine. I gave the samiiles to the doctors, and
every one of them apeak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it wlien Lactopeptine had

failed liini, and to his surprise was just tlie

thing.
H. M. Wilson, M. D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine
the most valuable remedy ever known fur Dys-
pepsia and alt forms uf Gastric derangement.

INDI.4.N0LA, Iowa, .Tan. 21, 1880.
Tilden & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine

in a case of obstinate vomiting in laregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying— so much so, that I wish you to
send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express
at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
•other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.
X. T. Bates, M. D.

Messrs. Tilpen & Co.—Of late I have been
using your new preparation, the Maltopepsine,
and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-
perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given me satisfaction, and in several
cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of
Maltopepsine has boi'ii a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the
stonuich following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exliausting diseases.

In vomiting of ])regnancy it is a superior
remedy. It will be found highly useful in the
diarrhoea of children; which is generally de-
pendent upon impeifect digestion

.

The aluminium which you have incorporated
into it is a happy idea. I heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Buth, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Maito-

pei)sine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the
latter the strongest lie lias ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
Sugar of Milk
Nutritives of the Grain.
Powdered Firwein

IrciiHino l(i oz.
I

Hydrochloric Acid 5fl.dr.
Diiistfise (i dr. Phosphoric Acid 3" "

Lactic Add .511. dr. | Aluminium 3'' OZ.

PRICE LIST.
MaltopepHlne, (In oz. hot.; per oz 8 .7.'j

I We alHo prepare the various Elixirs
•' " doz... 7.00 and Hyrups in combination with Malto-

"
(3/^Ib. bot.) " m «.(X) I pepslne.

Prepared lay Tilden dc Co., New Lebanon, N. Y., and $84: Liberty St., N. T.
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An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following

diseases, sent on ajiplicnlion:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;
Lupus.

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint ; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis,
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele ; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhcea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula ; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDIJM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
•constuntly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
«ame as in the plain Elixir.

TIIiDEN &. CO., New Lebanon, N. Y., and 34: Liberty St., New Tork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THE
WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE

OIP OHIIO^G-O.
The Twelfth Annual Courses of Lectures commence the Third day of

October and Continue twenty-one weeks. The Spring Course of Instruction,
commences about the first day of March and continues twelve weeks.

FACULTY

:

W'M. H. BYFORD, A. ?r., M. D., President,
Professor of Obstetrics.

T. DAVIS FITCH, M. D.,
Professor of Gyna?cology.

CHAS. WARRINGTON EARLE, 31. D.,
Tkeasuker,

Professor of Diseases of Children.

ISAAC N. DANFORTH, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology arid Diseases of

Kidneys.

JOHN E. OWENS, M. D.,
Professor of Surgery.

HENRY M. LYSIAN, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of

Medicine.

DANIEL R. BROWER, M. D.,
Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases

and Medical Jurisprudence.

SARAH HACKETT STP^VENSON, M. D.,
Secretary,

Professor of Obstetrics.

DAVID W. GRAHAM, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

PLYM. S. HAYES, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicoligy.

WM. J. MAYNARD, A. M., M. D.,
Prof, of Therapeutics and Dermatology.

WM. T. MONTGOMERY, M. D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.

E. FLETCHER INGALS, A. M., M. D.,
Clii^ical Professor of Diseases of the Chest

and Throat.

F. L. WADSWORTH, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology and Histology.

MARIE J. MERGLER, M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica.

JOHN O. HOBBS, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Lectnrei-s a^nd A.ssista.iits
ROBERT S. HALL, M. D,,

Clinical Lecturer on Obstetrics, and in
charge of the outside Obstetrical

Department.

BYRON W. GRIFFIN, M.D.,
Lecturer on Etiology and Hygiene.

EMMA T. GASTON, M. D..
Lecturer on Physiology, abd Assistant at

Gynajcological Clinic.

JENNIE E. HAYNER, M. D.,
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy.

The Faculty of this In.stitiitiou is now prepared to offer facilities for
the Medical Education of Women, unexcelled by those of any institution
in the country. tSpccial attention of students is directed to the following
facts :

1. The College Building is new and complete in all its appointments.
2. The abundant opportunities for Clinical and Pathological study.
3. The abundant facilitie.s for private or class instructiou in Physical

Diagnosis, Analytical Chemistry, Toxicology, Urinalysis, Surgical Manip-
ulation, Necroscopy, etc.

4. The eligibility of the graduates of the Woman's College to the ex-
aminations for resident positions in the various hospitals throughout the
city. The intkknks to the two Ho.si)itals for Women are all selected from
lady physicians.

o. The healthfulness of the City of Chicago and the ease with which
It may be reached from all points.

For further information, or Annual Announcement, address

SAIIAH HACKETT STP:VENSON, M. D.,

W. 11. JiYFOKI), A. M., M. D., secretary,

PRESIDENT,
r*almer House. Chicago.

laS Hiake St., Chicago.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OHIO^I^OO

MEDICAL COLLEGE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE NORTHWESTEKN UNIVERSITY.

SIESSIOISrS OIF" 1881-'82.

H. A. JOHNSON, A . 31., M. D.,

Emeritus Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

N. S. T> WIP, L.L. D., Dean,
Professcr of Principles and Practice of

Medicine and of Clinical Medicine.

EDMUND ANDREVi'S, A. 51., M. D.,
Piofessor of Clinical Surgery.

RALPH N. ISHAM, M. D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of
Surgery.

EDWARD W. .lENKS. M. D., L.L. D.,
Professsor of IMedical and Surgical Dis-

eases of Women and of Clinical
Gynecology.

E. O. F. ROOLER, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Children.

SAMUEL J. JONES, .\. M., M. D..
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.

J. H. HOLLISTER, M. D.,
Professor of General Pathology and

Pathological Anatomy.

J. S. JEWELL, A . M. M. D.
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases.

Wm. E. QUINE, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Jledica, General Tlier-
apeutics and Hygiene.

MARCUS P. HATFIELD, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Jurisprudence.

LESTER CURTIS, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Histology.

B. L. REA, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

HENRY GRADLE, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology.

ROSWELL PARK, A. M., M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Tiie Collegiate Year in tills Institution consists of a REGULAR AUTUMN AND WINTER SES-
SION, a special SESSION FOR PRACTITIONERS, and a SPRING SESSION. THE REGULAR SES-
SION begins September 27, 1881, and closes March 28, 1882.

Tills College was the first in tiie United States to adopt a graded system of instruction. All appli-

cants for admission must possess at least a good English education, and present full evidence of the same.
If an applicant has received the degree of A. B., or presents a certificate from some reputable Scientific

School, High Scliool or Academy, no matriculation examination will be required ; otherwise he must sus-

tain a satisfactory examination before a committee of the Faculty. The students are divided into First
Year, Second Year akd Third Year Classes, instructions being given simultaneously in different

lecture rooms. All students are advised to pursue the three years graded course, but if students so elect,

they can enter the middle course if they have studied medicine for one year previously, and can sustain

a satisfactory examination upon the studies embraced in the First Year Course.

The Clinical advantages of this College, with the great number of Dispensary, College Clinic and
Hospital patients, cannot be surpassed. All professors of practical branches are members of the stafl" of
Mercy or Cook County Hospital, or other charities. Students receive instruction, by the Faculty or
Assistants, u-ilhoiti extra charge, those special branches which in some Institutions are considered as the
perquisites of private teachers, for which additional fees are required (such as Gynecology, Ophthalm-
ology, Otology, Laryngology, Physical Diagnosis, etc.) For several sessions each senior student has had
the privilege of attending upon one or more obstetrical cases, and of witnessing important obstetrical

operations.

It is the aim of the Faculty to make all instruction in this College pre-mninently practical.

THE PRACTITIONERS' COURSE, designed for Practicing Physicians only, was inaugurated last

year. It has proven so satisfactory to all concerned that it will be continued and constitute a portion of
each Collegiate year. This course will begin the day following the public Commencement exercises, and
continue for four weeks, affording by means of didactic and daily clinical instruction, special advantages to

physicians for a rapid, yet thorough, practical review of the most important subjects in Bledicine and
Surgery. The SPRING SESSION consists of Recitations, Laboratory and Dispensary work, and Clinical

and Didactic Lectures, beginuing April 22, 188'J, and closing June 1st, 1882.

Fees for Collegiate Year (except Practitioners' Course), S~5. Registration Fee, !*.?. Demon
stiator's Ticket, *5. Lalwratory Ticket, ."SS. Mercy Hospital Ticket, .*6. Final Examination Fee,
!if>30. For Practitioners' Course, including Laboratory, Anatomical and Hospital Tickets, !#30.

For the Annual Announcement and Catalogue, or for any information relating to the College,,

address

N. S. DAVIS, M. D., L.L. D.,

6.5 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PEORIA, PEKiN k mimmi railway,
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beard.sto"wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal^^

Aud all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

w^,M.Mm^m oi^^ir ^lar© ^-"H^ ^^^mmT,,
Leavenworth, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Wewton, "Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville*

And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SK8NNER,
Manager.

CHAS. MACABE,
General Ticket Agents

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S
•

or

If thisnew combination could be seen and tested by the medical professionr
few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility

with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great
value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-
Therapeutics.

This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.

Each cell is made of baVd vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plaie. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates fire of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-
citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zino.

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt
pliable.

The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons;
It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current

selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is

not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wef. with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,
and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-
rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-

commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; W^ITH SUSPENSORY, $12 50.

Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

McINTOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, IlL

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical. Monthly.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
WITH

HIVPO^^HIOJSPHIII-TESJ or .LIIMIE*,. i^NIO SODiA
PERFECT, PERMAMEMT, PALATABLE.

Tlic w.-ll known virtues of this jnepiiration that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not liave been directed to it, to present tlie following facts:

,
First—We nse in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.

Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons
with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results

that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, oven to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial

to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive ten-

dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequali'd by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal insjiection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
FoBMVLA—.W per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, ti grs. of the Hypoiihosphite of Lime, and 3 grs of the

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANGULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be fumil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
lihamnus Franijuln, in the form of our BucJclhoi-n Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time pro<lucing a tonic eftect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, a« we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active principle.
We combine it with aromatics in Huch a manner as to make a plea.sant cordial, acceptable to the most

sensitive Btoniach. We shall bo Tory glad to furnish saniph^s free to all physicians upon application,
giving instructions for its use, etc. Prepared by Scott A Lownk.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We r'-«pertfully submit tlieabovi- elegant lueparatioii lo the notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor UH with a trial. Ho faras it has beiMi tested, it has met with their entire approval ; and wo believe
it Is not only destined to take the place of the crude oil, but to b(^ used much more cxtenHivcly. In our
prw'-« f>f eniulHifyiiig, it if not only permnnent and jmlntdlile, but is deprived entirely of its griping prop-
rtleH. In Its administration, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
ptiyi>i''ian will siKjn guide him in its use. It is put up in 1 oz. bottles, that sell for 2.5 cents; also in

^narts lor physicians to prescribe as desired. Samples will be furnished free on application. Formula :

—

••/) per rrnt. o/ fure Cold I'rtued Oulor Oil, l'> per cent. Chemically J^re Olycerine.

Prefjared by

SCOTT ft BOWNE, Manufacturing ChemistB. 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In answerlDg advertlHements ineution Uie Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN EETREAT FOR TBE INSANE

!

jackso:n^ville, ill..

THIS INSTITUTION^ founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its nintli year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

•and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

503 South-Adams, at the head, of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

C. J^. BO"V7"iyLi^lsr &0 CO.,

Prescription Druggists,
520 nyC^^IIfT STS-EEO?,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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SHSI.I.S. FOSSILiS, BIRDS, £GGS,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, gold and exchanged

B-Y" J^. E. IFOOTS, 3V^, X).
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

N. Y BRANCH, for local business oniy, 191 Greenwich Street.

(Professor of Chemistry and Minemlosj-; Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science; Life
member of the Academy of Kat. Sciences, Phila., and American IMuseura of Kat. Hist., Central Park, K.Y. City.)
Specimens sent to a.ypartofthe^yorld by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's Leisure

Jour of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year,_for club rates and premiums see cuch mcnthly issue.
I received the hi^hc>t award given to any one at the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and the only award and medal

:vca to any Ameiican lor " Collections of Minerals."

My Mincralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of sg cents, heavy paper 50 cents, bound in

cloth 75 cents, 3 < sheep «i, 3/2calfgi.25, cloth interleaved $1, 1^ sheep interleaved $1.25, ]n calf interleaved gi. 50, (price-list

alone, 16 pp. sVents). it is profusely illustrated, nnd the printer and engraver charged me about_ Ji, 100 before a copy
was struck off. By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species may be veiii"icj. The price-list is

an excellent checklist, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabeticaliy

and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in tlie table of species,

after it will be found ihe species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity,

fusibility and cr>'stalIization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had in 1S76 are no longer

In stock,

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, elal.

The collections of i<To illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works o"
Mineralogy ; all the principal Ores, &c.,&c. The cuUections arc Labelled with printed label that can only be remove"
ty soaking. The labels ofthe ^5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in

most cases, the competition of the Mineral ; the J5.O0, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and
table of species. The sizes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.
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(LIQ^XJir)

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 §r. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr, phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron {h.2 % PO3).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difflcalties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HOR8FORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered ineane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says

:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The prepar;ition on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. PampMet giving further particulars mailed free

on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peobia Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calliug the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMTJIiA OF liACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. 1 Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin Bounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

L.ACTOPE PTI N E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
versal adoption Ly physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGMED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED T,. LOOMLS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathologij and Pmctke of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D..
Prof. Cliem., Mat. Med. nyid Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Vent ; Prof. Chem. ami Byfj. in Am. Vet. Col, etc.
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Art. I.—Professional Prostitutes. By A. H. Kinnear, M. D., Metamoia, 111.

The medical profession, more than any other, is annoyed
with deserters, impostors and prostitutes, and to such an extent,

too, that it becomes the duty occasionally for some one to rise

and ventilate the nuisance a little, from a sense of self-protection

as well as a duty he owes his profession a'nd the people.

If a member of the legal fraternity is caught at irregular

practices in his profession, he is at once expelled from the bar,

and is prevented from enjoying any further privileges as an at-

torney before any of the courts, and is branded as a shyster, and
in this way the legal profession keep their ranks unspotted from
these impostures. They also take particular pains to thor-

oughly advertise the same styled impostor, so that the people by
this means may be able to resent or repel any solicitation on his

part to transact legal business for them; but not so with the

medical profession. In the latter, male or female, who may
bave spent a few months reading a medical book, and possibly

attended one course of medical lectures somewhere on the Con-
tinent, and during which time got hold of a few recipes which
they have copied from some of the hospital journals, and which
are used in treating some particular form of disease ; having
now armed themselves with these weapons, they at once open
out in public print as clap doctors, and are ready to treat any form
of disease that flesh is heir to. Having spent years in the study

of their profession at the most noted medical colleges and hos-

pitals of the country, are now ready to heal the sick and raise
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the dead, Thej now have, after years of hard study, just dis-

covered how to cure so many forms of disease peculiar to a cer-

tain sex, which has baffled the skill of every gray-headed vete-

ran of the profession from Adam down, and many times incor-

porated with these notices will appear copies of letters from
some poor mortal's wife, who has been tortured for years by
these old veterans, how quick she rallied under the treatment of
this new famed doctor, and they thank God that they were so

fortunate as to fall into the hands of such a great benefactor,

etc., etc. It is getting quite popular now for lady doctors to

appear in public print as clap doctors—well, I believe they don't
exactly call it by that name—however, their stories are written

in a ver}' impressive manner, which entice hundreds to flock ta
their rooms for the purpose of relating in detail their many
aches and pains that they have sufi'ered since they were born.
These patients are usually rapidly served, as one prescription

answers all their ailments ; no matter what their disease is, this-

one great remedy will penetrate to the very bottom of the dis-

eased member.

Therefore, since the legal profession have a rule by which
they regulate irregular practitioners of the law, I see no good
reason why the medical profession should not take some pains
in protecting their patrons from being imposed upon by profes-

sional humbugs, or more strictly speaking, medical prostitutes.

The course usually pursued by the members of the profession
is, when a patient of theirs asks the privilege of trying one of
those professional book or newspaper advertisers, they generally
tell them to go ahead and give them a trial, knowing full well
at the time they give their consent that nine out of every ten
will return sooner or later as their patient, in a worse condition
than when they left, while some never return, owing to the fact

that the grave claimed them before they had time to reconsider
and return to their former allegiance. People love to be hum-
bugged ; it is one of the failings of the race, and I contend it

becomes our common duty to admonish the people against it as
much as it is our duty to admonish them against any other
species of sin that in any way deteriorates health. We have no
hesitancy in warning them of the dangers resulting from the
excessive use of alcoholic dririks and the frequenting of the so-

called dens of prostitution, but not a word do we say publicly
when we see them walking straight into the very jaws of death.
It is claimed this is not professional. It would be just as human-
itarian to say that the board of health should shut their eyes
when on a tour of insjjection through the filthiest parts of a
great city, and in their report to the city authorities frankly
state that they saw nothing worth their while to condemn or
recommend, else they might cut short work for the doctora
during the heated season.
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Every" regularly graduated physician obligates himself to

prove loyal to his calling, and that he will in every instance

watch with a jealous eye the purity of his profession, and that

he will in no wise cater to the whims and fancies of others who
are disposed to allure him into an illegitimate course. The con-

scientious and true physician will strive always to elevate the

standard of his profession, and will labor hard to add his mite

in furthering the good cause; he will diligently apply him-

self early and late in making every advancement possible in

adding improvements in the healing art, and whenever he has

made an improvement or discovered a new remedy, instead of

hiding it " under a bushel," proclaim it far and near to his pro-

fessional brethren, who will soon test its virtues, and by so doing

benelit mankind at large.

Life is too short to tolerate drones and impostors in our

profession, and we have neither room nor time to spare for either.

The former is constantly in our way and a dead load to carry,

while the latter is a stain to the good name of the profession.

Every physician is constantly witnessing the return of their old

patients, who have been absent for some time, under the treat-

ment of those impostors, and they universally tell the same
story, viz.: they were allured away by reading the pamphlets,

books and newspaper advertisements, gotten out by these same
styled professional prostitutes, and for a while were charmed
with the treatment, and naturally imagined they were rapidly

recovering, and in some instances supposed themselves cured,

but a short time, and only a short time, is required when they

begin to see the folly of all this allurement—instead of being

cured they discover themselves in a worse condition than at the

commencement.
Your patient now returns to you for treatment, and you

now have a double duty to perform, viz. : a broken down con-

stitution, and all the blunders of the impostures to shoulder.

A few days since I received a letter from a lady patient of mine,

stating that she had been taking medicine from one Dr. Price,

of Wew York, for more than a year, for a local trouble that she

had been suffering from for a long time. She was very modest
and did not like to mention the subject to me, but read one of

his books, which at once convinced her all that was necessary

was just to describe her symptoms by letter, and he would
restore her to health, and in this way no one would be any the

wiser of her disease. Well, to cut a long story short, after a

year's patience, trial, and all her money gone, she discovered l^er

condition to be worse than at the beginning of treatment. I

took particular pains to warn the young lady never to allow her-

self again to be drawn away by reading such books and adver-

tisements, and it would now become her bounden duty to warn
her lady friends from ever pursuing the course she had taken,

and impress it on their minds that all those physicians who go
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into general advertising are not honest with the profession, and
if they are dishonest with the profession, why not in like man-
ner with their patients ? Their motive is solely to make money,
and if they will stoop so low as to prostitute their profession,

which has honored them with the title of doctor, what honor
have they now left that would protect the poor, innocent and
couliding patient? why, none at all. With them it is your
money and your life. The former they make sure of, and the

latter the friends can look after, if they have any. I admit they

do at times perform cures, and why shouldn't they, since their

education among the best of them is only on a par with the or-

dinary practitioner. They write, or have written for them for

the press, fine spun yarns which sounds very plausible to the

poor, afilicted ones, whose eyes of course it is intended to reach,

which soon entices them to give the famed doctor a trial, and in

this wa}- are entrapped in the snare laid on purpose to catch

them; the like of which a regular and conscientious physician

would not be guilty of. It would be far more honorable to be

caught in a den of horse-thieves, who understand in the begin-

ning that their avocation is a disreputable one, but assume all

risk, than stain the name and fame of our honorable profession.

Methinks I have seen in the Peoria daily prints notices from
certain physicians located in that city of wonderful cures they

were performing daily, by remedies only known to themselves,

sometimes occupying nearly half a column in a very conspicu-

ous place, that everybody who reads could not help but see it.

They claim that their offices are crowded from early morn till

night with the afflicted, and their charges, necessarily exorbitant,

for their secret remedies have cost them large sums of money,
and remedies too that are very potent, such as we who are trying

to follow a legitimate calling are in total ignorance of. I no-

ticed only very recently in the daily print an article from one of

those same styled authors of secret remedies, that he had now
just procured a remedy that was a sure cure for neuralgia and
headache, the like of which was never known before to the civ-

ilized world. One dose was all that was necessary in many
cases to stop the pain. Now why couldn't this same prostitute

have been honest for once, and said in the same breath, as it

were, that every intelligent physician in the land was cognizant
of the same fact, and that the same article could be had at most
any drug store in the city? No, this would not do, for if he
should utter such a truth as this he would at once place himself
on a par with honest men of the profession, and thereby injure

hiH special calling in humbugging the poor and unwary, from
whom he exacts their last cent of hard-ej^rned money, and pos-
sibly be under the necessity of stating that others are in posses-

sion of the same knowledge. His charm would vanish as well
as all of his other hypocritical tricks, used in dodging the path
of truth and veracity. These loud sounding notices that are
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constantly appearing in the Peoria dailies, as well as in other

daily and weekly papers of the country, puts me in mind of

some of our larmers in the rural districts, who have fine stable

horses that they desire specially to attract the attention of those

who are lovers of fine horses, giving in detail the fine points

displayed in this one, and the fine qualities in the other, etc,

JSTow then, the difterence in the two callings is this, viz. : The
latter is following strictly a legitimate business, upheld and
endorsed by all the horse fanciers of the world as well as occu-

pying a prominent place in the leading stock journals of the

country; but the former, to carry out his point, goes into a

wholesale prostitution of his profession, and ready at any time
to sell his "birthright for a mess of pottage," slurring the name
of the profession that first gave him the right to practice his

profession, else he never could have faced the world under the

name and title of a physician.

Such individuals would turn traitor to their Saviour, and sell

him out, had they the power to make the transfer.

Art. II*—LMiialysis. By H. C. Hopper, M. D., Galesburg, 111. Read before

the Military Tract Medical Society, May 10, 1881.

In urinalysis we find one of the most reliable and trustwor-
thy means in making a diagnosis, not only of the urinary organs
but aifections of other parts of the system

;
yet perhaps there

are no other means so generally neglected. Its importance can'

scarcely be realized until its investigation has been once adopted.
It solves the indefinite question of diabetes mellitus ; it confirms
the dropsy of Bright's disease; it comes to our relief and fore-

warns us of the approaching danger of acute tubal nephritis, of
convalescing scarlet fever. By carefullj^ watching the urine we
may ofteu-times prevent serious lesions in these cases. By the
nitrate of silver test we may comfort ourselves by the sign of
convalscence in pneumonia, as is shown by the return of the
chlorides in the urine.

Again it may be of value in making a diagnosis of feigned
diseases, of spinal cord; as injuries of this kind are followed by
an abundant deposit of the triple phosphates. By careful testing
the lack of the urates may be detected, and forewarn us of the
dangers from uremic poisoning.

The microscope is of great value in these examinations, to

complete that step that urinalysis cannot reach. The chemicals
may deposit and crystalize", but the microscope alone can see
them. However, the cost of a good microscope is too expensive
to be indulged in by all, still this will be no reason to excuse us
from the chemical analysis, as in this the chemicals and appara-
tus are trifling, and being no great task to learn some of the
more important tests, every one should know and practice them,
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thus greatly lessening the "random shooting with shot-gun pre-

scriptions."

Illustrating the significance of this mode of investigation,

I have here some specimens of urinary calculi for analysis.

They being of a somewhat doubtful nature, this analysis will be
of value as rendering a verdict regardless of the history. Al-
though of no great importance in this case, yet they serve to

illustrate the principle of a deferential diagnosis and the appro-
priate treatment, which in many cases could be obtained in no
other wa}^ to be adopted.

This is certainly a very curious specimen, and one I have
never as yet seen the like of, nor can I find mention of the same
in any of the works treating on the subject. These specimens,
as you will observe, are of a steel gray color, hard in consistence,

of a uniform shape and the size of homoeopathic pellets.

A short history of the case as first presented, is as follows

:

The patient, a male, aged seventeen, came to the office with
these small stones, saying he had passed them while making
water. At first he was unable to make water, until quite an
eftbrt had been made, when something seemed to give way and
they came out with a gush, after which he had no troubl% reliev-

ing himself. He further said he was in the habit of sometimes
making as many as a dessert spoonful at a time. Also, that
this occurred every once in a while, and in all had passed a good
many. His health was not very good, but was able nevertheless
to prosecute his studies. He was then attending school, but the
eftbrt of studying made his head ache and made him dizzy.

His nights were harassed with dreams, preventing him from
sleeping well. He was pale and thin, nor ever was vigorous,
but more typically a "gelatinous child from albuminous parents."

The calculi in appearance resemble more nearly the oxalate
lime, but to find their true character I have applied the follow-
ing chemical tests :

There are only four kinds of the calculi that are found in

the human subject's urine as a general rule. Others, as the car-

bonate of lime, xanthine, cystine, etc., are sometimes also found
there, but they are so rare that we scarcely think of them while
making an analysis. These four consist of uric acid, the uric

compounds, the oxalate of lime and the triple phosphates.
These are all that we have to deal with. ISTow the uric acid
deposits are insoluble in hot and cold water, but soluble in the
alkalies, jjotassa, soda and ammonia, after which if these solutions
be treated with acetic acid the crystals will be deposited in a
few hours. The uric acid compounds, consisting of acid sodium
urates, acid potassa urates, acid calis urates, acid ammonia urates,
are much more insoluble than the uric acid, but rapidly dissolve
like the uric acid in the alkalies.

The oxalate of lime deposits are insoluble in both hot and
cold water, the alkalies and acetic acid, but soluble in the min-
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era! acids. The triple phosphates, ammonia, magnesia phos-

phates, and phosphates of lime, are like the oxalate of lime, in-

somuch as they are soluble in the mineral acids, and not soluble

in the alkalies, and unlike the oxalates, soluble in acetic acid.

Now I find on appljang these tests that these deposits are

soluble both in potassa and nitric acid, and insoluble in cold'

water and acetic acid. Therefore it cannot be uric acid or its

compounds, as they dissolve in the acids ; neither can it be ox-

alate of lime, nor the triple phosphates, as they readily dissolve

in the alkalies and not in acetic acid.

Still not satisfied with this conclusion, I push my tests still

further and find my first step to be with the flame. If I find a.

residue after burning over a spirit lamp, I apply then the mu-
rexid test to the original sediment. This test consists of dis-

solving the sediment in nitric acid, afterwards evaporating and
adding- a drop or two of liquor ammonia, which will produce a

beautiful purple color if uric acid be present. If purple color

appears, I test further for uric acid, urate of soda, potash, lime

and magnesia, but if no purple color appears I again apply the

flame, which if it melts the deposit, it is either ammonia, mag-
nesia phosphates or phosphate of lime. If it does not melt I

further test for oxalate of lime and phosphates of lime.

Still if there be no fixed residue after the flame, it may yet

be urate of ammonia or uric acid ; but the murexid test devel-

ops no purple color, thus excluding these from the test, and
leaves xanthine and cystine to be examined for. But again the

nitric acid disproves their existence. Thus my chemicals all

give me negative proof, and in the same language declare them
not to be urinary calculi.

Failing in this resource of investigation, I turn to another

in the hopes of finding something positive through the unfail-

ing eye of the microscope. Pulverizing some of the deposits I

saturated it with acetic acid ; then placing it under the micro-

scope I observed granular matter, epithelial debris, and faint

outlines of epithelial cells.

Thus by my tests I find there is no proof of urinary calculi.

Further, I find by the microscope these deposits to be of animal'

matter. The burning or heat test developed the fact that they

swelled up and burned like the animal tissue as a piece of fibrous

tissue.

At this period I inquired further into the history of the case

and found that his story was not altogether reliable. He admit-

ted to have scraped these deposits from out his bed. That he
was in the habit of masturbation frequently, and had had the

gonorrhoea twice. Taking all these facts into consideration,,

viz : That my chemical tests have proved them not to be urin-

ary calculi ; the true import of the history of the case ; the irri-

tation from frequent masturbation, as well as the evil effects-

from gonorrhoea. The gushing way in which he admitted them
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to have been born, and lastly, the verdict of the microscope, cer-

tainly lead us to conclude they are in some way a product of the

semi'ual vesicles. To say the least, it is fair to suppose that the

irritation of the seminal vesicles has something to do with the

epithelial debris, forming neuclei along with mucous deposits,

and perhaps a contribution from the testicles. However true

this may be it is merely a conjecture, but one thing proved be-

yond a"^ doubt is, that they are not urinary calculi, and if

anyone can explain a more rational source than I suggest, I

shall be happy to listen to them, for I am certain the case is not

altogether without interest or frequenc3^

Art. Ill—Ruirtiu'e of the Driuu-head from a Box on the Ear— Recovery

Complete. By A. S. Core, Quincy, 111.

Conservatism is one of the most essential virtues that a

physician can be endowed with, if he will only practice it.
'

I present a case that was left entirely to nature, a complete
cure being the result, where, if medical interference had been
instituted in the case, such as is set forth in the text books, and
followed out to the letter, the injury would have been aggravated

and recovery prolonged, and probably the result not near

80 satisfactory.

Mr. J., age twenty-two, called on me one afternoon last

February, for consultation, stating that in the morning, with a

companion, he had been indulging in the innocent amusement
of "boxing," and that his antagonist had struck him a rather

severe blow on the left ear, and since then there had been a

ringing in the left ear, together with a smarting pain in the

same.
Status prceseiis.—Patient has had no dizziness or vertigo

since receiving the blow, but his countenance wore the expres-

sion of pain and anxiety. My watch was heard in the right

ear, normally (distance five ft.) in the left ear hearing was re-

duced to a little less than half
Otoscopic examination of the right ear showed it to be nor-

mal. In the left the membrana tympana presented a clean

straight incision or fissure, about one-eighth of an inch (three

rnni.) in length, the center of the wound behind the insertion of

the handle of the malleus, the direction almost in the vertical

plane extending into the posterior superior and posterior infe-

rior quadrants. The edges of the fissure were moist, but no
hemorrhage had occurred. When I directed him to perform the
Valsalvian method the air whistled through the fissure and
forced through a thin serous substance, making the edges more
moist but not enough accumulated to form a drop. The sur-

faces adjusted themselves perfectly when the middle car was not
inflated, and nothing was visible save the dark thread-like
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fissure. The external meatus was in a dry condition, with some
impacted cerumen adherent to the sides, the healthy cerumen
being suppressed. The posterior pliaryngeal wall was covered all

over with a dense coating of muco-pus, upon the removal of which
the surface presented a granular condition. The posterior parts

of the turbinated bones showed no hypertrophy; the tonsil&

showed a slight hypertrophy. The patient denied ever having
had any aural disease, that he never noticed even the slightest

impairment in his hearing; has had most of the diseases inci-

dent to early life, but no sequela has followed any of them.
The throat is very susceptible to cold and is sore if he gets

the least cold. His business is such that places him in acid

fumes more or less of his time, and he assigns that as the cause
of his throat troubles. I advised perfect quiet, removed the im-
pacted cerumen that was adherent to the walls of the external

meatus and lubricated them with vaseline ; informed him in

order to cure the catarrh he would have to make direct applica-

tion to the parts; bethought it useless to treat the throat in

order to cure the ear, and had nothing done with the throat, but
resolved to give up that part of the work that placed him in

contact with the acid fumes, and consent to use an astringent to

gargle the throat.

One week later I saw him again, the subjective symptoms
having disappeared, hearing having increased to about two-thirds.

The fissure in the membrana tympana perfectly healed. About
five months later I saw him again. Patient thinks he hears as

well in the left ear as in the right ear—h. r. f^, h. 1. H^; mem-
brana tympana considerably retracted ; at the right of the

former fissure was a dense cicatricial tissue, radiating from be-

low upwards, both Eustachian tubes are open and free from
secretion. The left membrana tympana shows an increased
concavity of the whole membrane, foreshortening of the manu-
brium and increased prominence of the short process; no change
of color in the membrane is manifest. The pharyngitis still

exists, but has greatly improved, although he has not given up
his vocation yet. '

Art. IV.—Fracture of the Pubis and other Injuries. By N. Holton, M. D.,

Smithville, 111.

On Sept 18, 1880, the horses ran away, overturning the
buggy and threw Mrs. H. violently to the ground. Being at

hand I took her to the house and immediately examining her
injuries, and found a fracture of the pubis at the symphysis, and a
fracture of the ramus of the pubis and ischium from the right

of illiac bone. Also a fracture of the left clavicle at the outer
and middle third, and a larger and irregular crescent shaped
scalp wound in the right tempero-frontal region.
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The fracture of the clavicle was carefully reduced and
Fox's apparatus applied, which resulted in complete reunion.

The pelvic fractures were reduced by careful external manipula-
tion, coupled with vaginal, and a strong band applied around the

pelvis. The scalp wound was dressed in the ordinary way with
sutures, and kept constantly wet with two per cent, carbolized
water. The position found most comfortable was upon the back,
but it was necessary to bandage the knees together. The legs

were flexed and supported by bolsters, and extension was pre-

vented by a suitable support at the foot of the bed. It was soon
found that the pelvic band caused so much pain it was removed
and finally the knees were left free.

There was slight laceration of the urethra as indicated by
bleeding, swelling and retention of urine. There was necessity

for the catheter for a week only, after which the urine was
passed naturally. There continued to be some blood mixed with
pus for several weeks. The vagina was filled with a carbolized
linseed meal poultice rolled in a soft, thin gauze, and a wash of:

IJ Acidi carbolici, 3 drachms.
Glj-cerini,

'

3 ounces.
Tannin, 1 drachm.
Aqua pura, 4 ounces.

M. Was applied to the lacerated urethra. At intervals,

several times in the twent3'-four hours, there would be times of
great nervous depression, which (after trying several different

kinds of medicine) was found to be best and most promptly re-

lieved by the use of quinia sulphate and whisky. This was used
promptly and frequently when depression appeared.

She was kept upon her back for sixty days, on a smooth
hard mattress, and when necessary to move her she was very
carefully moved on a strong blanket, sliding her from one side
of the bed to the other. The discharges from the bowels were
ke[)t up by means of injections and mild laxatives and diet, and
no other medicines used but temporarily when indicated. Opiates
affected her unfavorably from the first, and were withheld. I
am of the opinion tiiat they are used much too liberally as medi-
cine, and surely by habit.

The interest of this case exists in the fact of the great
danger of such injuries, and in the infrequency of bony union
in pelvic fractures, there being no interruption to her re-

covery. The fact that she was thrown with such force to the
ground as that the weight of the body should crush the pelvis,

for most fractures of tliis kind are caused by pressure from both
sides, as by the bumi)ers of cars, or by the falling of banks of
earth, coal or other substances, and are generally fatal. For
these reasons it was thought worthy of record and not on
account of novelty of apparatus, or treatment of any kind. The
only merit was in the best of nurwing and attention to every
little minutia of treatment as indicated in a careful and prompt
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manner, and keeping the bones in close apposition.
^
I have

practiced medicine a long time and I do hope physicians and

surgeons will give their attention to little things more than they

do, for it is such kind attention that makes confinement endur-

able.

Art. v.—Imperforate Hymen. By H. S. Hurd, M. D., Galesburg, 111.

In April last I was applied to by Miss K., who gave me the

following statement : While ^between fourteen and fifteen years

of age she began to develop into womanhood, by enlargement of

the breasts and the usual signs of puberty, and from what per-

sons of her own age told her was the case with them., expected

the menstrual flow, but as her health did not suffer, the matter

passed along from year to year without giving serious alarm.

She is now about twenty years of age, average size and flesh,

and fair complexion, not an unhealthy appearance, except slight

lack of clearness of the skin and want of vivacity in her mo-
tions ; might be called of bilious temperament.

About two years ago a physician was consulted who put

her upon iron and emmenagogae medicines, but as that did not

bring relief, another was consulted, who also put her on tonic

treatment and advised an examination, but through modesty

and fear had never submitted to one. Last April, at the earnest

solicitation of her father and her own knowledge of its necessity,

she consented. The parts were so contracted and tender that a

satisfactory examination could not be had without the aid of

anaesthetics. While under the influence of ether, I found that

the index finger met with a somewhat firm but yielding mem-
brane. The resistance was so great that I expected to be

obliged to use a trocar to perforate it. By using strong force,

(with the index finger) near its upper portion, I succeeded in

thrusting it through, and lacerated the membrane so as to admit

two fingers, which were carried as far up as could be reached,

and yet finding no os or signs of an uterus. The blood flowed

freely as soon as the sack was opened, and at this juncture, the

eftect of the ether having passed off' to a great extent, it was
not renewed, but as soon as safe had her sit on a vessel, and
about one quart of blood and urine passed within five minutes.

In an hour or two she expressed herself as feeling relieved

of the pressure of which she had for a long time suffered. The
fluid which passed oft" was not of a grumous character, but thin

and as well oxygenated as ordinary venous blood. This patient

resides one hundred miles away, and I have not heard directly

from her since in May, when she informed me that she felt

better, but had not menstruated since her return, which was
within a few days of the operation, and about four weeks after

her return home.
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My belief in this case is that there is not a full developed

uterus, and that the amount of retained fluid was not enough to

account for one ordinary menstrual flow. I doubt if she ever

or in ordinary quantity menstruates, and what will be the efiect

on her general health is at present mere speculation.

There is a lady in this place, now nearly fifty years old, who
has never menstruated. Her health is not now, nor ever has

been, robust, and yet for many years has not been contined to the

house a day, and is in fiiir health. Her statement to me was
that when eight years old she had scarletina so severe that her
life was despaired of for many days, and when she recovered

and arrived at the age of puberty, no development of breasts or

'other signs appeared. She was married at about twenty years

of age and lives happily.

Wxmx^Utwm.

Translations from the Vienna 3Iedical Gazette. By O. J. Roskoten, M. D.

A REMARKABLE CASE.

Dr. Kien, in Strasburg, Germany, reports a case of a

singular muscular affection occurring in his practice. The pa-

tient, a porter in a hotel, otherwise strong and healthy, presents

an excessive enlargement of all the muscles of his right upper
extremity, including those of the hand and shoulder. A meas-
urement of the right arm over the biceps, gives 38 centimeters

(15 inches), while the circumference of the left arm, which is

also very muscular, measures only 30 cm. (11 4-5 inches) at the

corresponding point. The right forearm measures 34 cm.

(13 2-5 inches) at its broadest part, the left only 30 cm. Every
muscle on the affected side is nearly twice as large as in the left

arm. The patient attributes his trouble to an extraordinary
exertion which he made three weeks before in handling an unu-
sually heavy trunk. Since that time he presents the following
symptoms

:

A progressive increase in volume of the right arm ; a blu-

ish discoloration over the biceps, a sensation of pressure in the
parts affected, a diminution of muscular power and great fatigue

on exertion. After waiting two weeks, patient consulted a phy-
sician, under whose treatment the extravasation disappeared and
the size of the arm diminished .by two centimetres; beyond this

no impression could be made. Under any irritation, such as

muscular exertion, washing with water or lotions, friction, etc.,

the arm becomes deeply red, which is not the case with the left

arm. The circulation, however, is not disturbed. There is no
oedema, no swelling of the subcutaneous areolar tissue. The
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cutaneous sensibility, which was tested extensively, is not im-

paired.

What anomaly may the condition above described be

referred to ? Is it a pathological condition, caused by excessive

muscular activity, or is it simply a physiological state, produced
by the constant use of the right arm in preference to the left ?

Either of these two hypotheses may be defended, but Dr. K. is

decidedly in favor of the former, for the following reasons

:

1. The extravasation of blood and the inception of the

growth of the muscles, occurred on the same day that the man
overexerted himself.

2. The muscles, although very much enlarged, do not pos-

sess any more than half of their original strength, and are

easily fatigued.

3. The examination of a great many trunk carriers did not

reveal a difference in size of the two arms in any degree ap-

proaching that of patient above described.

Moreover, the fact that all the muscles of the member
participate in the enlargement, goes to show that it must be a

pathological condition, for if the work done by the arm in lift-

ing a heavy trunk upon the shoulder, and then gentl}'' and slowly

depositing it on the floor, be analyzed, it will be seen that all

muscles are involved in accomplishing these acts, and it is easy

to understand that in such a feat, too great for the muscular

power of an individual, all muscles must be strained and suffer

a traumatism.
What is the nature of the enlargement in this case? Is

this swelling situated in the muscular substance proper, or in

the perimysium, or in the vessels, or in all of these elements

simultaneously ? These are questions which could not be

answered satisfactorily.

BICARBONATE OF SODIUM IN BURNS.

Dr. Troizki reports the most brilliant success in the treat-

ment by bicarbonate of sodium exclusively of twenty-five cases of

all grades of burns by fire. Even in very extensive burns of the

second and third degrees, not only did the terrible pain soon
cease after the application of compresses, soaked in a solution of
the salt, but the wounds healed rapidly without much cicatriza-

tion, and without any disturbance of the functions of the parts

affected. No disagreeable symptoms that might have indicated

the absorption into the blood of carbonic acid gas from the

bicarbonate were observed. Among others, Dr. T. gives the
history of a very bad case, in which the burns covered half of
the body, as follows : The entire face was denuded of epidermis,
the hair singed ; the anterior surface of the neck, chest, abdo-
men, and the feet presenting burns of the second degree. Third
grade burns were found on the right breast and forearm, in both
of which locations the muscles were laid bare as if their cover-
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ings had been dissected off. Solution of bicarbonate of sodium
was tried and the result was splendid, the pain disappearing,

and healing being completed at the end of a month, except in

the wounds on the breast and forearm, which required one
month more. The cicatrices were insignificant, and the mobil-

ity of the fingers but little impaired.

Dr. T. uses the^ salt in three different ways, according to

circumstances

:

1. Sprinkling of the pulverized saleratus upon the burnt
surface.

2. Application of pieces of lint, soaked in a solution of

the salt (1 part in 50 parts). The lint, when dry, is removed,
immersed in the liquid and reapplied.

3. Application of lint as before, except that it is not

removed, but remains in the wound and is kept moist by
frequently dropping on it some of the solution.

The first method is sufficient only in burns of the first

(mildest) degree. The changing of the moistened compresses
(2d method) is especially indicated in burns of the third grade

with abundant formation of pus. In replacing the pieces of

lint, the pus on the surface of the ulcer should be carefully

removed by irrigation, lest some of the decomposing matter be

absorbed.

The third method is used only in burns of the second grade.

In these cases a frequent renewal of the dressing would irritate

the wound, cause an increased production of pus, and thus

retard recovery. The beneficial influence of the bicarbonate of

sodium, according to Dr. T., is due to its anesthetic, antiseptic

and disinfectant properties, which it owes to the carbon dioxide,

so easily liberated from it.

Dr. T. has tried other antiseptic and disinfectant remedies,

but has come to the conclusion that they all are very much
inferior to the sodium salt. It would be dangerous to dress a

large surface with some of these, f i. carbolic acid ; the majority

of these substances disinfect the secretions of the wound very
well, but unlike the sodium, bicarbonate retard the healing;

nor do they produce that degree of anaesthesia so desirable,

which is attained by the use of the sodium bicarbonate.

CHLORATE OF POTASSIUM IN THE HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS.

According to Dr. Harking, we possess in potassium chlor-

ate a means of increasitig the amount of fibrin, and hence of

increasing plasticity of tlie blood, at the same time acting as a

stimulant to the contractile power of the arterioles and capilla-

ricB. Given alone, or in combination with iron, it diminishes

or checks altogether the various manifestations of the hemor-
rhagic diathesis. Dr. Harking, in a practice extending over

twenty years, proved its efficacy in hemorrhage from the bowels,

hfftfnophilz, epistaxis, htematuria renalis, puerpura hemorrhag-
ica, menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, haunatemesis and haemoptysis.
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Art. I.—Chronic Follicular Enteritis. Delivered at the Hospital of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, May 1, 1880. By William Pepper, M. D., Professor

of Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania. Reported by Wil-

liam H. Morrison, M. D.

This lady's case is one of longstanding. I bring her before

you in connection with the case of the man who insisted that he
had a snake in his stomach, in consequence of having from time

to time passed membranous casts from his bowels. A case of

obstinate dyspepsia with membranous enteritis. I told you I

would have a few words to say in regard to these different types

of chronic bowel trouble. I do not know that they could be

gathered togather under any one name, but I shall show you
illustrative cases of each type, and so you will get an idea of

them all.

Let us take, for instance, this lady ; a case of chronic folli-

cular enteritis. She is 56 years old. She has resided in the

South, but there is no reason to suspect much malarial trouble.

She has suffered severe reversals of fortune. She has always

been of a nervous temperaraent, and this has been aggravated

by the circumstances to which I have alluded. An indulgent

husband, who has humored all her whims and done all he could

for her, has gradually brought about a condition of excited ner-

vous sensibility, which, at times, almost amounts to hysteria.

She has now^ gained considerable control over herself. The
•menopause occurred at the age of lifty.

Two years and a half ago her general health began to fail,

she lost flesh, grew pale and weak, and had light attacks of

catarrhal diarrhoea. This is quite a common history. There is

a slow breaking down of the general health, gradually the

power of resistance being reduced and the general health low-

ered; the system becomes so sensitive that after a little exposure

to cold or damp, after eating some indigestible article of food,

there will be a profuse secretion and a little diarrhoea. These
attacks at flrst last only a few days and do not corrte very fre-

quently, but as the system becomes more and more broken down
the tendency becomes more and more marked, until there is

produced a condition of almost constant diarrhoea. We find a

progressive failure of general health, and with this the develop-

TOent of this morbid sensitiveness of the nervous system

The diarrhoea takes different forms ; sometimes it remains
simply a flux; a discharge too frequent during the day, some-
times containing portions of food, but not containing mucus or

bile or any other evidence of ulceration. The diarrhoea may
'last in this way for many years, ten, fifteen, twenty years, with-

out any evidence of intestifial ulceration. Simply a state of
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chronic catarrhal inflammation with enlargement of the follicles

and weakness of the muscular coats of the bowel.

In other cases we find that ulceration ensues, and when^

these fresh attacks occur there are fresh crops of little ulcers..

In such cases there will be a little discharge of blood in the

stool, and the microscope will show crystals of hsematin and
broken down corpuscles.

In other cases we do not have blood, but mucus. It is not

necessary to have ulceration in order to have mucus, for we all'

know there may be a profuse discharge of mucus from the nose

or throat without any ulceration ; but the follicles of the mucous,

membrane of the bowel are very prone to become enlarged, and

if the disease is of long duration there is reason to think that

small ulcers have formed.

In some cases the patients pass plugs of false membrane.
They will tell you that they occasionally pass something like a

skin. What our other patient thought was a snake was one of

these membranous flakes. You see in these bottles specimens

of these plugs. Perhaps most commonly they are in the form
of casts of the intestine. I have seen them fifteen inches in

length, and large enough to put over my thumb. More fre-

quently they are not so large as that. In other cases they are

solid plugs. I have now a case under treatment in which solid

plugs are passed which are about three-sixteenths of an inch in

diameter, and three or four inches long. I know of no portioa

of the bowel from which they could come except the vermiform
appendix.

In these cases of membranous enteritis there must be some
spot of the bowel where the follicles are enlarged and are secret-

ing a thick, glutinous material, which slowly undergoes a low
degree of organization. I have had sections of these made, and
I have found them to be fibro-cellular in character, with blood
vessels passing into them, so that Dr. Formad has been able to

trace newly formed vessels passing from the intestinal loops into

these plugs.

In all these cases the general health fails, the patient loses

flesh, becomes antemic, and there is a marked loss of tone, so

that the [j«,tient becomes excessively sensitive. This condition

18 nearly always associated with a high degree of a nervous ele-

ment, so much so that I have seen intense spinal tenderness, ex-

aggerated reflex excitability, depression of spirits, hysterical

attacks, and attacks almost epileptiform in their nature, in these

cases of long standing bowel trouble, particularly when there

has been ulceration or the formation of this membrane.
To return to our patient. In this case her health had be-

come thoroughly broken down by these attacks of diarrhoea,

which at last became chronic. With this there was evidence of
ulceration, I think, of the lower bowel. There was tenesmus,
the passage of blood, mucus and occasionally membranes.
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There has been here the most marked evidence of relapses,

which have been brought on from time to time by the most
trifling causes, and we cannot treat these cases with any hope
•of success until we grasp fast hold of this idea. This is not a

•chronic disease whose lesions are incurable, but it is a condition

of the system in which the local lesion is unable to get well,

"because, from time to time, by the most trifling causes, fresh

attacks are produced, which attacks make the patient weak, in-

crease the local lesion and put the patient back. The degree to

which this sensitiveness becomes developed is almost inconceiv-

able. I have frequently seen such patients so sensitive that they

could not put their bare foot or leg outside of bed in the morn-
ing and keep it there a minute without immediately having
sharp pain in the abdomen and a fresh attack of diarrhoea ; but

if they put on their stockings and drawers before getting up,

they will escape the diarrhoea. I have seen the same diarrhoea'

produced by the patient passing from a temperature of 70° to

•one of 60°. I have met with a score of cases which I was not

able to cure until I got down to these minute details of practical

life ; and until you grasp this truth you will never get your
patient well. No drug, no diet will alone cure these patients.

You must associate with it an attention to details the most
minute, the most laborious, and the most troublesome that I

'have ever met with.

These patients generally go the rounds of all the doctors in

town. They go to one, get a little better, but soon a fresh

attack comes, and they are as bad as ever. I began to treat this

patient in the same half-hearted way. She got better, and then
worse. I tried again, with the same result. I then told her

that she would have to come to the hospital. There is no use

dallying with these patients, for unless you begin and treat them
thoroughly and radically you do them no good, and you lose

credit.

She is now better than she was before she came into the

hospital, but the treatment has been about the same as it was
before she came, except that there has been more attention paid

to general hygiene and the avoidance of disturbing causes.

What is true of this case is true of all this sort of cases, and if

you do not adopt this principle of treatment now, you will learn

it by years of failure and worry over these patients.

Now as to the treatment ; the condition being a complex
•one, in which there is loss of tone and power of the skin and of

the nervous system, a state of muscular debility, and this condi-

tion of chronic inflammation of the mucous lining of the gastro-

intestinal canal, our treatment must be addressed to the relief of
these elements.

In the first place, as you will have gathered from what I

'have said, I consider rest, seclusion and good hygiene as the

ibasis of all successful treatment. Such patients must be kept
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in bed, either continuously or the greater part of the time, and
allowed to get up for exercise under proper restrictions, on good
days, at a certain period of the day, and for a definite length of
time. Secondly. Here, as in the treatment of all chronic dis-

eases, 3^ou must try to restore the tone of the skin. The more
I labor to cure chronic diseases of the mucous membrane, the

more am I impressed with the dependence of the mucous mem-
brane of the gastro-intestinal canal, the internal skin, upon the

external skin. Therefore, in these cases we use regular fric-

tions, sponge bathing or inunctions, as w^e think best.

In regard to internal treatment : here, as in all mucous
afi^ections, diet is the most important element. It was only to-

day that a man brought his son to me, in the last extremity,,

worn to a shadow, and so exhausted that his recovery is prob-

lematical, with chronic intestinal inflammation, ulcerative in its-

character. He had received excellent medical treatment, but
his diet had been entirely neglected. He had received half a

grain each of nitrate of silver and opium, three times a day,,

with broiled fish for breakfast, and as many apples during the

day as he wished to eat. There is absolutely no use of medici-

nal treatment in these cases, unless it is associated with a thor-

oughly correct diet. This should consist of such things as lean

meat, scraped, stale bread, soft-boiled eggs ; some prefer milk,,

buttermilk or skim-milk, others, the farinacese, as arrow-root,,

granum, or some of the other prepared starches. There is an-

other preparation which often does exceedingly well ; that is a
mixture of oil and milk. The old fashioned way was to take
one-half pound of mutton suet, put in one quart of milk, and
boil to a pint, with constant stirring. So much of the suet as-

rose to the top was skimmed off" and taken warm. This can
often be digested where cod-liver oil cannot be. It is, perhaps,.

an old woman's remedy, but I have known persons with chronic
enteritis to cure themselves by taking it for a longtime.

This item of food in chronic bowel troubles should be based
upon the following principles: First, the food should be given
at short intervals and in small quantities at a time ; secondly, it

should be of such a character as experience shows that the
patient can perfectly digest.

We then come to medicinal treatment. We should attempt,,

in the first place, to allay the -irritation of the mucous mem-
brane. In many instances, as here, we obtain much better re-

sults from the injection of nitrate of silver into the colon than^

from the drugs by the mouth. In many of these cases the dis-

ease must be very low down in the sigmoid flexure, for injections

of half a pint of thin starch-water, containing a small quantity
of nitrate of silver, will produce a palpable eftect. Here, weak
injections will often do great good, and I warn you against be-

ginning with strong injections. My own rule is to be^in with
one-fourth of a grain of nitrate of silver to the ounce, and
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slowly increase it until I reach the tolerance of the bowel, which
is different in each case. When there is evidence that the

upper bowel is affected you may give, by the mouth, nitrate of

silver, guarfled with a little opium, associated with the extract

of nux vomica.
I found at the last examination, that although the men were

well prepared on all the subjects, yet some of them could not

write prescriptions, because they had had no practical instruc-

tion in this branch. I propose, therefore, to write prescriptions

on the blackboard, in order that you may become familiar with

the proper combination of drugs and the proportioning of doses
;

but I beg that you will not copy them, for I do not believe that

one man's prescriptions are good for another man's case.

If I wished to give nitrate of silver in this case I should

combine it as follows :

5 Argenti nitratis,

Pulv. opii,

Ex. nncis vomicfe, aa. 5 grains.

M. et ft. pill. No. 30. Sig. One after meals.

The nitrate of silver may be given until thirty grains have
been taken.

Another good remedy, and one which I have used with suc-

cess with this patient, is small doses of the sulphate of zinc, gr.

1 to 1

There is often acidity in these cases, with heart-burn, and
creasote associated with an alkali is often a valuable combina-
tion in the treatment of these chronic bowel troubles :

Creasoti,
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A Case of Hypodermic Injection in Xevus.

I observed a short article in the last number of the Recorder

from a correspondeut of the Brit. Med. Jour, on the danger of

hypodermic injections of tincture of iron in nevus. I, too, have
had some experience in the use of injections in nevus, though
not with the iron. About three years ago, Mr. T., a young
man about 20 years of age, came to my office and showed me a

small watery excrescence on the end of his left index finger.

He informed me that at times it bled profusely, and desired me
to take it off. Without further examination or thought, I took
my hypodermic syringe with a strong solution of nitrate of sil-

ver, perhaps three or four drops, and injected it into the nevus.

In less than five minutes he was suffering the most intense

pain and agony ; his hand and arm up to his elbow became
white and cold; and for three hours we labored constantly, rub-

bing and bathing it in hot clothes. I finally succeeded in quiet-

ing him with morphine, and his father took him home. The
next morning I had the mortification to see that two of his fin-

gers were dead, the first and the second to the second joint, and
I feared from his appearance that he would lose his arm if not

his life. We did all we could in order to restore the warmth
and color to his hand, but all to no purpose; for in less than a

week the index finger (in which I inserted the solution) and the

next one to it were black and dry as far up as the second joint,

and his suftering for ten days was terrible. In eight weeks a
line of demarkition commenced forming, and I had the pleasure

of amputating the poor boy's fingers just above the second joint.

I censured, reproached and cursed myself and everybody
else. Others had used hypodermic injections in nevus. I had
used them before, with no unpleasant results, and why all this

trouble? I could readily understand what was the cause of such
unpleasant results; the solution had entered a small blood ves-

sel, produced coagulation and thrombus, but it was too late to

remedy my mistake. The community, I can assure you, gave
me no credit for the matter, and the friends of the boy were
advised to prosecute me.

The hypodermic syringe is a great tavorite with me, but I

do not believe I shall ever use it again in nevus with a solution

of nitrate of silver, or tincture of iron.

—

Dr. S. Hudson, in Ohio
Med. Journal.

Battcy's Operation.

l>r. T. \j. Wilkerson reports, in the North Carolina Medical
Journal, a case in which he removed both ovaries. The patient
was a young lady aged 19; of nervo-sanguine temperament.
Menstruation began at 15, but ceased after nine months, the
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patient suffering from nervous phenomena due to amenorrhoea.

At 16 the menses returned, but accompanied with symptoms of

severe neuralgic dysmenorrhcea. The continuance of these

symptoms did not seem to impair the general health; appetite

good, but bowels generally constipated. About the age of 17
she became morose and irritable, easily disturbed by the least

noise—complaining of a dizz}-, buzzing feeling in the head.

She would break forth from this deep sombreness into wild, hys-

terical laughter, her conversation lascivious in character, disobe-

dient to parents, finally ignoring mother and father, she became
a raving maniac with the one sexual idea always in the ascend-

ant. There was a destructive tendency manifested towards
everything surrounding her. So wild did she become that

moral restraint doing no good, physical restraint had to be em-
ployed. The operation for ablation of both ovaries was pro-

posed, and agreed to. It was performed through an abdominal
incision, the ovaries removed, the pedicles tied with carbolized

ligatures, cut short and returned into the abdomen. The wound
healed by first intention, and in three weeks had recovered from
the effects of the operation. " There was a gradual change for

the better in the mental condition; this improvement continued,

and three months after the operation sanity was perfectly re-

stored. She has remained perfectly well, and is now, nine
months after, gay, lively, cheeks ruddy, and in the full enjoy-

ment of a vigorous mental and physical health."

Treatment of Mammitis.

Dr. J. D. Smith heartily agrees with Dr. Corson in the

application of ice to an inflamed or suppurating mammary
gland, but claims that in many localities ice cannot be had, and
gives the following as a substitute:

Ij Glycerine, 4 ounces.
Fluid ext. belladonna, 1 ounce.
Water, , 1 ounce,
lod. potas. 1 drachm.

Dissolve the potass, in the water and add the other ingredi-

ents. I cover the inflamed gland with two or three thicknesses'

of old thin muslin and keep it constantly saturated with lini-

ment. The belladonna arrests the secretion of milk by the gland
and prevents further distension from that source. It allays

nervous irritability and quiets pain, and thereby checks a fur-

ther unnatural influx of blood to the part.

The glycerine depletes the gland by means of its well
known endosmotic action. It passing through the skin into

the gland and the thin serum of the blood passing out to take
its place. It not only depletes the gland, but when by its endos-
motic action it enters the circulation of the part, it stimulates
the capillaries, and aids powerfully in bringing about resolution.
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Not only so, but it is an arrester of fermentation, and if an

arrester of fermentation, may it not, by means of this same
property, when it enters tlie circulation of an inflamed mamma-
ry gland, just ready from excessive heat and distension, to break
down, disentegrate, or suppurate, tend to arrest such disintegra-

tion or suppuration, and by its antiseptic virtues assist in

restoring the tissues of the part to a healthy condition ? The
iodide of potass, held in solution by the water and glycerine,

goes with the glycerine in its endosmotic travel and assists in

bringing about the desired resolution. The arrest of the flow

of milk by the belladonna is no objection to the treatment.

Whenever the gland is restored to a healthy condition and
the use of the belladonna is stopped, the milk will either flow

naturally again or can be made to do so by a few applications of

the child to the breast. This will the more certainly be the case

however, if the general health of the mother is looked after, as

it should be during the treatment of the mamraitis.

—

Southern

Practitioner, July, 1881 ; pp. 203, ei. seq.

>

Importance of Anal Fissure in tlie Treatment of Diseases of
Women.

Dr. R. S. Sutton, in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, calls

the attention of the profession to anal fissures, as giving rise, by
reflex influence, to many pelvic troubles, the cure of which de-

pends upon the relief of the fissure.

Among the maladies treated for in this way, he mentions :

vaginismus, spurious ovaritis, neuralgia in ovarian region, pains
along the sacrum and spine, and various hystero-neuroses. Irri-

tability of the bladder, simple and complicated with hypersemia
of the lining membrane, mucosa urethrse, with prolapse of the

same at the meatus externus.

From the law of reflex action he deduces this proposition

:

Any irritation applied to the sphincter ani muscle will or may produce

reflex phenomena.

After relating several cases cured by treatment directed tO'

the fissure he concludes as follows :

Fissure' patients are, in ni}- experience, habitually consti-

pated ; the movement of the bowels is never free or complete,
but impeded by the spasm of the sphincter muscle; residual

ffeces remain, the rectum and colon become engorged. The ,

mechanical pack acts like a tourniquet on the veins, and the
blood is held back in the pelvis; the result is a constant hyper-
£emia. The pelvic cavity is encroached upon, and the cervix
and body of the uterus is crowded toward the symphisis, and, in

turn, by malposition, anal fissure increasing the impediment to

the already crippled circulation, the vagina and uterus and
urethra become hypertemic; leucorrhcea, vaginal and cervical,
will now appear.
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Sooner or later, through the medium of the hypogastric

plexus, the functions of the stomach and lower digestive tract,

with its associate glands, become disturbed; meanwhile 'over-

distention with fseces and gas have impaired the muscular force

of the colon. Reflex irritation will now pervert normal spinal

sensibility into irritability, with often accompanying cephalalgia,,

and, to crown the picture, hysteria " hangs over all." Such a

patient I have seen, morbid and reticent, retired and gloomy,
plagued by thoughts of eternal damnation, and hopeless, in the

present or future, until cured of her anal fissure. But time ad-

monishes that I must finally redeem my promise in reference to

a new cause.

It is this : Partial Laceration of the Female Perineum. In

my first paper I stated that I had found seven cases of fissure in

the female for one in the male. I can now tell you that in un-

married and sterile women fissure is scarcely more prevalent

than among men. But in women who have borne children and
who have sustained partial laceration of the perineum, the

affection is very common. Why ? Because the female who has
lost the perineal body has lost much of her power to unload her

rectum, and will suffer from constipation, which will often result

in fissure.

Why has she lost this evacuating power? The perineal

body, a wedge between rectum and vagina, supporting both, is

gone. The support given by the body, antagonizing the dia-

phragm and abdominal muscles is lost. This body, the antago-

nistic force of which is so essential, has been dissolved by a sep-

aration at its former centres of the transverse perineal muscles,

and by the detachment of a tolerably fixed point of a portion of

the levatores ani, the oflSce of which is, during fecal evacuation,

to shorten the rectum and to antagonize superior forces. A
female thus crippled will sufi'er from constipation, pelvic hyper-

semia, hemorrhoids and fissure; this, in turn, to hurry her on
into a condition calling for both your skill and sympathy.

The Sanitary Examination of Water.

There is no operation in practical chemistry which the phy-
sician has more frequent occasion to perform than the examina-
tion of well water. The whole modern theory of the origin and
spread of disease lays great stress on the agency of vitiated air

and contaminated water. Hence water analysis is of quite as

much importance to the practitioner as urinalysis or toxicology.

Unfortunately, physicians as a rule, are not in the habit of mak-
ing such examinations; and for the good and sufficient reason
that they have never learned how.

The quality, good or bad, of a well or spring water, was
formerly supposed to depend upon the mineral matter which it
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held in solution, Carefial and laborious estimates of lime, mao^-

nesia, potash, chloride!^ carbonates, etc., were made as in the

case of mineral water. But chemists have now learned that

such examinations are of little value; and that the sanitary

quality of the water is determined almost entirely by the kind
and quantity of organic matter it contains. Little attention is

therefore paid to the mineral ingredients, except in some cases

to estimate hardness, and all efibrts are directed toward a quali-

tative and quantitative estimate of organic impurities. Nearly
all natural waters contain a greater or less amount of organic
matter. This is true even of rain water freshly caught in clean

vessels, especially in cities. The springs and streams of moun-
tainous and uncultivated districts, especially if the rock be of
granite or other insoluble species, furnish the purest samples of
water to be found upon or within the earth. The water from
deep wells and springs, or from rock borings, approaches this in

purity. River water and the drainage of cultivated land,

although perhaps soft, is often largely impregnated with pro-

ducts of decay of vegetable and animal matter. While to the

river to which sewage gains access, and in the shallow wells of
towns, occur the worst specimens of the fluid habitually used
by human beings. The sources and kind of organic impurity
are two, vegetable and animal, of which the latter is far the
more dangerous. In streams flowing from swamps or through
peaty soils, the water often contains as high as thirty grains of

vegetable matter to the gallon, and has a deep yellow or brown-
ish tint; yet, although the use of such water is not advisable, at

least without thorough filtration, it is far preferable to the clear

tasteless, sparkling water from a city well which may be con-
taminated with a very small amount of sewage.

No reliable method has yet been devised for estimating
directly the amount of organic matter in water. "We can only
ask indirect questions, and in the answers obtained find more or
less conclusive evidence of its real condition. These experimen-
tal interrogations should usually be put in the following order:

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

A portion of the sample collected in a clean bottle should
be poured into a tall colorless glass set on white paper, and its

color, clearness, or turbidity noted. Organic matter imparts a
tinge of yellow, green, or blue; clay and other harmless impu-
rities a brownish tint. If very turbid or dark in color, it

•certainly needs to be filtered before using.
I'artially fill a wide-mouthed bottle with the water, and after

-shaking well, smell of it. Sulphuretted hydrogen is detected in

this way, yielding the odor of rotten eggs, and if present in con-
siderable quantity, places the water in the -class of sulphur
waters. Any other unpleasant odor is sufficient to condemn
the water. Warming the water and adding a little liquor poias-
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sae will render the odor more distinct If the liquor potassae

produce a precipitate it is an indicationlp" hardness.

If a specimen taste badly, it should usually be rejected

;

although iron in considerable quantities may impart a peculiar

styptic taste, and on standing form a brown slimy deposit. If

the taste be s:ood it is no evidence whatever that the water is fit

to drink.

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION.

1. Carbonic Acid. I'hisgas is present in all well and spring

waters, and with the air also held in solution, gives them their

"live," sparkling taste, as distinguished from "dead," stagnant,

or boiled water. A little lime water will produce milkiness in

water charged with carbonic acid.

2. Lead and Iron. If the presence of salts of either of

these metals be suspected, the water should be heated, acidula-

ted with muriatic acid, and sulphuretted hydrogen gas, (made
from ferrous sulphide and dilute sulphuric acid, as directed in

all text books of chemistry,) be passed through it for several

hours. A brownish precipitate or coloration indicates lead. If

still clear, make alkaline with ammonia; a similar coloration

indicates iron.

3. Organic Matter, (a.) Heisch's Sugar Test. This pos-

sesses no chemical value, but often furnishes valuable indications

at small cost. To a small bottle of the water add a few grains

of pure sugar, stopper tightly, and set in the sun. If any cloud-

iness appear, even after several days, the water is contaminated.

(6.) Permanganate of Potash Test. A solution of this salt

is an old and much used test, and as modified and improved, i&

one of the best. It is based upon the fact that organic matter

or other easily oxidized material discharges the color of the

solution. A reagent made according to the following formula
is far preferable to the simple solution :

Permanganate of Potash 1 part by weight.
Caustic Potash 4 parts by weight.
Distilled Water 160 parts by weight.

Nearly fill a colorless glass or test tube with distilled water,,

(perfectly clear rain water will do) and add enough of the rea-

gent to give a distinct pink color after stirring. To an equal

quantity of the water to be examined, in a similar glass, add the

same quantity of the reagent. Set the two side by side on white

paper, and notice the difterence, if any, in the tints. In the

absence of sulphuretted hydrogen, iron and nitrites, (the test for

nitrites is given subsequently) if the specimen under examina-
tion be rapidly decolorized, the presence of animal matter is

indicated ; if slowly, vegetable matter is present. In the decay
of organic matter, ammonia, nitrites, and nitrates are formed

;

therefore their presence is an indication that such decay has
been or is now going on. Harmless in themselves, they are the

indicators of pollution.
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4. Ammonia. Naaeler's ReagentSI
11Iodide of Potassium 2 dracliins.

Distilled Water 1 fluid ounce.

To this solution add gradually a saturated solution ot

bichloride of mercury until the red precipitate produced ceases

to redissolve. Add one-half ounce of caustic soda dissolved in
water to make four fluid ounces. Let stand and decant into a
glass-stoppered tube.

Fill a test tube nearly full of the water to be examined, and
add three or four drops of the reagent ; a yellow or brown color,

or a brownish precipitate indicates ammoniacal salts. A purdy
white precipitate indicates only that the water is hard. If the
coloration be marked it is a very suspicious circumstance ; and
if a colored precipitate appear it is almost enough of itself to

condemn the water. It is an indication of animal pollution,
especially from sewage, and in shallow well water shows that
the contamination is of recent occurrence.

By percolation through the earth and by exposure to air,

the ammonia in water is converted into nitrates and nitrites.

The presence of these, therefore, in the absence of ammonia,
indicates a more remote pollution, and that the water is under-
going, or has undergone, a process of natural purification.

5. Nitrates. To a test tube nearly full of the water, add a
small crystal of copperas, and shake until it is partly dissolved

;

then holding the tube inclined at an angle of forty-five degrees,
pour carefully down the side a few drops of strong sulphuric
acid. A purplish or brownish color around the crystal of cop-
peras indicates nitrates.

6. Nitrites. -Reagent.
Iodide of Potassium 5 grains.

Distilled Water 1 fluid ounce

.

Acetic Acid 5 minims.

Before using, add a few drops of fresh starch paste. Iodide
of potassium often contains iodate ; in that case the starch will

produce a blue color at once, and the reagent must be made
anew from a pure sample of iodide. To a test tube of the water
add two or three drops of the reagent. If nitrites are present a
blue tint will be produced. The presence of nitrites in spring
and deep well waters is without significance ; but in shallow
well or river waters it shows a probably recent contamination
with sewage, atid that the water is scarcely fit to drink.

7. Chlorine. Chlorine occurs in water chiefly in the form
of common salt. It is itself therefore of no consequence ; but
it is one of the mo.st reliable tell-tales known to chemists. Sew-
age contains a large proportion of common salt derived from
lifpiid excrement, giving on an average 11 parts of chlorine in

100,000 of water. Human urine contains 500 parts of chlorine
in 100,000. Whereas, unpolluted water, except near the sea or
salt bearing strata, seldom contains more than 5 parts of chlo-
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rine to 100,000. Therefore excess of chlorine is an almost

unmistakable evidence of sewage contamination. "The con-

demnation of water," says Frankland, "because it contains more

than five parts of chlorine per 100,000 is rarely unmerited;

while on the other hand a water containing less than 1 part of

chlorine per 100,000 may with great probability, be declared free

from sewage contamination."
To make this indication of much real value, the chlorine

must be quantitatively estimated. Fortunately this can be done

with comparative ease. The reagent is a standard solution of

nitrate of silver.

Nitrate of silver fused, 24 grains.

Or nitrate of silver crystals, 25 grains.

Distilled water, 8 fluid ounces.

This should be prepared with the greatest possible care and

accuracy. Rain water caught in clean vessels will answer for

this and for other purposes of water analysis. No milkiness or

opalescence should appear when the nitrate of silver is added

;

and no sediment should be formed after standing. If a sedi-

ment appear, the reagent is weakened and its indications will

be too high. It is best to order this reagent prepared by some
competent chemist. One drachm of the reagent will precipitate

.078 grains of chlorine, or the amount in two ounces of water,

if it contain five grains of chlorine per wine gallon.

To exactly two ounces of the water to be examined add two

or three drops of solution of bichromate of potash which has

been made yellow with ammonia. Then add the reagent from

a minim glass drop by drop with the constant stirring of the

water. Each drop as it falls forms a red spot which disappears.

Continue until a permanent red tint is imparted to the water;

the process is then completed. If 30 minims of the reagent

have been used, the water contains 2,5 grains to the wine gallon,

or nearly 4.5 parts in a 100,000, and is suspicious. If a whole

drachm has been used, the water contains five grains of chlorine

per wine gallon, or nearly 9 parts in 100,000, and should be un-

hesitatingly condemned.
Of course a well showing excess of chlorine should be

carefully examined to determine whether it is accessible to sew-

age, drainage from cesspools and privies, or even to dish water

and house slops.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS.

If Nessler's reagent gives a coloration but no precipitate,

and nitrites, nitrates, and chlorides are absent, the water is soft

and fit for use, the ammonia being probably of vegetable origin.

If ammonia, nitrites, and chlorides in excess are all present,

the water is unfit for use.

If N"essler's reagent gives a large precipitate without color,

chlorides are in excess, and nitrates, nitrites, and organic matter

absent, the water is hard but fit for use.
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If nitrates and nitrites are present, and ammonia and
chlorides absent, the water is fit for use.

If nitrites and chlorides are both present in excess, the

water should be regarded as very suspicious, even though am-
monia be absent.

The processes above detailed are simple in themselves, and
require no chemicals or apparatus which cannot be procured at

any drug store. If the reagents, test tubes, glasses, etc., are in

readiness beforehand, the examination of a sample of water
need not usually occupy over fifteen or twenty minutes. By a

judicious application of some or all of these tests, the physician

can determine with sufiicient accuracy whether the water is fit

for use, or unfit, or of doubtful purity. In the latter case the
well or source of supply should be promptly closed, and the

water, if possible, submitted to a competent chemist for exhaus-
tive analysis. For the water we drink should be, like Caesar's

wife, above suspicion,— Charles R. Dryer, M. D., in Ft. Wayne
Journal of Medical Science.

Microscopical Examination of Blood in the Diagnosis of Disease.

For the purpose of these investigations, M. Hayem recom-
mends the use of a cell thus constructed : a thick plane glass

slide has a disk made on it of about 4 mm. in diameter; the
rest of the slide is silvered; a small drop of blood is placed on
the disk and is covered by a thin cover-glass, so that a layer of
uniform thickness is obtained. A little saliva placed round the
edge will prevent any evaporation.

When blood is treated with a mixture of 200 grammes of
distilled water, one gramme of pure chloride of sodium, five

grammes of sulphate of sodium, and half a gramme of pure bi-

chloride of mercury, the blood-corpuscles are separately isolated

and distinguished from the other constituents. The fibrine

then breaks up into two distinct groups.
Perfectly normal blood, thus treated, shows the following^

reactions : At the moment when it coagulates it is traversed
by a very delicate network of filaments. If at the moment of
coagulation a reticulum of thick fibrillae is seen, we may be
sure that we have indications of an inflammatory lesion, and
the modifications in the processes of coagulation are due to the
extent and intensity of the inflammation. Pyrexia is not ac-

companied by any appreciable modification of the fibrine; but
when fevers are complicated by inflammatory process there are
such modifications. In small pox they only appear with the
suppurating fever; in scarlet fever and scarlatina the fibrine

only augments at the period of desquamation. So again, in

typhoid and intermittent fevers the so-called phlegmatic charac-
ters only appear when the disease is complicated by inflamma-
tion.
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When cachetic conditions are not the results of chronic

diseases, which bring about inflammatory lesions,*the reticulum

of the pure blood generally remains invisible, or is obscure, not-

withstanding the unusual abundance of haematoblasts. Exam-
ination by the aid of the solution already described shows, how-
.ever, that the fibrine is allied ; in advanced cases one often ob-

serves the so-called " plaques cachectiques," due to the infiltra-

tion of the haematoblasts by a finely granular substance, which
points to a qualitative change in the characters of the fibrine.

—

[Royal Microscojncal Journal.']— The Microscope.

^iixxt^ioUtna.

*'A Second Daniel Come to Judgment."

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly

:

The article in your July number entitled " Confusion
Worse Confounded," while it contains many truths, seems to

me to be in error in so many points and so behind the age as to

merit a friendly criticism.

While nothing can be said in extenuation of the adultera-

tions so common in food and drugs, still I think the writer car-

ries it too far in saying, or implying at least, that all the modern
improvements are frauds and advocate the return to the old
re^zme of jalap' and rhubarb. Only add the lancet, calomel and
blistering and you are back to the school of fifty years ago.

What would our agricultural friends say to a return to the
old wooden mould-board plow ? or threshing their grain by
tramping it out with oxen, as our ancestors did ? It seems to

me as absurd to strike out all the new and elegant pharmaceu-
tical preparations that have deservedly grown into such general
use. I think the use of medicines of more attractive and palat-

able forms has taken the strongest argument from the humbug
of homoeopathy, " that the medicines of the regular school were
so nauseating and disgusting as to prevent their being taken by
many." Can there be any progression in medical science if a
routine practice is established aud the same remedies used from
generation to generation ?

The doctor says, " It is our duty to prove all things and
hold fast to that whi.ch is good." In this I agree with him, but
how are we to know which is good if we condemn them all in

this wholesale manner ? Many of the new preparations are
comparatively unknown and untested, but is it the part of a
progressive practitioner to condemn them in a body and refuse
to try any and everything until somebody has demonstrated the
use of it? What progression would be made if all should
adopt this course ? Is it not like learning to swim without
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going uear the water? "Is rhamnus purshiana better than jalap

or rhubarb ?"" I think that the majority of physicians will up-

hold me in saying that in cases of chronic constipation it is far
superior. "Is rhus aromatica equal to hydrargyrum bichloride

in diabetes?" I think it is fully equal in diabetes inspidus, and
superior in cases of incontinence of urine, but in diabetes mel-
litis neither have given very flattering results.

Yerba santa is certainly equal to potassium iodide in cases

of laryngitis and bronchitis of non-specific origin, and has none
of the unpleasant etiects. If the laryngeal trouble arose from
" specitic " origin we would not think of relying upon yerba
santa, but in that case the potassium iodide would have the

preference. "Is daminana entitled to prominence as an aphro-
disiac?" I think so. Have heard it highly spoken of by phy-
sicians who have prescribed it, and in one case in which it was
used the patient's husband said it was a good thing, but some
time afterwards met the doctor and said, "Doctor, I think my
wife is better, but for the Lord's sake don't give her any more
of that medicine." Jarborandi is, I think, an excellent diapho-
retic and sialogogue. Of "tonga, lippia raexicana and such,"
I know nothing, not having used them, but I see that Dr. Syd-
ney Ringer has recommended tonga in cases of neuralgia, and
that proves it worthy of a trial, at least.

'

Xow, let me ask, isn't the doctor decrying remedies, without
having given them a fair trial? jSTow in regard to fluid extracts.

I apprehend as much dependence can be placed upon the goods
of first-class chemists (as Parke, Davis & Co., and others that
might be mentioned) as upon the crude drugs, obtained at the
drug stores, which have been kept in stock for an indefinite

time and deteriorated from age and exposure. What guarantee
has the doctor that "our own pharmacist" may not be seized with
the same desire to make the most of his stock and run the
fluid extracts or tinctures out " pretty thin? " Honesty is not
confined entirely to the " rural districts." If we find that we
are being imposed upon by any manufacturer it is easy enough
to decline to use their goods. But don't condemn the whole
clasa because some dishonest persons have gone into the busi-

ness. The doctor asks, " Will twenty-two drops of fluid ex-

tract of ipecac produce emesis?" It will in some cases, but we
don't always use ipecac as an emetic. If the crude drug is the
most certain emetic, why, use it, but when we desire it as an
expectorant I think we can get as good results from the fluid

extract. Some portions of the doctor's arithmetic are amusing,
and show carelessness hardly excusable in an article written for

the l>enefit of the medical association. There are only 437|^

grains in an ounce of quinine (instead of 480, as he gives it in

his article) as it is {)ut up by avoirdupois weight. But a physi-
cian or druggist would show very poor judgment that bought
500 two-grain quinin6' pills for $10, when the same amount of
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•quinine would have cost more than that. He might be certain

that he was buying something substituted for the more expensive
article. It would seem as though the doctor desired to be hum-
bugged. Still more ridiculous is the gentleman's statement that

fluid extract of cascara sagrada declined 200 per cent ! It would
cause a school boy to smile I think. It wouldn't make much
difference what price was asked for the goods if they made a
discount of even 100 per cent., I would like to lay in a large

stock of drugs on those terms. It makes me think of a small
boy that came into a drug store the other day and said, " Say,
mister, have you got anything to sell for nothing?" Any one of
ordinary intelligence can see that 100 per cent discount means
taking it all off, and that 200 per cent, discount is equivalent to

giving a man a dollar in money for taking a dollars worth of
goods. I've never been able to buy goods on such favorable l^grms.

The doctor asks, "Who ever saw a case of real phthisis

cured with cod liver oil or extract of malt?" Echo answers,
"Who ? " But who ever saw a case of " real phthisis " cured by
any drug? But in some instances these remedies give a certain

amount of relief, and even if it is temporary should we discard
them until we find something of more value? Again, he says
we should rely wholly upon sulphate of quinia, and discard all

•other preparations of peruvian bark. In some cases quinia sul-

phate is undoubtedly the best, but is that any. reason why we
•should throw away sulphate cinchonidia, sulphate quinidia, sul-

phate cinchonia and cincho quinine, that in many cases act

equally as well as the sulphate ot quinia, and have the advantage
of being much cheaper. The doctor mentions hypo-
phosphates several times in his article. Our professor
of chemistry taught us that there was no such term.
He probably means hypophosphites. Let us endeavor to

promote the general welfare of the profession and keep up with
the march of improvement, so that the science of medicine shall

take, as it deserves, the front rank among sciences.

Kewanee, 111, July 26, 1881.
'

F^ L. Hinsdale, M. D.

§00fe %^x\m.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Ear Diseases. By Albert H. Buck, M. D., Aural

Surgeon to the New York Eye and Ear Inlirmary ; Instructor in Otology in

the College of Physicians and Surgeons. New York : W. Wood & Co., Pub-

lishers ; Cloth ; 412 pp. ; 1880.

The aim of the author, as stated in the preface, has been
"to present in text-book form a picture of diseases of the ear as
they have appeared to me in private and hospital practice," and
to describe "only those methods of treatment which I have
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tested and found both safe and efficient." And excellently well^

in our opinion, has this been done.
With sufficient description, both atomical and physiological,

to make plain the author's ideas upon the subject; the work
reads like what he says of it

—"a picture of diseases of the ear.""

The reader is not troubled with theories, but only what the
author has seen and done, and we think this as high praise as
we can bestow upon iL Among the various chapters, are exam-
inations of the patient, diseases of the auricle, diseases of the
external auditory canal, methods of examining the middle ear

—

diseases of the middle ear; non-purulent and purulent forms,
diseases of the mastoid process, etc., etc. Where necessary,
illustrations have been used to make plainer the text, and noth-
ing has been spared to add to the value of the work.

A Handbook of "Physical Diagnosis, Comprising the Throat, Thorax and Ab-

domen. By Dk. Paul Guttman, Private Docent in Medicine, University of

Berlin, Translated from the Third German Edition, by Alex. Napier, M. D.,

"witli a Colored Plate and Eighty-nine Wood Engravings. New York : "W.

W. Wood & Co.
; pp. 344.

The high reputation enjoyed by Dr. Guttman in this branch
of medical science, makes this work peculiarly acceptable to the
readers of Wood's library. There is no single work on this

subject known to us, that has the range of this volume. Be-
sides the very full and complete chapters on the examination of
the lungs and heart, it includes others, as follows : Examination
of the abdomen, by inspection, palpation, percussion and auscu-
lation ; examination of the excreta, including urine, vomited
matters and intestinal discharges; with an appendix devoted to
laryngoscopy and laryngoscopic examinations, and a brief review
of diseases of the larynx.

A prominent professor of diseases of the chest remarked to
us a short time ago, " I consider Guttman's physical diagnosis
as one of the best, if not the very best on the subject," and a
careful reading of the book confirms to us his favorable opinion.

A Treatise on Diseases of the Joints. By Ricuard Barwell, F. R. C. S.,

•Senior Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery, Charing Cross Hospital ; Second

Revised Edition. W. W. Wood & Co., New York ; 1881
; pp. 464.

This is the third volume of the library of standard medical
authors for 1881. It has been rewritten especially for this series,

and will long be the standard work on this subject of diseases
of the joints. It will be a most valuable addition to the library
of every practitioner.

Xot^-M on -file \'aliie of CarlM) Hydrates as Fo<m1; and the Physiology of

Starch Digestion. Troniiner Exlrtust of Malt Co., Tremont, Ohio.

This is a brief but comprehensive review of the subjects
indicated, and includes the most recent and authoratative inves-

'

ligations upon the subjects of which it treats. Amongst the
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authorities referred to we may cite, Ludwig's Arbeiter, Pfluger's

Archives, Wcehler's Organic Chemistry, Lehmann's Physiological

>Chemistry,'Wagner's Archivfur Physiologische Heilkunde (Griesin-

ger, Roser, Wunderlich and Yierordt) ; A. Payen's Precis Theor-

eiique et Pratique des Substances Alimentaires, Miller's Elements of
Chemistry, vol. 3 ; Garngee's Physical Chemistry of the Anim.al

Body, Dr. Parke's Hygiene, Pavy on Food and Dieteiies, Frank-
land, Pick and Wislicenus o?i Origin of Muscidar Power [Philo-

sophical Magazine), Hassall's Food—Its Adulterations, etc., etc.

A chapter is devoted to proving the especial adaption of
'barley for malting purposes, "its superiority depending partly

upon the peculiar structure of the grain, and partly upon the
greater solubility of its nitroginous principles." The chief
point, however, is that barley yields a larger quantity of diastase

than any other grain, which principle constitutes, if not the
essential, at least the most valuable feature of malt extract, in a
medical point of view. The position taken herein is in accord
with that of Prof. Roberts (author of Therapeutics on Starch
Digestion), who says, "In malted barley we have at command an
unlimited supply of diastatic power." Dr. Roberts further
-claims that "the proper medicinal value of malt extracts must
be held to depend upon the amount of diastase which they con-
tain."

The pamphlet is notable for its comprehensive treatment of
the subjects, within small compass, and will well repay perusal.

It will be forwarded (free) upon application to publishers.

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Ether Death : A Personal Experience in four cases of Death
from Anaesthetics. By John B. Roberts, A. M., M. D., Lecturer
•on Anatomy and on Operative Surgery, Philadelphia School of
Anatomy, etc., etc. Reprinted from the Philadelphia Medical
Times, June 4th, 1881. pp. 12.

Report to the Illinois State Medical Society on Laryngeal
Tumors. By E, Fletcher Ingals, A. M., M. D., Lecturer on
Diseases of the Chest and Physical Diagnosis, etc.. Rush Medi-
cal College, Chicago, and Professor in Woman's Medical Col-
lege. Reprinted from the Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner,
•July, 1881; with illustrations; pp. 23.

Stenosis of the Larynx, with Fibrous Adhesive Bands of
the True Vocal Cords; Tracheotomy, Rupture of Bands, and
Cure of Stenosis by General and Local Treatment. Also, Some
Remarks Concerning the Value of the Galvano-Cautery in
Treatment of Diseases and Growths of the Naso-Pharynx. By
W. H. Daly, M. D., Senior Physician to the Western Pennsyl-
vania Hospital, etc., etc. Reprinted from the Transactions of
the American Medical Association, Vol. XXXI, 1880: pp. 12.
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C^^it0rial i^prttw^nt.

President Garfield's Attendants.

The readiness with which several of the President's physi-

cians have responded to daily interviews on the subject of hi&

wound and their treatment of it, certainly invites criticism.

From the hour of the shooting to the present time, the case, as-

reported in the daily press, has been full of interest. ISTot a

little indignation has been excited among medical men by the

conduct of the physician whose name appears first in the bulle-

tins, Dr. Bliss. And no explanation whatever has yet appeared

as to the manner in which he was given, or assumed, charge.

His reputation in the profession is not of the very best,.

and certainly his conduct and utterances in the present

case have not added to his fame. He seems to be so totally

overawed and overjoyed by the fact that he has the President

for a patient, that he has lost bis senses. His statements are

almost invariably contradictory, and his course has been vacil-

lating in the extreme. To the honorable line of conduct which
should characterize every physician, he seems to have paid no
attention whatever. The case was first seen by Dr. Townshend,
but he was dropped. Dr. Baxter had been the President's phy-

sician for several years, but Dr. B. refused him admittance to

the sick room, and accused him of trying to sneak in and get

the case out of his (Bliss') hands. As to those associated with
Bliss, Dr. Reyburn was entirely unknown up to a very short
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time ago, though we must say that he seems to be the most

honest one of the lot. Drs. Barnes and Woodward are widely

and favorably known, but rather through their literary and

official work, than as brilliant practical surgeons. Dr. Bliss'

statement that " if the President was an ordinary patient, he

would not have so much anxiety," is a strange one. If he was

not prepared or possessed of enough stamina to treat him as he

ought to have been treated, he should have resigned, or rather,

have been kicked out of his position. The case ran along very

smoothly for some time ; they had concluded that since the

" liver " was not penetrated, that all would be clear sailing, and

Bliss was able to say he " had the case well in hand and would

conduct it to favorable termination," when suddenly febrile

symptoms increased, a chill occurred, pus stopped flowing.

Something must be done, but only Agnew and Hamilton could

do it. No matter how urgent was the demand that the pus be

evacuated. Bliss was not the man to do it, and they must wait

for the consulting surgeons to take charge and make the opera-

tion. We are glad to see that the family and friends of Presi-

dent Garfield now insist that either Hamilton or Agnew shall be

with him until all danger is past. Had this been done some-

time ago the public would have been better satisfied. At the

present time the bulletins are more favorable, but it looks funny

to see Agnew's or Hamilton's name following those of Bliss and

the rest. We would like to be informed as to the present status

of Bliss in the Medical Society at Washington. Concerning

the treatment of a number of prominent 'physicians by Bliss,

we quote from the July number of Walsh's Retrospect, editorial

:

From the above brief statement of facts we draw these con-

clusions: 1, That Dr. Bliss was not the President's family

physician, and by assuming formal charge of Dr. Townshend's
patient, treated that physician with professional discourtesy, and
violated the spirit of that portion of section 6, which reads :

"When a number of physicians are simultaneously sent for,

courtesy should assign the patient to the first who arrives. 2.

Not being the family physician, but simply an accidental at-

tendent, a position belonging to Dr. Townshend, Dr. Bliss, by
refusing to permit Dr. Baxter, the family physician, to see the
President, was guilty of great professional discourtesy, and
grossly violated the spirit of section 5, which reads :

" When a

physician is called to an urgent case because the family attend-

ant is not at hand, he ought, unless his assistance in consultation
be desired, to resign the care of the patient to the latter immedi-
ately on his arrival."
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We have no wish to dwell upon this disgraceful affair, but de-

sire to call attention, as a bright contrast, to the forbearing and
gentlemanly conduct of Drs, Townshend and Baxter. Dr.

Towusheud, not wishing to make a scene at the depot beside

the supposed dying President, quietly permitted himself to be
hustled by Dr. Bliss into a secondary position. Dr. Baxter,

though he had the right to demand the immediate charge of his

patient, simply requested Dr. Bliss to take him in to see the

President. He had, upon reaching the White House, purposely
refrained from going into the President's room without first see-

ing Dr. Bliss, and the only request he made of Dr. Bliss was
that he should be taken in to see the President. The request

met with insult, to which he gave the lie, and seeing the impro-
priety of further disturbance near the wounded man, he retired,

just here a query suggests itself. At the consultation on
Sunday morning, where Dr. Baxter first made his appearance, a

second consultation was appointed for 7 p.m. Before that hour
had arrived a number of the consulting physicians received, over
the signature of Dr. Bliss, a circular letter of dismissal. Of this

number were Dr. Townshend, first in attendance ; Surgeon-Gen-
eral Wales, of the navy, whose advice at the morning consulta-

tion was, we understand, most timely; and Dr. N. S. Lincoln,

one of our most prominent surgeons. Does it not seem singular

that such men as Drs. Townshend and Lincoln and Surgeon-
General Wales should be dismissed and distant physicians sent

for about the time Dr. Baxter appeared upon the scene and
asked to be taken to his patient ? Were the dismissed physi-

cian of inferior talent to the gentlemen from a distance, or were
they friends of Dr. Baxter? And is it customary for the at-

tendant physician to inform the consultants that their services

are no longer needed bctiveen consultations ? Other questions

equally pertinent nlight be asked, but we strongly suspect

that Baxter's Banquo was too much for Bliss' Macbeth, and
that is why the gentlemen were told to " stand not upon the

order of your going, but go at once." We do not care to further

discuss this miserable professional scandal which has been so un-
scrupulously attached to the great public calamity.

No Exception.

It is said that a man aljout to be married is hardly responsi-

ble for his utterances, and our friend Dr. Reynolds, of the Med.

JlcraUl, would seem to be no exception to the rule. In a late

editorial he takes his readers into his innermost thoughts, and

tells them all about it. lie promises that " the Herald shall be

no man's enemy. Whilst its independence shall never be ques-

tioned, its war department is hereafter and forever abolished.
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Its presiding genius shall be ' peace and good will to all man-

kind.' " We heartily congratulate Bro. Reynolds on the happy

event and wish him many years to enjoy life as it only can be

enjoyed—happily married. •' Yet we will wait a year or so before

we believe all that about the " war department," etc., etc.

The International Medical Congress at London.

This congress will meet August 2d, and continue until the

9th. Delegates will be present from every part of the world,

making it truly International. A large number of eminent

men from America have gone over to attend its meetings, and

we are satisfied that America will be worthily represented. We
have not seen a list of delegates from the American Medical

Association, and would like to know who the official represent-

atives from Illinois are.

Notes.

Dr. M. D. Tibbetts has removed from Chillicothe, Mo., to

Pierron, 111.

The conclusion of Dr. Murphy's article on Colles' Fracture

has unavoidably been postponed until the September number of

this journal.

Dr. A. J. Mitchell (Rush, '81) has located at Macedonia,

Pottawattamie Co., Iowa, whence he writes us that he could not

get along without the monthly visits of this journal.

Prof. W, S. Haines has received the degree of A. M. from

Monmouth College. It is an honor worthily bestowed. Prof.

H, has gone to Europe for a short vacation, and to attend the

International Medical Congress at London.

" Where ignorance is Bliss 'tis folly to be Weisse," wittily

remarks an exchange commenting on the President's physicians

and the experiments of Dr. Weisse, who has been shooting into

cadavers in the hopes of discovering the course and whereabouts

of the assassin's bullet.

This is the way the Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic answers

the (of late) oft-repeated question : "Oh ! Bliss ! What Bliss

is this?" "Is this Cundurango Bliss?" " Yes, this is Cundu-
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rango Bliss." "How did Cundurango Bliss come to this?"'

"About like this: "When the President fell he turned immedi-

ately to Bliss, and oblivious at once of the extreme agony he

felt, suppressing at the same time the shock of the peritoneal

wound, he exclaimed, ' Bliss, my boy, you have known me from

my boyhood ; Bliss, take care of me.' "

We have received No. 1, Vol. I of the Ft. Wayne Journal of

the Medical Sciences, a quarterly publication. This number con-

tains 46 pages of original and selected matter. We think the

price is too high, and that the journal will have much better

success if it were reduced one-half or more
; $2 is too much in

this day of cheap literature.

The publisher desires to thank the large number of friends

of this journal who have so kindly and promptly sent in the

necessary amount for renewal of their subscription. It is highly

gratifying to state that only two subscriptions have been or-

dered discontinued, and they were both from members of a dif-

ferent school of medicine.

The Chicago Medical Review doubts the existence of the
" busy practitioner." Well, poor fellow-laborer of the Medical

Hevieiv, we are sorry for you. Perhaps it is because you have so

many co-editors that you have become lazy, or perhaps you are

rich and don't have to be busy, or perhaps you have no oppor-

tunity to be busy. At any rate we are sorry for you, and hope
some of our Chicago friends will give you a little something to

do.

The professional card of the average Canadian practitioner

is a curiosity to an American. We print a couple, taken from
a small city daily paper

:

" Dr.
, M. D., M. R. C. S. Eng., L. R. C. P. Edin.,

L. M. P^ng. and Edin., Resident Accoucher Hospital,
London, Physician and Surgeon," etc., etc.

Here is another:

-, M. D., M. R. C. S. Eng., L. R. C. P. and L. M
Edin., L. M. K. and Q. C. P., Dublin, Physician and Sur-
geon," etc., etc.

The first number of the Ohio Medical Journal has put in an
appearance. It is edited by Dr. J. F. Baldwin, of Columbus,-
assisted by four other gentlemen from different parts of the

state, and is issued as the official organ of the Ohio State Med-
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ical Society, to take the place of the yearly volume of tran-

sactious. We bid the new journal welcome, and hope the day

is not far distant when other states will publish their transactions

in the same manner; that is, in the shape of a monthly journal,

instead of the annual volume that nobody reads.

An International Encyclopedia of Surgery is announced by

William Wood & Co. It will be edited by Dr. John Ashhurst,

Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of Penn-

sylvania, and is to comprise six royal octavo volumes.

Among the list of contributors are the names of over thirty

Americans, nineteen English, four French, two German, and twO'

Spanish surgeons ; and it will be simultaneously published in

the English, German, French and Spanish languages. It will

be sold only by subscription at $6, $7 and $8 per volume. This-

will be a fine thing for those who can aiibrd it, but we fear the-

large majority of practitioners will find it too large and expen-

sive.

If the President's recovery is much longer retarded, there

will be but little further use for medical journals, as the newspa-

pers are giving daily essays on the subject of his wound, treat-

ment, etc. Some of them combine science and poesy in a

manner wonderful to read. For instance : "There are sleeping-

organisms in the blood which fever wakes at 102 degrees Falir.

Then death summons its drowsy cohorts in tiny legions for their

ghastly work. But they have slept there since babyhood wait-

ing for the signal. We begin to die when we begin to live. In

all parts of the body are colonies of animalculae as independent

of us as we are of the stars, but no more so. As complete is-

their organization as ours, and with as good a reason for exist-

ence, as clear an oflSce, and possibly as bright a future. In the

crystal chambers of that masterpiece of N'ature, the eye, they

revel or rest, living out like us their day. And more wonderful

still, even they have parasites as dependent and as independent.

All this we say we know, but we know it in that misty, hazy

way we know the stars go round, because somebody said so,.

and nobody contradicted him." The author of the above is an

Indiana man, and the only way it can be explained is, that he

was taking his usual daily anti-ague medicine—whisky and qui-

nine. •
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We notice that articles of incorporation have been granted to

several Chicago doctors who propose starting a new medical

college in that city, under the name of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons. We wonder how they found out that an-

other medical college was needed in Chicago.

" What would you give a patient who had taken a large

dose of arsenic?" "Extreme unction," was the Irishman's
prompt reply.

—

Ex.

It is a little remarkable that Bliss has not tried Cundu-
rango on the President. It must have been a clear case of over-

sight.

—

Peoria Journal.

"Oh, give me anything made of beans," exclaimed a Boston
man taken sick in the West, when asked what he would have to

eat. They obliged his request. They gave him castor oil.

—

Med.
Advance.

Some Things That May Interest You.

It is worthy of uote that many articles in which are described obstinate

uterine disphicements, give credit to Mcintosh's Natural Uterine Supporter as

being the only one found to be of benefit. This fact is significant, and speaks

Tolumes of praise for these instruments. The Gralvanic and Faradic Battery

made hy Mcintosh, is one of the neatest we have ever seen.' It is elegant, light,

and powerful, while the price puts it within reach of all.

We call the attention of those interested to the card of Dr. C. C. Sprague, on

third page of cover. This seems to be a good chance for any one wishing to get

right into a good practice.

In the front rank of manufacturing pharmacists stands the firm of W. R.

Warren & Co. The pills made Ijy this firm we can confidently recommend as

being good, for we have used them and they have given entire satisfaction. The
granules afford an easy method of administering remedies in small but repeated

<lo9e.s, and in an entirely unol)joctionable form.

Prof. .J. B. Marvin, in I he Hospital College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.,

•writes to Battle & Co. tliat lie has i)rescribed Bromidia during the last tAvelve

niontlis witli most .satisfactwy results. He further says: "I esteem it the ano-

•dyiie and hyj)notic par t'xcdlence.'" lodia, iinolher preparation of the same firm,

receives equally higli endoisemcnls from mciiihers of the profession.

Tlie Seven Sjjrings hon and Alum Mass is not a pliarmaceutical preparation,

but is a natural product of old Motlier Eartii. In Virginia its use is very exten-

sive, and it becomes raj)idly iH>j)ular wherever it has been tried. It is tonic, al-

terative and diuretic, and is regarded ))y many as superior to all artificial prepa-

rations of Iron.

The stock of Surgical Instruments carried l)y CoUmrn, Birks & Co., of this

<;ity, IS as large as any in the West. You can get (through them) any article you
may need at short notice, antkwe can guarantee, from ])Cisonal knowledge, that

you will be treated well.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAL

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication

of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, AnteTersion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-

come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction

to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.
Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pfssaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckla
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-

port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, veiy light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, aa shown by the euts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cap and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by herjat

will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not coiTode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion. Retroversions, or any Flex-

ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in th&
most difficult cases. PrJce—To Physi cians, $8. To Patients, $ I 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'iNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 kTA.CIS.S01S STXtEET, CHIO^GO, II^Ij.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be

sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

Tills celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic

and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an iniprovid plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely

clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive end brought near together, thus lessening the

internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc avd carbons are pUced in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with

soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone

recommends the Battery.
We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of

, construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
b.ne all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before

attained We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery go.,

Noa. 19S and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, Ilili.
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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO SOBSCRIBERS

!

Wishing to give special inducements to subscribers to this Journal, I

have made arrangements for the purchase of a quantity of the tollowing

articles, which I will furnish at the lowest retail price, and in addition,

I will credit you on each order with one year's subscription to this

Journal. This offer applies equally to renewals, and new subscriptions.

These instruments are all ^irsf-c^ass in every respect, bought from responsible

partie?, and the prices are as low as offered anywhere.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS,
In hard rubber case, warranted not to lose the index, 4 or 5 inches, as de-

«ired, $2.50.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES.
A good glass barrel, in neat case, two needles and vial, $2.25.
A fine metal barrel, in morocco case, two needles and vial, $2.50.

POCKET-KNIFE AND SPATULA.
A physician's knife and spatula, two fine blades, and spatula for dis-

pensing, white handles, silver tips, warranted good steel, $2.00.

SOFT RUBBER CATHETERS.
Three Nekton's soft rubber catheters, in assorted sizes, with subscrip-

tion, $2.00.
The retail price is 60 cents each.

SPECULUM.
Hale's bi-valve Speculum, nickel-plated, best quality, said to be the best

speculum made, $5.50.
The common retail price of this instrument is from $6.00 to $7.00.

REMEMBER!
You not only get these first-class goods, postage paid, at the lowest re-

tail price, but you will also get 40 pages of first-class medical reading mat-
ter, every month for a year fix)m date of your order.

Remit by money order or registered letter. No goods sent C. O. D.
unless $1.00 is sent with the order.

Send in your order at once, so as to begin with the new volume.

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

Publisher.

204 South Jefferson St., - - - - PEORIA, ILL.
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ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Propriefor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, IlL

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.
Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE.

Kno^Arn as Reliable nearly SO Tears.
*See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture.'

H. PLANTE\ & SO^, 224 William St., ^ew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

Kmpty Capsules (7 Sizes.)
iTo, 03, Larg«:l. ITs. C 2, Smallest. Especially adapted and recom-

{Orrier by Number only.) r)ien<\ed for administering con-
Boxes 100 each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

venting irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MlU)ICATJON, Box lOU, 50 Cents.

We A\m have VAGINAL CAI'SUIvEH, varioiiB HizoB, and those n<lapted for giving medicines to

HOICME.S or CATTLE, 2 Hlzonfonnce and a lialt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box 10 Capaules, either

«iz<; ><y mail SO f,'enl».

N. B.—W»raako nil hlndn of Capsnlcs to order
N<-w articl'-fi and CapHrilirig of Private ForniulaH a specialty.

Samplcfisent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSUL£S on aU orders.

'111
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

IRON AND ALUM MASS
A Mineral Water Salts.

. This celebrated " Mineral Water " preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful "Seven Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is
not only indorsed by the best medical talent of its native.State, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for rewl merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it in his practice when con-
venient to be had, as every physician who has a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In tbe treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Ana;mia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv-
ous and Sick Headache, Dysmeiiorrhoea, Jlencrhagia, Amenorilicea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, 1 know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely witli more certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. ¥. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Va.

The " Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active
tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Richmond, Va.

From the experience already had with the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass," I
believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M. D., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the "Iron and Alum 3Iass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Anaemia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-
ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. Y., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.

In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhoea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the
Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the "Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
specific virtue.—E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic,, alterative and diuretic properties
than the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.

Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to tbe manner of preparing, uses,
and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to anj' address on application.

>9^ Retail price of the " Mass " SI per package, or 6 packages for 81.50, sent by mail,
postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druii gists.

Orders for the " Mass " sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

"WEHOLESJLXiE IDiaTJGG-ISTS
Richardson & Co., St. Louis, JIo.
Meyer Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
R. A. Robinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, Peter & Co., Louisville, Ky.
McKesson & Robbins, New York, N. Y.
Cesw«ll, Hazard & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, Richards & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, Gilpin & Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. H. Brown A Bro., Baltimore, Md.
Thomsen & Muth, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, Ladd & Co., Richmond, Va.
E. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va.
De Morille Jt Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Braun & Bruck, Columbus, Ohio.

McCarthy & Osborne, Denver, Col.
I. L. Lyons. New Orleans, La.
I. J. AW. H. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes * Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine. Garsidei Alexander, Montgomery, Ala.
W. N.Wilkerson & Co., Wemphis, Tenn.
Lamar, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga,
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, 111.

H. A. Hurlbut A Co., Chicago, 111.

0. H. Woodward & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,

j

-DEALERS IN-

^uf^idkl Ii|^tfuir\er\t^,
-AND-

ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS,
218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

i

BRACE FOR
LATEIIAL CURVATURE.

i

WASHBURN'S BRACE
POSTERIOR CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

( y-'o/'As' Disco.He.)

^3^=* Prices, aufl Directions for Measiiremeiit, fiiriiisliei on application.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc,

On hand and Made to Order.
In answerlag advertlHemenls, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

G. TIEMANN & €1

BOW-LEG BRACE. SAYRE'SIPPARATUS for RIP JOINT DISEASE,

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,
Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

YAHML AID RECTAL SPECULA,

BOUGIESm CATHETERS.

POCKET, YliL AUD INSTRDMENT CASES,

BUCt&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medicaid Monthly.
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TO lE^HiYSioi^^nsrs.

smomiD 1 ^.
FORMULA.—Every ./Zwid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and y^ gr. bach of gen. imp. ext. Oannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyarn.

DOSE.—One-AnV to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedinglj^ valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headiche, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ie?i opiates fail, tin-

like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louia, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri 3Iedical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, Mo.
(Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Si. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof, Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-

cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, III.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Bush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, U. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago Medical Jonrnid uiid Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diteaie$,

etc., Womati's Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, III.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital Medical College;

I'KESIDENT and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE,- M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dkan : Prof. Principles ami Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., LouisTille, Ky.
(Prof. Ohentist7-y, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine,
j

W. B. FLET(;HER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Uijgiifne, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, iM. D., Cl«v.!land, Ohio.
({"rof. Princiides and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster Univertily.)

H. II. I'OWELL, M. D., Clev< land, Oliio.

(I'rof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PBKPAREO ONLY BY

116 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

In angwering advertlsementB mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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/

lOSl.^
FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum, and Aromatics. Each ^uid drachm also contains rtue grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or two^wid drachms (more or less as indicated) <7iree times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the
JProfession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College; Professor Gynecology
Push Medical College.)

B. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physidians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, Si. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Stirgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'3. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Maieiia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, HoS'

pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.
(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gyniecology, Detroit Medical

College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.
(Prof. Materia Medica and 'Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

3. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

(Ex-President Dlinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Oll-re Street, - . . . . ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sboxen by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, •who have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tTvo

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire ilediral Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyono question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for;the consideration of sr-ientific medical men.

Being supplied atthessme prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
tainingfuUy double tJie qucnUity of Diastase and nuirilive elements to befound in the
best of th 6771, it can be prescribed at less than "one-half the expense.

Extracts shoxcing the value of Maltink in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Coiistructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of .'^lalt in the market, I purchased from difTerent druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from, three ta

• fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainks, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Hush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least Ave times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Dorkmus.

Inils guperiorUy to the Extract of Malt prepared from, Barley alone 1 consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. U. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, M<>

After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in
both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most ajjplicable to the
largeHt number of patients, and superior to any remedy of Its class.

Pkof. L. p. Vandell, In Louisville Medical JVew*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to Htand In the front rank of the constructlves ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
iweful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1880.
An IncreaHlnj? experience In the use of MALTINE coufirms my former

opinion aHtolts j^reat therapeutic value, and I should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. H. Dkmstkr, M. D.,

I'rof. Ohttel. and IHs. Worn, and Children, Vnivertily of Mich., and in Darlmoulh Colleg*

In answering advertisements, mention the Pkokxa Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India -with a request that they

thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies -which

are g-enerally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports ah-eady received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz:

FIRST : —That Maltine (plain) increases iveight and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJSfD:— That Maltine, Maltine luith Peptones,
and Maltine luith Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in ivasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-

structive agent noiu hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH .- — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and, strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Ejctracts of Malt.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia.

MAiTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

*Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its
preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., there'iy retaining: all the nu-
tritive and digestive age'its unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the .\lbuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

^g'-We will forward gratuitously a SI.00 bottle of any of tlie above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: i

, 196 Fulton Street,
lonkerson the Hudson-

( TSTew "STork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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MALTOPEPSINE-TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The experience we have had of many years as Manufacturing Pharmacists,
has brought us more or less in regular contact with the medical profession and
its wants, and has afforded us advantages for experiment, study and practical
development, which liave engaged our attention in perfectingnew and more effi-

cacious agents for physicians' use in the control, subjection, treatment and cure
of diseases, and we trust the Medical Profession will feel assured that in no in-
stance shall we solicit their attention, except we have some production worthy
of their highest consideration and confidence.

We would respectfully call your attention to our new preparation Maltopep-
sine, which we regard a very important Remedial Agent for Indigestion, Consti-
pation, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy. Nervousness, Loss of Appetite, all

forms of Gastric Derangement, Atonic Diarrhoea, and Indigestive Diarrhcea of
children. This valuable remedy contains the digestive and nutritive properties
ot the grain unimpaired, combined with the active agents of digestion, viz: Dias-
tase, Pepsine, Lactic Acid, Hydrochloric Acid, with a small addition of Phos-
phoric Acid, Powdered Firwein, and tlie Bromide and Chloride of Aluminium

and Sugar of Milk. TESTIMONIALS:
R. K. Clark, M. D., Georgia, Vt.:

Gentlemen—A medical friend gave me a
small sample bottle of your Maltopepsine,
which I took with apparent decided benefit. I

did not vomit during the week I had the med-
icine to take, nor have I been troubled up to

this time, and as I do not wish to be without so

valuable a medicine, I enclose two dollars with
the request to have you send me by return mail
the value of the money sent. I am very confi-

dent it will entirely cure me, as the small
amount used acted so favorably. I would like

also to use it in my practice, as it will certainly
prove very beneficial in all cases of dyspepsia.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Dec. 11, '79.

Messrs. Tilden & Co.—Having suffered for

same months past from Gastric derangement
and most distressing dyspeptic symptoms, I was
instructed bj' my physician a week or two ago,

to make a trial of your new preparation Malto-
pepsine, and I am happy to say it has given me
more relief than any other remedy 1 have ever
tried. The disagreeable nausea and vomiting
after eating have altogether disappeared, my
appetite is better than for a long time—the sick

headaches that caused mo so much annoyance
have ceaaed to trouble me, and my general
health seems fully re-established. These good
results are due entirely to Maltopepsine, and
I feel it an act of justice to you, and a duty to

others who may be suffering from like causes,

to state the facts of the case.

Yours, Resp'lly, J. H. .Johnston.
C. A. MosiiKK, Druggist, West Troy. N. V.

Messrs. Tildkn & Co.—You certainly have
got a wonderful prejiaration in your Maltojiep-
bine. I gave the samples to the doctors, and
every one of tlieui speak in its favor and say it

is far superior to any similar preparation.
One doctor gave it when Lactopeptine had

failed liim, and to his surprise was just the
thing.

H. M. WIIJ40N, M.D., N. Y., Nov. 10, '79.

Gentlemen— I consider your Maltopepsine
the most valuable remedy ever known for Dys-
pepsia and ullforinH of Gastric derangement.

Indianola, Iowa, .Ian. 21, 1880.

TiLDEN & Co.—Have used your Maltopepsine
in a case of obstinate vomiting in pregnancy,
when everything had failed. The result was
very gratifying—so much so, that I wish you to

send me one pound of Maltopepsine by express

at once. Yours truly,

E. L. Baker, M. D.

E. M. Bibber, M. D., Bath, Me.
Says : "Have been using your Maltopepsine

freely and with the most perfect satisfaction,

preferring it to any similar preparation
known."

A. T. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Reports that so far as he had used our Malto-

pepsine, he had found it far superior to any
other preparation he has ever used.

New Lebanon, N. Y., Feb. 5, 1880.

X. T. Bates, M. D.
Messrs. Tilpen & Co.—Of late I have been

using yorrjiew preparation, the Maltopepsine,

and am so highly pleased with its action, that I

am induced to give you the results of my ex-

perience with it. Almost invariably this rem-
edy has given mo satisfaction, and in several

cases of dyspepsia and irritable stomach, when
the several preparations of Pepsin and Bismuth
and kindred agents have failed, the use of

Maltopepsine has been a complete success. I

regard it particularly useful in debility of the

stomach following acute or chronic gastritis,

and that attendant upon convalescence from all

exhausting diseases.

In vomiting of pregnancy it is a superior

remedy. It will be fouiul highly useful in the

diarrhoea of children; which is generally , de-

poiKlent upon imperfect digestion.

The alumiiiinm which you have incorporated

into it is a happy idea. 1 heartily recommend
it to the profession.

E. M. Fuller, M. D., Bath, Me.
Speaks in the highest terms of our Malto-

pepsine, also of our Saccharated—thinks the

latter the strongest he has ever used.

FORMULA OF MALTOPEPSINE.
Sugar of Milk 3.5 oz. I Pepsine 16 oz. I Hydrochloric Acid Sfl.dr.

Nutritivesof the Grain... 10 " Diastiiso 1! dr. Phosphoric Acid 3" "

Powdered Firwein 7'- | Lactic Acid 511. dr. j
Aluminium 3 •' o«.

PRICE LIST.
MaltopepHJne, <\n oz. hot.) per oz 8 .75 |

We also prepare the various Elixirs
" " doz... 7.fX) and Syrups in combination with Malto- %

" (^ ft), hot.) " ft HM I
pepsine.

Prepared by Tilden ^ Co.,New licbanon, N. Y., and 34 Liberty St., W. Y.
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lODO BROMIDE OF CALCIUM COMP.

An EPITOME of the numerous cases reported monthly
in the Journal of Materia Medica embracing the following

diseases, sent on appliculioti:

Scrofula; Scrofulous enlargement of the cervical glands; Scrofulous
affections of the bone; Scrofulous swelling and abscess of the knee;
Scrofulous Eczema; White Swelling ; Scrofulous swelling of the glands
of the neck.

Cancerous affections; Cancerous affections complicated with Scrofula;
Iiupus.

Necrosis of the Tibia, Femur and Ilium ; Osteo-Periostitis ; Exostosis
of Ulna; Caries of Vertebra; Synovitis of knee joint; Hip joint dis-

eases ; Anchylosis.
Psoriasis ; Prurigo. Tuberculous affections of the bones.
Skin Diseases of all kinds. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.
Syphilis; Syphilitic sore throat ; Gonorrhoea.
Enlargement of the Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys.
Bronchocele; Goitre; Exophthalmic Goitre.
Epilepsy; Otorrhoea; Deafness.
Diphtheria; Erysipelas; Erysipelas with Scrofula; Tonsillitis.

Gangrene of the Lungs ; Dry Gangrene ; Pleuro-Pneumonia.
Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of the lodo Bromide Salts.

WITH HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDUM,

And Alteratives as Stillingin, Menispermin, Dulca-

marin, Rumicin and Conicine.

For some time we have made specially this preparation, to meet those cases
constantly occurring in the practice of Physicians, in which the impression of
mercury Is required, and it has been the custom of many in the most inveterate
cases of Scrofula, and particularly in thatof Scrofulo-Syphilis, to give for a week
this combination of one one-hundredth of a grain to each fluid dram, and then
resume the Elixir plain, alternating as circumstances indicate. In this special
combination, we have increased the Stillingin and other alteratives specially
applicable to the treatment of Syphilis and its complications, from that used in
the plain Elixir.

Each fluid ounce contains seventy-two grains of lodo Bromide Comp. Salts,
and eight one-hundredths of a grain of Hydrargyri Bichloridum.

WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.
We have added to our list the Elixir lodo Bromide of Calcium Comp. with

Iodide of Potassium. Each ounce contains 72 grains of the lodo Bromide Comp.
Salts, with 32 grains of Iodide of Potassium. The vegetable alteratives are the
same as in the plain Elixir.

TIL.DEN <&. CO., Nevr Lebanon, N. Y., and »4: Liberty St., New Tork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TBCE

WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
oip os:io^c3-o.

The Twelfth Annual Courses of Lectures commence the Third day of
October and Continue twenty-one weeks. The Spring Course of Instruction
commences about the first day of March and continues twelve weeks.

OFACXJLTY :

WM. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., President,
Professor of Obstetrics.

T. DAVI.S FITCH, M. D.,
Professor of Gynajcology.

CHAS. WARRINGTON EARLE, M. D.,
Treasurer,

Professor of Diseases of Children.

ISAAC N. DANFORTH, M. D.,
Professor of Pathologry and Diseases of

Kidneys.

JOHN E. OWENS, M. D.,
Professor of Surgery.

HENRY M. LTMAN, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of

Jleilicine.

DANIEL R. BROWER, M. D.,
Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases

and Medical Jurisprudence.

SARAH HACKETT STEVENSON, M. D.,
Secretary,

Professor of Obstetrics.

DAVID W. GRAHAM. A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

PLYM. S. HAYES, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicoligy.

WM. J. MAYNARD, A. M., M. D.,
Prof of Therapeutics and Dermatology.

WM. T. MONTGOMERY, M. D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.

E. FLETCHER INGALS, A. M., M. D.,
CliLlcal Professor of Diseases of the Chest

and Throat.

F. L. WADSWORTH, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology and Histology.

MARIE J. MERGLER, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica.

JOHN O. HOBBS, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Leeturei-s aiicl A.ssista^iits
EMMA T. GASTON, M. D..

Lecturer on Physioloej', and Assistant at
Gyntecological Clinic.

JENNIE E. HAYNER, M. D.,
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy.

ROBERT S. HALL, M. D
,

Clinical Lecturer on Obstetrics, and in
charge of the outside Obstetrical

Department.

BYRON W. GRIFFIN, M.D.,
Lecturer on Etiology and Hygiene.

The Faculty of this In.stitution is now prepared to otter facilities for
the Medical Education of Women, unexcelled by those of any institution
in the country. Special attention of students is directed to the following
facts:

1. Tlie College Building is new and complete in all its ajipointmenis.
2. The abundant oppDrtuniMes for Clinical and Pathological study.
3. The abundant facilities for private or class instruction in Physical

Diagnosis, Analytical Chemistry, Toxicology, Urinalysis, Surgical Manip-
ulation, Necro.scopy, etc.

4. The eligil)ility of the graduates of the Woman's College to the ex-
aminations for resident positicnis in the various hospitals throughout the
city. The intkknks to the two Hospitals for Women are all selected from
lady physicians.

o. The Jiealthfulness of the City of Chicago and the ease with which
it may be reached from all points.

For further information, or Annual Announcement, address

SARAH IIACKETT STEVP:NS0N, M. D.,

W. H. BYFOKD, A. M., M. D., secretary.

PRESIDENT,
iXiS tState St., Chicago.

Jt-*a.lmer House, Chicago.

In anHwerlng advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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EDICAL COLLEGE.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY.

SESSIOIsTS 0:F 1881-'82.

H. A. JOHNSON, A.M., M. D.,

Emeritus Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

N. S. D WIS, L.L. D., Dean,
Professor of Principles and Practice of

Medicine and of Clinical Medicine.

EDMUND ANDREWS, A. M., M. D.,
.Professor of Clinical Surgery.

RALPH N. ISHAM, M. D.,
Professor of Principles and Practice of

Surgery.

EDWARD W. .7ENKS, M. D., L L. D.,

Professsor of Medical and Surgical Dis-
eases of Women and of Clinical

Gynecology.

E. O. P. KOOLER, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of
Cliildren.

SAMUEL J. JONES, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Ophthalmologv and Otology.

J. H. HOLLISTER, M. D.,
Professor of General Pathology and

Pathological Anatomy.

J. S. JEWELL, A.M.. M. D,
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases.

Wm. E, QUINE, M. D
,

Professor of Materia Bledica, General Ther-
apeutics and Hygiene.

MARCUS P. HATFIELD, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Jurisprudence.

LESTER CURTIS, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Histology.

R. L. REA, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

HENRY GRADLE, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology.

ROSWELL PARK, A. M., M. D.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy.

The Collegiate Year in this In.stitution consists of a REGULAR AUTUMN AND WINTER SES-
SION, a special SESSION FOR PRACTITIONERS, and a SPRING SESSION. THE REGULAR SES-
SION begins September 27, 1881, and closes March 28, 1882.

This College was the first in the United States to adopt a graded sj-stem of instruction. All appli-

cants for admission must possess at least a good English education, and present full evidence of the same.
If an applicant has received the degree of A. B., or presents a certificate from some reputable Scientific

School, High School or Academy, no matriculation examination will be required ; otherwise he must sus-

tain a satisfactory examination before a committee of the Faculty. . The students are divided into First
Year, Second Year .4.nd Third Ye.\r Classes, instructions being given simultaneously in different

lecture rooms. All students are advised to pursue the three years graded course, but if students so elect,

they can enter the middle course if they have studied medicine for one year previously, and can sustain

a satisfactory examination upon the studies embraced in the First Year Course.

The Clinical advantages of this College, with the great number of Dispensary, College Clinic and
Hospital patients, cannot be surpassed. All professors of practical branches are members of the staff of

Mercy or Cook. County Hospital, or other charities. Students receive instruction, by the Faculty or
Assistants, without extra charge, those special branches which in some Institutions are considered as the
perquisites of private teachers, for which additional fees are required (such as Gynecology, Ophthalm-
ology, Otology, Laryngology, Physical Diagnosis, etc.) For several sessions each senior student has had
the privilege of attending upon one or more obstetrical cases, and of witnessing important obstetrical

operations.

It is the aim of the Faculty to make all instruction in this College pre-eminently practical.

THE PRACTITIONERS' COURSE, designed for Practicing Physicians only, was inaugurated last

year. It has proven so satisfactory to all concerned that it will be continued and constitute a portion of
each Collegiate year. This course will begin the day following the public Commencement exercises, and
continue for four weeks, affording by means of didactic and daily clinical instruction, special advantages to

physicians for a rapid, yet thorough, practical review of the most important subjects in Medicine and
Surgery. The SPRING SESSION consists of Recitations, Laboratory and Dispensary work, and Clinical

and Didactic Lectures, beginning April 22, 1882, and closing June 1st, 1882.

Fees for Collegiate Year (except Practitioners' Course), S«~5. Registration Fee, !(S5. Demon
strator's Ticket, !*5. Laboratory Ticket, iSi.5. Mercy Hospital Ticket, !»6. Final Examination Fee,

S>30. For Practitioners' Course,' Includiug Laboratory, Anatomical and Hospital Tickets, !fi>30.

For the Annual Announcement and Catalogue, or for any information relating to the College,

address

N. S. DAVIS, M. D., L.L. D.,

6.5 Randolph St., Chicago, III..

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-
nouncennent, address the Secretary,

Jkme^ S. ':E<tl^erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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PEORIA, PEKIN & JACKSONVILLE RAILWAY,
THE ROUTE TO TAKE FOR

Pekin, Havana,
Springfield, Virginia,

Beardsto-wn, Jacksonville,
Alton, Quincy, Hannibal,

And all Points South and South-west,

THE FAVORITE ROUTE TO

w^jSkmm,M.m oi'r'r M.mm T'^m 'wm.mw^
Leavenwortli, Atchison, St. Joseph,

Lawrence, Topeka, Fort Scott,
Baxter Springs, Newton, "Wichita,

Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Leadville>

And all points in KANSAS and COLORADO.

GEORGE SKINNER, CHAS. MACABE,
Manager. General Ticket Agent.

DR. L. D. M'INTOSH'S

or Unm Eell

If this new combination could be seen and tested by the medical profession

few, if any, words would be needed from us in its favor, for it combines utility

with simplicity in such perfection that seeing it is convincing proof of its great

value. The medical profession to-day acknowledge, almost universally, Electro-

Therapeutics. . , , ,i
This combination is composed of sixteen cells, placed in pockets on a belt.

Each cell is made of hard vulcanized rubber, lined with a copper cell, which
constitutes the negative plate. The rubber coating perfectly insulates each cell.

The positive plates are of zinc, wrapped in a porous material to absorb the ex-

citing fluid, and prevent contact with the copper, and permit the current to pass
from the copper to the zinc.

'

^ ^ ^ ,

Thus the cells are charged without wetting the belt, and the discomfort fol-

lowing to the patient. A wire is soldered to each zinc plate, which connects
with the copper cell by entering a tube on its side, thus rendering the belt

pliable.
The Mcintosh Electric Belt is superior to all others for the following reasons:

It is composed of sixteen cells—thus giving a powerful current. A current
selector is so arranged that one or more cells can be used at pleasure. There is

not anything irritating about the Belt, as is the case with all other contrivances
where the metal used is wet with weak acids and placed next to the skin. The
electrodes are pieces of metal covered similar to ordinary battery electrodes,

and connected with the cells by connecting cords. By this arrangement, a cur-

rent from the Belt can be applied to produce a general or local effect.

Physicians who have used this Belt in their practice do not hesitate to re-

commend it to the profession.

PRICE, $10.00; "WITH SUSPENSORY, $1250.

Our pamphlet on Medical Electricity sent free on application. Address,

IcINTOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY COMPANY, 192 and 194 Jackson St., Chicago, 111.

In answering advertisements mention the Pbobia Medicai. Monthly.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
M ¥''P' Q)-P HlQ)'S P Hl-ll -Ti: S3 rOJr- •

LltMl
E

M^M n S) O B) A
. PERFECT, RERM^><tE:i>iT, PAI7ATA.BLE.

The well known virtues of this pieparatiou that has now been before the profession for a number of
yeurs, hardly requires comment from us. Bvit we desire i'or the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expresslj' for us,
and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifyinjr, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is pertectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all duo deference if thej' will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we |bclieve Iheir prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to iiresoribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anajmic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in geneial nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unecpialed by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respeotfiill}' ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula— .50 per cent, of jnire Ood Liver Oil, fi grs. of the Hypoi)hosplnte of Lime, and 8 grs of the

IlypopboBphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the iirofessinn t(i this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account ofi there nut being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
liluimmiJi Franfjnla, in the Surm of our Bmklhnrn Coritinl with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assist.-mce of the profession in pidiiiotlng its growth and giving it the position it de-
serveHaManiedi'-inp. Jt Meems to l.e almost a siiecific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but ••fliciently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
th*- same time producing a tonic effect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers tlw- dose may be
fcradualiy ilecreiwed until a normal comlition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, OK we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to Heciire itx tnie active principle.
We combine it with aroniatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

tienfiitive Atnmacli. Wo shall he very glad to furnish samples free to all jihysicianK upon application,
giving instructionH for its use, etc. Prepared by Scott & Bownk.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We reKpectfiilly Hilbniit theat)r,M- rlfgant prfp^ualion to the tiotic(! of the pii>f"Ssioii, and desire tliem
to fHTor UN with a trial 8<i faras it lias bi-<-n tf>!ti-d.it has in.'t with tlifir entire approval ; and we !.olii-ve
It in not only dextined to take the place of the cnnle oil, but to bi- n-iccl niiu li more extensively. In our
proc.i'wi of emnNirytng, it Is not only pernuwent and pnhil.ihlr, Imt is ilejirivcd enlirvly of its griping prop-
<^rtl<-«. In lt< adniiniKtralion.it requires v<-rv little mon- than the crudf! oil, but the experience of the
F'hjKJdan will iKKin xulde him In its use. It is put up in -1 o/,. liottbs, that sell for ;!.') cents; also in
<jnartH (or phyxicianM to preficrib<- an dfj-ired. .Saniplis will In- fiii iilslicd f»e on ap))ljratiori. Formula :—
'^) per rent. t,f I'ure fold I'nucd Oitlor Oil. V, j,rr re„f. CUemmiUii I'lire (;l,/r,:ri„e.

Prejmr'il liy

8C0TT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In aofwering advertlBeruentH mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK" LAfHETMT FOR THE HAM!
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

-and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

§03 South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 H/LJ^XJSr STiKEEO?,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
U. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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2^rri?rBs.JLXjS, BOOIKia.
SH£L.IiS. FOSSIIiS, BIRDS, £GGS,

And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

BIT j^. E. FOOTS, 3^. X).
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

fProfessor of Chemistry and IMineralogy; Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science; Life

member of the Academy of Nat. Sciences, Phila., and American Museum of Nat. Hist., Central Park, N.Y. City.)

Specimens sent to a'.y part of the world by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's Leisun

Hour of ^2 pa-'cs sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiums see each monthly issue.

1 receivcd°thehighestawardgivcnto any one at theCentennial ExpositioaofiSye, and the only award and medal

iny Ameiican for " Collections of Minerals."

I

I

MvMineralosical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, heavy paper So cents, bound

doth 7^ cents" "fheep <i > fcalf «i .25, cloth interleaved $i, \i sheep interleaved $1.25, 3 k calf interleaved ^1.50, (pnce-li

Sone^e pp 3 «nts) It is profuse /illustrated, and the%'rfnter and engraver charged me about $1,100 before a coj

w^l'trucSoff By Seans oftL table of species and accompanying tables most species may be vei ified. The pnce-l.st

r"eSn?chec^H^rcontaining the names of allthe species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabet.caL

^dpScd by the species number. The species number indicates the place of any mineral in the table of specie

Ktwlubeffifhe species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture hardness specific gravity

fullbilit^and c^stallization. I have very iLny species not on the price list, and some that I had in 1876 are no long.

^ "°''^"

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, et al.

The conection=; of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works c

Mineralol^-aUlheSpal^ The collections are labelled with printed label that can only be remov.

by soaS ' ThflaMs ofthe I !o;tnd higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, loca ity. ancT

mostS, the compor.ition of fhe Mineral! the^Js-Oo, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogueai

table of species. The sizes given are average ; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.

Cryitala and fragments
Stadent's 8ize, larger
Amat«ur'B bIzb, iYi '1 XlJ^
High .School or Aij^'louiy size, •iY^/V/i in., Shelf Specimens.,

College Biz^f, ojj/'i in., Sliflf SpecimeiiH

25
in bo.x

% 50
1 .50

.50

in box

$1 00
3 00

100
in box

$2 00
6 00

100

SI 00
5 00

10 00
25 00
50 (X)

200

S2 00
10 00
25 00
50 00
150 00

300

25

.50

100

300

I have now over forty ton, and over rA^K) worth of Mineral, mostly crytallized, in stock. It is well recognized tb

my price* are lower and my Hpecimons better U\n-\\o.<\ than those of any other dealer in the country. This is mainly ni

X» the iniiiien»e Bt^jck 1 carry (the largest in minerals of any in the country) and my system of printed labels attacnea

the Hpecimens.

flhellB &C.—lean pnt up collections of shells at the following low rates: 25 Genera, 25 species, 81.00 ;
in bo

r.25. r»(;e„..ra, KJO BpecioH 85(1(1; in box, 8(i.(K). KJO Genera, m) species, 825.00. 200 Genera, 1,000 species, S15UI

2MJ Gcnira, !.}%*) specie*, f.VX).0(J.

Catalogue of 2,50r) «i)ecicg of Shells, made for me by George W. Tyron, jr., who has labelled nearly all my shell",

cenU, prlnte.l on heavy paper with genus label list, 10 cents. I have purchased one or two of the most celebratea coin

Uon» known, and have now over 2,f/)0 lb*., 3,(X)f) species, an<l :!0,(KK) specimens of Shells and Corals m stock. C»taloga«

Birdii, KKgii, Kyes, Skins, Ptc.,'»U;., .'J cents. Catalogues of iiooks. Hi pp., ca. 3 cts. Medicine, etc., 48 pp., 5 cts. \rm

pcclfy exactly what cla»« of books you wish catalogues of.)

Sen-I for the NaturalutCn Lnmre Hour, giving full particulars. Specimen copy free. You will confer a double favorl

handing this to B'jme physician or other person interested in science.

In anBwerlng advertlHementa mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fe2 O3 PO5).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO,P05).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

For Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Jfervousness,,

Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difificulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Frepared aceordiiig to the directions of Prof. E. ISf. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate^a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DK. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says

:

Hoi-sford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage bej'ond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in neiTOus diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DE. EEUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-
liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate-
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attea*

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUWFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to
Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to pi'oduce its various components iu an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without liesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.
Sugar of Milk 40 ounces.

|
Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.

Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine (j ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOPE PTI N E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
versal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, Vniversiti/ of the City of New York.

SAMUEL' R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor Materia Medico, New York Medical OoUefje.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,
Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent ; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col.elc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, "M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.,
Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jelf. Bledical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hos.

W. \V. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Prin. and Prnc. Surq., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hosjntal.

ALFRED f: a. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
T^of. of Obstetrics, Universili/ of Vermont.

i). W, YANDELL, M. D.,
Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.

L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,
Prof, of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, Unioernly of Louisville, Ky.

ROBT. RATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,
Emerilui Prof, of Ohslelrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,

Not. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O. BOX, 1574.

In answering advertisements mention the Peohia Medical Monthly.
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SOLUBLE COMPRESSED

The followiug formulse and combinations embrace all those in general

request. Others will be added as the demands of the profession warrant
their manufacture.

We claim for our Hyj)odermic Tablets :

Absolute accuracy of dose.

Ready and entire solubility. '

Perfect preservation of the drug,

Their convenience and utility will at once be apparent on examination.

Morphine Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Sodfe Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Sodte Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphi£e Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Sodoe Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphioe Sulphas 1-6 grain,
Sodee Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphia? Sulphas 1-8 grain,
Soda? Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiaj Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Sodfe Sulphas 1-4 grain.

ilorphiffi Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Atroplfe Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodse Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphife Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Atropife Sulphas 1-120 grain,
Sodre Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphia? Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Atropia? Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodte Sulplias 1-4 grain.

Morphine Sulphas 1-6 grain,
Atropia? Sulphas 1-180 grain.
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiae Sulphas 1-8 grain,
Atropiae Sulphas 1-200 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphiae Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Atropiae Sulplias 1-250 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

We are under many obligations to Professor Roberts Bartholow, who
from his thorough scientific investigations ^nd extensive experience in
hypodermic medication, is recognized as the highest authority on the sub-
cutaneous treatment of disease, for suggestions and advice in regard to ihe
care required in preparing our Hypodermic Tablets, also for the kind in-
terest in devising the above formuhB.

His book on •' Hypodermic Medication " is well-known as the stand-
ard work on that subject, and has reached a third edition.

The success of our efforts to furnish the medical profession a much
needed improvement in hypodermic medication is due to the bappy sug-
ge.?tion of Dr. H. Augustus Wilson and to the kind interest of other med-
ical friends, who have advised us as to the absolute essentials in preparing
so delicate and important a series of medicaments.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
1412 & 1414 Walnut St., Pbila.

In answering advertisements mention the Pko?.!! Medic'ai. Monthly.
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Soluble Sjlk^tid Skilled dkp^ule^.

We desire to secure the attention of medical practitioners to tlie Soluble Elastic Filled Cajisules of
our recent introduction into this countrj'. These Capsules are so different, both in appearance and
qtiality, from any heretofore placed on the American market that we especially request that opinion
regarding them may not be prejudiced by previous knowledge of a similar class of goods.

Our Capsules are manufactured after a method not previously employed in this country, workmen
and apparatus having been especially imported from Germany for the purpose. Our claims of superiority
for them are based on the following qualities :

1'T~'1~^:„ T~''pQ ri O'OQ "pori r^ V" 1'1"?3' ^''^ mado of the finest quality of white
• -L ildi J- A ctllo^dl tJllOjf • gelatine and are perfectly transparent, permit-

ting a full inspection of their contents. This property is calculated to prevent the sophistication possible

under the use of opaque gelatine.

2. Their Elasticity and Lubricity, ^.^r tircapfuier^a^
completely as possible, everything which prevents their easy deglutition. They may be easily moulded
between the finger and thumb, and when held for a moment in the mouth the action of the saliva on
the gelatine covers them with a mucilaginous coating which greatly facilitates their swallowing.

3. The Quality of their Contents. gJXn" ^o^thj^i^y
finest quality obtainable. We invite the closest scrutiny of their contents, and physicians who epecify
our brand in their prescriptions need have no apprehension on this point.

4 0* —.1 , , T^-j 1 ^ *-^ The solubility of these capsules may be determined by the simplest test.

• OCJi U. Ulll Lj^ . Allowed to lie loosely in the mouth the contents escape in from two to
three minutes, and there is not the remotest possibility of the capsules passing intact with the fajces, aa

is sometimes the ease with the ordinary filled capsules.

6'T~''l-»y3.:y3 <^i'7C»c Heretofore the filled capsules offered the profession of this country
• J. lldl Ol^CO, have not contained more than ten minims of the liquid. We have

in our list caj'sules containing all the way from ten minims to half an ounce. Tlie larger capsules are
designed more particularly for the administration of cod liver and castor oils. Notwithstanding their

size, they are, owing to their elasticity and lubricity, swallowed as readily as an oyster. The advantages
of such capsules are too obvious to require enumeration.

These capsules are put up in a style in keeping with their elegance, in boxes containing one, two
and three dozen.

The following few formuljB selected from the list will convey an idea of the class of ingredients with
which these capsules are filled :

Castor Oil,
10 minims.

Castor Oil and Podophyllln,
Castor Oil, lU minims.
Podophyllin, Vo grain.

Cod Liver Oil, Best Norwegian,
10 minims.

Cod Liver Oil and Creosote (2 grs.)
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Creosote, 2 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodoform.
Cod I.iver Oil, 10 minims.
Iodoform, :2 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus, (1-60),
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Phosphorus, 1-(J0 grain.

Crude Petroleum Mass,
10 minims.

Cod Liver Oil and Creosote, (1 grs.)
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims,
CreoMjte, 4 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodide of Iron,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Iodide i)f lion, 3-^ grain.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodine,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Iodine, '/^ grain.

Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus a-30j,
Cod Lirer Oil, 10 minims.
PhoHphorus, 1-30 grain.

Phosphorated Oil, Compound,
Phosphorated Oil, (1-60 gr.) 10 minima.
Extract Jsux Vomica, J4 grain.

Phosphorated Oil, (1-50 gr.)
1-50 gr. Phosphorus in lOmin. of Oil.

Cod Liver Oil,

5 grams.

Cod Liver Oil,
1.5 grams.

Copaiba, Cubebs and Sandalwood Oil,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 rnanims.
Essential Oil of Cubebs, 2 minims.
Sandalwood Oil, East India, 2 minima.

Copaiba, Cubebs, and Buchu,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minims,
Etherial Extract Cubebs, 2 minims.
Extract Buchu, 'i minims.

Copaiba, Cubebs and Rhatany,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minims,
Ethereal Ext. Cubebs, 2 minims.
Extract Rhatany, 2 minims.

Oil Of Eucalyptus, 5 gtts..

With Sweet Almond Oil q. 9. ad 10 min.

Oil of Male Fern and Kameela,
Oil of Male Fern, minims,
Kameela, 5 grains.

Castor Oil,
5 grams.

Castor Oil,
15 grams.

^^"Senil for special descriptive circular, "Filled Elastic Gelatine Capsules."

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.. Manufacturing Chemists.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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AnT. I.—Colles" Fractiu'e. By J. Mukphy, M. D. Concluded from the July

number.

There has beeu much diver2:ence of opinion among sur-

geons respecting the influence which muscular action exercises

in producing the peculiar displacements of the lower fragment
of the radius, which so often forms a conspicuous and annoying
complication of this fracture, that it is necessary I should
specially refer to the subject. It must be remembered that the
displacement is entirely, or almost entirely, confined to the de-

tached carpal end of the bone, and that if muscular action has
any agency in producing this displacement, it must be, or would
most probably be, of a direct and positive character. Looking
at the peculiar position which the detached piece or pieces

assume, if that position is the result of muscular action, some
particular set of muscles should be shown in a very definite

manner to have produced it. Such a demonstration ought not
to be difficult, and ought not to be delayed. Their existence
and action should be shown. The peculiar nature of the dis-

placements renders it difficult to conceive that they can re-

sult from indirect muscular action. The muscles producing
it, if muscular action does produce it, must be inserted into
the detached end of the radius; but as there are only two mus-
cles attached there, neither of which I will demonstrate, can
liave any influence in producing the displacements, I am obliged
to conclude that muscular action has no factorage in the matter.

The flexor and extensor muscles can have no power in in-

fluencing the position of the detached fragment, as they merely
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pass over it without attachment. It is possible that the supinator

lougus and brevis may at the moment of the fracture produce a

sudden supine motion of the shaft of the radius, just as the

pronator radii teres and the pronator quadratus may effect a sud-

den motion in the opposite direction, but as both of those actions

are wholely rotary, except the lateral action of the pronator
quadratus, it is hardly conceivable that either of them are con-

cerned in the peculiar displacement of the bone. If any bony
displacement should occur as the result of this muscular action,

it would not be of the character which is ordinarily present, but
would be simply a change in the opposite surfaces of the shaft

of the bone and its detached carpal end. The purely lateral

action which the pronator quadratus can exercise in this frac-

ture, can have no influence on the position of the lower frag-

ment ; as under any circumstances, it could only draw the

upper part of the detached end of the radius a little closer to

the ulna, and this only where the fracture occurs three-quarters

of an inch or more above the articulation. If it is close to the

articulation, or a little above the epiphysis, no lateral displace-

ment in the direction of the ulna could occur.

The high authority which we have, that a very definite

agency is exercised by the extensor muscles of the thumb in

producing displacement of the carpal end of the radius, and
drawing it up with the carpus on to the dorsum of that bone,
ought to induce an exhaustive examination of the possible and
probable action of those muscles. I have endeavored unpreju-
dicedly to make that examination, and am unable to ascertain

that the traction of the three extensor muscles can have any
direct or i-ndirect action in complicating the fracture, except a
dislocation accompanied it. J^one of those muscles have any
direct or indirect attachment to the part of the radius which ia

liable to be displaced in this fracture, and therefore it is difficult

to conceive what agency they could have in accomplishing
the displacement. Muscular action, except in the case which
I am about to refer to, I believe has very little, if any, agency
in complicating this fracture. That it has, is scarcely within the

region of probability, and to go beyond that region is neither
logical nor scientific.

If any muscular action produces any mischievous influ-

ence here, it is most probably through the supinator longus,
which is inserted into the base of the styloid process of the

radius. Acting as this muscle does in the axis of the forearm,
it is not probable that it has any agency in the matter. If it

had it would be to displace the lower fragment outwards, in

which it would be antagonized by the action of the quadratus
pronator.

The symptoms of this accident are usually sufficiently con-
spicuous to warrant the experienced surgeon in expressing a
positive opinion regarding it ; but not unfrequently it is impo-
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litic or impossible to peril any such opinion. In cases where
the fracture is from half an inch to one inch above the carpal

articulation, where the lower fragment is not longitudinally

fractured, and where the swelling is not considerable, a gener-

ally correct diagnosis can be formed, and a confident opinion

may be safely expressed. In other cases, where the fracture is

close to the articulation, where the lower fragment is broken

into several pieces, and those pieces displaced perhaps in differ-

ent directions, and the swelling and tenderness are very great,,

there should be great caution in expressing any positive opin-

ion. In all injuries of the wrist the swelling is more consider-

able and the sensitiveness more acute than in injuries of a

similar or kindred character occurring elsewhere. A case of

CoUes' fracture may be mistaken for a severe bruise or sprain,

or for a mild sub-luxation of the wrist. In all of those other

accidents affecting the carpal joint, the pain and swelling are

equally great, and the deformity is equally as conspicuous as in

CoUes' fracture, occurring without any or much displacement,

and they may be occasionally mistaken for that fracture,,

especially if the surgeon has had only limited opportunities of

observing the latter accident. Hence the being able to discrim-

inate between the various accidents affecting the wrist is not

merely a matter of useless refinement in diagnosis, but also

one of paramount practical importance.

Sub-luxation, if not considerable, and the swelling not very

great, may be distinguished by feeling the edge of the radius pro-

truding beyond the carpus, while the axis of the hand and fore-

arm will be deranged by the hand being slightly bent either

backward or forward, according to the direction of the sub-

luxation, and also by the intense pain which is produced by at-

tempting to restore the proper axis. In severe sprains and in-

juries of the wrist the swelling is always great, but it is generally

uniform, and there is no derangement of the axis of the hand
and forearm. Very little information can, I think, be gleaned

respecting those injuries by the degree of motion which is pres-

ent in the joint, as in all of them it is very limited and very

painful. While then the surgeon may be occasionally embar-
rassed in forming a correct diagnosis of CoUes' fracture, still in

the majority of cases the symptoms will be sufficiently positive

and conspicuous. While the pain, swelling and difficulty of

motion are not greater than in the minor injuries to which I

have been referring, we find that the swelling here has not the

uniformity or puffiness which characterize them, but that on th^

contrary it is firm, irregular and undulating. "On looking at

the injured limb sideways, a considerable dorsal prominence
will be observed situated on the back of the carpus. Imme-
diately underneath this on the palmer aspect of the wrist, oppo-
site the annular ligament, there is a remarkable hollow, most
distinctly marked at and confined to the radial side of the arm;
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a little above this, on the lower part of the palmar aspect of the

forearm, there is another rounded prominence not nearly so

large or distinct as the one on the dorsal aspect. On looking
on the back of the hand, it will be seen to be placed somewhat
obliquely to the axis of the forearm, the ulnar border being
somewhat convex, and the styloid process of the bone projecting

sharply under the skin. The radial side of the wrist is, on the
contrary, somewhat concave, appearing to be shortened."

Everyone at all familiar with the accident will at once recognize
the correctness of this very graphic description of the symptoms.
I will merely add, that in almost every case the carpal fragment
is tilted more or less backward, that the lower end of the ulna
projects usually inward, but occasional!}^ forward, and that the

hand usually inclines to the radial side ; this last symptom I

have seen fully as conspicuously in severe sprains of the wrist.

The indications to be gleaned from the absence of cre-

pitus are b}' no means positive. In cases where no apposi-

tion exists between the fractured surfaces—and this is not un-

frequent—there can be no crepitus ; in cases of impaction there

is no crepitus ; and where neither of those conditions exist, from
the large amount of coagulable lymph which is early deposited
around the fracture, in the neighboring tissues, and in the joint

—as indicated b}' the early stiffness and tendency to anchylosis
—there is an absence of any distinct crepitus. It is evident
that great care and circumspection are necessary in discriminat-

ing between the different injuries to which the wrist and its

vicinity are liable, and in many cases only lengthened experience
will enable the surgeon to successfully analyze the symptoms
which are present and profit b}^ that analysis.

In all cases of this fracture the prognosis should be very
guarded, and all expressions of opinion with reference to

the result of the fracture should be given with extreme caution,

as I believe there is no other surgical ailment more dangerous
to the character of the surgeon, or more likely to entail personal
annoyance and legal embroilments.

Before entering into a consideration of the treatment of
this fracture, I may remark that all authorities are in perfect ac-

cord as to the meridian fact, that under any system of treatment
heretofore adopted, a very considerable percentage of those
cases eventuate in comparatively im})otent hands—some for a

year or two—while in others the organ is permanently disabled,

and tor many purposes is almost useless. How large the per-

centage is it would be difficult to even approximate; as I appre-
hend that many such cases are not reported—surgeons not
being entirely exempt from the ordinary weaknesses of human-
ity; while other cases disappear, and their subsequent history
is lost. Of all fractures, no other requires more skillful or more
unremittingly careful treatment than this one. Remarks an
eminent surgeon, "I do not know lx\^y subject on which I have
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been more frequently consulted, than on deformities, rigid

joints, inflexible fingers, loss of the pronating and supinating
motions, and on neuralgic complaints, resulting from injuries to

the wrist, and of the carpal extremity of the radius ; one or

more of those evils having been left, not merely as a temporary
inconvenience, but as a permanent consequence,"

Unfortunately in the majority of cases of this fracture the

swelling is so great- when the surgeon is called, that added to

the extreme sensitiveness which is always present, it is very
difiicult to ascertain with any degree of certainty the exact
character of the fracture. Under these circumstances, any per-

severing attempts of an active character to produce crepitus, or
*' set " the bone, are extremely reprehensible and probably uni-

formly mischievous. Such efforts can only aggravate the exist-

ing inflammation ; and if the detached end of the radius is

fractured longitudinally, will be likel}' to displace the fragments
if they are not already displaced, or will aggravate the displace-

ment if it already exists. All violent efforts at this stage should
be avoided, as they can only result in destroying the prospect of
future satisfactory union, and in abolishing the chance of sub-
sequent reparation.

The first treatment which we should resort to in all severe
cases of this accident ought to be purely antiphlogistic. While
the swelling tension and extreme tenderness remains, we can-
not manipulate successfully or safely. A dozen or more leeches
should be applied to the carpal region, and reapplied daily for,

if necessary, three or four days. The forearm should be kept
lying on a soft pillow at an angle of twenty degrees, while to

the swollen parts an active evaporating lotion should be kept
constantly applied. The chief ingredients of the lotion should
be muriate of ammonia, ether, alcohol and Goulard's solution.

Those means should be supplemented by firm bandaging from
the fingers to the elbow, wetting the bandage in the lotion be-
fore applying. By pursuing this treatment for several days we
will abbreviate the inflammatory action, materially lessen the
swelling, relieve the great ligamentous tension, and alleviate

the tenderness w^hich is always present in those cases, and thus
have a favorable opportunity for a thorough examination of the
parts. In order to further facilitate this examination, the pa-
tient should be put under the influence of chloroform, and kept
under it, while the necessary manipulations for ascertaining the
character of the fracture and bringing the fragments into posi-
tion are being practiced. The higher the fracture is above the
joint the less the risk is there of great displacement, and the
less probability is there of the lower fragment being lone-itudm-
ally fractured. The nearer the articulation the fracture occurs,
the greater the risk of the detached end of the radius being
comminuted and the pieces being displaced. This is the most
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difficult case to manage ; it occasional!}^ baffles all our care and*

skill, and leaves the wrist and hand stilt' and deformed.

In ordinary fractures, extension and counter extension

bring the fractured pieces of bone opposite to each other, and
renders coaptation eas}-. In this fracture, however, this object

is not accomplished by those means, as there are no muscular
attachments to the lower fragment which could give it any
downward traction, while from its smallness no leverage can be-

exercised by it. ISTotwithstanding this, however, extension and
counter extension are required to relieve the broken piece or

pieces from all longitudinal pressure. While the patient is un-

der the influence of chloroform, and while the requisite exten-

sion is being practiced, we must carry out the necessary

manipulations to ascertain, if possible, the character of the

fracture and the nature of the displacements. If the fractured

articular end of the bone is half an inch or more in length and
not fissured longitudinally, there is not usually much difficulty

in learning its nature and getting it into position. If, on the-

contrary, it is short, comminuted, and the fragments displaced,

the task of restoring them to position is one of the most deli-

cate operations in surgery, and requires perseverance, tact, skill,,

judgment, and ambidexterity to accomplish. If we tio not suc-

ceed in our first attempt at reduction and replacement, we must
make a second and third one, and if necessary perseverance is^

exercised, our efforts will generally be crowned with success.

If we can succeed in effecting a perfect reduction of the trans-

verse fracture, or if we can accomplish a comparative!}* perfect

coaptation of the pieces when the lower end of the radius is-

comminuted, there is not usually much difficulty in retaining

them in position. Placed as the detached fragment or fragments

are, between the opposing longitudinal forces of the shaft of tha

radius and the carpal boftes acting in the same axis, and without

any musculai action to disturb them, by the observance of per-

fect quietude, it is not probable that any further displacement
will occur.

Tiie question of splints in this accident has been a specially

vexed one among the profession. Almost every writer on the

subject has quarreled with every other writer's splints, and has

exercised his ingenuity in conjuring up a new mechanical appli-

ance. The text books are full of wood cuts of those splints, and
the descriptions which are given of them and their mode of ap-

plication, are bot!) muddy and tantalizing to a man of ordinary

cornprehension. When we find a dozen different surgeons,
recommending a dozen different splints for the same accident,

and each of those splints is considered by its originator to be
the only one capable of effecting a perfect cure, the only corol-

lary we can draw is that the case is not one in which splints are

demanded ; and the cautious practitioner will either abandon.
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them entirely or use a very dift'erent splint applied in a very

different manner.
What malign agency splints and bandages may have exer-

cised in producing those deformities which render Colles' frac-

ture a source of so much annoyance to the profession, I am
unable to determine. I am firmly of the belief, however, that

much mischief has resulted from their continued and indiscrim-

inate use. The mode in which they have been used has cer-

tainly resulted in a series of disastrous failures. Would it not

be judicious and business like to abandon, or, at least, greatly

modify this practice ? I have done so for a number of years,

and although I am aware that the experience of a general prac-

titioner in a provincial town, cannot be considered as furnishing

a suflicient basis to found a new practice on, I am so well

pleased with the results that I shall continue to abandon the use

of ordinary splinis and bandages in the treatment of Colles'

fracture. After I have succeeded in reducing the fracture and
in liberating and replacing the broken pieces (I do not pretend

that it is possible to accomplish the latter maneuvre in every in-

stance), I apply a many tailed bandage to the hand and forearm,

opening it twice daily, and practicing gentle friction over the

swollen surface, a treatment which is very efficacious in stimu-

lating the absorbents and the cutaneous capillary vessels; I

keep the patient's arm lying on a hollow tin splint of the proper
shape and dimensions, and with the necessary expansion to re-

ceive the hand. This splint forms a sufficient segment of a
circle to prevent the arm from rolling off of it, and is com-
fortably wadded with fine elastic cotton. No bandages are used
in connection with it. On the fifth day I carefully lift the arm

.

from the splint, and make very gentle passive motion in the

wrist and finger joints, repeating this process and gradually
lengthening the time occupied every day; at the same time
sponging the entire hand and arm with alkalized water, and
continuing the gentle friction.

Since I commenced using this practice, I have had no sec-

ondary displacements, and more creditable and useful hands.

The period in which the arm should be kept in the splint, and
a variety of details must be left to the skill and experience of

the attendino" surgeon.

Art. II.—Summer Heat and Summer Diseases. By Jehu Little, M. D.,

Bloomington, 111.

The mercury in the thermometer has ranged higher, and
for a longer period, this summer than any previous summer,
according to the recollection of the oldest inhabitant of the
Prairie State. It is especially the province of the practicing

physician to note the effects of this excessive hot weather upon
the health of the people. So far as the observation of the-
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writer has gone, the heated term has not caused any marked
increase of summer diseases among children or adults. What
the ultimate effects will be remains to be seen. It is believed

by many physicians that an increased amount of sickness, in

the near future, will result from the protracted hot weather.

The cases of cholera morbus, cholera infantum, diarrhoea and
dysentery, that have occurred, have not been more severe or

fatal than common. People generally express themselves as

feeling as well as usual. It is undoubtedly a fact that the tem-
perature of every person during these hot days is from half a

degree to one degree higher than his normal temperature. On
last Thursday, August 4th, I very carefully took the tempera-

ture of ten men and three children. This was done between
the hours of 10 o'clock a. m. and 4 o'clock p. m. The tempera-
ture of those taken in the forenoon, other things supposed to be
equal, were not so high as those taken in the afternoon. The
temperature of these persons ranged from a half to one degree
above the normal temperature. They were all well, or thought
themselves well, and they seemed to be in good health. It is a

fact then, that the temperature of the atmosphere does modify
the temperature of the persons living in and breathing it. In

cold weather a person's temperature is below ninety-eight and a

half degrees, and in hot weather it is above the normal stand-

ard. The books on physiology teach that the temperature of

the animal economy is maintained at about the same degree of

temperature in the winter and summer regardless of the tem-
perature of the atmosphere. There is no absolute standard of

health. Each person has a pulse, a respiration, and a tempera-
ture peculiar to himself. All the functions of all the organs of

an individual may be accelerated or retarded and he be in good
health. The food, drink, clothing, exercise, and the condition

of the air, exert a great influence upon the animal economy in

health and disease. If these things, and kindred subjects, were
studied more, and drugs and medicines none the less by our
physicians, it would be all the better for their patients. Health
is not the result of chance, nor is sickoess. The laws of nature
are in force everywhere, and he who violates them must pay the
penalty. It is the duty of the physician to study nature and
her laws and interpret them to the people. Preventive medi-
cine is now taking the place to which its importance entitles]

it. Summer complaints are of all diseases most preventable.
Regulating the clothing and restricting the diet and drinks, etc.,]

will prevent these diseases in most cases. Almost every case of I

cholera morbus, cholera infantum, diarrhoea and dysentery isf

caused by some imprudence in eating or drinking or to some]
exposure when the temperature of the air has suddenly changed.'
The treatment of all summer disorders should be very simple,
and the more simple and rational the more successful. Seeking]
and removing the cause or causes, exciting and predisposing,!
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are of course the first things to be clone. Abundance of pure,

cold water should always be allowed to all persons. The diet

should be simple, bland, nutritious, and not too liberal. Stale

fruits, vegetables, and meats should never be used as food

under any circumstances. There should be an inspector of
these articles in every city and town, especially during the

summer season. The hot weather affects fruits, vegetables and
meats unfavorably, as well as the systems of men, women and
children, and when these factors of disease are all on one side

of the equation, the quantity on the other side will not long re-

main an unknown one, save only in its final results, and these

in too many cases will not be long unknown. I desire to see

more attention given to hygienics and sanitation, by the pro-

fession and the people, and less attention to dosing and drug-

ging, to prevent and cure diseases. It is more beneficent and
glorious to prevent a disease than to cure it.

Art. III.—Hyi)ermetroi)ia. By S. J. Bumstead, M. D., Decatur, 111.

How frequently persons of both sexes, from the age of 12
to 30 and 35 years, complain to their physicians as detailed

further on, all medical men who read this will be able to deter-

mine for themselves. They usually report somewhat as follows :

"Doctor, I am afraid I am going blind. A year or so ago I

could see as well as anyone in the distance, and could also read

without any fatigue, but now 1 cannot see my friends distinctly

across the street, nor can I read the paper, even a few moments,
without causing a violent headache, a blurring of the print, and
even some nausea if the work is persisted in. I am so fearful I

shall lose my vision, I hardly know what to do, and yet I am
most afraid to have anything done for it, for fear I will lose my
sight entirely, the eye is such a delicate organ to deal with, you
know," Such a statement as this is no uncommon one, and as

will be perceived represents a distressing case. It is almost im-
possible to make such persons believe that nothing in the nature
of a disease has suddenly afi:ected the eye, either externally or

internally, although they admit that the appearance of this

organ is not dififerent from that of others whose eyes are free

from all troubles. Unfortunatety these complaints are too often

made to medical men who have no idea of such a difliculty as I

am describing, and consequently do not appreciate the fact that

others might be able to give relief, and when I have had such
cases come to me after having for several years poured their

complaints into the ear of the family physician, thej^ have
almost without exception promised them, if a young girl, that

upon the establishment of menstruation this would disappear,
or if a boy, after the period of puberty was passed, all would be
right. In this way the patient is encouraged to look forward to
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a better state of affairs for several 3-ear8, losing all this time,

often from study, when had some competent person been con-

sulted, the eyes might have been used as freely as the best. The
moral I would like to point out is : if you will not understand
this subject yourself, do not for your patient's sake adopt the
" dog in the manger policy," but insist upon some one who is

competent being consulted, or relieving you of any further re-

sponsibility. How can a man not fully conversant with the
sutiject of refractive difficulties of the eye, get quickly an ink-

ling of the character of such a case as I have described, is an
interesting question to many, which I will try and answer. If

5'ou do not have Snellen's test type at hand, take any large

print, and ascertaining the greatest distance it can be distinctly

seen by the patient, preserve the same for future use. Then
drop a strong solution of the extract of belladonna into the
ej'es, or preferably a two grain solution of atropia sulphas, and
several hours after test the eyes again with the same type and
same distance and light as before. It will be found that should
any considerable degree of hypermetropia be present, the letters

-cannot now be seen at the same distance, not can any ordinary
print be distinguished a foot or eight inches from the eye as be-

fore. Under such circumstances you could feel reasonably cer-

tain you had a case of hypermetropia to deal with, and not
being prepared to correct it yourself, would understand the
necessity of its being done by some one, and your patient would
have the greater respect for jour opinions, even if it should be
found that astigmatism further complicated the case. Most
physicians are aware that when an eye is normal in its refrac-

tive power and structure, it makes no active effort when view-
ing ol)jects in the distance (20 feet and beyond) in order to see
them distinctly. In this case the relation between the focusing
power of the lens, and the antero-postero diameter of the eye is

80 perfect that in this passive state the lens forms perfect images
upon the retina, and tlie focal power of the lens under these
circumstances is about one-half incli. When such an individ-
ual then looks at an object only one foot removed or nearer,
the lens has to deal not with parallel rays of light from the ob-
ject as before, but with those very divergent, and in order to
focus them ujiou the retina properly, and see the near object dis-

tinctly, an addition to the former convexity of the lens must be
made. Tliis is etl^bcted by the ciliary muscle of the eye, by its

contractive squeezing, and making more convex the lens, thus
increasing its focusing power over the rays, and forming a dis-

tinct imago upon the retina. The case would be properly rep-

resented thus: Converting the half inch focus of the len^intoj
lines makes the power equal a convex lens of one-sixth (lines),]

and if one then reads at eight inches distance the necessary ad-
dition by the accommodative power would be represented thus:]

^ (§ inch) plus -gig- (8 inches) equ9,ls ^^ lines.
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Ij^ow the ordinaiy addition an adult person can make to the

convexity of the lens is about that represented above, although
young persons can do much more, especially when they are

hypermetropic.
ISTow, suppose a case of hypermetropia where the antero-

posterior diameter is so short that when looking in the distance

the lens has already to add to its passive influence over the light

rays, what is equal to the refraction of a convex lens of eight

inches focus, or ninety-six lines. Here the difference is, that

formerly a passive state only, was necessary for distance, now
an active interference equal to a glass of eight inches focal

power is a necessity to distant distinct vision. Then when such
a patient seeks to view an object as close as eight inches, a fur-

ther effort, in addition to that previously expended for distance,

and again equal to an eight inch convex glass is demanded. "We
state it as follows in lines, to make it nearer the actual condition

of the eye : -gV plus -gV equals ^; or in inches, convex ^, and
this is the work such an eye must perform when it reads.

Nature is, however, capable of much, and will even make this

great effort and sustain it up to varying ages, according to the

work put upon the ej^es, or any illness causing weakness of the

muscular system, when suddenly very defective vision ensues,

and the patiept fears blindness. It is rather simple when under-

stood. Now, what is the remedy ? I can almost believe it will

come spontaneousl}^ from every reader, after the above explana-

tion ; that a glass which will just equal in focal power the con-
vexity the eye makes itself when seeing distinctly in the

distance, will be just what will relieve all the distressing symp-
toms, by enabling it to reserve all this power previously
expended for distant vision, for near objects. Practically it is

sometimes out of the question to correct all this hypermetropia,
for the reason that the action of the ciliary muscle has become
so co-ordinated with the action of the recti muscles in directing

the visual lines upon ati object, that they will persist in making
some effort, even after it is rendered unnecessary by the proper
glass being placed before it. When we fail, therefore, to set

aside this action, by the repeated use of solutions of atropia, of
the strength of from two to four grains to the ounce, a correc-

tion of part of the defect, by using . weaker convex glasses than
we know are really needed, will be the only practical solution of
the difficulty, and will enable the patient to use these organs
comfortably. After a few years, however, the stronger glasses

will give further relief, because the older we get the less are we
able to maintain extraordinary action of this muscle. Still later

in life, say 60 years and upwards, an acquired hypermetropia
usually begins to be added to that originally found, and is caused
by a process in the lens which slightly flattens it, and possibly
the cornea also, which will require still stronger convex glasses

for perfect vision in the distance, as well as for close work.
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AVben the case is one requiring in the later years of life

such strong glasses as convex eight and even five to reach, or do
any close work, the patient becomes unable to follow many oc-

cupations in life. The great thickness of the glasses gives very
little breadth to the field of view, and although this can be
somewhat improved by the use of a concavo-convex (periscopic)

glass of the proper focal power, for many occupations such per-

sons are too nearly helpless. Some of these cases when looking
at an object close to them will turn one eye inwards (temporary
convergent strabismus), but this does not usually become per-

manent when the degree of hypermetropia is considerable.

The reason of this is that, by so doing a greater effect is ob-

tained upon the ciliary muscle, and it is an effort in the interest

of better vision. The numerous cases of strabismus converge
ens in children, are to the extent of 75 to 80 per cent, due to-

hypermetropia. The child quite early makes increased efforts

01 the ciliary muscle in order to see distinctl}^ close objects, and
by this turning in of one eye the power over the auxiliary

muscle is increased, and at length it becomes permanent. If^

however, the degree of hypermetropia is ascertained before the

squint is permanent, and the proper glass prescribed, the danger
may be entirely averted. When eyes are affected with this form
of strabismus, the one so turned in always becomes more or less

amblyopic from non-use, and this occurs because the perceptive

centres of sight in the cerebrum refuse to take cognizance of
the image received by this eye, because if so perceived objects-

must be seen double, and this is very annoying. This is at least

the generally accepted explanation of this occurrence, and the
youth of these subjects, in whom binocular singular vision has
not existed long enough to have those deep-seated co-ordinate

functions estal^lished that exist later in life, may furnish the real

clue to this strange phenomenon.
For this reason, then, these cases should be operated upon

early in life, that the greatest amount of* useful vision may be
preserved in the affected eye, as well as the stronger probability

of obtaining binocular single vision in the future. I presume
most physicians suppose that nearly all cases of convergent
strabismus successfully operated upon, enjoy binocular single

vision afterwards. The celebrated Von Graefe said 50 percent,
received this pleasure after tiie operation, but I hardly think the

experience of others will bear out such favorable results.

AuT. TY.—]]y<ru'iu'. V.y W. V. fiid.MEs, M. I)., Milton, 111.

It is a matter to be deeply regretted that a subject so replete

with interest and of such vital significance to every individual
does not receive that consideration which its importance de-

mands. It is a subject which concerns not only the health, hap-
piness and welfare of every human being now in existence, but
that of generations yet unborn.
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For all ages the haman body has been considered the com-
pletest and most complex organism in existence, and owing to

this complexity it is more liable to become deranged in its

workings.
Man does not spring Minerva-like into being, fully formed

and armed for the conflict of life, but at birth is one of the most
helpless and dependent creatures in the world ; and from the

first pulsation of life till the last sigh of death his very existence

is dependent upon surrounding influencing circumstances.

Whatever condition he is in—whether awake or asleep, in action

or at rest—his body is subject to the laws which govern the ma-
terial universe ; and not only this, but there are also certain pe-

culiar laws which pertain to and govern man as a physical

being. These laws are in the very nature of things self-acting

—carrying with them their appropriate reward's and penalties

—

pleasure constituting the reward of obedience to them and pain

the penalty of their transgression ; hence every thrill of joy we
experience is the result of the observance, and every throb of

pain we feel is the effect of the violation of the laws of our
being.

T)r, John Ellis says in his " Avoidable Causes of Disease,"

that "by far the greatest portion of all the suftering, disease,

deformity and premature deaths which occur, are the direct result

of either the violation of, or the want of compliance wath the

laws of our being; calamities, which were the requisite knowl-
edge possessed by the community, can and should be avoided."

Hygiene, in its broadest and most comprehensive significa-

tion, comprises a knowledge of all that tends to the preserva-

tion of life and health and the prevention of disease and death.

Health is the natural condition of the human body and may
be defined as the natural or normal action of all its organs.

WTiatever interferes with or destroys any of these actions con-

stitutes a cause of, and produces what we term disease. Death
consists in a total suspension of these actions.

The necessary conditions of health are plenty of pure air

and water, properly prepared food, sufficient clothing, exercise,

cleanliness and a due restraint of all the passions.

These same agencies when perverted become the causes of

disease—as breathing foul air, drinking impure water, eating

improper food, taking too little sleep, wearing insufficient cloth-

ing, want of exercise, lack of cleanliness, and intemperance in

all its forms.

The doctrine that " health and sickness, life and death are

wise but mysterious dispensations of Providence," is false in

fact and injurious in consequence, though preached from the
pulpit and promulgated by the public. It originated in the

ignorance, superstition and mysticism of the past ages, and is

being driven out by the knowledge, science and common sense
of to-day.
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Keither health nor disease comes by chance or accident,

witchcraft or sorcerj-, but is produced to a mathematical cer-

tainty b}' a specific cause. Scientific investigation has revealed

the fact that diseases are not evil spirits in the body which can
be driven out by charms, incantations and magic, nor entities

which can be removed from the system by medicines, but are

conditions that are produced by certain specific causes which
operate in obedience to fixed laws as certainly as terrestrial

bodies, when unsupported, fall to the earth in accordance with
the laws of gravitation.

Health is the natural and legitimate result of obeying the

laws of our being, and disease with all its sequelae are the ef-

fects of their infraction. Health aids in the accomplishment of

every purpose, and disease defeats the loftiest aims and noblest

endeavors. Wealth, enjoyment, knowledge and eminence at-

tend the former, while poverty, pain, ignorance and degradation
as certainly follow the latter.

The late terrible scourge which swept its devastating course
over the south has stimulated such an interest in public hygiene
as was never awakened before. Yellow fever, cholera, and
other epidemics are no longer regarded as afflictions sent by
God upon the people for moral sin, but are now attributed to

their rightful source—the neglect of obeying sanitary laws.

Were all persons born healthy, surrounded by hygienic in-

fluences from their birth and the principles of hygiene thor-

oughly inculcated on their minds from childhood throughout
their entire educational life, it is obvious there would be little

need of physicians.

There is a rapidly growing demand for popular medical in-

fitruction in the form of books, lectures and periodicals.

Europe is singularly ahead of us in the publication of popular
medical literature, and yet, although the Americans are rapidly

becoming awakened to its vast importance, there is not, to my
knowledge, a work on popular medicine that I can recommend
in toto to the public. It is true there are numerous works writ-

ten ostensibly for this purpose,butit will generally be found on ex-

amination that they have been written by incompetent persons and
almost invariably with the object of helping on some wm or pa//?y.

Although the medical profession sprang up to meet th(

requirements of human necessities, yet is engaged in a glorious

work, which will relieve the public of the necessity of its ex-

istence. Even now, when accidents are frequent, disease rife,

and death reigning throughout the land. Dr. Richardson, of

Ijondon, says that the time is coming when there will be no
need of a physician, because the popular medical knowledge
will be sufficiont to enable the public to dispense with his ser-

vieeB, To attain this seemingly Utopian object will require

centuries perhaps and herculean eflbrts.

"Yet I doubt not through the agos one unceasing purpose run.s,

And the thoughts of men are widen'd with the process of the suns."
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Translations from the Vienna Medical Gazette. By O. J. Roskoten, Stud.

Med.
SKODA.

It was on.tbe 15th of June, 1881, that the news of the de-

cease of Professor Joseph Skoda, of Vienna, flashed over the

wires to all parts of the civilized world, causing sorrow and
regret wherever it went. In him the medical profession has

lost one of its noblest, grandest and most illustrious representa-

tives, a loss which was equalled only by that of his famous
friend, Rokitansky, a few years ago. Great was the grief of

Skoda when death robbed him of his dearest friend, but it was
not long before they were reunited, m the mausoleum at

Flernals, where they now rest side by side.

It was by the teachings of these two men that the false doc-

trines were refuted which held the profession in fetters for cen-

turies, preventing its advance. It was they that opened the

eyes of physicians to the light of truth, and led it to victory

•over the old, deep-rooted traditions from centuries long past.

Skoda and Rokitansky proved that old medicine was almost
null and void, and that the last centuries have been so many
years of empiricism, mysticism and fruitless meditation. It was
they that reared out of the ruins of the old temple the magnifi-

cent edifice upon which modern medicine now stands. Hand
in hand, the former at the bedside, the latter in the dissecting

room, they developed the physicall diagnosis of internal diseases,

breaking down the old theories and dogmas, and replacing them
by their own new and forever valid principles. With inexorable

logic Skoda analyzed the physical laws governing the acoustia

phenomena obtained by percussion and auscultation of the chest,

explained abnormal deviations, introduced new terms to accu-

rately designate those phenomena, and changed many terms
already in general use. He taught many new symptoms charac-

teristic of each disease, and, finally, demonstrated that disease

is not something independent of or foreign to the body, but is a
deviation from the normal standard, occurring in the body and
developed from that organism itself.

But it is a mistake to believe that Skoda was solely a spe-

cialist in diseases of the heart and lungs, capable of diagnosing
afiections of those organs only. The public, it is true, adored
in him mainly the expert in thoracic diseases, because they had
heard ot liis great work on percussion and auscultation, and be-

cause even in theatrical performances Skoda was represented,

with his stethoscope and pleximeter, as the deliverer from dis-

eases of the chest; but we can safely assert that his chief merit
is to be found, not in his developing his specialty, but in the ex-

position of the diagnosis of all internal diseases to which the
human body is liable.
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Anyone that will look through the last fifteen volumes of
the Vienna Medical Gazette, in which the works of Skoda are're-

corded, will see that no European clinician could equal S. in

precision, clearness and irrefutableness of diagnosis and line of
treatment of internal disease. Not one of the innumerable
articles from his pen in that journal, on whatever subject, is at

this day refuted by anybod}-, this fact alone proving how relia-

ble were his observations and how iucontestible his conclusions.

He was not the inventor of percussion and auscultation,,

these methods of examination having been introduced b}^ Laen-
nec, but Skoda took up and broadened the teachings of Laennec-
into a system of phj^sical diagnosis, based on anatomical and
pathological observations, which to-day stand unrivalled,

Skoda's sufl^erings in the two years preceding his death
were intense, and death could not but be welcome. The
autopsy was made by Dr. Chiari, and revealed the presence of

the following diseases

:

Sthenosis and insufficiency of the aortic valves, with hyper-
trophy of heart. Fatty degeneration of the myocardium.
Oedema of the lungs. Atrophy of the kidneys. Calculi in

the right kidney. Gallstones. Obsolete tuberculosis of the-

apices of both lungs and of the bronchial glands. Senile mar-
asmus.

ETIOLOGY OF PAROTITIS.

Judging from the well-known epidemic occurrence of
mumps, and from the immunity which one attack confers

against subsequent attacks, Drs, Capitan and Charrin, in Paris,,

suspected the infectious nature of the disease, and, in the ex-

pectation of finding evidence to that effect in the fluids of the
body, they subjected the blood, saliva and urine of patients to a

careful microscopic examination. In the blood they discovered
bacteria in great abundance, most of them being of the sphe-
roidal, some of the rodlike variety, but all minute and endowed;
with rapid motion. The saliva contained bacteria similar to

those found in the blood, but all specimens of urine examined
were entirely free from either bacteria, albumen or sugar.

VAGINISMUS.

Dr. Bouchut, the well-known French clinician reports a
case of vaginal hyperaesthesia, occurring in a recently delivered
young woman (primipara) in whom the spasm of the vulva was
so severe that even touching the parts seemed impossible.
Knowing by experience that occasionally simple fissure of the
vaginal rnucouR membrane produces vaginismus. Dr. B., with-
out even making a local examination, prescribed the following:

IJ Extract kranieriar;, ,3 dniclmis.
Butyr cacao, 6 drachiiiH.

M. HuppositoriaNo. 6. Sig. Insert one on retiring. After
the application of the sixth suppository, patient was cured.

1
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Some Points in the Treatment of Talipes.

One of the first and most important considerations which
will claim our attention as practicing physicians, is the proper
time at which to commence the treatment of congenital club-

foot. When we remember that at birth there is only an altera-

tion in the relative position of the parts, without any structural

changes in the tissues themselves; and that these structural

changes will inevitable occur if the treameut is long delayed, it

becomes our imperative duty to begin treatment at the earliest

possible moment. At no subsequent tir|e will as favorable op-
portunity be oifered to speedily and effectually overcome the de-

formity as immediatelj' after birth.

At this early age tenotomy is probably never required.
The foot may be placed in position by gradual and gentle man-
ipulation and can then be retained in its normal position by a
piece of adhesive plaster carried around the foot and up the leg
on the side opposite to the deformity. This strip of plaster

should be long enough to reach above the knee. A narrow
roller bandage is now placed around the foot and up the foot

nearly to the knee, when the strip of plaster extending above
the knee is to be turned down over the bandage, thus securing
the whole dressing. It not unfrequently happens that a dress-

ing of this kind will painlessly and comfortably guide the foot

into the proper position in a few weeks. This dressing should
be removed daily or every other day, and gentle persuasive
manipulation practiced. It generally happens, however, that
the case does not fall into the hands of the surgeon until some
time after birth, and often not until the child is several years of
age. In many cases pathological alterations have taken place
in the fasciae, tendons, joints, ligaments, and sometimes in the
bones, and the treatment will have to be modified to meet these
varying conditions. Again these deformities are developed
after birth as the result of infantile paralysis ; or they follow
diphtheria, or other depressing diseases.

—

North Carolina
Medical JournaL

Quebracho.

It is the dream of the therapeutist to have a remedy which
shall be suited to each disturbed condition of each particular
organ. Specific medication, however, is a delusion which be-
comes more patent as the knowledge of medicine advances.
The animal organism is not a conglomeration of independent
sections, each acting without reference to the rest, and capable
of being influenced by agents whose action may be confined to
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it aloue. Yet, notwithstandiug this fact, physiological experi-

ments and therapeutic observations have demonstrated that cer-

tain agents have a special determination in particular directions^

influencing difi'erent systems (nervous, vascular, etc.), and mani-
festing a preference for diflerent portions of these systems.

"While, therefore, it is necessary in assuming charge of a case to

scan the whole iield, and to bear in mind the close sympathy
pervading the whole, we are nevertheless able to exert a special

influence in individual directions. This fact in practical thera-

peutics has recently received a pointed illustration in the case of

quebracho. It was claimed for this agent, on the strength of
physiological experiments conducted by Penzoldt, that it would
prove a valuable remedy in the treatment of pulmonary and
other aftectious interfering with respiration and aeration of the

blood. A remedy which will do this is certainly a desideratum
in medicine, and if a practical test of quebracho shall show the

claims for it, predicated on the results of physiological experi-

ments, to be true, it will prove to have been the most valuable

of the many valuable additions to the materia medica of late

years. Sufficient evidence has already been advanced to show
that these claims have a quite substantial foundation, and to

justify more extended trials in the hands of the profession.

It has been charged against new remedies, so-called, and we
will not say without some reason, that the testimony to their

value is too largely from crude and unqualified observers, who,
unable to discriminate between effect and cause, are too apt to

attribute to the remedy results which should rather be accred-

ited to the inherent tendency in nature to set herself aright. In
the case of quebracho, however, this charge cannot be so truth-

fully made. It has received the attention of some very acute

observers, whose testimony all tends to establish the value of
the drug. The most recent report on it is by Prof. J. M. Da
Costa, of Philadelphia. We give the following extract from a

clinical lecture by that gentleman, as reported in the College mid
Clinical Record:

" Now, gentlemen, we have made a diagnosis here of em-
physema, dilatation of heart as a complication, with a certain

amount of bronchitis, chronic in character. As regards treat-

ment, first let me say that she has had all kinds of cough mix-
tures, but without effect ; and among them muriate of ammonia,,
which seemed to answer best; but shortness of breath annoyed
her so much, that I determined to use here a remedy introduced
within the last year to the profession, called quebracho, of which
she took of the fluid extract ten drops four times a day, though
less at first, and she herself believes, as she says, that it has
done her a great deal of good. In the cases in which we tried

it in tlie men's wards, for oppression in breathing, where the
heart complication was greater than here, it did no good. It

has lately been used for dyspnoea, without any especial relation
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to the cause of the dyspnoea. It comes from South America.

In cases of emphysematous dyspnoea it has an especial advant-

age, as in the present case. It is also claimed that heart com-
plications may exist; and this remedy, in the shape of the tinc-

ture or fluid extract, will have an influence upon the dyspnoea,

especially of cardiac asthma, although I have not used it long

enough to fully confirm this. I have not, in truth, seen any
decided eftect upon the heart complications; but it relieves the

symptoms of emphysema with heart complication. I show you
this patient to-day very much improved, and tell you that she

has derived more benefit from this than from any other remedy
since she has been under our care."

—

Michigan Medical News.

Listerism in Germany.

My recent article* on this subject was not concluded when
the manuscript was sent for by the printer. The readers of

this journal, who feel interested in the subject, will welcome this

supplement comprising the antiseptic practice in laparotomy,

adopted by Prof. Billroth's clinic at Vienna. Th.Q first rule ob-

served is scrupulous cleanliness of the operating and sick-room.

If the slightest doubt is entertained as to their purity, the rooms
are sprayed with five per cent, carbolic acid for several hours.

This measure is intended to clear the air in the rooms of, and
to precipitate suspended germs.

The second rule applies to the thorough disinfection. The
sponges to be used should be new and soaked for several days
in a five per cent, carbolic acid solution.

The third rule permits but one assistant, and he and the sur-

geon alone are allowed to handle intra-peritoneal parts.

The fourth rule commands carbolized ablution of the abdom-
inal integuments, but excludes the spray during the operation

as useless if not directly noxious on account of the rapid ab-

sortion of carbolic acid by the peritoneum and the consequent
danger of poisoning.

The fifth rule is directed against the danger of spontaneous

infection. The technical measures adopted to prevent "dead-
rooms" are as follows :

1. To have as small a defect in the peritoneum as the case

will warrant. As means are employed sub-peritoneal (Kochen)
ligature en masse combined with or without the charring of the

pedicle's stump by the actual cautery.

2. Ligature of all bleeding vessels.

3. Careful cleansing of the cavity.

4. liermetical closure of the parietal wound ; no drainage
tubes.

5. Gentle compression of the abdomen by an appropriate
dressing,

*Vide Clinical Record for April, 1881.
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6. Elevation of the patient's pelvis, especially commend-
able when a peritoneal opening is left in Douglas' space. This
position brings the secretions of the wound in contact with
healthy peritoneum where they may be absorbed.

7. For a similar purpose the plan of Keith has been in-

troduced. The patient receives bland warm beverages to in-

crease the secretion of the peritoneum, that the morbid fluids

in the cavity maj' be diluted and thus prepared for endomosis.—Dr. L. Bauer in St. L/Ouis Clinical Record.

Tinctiira Ferri PercWor.

j^otwithstanding the numerous preparations of iron v^^hich

are from time to time being brought forward by the manufac-
turing chemists, the old tincture keeps its place, and is by many
practitioners preferred to all other forms. The prescriber,

however, generally feels constrained to combine it with glycer-

ine, or something of the kind, to lessen its unpleasantness in the
mouth.

There is a simple method of dealing with this tincture in

prescription which is not, perhaps, as widely known as it de-

serves to be, and I therefore venture to bring the plan before
the readers of the Canada Medical and Surgical Journal.

It is simply the addition of a little alkaline citrate. For
every drachm of the tincture, add half a drachm of potas. citras.

The result is a liquid of a beautiful green color, quite free from
the peculiar roughness of the iron. For a tablespoonful dose,

containing 10 minims, the prescription can be written thus

:

5 Tinct. ferri mur., 2 drachms.
Potas. Citrat., 1 drachm.
SjTup Limonis, If^ ounces.
AquEe ad. G ounces.

This elegant combination ought to suit fastidious patients.

If it fihould be found that " children cry for it," I would not be
surprised. Another advantage of this mixture is, that astringent
tinctures, as bark, gentian, etc., may be added, without decom-
position.

.
By adopting the combination here described, the prescriber

can have the advantage of, while being independent of, the
fancy elixirs of iron which at the present time are being pressed
on the attention of the profession by enterprising pharmacists.
Canada Medical and Surgical Journal.

Cocoiilus TiHlicii.s in Kpilep.sy.

The cases received at the asylum are, as a rule, those of
chronic confirmed disease requiring seclusion and restraint.

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that we have no
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recoveries to report. However, striking results have followed

the use of cocculus iudicus in a certain class of cases, and the

query arises, would these have been benefited permanently by
the same treatment instituted at an earlier period ? Of ten

cases of epilepsy in its various forms, five derived substantial

benefit.

B. M., fet. 37, male, admitted January, 1880. Possessed a

neurotic organization inherited from his parents, who were
•cousins. One of his brothers is a deaf mute, another brother
and sister are partially mute. "Was never bright, had no educa-
tion, but was able to assist in providing for himself until five

years ago, at which time he received an injury while logging.

Shortly afterward began to suft'er from convulsions, once in

four or five weeks ; later became more frequent, and at time of
admission came on twice a week. Was placed in the institu-

tion, owing to p3^romaniacal and homicidal impulses, and was
brought securely tied with straps and in a very much excited

«tate. Convulsions very frequent after admission, and attended
by great mental confusion. Was extremely irritable and im-
pulsive, suV)ject to hallucinations of vision, and entertained

persistent delusions of suspicion and distrust. During an out-

break there would be utter absence of self-control, active delu-

sions, untidiness of person and an augmentation of the unpleas-

ant characteristics noted. He required restraints to prevent
homicidal acts, and was rendered furious by the sight of visitors.

Paroxysms lasted as a rule for more than a week, and upon their

subsidence confusion, vague delusions of apprehension and ex-

cessive irritability would persist for a longer period. Six
months ago cocculus indicus was begun by one-quarter drop
fluid extract three times a day, gradually increased. About
four weeks from the time the prescription was made, at about
the regular time for an attack, he was threatened with maniacal
excitement, mental confusion existed in a greater degree, and
self-control was diminished. This condition was of very brief

duration, and terminated without any actual outbreak. Two
weeks later a similar condition was observed, but again excite-

ment was happily averted. His mental action constantly im-
proved, he began to show an interest in other patients, gave
considerable assistance in hall work, became less irritable and
was able to exercise self-control, even under provocation. Four
months from the time the prescription was made, he suffered

from a mild attack of excitement ; duration brief. There was
no further outbreak for nearly five months. The seizure which
then occurred was like the preceding one, short, and attended
with less complete absence of self-control. Is now taking 1|^

drops fluid extract cocculus indicus three times a day. The ag-
gregate number of convulsions in any month is materially de-

creased. He continues an industrious, pleasant man, and rarely

occasions trouble in the hall.
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If we accept the view that the esssential condition of ap
epileptic attack is primarily vascular spasm, by which suddeti^

localized annemia of the brain is produced, a satisfactory expla-

nation of the action of cocculous indicus is, that as a vaso-mo-
tor paralyzer, its influence is to keep the cerebral blood vessels

in a state of permanent relaxation, thereby preventing the oc-

currence of anfemia. Experimental observation has demon-
strated that its influence is chiefly exerted upon the cardiac and
vascular systems. The conclusion reached from my own ex-

perience is that those patients in good bodily health, whose con-
vulsive seizures are accompanied by maniacal excitement, seem
to be the ones most likely to receive benefit

—

Detroit Lancet.

Coup De Fouet, or Rupture of the Plantaris Muscle.

This injury is not often described in systematic works on
surger}'. It is, nevertheless, believed to be not very uncommon.
A number of cases were referred to, under the name of rupture
of the plantaris muscle, in a discussion in 1877 on the report of

a case by Dr. A. H. Nichols. The term cowp de fouet (stroke of

a whip) indicates the sudden and acute character of the seizure,

without specifying the exact seat of the lesion, which cannot, in

the majority of cases, be determined.
A woman in good health, middle age, inclined to embonpointy

November 21, 1878, was stepping into a car when she felt some-
thing suddenly give way in right limb, followed by a feeling

of Varmth and pain in calf of right leg. She with great diffi-

culty arrived home. There was entire absence of objective

symptoms. Pain was produced by deep pressure or inner side

of leg, midway between the inner malleolus and the tuberosity

of the inner condyle of the femur. Slight motions of foot pain-

less, but extreme extension of foot on leg was attended by slight

pain, while attempts to eft'ect flexion caused intense pain in calf

of leg. Severe pain occurred whenever the slightest weight
was thrown on interior portion of foot in standing or try-

ing to walk. These points with the peculiar history suggested
rupture of some deep or fibrous structures of the posterior por-
tion of leg. Patient made very slow recovery, and experienced
far more pain than if she had met with a fracture of the bones.
Absence of objective symptoms continued throughout, except-
ing that there was a slight and unimportant oedema of leg and
foot when locomotion was first resumed. Subjective symptoms-
were very severe. For first four or five days there was consid-
erable freedom and ease in movements of limb in recumbent
position, and a crutcli was used. But after that locomotion in

any way was impossible, and slightest movement of affected

part was attended with severe pain. For five weeks patient re-

mained recumbent guarding the limb from motion. Repeated
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attempts to prevent muscular action by fixing the joints of the

aifected limb were unsuccessful. Hot applications and opiates

were used to combat pain and secure sleep. After many pain-

ful trials, tolerance of motion was restored and locomotion was
performed with greater ease, until crutches were laid aside five

months after injury. Patient, however, limped, and limb re-

mained partially disabled, and subject to attacks of pain after

unusual exercise, for more than a year after. During this time

patient sought to avoid disturbance or undue action of the mus-
cles of the calf A high chair was preferred to a low one, so

that the anterior portion of the foot could depend, and it was
easier to walk with high-heeled shoes ; 2^ years from the receipt

of injury, recovery is perfect, and evidently permanent.

A lad of 9, hurrying to dinner, suddenly fell, February 6,

1880. Thought he had turned his right foot ; had some pain at

the time, and on the following day, but pursued his occupations.

Third day he was found disabled. Motions of foot painless, ex-

cept that extreme extension produced some pain, and flexion of

foot on leg caused a severe pain extending up the calf Press-

ure caused pain in a limited area, and revealed a deep-seated

induration in middle of the €alf. Could not rise on the toes of

affected foot, but felt no inconvenience from resting weight of

body on the heel. No discoloration or objective symptom ex-

cept the induration above mentioned. Rest and simple applica-

tions were practiced. For several days constant, but not severe,

pain, very much aggravated by slight exertion. Within three

weeks he was restored to his companions, but limb remained
weaker than the unafi:ected one. Sixteen months after injury,

the deep induration has disappeared, and the only trace is a

feeling of numbness whenever the muscles of the affected part

are called into violent action.

The most remarkable feature of this accident is the insig-

nificant nature, or almost entire absence of an immediate cause.

Men when quietly walking in the street, have suddenly stopped
with the conviction that they had been shot in the leg. Dr.

Nichols' patient looked for the stone which he believed had
been thrown at him, and, not finding it, thought he had been
struck by the hub of a passing vehicle. It is quite possible

that such a case might have important medico-legal bearings.

Diagnosis depends on (1) suddenness of attack
; (2) insig-

nificance of apparent cause; (3) location of trouble
; (4) pain,

which is absent or slight when the part is at rest, and produced
or aggravated by those motions of the limb, active or passive,

which disturb the muscles of the calf; and (5) great dispropor-
tion between objective and subjective symptoms. The same
disproportion may hold, as in the first case above related, be-

tween the objective symptoms and the duration of the pain and
disability.
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Recovery is always protracted, and is probably not much
facilitated by treatment, which, however, should not be neg-

lected, for the prognosis is sometimes unfavorable, especially

when the affected limb is the seat of deep varicose veins, or

shows of former phlebitis. Local and general remedies should
be directed toward relief of pain. Repair of the injured struc-

tures should be promoted by preventing motion or disturbance
of the part affected. The condition which seems best adapted
to secure -this object is that of enforced fixation with the knee
moderatel3" flexed and the ankle moderately extended. As re-

covery progresses, locomotion will be facilitated by a high-

heeled shoe, which prevents the foot from being unduly flexed

on the leg,

—

N. Y. Med. Jour. ^ Obstet. JReview—Med. Abstract.

A Brief Report of One Hundred Cases of Rcetlielii.

It is not my purpose to treat in a general way of roetheln,

but simply to speak of the peculiar features of an outbreak of
the disorder in the Protestant Orphan Asylum of this city, of

which I have professional charge. The disease had prevailed

to a small extent in scattered localities through the city, and had
been recognized as such, about a month before its appearance
in the above institution. The first of my cases was diagnosed
about the 8th of April, and during the five weeks following,

ninety-five children out of one hundred and forty, and two
adults, manifested the usual symptoms of this exanthem.
These, with a dozen or more cases in private practice, swell the
number under my observation to more than a hundred.

Many circumstances rendered it diflicult to make out a defi-

nite period of incubation, because I could not trace the conta-

gion with sufficient reliability. One feature is worthy of
attention first of all, and tbat is, that only two-thirds of the
cliildren exposed were attacked. This is analogous to what we
see in the case of the other exanthems, scarlatina for instance;

of three children exposed only two may take the disease.

Another point worth mentioning is, that most of these chil-

dren had already had measles the previous winter or spring;
for, during the early months of 1880, eighty-eight children in

the same institution were attacked with morbilli.

There were no definite premonitory symptoms." Occasion-
ally the patient would be languid or fretful for a few hours be-

fore the eruptive outbreak, and a very few coughed a little, but
not in any way to attract particular attention. Along with the
app(5arance of the eruption about twenty-five per cent, presented
syrnptoniH like those of the outset of measles. In ten per cent,

of the whole number the bronchial irritation, conjunctival suf-

fuftion and general appearance were so characteristic that if

these same children had not had measles to my certain knowl-
edge, I should have been tempted to diagnose them as such.
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The papillary eruption needs no description. I may say^

however, that in three or four cases there was a slight tendency

for it to become confluent. It appeared first on the neck, throat

or behind the ears, traveling downwards, and was usually very

distinct on the forearm and wrist. With the appearance of the

first papules there was, in almost every case, so much flushing

of the cheeks that any manifestation there was hidden from

view. The same papules were also plainly visible in the roof of

the mouth even before they were distinct on the surface.

Twenty per cent, of the cases had pharyngitis or tonsillitis,

but in mild form. Fully one-half of them had marked adeno-

pathy in the cervical region or under the tongue.

While the ]^se rate was rather high in some of my little

patients, the temperature was never any higher than seemed
reasonable under the circumstances. Nausea and vomiting were
exceedingly rare.

Not "one of them suffered from any complication of import-

ance during the progress of the roetheln. But undoubtedly

they were left quite susceptittle to dangerous sequalffi. Four
were prostrated with pneumonia in severe form, though all re-

covered; and several others suffered from more or less severe

bronchitis or croup. This experience has taught me that there

is necessity for no small amount of caution for some time after

convalescence. In several cases I noticed a very slight furfura-

ceous desquamation.
The progress of the disorder was, in all cases, toward recov-

ery, and with little or no treatment. I only advised medication

when sympathetic fever ran high, when bronchial irritation was
marked, or when the bowels w^ere sluggish.

These cases are, I believe, fair samples of the disease which
has visited our city, in an epidemic form, this past spring; and
while individual cases have hitherto hardly been rare enough to

be considered curiosities, yet the disease in its epidemic features

has been new to the young'er portion of the profession here.

For this reason I am perhaps justified in reporting these cases

without further apology.

—

Dr. B. Park, in Chicago Medical Jour-

nal and Examiner.

Deafness as the Result of the Poison of Syphilis.

In an article with the above title in the Medical and Surgical

Reporter, Dr. Lawrence Turnbull draws the following conclusions:

First. That syphilitic diseases of the ear are less numerous
in the United States than in Great Britain, or Europe, and that

it is not so frequently a cause of deaf muteism. Yet there are

cases of this affection.

Second. In almost all constitutional syphilitic disease of the

ear in children and young persons it is associated with some
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aftection of the eyes, throat and nose. The deafness which often

follows the improvement in the eyes is sometimes profound.

Third. Persons who have suffered from constitutional

syphilis, especially young persons and children, have great im-
pairment of the hearing tones through the bones of the head.

Fourth. In a few cases the first indication of syphilitic dis-

eased ear is a primary ulcer in the throat, naso-pharyngeal space,

or in the auditory canal, or near the membrana tympani.

Fifth. Purulent otitis media, or otitis media seroso syphi-

litica, may occur in utero, or very young infants, while in young
persons and adults w^e may have congestion of th^ tympanic mu-
cous membrane from the same cause, anchylosis of the bones
of the ear, with bands of adhesion in the middle ear, by exten-

sion from the throat to the Eustachian tubes.

Sixth. Syphilitic disease may affect the most vital part of

the internal ear, labyrinth, semi-circular canals and cochlea,

with marked thickening and dryness of the membranes of the

round and oval windows and vessels which- supply the internal

ear. There is also disease of syphilitic nature in the ruditory

nerve, also the brain itself, in the formation of disseminated

small nodules within the nerve centres.

Managrement of Perineum During Labor.

Dr. Thomas A. Ashby, in a paper on the '• Management of

the Perineum during Labor," published in the Blaryland Medical

Journal, comes to the following conclusions

:

1. The question of " support and non-support" must be

determined by the condition of the perineum.
2. An attempt to preserve the integrity of the perineum

may, under some circumstances, be attended with greater injury

to both mother and child than a rupture. The lesion of greatest

consequence to both mother and child must be considered.

3. The forceps, if carefully used, are of great aid in pre-

venting lacerations, and should be employed to assist in extend-

ing and delivering the head when the condition of the perineum
strongly opposes or arrests its passage.

4. The administration of ergot before the head has been
brought to bear upon the perineum may give rise to violent ex-

pulsive effort and force a rupture of this body.

5. Lacerations play an important part in the induction of

bodily and mental disease, and should be recognized at the time

of tlieir occurrence with a view of determining the necessity for

surgical closure.

6. The perineal lacerations, even when simple in character,

ought, as a rule, to be closed by primary union.

—

St. Louis Med-
kal and Surgical Journal.
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The Placenta as a Tampon.

I have so often seen the statement that the invariable rule

was to remove instantly the separated placenta, that I have often

called attention to the one phase of the subject which I have
nowhere met in obstetric literature, viz., the value of the pla-

centa as a natural tamjoon. I am convinced from experience and
•observation that post-partum haemorrhage is oftener caused by
hurrying the afterbirth than by anything else. If there is no
pain, and no obvious occasion for interference arises, I beg, for

the woman's safety, that no traction on the cord, no searching

for the placental edge, no officious meddling of any kind be in-

dulged in. Let the patient be watched. See that the uterus be
well contracted, and you may feel much surer that it will re-

main so, if you let the placenta alone. It will be soon enough
to interfere when the first shock of labor is passed If the pla-

•centa is in the womb, its presence there is the best possible

stimulus to contraction—better than any one's hand, and if,

from any degree of inertia, the womb is indisposed to contract,

then the placenta (if detached) is the best possible tampon. If

it has been extruded from the womb and lies in the cavity of

the sacrum, its gentle pressure upon the relaxed os, and upon
any bleeding vessel that may exist, is most salutary. Of course,

in the case of a strong, healthy woman, in a perfectly natural

labor, it may make no material difierence how much the pla-

centa is hurried in its exit; but the majority are not of this

class. The one point which I wish to emphasize is this : that

the placenta is the best and only tampon suited to the post-

paturient condition ; that after its complete separation before it

leaves the uterus, or before it leaves the vagina, it possesses all

the qualities of an unirritating, smooth, soft, and yet sufficiently

firm barrier to the etFusion of blood. Extract it before the

time, and you have lost an advantage which you cannot regain.

I do not advocate leaving the afterbirth entirely to the unaided
efforts of naiure. I make no reference to complications and
special emergencies. The case is natural—is ordinary ; don't

take the risk of making it unnatural—extraordinary—by pull-

ing at the afterbirth before the nervous system of the newly-
made mother has had time to rally its forces. The time
must be left to the individual judgment of the accoucher. As
Q, rule, do not be in a hurry.

—

Brooklyn Proceedings.

The next meeting of the American Dermatological Associ-

ation will be held at Newport, R. I., on the 30th and 31st of
August and the Ist of September next. Papers are expected
from many of the members, including Drs. White and Wiggles-
worth, of Boston ; Duhring and Atkinson, of Philadelphia;
Heitzman and Sherwell, of New York; Atkinson, of Baltimore

;

Hardaway, of St. Louis, and others.
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Another Reply to *'Coiifusiou Worse Confounded."'

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

It does not seem to me that Dr. Hiusdale's r6ply to the
article " Confusion worse. Confounded " touches upon the real

question involved.

As a reply, it is too general ; as a critique, it is too superficiaL

and technical.

Judging the man by his writing, the author of the article-

above alluded to, is a man who is terribl}' in earnest upon a very
important subject, and my only criticism upon it is, that the Dr.'s

earnestness has led him into statements too strong and too bitter

to carry conviction with them. The frequent and repeated use

of such words as "lies," "fraud," "rascality," "base mis-
statements," "swindle," etc., etc., is alike injtirious to the Dr.'s

reputation as a clear headed, progressive physician, and the
cause he advocates. Still strong language is often necessary to

rouse men to a realization of existing evils, and if the article in

question has succeeded (as I believe it has) in causing physicians^

to give the subject more thought and a more investigating con^

sideration, it will not have been in vain. Reformers must be
radical to arrest attention.

I n/ost heartily agree with Dr. Hensley in denouncing the

manufacture and sale of impure medical preparations, and all

attempts at adulteration of the same. No language can be too-

severe to characterize men who will engage in such nefariouS'

business, and in this all physicians will agree.

So far as I have been able to anlayze Dr. Hensley's paper,,

the question to be considered resolves itself into this : Has the

manufacturing pharmacist been of benefit to the medical pro-

fession, and shall ph3'sicians use their preparations?
Dr. Hensley says " No," and says it very emphatically. I

Vjeg to differ with him, and will endeavor to mention several

ways in which the profession has been materially benefited by
the establishment of such manufacturies. Of course I now
refer to such firms only whose products are of standard purity

and strength.

In the first place are ail of their preparations worthless ?

Would the limited time (limited in consequence of his mul-
tifarious occupations) ability and resources of our "home retail

pharmacist" have ever given us a tithe of the elegant and univer-

sally accepted preparations? Would we have ever received
from this source the cheaper but equally effective alkaloids of
Peruvian bark or even quinia itself; the alkaloids of many other
plants, more valuable separated than in the crude state, or the

useful and elegant preparations of malt and cod liver oil ? Dr..
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Hensley unhesitatinsjly, and it might to some appear, ignorantly

condemns all preparations of cod liver oil and malt, but how
many are called to a case of incipient phthisis, or one in which
general debility or a cachexia is a leading symptom, or any
case where the health of the patient is waning from a lack of
assimilation, who does not think of one or the other of these-

preparations, and in most instances prescribes them with bene-
fit ? I think the Dr.'s mistake was in considering these prepa-
rations as having curative properties •per se, instead of being
adjuvants to other treatment;—as being medicines, instead of
concentrated but easily assimilated foods. I might mention
many other preparations for which we must thank the enter-

prise of these manufacturing pharmacists, but space will not
permit.

As regards "New Remedies," that bugbear of old fogies

;

while I do not believe that every disease has its cure, or that

we will ever arrive at an absolute stage of specific medication;
and while, too, I am loath to believe that we have by any means
exhausted the capabilities of our time-honored drugs, sti-U I say,

let us have all the new remedies possible, only let us be certain

that they are remedies.

Here then comes the rub, how shall we know that they are-

entitled to this appellation ? No better plan has yet been ad-

vanced than the one proposed by a firm doing a large business

in this field of investigation : To supply the numerous hospitals

and dispensaries with the new candidate for favor, and that, from
reliable reports by reliable and competent men, based upon
actual and scientific trial, shall the verdict be rendered, and the
drug placed upon the market.

The plan is feasible and I think would give general satis-

faction, but however it be done, let us have new remedies.
This brings me to the last part of the question, which may

be stated thus

:

Shall physicians use the official preparations made by these-

manufacturers, or should he rely on our "home retail pharma-
cists?"

A large proportion of retail pharmacists buy these prepara-
tions instead of making them, so where would^we be the gainers,
they would continue to buy and disperse them, and how could
we, even if so minded, prevent it? However, it is not to the
best interests of the profession to dispense with the aid of the
manufacturing pharmacist.

If a physician wishes to keep his own medicines, he does
not have as in "ye olden time" to pitch in and make them him-
self, neither does he have to depend upon the retail druggist,
but he can buy them from the manufacturers all ready for dis-

pensing, just as pure and far more elegant than the average
retailer can supply, and cheaper. Is not this of great value to
the physician ?
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But I fear my uutraiued pen has already far exceeded the
space 3'our courtesy will allow me, so being of a modest disposi-
tion, and caring little for fame and less for notoriety, I sign my-
self, Yours Fraternally,

•

_

" Medicus."
(It is not our rule to publish anonymous communications,

but according to the wishes of our correspondent, and knowing
him and being able thus to vouch for him, we this time trans-
gress, and insert his readable letter.

—

Ed.)

100^ goti^esi.

Tlinical Lectures on the Diseases of Old Age. By J. M. Charcot, M. D.,

Professor in the Faculty of Medicine, Paris ; Pliysician to the Salpetriere,

etc., etc. Translated by Leigh H. Hunt, B. S., M. D. With Additional

Lectures by Alfred L. Loosiis, M. D., Professor of Pathology and Practical

Medicine in the Medical Department of the University of the City of New
York, etc., etc. pp.280. New York: 1881. W. Wood & Co., Publishers.

With a multiplicity of works on the diseases of children, it

has often been remarked that our medical literature is very mea-
gre on the subject of diseases of the aged. There exists no good
reason why this should be, for if, and no one disputes it, age
modifies disease and should modify treatment, the one subject is

just as important as the other. We opine that there is a pretty

general ignorance on this subject and a general desire for infor-

mation, and in consequence of this fact, Wood & Co. will receive

the hearty thanks of the profession for including this valuable
work of Charcot in their library, for 1881.

Lecture 1 is on the general characteristics of senile pathol-

ogy. Lecture 2, the febrile state in the aged ; lecture 3 to 11
on nodular rheumatism and gout; lectures 11 to 18 on rheuma-
tism; lectures 19, 20 and 21 treat of the chemical importance of

thermometry in old age. The remaining lectures, 22 to 31, are

by Professor Loomis, and treat of senile pneumonia, senile

chronic catarrh of the bronchi, asthma, atheromia, fatty heart,

cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral softening, chronic gastric catarrh,

senile constipation, and senile hypertrophy of the prostate

gland. The introductory lecture by Professor Charcot, is on
empirical and scientific medicine, a comparison between the

ancients and the moderns, and will be found an interesting and
liighly instructive piece of reading.

Coulwin on thw I>is«!a.seH of the Bladder and Prostate Gland. Sixth Edition.

Kevised. By WAi/fEU J. CV;ui,hon, F. K., C. S., Surgeon to St. Peter's Hos-

pilal for Stone, etc. pp. '.iWi; New York : 1881 ; W. Wood & Co.

That a sixth edition of this work has been deemed necessary,

attests the value which the medical profession have placed upon

i
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it. Since readin,^ Gross on the urinary organs, we have not read

any work on the subject so pleasing and satisfactor}'^ as the one

before us. The various subjects belonging to a work of this

kind, are taken up and treated with a clearness and complete-

ness that leaves nothing to be wished for. That it is fully up to

the times we need only to turn to the chapter on litholapaxy to

prove. Dr. Bigelow's method of rapid evacuation is discussed

at appropriate length and receives the credit due its importance,

a thing not always done to American surgeons. Considerable

importance is placed upon the preventive treatment of calculus,

and the causes to which stone-formation is due, and the condi-

tions under which it takes place, have received in the present

work a careful consideration.

The whole volume will be read with interest and profit, and
no work has been lately placed in our hands which we can so

heartily recommend.

PAMPHLETS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Application of Cotton Pellets in Destruction of the Mem-
brana Tyrapani ; Two Cases. By A. S. Core, M. D., Quincy,

111. Reprinted from the Archives of Otology; Vol. X, No. 2, June,

1881.

Tubercular laringitis, or laryngeal phthisis ; a paper read

before the Ann Arbor Medical and Surgical Society, by C. J.

Lundy, M. D., Prof, of diseases of the eye, ear and throat, in

the Michigan College of Medicine, Detroit. Reprinted from the

Physician and Surgeon, pp. 11.

"We have received a letter from J. C. Lea's Sons, announcing
that they will soon publish an Americanized edition of Holmes'
-Surgery in three volumes. This will be as large a work as the

majority of physicians will feel able or disposed to purchase.

The promise of this firm that the work will be complete and
perfect in every respect will be a sufficient guarantee that it will

be so.

The Remedial Properties of the Hot Springs, Ark., also a

Brief Consideration of the Locality as a Resort for Phthisical

Invalids. By Chas. H. Lathrop, M. D., Lyons, Iowa, read

before the Iowa State Medical Society at Dubuque, May 1881

;

pp. 28.

One of the neatest things we have ever seen, is the elegant

programme of the international congress, presented to delegates

by the well-known firm of W. Wood & Co. It is printed on
heavy, red lined paper, gilt edge, and bound in blue satin ele-

gantly decorated with gold. It contains a complete programme
of the congress, places of interest to strangers, a catalogue of a

few of Wood & Co.'s most recent publications, and blank pages
for memoranda.
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Announcements have been received among others from r

The Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery,
The Northwestern Medical College of St. Joseph, Mo.
The Chicago Medical College.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa.
The American Medical College, St. Louis, Mo.
Rush Medical College, Chicago, 111.

Medical Department of the University of Wooster, at
Cleveland, Ohio.

Miami Medical College, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
St. Louis Medical College, of St. Louis, Mo.
Medical Department of the Universit}' of Pennsylvania, at

Philadelphia.

The Medical College of Ohio, at Cincinnati.

Detroit Medical College, Detroit, Mich.
St. Louis College of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Louis, Mo..

Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, Mo.
The Medical College, of Fort Wayne, Ind.

The Xashville Medical College.

The Medical College of Evansville, Ind., etc.

Books received too late for review :

Applied Anatomy of the Nervous System. By Ambrose L. Ranney, M. D.^

From D. Appleton & Co.

General 3Iedical Chemistry for the Use of Practitioners of Medicine. By R..

A. WiTTHArs, A. M., M. D., New York ; W. W. Wood & Co.

Transplantation of Medullary Structure—Producing- New Bone*

Heretofore it has been held that the periostium was the
sole source of bone. The results of experiments by Prof. P.
Bruns are calculated to upset this opinion. In sixty-six trials

upon chickens, rabbits, and dogs in which he transplanted the
structure from one animal to another failed. In nineteen dogs
he transplanted medullary substance from one part of the same
animal to another part, he obtained twelve times positive re-

sults. The iige of the dog seemed to make no ditference.

Pieces of the medullary cylinders from the diaphysis of the

femur and tibia were inserted below the skin at remote places.

In twelve or fourteen days points of ossification became visible

at the resp. placed and in 20 or 24 days the fragments
wore converted into continuous bone. The ostoid development
folhnved, sometimes the physiological type by the formation of

OHteoV;lasts, at otjjers by the prior organization of cartilage.

The new bone presented all the histological characteristics oi

genuine bone.

—

Medical Brief.
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ACUTE RHEUMATISM.

In acute rheumatism the salicylate

of sodium is used in ten grain doses,

giving usually about a drachm daily

:

5 Sodii salicylatis, 10 grs.

Glycerinae, 10 min.
Spt. lavandulsB comp., 20 min.
Liq. amm. acetat. q. s. ad. f. 3^ oz.

The joints atfected are WTapped
loosely in cotton wadding; if very
painful laudanum and water com-
presses may he used. A restricted

diet is enjoined, and saline purgatives,

if the patient should he constipated.—
Col. and Clin. Record.

INTERMITTENT FEVER.

For a cheap prescription the follow-

ing is very efficient

:

5 Quinise sulphat., 40 grs.

CinchonifE sulphat., 2 drs.

Chloroform., f. 1 dr.

Tinct. cardamomi comp., f. 1 oz.

MisturjB acacise, f. 2 oz.

Aquse, ad. 6 oz.

M. Take a dessertspoonful three
times a day. More frequently quinia
(about 12 grs. daily) is relied upon, in
simple solution with dilute sulphuric
acid and water (di-sulphate).

CHRONIC MALARIA.

5 Quinise sulphat.,

Ext. nucis vomica;.
1-24 gr.Acid, arseniosi.

Fiat pil. s. t. d. M.
If there be much enlai'gement of

the spleen, ergot by the mouth or hy-
podermically is used.

—

Col. and Clin.

Record.

CONSTIPATION.

The elixir of euonjTuin, or the fluid

extract, produces some very satisfac-

tory results, full doses being given at

night. The constipation following
typhoid is treated by small doses of
fluid extract of belladonna, or the
tincture, at night, with sweet, or salad
oil, (half to an ounce) in the morning;
or plain water enemata.

—

Col. and Clin.
Record.

PLEURISY.

Chronic pleuritic effusion may be
removed by half drachm doses of fluid
•ext. of jaborandi, given two or three
times daily, just sufficient to keep up
free action of the skin and kidneys.

—

Col. and Clin. Record.

ACNE PUNCTATA.

5 Sodii boratis, 1 scru.

Etheris sulph., 1 dr.

Aquse 1 oz.

M. The parts should be washed
every morning and evening with very
warm water, containing a little ammo-
nia to stimulate the skin. When the

functions of the glands have thus been
regulated, he modifies the secretions

by the employment of astringent

lotions, as of tannin, alum, peroxide or

perchloride of iron, etc.

MOIST ECZEMA.

In the moist eczema, frequent in

children and in eczema of the nipple
in suckling women, Dr. VonYenser
has had good results from salicylic

acid : His formula is as follows

:

i^ Acidi salicylici,

Alcoholis,

then add
Unguent petrolei,

1 part,

q. s., to dissolve.

25 parts. M.

TINEA TONSUKANS.

The head should be shaved, the

scalp well washed with soap morning
and evening, and a piece about the size

of a nut of"the following ointment ap-

plied over the surface

:

5 Unguent petrolei, 48 parts.

Acid borac, 1 part.

Sulphur, sublim., 1 part. M.

A DEPILATORY POMADE.

5 Carbonate of soda, 1 dr.

Quicklime, % dr.

Charcoal powder, 8 grs.

Glycerine, (neutral) 1 dr.

Lard, 7 drs.

M. After applying this pomade to

the affected parts for ten or twelve
days, the skin takes a rose tint and the

hail's may be drawn out without paiu.
—Med. and Surff. Reporter.

HAGER'S CATARRH REMEDY.

5 Carbolic acid, 5 parts.

Aq. ammonia, 6 parts.

Aq. distilled, 10 parts.

Alcohol, 5 parts.

Dissolve the carbolic acid in the al-

cohol, mis it with the other liquids

and introduce the mixture into a glass-

stoppered vial, which should be only
half tilled by it. Then till the vial

full of cotton. The vapor is inhaled
through the nostrils or mouth until

there is an impression as if the inhaled
gas had reached the cardiac region.

—

Michigan Med. JVews.
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(Editorial §mxtti&tnt

Physicians versus Drug-gists.

In reopening this question, to which little allusion has been

made in medical journals for some months past, it is proposed

to give the views of this journal without fear or favor. Our in-

terests are with the physician, and it is from his standpoint and

in his best interests that we will now consider it. The drug-

gists are the aggressors in the fight, and they must take what

they get. An endless discussion on this subject, without any

practicable plan for its solution being offered, will only serve^

as it has done in the past, to increase the antagonism existing

between the parties interested, therefore we will be content with

recapitulating the main grounds of complaint entertained by

the medical profession, and shall advocate a plan by which

every physician can release himself from the impositions of the

druggist, and. at the same time increase his legitimate source of

income. AVe shall affirm only such things that are so univer-

sally recogni;5ed and felt by physicians as to need no proof, and

our object shall be to arouse physicians to action ;—not that

kind of indignant action whose force is expended in writing

long articles for the journals, or in talking over the matter in

societies (which generally ends in resolutions, a subject for

ridicule by the druggist), but active, indvidual assertion of the

rights of the doctor. Let every physician take the matter into

his own hands, consider himself a committee of one, and go to>
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work, and everything can be satisfactorily accomplished. The

plan we advocate is an old one, it is the plan which physicians

abandoned to give druggists a fair trial, and now since this trial

of a hundred years has proven unsatisfactory, we say go back to

it, resume our rights, and dispense our own medicines.

We will take up the various points in connection with this

proposition, in the order in which they present themselves :

First—Why is any change from the present order of aft'airs

desirable? Because the druggists have proven themselves un-

worthy of the further conlidence of the people and the profes-

sion, and because the profession demands it as a matter of self-

protection. An inordinate desire to make money or an excus-

able indifference to the rights of those most interested, have led

to the existence of gross evils—whereby the health of many
sick persons is endangered, and the physician rendered liable to

be wrongfully accused of ignorance, carelessness or wrong prac-

tice. To enumerate all of these evils would occupy more space

than the limit of this paper will permit, but

—

That there has been a tendency among "Druggists " (we

apply this term to the drug vendors in contradistinction to the

word " Pharmacist," which is applicable only to the scientific

compounder, chemist, and investigator of remedial substances

and their therapeutical merits), to take unto themselves part of

the physician's work in prescribing and attending to persons

afflicted with disease, to compound and repeat prescriptions con-

trary to the wish and order of the physician, to antagonize

often by substitution and sophistication the physician's best in-

tentions for his patients, and by exorbitant charges for medicine
to often prevent patients from employing private medical aid,

driving them thus into charitable institutions, or the arms of

practitioners of rival schools, thereby endangering the health

of the community and exerting a detrimental influence against

the medical practitioners, their natural allies, are among the

grave charges which are brought against the members of the

pharmaceutical profession.*

By the combination of many and entirely foreign lines of

trade with their original and only legitimate one of drugs, the

druggists have forfeited all claims that they once possessed to

being considered an allied profession to that of medicine. They

are " drug vendors " only because it pays, they are also vendors

of cigars, soda water, fancy goods of all kinds, cutlery, cheap

jewelry, patent medicines, tobacco, whisky, anything and every-

*Medical Bulletin, September, 1880.
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thing that pays. That they have a legal right to make money
in any way thej may choose, without rendering themselves

liable to the penalties of the law, no one will deny, but having

lost all claims to the patronage of the medical profession, we
say, let them alone. They have no regard for physicians other

than as traveling salesmen for their drugshops. We send them
customers for their goods, but if they can get these customers

to deal directly with them in the future, just that much of our

business is gone. We are satisfied that the cash valuation of

the counter-prescribing (not counting the value of the drugs

sold) done in Peoria, will exceed the two largest practices in this

city. We are looking at this question only as it affects the

physician, and shall say nothing of the interests of the public.

Second—Has the plan we advocate any advantages over

others that have been offered ? We answer yes! In Philadel-

phia the eflbrt has been made to remedy the trouble by a com-
promise between the physicians and druggists, but it has sig-

nally failed, the druggists decline to enter into any agreement,

and declare that they are the best judges as to how their busi-

ness shall be conducted. The executive committee of the drug-

gists' association in that city declare, that "pharmacy * * *

claims the right to frame and enforce its own code of action,

and determine its own line of conduct, believing itself fully

able to conserve and direct its relations to others without ask-

ing aid or permitting dictation. The evils complained of are

neither so grave nor prevalent as indicated," etc.*

This expression of the Philadelphia druggists echoes the

general sentiments of druggists throughout the country, and
from this it is clear that no compromise or argreement is prac-

ticable or desirable. Another plan proposed is the establish-

ment by physicians of co-operative drug stores, but this too is

open to grave objections. It could only be possible in the

larger cities, which would offer no relief to the majority of

physicians. Again, the managertient of such establishments

would be a difficult matter, and the public would be very apt

to see in them only pure business ventures.

Some other plans have been brought forward, but aside

from the two mentioned, none have received any attention. In

another place we shall point out the advantages of the plan we
advocate and meet the objections raised against it.

*See Druggists Circular, April, 1881.
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Third—Is there anything in the idea of physicians dispens-

ing their own medicines derogatory to the character of the

profession ? The traditions of a hundred years ago still fetter

the profession. We are taught that anything that looks like

business is derogatory to professional dignity. Success in

America is largely counted in dollars and cents, and no honora-

ble means of making money militates against a man's standing

in the community. Physicians dispensed their own medicines

up to within a comparatively recent date, yet the "dignity" of

the profession was as well if not better upheld then than now.

The rule now is "if you don't look out for yourself, nobody will

do it for you," and the druggists, purely business men, as the

majority of them are, have taken hold of this rule and have

found money if not millions in it, while the phj-sician, hampered

by the cry "it will lower the dignity of the profession," must

quietly look on and see his business, the best part of it, that part

representing the most ready money, taken away from him.

A minister will, in the most instances, accept a call to a

church offering a larger salary, yet no one accuses him of low-

ering his professional dignity by seeking larger pay for his ser-

vices. He uses a part of the time for w^hich he is paid by his

congregation, to write a book, from the sale of which he makes

money, yet this is not held up against him. The lawyer com-

bines with his profession real estate and brokerage, yet his pro-

fessional services are not held in less esteem.

This, of course, is onl}' a pecuniary view of the matter,

but we wish to meet all objections that may be brought up, and

bring to bear every argument that will induce physicians to try

"this plan.

Fourth—Is the plan w^e advocate practicable ? The answer

is, yes, eminently so. The times are fully ripe for its adoption.

By the aid of the manufacturing pharmacists, the ph^'sician can

dispense his medicines almost as easily and quickly as he now
can write a prescription. To change the language of a corres-

pondent, "he can buy all needful remedies, just as pure and far

more elegant and at less cost than he could prepare them himself,

or than the average retailer can prepare them for him,"

The physician now has everything in his own hands, and

everything is in his favor, and the only thing now remaining to

be done is to go to work, give it a good trial and it wall prove

satisfactory.
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Que objection must here be noted. It is this : dispensing^

at the office may work, but in visiting patients we cannot send

them to our offices for medicines. The conveniences now ob-

tainable in the way of buggy and hand cases, permit of the

physician carrying all necessary medicines, and dispensing

them at the bedside.

The fifth and last point we shall notice is, " Will it pay ?

This may be answered in the strongest manner, yes. It will pay

the doctor financially, it will more than repay the practitioner

in the satisfaction he will have in knowing that his patients get

just what he desires them to have, it will pay his patients for

the same reason, and will be of advantage to them, especially

the poor, since having no extra expenses, rent, help, large stocky

etc., the physician can afford to dispense medicines at a reason-

able profit, and not at the extortionate prices charged by drug-

gists. It will pay the profession, for it will be a good means of

combatting some of the claims of homoeopathy. It will pay

the profession, for it will have the effect to confine the remedies

used to those whose reliability is known beyond a doubt. It

will pay the physician, for it will increase his practice ; when
people know that they can get medicines from the physician,

they will rather trust him to prescribe for them than the drug-

gist. One objection has been raised, which demands a mo-

ment's attention ; it is this :
" The physician has to charge

most of his business, and wait a long time to collect it. Now,
if he keeps his own medicines, it will take too much money to

carry his acounts until they are paid." This might have some

weight if the old style of doing business was always to be con-

tinued, but it is not. It is just as easy to collect a " doctor bill"

in thirty, sixty or ninety days as in one two or three years, and

the doctor himself is to blame for letting it run on so long.

Now, if a physician adopts the plan of dispensing his own
medicines, this very fact will cause him to be more prompt in

making collections, and it will get the public, in no great length

of time, into the habit of paying " doctor bills" just as promptly

as they now do the grocery, dry goods and others. In this way
it will not be a detriment, but a help to the physician, and the

objection ih really no objection, but a point in favor of the

adoption of the proposed plan. Other points in connection

with this subject might bo mentioned, but wo shall leave them
for future consideration. In conclusion, all we ask is a careful
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investigation of this subject, both by the medical press and the

profession. Our handling of the subject has not been as satis-

factory as others might have made it, but if we shall arouse at-

tention to those evils which exist, even though another plan for

their remedy be adopted, our work will not have been in vain.

We will be glad to hear trom others on this subject, and

hope it will be fully discussed, and the plan we advocate have

a thorough trial. We are satisfied that it is the only plan that

will prove s'atisfactory in all its workings.

Obituary.

JOSEPH C. HUGHES.

On Thursday, August 11, passed away one of the most
noted members of the medical profession in the West—Dr.
Joseph C. Hughes, of Keokuk, Iowa. The immediate cause of
his death was a brain disease, resulting from blood poisoning.

The following sketch of the deceased is taken from the Gate
City, of Keokuk

:

Dr. Hughes was born in Washington County, Pa., April 1,

1821. He graduated from Jeft'erson College, Cannonsburg,
after which he read medicine with Dr. J. T. Perkins, of Balti-

more, Md., and graduated in medicine at the University of
Maryland in 1844. After practicing in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, for

several years, he removed to Keokuk in 1850, accepting the

demonstratorship of anatomy in the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, then the medical department of the Iowa State Uni-
versity. In 1851 he was elected to fill the chair of anatomy. In
1852 he was elected dean of the faculty, and in the spring of
1853 elected to the chair of surgery, which positions he held up
to the time of his death. Dr. Hughes was twice president of
the State Medical Society, viz., 1856 and 1865. At the out-

break of the war he was appointed by Governor Kirkwood
surgeon general of the State, which position he filled during
the war. He organized and had professional charge of the
army hospitals at Keokuk for several months. He was presi-

dent of the Board of Medical Examiners of the State during
the war. In 1866, he was elected by the American Medical
Society as one of her vice-presidents, also a delegate of the as-

sociation to the British Association for the Promotion of Science,
the Provincial Medical Association of Great Britain, the Amer-
ican Medical Society of Paris, and other scientific bodies in

Europe, afiiliating with the Association.
At the last meeting of the American Medical Association,

he was elected chairman of the section of surgery for 1882, this

being a chairmanship of the highest honor. He was also
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chosen delegate to the International Medical Congress in Lon-
don. He was for a time editor of the Iowa 31edical Journal, and
wrote many articles upon medical and surgical subjects for

publication.

At a meeting of the medical society at Keokuk, the follow-

ing resolutions were adopted :

Whereas, Our loved and esteemed associate and profes-

sional brother, J. C. Hughes, Sr., M. D., has been removed from
our midst b}- death ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That, by this event, we are taught with reverence,

the impressive, solemn lesson that " God is near every one of

us," that His ways are not our ways, nor His thoughts as our
thoughts.

Resolved, That we, the physicians of Keokuk, in common
with a bereaved community, lost a valuable member, a good
citizen, who, through a long professional life, gave up his time
to the well-being of his patients.

Resolved, That the entire northwest has, in the death of

Dr. Hughes, lost one of its most eminent surgeons and educa-
tors ; and in this regard his death is a public calamity.

Resolved, That we offer to the desolate widow and children

our heartiest sympathy, and that a copy of these resolutions be
sent them by the secretary of the meeting.

Resolved, That we will attend his funeral in a body.

WILLIAM M. SWISHER.

In Canton, Fulton County, III., on Wednesday, August 3,

1881, at 4 o'clock a.m., William M. Swisher, M. D., aged fifty-

three years.

Dr. Swisher was born in Stanton, Va., in December, 1827,
but at an early age removed to Ohio, receiving his early educa-
tion at Kinsman, in that State, and his scientific training at Al-
legheny College, Meadville, Pa. He studied medicine with Dr.
Packard, of Greenville, Pa., graduating in medicine at the

Cleveland, Ohio, Medical College in 1852. The doctor came to

Illinois, settling in Elmwood, Peoria county, in 1852, where he
had a large country practice up to 1866, when he removed to

Canton. During the war of the rebellion Dr. Swisher, although
not in the services of the government, volunteered his services

to go to Fort Donelson and take care of the sick and wounded,
and did excellent service. He was afterward placed in charge
of a ward in the hospital at Mound City, 111.

The cause of his death was cancer of the tongue, with
which he had been alHicted about one year.

J

Dr. T. J. Bennett has changed his address from Jefferson,

Wis., to Norwalk, Wis., where he has purchased a drug store.
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Notes.

Dr. John Fishel has located at Littleport, Clayton Co., la.

Small-pox is still quite prevalent in Chicago. The number

of new cases as reported by the health office, was from five to

twelve daily.

Mr. C. B. Allaire, of this city, read a paper before the

American Pharmaceutical Association at the late meeting in

Kansas City on the use of glucose in pharmaceutical prepara-

tions. The paper was well received, and elicited much favor-

able comment.

The Illinois State Pharmaceutical Association will hold its

second annual meeting in this city on October 18 and 19. A
large attendance is anticipated, and this being the first meeting

since the passage of the new pharmacy act, an interesting

session is expected.

We shall make every effort during the coming year to

double the subscription list of this journal, and to this end have

offered several special inducements to non-subscribers. Please

examine the journal, then look over the list and see if it will

not pay you to give it a trial.

Terribly gloomy have been the tidings from the sick room
at Washington until within a day or two. Since Sunday last

the President's case seems to have taken a turn for the better,

and there is again hope. Drs. Hamilton and Agnew are re-

ported as having said that the chances for recovery are rapidly

improvino-.

We have received from the publishers a piece of music

called " God bless the little woman," with a request for notice.

Well, we request that they never send us any more of their

music if it is all like this. A more silly and impudent bit of

trash we have rarely seen. The words are merest doggerel and

the music is in fit keeping with them.

Some of our exchanges are hauling each other over the

coals for copying articles without giving due credit to the

source. The Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic thus answers a charge

of this kind made by the Chicago Medical Record: "We have

not looked the matter up and it is barely possible that our proof

reader in filling out some corner at short notice, has clipped an
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article from that paper. If this shall turn out to have been the

case, we beg to apologize to our readers for having thus wasted

valuable space." This is hardly the " retort courteous."

The International Medical Congress of 1881 is a thing of

the past. The attendance was very large, merely a list of dele-

gates filling a pamphlet of seventy large octavo pages. It will

be yet some months before the really valuable part of the work
accomplished will have been sifted down and put in an eligible

shape.

Some Things That May Interest You.

Dr. H. C. Howard, of Champaign, 111., speaking of this preparation, says:

" I use Horsford's acid phosphate largely in nervous prostration connected with

dyspepsia, combining it with pepsin and ptelia trifolia. I use it also in general

debility and as a vehicle for other remedies. I also make use of it as a drink in

low fevers of typhoid type. It is almost indispensable. I was induced to try it,

by its having the formula furnished with each bottle.

Responsibility—A blessing at any time, but specially now, when the

medical profession are often made to bear the blame for the use of vile nostrums

advertised over their recommendations. Dr. T. A. Ashby, editor of the Maryland

Medical Journal, Baltimore, Md., writing, says that he has tliorough confidence

in the Powell Manufacturing Co., of that city, manufacturers of the Powells

Beef, Cod Liver Oil and Pepsin (a superior tonic, nutritive and digestive), when
they say they will give their preparations exclusively to the profession, and will

not advertise it as a patent medicine. To quote Dr. Ashby's exact words, "I am
well acquainted with Mr. Powell, and know him to be a conscientious and up-

right gentleman, and perfectly square in his dealings and truthful in all his

.statements. He will make no representation which i^ not backed by facts."

—

Journal.

We call the attention of every reader to the advertisement of the Rubber

Comb and Jewelry Co., on page 132. It seems to us that the penis syringe in-

troduced by this company will prove to be the most satisfactory article of the

kind fver jilaced before the profession. In the treatment of gonorrhoea, a good

syringe is indisjjensable to successful treatment, and tliis is where we think so

many cases prove a source of annoyance to both physician and patient. We
recommend this instrument, and shall insist upon its use in our own practice.

Note tlie advantages of St. Francis' Bradley Hospital on page 130. If you

have a patient tliat should be placed in a hospital for care or treatment not pro-

curable at his horn*;, advise him (or lier) of this institution. Tlie situation is

"v^iTy fine, the nursing careful and exijcrienced, and the staff of medical attend-

ants full and competent.

Ik you have reason U) jjrescribe malt in any form, you will find the prepara-

tions of Reed & Camrick veiy satisfactory. We use them frequently, and have

not ha<J, in a single case, found any cause for comjdaint against them. No bet-

ter preparations of mall are to Ikj found in the market.
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TROMIR EXTRACT OF MALT.

" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * in Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen^s College ; Physician to the
Manchester Inflrviary, etc. ^

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
-der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and flve-tentlis parts

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,^'' etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does.''

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Oreat Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which prevents injury to its properties orflavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia. It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and efl&-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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A well-known Institution, conducted by the

G^SISTERS OF ST. FRANCIS^^D

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Delightfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commanding a mag-

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-
ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

i

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.
Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from $7 to

810 per week, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to S6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
4 Superior.

In answerlDK advertisements mention the Peerla Medical Monthly.
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A URETHRAL SYRINGE AT LAST.
We beg to call the attention of* Physicians to our " Royal " Ex-

celsior " P " Syringe, illustrated below, which has been received with

ranch favor by the medical profession, and the use of which is now
"directed in preference to amj other Syringe by many eminent specialists.

Its advantages are—
1. Its GllEATEK CAPACITY, thereby holding a sulficient amount

of fluid to FULLY DISTEND the Urethra.

2. Its CONICAL POIXT, of a shape approved by the highest Euro-

pean and American authorities. See Bumsteadand Taylor on Venereal

Diseases; also, E. Wlgglesworth, M. D., of Harvard University, in

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. CIV., No. 9, folio 203.

3. Its RING HANDLE, permitting the use of the thumb.

4. The LOW PRICE at which it is sold.

The follotving are a few of the many kind xoords

of approval which we have received :

I strongly urge it upon the profession as the best Syringe in exist-

ence for the treatment of urethritis.—E. Wigglesworth, M. D., Har-
vard University.

It is unquestionably the beet Urethral Syringe yet devised.—Prof. C
A. LiNDSLEY, M. D., Dean of the Faculty, Medical Department, Yale
College.

I am satisfied that it is the best thing yet.—C. P. Fkost, M. D., Dart
mouth Medical College, Hanover, N. H.

It is the beau ideal of a Urethral Syringe.-

West Thirty-Second Street, New York.
-R. F. Stukois, M. D., is

We are trying the Syringes. If they prove as satisfactory as they

promise, we shall continue to use them.—Drs. Van Buren and Keyes,
No 1 I'arlv Avenue, New York.

Each case has added to the satisfactory reports that I have received.

I find that witli tlie Excelsior " P " Syringe, and under the same treat-

ment as bdforo, the cure of an acute urethral iiillammation of a vene-

real iiuturc has been shortened from three to five days, and the cure

has seemi'd to have been more thorough and effectual. [ attribute this

to tlie advantageous form of tlie Syringe. In every rcisiiect it fills the

requirements of a perfect Urethral Syringe.—RuFUS L. Wilder, M. D.,

140 East l:irth Street, Now York.

It is indeed a "Royal Excelsior Syringe." I have long recognized

the need of sumethiiig of the kind, believing as I do that the duration

of Gonorrhoea is in very many cases much extended by the irritating

effects of tlio old stylo Syringe. I pronounce your Syringe perfect,

leaving notliing to be desired, and boreaftcr shall prescribe no other,

J. II. Glass, RL I>., Utica, N. Y., Ex-President Schuyler Co. Medical

Society.

Your Syringe is the BEST, and must have a large sale.—Ralph
Walsh, M. D., Waifhington, D. C.

It seeniH to me to be admirably adajited for the purpose for which it
'

1-2 OZ "Royal" isdcHlgni'd. If it aiiswi 1-8 as well as it certainly pi'Miiises, I will order

. .1 'i.TM.n • it excluHlvely.—Ja.mks .Nevinh JlYDK, M. D., No. 117 So.itli Clark St.,

Excelsior "?" Synnr;?, Chicago.

THE RUBBER COMB & JEWELRY CO.,
«»-ror 'ate by all iiniggirti^, 33 Mercof Street, New York.
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

AND ALUM MASS.
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral Water " preparation is the NATURAL PROPBR-
TIBvS of the wonderful " Seven Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is
not only indorsed by the best medical ^alent of its nativeState, but is extensively-
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who laaB fairly tested its virtues will be without it in hie practice when con-
venient to be had, as every physician who has a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In tlie treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Anwmia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nerv -

ous and Sick Headache, Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhagia, Amenorrhoea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, I know of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with more certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Va.

Tlie " Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
•Horner, Jr., M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regard the Seven Springs "Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active
tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Richmond, Va.

From the experience already had with the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass," I
believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, M. D., Englewood, Texas.

I have found no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the "Iron and Alum Mass." For Chronic Diarrhosa, in Ansmia,
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate toxical treat-
ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D., 221 West 23d St., N. Y., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.

In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhoea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the
Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the " Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
specific virtue.—E. 0. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic, alterative and diuretic properties
than the Seven Springs " Iroa and Alum Slass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.

Our regular pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,
and application of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.
itei . 4(3=" Retail price of the " Mass " $1 per package, or (i packages for 81.50, sent by mail,
postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druggists.

Orders for the •' Mass " sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gists, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

"WHIOIjES^^IiE XDE-TJO-G-ISTS :

HichardsoB & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Meyer Bros. & Co., St. Louis, Mo.
R. A. Robinson & Co., Louisville, Ky.
Arthur, Peter & Co., Louisville. Ky.
McKesson & Robbins, New York, N. Y.
Caswell, Huzurd & Co , New York, N. Y.
French, Richards & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, Gilpin A Co., Baltimore, Md.
W. H. Brown & Bro , Baltimore, Md.
Thomsen & Muth, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, Ladd & Co., Richmond, Va.
R. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va.
De Morille & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
Braun & Bruck, Columbus, Ohio.

McCarthy & Osborne, Denver, Col.
T. L. Lyons, New Orleans. La.
I. J. & W. H. Tobin, Austin, Tex.
Geo T. Atkins, Dallns, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes & Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
Irvine, Garside & .\Iexander, Montgomeiy, Ala.
W. N. Wilkerson &, Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lamiir, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, III.

II. A. HurlbutA Co., Chicago, 111.

C. H. Woodward & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,

-DEALERS IN-

AND

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS,
218-222 South W^ashington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

^mh

BRACE FOR

LATERAL CURVATURK.

( S'cOliOHifi.
)

WASHBURN'S BRACE

POSTERIOR CURVATURE OF THE SPIM.

(Pof/N^ Diseam.)

««=* Prices, aud Directions for Measnreineiit, furnislieil on application.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.
In answerlDK advertisements, mention the Peobia Medical MoNXHiiY.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

. r/£MA/v/V'6'ia.

BOW-LEG BRACE. SAYRE'SIAPPAEATUS for HIP JOINT DISEASE,

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,
V

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

TA&IUALm RECTAL SPECULA,

BOUGIES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, TIAL ANB INSTRUMENT CASES,

BUd&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Jg®"" Correspondence SoUcted.

Iq answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO ZPHYSIOI^lSrS.

smomiD 1 «^.
FORMULA.

—

Eybtj fluid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-
Potas. and purified Chloral, and % gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Oannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.—One-half to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromiuia is the Hypnotic ^ar excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve wfien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock tip the secretiotis. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers itis absolutely invaluable.

The following phj^sicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to
the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, JKtssouri Medical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
{P>-of. of^ Principles and Practice of Medicina and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physicians atid Surgeons.)

3. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago 3Iedical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111,

{Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Bush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, 111,

{Ed. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseaset,
etc., Woman^s Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, III.

{Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital Medical College;
President and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Bush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, dncimMli Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
{Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
{Prof. Cliemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital Collage of

Medicine.)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
{Prof. Phyaioloay, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCUTT, 51. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
{Priif lyinciples arid Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster VnivertUy.)

H. U. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CHElvIISTS,

116 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertlsementH mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO 3E='zz"srsxoxuaL]vrs.

FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained
from the Green Roots of Stillingta, Helonias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum, and Aromatlcs. Each /?Mirf draclim also contains^ive grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or twofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three tiraes
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

"Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Frofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College ; Professor Gynxcology
Rnsh Medical College.)

K. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physidians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Pof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Stirgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'J. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Materia 3Iedica and Thei-apeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

^

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medicaand Therapetdics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

[Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Woinen and Clinical Gynecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Sledical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

(Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CHEHVCISTS,

116 Olive Street, - * - - - - ST. LOVIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE'

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho'v^n by the most distingrulshed chemists in this

country and Europe, ^vho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t'Vtro

to three times the nutritive and dig-estive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented forjthe consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltine in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from diflTerent druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I And that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Pkof. Walter S. Haines. M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, JRiish Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Oreat Britain.

MALTINE Is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Doremus.

In Us superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of \Vm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandell, In Louisville Medical iVeu?*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of ihe constructives; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and 1 f-houid hardly know how to get
along without It. E. H. Demster, M. D.,

J'rof. Obitel. and IH*. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In answering advertisements, mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

"hands of one hundred leading Phyeicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies w^hich

are generally used as eonstructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other "wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

:are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

"we are fully justified in making the followuig claims, viz

:

FIRST:—That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rabidly than Cod Liver Oil
or other nutritive agents.

BECOJ^B-.— That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones,
and Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the most important con-
structive agent now hnoivn to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH : — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and strength one and a half to three
times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia k Strychnia.

MALTINE -with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pej sin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

* Maltine Is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its
preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. F^ahr., thereby retaining- all the nn-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the
starch digestive v>rinciple, Diastase.

-8®=-We will forward gratuitously a $1.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: i 196 Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- ( lS"ew '5rork.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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THIE

WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
OIF" oh:io^C3-o.

The Twelfth Annual Courses of Lectures commence the Third day of
October and Continue twenty-one weeks. The Spring Course of Instruction,
commences about the first day of March and continues twelve weeks.

FACULTY

:

WM. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., President,
Professor of Obstetrics.

. T. DAVIS FITCH, M. D.,
Professor of Gynsecology.

CHAS. WARRINGTON EARLE, M. D.,
Treasurer,

Professor of Diseases of Children.

ISAAC N. DANFORTH, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Diseases df

Kidneys.

JOHN E. OWENS, M. D.,
Professor of Surgery.

HENRY M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of

Medicine.

DANIEL R. BROWER, M. D.,
Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases

and Medical Jurisprudence.

SARAH HACKETT STEVENSON, M.
Secretary,

Professor of Obstetrics.

D.,

DAVID W. GRAHAM, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

PLYM. S. HAYES, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicoligy.

WM. J. MAYNARD, A. M., M. D.,
Prof of Therapeutics and Dermatology.

WM. T. MONTGOMERY, M. D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology..

E. FLETCHER INGALS, A. M., M. D.,

Clinical Professor of Diseases of the Chest
and Throat.

F. L. WADSWORTH, M. D.,

Professor of Physiology and Histology.

MARIE J. MERGLBR, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica.

JOHN O. HOBBS, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Lectixrevs £iix<l Assistants :

EMMA T. GASTON, M. D.,

Lecturer on Physiology, and Assistant at
Gyntecological Clinic.

JENNIE E. HAYNER, M. D.,

Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy.

ROBERT S. HALL, M. D.,
Clinical Lecturer on Obstetrics, and in

charge of the outside Obstetrical
Department.

BYRON W. GRIFFIN, M.D.,
Lecturer on Etiology and Hygiene.

The Faculty of this Institution is now prepared to offer facilities for
the Medical Education of Women, unexcelled by those of any institution
in the country. Special attention of students is directed to the following
facts:

1. The College Building is new and complete in all its appointments.
2. The abundant opportunities for Clinical and Pathological study.
3. The abundant facilities for private or class instruction in Physical

Diagnosis, Analytical Chemistry, Toxicology, Urinalysis, Surgical Manip-
ulation, Necroscopy, etc.

4. The eligibility of the graduates of the Woman's College to the ex-
aminations for resident positions in the various hospitals throughout the

^

city. The internks to the two Ho.spitals for Women are all selected from
lady physicians.

_o. The healthfulness of the City of Chicago and the ease with which.]
it may be reached from all points.

For further information, or Annual Announcement, address

SARAH HACKETT STEVENSON, M. D.,

SECRETARY,
JPalmer House, Chicago.

W. H. BYFOPJ), A. M., M. D.,

PRESIDENT,
laS State St., Chicago.
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MEDICAL COLLEGE.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE NORTHWESTEKN UNIVERSITY.

SESSIOlSrS OIF 1881-'82.

H. A. JOHNSON, A . M., M. D.,

Emeritus Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

N. S. D WIS, L.L. D., Dean,
Professor of Principles and Practice of

Medicine and of Clinical Medicine.

EDMUND ANDREWS, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Clinical Surgery.

RALPH N. ISHAM, M. D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of
Surgery.

EDWARD W. JENKS, M. D., LL. D.,
Professsor of Medical and Surgical Dis-

eases of Woinen and of Clinical
Gynecology.

E. O. F. KOLER, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Children.

SAMUEL J. JONES, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.

J. H. HOLLISTER, M. D.,
Professor of General Pathology and

Pathological Anatomy.

J. S. JEWELL, A.M.. M. D,
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases.

Wm. E. QUINE, M. D.,
Professor of Materia Medica, General Ther-

apeutics and Hygiene.

MARCUS P. HATFIELD, A. M., M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Jurisprudence.

LESTER CURTIS, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Histology.

R. L. REA, M. D.,
Professor of Anatomy.

HENRY GRADLE, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology.

ROSWELL PARK, A. M., M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy.

The Collegiate Yl-hv in this Institution consists of a. REGULAR AUTUMN AND WINTER SES-
SION, a special SE.SSION FOR PRACTITIONERS, and a SPRING SESSION. THE REGULAR SES-
SION begins September 27, 1881, and closes March 28, 1882.

This College was the iirst in the United States to adopt a graded system of instruction. All appli-
cants for admission must possess at least a good English education, and present full evidence of the same.
If an applicant has received the degree of A. B., or presents a certificate from some reputable Scientific
School, High School or Academy, no matriculation examination will be required ; otherwise he must sus-
tain a satisfactory examination ijefore a committee of the Faculty. The students are divided into First
Tear, Second Tear and Third Tear Classes, instructions being giren simultaneously in different
lecture rooms. All students are advised to pursue the three years graded course, but if students so elect,
they can enter the middle course if they have studied medicine for one year previously, and can sustain
a satisfactory examination upon the studies embraced in the First Tear Course.

The Clinical advantages of this College, with the great number of Dispensary, College Clinic and
Hospital patients, cannot be surpassed. All professors of practical branches are members of the staff of
Mercy or Cook County Hospital, or other' charities. Students receive instruction, by the Faculty or
Assistants, witlwut extra charge, those special branches which in some Institutions are considered as the
perquisites of private teachers, for which additional fees are required (such as Gynecology, Ophthalm-
ology, Otology, Laryngology, Physical Diagnosis, etc.) For several sessions each senior student has had
the privilege of attending upon one or more obstetrical cases, and of witnessing important obstetrical
operations.

It is the aim of the Faculty to mahe all instriKtion in this College pre-einiiwntly practical.

THE PRACTITIONERS' COURSE, designed for Practicing Physicians only, was inaugurated last
year. It has proven so satisfactory to all concerned that it will be continued and constitute a portion of
each Collegiate year. This course will begin the day following the public Commencement exercises, and
continue for four weeks, affording by means of didactic and daily clinical instruction, special advantages to^
physicians for a rapid, yet thorough, practical review of the most important subjects in Medicine and
Surgery. The SPRING SESSION consists of Recitations, Laboratory and Dispensary work, and Clinical
and Didactic Lectures, beginning April 1, 1882, and closing June 1st, 1882.

Fees for Collegiate Year (except Practitioners' Course), STS. Registration Fee, 8S5. Demon
strator's Ticket, $5. Laboratory Ticket, !«5. Mercy Hospital Ticket, *6. Final Examination Fee,
»30. For Practitioners' Course, including Laboratory, Anatomical and Hospital Tickets, $30.

For the Annual Announcement and Catalogue, or for any information relating to the College,
address

N. S. DAVIS, M. D., L.L. D.,

65 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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RUSH

>iedidkl College

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncennent, address the Secretary,

Jame^ S. ^tlierid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In anHwering advertisements mentiou the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
tersj Potable and Mineral Waters^

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, ///.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECSALTY.
Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. '

'

References Given.

TAK2 ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BSST OP AlIEEICAN MANUFACTUEE."

Known as Reliable nearly SO Years.

^g^ -,See note page (i4, Prof. VAN BUEEN & KETES, on Urinary Organs

Premium for "General Kxeellenee in Manufacture."

H. PLA!ITE^ & SO^, 224 William St., l^ew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES
FILi^ED OF ALL. KINDS.

Kmpty Capsules (7 Sizes.)
l?o, 00, iargssi. No. B S, Smallest. Especially adapted and recom-

^ {Order by Number only.) mended for administering con-
Boses 100 each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

Ma .tfEsv
venting irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth.

iiti- -^w BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to
HORSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box iO Capsule*, either
size by mail 50 Cents.

N. B.—We make all hinds of Capsules to order
New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on all orders.
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SCOTT S EMULSIO
PURE OOO LIVEK QtW iT H "'- ^
HY-PQ PHQBPNITrS QF LUME AN D SOI

.
, PERFE GT,. PERM:AMEMT. PALATABLE.

VJ~%T',';'lw"°"'"
"'''"*' °*' *'"? P>-eP'-™tion that bas now been before the profession for a number r

r^^uothlj^^^^^^^
But we desire for the information of those whose attontioma) not lia\p bt-en directed to it, to present tlie following facts-

and?s'Jtrirtrv",i,!,.l"wr-T''°".l"'''*"''5
o»r K™"'"°"' ^""^ ^*''" 0" ^hat is prepared expressly for uiana lb btrictl;) pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician

,.htfp''s«ff7 tLTy'""'®'"?*"
E?»"l^'f>ing> y so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos

sU^htestseJ •,tin,.''rT''*"'V'
Perfectly homogeneous and remains in that condition without tUsligmest sepaiation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.Ttittit^ f*

1 i , 1 ^ , ' — ' — ^-^t-^^ov^i vyj Liic^ u 1 1 ui iiiLeuae Ileal.

ith,no.T,ln'it-rf^ ^^''"*^'^?F i-f <^igf.st;on. that it can be administered to children and person

iu a e 1 P.n t T^'^*v
^'t^^o^tthe slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the result

n,^xf't,
'^";'^^"'''"* i'"^?"^""'* preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have receive.

with
that

to theifpa'tiems'
'''' '"'"^'''' """'' P''^J"^"°'^«"^^''" ^'- 'amoved, and they wuY find it muchmorrbenefida

be^n"i'n'Jmri',',!.T?hi'°r!h
^•'^' •'''' ^'''''''' ^n^ .so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that arJ

a!smll tw h ; f P^^''''''^,Vu"'"'*
sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are

Xrr,lel,u.f? n
"""''

""^-'''c"^^
statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especiallji

denci s a« w".1
' involved, ,n Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive tenaenci>s, as \vell as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin..„.„„„™,. ,1 ._„.,.,. .

^^
ou dfr

d.

gra of the

denci .« ac,.-,ii„,-
•--^-, ... ^...v..,..„„a ^u..uiBii U.11U 111 aiiieiiiiu women or consumptiv

isterel ',fl.;! 1
'l

'
^'^"era nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly a<

m(^t ;s.3,l rLt^tf
"^

"'^'i
preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient.

^r^V^f ^ ^^ *,''?''' ^^'° ^^''"'•'^ °'-'^«'' prescribed or seen its results, to givb it a trial, and if ycsire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pl»ased to send a sample by express, prepaid

r,lnl7;^.?rr"'.
"'^

£'"•''; ^"'' Liver Oil, (igrs, of the Ilypophosphito of 1 Ime, and 3
Jlijsplnt-! ot Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

•sire to mak
For

Hypop

RHAMNUS FRANGULA.
"5

iar^it1fft!^Vl?f" "i'' ""'^"V"!' "^"r
.P'ofession to this preparation, and although they may be famil

mLtl , ^P^ ""!:^ ^""V^^
characteristics, yet on account of there nut being a preparation in the

experk.nce\"'Is7n T"""^'^
''"^ 'I'.ality may not have a proper appreciation of its vafu^' As far as or

E,.« Iv! », r ffh f'°"' 'f
*' '"?;'^ V^

"'":,n«<'ical frlen.ls, we can present the German Bark,,

fn«ir.™w r nVl
^^^.^""^ °/ '^'"- li"cMc,ii Conlial with perfect confidence that we will secure the:

Li^esai^a^ M li^ n '*T"'""'
" ''" fofession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it deJ

mndlv but 1ft i n I ".:r''"'f
*" ^•':

^'"T* ^ '^""''^''' '"'• ""''it"''" Oonstipation and Indigestion, acting

the same tim?rr^'-
""'*''*"'•'"'«'""*''" ^ that usually accompanies the use of a cathar ic. At

er^ua Iv W ."^^'J'"
'".^,'' '"""=

''^r* "F"^
"'" ^°^''^'- ^" *l'^f «« the patient recovers the dose may be

Bark aL we fin nt^ ' " "'^""«.' C">Hi.tion takes place. We use great care in the selnction of the

KureU:trtt';rv:pW,y;ie!
.tshouldbe of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted

«lvnli';ril,'''wo'«^^
make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OSL
IN AN EMULSION.

toIvo7!rwi?h'.ffH»V'"V^^^^
pre,,ara.ion to the notice of the profession, and desire themto lavor U8 with a trial. So far as it has been tested, it has nn.t with thfir entire approval and we believe

r:^.^H of'-i^i'l^iir'' V^""' '!" ';'"'" "''''" ""''" "'• '"" '" '" '"""' ""'<^'' '"'^e e^tensiveir In our
ortt» i., "'"V^""?'.'* 1-

'"'t 'miy ;.c'nmme«^ an.l pnlnluhh; but is deprived entirely of its griping proiv

S-'ian win ,::!^,n"",',fr'!''"-
" •:'""'"'" V^'

"**'« "'"™ """ ""' <-"•"' "''' ^^^ *»« oxpenencf of the

arts rnhv-W ,^f
1""'""^"«."- ,^t .» put up in 1 o/,. bottles, that sell for S.-, cents; also in

v7^ Z^/Z^r ^;i;«''"=''f"«'',
<!"'!-''• .«'""Pl«H will b. r,„„iHhe,l free on application. Formula :-

./) per r,nil. ,.j jyre CoM I'lemed Oitlor Oil. l; per cent. ChevUnilh, i;„e dUirerwe
Prepared Iiy

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemisto, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In answering adverUsements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAE LAWN RETREAT FOR THE INSANE

!

JACKSOIiVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded, at all Hours of the Day

-and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

O. j^. BO'VT'IMI.A.ISr Sc CO.,

Prescription Druggists,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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And all < bjects of XATUUAL HISTORY are bou-ht, sold and exchanged

No. 1223 Belmoiit Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.
f";/

BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich street.
(Professor of (.hemistry and Mineralogy-; Fellowof the American AssoHatl^r, f... .h a^
member of the Academy of Nat, S.knces^PhiL-i., and American fw^t^^^^^^ Science

; Dfe
Specimens sent to a.ypart of the world b'y mail Specimer^ coov of th. •^'' •

h'" ^^°u?^ ??''''' ^•'^'- City.)

Hour of 3=, pages sent free. Subscription 75 cenVs a year^for club ra^Land .r. ""T'^^ Naturalist's liis'ure

I received the hi.,he,t award given to any one at [he Centenn al Exp"sidoalTis",6' "TnT"tt'"°"^'^^^
'''"/• .

r-vcn to any Ameiicaa lor " CoUeclions of lUinerals."
^xposiuoaot 1676, and tae only award and medal

Clcth7^cer"ts"''°£^-^l^?a1^^^^^^^ '?'=''^^ P^P" 5° ««=. b"""<J 1.ti-ui y^cenis, ^^sneep j^T 2>-altSi.25, cloth intcrlcr.veil «il< sheep interleaved Si.2';. 1 < calf interleaverl «t -^ ^,,r:^. t:7!.Jone. 16 pp 3 cents). It is profusely illustrated, and thi printer and engraver charged me about 1710^^^^^

'TJJ-^Ur\ ^l r
"^^ °*^'^=-

'"'^'u"
°f sP-ies and accompanying tables most specie! ma^he veHfied: The pHce lis?^

:^dn^r,'^^H^ .>,'"'' <=°"'^'"'"S 'he n-tmcs of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alpnetcaliyand preceded bv the species number, 'ihe species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of .r^^»fter It Will bcf'oundihe species name, composition, strerk or lustre, cleavage or fractrrc hardne 's specific tfa^h'KS ^^•^'^''-"-^- I ^-'^ '-'^^ ^^y species uot on the price listt and some that I had in 'i8;S arc no^ioS^

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, et a!

Itv 1
''''"'".'i°"J''^''^-'''".^5"''^'^"'=P"°'^'P^lspeciesandallthegrand subdivisions in Dana and other works o»

bvW in'-J' Ti'^%P?"T^^^''"'^'^Vu^=:. Ihe collections are labelled with printed label tha" can onfybe remWby soaring. The labels of the ?5.oo and higherpriced collections give Dana's species number, the name localitvTnd^D

Sb I ^T^ll^
conjpo.ition of the Mineral

; the Jj-Oo, and higherTare also accompanied by my illustrated (SuKa^Uble of species. Thesizes given are average; some smaller; many larger.
i^/ "^y uiustratea Catalogue an*

Number of Specimens.

i^ryiitalfi and fragments.
^tU'loDt'ii nlzf., larger
kmateur'i nI/*, 2I4 in XIU.
High S.:hr^.l or A(LlemV "^eiiji^xsi^'in.; silelf SpecVmens

25
in box

S 50
1 50

50 100
in box in box 100

$1 00
3 00

$2 00
6 00

81 00
5 00

10 00
25 00
.50 00

!>00

»2 00
10 (X)

2r> 00
.")() 00

1,50 00

300

83 00

25 00

50 00

100 00

300 00

ny Pri "- a?cT,w "an-'n/v rVcTm^ ??^''T.";f" .f
'^'?'"'^' '""^''^ crytallized, in stock. It is well recognized tha.

/the lmm.,?wSi cai^ mfirrolM^^^ "''^''f
'^

'i'""
*''°'« °^ ""^ ""'er dealer in the comitry. This U mainly due

ii* .i->clm.nr
«"T 't''^ largest in minerals of any in the country; and my system of printed labels attached to

S/>^«.--r.,2/if™;,KdTj5(1<).!>; •
'"•""'•*''•""• KJ*' Genera, *W spocies, S25.W. 200 Genera, iJoOO species, »150.00,

• 'wn, and have now ,.v7r'l(^^tnl -i Jul '
I

' . ^ ^ave purchase.i one or two of the most eolobrateil colleo-

f.-K. Kvl, Hki"re c nt '^^^.^l'. '^^ r''r'''"' "'"J
/"""" "•"ci-nens of Shells and*„ral8 in stock. Catalogue of

^^^J^J^;^^ -^"Py f^-- You will confer a double fayorI>J_

In BDHwerlnK advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.

1
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(LXQ^XJir)

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kOfPOg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Jfervousness,

Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
JPrepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HORSFOBD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

"W. A. HAMMOND, ?1. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DB. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says

:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I
know of no preparation to equal it.

,DPv. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New Yorfe:

The preparation on which I place the most re-

,

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUWFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements naention the Peoria Medicai. Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPT
We take pleasure in calling the atteutiou of the profession to

Xactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are

able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties

are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that

it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-

sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in

Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising

from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMUIiA OF liACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin Bounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.

Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

L,/\CTOPE PTI N E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

Tersal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value

has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL' R. PERCY, M. D.,'
Professor Materia Medica, Xeiu Yorlc Medical CoUeye.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

.Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col, etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hos.

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof, Prin. and Prac. Sitrrj., Med. Col. of Ohio; Sitry. to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W, YANDELL, M. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Snrg. and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof. of Clin. Med., Diseases nf Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

tEmeritut Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YOEK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,

No8. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NE'W YORK.

P.O.BOX, 1574.

In anawerlDg advertlsementg mention the Peori.\ Medical Monthi^y.
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A URETHRAL SYRINGE AT LAST.
We beg to call the attention of Physicians to our " Royal " Ex-

CELSiOR " P " Syringe, illustrated below, which has been received with

much favor by the medical profession, and the use of which is now
directed in. preference to any other Syririge by many eminent specialists.

Its advantages are—
1. Its GREATER CAPACITY, thereby holding a sufficient amount

of fluid to Fi'LLY DISTEND the Urgthra.

2. Its CONICAL POINT, of a shape approved by the highest Euro-

pean and American autlioiities. See Bumsteadand Taylor on Venereal

Diseases; also, E. Wlgglesworth, M. D., of Harvard University, in

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. CIV., No. 9, folio 203.

?,. Its RING HANDLE, permitting the use of the thumb.

4. The LOW PRICE at which it i«-sold.

The following are a few of the many hind^words

of approval which we have received :

I strongly urge it upon the profession as the best Syringe in exist-

ence for the treatment of urethritis.—E. Wiggleswokth, M. D., Har-
vard University.

It is unquestionably the best Urethral Syringe yet devised.—Prof. C-

A. LiNDSLEY, M. D., Dean of the Faculty, Medical Department, Tale
College.

I am satisfied that it is the best thin^ yet.—C. P. Frost, M. D., Dart
mouth Medical College, Hanover, N. H.

It is the beau ideal of a Urethral Syringe.—R. F. Stukgis, M. D., 16

West Thirty-Second Street, New York.

We are trying the Syringes. If they prove as satisfactory as they

promise, we shall continue to use them.—Drs. Van Buren and Keyes,
No. 1 Park Avenue, New York.

Each case has added to the satisfactory reports that I have received.

I find that with the Excelsior " P " Syringe, and under the same treat-

ment as before, the cure of an acute urethral inflammation of a vene-

real nature has been shortened from three to five days, and the. cure

has seemed to have been more thorough and effectual. I attribute this

to the advantageous form of the Syringe. In every respect it fills the

requirements of a perfect Urethral Syringe.

—

Rufus L. Wilder, M. D.,

14e East 127th Street, New York.

It is indeed a "Royal Excelsior Syringe." I have long recognized

tlie need of something of the kind, believing as I do that the duration

of Gonorrhoea is in very many cases much extended by the irritating

effects of the old style Syringe. I pronounce your Syringe perfect,

leaving nothing to be desired, and hereafter shall prescribe no other,

J. H. Glass, M. D., Utica, N. Y., Ex-President Schuyler Co. Medical

Society.

Your Syringe is the BEST, and must have a large sale.—Ralph
Walsh, M. D., Wasliington, D. C.

It seems to me to be admirably adapted for the purpose for which it

1-2 OZ " Hoval "
is de.Mgned. If it answers as well as it certainly promises, I will order

- . . \. -. .. « . it exclusively.—James Nevins Hyde, M. D., No. 117 South Clark St.,

Excelsior " P " Syimge. Chicago.

THE RUBBER COMB & JEWELRY CO.,
j»S=-For Sale by all Druggists. 33 Mercer Street, New York.
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Soluble Sjlk^tid Skilled Ckp^e^.
We desire to secure the attention of medical practitioners to the Soluble Elastic Filled Capsules of^

onr recent introduction into this country. These Capsules are so different, both In appearance andl
quality, from any heretofore placed on the American market that we especially request that opinion<
regarding them may not be prejudiced by previous knowledge of a similar class of goods.

Our Capsules are manufactured after a method not previously employed in this country, workmen-
and apparatus having been especially imported from Germany for the purpose. Our claims of superiority-
for them are based on the following qualities

:

1'T^'U|^j-p T~'r'Q 1^ C'TJQ "PP'n riV" "^^^y ^^^ made of the finest quality of white-
• -* '•C'-li- J- i ClllojJCll CllL/Jf . gelatine and are perfectly transparent, permit-

ting a full inspection of their contents. This property is calculated to prevent the sophistication possible-

under the use of opaque gelatine.

2. Their Elasticity and Lubricity, ^^'r tC':5:uierTs.
completely as possible, everything which prevents their easy deglutition. They may be easily moulded
between the finger and thumb, and when held for a moment in the mouth the action of the saliva on-

the gelatine covers them with a mucilaginous coating which greatly facilitates their swallowing.

3. The Quality of their Contents. '^Z!'^'^^.^
finest quality obtainable. We invite the closest scrutiny of their contents, and physicians who specify
our brand in their prescriptions need have no apprehension on this point.

4 0^1l-.'l-.-j1-j + -»T- The solubility of these capsules may be determined by the simplest test.

• OUi LI Ulll Ijr . Allowed to lie loosely in the mouth the contents escape in from two to
three min\jtes, and there is not the remotest possibility of the capsules passing intact with the faeces, as-

is sometimes the case with the ordinary filled capsules.

6'~pi-. fi^i yy O
-j
i^^Q Heretofore the filled capsules offered the profession of this country

• J. lltJll OI^Co. have not contained more than ten minims of the liquid. We have
in our list capsules containing all the way from ten minims to half an ounce. The larger capsules are
designed more particulaily for the administration of cod liver and castor oils. Notwithstanding their
size, they are, owing to their elasticity and lubricity, swallowed as readily as an oyster. The advantages
of such capsules are too obvious to require enumeration.

These capsules are put up in a style in keeping -with their elegance, in boxes containing one, two
and three dozen.

The following few formulse selected from the list will convey an idea of the class of ingredients with.
which these capsules are filled :

Castor Oil,
10 minims.

Castor Oil and Podophyllin,
Castor Oil, 10 minims.
Podophyllin, 3^ grain.

Cod Liver Oil, Best Norwegian,
10 minims.

Cod Liver Oil and.Creosote (2 grs.)
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Creosote, 2 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodoform,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Iodoform, 2 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Pliosphorus, (1-60),
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Phosphorus, 1-00 grain.

Crude Petroleum Mass,
10 minims.

Cod Liver Oil and Creosote, (4 grs.)
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minims,
Creosote, 4 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodide of Iron,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minima.
Iodide of Irun, y^ grain.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodine,
Ci»d Liver Oil, 10 minims.
Iodine, '/^ grain.

Cod Liver Oil and iniosphorus (1-30),
Ci^l Livi-rDil, 10 minims.
I'hoBplioriiB, l-;}0 grain.

Phosphorated Oil, Compound,
Phosphorated Oil, (1-00 gr.) 10 minims.
Extract Nux Vomica, J/^ grain.

Phosphorated Oil, (1-50 gr.)
*

1-50 gr. Phosphorus in lOmin. of Oil.

Cod Liver Oil,

5 grams.

Cod Liver Oil,
15 grams.

Copaiba, Oubebs and Sandalwood Oil,
Copaiba, best Para, G minims.
Essential Oil of Cubebs, 2 minims.
Sandalwood Oil, East India, 2 minims.

Copaiba, Cubebs, and Buchu,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minims,
Etherial Extract Cubebs, 2 minims.
Extract Buchu, 3 minims.

Copaiba, Cubebs and Rhatauy,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minims,
Ethereal Ext. Cubebs, 2 minims.
Extract Rhatany, 2 minims.

Oil of Eucalyptus, 5 gtts..

With Sweet Almond Oil q. b. ad 10 min..

Oil of Male Fern and Kameela,
Oil of Male Fern, 9 minims.
Kameela, 5 grains.

Castor Oil,
5 grams.

Castor Oil,
15 grams.

(C:^"Send for special descriptive circular, "Filled Elastic Gelatine Capsules."

PARKE, DAVIS & CO., Manufacturing Chemists.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN,
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Abt. I.—Registration of Births, Marriages and Deaths. By Henry M.

Lyman, A.TSI., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Diseases of the

Nervous System, Eush Medical College.

The bulletin of the National Board of Health for August

-20, 1881, contains a copy of an act recently passed by the Gen-

eral Assembly of Delaware, making provision for the registra-

tion of births, marriages and deaths. This enactment is

specially interesting to physicians, by reason of the fact that it

recognizes the obligation of the State to pay for services thus

rendered to the community, and makes distinct provision for

such payment. The following extract shows how this is done

:

" Section 12. Every person who is hereby required to re-

turn a certificate of a birth, marriage, or death to the recorder

of deeds or registrar of deaths, and shall accordingly make such

return, shall be entitled to receive from the levy court of the

county in which such birth, marriage, or death took place the

sum of five cents for each and every return so made, provided

such account shall have been certified by the said recorder or

registrar."

This is a beginning in the right direction. It is true, the

fee is ridiculously small, but the principle involved is more
important than the amount. If physicians would always refuse

to serve the commonwealth without compensation, they would
be more highly respected, and they could secure proper recog-

.

nition of their services. It is to be hoped that the present

unjust law of Illinois may soon be amended in this particular.

There should be a public sentiment created which would render
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it impossible for the State to cheat a man out of the value of
his services. Quite in contrast with our American customs in

this matter is the conduct of the English people. An English
phj'sician is never required to report even a case of measles or
chicken-pox without being paid a handsome little fee for this-

service. In Edinburgh, last year, about five thousand dollars-

were thus paid by the city authorities to the physicians of the

place for their reports of contagious diseases alone. Their fees-

are never less than twenty-five cents, and generally from fifty to-

sixty cents, for each report. Another evidence of the superior

intelligence and honesty of those same authorities may be found
in their assertion, accompanying this large disbursement, that

they considered the money well spent tor the advantage of the

community.
If American physicians would unite in refusal to submit to

the unjust laws which govern them in many parts of our coun-
try, they might soon enjoy those privileges and that considera-

tion which are now denied to them in these matters.

Aet. II—a Case of Cancer of the Stomach, Involving the Liver and Gall-

Bladder, with Autopsy. By G. N. Jennings. M. D., Tonica, LaSalle

County, ni.

Mrs. Graves, an intelligent married lady, aged sixty-six^

mother of six children, full medium size, slightly inclined to

corpulence, light complexion, came under my professional care

May 15, 1881. She had suffered with dyspepsia and constipation

since 1846, when she first settled in Illinois, and had a malarial

fever of great severity. She now complains of a dull, heavy
pain in the stomach and right side, and at times a burning sen-

sation in that locality ; has itching of the entire surface,, poor
appetite, light colored stools and dark urine. The pain in the

fitomach she describes as extending to the back with a sense of
pressure. Food of all kind produces distress and sourness with
eructation ; nothing agrees with the stomach.

On examination I find a fullness and some degree of hard-

ness at the epigastrium and extending into the right hypochon-
dium. Over this space pressure produced pain, and percussion

elicited a dull sound. The pulse, tongue and temperature
showed no material departure from a normal condition. She
was at this time about the house engaged in ordinary domestic
duties. I prescribed a restricted diet, counter irritation over the

seat of pain, tincture of nux vomica in small doses, and granules-

of resin podophylura, and at the same time suggested the exis-

tence of organic disease of the liver.

June 2d : a marked icteritious skin, urine- has the appear-
ance of beef's gall diluted with water, stools white, digestion

painful and difficult, epigastric tenderness and fullness not
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increased, a perceptible falling off in flesh and failure of strength,

though she still keeps about the house. I now informed Mr. G-.

that doubtless there was organic disease of the liver and stom-

ach, perhaps of a cancerous nature, and that I believed medicine
could not cure, and might not even palliate.

I will not detail the expedients and remedies that were
tried from this time onward and before, for an amelioration of

symptoms, some of which appeared for a short time to have a^

favorable effect, but steadily the disease advanced and the suffer-

ing increased.

August 15th : Patient confined to the bed ; has been una-

ble to retain food or fluid on the stomach for the last twenty-

four hours ; nausea and frequent vomiting of mucus, streaked

with blood. The skin is nearly an orange color under the

clothing ; face and hands of a coppery hue, emaciation consider-

able. Under the use of lime water, and milk with ingluvin, the-

vomiting subsided, and small quantities of liquid nourishment
were given and retained. From this time there was rapid fail-

ure until August 29, when cofl'ee ground vomiting and black,

involuntary discharges from the bowels set in, and death closed

the scene on the 30th, after a comatose condition of twelve

hours.

Autopsy twenty hours after death : Present Dr. J. A. Van-
dervort. Dr. S. L. B, Black, Dr. F. C. Vandervort and the writer,

all of Touica, 111. A crucial incision laid open the upper
portion of abdominal cavity, and brought to view the stomach
and liver ; stomach distended with gas

;
pyloric extremity and

duodenum embedded in, and bound down by a tough, semi-car-

tilaginous mass, that encroached upon the liver and embraced
the common duct and head of the pancreas. After carefully

and with considerable difficulty dissecting and separating the

pyloric portion and duodenum from the surrounding mass, the

stomach, with a part of the duodenum, was removed and exam-
ined. The stomach was empty and nothing unusual in its

appearance noted, except the firm constriction at its pyloric ori-

^---^ce, which appeared to be, and in default of microscopic exam-
ination, was pronounced scirrous.

Next, the liver was removed and examined. The common
duct was embraced in the same scirrous mass, and with the pan-

creatic, was entirely occluded by it. The gall bladder was
enormously distended and contained two ounces of ropy fluid of

a light greenish color, and intolerably foetid odor, and also

thirty-two gall stones, twenty-two of which were as large as full

sized grains of corn or small hazel nuts. That portion of the

gland within the transverse fissure, and embraced by the cystic

and hepatic ducts, had undergone the same thickening and har-

dening process met with in the common duct and duodenum.
The substance of liver was saturated with bile—a cut surface

dripped with that fluid ; otherwise no marked changes of a
pathological character.
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The pancreas was softened to such an extent that it broke

down under very moderate pressure with the fingers. Other
organs not examined.

Though this is not an excessively rare case, it presents an

interesting study in pathology and diagnosis. The disease,

which probably originated at the pyloric orifice, many years

before, and produced dyspeptic symptoms, gradually extended

to the duodenum, blocked up the ducts of the liver and pancreas,

and finally destroyed their function altogether. The pylorus

and duodenum being bound down by the scirrous attachments,

their natural motion, necessary to carrj' on the digestive process,

was restricted, their calibre narrowed, and digestion rendered

difficult and painful. Obstruction to the flow of bile through

its natural outlet caused its absorption and sent it over the

whole organism—loading the urine, whitening the stools, and
yellowing the skin. The presence of so large a quantity of gall

stones, though remarkable, did not probably contribute to the

fatal result; their existence may be considered incidental,

though had not the passage been unnaturally contracted, they

might have found exit with safety to the patient.

In regard to treatment little need be said ; convinced as I

was, early in the case, of its incurable nature, the treatment

throughout was little more than palliative. An emeto-cathartic

at the beginning of the jaundice, of resin podophylum, blue

mass and ipecac was followed by partial amelioration of symp-
toms, though no bilious discharges were procured from stomach

or bowels. Phosphate of soda, nux vomica, chionanthus, nitro-

muriatic acid, were among the remedies resorted to beside those

already mentioned. Opiates were used in the last stage com-
bined with atropia, and administered per anema.

Dr. S. L, B. Black was called in consultation and confirmed

my diagnosis, and Dr. C. F. Vandervort rendered important

aid in the post mortem examination.

Art. III.—Black Haw. By Eobeet Boal, M.D., Peoria, 111.

Among the indigenous remedies introduced to the profes-

sion, no one is entitled to greater confidence, or has received

comparatively so little attention as the viburnum prunifolium,

or black haw. When fir.^t brought to notice by a southern phy-

sician as a remedy to prevent miscarriage, that was supposed to

be its sole remedial virtue. Experience has proved its applica-

bility to other uterine affections. Not only is its anti-aborti-

facient power well attested by several observers, but in other

uterine affections it is of undoubted efficacy. I have treated a

few cases of threatened abortion and premature labor, with the

viburnum, with successful results. In my judgment it will

quiet uterine action with more certainty than any other ano-

dyne, or anti-spasmodic. In a recent conversation with a raed-
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'ical friend, he extolled its virtues highly, and said that it seldom
disappointed him in its effects. Every physician who has prac-

ticed for any length of time has often been disappointed in the
effect of opium in arresting threatened abortion, and many
entertain the opinion, that in many cases it facilitates, rather
than prevents, its occurrence. If the statements of many who
have tried the viburnum are reliable, we have a remedy for a
threatened danger to a pregnant woman, that is invaluable, and
one that may save the lives of many children.

In dysmenorrhoea, especially in the spasmodic form which
occurs in women of delicate habit and a sensitive, nervous
organization, its action is usually prompt and beneficial. In the
majority of cases of what is called functional dysmennorhoea, it

will afford decided relief, if properly given, and in those cases

that are due to flexions, narrowing of cervical canal, or other
organic causes, its palliative eftect is often well marked. The
sympathetic disturbance of other organs preceding and during
the menstrual flow, particularly the instability of the stomach,
renders the exhibition of remedies no easy task. Many women
have an idiosyncrasy with regard to any preparation of opium,
which renders its administration unpleasant and often useless in

relieving pain in consequence of the nausea, vomiting and other
unpleasant effects following its use. It is in these cases the
black haw is peculiarly well adapted. Although its taste is

bitter, it usually agrees with the stomach, and according to my
experience is seldom rejected or produces nausea or other disa-

.greeable results.

Its mode of action is anodyne and antispasmodic. Beyond
its power of relieving pain, I have observed no other apparent
effect upon the system. While the remedial power of viburnum
is inestimable, it commends itself to the profession in another
point of view. If it will relieve the pain preceding and during
menstruation, for which opium and alcoholic stimulants are
ordinarily given, it will remove the danger of contracting the
opium habit, or the intemperate use of intoxicating drinks,
which have blighted the lives and destroyed the health and
happiness of so many. If the viburnum will supply the place
of these potent agents, and accomplish all, even more than
they ; if danger to pregnant women can be averted and the
lives of children saved ; if the agonizing pain can be palliated

or relieved, and the formation of habits as strong as death can
be prevented or avoided—then we have a boon in this agent
whose value it w^ould be hard to estimate. Whether it will

accomplish all that is claimed for it more extended observation
and experience in its use will perhaps be necessary. That it

will do much in the affections for which it has been used, I know
from experience. The fluid extract is the preparation I have
iised, giving it in half drachm to one drachm doses, repeated
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every one, two, three or more hours, as the exigencies of the
case may require. lu consequence of its bitter taste it is best

combined with some of the syrups, or what is better, the

aromatic or simple elixirs, in equal parts.

Akt. IV.—a Case of Ichthyosis. By F. C. Vandervoet, '^{, D., Tonica, IlL

This is a typical case of ichthyosis, and for the benefit of
those who are not familiar with the disease, I will give a general

description. I saw this case first when the child was eight

months old, when its skin presented the appearance of the-

scales on a fish. The first time the mother ever put her hand
on the child, she felt his skin was cold and stift', like oiled

paper. Scales soon developed all over his body, with the excep-

tion of soles and palms; there were, however, contrary to the-

rule, some scales on these.

To the naked eye the prominent characteristic is an excess-

ive development of epidermis. It is a squamous disease, classed

with psoriasis and pityriasis. It is named ichthyosis from its-

resemblance to a fish skin. Its cause is unknown. It is con-

genital, and lasts through life. It occurs more frequently in>

males than in females. Seasons varj^ the appearance, the colder
the weather the more scaley, probably on account of the less-

ened perspiratory action of the skin ; however, at any time the
function of perspiration seems to be almost entirely suppressed..

The scales are large and thin, peel off with some diflSculty,,

and leave a surface neither rough nor smooth, as in psoriasis,

nor moist, as in eczema, but smooth and natural. In pityriasis-

the scales are very fine and easily detached ; nor is the disease-

so general.

By observing these points the diagnosis becomes easy..

Prognosis is unfavorable for a recovery, although the generali

health is unaffected by the local lesion. This disease is a con-

genital deformity, as much as the child with three arms. In the-

latter case the deformity might be remedied by the surgeon's-

knife, but in the former the disease is too general to be eradi-

cated in such manner. In this case of mine the boy is perfectly

healthy and stout. In this disease we must impress upon the
parents the permanence of the disease and keep them, if possi-

ble, from trying every traveling quack that comes along.

Treatment is simple. Remove the scales with green soap,

or any alkaline soap, and keep the skin lubricated with vaseline..

If this treatment is persisted in, the skin will become quite soft

and supple, but when attention is stopped, the scales return the-

same as ever.

This case has become clean several times, when the parent&i

believed it was cured, and relaxed the treatment. It, however^
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returned; May we not by this diligent and persistent treatment
(avoiding the practice of dosing the patients with nauseous-

drugs, to undermine the health) get a result in the shape of a

skin that will not be so disgusting as those we generally see ?

Akt. v.—Inunctions in Scarlatina. By J. P. Walker, M. D., Mason City,.

Mason County, 111.

During the winter and spring of 1854 I discovered the fact

by actual experiment, that scarlatina was propagated by and with
the furfaraceous desquamation of the skin of the sick, and later

I was fully convinced that the disease was disseminated in no
other way.

These facts with ray plan of treatment, were communicated
verbally to our society and to my neighboring practitioners,

from time to time, ever since that date. In this vicinity the

greasing plan has been used by nearly all physicians ; as well for

the immediate comfort of the sick, as for the almost certain pro-

tection assured by it to the community at large, when continued
until the skin was in every respect restored to its natural per-

fectly healthy state in appearance and function. About the-

same time I found that potasic iodide was almost a specific for

the cure and the protection of this dreadful malady. These
ideas were published in the transactions of our State Medical
Society, 1875, page 23, as a short article read by me before the

society at Jacksonville, to which I refer for my theory and plan

of treatment.

In 18^8, Dr. Hale (homoeopath) of Chicago, in the Chicago
Inter Ocean, claimed precedence in the use of the oiling plan

during the fever, to which I replied in the same paper, stating,

that inunction had been practiced in Germany for more than
one hundred years before he was born. I have not heard from
him since.

In April, 1881, Dr. J. B. Garrison comes to the front in the
Indiana Medical Reporter, claiming priority as discoverer of the

fact that scarlatina was only propagated by the desquamative
material from the skin.

Finally the London Lancet comes out, very charily, in the
June number, 1881, page 938, on the authority of Mr. Rix of
the fever hospital, and admits the fact that the desquamation is

the principal factor in the spread of the disease, but does not
hint that they have any idea how the propagation of the malady
might be prevented, which I believe is of much greater import-
ance to the community than all methods of treatment can ever be.

I refer you to my article in the transactions of the Illinois

State Medical Society, to the records of our local societies, and
to the physicians of Mason, Logan and Menard counties for the
evidence that I have held and taught these views, and practiced.
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accordingly with constantly increasing faith until this time.

iFurther, that I have not met a single case of abscess or eftusion

"where the treatment was commenced early and continued until

^11 of the effects of the fever had subsided entirely.

I am of the opinion that Dr. J. B. G.'s method of carboliz-

ing the oils will prove of the greatest advantage in the treat-

ment and prevention of scarlatina; as I have used carbolized

oosmoline in rubeola with the most satisfactory results, allaying

the terrible itching, and abating fever to a very considerable

degree.

AVhere does the Lancet find the discussion which it inti-

mates has been held about this disease being carried by the dis-

quamation ?

The only printed articles on the subject, as far as known,
are my own, referred to above, Dr. J. B. Garrison's, of April,

1881, and my reply to him in the July number of the Western

Heporter.

Why do not such works as the London Laneet and the Am-
erican Journal of 3Iedical Science give country practitioners due
credit for their work and discoveries, although they may be
published in unscientific composition. From this time on I am
for home manufactures and mutual protection.

Art. VI.—Gunshot Wound of the Intestme. By John Stout, M. D.,

Peoria, 111.

In view of the great interest manifested of late in gunshot
"wounds, I may be pardoned for recording the histor_f of a very
unic^ue and interesting case which came under my observation
during the present summer, and trust it may not be without in-

terest to some of the profession.

N. M , aged twenty-three years, a strong, muscular
man, was wounded by a bullet from a pistol while taking part

in a riot which occurred in this city on the evening of July 18,

1881. The party doing the shooting stood at a distance of six

or eight feet from him. The bullet (calibre 38-100 of an inch)

entered the body over the costal cartilage of the seventh rib, at

a point one-half inch below the ensiform cartilage and one and
•one-half inches to the right of the median line. The ball did
not penetrate through the costal cartilage, but after striking it

glanced downwards in its course and penetrated the small intes-

tines at some point. When first seen the patient was suffering

from shock, but not to an}' great extent. There was no ex-

ternal hemorrhage, nor had there been any to speak of, nor
were there any evidences of internal hemorrhage, as would
naturally be expected in such cases. The only thing he com-
plained of was a very sharp and severe pain at the point of
entrance of the bullet, and a dull aching pain over a circum-
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scribed portion of the umbilical region. The patient was re-

moved to St. Francis' Hospital, and rendered as comfortable as-

possible by the use of opiates, etc.

July 19, 8 A. M. Found that he had passed a very comfort-

able night. The pain at the seat of wound was not as severe as-

on the night previous, but it was aggravated by his taking a
full inspiration. There was no pain or tenderness over the ab-

domen. There was a slight febrile action, the temperature be-

ing 100°, and pulse 92.

6 p. M. There is still a slight pain at the wound, but has

had no pain over the abdomen. Has had considerable fever

during the day. The temperature now being 101f°, and pulse

120.

July 20, 8 A. M. Bested very well 'during the night; has-

no pain at wound except when taking a full inspiration. Has a

feeling of numbness over the umbilical region. Temperature
99°, pulse 82, or as near normal as could be expected. Has
eaten some breakfast, says he feels all right, and wants to get

out.

6 P. M. Pulse and temperature same as in morning.
Bowels moved once during the afternoon.

From this time nothing of any moment occurred until the

22d, when his bowels became quite active, having several stools-

during the day. The next day he had but two stools, and with

the last one came the bullet, covered with a slimy mucus. He
had no signs of fever since the 19th, his appetite was very good'

at this time, and there were no unfavorable symptoms.
July 25. Yesterday there existed a dull pain in the left

lumbar region, but this disappeared during the night. Has had
no stool since the passage of the bullet until to-night. His ap-

petite is now very good, and food digests well ; says he feels as-

well as he ever did
;
got up to-day and walked about his roomi

for the first time.

The wound did not show any signs of healing until the

23d, when for the first time there was a slight discharge of pus^.

and from this time it began to improve, but was not entirely

healed when he left the hospital, which was on August 1. But
the question of most importance to us is: "What course did

the bullet take on entering the body ? As to this we are only

able to surmise, for there were no symptoms at any time to

show us where the bullet was. When first seen I attempted to

ascertain whether the ball had gone directly through the costal

cartilage, but I was not able to find any opening, and came to

the conclusion that after striking the cartilage it had glanced

downwards. The next question is where did it enter the intes-

tines. • That it did so is very evident ; but how it could do so

without piercing the peritoneum and causing peritonitis is anr

other thing; but such in all probability was the case, and gives-

another evidence to us that the peritoneum may be injured

without producing a fatal result..
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Abt. YII.—Pyaemia. Kead before the McLean County Medical Society, Sept.

5, 1881. By W. E. Gtjthkie, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

If there is one subject more than another sub jiidice by the

medical profession to-day, that theme is pyaemia and its con-

comitant, septicaemia. I have conversed with several learned
physicians, and conned over all the volumes at my command,
and no two of them have I found entertaining the same ideas

upon the subject of this paper. There was once a man who
«aid when he tried to agree with everybody he agreed with
nobody, but when he suited just himself there was always one
satisfied, so instead of trying to conciliate all theories, I shall

take what suits me from each, and perhaps spin some ofmy own.

Pypemia literally means pus in the blood. When the name
was first given it signified far different from what it now does.

The old pathologists thought what we now know to be an excess

of leucocytes, produced by irritation of the lymphatic glands,

were pus corpuscles; and, as this condition was invariably

present in this disease, gave it the name it now bears.

Pyaemia is the superlative of unhealthy inflammation. As
a rule there is no pyaemia without septicaemia, and no septic-

aemia without inflammation of some kind.

Atmospheric causes predispose to pyaemia by producing a

deteriorated condition of the blood. It has been proven by ex-

periment that poisonous materials may be inhaled by the lungs
and so reduce the nutritive properties of the blood as to render
its possessor an easy victim to disease. The foul air of crowded
hospitals and of low dirty districts has this eff'ect.

Improper nourishment is always a precursor of disease,

and upon its entrance into the vital citadel, hastens to open the

gates the healthy blood has closed against the enemy of human
kind. The causes particularly exciting to pyaemia are injuries,

surgical operations, erysipelas, carbuncle, the puerperal condi-

tion, typhoid fever, dysentery, gonorrhoea, etc.

An injur}', as in a surgical operation, is the most common
cause. A leg is amputated. The wound is closed and sutures

and straps applied, and often not any means afforded for drain-

age. There is a certain amount of serum exuded, and more or

less of it—as its exit is trammeled or free, is absorbed by the

open lymph channels and carried into the circulation. This
acts as an irriiant to the tissues of the body, increases cell

action and produces what we know as inflammatory fever. The
inflammatory process is now well under way in the wound. On
account of impure air, bad food, or some cause acting directly

upon the granulating surface, the pus looses its laudable charac-

ter and becomes thin and sanious. If this agent influencing it

be of a peculiarly virulent character, the glands in the course
of the lymph vessels become inflamed and glandular abscesses

form; if not, they are only stimulated to increased action, and
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a large excess of leucocytes are there formed, which, mixing
with the blood, prepare it for the easy formation of thrombi and
the conveyance of emboli. In the stump, if drainage be not

well maintained, the virulent fluids infiltrate the tissues of the

wound, break down the thrombi formed in the orifices of the

veins, and portions of the clot holding much virulent liquor

puris and detritus become emboli in the venous current.

In the mean time the blood is so deteriorated and mingled
with irritating substances, that instead of nourishing the nerve
centers, it is so strong an irritant as to produce a nervous shock
—a vaso-motor paralysis. The most vascular portions of the

body—the internal organs—are then engorged with blood at the

expense of the periphery, and we say the patient has a chill.

Rigors do not indicate a cooling of the blood, but its absence

from the surface. Shortly reaction takes place, the cutaneous
vessels are tumid, its glands excited to intense action and there

is €opiou8 sweating.

The intestinal glands being the most sensitive to increased

blood pressure, serous diarrhoea commences to assist the debili-

tating influences at work upon our patient, and at the same time

to eliminate some of the poisonous elements.

The essential constituents of the blood itself degenerate

—many red corpuscles break down and set free their coloring

matter, which tinges the skin of an icteric hue. This coloring

principle was formerly attributed to the bile, and was supposed
to result from abscess of the liver, but jaundice with absence of

hepatic lesion disproved this theory.

Many or all the granulations in the wound are destroyed

and it presents a peculiarly livid color. If there be any dis-

charge—and there usually is little—it is of a sanious, putrid

character. Pain in the injured part is almost or quite absent.

Its venous thrombi are broken up into emboli and carried to the

right heart and pulmonary circulation. If these floating masses
be sufficiently small they pass through the capillaries of the

lungs, back to the left heart and are finally arrested in other

organs or tissues.

An embolon finds lodgment in the lungs. The capillary

area which received and aerated the venous blood carried by
the now occluded vessel, is left empt}^, and the arterial blood
from the bronchial arteries is sent in such quantities to the part

as to produce active congestion and an hemorrhagic infarct, as

Virchow calls it, results. The purulent material contained in

the embolon, together with the excess of blood pressure in the

part, now cause inflammation and suppuration, and an abscess is

formed.

The emboli that have passed through the vascular system of
the lungs are enlarged by accumulations in their course and find

lodgment in the liver, spleen, kidneys, brain and other portions
of the body, where a somewhat analogous process to that de-
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scribed in counection with the lungs takes place. Every time'

there is a new quota of pus enters the circulatory system, there'

is nervous shock, chill, with its following reaction—fever, sweat..

If the abscesses formed in the lungs be near the surface, inflam-
mation of the pleurae is excited, and on post mortem that mem-

* brane is found covered by spots of lymph deposit, aud the-

pleural fluid freely mixed with flocculi. The inflammator}^ mass
may be near a bronchial tube and increased secretion be excited
in its mucous membrane, and the patient has intercurrent bron-

chitis.

. The induration and abscesses in the liver aud kidneys may,,
in the former, retard the portal circulation and produce ascites,,

in the latter albuminuria and general anasarca.

Purulent deposits more or less suddenly take place in the
joints, and in them the patient complains of excessive pain.
The pathology of this condition is so little understood that
nearly all authors evade its discussion, and I shall do likewise,.

and call upon the members of this august assemblage for an
explanation of this phenomenon. In the brain abscesses may
(though they do not commonlj') form, and there is strabismus,,

dilatation of the pupils, and other evidences of compression.

Ere this period of the malady, the sanguineous current is sO'

saturated with the materies morbi that the nervous centers are
denied their wonted stimulus and food, and the patient sinks
into a condition of low muttering delirium and coma. His-

power over the sphincters is lost and the urine and feces pass-

away unknown to him. Death almost always occurs, and from-

one of three causes : From abscesses formed in the heart's sub-
stance, producing paralysis; from exhaustion as the result of
the recurrent shocks the nervous system has received, or from
inanition caused by vitiation of the nutritive fluid—the blood..

The last is by far the most common mode by which life makes-
its exit. Naturally, to the student of pyaemia several queries
arise. Is the disease ever idiopathic ? Is it a primary disease
depending upon no other and originating de novo? In my own
mind I cannot entertain a doubt but that it is caused by metas-
tasis from a previously suppurating surface. To be sure, there
have been instances of its occurrence where the cause was not
determined, but that there was some point, some center of in-

fection that might have been found had the examination been
more careful, seems to me evident. When such causes as a
slight contusion of the scalp, typhoid fever, dysentery, gonorrhoea
and prostatorrhoea^re productive of pysemia, surely we have a
right to infer that some slight piilebitis or other similar condi-
tion may have explained the origin of the so-called idiopathic
cases? Does pus really enter the blood? This is the great
question that has formed factions among pathological philoso-

phers. The older pathologists in their examination of pysemic-
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blood found an excess of white bodies, and jumped at the con-

clusion that they were pus corpuscles. Now we know they are

produced in the lymphatic glands from the irritation brought to

bear by the passage of ^le septic matters through the lymph
vessels. Virchow's great name worked a temporary revolution,

and every one said for a time pus does not enter the circulation.

This great author and his followers would lead us to believe

that the essential part of pus is its corpuscle. Pus, as we find

it, is composed of two parts, the corpuscle and the liquor puris.

The corpuscles of laudable pus, of gonorrhoeal pus, of the pus-

of glanders, of the malignant pustule of variola, and the leuco-

cytes of the blood have all undistinguishable properties, yet the
pus of gonorrhoea, glanders, malignant pustule and small-pox,

each produce a specific disease. Gonorrhoeal pus does not pro-

duce glanders ; the pus from a small-pox pustule will not pro-

duce malignant pustule, yet the best microscope cannot dis-

tinguish the corpuscular elements of everyone of these diseases..

These thoughts lead me to make the statement that the cor-

puscle is not the essential element cf pus; that it gives in its

color and consistence, and not its nature, and that it derives its

essential characters from the serum or liquor jpuris. The pus
globule and the leucocyte are identical, not only in appearance,
but in composition and function. The pus globule is simply a
leucocyte, possessing no distinctive property. The character of
pus- is derived from its serum, and this character is given it by
the organic matters it contains. This material, I believe, is^

what may pass from one patient to another and what enters the
lymphatics and veins, and produces septicaemia and pyaemia,,

when an entrance is made possible by any cause.

When a wound is first received the blood coagulates in the
opened veins, and there is no present opportunity for septic

fluids to enter the circulation by that channel. The lymphatics,
however, are patent, and ofier a ready means of absorption. If

the fluids absorbed are of a nonvirulent character, there is

merely inflammatory fever. If they be virulent, intense fe-

brile action is set up, glandular abscesses form, and we have the
condition septicaemia. If the thrombi, occluding the severed
veins, be disintegrated by the action of the fluids of the wound,
or by the vitiated condition of the blood, its particles saturated
with the serious, essential portions of pus become emboli, and
metastatic abscesses are formed, and we have the condition

—

pyaemia. It is in this disease that the old adage, "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure," is peculiarly applicable.
Once let metastatic abscesses form, and treatment is of little

avail. The subject of prevention opens up the whole field of
surgery as it pertains to the care of wounds. By proper treat-

ment pyaemia may be prevented in the large majority of cases.

Wherever union by first intention can be obtained, no fear
need be entertained of purulent infection. The wound needs
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to be perfectly clear, and drainage kept up in the best manner
possible. Antiseptics are of inestimable value, and should be
used persistently. Listerianism has done much to banish
pyemia from the history of injuries and operations, and merits
further encouragment from our profession. Were it practicable

so to do, no wound should ever be closed till all oozing has
ceased. Save in hospital practice this course is rarely carried

out. Cleanliness should not be limited to the wound ; the body
of the patient and the instruments and cloths used in dressing
should be beyond all suspicion of sepsis. The atmosphere must
be pure and abundant in quantity, for upon this one as much as

any condition depends the constructive ability of the blood.
Cheerful and pleasant surroundings greatly aid recovery from
any sickness. There lacks much of being -a specific for this

malady. In fact, I doubt if remedies efi*ect any purpose, save
the one,' to support the powers of life, to sustain the system
while the poisonous principles are being eliminated and to pre-

vent the absorption of further quantities, if such be possible.

The large proportion die despite all treatment, and the propor-
tion saved is probably not much greater in the hands of the
learned than in those of the inexperienced. The peculiarly

fetid character of the sweat, urine and feces of these patients

should suggest to us the propriety of aiding elimination instead
of checking it, as is often the practice. Judgment is, however,
required in some cases in deciding which is the greater evil, the
debilitating diarrhoea and sweats or the effects of the poison
upon the system. Quinine in large doses supports the nervous
powers, and prevents, to a certain extent, the rigors that so

weaken our patient. Minute doses of alcohol and nutritive

fluids should be given, milk, beet tea, etc. Modifications and
additions may be suggested, but these few remedies and this

line of treatment are types of all with which we are acquainted.
We should always view with anxiety the onset of the first rigor,

and put forth our strongest eftbrts to counteract the poison,

whose presence it denotes.

Wvm^lixim^,

pancreatine.

Recent investigations of Van der yeldens and other

physiologists, have revealed the fact that in the stomach the

food undergoes two stages of digestion. In the first of these

stages the secretion of hydrochloric acid has not yet occurred,
and hence the ptyaline contained in the saliva swallowed with
the food, as well as pancreatine taken as an adjuvant to diges-

tion have full sway. Their action consists in the conversion of
starch into sugar, of fibrin and other albuminoids into soluble
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compounds, and in the splitting of fats into glycerine and fatty

acids. In the second stage pepsin becomes active by the super-

vention of hydrochloric acid now secreted, while both ptyaline

and pancreatine are rendered inert or destroyed by the same
acid. From this it follows that when the chyme enters the
duodenum, it is almost if not quite ready to be absorbed, and
that little work remains to be done by the pancreatic juice.

Thinking that pancreatine, on entering the stomach, immediate-
ly comes into contact with the acid, and thereby is rendered
inert, just as it is under similar conditions outside of the body,
the hesitation with which many physicians prescribe pancrea-
tine is only natural, but their fears are unfounded. The divis-

ion of stomachic digestion into the two separate processes or
stages as described, also affords an easy explanation to the puz-
zling fact observed in practice, that the administration of pan-
creatine very frequently greatly improves the digestion of a
dyspeptic patient.

NEW USE OF PEPSIN.

^N'ot unfrequently we find a patient who cannot take a cer-

tain drug because his stomach is affected by it to an annoying
degree, and we are obliged, reluctantly, to abandon its use.

Quinine, for instance, in many patients, produces verj^ severe
pain in the stomach. Dr. Finsel has found that quinine is tol-

erated very well by patients so affected if, instead of sugar, pep-
sin be added. Even after continued use of such mixture, no
gastric irritation was observed. Dr. F. thinks that this use of
pepsin may be extended to other drugs, such as digitalis, which
frequently disagrees with patients. Pepsin should, of course,

not be added to substances destroying its digestive powers.
Acids are well borne when combined with pepsin. A good
form in which to administer them and in which their action on
the teeth is avoided is wafers. Dr. F. spreads the pepsin out on
a wafer, drops the acid on top, covers it up with more of the
powder, closes the water and lets the patient take it with a drink
of water. The pepsin may also be mixed with the acid by trit-

uration, and then filled into the convenient " empty gelatine

capsules."

IODOFORM.

This substance has of late years been established as a stand-
ard application in many forms of skin disease, in indurations,
ulcerations, pleurisy, pericarditis, syphilitic and many other af-

fections, but its pungent, extremely disagreeable odor has stood
in the way of its more general use. I^either ether nor oil of
peppermint, nor any other substance proposed would disguise
the odor completely. After a series of experiments. Dr. Linder-
mann, in Muenster, finally found in balsamura peruvian a sub-
stance which perfectly covers the odor, and is itself not disagree-
able to the most fastidious nose. He prescribes two parts or
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more of the balsam to one part of iodoform with lard, cosmo-^

liue, glj'ceriue, alcohol or coUodin as a vehicle. It is best to-

first mix the balsam aud iodoform thoroughly before adding the
vehicle. The following prescriptions are frequently used by
Dr. L. :

B
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29, Four strictures were found involving six and a half feet of

small intestine, the slightest having a diameter of one-sixth of

an inch. He removed six and a half feet of intestine and tied

twelve vessels. The ligatures from the two free ends of the in-

testine were tied together and attached to the fibrous tissue of
the linea alba through a suture which retained them in contact

with the peritoneum at the inferior angle of the abdominal in-

cision. The ligatures of the mesentery were brought out at the

inferior angle also and were retained, together with the sutures

of the intestine in a fixed position. The superior part of the

wound was partially closed. Euterotomy was performed on
the third day ; the ligatures and sloughs separated on the 12th

to the 13th day ; the first alviue discharge took place on the

20th day. In six weeks the external wound was closed and
healed. At present writing the patient is perfectly well.

Resection of the Stomach.—The operations made by Billroth

and his assistant have excited no little comment in surgical

circles. The fourth patient on whom Prof. Billroth performed
this operation, lived for several mouths ; sufiiciently long to es-

tablish the occasional advisability of this operation. A post-

mortem was obtained by Dr. Zeman, who found that death re-

sulted from metastatic deposits of cancer throughout the entire

peritoneum, duodenum and jejunum. The stomach remained
quite natural in form, and no one would have guessed that four-

teen centimeters had been removed from it. The woman had
not suffered from any digestive troubles, but had taken and re-

tained her food. At the point of junction of the duodenum
with the lesser curvature of the stomach there was no stenosis,

the thumb being easily passed through the orifice. The union
was perfect in all respects, so that hardly a scar could be per-

ceived along the line of suture.

Removal of the Spleen.—This old operation has from time
to time been performed. A prominent surgeon of Detroit has
lately incurred a great deal of obloquy by removing this organ,

for hypertrophy. Of course the operation was unsuccessful.

In March, Dr. Chiarleoni, of Milan, Italy, performed splenec-

tomy on a patient suffering from paludal cachexia. The adhe-
sions were strong and considerable hemorrhage ensued. The
patient died in a few hours. This is hardly destined to become
£i " favorite " operation.

Transplantation of Bone.—Dr. MacEwen reports a successful

•case of transplanted bone. The patient was a child four years

of age, who had lost two-thirds of the shaft of the humerus by
necrosis fifteen months previously, and in whom no osseous re-

pair had occurred. The limb was of course useless. Dr. Mac-
Ewen proceeded first to make a groove in the soft tissues in the

position of the bone, relying for this on his anatomical knowl-
edge, and then placed in this groove small fragments of wedges
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of bone removed from other patients for curbed tibise. The re-

sult has been that a good new bone has been formed, the new
portion has united firmly to the upper epiphysis and lower part
of original shaft, and the bone is only half an inch shorter than
iti fellow.

So-called Rupture of the Internal Lateral Ligament of Knee
Joint.—Dr. C. A. Jersey concludes that the injury in question
really consists in a fracture of the tuberosity, into which the
ligament is inserted. His conclusions are as follows : 1. Many
cases of so-called rupture of the internal lateral ligament of the
knee-joint are, in reality, cases of fracture of the internal tuber-
osity of the condyle. 2. Many of the more severe sprains are
fractures of the tuberosity. 3. The absence of bony crepitus is

no certain sign of non-existence of fracture at this part. 4. The
diagnosis rests on the extreme lateral motion, the severity of
the pain on manipulation, the localized pain always found at a
certain point, and the length of time required for complete re-

covery.

Tracheotomy.—Dr. Faulis of Glasgow, says the tubes gener-
ally made for children are too large, and that, as a rule, when
used in very young children, completely fill the trachea. He em-
ploys five sizes : iBelow 18 months, diameter 4 mm ; 18 months
to 2i years, 6 mm ; 2^ to 10 years, 8 mm ; 10 to 20 years, 10 mm

;

largest size, 12 mm. As a rule for opening the windpipe, he,

contrary to the general rule, recommends that the incision

should be made through the istljmus of the thyroid, in the
middle line where he says it is as destitute of blood vessels as

the middle line of the tongue or perineum. If a tube is to be
worn, it is better not to have the cricoid cut, for its elastic spring
keeps up a continued pressure on the tube, leading slowly to ir-

ritation, and it may be perichondritis. In the after-treatment
he disapproves of the use of steam.

Dr. Jules Boekel reports twenty-four cases in two years of
tracheotomy by means of the thermo-cauter3\ In these cases
he employed the thermo-cautery to divide all the tissues down
to the trachea, generally at a white heat, but the trachea he
opened with a bistoury for fear of subsequent contraction, a
fear which he has since learned to be hypothetical. There is

rarely, he says, fear of primary hemorrhage, and he never
experienced any trouble from secondary hemorrhage. Mr.
Golding Bird holds that it is improper to introduce the trache-
otomy tube immediately after the trachea has been opened. He
says no tube should be introduced until the trachea has been
cleansed, as far as possible, from all foreign bodies, as mem-
branes, blood clots, etc, etc. He used a German nose speculum,,
the blades of the instrument being inserted into the tracheal
wound and then screwed open. The objection to this is, that
the constant presence of an instrument pressing against the
sides of the trachea would be a continual source of irritation,.

and possibly might give rise to erosion.
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Treatment of Uterine Sub-Involution.

All agents whose tendency is to contract the blood vessels,

muscular fibres and produce absorption of enlarged areolar tis-

sue are indicated. Hot injections, iodine to the cervix and en-

dometrium, carbolic acid and iodized phenol to uterine cavity,

saline baths, general friction massage, electricity—local and by
baths—(faradic chiefly) scarification and leeching to the cervix

at weekly intervals. Tonics of iron, quinine, strychnine, ergo-

tiue, etc. Always reduce any laxation of the organ if existing,

unless contraindicated by old adhesions, and maintain the nor-

mal position by a well-fitting, comfortable pessary.

All super-incumbent weight from the abdomen should be
taken away ; the clothing should be supported by the should-

ers, and not by the hips as is usually done. In women, whose
abdominal muscles are much developed, relaxed and covered
with a thick deposit of adipose matter, the external supporter

answers a " long felt want."
A lacerated cervix' or perineum should always be attended

to ere any further steps be taken toward treating a sub-involuted

uterus.

Injections of hot water, after the method taught by Em-
met, of New York, should be used continuously.

According to his teaching, all pelvic congestion is venous,

and the term " chronic inflammation " is a misnomer, so far as

it applies to the organs in that cavity, because the arterial ves-

sels are not involved in that process. It is in the chronic venous
congestion, constituting the chief factor in sub-involution and
hyperplasia that its use is so beneficial.

The douche is preferred to the ordinary syringe ; the stream
is continuous and uninterrupted ; the patient should be prone,

hips elevated, thereby emptying the pelvic veins by gravitation.

The water should be as hot as can be tolerated. Nervous-
ness and sleeplessness, frequent accompaniments of this morbid
condition, are often allayed by the hot douche just before bed-

time.

Topical applications of Churchill's tr. of iodine to the uter-

ine cavity by means of a probang are very beneficial, A
method preferable is the introduction of soluble medicated
bougies into the cavity by means of a hard rubber tube devised

by Drs. Barker and Munde, of New York.
These tents or bougies are introduced without difiiculty

and allowed to remain and dissolve, the cervix being plugged
with cotton to prevent the escape of the fluid.

Very little pain follows this procedure. Now and then
colicky, supra-public pains supervene in highly nervous subjects,

but as a rule no pain follows. These bougies are medicated
with iodine, iodoform, zinc, etc.

The injection of alterative agents into the substance of the
cervix has been employed by Munde, of New York, Bennett, of
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London, and Delore, of Paris. The first-named claims to have
had no pleasing results from the method. The experience of
Dr. Lusk, at Bellevue Hospital, has by no means been gratify-

ing. He had one case of peritonitis, and death to follow the
treatment. Ergotine, iodine, iodide of potassium and chloride

of zinc have been the agents employed by these experimenters.
Local depletion has proved favorable in the hands of many

gynecologists. Dr. Munde says that the indications for local

depletion are two-fold, viz : 1st, to disgorge the loaded uterine
vessels in acute inflammation or chronic hyperaemia ; and 2d,

to stimulate the sluggish circulation, either by unloading the
estalic veins and the resultant reflux of a fresh stream or by the
nervous shock of the depletion. All authors claim better re-

sults from the scarification than the natural or artificial leech.

Butler's instrument I use through a cylinder speculum. It is

thrust into the cervix to the depth of J or J of an inch, and
from one to two ounces of blood withdrawn. Secondary hem-
orrhage rarely follows.

A tampon soaked in glycerole of tannin applied to the

cervix will preclude the possibility of hemorrhage. The time
I prefer for local depletion is immediately after menstruation.

The tampon of cotton wool, of itself, is a valuable agent in

the treatment of sub-involution. Its object is to retain the

uterus in its normal position or in. any position it may be de-

sired to place it, and as a means of sustaining a prolapsed ovary.
In addition to this as a mechanical support and stimulus to the
pelvic vessels, and an alterative to the pelvic tissue by means
of direct pressure.

These tampons should be saturated with the glycerole of
tannin. The hydragogue eftect is sometimes marvelous when
allowed to remain twenty-four hours. Sims says of it : "Glycer-
ine has a great afiinity for water, and when applied to the cer-

vix, as above directed, it sets up a capillary drainage by osmosis,

producing a copious watery discharge, depleting the tissues

with which it lies in contact and giving them a dry, clean, inof-

fensive, healthy appearance."
The tampon can only be applied satisfactorily by means of

a Sims' speculum.
Ferruginous tonics should be used continuously in cases

where there is a tendency to mennorrhagia.
In such cases strychnia, digitalis, and all vegetable tonics

should be used continuously and persistently during the treat-

ment.— Obstetric Gazette.

Asjiiration of the Gall-Bladder.

Dr. P. II. Kretzschman reports a successful case in the Pro-
ceeding in the Medical Society of the County of Kings,
September, 1881, of which he says:
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Five times has the gall-bladder been aspirated; thirty-four

ounces and a half of bile have been removed within one month.
At every operation the patient felt much relieved, and since the

first withdrawal of bile the constitutional sj'mptoms diminished in

severity. At no time did the operation itself place our patient

in danger, and generally speaking there was no pain attached

to it.

The following generalizations he appends to his paper :

I. The operation can be performed with safety, without
taking particular precautions in uniting the walls of the gall-

bladder with those of the abdomen.
II. The operation can therefore be done as soon as the

diagnosis of a dilated gall-bladder has been made, if, from its

size, there seems to be danger of rupture ; or if the patient

suffers much pain. Aside from these conditions, when aspira-

tior should be resorted to without hesitation, the question

presents itself whether it would not be good practice to evacu-

ate the contents of a distended gall-bladder under all circum-

stances, simply to remove the superfluous vile, which, being cut

off from its natural destination, is bound to be reabsorbed by
the lymphatics, carried back into the circulation and produce, to

a greater or lesser degree, a condition which is generally known
as "cholaemia."

III. A very fine trocar, such as would be of not much
value in case of simple puncture, can be employed, and by
means of suction even a tenacious fluid can be removed from
the gall-bladder.

IV. The insertion of a small trocar or an aspirating

needle is almost a painless procedure.
V. In cases of doubt as to the presence of gall-stones, a

flexible probe can be passed through the canula and used as a

sound.
VI. Aspiration being a safe and painless operation, it can

be employed for the purpose of aiding diagnosis.

The rules for performing the operation are thus formu-
lated :

I. Aspiration should not be delayed, but resorted to as

soon as the diagnosis of distended gall-bladder has been made.
II. A good sized aspirating needle, or a flue trocar should

be used.

III. The instrument should be intrpduced into the gall-

bladder at a point as high up and as near to the border of the

liver as possible.

IV. On withdrawing the instrument, the punctured wound
in the abdominal wall should at once be closed by some kind of

plaster, or by the introduction of a stitch.

V. The operation should be repeated as often as the gall-

bladder becomes distended again.

VI. The common rules of surgery as to cleanliness, etc.,

should be strictly adhered to.

—

Lancet and Clinic.
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Fissure of the Anus.

The above-named affection, although easy of diagnosis and
simple of treatment, is one from which patients often suffer for

months, may be for years, on account of a little neglect or care-

lessness on the part of the practitioner. This affection is fre-

quently diagnosticated as piles and treated accordingly by those
who are not as careful as they should be in obtaining a history

of the case and in making a proper examination. Whether
these mistakes occur to us or to a brother practitioner we should
profit by them.

Two cases of fissure of the anus have occurred in my own
practice, both of which came to me with the statement that
they had piles. They said that they had been thus told by doc-
tors, and that they had submttted to the treatment for piles but
without relief. Not willing to take their diagnosis I at once
commenced inquiring into the symptoms.

Case I. A female, aet. 27 years, complained of great pain
duringdefecation, and for sometime after, the pain being so intense
that she always deferred the act as long as possible. Frequent-
ly she would allow an interval of six or eight days between
stools. The act of coition caused such intense suffering she
was compelled to desist. Her general health had failed some-
what, on account of her great suffering when she presented her-
self to me.

I told her that an examination was necessary, to which she
gave her consent, when I remarked I thought she would be
cured soon by an operation. I found the anus spasmodically
closed. The slightest touch with the finger caused her to cry
out from pain. Even separating the nates caused great suffer-

ing. The spasmodic closure of the anus was almost enough tO'

confirm me in the opinion to which I had already come, having
been guided by subjective symptoms only. I, however, suc-

ceeded in opening the anus sufficiently to disclose the "linear
ulcer," or fissure, situated in this case at the posterior part of
the anus. Having suffered about one year, she was willing to

submit to an operation, which I performed in the afternoon of
the same day. The operation was that of forcible dilatation,,

and it was done while she was under the influence of chloro-
form. She was completely cured, and during the two years that
have elapsed since the operation she has not had one symptom
of a return of her trouble.

Case II. Female, net. 25 years, had been afflicted about
eight months. She, too, went from doctor to doctor seeking a
cure. She believed herself a sufferer both from piles and from
womb disease ; from the former on account of pain in defeca-
tion, from the latter on account of pain in coition.

In her case there was occasional diarrhoea, and when not
thus affected her bowels were regular. With this one exception
the symptoms of the two cases corresponded. On examination
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I found iu Case II. two fissures, one in anterior and the other in

posterior part of anus. The same great suffering was endured
during the examination of this as in Case I. Forcible dilatation

was the operation resorted to in this case, and no doubt it will re-

sult in a permanent cure. She has had but one action on her
bowels since the operation was performed, and it was attended
with no pain—the first painless action for months. A sense of
soreness necessarily followed the operation for a few days in
each case. Only one week has elapsed.since the operation was
performed on Case II.

But little after-treatment was resorted to in both cases ;

only a suppository or two were used. 'No piles, either external
or internal, existed in either one.

About twelve months ago a man, set. 45 or 50 years, con-
sulted Dr. Crook, the surgeon under whom I read in 1874,.

about an aflection which he had been told was piles. A num-
ber of physicians, according to his statement, had prescribed
for him with the idea that it was piles with which they were
dealing. No improvement followed in a single instance. His-

symptoms were well defined, and indicated a fissure of the anus.
An examination confirmed the doctor in his diagnosis. He
operated by forcible dilatation and cured his patient.

My object in writing this is to direct the attention to an
affection more common, perhaps, than most imagine, and to
show that every affection in the region of the anus or rectum is

not piles. I know of no disease more easy of diagnosis than
fissure of the anus, and there is certainly none iu which the
treatment could be more satisfactory both to patient and sur-
sreon.

—

Medical Bulletin.

Ethylate of Sodium in Xaeviis.

Dr. Richardson reports nine cases of ncevus successfully removed
with ethylate of sodium. If ethylate of sodium be placed in con-
tact with organic matters, it is decomposed ; the sodium is set
free, oxidizes, and acts as a caustic, while the remainder of the
compound is formed into absolute alcohol again, and saturates
the adjacent'tissues, preventing their decomposition. The ethy-
late should be applied to the nsevus by means of a glass rod

;

in young children this may be done while they are asleep, with-
out waking them. A hard crust forms, which dries and ex-
foliates in five or six days. Poultices, or moisture in any form,
should not be applied to hasten the separation of this crust ; the
contact of moisture causes the crust to decompose and become
offensive, while, if left to itself, the antiseptic action of the al-

cohol enables it to dry up and separate without unpleasant odor.
The crust should be allowed to separate of its own accord ; ill-

advised efforts to detach it prematurely may produce hemor-
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rhage, irritate the neevus, and so retard its disappearance. The
application of the ethylate is usually not painful, and is effective

;

ordinary cases are cured without the formation of a scar in two
or three sittings. The ethylate of potassium is also effective, ^
but seems more likely to cause hemorrhage.^-Dr. Gasper m
Grisicold, in New York Medical Journal.

Notes of Treatment from tlie Clinics.

Goitre.—The ointment of the red oxide of mercury will

cure any case of goitre in which the gland has not undergone
either C3'stic or calcareous degeneration. It is also very valu-

able in chronic enlargements of the spleen.

Effects of Dram Drinking.—I do not think that a man is

necessarily destined to perdition if he drink a glass of whisky,
but he is certainly threatened with mania, melancholia, or gen-
eral paralysis.

Administration of Ancesthetics.—The administration of an
anaesthetic in a crowded amphitheater is a piece of inhumanity
to the patient. Experience has shown that the crowd of faces

and the sight of the instruments' about to be used—the horrible
paraphernalia—greatly increase the danger of paralysis of the
heart.

Summer Complaint.—If I were asked what is the best remedy,
above all others, in the treatment of the summer diarrhoea of
infants, I would answer, brandy, the best cognac. It is also ex-

tremely serviceable in colliquative diarrhoea, and depression of
the functions of life. It should be given, in either case, in con-
siderable doses.

The Prevention of Ptyalism.—When mercury is to be adminis-
tered for some time, as in the treatment of syphilis, the addition
of belladonna in small doses is recommended, in order to pre^

vent ptyalism. When salivation occurs, atropinism is very val

uable, and belladonna should be given as soon as the odor of
breath gives warning of the commencement of ptyalism.

Constipation.—In the treatment of constipation due to torpor^
of the intestinal tract, physostigma is of service, given with
belladonna. Thus

:

IJ Extract physostignatis,
Extract belladonn£e,
Extract nucis vomica), take of each )4, grain.
Extract aloes, 1 grain. M.

Fiat pil.

To be taken at bedtime.

For flatulence at the climacteric, with mental depression,
the tincture of physostigma is a capital remedy, given in ten to

"fifteen drop doses three times a day.
Mineral Acids in Summer Diarrhcea.—The mineral acids are

very efficient in sporadic cholera and summer diarrhoea. The

i
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indications for their use are the profuse and watery characters

of the discharges, which are alkaline or neutral in reaction, due
to outward osmosis from the serum of the blood, and the best

of the acids is sulphuric acid given with opium. Hope's cam-
phor mixture is also frequently used, especially in the pulmon-
ory diarrhcea, with benefit.

Administration of Cod-Liver Oil.—In consumption t^e mis-

take is often made of prescribing cod-liver oil in large doses

and before meals. In the latter case it destroys appetite, and
creates a repugnance for food. It should invariably be given

after eating, and one drachm should be the usual dose. There is

a limit to the capacity of the digestive organs as regards assimi-

lation of fat, and when given in excess it disturbs the digestion

and produces diarrhcea. Given properly, it is particularly of

use in incipient consumption, before destructive changes have
taken place in the lung ; it is especially serviceable in fibroid

phthisis, and chronic bronchitis ; the more chronic it is, and
the less the range of temperature, the more may be expected

from the remedy. The best form in consumption and atheroma
of the arteries, is the emulsion with the lacto-phosphate of

lime. It may also be given in whisky, a tablespoonful three

times daily, containing a drachm of the oil, or given as hot toddy.

It is sometimes taken in a wineglass of ale, in black cofi^ee,

lemon-juice, or for children it may be given in the form of bis-

cuit. The cardinal rule for the administration of cod-liver oil ^
is to give it only in the amounts that the stomach can dispos€f"Sn?,v,.

of Watch the evacuations from time to time, and see if any
portion of the oil is passing unchanged, and regulate the dose

accordingly.

—

Bartholow in College and Clinical Record.

Case of Small-Pox Aborted by Vaccination.

Now that small-pox is quite prevalent in this city, I wish to

put a case on record occurring in my practice, which shows the

protective influence of vaccination after the appearance of

variola.

On the Slst day of August I was called to see a child about
fourteen months of age in a family, all of whom had been vac-

cinated except this child. The family refused this protection,

for fear that the little thing's arm would be very sore. Upon
examination, I was certain that it was variola. I considered
the chances for this child's life very small, being satisfied of my
diagnosis, and urged, as the best possible measure for its safety

immediate vaccination, which was performed at once, and suc-

cessfully. On the next day my diagnosis was fully confirmed.

The eruption, instead of going through the usual stages, was
milder and distinct, though running the course of a very mild
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attack. The vaccination evidently impressed the system, and
influenced and modified the course of this disease, reducing it

to a minimum of danger. Not another case occurred in this

family, the child contracting the disease from a family on the
opposite side of the street, where several deaths occurred.—Southern Clinic.

Morpliine and Cliloroforin in Ansestliesia.

Francois Franck [Journal de Medicine de Bourdeaux, April

17,) calls attention to certain advantages derived from admin-
istering morphine as a preliminary to anaesthesia by chloroform.
He has ascertained by experiment that the preliminary admin-
istration of morphine suppresses or markedly diminishes the
initial respiratory and circulating complications of chloroform-
isation, and that the great perturbations often observed in the
circulatory function, when a considerable quantity of chloro-
form is rapidly absorbed into the lungs, are very considerably
diminished by the preliminary administration of morphine. He
calls attention, at the same time, to the fact that a perspiratory
syncope may be more easily produced by morphine and chloro-
form than by chloroform alone, and the respiration requires,

therefore, in case this method of anaesthesia be used, constant
watching. The patient, as a rule, however, could readily be re-

lieved from the syncope in many cases by artificial respiration.
— Chicago Medical Revieio.

Nostrums in their Relation to Public Health.

Albert B. Prescott, M. D., F. C. S., in an able article on
this subject published in the Physician and Surgeon^ says:

It may be submitted now that the use of patent medicines
without a knowledge of their composition does injury to the
health of the people :

1. Because they may, and in fact sometimes do, contain
powerful or poisonous articles unsuspected.

2. Because they always may be, and often are, inert, and
become a false reliance to the neglect of other and due meas-
ures in the care oi health.

3. Because they are liable to be changed in composition, so
that any experience of their effects, as they are purchased at

one time, is not conclusive as to the same-named articles pur-
chased at another time.

4. Because it is submitting disease to the treatment of a
distant and irresponsible stranger and hazarding health in an
apparent game of chance.

5. Because they are trusted to act as antidotes in the sense
in which no medicines can so act.
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6. Because they favor excessive recourse to medication,

and thereby increase the resort to physicians and intensify the

demand for the phjsicians to give medicines whether needed
or not.

7. Because their analysis shows the greater part of them
to be given with multiplied falsehood, and the patronage of

falsehood must be demoralizing both to the mind and to the

body.

—

Louisville Medical News.

Apocymim Cannabiiium and Anasarca.

Bright's disease is becoming the fashionable disease to study,

more especially since Charcot, who sets the fashion for many
physicians in the United States, has been paying much attention

to it. These studies have been chiefly pathological and symp-
tomatological. However, many independent observers have
dealt with it from the therapeutical aspect, and Dr. J. S. Dab-
ney (New Orleans Medical Journal) has found, he claims, that

apocynum cannabinum is one of the best diuretics and hydro-

gogue cathartics that can be used in the disease, as it causes

not only marked diminution of the anasarca, but also decrease

of the albumen and casts. He claims for it certain advantages

:

1. A small quantity only is necessary to produce diuresis, eme-
sis or catharsis. 2. It has an agreeable aromatic taste. 3. It

has tonic properties. 4. It is harmless, free emesis resulting on
an overdose. While many of these claims seem rather strained,

still there appears to be but little doubt that the remedy is of

much value in ascites, anasarca, and allied conditions.— Chicago

Medical Revieio.

Hygienic Treatment of Biliary Calculi.

In the Bidletin de Therapeutique^ Professor Bouchardt gives

the following rules : 1. Abstain from bread, eggs, nitrogenized
aliments in excess, tomatoes, strong liquors, from fish, oysters,

etc., from old cheese. Instead of bread make use of potatoes,

and take ordinary vegetables containing potash in preference to

those containing soda. Make an indirect alkaline medication by
using fruits containing malates and citrates. 2. Keep the bow-
els in a soluble condition, taking a tablespoonful of tartrate of
potash or soda, or of sulphate of soda in lemonade or orangeade,
each morning. 3. Moderate exercise. 4. Render the cutaneous
secretions more active by frictions, etc. One to three baths
weekly, containing :

'^ Potass carb., 3 ounces.
01. lavand., % drachm.
Tr. benzoin, "1 drachm.
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followed by prolonged frictions and massage. 5. (a) In order to-

produce expulsion of the calculi, small doses of spr. terebinth^

and of ether in capsules, either at meals or preferable, between
meals, (b) To prevent the formation of calculi, for ten days,,

before the morning and evening meal, a pill containing one
decigram (gr. jss) of tartrate ot potash and lithia ; during the
ten days following

:

5 Potass, acetat, 5 drachms.
Syr. sarsfe comp., 12 ounces.

Sig.—Tablespoonful morning and evening. ,

Then, for ten days, a quart of water daily, containing ten

grams {2h drs.) of Rochelle salts.

—

Med. and Surg. Beporier.

Benefits of the Antiseptic Method Illustrated hy Com-
pound Fractures.

The mortality after compound fracture had, during the
labors of my predecessor as well as during my own, reached the
sad height of forty per cent. When I adopted the antiseptic

treatment of wounds, my last twelve patients, with compound
fracture of the leg, had all died of pyaemia or septicaemia.

From that time up to the present day I have treated, one after

another, one hundred and thirty-five compound fractures, and
not a single patient has succumbed to either of those accidental

wound diseases ; one hundred and thirty-three were cured, two
died, one of fatty embolism of the lungs, during the first few
hours; and one, a drunkard, of delirium tremens.— Volkmann^
Int. Med. Cong.—Maryland Med. Journal.

Local Treatment of Diphtheria.

There was an almost complete unanimity against the forc-

ible removal of false membranes or the cauterization of the

affected surface. Ice in the early stages, steam inhalations, with
or without antiseptics, in the latter stages, were generally rec-

ommended. Lactic acid and lime-water were praised as being
the best solvents, and boracic acid as an antiseptic.

—

Proceedings,

Int. Med. Cong.—Maryland 3Ied. Journal.

Treatment of the Future.

Iluxley predicts that in the progress of medicine it will

become possible to introduce into the economy a molecular
mechanism, which, like a very cunningly contrived torpedo,

shall find its way to some particular group of living elements,

and cause an explosion among them, leaving the rest untouched.—Idem.
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Report of Select Committee on the Caiitagioiis Diseases Acts.

On May 30, Inspector Anniss was called in and examined
by Mr. Osborn Morgan, being afterwards cross-examined by
Messrs. Stansfekl and Hopwood.

Inspector Annis belongs to the metropolitan police force^

and is specially charged with the carrying out of the contagious
diseases acts in the Plymouth and Devonport district, England.
His official experience of the district is great, as he has super-

intended the execution of the acts since 1864, a period of six-

teen years; previous to which he served for twelve years as a
police officer there. During the year 1864, in pursuance of in-

structions, he ascertained that there were 2,020 prostitutes in the

district, which at that time consisted of Plymouth, Devonport,,

and Stonehouse. Since that time, the boundaries have been
extended, and the acts are now applied to all the villages within

a ten-mile radius of Plymouth; and also to Dartmouth, which
is fifty miles distant; while the population of Plymouth itself

has increased about 9,000. Nevertheless, since 1864, the number
of prostitutes has fallen from 2,020 to 411, while the number of
brothels, which in that year was 356, is now only 70. For this

reduction he was unable to assign any other cause than the con-

tagious diseases acts, as the duties of the local police were per-

formed in just the same manner as before. He considered that

the daily visits alone of himself or one of his staft", which con-
sisted of a sergeant and six constables, to the brothels, had
great efiect in diminishing their number; while the women
were being constantly withdrawn from them, some being sent

to hospitals, and others restored to their friends and a decent
life. Before the acts came into force, it had formed a part of
his duty to visit the brothels almost daily, for the apprehension
of deserters and stragglers, and also for the detection of thefts

of dockyard stores ; but he did not find that his visits in this

capacity had any eflect in closing the houses in question. With
regard to juvenile prostitution, his evidence was very strong.
On Dec. 31, 1865, there were no fewer than 212 prostitutes of
fifteen years of age and under, 434 between sixteen and eighteen,
and 414 between eighteen and twenty years of age, making a

total of 1,060 under twenty. At the present time, there is not
a single prostitute under fifteen years of age, only two between
16 and 18, and 32 under twenty, making a total of 34 under
twenty. This good result he attributed entirely to the working
of the acts, which enabled him to reach the poor girls before
they became hardened and accustomed to their wretched life.

Residence in" hospitals in many cases did great good, and the
influences there brought to bear on them were the means of re-

claiming a large number. The constables who carry out the
acts see the girls when first they go to the brothels; and, if they
are young, their parents are at once communicated with; while,
if they are orphans, as many are, every persuasion is employed
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to induce them to enter one of the homes. He stated that the
friends or parents of girls who had run away from home, or

bean dismissed from their situations, constantly applied to him
for information as to the whereabouts of their children ; and he
rarely failed to restore the runaways to them. In illustration

of this, he cited a large number of cases, which were of daily

occurrence, showing how brothel-keepers got hold, of such
girls and kept them out of the, way until their moral sense had
'become deadened. Before the acts came into force, this system
prevailed to a fearful extent ; but, since he had the right to see

every prostitute who frequented a brothel, the keepers of such
establishments rarely dared to conceal any girl he might be in

search of. In fact, now, every female who finds her way into a

brothel has to be seen in twenty-four hours, and thus little

chance is allowed for such practice to be carried on.

Previous to the passing of the contagious diseases acts, the

amount of immorality among j^oung people was fearful ; and, be-

fore the acts had been three months in operation, it became ap-

parent that the greatest amount of disease was among the ju-

venile prostitutes. There were a number of houses frequented
actually by lads from twelve to eighteen years of age, some being
set apart for drovers' and butcher boys, others for drummer
boys and sailor boys; and these houses have been known to

contain as many as fifteen or twenty girls. Such establishments

as these collapsed immediately when the police commenced to

visit them once or twice daily, and required immediate informa-
tion as to young girls coming to reside in them. For the work-
ing of the acts, the district was divided into five subdistricts

—

each being under the charge of a constable, who visited every
brothel, and thus ascertained what women resided there, and
also their names and the circumstances of their case. This was
all reported to Inspector Anniss, who then took the necessary

steps either to place the women on the register or to aid in her
.reclamation. In opposition to this evidence, it was urged, in

^cross-examination, that these beneficial results were not owing
in any way to the acts, as there was nothing in them directly en-

joining any such interference; but it was strongly maintained
by Inspector Anniss that without the acts it would be impossi-

ble to bring all these influences to bear, as there would be no
means of reaching the women; and, therefore^ these collateral

advantages were really owing to their operation. Inspector

Anniss repeatedly expressed his strong opinion, that the fear of

being brought under the acts was a most valuable deterrent,

particularly to those girls who were wavering on the borderland
between levity and actual prostitution ; and he stated most ex-

plicitly, that no female was jtlaced on the register before she

liad b(;en given a fair opportunity of discontinuing her mode of

life. The plan adopted is l)riefly this: Every female found in

a brothel is at once informed of the character of the house she
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is in, and warned that, if she remains there, she will be placed

on the register of common prostitution. She is also told that,

if she desires to reform and is without means of returning to

her friends, that the means will be provided for her. In the

case of very young people—and many of these poor creatures

are mere children—they are at once ordered to depart; their

parents are communicated with ; and, if possible, they are

placed in temporary lodgings, which have been provided by
some benevolent persons, until they can either be taken home
or provided for in a suitable manner. Thus every unfortunate
woman is brought to understand that, if she has made a false

step, a helping hand will be held out to her ; and the inspector

mentioned several instances showing the good results of the

system.

—

London Lancet— Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic.

Aiuhiim.

At the last meeting of this society, which convened in the
€ity of Wilmington, N. C, May 18, 1880, Dr. K J. Pittman, of
Tarborough, IS". C, reported a case of ainhiim (which is a dis-

ease of the little toe, and is peculiar to the negro and his de-

scendants) that had just before come under his treatment. He
stated that no such case had come under his observation and
treatment before in a practice of nearly forty-two years. He
had with him a pathological specimen which he exhibited to

the society. I, for one of the members of this society, was, up
to that time, utterly ignorant of the disease, never having be-

fore seen, read, or heard of it.

On arriving home I went to work in order to post myself
in regard to the pathology of ainJium, but made a signal failure

as my library contained no literature on the subject.

I reached my home from Wilmington on Friday, May 21,
and on Sunday morning, May 23, a negro man called at my
office to consult me in regard to a trouble with the little toe of
his daughter about ten years of age. He said that about eight
months before they noticed a constriction of the left little toe,

resembling that of a cord tied around a growing vine or stalk.

The girl had been unable to wear a shoe for months, the pres-

sure of which would produce intolerable pain. I made an ex-

amination, and found the disease, ainhum, well developed on the
left little toe. I at once completed the amputation with a

scalpel, which was almost complete by the constricted tissue. I

now exhibit the amputed toe if any one wishes to see it. In ten
days after the operation the child was well, and no trouble with
the foot since.

I immediately wrote to Dr. Pittman for literature on the
disease, which he says is exceedingly meager, though ainhum is

mentioned in Duno-Usou's Medical Lexicon as beins: found
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among the negroes of Brazil, and means to saw, in the language-

of that country.

Dr. Pittman kindly referred me to the Transactions of the-

Pathological Society of London, Vol. XVIII, page 227, for his-

tology, remedy, etc. I have been unable to get the book re-

ferred to, therefore the barrenness of this report.

I have in my librarj^ the "Principles and Practice of Sur-

gery," by John Ashhurst, jr., M. D., of Philadelphia, Pa. The
disease ainhum not being mentioned in his work, I wrote him
for the pathology of the disease, and he answered my letter as-

follows :

Philadelphia, Pa., August 9, 1880.

E. H. Hornaday, M. D.—Bear Sir : Your letter of the 3d
inst. is received. I regret I cannot give yoa much help in re-

gard to the curious affection known as ainhum, of which I have
never seen a case, and which, as far as I am aware, has not

been met with in this vicinity. There are several papers on the

subject in the library of the surgeon general's office at Wash-
ington. From the little that I know of the affection,

J.
should

suppose that it presents some analog}^ to, though, on the other

hand, many differences from the perforating ulcer of the foot

described by French writers. If I should hazard a surmise as to

its cause, I should suggest that it might arise from the peculiar

conformation and position of the little toe, allowing the lodge-

ment of foreign substances between the folds of skin in persons j

going barefoot. We know that stone is cut through by rubbing:

'

sand backward and forward in a groove, and a similar effect

migliL be produced in living tissue.

I should be glad to see the report of your case when it i&

published. Very truly yours,

John Ashhurst, Jr.

Gentlemen, ainhum is not a disease of paramount impor-
tance, yet it is essential that the medical profession should be-

familiar with all the ailments to which the human family is-

heir, therefore, I am truly sorry that I am unable to enter more
fully into the pathology, the undoubted pathology of the trouble

in question.

TIjc diagnosis is easy, and the treatment for the radical

cure is the knife.

—

Dr. Hornaday, in North Carolina Medical'':^

Journal.

A New and Reliable Operatum for the Cure of Web-
Fing-ers, Ktc.

The operation consists of cutting small flaps or tongues o

skin from tlie posterior and anterior surfaces of the hand, with
the bases of the tongues on a level with the heads of the meta
carpal Vjones, and of attaching them together by their apice
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nfter cuttin^^ through the web. The flaps unite by the first in-

tention', and thus any redevelopment of the web is entirely pre-

vented. The points to be considered in the performance of the

operation, in order to insure a good result, are the following

:

1. The flaps should be cut thick, so that their vascular supply
may be complete, and the chance of sloughing reduced to a

minimum. 2. They should be cut rather narrow, with judg-
ment, otherwise they become compressed laterally and bulge
upwards at the margin, instead of lying in adaptation to adja-

•cent tissue. Such compression, of course, interferes with a free

circulation of blood through the flaps. 3. The tissue between
the knuckles should be cut back, or, if necessary, cut away, so

that the apices of the flaps may lie well in contact with each
other without tension. 4. The flaps must be of sufficient length
to prevent tension when the suture is applied. 5. The apices

of the flaps are very small in children, so that a very small
needle should be selected to carry the suture, in order to avoid
unnecessary injury of the flap. 6. The position of the flaps

should be carefully arranged, so that the limit of the new web
may be in the line with the natural web of the finger. If they
unite, no web can re-form. There is no reason whatever why
union by the first intention should not take place, if attention

be paid to the above recommendations; and thus one of the
most troublesome and unsuccessful of operations is converted
into one most simple and most certain of success. The Presi-

dent and Mr. Watkin Williams (Birmingham) spoke on the
practical nature of the operation. In answer to Dr. Cousins,
the author stated that he saw no reason why catgut sutures
fihould not be used to connect the flaps, although, in the case re-

lated in the paper, he had used Chinese silk. It was of prime
importance to cut the flaps thick, so as to secure their after-

vitality.

—

Proceedings British Medical Association.

The Apijlietl Anatomy of the Nervous System. Being a study of this portion

of the human body from a standpoint of its general interest and prac-

tical utility, designed for use as a text-book and a book of reference. By
Ambkose L. E.ANNEY, A. M., M. D. Adjunct Professor of Anatomy and
late Lecturer on the Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs, and on
Minor Surgery in the Medical Department of the University of the City

of New York, etc. With numerous illustrations. Cloth, 8 vo., 500 pp.

New York : D. Appleton & Co., 1, 3 & 5 Bond St.; 1881.

What a treatise on therapeutics is to materia medica, is this

and similar works to the anatomy of the nervous sj^stem, and
we believe the multiplication of such works as this will do
much to increa-se the practical interest of the practitioner in
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this important branch of his science. Where one has to con-
,

suit one book for a description of a part, and another for the
application of that description, the time consumed and amount ;

of reading necessary is apt to lead him to not look it up at all,

whereas Avith a book like the one before us, where dry details

of minute anatomy are interspersed with practical applications

of the relations of the anatomical arrangements of the nerves

to diagnosis, the reading is one of pleasure and consequent profit,

and the book will become one of daily reference. This work
seems to cover the whole ground mapped out in the title, and
covers it well, a complete table of contents and index, making
a reference to any point to be looked up, the work of but a mo-
ment. The illustrations are fine and well chosen. The authori-

ties drawn upon and referred to are very numerous and of the

highest, and finally, in noting the good qualities of the book,
the publishers have spared no pains to make it pleasing to the

,

eyes. As a work of reference to the practitioner it is invaluable, J

and to the more advanced student it will render great assistance

during his final course of lectures upon this subject.

Creneral Medical Chemistry, for the Use of Practitioners of Medicine. By
R. A. WiTTHAUS, A. M., M. D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology

in the University of Vermont; Professor of Physiological Chemistry in

the University of New York, etc. pp. 443. New York : 1881, W. Wood
& Co.

This is the eighth volume of the library of standard med-
ical authors for 1881. It is well written, and nobody glancing i

over its pages can fail to be impressed with the conviction that i

the author has fully mastered the difiicult subject of which he
treats, and that at the same time he possesses the happy faculty

of imparting his knowledge to his readers in a style both con-
cise and comprehensive. The author advances an original clas-

sification of the elements, based upon the chemical properties

of the oxides and upon the equivalence of the elements. They
are arranged in four great classes, which are again subdivided
into groups, each group containing those elements within the
class which have equal equivalences, which form corresponding
compounds, and whose chemical properties are otherwise similar.

Added to the description of the processes of manufacture of
the physical and chemical properties, the bearings upon hygiene^
physiology, therapy and toxicology, there are scattered through-
out the book valuable hints about the detection of poisons in

the body during life and after death. Organic chemistry is not
considered as a distinct subdivision, but simply as the chemistry
of the compounds of carbon. The space being limited, illustra-

tions have not been used, while the most recent discoveries in

the science are fully considered. The book will be a valuable
addition to the library of the practitioner.

0. J. K
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CHKONIC MALARIA WITH ENLAEGE-
MENT OF THE SPLEEN.

Dr. W. L. Bell, of Eandolpb, Tenn.,
reports to the Med. and Surg. Reporter
that where this treatment has been
persistently adhered to for several'

weeks, he has not had a single failure

:

3 Quinipe sulph., 1 dr.

lodini (Crys.), 15 grs.

Ipecac pulv., 20 grs.

Triturate the iodine ; add the ipecac
and quinise, triturating the combina-
tion well; divide into forty pills and
give: one pill half hour before each
meal.

To relieve visceral obstruction and
engorgement, he gives the following
in connection with the above:
i^ Fl. ex. mandrake,

Fl. ex. leptandrin,
Fl. ex. stillingia, aa. 1 dr.

"Whisky, 2 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful after eacli

meal. Before beginning the above
treatment it is necessary to check the
paroxysm with an anti-periodic.

IODIDE OF POTASSIUM IN TYPHOID
FEVER.

Dr. Oatman claims in the Pacific
Med. and Surg. Journal that iodide of

potassium is as much a specific in

typhoid as quinise is in intermittent
fever. He says: An adult with un-
complicated typhoid may take five

grains of iodide of potassium every
three hours in sweetened water. Also
every three hours, give one dessert-
spoonful of the following:

IJ Ol. teribinth.

Tr. anisi, aa. fl. 1 dr.

Viteli ovi., No. 2.

Sacchari, 2 dr.

Aqufe purse ad. 2 oz.

Ft. emulsio.
M. Sig. This emulsion may be tak-

en between the doses of the iodide.

DIPHTHERIA.

The 1 oliowing is Dr. Guttman's
pilocarpin prescription

:

5 Pilocarpin. muriat, 1/^ Rr.
Pepsin, ^4 dr-

Acid muriat., 10 gtts.

Aqua, 8 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful every hour.

—

Nortlt Carolina Med. Journal.
This was claimed to possess specific

properties in diphtheria, but subse-

quent observations by other physi-
cians have given negative results. So
that it may be said, that while pilo-

carpin does seem beneficial in some
cases, it cannot be relied upon in

every case.

HEADACHE OF DYSPEPSIA.

If the headache is accompanied
with a tonic dyspepsia, and there is a
clean tongue, with weight and oppres-
sion of the epigastrium, nitro-muri-
atic acid will be found serviceable
before meals.

IJ Tr. nucis vom.,
Acid nitr. dil., aa. 1 dr.

Acid hydrochlor. dil., 2 dr.

Tr. aurantii, 6 dr.

Aqua purse, ad 6 oz.

M. Sig. A tablespoonful in a
wineglassful of water, three times a.

day.

—

Med. Press and Circular

FUMING INHALATIONS IN ASTHMA.

The following is the approximate
formula of the quack remedy em-
ployed by the late Lord Beaconsfield
with relief:

1}, Potas. nitrat, ^ dr.

Pulv. anisi fruct., % oz.

Pulv. stramonii fol., 1 oz.

M. A thimbleful placed on a plate

is pinched into a conical shape, and
lighted at the tip, burns like a pastile,

and is held near the patient, who in-

hales the fumes.

—

Phil. Med. Times.

HABITUAL CONSTIPATION IN WOMEN.

1^ Magnes. sulph., 4 oz.

Acid sulph. dil., 4 dr.

Ferri sulph., 60 gr.

Aq. purse, ad. 2 pts.

M. Sig. A tablespoonful before
breakfast.—Dr. T. G, Thomas.

n

ACONITE IN PNEUMONIA.

Carb. ammon., 1 dr.

Tr. aconite rad., 10 gtts.

Water, 4 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful every one to

two hours.

—

Br. E. C. Wood.

IMPOTENCY.

5 Liq. potas. arsen., 1 dr.

Tr. canthar.,

Tr. mucis vomica,
Tr. ferri chlor., aa. 2 dr.

Acid phosphor, dil., 1 oz.

Glycerinse, 2 oz.

M. Sig. Teaspoonful three times-

daily.

—

Med. and Surg. Jiep«rter.
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In an old church at Strasburg on the Rhine, stands a beau-

tiful monument, erected to perpetuate the memor}^ of the brave

Marshal Saxe. Amongst the numerous allegorical figures in

this masterpiece of Canova's genius is one which, in the quaint

3anguage of the guide, represents " France mourning the too

early death of a brave man." To-day might the whole civilized

world be represented in tears over the too early death of a great

find good man.

James A. Garfield was a grand example of the highest

manifestation of American life and American possibilities.

From his earliest boyhood in the obscure home of poverty,

rising from honor to lionor, until his elevation to the highest

position of honor in tiie nation, we can trace, without a single

backward step, the develo[)ment of a manhood, glorious and

sublime. To him were not permitted those acts which render

famous the names of Napoleon, Wellington, Washington or

Lincoln, nor were they necessary to keep his memory green in

the hearts of men. Greater rulers, greater statesmen, greater

generals there may have been, but none have combined to a

greater degree, all those elements that go to round out a per-

fect man. Humanity is elevated and Christianity adorned by

bis having lived. His private life and social relations have given
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a uew "beauty and additional tenderness to those richest of

words, mother, wife, home.

In boyhood, kind and affectionate ; in youth, earnest and

aspiring; in manhood, lirm in dut}^, unimpeachable in charac-

ter, liberal and progressive in everything that tended to the

elevation of man and the welfare of his countrymen ; temper-

ate in all thino-s, tender and true as a mother's love, with pov-

erty conquered, with the obstacles surrounding his humble
birthright behind hira, crowned with the highest honor his ad-

miring countrymen could bestow, he rose to still greater heights,

and showed the world how a man could suffer and a christian

die. No words can fitly express the sorrow of the nation, nor

tongue tell the grief of every American heart. To-day he is

buried, and we wish to lay this tribute of our sorrow as a flower

upon his grave.

A Celebrated Case.

In the whole history of medicine cannot be found a case

which has excited such widespread interest as that of our late

President Garfield. To medical men, truly there have been

cases of far more interest 'per se, but this case has created more
public interest in medical things than any other upon record.

The meagreness of the bulletins left physicians in the dark as

to what was the condition of the patient from time to time, and

what were the methods of treatment pursued. In the official

report of the surgeons in attendance, soon to be published, we
shall learn the facts, and then should any criticism be offered, if

it seems to be called for. There was one lamentable feature

connected with this case, which, however it may be explained

or softened down, will always be a matter of regret to

the majority of American physicians, as well as to a vast ma-

jorit}^ of the American people. We refer to the connection of

Dr. Bliss with the case as chief attendant upon the honored

patient. We have alread}' given our views upon this, and shall

not now repeat them. That from his being so intimately con-

nected with the case, a deeply seated suspicion of the truth of

the bulletins and the wisdom of the treatment of Mr. Garfield,

has arisen, there can be no doubt, and it is by association* with

Mm that the honor and skill of the eminent associate surgeons

have been called in question. How Drs. Aguew and Hamilton
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could have done other than as they did, is a question of consid-

erable delicacy. Had they refused to continue in counsel witb

Dr. Bliss, the weather-vane of public opinion would suddenly

have veered, and they would have been bitterly accused of jeal-

ousy and env}'. Remaining as they did, associated with the-

object of almost unanimous distrust, they are now accused of

allowing a feeling of professional courtesy to assent to the send-

ing forth of false reports and to overcome their judgment as

regards the treatment.

This unfortunate complication, as it may be termed, has

done harm to the good standing of the whole profession, no

less than the now discovered error as to the course of the ball^

or the probing of the pus channel. And a considerable portion

of the public press has done its share in keepitig the matter

alive. Indeed, some men whom we were wont to consider emi-

nent, have rushed into print, criticizing everything without

having seen the patient at all, and thus have lent the might of

their names to further this popular prejudice.

The most sensible thing that we have seen is the following

editorial from the Chicago Tribune:

Our advice to medical gentlemen, who are about to write

treatises exposing the ignorance of the President's doctors, is:

Don't. The danger is that persons so inclined will expose their

own ignorance, and nobody else's. None of them, with the

possible exception of Dr. Boynton, has the data for making up
a case; and he can have nothing of value to say unless he is

prepared to charge the President's physicians with malpractice.

Then his remarks should be in the shape of a criminal informa-

tion, not in that of a professional dissertation for the benefit of
lay readers. Could the President's life have been saved ? That
is the question, and the only question, in which the general pub-
lic has a particle of interest. If Dr. Boynton is not prepared
to take the affirmative of that question he would better say

nothing, except, as an eastern newspaper suggests, "in a pro-

fessional manner to a professional audience."

We believe that the wound was necessarily fatal, and all

was done that anybody could have done to save the patient's

life.

The Cruelties of Quackery.

Were we writing an article against this form of fraud for

lay readers, there could be no stronger argument advanced

against it than to recite some of the instances where quackery
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is guilt}^ of the most hideous cruelties. No physician, who has

been in practice for any length of time, can fail to recall cases

where the cruel deception practiced by this class of human
ghouls would put the very devil to the blush.

It has been truly said, that quackery will flourish as -long

as the medical profession continues to hide within its shell of

dignity and hold itself aloof from the task of instructing and

educating the public ; of appealing to common sense and reason

Instead of, ethically, practicing deception. There has been too

much of mystery thrown around the practice of medicine, and

this is the very food upon which quacks thrive best. There is no

branch of knowledge upon which exists so much general ignor-

ance. A man may discuss intelligently upon the various tenets

of theology, he may converse rationally upon questions of com-

mon law, and yet in the next breath tell you that doctor So and

So removed an ovarian tumor from the stomach of Mrs. Blank^

and is always ready to believe the assurance of any imposter that

the innocent mole which he has carried upon his person for

thirty years is a cancer, and pay him an enormous price for its

removal,* congratulating himself upon his wonderful escape.

We do not mean that every physician should become a public

school teacher of anatomy, physiology and all the various

branches of the science, not by any means, but we do mean
that no physician should lose an opportunity (we do not say

seize every chance of making an opportunity) of conversing

with his friends and acquaintances among the laity upon the sub-

ject of honorable medicine, calling their attention to methods

of quackery and unobstrusively instructing them as to what

constitutes the difference between imposters and well educated,

honorable members of the profession. In doing so, he cart

make use of no stronger argument than that which is the title

of this paper. Reciting facts for the truth of which he can per-

sonally vouch, will have stronger effect than lengthy generali-

zations. All deception may not be cruelty, but all deceptive

things pertaining to health, where it prevents the patient from

obtaining such treatment as will offer him better chances for re-

lief, is cruelty of the highest grade. We recall a case at the

present moment, related by a professional fricBd, which will

illustrate our meaning, and while of course it cannot be positively

affirmed that the termination of the case would have been dif-

*These are facts.
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ferent under other treatment, still authority and the history of

the case afford strong presumptive evidence that the life of the

patient would have been lengthened and his sufferings very

much mitigated.

A man of good health and family histor}^ noticed a small

sore upon the head of his penis. After having it under inspec-

tion for some time, his family physician pronounced it malig-

nant, and advised its removal. The patient objected to the

knife, and, gulled by the advertisements of a wonderful man in

a neighboring city, consulted him. He immediately promised a

speedy, and certain cure without the knife. Paste after paste

was applied, and eschar after eschar removed until half of

the penis was gone, still his physician told him he was getting

along finely. The case ran along until the whole of the penis

was gone, and the disease (or remedy) had attacked the abdom-
inal walls ; even yet the doctor told him all was going on nicely.

The termination of the case need not be told, and yet only two

days before death closed the scene, the physician told the wife

of the patient that he had finally succeeded in "beating the

cancer," and that her husband would soon be around again.

It is a well known fact that cancer of the penis is sometimes ar-

rested and cured by an early and complete extirpation of the

diseased part, and frequently when it does recur it is by metas-

tasis, whereby the patient and family is relieved of the presence

of a foul disgusting open sore, and we claim that every patient

should have the benefit of these chances. The simple narration of

facts like this will have more certain effect than a violent denun-
ciation of quackery in general terms. Cases like one just re-

lated display a refinement of ignorance in the management of

the case, and cruelty in promising to the patient and family

only a day before perforation of the peritoneum, of speedy and
complete recovery to health, that should be punishable by law.

Married.

At Kinmundy, Marion county. 111., on Tuesday, September

6, 8 p. m., at the residence of the bride's father, Dr. W. Brad-

ley, by the Rev. T. M. Prickett, Dr. John D. Camerer (Rush
'80j, to Miss Netta A. Bradley, both of that place. In sending

U8 the above announcement, a friend writes : "The young doc-
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tor has been here about fifteen months, in which time he has

built up a nice practice. The many friends of the young
couple unite in wishing them good cheer and a prosperous and

happy future." The Monthly too, wishes that happiness and

pleasure, only to be found in a happy home, may be theirs

through life.

Notes and Comments.

Dr. Thos. Kellar (Rush '81), has located at New Washing-
ton, Ohio.

Profs. Gunn and Miller and Dr. jSTelson have arrived home
from Europe. Prof. Haines is expected in a few days ; he

sailed for home September 15.

Dr. G. W. jSTuckolls (Rush '81) writes us from Wahpetou,
Richland Co., D. T., that he has made that place his home, and

well pleased with the location.

Dr. R. S. Sutton, lecturer on gynecology in the spring term

at Rush, has resigned his chair and gone to Europe for a

year. Prof. Etheridge will take his place in the spring faculty.

Last month we sent out some slips notifying certain sub-

scribers that their renewals were in order and past due. A
majority took the hint, a few did not. Will the few who neg-

lected the matter give it their immediate attention ?

The boys at Rush will have to listen to two new subjects

this winter, and in consequence will have two more examina-

tions to get scared over. Dr. Danforth will lecture on the kid-

neys and Dr. Knox on diseases of children.

Up to September 23, over 350 students had taken out

tickets for the winter course of lectures at Rush. By the open-

ing of the term, which took place Tuesday, September 27, it

was confidently expected that the number would exceed 450.

The homoeopaths have made a demand for representation on

the medical staflr" of Cook County Hospital at Chicago. The
matter was discussed recently by the commissioners, but as the

homoeopaths had no plan to offer and were rather uncertain as

to what they did want, the whole subject was postponed for

thirty days. Among the reasons advanced by one of the little-

pill fraternity for representation, was that seven-twelfths of the
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inhabitants of Chicago received homoeopathic treatment. How
easy it is to chiim big things, but how ridiculous such bombast
looks to anyone who will give it a moment's thought.

At the meeting of the State Pharmaceutal Association, to

be held in this city October 18 and 19, we understand that the

editorial "Physicians versus Druggists," which appeared in the

September number of this journal, will be the subject of a

paper. We had intended continuing the subject in the present

number, but will wait until the reading of the paper referred

to. If advisable, we shall print the answer, for we desire to give

publicity to everything pertaining to this mooted question.

The second paper on this subject consequently will appear in

the iSTovember number of this journal.

Those wise men who claim to-be psychological and all other

ological sorts of experts, and whose sole function seems to be

editing medical journals for the purpose of fighting the rest of

the ological experts, have had a great time over Guiteau. Without
having seen or examined him, or without having read very

much about his mental condition, (for little has been published)

they all know just what ails him. They know just what convo-

lution or sinus is wanting, or is too large, as well as if they had
made him themselves. For our part we care nothing about him
except that he be brought to a speedy and quiet trial, and as

speedily and quietly put out of the way.

Dr. S. B. Bennett, of Fairview, 111., sent us a short account

of a remarkably slow pulse. He says : "I was called to see J.

A., aged 78, and found his pulse 28 to the minute. He was in

fair health, and engaged in his regular business; 36 seems to be

his normal pulse." It would have added interest to this case

had Dr. B. informed us more fully as to his general condition

and health. We presume the man was not very sick or Dr. B.

would have mentioned it. Have any of our readers met with

an equally slow pulse? We would be glad to have reports of

similar cases. The slowest pulse we have ever met with was 45

beats. It occurred in a woman who had a chronic disease of

the liver.

The following will explain itself:

Prize Essay.—The committee of selection appointed by the

chairman of the section on practical Medicine, Materia Medica
and Phywiology, at the recent meeting of the American Medical
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Association, have selected, and hereby announce, as the subject

for the prize to be awarded in 1883, the following question :

What are the special modes of action, or therapeutic effects

upon the human system, of water, quinia, and salicylic acid,

when used as anti-pyretics in the treatment of disease ? The
essays must be founded on original experimental and clinical

observations, and must be presented to the chairman of the

committee of award on or before the first day of January, 1883.

H. S. Davis,
^

H. D. HoLTON, vCom. of Selection.

VV. B. Ulrich, J

Why do not more of our subscribers and. readers take the

trouble to write something for this journal. We wish all to

feel that this is their journal, published for their benefit and in

their interests. We do not desire only your subscriptions, but

we also want and earnestly request your literary support. Let

it be a medium of communication between physicians, where

they can ask and receive advice, where they can express their

opinions and learn the opinions of others. The temple of

medicine was not erected by the labor of one man, but has

slowly risen only by the united aid of all of its votaries, and this

it demands from every one who is a devoted follower of our

noble science. Do not be afraid that what you have to write

will not be read with interest. It may not be very new or

startling, but it will add to the weight of evidence, by which

alone all important points can be decided. Will you not do

your share?

The amenities of medical journalism are peculiar. For
instance, the Chicago Medieal Review sees in the fact that the
Cincinnati Lancet and Clinic copies articles from its pages with-
out giving them the proper credit, symptoms of what it terms
" journalistic senile dementia." The Louisville Medical News
makes the fight three-cornered by the following sally :

'' That
the editor of any other journal should reprint an editorial of the
Review's under any circumstances, even though its origin were
duly indicated, might be taken as symptomatic of mental aber-
ration (and we admit that we have occasionally given evidence
of this state, as the files of the Neivs [Louisville] too sadly
show); but that he should fail to credit the source, thus leading
his readers to accept the article as his own, is clearly pathogno-
monic of serious cerebral disease."-

—

Mich. Med. Neivs.

What a curious people these English are, must have
thought many of the continental visitors who were decorated
with the medals of honor. It is hard to conceive of Virchow,
for instance, bending down to have it fastened to the lapel of
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his coat. A Frenchman might take to it gracefully, as to a but-

ton-hole bouquet, especial)}' if attached by one of the gentler

sex. Our own Billings will bring one home. Let us hope he
will put it in the patent office along with other precious relics.

Lancet and Clinic.

Dr. Bliss is quoted as saying that he regards the conduct of

Dr. Hammond, of J^ew York, in commenting upon the Presi-

dent's case, as "unprofessional, ungentlemanly, and indecent.'*

Let us hear Dr. Bliss' opinjon of Dr. Bliss' treatment of Dr.
Baxter, for years the President's personal physician, whom Dr.
Bliss refused to allow even to see the patient.

—

3Ied. cmd Surg.

Reporter.

Some Tilings That May Interest Yon.

The indigestion so often accompanying phthisis has always been very

troublesome to physicians, and the Cod Liver Oil preparations, while often

relieving the pulmonary troubles, acts adversely on the digestive organs. A
new idea in pharmacy has been brought forward by the Powell Manufactur-

ing Co., of Baltimore, who have combined into a palatable preparation Beef,

Cod Liver Oil and Pepsin, thereby giving to the profession a thorough tonic,

nutritive and digestive, which is vouched for by a great many reliable practi-

tioners as not only benefiting their patients suffering from phthisis and tuber-

culosis, but it has thoroughly corrected all the symptoms of indigestion,

thereby double service. It is worthv of a irial.—Review.

Hoksford's Acid Phosphate.—In referring to this preparation, Dr. W.A.
Brown, of Danville, III., says: "I prescribed Horsford's Acid Phosphate in

the case of a lady usually very healthy and strong, but who at the time was

suffering very severely from indigestion and consequent muscular debility,

being in consequence unable to attend to her duties. After taking two or

three bottles she made an excellent recovery. I think well of the preparation."

Danville, III., Jan. 22, 18S0.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to the superior

qualities possessed by Mark's Adjustable Folding Chair, over all which we
have ever seen.

The improved operatmg chair leaves nothing to be desired. It is simple,,

easily adjusted, not hable to get out of order, and we think 'oery chercp. For

an invalid nothing can be better adapted than this chair. We call the atten-

tion of readers to the advertisement on third page of cover, and feel certain

that this chair will give entire satisfaction.

TiiK Wheeler Chemical Company, of Chicago, are manufacturing a line of

pharmaceutical goods which seems to meet with universal approval wherever

tried. We allude to their saccharated extract, made with sugar of milk, to take

the place of the fluid extract now in the market. Several months ago we
received samples of these grades, and so far as we have tried them, they have

in no instance disappointed us. They are easier to carry and certainly more

easy to dispense. iThe claims of the manufacturers will be found on adver-

tising page 161, and will repay a careful reading.

i
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TRACT OF MALT.

" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * jn Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Oiven's College ; Physician to the

Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tentbs parts
diastase."

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,^'' etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society/

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process ivhich 2'>i^events injury to its iwoperties or flavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia. It is a most efiicient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In ail

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Ho;>-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OP MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ST, FEAICIS' BBADLEI HOSPITAL
gtJWa^lMfcBlfcB/yiMUBWMMM

A well-kuowu lustitutiou, conducted by the

G^SISTEBS OF ST. FBAMCIS=^^3

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Delightfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commandiug a mag-

nificeut view of city, lake aud surrouudiug country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-
ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
'Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from $7 to

810 per woek, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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BEEF, GOD-LIVER OIL and PEPSIN.
rtUTRITIVe
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THE SEVEN SPRINGS

IRON AND ALUM MASS.
A Mineral Water Salts.

This celebrated " Mineral Water " preparation is the NATURAL PROPER-
TIES of the wonderful " Seven .Springs " of Washington County, Virginia, and is

not only indorsed by the best medical talent of its nativeState, but is extensively
prescribed by every physician in Virginia, and every other State where a per-
sonal knowledge of its therapeutic value has been acquired.

No remedy ever met with more popular favor, or deserved a more national
reputation for real merit than the " Seven Springs Mass and Water." No physi-
cian who has fairly tested its virtues will be without it in his practice when con-
venient to be had. as every pliysician who has a regular practice can call to mind
a dozen or more of his patients that need just such a remedy.

The following brief extracts will convey some idea of its importance and
application for certain diseases.

In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Chlorosis, Ansemia, Nervous and Muscular Debility, Nery»
0U3 and Sick Headache, Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhagia, Amenorrhoea, diseases of the Kidneys
and Bladder, and such other organic or functional disturbances, I knovf of no other remedy
upon which I can rely with more certainty of satisfactory results than the "Seven Springs Mass."
—W. F. Barr, M. D., Abingdon, Ya.

The "Iron and Alum Mass " furnishes a valuable medicine to relieve Uterine Hemor-
rhage and these classes of female diseases; is far superior to the Dialyzed Iron.—Frederick
Horner, Jr., M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I regiird the Seven Springs ''Iron and Alum Mass" one of the most useful and active

tonic alteratives we have ever used.— Geo. B. Johnston, M. D., Richmond, Va.
From the experience already had with the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Mass," I

believe it will prove to be the best medicine we have in use for chronic diseases.—Geo. M. D.
Patterson, 51 D., Englewood, Texas.

I have f.)und no one single remedy to yield such satisfactory results in the treatment of
Chronic Gastric Catarrh as the " Iron and Alum ^lass." For Chronic Diarrhoea, in Anaamia,^
Chlorosis, and Chronic Eczema, I deem it invaluable, associated with appropriate topical treat-

ment.—Geo. T. Harrison, M.D.,221 West 23d St., N. Y., Assistant Physician to the Woman's Hosp.
In the treatment of Dyspepsia, Leucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation of the neck of the

Bladder, Ulcerations of the Mouth and Throat, I find the " Iron and Alum Mass " to act with
specific virtue.—E. O. Grigsby, M. D., De View, Ark.

I know of no remedy that combines more happily tonic, alterative and diuretic properties
than the Seven Springs " Iron and Alum Jlass."—C. Hardy, M. D., Columbus, Mississippi.^

Our regul.ir pamphlet contains full particulars in regard to the manner of preparing, uses,
and aijplication of this " Mass," and will be mailed free to any address on application.

.«^ Ketail price of the " Mass " 81 per package, or ti packages for 84..50, sent by mail,
postpaid, to physicians, when not sold by their home druggists.

Orders fjr the " Blass" sent to the manufacturers or any of the following Wholesale Drug-
gluts, will receive prompt attention. Always mention Seven Springs Mass.

LANDRUM & LITCHFIELD, Abingdon, Va.

"wnoXiES^L^j XD:aTja-a-isa?s

Richardson k Co., St. I.ouiB, Mo.
Meyer Bros. He Co., St. bouis, Mo.
K. .K. KobinHon & Co., bouisville, Ky.
Arthur, I'eter & Co., Ijouisvllle, Ky.
McKesson & P.<,l,binB, New York, N. Y.
ChowcII, FI;i7.ttnl k Co , New York, N. Y.
Ifrencli, UlchanlB ik Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Canby, fJilpiM <t (a>., lialtimorn, Md.
W. H. Brown k Bro , Baltimore, .Md.

TJiornsen k .Mutli, Baltimore, Md.
Purcell, badd i Co , Richmond, Va.
B. W. Powcro fc Co,, Kiclimond, Va.
iJe Morillo Ic Co., Nanhvllle, Tenn.
Brmun <k Bruck, ColumbuH, Ohio.

McCarthy & Osborne, Denver, Col.

I. b. byons, New Orleans, La.

I. J. A W. II. Toliin, Austin, Tex.
Geo. T. Atkins, Dallas, Tex.
G. W. Jones & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Hughes * Naulty, Little Rock, Ark.
rivino,Garside& Alexander, Montgomery, Ala.
W. N. Wilkerson & Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lamar, Rankin & Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Fuller & Fuller, Chicago, III.

II. A. Ilurlbut A Co., Chicago, 111.

C. H. Woodward & Co., Portland, Oregon.
Browning & Sloan, Indianapolis, Ind.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TOTHEMEDICALPROFESSION
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR OUR

That they are of a higher and more uniform standard of strength-

than Fluid Extracts.

That they represent pound for pound the full strength of the crude

material out of which they are made, more nearly than the most care-

fully prepared Fluid Extract.

Saccharated Extracts being in the powdered form, the active prin-

ciples which they contain cannot precipitate as in the case of Fluid Ex-

tracts, and owing to the well known antiseptic and preservative virtues

of sugar of milk, they will not deteriorate by age.

Fluid Extracts even when carefully prepared, are generally con-

ceded by the best authority to be of variable strength and rapidly de-

teriorate by age and exposure.

Saccharated Extracts contain all the valuable medicinal principles

of the drug4 Fluid Extracts only such as are soluble in the liquid used,

and frequently the most valuable constituents precipitate, and this ren-

ders the preparation worthless.

Owing to the manner of their preparation the Saccharated Extracts

are always of the uniform strength, of the best quality of the drug from
which they are obtained.

In Fluid Extracts the strength is frequently sacrificed through at-

ttempts to make elegant and permanent preparations.

Saccharated Extracts have the percentage of Solid Extract and

also of alkaloids stated on the label, whereby their strength can be com-

pared.

Their solubility in water depends on the nature of their active prin-

ciples, and while the majority are soluble in this liquid, a few alcoholic

and resinous extracts are insoluble, but the Milk Sugar assists in sus-

pending them in watery solutions and syrups, and prevents the precipita-

.tion of the Extract while being administered.

The Saccharated Extracts can be added to emulsions where alcoholic

Fluid extracts would be incompatible. They can be dispensed in pills,

•capsules, wafers, mixtures and powders.

Saccharated Extracts are now in use by physicians of all schools,

who consider them more reliable than fluids, and are meeting with great

favor from men of the highest standing in the profession.

Lastly, Saccharated Extracts are the most convenient form in which-

the drug has been oifered, both for the physician and pharmacist.

The dose of Saccharated Extracts is the same as the drug from

which they are made. Oue grain of the Saccharated Extract represents

one minim of a Fluid Extract, if the fluid is of standard strength.

All we ask is a fair and impartial trial.

WHEELER CHEMICAL WORKS,
25 Micliigan Ave., Chicago.
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Col BURN, BiRKS & Co.,
Wholesale Druggists,

DEALERS IN

^WL^i6hl Ii^^tfuir\er\t^,
-AND-

ORTHOP^^DIC APPARATUS,
218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

BRACE FOR

LATKEAL CURVATURK.

{Scoliosis.)

WASHBURN'S BRACE

POSTERIOR CURVATURE OF THE SPIN!

{Potts' Disease.)

9S=» Prices, ani Directions for Measiireiiieiit, fnrnisliei on application.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.

In answering advertisementa, mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS i CO.

TIEMANN'SCOL

BOW-IEG BRACE. SAYRE'S APPAR,\TUS for HIP JOINT DISEASE,

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,
Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGIML AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOU&IES AND CATHETERS.

POCIET, VIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BU&&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

In answering advertisements mention the Pboria Mbdicai^ Monthly.
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TO I^HCYSIOI.A.ISrS.

SMO IS 1S 1 <^.
FORMULA.—Every ./fwid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and y^ gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Oannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscj-am.

DOSE.— One-fta?/' to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable lu Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. Ih the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend It to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. LouiH, Mo.
(Prof. Nervous and MeiUal Diseases, Missouri Hfedical Colleije.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo^.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, Mo.
(Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Si, Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal Mental atid Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M,, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Ruth Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago Medical^Joumal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseatet,

etc.. Woman's edical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital Medical College;
President and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof, Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Cliernislry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital Collage of

Medicine.)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana. •

(I'rof. Phyjidlogy, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

( I'rof i'rincijiles and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

II. H. rOWEFJ,, M. D., Clf-vfland, Ohio.
(/Vo/. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPAKEI) ONLY BY

CUKIvIISTS,

116 Olive St., ST. LOVIS.

In answering Hdvertlsements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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xo
P'ORMULA.—lodia is a combinatiou of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stili.ingia, Helonias. Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum and Aromalics. Ench fluid drachm also contains ^ve grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or two/iwW draclims (more or less as indicated) iTiree times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the rdeal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous. Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

"Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Frofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics TKojnon's Hospital Medical College ; Professor Gynsecology
Rnsh Medical College.)

R. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physidians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo. ,

{Pvf. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynxcology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

[J. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynsecology, Detroit Medical
* College.)

3. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

{Prof. Materia Medica and TJierapeutics, Albany Bledical College.)

3. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

{Ex-President Illinois Slate Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

{Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, ST. 1.0UIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shoivn by the most distinguished chemists in this-

country and Europe, '^vho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINC
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tx70

to three times the nutritive and dig^estive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been ainpl5' demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical auth'^rity in the world; and tlie practical experience of
nearly the entire Medi,-al Profession ol tlie United States and Great Britain
proves beyon<i question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for^the consideration of scieutitic medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to be found in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

lixtracls showing the value o/Maltinb in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the naarket, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examiuaiions, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Pliosphates, and from three to-

fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainks, M- D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Profes.sor Attfiei.d, F.C S.,

P-rofessor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Dobkmus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone J consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize It as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C- H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo
After a full trial of the dlflTerent Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in,

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of Its class.

Prof. L. P. VANDBLli, In Louisville Medical JV^er^s, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of the coustructlves ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arhok, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An Increasing experience In the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and i sliould liardly know how to get
along without It. K. S. DKiM.STKK, M. D.,

lirof. Obatel. and hit. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Darlmoulh College-

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United
States, Europe, Australia and India -with a request that they
thoroughly test it in comparison with other remedies -which

are generally used as eonstructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other -wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests vrith the principal Extracts of Malt in the market,

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST: —That Maltine (plain) increases weigTit and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJfD:— That Maltine, Maltine luith Peptones,
and Maltine ivith Pepsin and Pancreatine^
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD :— That Maltine is the most iinportant con-
structive agent now hnown to the Medical Pro-

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH .- — That Maltine causes an increase in
weight and, strength one and a half to three
times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Iodides.

M.\LTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Beef» and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil & Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia^

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINEWINE.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine^

MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTO-YERBINE.

* Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its-

preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the-
starch digestive principle, Diastase.

4®=-We will forward gratuitously a 31.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,
Laboratory: ( 196 Fulton Street,

Yonkers on the Hudson- J New ^STorb^

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkrqe^ S. ^tl\eridi

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Pbokia Medical Monthly.
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IF. O. BOTJI^SOHIEIIDT,

ANALYTICAL CBEBST,

Special attention given to Criminal and Sanitary Mat-
ters, Potable and Mineral Waters,

Milk, Urine, Etc., Etc.

Proprietor of the LIBRARY DRUG STORE, Peoria, III.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.
Correspondence Solicited.

Charges Reasonable. References Given.

TAKS ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OP AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Kno^A^n as Reliable nearly BO Years.
*See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture.'*^

H. FLATTEN & SON, 224 William St., New York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES
FILL.ED OF ALL KINDS.

Kmpty Capsules (7 Sizes.)
N9. 00, Largist. No. B 2, Smallest. Especially adapted and recom-

(Order by Number only.) mended for administering con-
Boxes 100 each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

venting Irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth,

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to
HOKSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box lO Capsules, either
size by mail SO Cents.

N. B.—We make all hinds of Capsules to order.
New articles and Capsuling of Prirate Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Specify PI.ANT£N'S CAPSULES on all orders.
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SGOTTS EMULSION
PURE GO^ tlVEB Olli

.
'

^^ '- W ITH
NlV P Q) f^ Nl Q) S3 PlHIJlTr Sj: or , : L.IIMI ErJ^ Nl O , S) O) n ^

PERFE CTi PERMAISLEMT, PAUi=CrABLE.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been liefore the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire lor the informatiou of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:
First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Sfcond—By our process of Kmulsifying. We so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil. even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and eitsily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession tliat adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial
of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

AMth all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
a-ssured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Ansemic women of consiimptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will |iruduce results if propeily admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed oi- seen its lesults, to give it a trial, aiul if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express prepaid.

FoBjiui.A— .tO per cent of puie Cod Liver Oil. fi grs. of the Ifypophosphite of I ime, and 3 grsofthe
H3'pophn8phite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORi^ CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANGULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made iiy our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
lihamnm Fravipiln, in the form of our Bncktiioru Cordiid with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic eflect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
pradually decri-ased until a normal condition takes place We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, ad we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure ita true active principle.
We combine it with aiomatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

sensitive Btomach. We shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving instructions f(jr it« us(!, etc. I'repared by Scoii 4$: bow.NK.

S.<LB'^ PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully submit tbeal)0ve elegant preparation to the notice of the profession, and desire them
U) faTor UH with a trial So f/iras it liiis been tested, it has met with their entire niiproval ; and we believe
it is not only destirieil to take the place of the crude oil. but to be used much more extensively. In our
pr'icesH of emulsifying, it is not only permaneid and pnlntubte, but is deprived entirely of its griping prop-
erties. In its udministratioTi. it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
phyHJcinn will srxiti guide him in its use. It is put uji in 4 o7,. bottles, that sell for 2.") cents; also in
fpiartH lor physicians t<>i)resciibe as desired. SamjileB will be furnlHlKHl free on a]iplication. Fobmui.a :

—

jyj per rent, of Ptire Cold Preueil Oflor Oil. lo per cent. Cbemirnlly Pure Glycerine.
i'rejrtired by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In aui-werlDK advertlseinenls tnention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT FOR THE IISANE

!

JACKSONVIIXE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

BOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 isAij^Tisr smasET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

M". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Ebobia Medical Monthly.
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SH£I.I^. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, £008, -^^'S*

And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.
N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

(Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy; Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science: Lifemember of the Academy of Jvat. bciences, Phila., and American Museum of Nat. Hist., Central Park N Y City )Specimens se!i^ to anyp^tofthe world by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's LeisuMHour of 32 pages sent free, feubscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiums see each monthly issue
I received the highest award given to any one at the Centennial Expositioa of 1876, and the only award "and medll

given to any Ameiican lor Collections of Minerals,
^^

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 23 cents, heavy paper 50 cents, bound is
cloth 75 cents, }^ sheep gi, J^calfJ51.25, cloth interleaved gi, }^ sheep interleaved $1.25, ]i calf interleaved ^1.50, (price-liit

alone, 16 pp. 3 cents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver charged me about Ji, 100 before * COOT
was struck off. By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species may be verified. The price-list n
an excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabeticalif
and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species,

after it will be found (he species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity,

fusibility and crystallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had in 1876 are no longer
In stock.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, etal.

The collections of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and Other works 0*
Minerr.! >gy ; all the principal Ores, &c.,&c. The collections are labelled with printed label that can only be remove"
by soalring. The labels ofthe $5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and !•

most cases, the composition of the Mineral ; the ^5.00, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue an4
table of species. The sizes given are average ; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.
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(LZQ^TJIIDJ

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAIN*

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgOPOg)

6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kOjPOj).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, JVervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Pi-of. E. N. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

it is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Arm}', said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DK. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says:

Horeford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as
a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I
know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York-
The preparation on which I place the most re-
liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest
my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

LAGTOPEPTINE
I I

We take pleasure iu calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine, After a long series of careful experiments, we are

able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-

sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting iu

Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMUIiA OF liACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.

Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOP EPT I N E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

Tersal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value

has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of 3Iedicine, VnirersUy of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL" R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor 3Iateria Medica, New York Bledical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

. Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent.; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col., etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hos.

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
jProf. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospilal.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, TJnirernity of Vermont.

i). w, yandelIj, m. d.,

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, ami Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of din. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT." BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

JMeritus Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. Colleqe, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MAKTIN, M. D., L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. 0. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

No8. 10 «&12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O.BOX, 1974.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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A URETHRAL SYRINGE AT LAST.
We beg to call the attention of Physicians to our " Royal " Ex-

-OELSiOR " P " Syringe, illustrated below, which has been received with

much favor by the medical profession, and the use of which is now
directed in preference to any other Syringe by many eminent specialists.

Its advantages are—
1. Its GREATER CAPACITY, thereby holding a sufficient amount

of fluid to FULLY DISTEND the Urethra.

2. Its CONICAL POIXT, of a shape approved by the highest Euro-

pean and American authorities. See Bumsteadand Taylor on Venereal

Diseases; also, E. Wlgglesworth, M. D., of Harvard University, in

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. CIV., No. 9, folio 203.

3. Its RING HANDLE, permitting the use of the thumb.

4. The LOW PRICE at which it is sold.

The folloioing are a few of the many hind words

of api^roval which we have received :

I strongly urge it upon the profession as the best Syringe in exist-

ence for the treatment of urethritis.—E. Wigglesworth, M. D., Har-
vard University.

It is unquestionably the best Urethral Syringe yet devised.—Prof. C-

A. LiNDSLEY, M. D., Dean of the Faculty, Medical Department, Yale

College.

I am satisiied that it is the best thing yet.—C. P. Frost, M. D., Dart
mouth Medical College, Hanover, N. H.

It is the beau ideal of a Urethral Syringe.—R. F. Stukgis, M. D., 16

West Thirty-Second Street, New York.

We are trying the Syringes. If they prove as satisfactory as they

promise, we shall continue to use them.—Drs. Van Buren and Keyes,

No. 1 Park Avenue, New York.

Each case has added to the satisfactory reports that I have received.

I find that with the Excelsior " P " Syringe, and under the same treat-

ment as before, the cure of an acute urethral inflammation of a vene-

real nature has been shortened from three to five days, and the cure

has seemed to have been more thorough and effectual. I attribute this

to the advantageous form of the Syringe. In every respect it fills the

requirements of a perfect Urethral Syringe.—Bufus L. Wilder, M. D.,

14(5 East 12Tth Street, New Y^ork.

It is indeed a " Koyal Excelsior Syringe." I have long recognized

the need of something of the kind, believing as I do that the duration

of Gonorrhoea is in very many cases much extended by the irritating

effects of the old style Svringe. I pronounce your Syringe perfect,

leaving nothing to be desired, and hereafter shall prescribe no other,

J. H. Glass, M. D., Utica, N. Y., E.x-Preside* Schuyler Co. Medical

Society.

ITour Syringe is the BEST, and must have a large sale.—Ralph
Walsh, M. D., Washington, D. C.

It seems to me to be admirably adapted for the purpose for which it

1-9.07 "Roval" is designed. If it answers as well as it certainly promises, I will order

. . <, J\.X . it exclusivelv.—James Xevins Hyde, M. D., No. 117 South Clark St.,

Bzcelsior " P " Syringe, Chicago.

THE RUBBER COMB & JEWELRY CO.,
4®=-For Sale by all Druggists. 33 Mercer Street, New York.
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,
BY

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Manufacturing Chemists, Detroit, Mich.

CHEKEN.

SIERRA SALVIA.
one to two fluidraclims. Diaphoretic and di

(Eugenia Chelten, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native of
Chili, is very popular in that country, whe:e it is employed

as an inhalation in diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis, bronchorrhcea, etc.; as an inoecUcm
in gonorrhoea, leucorrhoea, cj'stitis, etc.; and i/ifcr?*al?i/ as an aid to digestion, to allay
cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the kidneys. It is also an astringent
and is said to be of great value in hfemoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen)' was introduced to the profession of
England through a report of results following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter
cough, by William Murrell, M. D., M. R. C. P., Assistant Physician to the Royal Hospital
for Diseases of the Cbest, and Lecturer on Practical Physiology atjthe Westminster Hos-
pital. Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable and he has supplemented it by private
advices to us expressing great satisfaction with the drug in the affections in which he
has employed it. He regards it as one of the most valuable introductions of late years
and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment of Clironle
Broncliltls, acting in this affection both as an anodyne and exerting a favorable influ-
ence over the organic changes in the mucous membrane. It is certainly a remedy
which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

("MOUNTAIN SAGE.") Artemisia Fri-
gida. Fluid extract of the herb. Dose

iphoretlc and diuretic.
The success which has attended the administr ttion of this drug in "Mountain fever" has
suggested its employment in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secre-

[

tions of the skin and kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on •

the nervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the
radiation of the heat through diaphoresis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys
are also aroused to activity, and the solid constituents of the urine proportionately

;

increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion formed of it on theoretical
grounds. i

'QX^'DCT A (ALLIGATOK PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose30to60
Jr Jl ^\Kr nJ nt t minims. This remedy is now for the first time presented to the
profession of this country. It is introduced on the recommendation of Dr. Henry Froehling,
of Baltimore, Maryland, who, while acting in the capacity of botanist and scientist to an
explornig expedition in Southern Mexico, became familiar with the drug, both from reports
of the natives and personal experience, a>i a remedy in intercostal neuralgia.
The following extract from Dr, Froehling's report will give some conception of the nature
of this remedy :

"A common experience among physicians is that some cases of intercostal neuralgia are very
troublesome and obstinate, resisting almost every kind of treatment; particularly is this the case in

malarial districts. In such cases I would recommend the fluid extract of Persea seed. In my own
person and in every case in which I have employed it I have been highly gratified with the result.

Those of my medical friends to whom I have given samples of the preparation warmly endorse my
opinion of it as above, and I cannot but believe that further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a

valuable addition to our list of medicines."
Dr. Froehling also mentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit in

the expulsion of tapeworm.

g^g^g"^ A (ERYTHROXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to prove
\^X^V/.XSk* it a powerful nervous .stimulant, through which property it retards waste
of tissue, increases muscular strength and endurance, and removes fatigue and languor,
due to prolonged jtliysical or mental effort. While indicated in all conditions presenting
tliese symptoms it has an especial indication in the treatment of the opium and alco«
hoi habits. In these de])l()rable" conditions it has been found to possess extraordinary
properties- relieving tlie sense of imtolil bodily and ment.'il misery which follows the with-
drawal of the af'custonied stiiiinlus. thus ]irevcnting a return to the narcotic, and affording
an opportunity for building up the system by the administration of restorative tonics.

^r-WE PREPARE FLUID EXTRACTS OF ALL THE ABOVE DRUGS.

[Parke, Davis & Co.ji
MANUFACTURIItG CHEMISTS,
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Ibt. I.—Clinical Contribntions to Electrical Therapeutics. By Eomaine J.

CxjRTiss, M. D., Joliet, 111.

RELIEF OF PAIN.

There is no fact in therapeutics better verified than the

power of a low tension galvanic current to relieve pain. A
high tension current has less power in this direction, and still

less if it is interrupted, while the high tension faradic current,

most useful in anaesthesia, has very little power to relieve pain,

and in some conditions will increase it.

Galvanism will relieve pain independently of its effect on
the cause of pain. In fact most pain remedies operate inde-

pendently of the cause. It must be, however, that when pain,

tike sciatica, depends upon disease of the nerve itself that the

galvanic current acts more or less by catalysis, upon the cause

of the pain in the relief of the disease.

The method by which galvanism acts, or the changes of a

physical, chemical, or so-called vital character which are pro-

duced in the tissues in the relief of pain are probably better un-

derstood than the same action of drugs. The first effect of the

current is a physical one, and operates on the molecules of

tissues. If the action is increased it becomes more complex
and has a chemical effect. These effects of galvanism are

termed catalytic, and it is by this action that electricity can re-

lieve pain.

SCIATICA.

Case 1.—Mr. , a bricklayer. This patient was obliged
to stand in water at his work during one day. On the third

day after he was unable to work on account of sciatica. The
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pain was intense, and the limb could not be moved without
great increase of the pain. The extent of pain was from the
point of emergence of the nerve from the pelvis to the heel.

The foot was placed in warm water, which contained the nega-
tive pole of the batter}^,—the positive was applied at different

points over the nerve. The applications were made twice
daily, for three days, the direct current from 20 cells being
used. Each application was followed by lessened pain and in-

creased mobility of the extremity. No medicine was prescribed.

After the sixth application the patient was free from pain, an(J

complained only of stiffness of the limb when walking.
Case 2.—Mr. , a carpenter by trade, has had sciatica for

ten years, more or less in relation to pain and time. Two years
before I saw him he was subjected to the operation of nerve
stretching. The wound became troublesome, and finally was
attacked by erysipelas, and three months elapsed before he re-

covered from the effects of the surgery and the accident. In
this case a differential diagnosis was necessary between sciatica

and locomotor ataxia. The pains in the^legs at times resembled
those of ataxia. The tendon reflex, however, was increased.

There was no fault of co-ordination, or any other signs or

symptoms of ataxia. He had been treated by a minister, he
said, with electricity derived from an electro-magnetic machine.
The nerve stretching and ministerial therapeutics did not relieve

him. He stated, however, that he was free from pain while in

bed with his wound, following surgical operation, but pain re-

turned when he had recovered and resumed work.
The electrical treatment of this patient was continued for

three months and was successful. The applications were made
daily as a rule, and variously applied in quality and tension a&

the effects justified. The treatment began with the use of twen-

ty cells, which was increased by degrees to sixty, and finally to-

eighty—with the intensity diminished by the rheostat. The
patient improved rapidly after the second month. As a rule

each dose of galvanism was followed by relief of pain. If the-

intensity of the current, however, was great enough for him to

sensibly feel it, it always appeared to increase the pain. I found
that the quantity of electricity was what his case demanded,
with low intensity, which was a very different method from that

employed by the minister. This patient was discharged over a

year since, and has remained well with exception of stiffness of

the muscles, and occasional " storm pains."

Case 3.—Mrs. E , a married lady, aged 40, is neuras-

thenic, and says she has had neuralgia in different nerves and at

different times, all her life. Among other troubles she has beeo
subject to nervous headache—the pain being extreme in charac-

ter. I noticed that the dark hair contained tufts of grey, prob-

ably half a dozen in number, sharply defined, and which she'

believed had been caused by excessive pain.. Withoat doubt
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the loss of pigment had relations to her neurasthenic condition.

I was called to visit this lady on account of an attack of sci-

atica. I learned that she had adopted the blue glass treatment

for neuralgia, and while setting in the blue light her pains all

settled into the sciatic nerve. The pain, of course, was intense,

and patient helpless. I was obliged to use in this case a faradic

current of rather high intensity, and used the same daily with

good effect for about a week, when the patient was able to re-

sume her avocations and daily routine of a confirmed neuras-

thenic life. I was anxious to try in her case the " central gal-

vanization " and " general faradization " methods of Beard and
Rockwell, but a diagnosis of tuberculosis was made by another

physician, who took charge of the ease, and I think must have
cured his patient of tuberculosis, for after three years she is as

well and as sick as ever.

Ca.se 4.—Was a robust, hearty person, who had sciatica of

six weeks' duration, which he got by working in water which
flowed from the savory Illinois and Michigan Canal. He said

he came up to have me use my big battery on him, as he had
tried a little one with no good effect. I applied the direct cur-

rent from 20 cells, which was very unsatisfactory to the patient,

who insisted that it was of no account because he couldn't feel

it. By way of scientific experiment, therefore, I turned on 60

cells and interrupted the current. After the "seance" was
over, in about five minutes, the patient complained of an increase

of pain. He returned three times, in as many days, and I ap-

plied the current in the same way with the same effect. He
then staid away, and I met him on the street about ten days
after, when he informed me that as soon as he stopped the elec-

tricity he began to get well, and recovered in a few days with-

out treatment of any kind.

PAIN FROM ORGANIC DISEASE.

Case 1.—Mrs. , married lady, aged 55, had schirrus of

the liver. The pain from this disease was unusual, and prevent-

ed sleep, took away her appetite, and made her wish for the

coming of the inevitable end. She had taken morphia and
atropia, codeia, chloral, and even inhalations of chloroform. To
relieve her of pain I used the direct galvanic current from 15

cells daily, about 15 minutes, with the happiest effect. So long

as she used this treatment she was comparatively free from pain,

and availed herself of it until she could no longer, from pro-

gress of the disease, come to the office. The tumor filled the

epigastric region and extended into the iliac fossa. Her last

days were painless, and hopeful of cure, under the ministration

of a " cancer doctor " from Chicago.

Case 2.—Mr. , aged 60, had pulmonary consumption
(fibrous phthisis), of which he died after two years duration of

the disease. His cough was excessive and he suffered greatly
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during the last six months from this source and from intercostal

neuralgia, and pain referred to the left shoulder. Various ano-
dynes and Sequaid's neuralgic pills were prescribed. As an ex-

periment, galvanism was used. Galvanization of the cervical

region and epigastric region—one pole beneath the ear and the

other over the stomach—with a current from five cells used for

ten minutes, would insure a good night's rest—comparatively
free from cough and pain. He also found relief from night
sweats by use of faradism lightly applied over the surface.

From choice the patient used galvanism for pain and faradism
for sweating, instead of drugs. This patient after he began the

use of electricity had a remarkable increase of appetite and
digestion. He could take and digest three ounces daily of cod
liver oil, and took daily a large quantity of raw beef and brandy,
this remedy having been prescribed for him as the latest thera-

peutic novelty from Paris. His life by this means was surpris-

ingly prolonged and his comfort greatly increased.

Case 3.—Mrs. , aged 53, had a cancer of the left breast,

badly ulcerated. The pain in and about the tumor and through
the chest, which at times amounted to angina, she was in the habit

of relieving as much as possible by hypodermic injections of

morphia. Hearing about the efi'ects of galvanism in relieving

pain in similar cases, she reported for that purpose. In this

case the treatment by galvanism was remarkable in procuring
relief from distress. The galvanism was used every other day
by applying the positive pole over the dorsal and cervical spine,

and the negative at various places over breast, side and arm.
She stopped the use of morphine while being treated by galvan-

ism, and was relieved of immense suftering by its use. She had
used plasters, probably arsenic and zinc, for the cure of the

cancer, and declined further treatment than what was calculated

to relieve her distress.

Art. II.—Dislocation of the Sternal Extremity of the Right Clavicle

—

Successfully Treatetl. By J. P. Walkek, M. D., Mason City, III.

Mr. Wm. Keefer, a strong healthy man, age 22 years, 6 ft. 2

inches high, weight 180 ftts., came to my office on the 17th of

December, 1880, ut lOJ P. M. I found the sternal end of right

clavicle resting just below the larynx, pressing firmly upon the

trachea, interfering with respiration to great degree.

The accident was caused by muscular action in a fight with
a very powerful man. The patient being decidedly intoxicated

fell forward to his knees, face and elbows on the ground. His

opponent holding him firmly in this position, by placing a knee
on each side of his head, with arms around his chest, with right

to left and left to right hands clasped under his chest. The
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•extraordinary efforts of the patient to arise, the peculiar posi-

tion, with the weight of his adversary, evidently caused the

dislocation.

I found no difficulty in reducing the bone to its position,

but the dislocation recurred at once. Knowing the extreme
rarity of this accident, I simply applied Foxe's sling, and sent

him home for the night.

Not expecting ever to meet this dislocation I felt at once

that I was not posted. I consulted Hamilton, Gross, Gibson,

Sargent, Cooper and Erichsen, and found, as all surgeons know,
no consolation or help from these great authorities.

I then concluded to try the powers of adhesive straps, dress-

ing eight or ten days ; then if this failed, to have a silversmith

forge two broad silver hooks, say three-eighths or one-half inch

wide, and two inches long, with an eye or slot for the attach-

ment of straps, with which I intended to force the bone down-
ward and slightly outward.

The dressing was completed about 9 A. M., 18th inst., which
was about as simple as any dressing could be. First a strip

three and a half inches wide and twenty inches long, was well

heated and applied to the skin, about two inches above the

clavicle, it (the bone) being kept in position by Dr. J. A. Walker,
then smoothly and firmly over the bone itself, then to each rib

carefully, as it reached them downwards and outwards, about

fifteen degrees, until all of the ribs on that side were brought
Zander complete control of this strap; then I added three other

/marrow strips to guard the main one ; applied a broad bandage
to the whole chest, as in fracture of ribs, and completed dress-

ing with Foxe's apparatus for fracture of the clavicle.

I saw patient every day until the 28th, when I removed the

rstraps and found there had not been the slightest change of the

proper adjustment of the bone.

I reapplied the dressing, which I allowed to remain un-

changed until the end of the ninth week. Finding every move-
ment perfect, with no deformity, I removed dressing and
-dismissed him, I believe the cure is so perfect that experts

cannot say which shoulder was affected.

I am of opinion that after the plaster is properly applied,

the perfect control of the chest and shoulder motions, will make
this accident as easily managed as any other of the clavicle dis-

locations or fractures.

Akt, III,—Pharmacists versus Physicians. Eead before Second Annual

Meeting of the Illinois Pharmaceutical Association, Peoria, Oct. 19, 1881.

Br V. H. DuMBECK, Peoria, 111.

Mr. President and Fellow Pharmacists:

The subject I am about to treat of is one in which we all are

•so materially interested, that I trust you will indulge me in
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absorbing some of your valuable time. It is the relation of the-

pharmacist to the physician. An article on the above subject

appeared in the Peoria Medical Monthly for September, 1881,

in which the writer is very severe on the former and makes
some rather serious charges. He is candid enough to tell us in

the outset that his interests are with the physician, and from his

standpoint he will consider it. Our interests are identified with
both professions, and will therefore treat it in a fair and impar-
tial manner, as nothing can be gained, neither can harmony and
fellow feeling be sustained by harsh and unfriendly controver-

sies. The charges are very broad and sweeping, and asserts

that the druggists have proven themselves unworthy of the

further confidence of the people and profession, insofar as an
inordinate desire to make money has led us to add patent med-
icines and various lines of goods to our stocks and business,.

recommend patent medicines to and prescribe for our customers.

Now I doubt, whether among all this assembly of pharmacists,,

there is one who does not fully recognize in the physician an
ally, and to a certain extent, a co-laborer for the advancement
ot pharmacy, and as such respects him, opens to him all ave-

nues of information to the secrets of our profession, shows him
favors not usually shown to others, and in every way shows him^

that we consider him an important factor in our profession.

Only so long, however, can we thus respect him, as he proves

himself worthy of that respect. When, however, he undertakes
to criticise us, goes further and considers us unworthy and in-

competent to compound his prescriptions, and ignores the phar-

macist and the claims he has upon the physician, is it then to be

wondered at that he loses that respect the pharmacist had for-

him. It is only natural. The physician who ignores the phar-

macist and puts up his own prescriptions looses his prestige

among our profession, as does the druggist who habitually pre-

scribes for his customers, lose the respect and good will of the

medical profession. It is not the wish nor to the interest of the

pharmacist to antagonize the medical profession, and I think

there is no cause for alarm on that score, as we only wish to be

fairly dealt by, and know that the majority of pharmacists thor-

oughly discountenance counter-prescribing, and join in denounc-

ing it as unprofessional, and the majority of physicians

understand such to be the case, but as the Druggists' Circular

for April says: if physicians wish to prevent encroachment on
their domain, they should avoid invading others' property. Of
course there are cases where we are asked for our advice on cer-

tain remedial agents where it is impossible to refuse information

without detriment to our business, and an apparent ignorance

about the same, but that does not and should not of necessity

give us license to prescribe indiscriminately, and I doubt if it is

ever done.
Regarding the sale and pushing of patent medicines to

which the writer also refers, that is a matter in which he has
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some grounds for complaint, because it is practiced by some, but
not to any great extent, the profits on patent medicines not be-

ing large enough to warrant the expenditure of much time in

so doing. The sale of patent medicines, however, is a thing
over which we have little or no control ; they are largely adver-

tised, people call for them, and we must be able to supply their

wants or lose their patronage. It does not necessarily follow
that because we have them on our shelves we must push them,
and such is not the case. But right here I vyish to dwell for a

moment on an important matter— a subject which was brought
up at the Wisconsin State Pharm. Association Meeting, viz :

The great liability of physicians to adopt new remedies, not
much better than patent medicines, and practically nothing
more, prepared and put up by the various manufacturers
throughout the country; preparations that have no definite

origin or claims to recognition as remedial agents, beyond the
fertile brain of the shrewd manufacturer. They are for the first

time brought to the physicians' notice through the advertising

pages of the medical journals, "who, by the way, would not
advertise a patent medicine so called," or through the pleasant,

smooth tongued agent, who sets forth their many valuable
qualities as remedial agents in this or that disease ; the doctor
determines at once that it is just what he wanted for some time,
asks or influences the druggist to buy it, and after a few trial

prescriptions, finds it worthless and has no further occasion ta
use it. It is simple enough, the physician has had the benefit,

if any be, of the experiment ; the manufacturer has sold his

goods, but the indulgent pharmacist has paid for it all and has
most of the stufl' on his shelves as dead stock. Too many of
you know that this is only too true, and the thought of jou.r

prescription shelves filled with the so-called new remedies and
additions to elegant pharmacy, convince you of the gullability

of the majority of the physicians and abuse of the confidence
you place in them. I am afraid the writer spoke only too true-

when he said he would consider and argue from the physician'^
standpoint, as all the blame is laid at the door of the phar-
macist, he does not stop to consider how many physicians put
up their own medicines and thus deprive the druggist of a con-
siderable revenue, and it is no small amount, but would mate-
rially swell the prescription trade of the druggists. As for the
substitution of other ingredients than called for in physicians'

subscriptions, I doubt whether it is ever done without the doc-
tor's consent. The complaint that the druggists charge too
much for filling prescriptions can hardly be sustained, as com-
petition is too great to allow of unreasonable charges, even if it

were intended; but will say that I consider the druggist the
poorest paid, considering the responsibility that rests upon him,
the number of hours he puts in and the length of time he spends
perfecting himself to become competent to fill the trusty posi-
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tion, and that no other professional man would consider himself
•even half paid at the remuneration that falls to the druggist.

That we have added other lines of goods to our drug stocks

proper is not to be cited against us, as the profits on the drug
and prescription business alone are not sufficient, in the major-
ity of cases, to enable the druggist to make a living and pay
expenses oft' the same. The Philadelphia County Medical Society
recently started a controversy with the druggists of Philadelphia,
regarding their rights and privileges; but finding that the
pharmacists were determined in asserting their independence of
action and maintaining their professional standing, receded
from their rather arbitrary resolutions and compromised upon
the terms offered by the Druggists' Trade Association.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I fear no contradiction in

asserting that the pharmacists of the state of Illinois are too
honorable a body of men and too much in love with their pro-
fession to not resent anything tending to lower the standard of
our calling and jeopardize the friendship of the medical
profession.

Akt. IV.—Rei>ort of a Post Mortem,—Was it Cancer of the Liver ; Diagnosis

Wanted. By Fkank L. Seakles, M. D., Clifton, Iroquois County, 111.

I was called September 28, 1881, to ascertain the cause of
death in the case of C. C, a young man sixteen years of age,

who while engaged at plowing, fell dead. The following was
all that I could learn regarding his previous history : He was
growing rapidlj', and had a somewhat delicate appearance,
although he had never been sick a day in his life. The family
history was good. He had a good appetite and had made no
complaints of any pain, though on close questioning some of
the family did remember hearing him complain of pain on the
right side. This was everything that could be learned from the

family. There had never been an icteric color noticed.

Inspecting the body I found no marks of any kind except
escaped feces, and the abdomen distended with a fluid of some
kind. On making section, I found the abdominal cavity filled

with blood ; about one-half of the right lobe of the liver

entirely gone, leaving a roughened, ragged edge ; the bile duct
was empty or nearly so; the portal vein was bare for about one
inch, and was ruptured, the denuded portion of the vein being
soft and patulous ; the lobules on the exposed surface of the

liver were crumbling and falling oft". There was no line of de-

marcation and no induration. After as careful an examination
&» our facilities would permit, it was pronounced by Dr. N. R.
Marshall and myself to be medullary cancer.

This being the second case of this kind occurring in this

vicinity, we are anxious to know if there is any reliable way of
knowing when a person has a cancer of the liver.
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Abt. v.—Slow Pulse. By J. P. Walker, M. D., Mas\

County, 111.

In response to your request in the October ni

give you a short outline of a case of slow pulse ti*v.<xiea by me,
and visited by Drs. M. Hurst, of Sweetwater, Menard County

;

Dr. Green Hill, of Middletown, Logan County ; and Drs. J. A.
Walker and W. P. Walker, of this city.

Called August 2d, 5 P. M., 1878, to see Mr. Uhler Tackel-

son, of Menard County, (Norwegian), a man of good physique^

fair complexion, medium height, weight 160 Sbs., bridge builder

by trade, but has been farming during the past fifteen years, in

one of the richest malarial districts of the Salt Creek country.

He had been treated for two weeks for sunstroke. I found him
in a state bordering on collapse, and expected death to follow at

any moment; skin cold and bathed with profuse perspiration;

breathing and deglutition diflicult; respiration 10 per minute;
pulse pretty full, 9| per minute ; temperature 101^^ in rectum.
Under the free use of stimulants and tonics, with hot applica-

tions, his symptoms improved during the night, so that his pulse
came up to 32 ; respiration 14 ; temperature 100^.

From this time on, for over two weeks, he had a paroxysm^
about as above described, about every twelfth hour, temperature
rising for every two or three hours, then gradually falling

;

breathing and pulse declining in frequency with the rise of
fever, and increasing with the decline of temperature.

For three weeks I never found the pulse above 36, and it

often fell to 7 per minute. A record of his pulse and breathing
rate, with temperature, was strictly kept for nineteen days, every
sixth hour. About the fourteenth day he began to improve. I

discontinued my visits on the 21st.

From the best authority I am satisfi.ed that his pulse has
not been so hiorh as 40 at anv time since his first attack.

I treated the case as a malarial fever, with quinia, iron, zinc,

arsenic, strychnia, etc, with stimulants. I^met the patient yes-

terday in good health.

(^aiXX!i^\mxAmu»

Physician versus Druggists

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly :.

I, a physician, stand with you in regard to dispensing our
own drugs ; for our patients and ourselves require this &tep for-

ward. And our colleagues must go hand in hand, or 'twill

amount to nothing. Stand forth for these, our rights^ as well as.
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the rights of our patients, as other working men do, and where,
let me ask, are harder workers to be found than medical men ?

ZSTot in other professions, nor even among day laborers. If this

is not done, who will be the physicians and surgeons ? Why, it

will all fall into the hands of the druggists. Not only in small
places, but in the larger cities, the drug venders do an immense
business as prescribers and dispensers of medicine, to the injury
of ph3'sicians and people generally, not only pecuniarily, but
physical!}'. And not only do they prescribe for simple ailments,

but for grave aftections too. l^o doubt all physicians have met
with more or less cases of diseases aggravated through the igno-
rance of prescribing drug venders. No redress, however, can
be had by the physician unless we work as a body against what
is really a most grievous, serious and reprehensible opposition.

If people could only be brought to see the serious results spring-

ing from the practice of consulting a druggist, and taking his

nostrums, when he is entirely unacquainted with the nature or
treatment of their ailments, they would speedilj^ consult an M.
D. of good standing, who could not only tell them what ailed

them, (which the druggist could not) but prescribe for them,
that which, if it did not cure, at least would not injure nor kill

them ; for if the druggist does not dispense death with his drugs,
'tis not his knowledge of the practice of medicine that saves his

patients' wooden overcoats.

Here, in these small towns, almost all physicians dispense
their own drugs, (yet there is a druggist in every camp) but
they combine other branches of trade (fruit, dry groceries,

etc., etc.) or they could not subsist. I^^evertheless, people after

dosing themselves with home remedies without the desired

result, then consult a druggist, who prescribes, and then if no
benefit is derived, they eventually go to an M. D., who most
likely has to undo much mischief, cure the patient, wait for his

fee, and have little credit for his trouble.

I could enumerate numberless cases out of my practice, of
persons whose ill health had been much aggravated by taking
prescriptions given and compounded by druggists, entirely igno-
rant of the serious ailment of the purchaser, but this is a discus-

sion, not a case book. But I cannot forego stating a case which
came to me to-day, of an old man who had simple urethritis,

Aggravated into stricture, by a severe injection of nitrate of
silver, given by a resident druggist here. This partly answers
the first query. Kow as regards the saving to patients, not only
pecuniarily, but otherwise. Here $2.50 is the office fee

charged, and §5 for a call, then for each and every prescription

put up by the druggist, they receive .^2.50 for a four ounce mix-
ture (this I find to be the case throughout the entire state of
Kevadaj. Now this is not only exhorbitant, but generally,

almost impossible for a poor man to pay, if his illness requires

much medicine or many changes ; whereas a physician could
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charge $5, medicine inclusive, and so thwart the druggist. I,

sending many prescriptions to the druggists here, am charged
-50c. for a small camel-hair pencil. If the M. D's had as much
d cheek (excuse me, but I mean it, and so will not take it

back) as the druggists, you would oftener run against a physician

with a bank account.

Your second query as to the plan of fighting these oppo-
nents, I can see but one plan I think feasible, and this is com-
plete co-operation of the practicing physicians themselves,

taking a firm stand against them, filling the prescriptions for

their patients out of their own medicine closets. If this state

would pass a law requiring all druggists to be legitimate grad-

uates of a pharmacopeal school, 'twould do away with many
ignorant dispensers of drugs. The druggist here is a tinsmith

by trade, he bought a pharraacopea, stacked a half dozen
shelves with patent medicines and other nostrums, filled a few
bottles with simple medicines, a couple of hundred pills,

(assorted) and commenced business; has done so well, I am
sorry to say, as to have added hardware and drj^ goods to his

drug shop, through the means thus earned.

Third query, as to the lowering of our professional dignity.

That is all bosh, Here in this state 'tis almost compulsory for a

physician to carry his medicine case, and one would be thought
less of for not so doing, and be accused most likely of incompe-
tence and ignorance if he did not possess and use the above
article.

As to your fourth query, that is easily answered, and 'tis as

you say, no more trouble than writing a prescription for what
you are not sure of getting pure. In putting up the needful

medicine yourself, you are assured of the correctness and purity

of the drugs your patient uses. You say, "nothing now remains
but to go to work ;" "bravo," say I, immediate action, individu-

ally, as one body, adopt this means of squeezing them out, or

getting them into their proper traces (the latter impossible).

You have answered the fifth point so thoroughly, nothing
remains but the assurance that in that, too, I coincide with you.

Hoping all will come forward in a firm stand against this most
serious class of quacks, I have the honor to be one of your most
hearty advocates.

Dr. Jos. A. Stites.

Belmont, Nevada.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly

:

I read Article V—"Inunction in Scarlatina," from the pen
of J. P. Walker, M. D., also his article referred to, and wish to

say, I perceive only one thing new in his discover}', viz.: the

contagiousness of the desquamation. I have not observed
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closely enough since my attention has been drawn in that direc-

tion, but if I can rely on memory, I have seen many cases fol-

low the exposure of the first febrile attack, before depquama-
tion could possibly have been induced, or before an}^ rash recog-

nizable was formed. I have taught my patrons the danger was
in breathing the fevered breath, and I still think so. I have
been in the habit of greasing or oiling the skin for thirty-five

years—taught to do so by my father, who had practiced it near
fifty years before me. As to success I have only lost one case

in ten years, and do not now know that there has been any ex-

tensive spreading of the disease from my patients during my
entire practice, and I believe I have had a reasonable share of
the cases occurring in our vicinity. As to specifics I have none,
but treat all my cases on general principles, striving to help
nature eliminate blood poisons, holding up the vital forces until

the system has passed its change and the new mode of motions
is established, when all is well again under the new regime.
Smallpox, measles, etc., etc., I treat the same way, and have no
difficulty (or but little), and I think, judging from my own ex-

perience and success, that there has been too much experiment-
ing, hunting for specifics. If let alone with the old women^
and their grease and sulphur, more patients would recover fully,

and the mortality would be less than has been the past few
years. But then, my bloated experience, as one young doctor

called it, stands in the way of the advancement of medical
knowledge. So be it; if medical knowledge has to be gained
at the sacrifice of many lives, and saves less when obtained than
the old methods. I have never tried the potassic iodide, audi

why should I, when my cases get well easily without it? If the

article will prevent the contagion, I would like a good prophy-
lactic. As to credit for the practice of oiling, there is none to

be given that I can see, unless it be for returning to the old

paths in some new place, where all the doctors have had their

heads turned by specific medication, as taught by the homoeo-
paths and a part of the eclectics, which teaching in m}^ opinion

is damaging the profession at large, and a curse to the people

—inducing experimentation to the neglect of doing what ought
to be done when there is a chance to save life and prevent
sequela of a serious character. I think it is well that the jour-

nals recall the old remedies sometimes; but after all, "there is

nothing new under the sun," at least we all find somebody has

preceded us in our investigations and experiments, and stand

ready to take the furl all out of our sails. But that should not

deter us from stirring up one another's pure minds by way of

remembrance. I like the doctor's grit, and it would be as well

lor him to know that the Lancet, and many other journals,

know but little outside of what is supposed to be the best

authority. It isn't quite right, but you tickle me and I will

tickle you ; or, I will throw a stone into your garden if you
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will throw one into mine—and it is hardly worth while to feel

bad about it. It is according to the ethics of medicine, the pro-

fessors and leading men may advertise their specialties largely,

but any others must not, or be ruled out. But I guess it is a
good thing that all cannot say shibboleth, as there would be
none to be killed.

But then, what a glorious science ours is—in all the litera-

ture belonging to it there is to be found only three papers
on greasing the skin in scarlatina and infection by desquama-
tion, and yet it has been practiced seventy years, and believed,

for aught I know, one thousand years. How careful have we
all been to take care of the clothes, excreta, etc.? Oh, bosh!
doctor, there isn't anything about a patient but what will carry

contagion, whether it be the old skin, or the old food and worn
out tissues in any form, excreted or thrown off.

So, doctor, don't be taken aback by others claiming priority

of discovery. Try again, and as soon as I can meet some cases

I will try to test the virtue of your discovery ; but then, I don't

know just how to do it, as we prevent exposure as soon as we
find sore throat and the rash. Oh, how my mind runs back
twenty years ! How careful I have been, and yet hundreds of

cases come up before me where I am as certain as I can be of

anything the contagion never arose from anything but the fever

of inception, before even we could diagnose correctly. I can't

believe it, doctor. It will require statistics accurately taken

^

where every precaution has been taken, and where numbers are

involved, beyond the possibility of a general practitioner like

me to establish the postulate as correct.

Hoping to hear more on the subject and something beyond:

theory, I remain, yours, interested,

Geo. W. Carpenter, M. J).

South Bend, October 14, 1881.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly : .

As requested by you, I called upon Mr. J. A., of whose
remarkably slow pulse I sent you a short account. He is seven-

ty-nine years of age, shoemaker by trade, has farmed for twenty-
five years in this State. I made a careful examination of his

heart, and found nothin^^; to indicate any abnormal condition

whatever. I find his normal pulse to be 30 beats per minute
when setting; quietly in his chair. He complains very much of

vertigo and of a continuous roaring in his head. He states that

his head hurts him nearly all the time, this he attributes to a

fall from a hay-mow some years since, at which time he says he
fell upon his head. His wife thinks, however, that he is mis-

taken about the fall. He moves around the house very slowly
and feebly, much more so than is usual in persons of his age.
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This I believe is all that is of any interest about the case. I

shall Avatch the case and report, if anything of further interest

develops.

Fairview, 111, Oct. 13, 1881. S. B. Bennett, M. D.

Artificial Aiipestliesia and Anaesthetics. By Hknky M. Ltman, A. M., M. D.,

Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine in the Woman's Medical

College, Chicago, III, New York : William Wood & Co., 27 Great Jones

Street. 1881. Cloth, 8vo., pp. 338.

A late, complete and practical work on this important sub-

ject has long been desired by American practitioners. It has
been a matter of wonder that among the large number of med-
ical works issued yearly, this subject has been so neglected,

and it is to the liberality and enterprise of Wood & Co. that we
owe the present volume. What was wanted was a volume that

would treat of every phase of anaesthesia, give all the minutise

of each agent, in short, be a complete guide to everything that

a physician will ever want to know. The volume before us cer-

tainly "tills the bill" in every particular. With his immense
store of facts to draw upon, his unceasing energy and elegant

style, no better man could have been selected in either conti-

nent, than Professor Lyman. A student can take this book and
can understand and profit by every page. An old practi-

tioner will find it of an equal value. Ko subject in any manner
connected with anaesthesia has been forgotten. To show this

we will give the headings of a few chapters : History of An-
aesthesia, Phenomena of Anaesthesia, Physiology of Anaes-
thesia, Administration of Anaesthetics, Method of Producing
Anaesthesia, Various Inhalers, Accidents and Treatment of

Accidents in Anaesthesia, Anaesthetic Mixtures, Mortality,

Medico-Legal Relations of Anaesthesia. Then follows a consid-

eration of every known agent capable of producing anaesthesia

—some of the^i^ we think are but slightly known to most phy-
sicians, by name at least—for who would confess an intimate

acquaintance with raonochlorethylenchloride.

The particulars of nearly 400 deaths from the use of chlo-

roform are given in full, and form by no means the least inter-

esting part of the work.
We give the volume a heart}' welcome. It forms the Sep-

tember volume of Wood's Library for 1881.

Sewer (Jks and Its Dan^^ers; with an Exposition of Common Defects in

Honse Drainage, and Practical Information Relating to their Eemedy.
By George Pkeston Brown. Chicago, 111.: Jansen, McClurg & Co.

1881. 12mo., cloth; 81.25.

In the preface, the author states that : " This is not a sci-

entific treatise on sewer-gas, nor does it undertake to impart

I
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technical information on plumbing and the construction of
house drains. It is the result of investigations made by an im-
partial inquirer in this city (Chicago) for the purpose of ascer-

taining to what extent that bane of city life is responsible for

sickness and discomfort. * >i< * Faithful records

of the sorrow and suffering encountered, so far as they were the
result of sewer-gas poisoning were kept. The presence of the
irresistible and insidious enemy in the houses of those afflicted

was found to be seldom realized."

No book has lately come into our hands that is capable of
doing more good than the one before us. If it was scientific

and technical, its usefulness would be very much lessened.

Stern facts are needed to make people think, and here they are

in sickening abundance. We have personal knowledge of some
of the cases related and can vouch for their exactness and free-

dom from any sensational coloring. The volume is fully illus-

trated by diagrams showing the condition of the pipes and
drains found in houses where sickness and death had declared
the presence of a powerful enemy to health and life. If there

is no law against criminal house drainage, a perusal of this

book by our legislators would certainly lead to the enactment of

one.

This is a subject with which every physician should be
familiar with, especially those practicing in our cities, and a

reading of this work would put them on their guard, show them
where the poison may come from, and how it may be detected.

If it were possible, this book should be put into the hands of
every physician and householder in every city having a system
of sewerage,

A Practical Treatise on Hernia. By Joseph H. Wakken, M. D., Member
American Medical Association; British Medical Association; Massachu-

setts Medical Society, etc, etc.; Second and Eevised Edition. Fully

Illustrated. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.; London: Sampson Low,

Marston, Searle and Eivingfcon. 1882. 8mo. Cloth; pp. 428.

The reception which the first edition of this work met with
at the hands of the medical profession, must certainly have been
very flattering to its author, and we believe it was fully deserved.

It is now a thoroughly comprehensive and practical text-book
on Hernia, and as such, and the best one in any language, it

will find a place in the library of every surgeon.
While devoting much space to a consideration and full

explanation of the operation for the radical cure of Hernia, of
which our author may be considered the perfector, it is by no
means a book of one idea. Even an operation which has been
put forth only within the last year, receives full attention and
has a chapter devoted to it alone. Six new chapters have been
added to the first edition. One each, on Causation of Hernia,
Recent Operations, Artificial Anus and Wounds of the Intes-
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tines, Hydrocele and Varicocele, Observations on Hernia, Re-
sione and Clinical Reports. Among the numerous new
illustrations we notice three heliotype plates which add much tO'

the value of the volume. The work is printed on better paper
and is far better bound than was the first edition, while the ty-

pographical errors, which were rather frequent in the last have
all been corrected in the present edition.

Our appreciation of the Hetonian operation for radical cure,
as expressed in our review of the first edition, has not been
changed. We believe it to be the operation which has aflbrded
the largest percentage of actual cures, with the smallest ratio of
dangerous or fatal consequences, and as such, it is worthy, and
should have the attention of every surgeon. Prejudice should
not allow our judgment to be blunted, nor force us to reject that
which will afford our patients the best possible chance for relief.

PAMPHLETS.

The Opium Habit : A Clinical Lecture. By Charles "War-
ingtonurle, M. D., Professor of Diseases of Children, Woman's
Medical College, and Physician at the Washingtonian Home,
Chicago, 111. Reprint from the Chicago Medical Review. 12mo.;

pp. 31. Paper.
This is a very interesting lecture by one whose posi-

tion has afforded him unusual facilities for the study of the
opium habit. He does not consider the opium or alcohol habit
as diseases, but as vices, although both may produce diseased
conditions. Coca he regards as an agent of undoubted value,
but its indiscriminate use should be interdicted, as there is dan-
ger of the opium patient becoming addicted to the coca habit.

Report to the Illinois State Medical Society on Laryngeal
Tumors. By E. Fletcher Ingals, A. M., M. D., Lecturer on
Diseases of the Chest and Physical Diagnosis, and on Laryng-
ology, Rush Medical College, Professor of Diseases of the
Chest and Throat, Woman's Medical College. Reprinted from
the Transactions of the Illinois State Medical Society for 1881 ^

pp. 24. Paper. Illustrated.

On the Seuieiotic of the Tongue.

The state of the tongue in diseases has attracted the atten-

tion of physicians since the earliest times. Indeed, tongue
and pulse had the same important meaning to them as compass
and chronometer to our present mariners. We can still remem-
ber the days when the " doctor " sat at our bedside, watch in

hand, squeezing and counting our feeble pulse, and, closing our
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nostrils, forced the stubborn boy to stretch out his tongue. If

the latter showed the slightest trace of a white coating, then it

was certain that the stomach was in disorder, which with great

solemnity was proclaimed as " gastric state;" but if it was of a

yellow color, then the liver was looked upon as the main cul-

prit; our ^sculap would draw up his eye-brows and the forth-

coming oracle was infallibly " bilious state." But, alas ! in

neither case was there anything good in store for the little

jpatient; either he had to swallow those hellish electuaries, or

an emetic to empty his soul and stomach, and all this, perhaps,

while blessed with a merry measles or mumps decoration. But
the great progress of the exact sciences could not fail to influ-

ence the medical sphere, and hence the genetic method was
abandoned and the analytic took its place. Since then the

nimbus of those " sombre, brooding brains," priding themselves

by long experience to be enabled to determine a disease at the

first glance, has faded from sight; with" all their yard-long pre-

scriptions they could not regain the lost faith of an enlightened
public.

Auscultation and percussion ; test-tube and microscope

;

laryngo, and many other scopes, have made the human body
a,lmost transparent, so that at present, in the great majority of
cases, a strict diagnosis can be eflectuated.

But while thus the medical science has made a well-marked
progress, it is to be regretted that our materia medica seems to

fall back into those obscure times of which Lucian in his Trago-

podagra says

:

Terunt plantagines et apia
Et folia lactucarum et silvestrem portulacam.
Alii Marrubium ; alii Potamogeitonem;
Alii urticas terunt, alii Symphytum.

Stercora montanae caprae, humanum oletum
Ooquunt rubetas, mares araneos, lacertas, feles,

Eanas, Hysenas, tragelaphos, vulpeculas.
(Quale metallum non exploratum et morfcalibus ?

Quis non succus ? Qualis non aborum lacryma ?

Etc., etc.

Of which I will give a feeble translation for the benefit of
fthose not familiar with the Latin language :

They pulverize the leaves of parsley or of plantain

;

Or leaves of lettuce plants, or of the wild growing purslain

;

Others are pounding the horehound, others plants grown in the water,

Some are pounding the borage, others the reddening nettle.

Of mountain goats the dung, and human.

—

They are cooking toads, sea-spiders, lizzards, cats;

Trogs, hyenas, small foxes or a gnu.
Where is the metal, yet iinexplored by us mortals ?

And where a gum or a juice yielded from various trees ?

Etc.

If physicians will not resist the rising flood of " new reme-
•dies," our materia medica will eventually become so polluted
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with trash, that even a Hercules with the aid of all the JSTiagara

falls could not venture to clean out that Augean stable.

Though the semeiotic of the tongue has been greatly ex-

aggerated, yet its real value cannot be denied, when considered
in connection with all the other pathognomonic signs, although
the appearance of the tongue seems to be of a greater prognos-
tic than of a diagnostic value. It can refer to its size, form,
color, temperature, motability, moisture and coating. Some-
races exhibit a broader and larger tongue than others, for in-

stance the Semites. Aside from injuries and idiopathic inflam-

mation of the tongue, it is often swollen during angina and
salivation ; when growing too large for the cavity, then the form'

of the teeth will be impressed on its edges. In emaciating dis-

eases and muscular atrophy, the tongue will also shrink, becom-
ing small and pointed ;

' the same occurs in typhoid fevers^

where it is often red and trembling. The color of the tongue
can depend on its substance or on its coatings. Its normal
color is a kind of rose-red, but it can grow paler, or become blue
or dark red. Paler in anaemia, chlorosis, etc.; blue when the
circulation is impaired; so in dyspnoea, in heart disease, causing^

c^-anosis. A red tongue caused by strong injection of the capil-

laries, was always considered to be a certain sign of gastritis.

But this assumption is not borne out by the facts. In no other
disease does the tongue appear so intensely red than in scarlet

fever ; and yet this malady is very seldom complicated with in-

flammation of the stomach, while on the other hand gastritis

can exist, either acute or chronic, without the least change in

the appearance of the tongue. Its own temperature is difficult

to ascertain, as it generally runs parallel with that of the sur-

rounding parts, but in high fevers an increase of its own heat
has often been observed.

As the articulation of the sounds depend to a great extent

on the motion of the tongue, the speech will be impaired if it

cannot follow the will of the patient, which indicates a great

disturbance in the cerebral system. The same applies to the

trembling of the tongue; another bad symptom is when the pa-

tient is unable to stretch it out ; when under his efforts to do so

the apex of the tongue will disappear behind the alveolar bor-

der of the lower jaw, while its dorsum presents a spherical form.

In paralysis it loses its symmetry ; the apex is turned toward
one side. Lingual dryness does not always indicate a patho-

logical state, so for instance when the nasal canals are narrow
and the mouth is kept open ; or when the surrounding air is hot
and dry. Its meaning in diseases will be considered with the

coating. The latter are limited to the dorsum and show a great

diversity regarding their color and thickness; from white, yel-

low, brown and black; from a thin creamy layer to a thick fur

and crust. A perfectly clean tongue during a normal state of

health does not exist. The epithels of the papillae filiforraes.
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being denser and less transparent than in other mucous mem-
branes, give it a whitish hue, and if there is an increased growth
of them, they will apparently form a white coat; but if this

growth becomes excessive, then the epithels will reach a con-
siderable length, when we call it a hirsute tongue. It was a
general belief that a white coating would always indicate gastric,

and a yellow tongue bilious affection ; but the tongue is not a

reliable speculum of the intestinal tract. In tonsillar angina,
even during the presence of a parulis it is covered with a thick
white or yellow coat, and it is hard to conceive how stomach
and liver should at once commence to mourn for it. Catarrh
of the stomach can exist without the least change of the tongue,
though in some cases it involves the latter, either by contiguity
through the oesophagus, or, as others believe, by sympathy; an
easy explanation ! If the mucous membranes of the whole sys-

tem are influenced by a pathological process, why should that

of the stomach make an exception ?

The coating can be tinged by articles introduced from out-

side; for instance by fruits, tobacco, medicines, or by the saliva

and other secretions. Around the papillae circumvallatse and
near the base, the tongue is uneven, almost as rough as a grater,

and here is the place where remnants of food, mixed with
slime, etc., are retained, causing an offensive smell (frequently

attributed to a bad stomach), a veritable cesspool, if not regu-
larly cleaned, a hot-bed for germs—bactria, vibriones, etc. The
black coat which sometimes covers tongue, nostrils, teeth and
lips is often caused by a slight exudation of blood, mixed with
exsiccated slime, epithels, etc.

If the fungiform papillae become enlarged, they will

mainly project there, where they are the most numerous, that is

on the apex, causing the so-called raspberry tongue. If the
epithel of the filiform papillae is thrown off', then the former
become denuded and the whole surface of the tongue appears
to be smooth and glittering like covered with a coat of varnish.

A thick crust can originate from dried up slime, epithels, etc.

A white, furry tongue, with a pointed red tip (enlarged fungi-

form), predicts a sickness of long duration. A thick white
coat, like wafers, which mainly befalls children, will, when it

suddenly disappears, be followed by a smooth and dark red
tongue. It often appears in the beginning of typhoid fevers

with a tendency to cerebral congestion. There is another coat-

ing of a dirty color, difficult to describe, which indicates an
almost certain fatal issue, at least a great danger. A permanent
dryness of the tongue is a bad symptom, and principally caused
by a swift and hot current of air passing over it;—(quickened
respiration). A very sick patient will neither speak, nor drink
or eat, so that there is no mastication and no efiiux of the saliva.

As the base of the tongue is not rinsed a thick slime will there
accumulate, covering also the fauces. If the surrounding air is
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kept cool and moist, while beverage is freely administered, then
the dryness will be greatly diminished. There are cases in

which the tongue seems to be moist but smooth, only that the
fungiform papillce are somewhat projecting, but if we put our
linger on it it will stick like it were retained by some cleaving

substance. They are observed in the trail of typhoid fever and
indicate no particular danger, but a protracted convalesence.

A very smooth glittering tongue occurs in chronic diarrhoea,

in obstruction of the mesenteric glands, and in enteric fevers,

when the epithel of the entire intestinal tract becomes rarified.

If it is likewise very red and trembling, great danger is to be
apprehended. Again, the tongue can be clean, only here and
there some white scales, arranged in a gyratio form, similar to

that of a ringworm ; sometimes observed in tuberculosis.

The dryness of the tongue can be limited to its margins, to

its middle and top, or it embraces the whole dorsal surface.

There is still another form where the color is equally red, but as

soon as the tongue moves, paler spots will appear; seen in de-

bilitated persons and caused by a want of tone in the capillaries.

As the cutis of the tongue is tightly annexed to the lingual mus-
cles, it will wrinkle when the former become atrophic.

A great deal more could be said on the foregoing subject;

so, ior instance, in regard to the different tastes in diseases, to

the reaction of the tongue in intermittents, hysteria and many
other disturbances, but I do not wish to impose too much on
the patience of the reader and on the space of this paper. In

conclusion I will say : l^ever depend too much on one solitary

s^-mptom, but put all and every one under one bright focus.

Robert Roskoten, M. D.
Peoria, III.

A Grave Prog-iiosis Happily Ended.

Last month, H. R. came staggering into my office, and
dropping into a chair, informed me in melancholy tones of his

ailment, which he supposed to be of a serious character, and
wished immediate relief.

On inquiry, I learned that he had a sleepless night and
urinated frequently, which he could not account for. He could

not talk fluently because his tongue seemed to be unwielding; he
spoke evasively, and could not read, because his mind would
wander from the subject. Ilud not eat or drank anything un-

usual, had not taken medicine, had no chills or fever, had no
disturbance of digestive organs, had no pain.

lie seemed anxious and felt a sense of impending danger.

His pulse was 70, respiration normal, mouth dry and tongue
normal, pupils dilated, but responded readily to light or dark-

ness.
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This man is well-known to me, he is of temperate habits,

and an industrious hard worker, about 54 years old.

I thought it a nervous difficulty, and advised him to go
home and seek quiet in mind and body. I gave him Rochell
«alts and cream of tartar, and told him to take frequent baths,

and eat bland food.

On leaving my office he asked me if he should take off the

plasters. This was throwing light on a doubtlful case. On ex-

amination, I found a 4x6 on each shoulder, and a 6x10 bella-

donna plaster on his back.

Now, here was all the trouble. In these days of medicated
plasters, ointments and liniments that the people, ignorant of

their disease, prescribe for themselves, and tax the practitioner's

brain to make a diagnosis in the case, when not fully inquired

into. We must not only ask what they have taken internally,

but what they have applied externally.

This man was undoubtedly under the effects of belladonna
for hours, and would have suffered greatly if not for his acci-

dental question.— Western Reporter.

Four Cases of Genital Reflex.

The subject of reflex nervous diseases being yet subjudice in

the minds of some, it is deemed not amiss to make brief record

•of the following cases of reflex gastralgia, dependent upon ad-

herent prepuce.

I. Harry H., four years old, a child of extraordinary size

and vigor, was brought to me by his mother, who stated that

the boy had, for several weeks past, been complaining of pains

in the stomach. In the midst of play, he would suddenly put
both hands upon his stomach and run to his mother, crying with
pain. In a few minutes the attack would be over, and he would
return to play. This would be repeated several times a day,

and the paroxysms seemed entirely independent of taking food.

He would also wake up in the night, crying with the pain. I

tried quinine and various other remedies, without the slighest

eflect. After ten days of fruitless medication, I had the boy
stripped, and made a thorough examination. Finding nothing
but an adherent prepuce, I separated it from the glans, merely
as a matter of routine.

At the next visit, the mother stated that there had been no
more paroxysms. After two weeks, however, the pains returned,

though much less intense and more infrequent. The prepuce
being rather tight, circumcision was then performed. The
attacks never returned, though a year has elapsed.

n. Algy B , three years old, a delicatel}'^ formed,
though very active child: has had "since birth," so his mother
states, more or less pain in his stomach. The symptoms as at
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present existiu^^ correspond to those described in case I. On
examination an adherent prepuce was found and at once sepa-

rated. It was neither redundant nor very tight. Since then, a

period of six months has elapsed without a single return of the
pains.

In the first and second cases there was discernible no hered-
itarily transmitted neuropathic element.

III. Freddy E , a fine child of five years, has had for

six weeks past exactly the symptoms described in case I, He
had been under my observation for two years previously, and,
with the exception of an attack of diphtheria, has been perfectly

healthy. Examination revealed an adherent and very tight

prepuce, which was at once separated. The same evening cir-

cumcision had to be performed, to obviate the phimosis which
followed. The attacks have never returned, three months hav-
ing elapsed. The severity of the paroxysms is shown by the
fact that the child, after the operation was performed, would fre-

quently ask his mother " if those pains would come back now."
The father of the patient was an inebriate. The mother has-

sufifered from uterine retroflexion and general nervous disturb-

ance since the birth of the child.

TV. S , three years old, was brought to my office with
a similar history to those already given. An adherent prepuce
was found and separated. No more attacks have occurred dur-

ing the six weeks which have elapsed. A recent examination
disclosed the fact that limited adhesions have again formed, the

prepuce being very long and rather tight. Parental antecedents

unknown to me.

Adherent prepuce is so common in infancy, that it may be
considered a normal condition. In adults I have never seen it.

Evidently, then, the adhesions must be, as a rule, broken up by
accident as children grow older. The age at which this takes-

place must vary. I have found a partially adherent prepuce in

a fine boy of seven, who had never had any reflex symptoms.
In all the reported cases the prepuce was adherent throughout
its whole circumference, the only portion of the glands which
was free, being a greater or less area around the meatus. I

have also seen a completely' adherent prepuce in a healthy boy
of five, who had manifested none of the symptoms found in the

other cases. One noticeable fact is the relatively large size of

the penis at birth, and its slow development until near the age

of puberty. It is clear, then, that whereas a tight or adherent
prepuce does T;ot, in the vast majority of case?, give rise to

any symptoms before the condition is remedied, yet in many
cases it does. The occurrence of four cases in my practice after

my attention was called to the subject, would seem to indicate

that these heretofore neglected cases cannot be very infrequent.

No doubt the majority of them are cured by the accidental sep-
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aration of the prepuce, which would seem to be the normal
course of events in all cases.

Prof. Baudny, of St, Louis, has observed and reported a
case similar to those described.

—

Dr. Saunders in Alienist and
Neurologist.

External Use of Jaborandi in Mammary Inflammation.

Mrs, K., multipara, on the sixth day after confinement, had
much pain in the left breast, which had become hard and
swollen, with considerable fever, pain in head and back. In
examining the breast, I discovered a large cicatrix, and on in-

quiry learned that in her second confinement she had suffered

in a similar manner; that the inflammation went on to sup-

puration, and finally the breast was lanced. I prescribed a
diaphoretic mixture, and locally used a poultice composed of
two parts flaxseed meal and one part crushed jaborandi leaves.

The leaves were infused in a quantity of hot water necessary to

make the poultice of proper consistence, in order that the active

properties of the jaborandi might be more thoroughly mixed
with the meal. These poultices were continued for forty-eight

hours ; at the end of the first twenty-four the breast was flaccid^

the swelling reduced, and the pain had disappeared.

There was no milk drawn from the breast in the interim,

and the most gratifying feature was the fact that the engorged
breast was entirely relieved. At the end of the second day the
treatment was discontinued, the milk flowed freely, and the

mother nursed the child from this breast as well as the other.

I have used this treatment in a number of similar cases since

then, and have never seen it fail, if adopted before suppuration
had set in.

I have used these poultices in the inflammatory stages of
buboes, and succeeded in preventing suppuration. In mumps
this treatment proved equally gratifying.

—

Dr. Stehman in Col-

lege and Clinical Record.

Mimic or Phantom Aneurisms.

Dr. Samuel West describes eight cases of temporary pulsat-

ing tumors, situated in the outer sub-clavian region, and accom-
panied with thrill and murmur, and sometimes dilated veins.

In all, the remarkable feature was the temporary duration of

these symptoms, which appeared and disappeared, usually asso-

ciated with states of excitement or quietude. The prominence
of the tumor, with the other physical signs, suggested aneurism
of the axillary artery, but in all the cases the total subsidence of
the symptoms disproved this view. Of the cases, seven were
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males, and came to hospital complaining of debility or nervous-

ness; and in four, of discomfort in the sub-clavian region. In

half the swelling was unilateral, and in the other half more
marked on one side than the other. A murmur was heard in

all, and a thrill noticed in six. Dilated veins were present in

Jive on the aflected side. The signs were unaffected by position,

but readily produced under excitement. With the exception of

the pulsating abdominal aorta, to which Sir James Paget applied

the term "mimic aneurism," this condition has not been

-described. Dr. West explains it as a disturbance of enervation,

the sympathetic being a fault. It might "produce the required

result by exciting contraction of the peripheral portion of the

vessel, this being followed by secondary mechanical dilatation

immediately above the constricted part."

—

St. Bartholoinew

Hospital Eeports— Ccai. Med. and Surgical Journal.

Intra-Capsiilar Fractures.

The treatment of intra-capsular fractures has enjoyed the

xittention of the best minds, in this country. In this paper I

intend to summarize the teachings of modern surgery and sug-

gest some additions to the treatment.

Intra-capsular fractures are those involving the neck of the

femur, entirely inside of the capsule of the joint. They are

peculiar to advanced age and to females. They are remarkable

on account of the small amount of force necessary to produce

them, and for the extreme difficulty in obtaining union by bone.

As age advances remarkable changes take place in the shape

and size of the neck of the femur. It joins the shaft more
nearly at a right angle, diminishes in size and becomes- more
fragile. The possibility of bony union in these fractures has

been discussed with no little warmth. Astley Cooper's and
Prank Hamilton's researches show that, though possible in some
instances, it is so rare as not to invalidate the truth of the asser-

tion that there generally is non-union. Union does not take

place for the reasons:

1. There is a deficient vascularity in the bones due to

their relative positions and deficiency of the artery passing

through the ligamentum teres.

2. Whatever reparative material is developed has no local

permanence, there being no support or nidus for it.

3. This material becomes so diluted with increased secre-

tion of synovial fluid, as to be incapable of making any pro-

gress.

4. Imperfect coaptation and the impossibility of keeping
the parts quiet. ,

These causes combined with the action of the powerful

muscles at the cite of fracture, constitute the chief reasons for

non-union.
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The treatment has been the subject of difference of opinion.

Erichsen advocates a similar plan to Agnew's. The failure on

the part of surgery to have means to coaptate the ends of the

fractured bones is enough to account for the failure of many
fractures to unite. If surgery proposed no better methods of

treating fractures of long bones than those for intra-capsular

fractures, there would be, no doubt, as much non-union in these

and it would be said that the bones are degenerated, etc. Is

there not too great a tendency to saying such things instead of

trying to put the bones in good coaptation ? Extension must
always be used in the direction opposite to the displacing force.

All the forces act on the lower fragment and the tendencies

to displacement are upward and inward. The muscles are strong

and numerous and tend to draw the femur upward, shortening

the limb and turning the thigh outward and throw the tro-

chanter, behind the acetabulum. There is eversion of the foot

and crepitation can be distinguished when extension is made.

The teachings of modern surgery, that extension be used, is not

sufficient.

The following plan, which I offer, is rational and has been

successful in two cases in my practice.

Apply extension in two directions in opposition to two

forces, longitudinally and laterally. Put adhesive strips along

the leg and foot to hold a cord passing over pulley and attached

to weight. Lateral extension is made by a five inch muslin

band around the body. A splint is applied to the inner aspect

of the thigh. A pulley is placed opposite the crest of the ilium

and four inches above it. Counter-extension is made by the

body ; the bed is elevated at the foot, one foot on the fractured

side and eight inches on the other. The head post on the

injured side is elevated four and a quarter inches. By this

method the fragments are brought as nearly correctly into oppo-

sition as is possible. The inner surface of the capsular ligament

is rendered tense and applies itself to the sides of the neck and
holds it.

It takes 14 ft»s to accomplish extension, and for lateral exten-

sion 8 to 9 ibs. When the irritation of the muscles has subsided

the weights may be diminished to 11 Bbs or less.

The advantages of this method are ; that it allows of the

use of a bed pan; the danger from bed sores is 7iil; the pain in

the hip subsides soon, in a few days.

Case 1.—Mrs. G., ?et. 52, was injured in the right hip, J an*

14, 1871, there being an intra-capsular fracture. It was first

dressed by simple longitudinal extension. These dressings were
changed to those described in ten days. Callous could be felt

at the end of seven weeks. I saw her a few days since and she

says that the fractured limb is much better than the other ; and
she can attend to her duties very well.
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Case 2.—Mr. R. P., set. 72, Jan. 29, 1881, fell, striking his

right hip. On examination, found the neck of the femur bro-

ken. He was kept in bed seven weeks. After the lapse of the

first five weeks all the dressings were removed, union having
taken place. The soreness passed away in one week. He took
but two powders of morphine, and suflered scarcely any pain
during the whole course of the treatment. To-day he walks
well without a crutch or cane. I am satisfied too, that this

could not have been accomplished without lateral extension.

—

JDr. J. T. Maxwell before Illinois State Medical Society.

Painful Aflfection of the Foot (of Morton), witli a Case.

In his Report on Surgery in the Pennsylvania Hospital for

1880, Dr. T. G. Morton described an affection of the foot hith-

erto overlooked in surgical literature. As the affection seems
to be rare, the subjoined case may be of interest.

Some time since, Mr. C. S., while walking across a field,

twisted his foot and fell. Upon attempting to rise, he found
that the foot was so painful that he could not stand upon it. He
was taken to his house, where the foot was examined. It pre-

sented a bruised, blackened appearance, as if there had been
extravasation of blood, but was not swollen, or if at all, very
slightly. IsTo dislocation could be detected. Rest, with the foot

well elevated, and the use of anodyne applications gave entire

relief in a few days. A few weeks later he was again affected

in exactly similar manner—the pain being so intense that he
involuntarily grasped the foot in his hand and forcibly com-
pressed it. For an instant the pain was agonizing, but the com-
pression produced what he called a "cracking" sound, which
was followed by instantaneous relief. Since that time he has
been similarly affected on several occasions, and always succeeds
in getting instant relief by making forcible lateral pressure.

Dr. Morton has recently collected and reported a few addi-

tional cases. The disease is characterized by the most intense

pain localized in the third and fourth metatarso-phalangeal joints.

Females are not more frequently affected than males, nor the

right foot than the left. Swelling is seldom present. Most
cases result apparently from injury, as a sudden twist of the

foot in walking, especially on rough roads. Any exercise which
may suddenly displace the toe when confined by a shoe, may
produce the trouble. Nothing abnormal is to be found in the

joint, and on section through the bone the parts are seen to be
normal. According to Dr. Morton, the cause of the trouble is

the anatomical relations of the metatar80-i)halangeal joints. The
first, second and third metatarso-[)halangeal joints are on a line,

but the head of the fourth metatarsal bone lies from one-eighth
to one-fourth of an inch behind the head of the third, and the
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head of the fifth lies three-eighths of an inch behind the head
of the fourth. The joint of the third is slightly in advance of

the joint of the fourth, and the joint of the fifth is considerably

behind the joint of the fourth. There is slight lateral motion at

the first three metatarso-phalangeal articulations ; this is greater

in the fourth and fifth. Lateral pressure brings the head of the

fifth metatarsal bone and the phalanx into direct contact with
the fourth metatarso-phalangeal articulation, and, to a certain

extent, the fifth metatarsal rolls above and under the fourth.

This gives an opportunity for bruising the digital branch of the

external planter nerve, and it is to this that Dr. Morton
ascribes the pain.

The treatment, according to him, should consist of rest,

anodyne lotions, and perhaps local blood-letting. A narrow
flannel bandage can be applied around the foot so as to give

moderate support to the toes. After the subsidence of the pain

the patient can be allowed to go about, but should wear a shoe
with a thick, broad sole—a thin soled shoe is not to be used.

The shoe should lace, and in some cases should open beyond
the irritable joint. In one case no treatment was of service

until the excision of the fourth metatarso-phalangeal joint.

Perfect recovery with an entirely useful foot resulted.

Dr. Morton lays stress upon the fact that there should be
710 lateral jwessure upon the foot. In the case seen by me, lateral

pressure always gives relief after the first instant, nothing else

does. Why, I don't know, unless it be upon the principle of

similia similibus curantur—a principle I am not prepared to

accept.

—

Dr. Kemper in the Virginia Medical 31onthly.

Biliousness.

As far as the condition of the biliousness is concerned, the
change in the color of the stools is eminently characteristic and
can be referred to the absence of bile.

Next to the belief in the existence of biliousness as a dis-

tinct morbid state, is the conviction of a large portion of the
medical profession in Great Britain and this country, that mer-
curials, particularl}' blue pill and calomel, are effective in

removing it and restoring the normal, l^o point in thera-

peutics has been more fully discussed, and hence, it deserves
careful consideration at our hands. The evidence that calomel
and blue pill do not increase but diminish the secretion of bile,

has already been placed before the reader. But two facts

directly bearing on the question at issue, are now well-estab-

lished ; the stools are changed in character by mercurials ; the
symptoms of biliousness, or gastro-duodenal catarrh disappear
under this use. If these remedies then, do not act on the liver,

how explain their good effects ? We believe, and have of late years
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taught, that the explanation is as tollows : The color and odor
of the stools begin to have their usual characteristics in the lower
part of the ileum and especially in the caecum. Mercury
increases the activity of, and is largely eliminated by, the enor-

mous glandular apparatus of the ileum and caecum, and to this

action is to be referred the change in the color of the stools.

Small doses of calomel (l-20th to ^ grain) have a remarkably
sedative effect on the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, just

as powdered calomel will allay an inilammation of the conjunc-

tiva. Other remedies act favorably—the salines for example

—

and all the world knows the good effects of a rigid diet and of
abstinence. Since his demonstration of the cholagogue action

of euonymin, Rutherford speaks in behalf of a dose of this

substance at bedtime and followed by a saline in the morning.

—

Dr. Bartholow in American Journal of Medical Sciences.

Wliy Does Liabor Come on?

Dr. A. Geyl, of Dordrecht, in the Archiv fuer Gynekologie.,

applied the Darwinian theory to answer the question, to which
so many more or less imperfect replies have been given : Wh\''

does labor come on ? and, Why does it come on at the end of

the ninth month ? Dr. Geyl's view is this : that it depends upon
an inherited tendency to expel the child as soon as it has reached
the stage of development most favorable to its separate exis-

tence, and yet permitting of its passage through the pelvis. A
woman with a tendency to expel the child too soon, before it

was properly viable, or to retain it too long, till it was too big

to transverse the pelvis, would not, of course, transmit this

peculiarit}' to any descendant. And it is obvious that the off-

spring of those mothers who expelled their young at precisely

the most favorable time, when the greatest degree of develop-

ment compatible with safe delivery had been reached, would
have a better chance of surviving than those born a little toO'

early or too late. Dr. Geyl explains the wide differences in the

duration of pregnancy by supposing that peculiarities in this

direction are transmitted; i. e., given a race of women with

small pelves, it would be to the advantage of that race, if with

the small pelvis went a tendency to the expulsion of the child

before it had got very big; in the absence of that tendency the-

race would die out. If this were the only cause, it is plain that

in the same woman pregnancy ought to always last nearly the

same length of time. Dr. Geyl adduces some, but very incom-

plete, evidence in support of this theory. The theory, however,,

if true, is not an explanation. We have yet to know the mech-
anism by which such adaptation is affected.

—

Medical and Surgi-

cal Beporter.
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A New Physical Sign of Thoracic Aneurism.

At a recent meeting of the Northumberland and Durham
Medical Society, Dr. Drummond, of Newcastle, demonstrated a
new physical sign which is likely to be of great diagnostic im-
portance in thoracic Aneurism. When a patient suffering from
aneurism of the thoracic aorta is made to draw a long breath
(inspired deeply) and then close the mouth and expire slowly
through the nose, short, putfing expiratory sounds are heard—
synchronous with the systole of the heart— on auscultation of

the trachea. Dr. Drummond believe? this phenomenon to be
due to the sudden systolic expansion of the sac expelling air

from the chest. He has found it absent in cases of aortic

valvular disease simulating aneurism, but has not yet thoroughly
worked out the significance of the sign.

—

Medical Press and Cir-

cular, October 17," 1880.

Birth Marks.

The following good story is told of a physician of Dayton,,

Ohio : The Doctor was recently attending a case of labor in^

the family of one of his patrons, who, though a very excellent,

man, is a little slow in the payment of his medical bills. Im-
mediately after the birth of the babe, the father nervously asked—" Doctor, is the baby marked?" "Yes," quietly remarked
the doctor, "It is marked 'C. O. D.'"

It is needless to remark that the bill for that baby was.

promptly settled.

—

Lancet and Clinic.

Angel's Whispers.

The beautiful nursery conceit that the sweet smile of a

slumbering infant is caused by the Avhisper of an angel into its.

ear, is destroyed by the revelations of unemotional science. Dr.

Charles Bell attributes the smile to reflex muscular action due-

to intestinal flatus, the rotation upwards of the eyeballs, and the

tremulous movement of the lips being due to a far diflerent

cause than a communication from the unseen world.— Cincinnati'.

Lancet and Clinic, or Michigan Medical News.

According to Dr. J. Marion Sims, ninety to ninety-seven
per cent, of ovariotomies get well.

—

Lou. Med. News.
A distinguished operator in these parts, less than a decade

ago, performed three ovariotomies in one day, in which only 33^
per cent, recovered.—Southern Practitioner,
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Physicians versus Pharmacists.

PAPER NUMBER II.

Elsewhere will be found a reply to the first paper under the

above heading, printed in our September issue. In pursuance

to a promise made our readers, we publish this reply unabridged.

Now we propose to point out the weaknesses and fallacies of

this reply, and then continue our subject, just as if nothing had

happened.

In the first place our reviewer seeks to beg the question by

a sort of argumentum ad liominem ; he tries to make out that our

position is narrow and partisan, while his is broad and liberal.

He says the writer in the Peoria Medical Monthly tells us

"that his interests are with the physician, and from his stand-

point he will consider the question ;" while on the other hand

"our interests are identified with both professions, and will

therefore treat it in a fair and impartial manner ; neither can

harmony and fellow feeling be sustained by harsh and unfriendly

criticism." How magnanimous ! How liberal ! For the sake

of argument however, we wish tlie gentleman had come nearer

the truth and candidly confessed that his interests were entirely

with tlie pharmacists, and that he did not care a red penny for

the physician, except so far as the physician is "an important

factor in his profession." We wish the reviewer had put more

thunder in his paper and less "tafty," but that is not the policy

of our opponents.

i
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He says again, "I doubt whether among all this assembly

of pharmacists there is one who does not fully recognize in the

physician an ally, and to a certain extent, a co-laborer for the

advancement of pharmacy, and as such respects him, opens to

him all avenues of information to the secrets of our profession,

shows him favors not usually shown to others, and in every way
shows him that we consider him an important factor in our pro-

fession." In this peeps out the all-prevailing animus; med-

icine is but a part of pharmacy, the physician is only a factor

in their profession, or as we expressed it in a previous article,

they consider the physician only a traveling salesman for their

drug shops. The gentleman would have us believe that the

druggist loves and respects the doctor, and yet at the banquet

closing the late meeting of the State Pharmaceutical Association,

they thought so much of the doctor that not one as a •physician

was invited. The president of the State Medical Society, rep-

resenting the majority of the reputable practitioners of the

State, although a resident of this city, was not present. Law-
yers were there, politicians were there, business men were there,

but the doctors were conspicuous by their absence. How well

do such incidents accord with the gentleman's protestations of

the love and respect the pharmacist has for the physician.

Our reviewer would fain defend counter-prescribing on the

ground that the physician will dispense his own remedies ;. he

dares not, however, come out very strong on that point, and on

second thought, faintly denies that there is much of it done, and

claims that pharmacists discountenance the practice. How cor-

rect have been his observations, and how extended his experi-

ence on this point we leave for our readers to decide.

Regarding the sale of patent medicines he admits that

physicians have some cause for complaint, but he still keeps up

the denial, and says the profits are so small that it would not

pay to push them. This is a minor point, however, and we shall

pass it by without further comment. The next matter he

touches upon is the use by physicians of every new remedy or

drug or combination of drugs, put out by manufacturers, and

the loss entailed upon the druggist by this practice. To this we
offer no objection, as we consider the practice unwise and wrong,

and will join with the pharmacists in frowning it down. Let

the {)hysician dispense his own remedies, and he will not be so

apt to catch at every bait laid for him by unscrupulous or dis-
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honest manufacturers ; this will bring him back to simplicity in^

his treatment, and if there be any virtue in medicines the

patient will receive it.

As regards the exhorbitant prices often charged for pre-

scriptions, he says, competition is too strong to allow of it, and

therefore prices are reasonable. Well, they may seem so tO'

druggists, bnt patients are apt to complain when they are

charged 75c for 6 grains of zinc sulphate, in 6 ozs. of water. He
dismisses the serious charge of substitution of drugs by saying,

that he doubts if it is ever done, except by the doctor's consent.

We know this not to be the true state of affairs, and for proof

that it is done refer to another place in this article. Finally he

claims that taking everything into consideration, responsibility,,

long hours, length of time necessary to get a diploma, the drug-

gist is the poorest paid man in any profession. As regards

responsibility, our friend knows nothing of it; any physician

could tell him of responsibilities and feelings of which he is

entirely ignorant. As regards long hours, he has no reason to

complain, for in this city it is almost absolutely impossible to

get a prescription filled at night, and yet the doctor must out at

all hours. The length of time necessary to complete his educa-

tion is no longer than that required by the student of medicine,

and besides during most of his pupilage the druggist can earn

his own living. And how about pay—this question we will

leave open to the readers for a verdict.

In an editorial in the September number of this journal,

we pointed out, what seemed to us to be the only plan for physi-

cians to pursue in the struggle for supremacy in the healing art,

forced upon the medical profession by the pernicious customs of

many druggists. It was intended as an argument in favor of a

certain policy to be pursued in a matter where the necessity of

a change was so widely felt as to need no proof. We felt cer-

tain that physicians would agree with us, that something must

be done, and the only question remaining to be considered was,

how shall it best be done ? In this, our assumption was not illy

founded, for the large number of letters received, commendatory
of our position, proves to us that we had not misjudged the

temper of the profession.

The druggists on the other hand, deny everything; denying^

oar premises, they claim our conclusions to be baseless and false.
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"We thought that that ground had been sufficiently gone over in

the past, and that, however they might seek to modify and ex-

plain away the charges made against them, they would not dare

deny their general truthfulness. It seems that in this we were

mistaken, and it is now our purpose to go back a step and give

•our reasons for assuming, as already sufficiently proven, the

necessity of the medical profession taking immediate and deter-

mined steps to defend its rights, against the onslaughts of those

who would rob it of a not inconsiderable portion of its income.

If we could believe that the remedy for the evils to be con-

sidered, does not rest with the druggists, we should not accuse

them of so serious a breech of faith with physicians, and should

hesitate before urging the profession to take such radical meas-

ures. We must believe, however, that the druggists can remedy
these evils, but they do not desire to do so, hence our argument

for every physician dispensing his own remedies.

What are the charges which physicians make against drug-

gists, and upon what grounds are they based ?

First, comes counter-prescribing. Druggists deny that this

custom is general. Let us quote from some of their own jour-

nals :

"That this practice (counter-prescribing) is quite general
among pharmacists, no one who knows much about the business

can doubt. If it were not so we would hardly have had occasion

to notice of late, a work which is avowedly published for phar-
macists, the nature of which would prevent its purchase by
physicians to any considerable extent, and which contains a
large number of formulas, adapted to the treatment of a greats

variety of serious ailments, which are mentioned by name ; nor
would we have been likely to have read in the advertising pages
of one of our distinguished pharmaceutical contemporaries *

(accompanied with an editorial endorsement)—'Druggists : whea
treating your patients for any disorder, you will find the book
advertised below invaluable,' etc." f

In another drug journal we find the following notice of the

«ame book :

"We are informed that over 1,000 druggists have purchased
copies of this work, and that the publisher has received letters

from druggists all over the United States and Canadas, speak-
ing in the most flattering terms of the useful and practical char-

acter of this work." |

* Druggists' Circular; April, 1881.

t New Eemedies; May, 1881; pp. 130.

i Pharmacist and Chemist; October, '81; pp. 398.
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JTow what kind of a work is this that is so valuable to

druggists ? A copy of it lies before us, and we quote from the

preface : "The following diagnostic and therapeutical notes,

have, many of them, been condensed and collated from reports

of clinical lectures and notes of hospital practice. * * * It

is hoped that the notes will prove of service to the busy practi-

tioner, for whom they are mainly intended." An advertisement

of the same work is before us, headed, "Invaluable to Drug-

gists," with an index of diseases, whose treatment is given

;

among them we find. Hernia, Sore Nipples, Puerperal Fever,

Vaginismus, Tetanus, Bright's Disease, Cancer, Abortion, Scar-

let Fever, Phthisis, Heart Disease, Syphilis, Gleet, Stricture and
over "400 others." We look in vain for any notes that would
be of any value to the druggist in his legitimate business, and
are forced to the conclusion that if over 1,000 druggists have

already bought this work, they have bought it for the purpose

of using it in prescribing for patients.

But this is not conclusive, though very strong circumstan-

tial evidence. Let us go further, and speak of that " of which

we do know." Within the last six months we have had knowl-

edge of nearly 100 cases, where, when the physician was called

to attend a sick person, he was informed that they had first been

to a druggist, who promised them relief, and it was only when
they found themselves becoming worse under his medicine, that

they had called in medical advice. Some of these cases proceed-

ed to a fatal termination without reasonable cause being apparent,

unless it was that the remedies first taken had been given with-

out any appreciation on the part of the prescriber, as to the

cause of the disease, and that they had failed to afford the relief

demanded. Others had a protracted and lingering course from

the same reasons ; while others only needed an intelligent diag-

nosis, and the administration of the indicated remedy, to effect a

speedy cure.

A physician asked us a short time ago, if we could suggest

why it is that doctors now see so few cases of acute gonorrhoea, in

proportion to the cases of gleet and stricture, and why we are

80 often called on to treat secondary and tertiary syphilis, while

the same disease in the first stage is becoming a vara avis ?"

Cannot the physician's question be answered, by saying, what

is known to be true, that druggists have almost entirely taken

the treatment of the acute venereal diseases out of the physi-
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clan's hands, and it is only when they fail to cure, which is very

often, that they tell the patient "he had better see a doctor."

If further proof is demanded, we shall be prepared to fur-

nish it at short notice, but we think the above will be deemed
sufficient to establish our charge, viz. : that counter-prescribing

is quite general, if not universal among druggists.

Whether it be wrong on the part of the druggist to pre-

scribe or not, we think is fully settled by both physician and

druggist, "We do not wish to uphold counter-prescribing by

the fraternity, for as a matter of fact it is to a great extent

w;rong, and in no wise any part of the business to prescribe, and

as a wrong should be limited to the minimum number of cases,

for it does not seem possible to abolish it entirely, and probably

an entire abolition might work more injury than good." *

" We believe that the great majority of reputable pharma-
cists would be glad to avoid giving advice, but just in proportion
to the amount of competition that exists in their business are

they obliged to do it, or give up their business."f
Quotations to the same effect might be made from many

other pharmaceutical journals, but these suffice to show that

they consider the practice wrong, although for the sake of

business they think it not good policy to do what they know to

be right.

The second and more serious charge made against druggists

is : that the substitution of drugs for those prescribed by the

physician is practiced, and it is injurious both to the health of the

patient, and to the reputation of the physician. Mr. Dumbeck,
in his paper printed elsewhere in this issue, denies that this is

ever done except by the consent of the physician. This charge

is much more serious than the first, and we are not to be under-

stood as asserting that the custom is, by any means, as prevalent

as that of counter-prescribing. "We are well assured that many
druggists would not stoop to such base deception. Neverthe-

less, we know that it is practiced to an extent which has caused

widespread dissatisfaction and alarm on the part of physicians.

A case of this kind was given in a previous number of this

journal, J and others have more recently come to our knowledge.

In the course of a conversation upon this subject which we
recently had with a gentleman who was for many years in the

* Drug MUl, September 15, 1881.

t New Remedies, May, 1881.

i Peoria Medical Monthly, Vol, I, No. 2, p, 46,
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drug business, he related some startling facts. As he had no

reason for deception, and as we know him to be a man of unim-

peachable veracity, we feel certain that what he told us is true.

He said: "In the store where I was last employed, it was a

standing order not to send a prescription away because we did

not have the drugs called for, neither were we allowed to send

out for them. Our orders were to substitute some other remedj''

possessing similar properties, or one which was harmless and

inert. For this purpose we kept in stock a tincture and a fluid

extract of grass, and both were frequently used. When an

herb was called for which we did not have, we sold what was

called in our shop " haedera terrestris." Our citrate of magnesia

contained no salt of magnesium whatever, but was made of a

vegetable acid, common crystals of sodium carbonate and a

flavoring extract. The reason for this was, that.it could be

made at a cost not to exceed five cents a bottle."

Many other facts bearing on this subject were given in the

course of our conversation, but the above are suflicient to prove

our point. By way of explanation we might state, that the

drug store where this deception was carried on was a prominent

one on one of the principal streets of Chicago.

Other cases of substitution have been contributed by many
physicians, both orally and by letter, but our space forbids their

use at this time. Enough has been given alread}'^ to establish

the point that we started out to prove, namely, that substitution

of drugs other than those prescribed by the physician is done.

The third charge made against druggists is, that they are

preparing and selling remedies for a large number of diseases,

at a lower price than they charge for tilling physicians' prescrip-

tions, thus casting suspicion upon the honesty of the physician,

as well as often doing harm to the person who buys their goods.

A short time since a patient showed us a bottle, saying, "I had

a cough, and went to a doctor and got a prescription ; the drug-

gist charged me 55 cents for this bottle. While there I noticed on

his show-case a cough mixture of his own make, which he sold at

25 cents per bottle. Why is this?" We told him that his pre-

8cription may have called for more costly drugs than those em-

ployed by the druggist. He replied, "I have a copy of the pre-

scription, and you can see for yourself." The prescription was

almost identical with that of the druggist's mixture, and we
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told him we could not give any reason for the excessive charges.

And this is but one instance among many.

Go into many drug-shops and you will see on their show-

cases cough mixtures, diarrhoea mixtures, catarrh mixtures,

tonics, anodyne mixtures, all ready for sale, many, if not all of

them, put up from physicians' prescriptions from their files, and

yet sold at a far less price than they charge for putting up the

same combination on a physician's order. This is a part of

counter-prescribing under another name, and nothing could be

devised better adapted to draw the doctor's patients to the drug

store. Mr. Dumbeck allowed that physicians might have some

ground for complaint about selling patent medicines, but this is

a form of patent-medicine selling that works far more injury to

the physician than that to which he referred.

But we have already overreached the limits set upon this

article and cannot continue the subject at this time. In a future

number we will give those points which are now omitted, for it

is our purpose to lay before the profession, in plain language,

the true state of affairs. The category of charges which may be

made out against the present manner of conducting the retail

drug business is a long one, and we are assured when plainly

set forth will cause a good deal of hard thinking on the part of

physicians.

The State Pharmaceutical Association.

The second annual meeting of the above named organiza-

tion was held in this city October 18th and 19th. It was by no

means an enthusiastic assembly, and most of the time was taken

up in finding out where money was to come from, and the

easiest way to dispose of it. Somewhere about four hundred

and fifty members were in attendance, and we must say they

impressed us as a very fine looking lot of well-to-do business

men.

The meeting could hardly be considered a success, so far as

anything was done to advance the pharmacal art. Although

this was the first meeting since the passage of the pharmacy

act, no one was able, or if able was found willing, to instruct

the members about the workings of the new law, a subject on

which most of them desired some information. Time was

found for the reading of but a very few papers, and those read
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could scarcely be heard twenty feet away from the stage. Some
hard feeling was aroused over the election of officers, and we
heard not a few say, "this thing has got into the hands of a

ring, and won't last many years longer."

A little bit of history came to light in the address of Mr.

Eberts, of this city. He criticized the act of 1881, for not in-

cluding a clause prohibiting physicians from dispensing their

own remedies. He said that a clause to that effect was the rock

upon which the bill of 1871 was foundered. It got along very

well in the Senate, but when it reached the Lower House, the

Speaker, Hon. John C. Haines, said :
" I cannot give my influ-

ence to any such bill. I have a son, who has just graduated

with honors from a medical college, after years of hard study;

if he cannot be considered tit to dispense those medicines which

he is considered fit to prescribe, I will have nothing to do with

this bill." The bill was defeated, and such a clause would de-

feat any bill.

The display of goods was very fine, and attracted a great

deal of attention. G. Mallinckrodt & Co., of St. Louis, had a

magnificent display of chemicals and manufactured goods. It

was the finest of the kind that we have ever seen, and proves

that the "West no longer needs to send East for this class of

goods.

Colburn, Birks & Co., of this city, had an elegant display of

sundries, as w^ell as lines of various goods for which they are

agents. It was arranged by and under the efficient manage-

ment of Mr. M. W. Schultz.

The W. S. Merrell Chemical Co., of Cincinnati, made a

creditable showing of fine drugs, including their well-known

German tinctures and resinoids. Mr. A. Clark in charge.

Hartwig & Ritter, of Chicago, had a full line of gelatine

coated pills, made by the Phoenix Pharm. Works, of New York,

for which they are Western agents. We have never seen more

perfectly finished goods from any house. This firm also had an

immense tube of cod-liver oil, of their own importation, which

attracted much attention.

Allaire, Woodward & Co., of this city, had a neat case

filled with goods of their manufacture, as well as samples of

their new line of Powdered Drugs, and their well-known spe-

cialty of Pressed Herbs.
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Parke, Davis & Co., of Detroit, were well represented by

Mr. Koe, with a full line of their best known New Remedies

and standard preparations.

John Wyeth & Bro., of Philadelphia, had a line line of

fluid extracts and other goods of their make, in charge of Mr.

Ross.

Seabury & Johnson, of New York, and C. Heinmann & Co.,.

of Chicago, had full exhibits of everything in the plaster line.

Whitall, Tatum & Co., of Philadelphia, exhibited a full line

of druggists' glassware of every description.

The Burrough Bros. Mfg. Co., of Baltimore, had a fine dis-

play of medicinal extracts, Mr. Powell in charge.

Henry Thayer & Co., of Cambridgeport, Mass., had a fine

display of fluid extracts and sugar coated pills, in charge of Mr.

J. Harding.

Reed & Carnrick were represented by their well-known

maltine preparations.

Otto Boll, of Chicago, exhibited a splendid line of the

rarer alkaloids.

A number of other firms occupied space in the hall, but

lack of space forbids further mention.

Allaire, Woodward & Co. gave a special invitation to the

association to visit their laboratory. Much surprise was

expressed by members that Peoria had a drug manufactory of

such vast size.

Colburn, Birks & Co.'s leading wholesale warehouse was

also visited by the association in a body, and elicited much
favorable comment. While passing through the building a

large retail druggist of Chicago noticed some goods which he

was unable to find in that village, and immediately gave an

order to this Peoria house for the goods. This speaks volumes

for Peoria's advantages as a purchasing point.

The meeting closed Wednesday evening with an elegant

banquet at the Peoria House, given by the wholesale druggists

and jobbers of this city, to their guests. Everything was first

class and the evening was enjoyably spent. Those things which

we thought worthy of criticism, will be found noticed on other

pages of this issue.

Do not fail to read " Special Inducements to Subscribers,"

on advertising page 187.
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Notes and Comments.

Professor James P. White, of the University of Buffalo,

died at his home, September 28.

Those intending to send us an article for the December
number, will please forward them as early as possible.

Dr. J. H. Long, late of Middletown University, now occu-
pies the chair of Organic Chemistry, in Chicago Medical Col-

lege.

Dr. Theophilus Parvin, of Indianapolis, has been appointed
to the chair of Obstetrics and Gynecology, in the University of
Louisville, Ky.

The Philadelphia County Medical Society resolved, at the
last meeting, to admit women physicians, that have regularly

graduated, to membership upon equal terms with male practi-

tioners.

Dr. T. King Ross was married October 5th, to Miss Jennie
Hogan, of Chicago. The happy couple left immediately for

El Paso, Texas, where the doctor has already built up a fine

practice.

The Homoeopathists of Massachusetts are making an effort

to have a state insane asylum placed in their hands. If the

experiment, when undertaken, succeeds

—

similia similibus curan-

tur.—Lancet and Clinic.

There has been such a large number of applicants for ad-

mission to " Oak Lawn Retreat," the well-known private asylum
for insane, at Jacksonville, that Dr. McFarland has been com-
pelled to add a new wing to the building.

The Cook County Commissioners have refused to appoint

any Homoeopaths on the medical staff of Cook County Hos-
pital. Their reason was that the Homoeopaths could not agree

among themselves as to what they wanted.

The December number of this journal will appear in a full

dress of new type. Although it has received much praise for

the clearness and cleaness of its press-work in the past, still we
will leave nothing undone to add to its appearance. The paper
on which it is printed is manufactured expressly for it.

By an arrangement made with the publishers, we can sup-

ply both the London Lancet and this journal for one year for

the extremely low price of $4.00. The Lancet will give you
about 80 large pages, and the regular price of it alone is $4.00.

By sending your name to us, you will get this journal free for

the year. This applies to old as well as to new subscribers to

this journal.
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"We have read with much interest the articles in the Michi-

gan Medical Neivs, on the conduct of some of the medical faculty

of the Michigan tjniversity, in regard to "Joy's Electric devices

(with scrotal attachment)," and have admired the fearless man-
ner in which that journal has cudgeled the erring brethren. A
day or two since we received a circular reply to these editorials,

and we must say that so far Bro. Mulheron has the best of the

fight. Not being able to fairly exonerate themselves from the

charge of furthering a quackish invention, the authors of this

circular make a low, personal attack upon the editor of the

News, and the college with which he happens to be connected.

The reply only makes the matter worse, and will cast additional

odium upon the men who gave occasion for harsh criticism.

Each had better cried ^^peccavi!" and let the matter rest.

We notice in several exchanges an account of an important

case which will soon be brought before the courts, and the

result of which will be looked for with interest. It refers to

the trade mark or proprietory law. An English firm, through
their American agents, have brought suit against Parke, Davis

& Co., for the sale of Tonga, claiming that they have the exclu-

sive right to the use of the word. As the word Tonga is the

original Fijian name for the compound, it does not seem right

that this English firm should seek to control its use and sale.

Such a course would be injurious to the advance of medical sci-

ence and should be frowned down by the profession. We hope
Parke, Davis & Co. will gain their suit, as that would be a dam-
per on the further abuse of the trade mark law. We shall keep
our readers posted from time to time upon the progress of this

suit.

At the banquet given in honor of the Illinois State Phar-

maceutical Association, Mr. G. P. Englehard, of Chicago, re-

sponded to the toast :
" The Pharmacal and Medical Press."

In the course of his remarks he made some statements so ob-

viously false as to excite the disgust of every druggist present.

Among other things, he said that the physicians of this State

fought the passage of the pharmacy act with " an animosity

worthy of a better cause," and that it was in spite of their

efforts that the bill was passed. This is not true, for petition

after petition was sent in to the Legislature signed by physi-

cians, asking the passage of the proposed measure. Physicians

were asked to, and did, write to their Representatives in behalf

of the pharmacy bill. In speaking of the pharmacal and med-
ical press, he took occasion to laud the former and condemn the

latter. The pharmacal press he characterized as progressive,

liberal and enlightened ; the medical press he denounced as nar-

row, fanatical and bigoted. The gentleman is a member of a

firm that publishes both a journal for druggists and one for

physicians, and we will not quarrel with him on what he said
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relative to the press—for he does publish a good pharmacal
journal ; while his strictures on the medical press are very true

80 far as the medical journal of which he is the publisher is con-

cerned, and that, we imagine, is the only one with which he has

any acquaintance.

It is a fact greatly to be regretted, that the names of honor-
able and reputable physicians are often to be seen in connection
with those whose conduct and habitual disregard of medical

ethics should place them beyond the recognition of everyone.

This latter class is sustained and kept before the public by such
means. They are eager to have respectable men witness their

operations, since, when they put their operations in the news-
papers, it gives them a semblance of respectability, at least, to

have been assisted by these well-known and honored physicians.

!N'o, gentlemen, they care nothing for your assistance ; their

only wish is to use you to advertise themselves. It is by no
means a good example to set before the younger men of the

profession. You can talk ethics as much as you please, but if

you do not practice it, your talk will be but little heeded.

As we si'O to press we learn with regret of the death of Dr.

J. W. Martin, of this city, in the 65th year of his age. Dr. M.
was an old practitioner of this city, and was widely and favora-

bly known for the geniality of his character and kindness of

heart. Being stricken down with apoplexy while prescribing

for a patient, it may emphatically be said, that he died in the

harness.

The French Chamber of Deputies is about to pass a bill

prohibiting the sale of patent medicines and counter-prescribing

by druggists.

Some Things That May Interest You.

SuccEssFUi; Treatment.—Some of our most prominent physicians,
among' which we may name Dr. John Morris, of Baltimore, Md.; Dr. W. H.
Caldwell, W. Va.; :Dr. Thomas J. Owen, Virginia; Dr George E.Matthews,
North Carolina, write they have successfully treated Phthisis and Bronchitis,
when accompanied by indigestion, with Powell's Beef, Cod Liver Oil and Pep-
sin, which is a highly-palatable combination, that is unquestionably nutri-

tious, alterative, digestive.

—

Clinic.

The adaptable porus felt splint our readers will probably have noticed
the advertisement of the Ahl Adaptable Porous Felt Splint Co., in our adver-
tiseing pages. If thev have not, we would call their especial attention to at.

We have known and used this splint for years, and pronounce it emphatically
not only the best splint in the market, but the only manufactured splint which
a surgeon ought to use. Anyone who has once tried a set of them, and learned
their manifold advantages, will not practice without them. They are, indeed,
especially in their present improved form, as near the perfection of a splint as

we can imagine. We strongly advise our readers to apply to the company for

a descriptive illustrated pamphlet, which is sent on application, and which
will inform them of the details about these, in our estimation, quite unequaled
surgical splints."

—

Medical and Surgical Reporter.
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * In Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen^s College ; Physician to the

Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chetnical Analysis,^^ etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does.''

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

P7'of. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which prevents injury to its properties or flavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia. It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

iu diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the bands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention tlie Peoria Medical Monthly.
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ST. FRANCIS' BRADLEY HOSPITAL

A well-known Institution, conducted by the

G^SISTERS OF ST. FRANCISES

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Delightfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commanding a mag- i

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The *

building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-
ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Steward..

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physic

eians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own.

practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards..

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from $7 to

$10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention tbe Peoria Medical Monthly.
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Special Inducements.
Wishing to double our subscription list within the next thirty

clays, I will make the following offers : upon receipt of the price attached

to any one instrument named below, I will send the desired instrument

and this journal, postage paid, for one year:

Clinical thermometers, in hard rubber case, W'ith new shank to prevent

rolling, four or five inch, as desired, and warranted not to lose index,

S2.50.

Hypodermic syringe, glass barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, $2.25.

Hypodermic syringe, metal barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, $2.50.

Hypodermic syringe, celluloid barrel in nickle case, vial and two

platina needles, $2.00. This is something new and very nice.

Physician's pocket knife and spatula combined, very convenient,

$2.25.

Three Nelaton's soft rubber catheters, asswji-ted sizes, $2.00.

Hale's bivalve speculum, the latest, and pronounced the best, $5.50.

Camman's stethoscope, silver-plated, silk tubes, ebony mounts, in a

polished wooden box, $4.00. The latest improved, v

Physicians visiting list for 1882, morocco cover, with numerous

tables, etc., for twenty-five patients weekly, $2.00; for fifty patients

weekly, $2.25.

London Lancet and Peoria Medical Mvnthhj, one year, $4.

MEDICAL CHARTS.
1st. A complete epitome of skin diseases on a single sheet, 22x28

inches, for tacking up in private office, gives at a glance the symptoms

varieties, causes, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of every skin dis-

ease, carefully compiled from the latest and best authorities.

2d. A chai't of poisons, giving symptoms with antidotes and full

treatment.

I will !iend both charts and this jowvtal for $1.00. If you do not

wish any of the above, I will send you this journal for one year and six

back numbers, making over 800 pages of reading for $1.00, or this

journal from date of your subscription to January, 1883, for $1.00.

SUBSCRIPTIONS INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.
Address, giving postoffice, county and state,

THOS. M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

204 South Jefferson Street, FEOBIA, ILL.
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JOHNSTOXK'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS.
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited.

123 & 125 South Eleventh Street. PHILADELPHIA, P'

THE ADAPTABLE POROUS SPLINTS, indented and improved by W. H. JonKSTOS*, Tiaro 'been tested esfensivclyialwlh

civil and militarj* practice for n number of years, and have been endorsed and recommended in tlie most unqualified mannet by

Uie celebrated and distinguished Surgeons of America.

Their pomsilj/ is a [icculiar and a valuable property. While the material is firm and insoluble, it permits readily the passag<r

Cf air and fluids, so that, on one hand, the heat from the inflamed surface, the perspiration, and the morbid exhalations, are not

ttnfined, to the detriment of the patient, as is tlie case in evcri/ ot/ier kind of splint, but pass off freely; and on the other hand, lotion^

ot cold or warm water, medicated oi not with weak alcoliol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of tho sulphites, etc.» con b3

CDpstaotly applied without disturbing the dressings. Tliis, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable property when the parts ar9

bi-oised, lacerated, tilled with e.Ntravasatcd blood, or eiysipclatous, and give these splints a conspicuous advantage over all otbci&

Trom FSAIfK H. HAMILTON, M, J>:, Professor of Fractures and Dialoeatlont in the Selleitite

MospUal Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations," etc

Having e.\niuined ciirefiilly JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, I feel warranted

Sn Tecommending them to the I'mfession as superior to all other manufactured splints now in use. They possess all the essential

qualities of a good splint having firmness, pliability and lightness. FRANK H HAMILTON M. D.

Pro/. Mililari/ Siayeri/ and Fractures and Dislacations, Bellevue Hospital. Cfei

jfrom Pkof, D. HAYES AGNEW, Prof. Surgery, University of Penna.

1611 Chest.vdt Stheet, PniLADKLrniA, Ftiruari/ SHi, 1879.

The Adaptablo Felt Splints, formerly known as those of Dr. Ahl, with the improvement now made by W. K. Johnstone, ybicb

.jwd€ta tliem in every way superior to the former, I regard as very excellent appliances in the treatment of fractures.

^
D. HAYES AGNEW,

Prof. Suryery, Vniversitij of Pennri/lvanfa'.

Cuts illustrating the diflerent Splints constituting a Complete Set.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.

Our 7»% heretofore in tho introducUon of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, h»s bceO,

10 confine the sales and business negotiations directly to the Doctors themselves, declining in every case to sell our goods throijgfc

iM^den; we having awurcd the Profession generullj, both through our agents and catalogues, that JOHNSTONE'S IMPROYEa

SPLINTS could only be obtained by Biibscription.

We »Uh to announce, that owing to the large dcn.and for our goods and tho constant importunity on the part of SurgemU

evetrwbere V> plact our Splints on sale with their Instruni.nt Dealer or Un.ggist, to afford them greater convenience and fMility in,

oMaininj; liis piece in dui.licale, we have at lait acceded to that request, and hereafter JOHNSTONE'H CELEBRAltU

FELT SI'I.INTS can bn obtained at moat dealers In Inttrumenta and Drug* throughout the United Statea, at tho aame prio»

Which they were heretofore sold, viz

:

A tomflrl' nitl. rmhraclng fft^ flM) pt»rti.-tw<mtv/ltMi for a'lallt and tmntv-ftt" for cliUdren-lt Ihtrin (t30) ttOart.

Kxtra or diiiUteate pUcts can alutaw fro obtained from your Vkalbb, at one dollar each.

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL JACKET, for Curvatures and Deformities, have met with unparalleled succeMj

and fr..ij, their niciit, wcurtd Ihc un'iualilicd endum-inent and api.iijliiition of our cclebratea orthopaidic siwcialiMfs, and particulat

ex|.te».i'.n of gratitude from the imticnts who are wearing them. For full information, send for Descriptive Circulara.

Should yotir ln»lrument dealer fail to have a snpj.ly of our Splints, and decline to carry them in slock; oidera sent to tw

»iU liK%ue uuinpt atteotwa. ...
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

V. H. roHNSTONE, Managar.
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POAA^ELL'S
BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN,

Has received the endorsement of our leading

Practitioners sooner than any Medicinal

preparation ever introduced ; its in-

trinsic values are guaranteed.

Read what is said of it:

•fno. Morris, M.D., JSaltimore.Md..
«ays : POWELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL
AND PEPSIN I hsLYf found very valuable
In the treatment of Phthisis, especially
when complicated with impaired digestion.

Dr. Cha$«. H. Hepbarn, Physician
toIndian Training ii^chool, Carlisle,
Pa., writes, that his patients derive great
benefits from the use of POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN. In this
letter Dr. H. orders one dozen bottles for his
Institution.

l>r. £dward Alcorn. Hustonville,
H-y., writes, he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN on his
daughter, "who took it with impunity, and
received great benefits from use—disease
Phthisis—great wasting away." Dr. A. says
he regards it the best preparation in the
market.

Dr. T. Hamilton Bush, 19 W, 4and
St., W. Y. City, writes, " I have tried all
the pure Cod Liver Oils and Emulsions in
the market one by one and discarded. L
cheerfully give my earnest approval of
POWELL'S BEEF. COD LIVER OIL AND
PEPSIN, as being the most nutritious, easi-
est digested, and a combination manifesting
its beneficial effects quicker than any ou
eombination that I have ever tried."

Dr. £.. J. Collins, tiinilford. Ind..
TTrites, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
patient with general failure of nutrition, in-
ability to digest any food of a starch nature.
Results, satisfactory beyond all expecta-
tion, and he considers it one of the best, if

not the best tonic meriicine known for use
on nervous, debilitated patients.

Dr. C D. Itlndd, Br.yantown, Md„
"I was much pleased with the effect of
POWELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND
PEPSIN, in cases of Stromous of longstand-
ing. Please send three bottles at once by
express."

Dr. F. C. A. Kellnm, Jr.. Pnnsa-
tcague, Va., writes. "I have used POW-
ELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND PEP-
SIN, in a case of Incipient Tubereulosis,
with excellent results."

Dr. A. j»I. Powell, Catawba, N. C,
writes, "I used POWELL'S BEEF, COD
LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on myself, in a
case of Dyspepsia of long standing, with
torpor and want of tone in the digestive or-
gans and liver. Results, great relief in
digesti<in, and quiet sleep instead of ner-
vous wakefulness." Dr. P. considers the
preparation eminently adapted for weak-
ness and nervous diseases accompanied with
impaired digestion.

Dr. S. H. Mcllroy, Morrisanla, BT.

Y.. writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, ou a pa-
tient with Bronchial Cough and with feeble
digestion. Results, much improvement
in b'th. Dr. Mcllroy says he considers the
medicine meets the indications in these dis-
eases, and will in all pulmonary affections.

Dr. I^. H. ii^^riffith. Upper IHarlboro.
aid., writes, he has tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN in Phthisis,
complicated with indigestion, and tiiat it

acted speedily, and he considers the com-
bination is just what the profession needs.

Dr. A. H. Powell. Baltimore, Md„
writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on J. B.,
disease. Phthisis Pulm. Results, excellent
—great decrease of cough and gain of flesh.

Dr. P. considers the combination worthy of
his recommendation for all lung diseases.

Dr. \l\ E. ^^.vsliam, Catonsville,
Md., writes, he tried fOWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
patient suffering from Phthisis, with much
gHstric derangeiiient. The combination did
great benefit, and he considers it a perfect
medicine for all pulmonary diseases.

RESPONSIBILITY.
Dr. T. A. Ashby, Editor of the Maryland Medical Journal writes to us that

he has thorough confidence in the honesty and sincerity of our purpose of
giving our preparation exclusively to the medical profession. We quote his
language: "I am well acquainted with Mr. Powell, and know him to be a
conscieutiousfand upright gentleman, perfectly square in his dealings and
truthful in all of his statements. He will make no representation which i«

jQot backed by facts."

POWELL MP'S CO., Baltiiore. H.
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SOLUBLE COMPRESSED

The followiug formula and combinations embrace all those in general

request. Others will be added as the demands ©f the profession warrant

their manufacture.

We claim for our Hypodermic Tablets :

Absolute accuracy of dose.

Ready and entire solubility.

Perfect preservation of the drug.

Their convenience and utility will at once be apparent on examination.

Morphise Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphije Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Sodte Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Sodifi Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphise Sulphas 1-6 grain.
Sodse Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-S grain,
Soda.' Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Sodse Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphia3 Sulphas 1-2 grain,
Atropipe Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodai Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-3 grain,
Atropite Sulphas 1-lzO grain,
Sodte Sulplias 1-4 grain.

Morphite Sulphas 1-4 grain,
Atropite .Sulphas 1-1.50 grain,
Sodte Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morpbiti? Sulphas l-ti grain,
Atropite Sulphas 1-lSO gi'ain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Morphias Sulphas 1-8 grain,
Atropiae Sulphas 1-200 grain,
Sodae Sulphas l-^I grain.

Morphiae Sulphas 1-12 grain,
Atropiae Sulphas 1-2-50 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Atropiae Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-60 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-100 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-4 grain.

Strychnia Sulphas 1-150 grain,
Sodae Sulphas 1-1 grain.

We are under many obligations to Professor Roberts Bartholow, who
from his thorough scientific investigations ; nd extensive experience in
hypodermic medication, is recognized as the highest authority on the sub-
cutaneous treatment of disea.se, for suggestions and advice in regard to ihe
care required in preparing our Hypodermic Tablets, also for the kind in-
terest in devising the above formulue.

His book on " Hypodermic Medication " is well-known as the stand-
ard work on that subject, and has reached a third edition.

The succe.ss of our etrorts to furnish the medical profession a much
needed improvement in hypodermic medication is due to the happy sug-
gestion of Dr. H. Augustus Wilson and to the kind interest of other med-
ical friends, who have advised us as to the absolute es.sentials in preparing
so delicate and important a series of medicaments.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
1413 & 1414 Walnut St., Phila.

In anHwering advertisements mentioo the Picobia Mjedical Monthly.
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TOTHEMEDICALPROFESSION
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR OUR

SACCHARATED EXTRACTS.
That they are of a higher and more uniform standard of strength

than Fluid Extracts.

That they represent jootmc^ /or pound the full strength of the crude
anaterial out of which they are made, more nearly than the most care-

fully prepared Fluid Extract.

Saccharated Extracts being in the powdered form, the active prin-

ciples which they contain cannot precipitate as in the case of Fluid Ex-
tracts, and owing to the well known antiseptic and preservative virtues

of sugar of milk, they will not deteriorate by age.

Fluid Extracts^ even when carefully prepared, are generally con-

ceded by the best authority to be of variable strength and rapidly de-

teriorate by age and exposure.

Saccharated Extracts contain all the valuable medicinal principles

of the drug : Fluid Extracts only such as are soluble in the liquid used,

and frequently the most valuable constituents precipitate, and this ren-

ders the prepai;ation worthless.

Owing to the manner of their preparation the Saccharated Extracts

are always of the uniform strength, of the best quality of the drug from
which they are obtained.

In Fluid Extracts the strength is frequently sacrificed through at-

tempts to make elegant and permanent preparations.

Saccharated Extracts have the percentage of Solid Extract and
also of alkaloids stated on the label, whereby their strength can be com-
,pared.

Their solubility in water depends on the nature of their active prin-

ciples, and while the majority are soluble in this liquid, a few alcoholic

and resinous extracts are insoluble, but the Milk Sugar assists in sus-

pending them in watery solutions and syrups, and prevents the precipita-

tion of the Extract while being administered.

The Saccharated Extracts can be added to emulsions where alcoholic

Fluid extracts would be incompatible. They can be dispensed in pills,

capsules, wafers, mixtures and powders.
Saccharated Extracts are now in use by physicians of all schools,

who consider them more reliable than fluids, and are meeting with great

favor from men of the highest standing in the profession.

Lastly, Saccharated Extracts are the most convenient form in which
the drug has been offered, both for the physician and pharmacist.

The dose of Saccharated Extracts is the same as the drug from
which they are made. One grain of the Saccharated Extract represents

•one minim of a Fluid Extract, if the fluid is of standard strength.

All we ask is a fair and impartial trial.

WHEELER CHEMICAL WORKS,
25 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
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ColBURN, BiRKS & Co.,

Wholesale Druggists,

DEALERS IN

\

-AND

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS.

218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.

Li answering CKlvertlsementfl, mention the Phobia Mkdicujl Mozproi^T.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGIML AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOUGIES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, VIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BU&GY CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO :ps:Ysioi.A.3srs.

smomio 1 ^.
FORMULA.—Every fluid drachm contains 15 grs. EACH of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and % gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.— One-/ifflZ/' to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bkomidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,

and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve luhen opiates fail. C/ri-

/iA;e preparations of opium, 27 does 7io« Zoc/c MP the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mu.
(Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Sledical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, Mo.
{Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Phj/sicians and Surycons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago. HI.

(Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Di.'<eases, Chi-

cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, HI.

{Prof. Physiologij and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, Jt. D., Chicago, HI.
{Ed. Chicago MedicalJlJoumal and Examiner, atid Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseates,

etc., Woman's Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof. Pathologii and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman'' s Hospital Medical College;

Vrf.sidest and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnali Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDEN'IN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. I)., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. CJiemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J, SCOTT, jr. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
{Prof. Principles and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department M'oosler Vniveraity.)

n. H. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Cliildren, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREI'AltED ONLY BY

116 Olive St., ----- ST. 1.0VIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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XO lOi I(

FORMULA.—India is a combination of Active Principles obtained
from tlie Green Roots of Stilt,ingia, Helonias Saxifraga, Menisper-
nium and Aromatics. Eacli /if(/(V/ drachm also contains ^^re grains lOD.-
PUTAs. and //jree grains PHOs.-lKON.

DOSE.—One or two^/?(n'd drachms i more or less as indicated) three tiraes
a day. before meals.

lOniA is the Ideal Alterative. Tt has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous Cutaneous, and Female Diseases and has an Es-
tablished Reputaiion as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

''Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

I rofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Cliicago, 111.

(President rr?((( Pro/essor Obstetrics Womm>''s Hospital Medical College: Professor Gijttsecology

Snsh Medicnl College.)

K. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Phijsiologii and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physiaians atid Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Stirgeom.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

[Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynxcotogy, Medical College

of Ohio.)

J. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, K.v.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Theiapeulics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians atid Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

{Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

{Prof. 3Iateria Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. v., Bloomington. 111.

{Ei-President Illinois State Medical Sueiety.)

W. A. GREENE. M. D., Macon, Ga.

(E.x-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

prepared only by

ci3:e3s4:ists,

116 Olive Street, - - . . . ST. L.OV1S.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shot^n by the most distinguished chemiiits in this

country and Europe, '^ho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from tTVO

to three times the nutrilive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.ihe consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Exiracts shottiing the value o/Maltine in comparison ttyith Extract of Mali, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to-

fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainfs, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Mush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

I'rofessor Attfield, F.C.S.,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Oreat Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ouden Doremus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it ta

be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The foUvwing is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo-

After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Blalt preparations, in
both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandeli.., in Louisville Medical iVew*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the constructivea ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An increasing experience In the use of MALTINE couflrms my former
opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without It. E. .S. Dkmstbr, M. D.,

iVo/. Obtlel. a»d Dii. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., andm Dartmouth Collegt-

In answering advertlBements, mention the Pboria Mbdical Monthly.
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During the Past Year
"We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the-

hands of one hundred leading Physicians of the United*

States, Europe, Australia and India with a request that they

thoroughly test it in comparison -with other remedies which,

are generally used as constructives in Pulmonary Phthisis

and other wasting diseases.

From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fifteen of which

are upon comparative tests with the principal Extracts of Malt in the market^

we are fully justified in making the following claims, viz

:

FIRST:—That Maltine (plain) increases weight and
strength far more rapidly than Cod Liver Oil

or other nutritive agents.

SECOJfB :— That Maltine, Maltine ivith Peptones,

and Maltine with Tepsiiv and Pancreatine
rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-
nutrition in wasting diseases.

THIRD : — That Maltine is the inost important con-
structive agent now known to the Medical Pro^

fession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

FOURTH: — That Maltine causes an increase in>

weight and strength one and a half to three

times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS:
MALTINE—Plain. MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Alteratives. MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quioia.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia & Strychnia..

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oiland Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine..

MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp. MALTO-YEEBINE.

Maltine is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its

preparation we employ not to exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nu-
tritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley
alone, by the German process which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg.
Fahr , thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the-
starch digestive principle. Diastase.

>e-We will forward gratuitously a 81.00 bottle of any of the above prepara-
tions upon payment of the expressage. Address

REED & CARNRICK,

Yonkors on the Hudson
Laboratory: * 196 Fulton Street,

"
r New "iTorkv

In fbBBwering advertisements mention the Peobia MedicaI' Monthly.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-
nouneennent, address the Secretary,

Jkrqe^ S. ijtl^erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria MEDicAii MoNTHiiY.
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ADVERTISERS
Will consult their best Interests when they use

The Peoria Medical Monthly
As a means of reaching their old patrons, and also

making ne-w ones throughout the West and
Northwest.

A LIVE, PRACTICAL PUBLICATION,
Steadily increasing in circulation. For rates

address

Tsios. :m:. nvnciXj^^6^i;]sq-E,
204 S. Jeflerson Street, PEORIA, ILL

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON "THE BEST OP AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Known as Reliable nearly SO Tears.
*£ee note page tU, Prof. VAN BUEEN ct KEYES, uu Uriiiaiy Oigaiis.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture."

H. PLA^TE^ & SOX, 224 William St., i\ew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

Kmpty Capsules (7 Sizes.)
ITs, 00, Lirgist. No. 5 Z, Smalleat. Especially adapted and recom-

{Order by jSTnmber only.) mended for administering con-
Boxes lOO each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

venting irritation of mouth or

iiS3 throat, and injury to the teeth.

-BOA' by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICA TION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to

HORSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box 10 Capsules, either

size by mail 50 Cents.
N. B.—We make all kinds of Capsules to order.
Kew articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS-
Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on all orders.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
PURE ©©D tlVER Oil*WITH

PERFECT, PElRls/IATsLEMT, PALATABLE.

The well known virtnes of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number »f
jears, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attentioa
lay not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,
and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophoe-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without Sie
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is Involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive tea-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula—50 per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, (i grs. of the Hypopliospliite of Lime, and 'i grs, of the

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be fanUt
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as o«T
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
Bhamnus FranguUt, in the form of our Buckthorn Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, withovit causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic eflect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, iis we find it necessary that it should bo of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active principle.
We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

sensitive stomach. Wo shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving instructions for its use, etc. I'rei)are(l by Scott & Bownk.

S.&B'^ PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully submit the above elegant preparation to the notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor us with a trial So far as it has been tested, it has mot with their entire approval ; and we iielieve

it 1h not only destiiieil U) take the jilace of the crude oil, but to be used much more extensively. In our
process of emulsifying, it is not only permtwenf. and jHilittalile, but is dejirived entirely of its griping prop-
erties. In its administration, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
physician will s(Kin guide him in its use. It is put up in 4 o/,. bottles, that sell for 25 cents; also in
quarts for physicians to prescribe as desired. Samples will be furnished free on applioition. Formula :

—

oO per cent, of Pure Cold Prented Omtor Oil, 1/) per cent. Chemically Pure Glycerine.

Prepared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing CbemistB, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In anKwering advertiHements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT FOR THE INSANE

!

jacksoxviLlLE, ill..

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-

ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAUD, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And. Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day

«nd Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

c Ji^. -jBO'v^i^j^isr &c CO.,

Prescription Druggists,
520 I^J^TIST sariaEDBT,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
M". B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

snaceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Pkobia Medical Monthly.
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SS£I.I.S. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, EGOS,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

B-2" j^. E. IFOOTE, 1^. ID:
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

(Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogj'; Fellowofthe American Association for the Advancement of Science; Life

memberof the Academy of Kat. Sciences, Phila., and American Museum of Nat. Hist., Central Park, N.Y. City.)

Specimens seiif to ai.y part of the world by maiL Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's Leisure
Hour of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiumssee each monthly issue.

1 received the highest award given to any one at the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and the only award and medal
given to any Ameiican for " Collections of Minerals."

Aly Mineralorical Catalogue of 100 pacres is sent post-paid on receipt of 23 cents, heavy paper 50 cents, hound 1«

cloth 75 cents 1 1 sheep <i, Ucalfgi.cs, cl^th interleaved $i, 14 sheep inteilcavedgi.cs, ]
'. calf interleaved gi.50, (price-list

alone 16 pp sVents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver charged me about $1,100 before a coi>y

was struckoff By neans of the table of species and accompanying tables most species may be verified. The pnce-list_is

an excellent check list, containing the rames of all the species, and the more common v.arieties, arranged alphabet! cany

and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species,

after it will be found (he species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gr.avity,

fusibility and crj-stallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had m 1876 arc no longer

n stoc^.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, et al.

The collections of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisioris in Dana and Other works oj

Mineralr-TT- all the principal Ores, &c.,&c. The collections are labelled with printed label that can only be removeO

by soaking. The labels of the gs.ooand higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name locality, and IB

most easel, the composition of the Mineral ; the J5.O0, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and

table of species. The sizes given are average ; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.

Crystals and fragments
Student's size, larger
Amateur's size, 2^ in.XlJ^
High School or Academy size, 21^X3^ in., Shelf Specimens..

College size, 3}/^X6 in., Shelf Specimens

25
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FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POs).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, ICerTOUsness,
Diminished Yitality, Urinary Difflcalties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. JV. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no diflference of opinion, in liigh medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public^
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

h danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only..

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her rea.son who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENBY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York-
The preparation on which I place the most re-
liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-
enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate-
is prescribed, I have found great relief ami
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free

on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical MonthIiY.

MANUFACTURED BY THB

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Pboria MkdicaIj Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to
Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ouncesi. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

I.ACTOPE PTI N E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

versal adoption liy physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, Vniversity of the Oity of New York.

SA.MUEL K. PERCY, M D.,"
Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent ; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col., etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS. "M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.,

^ Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Jnris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hot,
W. \V. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,

Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D, Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W, YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L". P. YANDELL, M. D.,
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A URETHRAL SYRINGE AT LAST.
We beg to call the attention of Physicians to our " Royal " Ex-

celsior " P " Syringe, illustrated below, which has been received with
much favor by the medical profession, and the use of which is now
directed in preference to any other Syringe by many eminent specialists.

Its advantages are—
1. Its GREATER CAPACITY, thereby holding a sufficient amount

of fluid to FULLY DISTEND the Urethra.

3. Its CONICAL POINT, of a shape approved by the highest Euro-

pean and American authorities. See Bumsteadand Taylor on Venereal

Diseases; also, E. Wlgglesworth, M. D., of Harvard University, ia

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. CIV., No. 9, folio 203.

3. Its RING HANDLE, permitting the use of the thumb.

4. The LOW PRICE at which it is sold.

The following are a few of the many kind words

of approval ivhich tve have received :

I strongly urge it upon the profession as the best Syringe in exist-

ence for the treatment of urethritis.—E. Wisglesworth, M. D., Har-
vard University.

It is unquestionably the best Urethral Syringe yet devised.—Prof. 0-

A. LiNDSLEY, M. D., Dean of the Faculty, Medical Department, Yale
College.

I am satisfied that it is the best thing yet.—C. P. Frost, M. D., Dart
mouth Medical College, Hanover, N. H.

It is the beau ideal of a Urethral Syringe.-

West Thirty-Second Street, New York.
-R. F. Sturgis, M. D., 16

We are trying the Syringes. If they prove as satisfactory as they

promise, weshall continue to use them.—Drs. Van Buren and Keyes,

No, 1 Park Avenue, New York.

Each case has added to the satisfactory reports that I have received.

I find that with the Excelsior " P " Syringe, and under the same treat-

ment as before, the cure of an acute urethral inflammation of a venp

real nature has been shortened from thr^e to five days, and the cure

has seemed to have been more thorough and eflectual. t attribute this

to the advantageous form of the Syringe. In every respect it fills the

requirements of a perfect Urethral Syringe.-Rurus L. Wilder, M. D.,

1-lB East l^rth Street, New York.

It is indeed a "Royal Excelsior Syringe." I have long recognized

the need of something of the kind, believing as I do that the duration

of Gonorrhoea is in very many cases much extended by the irritating

effects of the old style Syringe. I pronounce your Syringe perfect

leaving nothing to be desired, and hereafter shall prescribe no other,

J. H. Glass, M. D., Utica, N. Y., Ex-President Schuyler Co. Medical

Society.

Your Syringe is the BEST, and must have a large sale.—Ralph
Walsh, M. D., Washington, D. C.

It seems to me to be admirably adapted for the purpose for which it

1-9 05! " Roval "
is designed. If it answers as well as it certainly promises, I will order

^ , . ,, J;,I . it excIusively.-JAMES Nevins Hyde, M. D., No. 117 South Clark St.

Excelsior " P " Syrmge, Chicago.

THE RUBBER COMB & JEWELRY CO.,
*S=-For Sale by all Druggists. 33 Mercer Street, New York.
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,
BY

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Manufacturing Chemists, Detroit, MicL

GHEKEN. (Eugenia Cheken, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native ol
Chili, is very popular in that country, whe:e it is employed'

as an iuhaJation in diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis, bronchorrhoea, etc.; as an injection.

in gonorrhoea, leucorrhcBa, cystitis, etc.; and infc/'jiaZZj/ as an aid to digestion, to allay
cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the kidneys. It is also an astringent
and is said to be of great value in haemoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen) was introduced to the profession of
England through a report of results following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter
coueh, by William Murrell. M. D., M. R. C. P., Assistant Physician to the Royal Hospital
for Diseases of the Chest, and Lecturer on Practical Pliysiology at;the Westminster Hos-
pital. Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable and he has supplemented it by private
advices to us expressing great satisfaction with the drug in the affections in which he '

has employed it. He regards it as one of the most valuable introductions of late year&
and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment of Chronie
Broueliltis, acting in this affection both as an anodyne and exerting a favorable influ-
ence over the organic changes in the mucous membrane. It is certainly a remedy
which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

CJTX'TOT^ A C! A T TTT A ("MOUNTAIN SAGE.") Artemisia Fri-
OXJ£<JXjELJ^ OJcLJu V JLxLa gMa. Fluid extract of the herb. Dose-
cue to two fluidraclims. Diaphoretic and diuretic.
The success which has attended tlie administr tion of this drug in "Mountain fever" has-
suggested its employment in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secre-
tions of the skin and kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on
the nervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the
radiation of the heat through diaphoresis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys
are also aroused to activity, and the solid constituents of the urine proportionately
increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion formed of it on theoretical
grounds.

T>T<T^<5IT!< A (ALLIGATOK PEAK.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 30 to 60^ f-« *"'K^ JT-* 1% T minims. This remedy is now for the first time presented to the
profession of this country. It is introduced on the recommendation of Dr. Henry Froehling^
of Baltimore, Maryland, who, while acting in the capacity of botanist and scientist to an
exploring expedition in Southern Mexico, became familiar with the drug both from reports
of the natives and personal experience, as a remedy in Intercostal neuralgia.
The following extract from Dr, Froehling's report will give some conception of the nature-
of this remedy :

"A common experience among physicians is that some cases of intercostal neuralgia are very
troublesome and obstinate, resisting almost every kind of treatment; particularly is this the case itf

malarial districts. In such cases I would recommend the fluid extract of Persea seed. In my own
person and in every case in which I have employed it I have been highly gratified with the result.

Tliose of my medical friends to whom I have given samples of the preparation warmly endorse my
opinion of it as above, and I cannot but believe that further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a<

valuable addition to our list of medicines."

Dr. Froebling also mentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit in

the expulsion of tapeworm.

g^i'\g^ A (ERYTHBOXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to prove
V/ x^ W.Xak.* it a powerful nervous stimulant, through which property it retards waste
of tissue, increases muscular strength and endurance, and removes fatigue and languor,
due to prolonged physical or mental effort. While indicated in all conditions presenting
these --ymptoms it has an especial inrlication in the treatment of tlie opium and alco-
liol ttabfts. In these deplorable conditions it has been found to possess extraordinary
projjerties- relieving the sense of untold bodily and mental misery which follows the with-
drawal of the accustomed stimulus, thus preventing a return to the narcotic, and affording
an opportunity for building up the system by the administration of restorative tonics.

J®^WE PKEPAEE FLUID EXTRACTS OF ALL THE ABOVE DRUGS.

!Parke, Davis &D Co.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
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Aet. I.—The Use and Abuse of Splints in Fractures about the Elbow. By

Hebek Robakts, M. D., Carbondale, 111. Read before the Tri-State Med-

ical Society, at St. Louis, Mo,, October 25th, 1881.

Of all injuries tliat fall into the hands of x)hysicians to

treat, there is none he approaches with more misgiving

than fractures. A crooked limb is an unsightly object to

a sensitive surgeon, and to avoid this result requires con-

stant vigilance on the part of the physician, assisted by the

patient's co-operation. Whenever solution of continuity

•of a bone takes place in the human frame, w^hether it be

in the flat, long, or short bone, there is a tendency always

to deformity. The m.obility of the hard mass in soft tissue,

the contracting muscles that are now induced to spasm,

the different attitudes the body assumes, swelling and de-

posit in the areolar tissue, all tend to induce deformity.

And of no bone in the body is this more surely recognized,

than in the humerus—the subject of this monograph.

I restrict the broad meaning of the caption of this

article to fractures in the lower end of the humerus, above

the joint; and not involving the synovial membrane.
Across the fossa and broad part of the arm, fractures

are more frequent than in any other situation, except that

portion strictly known as the shaft. Here the bone is wide.
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with an unusual amount of hard tissue—calcareous matter,

when compared with other parts of the bone; bnt it is less

guarded here than in other situations, on account of mus-
cular attachments; and concussions upon the elbow or

falls upon the forearm, seems to expend force at this place,,

inducing the bone to give way—the cause sometimes seem-
ingly slight.

The character of fractures under consideration do not

differ from those occuring along the shaft—they may be^

oblique, or nearly transverse, and may extend in any direc-

tion, but usually from before upwards.

The usual cause of fractures is the result of a fall upon
the elbow while bent. Sometimes it is the result of direct

blows upon the arm. A case came under my notice who^

met with an oblique fracture, running from behind for-

ward and upward through the bone. The patient was;

riding in a sleeping car, with his elbow bent, resting in the

window. A thin lath, extending from a freight car passing

in an opposite direction, and running at great speed,,

struck the forearm near the elbow, producing no injury^

except the one above described. Muscular contraction can

have but little influence in producing fracture, but when
the bones are divided the strong muscles widely separate the

fragments.

This deformity is easily recognized, and any mistake

in diagnosing a fracture here is inexcusable. After the

parts have become engorged with blood and serum, it may
become difficult to differentiate the kind, but to confound

it with dislocation or fracture of the olecranon—the latter

I had the painful necessity of witnessing in one instance

—

is not to be tolerated in a physician.

On approaching the subject of treatment of this com-

mon deformity, I do so with no great deal of confidence.

I am satisfied not enough has been written upon the subj

ject when we consider the relative proportion of fracture^

and the ratio of deformed limbs.

All treatises iipon the subject give warning that anchyj

losis is likely to result; and ununited fracture, of all the bone(
-^ttf fho Vniman boflv. is more likely to occur in the hmnerusl
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and particularly of the lower end. This is enough to

frighten the timid doctor. But I believe with judicious

management these results can be greatly modified.

The instruments used for this lesion are pretty uniform;

the material used follow the whim and caprice of the prac-

titioner—such as thin wire, sole-leather, gutta-percha, tin,

felt, pasteboard, plaster of paris, silicate of soda, and as

many others as the material that abounds. Most writers

upon the subject desire that these objects should extend

from the fingers to the upper part of the arm. Liston says

that they should not only be long enough to embrace the

joints above and below, but in order to keep the parts at

perfect rest, should extend from the upper part of the arm
to the fingers. He further writes: At first a right angle

splint may be used, but at every dressing (and after the first

few days they should be frequent) it should be changed to a

more obtuse angled, one until finally it can be brought per-

fectly straight. This style of extension is adopted to avoid

anchylosis. In Sir Chas. Bell's Institutes of Surgery all that

is said upon the subject is: The best splints are formed of

moulded pasteboard. Begin early to move the joint, or you
will have anchylosis. Holmes, Gross, Agnew and others of

recent date, advise rectangular splints and early passive

motion. About as much caution is given to avoid anchy-

losis resulting from fracture above the epiphysis and the

epitrochlia as those implicating the condylis joint. There

is a splint just now in vogue made of felt, rectangular in

shape, or by the use of hot water, can be moulded as desired.

They are cut by the factory and sent to physicians on ap-

plication. This is one I hold in my hand—you will readily

see it is a damnable instrument. It is too short at either

end to avoid motion in the fragments. With this splint the

patient will likely complain after the swelling has gone
down, that the bandage is too loose. The physician now
off his guard, will tighten up the dressing. But the patient

still complains that he feels motion in the fragments,

whereupon the bandage is again tightened. A few weeks
elapse, and upon removing the dressings, to the great dis-

comfort of both the patient and physician, he beholds be-
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fore him an ununited fracture, or he has dropsy of the

joint or rigidity of the elbow, superinduced by bad splint

or improper bandage— or as I have witnessed all three of

the above results combined in the same subject. The plan

now pursued by the more learned practitioners is well ex-

pressed by Bro. S. Conner of Cincinnati. Extension made
b}^ grasping the humerus with one hand and the forearm

with the other, will in general suffice to bring the fragments

into proper apposition. To retain them so, the elbow should

be fixed at right angle on a jointed wooden splint, or what
is more convenient, a gutta-percha splint moulded to the

part, while they are in good position, and extending along

the posterior surface of the upper arm, behind the elbow
and under the forearm and hand, so as to give good support

to the latter. In addition to this a small straight wooden
splint should be fixed in front of the arm, its lower extrem-

ity resting on a pad placed over the projecting end of the

humerus and firmly strapped to the larger splint. Passive

motion should be commenced in about three weeks, other-

wise the elbow joint will become rigid. This I say is the

plan generally adopted in practice to-day. But I believe

in detail it is adhered to closely only hj physicians con-

nected with hospitals and colleges. Success can usually be

attained by this means, but I hope you will see the faults

in the i)lan. Great stress is laid on the importance of hav-

ing the splint extend to the fingers that they may have

.support; but nothing said about support to the proximal

end of the bone that is broken. And again nothing is said

about support to the extensors and flexors of the phalanges.

The fingers should be supported according to Conner, but

how? This apparatus is modified by the country doctor,

and city physician too, I guess, with the multitudinous

varieties of material before mentioned, and the points in

detail as to length and firmness. If the splint is soft and
pliable the bandage will cause an indentation at the seat of

fracture; if very stiff and hard and does not hug the bone
uniformly, the roler will either bear upon the arm irregu-

larly, or the dressing being too large, gives play for the

bones within. W firm support is not given to the wrist and
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liand motion cannot be avoided at the elbow; if it does not

include the fingers at an easy flexion retained in that sitn-

ation, a sidling and rotating motion will be inevitable by

the action of the extensors and flexors of the digits; if the

proximal end of the humerus is not supported to the shoul-

der, motion cannot be avoided in the fragments.

The roler is another evil we have to contend against.

The most deplorable consequences often result from their

use. It requires the greatest degree of nicety for its appli-

cation, and above the elbow I believe experience will show

results more successful where the roler has been abandoned

altogether.

The plan of treatment seemingly the most sensible for

these lesions, and the one I shall adopt unless otherwise

persuaded by experience, seems to foreshadow to me a

greater degree of success than has been hitherto enjoyed.

We will take as a basis of explanation Stromeyer's splint

used for rectifying anchylosis of the elbow. It should con-

sist of two steel bars upon each side of the arm, (and to be

united at the end by rivets). One should extend from the

axilla to the internal condyle, and there jointed by rivet

with a similar piece to extend to the hand; and another

from the shoulder to extend condyle, and there jointed as

before, and to extend to the back of the hand. To these

bars of steel, strips of wood, laid together and pasted to

strong leather, are firmly united at one edge and so arranged

at the other that they maj^ be drawn up and tightened at

will. The anterior splint on the forearm should extend to

the palm, assuming an easy curve for the fingers to rest

upon while flexed. The external piece on the arm should

reach the shoulder and overlap the same. Upon the anterior

surface and near the listed third of each anterior splint, a

screw with hand leverage, hinged at each end, should be

fixed to insure extension and fiexion without altering the

dressing. When the humerus is broken in this situation,

whether it be simple or compound, the patient should be

j)ut to bed for the first four days, the forearm flexed upon

the arm and fixed midway between pronation and supina-

tion. The limb should be laid away from the body and
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placed on a soft pillow, and retained in this position until

swelling has reached its height and sinkage commenced.
A bandage should now be applied from the fingers to the

elbow, with a moderately tight roler, and extending from
this point to the shoulder, with somewhat less tension. The
limb should now be placed in the splint before described,

well padded at right angles, with compress if found neces-

sary, of cotton batting, over the projecting fragment.

Passive motion is to be instituted at the end of two weeks
by working the lever screw—the degree of extension and
flexion should be to as great a degree as may be compati-

ble with safety.

Akt. II,—A Case of Tansy Poisoning. By Geo, A. Stuart, M. D., Patter-

son, Iowa.

Some weeks ago, I was called, in consultation, to see

Mrs. T., who had taken a teaspoonful of the oil of tansy,

"to restore her courses," at the beginning of the third

month of pregnancy. I found the patient insensible, un-

dergoing convulsive seizures, epileptoid in character, occur-

ring every fifteen minutes, and lasting generally from forty

seconds to one minute and a half. Opisthotonos, more or

less marked, was present during each spasm. The face was
livid, the eyes rolled upward, and the extremities cold.

Respiration was very difficult, and the pulse, when it could

be felt for the muscular rigidity, was small and thready.

I suggested strychnia hypodermically, and 1-120 of a
grain of the sulphate was administered by the attending

physician.

After the administration of the strychnia, the convul-

sions did not again occur, but the respiration still remained

difficult, and the pulse small.

Whisky and the muriate of ammonia, with soporific

doses of opium, were used for the remainder of the twen-

ty-four hours, at the end of which time the patient was
comfortable and in a fair way to recovery. Abortion did

not result.

The abortifacient properties of tansy seems to be very

much overestimated by the populace, since 1 can not find
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a single case reported, in which abortion resulted, when a

toxic dose was taken. Perhaps in smaller doses it will

manifest its selective influence in the uterus, while in toxic

doses it spends its force on the general system.

Art. III.—Science and Art in Medicine. A\ith a Brief Consideration of the

Position Held by the Profession before the Pnblic. By Egbert Boal,

M. D., Peoria, 111. Extract from a paper read before the Dickinson Medical

Club, Nov. 17th, 1881.

* =1= * Our profession is a science as well as an art;

"Science is knowledged reduced to principles, art is knowl-

edge reduced to practice"; the former we can cultivate here,

the latter we must also possess, because it is in this relation

we come in contact with the public. For the successful

practice of medicine ai-t is indispensible. A man—a wom-
an who is sick cares very little whether the physician is a

good anatomist or pathologist, whether he is scientific or

otherwise; they do not want a learned disquisition on the

case, their great desire is to be relieved or cured.

The history of the profession, and our everyday obser-

vation shows, that art when accompanied by an infinitesi-

mal amount of science, is sufiicient to make its possessor

wealthy, respectable, and in a certain sense eminent in the

public estimation. The homoeopath and electric practi-

tioners furnish striking illustrations of this truth.

True art must always be based, upon knowledge.

Quackery is founded upon a given system of drug adminis-

tration, there is no art in it, and the public would rather

praise the power of physic, than the skill and intelligence,

of the doctor.

It is necessary therefore to the successful practice of

medicine that we should cultivate the art of healing. In

my judgment a great error committed by medical men, is

in regarding disease as so many entities, and in prescribing

the corresponding remedies. While I am no medical nihi-

list, and would not destroy faith in the curative power of

medicine, nor endeavor to plant scepticism in the minds of

anyone, (for I believe in the eflicacy of medicines,) yet it

must be confessed that we rely too much uiDon drugs, and.
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too little upon knowledge and skill. The highest art is

often seen when we give no medicines: rest, diet, mental,

moral and physical means, when intelligentlj^ used, will

accomplish in manj^ instances what drugs have failed to

do. As an illustration, take the case of an hysterical

woman. The whole list of remedies in the pharmacopoeia
is gone over, but her condition is not improved—her innu-

merable ailments continue, and are aggravated by officious

attentions and injudicious symi^athy on the part of her

friends and relatives—valerian, assafoetida and every stink-

ing drug known to the profession has been given without

avail. N"ow remove her from these home influences, give

her exercise in the open air, gain an influence over her,

treat it as a mental and moral disease, and in most cases

she is cured, or if not, greatly benefited.

It is mainly owing to the neglect of art, that druggists

play the doctor and prescribe for all who apply to them.

The public has been to a great extent fortified and encour-

aged by physicians, in the belief of the power of drugs to

alleviate if not to cure all "the ills which flesh is heir to,"

and when they fail the profession is often ridiculed and
denounced as unworthy of confidence and respect.

The whole duty, therefore, of the physiaian, is not ful-

filled by writing prescriptions or administering medicines.

This is not the basis upon which our art is founded. When,
therefore, I insist that the administration of medicines is

the least valuable part of our system, I must not be under-

stood as not believing in their x^ower and efficacy. Re-

garded in their true light, as a means to assist us in the

treatment of disease, they occupy an important j)lace in

the practice of our profession, and so far I have faith in

them—in their power and usefulness. * * *

The question has often been asked, Why the medical

jjrofession does not occupy the position before the public

to which its numbers, learning and accomplishments entitle

it? There is no human pursuit that demands a greater

amount of intelligence, culture and physical energy than

that of the physician. No object in life is grander than

the one he pursues: there is no higher calling than to com-
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bat disease and succor its victims; to relieve the suffering

body and cheer the despondent mind. And yet, furnished

as he is, intellectually, morally and physically, for the per-

formance of these highest of human duties, how slight is

the influence of the medical man on the public, and hov^

seldom is he regarded in connection w^ith any public enter-

prise, or upon any public occasion. Is a meeting called to

consider any question affecting the health, morals or pecu-

niary interests of the community, the lawyer, the clergy-

man and the politician are brought forward, while the

doctor is regarded as an unknown quantity. Is an alms-

house, or a penal or reformatory institution to be erected,

the skill and wisdom of a board of county supervisors are

deemed amply competent to direct all its architectural and
sanitary arrangements. Is a department to be added to an

almshouse for the safe-keeping and comfort of the insane

of a county, no member of a profession which has made
diseases of the mind and their appropriate treatment a

study, has ever been consulted as to its plan, sanitary ar-

rangements, or their adaptability to the purpose. In the

oversight and direction of our public schools, and in the

erection of school buildings, the profession has been en-

tirely overlooked. A ward politician is much more likely

to become a member of the Board of Education, than the

most accomplished, best educated and intelligent physi-

cian. The result is seen in buildings badly constructed,

badly ventilated, imperfectly heated and badly lighted, and
in the pale faces, disordered vision, catarrhal affections,

and cerebral diseases of the numerous chidren exposed to

these unhealthy influences. These are a few of the

instances of the low estimation in which the medical pro-

fession seems to be held by the public. Others might be

given were it necessary—let one more, the last, but not

least, suffice.

Pharmacy has been considered the hand-maid of tha

medical profession. It lives and owes its being by their

support and patronage, without which it could not exist,,

and yet at the recent meeting of the State Association in

this city, but two physicians were present at the reception
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tendered it. and they were not invited as members of the

medical profession, but as an act of friendship to them as

individuals. Three lawyers and one editor discoursed

learnedly, and possibly enlightened the association upon
pharmacy; while the doctors, who heretofore were sup-

posed to be interested in, and know something of, the sub-

ject, were notably absent.

In reply to the question. Why the medical profession

does not occupy a more prominent position before the pub-

lic ?—it may be answered, that they are brought, from the

very nature of their calling, more in contact with families

and individuals than with the public. The clergyman in

the pulpit is a prominent figure before his congregation.

His utterances are listened to with respect, often with awe,

and almost alwaj^s with undoubted faith. His influence is

more or less felt by his parishioners and the public, and it

is often unbounded. The lawyer, when at the bar, elo-

quently defends the rights of the widow and orphan, or

pleads for a life put in jeopardy, or when in a public assem-

bly, by the power of his words, he sways the passions of

the multitude for weal or woe, and causes the popular

heaii to beat as that of one man, is the observed of. all

observers, and oftentimes the idol of the public; while the

heroism, self-denial and unselfish lives of the modest and
unobtrusive doctor are seldom known or appreciated be-

yond the family circle or immediate neighborhood of the

objects of his cure.

Another reason for the scant recognition which the

medical profession receives from the public, lies in the fact

that medical men, as a general thing, are too modest and
retiring. They do not assert themselves or their profession

as they might and ought to do. UiDon all questions which
interest the public, whether directly connected with the

profession or not, they should make themselves heard.

There is no good reason why they should not influence the

community to an equal degree with the clerical and legal

professions. If, instead of confining themselves to their

daily rounds among their patients, or setting down in their

offices, and in a measure secluding themselves from any
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participation in pul^lic affairs, they asserted their rights to

be heard, they would exercise a greater influence on the

community and secure for themselves and the profession

they represent, the respect and recognition to which they

are entitled.

Akt. IV.—Venesection in Bright's Disease, with Dilatation of the Heart. By
Emil BbendeI), M. D., Cedar Eapids, Iowa.

Thomas Murray, age 65, weight about 250 ft», had been

in distilling and 1)rewing business about 15 years, sick

about two months before he came under my hands on the

9th of June last.

The symptoms presenting were : oedema of the limbs,

ascites, pericardial and pulmonary effusion, with dyspnoea,

paroxysmal apnoea in recumbent position. Heart's action

irregular, powerful, sounds modified by the effusion, a dis-

tinct murmur between the two sounds, hypertrophic dila-

tation eccentric.

The examination of the high colored, scanty urine

gave traces of albumen and a few epithelial and hyaline

casts. The jugular vein full, feebly pulsating. The pre-

scription was liquor ammonia acet., with acet. scilla and
spts. nitr. dul.

June 12. No change; prescribed aloes and jalap; digi-

talis and scilla.

June 14. Casts and albumen disappeared from the

urine; dispnoea less; continued digitalis and scilla.

August 1. Ascites, lower extremities very oedematous,

urine more copious than before; treatment as before.

August 10. Considerable congestion of the brain,

vertigo, livid lips, pulsating jugular, dropsical symptoms
reduced, except the oedema of the legs, which are still very
large; prescribed tincture digitalis and scilla^, in 20 drop
doses, twice a day, and in the morning 2 drachms sodge and
potassse tart.

August 15. Urine with traces of albumen, no casts,

dropsical symptoms not changed, dyspnoea merely short-

ness of breath, heart's action as irregular as ever, though
no murmur; treatment continued.
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August 20. (Temperature of air at 2 o'clock 90 cleg.

Fahr.) Hands and feet cold, face livid, vertigo. Examined
the blood by a small opening in the vein, and found it of a
dark brown color, suddenly coagulating, so that it collected

in pill-shaped patches where it fell into the basin. I de-

cided to draw about 20 ounces, in a small stream. When I

removed the bandage from the arm, the blood did not stop

flowing till I applied friction. I concluded that my patient

was in danger of thrombosis, as the hands, which were dis-

agreeably cold one quarter of an hour before, were then
warm, and that I had to repeat venesection, if symptoms-
of the same import should present themselves.

Now, if my diagnosis was correct, and Bright's paren-
chymatous nephritis, with an hypertrophical dilatation of
the heart, contra-indicates venesections for fear of causing
anaemia, in this case there was no cause to be afraid of
anaemia.

August 21. No vertigo; oedema much reduced, heart's

action more regular than the use of digitalis ever effected.

Digitalis and scilla, however, was continued.

August 26. Again venesection, 25 ozs., which was re-

peated a third time on the 24th of September, with occa-

sional use of sodae and potassae tart, and digitalis,

My patient is now in a fair condition, having visited

some of his friends, 20 miles from here. The heart beats

regular, oedema hardly perceptible. To vindicate my treat-

ment, I may say that, as I found the blood not hydraemic„

and suspected capillary infarction, which in my estimation

may prevent the absorption of an existing effusion, and
may even cause such an effusion, and that, together with
the lividness and the cerebral symptoms, I was determined

to go against the rule and treat in the wrong way.

The case seems to me sufficiently peculiar to be report-

ed, and may induce some of my medical friends to give

their opinion.

Art. v.—Typhf)-Malarial Fever. By H. L. Cokenower, M. D., Clarinda,

Page County, Iowa.

By common consent, the term typho-malarial has been

restricted to a certain tyjje of disease closely allied to
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typhoid fever, in real, pernicious remittent fever, etc. It

is tacitly admitted by good authority, that the prime

cause of the disease is malaria, or bad air. But just how
the air is made bad, there are diversities of opinions.

Some say that the materies morbi of this class of diseases

are the spores of certain low forms of microscopic vegeta-

tion. While this may be true, the most that can be said

of it is—not proved. Other observers assert that marsh
gas is the cause of this class of diseases, and their experi-

ence, to them, has been very satisfactory; and in my
judgment there is an overwhelming mass of evidence in

favor that it is the result of the decomposition of vegeta-

ble matter. Yet certain conditions are absolutely neces-

sary to its production. A certain degree of heat, and a

certain amount of moisture, are requisite, and these must
occur under certain conditions ; and it is i^ossible that other

factors may be necessary, which I am not prepared at,

present to describe, and that the absence of any of these:

breaks the chain necessary to the production of this result..

A wet, hot June is usually followed by an abundant

production of malaria. But let this be succeeded by very

dry weather, long continued, and it seems that it destroys

to a very considerable extent, the tendency to this class of

diseases. But let a wet June be followed by what may be

termed a seasonable summer, and this class of diseases fol-

lows in abundance.

Whatever the cause may be, it is probable that it gains

access to the system mainly through the lungs. Of the in-

cubative stage I know but little. This seems to vary under

difl'erent circumstances. Persons who have been raised in

districts where malaria abounds, are not so liable to be at-

tacked as those coming into such districts, from such local-

ities where it does not prevail. My most obstinate cases

are found among the latter class of persons.

What I have said in the beginning of this article has

been mainly in reference to the malarial portions of the

disease. In reference to the typhoid pai*t, I deem it not

necessary to write elaborately, as I would occupy too much
space and weary your busy readers. Typhoid, by most
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writers, I believe, is conceded to be mainly a blood disorder.

While, as I have said before, that malaria acts upon the

nervous system almost entirely, the first perceivable effect

of malaria upon the system is the well-known chill, fol-

lowed by cephalalgia and fever.

The prime differential diagnostic symptoms of the two
fevers, consists in the well-known prodroma, or forerunning

symptoms, of typhoid, which typho-malaria is entirely de-

void of. In the latter disease the patient may be feeling

unusually well, only a few hours prior to the invasion of

the disease; which is not the case, as a rule, in typhoid

fever. It is the typho-malarial fever that we have the

most to do with in this section. We seldom, or almost

never, have a well-defined case of typhoid.

In reference to my treatment of this class of malarial

diseases, it consists in salines, acids, and anti-malarial rem-

edies. If called early in the stage of the disease, I usually

prescribe a saline cathartic, and in the course of a few

hours commence with a solution of potas. chlorate and

muriatic acid, in water, alternately with fluid extract euca-

lyp. glob., in 30 drop doses, every four hours.

Soon as the tongue begins to clean, and becomes moist,

I discontinue the eucalyptus glob., and use sulph. of qumia
in its stead; but never giving it on a dry or brown coated

tongue, for in my experience, in such conditions it does

no good.

For the headache that usually accompanies the disease,

I apply hot water to the forehead.

(?torr^$lJOtttUttce.

Physicians and Druggists.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthh):

I have read with great interest your editorials on the

subject of the relations of physicians and druggists. It is

not only a feeling, but it is a conviction, consciousness, and

ogical conclusion that the physician's interest suffers by
his neglect to dispense his own medicines, instead of writ-
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ing those little notes to the druggist which are called pre-

scriptions. The physician, when he writes a prescription,

tb use a current, but not highly aesthetic phrase, "gives

himself away"—to the druggist, the patient, and as much
of the public as they both can reach. The question: to

whom do these prescriptions belong? has long been a sub-

ject of discussion, and it would puzzle a petit jury to decide

it. The physician gives it away and yet makes futile

efforts to claim it, to prevent its diffusion, repetition and
abuse. The druggist claims it on the ground that it is sim-

ply a note to him, while the patient rests his claim upon
the fact that he has bought and paid for it, or at least

promised to. It is evident that when a physician writes a

prescription he exceeds his duty and abuses his immunities
and privileges, and must expect, for such is the condition

of ethical human nature, that the patient will have the

prescription refilled for himself and friends as he pleases,

that the druggist will prescribe it as he pleases as a remedy
"good for" piles, cough, cholera, diarrhoea, or what not.

The iDatient, when he pays, is entitled to the physi-

cian's opinion of his case, and his advice; but he is not
entitled to a prescription in the form of a note to a drug-

gist, upon which he and the druggist entitle themselves

capable of judging that the next patient who has a cough,

colic, piles, or diarrhoea, has a similar disease to that of the

man for whom the prescription was written, and that they

are competent, scientifically and ethically, to administer to

him the same prescription. The man of shoddy who
wrote to the principal of the academy to buy his daughter

a mental "capacity," probably met with as great difficulties

as do the druggist and patient who purchase their medical

skill in this manner.

It is taught by writers on ethics that evil and
ignorance mus't Iiave results when they are active,

and that it is useless to interfere between them and their

legitimate consequences; but there is a question here in

general ethics for the prescribing physician to consider. If

he finds that writing prescriptions leads in the way detailed

to evil, through ignorance of those to whom he gives away
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Ms prescription, is it not the physician's duty, in an ethical

sense, to prevent these evils to society, while he contrib-

utes to his own interest by dispensing his own drugs, and
withholding these little notes to the druggist?

A man's legitimate self interest always has harmoni-

ous relations with general ethics. This rule will apply to-

prescription writing. In nine cases out of ten the physi-

cian obtains a new patient, as the result of a consultation

the new case has had with au old patient who has been

"cured" of a disease which he believes was more or less

like that of his friend's, and an inquiry will generally de-

velop the fact that the medicine—prescription—which ben-

efited the first case has been tried by the new patient

before he presents himself to the physician. There are-

veiy few people, who, when selecting a physician, ever ask

to know if he is an educated man or a student, nor do his

patients recommend him on that account. Laying aside

the political, society, and church influences, and the delu-

sions which attach in the public mind to the various and
numerically increasing "pathys," the recommendation of a,

physician by his patient is limited to the statement that

such a doctor cured him of a complaint, which he thinly

is similar to the one which afflicts his friend. Nothing can

be clearer than is the fact that the good of general ethics,

and the interest of the physician depends upon the fact

whether the patient has a prescription in this case to give;

his friend.

Writers of books on natural history, of the Sunday-

school variety, have recorded instances where very benev-

olent gentlemen have cured the lameness of a dog by

kindness, and liniments, and surgical appliances, and

have been surprised by the return of the dog with another

one, which had a similar lameness; embellishing the story

with many fine sentiments relating to kindness ta God's,

creatures, and^r'animal sagacity. It is in order now for

these writers to entertain our children with stories ot

canine sagacity in attempts to treat their own broken legs,.

and make their own liniments in their own drug stores,

from copies of prescriptions written by benevolent gentle-

men.
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Making medical laws to protect the physician in his

rights, and to protect the public from prescribing druggists,

and from the army of medical pretenders with many ban-

ners, will never prevent the evils which attach to them,

while physicians write prescriptions and the public are

ignorant—so densely ignorant of the biological sciences.

Under the present order of things druggists will never

cease counter-prescribing, and no law will prevent the pub-

lic from employing quacks, nor will any physician ever be

employed by a patient for any other reason than because a

similar case has received benefit, until the physicians stop

writing prescriptions, and the public is educated to "know

enough to know" that it is science which makes a physi-

cian, and can appreciate the difference between medical

science and medical pretense, whether the latter be found

in a drug store, or marching with drum and horn under

the variegated flags of the "•pathy"-quack.

The Sj/nthefic Philosophi/ teaches that all things which

€xist or have existed-—the origin and growth of plants, ot

geological formations, of life, society, science, of the mind
and religion, and ethics, of labor, trade, and profession are

all subject to the general laws of growth, from the simple

to the complex, and that this is brought about by the pro-

cess of differentiation. The growth of the science and art

of medicine fully illustrates this law. The ancient physi-

cian gathered his own plants, made his own medicines, and

in practice gave "special attention" to diseases of every

name and nature, wherever their location might be. In

time medicine differentiated into medical practice and sur-

gical practice, with their respective sciences. Surgery has

undergone some differentiations; but specialism has in

medical practice differentiated the making of medicines,

the proper work of the pharmacist, and we have further

specialties relating to the nervous system, the mind, the

eye, ear, throat, chest, skin, urinary organs, sexual organs,

females, children, and last, but probably not least, the rec-

tum. The druggist is not a differentiation of medical

science and practice—like the quack, he is simply an inter-

iox)er. I defy any man to show, by any law, how dealers
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in drugs and snrgical instrnments, and qnacks, are a differ-

entiation from, or of medical and surgical science and
practice. The relation of these "dealers" is simply a busi-

ness relation, and the relation of the quack is simply one.

of pretense. Who would ever suggest the propriety of

making a law to compel the surgeon or physician to be an
educated man? Medical laws are made on account of the

existence of quacks. Who thinks a law compelling the

chemical education of the maker of medicine to be neces-

sary? A pharmaceutical law would be unnecessary were,

it not for the existence of druggists.

It is the business, or profession of the pharmacists, or

maker of drugs, to prepare medicine—to make the chemi-

cal compounds, and the physiological compounds, whick
are determined by physiological experiment to be useful in

disease. If morphine and atropia, combined, are found tO'

be useful, the maker of drugs must devise a method of

combining them for use in a preparation, which shall not

only be efficient physiologically, but pleasing to the eye,.

and which should tickle the palate. If druggists and other

pretenders in medicine are to be subject to any law, it

should be a law compelling them to take the regular course

of medical instruction. They are no more required to

manufacture drugs than to practice medicine. They do

not manufacture drugs and they do practice medicine,

which makes a pharmaceutical education to them entirely

useless, except as an ornamental accomplishment. A cer-

tificate from the State Board of Health dignifies a quack,,

and, in Illinois, dignifies far too many of them; but it is of

no use or credit to the educa^d physician. The diploma
of a pharmaceutical college is of no use to the chemist,

who manufactures drugs, but it probably adds dignity to:

the drug trade—and to the man who gets the margin on

the drugs, for which the physician very foolishly writes

prescriptions.

It is to the interest of the physician that he should

buy his drugs of the maker, and that he should have them'

made to order. "Shot-gun " prescriptions are going out of

date; "pathological conditions and therai:)eutical indica-
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tions" are now fulfilled without such a long list of

drugs in one prescription—nauseous, disgusting, and,

too often, equally unscientific. The physician and

maker of drugs are working on converging lines, and

approaching each other as physiological and chemical

science develops. In time the maker of drugs will have

an "elegant preparation," for every known pathological in-

dication, and, in fact, there is nothing now to hinder this

method of the preparation of medicines, if physicians

would avail themselves of what is known on the subject.

The same pathological conditions and indications exist in

such a variety of diseases, that the prescription method of

compounding "bad medicine " by druggists is as useless as

it is disadvantageous to physician and patient. In pharm-

acy the elimination of the alkaloids of drugs, allowing

them to be put up in small bulk and tasteless forms, and

the elixir preparations of extracts and soluble salts, single

and in combination, entirely does away with any necessity

for pill-making by druggists, and mixing together extracts,

and solutions by prescription. Next to the proper physio-

logical and pathological adjustment of his medicine, it is of

interest to the physician that his preparations should be

tasteless. The signs of the times indicate that when the phy-

sician and pharmacist approach near enough together along

the paths of science and art, that the druggist—the dealer

in drugs—must be squeezed out; and his drug margin must

be given up. A "middle-man " in this position has no real

relation to either drug-maker or doctor, except that of

business, and is a larger expense than can be afforded, to

say nothing of the direct injury the dealer does to the phy-

sician by receiving and using his little notes.

The maker of drugs is not the man who can give no
knowledge regarding the physiological action of drugs,

though he may invent a "new remedy " every day. The
physiological experimenter is another differentiation from

medical science and art, and to him belongs the investiga-

tion of the lohysiological action of drugs. He should make
the original experiments, and his deductions must be veri-

fied by the practitioner at the bedside.
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But the prescribing physician's interest suffers also

from the chiss of irregulars who dispense their own medi-
cines. This is notabh^ the case with the homoeopaths. It

is difficult to define homoeopathy—either the ancient or

modern. When the people believed in entities, the founder
of this "pathy "*

filled his physiology and pathology with
little ghosts, and his patients with infinites'unal sugars to

nectarize the wrath of these originators of diseases.

Hahnemann's pathology was essentially a spiritual one.

The modern homoeopath is often a hybrid of ''both

schools/' who in one school was less successful than in both.

This later fruit, it may safely be said, recognizes something
more in disease than a semeiological ghost, and his "poten-

cies " are generally purchased at druggist rates from the

standard pharmacists, and are his much sweetened and less

bulky preparations—elegant to look at, tasteless, and with-

out doubt as efficient as the full dose can make them.
Modern homoeopathy pleases the public by talking "both

ways;" by giving tasteless medicines, and by not writing

prescriptions. Modern homoeopathy is a very lively per-

son, of child-like size, dressed in the garb of a mummy,
and lying in the arms of the modern pharmacist, with a

sugar teat in his mouth. From the fact that when the

l^ublic were superstitious, homoeopathy pandered to their

superstition, and when the public began to appreciate to

some extent medical science, and to a great extent their

cash, homoeopathy met their prejudices by adapting itself

to the change in public sentiment, and i^rofessed to treat

diseases by the "old" and "new methods," as preferred, and
furnished the best productions of the pharmacist's art

without writing prescriiitions. From these facts I con-

<-liide the definition of homoeopathy to be: A "pathy"
which trims its arts to suit the public mind. Nothing can
be clearer to the physician, from these facts regarding the

druggist, and the homoeopath, that it is to his interest to

dispense his own medicine.

The menace of the drug trade toward the medical pro-

fession is a forinida]>]e one, and in meeting it difficulties

may certainly be expected. The maker of medicine will
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not give "trade rates " to the physician who buys drugs.

Perhaps this feature of the drug trade may l)e changed. It

may become interesting to the pharmacist to sell to physi-

cians for the same price that he does to druggists.

Another element giving formidible proportions to the

drug trade, would be the pharmacy law, were it not true

that the druggists evidently made a mistake and enacted the

wrong law. They should be subject to the medical law,

even more than they are; but this leads me to speak of the

abuses of the medical law. Prescribing druggists, who
liave followed the business over ten years in the State, are

in possession of one of those certificates from the State

Poard of Health, are to take the place of the medical

diploma. The medical law is designed to bring to the

same level, the physician, the druggist, and the medical

pretender, as it is interi^reted and perverted by the Poard.

Instances are quite plentiful in which a druggist, having a

certificate by virtue of ten years of counter-prescribing,

has adopted a ''student" as a business partner, by advice

of the Poard, in interpretation of that clause of the medi-

cal" law which reads: " None of these provisions or strict-

ures shall apply to students who prescribe in the office of

their preceptor." In these cases the "student," thus estab-

lished in perennial relationship to this preceptor (?), is a

notorious quack, as a general rule.

When physicians become '"smart" enough to dispense

their own medicines, they will doubtless make the discov-

ery that a medical law, designed to control medical prac-

tice and education, and to discourage the quack, cannot

very well be enacted or carried out in a countrj^ where
•every shade of medical opinion must have a voice in the

formation of the law, and every shade of politico-medical

opinion is entitled to appear on the administrative board,

by political appointment, and not by professional merit.

ROMAINE J. CURTISS, M. D.
Joliet, Illinois.

In over 1,350 cases of smallpox in Chicago since Janu-
ary 1st, the moitality has averaged 40 per cent. Some-
body has been guilty of gross neglect.
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A Manual of Oplithalmio Practice. By Henry S. Schelij, M. D., Surgeon

to Will's Eye Hospital, and Ophthalmic and Aural Surgeon to the Chil-

dren's Hospital. With tifty-three illustrations. Philadelphia: D. G.

Brinton, 115 South Seventh Street; 1881. Cloth; 264 pages.

As stated in the preface, the object of the author has
been, "to state briefly the generally accepted principles of
ophthalmology, and to discribe these methods of treatment
upon which he has been accustomed to rely, from personal
experience of their value."

As a text book for students and a handy volume for
speedy reference, by the general practitioner, we do not.

believe this work has been excelled by any which has been
brought to our notice. It is impossible for the medical
student while attending lectures, to master the ponderous,
volumes of Stellwag and Wells, neither should he rely
entirely upon lectures and the "vest pocket" editions which
are prepared especially for his use. For the use of the stu-
dent we consider this work admirably well adapted. On
the other hand the general practitioner relies too much
upon the specialist in his vicinity, and thereby oftentimes
does his patient, himself, and the specialist an injustice.
He need not be thoroughly versed in the subject of oph-
thalmology, its theories, and especially its vocabulary, to
treat many of the simpler forms of ophthalmic disease, yet
he should keep himself sufficiently well posted to diagnose
immediately those severe cases where the delay of a few
days is dangerous to his patient's sight—if not his life, and
if he does not feel able to take the responsibility of treat-
ment, send them to the opthalmist at once. The simpler
forms of disease he should be able to treat equally well
with the specialist. But the massive volumes and difficult

vocabulary of the "specialty" has scared too many from
paying any attention to the subject. We believe a volume-
like the one before us, will do much, if read, to right this.

The aiTangement is plain and simple; theory finds no place
in its pages, and the language is singularly free from the
technicalities which are as a bugaboo to most physicians
in general practice. The size of the work is much in its

favor, and we Ijelieve that every one who is induced to pur-
chase the book will agree with us in everything we have
said in its favor. The paper and press work is excellent
and the book is in every respect neat and attractive.
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The Physicians' Hand-Book for 1882. By W. Elmek, M. D., and A. D. El-

mer, M. D. New York: W. A. Townsend, Publisher, pp 314; Morocco.

Cover with Flap.

This is probably the most pretentious book of the kind
that is published for the use of physicians. It contains

almost too much. The first 51 pages are occupied with a

special classification of diseases—symptoms, pathology,

complications sequelae, and differential diagnosis, with a
reference under each disease to the appropriate remedy
(given under the heading of list of remedial agents, and
which occupies over 40 pages). This we consider the least

valuable part of the book, for it will have a tendency to

make men rely too much upon their hand-book, and not

enough on their memory. The subjects of emergencies
and their treatment, poisons, and incompatibles are full

and reliable.

The "record of practice" has space for 35 patients

weekly, with diagnostic record, obstetric record, etc., etc.

The book is neatly printed and bound, and is worthy the

extensive sale it has had for years past.

The Physicians' Clinical Record, for Hospital or Private Practice. With

Memoranda for Examining Patients, Temperature Charts, etc. Philadel-

phia: D. G. Brinton; 1881. Cloth.

This is a handy and useful little book, and one that

should be more frequently in use than it is. Physicians,

who wait till they get home before making a record of

their cases, are apt to forget it entirely, or do it imperfectly.

Every physician should keep a record of all cases of im-

portance, both in justice to himself and his profession, and
we know of no better book in which to keep the necessary

data, than the one before us. It needs but to be seen to be
appreciated.

Prices Current for 1881-82. Published Annually by Colbukn, Bibks & Co.„

Wholesale Druggists, Peoria, 111. Vol. V : in Boards, pp. 840.

Without fear of contradiction we may safely pro-

nounce this book the perfection of price lists. The previ-

ous volumes presented to the drug trade were so far ahead
of anything of the kind that had before appeared, that

they at once gave this firm a reputation and standing for

liberality and enterprise second to none in the country..

Of course they had many pretentious imitators, and this,

year they determined to spare no labor or expense in get-

ting up a work that would be unrivaled. This they have
succeeded in doing, and it will be years before any other

firm can surpass it. A new system of page indexing has
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been introduced, which renders the usual index superflu-
ous, although that too is given. With this book the drug-

fist can turn inimediately to every article belonging to the
rug trade. The index is an unique feature and will be

appreciated by every possessor of the book. Franks &
Sons, of this cit3^ deserve great praise for the beautiful
typography and binding. Their work cannot be excelled
by that of any firm in the country. To Mr. M. W. Schultz
belongs the credit of having planned and carried to suc-
cessful termination the spirit and idea of the firm. We
write thus fully of the book because we are proud of it as
the product of a Peoria business firm, and proves that in
(enterprise and taste our business men cannot be excelled.

The London Medical Man.

Messrs. Editors: In these pages I will endeavor to
•describe to you, so far as lieth within me, the London
Medical Man in all his stages, from all his aspects. I will
touch especially on his education—preliminary and medi-
•cal—his earlier years of practice, the divisions of practice,
iis finances, his way of doing business, his manner of
living, discouragements, enjoyments and social position.

I speak from five months residence in London, in daily con-
tact with the London medical man and his work in the
hospitals, schools of medicine, and private practice, and
his social world. Also, from having interviewed men in
the various divisions of the practice, and the various stages
of life; also those who look on and see from an impartial
and unbiassed standpoint. =1: * * *

Just here may be given the two great divisions and
the four subdivisions of those who in the United States
would come under the title of doctor. First are the phy-
sician and surgeon. Then the general practitioner of med-
icine, the consulting i)hysician, the general practitioner of
surgery, and the consulting surgeon. These four divisions
are quite definite.

The general practitioner of medicine generally does
not have a literary degree, but passes his matriculation ex-

amination at the Royal College of Surgeons, Royal College
of Physicians, Apothecaries Hall, one of the Universities,
•ov at the Hospital Medical School at which ho enters, or
at one of the numerous other places. As an example of
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their nature I will quote the requirements of the matricu-
lation of the Royal College of Surgeons: a certificate of
having been registered by the General Medical Council;
writing from dictation; English grammar; writing a short
English composition; arithmetic, geography, English his-

tory, mathematics; algebra, through simple equations;
Euclid, books I and 11'; translations from Caesar de Bello
Gallico. These are compulsory, besides which are a num-
ber of optional subjects. His studies are only recognized
from the time of his registration. He may have studied
any length of time before his name is placed on that public
register, but it is no good as to time. He then either goes,

to some recognized provincial hospital for eighteen months,,
or goes as the pupil of some legally qualified and registered
practitioner for the same length of time. Said practitioner-

must be connected with a hospital, dispensary, or hold a
poor-law appointment, so as to be enabled to give his.

pupil instruction. Not more than eighteen months of such
study as the above is recognized by any of the licensing
bodies. Such study is becoming more infrequent and un-
popular, the student generally going immediately into his

hospital medical school. It is strongly recommended that
the pupil pass his preliminary examination before endeav-
oring to do anything at medicine, so as not to have too.

many irons in the fire. At lea^t two and one-half years of
the four years required must be spent at a medical hospital
school, including three winter and two summer sessions,

the former six months and the latter three months each..

Thus the English aiiims itwdicus equals nine months. A_

hospital, to be recognized by the licensing bodies, must
have 150 beds. All of the first and a greater part of the
second year, he spends with the bones, the anatomy, in the
physiological laboratory and dissecting room, practical
pharmacy, lectures on materia niedica and botany, peeping
occasionally into the wards and out-patients' rooms, and of
course being a regular attendant on the "capital opera-
tions," and prepares for "the first college exam." This,

passed he enters regularly into the study of medicine. He.
clerks, or, as the English say "darks," with the a as broad
as you can make it. This he may do in either the wards,
out-patients, or special departments. It consists in exam-
ining the patients, taking notes or histories, and generally-

assisting the physician in charge and endeavoring to.

answer all the questions put to him by said physician.
This he must do for six months. He hears lectures higher
in the scale, including medicine, surgery, midwifery and
gynaecology, instruction and proficiency in vaccination^
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pathological anatomy, forensic medicine, and does post-
mortem work. Having completed four years study under
the above regulations, he is permitted to come up for his
pass examination. A large per cent, fail the first time and
are remanded for three or six months. There are nineteen
licensing bodies in Great Britain, and he has his choice.
None of the applicants for license are allowed to be exam-
ined by their own teachers. A majority do not get into
practice for five years. The general practitioner after re-

ceiving his license generally settles down to business in
some modest house in a modest street, and takes unto him-
self, probably a modest wife. He usually takes the license
of the Royal College of Physicians, or the license of the
Society of Apothecaries, with probably a surgical degree.
During the first two or three years after this he takes the
M. D. degree, from Oxford, Cambridge, London, Durham or
some other of the universities. * * * *

The general practitioner of surgery and the consultant
in surgery, differ from their brothers, the physicians, in
their education only, as you can easily imagine. They pay
more attention to surgery than to medicine, though they
generally take a medical degree. The consultant, espe-
cially, is very jealous of his title of ''Mister." If you wish
to see his indignation rise just call him ''Doctor." Con-
sulting surgeons are Fellows of the Royal College of
Surgeons. Throughout the lectures each man's presence
or absence at each lecture is registered, and if he does not
attend a good portion his papers are not signed, unless the
student can, by a few judiciously placed pennies, bribe the
man who keeps this register. Class "Exams " and "Grinds"
are held with regularity. As to fees, the perpetual ticket,

entitling the holder to all the hospital practice and medi-
cal school work throughout, in one of the best hospitals in
London, is 132 guineas ($670.56). This even does not en-
title him to his degree, but he must pay, for the license of
the Society of Apothecaries, $30; for the license of the
Royal College of Physicians, $76; for the membership of
the Royal College of Surgeons, $107; and on failing to
pass, a portion only of the fees are returned. The high
lees are somewhat offset ])y large scholarships. * *

Having the men now educated, we will start them
into practice. The general practitioner of either medicine
or surgery generally starts in pretty readily. He rents a
house at $250, $1,200 or $2,000 a year, and commences.
Rather oftener than otherwise, he is in partnership with
one or two others, and the firm, if a good one, will make
$10,WO to $30,0(X), less cost of medicine; one man alone,
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making the half or the third of this amount. His hours
are rather irregular, being liable to be called at any time,

but if alone he tries to keep some hours. If in a firm,

some one is generally at home. He does, as a rule, his

own book-keeping, and sends his bills out by mail quar-

terly or semi-annually. His fees range from 62A cents to

$2.50, with a preponderance towards the former.
* * The surgeon generally works in sooner than

the physician, for 23eople would as willingly, perhaps more
so, see a young man with good nerves coming at them,
knife in hand, as an old, gray-headed man with glasses, and
hands like an aspen leaf The old surgeon often throws
away the knife, and only gives opinions. A consultant

always charges a guinea fee,
—

"a guinea or nothing." A
few of the leaders, in order to "weed" a large practice,

charge two guineas, and it has the desired effect. The con-

sultant's fee is cash. He is called in, his opinion given,

and the guinea taken. Such is the custom, and it is rarely

broken. He keeps no books, collects no fees, writes no
duns. The consulting physician is bound by his diploma
not to go into court for fees. Upon doing so he relinquishes

his diploma, also his standing; hence, he never does it. Of
this the laity, of course, are not generally aware. * *

A general practitioner of either medicine or surgery rarely
growls into a consultant. In the occasions in which he
does, he is expected to, as it were, wean himself from gen-
eral practice by a season of total abstinence, as to practice,

for two or three years. * * The evening he spends
in his study, or as seemeth to him best. In his money-
making days, the consultant makes an average annual in-

come of probably $6,000 to $15,000, with the leaders, who
can be enumerated digitally, making $25,000 to $60,000
per annum. If called out of town he charges at the rate

of $3.89 per mile—no more, no less. A few of the operat-

ing fees are these: calotomy, amputation of hand or arm,
1125 each; amputation leg, $250; lithotomy, $250. The
universal shingle is a brass door plate, which is large pro-

portionately to the want of knowledge on the part of the
practitioner. Some men embark in dispensaries. Chari-

table dispensaries are generally considered honorable.
Paying dispensaries are frequently a little crooked. Fees
are low. For instance, the window will contain the follow-

ing list of prices:

Advice with medicine , . . . . $ . 25

Visits 25

Visits for one Aveek daily . . . . 1. 00
Midwifery, with attendance, one week . . 1. 25
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In judging of their social status, one has carefully to
bear in mind the peculiar fomis of English society. Here
men are classed after the most arbitrary fashion. One
holds his social position not so much with reference to his

merit and attainments as by certain accidents and adventi-
tious relationships. Birth, kinship, wealth, title, station,

even locality, chance surroundings do, as an American
must think, decide most preposterously the social status of
an individual. It is extremely difficult to fully understand
this, unless one has resided in this country and closely

studied its peculiar social conditions. The members of the
medical profession form no exception to this idea—that all

men are )H>t born free and equal. K London medical friend
recently stated to me that the physicians and surgeons in

a certain portion of London, a large portion, are considered
"pariahs, snobs, cads, kicked and cuffed by every one." A
sad picture, drawn by no amateur hand in these few words.
And yet there are men practicing in that area whose attain-

ments, worth and refinement of character are such as to

entitle them to the very highest social position in any
country where society is not outlined by such whimsical
distinctions as rule here. * * * Their com-
pensation shows them to be held in low estimation by their

fellow men. A gentleman of good practice in London,,
living at an expense of $5,000 per annum, will often furnish
advice and medicine for 25 to 35 cents. Scores of highly
competent medical men in London are struggling and will

continue to struggle for years, scarcely able to keep the
wolf from the door. It is simply impossible that a man in

this condition should occupy a high social position. He
could scarcely be considered other than a "pariah from
society," which society makes a god of wealth, and bows
with obsequious adoration before its idols of gold and
silver. Sometimes the long lane turns, if health and pluck
endure. One of the most eminent men now in London
scarcely earned his salt until he had passed his fortieth

year. The case is different now. He is one of those who
"weeds" his practice. A proper appreciation of tli^e services

of a doctor seems to be absent. The other day a "gentle-

man,"—the word is used in its most flexible sense—drove,

up to a surgeon's door with liveried driver and lackey,,

entered the office with a flourish, and presented an injured

joint to be examined. This was done, and advice given,,

when this apparent gentleman threw five shillings (1 1.25)

on the table. "Pardon me, sir," said the surgeon, "you
have made a mistake. My fee is one guinea," ($5.00). "Oh,"

he replied, "I never give a doctor more than that." "Well,"
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said the surgeon, "then I shall be compelled not to receive

anjrthing." "Just as you please," was the reply, and scrap-

ing up the five shillings he coolly walked out. The surgeon
had no alternative, and he got nothing.

—

Edward S. McKee,
M. D., in Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, Oct., 1881.

liiimbago and Other Painful Local Affections Treated by
Suction.

I wish to add a little rivulet to the great sea of Thera-
peutics. It is small but not unimportant as, I hope, others

may be pleased to demonstrate to their entire satisfaction,

AVith the abandonment of the lancet, cupping and
leeching have also fallen into disuse; the pendulum has
swung to the other extreme. This is, no doubt, owing
partly to the inconvenience attending their application.

It is repugnant to physician and patient to be compelled to

employ a barber, especially in treating women of refine-

ment. By the expedient here suggested the dilemma may,
in a measure, be obviated. The great pleasure I have had
in the use of a sim]3le means of cupping induces me to pre-

sent this addition to our resources.

For two years I have employed the Uterine Pump (see

Thomas's Dis. of Women, 1872, p. 605) a tube of hard rub-

ber six inches long and three-fourths of one inch in diame-
ter, with a tightly fitting piston provided with a set screw,,

which I have added. I have used it for lumbago, acute and
chronic, intercostal neuralgia, pleurodynia, chronic pleu-

ritic pains, myalgia, local congestions of lungs, ovaries, etc.,.

torticollis and analogous difficulties for which we have, in

most cases, no efficient or speedy relief. It is the counter
part of the hypodermic syringe. Liniments, blisters and
electricity generally fail and we or our patients do not con-
sider the cases important enough for dry or wet cupping or

leeching with the barber thrown in. My mode of using
the instrument is to place it over the seat of pain, depress
the piston to expell th6 air, then draw it out slowly and
steadily and keep it out by means of the set-screw. It is

left applied from two to five minutes or until the pain is

relieved, which seldom occupies a longer time. If the pain
extends over a larger area, the instrument can be placed at

two or more points successively.

It will not at all take the place of ordinary cupping
over extensive areas of acute congestion, but in the class of

cases I have mentioned, I assure you after extensive expe-
rience that this convenient instrument properly applied
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offers more speedj^ and decided relief than any means at
present in use. Tiiese smaller ailments are the cause of
more aggravation to patients and phj'-sicians than many
more important affections. If you wish to abstract blood,
puncture with the lancet after producing congestion and
reapply your suction.

In illustration of its efficacy I will briefly mention one
or two cases.

A 3^oung man came to my office suffering from inter-

costal pains which had kept him from his employment for
five days. I applied the instrument and gave him such
complete relief that instead of going home, as he had
intended, he went to his work, and had no return of pain.
He had used liniments and mustard plasters without any
improvement.

Some time ago a stalwart man came to see me who
had severe lumbago from which he had suffered for two
weeks; every motion gave him pain and I could but pity
his agony as he rose from a chair to go into an adjoining
room. I placed the cup on both sides of the spine for some
eight minutes, the suction being so strong as to draw blood
through the unabraded cuticle. The relief was so com-
plete that he voluntarily remarked: "Why I feel so easy
I could pick up a pin off the floor,"—suiting the action to
the words.

Almost daily while physician to the Eastern Dispensa-
ry I saw patients enter in agony and leave in a few min-
utes laughing. Many patients who had endured pains for

months were relieved after one or two applications.

A medical friend who witnessed the treatment of many
of these cases has had equal satisfaction with myself in

the treatment of these otherwise troublesome disorders.

The i^ain produced by the instrument though sharp is

insignificant compared with the relief afforded.

As to the instrument the only point I would insist

upon is a tightly fitting piston. Jt can be purchased at

the instrument maker's for about two dollars.

—

Maryland
Medical Journal.

Statistics of NEPHRECTOMY.-7-According to Dr. Barker
{Lancfi, April. 1S81,) the number of cases on record is 54;

recoveries, 20; deaths, 28. In eleven of the cases a wrong
diagnosis was made. The lumbar operations show rather bet-

ter results than those in the linea alba.

—

Lancet and Clinic.
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The Tri-State Medical Society.

This flourishing organization held a three days session

in St. Louis, beginning October 25th. The attendance was
not very large, but a great deal of interest was shown in

the papers and discussions. Space will not permit of a full

report. Some of the papers read will be published at full

length in this journal.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year, after which the society adjourned, to meet at Terre

Haute, Ind., in September, 1882:

President, Dr. J. M. Holloway, Ky.; Vice-President, Drs.

Dixon, Ky., Washburn, 111., Beaver, Ind., Williams, Ohio,.

Borck, Mo.; Secretary, Dr. G. W. Burton, Mitchell, Ind.;

Treasurer, Dr. F. W. Beard, Ind.

Central Illinois Medical Society.

This society met in regular semi-annual session in the

coui-t house, Clinton, Illinois, on Wednesday, November 2,

1881. The resignation of Dr. W. G. Cochran as president

of the society was accepted, and a vote of thanks tendered
him for his faithful services to the society. Dr. Goodbrake,
of Clinton, was chosen president to fill the vacancy.

Dr. Hill, of Bloomington, reported from the committee
on surgery. Subject, Ulcers. Dr. Anderson reported on
Contused and Lacerated Wounds. Dr. Wright reported on
obstetrics; subject, Post-Partum Hemorrhage. Dr. Hill

spoke on Belladonna in Urinary Irritations. Dr. Barnes
on Malaria.

All of the subjects above mentioned were fully and
freely discussed by members.

Drs. J. Edmiston, J. M. Wilcox and A. W. Edmiston, of

Clinton; S. F. Anderson, of Bloomington, and W. H. Kirbey,

of Kenney, were elected members of the society. In the

evening Dr. C. T. Orner delivered a public address on the

subject of State Medicine.
The following is the report of the committee of ar-

rangements for the next meeting :

Your commiittee have fixed on the first Wednesday in

May, ] 882, as the time, and Bloomington, Illinois, as the

place for the next meeting of this society; and name the

following committees to report:

Surgery—Drs. Goodbrake, Howard and Campbell.
Practice of Medicine—Drs. Wunderleich, Worrell, Norris

and McKinney. Obstetrics—Drs. Elder, Cassingham, and
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Crane. Alcohol as a food, medicine and beverage—Dr.
Anderson. Diseases of Children—Drs. Wilcox and Pollock.
Sj-philis—Dr. White. Roetheln—Dr. Pearman. New Rem-
edies—Dr. Paulding. Diseases of Women—^Dr. Scott.

Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis—Dr. Allen. Public address by
Dr. Barnes; subject. Responsibility of Insane Criminals.
Committee of Arrangements—Drs. Barnes, Anderson and
W^hite. J. White^

C. GOODBRAKE,
J. Edmiston,

Committee.

The Illinois State Board of Health.

At the afternoon session of the Board, Chicago,.

November 22, the following action was taken with regard
to the individuals mentioned:

In the case of C. A. Miner, of Chicago, graduate of the
Bennett Eclectic College, 1878, after a hearing of the testi-

mony on the charge of miprofessional conduct, it was.

ordered that his certificate be revoked.
The report of the committee at the previous meeting

of the Board in the matter of L, E. Keeley, of Dwight^
graduate of Rush Medical College, 1864, which was to the
effect that Dr. Keeley's license should be revoked, was
taken up, and the report adopted.

The following preambles and resolutions were also

adopted

:

Whereas, It has transpired that one Dr. A. R. Warren
(of Pekin, registered under the ''ten years' practice

''

clause,) was licensed by this Board under a misapprehen-
sion in the construction of the ten-year exemption clauses

of the "Medical Practice Act;" and
Whereas, Under the construction of the law, the said

Dr. A. R. Warren was not justly entitled to this certificate;

therefore,

Resolved, That his license be, and is hereby, revoked.

Dr. Haskell moved the following resolution, which was
adopted:

Resolved, That the license of Dr. E. S. McLeod (of Chi-

cago, graduate of the Iowa State University at Iowa City^

1S77,) is hereby revoked for unprofessional and dishonorable
conduct.

Drs. Ludlam, Haskell, and Clark were appointed a
committee to report at the next meeting what shall be
considered unprofessional and dishonorable conduct within
the meaning of the "Act to Regulate the Practice of Med-
icine " in the State of Illinois.
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X>EY CATAKKH.

In those conditions of the nasal

membrane where there is a tendency
to accumulation of inspissated mn-
<5us, there is usually so much indura-
tion of the membrane as to make it

well-nigh insensible to ordinary va-

pors, or even medicated fluids. I have
often been able to secure much com-
fort to my patients, by having them
use the following compound cubeb
«nuff:

Ij Pulv. cubebse, 1 ounce.
Pulv. sach. alb., 1 pint.

Pulv. sanguinarise, 80 grains.

Pulv. g. camphorse,
Acid. carbol.(crys.)aa. 50 grains.

Ol. rosmarini, 2 minims.
01. gaultherise, 8 minims.

M. Sig. Use a small quantity, as

a snuff, every three hours.

—

M, T, C,
in Medical Herald.

ANTI-EMETIC.

Dr. Randolph, in the Medical Brief,

'Suggests the following

:

5 Creasote, 20 drops.
Acid, acet., 40 drops.
Morph. sulph., 2 grains.

Aquse purse, 2 ounces.

M. Sig. Dose for an adult, tea-

spoonful in a little water.

HEMOERHOIDS.

I^ Iodoform, 1 drachm.
Balsam Peru, 2 drachms.
Cocoa butter,

White wax, aa. l^g drachms.
Calcined magnesia, 1 ounce.

Incorporate the mass thoroughly and
make twelve suppositories. Insert
one after each evacuation of the bow-
•els, and oftener if needed.

—

tit. Louis
'Courier of Med.

OINTMENT FOK OLD SOEES.

:^ Chloral,
Iodoform, aa. 1 drachm.
Glycerine. 2 drachms.
Unguent, petroleii, 5 drachms.

Is recommended as an ointment to
[promote healthy granulation in un-
healthy sores.

—

Med. Herald.

PEUEITUS VULV^.
Tf. Ung. diachyl. simp., 1 oz.

Olei olivaj, 1 oz. M.
Apply to the parts.

NIGHT SWEATS.

J^ Acid, sulphur, dil., 2% drachms.
Tr. opii, 1 drachm,
Syr. aurantii, 1 ounce.
Aqupe, ad. 8 ounces.

Sig. Two tablespoon sful three
times a day. The above is useful in
summer diarrhoea, and as a prophy-
lactic against painter's colic.

—

Med.
Oazette.

SASSAFRAS OIL IN EHUS POISONING.

IJ Sweet oil or fresh cream 1 oz.

Sassafras oil, 15 drops.

M. Sig. Annoint all affected parts
well, three or four times a day. If the
bowels are constipated, or there are
febrile symptoms, give sulphate of

magnesia as a laxative.

—

New Reme-
dies.

PULMONAEY TtTBEECULGSIS.

The following is the formula for

Lippert's pill in the above named af-

fection :

3 Creasoti,

Ex. belladon. aa. 1-6 grain.

Ex. opii, 1-12 grain.

Ex. rhei, V grain.

M. Ft. pil. No. 1. Sig. One pill

three times a day.

—

Ohio Med. Journal.

QUINIA HYPODEEMICALLX.

The following is the formula of M.
Dodeuil for hypodermic administra
tion:

^ Aq. distil., 20 parts.

Quinise sulph., 2 parts.

Acid, tartaric, 1 part. M.
— Va. Med. Monthly.

BAEBEE's ITCH.

Brame recommends the following
treatment: Shave the hairs off, or cut
them very short; then apply once or
twice a week an ointment composed
of—
IJ Prepared chalk, 10 parts.

Coal tar, 1 to 4 parts.

Glycerine, 5 parts.

Simple cerate, 50 parts.

M.

SCABIES OE ITCH.

Acid, carbol,,

Acid. acet.

Aq. distil.,

01. bergamot,

M. Apply locally.

1^ drachm.
2 ounces.
6 ounces.
10 drops.
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C^tlitaHal i^pftttt^ttt.

A Duty Too Much Neglected.

Almost daily we read of the death of physicians—men
of fine mind, extensive reading and wide experience, who
have literally died and left no sign.

By their success in practice, and the force of their

example, the world is better for their having lived, but the

science for which they labored and in which they were
devoted workers is not one whit the richer for their lives.

Much of their success they owed to their science, and the

recorded experiences and labors of those who had lived

before them, but neglecting or forgetting this debt, they
leave no record, for the benefit of those who shall come
after them. How much of this undischarged duty is due
to habit and neglect or personal idleness, we shall not in-

quire. It is our only purpose here to ask the question for

the reflection of those still living. Is it not a duty you owe
to your profession and the world to record such of your
experiences and reflections as will promote knowledge and
advance our science?

Much of the knowledge you possess you owe to the

writings of others. What would your success have been
had you not had access through printed pages to the

thoughts and experiences of others? Is it not then your
hounden duty to leave to others the progress you hava
made?
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Much of this neglect is clue to habit. Of all men the

professional man is supposed to possess that degree of lite-

rary culture necessary to the recording of thoughts and

observations, yet how sadly is the habit of writing neg-

lected among physicians! We know men, and everyone

who reads this will call similar instances to mind, who have

a rich and extensive store of medical knowledge, and

though now of advanced age have never written one word
that will leave their profession a mite the wiser for their

having lived. While young they think: I am too young;

when I get older I will contribute my share to the general

store of knowledge. But the habit of recording and writ-

ing is lost, and when once lost is hardly to be regained.

To the younger men of the profession we would say,

write and continue to write, cultivate the habit of writing,

do not be discouraged if your first attempts are not thought

worthy of print, only keep on writing (and you cannot

write without thinking) and the time will surely come when
what you write will be sought after, and you will be a bet-

ter man and a better iDhysician for having done your duty

to your chosen profession.

If you have ambition for fame there is no better way
to gratify it, but you should have the nobler ambition of

leaving after you, when your work is done, that which will

instruct, and incite others to carry our science towards per-

fection.

Small-Pox.

This dreadful scourge of humanity is raging with con-

siderable violence in many parts of the West. And it

cannot be wondered at. In fact, a year ago we predicted

in these pages its spread, and could only express our wonder
at the apathy exhibited by physicians and the public in

regard to it.

Vaccination has done much to rob it of its terrors, and

people fondly imagine if they or their children have a mark
upon the arm that they are safe. They do not re-vaccinate

the older children and neglect to vaccinate the young.

Then, too, they do not take into account the large number
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of foreigners yearly settling over the country who are, in

a majorit}' of cases, not protected, and by their habits and
modes of life the very food upon which this disease best

thrives.

Every few j^ears we have a panic—more or less widely

spread—about small-pox, and then proper attention is paid

to arresting and stamping it out by the proper safeguards.

The scare passes away and no one—not even, it seems, phy-

sicians—give the matter further thought until, a few years

later, it makes its appearance again, and with the same re-

sults as before. This will continue to be so until the

proper authorities take the matter in hand and insist, under
strong and rigorously enforced penalties of the law, that

vaccination shall be performed on every new-born child,

and repeated every six or seven years until it reaches adult

life. This, with the vaccination of every foreigner that

sets his foot upon our soil, would, in a few years, cause this

loathsome disease to become almost a legend.

We have just received a private letter from a promi-

nent phj^sician in this state, portions of which we give

herewith; but our friend is too sanguine about the matter.

We do not believe the disease is fully in hand in Chicago;

the last daily we had from that city (November 26) reports

four deaths and seven new cases, which is about the average

it has held all year. Still, as the letter gives a pretty good

account of the action taken by the proper authorities to

fight the disease, we think it will be of general interest.

A copy of the circular lies before us, and it should be in

the hands of every physician

:

During the i)ast month small-pox made its appearance
at eight different points in the state outside of Chicago, to-

wit: Dundee, Elgin, near Kensington, Lemont, Lincoln,

Mokena, Odin and Rockford—with a total of 37 cases and
7 deaths. At this date the outbreaks have either entirely

subsided or are under such control as to afford a strong
presumption that there will be no further spread at these

places. No little credit is due the State Board of Health
for its vigilance and thoroughness in dealing in its incip-

iency with what threatened to be a wide-spread epidemic.
Precautionary measures of the most approved and radical

character have been vigorously enforced at the first signal

of danger, and in this work the co-operation of the local
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authorities has been heartily accorded. An admirable cir-

cular, "How to Prevent the Spread of Small-Pox," was
23repared by the Secretary in March last; and this has
l^assed into its fifth edition, having been widely distributed

as occasion required. Special editions in the German and
Scandinavian languages have been prepared for localities

where those nationalities predominate.

A special meeting of the State Board was held in Chi-

<3ago, November 22, at which the following resolution was
adopted:

BesoJved, That, by the authority vested in the Board,
it is hereby ordered that on and after January 1, 18S2, no
pupils shall be admitted to the public schools of this State
without presenting satisfactory evidence from a reputable
23hysician of recent and successful vaccination.

The State Superintendent of Pul^lic Instruction will

l3e asked to co-operate in the enforcement of this regulation,

in addition to which the Secretary of the Board is prepar-
ing a circular-letter of inquirj^ to the school directors and
school boards of the State, asking information in regard to

the size of school rooms, number of children in attendance,
means of ventilation, number of school houses, and the
general sanitary conditions that obtain in and around the
building.

That valuable results will flow from the vaccination
<order may be safely predicted in view of the immunity the
65,000 public-school children of Chicago enjoy as a conse-
quence of a similar precaution. Notwithstanding an
occasional case finds its way into the schools, no single

instance is known where the disease has been conveyed to

other scholars. Dr. DeWolf, the Health Commissioner of
that city, may be pretty proud of his record in this regard.

The disease in Chicago is on the decline; its stronghold, in

the notorious Fourteenth Ward, has been successfully as-

sailed, and a corps of eleven vaccinators have been con-
stantly employed for many weeks. The result is seen in a
reduction during November, as compared with the previous
month, of over fifty per cent, in the deaths from small-pox.

Other portions of the State, as yet unvisited, should be
warned and encouraged by these results. It is too much to

hope that there will be no further outbreaks; but the places
enumerated may now ])e regarded as safe from any future
affliction. The measures which proved successful in them,
namely, vaccination or re-vaccination of all unprotected
persons, should be at once enforced in every other com-
munity, to the end that there l^e a minimum of anxiety,
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business losses and iuteiTuptions which the first cases will
inevitably entail.

The cause of the spread of this plague we do not be-

lieve lies in the failure of vaccination, as some theorists

would have us believe, but in the neglect to attend to it.

"In the time of peace, prepare for war," is an old sayings

but an eminently true one in this connection. Do not wait

until the small-pox breaks out in a community, but see to

it that all your citizens are protected beforehand. This is.

the duty of physicians as guardians of the public healthy

and one which is almost a crime to neglect.

Notes and Comments.

Do not fail to read prize list on advertising page 216.

How do you like the new type? We think it is a great
improvement over the old, and adds much to the appear-
ance of our journal.

Although a little early in the season yet we will now
wish "A Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous
New Year " to everyone.

To give an idea how this journal is spreading, we may
say, that the last thirty subscribers received represent
thirteen states and territories.

The "Clinical Contributions to Electrical Thera-
peutics," begun in the November number, will be con-
tinued through several numbers, and, judging from the
copy which we have for the January number, they will be
of great and increasing interest.

We were pained to learn of the death of Dr. C. T.

Lichtenberger of Eureka, Woodford County, 111., which oc-

curred November 16. Dr. L. was a man of extensive
experience and courteous manners, and his sudden death
will prove a sad loss to all his friends.

It was generally supposed that the late Dr. J. G. Hol-
land had no better right to the title of Doctor than the
custom that often bestows it upon men of high literary

fame; such, however, was not the case. He graduated
from the lj(;rkshire Medical (Jollege in 1844, and struggled
to get into practice until bS4S, when he gave up and began
to teach, first in Richmond, Va., afterwards in Vicksburg,
Miss. A year or two later he became associated with the

vef
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SiDringfield (Mass.) Bepuhlican, and it was from a series of
articles appearing in that paper over the signature of
" Timothy Titcomb " that his literary ability first began to

be recognized.

If every one of our subscribers would only take the
trouble to speak of this journal to his medical friends, it.

would not be long before our subscription list would be
doubled and some important improvements be made. It

will not be much trouble for jow to recommend it to your
friends, and the improvements that will be made will more
than repay you. Is it not to your own interest to do this?

Scene: Hospital—Two surgeons in consultation over a-

man twenty-four hours previously injured about the head
in a railroad accident and still rather stupid.

1st Surg.: "Nurse, has he passed any urine?"
Nurse: "No."
2d Surg. : " We had better catheterize him."
1st Surg.: "Yes, at once." (Gets catheter ready, calls,

for oil bottle and attempts to introduce the instrument.)
Patient resists quite vigorously without speaking,
2d Surg.: "Let us stand him up and see if he cannot,

make water himself."

Patient is raised up and passes water in a full streanr
quite easily.

Pat, (loq.): "If I had known that was what you
wanted, I could have saved you all that trouble."

—{Tahleau.)
1st Surg.: "Wonder why he resisted the catheter so

strenuously? Nurse, let me see the oil-bottle."

Bottle is brought and found labeled, " Acid Carbol. 95
per cent." —{Tahleau and exeunt)

At the prices given below we will furnish both the^

Peoria Medical Monthly and the journal named, for one-

year:

London Lancet . . . . . . . $4 00
Detroit Lancet . . . . . . 3 00
Therapeutic Gazette . , , , . 1 50

Those intending to contribute articles for our January
number will please send them in as soon as possible. We
begin work on it by the 20th.

Beginning with the January number we hope to pub-
lish every month a short, practical article on the much-
neglected subject of Medical-Jurisprudence. These articles.
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will be written by well-known legal gentlemen, and cannot
help being of interest and profit to our readers. This is

something new, as no other journal in the country has such
a department, and we are confident that it will be appreci-
ated.

The special inducements offered to subscribers by this
journal are unequalled by any medical publication in the
^\ est. Read them and make your selection.

Some Tilings That May Interest Yoii.

We desire to call attention to some of the preparations of the Wm. S.
IVIerrell Chemical Co., of Cincinnati. We are using in daily practice many of
the preparations of tnis well-known house, and find that we can rely entirely
upon their purity and strength. Among their various preparations we may
mention, their green-root and other fluid extracts as being perfectly reliable;
Fluid Hydrastis, made without alcohol, is much praised; their Tincture of
Gelsemium; Extract of Malt; Nitrate of Sanguinaria, useful in diseases of
the throat and bronchi; Re-precipitated Pepsin; Aromatic Elixir Licorice, the
best vehicle for quinine; and the Sulphate, Muriate and Phosphate of
Hydrastia are all well known and very popular. Colburn, Birks & Co., of this
city, carry a full line of these goods in stock, and fill all orders at manu-
facturers' prices.

Dk. J. MiiiNER FoTHERGiLL ON USE OF Maltine.—In Order to aid the
defective action upon starch by the natural diastase baing deficient in quantity
or impaired in power, we add the artificial diastase " maltine." But, as Dr.
Roberts points out, in order to make this ferment operative it must not be
taken after a meal is over. Rather it should be added to the various forms of
milk porridge or puddings before they are taken into the mouth. About this
there exists no difficulty. Maltine is a molasses-like matter and mixes readily
with the milk, gruel, &c., without interfering either with its attractiveness in
appearance, or its toothsomeness; indeed, its sweet taste renders the gruel,
&c., more palatable. A minute or two before the milky mess is placed before
the child, or invalid, the maltine should be added. If a certain portion of
baked flour, no matter in what concrete form, Were added to plain milk, and
eome maltine mixed with it, before it ia placed on the nursery table, we should
hear much less of infantile indigestion and mal-nutrition.

—

From the Prac-
tition^r.

Unexpected to many, Battle »fe Co.'s Bromidia and lodia have not proved
to be worthless, but, on the other hand, are daily increasing in favor with
physicians, as combinations of well-known drugs that are elegant, palatable
and exceedingly useful. Many of the best men in the profession use them and
recommend them highly.

Powell's Beef, Cod Liver Oil and Pepsin is manufactured by the
Powell Manufacturing Co., of Baltimore, Md. The components of this rem-
edy are expressed in the name, this at once commands for it the attention of
medical men. A happy and useful idea it was of the Powell Company to com-
bine into such a palatable and elegant preparation the wonderful tonic, nutri-
tive and digestive properties of I3eef, Cod Livek Oil and Pepsin. This
combination cannot help being, as claimed for it, i. e., a reliable and palatable
tonic and nutritive medicine. We are informed by the proprietors that the
remedy is meeting with an unusually large sale for its short introduction, and
that many leading j^ractitioners are recommending it in the highest terms.
This combination i.s an advancement in pharifiaceutical science, and will,

doubtless, be very successful.

—

New Bemedies.

-x-rr
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * in Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

JProf. Clinical Medicine, Owen's College ; Physician to the
Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths part&

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,^' etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Pi'of. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharm.aceutical Society)

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which prevents injury to its properties orflavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops^

phosphates of lime and magnesia. It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain^

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OP MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In anBw ji*i ,£ advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monttily.
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1ST. FMCIS' BRADLEY HOSPITAL

A well-known Institution, conducted by the

G^SISTERS or ST. FRANCIS^

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Delightfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commanding a mag-

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-
ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.
Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own
practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from $7 to

$10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

alar rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.

TTSWa
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POWELL'S
BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN,

Has received the endorsement of our leading

Practitioners sooner than any Medicinal

preparation ever introduced ; its in-

trinsic values are guaranteed.

Read what is said of it:

J no. Morris, Dl.D., Baltimore. Md..
savs : POWELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL
AND PEPSIN I hav^- found very valuable
in the treatment of Plitliisis. especially
wiien complicated with impaired digestion.

Dr. Cha8. H. Hepburn, Ptiysieian
to Indian Training; !!»ohool, Carlisle.
Pa . writes, that his patients derive great
benefits from the use of POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN. In this
letter Dr. H. orders one dozen bottles for his
Institution.

Uv. £dward Alcorn, Hnstonville,
Ky., writes, he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN on his
daughter, "who took it with immmity, and
received great benefits from use-disease
Phtlilsis—great wasting away." Dr. A. says
he regards it the best preparation in the
market.

Dr. T, Hamilton Bash, 19 W, 42nd
St., Bf. Y. Oitj;-, writes, " I have tried all
the pure Cod Liver Oils and Emulsions in
the market one by one and discarded. I
cheerfullv give my earnest approval of
POWELL'S BEEF COD LIVEK OIL AND
PEPSIN, as being the most nutritious, easi-
est digested, and a combination manifesting
its beneficial eiiects quicker than any oil
combination tliat I have ever tried."

Dr. li. J. Collins, (i^nilford, Ind.,
writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
€01) LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
.patient with general failure of nutrition, in-
ability to digest any f'od of a starch nature.
RE.SULTS, saxisfactory beyond all expecta-
tion, and he considers it one of the best, if

not the best tonic medicine known for use
on nervous, debilitated patients.

Dr. C. D. jfladd, Bryantown, Md„
" I was much pleased with the effect of
POWELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND
PEPSIN, in cases of Stromous of longstand-
ing. Please send three bottles at once by
express."

Dr. F. C. A. Kellnm, Jr., Punsa-
teasne, Va., writes. " I have used POW-
ELL'S BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND PEP-
SIN, in a case of Incipient Tubereulosis,
with excellent results."

Dr. A. M. Powell. Catawba, 31. C,
writes. "I used POWELL'S BEEF, COD
LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on myself, in a
case of Dyspepsia of long standing^ with
torpor and want of tone in the digestive or-
gans and liver. Results, great relief in
digestion, and quiet sleep instead of ner-
vous wakefulness." Dr. P. considers the
preparation eminently adapted for weak-
ness and J? ervous diseases accompanied with
impaired digestion.

Dr. S. H. JUcllroy, Slorrlsania, U.
Y.. writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a pa-
tient with Broncliial Cough and with feeble
digestion. Resuf.ts, much improvement
in b'>th. Dr. Mcllroy says be considers the
medicine meets the indications in these dis-
eases, and will in all pulmonary affections.

Dr. I.. H. twrillith, UpDer Marlboro,
Md., writes, he has tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN in Phthisis,
complicated with indigestion, and that it

acted speedily, and he considers the com-
bination is jiwt what the profession needs.

S>r. A. H. 's»owell, B^'itimore, Md„
writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on J. B.,
disease. Phthisis Pulm. Re.sults. excellent
—great decrease of cough and gain of flesh.

Dr. P. considers the combination worthy of
his recommendation for all lung diseases.

Dr. M\ E. yX^yHU&m, Catonsville,
Md., writes, he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
patient suffering from Phthisis, with much
gastric derangement. The combination did
great benefit, and he considers it a perfect
medicine for all pulmonary diseases.

RESPONSIBILITY.
Dr. T. A. Ashby, Editor o} the Maryland Medical Journal writes to ub that

he has thorough confidence in the honesty and sincerity of our purpose of
giving our preparation exchisively to the medical profession. We quote his
language: "I am Avell acquainted with Mr. Powell, and know him to be a
•conscientious'and upright gentleman, perfectly square in his dealings and
truthful in all of his statements. He will make no representation which is

not backed by facts."

POWELL MF'G CO., BafflfflOre^Mi.
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It Will Pay You to Read This.

BeiDg satisfied that a large majority of the physicians in the West
would become subscribers to this journal were it not for the trouble it

necessitates to forward the price; and, from the small subscription price

being unable to employ canvassers, I have concluded to make the follow-

ing offers to all who are willing to act for me :

1st. For clubs of 50 subscribers I will send to the person getting

it up a full set of Ahl's Patent Splints, piice $30.

2d. For clubs of 30 subscribers, I will send a fine pocket case of
instruments, price, $18.

3d. For clubs of 20, I will send a case of pocket instruments,,

price, Sll, or a fine buggy medicine case, price $10.

4th. For clubs of 15 I will send a Camman's stethoscope, price $4,.

or a lens-front, self-registering thermometer, price $4.

For clubs of 10 I will send a fine hypodermic syringe complete,

price $3, or a self-registering thermometer, price $2.75. P'or clubs of 5

I will send a hypodermic syringe or self-registering thermometer, or a
combined knife and spatula, as desired.

CONDITIONS.
The names must all be new subscribers.

The names can be forwarded all together or at different times, and
the journal will be sent to each name separately.

Cash must accompany all orders.

The lists must be completed by January 31, 1882, when the premi-

ums will be awarded according to this offer.

To every person getting up a club, I will send a free copy for one year'

Those who will take advantage of these offers must notify me to that

effect before Dec. 25th.

SPECIAL.
In canvassing I will allow you to make the following offer : To

every subscriber before January 31st, I will send this journal from Jan.

1, '82, to May 1, 1883. The new volume begins in May, this will give

each one the four succeeding numbers free.

It will need no especial canvass to get subscribers to this journal, as

almost every physician in the West has seen it, and it will speak for

itself. If you do not get the necessary number to win the prize you set

out to win, you will get the one next to it. This offer will only be sent

to a limited number in each place, and if you do not wish to act for me,

plea.se hand this to whoever you think would be willing to do it.

Begin at once that you may secure to your friends the 16 numbers
for only one dollar, and yourself a useful ;ind elegant premium for your

trouble.

All sums over $1 must be sent by money order or registered letter.

Address

rriios. 3S^- ^^cIlTT-siirLe, 3^. ID.,

204 8. Jefferson Street. ,
PEOBIA, ILL.
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Read a Few Testimonials
VOI.UNTAKII.Y SENT IN.

"I am happy to become a subscriber to your valuable journal."
FRANK H. HAMILTON, M. D., New York.

"I think you have a remarkable journal, and its success must be due to your 'luck' of
knowing how to adapt it to the needs of the medical profession. This is the sort of 'luck'
which depends upon knowledge, and is always a success."

KOMAINE J. CURTISS, M. D., Joliet, 111,

"I enclose one dollar for renewal, and as long as I live consider me a subscriber. I
like it better than any journal that comes to me. I have greater confidence in it than in
any other. W. G. PIERSOL, M. D., Hermon, 111.

"Am much pleased with appearance, make up and contents of your journal."
JOS. A. STITES, M. D., Belmont, Nevada.

"I like your journal, and cannot afford to be without it."

J. HOOVER, M. D., Bennett, Nebraska.

"I wish to become a permanent subscriber to your journal, and like it better than
ever." T. KIRK, M. D., St. James, Minn.

"Your journal suits me very well. I send you subscription price willingly."
O. B. ADAMS, M. D., Pinal, Arizona.

"Your journal is received, and gives me perfect satisfaction. Like it exceedingly."
G. H, WRIGHT, M. D., Pittsburgh, Kas.

"Hike your journal. It is very practical and useful."
J. E. SANBORN, M. D., Rockport, Mass.

"Am well pleased with your journal."
L. C. WHITE, M. D., Van Buren, Ark.

"Your journal is just what I want, and must have."
H. A. WOLTER, M. D., Fountain City. Wis.

"I am very much plea'^ed with the character and ability displayed in your journal,
and must have it regularly." C A. WICKS, M. D. Spencerburg, Mo.

"Notwithstanding its comparatively feeble beginning and short history, I am glad to
see it has grown into proportions that rival in magnitude many of the older journals,
while its certainly excels most of them in the amount of original matter and the freshness
of its contents and make-up. How can you do it for one dollar a year? * * *

I may say for your encouragement that I know it is appreciated by the better class of
physicians. They seem surprised that such a journal should spring up in so short a time in
Central Illinois. E. W. GRAY, M. D.

Bloommgton, III.

"Among the numerous journals which are sent to me, there is none brighter or more
creditable to its authors than the Feokia Medical Monthly. I read it with pleasure."
And in another letter * * "I have read your editorial on Physycians versus Drug-
gists with a great deal of pleasure. That is the true solution of the difficulty.

HENRY M. LYMAN. M. D.,
Professor Physiology and Nervous Dis., Rush Med. CoL

"The monthly grows better and better."
J. W. CLINE, M. D., Claypool, Ind.

"Am already a large subscriber to medical journals, but this one of yours is so fresb
and readable, especially the leading editorials, that I must have it."

H. S. BELL, M. D., Paris, 111.

"I like your journal, the copy sent gives me several items of interest and value. I en-
close the amount." H. H. CLARK, M. D., Danville, 111.

"I hear many encomiums passed upon your journal, and think they are well de-
served "

J. A, ROBINSON, M. D., Chicago, III.

"I like the Medical Monthly. It is the most practical journal at the price that I
know of, and it haSjfew superiors among the five dollar journals."

G. A. STUART, M. D., Patterson, Iowa.

"I wish your journal the long life it so fully merits, and hope to remain as ever, a
subscriber." A. GARWOOD, M. D , Bostrop, Texas.

Hundreds might be added, but these must suffice. Will it not pay
you to invest a dollar in it ?
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JOHNSTOXE'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS.
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited.

123 & 125 South Eleventh Street, PHILADELPHIA, Pj*

IHK ADAPTABLE POROTTS SPLINTS, invented and improved by W. K JbnssTOSS, Tiavo teen tested esfenfivdly laliflQi

(Mm and mflitorr practice hi a number of yen's, and liavc boon endorsed and recommended in the most unqualified maooei: by
the celebrated and dititing:uiiihcd Sturgeons of America.

Tbeir pcfrosily is n [Kculiar and a valuable property. 'WTiile the materia! is firm and fnsoluble..it pennits readily the paseagd

of tit and fluids so that, on one bond, tlio heat from the inflamed surface, the perspiration, and the morbid exhalations, are not
Confined, to the detriment of tlie patient, as is the case in every otiier kind of splint, but pass off fi'eely ; and on the other hand, lotiond

of odA. Of wirai water, medicated or not with weak alcoliol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of the sulphites, etc, can b0
DooStSBllf applied without disturbing the dressings. Tliis, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable property when the parts ar€

bmiaad^ lacerated, filled with extravasated blood, or eiysipelatous, and give these splints ^ conspicuous advantage overall othciSa

Jlram TRJJfK XC. MAMILTOK, M. Z>; Professor of Fractures and Dislocations in the Bell^miS
SospUal Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations" etc.

Having examined carefully JOHNSTONE'S IMPftOVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS^ I feel warranted

in KCoinmpnding them to the Pmfession as superior to all other manufactured splints, now in use. They possesa all the essential

quiOities of a good splint having firmness, pliability and lightness. FBANK H HAMILTON K D.

Prof. ilUitary Surgeri; and Fractures and Dislocations, BeUevue HospUal C<^

jProm Psow. D. MAYES AGSEW, Prof. Surgertf, XTniveraUy of Penna.

IGIl CnESTSDT Stbset, FiuLMiELPUii, February 6tf, 187^

The Adaptable Felt Splints, formerly known as those of Dr. Ahl, with the improvement now made by W. H. Johnstone, Bhich)

Jenders them, in every way superior to the foimer, i regard as vciy excellent appliances in Iho treatment of fractures.

D. HAYES AGNEW,-

, . , Prof. Surgery^ Universiti/ of Pennsyhxm{<C

Guts illustrating the different Splints constituting a Complete Set,

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.
Onr po% hcretoforo in the intro<!iictiun of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, has been

to otnfioc the sales and business negutialions directly to the Ductora themselves, declining in every cnsc to sell our goods through.

Dealrm; we h»ving as;iurc<l the Pi-ofemtion gcnerullj, both through our agents and catalogues, that JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED
SP-LINTS could only Ix; obtained by wibscription.

Wc wiali to announce, that owing to flic large' demand for our goods and the constant importunity on the part of Surpmni

CTftrywhere to place onr Splint* on sale with tlieir InhlniincTif i>i;alcr .ir DiuggiKt, to attiird them greater convenience and facility in,

obtaining the piece* in dnpllialc, we have at lait acceded to that rocjuett. ind horeoflor JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED
FELT SPLINTS car. bn obtained at moat dealeri In Inttrumonts and Druga throughout the United Statei,, ot tha same price

Whicb ibey were heretofore aold, viz

:

A ri„ni^eiK lu-t. cmlirariiiu im/ (HO) pUrjit-tvmlu-flvt for adulln and tuxmlyflvt for cllttdren^a IMrly ($30) dMan.
JLrtru or Ji*/,/^vil*' pimoem can atwayt be ottlalntd front 1/our JMCALisn, at one dotiar cach^

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL JACKET, !ia Curvatures and Deformities, have met with nnparallcled succeM,

ftod. fnmi tjujir ir.cril, bccurcd the untiualitied cndora.inent end Hppmbnticjn of our celcbmtcil orthopaKiic sixicialiBla, and particular

opiwuido of ipatitudc from the ijaticnbi ivho are wearing thcui. For /ull information, send for Dcsciiptivo Circulars.

.Slunild your Innlniment dealer fail to liavc a CDpply of our Splints, end decline to tarry them in Block: ordeiu sent to us

in tueeifc p.-vmpt attenlwo.

AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

07 H. .TOHNSTONE, Managrer.
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SPECIAL PREPARATIONS
- OF THE—^

IVm. S. Iferreli Chemical Co^
[late Wm. S. MiiRRKLL & Co.] Oi ix cixxna,* i .

FLUID HYDRASTIS—Without Alcohol.
A fluid preparation of" the Hydrastis Canadensis; highly recommended by

Physicians of all schools.

GREEN PLANT FLUID EXTRACTS. €.

Recommended to intelligent and discriminating Practitioners as representa?

tives of the highest standard of medicinal excellence.

ialphate, j^ui-iate and P]iospIia,te of Hy^dra^tia,.

IVitrate of* ^angiiinarina,.

Aromatic Elixir I^icorice.

Sugar Coated and Oelatine Coated Pills*^

Extract of Malt and Combinations.

Tincture Oelseminin. from Green Root.

Honioeopatliic 'Finctures*

Imported €jrerman Xiiictures, from Fresh Drug.

"C* T* TJ T^ T? -p A T OTT Q CAPSICUM, STILLINGIA,^l hlJi.Kh.Al^ "^^^•—LOBELIA, MALE FERN, Etc.

liiquor Secalis PiirilicatMS, [ Purified Ergot, ] for Hypodermic purposes.

Re-I"recipitated I^epsin—Pure and Saccharated.

For the greater convenience of Physicians, and to avoid mistakes by Druggists,

all our higher price Fluid Extracts, including the Green Label Preparations and all

the New Remedies, are put up in original packages of pounds, halves and quarters.

A full stock of our preparations carried in stock at manufacturers' prices by

Messrs. COLBORfl, BIRKS & Co. Wholesale Druggists, PeOfla, IIIS.

and by the leading Wholesale Drug Houses of Chicago and other Western

Cities; where the orders of Retail Druggists will be promptly filled.

Our Pam^phlet Prices Current, containing full list of Preparations; also circula

giving ''Indications for Use of Fluid Hydrastis^'' will be sent by mail free to an

Physician or Druggist who requests it.

Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co.
[ late Wm. S. Merrell & Co.

]

ClNClNNATf
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATVRAXi

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such unr
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Eetroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-
tion by pressure against the vaginal vpall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to
fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts-.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to
the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the-

most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 12.
Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER GOMPAi^Y,
193 JTA-CKISOIV JSTR.E^:'!', CJHICA^GO, IZjXj.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will le

sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanie
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-
rate or in combination.

Any strength or intensity desired can bo obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed
on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also uted for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section
of cells, to reCfive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,
which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are phiced in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is cover -d with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furninh it with or without the Faradic coll. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without 8i)illing the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable
<Jalvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,
etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery co.,
Mo8. 19» and 194 Jackson St., CHICAGO, IIjIj^
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TOTHEMEDICALPROFESSION
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR OUR

That they are of a higher and more uniform standard of streugthr

than Fluid Extracts.

That they represent poimd for pound the full strength of the crude
material out of which they are made, more nearly than the most care-

fully prepared Fluid Extract.

Saccharated Extracts being in the powdered form, the active prin-

ciples which they contain cannot precipitate as in the case of Fluid Ex-
tracts, and owing to the well known antiseptic and preservative virtues

of sugar of milk, they will not deteriorate by age.

Fluid Extracts even when carefully prepared, are generally con-

ceded by the best authority to be of variable strength and rapidly de-

teriorate by age and exposure.

Saccharated Extracts contain all the valuable medicinal principles

of the drug : Fluid Extracts only such as are soluble in the liquid used,

and frequently the most valuable constituents precipitate, and this ren-

ders the preparation worthless.

Owing to the manner of their preparation the Saccharated Extracts

are always of the uniform strength, of the best quality of the drug from
which they are obtained.

In Fluid Extracts the strength is frequently sacrificed through at-

tempts to make elegant and permanent preparations.

Saccharated Extracts have the percentage of Solid Extract and
also of alkaloids stated on the label, whereby their strength can be com-
pared.

Their solubility in water depends on the nature of their active prin-

ciples, and while the majority are soluble in this liquid, a few alcoholic

and resinous extracts are insoluble, but the Milk Sugar assists in sus-

pending them in watery solutions and syrups, and prevents the precipita-

tion of the Extract while being administered.

The Saccharated Extracts can be added to emulsions where alcoholic

Fluid extracts would be incompatible. They can be dispensed in pills,

•capsules, wafers, mixtures and powders.

Saccharated Extracts are now in use by physicians of all schools,

who consider them more reliable than fluids, and are meeting with great

favor from men of the highest standing in the profession.

Lastly, Saccharated Extracts are the most convenient form in which
the drug has been offered, both for the physician and pharmacist.

The dose of Saccharated Extracts is the same as the drug from
which they are made. One grain of the Saccharated Extract represents

one minim of a Fluid Extract, if the fluid is of standard strength.

All we ask is a fair and impartial trial.

WHEELER CHEMICAL WORKS,
25 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,

I ,

Wholesale Druggists,

-DEALERS IN-

puf^idkl Ii\^tfuii\ei:\t^,

-A.NB-

ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS,

218-222 South \Vashington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.

In answerlDg advertisements, mention the Peobia Mboical Momthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGINAL AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOnGIES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, YIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BUGGY CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

Tn answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO :pii"^sioiJ^isrs.

smomiD

1

M.^
FORMULA.—Every ./?Mid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and % gr. each of geii. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.—One-half to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

BR03IIDIA is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable In Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w?ien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L. CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St, Louis, 3Io.

(Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Si. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal Menlul and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, III.

(Ed. Chicago Medical^Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diteaie$,

etc., Woman's Medical College.)

L N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, III.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman''s Hospital Medical College;

President and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Bush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Princi2}les atid Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Cliemislry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D.. Cleveland, Ohio.
(Prof. I^inciples and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

H. H. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Oiildren, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive 8t., ..... ST. L.OIJIS.

In aiiHwerlng advertlHements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO 3E*3Kt"SrJSIOX-A.3XrS.

XO]31.^
FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stili.ingia, Helonias, Saxifbaga, Menisper-
mum. and Aromatics. Eacli^ttiri dracbm also contains jtwe grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three g:rains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or twofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) Oiree times
Q dfiv before iiie3;ls

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic. Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Wonian^s Hospital Medical College ; Professor Gynecology
Rnsh Medical College.)

E. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Lotus College Pltysiaians and Sitrgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(P'of. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis College Physiciatm and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

•J. A.. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(li^o/. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. T.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

(Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 OlWe Street, _ - _ - - ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho'wn by the most distinguished chemists in thi»

country and Europe, 'wrho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE^
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from two-

to three times the nutritive and digrestive properties that are found in
the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medi-al Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.the consideration of s"ientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
tainingfully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to be found in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltinb in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples ofMALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainks, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Ru^h Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, B\C.S.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Doremtjs.

Inils superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize It as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.T>.,8t. Louis, Ma
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in.

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandell, in Louisville Medical iVew«, says:—MALTINE de-
B«rves to stand in the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructlves, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arror, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to its great therapeutic value, and I should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. K. Dkmstek, M. D.,

I^of. Obstel. and Dis. Worn, and Children, Vniversily of Mich., and in Dartmouth Collega

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.



MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barlej', Wheat and Oats. In its preparation tiie tempera-
ire does not exceed loO des;. Fahr.. thereby retainin;;; all the nutritive and digestive agents nnimpaired.
stracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash be heated
) 212 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost whoLy destroying the starch digestive
rinciple, Diastase.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE ^vith Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTESE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTIME with Phosphates Iron, Quniia&Strych.

MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE WINE.
MALTi?!{E WiNE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN. ^

lAALTINE (Plain).

jUALTIS^E with Hops.

HALTEf^E with Alteratives.

dALTSNE with Beef and Iron.

/IALT5?siE with Cod Liver Oil.

HALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

HALTINE with Hypophosphites.

/lALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.

AALTINE with Peptones.

I. A.

H.

DR.

DR.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, hy permisdon, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medi-

al Profession who are prescribing our Maltiue Preparations :

. K. BAUDCY, M. D., St. Louis, Mo., Physician to

St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof. Ner-

I

vous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri

I

Medical College.

FM. PORTER, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

. S. DUSSTER, M. D., Ann Harbor, Mich., Prof.

I
Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universi-

i
ty and in Dartmouth College.

IHOMAS H. ANDREWS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,

i

Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical
College.

!:. F. HAMMEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa., Supt.

Hospital of the University of Penn.

I', R. PALMER, M. D.. Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Physiology and Personal Diagnosis, Universi-

ty of Louisville.

[UNTER McGUIRE, M. D., Richmond, Ya., Prof, of

Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

'. A. 3IARDEN, M. D., Milwaukee, Wis., Supt. and
Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital,

i. P. TANDELL, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University, Louisville.

OHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. andClin-
cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the

Hospital College of Medicine.

I. OGDEN DOREMUS. M. D.. L.L.D., New York,
Prof, of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ; Prof, of Chemistry
and Physics, College of the City ofNew York.

VALTER S. HAINES, M. D., Chicago, 111.. Professor
of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical
College, Chicago.

•:. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,

Woman's Medical College.

MEITNIER. M. D.. Montreal, Canada, Prof.

Victoria University.

F. BIGGAR, M. D., Prof, of Surgical and Medi-
cal Diseases of Women, Homceopathic Hos-
pital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DOBELL, London, England, Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Hospital for Diseases of the
Chest.

T. F. GRIMSDALE, Liverpool, England, Consult-
ing Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying-in-
Hospital.

WM. ROBERTS, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Manchester,
Eniiland, Prof, of Clinical Medicine, Owens'
College School of Medicine; Physician Man-
chester Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital.

J. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, Eng-
land, Physician City of London Hospital for
Chest Diseases ; Physician West London Hos-
pital.

W. C. PLAYFAIR, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,
Prof, of Obstetric Medicine in King's College,

and Physician for the Diseases of Women and
Children to King's College Hospital.

,

W. H. WALSHE, M.D.. F.R.C.P.. Brompton, Eng-
land, Consulting Physician Consumption Hos-
pital, Brompton, and to the University College:

Hospital.

A. WINN WILLIAMS, M.D., M.R.C.S., London.
England, Physician Samaritan Free Hospital
for Diseases of Women and Children.

A. C. MACRAE, M.D.. Calcutta, Ind., Dep. Insp.-Gen..

Hosp. lud. Service, late Pres. Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPEE, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.>
London, England.

LENNOX BROWN, F.R.C.S., London, Eng., Senior
Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.

J. CAREICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle-on-Tyne,
England, Physician to the N. C. H. for Dis-
eases of Chest.

J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.E.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.

MALTII^E is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession

n the United States, Great Britain, India, China and the Englisli Colonies, and is largely

ised at the principal Hospitals in preference to any of the Extracts of Jlalt.

E?^"We will fo'-ward gratuitously a 1-lb. bottle of any of the above preparations to Physicians, who will

)ay the express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particulars.

Address MEED & CAMNBICK,
'^^oratokt: Yonkers-on-the-Hudson. 183 Fulton St., New York.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jkme^ S. ^tl^erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In answering advertisement^ mention the Pboria Medical Monthly.
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Will consult their best interests when they use

As a means of reaching their old patrons, and also nip.king new ones throughout the
West and Northwest. A live, practical publication. Steadily increasing

in circulation. For rates address

THOS. M. McILVAINE, Peoria, 111.204 S. JeflFerson St.

COLBURN, BIRKS & CO., of this city, are in ' daily
receipt of FRESH NON-HUMANIZED VIRUS.

lO Double-Dipped Points, - - - - $1.00.
Crust, _________ 1.7S.

Orders sent to the publisher of this Journal will re-
ceive prompt attention.

Peoria, 111., Dec. 1st, 1881.

»
IN NEW YORK AND BOSTON

Use our system of keeping accounts, and say

"IT EXACTLY MEETS THE NEEDS OF PHYSICIANS."
Descriptive Circulars aud Sample Pages sent to Physicians on application. Agents wanted.

T»E HEISRY BlL.Ii PUBLiISHIXtJ CO.,
Norwich, Conn.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OP AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Kno\A/n as Reliable nearly SO Years.
*See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture.'

H. PLANTED & SON, 224 William St., New Yorli.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES,
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

EIMIIPTY O^I^STJLES (7 SIZES).
vj. 00, Li:g«:i. ITo. B s, Caallest. Especially adapted and reeom-

( Order by Number only.) mended for administering con-

Boxes lOO each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

venting irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
ForBECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also Iiave VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and tliose adapted for giving medicines i»

HORSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box 10 Capsules, either

size by mail SO Cents.
N. B.—We make all hinds of Capsules to order.

New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty. *

Samples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on aU orders.
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SCOTTS EMULSION
stij;* tlVBR OIL

WJ TH
HY^PO ^ »^i O) S3;P:Ni II Tf; Sj-.- " OF.. ,

UMm J^ Nl P S) O IDj A
PERFECT, PERMAMEMT, PALATABLE.

The well known Tirtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly req\ures commont from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:
First—We vise in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeueo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.

Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons
with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial
of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anjemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
FoBMULA—.oOper cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, fi grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. ofthe

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsifled with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANGULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general chaiacteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark,
Jihtimvm Frimijulu, in the form of our Bnchthuni Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual fonstipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causiug the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic effect upon the l)owels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
grailiially decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, art we findit necP8.sary tliat it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
io secure itn true active principle.
Wo combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

sensitive stomach. We shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving instructions for its use, etc. Prepared by Scott & Bowne.

S.«&.B'» PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully snliniit the above elegant preparation f,, tlie notice of the profession, and desire them
to faTor UD with a trial. So far as it has been tested, it has met with their i-ntiro approval

; and wo believe
it is not only dfMtined Ui take the place of the crude oil, but to be used ninch more extensively. In our
prooeHS of eiinilsifying, it is not only permanent mid palnlnble. but is dejirived entirely of its griping proi>
eriies. In its administration, it nqu ires very little more lli.-iu the crude oil, lint the experience of the
physidan will (lOon guide him in its use. It is put up in 1 oz. bottles, that sell for 2.") cents; also in
-qnartH for physicians to prescribe as desired. Siimples will be furnished free on apiilicntiou. FouiiULA :—
50 per rent, of fiire OM I'remed futlor Oil. \h per cent, aiemically Pare Glycerine.

Prepared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing ChemiBtB, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In an^weriD^ advertiflementii mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN EETREAT FOR TBE INSANE

!

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present pro-

prietor, is now in its ninth year of successful

operation. Possessed of every conceivable advantage
in location, site, retirement, and building arrange-
ments—all carefully studied from the beginning—it

is prepared to carry into effect the most advanced
ideas in the treatment of the insane. It especially

adapts itself to the care of cases of a chronic nature,

where a home with something of permanency is an
object. Favoring circumstances permit of lower rates

of charge than can possibly be afforded in any other

institution so supported. The proprietor presents his

grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And Dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses,

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Prescriptions Carefully Connpounded at all Hours of the Day

.and Night. Call No. 161, Edison Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the head of Bridge St.,

PEORIA, ILL.

O. J^. BO^WlVCJLISr Sc CO.,

Prescription Druggists,
520 nVCJ^ITSr STIE^SET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

W. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Phar-

maceutical Preparations on hand for dispensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Psokia Medical Monthly.
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BOOIKia;SHKI.1^. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, EGGS,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

BIT -A.- E. IFOOTE, 1^. X):
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street;
(Professor ofChemistry and Mineralogy; Fellowof the American AssociaHnn for tli^ A r1v:,nn»,Y,»«i. ^r c • t •*
member of the Academy of Nat. Scien'ces, Phila., and American Museum ofKatHiVtSnt^P^^ N Y C i'lT''Specimen, se.n^ to a.yp^ of the world by mail. Specimen copy of the iUust^ted ^on°hly SrSis^'s L^sUHoar of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year for club rates and premiums see each monthly isTueI received the highest award given to any one at the Centennal Exposition cfiS76 and the nn\^ =ZIVa \„^ 1.1

given to any Ameiican for " CoUections of Minerals."
^posiuonct ib7&, ana the only award and medal

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, heavy paper 50 cents bound la
cloth 7S cents, 3^ sheep «i,_J^calf^i.25, cloth interleaved $1, \,i sheep interleaved £1.25, 1^ calf interleaved J1.30' (price-list
alone, 16 pp. 3 cents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver cliarged me about J^i, 100 before a copy
v.-as struck off. By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species maybe verified. The price-list is
an excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabeticaliy
and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species
aftpr it will be found the species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity'
fusibility and crystallization, I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had in 18
In sioclc.

are no longer

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, etal.
The collections of 100 illustrateall theprincipalspecies andall thegr.Tnd subdivisions in Dana and other works o*

Mineral -gy; all the principal Ores, £:c.,&c. The collections arc labelled with printed label that can only be remove^
by soaki.ng 'fn,„ i_i--i- .r.i— » j i_-_t :-_j -_ii_-.r ^ _ i^ . : , ., ...
jno=t

table

Number of Specimens.

Crystals and fragments
Student's size, larger
Amatcur'.s size, gi^ in.XlK ...

High .School or Academy sFze, 2J^X3i^ in., Slielf Specimens,
College Bize. V/iXd in.. Shelf .Spe"cini.,ns

35
in box

9 m
1 50

.50 100
in box in l>ox 100

SI 00
3 00

$2 00
6 00

$1 00
5 00

10 00
25 00
50 00

200

n 00
10 00
25 00
.50 00

150 00

300

83 00
25 00
50 00
100 00
300 00

I have now over forty ton, and over 850,000 worth of Mineral, mostly crytallized, in stock. It is well recognized that
my prices are lower and my specimens better labelled than those of any other dealer in the country. This is mainly dud
to the immense stock I carry (the largest in minerals of any in the country) and my system of printed labels attached to
the specimens.

Shells. &C.—I can put up collections of wh oils at the following low rates: 25 Genera, 25 specie.i, 81.00 ; in box.
Sl.2.5. .'/JlJenera, IW species, 85 00; in Ijox, S'i.OO. 100 Genera, 800 species, 825.00. 200 Genera, 1,000 species, 8150.00
250 Genera, 2,(J00 species, 8.500.00.

Catalogue of 2,.500 species of .Sliells, made for me by George W. Tyron,jr., who lias labelled nearly all my shells, i
cents, printed on heavy paper with genus label list, 10 cents. I have purchased one or two of the most celebrated collec-
tions known, and have now over 2,00f) lbs., 3,(KK) species, and W.fKK) specimens of Shells iinil Corals in stock. Catalogue of
Birds, Eggs, Kycs, Skins, etc., etc., 3 cental. Catalogues of liooks, Iti pp., ea. 3 cts. Medicine, etc., 48 pp., 5 cts. (Please
specify exactly what class of books you wish catalogues of.)

Send for the Nalur'tlint^t LeUure Hour, giving full piirticiilais. Specimen copy free. You will confer a double favor by
banding this to some physician or other person interest'-il in Kcience.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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(XjIQ^XJIID

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DKACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (POg).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

j
1-6 gr. phosphate of iron {% O3 PO.5).

1-1 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO^POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

For Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, Kervonsness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difflcalties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mast

There seems to be no diflierence of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been oflFered to the publie
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseons, bat agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar onlf.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral TJ. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says

:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York:
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in ray own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. PampUet giving further particulars mailed free

on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peobia Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUWFDRD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

"^
LACTOPEPTINE

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg, Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OP LACTOPEPTINE.
Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. 1 Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
Tersal adoption by physicians is the strangest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE bNDERSIQNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Profeuor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,
Professor Materia Medico, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chem., Mat. Med. and Tlierap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent ; Prof. Cheni. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Got., etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS. M. D., Philadelphia. Pa.,
Prof, of the Inslitules of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Phy. to Penn. Hos.

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W, YANDELL, M. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

Emerittu Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MAKTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW TOM PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

Nos. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NE^W YORK.

P.O.BOX, 1574.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria MEorcAr, Monthly.
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SPicCIAI. PREPARATIONS
OF THE

Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co,
[late Wm. S. M.krell & Co.] Oi aa. c ixxxi.«-t ± .

FLUID HYDRASTIS—Without Alcohol.
A fluid preparation of the Hydrastis Canadensis; highly recommended by

Physicians of all schools.

GREEN PLANT FLUID EXTRACTS.
Recommended to intelligent and discriminating Practitioners as representa-

tives of the highest standard of medicinal excellence.

4itlpliate, Iflm-iate and Pbosphate of Hydrastia^

IVitrate of* Nangitinarina,.

Aromatic Elixir l<icorice.

Sugar Coated and Oelatine Coated PilUk

Extract of 9Ialt and Combinations.

Xiiicture Oelseminiu. from Green Root.

Homoeopatliic Xinctnresk

Imported Oerman Xinctares, from Fresh Drug.

"C^ nr* XJ T7 "D T7 AT /^ T T C CAPSICUM, STILLINGIA,^l rtiJ.KiJ.Al-r ^^^^-"lobelia. male fern, Etc.

l^iquor Secalis Purificatus, [ Purified Ergot, ] for Hypodermic purpose*.

Re-Precipitated Pepsin—Pure and Saccharated.

For the greater convenience of Physicians, and to avoid mistakes by Druggists^,

all our higher price Fluid Extracts, including the Green Label Preparations and all

the New Remedies, are put. up in original packages of pounds, halves and quarters.

A full stock of our preparations carried in stock at manufacturers' prices by

Messrs. COLBURN, BIRKS i Co. wholesale Druggists. PeOrJa, IIIS

and by the leading Wholesale Drug Houses of Chicago and other Westerc

Cities; where the orders of Retail Druggists will be promptly filled.

Our Pamphlet Prices Current, containing full list of Preparations; also circula

giving ''Indications for Use of Fluid Hydrastis,'" will be sent by mail free to an

Physician or Druggist who requests it.

Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co.

f
late Wm. S. Merrell & Co.

]

Cincinnati
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,
BY

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

Maniifacturinfl: Chemists, Detroit, Mich.

CHEKEN. (Exigenia Cheken, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native of
_ Chili, is very popular in tliat country, wheie it is emploved

as an inhalation in diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis, bronchorrhcaa, etc.; as an injeetion
in gonorrhoea, leueorrhoea, cystitis, etc.; and internally &s an aid to digestion, to allay
cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the" kidneys. It is also an astringent
and is said to be of great value in hsemoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen) was introduced to the profession of
England through a report of results following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter
coush, by William Murrell, M. D., M. R. C. P., Assistant Physician to the Royal Hospital
for Diseases of the Chest, and Lecturer on Practical Physiology at;the Westminster Hos-
pital. Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable and he has supplemented it by private
advices to us expressing great satisfaction with the drug in the affections in which he
has employed it. He regards it »s one of the most valuable introductions of late years
and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment of Chronic
Broncliltis, acting in this afTection both as an anodyne and exerting a favorable influ-
ence over the organic chansres in the mucous membrane. It is certainly a remedy
which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

CTX''D'0 A G A T TTT Ik ("mountain sage.") Artemisia FH-OXXiXVXiiX^ |3xxXj V XoXa gida. Fluid extract of the herb. Dose
one to two fluidrachms. Diaphoretic and diuretic.
The success which has attended the administr tion of this drug in ''Mountain fever" has
•suggested its employinent in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secre-
rjons of the skin and kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on,
1 he nervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the
radiation of the heat through diaphoresis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys
ire also aroused to activity, and the solid constituents of the urine proportionately
increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion formed of it on theoretical
^rounds.

DX'TJQT A (ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 30 to 60^ *^-*^ KJ T / /\ t minims. This remedy is now for the first time presented to the
profession of this country. It is introduced on the recommendati<in of Dr. Henry Froehling,
of Baltimore, Maryland, who, while acting in the capacity of botanist and scientist to an
exploruig expedition in Southern Mexico, became familiar with the drug both from reports
of the natives and personal experience, a-' a remedy in Intercostal neuralgia.
The following extract from Dr, Froehling's report will give some conception of the nature
of this remedy :

" A common experience among physicians is that some cases of intereogtal neuralgia are very
troublesome and obstinate, resisting almost every kind of treatment; particularly is this the case in
malatial districts. In such cases I would recommend the fluid extract of Persea seed. In my own
person and in every case in which I have employed it I have been highly gratified with the result.
Those of my medical friends to whona I have given samples of the preparation warmly endorse my
opinion of it as above, and I cannot but believe that further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a
valuable addition to our list of medicines."

Dr. Froehling also mentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit in
the expulsion of tapeworm.

g^f\f^ A (ERYTHKOXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to prove
^^ V/v/.X^» it a powerful nervous stimulant, through which property it retards waste
of tissue, increases muscular strength and endurance, and reitioves fatigue and languor,
due to ijroloiiged physical or mental effort. While indicated in all conditions presenting
these symptoms it has an especial indication in the treatment of the opium and alco-
hol habits. In these deplorable conditions it has been found to ro.ssess extraordinary
properties- relieving the sense of untold bodily and mental misery which follows the with-
drawal of the accustomed stimulus, thus preventing a return to tlie narcotic, and affording
an opportunity for building up the system by the administration of restorative tonics.

1^~WE PREPARE FLUID EXTRACTS OF ALL THE ABOVE DRUGS.

[Parke, Davis & Co.^
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
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Art. I.—Clinical Contributions to Electrical Therapeutics. Paper No. II. By
KOMAINE J. CURTISS, M. D., Joliet, 111.

RELIEF OF PAIN AND OTHER SEQUENCES OF VASO-MOTOR DIS-

EASES.

The size of the blood vessels carrying the nutritive

fluid to the various organs has direct relations to their wel-

fare in growth, health, and disease.

Doubtless one of the most important physiological con-

ditions known, in its bearings upon growth, life, and

disease, is the vascular tonus; and it follows that there are

no more biological forces than are those which determine

the state of the vascular tonus, or size of the blood vessels.

Lacal repair of injuries depend upon this condition, as also

do those diseases which can be classed under the head of

"errors of nutrition," as resultants of local anaemia, conges-

tion, and inflammation,—such as softening, degeneration,

induration, hyperplasia, cell proliferation, atrophy, gan-

grene, exudation and effusion.

The mechanism which determines the vascular tonus

is very complex, and is referred to the heart's force, and to

the existence of vaso-dilator and vaso-motor nerves.

Trophic nerves are also supposed to exist and to contribute
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to the phenomena of nutrition and its errors. Physiology

has doubts relating to vaso-dilator and trophic nerves; but
there seems to be some verifications of the existence of

vaso-motor nerves, arising from various central ganglia of

the spinal cord and distributed to the muscles of the blood

vessels. There is no reason why the physiological infer-

ence, upon which hangs the belief in the existence of

trophic nerves, cannot hang as well upon the known effects

brought about in nutrition, both physiological and patho-

logical, by variations in the vascular tonus.

The vaso-motor nerves doubtless exist. A muscle sup-

plied by nerve force is subject to spasm, cramp, and
paralysis, as well as the natural rhythmic action of nerve

force. When affected by spasm the muscles of the blood

vessels are like other muscles, and the spasm may be clonic

or tonic, with various pathological resultants; but one of

the pathological elements of spasm of the blood vessels^

and the one which concerns us now, is pain, which, it may
be said, is related particularly to the clonic variety of

spasm. Pain seldom indicates either the nature or gravity

of the disease upon which it depends, but always furnishes

an indication for treatment. In Basedow's disease the vas-

cular tonus is lowered, and the motion of the heart is.

inhibited, but there is no pain, as there is in angina pectoris,

which represents the clonic vaso-motor spasm.

As is thoroughly known and appreciated, any thera-

peusis which can control diseased conditions of the vascular

tonus, by dilating or contracting the bloodvessels, is second

to no other methods in importance practiced for the relief

of pain and cure of disease. Chloroform, chloral, ergot,

bromine, belladonna, digitalis nitro glycerine and caffeine

are prominent drugs which are used for this purpose. It

is doubtful if a pathological condition is "selective" in rela-

tion to drugs, to the extent that a portion only of one
division of the nervous system can be acted on by medicine
to the exclusion of the rest. It is not clear that a drug
can act on a local vaso-motor affection when circulating

with the blood, in a greater degree than it acts on the vaso-

motor system generally. The power of electricity over

abnormal conditions of vascular tonus is a matter of actual
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verification, and though the cure of such diseases as angina
pectoris and exophthalmic goitre may not be due to specific

stimulation of vaso-motor power or its inhibition, yet,

whatever may be the complex causes which result in these

diseases, it is certain that electricity is second to no remedy
in bringing about a cure. An obvious advantage in the

use of electricity over drugs lays in the fact that its diffu-

sion through the body is not so general as is that of a drug

when circulating in the blood.

ANGINA PECTORIS.

Case 1.—J.W , mechanic, aged 40 years, had his first

attack of angina while at work. He was usually healthy

and lazy, with an easy disposition relating to worldly gains;

and the shoddy vanities of life were remote from his

thoughts and did not partake of his desires.

When attacked by angina he fell as if paralyzed. The

pain began at the precordia, extended into left arm, and

up both sides of the neck. He was carried home in this

condition, where T saw him in about thirty minutes. When
I saw him he appeared to be in the most intense agony;

his face was pale and pinched, his eyes suffused with tears

which flowed over his cheeks; his breath was short and

jerky, and each respiration was accompanied by a moan.

The surface was cool, pulse slow, contracted, and difficult

to feel. I gave him a hypodermic dose of morphia, gr. J;

atropia, gr. 1-100, which was followed by relief. I exam-

ined the next day and could find no organic disease of

heart or other organ, nor could I find other satisfactory

antecedents of the attack of angina. In about a week he

had another attack, not so severe, which he relieved him-

self of by using inhalations of nitrite of amyl, which I

advised him to carry in his pocket for future emergencies.

After the attack I determined to treat him with gal-

yanism, and made one application, applying the positive

pole on the neck, behind the ear, and negative pole over

epigastrium, using ten cells about three months.

The next day he had another attack, and concluded

that the electricity hurt him, which opinion was very

learnedly seconded by a medical pilgrim to whom honors
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were easy, and who climbed over the wall by another way
than the college requisitions, and the regular gate, when
he entered on his medical journey. In a few weeks I heard

the patient was cured, but shortly after he had a severe

attack and I was called to see him. After this attack he

was treated regularly, three times a week by galvanism,

applied as in the first instance. The treatment was con-

tinued for three months, and resulted in cure. He had
during this time only two attacks, which were relieved

with the amyl he carried in his pocket ready for use.

Case 2.—A. F , was 42 years old; had been a soldier

in the war of the rebellion, and received civic honors and a

pension for having suffered amputation at the right shoulder

joint. He came into my ofiice one day suffering from

angina, and was relieved with morphia and atropia. His

clinical history revealed that he had been subject to angina

for nearly three years. The severity of the attacks varied

somewhat at different times, and always came on during

exercise and generally when he was away from home. The
pain was situated in left chest and arm, and interfered with

his respiration. In the attacks of greater severity he stated

that he would be obliged to abandon the respiratory func-

tion until he became unconscious from fainting, when the

pain would stop. In fact, he generally adopted the method
voluntarily for relief. I learned that his attacks were

forewarned by pain for a few days in the stump of his

amputation, and in addition was associated with a falling-

barometer. I diagnosed his disease traumatic angina, as I

could find no evidence of organic lesion, and treated him
for four months with galvanism, applied as in case one.

After this he remained free from the attacks for a year, but

in the meantime had a severe attack of acute rheumatism
from exposure to heat. He had but one attack after this

of the angiiia, but the next year again recklessly exposed

himself to heat, and was killed by sunstroke.

exophthalmic goitre.

Case 1.—Miss A , aged 24, came to me on account of

palpitation of the heart. A physical exploration revealed

no sign of organic lesion of this organ, but my surprise was
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great at its rapid action, and on counting the pulse I found
the rate of heart's motion to be 142 a minute. I began
searching for a sufficient antecedent to this condition, but
questions relating to various organs and functions revealed

nothing until she spoke of goitre, when the true inwardness
of the pathology dawned on my mind. I now noticed a

slight prominence of the right eye. The clinical history

showed that patient had been cognizant of exophthalmic
symptoms and signs about six months. She was not anaemic;

in fact, had rather good color. I traced neurotic tempera-

ments among her ancestry, including convulsions and
spiritualism. I did not succeed for some time in finding

sufficient cause for the disease, but finally learned through

one of the most reliable members of the family of Mrs.

Orundy that the patient had been worsted in an affair of

the affections.

This patient was under my observation for two years,

and about half the time under treatment by galvanism. I

found that galvanization of the cervical sympathetic, or of

the cervical spine and epigastrium would reduce the pulse

from fifteen to twenty beats a minute. I never saw any

indication for medicine, and never gave any. The galvanic

applications were made in this manner, and to the struma

and eyes on an average of twice a week during the time

she was under treatment. When the treatment ceased her

pulse ranged between ninety and one hundred. At this

time she married, and in a short time—about four months

—

developed symptoms of insanity, exhibiting an ungovern-

able temper, and at every opportunity running from home
and taking to the country, even in bad weather. In due

time a son was given, after which the insane freaks left

her, and so did her remaining symptoms of Basedow's

disease, almost entirely. The struma is scarcely noticeable,

nor is the exophthalmus, and her pulse rarely goes above

ninety.

I attributed her mental derangement to pregnancy,

and the cause of Basedow's disease in her case to be an

inherited neurotic temperament, with an exciting cause of

emotional shock, and I attribute her cure to the use of

galvanism.
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Abt II.—Myopia. By S. J. Btjmstead, M. D., Decatur, lU.

Thfe is an optical defect of the eye with which both

the profession and the laity have more acquaintance and
familiarity than any other with which eyes are affected.

The reason is probably on account of the time this has been
known and described, and the comparatively recent period

since the other optical defects were properly defined and
described. And yet, after all this seeming familiarity with

the subject of nearsightedness, it would surprise any one
conversant with the facts, should they inquire of a number
of general practitioners for an explanation of the defect.

The most prominent answer I receive, both from profes-

sional and non-professional persons, is that it is character-

ized by the subjects holding a book, or material when
sewing, very close to them. According to this idea, all

persons who act in this way are nearsighted or myopic; and,

in fact, patients often apply to me for relief, who inform

me in advance as to the nature of their defect, and I must
add, about as often wrong as right. It is true that persons

having any high degree of myopia hold the object closer to

them than usual; but it is not true that all who do that are

troubled with this defect. It is* a well known fact that

some persons who give this evidence of myopia, are really

troubled with hypermetropia, the opposite optical defect to

that at present under consideration, and some on account

of blindness from internal disease, which, when the object

approaches the eye, causes a larger visual angle of it to be
thrown upon the retina, and which the diseased organ can

perceive much easier than the smaller one sufficient for a
normal eye. Another surprise awaiting the inquirer would
be the answers received from many in and out of the profes-

sion in response to the question : "Why do nearsighted

persons hold the object so much closer to them than others,

in order to see distinctly?" No doubt the Englishman's

answer would suit some very well, viz: "Because they're

obliged to do it in 'order to see, you know." But a more
satisfactory answer is desirable, and will be given. The
myopic eye nearly always has a longer antero-posterior

diameter than the emmetropic eye (see previous articles in

this journal) has; and, in consequence, in gazing passively
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in the distance at an object, when in the emmetropic eye-

the image would be formed exactly and clearly upon the
retina, the same images entering a myopic eye would come
to a focus in front of the retina, on account of this increased

length of the optic axis, and only reach the retina in circles-

of dispersion beyond the focal point. The image is by such
an eye only imperfectly seen; the objects are blurred, and
the finer shades wholly unknown. If the degree is slight

the retina is only a trifle farther back than in the emme-
tropic eye, and the accuracy of vision will more nearly

approach that of such an eye. In the higher degrees of

myopia the retina is so much farther from its usual posi-

tion that the image is too far removed from its focus to be

seen with anything like distinctness. This is because, in

the normal condition of things, rays of light from a distance

enter our eyes parallel. These conditions are changed in

two ways; first, by interposition of concave glasses; second,

as is well known, rays of light coming from an object are

at first very divergent, and only after proceeding some
distance become parallel. Now, the latter kind of rays are

brought to a focus too quickly, or too close behind the lens

to enable a myopic eye to have a clearly defined image,

and the subjects find that by holding the object closer to-

them, the image is quite distinct. When this is done the

rays entering the eye are very divergent, and such rays are

not brought to a focus so close to the lens, but further back,

and practice enables the myope to find just that distance

which will give the clearly defined image upon the retina

of his eye. The distance from the camera at which the

object has to be held to give distinct vision gives roughly^

and yet usually accurately enough the degree of myopia

present. If this is 8 inches the myopia =1, that is the far

point of such an eye lies at 8 inches from the eye, and here

only is vision perfect. Sometimes this is as great as |, and

then the object must be held annoyingly close for distinct,

vision. One may have a myopia of say -h or -h^ and then

there will be no difficulty about reading or working with

close objects, because this is the distance at which all read-

ing and close work should be done by the best eyes. For-

such work, therefore, these cases need no glasses, and.
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should not be permitted to read with the concave glasses,

which correct the defect and make vision plain and distinct

for distant objects. If this is permitted, the result will be
to increase the myopia, which is accomplished by the neces-

sarily increased accommodation ot the eye to neutralize

the concave glasses before it, and which is not needed to

read with, and yet can be done in spite of them hj the

extra accommodation. This increased contraction of the

€iliary muscle in making the lens sufficiently convex to

neutralize the concave glass is an additional work put upon
the eye. More blood is attracted to them; they become
congealed: the internal recti muscles in co-ordination with
the ciliary muscle, contract a little more, which com-
presses the eye-ball and tends to elongate it antero-pos-

teriously, and thus make the axis longer, and the degree of

myopia greater. There is naturally a great tendency when
this affection exists in early childhood, to become greater

as the patient grows older, and especially if a great deal of

work is put upon the eyes at close range, and very often an
absence of the knowledge of the nature of the defect, and
its dangers, either by the patient or his medical adviser,

will prevent his taking that care of these organs which
might have prevented serious trouble or blindness, and
which, unfortunately, so often overtakes those having this

defect in a great degree. The popular idea that myopic
eyes are stronger and less liable to disease than others, is

a very erroneous one, and very unsafe. An elongation at

the posterior pole of the eye often occurs sufficient to start

a separation of the retina from the choroid coat, and just

external to the optic nerve entrance, and in many cases

this progresses to complete separation and total blindness.

On the other hand, when one has a myopia of say h where
a concave glass of 5 inches negative focus permits objects

at a distance to be seen distinctly (the actual degree of

myopia in this case would be i i.^ on account of the half

inch distance of the glass from the nodal point of the eye,

and which in these cases must be recognized, but may be

safely ignored in the lighter forms), if the patient under-

stands that he should not read very long at a time, nor in

the stooping position, or lying down, and especially not
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while the neck is under compression and hindering the re-

turn of blood from the head; and that he has no business

to try to read with the concave 5 glasses, he may succeed
in preserving fair vision so long as he lives. These are

cases in which a little knowledge received and made use

of, is of the highest importance to the patient. When the
degree is as great as i or I the proximity of the object calls-

for some additional relief, although the use of the glasses'

for distance would only add fuel to the flame, as indicated

above. The work in converging the eyes upon an object

only three inches from them is so great, that frequently

the internal recti muscles become so weak from this strain

that they give up the effort, when one eye swings out of

line, and the patient has to content himself with monocu-
lar vision, but which often saves him from blindness, by
removing the ever increasing strain which, like any vicious

circle, once started increases all the links in the chain.

When nature has not thus given relief, we are often-

enabled to do it as follows: Suppose our patient has myo-
pia I, and works with difficulty and pain at this distance

without glasses. The problem to be solved is to take away
only so much of his myopia with a concave glass as shall

leave him say -h, because under such circumstances, if not

too blind from diseased condition of the retina, he will be

able to see distinctly objects placed at that distance. In-

other words, we convert his myopia of i into one of iV, and

which latter distance is not so close as to severely strain

the recti muscles in maintaining the necessary convergence.

When we wish to do this, having myopia of i, we proceed

as follows: |=A, and of course if we remove tV, we must
have T2 remaining. A concave glass of tV under these cir-

cumstances, putting any blindness out of consideration,

will make the patient to read easily at 12 inches distance,

when without this glass all objects had to be approached 6

inches from the eyes. This does away with the eff'orts at

convergence on the part of the recti muscles, and places

the eyes under much more favorable conditions. If any

other high degree exists, the principle of calculation is the

same; subtract what you wish to have remaining from the

degree present^ and the remainder is the focal power of the
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glass that will remove the far point of the eye to the de-

sired position. Then it is always desirable that the weak-

est concave glasses that will give distinct vision for

distance should be the ones selected for the walking

glasses. It is always safer in selecting such glasses for one

having any considerable degree of myopia, to thoroughly

j)aralyze the accommodation with an atropia solution of

four grains to the ounce, applied once or twice a day, for

at least two days, and then deciding upon the glasses which
give the most distinct vision under these circumstances,

though the light should not be permitted to fall in the

face of but upon the back of the patient when making the

test. Those familiar with the use of the ophthalmoscope,

and its principles, are also able to confirm or correct the

previous examination, by the use of that instrument, but

a description of that method cannot be introduced here.

In cases of a high degree of myopia, the affection known
as muscular asthenopia often gives a great deal of trouble.

It arises from the greater strain upon the internal recti

muscles, they having to converge the eyes so much more,

and also, the greater elongation of the eyeball makes it

roll inwards with more difficulty than when nearer spheri-

cal, as the emmetropic eye is; after reading a few moments
the muscles suddenly let go, the eyes roll outward, doub-

ling of the printed matter, or blurring, sets in, together

with a tired, aching sensation. The remedy for this is

varied. Sometimes the proper concave glass to remove

the far point farther from the eye, will be all that is re-

quired. Prisms alone or in combination with a concave

glass are successful in some cases, and by the deflection of

the images entering the eyes, even when the eyes are not

in parallelism with each other, both images may still by

this means be thrown ui:)on the visual spots of each eye,

which of course does away with the doubling up of the

type. In still other cases again, a tenotomy of the exter-

nal recti, with advancement of the internal recti muscles,

will be the only measure promising relief Some consider-

ation of the etiology of this affection, probably upon the

increase among civilized people, can scarcely be considered

inappropriate. While it is very true that many cases are
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liereditary, it is also an important fact in very many cases,

it is most certainly produced by the acts of the patient

when young. The sclerotic coat of the eye is the one
which gives that organ the solidity it possesses, and it does

not attain its greatest degree of firmness until at least the

period of youth and manhood. During the period of child-

hood, when this coat, as well as the bony system, is so sus-

ceptible to change of form by undue pressure, the founda-

tion of myopia is often slowly but surely laid. In some
cases the size of the type from which the school books are

printed is too small, requiring too much effort to recognize;

the light is also very bad in many portions of even our best

constructed school rooms; the pupil leans forward, the neck
is bent, the veins of the neck are partially compressed and
the return flow of blood hindered, and by this approach of

the face to the book the internal recti muscles have to

compress more and more the yielding sclerotic coat, in

order to maintain the proper convergence, until at length

a permanent elongation is eft'ected, and myopia is formed.

The desks in our school rooms are too often faulty in this:

they are too low, and invite the pupil to lean over, when if

they were higher, they could not bend forward and get so

close to their work. If no actual myopia is present, any

tendency to hold objects closer than 12 to 15 inches from

the eyes, should be combatted as an evil habit that should

be broken up as speedily as possible. Where a real myopia

is formed when the case is first investigated, and will not

give normal vision in the distance after an atropia solution

of three or four grains to the ounce has been used in the

eyes, without some kind of concave glasses, proper treat-

ment and conduct on the patient's part may still avert a

high degree of progressive myopia. If the glass required

for distance is weaker than a No. 12, more will be neces-

sary for close work, and no approach of the object closer

than this in such a case should be permitted. On the other

hand when the patient is grown, and a certain considerable

degree of myopia is present, which will not disappear upon

the use of an atropia solution, it is folly to do without the

proper glasses for distant vision, and for close work, too,

when it is greater than i or tV- Many children who are at
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first really hypermetropic, seem to grow gradually out of

that condition into the opposite one of myopia, and for

these reasons those who have the future welfare of the

children at heart, could not do better than to ascertain the

actual condition of their eyes in early life, and what inju-

rious influences they are being subjected to. No doubt our
State Board of Health could effect something by conferring

with the principal manufacturers of school furniture, as

well as exercising some supervision over the erection of all

new school buildings of any considerable size in the State.

Art. III.—Removal of the Afterbirth. By W. J. Chenowith, M. T>., De-

catur, Illinois.

The following extracts will give a clear idea of the in-

structions usually given in reference to removal of the

placenta

:

"As long, then, as the placenta remains in utero, sa
long we must wait, within a certain limit—provided there
be no flowing—for those contractions which are to expel it

from the uterus into the vaginal cavity."

—

Eamsbotham.
"After having given the first necessary attentions to

the child, we return to the mother, and if the hand applied
to the hypogastrium feels the womb contracted with a cer-

tain degree of force, we assist the delivery of the placenta;
when the uterine globe does not form, we ought to wait, or
make use of the means proper to remove the inertia."

—

Velj^/eau.

"When nature has achieved her part of the process,

and the placenta has become detached, and the uterus is

found to be contracted with the afterbirth resting over the
cervix or protruding into the vagina, it should be removed-
Removal earlier is premature and officious interference."

—

Bedford.
"There can be no fixed rule on the subject, except that

the placenta must be got away, as there is no security

while it is left. Where it is partly expelled into the vagina
there can be no necessity for waiting at all. I have never
waited for its spontaneous extrusion more than an hour
and a half."

—

Meigs.

"After its entire separation, the afterbirth constitutes

a foreign body in the uterine cavity, which the organ en-

deavors to discharge by contracting; this indicates the
time for acting."

—

Cozeaux.
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The usual practice, so far as I am informed, is in ac-

cord with the advice of the authorities quoted.

Velpeau refers to De La Motte. Deventer, Peu, and

others as teaching that, as soon as the child is delivered,

and the cord tied, the placenta should be removed imme-
diately. Believing that the practice recommended liy

them is correct, I submit a few reasons in support of it.

It will be seen from the quotations given that delay is

urged to give time for the detachment of the afterbirth by

contractions of the uterus occurring subsequent to the

birth of the child. But those contractions which take

place after rupture of the membranes, and especially those

which follow expulsion of the head, in a majority of in-

stances, detach the afterbirth. So that in all of these

cases there is no reason for delay. If on introducing one

or more fingers into the uterus we do not find the foetal

surface, nor the thin margin of the placenta, which an-

nounce its detachment, we are expected to wait, for from

fifteen minutes to an hour, before introducing the hand to

ascertain the cause. Immediately after the birth of the

child the os is widely dilated, and the hand can be intro-

duced without pain, and there is no condition, except that

of inertia, which could exist, after half an hour, which

would be so favorable in this respect. And if it is justifi-

able, or expedient, or necessary, after half an hour has

passed, to introduce the hand because of inertia, there can

be no reason why it may not be done sooner. We want

contraction of the uterus, and there is no surer, nor

speedier method of producing it. But as hemorrhage,

from partial detachment of the placenta, frequently occurs

where there is inertia, to anticipate this there is necessity

for immediate action. This may be illustrated by cases

such as the following (which are of frequent occurrence):

January 6th, 1878, I attended Mrs. E. in her second confine-

ment. Although I had anticipated eclampsia, or other

trouble, because of a general oedema, the color was natural

until after the birth of the child. No attempt having been

made to remove the placenta for about fifteen minutes, she

exhibited evidence of faintness. Examination through the

abdominal walls showed want of contraction. I immedi-
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ately passed my right hand into the uterus, through a mass
of clotted blood, and grasped the placenta; and with my
left hand clutched the uterus through the abdominal
parieties. contraction ensued in a short time, and delivery

was accomplished. Contraction was maintained by plac-

ing both hands on the abdomen and grasping the uterus

between them.

The same lady was confined October 10th, 1879. So
soon as practicable, after the child was delivered, I put my
hand into the uterus and seized the placenta, the uterus

contracting, a large amount of blood was expelled. With
removal of the placenta, which was effected at once, hem-
orrhage ceased. Contractions were secured as after the

previous confinement.

Another cause necessitating the immediate removal of

the placenta is its large size. If this becomes known by
examination, there can be no suflicient excuse for waiting.

June, 1875, Dr. sent for me to assist him in his wife's

accouchment. It was as much as three hours after the de-

liver}^ of the child before I saw her. The cord was strong

enough to admit of considerable traction, but the large

placenta could not be removed by means of it. By forcing

my hand into the uterus and my fingers through the pla-

centa, delivery was accomplished; a large mass of clotted

blood following. In this case there was no danger of ex-

ternal hemorrhage because of the plugging of the internal

OS by the placenta, but there was danger of concealed

hemorrhage.

Irregular contraction of the womb is an admitted

cause for artificial delivery of the placenta. The following

is given as a fair illustration of the necessity for immediate

interference in such a case:

October 25th, 1881, I was called to assist Dr. R in re-

moving the placenta in the case of Mrs. S., a prima para,

who had been delivered, about an hour before I saw her, of

a still-born child. The doctor's anxiety to save the life of

the babe, had prevented close attention to the mother for

about an hour. Failing to resuscitate the child, he at-

tempted to remove the placenta, but the cord was too weak
to admit of traction; contraction of the uterus had impris-
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oned the placenta at the fundus, so that he could not push
his hand high enough to grasp it, without unjustifiable

force. He administered ergot, but this did no good. With
polypus forceps, belonging to his pocket-case, he had only

succeeded in tearing off small pieces. The delivery was
not accomplished, and each contraction produced a hem-
orrhage, not alarming, but suggestive. In accordance with
the doctor's request, I came provided with placental forceps,

hook and other appliances, and with the aid of these the

afterbirth was removed.

One of the most urgent demands for removing the

afterbirth is to prevent the formation of clots in the uter-

ine veins. If the placenta is attached, or partially at-

tached, contraction will not be as great over the central or

thick portion, as over the thin margin, thus leaving the

mouths of the vessels open or filled with blood. Whereas,

contraction of the empty uterus closes the blood vessels at

the site of the placental attachjiient. and thus prevents

coagula from forming in their otherwise open mouths.

Singularly, Playfair, indorsing McClintock, says " so long as

we are satisfied that the uterus is fairly contracted, so as

to avoid the possibility of its distention with blood, a cer-

tain delay after the birth of the child is useful, from its

giving time for coagula to form in the uterine sinuses by

which their open mouths are closed up." Playfair himself

has shown, in an article in the Lancet in 1867, that the

puerperal condition invites coagulation of blood, and that

many deaths occur from thrombi of the pulmonary artery,

or from emboli derived from breaking down of coagula in

peripheral veins. It is important not only that contrac-

tions occur, prior to the expulsion of the afterbirth, to pre-

vent coagulation of blood in the veins, but that they be

kept up to insure collapse of the vessels, and to expel any

clots which may have formed in them. Inertia and feeble

contractions invite coagulation. Hemorrhage under im-

mediate observation can be more readily met. The num-

ber of deaths occurring in from ten days to three weeks

after confinement—many of them unannounced by symp-

toms—can be frequently traced directly to coagula formed

in the uterine vessels, at the time of parturition, which
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have suppurated and broken to pieces, and forced their

way from the uterine veins into the internal illiacs, vena
cava and heart, to the puhnonary artery or its branches, or

the pus may have passed through the capillaries into the

left side of the heart, and thence into the systemic circula-

tion, and lodged in the kidneys, spleeu, liver or other

organs. I may be excused from suggesting that the giving

of opiates, after delivery, for the relief of after-pains, is

attended with danger if, by them, contractions are pre-

vented.

Art. IV.—Some Considerations Relative to Acute Rheumatism, and its

Treatment. By J. Murpht, M. D., Peoria, 111.

A disease is important in proportion to its severity, its

frequency, its difficulty of treatment, and its liability to

pass into or entail some other disease. Acute rheumatism
is obnoxious in each of these respects, and notwithstand-

ing the anxious and careful attention which has been so

profusely lavished on every point connected with it by the

profession, and the vigorous and important advances which
during recent years have been made in its treatment, there

are still many points connected with it which are yet un-

settled, and its therapeutics are by no means finished.

There is probably no other disease in which greater dispar-

ity of oj^inion has existed with reference to its causation,

pathology and general characteristics; or in which such a

multiplicity of remedial agents have been employed, many
of them differing toto coelo from each other. This wide

range of opinion is the necessary result of our ignorance

of almost everything connected with this very mysterious

ailment, and our consequent uncertainty as to whether our

theories with reference to it are correct; and although of

late years its treatment is more satisfactory than formerly,

and the number of heart complications probably less, still

our practice with reference to it is equally as empirical as

it ever was.

I will not attempt to make any addition to the already

plethoric list of surmises and theories with reference to its

causation and pathological character, which have from
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time to time been eliminated, and which have not always
been very creditable to the intelligence of the profession.

It is indeed very humiliating for us to be obliged to admit,

that the last half century, so prolific in information res-

pecting almost every other disease, has really added noth-
ing of a reliable or practical nature to our knowledge of

the characteristics of this one, or to the causes which
produce the formidable cardiac complications which so

frequently accompany it.

But while in the present state of our knowledge, any
further enquiries regarding its causation will most likely

prove nugatory, I cannot avoid hazarding the opinion that

acute rheumatism is not the result of any lengthened incu-

bative process, of any special accumulation of poison in

the system, of any special predisposition, or that internal

causes exercise any particular agency in its production; we
certainly have no evidence either positive or negative, of a

character which can be depended on, to maintain any such

theories. If there are any predisposing causes leading to

the production of this disease, we are in profound igno-

rance of their existence. They are purely visionary, exist-

ing only in the imagination of those who are ideal enough

to entertain them, or be governed by them. The only

tangible and rational exciting cause to which we can

attribute any factorage in the production of this disease,

is exposure to cold and especially to damp. I have very

rarely seen a case of acute rheumatism which could not

be traced directly or indirectl}^ to this cause; and such is

the experience of a large number of physicians with whom
I have communicated on this subjoct. Exposure to cold or

damp air insufficiently clothed in a vehicle, sleeping in a

damp bed or in a damp room, sitting in a cold room after

being heated by exercise, and sitting with wet clothes on,

are all fruitful sources of acute rheumatism. The rapidity

with which the symptoms are developed is sometimes

astonishing. I have seen the febrile symptoms begin

within twelve or sixteen hours from the period of expo-

sure,—the person having been previously in perfect health,

and with no rheumatic predisposition;—affording confirma-

tion strong as Holy Writ, that the tangible exciting cause
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was the sole origin of the disease. We know positively that

cold and damp will prodnce acute rheumatism, we do not

know even negative]jj that any other agent will. Notwith-
standing this however, many influential medical writers

assert very dogmatically that cold has no agency in its

production, and tauntingly endeavor to sustain their dog-

ma by asking, "How often is exposure to cold not followed

by rheumatism ? '" The question is in the precise words of

a modern medical writer of much celebrity. The weak-
ness and illogical nature of this question are too conspicu-

ous to require a serious contradiction. He might with as

much intelligence have asked, how often is exposure to

small-pox not followed by small-pox?

The same writer asserts that a special predisposition

is requisite for the production of the disease. He enunci-

ates this naked opinion, without introducing a single tan-

gible or even plausible argument to sustain it. vSpecial

predispositions in this disease are I believe as rare as

special providences are in everyday life. It is time that

dogmatism in medicine was at an end, it matters not how
influential the source from which it comes, or how respect-

able the aegis it is sanctioned by. If medical writers were
governed more by the inductive principle, the progress of

medical science would be more rapid and substantial, and
much more tangible and satisfactory. Whenever a medi-

cal writer mounts a hobby he invariably calls in the aid of

statistics. I scarcely know a medical absurdity that can-

not be sustained by their aid. Their utter fallacy has been

so often demonstrated that it is almost a reflection on the

intelligence of the medical profession for a writer to

attempt to ground a theory or bolster up a practice by
such soi:)histical aid as statistics afford. As might have
been expected we find medical writers resorting to the

ultima ratio of statistics to prove that acute rheumatism
cannot arise from cold or damp, but that on the contrary

it must be the result of some imaginary mysterious agent

which nothing short of omniscience can comprehend. I

regret that want of space prevents me from combating at

length this liicua a mm lucendo^
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The doctrine of hereditary transmission, so vigorously

insisted on by many writers, is I believe equally at fault, as

is that of special predisposition. If the latter dogma were

correct, persons having the disease once would be specially

liable to a repetition of the attack, which we do not find

to be the fact. The former dogma would be generally cor-

rect if it applied to cases of chronic rheumatism, where,

the disease is usually transuiissible, but is entirely inappli-

cable to cases of acute rheumatism, which experience

shows us to be usually neither hereditary nor transmissi-

ble. Acute and chronic rheumatism appear to be really

antagonistic to each other. They are certainly different

in all their symptoms, and equally so in their results. It

is misleading to associate them in any way. A. proper

appreciation of the various points which I have referred

to are I consider essential to an understanding of the prin-

ciples governing the treatment of the disease.

I could have wished to peril a few remarks on the pa-

thology of this affection; but the views of those who have

investigated the subject most closely, are so numerous and

so wholly divergent and antagonistic, that it appears to be

almost a work of hopeless supererogation, to attempt to

pursue the investigation farther.

While the points to which I have been referring are

debatable, there are other important features connected

with this disease that do not admit of much difference of

opinion; which have not yet had the degree of considera-

tion that they deserve, and are consequently not yet "sick-

lied o'er with the pale cast of thought." A close observa-

tion of some leading symptoms, will frequently enable us

to predicate the character of the attack and its probable

termination. The use of the thermometer is perhaps more

requisite in this disease than in any other, and the infor-

mation' gained from it is very important and valuable.

In this connection several very interesting considera-

tions are presented: First, the most diligent attention is

here required, as the power of sustaining life after an exces-

sive temperature has been attained, is probably less in acute

rheumatism than in almost any other febrile disease; no

well authenticated cases of recovery occurring after the
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thermometer has reached 106 or 107 degrees. Second, if

we find the temperature early in the disease, say on the

third or fourth day, at 104 or 105 degrees, indicating as

such a degree of heat does very great danger, or if it rises

still higher, indicating almost certain death if permitted

to retain that standard more than a few hours, we must
resort to treatment of the most heroic character in order

to speedily reduce the temperature, if this can be effected.

Third, if when we are called to the case the tempera-

ture has not reached an alarming height, it is requisite that

we should adopt such measures as will have a tendency to

restrain the animal heat within safe limits. Fourth, the

necessity of accomplishing this object is equally indicated

by our knowledge of the baneful influence which a high

degree of heat exercises in producing, or in augmenting the

cardiac complication. Another consideration which renders
close watching of the thermometer imperative on the part

of the phj^sician, is the tendencj'^ that the temperature has

to oscillate rapidly and unexpectedly. There will be a

deceptive lull, only to be speedily followed by a perhaps

fatal aggravation. A temporary and even considerable

lowering of the temperature should not generate fallacious

hopes of a permanent improvement, nor diminish the vigi-

lance which those cases so imperatively demand. It is not

the cases of acute rheumatism which present at the outset

the most alarming symptoms that are eventually the most
fatal. Not unfrequently we meet with cases in which the

temperature for several days does not exceed 100 or 102

degrees—throwing the physician off' of his guard—when a
• sudden aggravation of the febrile symptoms will be mani-

fested, and on applying the thermometer we find that the

heat has risen to 107 or lOS degrees, and a fatal result will

be reached in a few hours. The death in those suddenly

fatal cases is usually attributed to a rapid aggravation of

the cardiac disease, but no doubt erroneously, as actual

examination does not sustain the theory. In them we often

find no aggravation of the heart symptoms, where disease

of that organ had been present, and in other (^ases we can-

not discover any indications of the presence of any cardiac

complication at mII. It is evidently the rapidly prostrating
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influence which a temperature of 106 degrees or over exer-

cises in this disease, that the fatal result must be credited

to. Why it should be so, without the existence of any
perceptible disease in any of the vital organs, as demon-
strated by autopsical examinations of the most careful

character, cannot be satisfactorily accounted for. It may
possibly be owing to the great and rapid disintegration of

tissue, which we know occurs in this disease, paralyzing the

great nerve centres, and preventing the generation of suffi-

•cient vital power to enable the different organs to longer

perform their functions. To Dr. Ringer must be accorded

the credit of having first attracted the attention of the

profession to the thermometrical phenomena of acute rheu-

matism, and to the vast importance of closely oljserving

those phenomena. The obvious corrollary from this is, the

necessity of frequently testing the patient's temperature,

and the equally imperative necessity of making the most

vigorous efforts to bring it down to such a standard as will

neutralize the danger.

But while in acute rheumatism, a lower temperature

than what can be safely tolerated in many other diseases,

may indicate great danger, or fatal results, we find on the

contrary that the pulse in this disease not unfrequently

attains an altitude, which although not alarming to the

experienced practitioner, would in many other affections

indicate results of the gravest character. We must recol-

lect, however, that the pulse is here usually rapid, even in

cases which are comparatively mild, and which reach a

favorable termination; much more so than it is in the

average inflammatory or febrile disease: and, therefore, it

is only its sudden and rapid rise without any marked aggra-

vation of the cardiac symptoms accompanying it, that we
look on with suspicion, or consider a dangerous omen.

If we have a case of acute rheumatism uncompli-

cated with heart disease, in which the pulse attains a

frequency of 150, very grave results are to be apprehended.

On the contrary, if there should be heart or pulmonary

affections complicating the original disease, the pulse may
rise even higher than 150 without a fatal result ensuing.

I have observed that the pulse, like the temperature in this
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disease, is very capricious, the lapse of a few hours not

uufrequeutly producing a talismanic change. A close

observance of the two conditions which I have been dwel-

ling on is very essential in this disease; perhaps sufficient

attention has not heretofore been dedicated to them. I

am aware how difficult it is for the busy general practi-

tioner to examine the pulse or the temperature so frequently

as the exigencies of the disease demand; but I am also

aware that unwearied vigilance on the part of the attend-

ing physician, in these two respects, will sometimes save

life, which might otherwise be sacrificed.

Before jDroceeding to discuss the treatment of acute

rheumatism, I must make a few remarks bearing directly

on the subject. It is I consider a matter of deep regret,

that the broad and comprehensive line of demarcation,

which at one time was followed in the treatment of differ-

ent diseases, should no longer be specially observed. As a

general rule inflammatory, irritative and congestive affec-

tions receive about the same modicum of treatment.

Diseases important in themselves, and those which are

unimportant, or comparatively so, are subjected to the

same therapeutics. I do not mean that the same (ujents^

are used, but only that the same /byrr^ is applied. Without
charging the profession with being medical nihilists, I can-

not avoid remarking on the tendency of the present time

among physicians to belittle the powers of medicine.

Because in some cases the rh niedafrix nafurtv can dispense

with medical treatment, and because in some other cases

medicine unfortunately is impotent to cure, the corrollary

is drawn, that we can afford to tamper, or at least to tem-

jjorize with every disease. This is a very unfortunate and

mischievous delusion, but a very natural one, when we
find men occupying high positions in the profession advo-

cating such ideas, declaring, for example, that the masterly

inactivity policy is the proper one to pursue in pneumonia,

and refusing to believe, as so distinguished a physician as

Bouillaud has done, that acute rheumatism could be cured

in three days, l)y anything except a miracle. It is impos-

sible to estimate the fearful amount of suffering which has

accrued to the public, or how much injury to the profession
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from the influence of these delusive teachings. Not only

has incalculable mischief resulted from the non-adnilniMra-

tion of the requisite medicines, but also from their non-

administration with a sufficiently hold and vir/oivus hand.

The disease whose treatment I am about to enter on,

affords a pregnant illustration of the entire truth of these

remarks. Up to a very recent date physicians generally

were skeptical as to the iDOwers of medicine in successfully

contending with, or even modifying its symptoms; now we
are aware that we possess agents which are all but omnipo-

tent in its treatment; and although its pathology is so little

understood, no justification can be advanced for the neglect

of its early and energetic treatment. There is perhaps no

other disease, not of a strictly inflammatory character, in

which time constitutes so important an ingredient as it

does in this one; literally on the issues of a few hours fre-

quently depends the safety or the death of our patients.

I have remarked that the treatment of this disease has

been almost wholly empirical, and it has also been varied

to an almost ad iitfiii ifurn extent. Every conceivable agency

has been resorted to, from the mint water of Gull to the

blood letting of Bouillaud, and in many cases with aston-

ishing success. No thoroughly rational and effective mode
ot treatment appears to have been agreed on by physicians

of the greatest eminence and experience, and one by one

the reputed specifics, with their superimposed theories,

have fallen before the tests of unbiased observation.

Whether the latest remedy which has been suggested, and

which is now on its trial, will stand the test more triumph-

antly than the many others which have preceded it, or like

them will fall ignobly into the tomb of all the capulets,

time only can determine.

The treatment of a disease is satisfactory in proportion

to the accuracy of our knowledge of the abnormal condi-

tions which are present, and which, so to speak, constitute

it. The mystery which involves the abnormal conditions

present in acute rheumatism, rendei-s it difficult to elimi-

nate any definite set of principles, to guide us in its treat-

ment. The diseased phenomena are numerous enough,

but cannot be readily or satisfactorily classified. A three-
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fold division of them may be profitably made. First, there

are largely increased tissue changes, and also probably

extensive tissue disintegration. Second, we have restrained

and otherAvise defective, and also depraved and abnormal
elimination. And, third, and most important of all, we
have the sudden and rapid febrile reaction, probably of a

special character, which is so conspicuous and so dangerous

an element in this disease. It is to these three conditions

that we must direct our treatment chiefly, and its success,

as will be readily conceded, will depend in a great measure
on the power we may be able to exercise over the last.

[to be continued.]

Abt. V.—Trachelorrhaphy in Private Practice. By O. B. Will, M. D., Dun-

lap, 111. Condensed from a paper read before the Peoria Medical Society.

The subject I have chosen for the paper which I have

the honor to present to the consideration of this Society

this evening is, "Trachelorrhaphy in Private Practice."

It is my design to consider simply the various steps in

the operative procedure, illustrated by a bona fide case, and

therefore, although I may at some future time have some-

thing to say upon the subject of lacerations, in general, I

shall now touch ujDon the pathology and symptomatology
of the affection only where it is necessary to elucidate my
subject proper.

The operation of trachelorrhaphy, for the restoration

of the lacerated uterine cervix to its approximately normal

condition, has been introduced to the notice of the profes-

sion within a comparatively few years, and is as yet prac-

tically known to but few outside the ranks of the gynaeco-

logical specialist.

It is not my design in this paper to attempt to unfold

anything particularly new or startlingly original. My aim

is simply to hold in as strong a light as possible some of

the sources of discomfort and failure which lie in wait for

the inexperienced operator. It is true, we have text books

and monograjjlis replete with instructions as to how to pro-

ceed in almost every conceivable surgical case, but, for all

that, the tyi'o often finds an attempt to carry them out
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fraught with trials and disappointments, arising from
causes of the magnitude of which he never dreamed, and
a correct appreciation of which seems to necessitate prac-

tical experience, or at least frequent participation in candid

discussions of the causes involving the elements of success

or failure.

Maintaining, therefore, that personal experiences, if

honestly detailed, and as honestly discussed, are of unques-

tionable value to every thoughtful, earnest and progressive

member of the profession, I hesitate not to present what I

have to say upon my subject, in connection with such por-

tion of the clinical history of a case under my care as bears

directly upon it.

The case referred to was the first typical one which
ever fell under my notice, and upon which I attempted

to operate, and if I am able to present my experiences-

with sufficient vividness to lead any of my confreres to

avoid some of the shoals, and suggest the avoidance of

others, upon which my gynsecological reputation was nearly

wrecked, I will be content.

My patient w^as one of those fastidious creatures with

which we often meet, who decidedly objected to the pres-

ence of a second physician, and I was persuaded to under-

take the operation simply with the aid of a couple of her

female friends.

According to appointment, I repaired to the residence

of the lady, five miles in the country. Her bowels had

been cleansed the day previous by a full dose of magnesia

sulphate, and one hour before my arrival by an injection of

tepid water. I arranged my instruments on a chair, at one

side of a north window, with bowls of hot and cold water,

towels, per-sulphate of iron, and a five per cent, solution of

carbolic acid in water, within easy reach. I drew a com-

mon breakfast table up to within a few feet of the window,

folded a quilt to four thicknesses, which I placed on the

table, and the patient upon that, on her back, her hips pro-

jecting slightly over the edge, her thighs flexed upon her

abdomen and given in charge of a female friend to main-

tain steadily in place. As between the two positions,,

dorsal and lateral, I chose the former, and for several
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reasons. In the first place, I was accustomed to placing

ni}^ patients in that position for minor surgical purposes,

and hence felt more at home, as it were. In the second

place, the patient had absolutely refused to be placed

under the influence of an anaesthetic, and I thought we
might he better able to maintain her in position on the

back than on the side; and in the third place, I could not

but agree in opinion with Dr. J. R. Jackson, of Chicago,

that in the dorsal position the uterus evidently has a tend-

ency to gravitate toward the operator, while in the lateral

the tendency is the other way.

I seated myself between my patient and the window,
sufficiently at one side to admit of the light falling well

upon the vulva, inserted the larger blade of an ordinary

Sims' speculum, with it drew the perineum firmly back and
placed the instrument in the hand of a second female

assistant. I found, however, that the anterior wall of the

vagina dropped back so far as to materially interfere with

manipulation and view; and in order to retract it used a

tpngue depresser, which I hapi^ened to have at hand, giving

it in charge of the disengaged hand of my second assist-

ant. Being solid, even moderate pressure with it caused

pain in the urethra, and I then introduced the free extrem-

ity of a wire speculum, which I had with me, and found it

to answer a good purpose, when held with a firmness short

of painful pressure against the pubic arch.

But another difficulty was now encountered right at

the threshold of my operation, when I supposed I had pre-

viously provided against all contingencies in the case.

Although the vagina was distended and sufficiently relaxed,

and the uterine supports generally in a favorable condition,

the blade of the speculum proved to be too long to permit

the cervix to be brought within easy reach. . To have the

instrument held only partially within the vagina was oat

of the question with my untrained assistant, and I was
obliged to proceed under this to me unforseen disadvant-

age.

The cervix presented to view was a somewhat enlarged

one, as much as an inch and a quarter in diameter, soft

and unirritated. The laceration was a bi-lateral one,
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transverse, and complete on both sides. The rent on the

right side extended up quite to the vaginal attachment to

the cervix, and that on the left as much as one-quarter of

an inch above it. The anterior segment was somewhat
narrower and shorter than the posterior, and each presented

to the other a full, rounded, convex surface, marked in its

longitudinal centre by a pinkish, corrugated strip of mucous
membrane which previously constituted the lining of the

continuation of the cervical canal, and which was about

three-eighths of an inch wide. The external margin of the

lacerated tract was illy defined, the cicatricial covering

having assumed much the appearance of the membrane
covering the exterior of the cervix.

With a uterine syringe I threw upon the parts a few

ounces of carbolized water, to cleanse them of the accumu-
lated secretions. With the tenaculum in one hand I then

drew down the posterior segment as low as I could get it,

and with the other hand took a common flat needle, curved

to a semi-circle and previously armed with a light silver

wire, from liack to front through its tree extremity, at a

j)oint corresponding to what would be the centre of the

cervical canal, and about one-quarter of an inch in from

the end. The needle was then passed at a corresponding

l^oint through the anterior lip or segment, the wire drawn

through sufficiently far to have about six inches of it pro-

jecting from l)oth its entrance and exit. I then hooked a

tenaculum over the central portion of the wire, between

the lips, and drew upon it until it extended through the

osteum vagina, and only about one inch of each extremity

remained projecting from the cervix. With my fingers I

was enabled to twist the ends upon the main portion suffi-

ciently to fasten them.

As formerly stated, the needle which I used was an

ordinary flat one, curved to the circumference of a circle

an inch in diameter, and held in Emmett's needle holder.

When I attempted to pass it 1 experienced great difficulty

in placing it in such manner in the holder as to enable me
to drive its point in the direction I wished : for, even when

I elevated the handles of the holder as much as the capacity

of the vagina would permit, the curve of the needle was
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too short to allow its point to present in the desired direc-

tion. My needle with longer curve could not be turned in

the vagina. Probably, if I had been able at the time to

secure a shorter, longer curved, needle, and a round instead

of a flat one, I would not have had the same difficulty, for

it would probably have fitted snugly the depressions

between the teeth of the holder, and enabled me to have
held it at any angle I might have chosen. I think, too,

that a round needle, fitting well in the holder, would not

have been broken so readily as the flat ones, several of

which I crushed before I got through. I have since

observed, however, that others have experienced the same
mishap with the round needle. I thought at the time that

a needle bent at almost a right angle, and with the eye at

the point, would answer a better purpose, and have since

been shown one of that shape devised by Dr. Jackson, of

Chicago, fixed permanently in a handle.

In thus passing a wire through the cervix, for the pur-

pose of controlling its movements during further manipu-

lation, I adopted the plan of Prof. Cloodell, of Philadelphia;

but if I ever have occasion to again perform the operation,,

I shall use silk instead, for reasons which will be stated

further on.

The next step in the proceeding was to pare the edges

of the segments and adapt them to each other. In order

to avoid as much as possible interference from the blood

which would necessarily be drawn and flow down over the

lower or posterior portion, I proceeded to first denude the

edges of the latter. I undertook to accomplish the work
with a pair of blunt-pointed scissors, slightly curved on the

flat, instead of with the knife. With the fingers of my left

hand between the wires in the cervix I was enabled to

sejjarate and steady its segments very nicely indeed. With
the scissors I readily snipped ofl" a portion of the membrane
covering the left margin, which was immediately followed

by a cojnous flow of blood, sufficient to obscure the whole

surface and put it out of the question for me to see where

next to exercise my cutting propensities. With pieces of

absorbent cotton T endeavored to soak away the blood, and

four-fifths of my time was consumed in that way before I
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succeeded in getting the parts pared to my satisfaction. I

was obliged to snip off a portion, sop up the blood, and then

hastily snatch up my scissors and get possession of another

portion before the flow of blood would shield the parts

from view. In such way I continued the tiresome proceed-

ing until the edges of both segments were as thoroughly

pared as I could hope to have them. The internal margin

of the denuded portion coincided with the margin of the

corrugated mucous strip, and the external as nearly as pos-

sible with the circumference of the normal cervix. From
the angles of each fissure I removed a wedge-shaped piece

of cicatricial tissue, which had formed in attempt by nature

to repair the injury, and which very materially interfered

with the close approximation of the segments. In this

case there were no enlarged " shot like " nebothian glands

present, of which authors speak.

At this stage of the proceeding I was almost tired out.

and so was my patient and assistant; for, to add to our

trouble, one of my assistants became faint at sight of so>

much blood, and I was obliged to depend solely upon the

other. I wished most heartily that I had never seen the

patient, and she probably entertained like feelings toward

me. But I had gone too far to recede. I encouraged my
patient and remaining assistant all I could, and bravely

as possible proceeded to the task of inserting the sutures.

I had intended using the silver wire, as most operators do,,

but in view of the tediousness of the operation hastily

determined to risk the introduction of carbolized silk

instead, after the plan of Dr. A. J. Skeene, of New York.

I took a needle of the same shape and size as that used in

passing the wire, and having armed it with the silk, clasped

it with the needle holder at a point just in advance of the

eye, and while I coapted and steadied the parts with the

wires held in the left hand, with the right I pushed the

needle from behind forwards through the posterior and

anterior segment of the cervix, about three-eighths of an

inch below the upper extremity of the rent on the left side,

and about one-quarter in from its margin, so that the exit

of the needle from the posterior segment and its entrance

to the anterior would correspond to the internal margin of
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the denuded surface. When the point of the needle

emerged from the anterior segment I seized it with the

needle holder, turned it out on a curve with the vaginal

wall, and by it drew the suture down to the entrance of

the vagina. The passage of the needle gave great pain,

and the utility of having one with the eye near the point,

can l)e appreciated, in its obviating the necessity of draw-
ing the needle entirelj^ through.

The next point was to fasten the sutures. I passed the

ends in the usual way, and. having no assistant, proceeded

to press down the knot with the sponge holder, held between
my teeth. In this manner I succeeded in introducing a

sufficient number of stitches (five on one side and four on
the other) to very admirably, as I thought, adjust the

wounded margins.

During, or just previous to, the tightening of each

suture. I injected a syringe full of carbolized water for the

purpose of removing all the debrit! which was liable to be

2)resent. and Ijecome entangled in the knot or fastened be-

tween the freshened surfaces. It might be well, right

here, to remark that after my first assistant left the room,

I maintained my patient in position b}^ passing a sheet,

folded, under her knees and from thence around her shoul-

ders, having it drawn sufficiently tight to keep the thighs

well flexed upon the abdomen.
AVhen the stitches were all inserted I rinsed out the

vagina with carbolized water, introduced well up against

the cervix a pledget of cotton soaked in glycerine and

bearing half a grain of morphia sulphate. Internally I

gave the patient a couple of grains of quinia sulphate,

with a little brandy, and opium enough to keep the bowels

(|uiet, put her to bed and left her for the night, after having

drawn the urine and given instructions as to the use of the

catheter when necessary, until my return.

On the following day I found my patient resting com-

fortably, and she continued so, with the exception of the

development of some irritability of the bladder on the

third or fourth day, which was controlled by hot fermenta-

tions and opiates. The patient was permitted to evacuate

her bladder in the natural way, after the third day, and a
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catliartic was administered on the fifth. I did not, how-
ever, permit my patient to leave her bed until the seventh
day. Twice each day the cervix was treated to a bath of

carbolized tepid water, followed by the introduction of a

tampon of absorbent cotton soaked in glycerine.

On the ninth day I removed the sutures with some mis-

givings, to find that the longer rent had closed entirely,

while the other, on the right side, had united in only about
half its extent from above d-ownwards. 1 now noticed that

the wire which I had passed through the point of the cer-

vix had become "kinked'* in such manner as to pry open
the lips, as it were, and to that cause 1 ascribed in a meas-

ure, at least, the lack of union. In fact, more or less

trouble had been experienced all along through the pres-

ence of the wire, for the reason that the portion projecting

from the vagina was a constant source of irritation to the

vulva, catching in the clothing and the like, and interfered

with the introduction of the cotton tampons, during which

latter process the wire was no doubt bent in the maimer
just spoken of. I would never again use the wire, but silk

instead, for. although a point would be lost in its being

less firm, it would permit of being pushed up within the

vagina without producing any trouble.

I was now heartily anxious to complete the restoration

of the parts by re-pareing the margins of the ununited

portion and inserting the requisite number of sutures, but

my patient w^as very loth to pass through another such try-

ing ordeal, and I with difiiculty persuaded her to permit

me to insert o;//// oiw sfifrli to hold i\\Q pohifs in coaptation,

while 1 would adopt some other means to insure complete

union. I had in mind the ingenious device of Dr. 0. E.

Herrick, of Michigan, I think, as a modification of

Emmett's operation, suggested in an article in the Phila-

delphia Medinil and Sioyical Beporter of a couple of years

ago. It was simply the use of elastic bands instead of

sutures, with which to hold the denuded parts together.

I placed the patient in the same position as liefore,

pared readily the margins of the ununited portion, and

inserted a silk suture, as formerly, in the free end of the

•<^ervix. about one-quarter inch from the end. and as much
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from the side, passing the thread over the end in fixing the

knot, so as to hold the parts together as closely and firmly

as possible at their free extremity. My next step was to

place over and around the centi'al portion of the cervix a

small elastic band, such as stationers and others use to

hold small packages, for the purpose of maintaining the

remaining portion of the denuded surfaces in contact. I

made several unsuccessful attempts to throw the band over

the neck, and finally succeeded in doing so by placing the

band first over the folded blades of my Hunter's bi-valve

speculum, then introducing the instrument into the vagina,

opening the blades until the cervix dropped in between
them, and then shoving the band off the blades with the

uterine repositor. I had the satisfaction of being thus

able to place the band just where I wanted it, like the

hoop on a barrel, and after the second one had been

;ipplied in the same manner, the parts were coapted

<>eautifully.

I again syringed out the vagina, introduced the cotton

-md glycerine, carbolized, and left the patient to be treated

in the same manner as after the first operation.

In eight days I removed the sutures and bands, to find

perfect union throughout.

Abt. VI.—A Classification of the Causes. Dangers, Symptoms, Treatment

and Setjuels of Complicated Labors. By Jos. H. Stites, M. D., Belmont,

Nye County, Nevada.

PRECIPITATE LABOR.

A hurried labor lasting much less time than the nat-

ural, it may terminate with one pain. It is caused by any-
thing that increases the forces, or diminishes size of child,

or renders the passage ample:
Robust constitution.

Nervous irritation.

Muscular irritation.

To Her Rupture of membranes.
Forces. Mental emotions.

Poisoning.

Eruptive diseases^& albuminuria.

,
Ergot.

To Her ( Large pelvis.

Passages. | Soft parts much relaxed.

I
Small child.

( Premature, or otherwise.

Causes.

Referable

to Mother.

Referable

to Child.
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Danger.

Referable

to Mother.

Referable

to Child.

!

Perineum.
Vagina.
Cervix.

Prolapsus uteri.

Inversion.

Inertia uteri.

Post partum hemorrhage.
Rupture of uterus.

Apoplexy.
C Compression. ~{ Child, or Cord.

< Ruj)ture of cord.

(^ Death from fall.

i

Treat the causes.

Recumbent posture.

Competent attendants, opium, rest, etc. Vide authors.

5
Puerperal mania.

Prolapsus uteri, and consequently inflammation.

Next labor more precipitate.

TEDIOUS OR TARDY LABOR.

A labor lasting longer than twenty-four hours, and due
to causes interfering with the first stage : either with the
forces, or the passages, or child—the great majority due to

lack in uterine contractions:
f Liq. amnii.

I Twins.

Clauses.

Over Distention of Uterus.

Inherent.

Dangers.

Treatment.

Repeated parturition.

Uterine inflammation.

Gout, Rheumatism, and
Uterine Inertia. -\ Neuralgia.

Referable j Precocious pregnancy,

to Forces, j Old age.

Warm climate.

Fatty uterine fibres.

Mental depression.

Anaesthetics.

Pulmonary diseases.

Tough membranes.
Double uterus.

^,1 . ^ . . ( Displacements.
Change m uterine axis.

^ obliquity of neck.

Rigid OS.

Anterior lip between head and pubes.

Premature rupture of membranes.

Large head.

Powerless labor.

\ Post partum hemorrliage.

(^Retention of i^lacenta.

t May sufler from uterine pressure if membranes
} are ruptured, and any difficulty exists in

\ the neck of uterus,

j Remove the cause. Stimulate uterine contraction. Rest.

{ Stimulants. Ergot. Food. Forceps.

Referable

to Passages.

Referable

to Child.

Referable

to Mother-

Referable

to Child.

I
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A
comes
stage

:

Causes

Danger.*

1 ^
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Symptoms.

Duriug
gestation,

Duriug
Labor.

I Early <|uickeiiiiig.

< Pedulous abdomen.

( Non-descent of uterus, etc.

Treatment.

Referable to

obstruction

in

hard parts.

Referable to obstruc

tion in soft parts.

Same as powerless labor.

Premature labor.

ForcejDS, ante-post, diameter, o

Version " " " 2-.

Craniotomy " " "
2

Cjesarian section under 2

\ Evacuate fluid tumors.
- Push up solid ones.

\ Overcome.

ni. upwar

POWERLESS LABOR.

A labor occurring in the second stage in which the

passages and child are not sufficiently disproportioned to

cause an obstructed labor, but one in which with a normal

uterine force delivery would take place: have only slight

disproportions, can exist:

I

Inherent inertia uteri.

I

Fatty uterine fibres.

Referable j Albuminuria,
to Forces. ^ Paraplegia.

Ascites.

Ovarian tumors.

Pelvis a little smaller than natural.

Soft part not so readily passable as usual.

Head larger than natural.

Causes.

Referable

to Passages.

Referable

to Child.

Dangers.

Referable

to Mother.

Complete exhaustion.

Sloughing of soft parts.

Metritis.

. , . ( Placental separation.
Aspnyxia.

^ p^.g^^^^re upon cord.

Referable

to Child.

Restlessness.

Diminution in forces and frequency of pains.

Pulse rapid in intervals of pains.

Q , , Tongue dry.
symptoms. \ p^^^ ^^^^^j^^^ anxious, eyes sunken.

Olive -colored discharges from uterus.

Persistent vomiting.

Passage dry and edematous.

I
Never allow the labor to become powerless if it does stimu-

1 late uterine contractions and supply force.— Vide anthors.

( T7'- ^ 1 f Urinary, and
) Fistula.

JF,,^,i/'

(^ Atresia vagina.

Treatment.

Sequels.
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Akt. VII.—Treatment of Tinea Capitis. By J. T. Stewart, M. 1)., Peoria, 111.

A great variety of treatments have been devised and

re(.'omniended by various authors for this obstinate and dis-

gusting disease. Perhaps if the recommendations of

ahnost any of these authors are followed, it will in time

result in a cure : but the cure is unnecessarily slow, and to

follow the advice of some is positively barbarous. The
disease, though manifesting itself locally, is undoubtedly

constitutional; hence, while in its treatment we must not

neglect local treatment, yet the constitutional treatment is

the main thing.

The treatment, in this as in all other diseases, must be

varied more or less to suit each individual case, but the

principles of treatment are the same in all. The time re-

quired to complete a cure is ordinarily from one month to

six weeks. Occasionally an old and obstinate case requires

a longer time. For internal treatment the following are

perhaps the most reliable remedies, and I place them, as I

think in the order of their relative merits: arsenic, iodine,

rhumex crispus, or yellow dock, and mercury. For external

use, poultices, saline washes, iodide of sulphur ointment,

or dilute citrine ointment. These means in my hands have

invariably produced satisfactory results. As an ilkistration

of their practical application, I take from the notes of St.

Francis hospital the following case:

May W.. aged five years, admitted October 14, 1881,

had had disease three months—entire scalp crusted over

with a very thick scab, with patches of same on face and

neck. Directed the head to be enveloped in a flaxseed meal

poultice, slightly carbolized. until the scab began to soften

and loosen. Then directed it to be removed by piece-meal,

a's they could, without producing irritation, with a small

pair of scissors cutting the hair underneath. As soon as

any part was exposed it was well washed daily with a solu-

tion of sulphite sodie. a drachm to the ounce of water, and

then anointed with iodide of sulphur ointment. She was

put on the following prescription:
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:3 Iodide potassium, 1 drachm.
Fowler's solution, ^ drachm.
Fluid extract yellow dock, i ounce.
Syrup sars. compound, la ounces.
Aqua pura, 2 ounces.

Mix. Teaspoonful three times a day.

At the end of a week there being no evidence of the

constitutional effects of the arsenic, it was increased to a

drachm, in which doses it was continued, with one or two
intermissions, to the end of her treatment. On the 5th of

November (three weeks and one day from her admission),

she was removed, with only a few small spots of disease

remaining. The treatment was continued, and at the end
of two weeks more every vestige of disease had disap-

peared. Her general health was perfectly restored and all

treatment discontinued. No depilation was resorted to,

which is a painful and tedious operation, and never neces-

sary.

Harry C, aged four years; visited the first of April last,

found him in much the same condition, put him on same
treatment, except Donovan's solution was used instead of

Fowler's, and dilute citrine ointment (2 drachms to 6

drachms of cosmoline well rubbed together), instead of

iodide of sulphur ointment. The latter ointment I usually

prefer, and Donovan's solution is usually more efficient

than Fowler's solution. May 1, he was entirely free from

tinea, and his general health excellent.

Other cases might be cited showing the efficiency of

this treatment, but it is unnecessary. The remedies must

be varied to suit each case. There may be complications

which will require other remedies. Every physician must

in this, as in all other diseases, use judgment and discre-

tion in the selection and application of means to accom-

plish his ends. No author can lay down a set of unvarying

rules, which will apply to all medical or surgical cases.

But a correct general outline of treatment may be of great

service to the physician of judgment and discretion, and

for those who have not these qualifications I do not think

any rules, or any medical education, can ever make them

successful practitioners.
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Of course, to be successful in the treatment of this,

disease, most scrupulous cleanliness must be practiced, and
the best hygienic rules observed.

I do not give this treatment as anything new or infalli-

lile. Others may have better methods; but I do say its re-

sults have been more satisfactory to me than any other

which I ever tried, I make these remarks, hoping that

some who have not been in the profession as long as I have^

and who are annoyed and jjerplexed as I have many times

been, may get some ideas which w^ill be a relief to them
and a benelit to their patients.

Art. VIII.—Asthma and its Treatment. By A. B. Allen, M. D., Jerseyville,.

Illinois.

Asthma is the symptom of an enlarged thymus gland

pressing up^n the pneumo-gastric nerve. It is quite fre-

quent in children, as the thymus gland is large in infancy

and childhood, and is gradually absorbed throughout life,,

until in old age it is almost entirely absent, hence the

origin of the " child will outgrow it." In adult asthmatics,

we find this absorbing process of nature has either been

tardy or supplanted by a deposit of ftit in the mediastinum..

This constant pressure can be borne without any percepti-

ble inconvenience when there is but a normal nervous

action required, but any violent exercise or sudden out-

bursts of grief, joy or temper is almost certain to bring on

a paroxysm. In fact, any of the various causes that would
affect the nervous system, either emotional or climatic, is

sufficient exciting cause. Now, what are the first steps in

the cure—relieve the rigidity of the glotis and the con-

tracted intercostals and diaphragm. Sulphuric ether, a

diff'usable stimulant, narcotic and anti-spasmodic is indi-

cated. Tincture lobelia and tincture stramonium control

the respiratory nerves, and is thus specifically indicated to

control the spasmodic circular contractions of the smaller

bronchial tubes. Tincture opii, for its speedy anodyne

action.

H Ether, 1 ] ounces.

Tincture lobelia, 1 ounce.

Tincture opii,

Tincture stramonia, aa. •] ounce.
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M. Sig. A teaspoonful every hour until uau.sea results. [Note.—
This prescription can be varied according to the temperament and sever-

ity of the case.

Second, constitutional treatment; iodide potassium to

produce absorbtion of the gland and fatty deposit; ammonia,
general stimulant, expectorant, diaphoretic and alkaline;

belladonna as an anodyne and anti-convulsive; cinchona.

tonic, improve the general health and along with it restore

the wounded trunk of the nerve as fast as the gland is

absorbed. Hence the following;

B Iodide potassa, 2 scruples.

Spirits ammonia, 5 drachms.
Tincture belladonna, 1 drachm.
Tincture comp. cinchona, 2 ounces.

Aqua peppermint, 4 ounces.

M. Siu-. A wineiilassful three times a dav.

IH^dical U^vi^nmUna,

Some Legal Responsibilities and Duties of the Medical Practitioner. By N-
Geiek Mooke, Esq., Attorney-at-Law, Peoria, 111.

Without being technical, or going at all into detail, I

venture to condense for practical use some of the duties

and responsibilities which a physician or surgeon assumes,

nolens oolens, when he hangs out his sign.

The law assumes in every case that the practitioner

understands his legal liability, and will not permit him to

make ignorance of it a defense. It is important, therefore,

to avoid the rocks, he should have a chart of the sea he

sails. It is my object to give the general rules on such

subject, and to pass over, at least for the present, the modi-

fications, distinctions and exceptions. To make myself

intelligible, I will keep the subjects, as nearly as possible,

distinct and separate.

I.

The Fractitioner Warrants to the PiMic that he is Possessed

of the Amount of Skill and Learning that Ordinarihf

Characterizes his Profession.

The language of the Supreme Court of Maine, stating

the law on this subject, is sufficiently definite for the pur-

pose of such an article as this, viz.

;
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''This rule does not require that he should have the

highest skill or largest experience, or most thorough educa-

tion, equal to the most eminent of the profession in the

whole countiy; bul; it does require that he should not,

when uneducated, ignorant and unfitted, palm himself off

as a professional man, well qualified, and go on blindly and
recklessly to administer medicines, or perform surgical

operations."'^

II.

The Practitioner Must Keep Pace with the Advancing and
Expanding Standard of Skill and Learning in his

Profession.

It seems that not only is it most proper and profitable

that he should follow the advancing and expanding stand-

ard of professional skill and learning, but it is his bounden
•duty to do so for his own protection. If discarded remedies

be applied injuriously, it will be no defense that the prac-

titioner was still ordinarily well skilled in his profession as

it stood a quarter of a century ago. He must progress with

it. It was said in a Pennsylvania case:

"In judging of the degree of skill in a given case,

regard is to be had to the advanced state of the profession

at the time. Discoveries in the natural sciences for the

last half century have exerted a sensible influence on all

the learned professions, but especially on that of medicine,

whose circle of truths has been relatively much enlarged.

And besides, there has been a positive progress in that pro-

fession, resulting from the studies, the experiments and the

diversified practice of its professors. The patient is

entitled to the benefit of these increased lights. The phy-

sician or surgeon who assumes to exercise the healing art

is bound to be up to the improvements of the day. The
standard of ordinary skill is on the advance, and he who
would not be found wanting must apply himself with all

<liligence to the most accredited sources of knowledge."^

^Patten vs. Wiyrfin, 51 Maine Rep., 594.

^Lewis .]. in McCaiidless vh. McW/ui, 22 Pa., St., 269.
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III.

There Being Different Theories of Medicine, the Practice of a

Physician is to he Tested hy the Standard of the School to

Which he Adheres.

This is on the principle that when a physician is called

it is understood between him and his patient that his

course of treatment will be based on the system of his

school, and is, therefore, practically, a matter of con-

tract.^ It would be plainly unfair to submit to treatment

by a homoeopathist and then prove by an allopath that the

remedies used were ill chosen and not able in any case to

to cure.

IV.

If, in Practice, a Uniform Course of Treatment has been Set-

tled Upon and Adopted in the Case of a Particular

Disease or Injury, this Would he Held the Law of that

Particular Case, and any Deviation from it would he at

the Peril of the Practitioner.*

In an English case a surgeon of wide reputation and

marked ability, experimented with an appliance of his own
invention in the treatment of an injury, and, it proving

onsuccessful, in an action for malpractice the court said in

substance: "He who acts rashly acts ignorantly, and

though the defendant be, in general, as skilful in his pro-

fession as any gentleman in England, he acted ignorantly,

rashly and unskilfully, contrary to the known rules and

usages of surgery."^

Surgery being to some extent a mechanic art, a case

like the above could be easier ascertained and proved than

in medical practice, but doubtless if a similar case of

unsuccessful experiment in the prescription of medicines

could be shown, the same result would follow. This might

seem to some a severe rule, as handicapping the profession,

but a thought of the possible result if the field were thrown

open for experiments on the human body with treacherous

and untried drugs, will show the propriety of the limitation.

^Patten vs. Wiggin, 51 Maine, 594.

^McCandless vs. McWia, 22 Pa., St., 269,

^Slater vs. Baker, 2 Wilson, 359.
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V.

Practitioners Incur Considerable Bisk by Giving Patients

Erroneous Information as to the Nature of their Mala-
dies.

The danger is readily seen upon an inspection of the

following case: A surgeon was treating a diseased and
swollen foot and ankle, and directed his patient to observe

absolute rest. The patient disregarded his orders, and, as it

turned out. his disease became worse, whereupon he sued

his attendant for mal-practice. The defendant proved that

the patient had disobeyed express instructions. This, the

court held, would have been a good defense, as the patient

is bound to obey the proper directions of his physician,

but the patient contended that he had been misinformed
as to his disease, but, if he had known the truth, he would
have obeyed directions, and it was held by the court that

that was a proper subject of inquiry, and might bear

strongly on the question whether the patient had by his

negligence contributed to the damage."

VI.

// a Plnjsician Carry Disease into a Family he is Liable for

the Loss, Expense and Bodily Suferiny th(d Besults

therefrom.

The rule as thus stated has not yet l)een elaborately

<liscussed. and may hereafter be somewhat modified, but in

a Kentucky case, where a physician sued for the amount
of his bill, and it was decided that the patient might offset

not only the value of the services made directly necessarj^

by the physician's want of proper care, but also damages
sufficient to reimburse the patient for his bodily suffering,

expense and loss of time.' As an offset is practically a

cross suit, it would doubtless he held under that rule that

the patient might directly sue the physician and recover

for the same items of loss and damage.

^Geiselmaa vs. )Scott, 25 Oliio, <S().

"^ Piper v.«. Menifee, 12 B. Monroe, 404.
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Vli.

It in the Plufsician's dufi/ fo ('(ircf/(//// (iiianl his Patienfs

Coiifiileuve (iml Scrnis.

In a case which I recently saw, but which I am iuia])le

now to put my hand on, it seemed that a physician was
called in an obstetrical case, and, his usual assistant being

absent, took with him a young friend, not a physician, but

whom he introduced as such. There was nothing to add

aggravation to these simple facts, as 1 remember the ca^e,

but when the lady subsequently learned of the deception

she brought suit against the physician for damages, and

was allowed to recover, the coui-t saying that the mere act

of introducing a non practitioner into her room in such a

^•ase was a betrayal of conhdence, a shock and injury to

her feelings and a positive damage, for which she should

be recompensed. It would seem that by the same rule a

juere exposure of secrets learned in the confidential rela-

tion of physician and patient should be followed by like

consequences.

There are many other legal rights and liabilities of

physicians and surgeons, which I have now no space or

time to mention. The above are general in terms, and

subject, as I said at the outset, to modification and excep-

tion, yet are, as I believe, correct in substance, as the law

now stands.

(KUnial WjttXviXt.

Notes. From the Dermatological Clinic of Pkofessor J. Nevins Hyde, Rush

Medical College. Reported by W. C. Bowers.

FIBROMA OK FIBROMA MOLLUSCUM.

First Patient. Charles P., aet. 40. weight 115 pounds,

dark complexion, a broom maker by trade, married, one

child: wife and child healthy; wife never miscarried; no

bad hereditary history.

At the age of 14 patient noticed shortsightedness grow-

ing upon him, though he never saw double at any time.
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This skin trouble began six months later by little

lumps appearing in the skin. No part of surface is now
exempt except the palms and soles. There is no itching or

other uneasiness in skin at any time. His appetite is good,,

and he digests well. The trouble has not increased for past

four years. Upon inspecting patient we find the whole
surface of his body (except the above mentioned parts) cov-

ered with tumors from size of grape seed to the size of a

marble, all covered by good healthy skin. ; none, however,

ulcerated or suppurated. The tumors are pedunculated or

sessilated; distinctly firm when pinched; no dark, uneven
or other marked points on the surface of the tumors. The
lesions are less developed on back than other parts, and
are markedly pedunculated on neck. Etiology of this;

trouble is obscure ; said to occur in patients under weight,,

where lack of growth and innervation exists. " By know-
ing well the rare forms of skin disease the better are we
able to diagnose the common forms."

This disease comes under the class of neoplasms, and is

characterized by a new growth of fibrous connective tissue,

and consists of multiple tumors of fibrous tissue springing

from the corium. Pt is difi'erentiated from molluscum
sebaceum (also called molluscum contagiosum) by the

tumors of molluscum sebaceum having a little well-marked

point somewhere on their surface; and upon squeezing,

these tumors the pent-up sebum will pop out at the point

on the tumor where existed the occluded orifice of a

sebaceous gland,

Molluscum sebaceum shows small, reddish or pale-

colored uniform tumors over face, trunk and thigh, and are-

not contagious any more than warts.

On examining this patient's eyes, strabismus and

myopia existed, though not growing worse. This disease

is strikingly frequent among negroes of America, rare in

whites of America and not seen in the native African

negro.

Treatment; (yut them out. But here they are numerous,,

small, not enlarging, cause no distress; patient is some age;.

improper innervation and bad nutrition, so cod liver oil

and good diet are prescribed.
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ECZEMA.

Second Patient. Man, set. 72; weight about 150 lbs;

fairly nourished; skin flabby, fat disappearing. Old age

always brings on a certain amount of itching called ]3ruri-

tus senile. By scratchiiig, this old gentleman had brought

on an acute eczema upon the upper region of the back,

also a patch on the flexor side of each elbow. A uniform,

reddened, infiltrated, terribly itching surface. This had

been irritated by a mercurial ointment.

No drug to be swallowed to cure an eczema. If any

internal treatment it should be for general health. In this

case now, which is subacute and of the erythematous

variety, the treatment should be as follows: Stop all eat-

ables liable to reflect irritation to skin; allow no more
scratching or other irritant to the surface, as soap or oint-

ments of a stimulating character—in short, remove all

irritants, restore him to usual health, and the eczema will

get well of itself.

dmxt^^m^tut.

Cteneseo, III., Dec. 17, 1881.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir: In your last Issue appeared an article of

several pages in length By Dr of Joliet Denouncing

Pharmacists and especially those in this state in the most

bitter terms. *

The Best I can say of this article is that it is a well

written misrepresentation from the commencement to the

signature, and if you will kindly allow me the space in

your valuable journal I will make a feeble effort to point

out the things wherein the Dr errs. I find no fault with

the Drs criticism of the Homeopaths for they deserve all

he gives them and more,, and the best way to perpetuate

their existence and prosperity is to be continually men-

tioning them in this particular "It gives them noteriety"

go it Dr continue your exagerations and if you improve

fast, after a little time no one will believe you and these
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Homeopaths will have a liberal share of your business " a

good wa}^ is to let them die naturally and unknown " as

they are sure to do if left alone."

The Doctors attack upon pharmacists reminds me very
much of the Irishman "who unable to get employment got
mad and Drunk went Home Hammered his wife "who had
for months Supported the family by washing" smashed her
wash tubs and ended the fracas by burning the House
there by biteing off his nose to spite his face, turning
around and abusing his best friend because he was mad at

some one.

Dear Doctor let me inform you that the first place an
Inteligent man calls at be he a stranger in the city m need
of professional Services is at a first class Drug store. He
enquires for a first class physician... "How many Joliet

pharmacists will recomend you after such an article" The
reason is that he "the public" have confidence in the Drug-
gist and His opinions upon such subjects or they would not

ask them"
The Doctor next goes over the much discuss and dis-

gusting subject The proprietorship of prescriptions and
leaves it about where he found it... But the fact that the

Druggists do and will continue to retain the original pre-

.scription to protect them selves from the verious errors and
numerous Bulls of the more numerous Hot House physi-

cians is evidence enough that they are in the right and
that the public are benefited and satisfied thereby.

the Doctor proposes to do away with the middle men
"Dru^ists" and to convince his reader of their uselessness

and Ignorance He throws much Insulting dirt. Now Dr
let me tell you I am well acquainted with many medical

men Have two in my own family and I know them and
many more to be gentlemen. But take the average prac-

titioner and there are more Ignorant Indolent and careless

men in it "7 mean Regulars men Holding Diplomas from

regular schools " two to one than you will find among the

pharmacists in this or any other State.. A pharmacist is

oljliged to be able to write at least before he can obtain a

situation and not one Doctor in ten can do this very thing...

S':^,veral instances have come under my observation where
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farmer Boys with out one single qualification not even a

common school Education took a notion to study medicine

go to Chicago enter school and in less than 12 months 6

months each year. He comesback with a "Rush" Diaploma
and understands anatomy Physiology, Hygiene, chemistry

Botany surgery Toxicology and practice

and in fact is competent to practice medicine. While
at the same time He can scarcely write his own name,

much less write a legible prescription. Still in this Short

Twelve months he has perfected himself in all these numer-

ous branches and collected besides numerous formulaes
" Original of course " a copy of which he is afraid to write

fear Some Interloper will Steal it and Dose some one.

How do these Hot House MDs compare with the aver-

age pharmacist. He does not receive his education by

faith or Inspiration no we has to commence at the bottom
and work up,, four years aprentisship and then to graduate

is required by the State law " after this " and if he takes

other methods it requires still longer time and a final

examination before the Board...

Why my Dear Sir are you not aware that in these days

a pharmacist must know twice as much as the average

Doctor He has not only to see that the prescription is

properly compounded. To correct errors in Dose &ect and

too without Seeing or knowing anything about the case

and to guard against all the Emergencys liable to occur

But to read and Interpret, some of the poorest of all poor

Writing

He is asked the of the virtues of all the Different medi-

cines in several Diff'erent Languages and is expected to

give a Direct and truthful answer and if he fails to do this,

will expose his Ignorance and His reputation will suffer.

Consequently He must be educated for these imergences

The facts are that if you ask an MD a question nine times

out of ten he will give you an evasive answer. I speak

now of the average practitioner^-^ The Doctor Harps much
upon the quacks.. Webster defines a Quack as a Boastful

pretender of medical skill... With all due Honor for the

many men of ability in the i^rofession,,, men who would,

scorn to stoop so low as to try to villify a sister profession
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pharmacy., ''men who are Honest and without egotism" I^

except But with these exceptions, the majority of these

Hot House physicians Quack it more or less and in all

probability those of this class who Quack it most make the
most fuss and noise whenever they find competition in

that direction How many MDs are there in this State

that can Sit down and write an extmpo prescription origi-

nal and all right as regards compatibility,, Dose, &ect very
few the truth of which is a disgrace to medicine and an
inconvenience to pharmacy

I Say they Quack it more or less they pretend to the

public that they have a thorough knowledge of medicine
yet when they wish to write a prescription They produce
their Book of Formulaes gotten up by Napheys or Some
other authority and copy a prescription verbatum collect

their fees.

Whose Brains do you use your own as you pretend or
' he authors and at the same time you tremble lest some
- )ruggist or Interloper as you call him will give this " your

"^

prescription to some fellow that has the piles and cures

dm? perhaps the Druggists might have one of these

Books of formulaes, and no doubt his copy of the prescrip-

tion would cure the piles as soon as if you had a finger in

the pie But thank Heaven the average pharmacist do not

need this book if he wishes to get up a mixture for the

piles he uses his brains and not the brains of some author

and I have no doubt that one gotten up in this manner is

as efficient as the one you copy from the formulae This in

my opinion is quackery and of the worst kind, you take

fees for a prescription that you borrow and tremble with

fear that the Druggist will borrow it from you. In other

words you write this prescription as the result of your own
Study and observation when realy you are useing the

Brains of some author as your own. what do you call this

if it is not Quackery, you talk and write about science.

and Druggists, "you get a case you guess at what is the

matter of your patient,, you take your Napheys, and turn

the leaves untill you come to the thing you have guessed,

find a prescription & copy it. if it cures all right if not you
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go through the same thing again until the subject Dies or

recovers

you call this Diagnosis and a science But it is nothing

but guess 'work you never give a posative prognosis. This

is about the way the average MD practises medicine and it

is no wonder to do this they need no more education you
a,re not Sure what you are treating you cannot give a

desicive answer upon anny subject pertaining to Human
Ills any more than can the iDharmacist '' He " although I

•do not uphold counter prescribing can with out any more
guess work treat a case as successfully as the average of

MDs "from the Hot House" and I think more Intellegently

if he understands his business, you all experiment more
or less and the pharmacest is as good at this as you are

yourself and have as good a moral right to do so.

Have you ever cured a case of "Phthisis pulmonalis"

Did you ever cure a case of Triary syphilis.". Neither Did

any pharmacist I cannot see but that the experiment is

about as Successful in one Case as the other.

The Doctors Casts some Sarcastic reflections upon the

State Board of Health and Sneers at the pharmacy Board.

Doctor the State Board have not done much it is true but

they have done as much as was possible for them to do

with the amount of Co operation given them by the Regu-

lars.. They have shut out some advertising Quacks. But

there are numerous Quacks Holding Diplomas that they

have failed to reach,,, as yet If any of them come into

compotetion with you why dont you complain upon them
to the proper authorities.

The pharmacy Board is in its Infancy. But it has the

support of every good pharmacist in the State They have

suceeded in passing a law that elevates pharmacy to its

proper place Side by Side with medicine, and has Draun

the proper line between the two professions by Shutting

out and preventing physicians from conducting Drug Stores,

hereafter, obliging them to attend to there legetimate

practice, and in this me thinks I see the Direct Or indirect

-cause for the Doctors Sore head In conclusion let me say
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if you labour under the huculation that the pharmacists of
this state are all Idiots—you may with a few more such
articles arouse them and find out too late your mistake

I am yours Resp

pharmacist

It is not our desire to take an unfair advantage of any opponent ;:

neither will we do it in any case unless seemingly demanded by the

nature of the communication. Our present correspondent is positive that

a vast majority of physicians are so ignorant that it requires a highly
educated druggist to watch over them in the public interest. How com-
petent he is to perform this duty, or to criticise such gentlemen as th&
one he refers to, we submit to our readers. We give his letter verbatim

et literatim.—[Ed.

;O0fe §c\\m.

Haiid-Book of Uterine Therapeutics and of Diseases of Women. By Edward-
John Tilt, M. D., Past President of the Obstetrical Society of London,,

etc. Fourth Edition. New York: W. Wood & Co.; 1881. Cloth; 8 mo.;

pp. 328.

The guiding principles of this work are summed up by
the author in the preface, as follows: "Firstly, the para-

mount impoi'tance of female hygiene for the relief, cure

and prevention of diseases of women. Secondly, the con-

stitutional origin of many diseases of women, as well as the

impossibility of curing them and preventing relapses, unless

ohe treatment comprehends such measures as are known to

favorably modify constitutional taints. Thirdly, the possi-

bility of curing most diseases of women without surgery,

by the application of old, familiar remedies, and sound

hygiene. Fourthly, the utter impossibility of curing aggra-

vated forms of the most common uterine affections unless

surgery be combined with medicine and hygiene." These

principles are faithfully kept in view; often, perhaps, too

strongly conservative, and yet always honestly maintained.

It is just the kind of a book that at the present stage of

gynecological Juror will Hje most likely to do much good.

Many things might be severely criticized, if viewed by the
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present rules of American gynecology; but its careful read-

ing will be of benefit to every general practitioner who
does anything in the line of uterine treatment.

A Treatise on Food and Dietetics, Physiologically and Therapeutically Con-

sidered. By F. W. Pavy, M. D., F. R. S., etc. Second Edition. New
York: W. Wood & Co; 1881; pp.402. The October volume of Wood's
Library for 1881.

We know of no work which considers the subject of

food so fully and so comprehensively as the one before us.

With the increasing interest in the subject of hygiene and

the prevention of disease, the matter of foods will assume

a greater importance than has hitherto been granted it by
the majority of practitioners. With this work within the

reach of all, ignorance and negligence will no longer be

excusable. Among all the valuable works of the Library

for 1881, this volume, from the importance of its subject

and the thoroughness of its treatment, will assume a high

place. It is truly one which the progressive physician

ought to be familiar with.

Smallpox—Cooling- Treatment.

May 24, 1872, I was called to a young man who had
been hired in Philadelphia to work on a farm only two
days before. As soon as he reached his employer s home
he complained of backache, headache, etc., and was unable
to work. As the small-pox prevailed extensively that win-
ter in the city, the employer suspected the case and I was
sent for. I found him very feverish and in an eruption
over his face and neck, and a red, heated state of the body.
I diagnosed small-pox. The farmer and his wife were
greatly alarmed and refused to have anything to do with
nursing him; no one else could be got and so the whole
affair devolved on me. I kept the windows open, had him
covered only by one sheet, gave him freely to^drink of cold

water (spring water) and a teaspoonful of cream of tartar

in a tumbler of water every three hours until it should
purge him. It used to be forbidden to give even a laxative

in measles or any other eruijtive or pustular disease for

fear it would prevent the appearance of the eruption or
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pustules: I have no fear of that kind. During four days I

continued this treatment without giving any food; then I

began to give milk. Why did I not begin sooner? Because
in this disease, as in many others where fever prevails, even
the thought of taking food is disgusting. The time in
which patients (febrile patients) loathe food, lasts but a few
days, then there is tolerance of it and soon a pleasure in
taking it. I was compelled by my desire to do my whole
duty by this poor young stranger, to see him twice daily.

Eveiy morning after I began to give him food I had a quart
of milk brought to me, of which I gave him a tumblerful,
and directed him to drink all the rest during the day with
plenty of ice water. At 6 P. M. I had another brought to
him for the night. He was very full of pustules, but all

went well, and on the 15th of June I paid my last visit and
he was walking about the room. In all the time no person
saw him but myselt save Dr. Leedom, who paid one visit

to him, never having seen a case before. Not a particle of
food entered his mouth but the milk. He arose from his

bed free from disease and he has been perfectly well ever
since. If I could have charge of one who had never been
vaccinnated, but had been exposed to the contagion of
small-jDOx, I would prepare him, by mild laxatives, a weak
solution of Epsom salts, or teaspoonful doses of cream of
tartar, in half a tumbler of water every four hours, or often
enough to move the bowels, by a light diet and abstinence
from all stimulating drinks. If this could be continued
for a few days I would expect him to have a mild disease;

but if I should not be called until the pustules had ap-
peared I would, if the heat were great, use the same means
—cooling laxatives, cold drinks, no food for a few days,

cool sponging to the body or head, or both, if the tempera-
ture runs high, almost no covering, a good breeze of air

blowing over him if the weather were warm.

—

Hiram Cor-
son, M. D., in Coimtry Fracfitionerfor tieptemher.

Rectal Fistula.

Rectal fistula have been treated successfully by Mr.
H. A. Reeves {Med. Bee.) by dividing the fistula in the usual

way, scraping away all membranous and granulating tis-

sue; dividing the remaining muscular fibre in the bottom
of fistula; the edges are thereupon brought together and
three deep silver sutures inserted, the edges brought out
externally and tied. In a week the sutures are removed.—KanaaH Medtea I Index.
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SiliJrair^tttir ^oU»,

We select the following prescrip-

tions for headache from a number col-

lected from various sources by the
Hospital Gazette.—Med. News.

UREMIC HEADACHE WITH DEFICIENT
EENAIi ACTION.

I^ Potass, citrat., 1 scruple.

Spts. juniperi, 1 drachm.
Spts. aether, nitros, 20 minims.
Decoc. scoparii, 1 ounce.
M. Sig. This amount three times

a day.

HEADACHE ASSOCIATED WITH GOUTY
DIATHESIS.

3 Liq. potass, ars.,

Liq. potassse, aa. 1 drachm.
Tinct. colchici, 2 drachms.
Tinct. lavandulaj co., 3 ounces.
Aquae pura, 6 ounces.
M. Sig. A tablespoonful in a wine-

glassful of water twice a day after

food.

DYSPEPTIC HEADACHE WITH FliATU-
LENCE, ACIDI I Y AND PYEOSIS.

I^ Sodse bicarb.,

Bismuth subcarb.,
Pulv. acacise, aa. 1 drachm.
Spts. amm. aromat., 2 ounces.
Syr. zingib., 'S ounces.
Aquse purSfe, ad. 8 ounces.
M. Sig. Two tablespoon*ful three

times a day, half an hour before food.

CONGESTIVE HEADACHE.
^

IJ Ammon. bromid., 1 drachm.
Spr. amm. aromat., }4 drachm.
Aquae purse, 1^2 ounces.
M. Sig. To be taken on rising in

the morning.

BILIOUS HEADACHE WITH FLATU-
LENCE.

IJ Magnes. sulphat., 6 drachms.
Magnes. carbonat., 1 drachm.
Tinct. lavand. co., 8 ounces.

^ Aquae menth. pip., ad. 8 ounces.
M. Sig. A sixth part to be taken

early in the morning and repeated as

may be necessary.

NEURALGIC HEADACHE WITH CONSTI-
PATION.

I^ Quiniae disulph., 12 grains.

Acid, sulph. dil., }4 ounce.
Tinct. ferri perchlor., 2 drachms.
Spts. chloroformi, 2 drachms,
Magnes. sulph., 1}4 ounces.
Syr. zingiberis, 2 ounces.
Aquae, ad. 12 ounces.
M. Sig. Two teaspoonsful three

times a day.

NEURALGIC AND NERVOUS HEADACHE
MARKED BY GENERAL DEBILITY AND
DEFEC IVE NUTRITION.

1^ Glacis hypophos., 80 grains.
1'inct. ferri perchlor., 3 drachms.
Quiniae disulshat, 16 grains.

Strychniae, }4 grain.

Spts. chloroformi, 2 drachms.
Syrupi, 1}4 ounces.
Aquae purae, ad. 8 ounces.

M. Sig. A tablespoonful three
times a day in a wineglassful of water

SPA MODIC DYSMENORRHCEA.

]J Powdered valerian 3 drachms.
Laudanum, 10 drops.
Aquae ferv., 8 ounces.

M. Sig. As a rectal enema in con-
junction with baths and antispasmod-
ics.— Prof, F. B. Fonsgreves, of Pa/r'is,

in Medical Qazetie.

APHRODISIACS.

According to Dr. Bartholow, the
following are distinctly aphrodisiac
combinations in functional generative
debility:

5 Ergot, extract, aquos., 1 scruple.

Sanguinariae pulv., 2 grains.

M. For twenty pills. One three
times a day.

Or,

I^ Tinct. sanguinar., 3 drachms.
Stillingiae ext., fluid, , 5 drachms.

M. Fifteen to twenty drops in

water, thrice daily.

—

Med. and Surf/.

Rej)orter.

FOR CORYZA.

A writer in the Union Med., recom-
mends the following, at the com-
mencement of a cold:

Vp Acid, carbol. cryst., 5 parts.

Alcoholis, 15 parts.

Liq. ammon., 5 parts.

Aquae destill., 10 parts.

Let a few drops fall on blotting

paper, and inhale at a distance,

through the nose and mouth.

STYPTIC COLLOID.

The following instantly coagulates

blood, forming a consistent clot, un-
der which wounds will readily heal

:

5 Collodion, 100 parts.

Carbolic acid, 10 parts.

Tannic acid, 5 parts.

Benzoic acid, 5 parts.

Mix the ingredients in the above
order.
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A Matter of Business.

Every one who is familiar with this journal will at once notice an

enlargement of filly one-third in the number of pages. This number
contains about sixty pages of reading matter, and nearly all original.

Our proposition to the profession is this :
" If a sufficient number of ncAV

subscribers are received before February 1st to warrant the continuation

of this enlarged size, it will be done ; if not, the next number will be of

the usual number of pages." There are many ways in which every one
can do his share in enlarging the journal. Speak to your friends about
it, and in its favor

;
get them enough interested in it to try it a year ; let

every subsCTiber see that his renewal is promptly forwarded, and with it

a dollar for a friend. Other ways will suggest themselves. The only

thing remaining to say is, will you do it ?

A New Medical University.

The rage for new medical colleges has spread even to

Peoria, and it is whispered abroad that this city is to go

far ahead of an}/thing in that line in the world. No mere
two or three term college will content its ambitious pro-

jectors; but a university in the broadest sense of the word.

Each branch of the science will have a separate college.

For instance, there will be the college of surgery, with 10

professors; one on clinical surgery, one for didactic surgery^

one for operative surgery, and so on up to ten. Then there

will be the college of obstetrics, with 12 professors to start

with. In all there will be 22 colleges, with 300 professors

in the regular course. The term for graduation will con-
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sist of one year, or two terms, in each college, or 22 years

to receive a university diploma. This may seem a long

time ; but we are assured that the diploma will be received

in Europe and New Zealand. The number of lecturers and
adjunct professors will be unlimited, so that every one who
thinks he has a call to lecture can be gratified. The
colleges will be built and the university endowed by con-

tributions from those who desire professorships. The
projectors are well aware that there is a sufficient number
of ambitious men in the profession to fill all the chairs on
these conditions and richly endow the university, and are

only waiting an opportunity to come forward and sacrifice

themselves for the cause—and a title. We shall watch the

unfolding of this glorious scheme with interest, and notify

our readers of all its important features as soon as they are

sufficiently matured to be made public. The name of the

university we are not yet at liberty to announce, as the

copyright on it is not yet secured.

Notes and Echoes.

The compliments of the season to each and every one.

Small-pox is becoming, if indeed it has not already
become, epidemic in almost every part of the country.

Dr. John Stout (Chicago Med., 79) has been elected

County Physician for Peoria County for the year 1882.

Dr. Edward Montgomery (Jefferson, 78) was married
at Quincy, 111., on October 12th, to Miss Agnes Coxe of the
same city.

"Are you feeling very ill? Let me see your tongue^
please." '' It's no use, doctor; no tongue can tell how bad
I feel."^

—

Boston Transcript.

Professor in Quiz :
" What do you understand as a-

plastic operation?" Student: ''Why^—why—I think it is

an operation with plasters."

Small-pox has caused Keokuk's Medical College to be
closed for a time. It is said that a small-pox "stiff" was
shipped in, from which over forty students have been in-

fected.
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"What a fine protuberant forehead your baby has,

Mrs. Jones! Did he get it from his father?" "No," re-

plied Mrs. Jones, ''he got it from a fall down stairs."

—

Boston Transcript.

Doctors were humorously compared by Addison to the
arm 3^ of ancient Britons described by Julius Caesar :

" Some
slay on foot, and some in chariots; but those in the chariots
do the most execution."

—

Lancet and Clinic.

The Fijian term for doctor means, " Carpenter of
Death." An English doctor among them is trying to sub-
stitute a new term, meaning "Man of Life."

—

Investigator

To use Pat's phraseology, he had better leave before he
stays too long; /. e., before they find him out.

Rush Medical College has over 500 students. The
University Medical School of New York, has over 600;
College of Physicians and Surgeons, N. Y., over 480; De-
troit Medical College 35; Michigan College of Medicine,
Detroit, 70; University of Michigan, Medical Department,
365; Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, 28.

The Board of Supervisors of Peoria County have
decided to build an extensive addition to the County Poor
House, for the accommodation of the insane charges of the
county, of which there are now sixty-six. We suppose
they know all that is necessary to be known upon the sub-
ject; since upon inquiry we have not learned that any
physician has been consulted about the necessary arrange-
ments of such a building.

Mr. Addison, in the House of Commons, three times
attempted to make a speech upon an important question,

and each time began as follows :
" Mr. Speaker, I con-

ceive," and stopi)ed. This occurred for a third time, when
a witty member arose and said: "I regret exceedingly
that my friend has conceived three times and yet has
brought forth nothing. It is a manifest case of false con-
ception."— 0/^.s^6^^>7c Gazette.

Be positive. Nothing is worse than a vacillating phy-
sician, whom each notion, each whim of the patient, each
suggestion of nurse or family afi'ects. Blown hither and
thither by every breath, incapable of taking a broad view;

of the case, his treatment soon becomes as irresolute as

himself, and directions and bottles accumulate with
bewildering rapidity. The fewer drugs that are used the
better; the greater the decision with which drugs are used
the better.

—

JJa Costa.
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Grave charges of neglect and mismanagement have
been preferred against the retiring warden and officers of
Cook County Hospital, in Chicago.

Three double-dipped points of non-humanized virus to
every new subscriber. Here is a chance to make the
journal free and money besides. Send in your names.

We can state by authority that none of the late Pres-
ident Garfield's medical attendants have rendered any
bill for services. They will leavfe the whole matter to
Congress, and whatever pay they will receive will be in
the nature of an honorarium.

What the profession needs at present is to put down
the brakes on specialism. We notice the appointment of
a very worthy physician in an eastern city as "Neurologist,
of the Hospital," which title he assumes when writing as

an author. "Cannot some other specialties be created to

give positions to other aspiring gentlemen?" Why not
have a Pneumatologist, to attend to the lungs; a Therma-
tologist, to observe temperature; a Narcotizer, to see that
patients sleep well; a Defecator, to attend to their bowels,

etc.?

—

Pacific Medical Journal. Just wait, gentlemen, until

the new university mentioned elsewhere is ready for busi-

ness. It will provide for all this work, and some not yet
even dreamed of.

Receipts for December.

In the future we will print each month on this page
the names of those to whom formal receipts have not been
sent:

Illinois.—Drs. IST. F. Felker, E. R. Boardman, B. Curti, G. W.
Remage, F. C. Gay, J. H. Hull, J. H. McGhee, F. J. Patera, R. B. Ray,

E. S. Adams, W. L. Kreider, Jno. I. Skelly, E. E. Welborn, F. Potts,

F. A. Darling, H. Wardner, F. P. Anthony, Samuel Kelly, Wm. Dillon,

F. S. Maschek, J. J. Thometz, R. D. Bradley, Green Hill, H. W. Hewett,

W. D. Nelson, A. H. Kinnear, J. Lee, R. J. Law, J. L. Hoover, S. R.

Youngman, E. O. F. Roler, R. F. Henry, E. O. Boardman, P. Sattler, B.

Ragon, M. Enright, C. F. F. Stringer, S. Cravens, G. A. Wilson, G. L.

Toel, F. Drude, W. E. Haines, T. H. Fleming, W. H. H. King. Iowa.—
Drs. F. L. Hinsdale, S. N. Bixby, H. N. Sill, M. I. Powers, D. C.

Mather, M. Thornwell, H. H. Hunt, A. O. Strout, G. C. Wallace, W. F.

Graham, L. L. Dexter, S. J. Starr, B. F. Hyatt, M. C. Counett, E.

Brendel. Michigan.—Drs. H. Erichsen, A. Garwood. Minnesota.—
Drs. W. H. Smith, R. L. Moore. Arkansas.—Dr. E. Visart. Dakota.—
Dr. G. W. Nuckols. Wisconsin.—Drs. A. A. Maurer, C. W. Stoelting,

J. S. Graham, W. H. Earles, C'. H. Frost. Missouri.—Dr. J. Seevers.

Indiana.—Drs. G. W. Carpender, R. Burns. Colorado.—Dr. C. B.
Richmond.
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Some Tilings Tliat May Interest You.

The atteution of tlie medical profession is directed to the liberal

offei*s made on advertising page 247. Tliey are worth considering.

Lactopeptixe.—Every physician knows what lactopeptine is ; has
prescribed it, and Ave venture to say would sooner attempt to do a general

practice without calomel than without this invaluable medicine. The
Xew York Pharmacal Association continue to manufacture and sell it as

pure and good as ever.

Xew and Rare Drugs.—Messrs Park, Davis & Co., of Detroit,

Mich., are the largest dealers and manufacturers in the line of new and
rare drugs and pharmaceuticals. This immense house has done more in

the Avay of introducing new remedies than any other house in the United
States. Our space would not allow us to give even the half of the names
of important and valuable additions to our remedial agents brought to

our attention by this energetic firm. Their preparations are sold and
used all over this country, and largely in foreign countries.

Of late years the cod-liver oil emulsions have found a formidable
rival in the shape of the 3Ialt Extracts. There are two which are now
prominently before the profession, and first

—

The Trommer Extract of Malt, manufactured by the Trommer Extract
Malt Co., at Fremont, Ohio, has been so long and favorably known to

the profession that it scarcely needs any additional testimony in its favor.

In the cough of consumjition it plays an important part. We have seen

most obstinate coughs relieved by it, acting not only as a food and con-

structive, but per se a sedative to the irritable air passages.

Maltine is another of the malt preparations Avhich now occupies an
enviable position as a remedy in consumption, and other diseases depend-

ent upon malt nutrition. Messrs. Reed & Carnick, of New York, are the

manufacturers of maltine. As a constructive it is one of the best. In
debility, consumption and other wasting diseases, it supplies the place of

cod-liver oil in many cases, and in many more is far superior to cod-liver

oil, as it is not at all likely to derange the digestive organs.

Dr. J. L. Collins, of Guilford, Indiana, writes to the Powell Manu-
facturing Co., Baltimore, under date of December 20, 1881, as follows:

Gentlevien

:

—I feel it my duty to send this communication, although
unasked. About two years ago you sent me at ray request, a trial bottle

of your Powell's Beef, Cod-Liver Oil and Pepsin. Since that time I have
been using it continuously in a large country practice, where coughs and
consumption prevail extensively, and in summer cholera infantum is very
prevalent and hard to manage. This summer past I had a great many
ca.ses of summer diarrhea and cholera infantum. Where the ordinary

remedies totally f'ailefl, they recovered under the use of your preparation.

After using and prescribing more than six dozen bottles of your Beef,

Cod-Liver Oil and Pej)sin, I have yet to find a single patient whose
stomach would not tolerate it after the third dose. I feel that it is not

an extravagant expression, whcin I say that I believe it is of more value

to the general })ractitioner as a general tonic, than all th(^ so-called tonics

known to the materia medica comoined, especially in dyspepsia, nervous
debility, intestinal catarrh, bronchial catarrh and consumption, and
many other di-seases.
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * lu Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R, S.,

P7of. Clinical Medicine, Owen^s College ; Physician to the
Manchester Infirmary^ etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts

diastase."
A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,^^ etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Oreat Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which prevents injury to its properties orflavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hoios,

phosphates of lime and magnesia, It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and efli-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answeriDg advertisements mention tiie Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT for the INSANE
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present proprie-

tor, is now in its ninth year of successful operation.

Possessed of every conceivable advantage in location, site,

retirement, and building arrangements— all carefully

studied from the beginning—it is prepared to carry into

effect the most advanced ideas in the treatment of the in-

sane. It especially adapts itself to the care of cases of a
chronic nature, where a home with something of perma-
nency is an object. Favoring circumstances permit of

lower rates of charge than can possibly be afforded in any
other institution so supported. The proprietor presents

his grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.

OcTOBEK, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses, Paints,

Oils, Etc., Etc.

Preseriptians Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day and
Night. Call No. 161 Telephone.

SOS South-Adanns, at the Head of Bridge Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

C. J^. 'BO'VT'JSKJ^IST Sc CO.,

PresenpUon Druggists,
520 2v^JV.X:tT SOTIREIET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Pharmaceu-
tical Preparations in hand for dispenulng purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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POWELL'S
BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN,

Has received the endorsement of our leadin£
Practitioners sooner than any Medicinal

preparation ever introduced ; its in- .

trinsie values are guaranteed.

Read what is said of it:

Jno. Morris. 11.D.. Baltimore, Md..
savs : POWE].L'S BEEF, COD LIVEK OIL
AND PEPSIN I liavH found very valuable
in the treatment of Plithisis. especially
when complicated with impaired digestion.

Dr. Clias. H. Hepburn. Pliysieian
to Indian Training; !^<'liool.<'arlisle.
Pa., writes, that his patients derive great
benefits from the use of POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN. In this
letter Dr. H. orders one dozen bottles for his
Institution.

I>r. £dward Alcorn. Hnstonville,
Ky., writes, he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN on his
daughter, "who took it with impunity, and
received great benefits from use— disease
Phthisis—great wasting away." Dr. A. says
he regards it the best preparation in the
market.

Dr. T. Hamilton Bush. 19 \\, 4Snd
St., Bf. Y. City, writes, " I have tried all

the pure Cod Liver Oils and Emulsions in
the market one by one and discarded. I
cheerfully give my earnest apjiroval of
POWELL'S BEEF, COD LIVEK OIL AND
PEPSIN, as being the most nutritious, easi-
est digested, and a combination manifesting
its beneficial effects quicker than any oil

combination that I have ever tried."

l>r. Li. J. Collins. «i^uilford. Ind..
writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
GOD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
patient with general failure of nutrition, in-
ability to digest any food of a starch nature.
Re.sult.s, satisfactory beyond all expecta-
tion, and he considers it one of the best, if

not the best tonic medicine known for use
on nervous, debilitated patients.

l>r. C D. lludd, Bryantown, Md..
"I was much pleased with the effect of
POWELLS BEEF, COD LIVER OIL AND
PEPSIN, in cases of Stromous of long stand-
ing. Please send three bottles at once by
express."

Dr. F. C. A. Kellum. Jr., Pungra-
teasue, Va., writes. " I have used POW-
ELL'S BEEE, COD LIVER OIL AND PEP-
SIN, in a case of Incipient Tuberculosis,
with excellent results."

Dr. A. M. Powell. Catawba, IV. C,
writes, "I used POWELL'S BEEF, COD
LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on myself, in a
case of Dyspepsia of long standing, with
torpor and want of tone in the digestive or-
gans and liver. Results, great relief In
digestion, and quiet sleep instead of ner-
vous wakefulness." Dr. P. considers the
preparation eminently adapted for weak-
ness and nervous diseases accompanied with
impaired digestion.

Dr. S. H. Mcllroy, llorrisanla. ]V.

Y.. writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a pa-
tient with Bronchial Cough and with feeble
digestion. Results, much improvement
in both. Dr. Mcllroy says be considers the
medicine meets the indications in these dis-
eases, and will in all pulmonary affections.

Dr. Ij. H. (Griffith. Upper 3Barlboro,
Md.. writes, he has tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN in Phthisis,,
complicated with indigestion, and that it

acted speedily, and he considers the com-
bination is just what the profession needs.

Dr. A. H, Powell. Baltimore, Md,,
writes, that he tried POWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on J. B.,
disease. Phthisis Pulm. Results, excellent
—great decrease of cough and gain of flesh.

Dr. P. considers the combination worthy of
his recommendation for all lung diseases.

Dr. "%V. E. T^'ysliam, Catonsville,
Md.. writes, he tried LOWELL'S BEEF,
COD LIVER OIL AND PEPSIN, on a lady
patient suft'ering from Phthisis, with much
gHstric derangement. The combination did
great benefit, and he considers it a perfect
medicine for all pulmonary diseases.

RESPONSIBILITY. g

Dr. T. A. Ashby, Editor of the Maryland Medical Journal writes to us that
he has thorough confidence in the honesty and sincerity of our jfurpose of
giving our preparation exclusively to the medical profession. We quote his
language: "I am well acquainted with Mr. Powell, and know him to be a
conscientiousfand upright gentleman, perfectly square in his dealings and
truthful in all of his statements. He will make no representation which is

not backed by facts."

POWELL MF'6 CO., Baltimore,
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TO PHYSICIANS

Office of John Wyeth & Brother,

1412 it 1414 Walnut St., PniiiADEiiPHiA,

May, 1878.

Dear Sir : Some ten years since, we introduced largely to the Medical Profession of
the United States, a combination, which we called "BEEF, WINE AND IRON," giving the
exact ingredients and making no claim of proprietorship. It has been very freely pre-
scribed with most satisfactory results. Our sales have been very extensive, amountmg to
over one million bottles, besides a large quantitv in bulk for dispensing in prescriptions.
The claims we advanced as to its value as a NUTRIENT, STIMULANT and TONIC, have
been fully verified, and its advantages have been highly appreciated by thousands of the
leading practitioners all over the United States and abroad. To a great degree, this has
been due to the intelligent preparation of the BEEF JUICE, which is combined with the
WINE and IKON. We have never claimed that we could manufacture this article any
better than other educated and intelligent Apothecaries, if they ])rovide themselves with
the appliances required to prepare it properly ; but we do maintain, that, to manufacture
it so as to contain the nutrient materi il in a small bulk, expensive apparatus is essential, in
order to secure expression and evaporation at a low temperature. This can only be pro-
vided to advantage, if the manufacture is to be conducted on a very large scale ; nor can
the article be furnished at as reasonable a cost as we can sell it. We import the Sherrj"
Wine, hundreds of casks at a time. We are now receiving from the best Beef butchers,
supplies of the most desirable pieces of Beef, free from fat or gelatin, at a slight advance
above cost to them, as we thus enable them to dispose of their surplus from day to day.

IMPORTANT.
NOVEMBKR, 1881.

We have been advised by Physicians and Druggists of IMITATIONS of our BEEF,
IKON AND WINE, so similar in appearance, (the bottle and style of label being an exact

copy, with verbatim wording) that any one would be at ouce deceived, rendering it neces-

sary for the purchasser to see that our NAME is on the LABEL to avoid being imposed
upon.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER.

ELIXIR GUARANA.
(PAULLINIA SORBILIS.)

Ouarana is used with much benefit in cases of Sick and Nervous Headache, Neural-
gia, Diarrha-a, (Jastralgia, etc.

The active nrinciple is analagous to f'aftein. being found in Paullinia in five times the
<4uantily that it exists m the best ('otlec. The tonic influence allied with the stimulating
effect renders it an extremely valuable medicine.

It is especially beneficial in Debility, Languor, Protracted Convalescence and Nervous
Irritability, as its use in these complaints has proven the entire absence of any irritating
properties or astringent effect.

The result is almost immediate in all cases of Headache, from wliatever cause it may
arise ;%ut it is more particularly useful in those produced Ijy over excitement to the nervous
system

.

The usual mode of administration has been in powder ; but the Elixir will be found
not only more agreeable, but much more efficacious.

Each fluid ounce contains eighty grains (iuarana.

For IlKAi>A(;jrK—dose, a tablespoonful for an adult, to be repeated in an hour, if the
first dose does not give relief.

For DiAKKiKKA—a dessertspoonful morning and evening.

For NKURALfjiA. as a Ocncral Tonic for Nervousness, DEiiiLiTV, etc—adult dose,
a dessertspoonful three or four times a day.
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Special Inducements.

Wishing to double our subscription list within the next thirty

days, I will make the following offers : upon receipt of the price attached,

to any one instrument named below, I will send the desired instrument

and this journal, postage paid, for one year:

Clinical thermometers, in hard rubber case, with new shank to prevent

rolling, four or five inch, as desired, and warranted not to lose index,

$2.50.

Hypodermic syringe, glass barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, $2.25.

Hypodermic syringe, metal barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, $2.50.

Hypodermic syringe, celluloid barrel in nickle case, vial and two

platina needles, $2.00. This is something new and very nice.

Physician's pocket knife and spatula combined, very convenient,

$2.25.

Three Nelaton's soft rubber catheters, assorted sizes, $2.00.

Hale's bivalve speculum, the latest, and pronounced the best, $5.50.

Camman's stethoscope, silver-plated, silk tubes, ebony mounts, in a

polished wooden box, $4.00. The latest improved.

Physicians visiting list for 1882, morocco cover, with numerous

tables, etc., for twenty-five patients weekly, $2.00 ; for fifty patients

weekly, $2.25.

London Lancet and Peoria Medical Monthly, one year, $4.

MEDICAL CHARTS.
1st. A complete epitome of skin diseases on a single sheet, 22x25

inches, for tacking up in private office, gives at a glance the symptoms

varieties, causes, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of every skin dis-

ease, carefully compiled from the latest and best authorities.

2d. A chart of poisons, giving symptoms with antidotes and f\ill

treatment.

I will send both eha7'ts and this journal for $1.00. If you do not

wish any of the above, I will send you this journal for one year and six

back numbers, making over 800 pages of reading for $1.00, or this

journal ii-om date of your Wibscription to January, 1883, for $1.00.

SUBSCKIPTIONS INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.

Address, giving postoffice, county and state,

THOS, M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

204 South Jefferson Street, PEORIA, ILL.
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.iOHNSTOXK'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS.

\

AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited,

123 &. 125 South Eleventh Street PHILADELPHIA, P'

TBE ADAPTABLE POROFS SPLINTS, invented and improved by W. H. JonKSTOOT, Tiave teen tested extensively in toth

ovil and military practice lor a numl>er of years, and have been eudorsed and. recommended in the most unqualified luaDQer by

tho celebrated and distinguished Surgeons of America.

Their /nrcsili/ is a jicculiar and a valuable property. 'While the material is firm and insoluble, it permits readily the passage

Cf jiir and tluids, so tliat, on one hand, the heat from the inflamed surface, the perspiration, and the morbid exhalations, are not;

confined, to the dstriment of the patient, as is Oie case in cvcri/ oilier kind of splint, but pass off freely; and on the other hand, lotions

of cold or wanii water, medicated or not with weak alcohol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of tho sulphites, eta, can b«

constantly apjliod witliout disturbing the dressings. This, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable property when the parts aiO

telised, lacerated, filled with e.\travasated blood, or eiysipelatous, and give these splints a conspicuous advantage over all othcrsL

^nm FRANK B. HAMILTON, M. Dl, Professor of Fractures and Dislocations in tJie Belhvue
Hospital Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations," etc

Having examined carefully JOHNSTONE'S lifPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, I feel warranted

jnTCl^nimending them to the Pmfession as superior to all other manufactm-ed splints now in use. They possess all the essential

qualities of a good sjilint having firmness, pliability and lightness. FRANK H HAMITTOV IkL D

Prof. Military Surrjerj and Fractures and Dislocations, Bellevue Hospital Cot

From Pltor. D. HAYES AGNEW, Prof. Surgery, University of Penna.

IGll Chest.vut Stbeet, PniLADELriiiA, Fchruary 6th, 1879.

Tlie Adaptable Felt Splints, formerly known as those of Dr. Ahl, with the impravement now made by W. H. Johnstone, whidi

nuSera tliem in every way superior to the former, I regard as vciy excellent appliances in tho treatment of fractui-es.

D. HAYES AGNEW,

, , Prof. Svr^trji, University of Pennsylvania.

Guts illustrating the different Splints constituting a Complete Set.

Siifiemr Forearm Radius.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.
Our pc/iVy hcrcU/ure in the intiwiuction of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, has ha*

to confine the sales and business negotiations diroclly to the Doctors themselves, declining in every case to sell our goods through

Pealers; vn having assured the Profession generally, both through our agents and catalogues, that JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVEO
SPLINTS could only l>c ulilained by subscription.

We wish to announce, that owing to the large demand for our goods and the constant importunity on the part of Sitrgecmt

BVerywlierB to place our Splints on sale willi their Instruniiiit Di;alcr or Dniggist, to afford them greater convenience and facility ia

iflitaining tho pieces in dujilicale, we liavo at last acceded to that request, and hereafter JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATEO
"EELT SPLINTS can bn obtained at moat dealers In Inttrumenta and Druga throughout the United States, at the same prio*

Vhlch they were heretofore sold, viz

:

.A muiiileln ri^i. entltraclnn flf»t dO) piMxt-twmlyfivD for aaatli and txtmty-flve for ehUdren—ls thirty <f30) tMmn.

Jixtru or dii/.tiritte pUreg can alieayt b« obtained from your DEALEB, at one dollar each,

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL JACKET, for Curvatures and Deformities, have met with unparalleled fuxtmi

J«d. frtini their nient, nccuitd tlic umiualilir-d cnd.ji-seiiictit and apint.lMtion of our celebrated orthopa.'dic sficcialists, and xnrtiaila*

CXjireixiiin of gratitude from the |>atients who arc wearing them. For full information, send for Descriptive Circulars.

Sli'juld your InBtnnnt-nt dealer fail to have a sapply of our Splints, and decline to .caiTy them in stock, orders sent to sa

yjD mceijc pcumpt attentiuo.

AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

TIT- w. .lOHNSTONB, ManairM^
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATVRAIi

No instrument has ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introductioa
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called la
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her^at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It vnll answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 1 2.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

fcy Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JTA-CKISOIV JSTREET, OHICA.GO, IXjL.

Our valuable pamphlet '"Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be

sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalfaiaiflFarai Battery.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
^^^ Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

-\ff ^iiiMiyi*"
ijgg jjj electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows : The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely
clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-
ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the
internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the
zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with
soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone
recommends the Battery.

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of
construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before
attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the
same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable-

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

<atc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic belt and battery go.,

No8. 19% and 194 Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILLi.
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

-DEALERS IN-

:^tLf^ic5kl Ii\^tfuii\ei\t^,

-AND-

ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS,

218-222 South ^Vashington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

iSILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.

In anBwerlng advertisements, mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGINAL AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOU&IES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, 7IAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

. BUG&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

Tn answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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' TO ipiai^rsioi^^n^s.

BmO liCl ]^ 1 M.^
FORMULA.—Every ./Zm'd drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. a.ud purified Chloral, and i-g gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Oannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

'DOS^.—One-half to onefluid drachm in water or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Brojiidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/iew opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. la the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BADDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZAKD, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
( Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physicians atid Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Bush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago Medical^Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases,

etc., Woman^s Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman^s Hospital Medical College;

Vhf.sident and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Oincinnali Col-

lege of Medicine mid Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. D., Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Cliemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
(Prof. I'rinciples and Practice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

H. H. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

CliEOyLISTS,

116 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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lOSil^
B^'ORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias, Saxifbaqa, Menisper-
mum, and Aromalics. Each /Twid drachm also contains /ive grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or twofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three tinaes
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

*'

Tested and Proven Trustworthy.

"

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. H. BYFOKD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hospital Medical College ; Professor Gynxcology
Rush Medical College.)

K. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Qynsecology, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'3. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos-
pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the KentucJcy School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Tlierapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynaecology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. T.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Tlierapeidics, Albany Medical College.) \

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, HI.

(Ex-President Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

{Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, _ _ _ - - ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-or-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho^n by the most distingruished chemists In this"

country and Europe, 'arho have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from two
to three times the nutritive and dig^estive properties that are found in
the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.,the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
tainingfully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to hefound in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltinb in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples ofMALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three tO'
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
ofMalt examined. Prof. Walter S. Haines, M. D.,

Brofessor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from Ave to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, K.C.S.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Oreat Britain,

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogden Dorbmus.

Jnits superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. C. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The following is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo-
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, iQi

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of Its class.

Prof. L. P. Vanijei.l, in Louisville Medical iVeu'.*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
nsefal therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mrcrt., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An increasing experience in the use of MALTINE confirms my former
opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and I sliould hardly know how to get
along without it. E. S. Dkm.stek, M. D.,

/-Vo/. Ohstel. and Dis. IVom. and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth Oollegt

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical, Monthxy.
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MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its preparation the tempera^
tnre does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired.
Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash be heated
to 212 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the starch digestive-
principle, Diastase. '_ ^^

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE (Plain).

MALTINE with Hops.

MALTINE with Alteratives.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites.

MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.

MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Quinia AStrych^

MALTINE Fcrrated.

MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine..

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

H

DR.

DI{.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, b?/ permission, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medi-

cal Profession who are prescribing our Maltiue Preparations :

J. K. BAUDUY, M. P., St. Louis, Mo., Physician to

St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof. Ner-
vous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri
Medical College.

WM. PORTER, A. 31., M. D,, St. Louis, Mo.

E. S. DUNSTER, M. I)., Ann Harbor, Mich., Prof.

Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universi-

ty and in Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H. ANDREWS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa..

Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical
College.

B. F. HAMMEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa., Supt.

Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. R. PALMER, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Physiology and Personal Diagnosis, Universi-

ty of Louisville.

HUNTER McGUIRE, M. D., Richmond, Va., Prof, of

Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

F. A. HARDEN, M. D., Milwaukee, Wis., Supt. and
Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. TANDELL. M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University. Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clin-

cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the

Hospital College of Medicine.

B. OGDEN DOREMUS, M. D., L.I.D., New York,
Prof, of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ; Prof, of Chemistry

and Physics, College of the City of New York.

WALTER S. HAINES, M. D., Chicago, 111., Professor

of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical

College, Chicago.

E, F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,

Woman's Medical College.

A. A. MEUNIER. M. D., Montreal, Canada, Prof.

Victoria University.

F. BIGGAR, M. D., Prof, of Surgical and Medi-
cal Diseases of Women, Homceopathic Hos-
pital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DOBELL, London. England. Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Ho^^pital for Diseases of the-

Chest.

T. F. GRIMSDALE, Liverpool, England, Consult-
ing Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying-in-
Hospital.

WM. ROBERTS. M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Manchester,
England, Prof, of Clinical Medicine, Owens'
College School of Medicine; Physician Man-
chester Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital.

J. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, Eng-
land, Physician City of London Hospital for

Chest Diseases ; Physician West London Hos-
pital.

W. C. FLATFAIR, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,
Prof, of Obstetric Medicine in King's College,

and Physician for the Diseases of Women and
Children to King's College Hospital.

W. H. WALSHE, M.D., F.R.C.P.. Brompton, Eng-
land, Consulting Physician Consumption Hos-
pital, Brompton, and to the University College

Hospital.

A. WINN WILLIAMS, M.D., M.R.C.S., London,
England, Physician Samaritan Free Hospital

for Diseases of Women and Children.

A. C. MACRAE, M.D., Calcutta, Ind., Dep. Insp.-Gen.

Hosp. Ind. Service, late Pres. Surg., Calcutta,

EDWARD SHOPPEE, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.,
London, England.

LENNOX BROWN, F.R.C.S., London, Eng., Senior

Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital,

J. CARRICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle-on-Tyne,

England, Physician to the N. C. H. for Dis-.

eases of Chest.

J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.

MALT IN E is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession

in thTUnited States, Great Britain, India, China and the Englisli Colomes. and is lai-gely

used at the principal Hospitals in preference to any of the i.xtracts ot JUait.

• ^-We will forward gratuitously a 1-lb. bottle of any of the above
|«X'"r'Scu?ar^'''''''''°''

pay t^ express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particulars.

Address REED & CAMNBICK,
k V 1 ,1, Tin/icriT, 183 Fulton St., New York,
»«oratobt: Yonkers-on-the-Hudson. ^
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Will consult their best interests when they use

As a means of reaching their old patrons, and also making new ones throughout the
AVest and Northwest. A live, practical publication. Steadily increasing

in circulation. For rates address

204 S. Jefferson St. THOS..M. McILVAINE, Peoria, 111.

COLBURN, BIRKS & CO., of this city, are in daily

receipt of FRESH NON-HUMANIZED VIRUS.

10 Double-Dipped Points, - - - - $1.00.

Crust, -_----_-- 1.7S.

Orders sent to the publisher of this Journal will re-

ceive prompt attention.
Peoria, 111., Dec. Ist, 1881.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Known as Reliable nearly BO Years.
*See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture.'

H. PLANTED & SON, 224 William St., New Yorli.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES,
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

EnyLIPTY O^X^STJXjES (7 SIZES).
I'd, 03, Lirgssi. Ih. E s, Caaiiest. Especially adapted and recom-

{Order by KumTjcr only.) mended for administering con-

Boxes 100 each, centrated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

venting irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to

HOKSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box 10 Capsules, either

size by mail 50 Cents.
N. B.—We make all kinds of Capsules to order.

New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGQISTS.

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on all orders.
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SCOTT S EMULSION
PlIRE ©OD 1-IVBB ©III

=r WITH
IHIVPQ)PlHIQ)S3PHll|-Tf:Sj OF -UME. >@^NID) SOIDjA

PERFECT, PERMAKLENT, PALATABLE.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not hare been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,
and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for yeara, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this jireparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial
of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
wliere the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Ansemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will bo pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula— .50 per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, (i grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and Z grs. ofthe

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKT CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the pnifession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of tliere not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our UKMliciil friends, wo can present the German Bark,
Bhammts Frarujula, in the form of our Bncklhom (Jnnlial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in liniuinting its growth and giving it the position it de-
serves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficifiitly, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic eftoct ui)on the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal conilition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, a« we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active iirinciplc.

We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most
sensitive stomach. Wo shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving iiistrintions for its usi,', cti'. Prepared by Scott &, Bow.m;.

S.&B'^ PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We resijectfully submit the above elegant jircparalidii to the iKjtico of th(! profession, and desire them
to favor ns witli a trial. So far as it liiut been tested, it bus met with their entire approval ; and we believe

it Is not only destined to tjiki! the place of the crude oil, but to be used much more extensively. In our
I>rr»ce»H of emulHifying, it Is not only permnneiit. and pujiildble, but is deprivc^d iMilirely of its griping prop-
erti'yi. In its uilininistration, it n^qnires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience ofthe
physician will wKni guide liim in itx use. It is put uji in 4 oz. bottles, that sell for 2.") cents; also in

rjiiartH for physicians to prescribe as desired. Sam]ileH will be furnishi'd free on appliciition. KoiiMUi-A :

—

W Ji>-r cent, of I'lire Cold I'reueil Outtor Oil. Viper cent. CheminiiUy Pare Glycerine.

Prefjared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing ChemiatB, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In anhwerlng advertlHements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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STiFMCIS' BRABIEY HOSPITAL

A well-known Institution, conducted by the

G^SISTERS OF ST. FRANCIS^^

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Delightfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commanding a mag-

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-

ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.

Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C. Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own

practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from $7 to

$10 per week,' according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to S6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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SH£l,I^. FOSSII^S, BIRDS, EOGS,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.
N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

Hour of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiums see each monthly issue
I received thehighestaward given to any one at the Centennial ExDOsitionof 1876. and the onlv awarrlI any

given to any Ameiicaa for " Collections of Minerals."
£xpositioaof 1876, and the only award and medal

I

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, heavy paper 50 cents, bound fakj

cloth 75 cents,
3 2 sheep $1, J^2calfgx.25, cbth interleaved $i, 1^ sheep interleaved,?!.25, ' ^ calf interleaved ^1.50, (price-list!

alone, 16 pp. 3 cents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver charged me about ;f1,100 before « copy'
v.-as struck off. Bymfeans of the table of species and accompanying tables most species maybe verified. The price-list 11

an excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabetically'

and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species, t

^fter it will be found ihe species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity,'

fubibility and crystallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had in 1876 are no longer ;

in stock.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, etaL

The collection? of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works o"'

Mincmlogy; all the principal Ores, S:c.,&c. The collections arc labelled with printed label that can only be remove^
by soaking. The labels of the ^S.oo and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in.

most cases, the composition of tlie Mineral ; the ^3.00, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and

table of species. The sizes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.

Crystals and fragments
Stndent'B size, larger
Amateiir'H size, 2]^ in./,\}/,

High .School or Academy size, i^^/'V/^. '"•) Shelf Specimens.
Colloge Hize, '',y^/i\ in.. Shelf SpuoimenH

as
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F

(LIG^XJIID

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (POg).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO POg).

2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgO POg)

6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fe2 O3 POg).

14 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

or Dyspepsia, l^lenfal and Physical Exhaustion, Nervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HOR8FORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in liigh medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as ihis.

it is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral V. S. Army, saifl lluit under the use of ar-

senic and Horeford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her reason who had been ren-
dered insane by a dream.
DR. M. H. HENRY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medicine and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York;
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phosphate
is prescribed, I have found great relief and'

alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attesd

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical, Monthi,y.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUWFORD CHEMIOL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

OPEPTINE
S

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia. Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OP LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5fl.dr.s.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

versal adoption liy physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED T . LOOMIS, M. D.,
Professor of Pathology and Prnclice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL K. PERCY, M D.,
ProfenKor Materia Medico, New York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chem., Mai. Med. and Therap. iv N. Y. Ool. of Denl ; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col, etc.

JAS. AITKKN MEIGS, M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.,
Prof, of the Inntiltiles of Med. and Med Jiois,, Jeff' Medical Ool; Phy. to Perm. Hoa.

W. W. DAWSON. M. D., (MncinnaM.Ohlo,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Siirr/., Med. Ool. of Ohio; Siirg. to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED p: A. KING, M. D, Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obslelrics. Vniversily of Vermont.

D. W. YANDEI.L, si. D..

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Olinical Sarg., Vniversily of Louisville, Ky.
L. P YANDELL, M.D.,

Prof, of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatnlogy, Vniversily of Louisville, Ky.
ROKT HATTEY, M. I)., Rome, Oa.,

.EmerUut Prof, of Ohnlelrics, Allania Med. College, ICx-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

(JLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Pkof. H. C. P.ARTLETT, Ph. D., ¥. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAGAL ASSOCIATION,

Nob. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE. NEW YORK.

P.O. BOX, 1574.

In aoHwerlng advertlhementH mention the Pkoria Medical. Monthly.
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A Chrowing Evil,

The members of the Medical Profession are not fully alive to

the importauce of specifying continually the name of the manufac-

turer whose remedies they prefer when ordering from wholesale

drug houses or in writing prescriptions. The evils resulting from

the practice of substitution cannot be over-estimated; and the

extent to which this imposition is carried is not realized by tlie

Profession at large. Physicians should ask themselves—Who is

benefitted by using the cheap preparations of comparatively

unknow^n manufacturers which many druggists are anxious to

sell ?—Are prescriptions filled at any lower prices ?—if wanted for

office use—Is the price per pound or ounce any less than for reliable

preparations ? Investigation will satisfy them that wlien cheapgoods

are pushed by the jobbing druggist, an extra profit is allowed by the

manufacturer for such service; and in turn by the retail dealer for

the same reason; while the price to tlie physician remains the same.

Send an " open order ^'' without the name of the manufacturer

distinctly specified, and you run tlie risk of getting the cheapest

and pooi'est in the market, because the profit to the seller is greater.

Where does the blame rest? Not on the jobber alone, for he

conducts his business on a purely trade basis; and in selling cheap

preparations, may be honest in the belief that they are reliable^

having been so represented to him by the manufacturer; and until

a protest comes from the Profession, perhaps does not realize the

injury he is doing in scattering, broad-cast, medicinal preparations

unfit for use. The responsibility, therefore, rests largely upon the

Physician, w^hose professional and financial success depends upon

the quality of the remedies he uses.

The Preparations of the Wm. S. Merrkll Chemical Co.—
late Wm. S. Merrell & Co.— ( indorsed by the Profession for thirty

years,) are for sale in every jobbing centre, from the Allegheny to

to the Rocky Mountains; and Physicians have only themselves to

blame if the remedies they use do not arive satisfaction.

Colburn, Birks & Co. Wholesale Druggists, Peoria, Ills, carry a full

line of the Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co. Preparations, and

will fiill orders at manufact-^rers' p-ices.
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,
BY

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

ManufacturiDg Cliemists, Detroit, Mich.

CHEKEN. (Eugenia Cheken, Myrtus Chekan.) This remedy, a native of
Chili, is very popular in that country, whe;e it is emploved

as an inhalatUm In diphtheria, laryngitis, bronchitis, bronchorrhcea, etc.; as an injection
in gonorrhcea, leucorrhcBa, cystitis, etc.; and intcrnaUy as an aid to digestion, to ailay
cough, to facilitate expectoration and to stimulate the kidneys. It is also an astringent
and is said to be of great value in haemoptysis.

Cheken (known also as Chekan and Chequen) was introduced to the profession of
England through a report of results following its use in chronic bronchitis or winter
cough, by William Murrell, M. D., M. R. C. P., Assistant Physician to the Royal Hospital
for Diseases of the Chest, and Lecturer on Practical Physiology at the Westminster Hos-
pital. Dr. Murrell's report is very favorable and he has supplemented it by private
advices to us expressing great satisfaction with the drug in the affections in which he
has employed it. He regards it as one of the most valuable introductions of late years-
and pronounces it a drug of very superior properties in the treatment of Chromic
Broncliltls, acting in this affection both as an anodyne and exerting a favorable influ-
ence over the organic changes in the mucous membrane. It is certainly a remedy
which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

CJTX'TJ'^ A C A T TTT A ("MOUNTAIN sage.") Artemisia Fri-
l9X£4jEvXii.CX K^JA.MJ V JLJrLm gida. Fluid extract of the herb. Dose
one to two fiuidracliins. Diaphoretic and diuretic.
The success which has attended the administr tion of this drug in "Mountain fever" has
suggested its employment in all febrile conditions attended with suppression of the secre-
tions of the skin and kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be two-fold, acting directly on
the nervous centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the
radiation of the heat through diaphoresis which it stimulates. Under its use, the kidneys
are also aroused to activity, and the solid constituents of the urine proportionately
increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion formed of it oh theoretical
ijrnunds.

T>"p^ QTn A (ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 30 to 60
JrJCdM^itSJCjJ^m minims. This rrmedy is now for the first time presented to tlie

profession of this country. It is introduced on tlie recommendation of Dr. Henry Froehling.
of Baltimore, Maryland.wlio, while acting in the capacity of botanist andscientist to an
explormg expedition in Soutliern Mexico, became familiar with the drug both from reports
of the narives and personal experience, as a remedy in intercostal neuralgia.
The following extract from Dr, Froehling's report will give some conception of the nature
of this lemeijy :

" A common experience among physicians is that some cases of intercostal neuralgia are very
troublesome and obstinati', resisting almost every kind of treatment

;
particularly is this the case in

malarial districts. In .such cases I would recommend tlie fluid extract of Persea seed. In my own
person and in every case in which I have emjiloyed it I have been highly gratified with the result.

Those of my medical fiiends to whom I have given samples of the preparation warmly endorse my
opinion of it as above, and I cannot but believe that further trial of it will cause it to be regarded as a
valuable addition to our list of medicines."

Dr. Frneliling also inentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit iii

the expulsion <if tapeworm.

g^ f\f^ A (EKYTIIHOXYLON COCA.) The evidence in favor of Coca is to prove
\^ \J\^J\,» it a i)ovverful nervous stimulant, through which property it retards waste
of tissue, iucrcascs niusciilar strength and endurance, and removes fatigue and languor,
due to prol()ri(;((l pliysieal iir mental effort. While indicated in all conditions presenting
these symptoms it has an especial iiidicat'ion in Ihe tr<uitnient of the opium and alc«i-
hol liablts. In these deplorable coii<litions it has been t'diind to possess extraordinary
properties • rtrlieviiig the sense of untold bodily and mental misery which follows the with-
drawal of the accustottied stinmlns. thus pn^vcnting a relnni to the narcotic, and alTording
an opportunity for laiikling up the system by the administration of restorative tonics.

ISr- WE rUEPAKE FLUID EXTRACTS OF AL1> THE ABOVE DRUGS.

Far-ke, Davis & Co.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
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Art. I.—Clinioal Contributions to Electrical Therapeutics. Paper No. III.

By Romaine J. Curtiss, M. D., Joliet, 111.

VASO-MOTOR DISEASES OF THE BRAIN.

The following series of cases illustrate some very in-

teresting verifications in biology and therapeutics, among
which I may mention the transmission by hereditary

descent of even the most complex peculiarities of nerve

structure and function, the correlation of nerve centre

cells, and the muscle and other cells of organs which re-

ceive the nerves from diseased organs, and the consequent

possibility of cure of diseased nerve centres by action of

the electric current upon the paralj^zed muscles, or anges-

thetised surfaces which are sequences of nervous disease.

The cases are also of interest as relating to the localiza-

tion of brain diseases, from the sequences in symptomatol-

ogy, and the aids afforded to diagnosis by electricity.

Case 1.—When I saw this lady she was past three

score and ten, and had suffered hemiplegia three years be-

fore; the right side being affected. The arm had entirely

lost motion, the hand was contractured to the extent that

the fingers were imbedded in the palms of the hand, and

both hand and arm were destitute of sensation. The atro-

phy of the arm, however, as indicated by its comparative
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circumference, was not marked. The muscles of right side

of spine and body were capable of little action, and had
more sensation (electrical), and more atrophy than the

arm. The lower extremity was more sensitive, more
atrophied, aud less paralyzed than the arm; the extent of

motive power being limited to extension and flexion of

thigh upon the hip. The foot was strongly inverted upon
the leg, the outer side occupying the position relatively of

the sole. The electric sensibility at first with a faradic

battery was absent, and on trial the same held true with

the galvanic current, both constant and interrupted. After

three months treatment by galvanic current the muscles of

arm, side, and lower extremity reacted equally well to both

galvanic and faradic currents, provided the galvanic cur-

rent was interrupted, which determined the location of dis-

ease to be the brain.

In addition to paralysis as detailed, the patient had
also amnesic aphasia. She could get no ideas from words,,

either printed or spoken, nor could she express herself in

words or by writing. She tried to write with left hand,

however, and was right-handed.

The clinical history developed that the paralysis came
on very gradually, and began in her toes and fingers—the

organs of most complex movement, and in three months
time the lower extremity, side muscles, and arm were use-

less. This history excluded hemorrhage, and, as I thought,,

also, excluded embolism, particularly as there was no sign

of valvular heart disease. The history, however, revealed

that she had for several years previous to the development
of paralysis, been subject to severe attacks of migraine on

the left side, which had left her since she became paralyzed.

From these clinical facts as detailed, I believed the

patient's disease to be sequent upon nutritive changes in

the cerebral cort.ex of the a/)has/r orf/an (if not the organ

of speech), o)' that portion of brain hounding the third con-

volution, and that the nutritive clianges were caused by

Irjng continued v;iso-niotoi' changes, or migraine. I do not

think that either the paralysis, the })rain nutritive changes^

or the migraine, vaso-motor changes of vascular tonus

afforded the antecedent to the other phenomena respect-
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ively. These were also sequences of the real cause, for the

reason, if no other, that the vaso-motor affection, with its

cause, was transmitted to her children and grandchildren,

and she did not have migraine until years after her child-

bearing period. I was satisfied in this case to locate ana-

tomically, and in physiological and pathological order ot

sequence, this series of phenomena without any attempt to

solve the great antecedent of them all—the nerve cell,

molecular changes of arrangement and function which was
transmissible by heredity.

The treatment of this patient was by faradic electric-

ity, and was begun in the hope of enabling her to walk. A
club foot shoe was obtained for the foot, and the current

from a two-cell faradic machine was applied to the paral-

yzed muscles three times a week for nearly one year.

There was not much expected from treatment of the arm^

nor were there any disappointments or surprises from this

source; the arm yet remains as I found it. In three months
from beginning of treatment the patient could walk, and

in six months she had good motion of muscles in lower ex-

tremity, and the muscles were well developed, the circular

measure showing them equal to the other side. The
spinal and other muscles of the body were restored, and

the sensation of the hemiplegic side, except the arm, was

nearly as good as ever. The treatment was continued be-

yond this time with the hope of restoring the arm, and for

the further reason that her general condition seemed to

improve. In about eight months there was evident im-

provement in direction of the aphasia. She apparently

could understand what was said in her hearing, and was

occasionally seen looking at the newspaper. Before the

year ended she could read, talk and understand again the

meaning of language. This occurred four years ago, and

the patient has suffered no relapse either of sensation, mo-

tion, speech or understanding.

The restoration of the brain lesion in this case, the

seat of which was associated with the cerebral cortex of

the third frontal convolution, and the sequences of which

were amnesic aphasia and hemiplegia, was brought about

by the faradic current applied to paralyzed muscles, an im-
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portant fact clinically, and interesting biologically, as show-

ing the relation of the nerve cell and the muscle cell.

Case 2.—Miss M., a grandchild of the former case, was,

when I saw her, twenty-four years old, and had been an in-

valid about five years. Her clinical history showed the re-

cord of vaso-motor migraine, periodical in character, dur-

ing this time as the subjective sj'^mptom. The sequences

of this series of painful attacks were neuralgias of various

nerves on right side of body, and slight atrophy of certain

muscles of hand and arm, leg and foot, with corresponding

anaesthesia. It is noteworthy that the brain and nervous

and muscular affections were on the same side. The
attacks of migraine came on at first in mild form, gradual-

ly^ increasing in severity. They bore no relation to any
bodily function relating to digestion, menstruation or state

of mind ; but their relation to external meteorological con-

ditions were definite and marked, as a series of experi-

ments fully verified. After the attacks of migraine had

lasted a year or so, she began to have pain in the great toe,

which was more or less constant, and varied in intensity

only with changes in the w^eather. This pain extended up

the inside of the leg nearly to the knee, and the surface on

the inside of the foot and leg was numb, and even while

suffering most intense pain she could not feel a prick of

the skin or the faradic current from a two-cell battery over

these portions of surface. Shortly after this the same con-

dition developed in the right thumb and arm. The motion

of thumb and hand, foot and leg, was not impaired. Her
attacks of migraine, as I saw them, would begin with ver-

tigo, lasting perhaps five minutes, when the pain would be-

gin, and tlie attack would continue, with apparent horrible

severity, for several hours. During the attack the tempo-

ral artery on the right side could be seen much enlarged,

and the feeling of tension by pressing it with the fingers

was very gi-eat. She had learned that (compressing this

vessel would relieve her in part, and generally maintained

pressure of this kind.

'J'his lady had been treated (for neuralgia) by means of

the electric baths, with l^enefit, by a physician in Chicago,

before I saw her. I treated the affected side with the con-
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tinuous current of galvanism for two months without ben-

efit. During this time I tried various methods to relieve

the attacks of migraine. 1 could relieve her to a limited

extent by passing the current through the brain, but the

pain would return. 1 next tried amyl, nitrite, in part to

determine the vaso-motor condition, with serious results

relating to pain. 1 began next with chloroform, and found

I could always stop one of her paroxysms in a minute's

time, and with only a few drops of chloroform, the inhala-

tion of which would be followed by a few minutes of

laughing delirium, and then by sleep, from which she

would waken free from pain.

The patient was fed on cod oil, quinine, phosphorus,

and iron. She was hrominized. She took Sequard's pills

for neuralgia, and 1 gave her canabis indica as recommend-
ed by Seguin for migraine, and 1 used galvanism. The
patient, when I saw her, had lost her appetite; the seasons

following—fall and winter, were stormy, and during this

time I made interesting observations on the relations of

storm and pain. I began to suspect a tumor of the brain,

examined the fundus of the eye with the ophthalmoscope,

tested the vision with trial sights, but the only sign or

symptom relating to the eyes was double vision, which

would sometimes follow an attack of the migraine, lasting

an hour or two. Being unable to satisfy myself of the ex-

istence of a cerebral tumor, I attributed the failure of all

treatment to the fact that patient was in poor blood, had

poor appetite, and worse nutrition, was emaciated and liv-

ing in a malarial town. Arrangements were made for a

visit to the sea shore at New York City, and 1 gave her let-

ters to two of the very eminent specialists in nervous and

mental diseases. She consulted one, who suggested tumor

of the brain, and she went to the other, whose diagnosis

was "cerebral hypereemia," and who gave her corrosive sub-

limate. She remained at the watering places during the

summer, with the result of great improvement in general

health. She came home in the early fall, twenty pounds

heavier, but with the same migraine and pain, and numb-

ness of extremities of right side. I expected to soon work
a cure in her case by aid of galvanism, but she had a letter
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from her New York specialist, to whom I sent her, to a spe-

cialist of like ilk in Chicago, to whom she went, and I lost

the case. I, however, had interest enough to watch results^

and found she was again taking cannabis indica according

to Seguin, from a new prescription. In a short time after

this she returned to the electric bath establishment, where
she was successfully treated, so that after the lai)se of a

year she considers herself cured; the attacks of migraine

have ceased, and so has the pain in the foot and hand.

There is, however, yet remaining a slight deformity of the

foot from atrophy of muscles, without paralysis.

In the electric baths I learned that the galvanic cur-

rent was used; that little if any electricity was applied to

the head, and that the results were the same as in Case 1,

relating to the cure of brain disease by electrical action

upon the periphery. I think the treatment by electricity

would have done as well without the bath, under other like

conditions. The patient stated to me that an attack of

migraine could always be aborted by an electric bath, and

that the bath would always, for several hours, stop the pain

in the foot and hand.

Case 3.—Miss —, aged eighteen, another granddaughter

of Case 1, and cousin of Case 2, inherited the same neuro-

sis, with somewhat different manifestations. She returned

from a term at school with symptoms which now go by the

name of neurasthenia. In a short time afterwards she be-

gan to have periodical attacks of pain in the head, which

affected principally the eyes and fifth nerve. She soon had

neuralgia of nearly every sensory nerve, affecting different

nerves at different times. Her spine was tender, general

surface hyperaisthetic, the special sense organs irritable^

notaldy her hearing, which was abnormally acute. This

condition of neuralgia, with periodical vaso-motor head-

ache, continued for three or four months, the therapeutics,

being entirely medicines, and she took Secinard's pills, bro-

mide of zinc, in increasing doses, pli()S])liit(; of zinc, iron^

quinine, arsenic, strychnine, and cod liver oil.

At the end of this time T began to use the galvanic
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current, after the method of Beard and Rockwell, which is

termed by them central galvanization, and I also galvan-

ized whatever nerves happened to be at the time neuralgic.

I never saw a case which better illustrated the fact that

the galvanic current has power to stop pain. Her attacks

of migraine could always be stopped in a few minutes, as

could pain in any other nerve. The galvanic treatment

was continued for about six months longer, when the

patient was considered cured. Since then she has had a

few attacks of neuralgia and migraine, always following

over-excitement or want of rest.

Case 4.—Master —, aged twelve, brother of Case 3,

cousin of Case 2, grandson of Case 1; had suffered when I

saw him about three years with a vaso-motor affection of

brain. This case differed from the others in being

free from pain, and somewhat resembled attacks of

hystero-epilepsy. His general health was good, and

his only constant trouble was the fear of his "spells."

These spells were not epilepsy, for there was no uncon-

sciousness or convulsion. There were, however, periodical

attacks of vaso-motor paralysis of sudden onset, lasting

only a few minutes, during which his consciousness was

not abolished, but perverted. From long observation and

some experimental study of his case, I diagnosed a disease

of that part of the cortical area of the cerebrum which

lies anterior to the motor regions as mapped by Ferrier,

Heitzig, and others, and which is the physical substratum

of consciousness. That the condition was due to vaso-

paresis, and consequent hyperaemia, I demonstrated by the

inhalation of nitrite of amyl and chloroform. The amyl

inhaled during one of his spells would prolong the attack

correspondingly to the amount inhaled, while chloroform

would instantly stop the spell. Close questioning failed to

elicit the clinical history of subjective aura, or any other

conscious premonition. The attack, as he described it,,

from its subjective side, was an affair of the consciousness.

He had no definite delusions, but the perversion of con-

sciousness seemed to be confined to the primitive feelings,

and perverted the bodily sensations of himself, or the feel-
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ing of self-consciousness, or consciousness of self. Outside

of consciousness the disease reached, on the subjective side,

the emotions; he would scream with terror, of which he

was vividly conscio^us, but never had pain in a nerve of sen-

sation, or was there ever a motor spasm. I regarded the

€ase as being the very opposite, subjectively and object-

ively, to the condition of epilepsy.

This patient was treated for some time by central gal-

vanization. He was hrominized until he was nearly paral-

yzed by the potash or bromine, or both. He took ergot,

and ten drop doses of Fowler's solution, until the specific

effects were very plainly apparent. He took phosphorus

<Lnd zinc. I attributed his case to the administration of

chloroform during the paroxysm, which was repeated three

times, after which he never had l)ut one or two severe

attacks. He remained, however, in a mental condition of

terrorism for a year, with only one attack of his paroxysm,

during which time he continued the use of bromide of zinc

in increasing doses. The patient has remained well for

three yeaf-s.

Ca^e 6.—Mr. —, son of Case 1, aged forty-five, unmar-
ried. This gentleman when he reported to me, had been

under the electric bath treatment for several months, for a

throbbing sensation in his head, affecting the anterior por-

tion of head on the right side. If such a thing could be

possible, this patient had the subjective consciousness of

vaso-motor paresis and cerebral hyperaemia. He declared

that he could feel the beating ot the over-distended blood

vessels in the brain, which at times seemed to him to be

lifting the top of his skull from the inside with every heart

beat. Subjectively, pain in this case was not a notable

symjjtom, but the mental action was clouded, and his mind
^'confused," as he expressed it. He liad pharyngeal catarrh,

and the Eustachian tube phenomena relating to air press-

ure, etc., caused him great trouble. A sudden entrance of

air into the tul^e, with the unt)leasaiit subjective sensations,

would give him a mental shock at times, which ho believed

was a premonition of a "stroke" of paralysis. 'Jliis gentle-
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man was cashier in a bank, and could not be persuaded to

forego the daily mental drudgery of adding long columns
of figures. The treatment by galvanism was abandoned
for lack of opportunity. The patient was hrominized until

his legs would scarcely carry him, without the least effect

on the cerebral hypergemia. In fact, in all these cases, as

well as in all other similar ones, the bromides were utterly

useless. Ergot was tried, but abandoned on account of se-

quent indigestion. Citrate of caffein, phosphorus, digitalis,

strychnine, arsenic, quinine, were used without avail.

There was at one time during the treatment a marked im-

provement. The back of the neck was cauterized with the

white hot iron, and the galvanic current passed through
the brain—strength of fifteen cells, which was repeated

three times a week. This method was inconvenient to the

patient, and I recommended a trip to Colorado, where he
went, and when an altitude of 6,000 fe6t was reached his

vaso-motor affection was cured. He remained there a

month, in the enjoyment of being without the painful

consciousness that he had a head; but when he returned

he resumed his usual business routine, with the effect of re-

turning his cerebral hypersemia, though to a less extent.

My error in the management of this was to attempt a cure

without demanding entire rest from his labor as a bank
cashier.

These cases verify the hereditary transmission of a

condition, which must be structural, of the nerve cells, the

sequences of which in the present terminology, are vaso-

motor paralysis, hypersemia, inflammatory structural

changes, pain, paralysis, ansesthesia and perversions of

consciousness. Not one of these words, expressive of cor-

responding conditions, gives any idea of the real antece-

dent condition which gives origin to them, and to which
they all stand in the relation of symptoms.

Biology is a more complex science than physics and

chemistry, which have a terminology, founded on the

structure and function of the molecule and atom. When
this point is reached in biology, "medicine" will have the

position, honor, standing and terminology of a science.
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Art. II— Balm of Gilead—Plantain. By W. V. Gkimhs; M. D.. Milton, Pike

County, 111.

Pinus Balsamea. This is the American silver fir, or halm
of Gilead tree, inhabiting Canada, Nova Scotia, Maine, and
the mountainous regions further south. It is an elegant

tree, seldom rising more than forty feet, with a tapering
trunk, and numerous branches, which diminish in length in

23roportion to their height, and form an almost perfect pyr-

amid. The leaves are six or eight lines long, inserted in

rows on the sides and tops of the branches, narrow, flat,

rigid, bright green on their upper surface, and of a silvery

whiteness beneath. The cones are large, erect, nearly cyl-

indrical, of a purplish color, and covered with a resinous

exudation, which gives them a glossy, rich and beautiful

appearance. It is from this tree that the Canada balsam
is obtained."

—

U. S. D., ISth edition, pp. 862-3.

Dr. J. A. Reagan, in May number Medical Brief, 1881,

p. 296, reports the cure of a case of cough following mea-

sles, with a "strong decoction of the balm of Clilead buds,

sweetened with honey, every night on going to bed." In

eveiy case of measles he gives the tea when the first symp-

toms appear, and continues until the patient is well, and

.has never had a cough follow a case thus treated.

Dr. George S. Everts says {Medical Brief, Jan. 1882):

"A son told me his own father was confined to his bed with
* phthisis pulmonalis ' (tuberculosis), and raised daily a com-

mon pail ordinarily full of tuberculous matter, and was

cured by tincture of balsam of Gilead buds, which ought

to be more used in lung diseases."

In a pamphlet entitled "The Helping Hand," I found

the following: "Balm of (Hlead buds steeped in spirits

—

excellent for bathing wounds."

An old gentleman not long since told me that he had

cured himself of piles by making an extract of the balm of

Gilead buds, and preparing an ointment of it with fresh

hog's lard." He added that })y using some common yard

plantain its virtue is augmented, or, to use his exi)ression,

"it puts the finishing touch to the ointment."

''Planfar/o Major—Plantain. 'J'he plant has l)een con-

sidered refrigerant, diuretic, deo})straent, and somewhat
astringent. 'J'he ancients esteemed it highly and employed
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it in visceral obstructions, hemorrhages, particularly from
the lungs, consumption, dysentery, and other complaints.
In modern times it has been applied to similar purposes,
and the root is said to have proved useful in intermittents.
As an external application it has been recommended in
ulcers of various kinds, and in indolent scrofulous tumors.
Among the vulgar it is still much used as a vulnerary and
as a dressing for blisters and sores."'

—

U, S. Z)., 13fh edition,

]). 1678.

"The leaf of this plant is cooling and resolvent. Ap-
plied often to the surface of slight wounds, swellings or
bites, it lessens the heat and heals them. Good, combined
with lard, for the salt rheum; its juice will cure the bite of
snakes."

—

Helping Hand.

Dr. E. P. Belshe, in September number, 1874, American

Medical Jonrnal, reports a cure, by the application of scald-

ed plantain leaves, of a case of erysipelas involving the

entire right lower extremity of a child four years old.

The literature on these subjects is small, and I have

given the substance of the result of my investigations,

hoping it will prove of some benefit to the readers of this

journal. I would be glad to hear further in regard to these

subjects.

Art. III.—Medical Magazine Literature. By C. B. Maclay, M. D., Delavan,

Illinois.

It surely is a great pity that so much of our magazine

medical literature is so labored and stilted in style and lan-

guage. With very few exceptions the journals of the day

are filled with communications that ignore the plain Saxon

and boil over with technicalities, the longest, the newest

and most intricate. "Counsel is darkened by words with-

out knowledge," and the reader finds a problem when he

looked for a solution. Wholly irrelevant matter abounds,

and axioms are restated and discussed and made to assume

all the importance of newly discovered scientific facts.

Then the "egos" stud the page with startling prominence,

and we are carried around Robin Hood's barn for the evi-

dent purpose of learning the imaginative greatness of the

communicating doctor. What a blessing to tired eyes and

serious readers, if redundancy was wholly abated and prin-
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ciple and practice stated briefly, plainly, and "ze grande
flourishe" left to cavort in the writer's brain. A recital of

the charms, exploits, eccentricities and social surroundinajs

of patients might be reserved for posthumous publication.

At the present j)eriod there seems to be an inordinate

desire to outstrip all previous presentation of medical mat-
ters in a most labored attempt to technically detine, differ-

entiate and label by title every ph-ase of disease, and thus

pile up a frightful conglomeration of Greek and Latin

names, evidently as a memorial of the writer's acquaint-

ance with the classics, or a testimony to his thorough re-

search and wonderful nosological proficiency. Look, too,,

at the amount of undigested material that is placed on re-

cord, and the unheard of conclusions deduced from heter-

ogenous data, and that delivered with unction as the quint-

essence of medical gospel. Medicine is not, nor can it ever

be, an exact science, for the simple reason that we never

can schedule the physical constitution and arbitrarily de-

clare the full results of any material introduced into the

economy. There are so many things to be taken into con-

sideration, and so many cross-purposes, so to speak, in

nature, that we can only deal comparatively and averagely

with any given case. Nevertheless, we ran obtain results

more or less certain, and adopt methods of cure that shall

give but few exceptional results. Indeed, experience has

secured treasures of immense value in this direction,

anchors that prevent our floating away on the tide of nihil-

ism. What we want is more of the same sort. Facts that

are facts, clear and indisputable. Far l)etter to learn how
to abort a stye, or prevent an ingrowing toe-nail, or remove

a corn, or a thousand-and-one of the petty troubles that

are brought to our observation every day, than to philoso-

phise about e]o(;tri(^al currents or biological abnormalities,

or other abstrusities, if the word may Ijo allowed. Insufti-

cient data may be written over against pages and pages

even of standard medic-al works, and we need not turn to

the vagaries of homoeopathy to find evidences of extreme

credulity.

Facts ought to precede theory. Theories, proven, es-

tablish dogma. Dogma systematized is creed; but should
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the facts prove to be assumptions, we are left hopelessly

adrift. Often times our own mental perceptions may take

the place of experience, but to become testimony to others,

may require demonstration. Thus the greatest difficulty

seems to be, patient inve.stigation, and the crucial test, to

separate momentary impressions from thorough conviction.

To justify the above reflections let us transcribe with

some necessary changes a typical case reported :
" Mrs. A

.

B. C, highly cultured, aristocratic, formerly resided in

Washington, D. C. * * ''' Was summoned to her bed-

side; * * * bright eyes, tine complexion, * * pain

in prsecardial region, voice paraphonial * * * temj)er-

ature 99 degrees, * * * sphygma 80. Anapneusis 16..

* * * Diagnosis, abnormal impression on anterior car-

diac plexus. * * * Anagraphe, tincture digitali 2 c. c.

Rep. every four hours. Rapid recovery. Also resolution

of exoedesis on sura, etc., etc."

Aet. IV.—Vaccinal Urticaria. By Thomas M. McIlvaine, M. D., Peoria,

Illinois.

The unusual frequency with which eruptions of the

skin have accompanied vaccination during the present

winter, will, perhaps, merit an inquiry into the nature of

the eruption, and an attempt at its classification.

So far as I have been able to learn, both from reading

and by conversing with older practitioners in this city and

elsewhere, an eruption of the skin accompanying vaccina-

tion, previous to the present year, has been a thing of rare

occurrence. Here and there cases have occasionally beem

met with where a rash has followed the process, but even

in the latest authorities on the subject of skin diseases thej''

are dismissed in a single line as of extreme rarity, and no

two authors give the same name or description to the erup-

tion. It has variously been spoken of as lichen, eczema,

simple erythema, erythema maculatum, erythema paxDu-

latum, roseola, and lastly, Curschman, in Ziemssen's Cyclo-

paedia, says: "Even an urticaria may make its api)earance

during the development of the vaccine pustule." I have

collected reports of over sixty cases of this eruption in this
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city and vicinity occnring within the hist two months, and

from this nuinl)er, with perhaps four exceptions, all mnst

be denominated as urticaria. In four per cent, of my own
vaccinations has this rash appeared, and in every instance

have the preceding symptoms and appearance of the lesion

been identical with those of this above named affection.

Two reasons may be proposed to account for its frequency

at this time. First, non-humanized bovine virus has never

been so universally emploj^ed as during the present win-

ter ; and second, humanized virus does not make so strong

an impression upon the system.

To illustrate the eruption as it has come under my
observation I will give a short history of one of the num-
l»er which I have seen.

Lizzie S., a healthy, robust country girl of twelve, was

vaccinated by me January 10th, 1882. Eight days later I

was called in great haste to see her, a rash, which covered

her from head to foot, greatly alarming her parents and

friends. On calling I obtained the following history: Four

days after vaccination the arm began to develop the usual

signs of successful vaccination. Two days later she com-

plained of headache, loss of appetite, and soon after nausea.

On the seventh day she had a high fever, accompanied

with vomiting. During that night she was delirious ; her

arms and face were swollen, and she complained of an in-

tense burning and itching of the skin. At this time the

eruption began to appear. At first it raised up (as her

mother told me) like hives, considerably elevated, white

around the base, with a small red spot in the center. After-

wards they turned completely red, as when I saw them.

After the appearance of the rash the headache, nausea and,

to a considerable extent, the fever left her, and at my visit

she complained only of the burning and itching of the

skin. Her bowels had not moved for two days, and her

tr)ngue was well eoated. On examination of the skin

lesion, I found that in some places it gave the character-

istic appearance of hives, being raised in distinct wheels
;

in other places it was confluent, and the elevation of the

skin not so well marked, though everywhere distinctly
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papular. The color of the patches was of a bright

while the skin between was of a natural color. The i

and temperature were nearly normal, and the only tr

m^nt ordered was a mild laxative, a cooling drink, and a

wash of a solution of sodium bicarbonate to allay the itch-

ing. This proved in her case as it has in every one, all

that was necessary. In a few days (from two to five) the

eruption wholly disappears without desquamation.

This case illustrates a train of symptoms which have

followed about four per cent, of my vaccinations. The rash

appears in both primary and revaccinations, and the age

of my patients have ranged from two years to upwards of

forty years.

I cannot believe this affection, as I have seen it, and as

it has been observed by all with whom I have spoken, to

be either roseola or erythema, eczema or herpes, although I

grant that any of these affections may appear at this time,

and undoubtedly do appear, as has roseola in one case dur-

ing the past week.

The etiology of urticaria is, an irritation of the nerv-

ous system producing a peripheral manifestation of that

irritation. Frequently that irritation is gastric, still it may
arise from a peripheral irritation, such as the bite of a flea,

the sting of a bee, or the nettle, from which it has taken

its popular name of nettle rash.

This lesion, perhaps, does not merit the space which I

have given to it, but I believe the fact that it will in a cer-

tain proportion of cases follow vaccination should be more

generally known, and for the purpose of giving it that

prominence which will impress it upon the memory, I pro-

pose the name of vaccinal urticaria. The appearance of

this rash, following the sometimes quite severe constitu-

tional disturbances which precede it, is liable to arouse the

fears of our patients and the community, and unless a satis-

factory explanation and certain prognosis can be immedi-

ately given, will shake their faith in the doctor (especially

if he be young, not having had the good fortune to be born

with gray hairs) and the purity of his virus.
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A Normal Bruit Heard in a Portion of the Heads of Small
Children.

TisKiLWA, III., Jan. 7, 1882.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir : Last summer, while romping with my lit-

tle boy, then sixteen months old, I, by chance, placed my
ear against the side of his head, just over and a little in

front of the mastoid process of the temporal bone, when
instantly my attention was attracted by a distinct bruit..

I examined him then more carefully, and found that it

could also be heard over the entire parietal bones, but most

distinctly over the point above mentioned. The bruit was
synchronous with the heart's pulsations, but could be heard

nowhere except on the side of the head,

I was at first alarmed, and for a time watched him
very closely, communicating my fears to no one. After a

month or two of close watching I could observe nothing to-

warrant deciding upon diagnosis of any grave lesions of the

blood vessels, and consequently came to the conclusion

that it was a normal sound made by the carotid artery

passing through its bony canal in the petrous portion of

the temporal bone. It being somewhat tortuous, and the

pulsations being rapid in the child, caused the rasping

sound or bruit.

After coming to this conclusion, I began to investigate

the matter more thoroughly, and found it could be heard

in everyone 1 examined between birth and four years of

age. I have examined some ten or twelve between those

ages. I also examined a girl nine years of age, but did not

hear anything similar. The bruit is heard more distinctly

in some than others, but quite distinct in everyone ex-

amined.

Dr. C. A. Palmer, of Princeton, examined some cases, and

also with a similar result. This may be nothing new to

many of your readers, but to all the physicians I have con-

versed with on the subject, and to myself, it is. Now,

doctor, will you kindly give this article space in your valu-
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able paper and place it before your readers for a thorough
investigation? Those having the opportunity, please ex-

amine older children and adults, where the pulse is over a

hundred, and see if a similar result is obtained.

Yours, very respectfully,

J. P. Lytle, M. D.

Pediral ^urisiirniacnre.

The Medieo-Legal Aspect of Responsibility. With Special Reference to

Gniteau anrt the Death Penalty. By Hoeatio R. Bigelow, M. D., Wash-
ington, D. C.

The vState is a mere expression of an aggregation of in-

dividuals. Its laws, in a measure the outcome of heredity,

are the types of individual desires, representing the ideals

'of the majority. In matters of social governance, as in

matters physical, a certain evolution is apparent. Just as

civilization advances we become purified from the fallacies

and vagaries of primitive humanity. Certain pre-requisites

•of harmony in the administration of its internal economy
are the recognized products of study and of purification.

The individual is responsible to the State for his orderly

conduct, and reciprocally the State is responsible to the

people for the protection of life and property, and for the

maintenance of a decent morality. The individual is re-

sponsible for his actions to himself, his relatives, his neigh-

bors, to the State, until the law, framed by his peers, steps

in to pronounce him irresponsible. His relations to the

State are those of law and order. If he transgress either

he must suffer. This is the sum of justice. There is a

point of '^ inchoate consciousness " beyond which we dare

not venture, even if we could. But if one may strive to

tread where angels falter, it may be assumed, with all

reverence, that the Eternal Justice of God is pre-figured in

His punishment of wickedness. There could not be Divine

Mercy if there were not an antithesis. Perfect good needs

neither mercy, pity or justice. Human justice, or the

recognition of crime, is a type of infinite justice out of whose-

loins it emanates. The nidividual is accountable to the

State, and the State to protect the individual and to pre-

We reprint thisarlicle from the Manihtitd Medical Journal in place of nn orij?inal

article which we have t^een disappointed in gettiog in time for this issue. By the next
issue we hope to be readv to fill ttiis department every month with original articles

rprepared especially for this journal by legal gentlemen of this city.
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vent crime, enacts laws for the punishment of vice. The-

hiw regards an}' man as responsible for deeds committed
with a full recognition of their enormity and consequences.
Self-caused conditions of temporary irresponsibility (drink-

ing, for instance) are not excuses for transgressions. The
will "being the desire or aversion, sufficiently strong to-

cause action upon reflection," is the controlling factor in

the mental process. This jnay become weakened by a
transmitted viciousness of heredity, by accident, by asso-

ciation or by physical abuse, and such an one is not
accountable for his actions. It is the duty of the State to

inquire exactly into every possible detail of the case. In a
consideration of Guiteau's mental condition there is very
much to study. First, the acquired tendencies of the man,
and the evidences of neurotic taint on his ancestry ; his

early life and associations ; the influence of the Oneida
community ; the excitant upon a mind weakened by hered-
ity and by associations, of a great political strife ; the gen-
erally unhealthy and turbulent spirit of Nihilism and
communism. As opposed to such inquiries, it is to be re-

membered that Guiteau premeditated the crime—that it

was done with a full knowledge of its consequences. That
he manifested fear and a desire for speedy incarceration

;

and last, but not least, the acumen and shrewdness of his

remarks in court, have shown him to be undoubtedly sane
on some points, at least. It is neither my duty nor my
pleasure to pronounce upon his condition ; I only desire to

show that such a question as that of sanity, in which life

or death hang upon a verdict, is not to be judged hastily

or ignorantly. The psychic conditions of irresponsibility

are manifold and deceptive.

The aliility to distinguish the right from wrong is not
conclusive evidence of sanity. Some of the most glaring

cases of moral insanity have been characterized by a most
perfect discrimination between the two. There is, too, and
({uite commonly among the insane, an acumen of ratioci-

nation, a shrewdness of argument, and a coherency of

logic, that would shame some of the l^rightest intellects.

A flxed dehision upon one point is usually indicative of un-

soundness. 'I'his may be directed against the individual

himself, so that he will attempt suicide, or it may tend to-

ward his neighbor, so that he will contemplate murder.
This condition may obtain without any evidence of epi-

lepsy or cerebral congestion. This df^lnsion is ever present

and predominant. It may not be irilled or reasoned away.
It is the controlling factor of the man's life. Constant in-

trospection of this delusion makes it a real actor upon the
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stage—to the siifterer. The delusion to him is real and
absolute. He withdraws from " mental freedom something
which is necessary to its perfected entity, and creates ab-

normality in that which was to be analyzed by self-con-

sciousness." Acting under such a delusion, which he cannot
control, and would not if he could, since to him it is no de-

lusion, the law rightly judges him irresponsible. Guiteau
asserts that he acted under Divine Inspiration. It is the

province of medico-legal jurisprudence to find out whether
this be an assumed delusion or not, and in how far soever

it may be a controlling factor of his life. Mr. Phillips

argues: "The theory of government, as universally held

in this country, is that government is a ' social compact '

—

' a voluntary association of individuals.' Therefore, as an
individual has no right to take his own life, he cannot con-

fer on government" any right to take it." This argument
is inherently weak and fallacious. He also says that " the

wovdi punishment, capital or any other, when used in refer-

ence to human government, is a mistaken and misleading

term. Punishment has a relation to guilt. Only that

power, therefore, which can measure guilt is competent to

affix penalty and to punish." * "^ * ''Of course, no
human official can measure the strength of the inherited

tendency toward any act, criminal or any other ; the

power of temptation, the moral and intellectual training

of the individual, or of the community and age in general,

which go so far to form the moral sense of a man and edu-

cate his conscience ; the circumstances, in fact, which
aggravate or lessen criminality. Only omniscience knovv^s

these. Yet these make it a fact that one man may commit
murder with less moral guilt, in the eye of God, than an-

other who steals, or lies about his neighbor." It is true

that punishment has a relation to crime. From the earliest

days of patriarchal government, and even by Divine

authority, certain punishments have always been meted

out to the offender. If it be true that no man may measure

another's guilt, society loses its greatest safeguard, and all

crimes, great or small, must go unpunished, just as virtue,

oftentimes, goes unrewarded. Of virtue we can form no

just estimate for its juxtaposition with crime. We only

know reward as the opposite of punishment. It is as

proper to honor the one as it is to condemn the other.

Crime and punishment, reward and virtue are resultant

upon the existence of good and evil in the world. The uni-

versal tribute of praise to virtue, carries with it the univer-

sal condemnation of evil. Created in the image of the

Creator, we share, in a finite and woefully limited manner.
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His attributes. Our justice, smeared with human weak-
nesses, is derived from our ideas of eternal justice. Chris-
tianity teaches that virtue shall be rewarded, and vice
shall be punisned. Society demands it, and statistics, Mr.
Phillips to the contrary notwithstanding, show that capital
punishment is a preventive of crime. Pure justice de-
mands that the responsible man, convicted of murder,
should himself suffer death, not as expiatory of crime, but
that such crimes may be checked by such an ensample.
The existence of evil necessitates graduation of punish-
ment. We cannot imagine one term without the other.
The death penalt}^ is a logical sequence of the existence of
evil, and is a social necessity.

gooh gctiasi.

Illustrations of Dissections in a Series of Original Colored Plates, Repre-

senting the Dissection of the Human Body. By Geokge Vinee Ellis,

Professor of Anatomy in University Colleg^e, Loudon, and G. H. Fokd,

Esq. Vol. I, Second Edition. 8 vo; Cloth; pp. 283, Avith 28 Colored

Plates. New York: Wm. Wood & Co.; 1883.

This is the January numlier of Wood & Co.'s library of
standard medical authors for the year 1S82, and if it is to
Ije taken as a sample of those to follow, we may safely
prophesy that the new series will far outstrip all former
efforts of this enterprising firm. These "dissections" were
tii'st ijrinted in life size, and consequently the expense was
beyond the reach of the moderate pocketbook, yet here we
have them exactly reduced on a uniform scale and repro-
duced in fac simile, and literally presented to the profession
at a nominal figure. The lithographer's art has never ex-
c(^eded, in anatomical representation at least, the plates
with which this work is liberally illustrated. The explan-
atory text is clear and concise, and excellently adapted to
II id the senior student in his dissections, or to refresh the
nieniory of the surgeon. Contrary to the expectations of
many, the promises of Messrs. Wood & Co., in regard to
the library for ISSl, were more than carried out to the let-

tei*, and in the f'ntnre we can ordy say, nothing seems im-
[)Ossiblo with thrnn in the book nniking line, and we will

a(;cept every promise they may make without a doubt of
its being fulfilled.

We acknowledge from the Supervising Surgeon-fJen-
eral of the Marine Hospital Service, Dr. John Ji. l^lamilton,
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the receipt of reports of that service for the years 1873,

1875, 1876, 1877, 1880 and 1881. We note in the report for

1881 a valuable addition to the previous volumes; we refer

to "Reports of Fatal Cases with Autopsies." Records of

<iases with posf-inoiiem appearances are always instructive

and entertaining reading, and this addition will make these

reports more valuable than ever. Tlie reports of surgeons
in the appendices of the several volumes are oftentimes

highly interesting. The report of Surgeon Hebersmith on
"Beri-Beri" will be found a valuable addition to our
knowledge of that disease.

Pamphlets and Repi'ints.

Vicks' Floral Guide, for 1882. Published by James Vick, Rochester, New
York. Paper; pp. 125; Profusely Illustrated.

Seed Catalogue, Flower and Garden. From Hikam Sibley & Co., Eoches-

ter, New York, and Chicago, 111. Paper; pp. 110, Handsomely Illustrated.

These two books are fine specimens of the enterprise

and liberality of the "Flower City" of Rochester. A com-
parison between them would only be valuable if made by
one more conversant with flower culture and gardening

than we profess to be. The ladies will be pleased with

either.

Gare of the Insane. By H. Waeder, M. D., Anna, 111. Reprint from the

"Alienist and Neurologist," January, 1882.

3Iedical Orthodoxy. By T. D. Washbuen, M. D., Hillsboro, 111. Reprint

from the "St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal," January, 1882.

The closing sentence will show the drift of the article:

'' Speed the day when the medical millenium shall arrive.

Then the allopathic wolf shall dwell with the ]a>mwopathic

lamb, and the ecledk leopard shall lie down with the regu-

lar kid. and the medical calf and the hoari/ lion of the col-

lege and the failing of the cifii shall feed on the same eihics

and eat scieiice as the ox eats straw." The jokes concealed

by the italics are not quite clear to our probably befuddled

vision.

Anesthetics Medico-Legally Considered. By J. G.

Johnson, M. D., Brooklyn. New York. Reprint from the

Bulletin of the Medico-Legal Society of New York; pp. 23.

Non-Resident and Post-Graduate Courses of Study

OF the Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, 111.

;

pp. 20.

Reform in Medical Education the Aim of the Acad-

emy. Annual address delivered before the American
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Academy of Medicine. B}^ Edward T. Caswell, A. M.,.

President of the Academy; pp. 16.

Rush Medical College. Aiinonncement of the Prac-
titioners Conrse and of the Spring Course of Lectures for
1SS2.

3ontUj iranisiartiou^.

Xortli Ceutral Medical Association.

The North Central Medical Association met in annual
session at Wenona, Tuesday, December 6th, 1881, and was
called to order at 10:30 a. m. by the President. After roll

call the minutes of the previous meeting were read and
approved. The Secretary and Treasurer made his report.

On motion an assessment of fifty cents on all the mem-
bers was made to defray the expenses for the coming year.

The President appointed Drs. Thompson, Kinnear and
Cole a special committee to examine and report on several
clinical cases brought before the Association.

Dr. K. E. Rich reported a clinical case of rupture of
the stomach, accompanied by the pathological specimen.
General discussion followed.

Drs. Little and Franklin, of Bloomington, being present,

were invited by the Association to take part in its deliber-

ations.

The President appointed Drs. Rich, Thompson and
Ensign a committee on nomination of officers. Adjourned
tilll:30p. M.

'

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Met at the appointed hour, the President in the chair.

Dr. A. H. Kinnear read a paper on diphtheria, giving a
detailed account of this terrible eijidemic in the western
part of Woodford County during the last year. Discussed
by Drs. Cook, Felker and Taylor.

Tli(! (.'oininittce on Nominations reported the follow-

ing: Dr. A. II. Kinnear, President ; Dr. -J. I). Felker, Vice
President; Dr. Fi-ederick Colo, Secretary and 'J'reasurer.

The Hoard of (Jcnsors reported the name of Dr. A. L.

Mendenhall, of Carfield, for membership, and on motion he
was duly elected a. mf!inl)er of the Association.

J)r, J. S. Wliitrnii'o read a paper on Acute ikight's Dis-

ease of the Kidneys. A very animated discussion followed
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the reading of this paper, participated in by nearly all the
members present.

Dr. Felker, of Amboy, read a paper on Difficult Labor,
giving cases occnring in his own practice. Discussed by
Drs. Taylor, Rich, Ensign, Blanchard and Braftett.

Adjourned till evening.

EVENING SESSION.

Met at 7 o'clock p. m.

Dr. J. Little, of Bloomington, read a paper on Hernia,

detailing the different methods ol radical cure of reducible

hernia, and especially the method as practiced by the late

Dr. Geo. Heaton, of Boston, as a 'secret, but since his death
published in book form by Dr. Joseph H. Warren, of Boston.

The Association returned a vote of thanks to Dr. Little

for his paper, and invited him to make another report on
the same subject at the next annual meeting.

Dr. E. P. Cook reported the death of Dr. W. P. Wood-
bridge, of La Salle, who died October 22, 1881. The Presi-

dent appointed Drs. Felker and Cook a committee to draft

suitable resolutions on the death of Dr. Woodbridge.
The President made the following appointment of

delegates: To the American Medical Association—Drs. K.

E. Rich, A. H. Kinnear, J. B. Felker, G. Newkirk. To the

Illinois State Medical Society—Drs. W. 0. Ensign, L. G.

Thompson, J. J. Taylor, A. L. Mendenhall, G. Newkirk, E.

L. Goble, Enoch Blanchard.
The following appointments were made to read papers

at the next meeting:

Hydrate of Chloral—Dy. J. S. Whitmire.
Ethics—Dy. E. Blanchard.
Scarlet Fever—Dy. K. E. Rich.

Drugs—Dy. W. L. Downey.
Teeth—Dy. G. Newkirk.
Select Subject—Dy. J. B. Felker.

Surgical Injuries—Dy. E. P. Cook.

Alcohol—1)Y. J. H. Braffett.

Uterine Supports—1)y. L. G. Thompson.
Clinical Cases—Dy. F. Cole.

Dietetics—Dr. A. L. Mendenhall.

Select Subject—Dy. Wm. 0. Ensign.

Beport of' Cases—Dy. J. J. Taylor.

After a conversational meeting, the Association ad-

journed to meet at Wenona on the hrst Tuesday in Decem-

^^er, 1882. ,. t^ o ^

Frederick Cole, M. D., Sec y.
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The Best Position for Women in Labor.

Dr. Geo. J. Euglemanii {Tram. Amer. Gjjne. Sociefi/,

ISSO). after a careful study of this subject, reaches the fol-

lowing conclusions: (1) In ordinary labor cases the pa-
tient should be permitted to follow the dictates of her nat-
ural instincts in regard to her movements, at least more
freely than is customary. (2) In the early stages of labor
the patient must be guided in her actions, and position, by
the dictates of her own instinct. This is the invariable
rule among savages, and has also been warmly advocated
b}' the shrewd and observing obstetricians of the past, and
by the practical and successful midwives of old. (3) The
parturient women of uncivilized people avoid the dorsal
decubitus, the modern obstetric position, at the termination
of labor, which is sufficient evidence that it is an undesira-
able position for ordinary cases of confinement. Dr. E. is

•convinced that obstetricians will soon confirm the state-

ment made l^y the ignorant but observing savage, that the
recumbent position retards labor and is inimical to easy,
safe and rapid delivery. (4) In the ordinary labor cases the
expulsion of the child should be expected in an inclined
position; kneeling, squatting, or semi-recumbent, in bed or
lap, as is done by the great majority of uncivilized people,
for the following reasons: {a) Those positions permit the
free use of the abdominal muscles, (b) The force of grav-
ity does not counteract the expulsive effort, as in the re-

cumbent position, nor does it unite too freely and hasten
labor unduly, as in the erect posture, (c) With the assist-

ance of a rope, stake, or other support, the parturient can
vary the inclination of the body and correct the labor, by
hastening or retarding the descent of the child and reliev-

ing the pain, changing the axis of the ])ody and throwing
the fetal head towards the sacrum or syphysis. (d) Injury
to the soft parts is less likely to occur in these positions, if

we may accept the rapid getting up, and freedom of Indian
8(|uaws from all uterine diseases as proof of this statement,
(ij) ()f those pr)sitions the semi-recumbent is the most ser-

viceable, and should be adopted in all ordinary cases. It is

preferable to the kneeling or squatting: (a) As being more
convenient and comfortaljle, and not being objectionable
to the modesty of the patient, (h) As not being tiresome,
which is a serious objection to the kneeling and squatting
jjositions as api»licable to the civilized female, (c) The
i^emi-recumbent position in bed, with the ))ody at an angle
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of forty-five degrees, the hips resting on a hard mattress
and thighs well fiexed, is the easiest and most comfortable,
and appears to afford the greatest freedom from pain,
coupled with the greatest effect of the uterine contractions,
with relaxation of all the parts and free play of the ab-
dominal muscles, (d) The pelvis is more readily fixed in

this x30sition. (e) The perineum has a certain support
which does away with the questionable proceeding of sup-
porting the perineum during the expulsion of the head and
shoulders, by which more harm than good is usually done..—Ohio Medical Journal.

Opening- and Drainage of Cavities in the Lungs.

It is only a little more than a decade since Prof. Hos-
ier, of Clriefswald, in Germany, conceived the brilliant idea
of combating cavities in the interior of the lungs by surgi-

cal means. Although experience has since demonstrated
that this procedure is of no avail in consumptive cavities

for which it was first employed, yet the operation did this

much good, in that it called the attention of the profession

to the surgical treatment of cavities in the lungs, and di-

rectly established the fact that such cavities might be
opened and drained with comparative impunity.

Drs. Fenger and Hollister, of Chicago, in a paper on
this subject in the October number of the American Journal

of the Medical Sciences, state that thus far only six cases of

this form of interference with cavities have been reported,

and only one, their own case, was successful in so far that

it terminated in complete recovery. The clinical histories

of these several cases are communicated in this paper, the

original case being one of suppuration, around a large

echinococcus cyst in the lung of twelve years' standing.

An incision was made in third intercostal space anteriorly,

through which the large cyst was subsequently removed.
A counter opening being made between the fifth and sixth

ribs, a drainage tube was introduced, and daily injections

of carbolic acid practiced. The authors conclude that " the

operation is justifiable in any case where the presence of a

gangrenous or ichorous cavity having been ascertained, it

is found that, notwithstanding an outlet through the bron-

chi for a portion of the contents of the cavity, it steadily

fills up again, the partial evacuation does not relieve the

patient, who gradually loses strength and advances towards
a condition of collapse ; a steady or intermittent rise in

temperature continues ; the infection of the healthy por-
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i*!^ns of the lung from the decomposed contents of the
cavity has commenced, or is evidently about to take place :

the breath and expectoration continue fetid ; absence of
appetite : increasing weakness, with or even without fever,

etc. These indications will enable any medical man of
some clinical experience to determine, in the majority of
such cases, when the disease has reached a point from
which spontaneous recovery is impossible." At the same
time it is observed that any cavity covered by the scapula,
or situated within the supra-clavicular and infra-clavicular
regions may at present be regarded as inaccessible. The
immediate indications and details of the operation are fully

discussed in this paper, as well as the methods of after-

management of an interesting class of cases otherwise not
amenable to treatment.

—

Michigan Medical News.

A Modification of Lister's Antiseptic Dressing-.

In the Neiv York Medical Journal and Ohsfefrical Be-
view for December, ISSl, Dr. James L. Little, Professor of
Clinical Surgery in the University of the City of New York,
states that, while having full confidence in Mr. Lister s

antiseptic method, he, like many others, has long recog-
nized the great difficulty that must needs be experienced
by the general practitioner in attempting to carry out the
minute details of the dressing. Dr. Markoe's " through
drainage " was a decided step in this direction, but it is ap-
propriate only where drainage is necessary, and, simple and
efficient as it is, it requires a certain degree of attention,
which, while easy for the hospital surgeon, is not suffi-

ciently so to guarantee its extended use l)y the physician
in charge of a large general practice. Aside from the diffi-

culties incident to the application of Mr. Lister's dressing,

it has been found that surgeons in country towns distant
from large cities have great trouble, and often are unable
to procure good antiseptic gauze at the time when it is

needed. The gauze sold in most of our stores is frequently
not in an antisejjtic condition, and as Dr. R. F. Weir has
demonstrated (]\eir York Medical Journal, January, 1880),

even when kept wrapped up in rubber cloth and in a box
it will deteriorate in a few month. Furthermore, the
materials necessary for fully api^lying Mr. Lister's dressing-

are somewhat expensive, a very important fact when we
consider that the majority of ac^cidents and operations that
call for this proceedure occur among those who are able to

bear Ijut little expense. Dr. Little for several years has
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been surgeon to a large factory in New York, in which
three thousand hands are employed, and where injuries bj^

machinery are quite frequent. These injuries consist chiefly

of wounds of the hands and fingers, caused by their being-

caught in the cogwheels and other parts of the machiner3^
In many cases the fingers were torn off, tendons are pulled

from their sheaths, joints are opened, and the hands are

often severely crushed and lacerated. In all of these cases

he has, for the past six years, been using the following anti-

septic dressing: Having put the parts in a condition for

dressing, he washes the wound in a solution of carbolic

acid of the strength of one to twenty; he then covers the

parts with a thick layer of borated cotton, and then snugly
and evenly applies a simple gauze bandage. At first he
used bandages made of antiseptic gauze, but for the past

three years has used those of plain uncarbolizod cheese-

cloth. These thin bandages distribute the pressure more
evenly over the cotton, and are more easily saturated with
fluids than those made of unbleached muslin. The patient

is instructed to keep the outside of the dressing wet with a

solution of carbolic acid, which is of the strength of one to

one hundred. The author employs Squibb's solution of

pure carbolic acid, which is of the strength of one to fifty,

and which, when mixed with an equal bulk of water, gives

a solution of the desired strength. The parts should be

kept at rest, and the dressings may be left undisturbed for

several days, unless there is pain, rise of temperature, or

discharge through the dressings. These conditions are al-

ways to be considered indications for renewing the dress-

ings. In many cases were rul^ber drainage-tubes have

been used they may be removed at the second dressing,

and, if catgut has been used for sutures, this second dress-

ing can be allowed to remain on for an indefinite period.

In a number of cases of lacerated wounds the first dressing

has been allowed to remain on until the wound has entirely

healed. In these cases the external use of carbolic lotion

was discontinued after the fifth or sixth day, and the dress-

ings would become dry and hard, the wound healing, as it

were, " under a scab." The patient should be instructed to

loosen the bandage at once if any pain occurs. Out of

nearly three hundred cases of open wounds, involving the

fingers and hands, thus treated, not one has been followed

by inflammatory symptoms. Extensive lacerated wounds
have healed, and dead tissue has sloughed away, without

giving rise to any of the so-called symptoms of inflamma-

tion. Neither pain, redness, heat, swelling, nor constitu-

tional disturbance has resulted. In no case has there been
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reddening of the lymphatics or tenderness of the glands.
No counter-openings have been necessary. Pain has been
entirely absent, so that anodynes have not been needed,,
save in a single case, and that for one night only, and to-

control slight restlessness. The author thinks these re-
sults the more remarkabte from the fact that many of the
patients were in an unhealthy condition, some suffering
from anaemia, some from cardiac disease, phthisis, and the
like. After giving a case of amputation of the leg, exem-
plifying the method, Dr. Little expresses the opinion that
the value of cotton-wool as an antiseptic dressing is not
fully appreciated. Used in the way he has indicated, it

seems to be as perfect an antiseptic dressing as the gauze
and other materials recommended by Mr. Lister, while at
the same time it is free from all objections that pertain tO'

the latter, and which materially hinder their use by the
general practitioner. If applied in sufficient quantities:
around an open wound, it protects it thoroughly from the
"floating matter of the air" which is supposed to be the
real inciter of suppuration. It is the best germ-filter
known to us. To insure success in cases where the dress-
ing is used, full precautions as to rendering the instru-
ments, sponges, and the hands of the surgeon aseptic, and
the use of drainage-tubes, if necessary, should not be neg-
lected. Catgut or torsion should be used to arrest hemor-
rhage. The spray may be resorted to, if thought necessary.
At the second dressing the author now usually applies
carbolized oil, of the strength of one to twelve, to the
wound to facilitate the removal of the cotton, which is

otherwise apt to adhere after the first dressing.

—

Mic//iga)i

Medical News.

Milk riidij^estioii in Young- Children.

Dr. Eustace Smith {British Medical Joiiynal) says that
when indigestion is due to catarrh of the stomach it is

readily amena))le to treatment. All that is necessary is to

put a stop to the milk for a day or two, and to clear away
the curd by a full dose of castor oil. If, however, the fault

be in the milk, and not in the digestive organs of the child,

some change in the method of feeding is indispensihle. fn

one ca,se, where curdling took place, with resultant griping
and indigestion, and where various remedies had failed, Dr.

Smith at last adopted the plan of giving the child barley

water from a bottle immediately })efore he took the breast,

in the hope that l>y this means the milk might be diluted
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directly it reached the stomach. This method succeeded per-
fectly, and the child had no further unpleasant symptoms.

In cases of gastric catarrh, when the complaint is acute
and severe, vomiting is usually the most prominent symp-
tom. Under such circumstances milk becomes a positive
poison, and no hope of alleviating the symptoms can be
entertained while this diet is persisted with. In the case
of an infant two months old, brought up by hand, and fed
upon milk and barley-water, uncontrollable vomiting and
diarrhoea had reduced it to the last extremity. Dr. Smith
directed a weak mustard poultice to the epigastrium. The
milk was stopped, and the child fed with weak veal broth
and thin barley-water, mixed together in equal proportions,
and given cold at intervals with a teaspoon. A few drops
of brandy were given occasionally, as seemed desirable. As
a result of this treatment, the vomiting stopped at once»
and the child, when seen three days afterwards, was found
to be much improved, and was cured by the end of a few^

days' further treatment. The most imi^ortant part of the
treatment in this case was the substitution of veal broth
for milk. Directly the supply of fermentable matter was
stopped, fermentation ceased, acid was no longer formed,
and the digestive organs returned to a healthy condition.

Here the derangement was acute.

Does Vaccination Protect?

It is becoming somewhat tiresome to have to reiterate

the truths about vaccination. And it will sometimes occur
to us that the best way, after all, would be to leave the
question alone, and let the people find out the facts for

themselves. Why should the doctor worry himself ? If

the people do not and will not believe in vaccination, why
not drop our quills, and, having vaccinated ourselves and
families, let the disease work away in its old-fashioned

seventeenth century style. In 1721 half the city of Boston
lay sick with the small-pox. Would not the return of such
a visitation be better than any pamphlets or statistics?

We present here a few of the facts and figures upon
which this universal agreement is based. It should be re-

membered, however, that aside from statistical proof nearly
every physician, at some time during his life, gets personal

evidence of the efficacy of Jenner's discovery.

Previous to the introduction of vaccination, the annual
mortality from small-pox throughout Europe was about
three thousand to every million inhabitants. During the

forty years subsequent, the mortality from the same cause
was reduced in Sweden to 158 per milllion ; in Westphalia to
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114: in Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Silesia to about 200;
in Copenhagen to 286: in Berlin to 176; in England to 200.

In 1853 the Epidemiological Society received two thou-
sand letters from medical men, affirming their belief, from
personal experience, in the protective power of vaccination.
Dr. Simon obtained similar answers from five hundred and
forty eminent English and foreign physicians, out of five

hundred and forty-two to whom letters were addressed.
One observer, Marshall, has shown that among 757

persons exposed to small-pox, 231 had been vaccinated, and
of these latter only 27 took the disease. All the remainder,
except seven, were infected. In 1871 an anti-vaccination
excitement was fomented in England, and Parliament un-
dertook to investigate the question. A large committee
was appointed, and testimony taken from every quarter.
The result was an overwhelming refutation of the points
claimed by the anti-vaccinationists.

In the Franco-Prussian war, an epidemic of small-pox
arose among the unvaccinated inhabitants of Brittany. It

spread among the French soldiers and destroyed 23,000 of
them. The Prussian army, which was frequently and ex-
tensively exposed, and was larger than the French, lost

only about 250 persons by the disease. The Prussian army
was thoroughly vaccinated, the French was not. In the
whole Prussian army for twenty years, though often ex-
posed, only four fatal cases of small-pox occurred among
the revaccinated.

There are a few things which have to be borne in mind
when arguing for vaccination:

1. Vaccination is iDrotective only when the virus is

good, and has entered and attected the system.
2. There is a very small number of persons who will

take small-pox if exposed, whether they have been vaccin-
ated or not. If vaccinated, however, most of these will

have the disease less severely.

3. Vaccination protects in most cases only for a cer-

tain period of years, and revaccination is necessary.

4. Vaccine lymph may possibly deteriorate after pass-

ing through the human system many times. This deteri-

oratic)n of humanized lymph has probably taken place in

England, and ])erhaps elsewhere in Europe.
5. Small-pox varies in malignancy with the epidemic.

'I' here is no evidence, however, to prove that small-pox is

any less malignant now, on the whole, than it was eighty
years ago.

The a})ove facts have to \)e considered in ])assing judg-

ment ujjon the so-called statistics of anti-vaccinationists.—Medical Record.
%"
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Explosive Mixtures.

Medical men but rarely pretend to be good chemists,
for it would require longer devotion to chemistry than the
average medical student can afford; thus can it be mar-
veled at when we see formulas and prescriptions that, if

dispensed according to the wishes of the prescriber, would
result in an incompatible combination and often explosive
compounds! Thinking it not ill placed to perhaps refresh

the memory of the profession regarding such mixtures, es-

pecially explosive mixtures, we have selected some exam-
ples and formulas that when combined in certain propor-
tions become dangerous and in many instances have ended
seriously; they are examples that have been experimented
with, some intentionally, while others were prescribed by
a badly informed physician, and dispensed by a very incom-
petent druggist.

1. Chlorate of potash, powdered galls, tannic acid.

M. Ft. Pulvis.—To be used for a gargle. The powders
should be mixed separately with water and not rubbed all

together.

2. Chlorate of potash and pulv. catechu.—This com-
bination is intended as a dentifrice. It however should not

be dispensed alone. If other combinations are made, the

danger is averted.
o. Chlorate of potash, hypophosphite of soda and

water.—If the salts are rubbed together, they will explode,

but if dissolved separately in the water and mixed, no
harm results.

4. Chlorate of potash, tannic acid, glycerin and water.

If the tannin, chlorate of potash and glycerin are

rubbed together an explosion ensues, but if the acid is first

dissolved in the glycerin and the chlorate of potash in the

water and mixed, no harm follows.

5. Chlorate of potash, Tr. ferri. chlor. and glycerin,

half an ounce of each.

This combination, so often used, when put together in

the above proportions, is very liable to explode, especially

if warmed.
6. Soda chlor. 2 dr. : antimon. sulph. aurat. 20 gr.

This combination, if even gently triturated, is liable

to inflame with a crackling noise.

7. Lac. sulphuris 3 gr., antimon. sulph. aurat. 4 gr.,

zinci. valer. 2 gr., potass, chlor. 2 gr. M. Ft. Pulvis. Make
10 alike.

Potash permanganate, when associated with any read-

ily oxidizable substance such as glycerin, explodes.
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8. Chromic acid 10 gr., glycerin 1 dr.

This mixture is liable to explode, unless the glycerin
is added to the acid drop by drop.

Iodine and ammonia form a very powerful explosive
agent when combined, unless some water is introduced in-

to the mixture, which seems to retard the development of
nitrogen iodide, upon which the explosive properties depend.

9. Iodine i dr., linim. camph. co., linim. saponis aa 2
oz. M. F. Linim.

This combination exploded once in the hands of a
pharmacist from the iodine and the ammonia in the lini-

ment camph. CO. coming in contact.
10. Acidi nitrici; acidi muriatici; Tr. nucis vom., aa

2dr. M.
This prescription was once ordered by a physician, and

exploded after several hours.
11. Acid, nitro-mur., 1 oz., Tr. cardamomi | oz. M.
Also this combination was the result once of a serious

m]\iry.^Paci/ic Medical Journal.

Oophorectomy.—Battey's Operation.—Spaying-.—Castration of
Women.

Ultimate results.—1st, Aphrodisia.—Patients who have
been subjected to the operation have not in any case com-
plained of the loss of this power, but on the contrary they
have, in a number of instances, borne testimony to their
full competency. 2d, Female graces.—These have not been
impaired in any case, but a i^ositive gain has often been
noted. 3d, General health.^—As the operation is proposed
onh^ as a demicr ressort and in cases of a desperate charac-
ter, whatever of benefit is to be secured is to be accounted
so much actual gain. It is hypercritical to object that
some of the cases are not benefited and others are not
wholly cured. CV)mx)aring the cases tabulated as complete
operations, we find:

Cured, 6S—75 per cent.; greatly benefited, 15—17 per
cent.; not benefited, 7—8 per cent.

Of the incomplete operations: Cured, 3—18 per cent.;

greatly benefited, 7—41 per cent.; not benefited, 7—41 per
cent.

In several instances where the results were unsatisfac-

tory for some months (or even a year or more), the patients

were subsequently much improved, and a few were even
completely cured. It is premature to set down any case as

a failure until ample time has been allowed for the cyclical

change to have become complete in its entirety.

—

American
Journal of Obstetrics.
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The following formulse of the New
York Hospital for external use we
take from The Druggists Circular and

Ghemieal Gazette :

LEAD AND OPIUM WASH.

5 Liquor plumbi subacet, H drachms.
Aquse, 1 pint.

Tr. opii, 4 drachms.
M.

COMPOUND TINCTUKE OF GREEN SOAP.

5 Oil of cade,
Green soap,

Alcohol, equal parts. M.
OHUECHIIiL'S TINCTUKE OF IODINE.

9 lodinii, 1 drachm.
Potassii iodidi, 2 drachms.
Aquse distil.,

Alcohol, aa. f. 2 ounces.

IODOFORM CYLINDERS.

5 Iodoform, 2% drachms.
Tragacanth, 15 grains,

Mucilag. acacise, q. s.

Divide in 10 cylinders, 1^ in- long.

EPIIiATING STICK.

5 Wax, 3 ounces.
Shellac, 4 ounces.
Rosin, 6 ounces.
Burgundy pitch, 10 ounces,
Damar, 12 ounces.
Melt together and roll into sticks of

different diameters.

PARASITICIDE.

5 Acidi carbol, 10 grains,

Ungt. hydrarg nitrat.

Sulphur, precip,, aa. 1 drachm.
Ungt. simplicis, 1 ounce.

STIMULATING LOTION.

5 Arnicse tiuct., 20 minims.
Spts. rosmarin, 15 minims.
Aq. dist., 1 ounce.

The following are for ointments :

—

IMd.

CARBOLIZED VASELINE (SATURATED).

5 Vaseline, 20 ounces.
Acid, carbolic, crystal, 1 ounce.

Melt each separately and mix.

COMPOUND IODOFORM OINTMENT.

T^ Pulv. iodoform,
Acidi tannici, 1 drachm.
Vaselinse, 1 ounce.

•OINTMENT OF TAR AND OXIDE OF ZINC

^ Ungt. picis., 4 drachms'
Zincioxidi, 1 drachm.
Oerat simp. V,4 ounce.

LEAD AND ZINC OINTMENT.

I^ Plumbi acetat, 10 grains.
Ziuci oxidi,

Hydrarg. chlor. mitis,

Ungt. hydr. nitratis, aa. 20 grains.
Adipis recentis,

Olei palmje purific, aa. 3^ ounce.

The following are for mixtures:

—

Ihid.

COUGH MIXTURE.

5 Ether, sulph., 3 drachms.
Tinct. hyoscyam,
Syr. pruni virg.,

Syr. tolutan, aa. 1 ounce.
Aquae, 4 ounces.

Dose, two to four drachms.

CHLOROFORM COUGH MIXTURE.

IJ Morphife acet., 3 grains.

Tr.belladonnse, 4 drachms,
Spts. chloroformi, 6 drachms,
Syr. senegte, 1 ounce.
Syr. pruni virg., ad. 4 ounces.

ALKALINE MIXTURE.

1^ Potass, acetat., 2 drachma.
Potass, et sodii tartrat, 1 ounce.
Syr, zingiberis, f. 1 ounce.
Aqase, 3 ounces.

M,
(Dr. Hawley),

5 Potass, citrat, IJ^^ ounces.
Syr. limonis.

Aquae, aa. 3 ounce

KELLY'S TONIC.

IJ Tr. nucis vomicae, f. 2 drachms.
Acid, nitromuriat.dil. f,3 drachms.
Tr. cinch. CO., f. l%o\inoeB.

Tr. gent, co., ad. f. 3 ounces.

Dose, two drachms in water three

times a day.

KNAPP'S TONIC.

5 Pulv. cubebae, 3 drachms.
Tr. cinch, co. f. 4 ounces.

Hamilton's tonic.

5 Strychniae sulph., 8 grains.

Cinchonidif'e sulph., 1 ounce.

Tr. ferri chlor., 6 ounces.

Syr. zingiberis.

Acid, phosphoric, dil. aa. 16 ounces.

Dose, one teaspoonful three times

a day.

mixture of quinia, compound.

(Dr. Kelly).

15 Quinine sulph., 2 drachms.
Acid, sulph. ar., f. 4 drachms.
Tinct. cinch, co., ad. f. 3 ounces.
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Dr. J. T. Stewart's Elbow Splint.

(No. 1.)

(No. 2.)

The splint, as will be seen l)y reference to the above

cuts, consists of two parts, a short, arm-piece and a longer

forearm-piec^e, extending to the hand, united by a hinge.

At the outside of the splint an iioii rod, with screw thread

cut on one end, passes l^etween the two parts of the splint

for the purpose of fixing the arm in any position desired, or

for moving it in either direction, slowly but forcibly. The

button on the center of this rod is for the purpose of effect-

ing this motion. The thumb-screw at the end of the rod

permits of the rod being loosened at that end and turned
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to one side, thus affording no obstruction to the application

of the bandages. By reference to Cut No. 2 it will be seen

that the cross pieces through which the screw-rod passes

can be reversed, thus making each splint adaptable to the

treatment of fractures in either arm. The shorter arm-

piece in this cut is made to appear entirely too short; the

proportions are much better given in Cut No. 1.

This splint was devised by Dr. J. T. Stewart, of this

city, ten years ago, although it has never been broughi^be-

fore the medical public through the press. Nearly all of

the physicians of this city who practice surgery use it. We
consider it too valuable an improvement to be hid away in

a corner, hence we have prevailed on the doctor to permit

us to bring it before our readers. The screw^ attachment

is all that the doctor claims as original, and that is the part

which is invaluable in the treatment of fractures of the

elbow joint. With it passive motion, which is essential in

these cases, can be made with more ease—better and more

perfectly—than with any other apparatus with which we

are acquainted. With it the surgeon can gradually and

surely force the arm out and in to any desired extent. Not

only this, but the patient can be instructed how to do the

same in the absence of the surgeon.

It is the hinge-splint of Day, which is applied to the

back-side of the arm. That splint had a copper or brass

strap fastened on a pin in the front part of the splint, but

we consider the screw power as immeasuralily superior to

the strap, both for making passive motion and for fixing

the joint.

We regret that the engraver did not supply numbers

by which the different parts of the splint could be more

clearly explained, but we hope our explanation will be

clear enough to enable all to appreciate the advantages of

this most useful splint.

Physiciaus versus Pharmacists.

PAPER NUMBER III.

We have given our druggist friends abundant oppor-

tunity to present their side of this question in the pages of

this journal, and have printed everything that they have
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.seen tit to send to us. The subject has two sides, although,

to judge from the arguments adduced by the papers re-

ferred to. or the silence of all others, one could conclude

that there was but one side to it. We now propose to

change places for the time being, and, imagining that we
were on the other side, to present the subject from the
standpoint of a druggist, and shall now write as a druggist.

First, Let me give the experience of a prominent drug-

gislji not a thousand miles away, as related by himself

:

" When I first opened my store," said he, '' I had some
prescription business, but it soon fell off, and as my neigh-

bors had plenty of it 1 was puzzled to know the reason

why. I asked an. old medical friend one day what the rea-

son might be, and he knowingly replied: 'Have you seen

any of the doctors in the vicinity of your store?' The
manner of his speech gave me a clue to his meaning, and I

visited two or three of them, and in a short time I regained

a full share of the business. I do not mean to say that I

bribed any of them, but I do mean that the inducements I

held out looked mighty much like it."

Another druggist told me a short time ago that the

reason a certain physician quit sending him his prescrip-

tions was because he refused to increase the commission

from twenty to fifty per cent.

W^ physician gave as a reason for moving his othce,
*' tnat the druggist who put up his prescriptions wanted to

charge him $5.00 a month for his office (which was worth
at least $20.00); and he was not going to stand it."

Many similar instances might be brought forward to

show tliat the physician is not :;lways the disinterested

party that he would like to appear. As a druggist, I ask is

this right? Or supposing that it i ;, should physicians

grumble when we try to make up a part of their commis-

sions by pi"escri))ing for cases of pox or clap?

Second, I acknowledge that there are some parties

engaged in the sale of drugs who cai-e more for the dollars

they can make out of it than for the means })y which these

dollars are made. And it is through the influence of this

class of druggists that the rest of us, who make some pre-

tentions to honesty of purpose and professional feeling, are
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compelled to do, for the sake of preserving our business,

what we are willing to acknowledge we would prefer not

to do.

Physicians oftentimes, to secure or retain the patron-

age of certain persons, do these things which they condemn
as quackery, and we can justly say to them, rid your pro-

fession of these quacks, both the open and concealed kinds,

and then we may hope to rid our profession of those who
force us to similar practices.

Third. Physicians make a considerable outcry about

our extortionate charges, and that we are all getting rich,

while they are but making a meagre living. To this we
can say, let them attend to their business as we have to

attend to ours, and they would not find themselves so badly

off. If they do not collect their accounts that cannot be

charged to us. We collect our bills every thirty or sixty

-days, and if in that time a party refuses to pay, we no

longer give him credit. While physicians, on the contrary,

let their accounts remain open six months or a year, and at

the end of that time are surprised and aggrieved to find that

their debtor is either a dead-beat or has left town. Why
should they blame us because we attend to our business on

business principles and make money? Should we attempt

to run our stores on professional principles borrowed from

a majority of physicians we would soon join them in a race

for the poor house.

In the matter of extortionate charges, we certainly

have as good a right to make our prices to suit ourselves as

the physician has to charge a poor devil ten or twenty dol-

lars because he has had the bad luck to get the clap. Nay!

is that not even worse than anything we do in charging?

Fourth, As regards the sale of patent medicines, it is

simply a choice between two evils, so far as the physicians

and the public are concerned. Should we refuse to sell

them, how long would it be before they would be on the

shelves of every family grocery? Acknowledging, as every

fair-minded druggist must, that harm oftentimes follows

their use, and that the only cause of their manufacture is

to make money, I still claim that we frequently can and

4o more for the welfare of the public in guiding their sale
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than it would be possible for the grocer to do. If people
are bound to have a patent medicine we cannot force them
to apply to a physician for a prescription, but we can often

sell them that which we know to be less harmful and more
potent for their good.

Fifth and last. Although much more might be said

upon this side of this question, many facts might be cited

to prove that pharmacy is more deserving of the name of a

science and art than medicine, thus giving it an equal, if

not a superior, claim to the dignity of a profession, space

will not permit of further discussion, and I will only notice

the proposition advanced by some, that physicians furnish

their own medicines. Well, if they want to they have
every right in the world to do so, and we cannot prevent

it. Let them try it, and if it pays them, and we suffer loss

thereby, we must conduct our business in such a manner
as to win them back to writing prescriptions.

The above will be allowed to be about the strongest

and fairest presentation of the druggists side of the ques-

tion that can be made from a practical standpoint, leaAang

out the ethical part of the question. And it must be con-

fessed that all of the charges are to a certain extent true.

Our purpose in thus presenting them has been not to with-

draw anything that has previously been written in these

pages, or to reconsider our firmly expressed belief that it is

to the best interest of the physician to dispense his own

remedies, but to call the attention of i^hysicians to the fact

that abuses are not all among the druggists. With the

correction of such abuses as exist in the drug business that

are opposed to the physicians interests we are not greatly

concerned. We have in other articles given our reasons

for urging the medical profession to dispense their reme-

dies, and we still urge it. It will put them out of the

Ijower of unscrupulous druggists and add to their incomes.

These should be reasons potent enough to at least merit a.
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trial, and we believe a trial of this plan would solve the

whole difficulty.

We have been highly gratified with the manner in

which our former papers in this matter have been received

by the profession. Many physicians have informed us by"

letter that they have tried our plan and are highly pleased

with it; and not only they, but their patients as well.

With this ends our argument, and anything which we may
write will only be in the way of urging the general adop-

tion of every physician dispensing the remedies he prescribes.

Obituary.

J. P. McClanahan, M. D., of Alexis, 111., sends us the

following letter, containing the sad intelligence of the

death of Edwin E. Kendall, of North Henderson, 111., a

prominent and worthy member of the profession

:

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly

:

It becomes my sad duty to report for your columns the
death of another medical brother, Dr. Edwin E. Kendall,,

who died at his residence in North Henderson, Mercer
County, 111., on January 25th, 1882, of typhoid pneumonia.

Dr. Kendall was born in Worcester County, Massachu-
setts, October 13th, 1820. During his early life, by industry
and self-sacrifice, he worked his way through an academ-
ical course of study, teaching during part of the time, and
in like manner through his professional studies, graduating
from the medical department of the University of Buffalo,

N. Y., April 27th, 1853, the institution at that time being
under the presidency of Millard Fillmore, the medical fac-

ulty being as follows : Charles A. Lee, M. D., Jaco)) H.
Hamilton, M. D., Austin Flint, M. D., Edward M. Moore.
M. D., George Hadley, M. D., John C. Dalton, Jr., M.D. .

Dr. Kendall at first decided to practice his profession

in the East, near his original home, but soon changed his

mind, on account of failing health, or an attack of hsemop-
tisis, and resolved to try the West, to which he removed in

the fall of the same year, 1853, wisely selecting for himself
a rural location in Mercer County, Illinois, where his health

seemed rapidly to improve and business to increase as the-

new settlers flowed in to what was then a comparatively
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new and sparsely settled, rich prairie country. Among
these settlers the doctor made many warm friends and con-
fidential patrons, and for years fair health continued with
him, notwithstanding his unrelenting promptness to attend
•calls, regardless of heat or cold, inclement weather or any
•disparaging circumstances. Business increased, until, by
his untiring efforts he had accumulated of worldly effects

;a nice competence, not only for himself, but family. We
regret to state that here a suit for malpractice was most
unjustly brought and hotly contested against him, which,
in judgment, costs, loss of time, and other expenses, nearly
^stripped him of his hard earned property.

He leaves a wife, four delicate and helpless little girls

and one son to mourn his loss and suffer his misfortunes.
Would to God that his persecutors had been present at his

funeral, to have wituessed the tears and heard the lamen-
tations of those children at the loss of their father and
worldly protector.

Notes and Coiiimeiits.

Bilroth has abandoned nerve stretching, after what he

regarded as a fair trial.

—

Detroit Lancet.

The doctor's jokes are all very plain. There is a

Holmes-pun look about 'em.

—

Boston Post.

The Country Practitioner has been suspended (tempo-

rarily we hope) on account of the ill health of its editor

—

Dr. Townsend.

Mr. Stephen Jenner, grand nephew of the discoverer

of vaccination, is living at the age of 88, in great poverty,

at Hearthfield, England.

Oni- offer of three points non-humanized vaccine virus

to every nen- sn))scril)ei-, is c>ontinued. See other special

inducements on advertising page 275.

The JJctroit (Hinic comes every week to our table, with

•eight pages of first rate reading matter. It is published by

Geo. S. Davis, Detroit, Mich., at |1 a year.

Sir Astley Cooper's idea of a doctor's wife was that she

should be lik(; roast lamb—tender and sweet, and nicely

-dressed, with plenty of fixings but no sauce.

—

Ex.
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A lady visiting a friend just confined, remarked to the

grandmother: ''How small the child is." The old lady

replied, "Well, we had a Homoeopathic doctor."

—

Cincinnati

Enquirer.

The following from the Medical Record is being much
passed from hand to hand m New York. It purports to be.

from the opera of " Patience."

A New York medical man,

A very much advertised man,

A pills-in-variety, talk in society,

Each for himself young man.

A Philadelphia man,

An Index Medicus man,

A think-it-all-gammon, this talk of Buchanan,

Great-medical-centre young man.

A Boston medical man,

A hyper-historical man.

An ultra-persimmon toward medical women,

A Harvard-or-nothing young man.

A Chicago medical man,

A wide-awake, ethical man,

A good-as-the-rest-of-you, more-than-abreast-of-you,

Down-on-the-East young man.

Owing to the unusual demand for virus during the

past two months, we have several times been delayed in

sending out points ordered from us. We beg a slight in-

dulgence, and promise to fill the orders as promptly as.

possible.

Dr. G. H. Ballerlay of Patterson, N. J., on May 15th,

between 3 a. m. and noon, delivered three women, and in

each case it w^as twms.—Record. Let us now hear from

some enterprising western doctor; we can't afford to let

the East beat us that way.

Those intending to contribute articles to this journal

will mail them to us by the 15th of the month preceding

that in which they wish them to appear. We ask every

reader to send us a short practical paper.
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It is stated in a late exchange that the notorious

"tonga" suit brought against Parke, Davis & Co., has been
decided in their favor. This is a verdict in which a vast

majority of the physicians in the U. S. will heartily concur.

Receipts for January.

Illinois.—Drs. A. ConklLng, J. F. Todd, C. B. Maclay, O. F. Tay-
lor, W. Laforgee, A. Hess, N. B. Ruhl, E. C. Nolan, W. C. Hill, W. T.

Gerisch, A. B. Allen, W. V. Gutery, E. Wenger, D. Warren Miller, G.
W. Doyle, W. H. Veatch, Geo. Schloetzer, G. F. English, V. B. Corey,
Jno. Teubrook, J. W. Curless, R. C. Poos, M. A. Bentley, E. T. Black,
A. J. Miller, G. B. Ringland, J. F. Curtiss, J. Henry, J. R. Welch, D.
W. Mourning, Geo. Willis, Nathan Holmes, R. B. Turner, D. B. Gold-
smith, H. H. Littleiield, D. L. Russell, J. Nunnemaker, B. C. Smith, E.
D. Rathbone, Geo. Bratton, J. J. Walker, L. A. Fisher, A. C. Williams,
I. H. Dawson, C. H. Carter, D. W. Aldrich, J. P. McClanahan, John
Wright, D. T. StcAvart, A. L. Norris, W. A. Rennen, W. H. Githens, A.
R. Graham, F. C. Robinson, S. S. Clayberg, H. Reader, J. H. Thompson,
W. Hunter, W. D. Caldwell, J. R. McCluggage, T. A. Scott, J. R. Bar-
nett, E. F. Cleveland.

Iowa.—Drs. W. G. Parish, Jason Roberts, J. P. Von Stein, N.
Udell, R. Stephenson, C. C. Ferrell, F. P. Batchelder, A. J. Mitchell, E.
S. Carlisle, R. LaGrange.'

Minnesota.—Drs. R. L. Moore, A. F. Whitman, T. C. Clark.

Wisconsin.—Drs. F. W. Moffett, J. I. Bennett.
Indiana.—Dr. M. L. Humeston.
Kentucky.—J. N. Powell, J. J. Rodman, H. Trigg, Duncan and

Douglas.

Arkansas.—Dr. J. R. Bremer.
Missouri.—Dr. M. F. Rolens.

Kansas.—Dr. H. Hannum.

Some Thing-s that may Interest You.

The attention of every reader is earnestly called to the advertisement
of Crystal Pepsin on i^age 273 of this number. Dr. Jensen has certainly

succeeded in manufacturing tlie finest Pepsin ever put before the profes-

.sion. Comparing it with other goods in the market, one grain of this

Pepsin, it is claimed, and on the very best authority, will digest 500
grains of al))Ufnen, while the highest claim which we have noticed for

other makes is about 250 grains. Other vahjable properties are claimed

for the Oystal Pepsin, such as being jierfectly soluble in water without

the use of acid—its crystalline form, making it always reliable, etc.

Pepsin is a valuabk; agent in treatnicsnt of disease when scientilically

administered ; l)Ut to get good effects you must have a good article. We
<lo not know of a purer or more reliable article than that known as Dr.

Jensen's Oystal Pejjsin. Send for a sample and try it.

The W. S. Merrell Chemical Co. present some ])ertinent truths to

the consideratif)n of the medical profession. Read what they say about a

"growing evil," on page 205.
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * in Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen's College ; Physician to the
Manchester Infirmary^ etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts
diastase."

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,'' etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which 2)7'events iiijury to its jtroperties orflavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia, It is a most eflacieut therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

for trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT for the INSANE
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

n^HIS INSTITUTION, founded by its present proprJe-

JL tor, is now in its ninth year of successful operation.

Possessed of every conceivable advantage in location, site,

retirement, and building arrangements— all carefully

studied from the beginning—it is prepared to carry into

effect the most advanced ideas in the treatment of the in-

sane. It especially adapts itself to the care of cases of a
chronic nature, where a home with something of perma-
nency is an object. Favoring circumstances permit of
lower rates of charge than can possibly be afforded in an}'

other institution so supported. The proprietor presents
his grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession
for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses, Paints,

Oils, Etc., Etc.

Preseriptians 'Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day and.
Night. Call No. 161 Telephone.

503 South-Adams, at the Head of Bridge Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

Prescription Druggists,
520 l^/SlJ^Xlsr STI^EET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N. B.—A full line of Dr. Sdward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Pharmaceu-

tical FreparationB in hand for dispenamg purposes-

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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BEEF PEPTONE,
IN TRANSPARENT GLASSY SCALES,

Containing only the animal or azotized matter of the Beef. Each ounce is equal to IG oimces

of raw heef, easily soluljle and still faster in hot water.

This Beef Peptone is digested from tender, juicy Beef by the aid of the Crys-
tal Pepsin, of my manufacture (Jensen's Crystal Pepsin). Unlike the various Beef
Extracts, this preparation contains all the nutritive constituents of the Beef, in a
thoroughly digested state, ready for absorption into the system, whilst the Beef Ex-
tracts are entirely devoid of the chief elements of nutrition, such as the fibrinous, gela-
tinous and albuminous portions of the Beef, they only consisting of the concentrated
saline constituents with barely a txace of animal matter to keep its consistence. The
difficulty so long experienced by the profession throughout the world, in preparing a
Peptone, entirely free from those chemical agents, necessary for its manufacture, so as
to render it fit for use, is hereby demonstrated to be successfully overcome, as it con-
tains no foreign matter, aiid will stand the most severely scrutinizing test as to perfect-
ness, also possessing flavor of the Beef, and so palatable as to render it highly agreeable.

PiUlup in bottles holding One ounce. Eight ounces, and one Pound.

Kept hj tbQt- Wholesale and lDisp§n§iBg Druggists is Sea©fgis

feDEPOT-LJ WOLFF'S Pharmacy,
Norilncest corner Twelfth and Chestnut Streets,

f^^ Philadelphia.

Jensen's Crystal Pepsin,
INfARTIFICIAL CRYSTALS,

Strictly inodorous and tasteless, and perfectly solvMe in water without acid

THIS PEPSIN now so popular with the profession, has created an impetus in the

consumption of same, and physiciars of the highest standing, who before the introduc-

tion of this active Pefsik, with good reason, entirely abandoned the use of Pepsin, are

now the most eager in prescribing JENSEN'S CKYSTAL PEPSIN, whenever it is indi-

cated, and since the knowledge of its great solvent power (gr. j. of it will dissolve the

boiled whites from two to three eggs) has been established even among those suscepti-

ble to be great doubters, it has caused itself to be utilized in many novel ways, by the

thinking profession, for instance, in substituting morphia, chloral, etc., as a hypnotic,

relieving gastric troubles where the above remedies have been prescribed, creating

morphine and chloral habits. In removing diphtheritic patches it is successfully used

combined with water, glycerine, and muriatic acid, and the same composition diluted

with more water as a spray in bronchial troubles, dissolving muco-purulent matter, as

well as a spray for same in catarrhal atlections.

THIS iPEiiPsiisr
Has also been used with success in dissolving and evacuating coagulated blood in the

bladder, dispensing with surgical operations in such cases. Many other novel applica-

tions could be mentioned if not in want of space. It is found to be forty times

stronger than saccharated pepsin. One to three grains is an active dose.

KEPT M¥ Alili BBUQQMW^:
The above prep irations are only manufactured and put up by

Carl L. Jensen, M. D., PH. G.
865 North 26th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NiQ Qther WhQlesiSDiQ sgeats ior this PepsM m& iQBgsr engaged thsa

the Wholesale Braggists thrQughQat the UBiiei States*
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MAX NE-WMAN. HARRV ULLMAN.

NEWMAN & ULLMAN,
Manufacturers and Jobbers in

Specialties for Druggists.

228 S. Washinqton St., PEORIA, ILL.
FACTORY, NO. 501, ISEMV YORK.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE'S

ABSORBENT COTTON
We offer to Physicians and Surgeons Prepared Cotton, which will prove a

valuable adjunct in practice—a cheap, clean and ready mode of making all kinds
of local applications, and a substitute for sponge, Charpie Patent Lint, and other
dressings; a rapid and eflective dessicant, having such an affinity for moisture
that it instantly and greedily absorbs any secretion with which it may be
brought into contact. Surgeons, Gynecologist, Dentist, Dermatologist, Otologists
and other specialist, will at once appreciate the advantage possessed by this arti-
cle over ordinary raw cotton, which is a repellent of moisture rather than an ab-
sorbent.

For LOCAL MEDICATION, (by saturating it with the remedy desired), it is

admirably suited.
It is absolutely pure—tree from any re-action and from any foreign matter.
As H padding for splints, etc., it facilitates the normal secretions of the skin,

while retaining all of the elasticity of the ordinary cotton.

Mailed npon Receipt of Price : 25 Cents per Package, or $1.00 for Five Packages.

BORATED COTTON, CARBOLATED COTTON, HAE-
MOSTATIC AND ANTISEPTIC COTTON, lODIN-

IZED COTTON, SA.LICYLATED COTTON.
irable Medicated Dressings. Mailed upon receipt of Price, 25 cents pe

Package, or 81 for Five Packages, of either Cotton or for assorted kinds.

HANOE BROTHERS & WHITE,
Offlce, Callowhill Street, Cor. of Marshall,

PHILADELPHIA.
Manufacturers of all the Galenical Preparations Employed in Medicine.

4^"('atalogue mailed upon receipt of stamp.

n^v£-^i^i^S' 2^^.^^:Eii2:s'

"OPERATING" CHAIR. ABJUSTASIE KECLININIi CHAIH

' w Y rk Office 850 Broadway.

made with
the

WAKEFIELD

C oseWoven

Caiio SoatH

and Back, j<^^.

With looHo

CiiHhidtiij,

IJack and oxtenHion work indopenrtent of

each othor.

A I'arlor, liilirary, Smoking, Reclining or lova-

lid Chair and full-hingth iJod.

Scn<l to (Jhicago Oflioo for illustrated Circular

and I'rico LiHt.

22i S. Clark Street, Chicago. 111.
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Special Inducements.

Wishing to double our subscription list within the next thirty

days, I will make the following offers : upon receipt of the price attached

to any one instrument named below, I will send the desired instrument

and this journal, postage paid, for one year:

Clinical thermometers, in hard rubber case, with new shank to pi-event

rolling, four or five inch, as desired, and warranted not to lose index,

12.50.

Hypodermic syringe, glass barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, S2.25.

Hypodermic syringe, metal barrel, in morocco case, vial and two

needles, S2.50.

Hypodermic syringe, celluloid barrel in nickle case, vial and two

platina needles, $2.00. This is something new and very nice.

Physician's pocket knife and spatula combined, very convenient,

12.25.

Three Nelaton's soft rubber catheters, assorted sizes, $2.00.

Hale's bivalve speculum, the latest, and pronounced the best, $5.50.

Camman's stethoscope, silver-plated, silk tubes, ebony mounts, in a

polished wooden box, $4.00. The latest improved.

Physicians visiting list for 1882, morocco cover, with numerous

tables, etc., for tAventy-five patients weekly, $2.00 ; for fifty patients

weekly, $2.25.

London Lancet and Peoria Medical Monthly, one year, $4.

MEDICAL CHARTS.
1st. A complete epitome of skin diseases on a single sheet, 2"2x28

inches, for tacking up in private ofiice, gives at a glance the symptoms

varieties, causes, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of every skin dis-

ease, carefully compiled from the latest and best authorities.

2d. A chart of poisons, giving symptoms with antidotes and full

treatment.

I will send both charts and this journal for $1.00. If you do not

wish any of the above, I will send you this journal for one year and six

back numbers, making over 800 pages of reading for $1.00, or this

journal from date of your subscription to January, 1883, for $1.00.

SUBSCKIPTIONS INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.

Address, giving postoffice, county and state,

THOS, M. McILVAINE, M. D.,

204 South Jefferson Street, PEORIA, ILL.
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JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS,
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited.

123 & 125 South Eleventh Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA

THE ADAPTABLE POROPS SPLTNTS, invented and impi-oved l.y W. H. JonNSTojiB, TiaTC teen tested extensively in XmOl
Oril and militatr practice fur a number of years, and have been endorsed and Tecommendcd in the most unqualified monaer by
the celebrated and distinguislied Surgeons of America.

Tbeir porosity is a jicculiar and a valuable property. While the material is firm and insoluble, it permits readily the passage

0( air and fluids, so that, on one hand, tho heat from the inflamed surface, the perspii-ation, and the morbid exhalations, are not

Confined, to the detriment of the patient, as is the ease in every other kind of splint^ but pass off freely; and oa the other hand, lotions'

qC cold or warm water, medicated or not with weak alcohol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of the sulphites, etc., can be
Constaotly applieil without disturbing the dressings. Tliis, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable property when tire parts arS
Innised, lacerated, filled Avitli e.xtravasatcd blood, or erysipelatous, and give these splints a conspicuous advantage over all othersi.

From FRANK H. HAMILTOy, M. Di, Professor of Fractures and Dislocations in the Beltevue
Mospital Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations." etc.

Having examined cirefully JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, I feel wananted
ia recommending them to the Profession as superior to all other manufactured splints now in use. They possess all the essential

qualities of a good splint, having firmness, pliability and lightness.
FEAMK H HAMILTON M. D.

Prof. Military Surgery and Fractures and Dislocations, Bellevue Hospital CoL

Trom Prof. D. HAYES AGNEW, Prof. Surgery, University of Penna.

1011 CnrsT.vCT Street, PiULADELrnn, February Gth, 1879.

Ihe Adaptable Felt Splints, formerly Unown as those of Dr. Ahl, with the improvement now made by W. H. Johnstone, whicb

mders them in every way superior to the former, I icgard ns very excellent appliances in the treatment of fractures.

D. HAYES AGNEW,

, , , Prof. Surjery, University of Pctmnjlmnia.

Cuts illustrating the different Splints constituting a Complete Set.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.
Oar 7X>/i>if heretofore in the introduction of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, his boott

10 confine lh<: »aleii and buniness ncgotiationii directly to the l)(«;torH llicniw;lv(s, declining in every case to k.W our g(«Kl9 tliixuigll

Dwleni; we having awured llic Profession generally, both lliruugh our agents and cntalngucs, Ibat, JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED
SPl'lNTS could only Iks obtained by Kiil>i<cri[>tion.

We wiJi K) announce, that owing to tho large demand for our goods and tho constant importunity on the part of SurgecM

etBTywIiert; Ui place our Sjilints on sale with their Instrument I)i-alcr or Druggist, to afford them gicater convcnicEJce and facility in,

DbUining Ihe piccci. in duplicale, we hive it lait »cceded to that request, and hereafter JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED
TELT SPLINTS can bn obtained at moit dealera In Inttrumenta and Druga throughout the United States, at the aame price

toklok they were keretofore told, viz

:

>l comlil'lr »w. rmbrarii^j /!/% irM) yUrjin lu-rnlil-fi<" for mlulll atitl lu>tnlu-fi<xi for ellOdren—il IMrlu ($30) AlXart,

Bxtru or tf"t>llrfil'- pUc^M run ttiwajj» itt, oOlalnvit from your UKALKtl, at one OoUar taeh.

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL JACKET, for Curvaturt!" ond Deformitica. have met with unparalleled succeM,

•od. fn/rn tlKSir njeiit, secured llic un<iunlilied enil"i-w.Mneiil and appmbalion of our celclaiitM ortliopuxlic sfK.iiali»t8, and patticular

erpriafci'in of irratilude from tlie imticntit who are wearing tliem. For full information, send for Descriplivt! CirciUare.

hhoulrl your Infinjinent dealer fail to have a inpply u( out Pplints, And decline to canj them in Block, orden aeot to HI

kSQ tcccaie pnmi;t atleolioD.

AHL'S S.^LINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

w H lOHNSTONE, Mansgrer.
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Dr. MclNTOSH
NATURAL

No instrument Ims ever been placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
T^sal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Anteveision, Retroversion and Fle.xions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-
justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in
haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-
tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to
fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.
Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.

The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Eubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to
the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her^at
will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-
ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $8. To Patients, $ 12.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or
by Express, C. 0. D.

OR. M'lNTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA-CKLSOIV STItE:£:T', CHICA.GO, IXjIj.

Our valuable pamphlet "Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will ba
sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalraicaMFaraflicBatlery.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic
and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, ,is follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely

clamped to hard lubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the

internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard
vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the

zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with

soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone

recommends the Battery.
We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of

construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-
bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before

attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the

same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc., free on application.

MclNTOSH GALVANIC BELT AND BATTERY CO.,

Nos. 19a and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, ILili.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

-DEALERS IN-

;^tLf^idkl Ir\^tfuir\er\t^,

-AND-

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS,

218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc.,

On hand and Made to Order.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peokia Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

YAGINAL AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOD&IES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, YIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BU&&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solieted.

Tn answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical. Monthly.
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TO :PH:"^sioi.A.isrs.

smom XD

I

M.^
FORMULA.—Every ./?Mid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and % gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DOSE.—0?ie-/ia?/' to onefluid drachm in watei'. or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bkojiidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness. Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ien opiates fail. Un-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock iip the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following phyeicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louia, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mmlal Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(P)'of. Ob^lrics and Diseases of Wometi, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZAKD, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof, of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago. 111.

{Ed. Journal Mental and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Menial Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof Physiology and Diseases of Ike Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)

D. B. BROWER, M. D,, Chicago, 111.

{Ed. Chicago Medical'Jounud and Examiner, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases,

etc.. Woman's Medical College.)

J. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

{Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital Medical College;

Vrfsident and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Bush Med. College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. U., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
{Prof Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN. M. D., Louisville, Ky.
{Prof. Cliem'flry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
{Prof Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J, SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
{Prof. I'rinciples and Practice of Medicine, Medirnl Department Woosler University.)

H. H. POWKLL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
{Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertlaementB mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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lOSl,^
FORMULA.—India is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Rods of Stillingia, Hei>onias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum and Aromatics. Each /?MJd draclim also contains jfttie grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or twojluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous. Cutaneous, and Fem.'Ue Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

"Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. H. BYFOKD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman''s Hospital Medical College; Professor Gynxcology
Siish Medical College.)

E. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louie, Mo.

( Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physiaians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

{P)of. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynxcology, 3Iedical College

of Ohio.)

J. A. LAERABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, HoS'
piital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Pi'of. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of 3Iedicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

(Prof. Medical and Sttrgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gynxcology, Detroit Medical
College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, 51, D., Albany, N. Y.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., BloomingtoD, III.

(Ex-Preside)it Illinois State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(E.r-Presideni Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, ----- ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly sho\^n by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, -w^ho have made conaparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t^i^o

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authr rity in the world; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.the consideration of sfientific medical men.

Being supplied atthesime prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to befound in the
best of them, it can be prescrioed at less than one-half the expense.

ExtracU showing the value o/Maltine in comparison with Extract of Mall, and as a Conslructice. ,

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any 'f the Extracts-
of Malt examined. Prof. Walter S. Hainf.s, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professor Attfield, F.CS.,
Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of erain.

PR'F. R. Ogden Dokemus.

In its superiority to the Extract of Mult preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to
be all that is claimed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. ('. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

Ttie follawing is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, M»
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, 1 lind MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandeli,, in Louisville Medical JVeif)*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of the constructlves; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful Iberapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 2.5th, 1880.

An increasing experience in the use of MALTINE coDflrms ray former
opinion a« to Its great therapeutic value, and i slxjuld hardly know how to get
along without it. E. H. Dkhi.stkr, M. D.,

Prof. ObtUl. and Dit. Worn, and Children, Vnivertily of Mich., and in Dartmouth College

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.



ALTI nE
MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its preparation the tempera-

ture does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired.
Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash be heated
to 212 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the starch digestive-
principle, Diastase. ^^

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE (Plain).

!VIALTiNE with Hops.

MALTSNE with Alteratives.

^lALTiE^E with Beef and Iron.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil.

MALTI N E w'ith Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites.

MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.

MALTINE with Peptones.

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Phosphates.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Quinia &Stiych.

MALTINE Ferrated.

MALTINE WINE.
MALTI N E W 8 N E with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

H. F.

DR.

DR.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, hy permission, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medi-

cal Profession who are prescribing our Maltine Preparations :

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., St. Louis, Mo., Physician to

St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof. Ner-
vous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri
Medical College.

WM. PORTER, A. 31., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

E. S. DUXSTER, M. D., Ann Harbor, Mich., Prof.

Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universi-

ty and in Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H. ANDREWS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical
College.

B. F. HAMMEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa., Supt.

Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. R. PALMER, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Physiology and Personal Diagnosis, Universi-

ty of Louisville.

HUSTER McGUIRE, M. D., Richmond, Va., Prof, of

Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia,

F. A. MARDEN, M. D., Milwaukee, Wis., Supt. and
Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. YAXDELL. M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University. Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D.. Louisville, Ky., Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clin-

cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the

Hospital College of Medicine.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M. D., L.L.D., New York,

Prof, of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ; Prof, of Chemistry

and Physics, College of the City of New York.

WALTER S. HAINES, M. D., Chicago, 111., Professor

of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical

College, Chicago.

E. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,

Woman's Medical College.

A. A. MEUNIER. M. D., Montreal, Canada, Prof.

Victoria University.

BIGGAR, M. D., Prof, of Surgical and Medi-
cal Diseases of Women, Homoeopathic Hos-
pital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DOBELL, London, England, Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Hospital for Diseases of the
Chest.

T. F. GRIMSDALE, Liverpool, England, Consult-
ing Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying-in-

Hospital.

WiM. ROBERTS. M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Manchester,
England, Prof, of Clinical Medicine, Owens'
College School of Medicine; Physician Man-
chester Royal Infirmary and Lunatic Hospital.

J. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, Eng-
land, Physician City of London Hospital for

Chest Diseases ; Physician West London Hos-
pital.

W. C. PIAYFAIR, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,
Prof, of Obstetric Medicine in King's College,

and Physician for the Diseases of Womenand
Children to King's College Hospital.

W H. WALSHE, M.D., F.R.C.P., Brompton, Eng-
land, Consulting Physician Consumption Hos-
pital, Brompton, and to the University College

Hospital.

A. WVNN WILLIAMS, M.D., M.R.C.S., London,
England, Physician Samaritan Free Hospital

for Diseases of Women and Children.

4. C. MACRAE, M.D., Calcutta, Ind., Dep. Insp.-Gcn.

Hosp. Ind. Service, late Pres. Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPEE, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.^
London, England.

LENNOX BROWN. F.R.C.S., London. Eng., Senior
Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.

J CARRICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle-on-Tyne,

England, Physician to the N. C. H. for Dis-

eases of Chest.

J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.B.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.

MALTINE is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession

in the UiitS'states, Great Britain, India, China and the English Colonies and is largely

used at the principal Hospitals in preference to any ot the Extracts ot Malt

^We will forward gratuitously a 1-lb. bottle of any of the above
|>JXfprticu?ar?'''"'°''

"'"

pay the express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for furtlier particulars.

HEED & CARNBICK,
183 Fulton St., New York.

4tB0

Address

Yonkers-on-the-Hudson.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jknie^ S. ^tl^erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.
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Drug Stock of about $1,200, in a flourishing railroad
town of 600 inhabitants.

PERFECTLY SATISFACTORY REASONS GIVEN FOR SELLING-
Terms easy. For full particulars address

I. J. BENNETT, M. D.
Norwulk, Monroe Co., Wis.

COLBURN, BIRKS & CO., of this city, are in daily

receipt of FRESH NON-HUM AISIIZED VIRUS.

lO Double-Dipped Points, - - - - $1.00.

Crust, --------- i.7g.

Orders sent to the publisher of this Journal with the

cash, \Arill receive prompt attention.
Peoria, 111., Dec. 1st, 18S1.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Known as Reliable nearly SO Years.
'^§^^^' *See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinaiy Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture.

H. PLA^TE^ & SO^, 224 William St., Kew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES,
FILLED OF ALL KINDS;

E3S/II=TY 0.i^:P3XJI-.ES (7 SIZES).
iTo, 00, Lirgs:t. ITo. C S, Cmalle:'.. Especially adapted jtnd recom-

{Order by Number only.) xnerxded. for administering con-
%mzBw^ ifiiiiiijM ,^-. Boxes 100 each, (jg^j^i-ated or nauseous medicines

free from taste or smell. Pre-

Bi^r^ ventincr irritation of mouth or

'" ^ throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, M Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines t

HOKSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box lO Capsttles, eithe

size liy mail SO Cents.
N. B.—We make all kinds of Capsules to order.

New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free, SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on all orders*
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SOQTTS EMULSION
WITH

PERFE CT, PERMAKiENT, PALATABLE.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:
First—AVe use in the manufacture of our Kmulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician
Second—By our process of Kmulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophos-

phite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be admiuistei'ed to children and persons

with most sensitive stomaclis without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in tlie form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial
of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

AVith all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula— .50 per cent of pure Cod Liver Oil, gis of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. ofthe

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid outice. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar wifli its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
flxperiencp goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark
Ehammts Franr/ula, in the form of our Buckthorn Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
seyres as a medicine. It seems to be; almost a siiccific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accon)panies the use of a cathartic. At
the game time producing a tonic effect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, aji we find it rieces.sary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active jirinciple.

We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most
sensitive stomach. We shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all iihysicians upon api)lication,
giving instructions for its use, etc. Prejiiired by Scorr & Bownk.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We resjicctfiilly .submit theabove elegant prepunition to the notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor MS with a trial So far as it has been (esteil, it lias nut with theii' entire approval ; and we lielieve

jt is not only ib'Mtined to fake the jdace of the crude oil. Imt to be used much more* extensively. In our
prficess of errnilsifying, it is not on]y permmienf and p'lhil.ihli; but is deprived eiilirely of its grijjing prop-
ertleH. In its administration, it requires very little more tli.iii the mule oil, but the experience of the
physician will soon guide him In its use. It is put uji in 4 o/,. bodb's, that H(dl for ".i.") cents; also in
Quarts for physlcianH to prescribe as desired. HanijileH will be finiiisbiMl fri'e on ajjplication. Formula :

—

at) per cent, of f\tre Cold I'reimeil (Jiulor Oil. Vtjicr cent. Chemiridlij I'lire (llijferitte.

I'refjared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists. 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In anfiwerlng advertlHements mention the Peoria Medical Montbly.
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ST. FEAICIS' BRADLEY HOSPITIL

A well-known Institution, conducted by the

G^SISTERS OF ST. FRANCIS^D

A HOME FOR THE SICK
D^ ghtfully situated on the Bluff, above the city, commanding a mag-

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-

ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J- T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.

Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Physicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own

practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from ST to

$10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from S4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention tiie Peoria Medical Montlily.
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SM£L,US. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, SOOS,
And all objects of NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.
N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

Life(Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy; FcUowofthe American Association for the Advancement of Science; ^,k
member of the Academy of Nat. iicicnces, Phila., and American Museum of Kat. Hist., Central Park N.Y. City )
Specimens se!'Ho a .ypartoftheworld by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated "monthly Natiirallst's Lei'su

Hour of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiums see each monthly issue
Irec^ivcd the hi-hc-t award given to any one at the Centennial Exposition of 1875, and the only award and medal

given to any Ameiican for " Collections of Minerals."

Leisure

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 23 cents, heavy paper 50 cents, bound ift

cloth 75 cents,
3 2 sheep $1, 3^calf^i.25, cloth interleaved gi, 1^ sheep interleaved gi.23, 3 2 calf interleaved ^1.50, (price-list

alone, 16 pp. 3'cents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver charged me about jEi,iGo before a copy
v.-as struck off. By means ofthe table of species and accompanying tables most species may be verified. The price-list is

en excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabetically

and preceded by the species number. The species number indicates the place ofany mineral in the table of species,

after it will be found the species name, composition, streak or lustre, rleayage or fracture, hardness, specific gravity,

fusibility and crystallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some t'.a!: I had in 1876 are no longer

in stock.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, etal.

The collections of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other works o*
Mineralogy ; all the principal Ores, &c., &c. The collections arc labelled with printed label that can only be, removed

by soaking. Thelabelsofthe gS.oo and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and ia

most cases, the composition of the Mineral ; the ^s.oo, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and

table of species. The sizes given are average ; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.

Crystala and fragments
Student's size, larger

,

Amateur's size, 2]^ in.Xl/^
High School or Academy size, 23^X3}^ in., Shelf Specimens.
College size, 'i]/^'/f> in., Shelf Specimens ,

25
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(I_.IQ,XJIZDJ

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (POg).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO5).

gr. phosphate of mag. (3MgO PO5)

1-6 gr, phosphate of iron (Fca O3 PO5).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined,? grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
melaphosphateof any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, iVleiifal and Pliysical Exhaustion, Xervousness,
Diminished Vitality, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S
ACrD PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. HORSFORD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no difference of opinion, in liieh medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid and no preparation has ever been olTered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as ihis.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

h danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND. M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said iliat niider the use oC ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid I'liospliate, a young
lady rescued her rea-on who had been ren-
derfd insane bv a dieani.

DR. M. II.HKNRY, of New York, says:
Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses clnini8 as

a beverage beyond aMythnig I know of in the
form of Medirjne and in neivons diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosjiliate.

The UXe WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-
ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced tlio.se ills fur whidi the Acid I'liosjihate

is pn scribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free
on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peoria Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peori Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to
Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are
able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestive properties
are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that
it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

L.A.CTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever pre-
sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in
Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-
tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyalin, Lactic
and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF liACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.
Pancreatine 6 ounces. ( Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

LACTOPEPTI NE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-
versal adoption by physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic valuo
has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSION.

ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M. D.,
Profeuor of Pathology atid Practice of Medicine, University of the Oity of New York.

SAMUEL R. PERCY, M. D.,"
Professor Materia Medico, New Yorli Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,
JVo/'. CAeni., Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent ; Prof. Chem. and Hyg. in Am. Vet. Ool.,ele.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Jkcm., Jeff. Medical Col,; Phy. to Penn. Hot.

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Piin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof. of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of LouiavUle, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,

Emeritus Prof, of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prof. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

No8. 10 &12 COLIiEOE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O. BOX, 1574.

In answering advertisements mention the Peobia Medical Honthlt.
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A Growing Evil,

The members of the Medical Profession are not fully alive to

the importauce of specifying continually the name of the manufac-

turer whose remedies they prefer when ordering from wholesale

drug houses or in writing prescriptions. The evils resulting from

the practice of substitution cannot be over-estimated; and the

extent to which this imposition is carried is not realized by the

Profession at large. Physicians should ask themselves—Who is

benefitted by using the cheap preparations of comparatively

unknown manufacturers which many druggists are anxious to

sell ?—Are prescriptions filled at any lower prices ?—if wanted for

office use—Is the price per pound or ounce any less than for reliable

preparations .? Investigation will satisfy them that whefn cheapgoods

are pushed by the jobbing druggist, an extra profit is allowed by the

manufacturer for such service; and in turn by the retail dealer for

the same reason; while the price to the physician remains the same.

Send an ''open order,'''' without the name of the manufacturer

distinctly specified, and you run the risk of getting the cheapest

and poorest in the market, because the profit to the seller is greater.

Where does the blame rest? Not on the jobber alone, for he

conducts his business on a purely trade basis; and in selling cheap

preparations, may be honest in the belief that they are reliable,

liaving been so represented to him by the manufacturer; and until

a protest comes from the Profession, perhaps does not realize the

injury he is doing in scattering, broad-cast, medicinal preparations

unjit for use. The responsibility, therefore, rests largely upon the

Physician, whose professional and financial success depends upon

the qualitv of the remedies he uses.

The Preparations of the Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co.—
late Wm. S. Merrell & Co.— ( indorsed by the Profession for thirty-

years,) are for sale in every jobbing centre, from the Allegheny to

to the Rocky Mountains; and Physicians have only themselves to

blame if the remedies thev use do not give satisfaction.

Colburn, Birks & Co. Wholesale Druggists, Peoria, Ills, carry a full

line of the Wm. S. Merrell Chemical Co. Preparations, and

will fiill orders at manufacturers' prices.
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Recent Introductions to the Materia Medica,
BT

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.,

ManufacturiDg Cliemists, Detroit, Mich.

CHEKEN. {Euqenia Chekert, Myrtus Chehan.) This remedr, a native of
Chili, is very popular in that counti'y whe eit is emplo' ed

as an inhalation in diphtheria, laryngiiis, bronchitis, bronchorihcea, etc ; as an injiction
In gi noirhcea, leucorihcsa, cj'Slitis, etc.; ftnd internally us »n aid to digesiion, toa^Uty
coueh, to tiicilitate espeiioration and to stimulaie the kidneys. It is also an astringeot
and is said io be of great value in hasmoptysis.

Chelifn (known also as Chekan and Chfquen) was introduced to the profession of
England throueh a 'eport of results following its use in chronic bronch tis or winter
coush, by Williara Jlurrell, BI. ]>., M. R. C P., A.«sistanr Physician to the Royal Hc-pital
for Iiiseases of the Chest, and Lecturer on Practical Physiology ai.the Wesiminster Hos-
pital. Dr. Slurrell's report is very favorable and he has supplemented it by private
advices to us expressing great salislaciion wiih the drug in the alTeclions in which he
has emplo>ed it. He regards it ; s one of the most valunhle introductions of 1 ale years
and pronounces it a drug of very superior properiies iu the treatment of Clir«ijilo
Broiictiitis. acting in this affection bmli as an anodyneand exeriiug a favoraljle inllu-
ence over the organic clianges in the mucous membrane. Jt is certainly a remedy
•which merits a thorough trial at the hands of the profession of this country.

GTX^X^'D A C A T ITT A ("mountain SAGE") ArtemMa Fri-
t^JL-CdM^Ja^JA. S^I^Ajy JLJrLm (jida. Fluid extract of the herb. Dose
one to two fluidracliius. Diaphoretic aiitl diurelfc.
The success winch has altnuied the adl)lilIi^t^ tiou of this drug in '"Mountain fever" has
suggested its einployu ent in all febrile conditions attended with suppresMim of the secre-
tions of the .';ki)i and kidneys. Its action in fever seems to be t«o-fokl, acting directly on
the i.ervoi'.s centre, thus inducing a direct lowering of the temperature, and facilitating the
radiation of the heat thrcniuh diajdioiesis which it stimitiatcs. Under its use. the kidneys
are al-o aroused to acliviiy, and the solid constiiuenls of the urine propoitiunate'ly
increased. Therapeutic tests have corroborated the opinion formed of it on tlieontical
grounds.

TDT'O CJX' A (ALLIGATOR PEAR.) Fluid extract of the seeds. Dose 3n to 60
.Mr £|X%|9-'^XX* minims. Tliis r mcdy is now for the firsr time present! d to the
profes-U)ii (d' this country. It is introduced on the recnmmendatii n of Dr. Henry Froehling.
of Balliniorc, JMarvland. who. whde acting in the cajiacily of botanist and t-cieinist loan
exploring cxpeiliiion in Southern Mexico, became familiar whh tlie drug both from reports
of the na lives and pergonal experience, a- a rcnu-dy in Imercosial nnirnifjia.
The following extract from Dr, Froehling's report will give some coiu;eptioii of tlie nature
of this re II e. y :

"A cominon pxpciienrp among )ihyBicians is tliat some cnsps of intercostal nfuralgia aro very
troiililcHiime ami olistiiiat.', r(•si^til)g ahiioHt every Kind cf treatiupiit

;
particnlarly is this IlK^ciisein

IDHluiiHl (llKtrictH. In sncli cases I wnulil recoiiinHiid the llni(l extract ol Persea seed. In my own
pereon and in (^veiy case in wliich I liave ini|ili)yed it I liave heen highly {-ratified with tiie result.

Th< «e ot my medical fiiends to whom I have given BamplirS of the preparation warmly endoisu my
opinion of it as ahove, and I cannot lnit helievo that further tiial of it will cause it to ho regarded as a
'Valualde addition to our ll^t of meihcines."

It. Fn chliiig also mentions the fact that Persea has been employed with benefit in
the fxiMii.sion of tapeworm.

g^f\f^ A (FHY'iHI^OXYLON CnCA.) The evidence in favor of Cora is to rrove
\-/ \J^\^.XX> it a jiowerfnl nervous .'tinuilant, tlront;!! whicli jiroperty it retards waste
of li'Sii'-. iv.<;r<-ase.>- mirciilar slj(iig11i aiid cndrrance, and ren ovcs ftiti^jiie and lant^'ior,
due to jiroloi'ged pl)y^ical <ir nn ntal cffoit. Wlnle indicated in all conditions pitvcidng
lliese > rrijiltjms it has an e>)jecial indication in Ihe I reatment of «he opium and nlco-
liiil habltit. In these deplorabu' coi diiicns it has been loiind to i o.s.-cs> i xfiiioulmjiry
f'rop(riicH- relieving the ;-.onse of untold hodiiy and mental miscty which folhiWs the w.tli-
drawai of tlie a<-(;ii-t(imefl j-tlmiiUis. thus jitcveniiiiL' a reiiirii to (he narcotic, and affording
an opijoriuuiiy for biiilcing up tlie sy^-tt ni by the administration of restoraiive tonics.

t^'WK PREPARE FLUID EXTRACTS OF ALL TIIE ABOVE DRUGS.

Parke, Davis &d Co.,
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
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Aet. I.—Clinical Contributions to Electrical Therapeutics. Papek No. IV.

By Romaine J. Curtiss, M. D., Joliet, 111.

LOCAL PARALYSIS—PARALYSIS OF SIXTH NERVE.

Case 1.—Mr. M., aged forty years, a carpenter, noticed

an error of vision gradually increasing while at work or

reading, and noted the remarks of his family and friends

that he was cross-eyed. His left eye could not be turned

outward, and he presented the usual signs and symptoms
of the total loss of contractile power of the external rectus.

When he came to me he was considering the proposition

made to him to have the operation made for strabismus.

I discouraged the operation, and suggested the use of gal-

vanism as a more appropriate remedy. The interrupted

galvanic current from ten cells was applied in such man-
ner as to include the rectus in the circuit, one pole being

applied over the outer canthus—being a wet sponge—and

the other over the mastoid or behind it. The applications

of the current were made in this manner for six weeks, on

an average of three times a week. During this time there

was no apparent improvement, though I believed there

must be improvement in the original nervous lesion. At

the end of this time I increased the quantity of electricity
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to forty cells and diminished the intensity by the rheostat

to avoid cauterizing the eye. Only two such applications

were made when the patient ceased to call, and 1 saw no
more of him for several weeks, when I met him on the

street, observed his eye was straight, and he remarked that

'"that last dose fixed me; my eye has been all right ever

since."

FACIAL PARALYSIS.

Case 2.—Mrs. P.. aged abont twenty-four years, mother
of two children, weight about 160 pounds, took a walk two
miles into the country on a dsbj in July, 1881, when the

thermometer marked 100 degrees Fahrenheit. She re-

turned in the evening heated, fatigued, and with a " fright-

ful headache." She passed a restless, sleepless night, and
the next morning had paralysis of left side of face. Her
mouth Avas drawn to the right side, her left eye turned in-

wards, and whenever she winked the eye would describe a

complete circle of motion, and settle down again in a fixed

position, with the axis pointing as far toward the right as

possible. Her facial expression was changed, and there was
entire loss of motion and sensation of left face and eye^

corresponding with the area of motion and sensory inner-

vation given by the sixth, fifth, and facial nerves. Treat-

ment by the interrupted galvanic current was begun the

same day, and the patient also took on this day ninety

^ains of bromide potass. The positive pole was applied to

the mastoid and the negative to the various motor points

of the face. After the second trial the electro-motor re-

sponse of the muscles was prompt when forty cells were

used. The treatment was continued every other day until

the current had l^een applied ten times, when she was
cured,^—both sensation and motion of face and eye being

fully restored. In this case the improvement after each

dose of the electri(^ity was very marked. The eye was the

last to recover, and the recovery of sensation and motion

throughout was simultaneous and complete.

APHONIA. /

Ca.se 3.—Miss— , aged seventeen years, became hoarse,

and shortly after lost her voice. She remained in this con-
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dition several months, when she visited a dentist to have

teeth extracted, and I was called to superintend her ether-

ization. I made some inquiry about her loss of voice, and
thinking she was hysterical I proceeded to give the ether.

To my surprise she continued to whisper while delirious

with ether, and even screamed in a whisper, whereat 1 dis-

missed the notion of hysteria in her case. I afterward ex-

amined the case and found no disease of the vocal cords,

though she had catarrh of the pharyngo-nasal cavity in an

extreme degree, and I attributed her aphonia to reflex par-

alysis from this cause. In this case treatment was directed

to the antecedent catarrh and the sequent paralysis, the

former being treated in the manner recommended bj" Dr.

Rumbold, and the paralysis by the induced current to the

larynx, by placing a wet sponge electrode to each side of

the larynx. In several cases of aphonia which have been

treated by me the galvanic current has always failed. I

did not try it in this case. The patient was treated by in-

duced current, as described, for two months, on an average

of three times a week. She did not recover "phenomen-

ally," but when she began to speak loud was very hoarse,

and presented very queer phenomena relating to control of

pitch and volume of tones. She was gradually from this

time restored to her natural voice.

Case 4.—Mr. , aged fifty-eight years, engaged in

insurance business, lost the power of speech to the extent

that a few minutes' talk would cause so much pain in the

larynx and lower jaws that he would be obliged to hold his

peace for the time. He was not hoarse, nor did he ever

lose the power to speak loud, but the paresis was so great

that he was conscious of the will power expended in speak-

ing each word, and the sensory element was so great that

each effort of the kind would be followed by pain. On ex-

amination with laryngoscope, I could see no disease of

the vocal cords, though he had pharyngo-nasal catarrh and

partial deafness, and subjective sounds from eustachian

disease. He stated that his form of disease was a family

disorder, and that his brother, a minister, was forced from

his labors by reason of a like disease, coming on at about
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the same age. I began the treatment of this case by use

of the induced current, as in the previous case, and made
applications of silver solution up in the pharyngo-nasal

cavity, on a swab, using for the purpose a pledget of ab-

sorbent cotton, wrapped on a flexible silver probe, bent to

suit the anatomy. In two months' time the patient was
no better, and consulted an eminent specialist on the re-

spiratory organs, who found no lesion of larynx except the

neurosis, and advised cod oil and a trip to Lake Superior,

and told him when he returned, if not well, to continue the

electricity, using galvanic current very mild. The patient

spent a month up "among the pines," and boating up and
down the lake, when he came home very glum and dis-

couraged. By this time I was provided with the excellent

method and apparatus of Dr. Rumbold for the treatment of

catarrh, and the patient was treated by this method and
electricity "off and on" for a year, when he pronounced
himself cured. The i^atient has remained well ever since,

—now about a year,—and follows the business of talking

people into insurance with eloquence and success.

ASTHMA.

I have no better reason for classing asthma as a local

paralysis than the fact that the summary of symptoms, as

presented to the consciousness of the observer, is a picture

of paralysis of the respiratory function. Without doubt

asthma is a nervous disease, and by whichever route along

the series of signs and symptoms the study of the disease

is approached, the various phenomena hinge on an affec-

tion of the respiratory centers. The symptomatology con-

sists of dyspnea, spasm of the minute bronchia, bronchitis,

with muco-purulent secretion, and also presence of octahe-

dral crystals and degenerating cells in bronchial tubes.

There is irritation of the vagus, and generally a lesion of

some other organ within the reflex horizon of these symp-
toms. Add to tJiese signs and symptoms the characteristic

rhythm and we have the jncture of asthma. It is impossi-

ble to take these phenomena and arrange them satisfac-

torily in physiological order of sequence. The great ante-

cedent is not a constant quantity, nor is there a constant
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cause of asthma of a like nature. Probably the most con-

stant quantity in any disease is the rhythm of the patho-

logical action, and that most of our remedies act by

changing the rhythm. It is certain that the antecedent of

most diseases is unknown, and the action of the remedy

which is known to cure the disease is unknown; and fur-

ther, in many diseases, the cause of which is known, the

cure is known to not have any direct action on the cause.

Disease consists of a series of signs and symptoms, the re-

moval of either one of which may break up their rhythmical

action and destroy the disease. Quinine will cure ague, but

its power over "malaria" seems rather mythological when
it is remembered that an emotion may cure ague equally

as well. In any disease, which, like asthma, may consist

of a series of signs, symptoms and conditions, the cure of

the disease by removing one of the signs, s5^mptoms or con-

ditions does not prove that the factor removed is the grand

antecedent or cause of the remainder, but in my opinion

its removal in this manner proves that the activity of the

removed factor was necessary to maintain the rhythm of

the pathological forces and present the picture of the

disease.

In asthma, a successful treatment may be addressed to

the bronchitis, the spasm of minute bronchia, the irrita-

tion of the vagus, or to any remote factor of the disease in

the reflex horizon, which may, perhaps, be pharyngo-nasal

catarrh. The more marked the rhythm of a disease is, the

more easily it may be broken up or changed; or, in other

words, the less complex the rhythm the less complex is the

remedy required.

There is no better evidence of the truth of this patho-

logical and therapeutical law than that afforded by the

simple rhythm of ague, and its more complex rhythms in

its intermittent and remittent forms. One of the most

successful physicians I knew in younger days, was a gentle-

man in Ohio, and no matter what might ail his patient, the

doctor was always hunting for the rhythm, or as he termed

it, a "malarial complication or intermittent form of the

disease," and his remedy was generally quinine. It ap-

pears to me that "intermittency" in many diseases, even if
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broken up and cured by quinine, is not clear proof that
"' malaria "' has any part as a factor in the case, from the

fact that all diseases necessaril}^ have a rhythm more or

less complex, and that states of emotion, from purely men-

tal origin, will effectually destroy malarial intermittency

in its typical form of ague. I think there is no more im-

portant factor of pathological force when viewed in the

interest of cure of disease, than its rhythm, and since I

have given up the habit of trying to find the antecedent

cause in diseases, I have been much interested in the

efiects of remedies which, by removing a factor of disease,

or possibly by adding a factor, as many remedies do, break

up the rhythmical action by which the disease is character-

ized. To my mind it is generally the case that instances

of "rational medicine," where they do occur, are samples

of breaking the rhythmical action of diseased forces,

rather than in removing a discovered first cause,.and 1 can-

not cite a better existing verification of this proposition

than the disputes which the professional headlights are

having on the subject of the relations of phimosis and par-

alysis. As is well known the surgeons, notably the sur-

geons of the urinary organs, contend that phimosis is the

great, or one great, antecedent of paralysis, of atrophy of

optic nerve, of softening of the ])rain, of hip-joint disease,

of deafness, of amaurosis, etc., etc.; while the alienists and

neuro-pathologists contend that this is an eri-or, or that

even the very contrary may be true.

If anything is demonstrated in i)hysic it is that

nervous shock is a chief factor in the etiology of disease,

and I can see no reason why it may not l)e equally as in-

fluential as a therapeutic agent, and it is l)y this method

that circumcision is able to cure paralysis, atrophy of the

optic nerve, insanity, hip-joint disease, brain softening,

spinal irritation, and other cases reported. To my mind it

seems clear that nervous shock in such cases as result from

the operation for phimosis oi- dilation of the urethra, acts

benefi(nally by breaking the rhythmical action of the path-

ological forces, which produce, or which constitute the

disease.
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The rhythm of disease varies in different diseases in

degrees of simplicity and complexity as relating to motion

and to time. There is a great difference in the rhythms of

pathological forces, which may be readily appreciated by

the student in the two diseases—ague and pulmonary
tuberculosis. What is more simple in action, or more
readily broken up, than the rhythm of ague, or what more
complex or difficult of "cure'' than the same factors in

tuberculosis?

Case 5.—Mrs. B., aged 54 years, had asthma for teit

years. Her chest had the characteristic contour of this

disease. Her paroxysms, which usually occurred every

two or three weeks during fall and winter, were of the

severest type. She had lately found relief in Jonas Whit-

comb's Asthma Remedy, a mixture of iod. potass., blood

root and gin, which she stated would generally relieve her

in a few hours. I saw her the first time during a parox-

ysm, and used by inhalation a mixture of chloroform and

nitrite of amyl with good effect; but the second time this,

remedy was used the effect was such that I abandoned it.

At the next paroxysm I determined to try electricity, and

did so, placing one pole under the ear and the other over

the diaphragm. The current was used in this way for

about twenty minutes, when the patient invited me to stop.

I noticed that she was continually clutching at her throat

during the paroxysm, and this led me to apply the poles of

the battery one on each side of the neck, and the effect

was to stop the paroxysm. The patient afterward pur-

chased a Kidder machine and succeeded in curing herself

of her asthma.

This case occurred ten years ago. Since then I have

tried electricity in all cases of asthma I have met. I have

never succeeded with galvanism, but in cases of asthma

having catarrh of the nasal-pharyngeal cavity the induced

current has always been of benefit, and in several cases has

been sufficient to cure.

OPIUM PARALYSIS.

Case 6.—Mrs. M., aged twenty-three years, married to

her second husband and mother of three children, drank a.
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pint of brandy during a forenoon and about twelve o'clock

swallowed an 6unce of laudanum. The servant girl was
cognizant of the facts, and when her mistress became un-

conscious gave the alarm. When I saw her about two
hours afterwards, she was unconscious, surface cold, pulse

scarcely perceptible, her head drawn back, eyes open, suf-

fused, and cornea insensible; her mouth open, tongue par-

alysed, and respiration four or five a minute and stertorous.

The servant said patient had not vomited—not even any of

the brandy. I could not give her an emetic, and had no
emetic I could give hypodermically. I gave gr. 1-100

sulph. atropia, which was repeated three times during the

next twenty-four hours. The recovery of this case was due
to the fact that respiration was kept up by the induced

current for over twelve hours. One pole was applied on
the neck below the ear, and whenever the other was ap-

plied over the diaphragm she would breathe—sometimes
breathing two or three times. At the end of about twelve

hours the respiratory function was restored, but she did

not recover consciousness for several hours afterwards.

paraplegia from spinal concussion.

Case 7.—Mr. , aged fifty-five years, on a Sunday
morning, when " full " of hard cider, climbed a tree about

thirty feet after a swarm of honey bees. He sawed off the

branch on which the bees had settled, and himself, branch
and bees came down together by force of gravity. Tradi-

tion has adopted a theory of the cause of the accident, and
the story is current throughout the neighborhood that the

valiant bee hunter actually sat down on the limb and
sawed it off between himself and the tree. At all events

he fell about thirty feet, striking on his buttocks. The
first symptoms were those of shock, from which he rallied

in a few liours, complaiming of intense pains in his spine,

sides, and lower extremities, with retention of urine, and
it was soon manifest that he liad paraplogiii. The motor
paralysis was complete throughout his lower limbs, but he

retained some sensation. In aboat six weeks he could sit in

a chair; had recovered some motion, though he -could not

stand. At this time T began to use the galvanic current,
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making daily applications to spine and paralysed parts.

His recovery was very rapid, and in two months was com-
plete.

Case 8.—Mr. ——, in company with five others who
suffered a like injury, was a victim of a railway accident

—

the Angola disaster. The car fell about sixty feet, and
these six cases were rescued from a death by fire, and had
no injury but concussion. The special case and two others

were unconscious for twenty-four hours, and were treated

in the usual manner for shock. When shock was recovered

from paraplegia was discovered. The special case and two
others recovered by use of galvanism in six weeks. The
other cases I mention only to show the varieties of spinal

concussion. These cases recovered from shock, settled

their claim for damages and went on their way. In periods

of time, from two to four months in the different cases,

paraplegia was developed. Since then I understand two

have recovered.

paralysis of the uterus.

The uterus is inert, relating to anuscular energy when
unimpregnated and during gestation. From the beginning

of labor until some hours after, a new set of physiological

laws control it, and there are manifested rhythmical mus-

cular contractions. Cessation of labor pains, with its con-

sequences relating to child-birth and post-partum haem-

orrhage, are formidable complications. In cases of weak

pains, or in total " inertia " of the uterus during or imme-

diately following labor, electricity, other things equal,

is second to no remedy, and in most cases the remedy is

preferable to ergot.

Case 9.—Mrs. —, a multipara, aged 37 years, was taken

in labor, and two hours after sent for me. When I arrived

something had suspended the rhythm of parturition, which

I could not discover. The os was partially dilated and

dilatable. Child alive, with vertex presentation. Patient

stated she was always delivered in labor by forceps, and

that the reason was, cessation of labor pains, and I was re-

quested to complete the labor in this manner. I explained

why I could not then apply forceps, and advised her to
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Avait. The ;iext day I was sent for again, and found the

tide again coming in and labor in full progress. To my
surprise the pains soon stopped abruptly, the os being fully

dilated and bag of waters protruding. I again left her,

and she passed a comfortable twenty-four hours, when
labor was again established. I visited her, taking an
electro-magnetic machine. As I expected, pains again

ceased when the head was in the pelvis. The patient

clamored for ether and forceps, the propriety of which I

could not deny, and in great anger the friends sent for an-

other phj'sician. I had forceps with me, but I wanted the

patient to go through her labor. I applied the electricity,

one pole on each side of the uterus, and half way between
pubes and umbilicus. The uterus responded instantly, and
I could bring on contraction at will, and continue it as long

as I kept the poles applied. To test the case further I gave

ether and continued to conduct the labor, which was soon

completed. My friend. Dr. —, arrived too late to witness

the birth.

Case 10.—I was sent for at night to attend Mrs. —

,

multipara, native of the " Emerald Isle," aged 38 years.

Labor progressed normally and rapidly for two hours. The
OS was well dilated, bag of waters protruding, when pains

abruptly stopped without discoverable cause. After using

friction to uterus through abdominal walls, and giving

ergot, 1 ruptured the membranes, and waited two hours

without a sign of labor being resumed. Counsel was now
flailed, who used friction to uterus, body and cervix, for

sometime; gave gr. 10 quinine, more ergot, some whisky,

and then, as labor was not resumed, advised waiting, and

went home. Thinking the case over I sent for the machine

and applied as before. The current was rather strong, as

all hands were in ill temper. The patient screamed with

pain, a contraction of the uterus followed, and labor was
rompleted with one pain.

Case 11.—Mrs. —, aged about 26 years, a multipara, was

delivei'ed after six hours labor. I removed the placenta by

Credes' method, applied a " binder " after contracting the

uterus, and left her. In two hours was 8ent for in great
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haste, and found the patient with concealed hseraorrhage.

I removed clots and secured contraction of uterus, but

found that I was obliged to maintain pressure to maintain
contraction, and that the bleeding was continuing. Two
hours were spent giving ergot, carbonate of ammonia, and
compressing the uterus, before I thought of electricity, and
another hour before the machine could be obtained and
made to "work," and all this time the patient was losing

blood. The use of the induced current set matters right.

This case occurred early in my obstetric experience, and I

will never forget my anxiety while giving the patient

ergot, etc., and compressing the uterus while she continued

to bleed.

PROLAPSUS UTERI.

I do not classify prolapsus uteri as a local paralysis,

though I will mention in this connection that during the

last year I have treated six cases of this disease success-

fully by means of the induced current. The cases were

characterized by absence of any disorder of an inflamma-

tory character, and appeared to be due to a relaxed, tone-

less condition of the pelvic organs. Two of the cases were

married: four were single. In each case there were neuras-

thenic complaints and irritation in the spinal horizon of

the pelvis, but whether the irritation and neurasthenia

was the cause of prolapse or vice versa was a question \

could not satisfactorily decide, as I am unbiased in mind by

specialism of either a uterine or spinal character. The

cases were much alike, but differed in degree of prolapse

and amount of sympathetic disturbance relating to nervous

system. In each case the induced current was applied

with the negative sponge electrode over abdomen, and the

other by means of a vaginal metal electrode. In one of

the cases amenorrhoea had existed over a year and the

function was restored. The patients were hard-working

women, and none had any hysterical symptoms. In two of

the cases I removed pessaries which had been worn for

some time. The electricity was used on an average three

times a week, and the average duration of treatment was

three months. The duration of the disease varied from
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two years to five. One of the cases who reported to me
from Bay City, Mich., was a bed-ridden invalid for a year,

her chief symptoms being those referred to spinal irrita-

tion. This lady's health was restored by the treatment as

detailed in two months.

Art. TI.—Rubeola or Variola? By Joseph A. Stites, M. D., Physician

and Surgeon to Nye County Hospital and Prison, Belmont, Nevada.

An epidemic has been raging in this mining camp of

Belmont for the past month, new cases appearing every

day up to the present writing. The object of this writing

is the desire to obtain the opinion of the medical profession

in diagnosticating the cases, I being unable to determine

whether they are those of measles (rubeola) or small-pox

(variola).

It first occurred in a girl of ten years, and the news
spread rapidly that she had " measles." Her mother gave

her the simple household remedies, and in a week I saw
her on the street with eyes congested and quite reddened,,

the eyelids swollen; no cough, no fever. The next one

attacked was a young lady living quite a distance from the

previous case. She was only in bed half a day and remain-

ing indoors one day. The day after the attack she walked

a mile to a frozen pond, where she skated for several hours,

spending the evening in a large company, seemingly, and

she assured those present of her usual perfect health. I

saw her on the streets the following day (the third day of

the eruption) and the rubeola was quite thick, eyes reddened

and coryza, no cough, complained of no inconvenience, and

only remained in the house the first day of the attack be-

cause of her mother's express commands to do so. In this

family (eight persons) every one was affected the same,

lasting from one to four days. I was not called in attend-

ance on any of them. I had my doubts as to its being

rubeola mainly because of the absence of any symptoms,

precursing symptoms, and the absence of any serious sick-

ness of those attacked, or any sequela following their rash-

ness in so soon ajjijearing outdoors, all the symptoms being
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at their height. The thermometer at this time ranged
from thirty degrees below zero (night) to thirty above zero

for the greater period of the past four months.

The mothers of these children were in doubt as to this

rash being genuine measles (rubeola). They had never
seen it in so light a form, that that they had seen in their

experience being of a much more severe type, with coryza,

acrid muco-serous discharge from the nostrils, eyes

reddened and irritable, subacute laryngitis, bronchitis, etc.

From the difference of the attacks seen by them here-

tofore, and those now seen, they felt dissatisfied with the

term measles (rubeola), considering it inapplicable to the

present epidemic, and so applied to me for my opinion,

which I refused to give, stating as an excuse my non-

attendance on any of the cases.

I was called to a case of this eruptive disease and went

prepared with my thermometer and paper to take notes and

the temperature and observe all symptoms that should pre-

sent themselves. It was a girl of ten years, of nervous

temperament, had a cold, and the night before her sister

had been up all night with her, she having all the symp-

toms of croup, so the latter thought. Ipecacuanha and

squill syrups were given freely, in very large doses, to re-

lieve the croupy symptoms. It was finally concluded best

to send for me. I found her with eyes reddened and blood-

shot, irritable and watery. Epiphora was well marked,

the tears excoriating the face, with frequent sneezing, acrid

muco-serous discharge from the nostrils, the cough dry and

sonorous and very painful. She complained of her throat

being very sore, and was trying hard to resist the cough-

ing spells, so as to avoid the disagreeable, painful soreness

c.f the throat, intensified by the coughing, the pain of which

caused her to cry at times most pitiful, the pharynx being

tble seat of the inflammation and causing the pain. Fever

aihd febrile movement very prominent, temperature rang-

ing^ from 103 to 106. For three days previous to this she

coriiplained of chilly sensations and shivering, appetite im-

pa- -ed; did not complain of vomiting (nausea), but had

pat^ in the head and limbs, lassitude and debility; consti-
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pation existed; convulsion at midnight of the day I was
called. The sister^ much frightened, immediately called

me in, I concluded it was caused by the increase of tem-
perature, the eruption being at its height. Epistaxis did

not occur as I have seen it in some cases. Spasm of glottis

or false croup occurred in this case the night before I was
called in. The invasion in this case was just four days.

The convulsion in this case was not the ushering of the

eruption, for when the convulsion occurred the eruption

was then at its height, the entire body being covered with

the red eruption resembling flea bites, the redness momen-
tarily disappearing on pressure. There was considerable

itching (pruritus) in this stage. The cough was not as

severe as it had l)een, almost ceasing. Febrile movement
on the second day disappeared altogether and hardly notic-

able. The eruptive stage lasted just twelve days. In the

stage of desquamation the epidermis did not exfoliate in

In'iny scales, as it should in this eruptive disease, and no
scaling or peeling off, and the skin was as smooth as ever.

The eruption seemed to recede gradually after reaching its

iieight. and j^ou could not tell now that the child had had
an eruptive disease. Treatment was as follows:

I? Liq. Ammonia acet., 2 ounces.
Syrup Limon., 1 ounce.

M. Sig. Tal)lespoonful every three hours; warm flax-

seed tea ml Hhituin; kept patient in bed in a dark room;
applied vaseline all over her body to allay itching (pruri-

tus), and api^lied oiled silk over her chest.

About the time of her recovery I received fresh vaccine,

80 vaccinated, among a number of others, all the mem-
bers of this family. One week after vaccinating, I was
called to the youngest child, five years old. She had somq.'

fever, was restless and flushed, and could see the rash,

apparently, under the skin. This was in the afternoon.

On making my visit in the morning, I was informed they

liad found, on undressing her the previous night, that Inar

arm had taken. By morning the rash had entirely disap-

peared, and she has remained well since. ,

V)\xi a young lady visiting the family took down/bhe'

same as the first case, the eruption, however, only lasting
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four days, ushered in with croupy cough, cold chills, great

lassitude, pain in her limbs, and a strictly aching feeling.

The vaccine did not act in this case.

The eldest sister, a lady in her fifth month of preg-

nancy, was taken down with severe chills, pain in her loins

and back; bronchitis very severe, with the pharynx trouble

the same as the first case, restraining the cough on account

of irritation of the pharynx; constipation, high fever,

nausea, unable to retain anything on her stomach except

brandy and milk; complete prostration. She remained in

this condition four days previous to the appearance of the

eruption. Her eyes from the first were much congested,

bloodshot and unable to bear the least light, muco-serous

discharges from the nostrils (cephalalgia), headache very

severe. The patient stated that she thought her head

would split with pain shooting all through her head and

back: anorexia persisted for three days; temperature 106;

ordered warm drink to bring out the eruption:

5 Pulvis. Ipecacuanhse et Opii, 2 scruples.

Div. Chart No. 8. Sig. One powder every four or six

hours, and two powders at night on going to bed; applied

oiled silk over her chest; bedroom darkened; slow, moderate

fire in bed-room stove. When the eruption made its

appearance it looked like the acne eruption, and those little

pustules diverged and intermingled with each other and

formed large red patches. Their disappearance left a red

patch about one to one and one-half inches in diameter,

and these patches not disappearing for five days. This was

its appearance on the upper part of the body. The palms

of hands, soles of feet, and gluteus region, the skin all

peeling off in hard, callous flesh in very large pieces, rang-

ing from one to four inches in diameter, and complaining

of great itching (pruritus). When I saw this semi-conflu-

ent eruption forming itself, I had little hopes for the child

in utero, anticipating abortion, which as yet has not been

threatened, though whether the child is so effected I can

not say. That, of course, will be determined in the future.

She remains very much prostrated; more so than any other

patient.
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I think this was a case of (variola) small-pox, and the

patient being pregnant the disease did not show itself more
fully, owing to the child taking up the virus. She, too,

had been vaccinated without effect.

My next case was a woman about fifty years old, who
had pneumonia, complicated with this epidemic rash,

which was well-defined variola (small-pox). She made a

rapid recovery and is now out.

One child was stricken after another till about thirty-

five children had had it. As many as twenty-five adults,

too, were down with it; all, however, in the mild, uncom-
plicated form; none of them so severe as the cases men-
tioned above, some being out continually at play while

the rash was visible. The adults (generally men) were
able to resume their various employment, indoors, in three

or four days.

But three families escaped, my own being one of the

fortunate, though more exposed than any other family to

infection, my wife attending the family of the pregnant

lady, and one of the children .slept with mine the night be-

fore the visit to our town of the red visitant.

Kingston, a town thirty-five miles from here, had one

distinct case of isolated small-pox (variola), the physician

in attendance taking entire care of the case. That was
one week before its appearance here. Our mail stage

passes through Kingston, but there have been no other

cases there and no people from here have been there. Now
have we had measles (rubeola) or small-pox (variola), or a

complication of both? And how came this complication

to exist? As far as I can learn, it has not visited any of

the adjacent towns, though a constant travel has gone on

between Belmont and other near towns, and many of the

recovered patients of the mild types have visited surround-

ing camps since their recovery.

Quinia sulphas was not given for the fever to the preg-

nant woman on account of its oxytocic effects, the simple

sig. ammonia acet. being considered most advisable. No
deaths occurred, and sequala has followed on none of those

attacked, whether of the mild or severe types. There has

been no case of measles in the county in several years.
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Art. III.—Some Considerations Relative to Acute Rheumatism and Its

Treatment. Continued. By J. Mi itriiY, M. D., Peoria, 111.

While it is unquestionable that in this disease there is

extensive disintegration of the tissues, very seriously ag-

gravating the symptoms and materially interfering with

the treatment, 1 am not aware of any method of medica-

tion by which we can avert or neutralize the disastrous

consequences which that tissue change produces. Neither

do I know of any adequate means that we possess to cor-

rect the depraved, or to increase the defective elimination,

which are such prominent traits in this affection. The
three great eliminators, bleeding, purging and sweating,

which in other diseases demanding active elimination, we
resort to with so much confidence, and usually with so

much success, are here scarcely, if ever, beneficial, and not

unfrequently I fear positively injurious. They do not re-

duce the pulse, lessen the temperature, nor restore the

deficiency of urea, which is so conspicuous a symptom in

this disease; neither do they appear to exercise any influ-

ence in curtailing the length of the malady, or in prevent-

ing the development or arresting the progress of cardiac

symptoms.
Although the exaltation of the temperature, the

rapidity of the pulse, and the threatening, if not already

existing, disease of the heart, would appear to specially

demand an energetic sedative treatment, we do not ob-

serve that this treatment has any special influence in sub-

duing the two first symptoms, or in anticipating or

influencing the last one. Antimony, digitalis, veratrum

viridi, aconite, hydrocyanic acid, and colchicum, etc., have

all been tried and have all conspicuously failed; none of

them appearing to suit the peculiar character of the dis-

ease, or the special hyperinosis which characterizes it.

It would accomplish no good purpose to review in ever

so general a manner, the long tedious list of so-called rem-

edies, which has from time to time been foisted on the pro-

fession, with a faith amounting almost to idolatry, for the

cure of this disease. A ccdalogue raisonne, of not less than

fifty different remedies, has long been in the hands of the

medical public, embracing every department of therapeu-
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tics, possessed of the most opposite effects, embracing both
acids and alkalines, and other agents ahiiost equally antag-

onistic and incongruous. Such a farrago of agencies, often

puerile in their conception, imaginary in their influence,

and impotent in their results, we probably cannot find in

the therapeutic history of any other disease. It is possible

that some of them may, under certain conditions of the

system, have exercised some modifying influence over the

symptoms of the disease, and may have apparently cured

some mild cases; but simmering them down in the caul-

dron of experience and common sense, the great bulk of

those so-called remedies are found to be mere therapeutic

shams, of no advantage to the rheumatism, and of no effi-

cacy in the heart disease.

The only modes of treatment in acute rheumatism
wdiich are worthy of our attention, are the alkaline, the

salicylic, and the application of cold to the surface of the

body. I will pass each of these in review as briefly and
tersely as their importance will permit. All of them are

important therapeutic agents in this disease, but their re-

spective advocates sometimes permit their enthusiasm to

carry them too far, and thus lose to the profession hints

and cautions of inestimable value. I like enthusiasm in

our profession ; it is the key-note to its advancement, but

it ought to be kept within proper limits, and we should

know when to put on the brakes.

While there is no lack of assertions as to the beneficial

effects of ])oth the alkalies and salicines in this disease,

there have unfortunately been no persistent or successful

attempts made by comparison or analysis, to ascertain in

what class of cases one or the other may prove most ad-

vantageous, or whether one of them has any special power
in certain cases more than the other. That much valuable

information of a practical therapeutic character could be
realized from enquiries made in this direction, there can be
no doubt. I am prohi})it(3d from entering on this subject

by the limits to which 1 am confined, and by the want of

any reliable data to assist me in such enquiry. My own
impression is, that in the present state of our knowledge,

it is jjrobably impossible for us to arrive at any conclusions
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on this subject which would be generally applicable. In

some instances, however, by studying certain conditions of

the system which existed previous to the onset of the

disease, and by observing existing symptoms also, we may
be able at least occasionally to exereise a useful discrim-

ination as to the remedies we should employ. For ex-

ample, in persons of full habit, vigorous physique, active

temperament, with a probable excess of fibrin in the blood,

the pulse not over a hundred and thirty, and the temperature

not over one hundred and three or four, with the secretions of

the mouth diminished, great thirst, and much hyperpyrexia,

in such cases the alkaline treatment ^ indicated, and in

them it will probably continue to maintain its high character.

I have in a former number of this jouraal referred

briefly to the alkaline treatment of acute rheumatism, and

would remark here, that its failure in cases suitable for its

use is frequently the result of its improper or inadequate

employment, and from a misconception of the effects of

the different alkalies which we use. Errors, I believe, have

been frequently made in the doses administered, in not per-

sisting properly in its use, in the character of the alkalies

selected, and in their improper combination. Soda and

potassa, the alkalies most generally prescribed, have very

different effects on the human system. The salts of

potassium depress the heart's action in large continued doses,

weaken the power of the spinal system of nerves, and are

liable to produce an ansemic condition of the system;

while it is well-known that the salts of soda do not usually

produce any of those disagreeable effects. Probably the

most judicious and convenient method of administering

those remedies is by the following or some kindred pre-

scription:
R Potassse acetas, ^ scruples.

Soda- bi-carb., IK drachms.

AqiiiB, -^ oimces.

Mix, and render effervescent by the addition of two

drachms of citric acid.

This draught should be repeated every three hours,

until alkaline urine is produced. Its action is usually

prompt; but if alkalinity of the urine and sweat does not

soon follow, and especially if there are any depressing
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effects manifested, it is probable that the absence of the

first condition, and the existence of the last, is owing to

the retention of too large an amount of the alkalies in the

system. Under those circumstances the above draught
should be rendered aperient by the addition of two scru-

ples of potassio-tartrate of soda, instead of the acetate of

potass£e, and tartaric acid in place of the citric acid; by
these means the excess of the potass, salts is eliminated,

the prostrating effects of that excess are removed,, and the

urine becomes speedily alkaline.

After this object has been accomplished, after the alka-

linity of the persm^ation and the urine has been fully es-

tablished, the alk^pie treatment should be reduced to the

minimum required to maintain that condition. Carrying

the alkaline treatment farther than this becomes positively

injurious, and it is an error which I apprehend is not un-

frequently practiced, and which has done much to inter-

fere with the beneficial effects, and injure the reputation

of the alkaline treatment. At this stage of the disease,

the above treatment should be supplemented by the admin-

istration of quinine and iron, remedies which aj^pear to

act as sedatives and tonics and hasten the convalescence.

In cases of acute rheumatism where the vital powers

are weak, the person not vigorous previously, either as the

result of constitutional debility, or some previous indispo-

sition, where the pulse is weak and rapid, and the ther-

mometer indicates a degree of temperature of one hundred

and five or over, alkalies are contra-indicated, and I con-

sider ought not to be used.

The salicylic treatment of acute rheumatism unques-

tionably constitutes an important era in medical science;

for although the frequently extravagant pretensions of its

friends are likely to react against its usefulness as a special

therapeutic agent, and although it will not cure every case

of this disease, nor anticipate or cure every contingent

cardiac lesion with which the rheumatic affection is so fre-

quently complicated, still there can be no doubt of its

commanding efficacy in this disease. The credit of discov-

ering, or at least utilizing, this splendid addition to the

therapeutics of acute rheumatism, is undoubtedly due to
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Dr. Maclagan, of Dundee, Scotland. It is curious and in-

teresting to observe the delusive train of reasoning, by
which he accomplished his great discovery. During the

progress of some investigations which he was making into

the causation of acute febrile ailments, he imagined he
could trace some resemblance between rheumatism and in-

termitting fever. He therefore adopted the miasmatic
view of the origin of the former, and reflecting that the

maladies on which the cinchonacese exercise the most
powerful influence, are those which are found in districts

where the cinchonaceae grow, analogy led him to sup-

]3ose that he must look to some plant which flourishes in

localities which are specially liable to acute rheumatism

for a panacea in this disease; and having observed that

damp marshy regions are apt to induce this affection, he

determined to search among such districts for an agent

which would cure it, and fortunately stumbled on the sali-

cacese, and adopted their active principle, salicine. From
this briefresume it will be observed that the train of reason-

ing by which Maclagan eliminated his now famous practice,

was founded on reasoning which was incorrect, and on

analogies which do not exist. There is no special or other

parallel, between malarial fever and rheumatic fever; the

former existing only in regions where malaria exists, the

latter occurring indiscriminately in every part of the

world. It is not the antimalarial principle of salicine

which cures acute rheumatism; if it were, quinine and the

cinchonoids would also cure it; it is undoubtedly some

sul (jeue)'ic principle which the salicine contains, and which

has not yet been discovered. Besides we find that the

willow grows most readily and rapidly in temperate

climes where malaria is unknown. Although Maclagan

reasoned from delusive premises, his discovery is none the

less valuable: and notwithstanding the modifications of

the salicylic treatment, which have been adopted by other

physicians since its first introduction by him in 1876, he

still adheres to the salicine. and his opinions on the sub-

ject are certainly entitled to great weight and considera-

tion. He administers the drug in scruple or even larger

doses every two hours, until the pain is relieved, the pulse
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slowed, and the temperature reduced. After those objects

have been accomplished, he lessens the dose to a drachm
daily, continuing it for a week or longer.

During the last few years, the use of the simple
salacine has been in a great measure superceded by the
salicj^lic acid, and the salicylate of soda. It is perhaps yet
too early to form a correct judgment regarding the peculiar

merits of the three preparations. All of them we know
will cure acute rheumatism, but which of them will cure it

most rapidly and frequently, we cannot I believe yet

decide.
[to be conclvdeu.]

Art. IV—Does the Child at Full Term in the Uterus have Any Influence

by its Inijtincts, in Producing Labor? By Silas Hubbard, M. D., Hud-
son, McLean County, 111.

All the writings of authors I have seen, declare that

the child is passive, and has nothing to do by its instincts

in producing labor; and declare in substance that the con-

tents of the uterus increase in bulk till they become intol-

erable to the nervous instincts of the uterus, and thus the

uterus is impelled to contract and make an effort to throw
off its contents, which phenomena and its concomitants is

called labor.

I will now attempt to defend the affirmative of the

above proposition; and firstly, if the instincts of the child

have nothing to do with bringing on labor, how is it that

the uterus will tolerate a boy to grow larger than a girl

before hibor is produced. The child must ordinarily come
to the maturity of nine months, whether it is a boy or a

girl, or large or small, before labor begins, which is a strong

argument that the instinct of tlie child is a factor in the

production of labor. Excessive bulk of the contents of the

uterus is not the only factor of the initiation of labor, for

sometimes the uterus will tolerate an excessive amount of

amniotic tiuid with even a dead child, longer than it will

a nine months living child. The child, about the end of

the nine months, becomes comparatively uneasy by times,

and bores with its head over the os uteri at intervals, day
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after day, till finally by the irritation of the os uteri,

mainly, the labor is induced to begin, and when it has

begun the child ordinarily alternately rests and moves.

The alternate period of rest and movements varying in

their duration. The period of rest of the child corres-

ponding to the interval of pain, and again the movements

of the child bringing on the pain; and thus the intervals

of pains, and the pains are kept up and continued till the

expulsion of the child. When the head, shoulders and

arms are born, authors tell us not to pull away the hips

and lower extremities, wliich we can so conveniently do,

but to wait till the child moves its lower extremities and

thus excite the contractions of the uterus to complete the

delivery of the child, and at the same time throw off the

placenta and prevent hemorrhage. Thus authors do agree

that the last movements of the lower extremities of the

child in utero, do cause a pain or contraction of the uterus-

and the final expulsion of the child ; and if they say the

last movements of the lower extremities of the child do

cause a pain or contraction of the uterus, why could they

not go further and say the movements of the child had

something to do not only in initiating labor, but continu-

ing it till its last kick in utero; which last movement is

the only one they acknowledge as having any influence in

producing a labor pain.

A child dead in utero of course becomes very offensive

to the uterus, and is provoked to make efforts to cast off*

the offensive substance; but the labor does not proceed as

well and surely as it does with a live healthy child at term,

which is an argument that a healthy child at term exer-

cises a beneficial stimulating influence to the uterus in

labor, by exciting and aiding the uterus and abdominal

muscles in bringing him into the light of the world.

Excessive amniotic fluid or too tough membranes or a

second bag of water sometimes hinder labor 1\v preventing

the child from communicating the boring sensation to the

OS uteri.

If the child happens to lie crossways the labor is gen-

erally very much suspended, as if the uterus was very
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reluctant to act under such unfavorable circumstances; but
I think the real cause of the partial suspension of the

pains is because the head of the child is not over the os

uteri, exciting by its movements the uterus to action.

Art. V.—Death from Tobacco Poisoning. By W. H. Veatch, M. D., Carthage,

Illinois.

A case of tobacco poisoning recently occurred in this

city, of which the following is a brief account:

On the evening of January 3d I was hastily summoned
to attend a gentleman of some sixty-five years of age. He
had been acustomed to the use of tobacco for many years,

but of late had used more than usual, and being admon-
ished by his daughter, with whom he resided, said he did

not think he was using more than common. On the even-

ing referred to he had partaken of a light supper with his

usual appetite and was active and cheerful during the

evening, as he was wont. During the evening he had eaten

an apple, and at 10: 30 o'clock he remarked that something

strange was coming over him, and was observed to be lean-

ing over in his chair as if about to fall to the floor. His

son-in-law took hold of him and sustained him for a few

moments, during which time he uttered a few incoherent

words, and had some spasmodic contractions of muscles.

As soon as he recovered from what they termed the swoon,

he was removed to the sofa, and in the course of thirty

minutes he became very much relaxed and sick at the

stomach, and at length vomited the apple he had eaten and

«orae fluid, and also a large quid of tobacco. After the

emesis he appeared very much prostrated, and was induced

tf> take a small quantity of ginger tea. He then became
quiet, and went to sleep almost immediately. This sleep

was easy and profound; his breathing almost impercepti-

ble. After a sleep of perhaps thirty minutes the family

began preparing to reti're, supposing all danger was over,

and undertook to arouse him to go to his room, when, to

their horror, he could not be aroused. At this juncture I

was called and found his extremities cool; respiration six

or seven per minute; pulse running from 40 to 80 per min-
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lite, twenty or thirty strokes rapid, and then grow slow

until they would run down to about 40. The pupils of the

eyes would not respond to the strongest light we could

bring to bear on them, but were all the time mere points.

The eye lids would remain open or shut, just as they were
left by my finger.

When I first saw nim the extremities and surface were

cold, but after a hypodermic injection of an arterial stimu-

lant, the whole surface became warm for a short time. He
had lost the power of deglutition before I saw him. The
breathing became more imperceptible and the pulse more
fluctuating, until he ceased to breath at about 12: 30,

about two hours from the beginning of the attack. There

were no abnormal sounds of the heart, although his friends

said he had in former years suff'ered from some form of

heart disease, and his physician had told him he was liable

to die suddenly from the eflfects of it. In the short time I

had to examine the heart's action I was unable to detect

any abnormality about its sounds.

The symptoms were so nearly those of narcotism that

I could find no solution to the case except the swallowing

of the tobacco, which remained in the stomach a sufficient

length of time to be absorbed in sufficient quantity to pro-

duce death.

The question as to what produced the fainting fit, as

they called it, I will say I am of opinion that what they

thought a swoon was an epileptiform spasm, in which he

swallowed the tobacco he then had in his mouth, and that

the immediate cause of death was narcotism, produced by

the absorption of the tobacco.

As to the cause of the spasm, I would say that from

some unknown cause the old heart afi'ection manifested

itself, which caused the epileptiform spasm, and in the

spasm he swallowed the tobacco, and the narcotism from

that produced death.

A California woman is reported to have given birth

to sextuplets.
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Vaccinia, or Vaccinal Urticaria?

Centerville, Ia., February 15th, 1882.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir—I see in your valuable journal an article

written by yourself, relative to the eifects of vaccination,

and which you call vaccinal urticaria. As this is a subject

that interests our people here and elsewhere very much, I

thought to drop you a few thoughts on the subject, which
you can publish if you deem them of sufficient importance.

We, of Centerville, Iowa, have had the usual excite-

ment consequent to an epidemic of small-pox. There was
one case occurring in the Keystone Hotel, which was a

confluent case, and died of course, though we fully con-

trolled the trouble by removing the patient to a healthy
and safe locality, and quarantining the hotel, with all those

exposed, fumigating and disinfecting the hotel, especially

the rooms occupied by the patient prior to removal. We
safely passed through the trouble without any indications

manifesting themselves of a spread of the disorder. As a

matter of course every one in the quarantine was vaccin-

ated, and when I inspected them prior to raising the siege,

they i:)resented all the evidences of success. Vaccination

was the rule, and very many of those vaccinated were
afflicted with the rash spoken of in your paper. None of

our physicians here had ever seen a case except myself. I

had one occurring in 1880. I pronounced it vaccinia, and
still call it that, and am fully satisfied from the symptoms
and history of the affection, that I am correct. (See Wil-

son on Skin Diseases, p. 484, and other authorities.) It re-

.sults from the use of pure fresh ])ovine virus, is not con-

tagious nor infectious, for like St. Peter said about the

baby—there is only one way to get it, though I isolate all

my cases for the purpose of quieting excitement. I relieve

the intense itching by the use of starch powdered, and ap-

l>lied also a mixture of mucilage 3 parts, glycerine 1 part,

carl)o]ic acid 5 drops to an ounce of the mixture. I have

not had any trouble with any of the cases as yet, though
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they are very annoying; in a few days they are up and

around again. I also sponge off frequently with warm
water, keep the bowels open, and we have no trouble, and

it is now recognized and accepted as non-contagious, and

only requiring care in the nursing to carry them safely

through.
Yours respectfully,

R. Stephenson, M. D.

'&^

A Reply to "Pharmacist."

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir—Allow me a small space in your journal to

make a few comments on an article signed '"pharmacist,"

(small p) or rather not signed at all, for 1 am of the opin-

ion he is ashamed of his name after relieving his massive

brain of so many misstatements about the ''M. D.'s," as he

puts it.

It appears that the article is a reply to what some doc-

tor in Joliet has said, and I presume the gentleman is cap-

able of taking care of himself; but as the subject of not

allowing graduates of medicine the privilege of dispensing

drugs is being freely agitated in this part, and as the gen-

tlemanly druggist in his article has the decency to accuse

doctors generally of ignorance and illiteracy, and extol the

high attainments of druggists, and that they ''must know

twice as much as the average doctor," and "must correct

errors in dose, etc.." and ''give virtues in several languages."

Would it not have been as well for the aforesaid

druggist to learn how to spell correctly in his own lan-

guage and learn the proper use of capital letters; but in

his "four years apprenticeship," he speaks of, he probably

neglected these primary studies and passed up into the lan-

guages, so he would be able to read the doctor s poor writ-

ing in "different languages." He speaks about the doctors

"collecting numerous formulas and putting them off for

original, and then being afraid some druggist will steal

them." Allow me to say ffatly to the gentleman that no

physician of any standing does any such thing, neither
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has the true physician any secrets which he keeps from his

patients when it is for their benefit to know them.

And again, he says "about nine times out of ten a doc-

tor gives an evasive answer to questions." This I also

deny, for physicians as a class are willing to impart all the

information they can. He asked the question, and I will

give it in his own words, capitals and all,
—"How many M.

D.'s are there in this State that can Sit down and write an

extempo prescription original and all right as regards com-
patibilities, Dose, etc. ? " And he answers by saying "very

few.'' My dear sir, let me tell you that you are wide from
the mark. It is safe to say that a majority of the gradu-

ates of any respectable school, need not, and do not depend

on any book of formulas. The physician makes his diag-

nosis by reasoning out the pathological condition of certain

symptoms that are unmistakable, and then, understanding

the action of medicine on the human system, makes his

prescription to fit the case, without the assistance of "Na-

phes or some other authority," and does not "turn the leaves

until he comes to something he guesses fits the case, and if

it cures, all right, and if not, goes through the same thing

again, until the subject dies or recovers." The man selling

drugs who will give utterance to such language is not wor-

thy of the patronage of any respectable physician, and
had better use his massive brain and fine attainments in

compounding his "pile mixture," for he would do as little

harm making and applying that as anything we could sug-

gest. He talks learnedly about "quacks," and even quotes

Webster's definition; but of all the quacks, deliver me
from the druggist quack, who has a small smattering of

the action of medicine, with no knowledge of anatomy,

jihysiology or pathology, but is always ready to prescribe

and compound for every ill, to get a penurious fee, and

does it too, in the very fax^e of the law, unless he has a cer-

tificate from the State Board of Health granting him the

right to prescribe for the sick.

He asks again, "have you ever cured phthisis 'pulmo-

nalis."' "Did you ever cure a case of triary syphilis?" I

will say to his first question, medical men do cure phthisis
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pulmonalis; and to his second question I would ask, what
is "triary syphilis?" It may be the learned pharmacist
means fertiari/ syphilis, but his brain seems to be so addled
it is hard to tell what he does mean.

Respectfully,

St Elmo, Fayeife Co., Til B. C. Smith, M. D.

The West Heard From.

Xewton, III., February 14th, 1882.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir—I see in the last number of your journal

that a doctor of Paterson, N. J., on May 15th, between 3

A. M. and noon, delivered three women, and in each case it

was twins. Now% if this is the best New Jersey can do.

they had better cease boasting of their reproductive

powers. Dr. D. S. Fisher, who formerly practiced medicine

in this place, told me that between sun-down and sun-up.

he delivered five women of nine children: that is, the two

first had twins each, the third triplets, and the last two

single births. This occurred in Southern Indiana.

Set 'em up again.

Yours, J. H. Maxwell, M. D.

go0fe %iiXun,

Illustrations of Dissections, in a Series of Original Colored Plates, Represent-

ing the Dissections of tlie Human Body. By George Viner Ei.i.is, Pro-

fessor of Anatomy in University College, London, and G. H. Ford, Esq.

Vol.11. Second edition. 8mo., cloth; pp. 226; 30 colored plates. Xew

York : W. Wood & Co. 1882.

This is the February number of Wood's library of

standard medical authors, and fully up to the excellent

January number in every respect. The perinseum is illus-

trated by three full page plates. The abdominal parieties

by six. Four are devoted to the pelvis, both male and
female, while the remaining seventeen complete the dis-

sections of the lower limb. The text accompanying the

plates is full and satisfactory. In many places hints of

practical value to the surgeon are thrown out, thereby

largely increasing the interest of the work.
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These two volumes (Januaiy and February) in them-
selves are worth the price of a year's subscription to the
library. No such books have ever been offered to the med-
ical profession before at such a price.

Transactions of the Thirty-tirst Annual Meeting of the Illinois State Med-
ical Society. Held at Chicago May, 1881. C'lotli

; pp. 8G2. Johnson, Olds

cfc Co., Printers, Chicago.

Some ot the papers included in this volume are quite
exhaustive: exhausting the subject, author, society and
reader: though it must be said that this class of exhaustive
papers is on the decrease. Among those of real value we
may mention the Report on Surgery, by Prof. Chas. T.
Parke: Dysmenorrhcea, by Dr. Ellen A. Ingersoll; and the
report on the Legal Regulation of the Practice of Medi-
cine, by M. A. McClelland, M. D. We hope that the speak-
ers and essajdsts at the coming meeting of the society will
profit by the good example of brevity shown by the major-
ity of the papers read at the last meeting, and published
in this volume.

Transactions of the Twenty-eighth Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of

North Carolina. Held at iVsheville, May, 1881. Paper; jip. 128. .Jackson

ct Bell, Printers.

The valedictory speech of the retiring president, Dr.
R. B. Haywood, is full of amusing anecdote and solid com-
mon sense. We have reprinted an interesting paper on
Ainhum, by Dr. Hornaday, in a previous number. The
reports of the special committees are full and valuable.

Pain pli lets and Reprints.

Surgical Diseases of Women. By R. J. Curtiss, M.
1).. Joliet, 111. Reprint from the Medical and Surgical Re-
porter, January 28, 1SS2.

Nervous Shock as a Therapeutical Agent. By
the same author. Reprint from the Sf. Loin's Medical and
Siirfjical Journal, February, 1S(S2.

Bathing. Cupping, Electricity Massage. By David
I*rice. .M. I), -lacksonville. 111. Yrom America)i Practitioner.

LiTiiOTOMY; \ Tabulated Statement of Cases. By
the same author. Reprint from St. Louis Medical and Sur-
t/ical Journal.

The Humane Journal, Chicago, HI. Its motto is,

"We Speak for Those who Cannot Speak for Themselves."
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DeT\^itt County Medical Society.

This society met in Clinton, at the office of Judge
Ingham, on the 10th day of January, 18S2, Dr. W. H.
Kirby. President, in the chair.

Among other transactions of the society, the following
resolutions were unanimously adopted:

On motion of Dr. Goodbrake:
Resolved, That the thanks of this society are hereby

tendered to the Hon. D. C. Smith, member of Congress
from this District, for his efforts in behalf of an act for the
distribution of pure vaccine virus by the government.

On motion of Dr. McClelland:
Whereas, There is in the Code of Ethics a clause

w^hich deprecates and forbids regular physicians to consult
with irregular ones: and.

Whereas, The aforesaid clause seems to have been
forgotten or disregarded to some extent; therefore, be it

Bemlrefh That from this date, each and every member
of this societ}^ will be held strictly accountalile for any
violation of said portion of our Code of Ethics, as also the
article of our constitution referring to the same.

On motion of Dr. J. A. Edmiston:
EexoJred, That the custom of counter-prescribing, and

retiiling or repeating prescriptions, without special direc-

tions from the physician whose prescription it is, is detri-

mental to the interests of the people, and in many cases

injurious results follow: therefore, we will not patronize

any druggist who may be hereafter reported to this society

as pursuing such practices.
* Christopher Goodbrake, M. D.,

Secretar//.

A Sample of British Humor.

Is THERE A "'Field'" for Battey's Operation?—This

question is asked in the last number of the American
Gynsecological Transaction. Before answering it we looked

out "field" in the dictionary. We found a field thus de-

fined: '"A piece of land enclosed." A field then is a field by

virtue of hedges or other limits. We are able therefore to

answer the question in the affirmative, and need not surely

remind oophorectomists (especially in America, Init also in

England) that a field is not -a. prairie.—London Lancet.
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Vaccine Vims.

We have such a scare in this and surrounding cities

in regard to small-pox, and vaccine virus being so difficult

to obtain. I wish to enlighten my medical brethren in
regard to keeping it pure and potent for an indefinite

length of time: twist the crust in a little absorbent cotton,
very tight, and then surround by several wrappings of tin

foil. Drop in half an ounce of pure glycerine, having a
thread attached to the virus, held in position by the cork,

and labeled. Every child is not the victim of syphilis, con-
tracted by the indiscretions of the parents, and we run the
risk of being imposed on by these wholesale sharks who
advertise so liberally, Half the time, in my opinion, the
ivory or quill is dipped in simple mucilage. I have used
the virus I speak of in nearly three hundred cases, and a
very large percentage has taken beautifully, and the virus
was nearly two years old. Give this a thought, brethren.

—

Dr. A. V. Banes, in Medical Brief.

"Use as Directed."

One would suppose that physicians, at least, would be
so fully impressed with the dangerous character of many
of the drugs they constantly employ as to need no caution
regarding their use. Yet that such is not the case the per-

sonal experience of many, if not all, of us will attest.

That accidents have not been more frequent from our
negligence is due to the watchful care and vigilance of our
faithful allies, the druggists, who, were they so disposed,
could doubtless reveal many things which it were better
for the peace of mind of our patients should not be known.
One of them—Mr. Charles J. Shulmyer, of Lancaster, Pa.,

draws attention in a letter published in Martin s Chemists'

and Drufjfjists' Bidletin and Medical Advocate for January,
1882, to a species of negligence on the part of physicians,
which will ])e obvious, upon reflection, to all, i. e., the
neglect to ^ive proper directions as to the mode of using
our prescriptions. Of the prescriptions on his files, he
finds that fully 22 per cent, are without any directions

whatever, 10 per cent, have only "use as directed," whilst,

of 200, 7 contain opium enough to cause trouble should
any but the regular dose be taken. Yet not one of them
has a word of direction on it. Now many persons, as he
.says, will reason that if the medicine were dangerous it

would be accompanied by particular directions as to tak-
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ing, and not be labeled "use as directed;" hence with such
•a direction, they would not hesitate to take more than the
prescribed amount. Moreover, in numerous instances,
from want of attention or forgetfulness. the exact verbal
direction will be forgotten by the patient or his attendants;
nnder these circumstances the druggist is asked for infor-
mation, which he must either supply by guessing or after
'delay and trouble in finding the physician. Further, the
druggist is thus rendered powerless to correct any possible
errors in regard to dose, etc., which deprives us of that
safeguard against fatal mistakes to which we have alluded.
These criticisms are, we must confess, well grounded, and
it is well that they should be brought to the attention of
the profession. However hurried the physician may be, he
should always take time to give minute directions, written
as well as verbal, especially in the use of remedies of a
dangerous sort.

—

Maryland Medical Journal.

Iodoform for Wounds.

Mikulicz claims that iodoform is equal as an antisep-

tic to carbolic acid and is less dangerous. In open wounds
it is simply sprinkled on. In septic, gangrenous or slough-
ing wounds it is specially satisfactory. In strumous diseases

it is almost a specific. In lupus its effects are gratifying,

the epidermis being destroyed if necessary by a solution of

caustic potash. In deep wounds pencils made with cocoa
butter (one part to two), and for injection a twenty per
cent, ethereal solution are recommended. Local irritation

can be prevented by previously oiling the sound skin.—

-

Wiener Klin il\

Injection for Dysentery.

Subnitrate of bismuth, powdered gum arable, of each
one-half drachm, warm water two ounces. Inject one to

three times a day in chronic and subacute dysentery.

Tinct. opium may be added, and also of ipecac when not
well borne by the mouth. In every case an injection of

warm water should precede in order to remove the intesti-

nal mucus.— Union Medicale, February 4.

^French Faculties of Medicine.

The salaries of the professors at Paris are $2,600, and
in the departments from $1,200 to $2,000. The agreges

receive from $600 to $800. The Faculty of Medicine of

Paris has 64 professors and assistants; that of Montpelier,

85; that of Nancy, 30; that of Marseilles, 27; that of

l^antes, 25.

—

Maryland Med. Jour.
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The New Code of Ethics.

The recent action of the New York State Medical So-

ciety has given rise to a very interesting and warm discus-

sion. The "bone of contention" lies in the clause which
reads: "Emergencies may occur in which all restrictions

should, in the judgment of the practitioner, yield to the

demands of humanity." If generally adopted, it permits

of indiscriminate consultations with all schools of medi-

cine, the only restriction being "the judgment of the prac-

titioner." The Royal College of Physicians of England
recently adopted a resolution which, in guarded language,

discountenances those medical gentlemen who "trade upon
such designations as imply the adoption of special modes
of treatment." This resolution was, no doubt, brought

out by the addresses of Drs. Bristowe and Hutchinson, at

the last meeting of the British Medical Society, in which
they advocated a wide liberality, and argued that to recog-

nize homa'opathy will have the effect of its disintegration

and disappearance. There is considerable difference to our

mind, however, between persecution and active opposition,

and simple, passive indiffei'ence, or the let-alone principle.

What action will be taken on the subject by the Amer-
ican Medical Association at its May meeting, is a matter of

surmise. Whatever be done, should only be done after a
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full and free discussion of the question in all its bearings
and principles, and it is the duty of every delegate to
weigh the matter carefully, and not allow himself to ])e

carried away by the novelty of a new thing.

More than a mere matter of policy is involved: there

is a wide question of principle at stake, and one which is

worthy of careful and deliberate consideration.

The Canada Lancet editorially favors the new move-
ment as follows:

"The insane cry against homoeopaths and homoeopath}'
has done more than anything else to bring them into
prominence and public sympathy, and contributed in

no small degree to their success in this country. It is

time that new lines were drawn, and those who can read
the signs of the times can readily perceive that a change
is coming over the spirit of bitter opposition. The remarks
of Bristowe and Hutchinson, and the wording of the reso-

lution of the Royal C!ollege of Physicians, show the changed
state of feeling in England; not that the profession or in-

dividual members believe in doctrines of homoeopathy more
to-day than in the past, but they are becoming more lil)eral

towards those who differ from them. When such changes
in high professional circles in conservative old England
have taken place, where homoeopathy has no legal status,

need it be cause for wonder or surprise, if in Ontario, where
they form an integral part of the corporate body politic of

the profession, and are entitled to equal rights and privileges

with the regular profession, there should be even a greater

reversion of feeling in favor of showing them the ordinary

courtesies of gentlemen towards each other, and of meeting
them at the bedside in cases where only an expression of

opinion in regard to diagnosis is concerned, or an operation

in surgery required, and where no compromise on the part

of either consultant is demanded. We venture to assert

that if such treatment were accorded them as here indica-

ted, soon one and others would drop the distinctive title of

homoeopathy, and finally all would merge in the general

profession. Such a consummation has been more than
hinted at already, by some of the leading homoeopaths in

England."
The London Lancet, on the other hand, discountenances

everything that looks like a compromise or recognition of

homoeopathy, and we think the majority of American

practitioners will endorse the following extract from a re-

cent editorial in that journal:
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••Ordinary minds will agree with Sir William Jenner
and Dr. Clark that there is something false in consultations
with men who, however honestly, hold such crotchets. By
all means let them hold them, but in the name of common
sense do not compel others who have more light to meet
them. There can be nothing in proper freedom to require
two to walk together who do not agree, and it needs
little acquaintance with crotchet-mongers and homoeopaths
to know, as Sir William Jenner well pointed out, that if

w^e do suffer ourselves to be drawn into consultations with
them, we shall find ourselves compromised and placed in

false positions. It is a little hard on those who have so

successfully combated the absurdities of homeopathy to

be told that they have raised false issues. The attitude of

regular medicine to homoeopathy has been abundantly
justified by the confessions of the degenerate disciples of

Hahneman and by the discredited position of homoeopathy
in Europe, w4iich, in all its universities, has not one chair
of homoeopathy. Homoeopathy would be much further
discredited in the eyes of the public were its practitioners

not in the habit, with very defective candor, of using the
ordinary means and medicines of regular therapeutics.

Under such circumstances it is but fair to ask for the dis-

solution of all homoeopathic societies and the abolition of

the name and designation. Meantime we must think with
Sir William Jenner and Dr. Andrew Clark that it is the
part of all practitioners who realize the gravity of their

calling to enter into no consultation which may involve
the recognition of absurd and discredited doctrines,

whether held innocently or for trade purposes."

Rush College Coiiimenceiueiit.

The thirty-ninth annual commencement of this flour-

ishing institution occurred in the Central Music Hall,

Chicago, Tuesday, February 21st. A large and elegant

audience listened with attention and hearty sympathy to

the exercises. The following extract from the secretary's

report will be of general interest

:

The present session of lectures in Rush Medical Col-

lege, terminating with this hour, has l)een the most
remarkable in the history of the institution. This winter
has been the first time that the number of matriculants

in any medical college west of the Atlantic cities has

exceeded 000. The present class numl^ered 509 students.
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Last winter the number was 487. In the post-graduate
session last April, 72 practitioners were added to the num-
ber, swelling the list of matriculants for 1S80-S1 to a total

of 559. When the practitioner's session, to be held next
April, shall have closed, enough names will have been
added to the enrollment of the present session to swell the
grand total for 1881-2 to about 600 matriculants. The total

number of students in the college since its opening session

is 7,303, and graduates who have gone forth is 2,492.
* :l; t- * *

The spring session of lectures now presents a gratify-

ing aspect little dreamed of ten years ago. Something of

its importance and magnitude can be learned from the
growing popularity with the students and profession

which it possesses, judging alone from the number of stu-

dents in attendance. Ten years ago sixteen students

attended the spring course; last spring the number in

attendance was 254.
rfi 'I^ 51^ 'K T*

The examination papers have exhibited a most grati-

fying improvement over former years in the summum
magnum of literary qualifications of the present class.

Year by year the faculty observes a steadily progressive

increase in the number of students whose scholastic

training and acquirements are in accordance with the just

demands of this greatly enlightened day for students en-

tering the learned professions. Assurances are frequently

received from the alumni and preceptors located in various

parts of the West, that they often remand students to the

academies and seminaries for further preparation before

they can be allowed to begin their professional studies

under their care. The faculty long ago expressed, and an-

nually repeat, their conviction that on the practitioners of

the country, as well as on the medical colleges, rests the

responsibility of advancing the standard of scholarship in

the profession.
^. * * * *

Rush Medical College was the first institution in this

country to give a post-graduate course of lectures to prac-

titioners, and its importance and usefulness are now
assured, and it bids fair to become one of the most impor-

tant departments of the college. The advantages here for

the study of practical anatomy and surgery, and for clin-

ical observation are unsurpassed in this country, and the

faculty cannot understand why one or more post-graduate

courses annually will not be well supported by Western

practitioners.
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The degree of Doctor of Medicine was then conferred

upon one hundred and seventy-nine gentlemen. The Hon-
orary degree was conferred upon Dr. J. Mihier Fothergill

of London, and Prof. Paladino of Naples, Italy. The ad
eundem degree was given to Prof. I. N. Danforth, and Ad-
junct Prof. J. S. Knox.

Dr. C. R. Carpenter delivered the valedictory for the

graduating class. Prof. DeLaskie Miller delivered the Doc-

torate address, which was full of the i^rofound common
sense for which this gentleman is noted.

Professor Byford distributed, with a few witty remarks

to each, a large number of bouquets to favored members
of the class, after which the exercises were closed with the

benediction.

THE ALUMNI MEETING.

There was a large attendance at the business meeting
of the Alumni Association, held at the college on Tuesday
morning at 10 o'cldck.

Dr. J. L. Whitley presided. After hearing reports

from the different officers and committees, several interest-

ing speeches were made by old graduates. The prize essay

committee reported that no award had been made. The
committee was continued for the ensuing year. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. B. F. Swaf-

ford, Terre Haute, Ind.; Vice President, Dr. John H.

Murphy, St. Paul; Second Vice President, J. W. McFarland,

M. D., Bryan, Ohio; Secretary and Treasurer, F. A. Em-
mons, Chicago.

THE BANQUET.

Between four and five hundred sons of the Rush, sat

down to an elegant banquet at the (irand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, furnished by the faculty of the college. The
great dining hall of the hotel was brilliantly lighted and

handsomely adorned. The menu was in every way a grand

success, and was fully appreciated. Professor DeLaskie

Miller j^resided, and after the dishes had been removed,

introduced the toasts and speakers. The exercises of the

evening were greatly enlivened by the songs of the college

quartette club, led by Dr. E. P. Davis. Among the most
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interesting responses were those of Dr. J. H. Murphy of

St. Paul, who humorously related some country experi-

ences; Dr. C. T. Dripps of Stanton, 111., who responded tO'

the toast, "The Medical and the State;" Judge J. G. Rog-
ers, Prof. H. M. Lyman and Rev. Dr. Holland, who at short

warning took the place of President J. Adams Allen.

All exercises connected with the commencement and
banquet were of great interest to the alumni and friends

present, and every one left with the feeling,
—

"It is a good

thing to be a graduate of Rush Medical College; long may
she prosper."

Notes and Comments.

Dr. R. A. Kerr, formerly of New Auburn, Minn., has

recently located at Smithville, Peoria Co., 111.

Will the few who are still in arrears please take the

trouble to forward their dollar at once? Verbum sap.

An anti-vaccination society has been formed in New
York City. Each member is pledged to resist vaccination

in every possible way.

A patent medicine man in Brooklyn died from an over-

dose of his own medicine. It was a fever and ague cure,

and contained arsenic.

An edition of the Iowa State Register will not be

issued this year. Wonder what has become of the Illinois.

Board of Health Register?

Dr. Dripps has promised us a copy of his speech at the

Rush banquet, on the subject of the "Profession and the

State," for future publication.

Dr. D. W. Aldrich, of Galesburg, 111., paid us a pleasant

visit a few days ago. We are always pleased to see any

physician visiting our city, and hope they will always

favor us with a call.

Remember our new volume begins with the May num-

ber. All subscriptions received prior to that time will be

dated from May. A full index to Volume II will accom-

pany the April number.
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Physicians wishing to change their location will do
well to note the opportunities offered on advertising page
SVS of this issue. That of T. A. Murray, we think, an un-

usually fine opening for a man with some means.

Those who have sent to us for medical charts will

please excuse a short delay in forwarding them. The sup-

ply was soon exhausted, and a week or perhaps longer

must elapse before we can receive a new supply. We will

send them out as soon as received.

A Chicago daily tells of a speculum of bone, which
was driven into a man's spinal cord by a pistol shot. A
new place to introduce a speculum; but the manner of in-

troduction is scarcely more severe than the way in which
some physicians use the other kind of speculum.

Dr. C. M. Miller, Richview, 111., (Rush '81,) was married

on January 31st, to Miss Rosa Baldridge, of the same place.

Dr. W. E. Guthrie, Bloomington, 111., (Rush '81,) was mar-
ried on February 22d, to Miss Lena Smith, of Wichita,

Kan. Rush boys are always found foremost in the line of

duty. We offer them our sincerest congratulations.

The following has been sent us. We heartily congrat-

ulate the doctor, and wish him everything that is good:

At Edwardsville, Madison County, 111., on Saturday,
February 25. at 6 p. m., at the residence of F. A. Wisemans,
Esq., by the Rev. Olin B. Rippitoe, Dr. M. D. Tibbetts (Mo.
Med. '81), of Pierron. Bond County, 111., to Miss Sadie L.

Ketcham, of Litchfield, Montgomery County, 111. The
young doctor has been here about seven months, in which
time he has built up a nice practice. The many friends of
the young couple unite in wishing them good cheer and a
prosperous and happy future.

The Ditty of the Doctor.

Music, The Mermaid.

The following song was sung at the Rush banquet by
the College Quartette. The words are by Dr. E. P. Davis.

It was tumultuously received, and had the heartiest encore

of the evening

:
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There lived a young doctor in a quiet country town,
And a fine young man was he

;

From a college in the city he'd just come down,
With his brand new medical degree ;

—

And the old ladies said " H'm, Hum ;

"

And the young ladies said " Oh, my !

"

And the old doctors said " He's a young swell head,

And we'll soon take the shine from his brand new sign.

And the blood from his frenzied eye."

But the young doctor had such a fine set of tools,

Such a mild, persuasive grace
;

That people came to think the old doctors fools.

And call him in their place.

He would actively insert his hypodermic squirt.

When the parson with the colic roared,

And his agony abated, while it never is related

That he afterwards complained of feeling bored, bored, bored ?'

That he afterwards complained of feeling bored.

Now there was a certain judge who was opulent and fat,

And a mighty man was he
;

But he had a great obstruction to his water works' production.

Which grieved him exceedingly
;

Where the old doctors stuck with their big, big sounds.

Our hero won gallantly.

For, with proper expedition and the greatest of precision.

He speedily passed him a small bougie.

He passed him a small bougie.

So the doctor to the judge's daughter was wed,

And lived in prosperity
;

He had intimate relations with the country population,

And flourished mightily
;

There were six pairs of twins in that small town
In the space of two brief years.

And the doctor led the van, for he was a leading man,

And when the doctor died the ladies all cried,

And they pickled him in their tears.

Receipts for January.

In this place we will print the names of those from
whom money has been received dnring each month.
Parties remitting will please note whether their names are

credited, and if they are not, notify us by postal card:

Illinois.—Drs. N. G. Slack, J. A. Harvey, A. B. Clough, A. R.

Howard, — Barcus, S. H. Brokaw, W. S. Holliday, H; Marshall, H.

Knappenberger, C. Kallenbach, H. L. Harrington, T. C. Maxwell, J. P.

Lytle, E. G. Davis, R. M. Houck, W. K. Newcomb, J. A. Koch, C. T.

Dripps, H. L. Pratt, J. L. Brown, H. Schaefer, E. H. Plasch, J. H.

Maxwell, E. Ingersoll. Jno. Wright, B. F. Farley, A. B. Bausman, I. H.

Reeder, R. A. Pinkley, John Warren, W. S. Hendricks, W. S. Bransom,

J. L. Otterman, C. M. Baker (two years), C. M. Miller, E. Smith, H. H.

Fitch (two years), W. H. Eldred, M. Ayres. H. Robarts, Geo. Willis.
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Iowa.—Drs. J. W. Hauna, L. L. Bond, J. S. Caswell, G. R. Henry,
J. C. Fleming-, G. N. Jones, H. C. Suess, U. M, McKitterick, J. I. Ardery,
E. S. Edwards.

Wisconsin.—Drs. 8. C. Wright, — Day, F. Pinch.
Minnesota.—Drs. A. T. Conley, J. H. Sandbero-. .

Indiana.—Dr. W. R. Xash.
Kentucky.—Dr. 8. S. Winters.

North Carolina.—Drs. E. H. Hornaday, H. W. Lilly.

Nebraska.—Dr. B. F. Fuller.

Texas.—Dr. A. Garwood.
Tennessee.—Dr. W. A. H. Coop,

Some Things That May Intei-est You.

Dr. Carl L. Jensen's Beef Peptone. —This article manufac-
tured by a gentleman well-known in connection with the development of

the manufacture of pepsin, is one that promises fair to become one of the

most valuable aids of practical medicine. Most diseases depend for

treatment perhaps more on alimentation and nutrition than anything else.

Many were the expectations in this respect of the different extracts,

until the physiologist proved with undoubted accuracy that, devoid as

they are of protein substances, they lacked the first and most important
principle of nutrition, being little more than concentrated saline solu-

tion, which, however, possessed valuable properties as stimulants to the

digestive process, but utterly devoid of nutritive effect themselves.

Nothing more can be said of the various beef teas for which numerous
receipts exist, but which all and every one contain little or no album-
inoid elements.

The subject of peptones as aliments in low or exhausted conditions

of the nutritive apparatus has been for some time under consideration,

and has been experimented with, but the practical solution of this question

presented numerous obstacles not readily overcome. The progress in the

manufacture of pepsin alone made it possible to present tO the practi-

tioner, soluble and diffusible fibrin and albumen for medical purposes.

Dr. Jensen has in this beef peptone admirably suceeded in producing
such an article, and by rendering it in a dry state, has overcome the dif-

ficulty which heretofore existed. This peptone is an artificially digested

beef, the objections as to the bitter and disagreeable taste imparted to it

by the pepsin, this manufacturer has successfully removed. He offers

it in scales of which one part represents sixteen of fresh beef, thus present-

ing true nutrient in the most concentrated form possible, which with the

•chymifiant process already accomplished is capable of being at once elab-

orated into chyle and blood. Dissolved in a little vvarm water, it makes
at once a beef tea that has not alone the agreeable flavor of fresh beef,

but also its alimentary power.

For rectal as well as oral administration it offers to medicine a new
agent by which to overcome asthenia inanition, and thus combat one of

the worst features of acute as well chronic disease.

As for the peptones as nutritive agents we can quote from Dr.

Favy, as follows:

—

"In a physiological point of view its most important property is the

high degree "^jf diffusibility it enjoys. It is designed for removal from
the alimentary canal by absorption and, by possessing the property

referred to, a physiologically favorable condition exists for the accom-
iplishment of what is wanted."

—

Medical Bulletin-
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mCT OF MALT.

" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * In Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen's College ; Physician to the

Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-

der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts

A. RIVERS WILSON, Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysis,'' etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

retains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc.,

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is prepared

by an improved process which prevents injury to its properties orflavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia, It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

for trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OP MALT CO.,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT foe the INSANE
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTIOT^, founded by its present proprie-

tor, is now in its ninth year of successful operation.

Possessed of every conceivable advantage in location, site,

retirement, and building arrangements— all carefully

studied from the beginning—it is prepared to carry into

effect the most advanced ideas in the treatment of the in-

sane. It especially adapts itself to the care of cases of a
chronic nature, where a home with something of perma-
nency is an object. Favoring circumstances permit of

lower rates of charge than can possibly be afforded in any
other institution so supported. The proprietor presents
his grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D,

October, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses, Paints,

Oils, Etc., Etc.

Preseriptians 'Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day and
Night. Call No. 161 Telephone.

SOS South-Adanas, at the Head of Bridge Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

c. J^. BOAArnvc^n^ & co..

Prescription Druggists,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Stjuibb's Fine Chemical and Pharmaceu-

tical Preparations in hand for diupensmg purposes.

In answering advertisementB mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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BEEF PEPTONE,
IN TRANSPARENT GLASSY SCALES,

Cmdaining only the animal or azotized matter of the Beef. Each ounce is equal to 16 ounces
of raw beef, easily soluble and still fastei- in hot water.

* .
,?"***? Beef Peptone is digested from tender, juicy Beef by the aid of the Crys-

tal Pepslv, of my manufacture (Jensen's Crystal Pepsin). Unlike (he various Beef
Extracts, this preparation contains all the nutritive constituents of the Beef, in a
thoroughly digested state, ready for absorption into the system, whilst the Beef Ex-
tracts are entirely devoid of the chief elements of nutrition, such as the fibrinous, gela-
tinous and albuminous portions of the Beef, they only consisting of the concentrated
saline constituents with barely a trace of animal matter to keep its consistence. The
difficulty so long experienced by the profession throughout the world, in preparing a
Peptone, entirely free from those chemical agents, necessary for its manufacture, so as
to render it flt for use, is hereby demonstrated to be .successfully overcome, as it con-
tains no foreign matter, and will stand the most severely scrutinizing test as to perfect-
ness. also possessing flavor of the Beef, and so palatable as to render it highly agreeable.

Put up in bottles 1iolding\One ounce. Eight ounces, and one Pound.

Mept hj the WhQlesals aa^ Sisp§n§ing Biuggists in Qenersi,

Jensen's Crystal Pepsin,
IN ARTIFICIAL. CRYSTALS,

Strictly inodorous and tasteless, and perfectly soluhle in water witlwnt acid

THIS PEPSIN now so popular with the profession, has created an impetus in the
consumption of same, and physicians of the highest standing, who before the introduc-
tion of this active Pepsix, with good reason, entirely abandoned the use of Pepsin, are
now the most eagtr in prescribing JENSKN'S CRYSTAL PEPSIN, whenever it is indi-
cated, and since the knowledge of its great solvent power (gr. j. of it will dissolve the
boiled whites from two to three eggs) has been established even among those suscepti-
ble to be great doubters, it has cau.sed itself to be utilized in many novel ways, by the
thinking profession, for instance, in substituting morphia, chloral, etc., as a hypnotic,
relieving gastric troubles where the above remedies have been prescribed, creating
morphine and chloral habits. In removing diphtheritic patches it is successfully used
combined with water, glycerine, and muriatic acid, and the same composition diluted
with more water as a spray in bronchial tioubles,' dissolving muco-purulent matter, ap
well as a spray for same in catarrhal affections.

Has also been used with success in dissolving and evacuating coagulated blood in the
bladder, dispensing with surgical operations in such cases. Many other novel applica-
tions could be mentioned if not in want of space. It is found to be forty times
stronger than saccharated pepsin. One to three grains is an active dose.

KEPT' B¥ Jll DEUQQMW^'.
Thejihove preparations are only manufactured and put up by

Carl L. Jensen, M. D., PH. G.
866 North 26th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

N& Qther WhQlmsie sgeats iQi thm Pepsia sre ignger eagsgQ^ ib&n

the WhQMsmIe BinggmtB thmughQut the Uoited 8tstes»
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MAX NEWMAN. HARR-ir ULLMAM.

NE\VMAN & ULLMAN,
Manufacturers and Jobbers in

Specialties for Druggists.

228 S. Washington St.. PEORIA, ILL.
FACTORY, NO. 501, WE'W YOBK.

TO PHYSIOIAIirS
WHO HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED with the RESULTS OBTAINED FROM

PEPSIN :

An enclosure of but 40 cents will return you by mail, an ounce of our

SACCHARATBD PEPSIN,
which we guarantee to be of the strength we claim for it.

Should you de.sire in advance of purchase to see its endorsements by

other physicians, we will mail you a circular upon application.

HAIVCE BltOTHEItS & WHITE,
Fharmaceuikal Chemists,

Oflice: Callowhill St., eor. Marshall, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURKKS OF

GALENICAL PREPARATIONS EMPLOYED IN MEDICINE.

"Catalogue mailed upon receipt of stamp.

3jvd:-A.i^is:s' Itv^C-^I^IsZS'

"OPERATING" CHAIR. ABJUSTAEU RECIMI! CBAIK,

ITew Y rk Office 850 Broadway.

Back and oxtftnHion work independent of

i-.icli otlior.

A Parlor, Library, Smoking, Reclining or Inva-
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TO PHYSICIANS.

Office of John Wyefh & Brother,

1412 & 1414 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

May, 1878.

Dear Sir : Some ten years since, we introduced largely to the Medical Profession of
the United States, a combination, which we called "BEEF, WINE AND IRON," giving the
exact ingredients and making no claim of proprietorsliip It has been very freely pre-
scribed with most satisfactory results. Our sales have been very extensive, amounting to
over one million bottles, besides a large quantity in bulk for dispensing in prescriptions.
The claims we advanced as to its value as a NUTRIENT, STIMULANT and TONtC, have
been fully verified, and its advantages have been highly appreciated by thousands of the
leading pVactitioners all over the United States and abroad. To a great degree, this has
been due to the intelligent preparation of the BEEF JUICE, which is combined with the
WINE and IRON. We have never claimed that we could manufacture this article any-

better than otlier educated and intelligent Apothecaries, if they provide themselves with
the appliances required to prepare it properly ; but we do maintain, that, to manufacture
it so as to contain the nutrient materi d in a small bulk, expensive apparatus is essential, in

order to secure expression and evaporation at a low temperature. This can only be pro-
vided to advantage, if the manufacture is to be conducted on a very large scale ; nor can
the article be furnished at as reasonable a cost as we can sell it. We import the Sherry
Wine, hundreds of casks at a time. We are now receiving from the l)est Beef butchers,
supplies of tlie most desirable pieces of Beef, free from fat or gelatin, at a slight advance
above cost to them, as we thus enable them to dispose of their surplus from day to day.

IMPORTANT.
NOV'EMBKK, 1881.

We have been advised by Physicians and Druggists of IMITATIONS of our BEEF,
IRON AND WINE, so similar in appearance, (the bottle and style of label being an exact

copy, with verbatim wording) that any one would be at once deceived, rendering it neces-

sary for the purchasserto see that our NAME is on the LABEL to avoid being imposed

upon.
JOHN WYETH & BROTHER.

ELIXIR GUARANA.
(PAULLINIA SORBILIS.)

Guarana is used with much benefit in cases of Sick and Nervous Headache, Neural-
gia, Diarrhoea, Gastralgia, etc.

The active nrinciple is analagoiis to Calfein. being found in PauUinia in five times the

quantity that it exi.sts in the best Cotter. The tonic influence allied with the stimulating

effect renders it an extremely valuable medicine.

It is especially beneficial in Debility, Languor, Protracted Convalescence and Nervous
Irritability, as its lise in these complaints has proven the entire absence ot any irritating

properties or astringent effect.

The result is almost immediate in all cases of Headache, from whatever cause it may-

arise ; but it is more particularly useful in tliose produced by overexcitement to the nervous

system

.

The usual mode of administration has been in powder ; but the Elixir will be found

not only more agreeable, but much more efficacious.

Each fluid ounce contains eighty grains Guarana.

For He.^dache—dose, a tablespoonfu' for an adult, to l>e repeated in an iiour, if the

first dose does not give relief.

For DiARRHCEA—a dessertspoonful morning and evening.

For Nel'ralgia, as a General Tonic for Nervousness, Debility, etc—adult dose,

a dessertspoonful three or four times a day.
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JOHNSTOXK'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS.
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited,

123 & 125 South Eleventh Street, PHILADELPHIA, P'

THE ADAPTABLE POKOUS SPLINTS, invented and improved by W. H. JonNsrom, Tiavo been tested extensiTcIyinUolh

ttal and militar)' piactico for a number of years, and have been endorsed and recommended in the most unqualified mnnnar by
Q|0 celebrated and distinguished Surgeons of America.

Their [Krorili/ is a peculiar and a valuable property. AVhile the material is firm and insolnble. it permits readily tha passago

4( ftir and fluids, so thai, on one hand, tho heat from the inHamed surfacCj the perepii-ation, and the morbid exhalations, are not

flbfined. to the detriment of the patient, as is l/ie case in evcri/ otlier kind o/ splint, but pass off fieely; nud on the other hand, lotions

it cold or warm water, medicated or not with weak alcohol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of tho sulphites, etc., can be

BBPStantly applied without disturbing the dressings. This, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable properly when the parts arel

todsed, lacerated, filled with extra\-asated blood, or er^'sipelatolis, and give these splints a conspicuous advantage over all otIu!i'&

^Bntn FRANK H. HAMILTON, M. />;, Professor of Fractures and Dislocations in the Belteeue
Hospital Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations," etc^

Having c.-camined carefully JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, I feel warranted;

JlKBDinmrnding lliem to the Profession as superior to all other manufactured splints now in use. They possess all too essential

igpalities of a good splint, having firmness, pliability and lightness. FRANIT h ha Mil TON M D
Prof. Mililari/ Surgeri/ and Fractures and Dislocations, lidlcvue Uvspiial CaL

From Prof. D. HAYES AGNEW, Prof. Surgery, Universitj/ of Penna.

Kill CUKSINDT StoEET, PlIILADELl'UI.l, FchruaTj) Hth, 1879.

Tlie Adaptable Felt Sp!int.s, formerly known as those of Dr. Ahl, with the improvement now made by W. H. .Johustone, wbich

SHldera them in every way superior to the former, I regard as very e.xeellcnt ajipiiances in the treatment of fractures.

D. HAYES AGNEW,

. . , Prof. Surtjery, Universilt/ of Penntyluattia.

Guts illustrating the different Splints constituting a Complete Set,

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.
Our polirn hen-toforc in the introdiielion of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, b«8 bee*

«0 tooflne the saUw :i:id I.UMni.-<,t ncgotialionn dircclly to the Dnetors Ihemw Ives, declining in every ciisi; to sell our go(Hls through,

Pealen; we having a\«ured the rn.fewiun gerienillj, both through our agent* and cjitalogMCH, that JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED
SPmNT.H conbl only Ijc ulitiiined by subHcription.

We »i»li lo anuouno-. that owing to the large demand for our goods and tho constant importunity on the part of Surr/canl

#»«iywl>ere to pla<-e our S[ilinti, on f.ile willi their IimtnimenI, iJi'alcr ..r Urugiri"', 1" ^'Toril tln^n gicuter conv.Miience and fiieility ia

ditaining IIk; i.ieca. in duiilii;ilr', we have »l latt acceded to thai roqueal, and hereafter JOHNSTONE'S VELEIIIiATED

JUtLT SPLINTS can be obtained at moat dealer* In Inttrumenta and Drugs throughout the United Statea, at the uatnc prio»

%Hiick they were heretofore aold, viz :

A ronipUtr art, /yrnhrartnff flft^ iMl) pUee»~lui*ntt/-fllM) for adiilu and ivoDnty-pvei for childrrn- 4m thlrlu (9if0/ Oatlara,

JUlru or dujilUiili' pUr.f car, aluraut ho otilaltiod from your DKAl.KU. at ont> doUar oach.

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL iACKET, for CurvaturrjB and Deformitie*. have met with uni^rallelcd succeH)

•od.fnim their im-nt, aeeurcd Ihe uwiualilii/l endor-wnnent and approbation of onr celebrated orthopa»lie Bi)cciali"l8, and particulat

(SpiioHan of t^i.ilitode frwii the paticnln who are wearing them. For full information, Bcnd for De»ciiplive Ciieulaiu.

Bhotdd v'.ur Innlruinent dealer fail to have a supply of oat Spliotg, sud decline lo carry them in Bloeic ordcre Knt to OS

ID nctate tirumpt Mteoliua.

AHL'S S-'LINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

\a H lOHNSTONB, ilLa.nagtK.
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Dr. NIclNTOSH'S
NATURAL

No instrument has ever lieen placed before the medical profession which has given such uni
Tersal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements. Falling Womb, Auteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-

come by this instrument, where others fail ; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the muny reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replac.e it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckla
a,round the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her at

•will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-

ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the

most difficult cases. Price—To Physi cians, $6. To Patients, $ I O.
Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

'by Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'INTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 JA^CItSOiy STREIE:'!', CmCA.GO, ILL.

Our valuable pamphlet '-Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will b«

-sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

(jalraicaMFaraflicBatlBry.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic

and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Battery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows : The zinc and carbon plates are arranged in couples securely

clamped to hard lubber plates with thumb screws. Tliese thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessoning tb«

internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard

vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and reiilled

as easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the

zinc and carbons are pUced in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with

soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which makes the cells water tight. This alone

recommends the Battery.
. j i »

We claim superiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of

construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity ef current. We com-

bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Farailic Battery, a combination never before

attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coll. It weighs less than any other of the

same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, pnce,

etc., free on application.

Mcintosh galvanic and faradic battery co.,

Nos. 19a and 194: Jackson St., CHICAGO, XL,!..
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COLBURN, BiRKS & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists,

DEALERS IN

-AND-

ORTHOPEDIC APPARATUS,

218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc,

On hand and Made to Order.

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGINAL AND RECTAL SPECULA,

BOUGIES AND CATHETERS,

POCKET, VIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BOGGY CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

^n answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical, Monthly.
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SmO BK 1 ]0 X M.^
FORMULA.—Every ./fwid drachm contains 15 grs. EACH of pure Brom.-

Potas. nud purified Chloral, and % gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis- Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

DO^K.—One-half to onefluid drachm in watek or syrup every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bkomidia is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Head-iche, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve w/ien opiates fail, tin-
like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers it is absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
{Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Missouri Medical College.)

L CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., .St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD, M. D., St Louis, Mo.
{Prof of Principles atid Practice of Medicine mid Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago, III.

{Ed. Journal Mental and Neruous Diseases, and Prof. Xerrous and Mental Diseases, Chi-
cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Ed. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Pruf. Nervous and Menial Diseatei,

etc., Woman^s Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, M. D., Chicago, 111.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital 3Iedical College;

Prksidknt and Lecturer on Pathology Spring Faculty, Rush Med College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Dean : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Smrgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy , Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN, M. v., Louisville, Ky.
{Prof. Cliemistry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. KLETCHEK,M. D., Indianapolis, Indiana.
(Prof. Physiology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. J. SCOTT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
(I'rof. Principles and ['ractice of Medicine, Medical Department Wooster University.)

U. II. POWELL, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
{Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Childreti, Cleveland Medical College.)

I'KEI'AKEI) ONLY BY

116 Olive 8t., ..... 8T. XOriS.

In answering advertlsementH mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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EO@ 1^ ,
FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained

from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias, Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum. and Aromatics. Each y^rtid drachm also contains yive grains lOD.-
POTAS. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or tvfofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. It has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

"Tested and Proven Trustworthy."

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Frofession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111.

(President and Professor Obstetrics Woman's Hosjnlnl Medical College ; Professor Gynsecology

Rush Medical College.)

R. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louie, Mo.

(Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College Physiaians and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. St. Louis College Physicians and Surgeons.)

C. D. PALMER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical G-yna-cnlogy, Medical College

of Ohio.)

;j. A. LARRABEE, M. D., LouisvUle, Ky.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer oh Diseases of Children, Hos-

pital College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

(Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. V., Indianapolis, Iiiil.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

(Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women and Clinical Gyntecology, Detroit Medical

College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. Y.

(Prof. Materia Medica and Therapetitics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

!
(Ex-Presidenl. Ulinois State Medical Society.)

\ W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Ga.

(Ex-President Georgia State Medical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

116 Olive Street, _ _ _ . - ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shoivn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, -who have made comparative analyses ofMALTIKC
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from txvo

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concurrent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience or"
nearly the entire Medical Profession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as :i Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and cotj-
taining fully double tlie quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to be found in the
best of them, it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Eodracts showing the valtie of Maltink in comparison with Extract of Malt, and as a Ck^nslruetive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Blalt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples ofMALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected them to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Pkof. Walter S. H.\ine.s. M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago,

In comparison with the alcoholic Blalt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former ; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
heat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Professok Attfield. F.C S.,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extractor
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

Prof. R. Ogdkn Doremtjs.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt prepared froni Barley alone 1 consider it to

be all that is claimed forit,a,nd prize it as a very valuable addition to the list or
tonic and nutritive agents. ('. H. Lewis, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

2%e following is an extract from a report of W>t. Porter, A.M., M.D., St. Loxds, Mo
After a full trial of the difTerent Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandkli>, in Louisville Medical JVem?, says: — MALTINE de-
serves to stand In the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructives, by
their preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
useful therapeutical agents that we possess.

.\NN AunoK, Micir., Sept. 2.5th, 188U.
An Increasing experience In the u.se of MALTINE cooiirms my former

opinion as to Its great therapeutic value, and 1 should hardly know how to get
along without it. E. S. Dkmstek. M. D.,

Prof. Obstel. and Dit. Worn, and Children, Vniverstly of Mich., and in Dartmouth Colleg&

In answering advertisements, mention the Peoria Mkdicai. MonthI/Y.
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MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley. Wheat and Oats. In Us preparation the tempera-

ture does not exceed l.oO des,'. Fahr., thereby retaining all the nutritive and digestive asrenttf unimpaired.
Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash he heated
to 312 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroyin;,' the starch digestive
principle, Diastase. ^^

LBST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine,

MALTINE \vi:h Phosphate^.

MALTINE with Pliosphates lion and Quinia.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, (^liniaA Strych.

MALTINE FeiTat.ed.

MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MALTGNE (Plain).

MALTINE wiihHops.

RfiALTENE with Alteratives.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron.

MALTIS^E with Cod Liver Oil.

MALTENE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

MALT9NE with Hypophosphites.

MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.

MALTINE with Peptones.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, by permission, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medi-

cal Profession wiio are prescribing our Maltine Preparations :

J. K. BAUDUY, SI. I)., St. Louis, Mo., Physician to

St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof. Ner-

vous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri

Medical College.

WM. PORTEU, \. M., M. »., St. Louis, Mo.

E. S. DL'NSTKR, M. D.. Ann Harbor, Mich., Prof.

Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universi-

ty and in Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H. ANDREWS, M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy, JefEerson Medical

College.

B. F. HAMMEL, M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa., Supt.

Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. R. PALMER, M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Physiology and Personal Diagnosis, Universi-

ty of Louisville.

HUNTER McGUlRE, M. D., Richmond, Va., Prof, of

Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

F. A. MARDEN, M. D.. Milwaukee. Wis., Supt. and
Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. lANDELL. M. D., Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University, Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRABEE. M. ».. Louisville, Ky., Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and CIiu-

cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the

Hospital College of Medicine.

R, OODEN DOREMUS. M. D.. L.L.D., New York,

Prof, of Chemistry and Toxicology, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ; Prof, of Cheniistiy

and Physics, College of the City of New York.

WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.. Chicago, 111., Professor

of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical

College, Chicago.

E. F. INGALLS, A. M., M. D., Chicago, 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,

Woman's Medical College.

A. A. MEUNIER. M. D.. Montreal, Canada, Prof.

Victoria University.

H. F. BIGGAR, JI. D., Prof, of Surirical and Medi-
cal Diseases of Women, Homoeopathic Hos-
pital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

1>R. DOBELL, London, England. Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Hospital for Diseasee of the
Chest.

DR. T, F. GRI3ISDALK. Liverpool. England, Consult-

ing Physician, Ladies' Charily and Lying-in-

Hospital.

WM. ROBERTS. M.D.. F.R.C.P., F.R..S., Manchester.
Eu'rland. Prof, of Clinical Medicine, Owens'
College School of Medicine; Physician Man-
chester Royal Inflrmary and Lunatic Hospital.

.1. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D.. F.R.C.P.. London, Eng-
land, Physician City of London Hospital for

Chest Diseases : Physician West London Hos-

pital.

W. C. PLAYFAIR, M.D.. F.R.<'.P., London, England,
Prof, of Obstetric Medicine ill King's College,

and Physician forth.' Diseases of Womenand
Children to King's College Hospital.

W. H. WALSHE, M. D.. F.R.C.P., Brompton, Eng-
land, Consulting Physician Consumption Hos-

pital, Brompton. and to the University College

Hospital.

A. WYNN WILLIAMS, M. D.. M.R.C.S., London,
England, Physician Samaritan Free Hoepital

for^Diseases of Women and Children.

4 C. M \f'RAE, M.D.. Calcutta, Ind., Dep. Inep.-Gcn.

Hosp. lud. Service, late Pres. Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPEK, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.B.O.S.,

London, England.

LENNOX BROWN. F.R.C.S.. London Eng., Senior

Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.

.7 CARRICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle-on-Tyne,

England, Physician to the N. C. H. for Dis-

eases of Chest.

J, A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., OtUwa, Canada.

MAI TIN P is nresciibed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profeasion

in th'^^m^tl'Ifals'^elTBriU India, China and the Englisl; C^^^^^^^^^^^^^ and >s largely

used at the principal Hospitals
-XlTroTan'ofre abote nre^ ions Physicians, who will

pay^eS>re^PcKe^:^ffl'rr.^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Address HEED S CABNRICK^

182 Fulton St., New York.
*<»obatobt: Yonkers-ou-the-Hudson.
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RUSH

CHICAGO. ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouncement, address the Secretary,

Jknqe^ S. 'lltlieridge,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.

In annweiing advertisements mention the Peoria MKDiCAii Monthly.
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A widow will sell the property and practice of her husband. It

consists of a beautiful house of seven rooms, with fine furniture, com-
plete, centrally situated in a lively railr^aad town of 800, in the midst of
the best agricultural district in Missouri ; two large lots, with fine shrub-

bery and fruit ; oflice on same lot ; stable and all outbuildings complete.

Also his library, which cost over $1,000 ($700 worth of books bought
within two years), over $200 worth of instruments, good horse, new
buggy, saddle, harness, etc. The practice amounted this year to over

$5,000. This fine property will be sold very cheap. Address for partic-

ulars, MRS. T. A. MURRAY,
Montrose, Henry Co., Mo.

AN A 1 OPENING
For a Druggist-Doctor, or Doctor-Druggist.

TRADE ESTABLISHED—NO OPPOSITION.

Capital needed about ,$800.00. Address,

JAS. L. OTTERMAN, M. D., Druggist and Grocer,

Mineral, Illinois.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON " THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

- '"'""""=**'

Kno^A^n as Reliable nearly SO Years. fe^iiti;

*See note page 64, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs. ^%;i;'^-''

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture."

H. FLAKIER & SOj\, 224 William St., i\ew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES,
FILL.ED OF ALL KIND?.

EHSdll^TY O^I^SUXjES (7 SIZES).
Ko, 03, Lirgest. ITo. D S, Caillos'.. Especially adapted and recom-

{OrderbpA'umbcron!-^.) mended for administering cou-

Boses 100 each, ggntrjited or uauieous medicines

ree from taste or smell. Pre-

veutino; irritation of mouth or

IB^ S^ftV^ throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, 50 Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, nO Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, and those adapted for giving medicines to

HORSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a halt ounce), for liquids or solids. Box lO Capsules, eitbei

size by mail 50 Cents.
N. B.—We make all hinds of Capsules to order.

New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Sarnples sent Free. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

: Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSUI.ES on aU orders.
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SCOTTS EMULSION
• r^ ' o WITH
IHIVPO^F^'Mia)$3'PMlllTi;Sj'^ Or.r'LllMIC Afl^lD), SODjA

The well kuown virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
mp.y not have been directed to it, to present the following facts:

First—We «se in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypopftoa-

Iihite Salts, that the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless e.xposed to the air or Intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from proDiinent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.

With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are
being introduced, the physician must sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
as8ui<Kl that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Ansemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debility, our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most ri-spectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
sire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula— ."jO per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, (i grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. ofthe

Hypojiliosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANCULA.

We desire to call the attention ofthe profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
iar with its uamn and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
«^xpericMcr- g<jes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark
Hhamiiux J'rmigtda, in the form of our Bucldhnrn Cordial with jierfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assistance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
sen-esim a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic eflect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decrejised until a normal condition takes place. Wo use great care in the selection of the
Bark, ai) we find it necessary that it should bo of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active principle.
We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

winsitive stomach. We shall be very glad to fnniiHh samphw free to all physicians upon application,
yivinir liiHtni'tions for its u-^e, etc. Prepared by Scott & Bownk,

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We riHpeclfully nuhinit the above elegant preparation to the notice of the profession, and desire thorn

to favor US with a trial. So far as it has been tested, it has met with their entire approval ; and we believe

it is not only destined U> take the place ofthe crude! oil, but to Ik^ used much more extensively. In our
pr<»c<!(!» of eniulsifying, it is not only pemmnent and paliU/ililn, but is deprived entirely of its griping prop-
ertlcc. In its admlnJHtrntlon, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience ofthe
Ithysician will Hoon guide him in its use. It is put up in 4 o/,. bottles, that sell for 25 cents; also in

quarts for physicianH t/j presci-ibe as desired. Samjiles will bo fiirniBlKjd free on application. Formula :

—

.00 j/tr t^nl. of Pure fyild Pressed C'lulor Oil, 15 per ceut. (JItemiciill;/ Piire Glycerine.

Prefiared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In annwerlDg advertlsernents mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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A well-known Institution, conducted by the

SISTERS OF ST. FRANCISES

A HOME FOR THE SICK
Di ghtfully situated ou the Bluff", above the city, commanding a mag-

nificent view of city, lake and surrounding country. The
building is very commodious, and having been built

expressly for the Hospital, has all the neces-

sary conveniences and improve-
ments ; large rooms, well

ventilated and

EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE.

Physicians in Attendance.
Surgeon Dr. J. T. Stewart.

Consulting Surgeons Drs. Jos. Studer and John Murphy.

Physician Dr. J. S. Miller.

Consulting Fhiisicians Drs. R. Boal and J. C Frye.

Oculist and Aurist Dr. J. Perrin Johnson.

Any one wishing to retain their own physician can do so. Physi-

cians sending their own patients, retain the full benefit of their own

practice.

Terms of Admission.
The apartments for patients are private rooms and general wards.

Elegant private rooms, including attention and medicine, are from S7 to

$10 per week, according to size of room and accommodation required.

In the general wards the cost is from $4 to $6 per week.

Medical attendance is extra, and is charged to patients at the reg-

ular rates.

MOTHER MARY FRANCIS,
Superior.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.

(
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SHELiIiS. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, E«6S,
And allrbjectsof NATURAL HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

B"Y" ^, E. IF-OOTE, 3V^. X).
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.

(Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy; Fellow ofthe American Association for the Advancement of Science; Life
member of the Academy of ISat. Sciences, Phila., and American Museum of Nat. Hist., Central Park, N.Y. City.)
Spccimen5 sen' to a .ypartof the world by maiL Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's Leisuic

Ho.ir of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year, for club rates and premiums see each monthly issue.

i received the hii^hest award given to any one at the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and tlie only award and medal i

given to any American for " Collections of Minerals."

My Mineralogical Catalogue of 100 pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, hea\'y paper 50 cents, bound In"

3th 75 cents, 3 < sheep «i, J-^calf $1.25, clcth interleaved $i, J^ sheep interleaved gi.25, 1^ calf interleaved J1.50, (price-list

and preceded by ttie specie^ . -, . . . .. . ^

after it "/ill be found ihe species name, composition, strerk or lustre, cleavage or tractiire, hardness, specific gravity,

fusibility and cr>'stallization. I have very many species not on the price list, and some that I had in 1876 are no longer

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS lor Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, et al.

The follection=; of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the gT.ind subdivisions in Dana and other works 0°

MineraUfTT- all the principal U/.s ^'c, f^c. The cllections are labelled with printed label that can only be remove^

bysoakin^"
' The labcUofthe ^5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in

most c.iscs,'th',- compo-.ition of the Mineral ; the $5.00, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue aud

table of sp-r-ies. 'X'hesizes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

NuMBRR OF Specimens.

CrjBtalsand fragments
Sttident'H size, larger
Amatcur'B »ize, 2]/^ in XlJ^ '

High School or Academy size, 2^X3J^ in., Shelf Specimens..

College Bize, ^ViXfi in.. Shelf Specimens

a5
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(LIQ,TJIX).j

FORMULA

:

EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

5 1-2 gr. free phosphoric acid (PO5).

3 gr. phosphate of lime (3CaO PO.5).

1-2 gr. phosphate of mag. (SMgOPOs)

1-6 gr. phosphate of iron (Fco O3 POg).

1-4 gr. phosphate of potash (3 kO.POg).

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid
in one fluid drachm, free and com-
bined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate, or
metaphosphate of any base whatever.

F
or Dyspepsia, Mental and Physical Exhaustion, NerTOusness,
Diminished Yitalily, Urinary Difficulties, Etc.

HORSFORD'S

ACID PHOSPHATES.
Prepared according to the directions of Prof. E. N. H0R8F0RD, of Cambridge, Mass

There seems to be no diflference of opinion, in high medical authority, of the
value of phosphoric acid, and no preparation has ever been offered to the public
which seems to so happily meet the general want as this.

It is not nauseous, but agreeable to the taste.

No danger can attend its use.

Its action will harmonize with such stimulants as are necessary to take.

It makes a delicious drink with water and sugar only.

W. A. HAMMOND, M. D., late Surgeon-Gen-
eral U. S. Army, said that under the use of ar-

senic and Horsford's Acid Phosphate, a young
lady rescued her rea-son who had been ren-
dered insane bj' a dream.
DR. M. H. HENBY, of New York, says:

Horsford's Acid Phosphate possesses claims as

a beverage beyond anything I know of in the
form of Medieine, and in nervous diseases I

know of no preparation to equal it.

DR. REUBEN A. VANCE, of New York
The preparation on which I place the most re-

liance is Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
The late WINSLOW LEWIS, M. D., of Bos-

ton, said : Having in my own person experi-

enced those ills for which the Acid Phoeiihate

is prescribed, 1 have found great relief and
alleviation by its use, most cheerfully attest

my appreciation of its excellence.

Prices Reasonable. Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free

on application to manufacturers.

Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a bottle free of expense, except
express charges, if they mention Peokta Medical Monthly.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, Rhode Island.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoki Medical Monthly.
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To the Medical Profession.

We take pleasure in calling the attention of the profession to

Lactopeptine. After a long series of careful experiments, we are

able to produce its various components in an absolutely pure state,

thus removing all unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing
the color). We can confidently claim, that its disi;estive properties

are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that

it is as perfect a digestive as can be produced.

Lactopeptine is tlie most important remedial agent ever pre-

sented to the Profession for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Vomiting in

Pregnancy, Cholera Infantum, Constipation, and all diseases arising

from imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of diges-

tion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, or Veg. Ptyal in, Lactic

and Hydrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase, 4 drachms.
Pepsin 8 ounces. Lactic Acid 5fl. drs.

Pancreatine 6 ounces. | Hydrochloric Acid 5 fl. drs.

[^ AQyOPEPTII^E is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost uni-

versal adoption hy physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value

has been most thoroughly established.

THE UNDERSIGKED HAVING TESTED LACTOPEPTINE, RECOMMEND IT TO THE PROFESSIOM.

ALFRED T . LOOMIS, M. D.,

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Oily of New York.

SAMUEL" H. PERCY, in D.,
Professor Materia Medica, Neiu York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Prof. Chetn., Mat. Med. and Therup. in N. Y. Col. of Dent ; Prof. Chem. and Uyg. in Am. Vet. Ool.,ete.

JAS. AITKP:N MEIGS. M. D.. Philadelphia, Pa.,

Prof, of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Juris., Jeff. Medical Col.; Pliy. to Penn. Bos,

W. W. DAWSON, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof. Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg, to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M. D., Washington, D. C,
Prof, of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W, YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of the Science and Art of Surg, and Clinical Surg., University of Louisville, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M. D.,

Prof, of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology, University of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M. I)., Kor'ne, «a.,

Emeritu* Prof, of Ohsletrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-l'res. Med. Association of Georgia.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M. D.. L.L. D., Mobile, Ala.
Prok. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F. C. S., London, England.

The NEW YORK PHARMAOAL ASSOCIATION,

No«. 10 &12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

P.O.BOX, 1374.

In anawering advertisements mention the Peobia MedioaKi MonthliT.
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SPECIAL PREPARATIONS
OF THE—

^

Wm. S. Merr ell Chemical Co.
[late Wm. S. ?.I -rrrll & Co.] Oin c±xiLii«,t i .

FLUID HYDRASTIS— Without Alcohol.
A fluid preparation of the Hydrastis Canadensis; highly recommended b/

Physicians of all schools.

GREEN PLANT FLUID EXTRACTS.
Recommended to intelligent and discriminating Practitioners as representa-

tives of the highest standard of medicinal excellence.

.*iilplia,te. Muriate and >*Iio«pIia.te of* Hydrastia.

IVitrate of* ^a.ng'itina.rina..

Aromatic Elixir I^icorice.

Sug^ar Coatedl and Oelatine Coated Pills.

Extract; of 91alt and Combinations.

Xincture Cirelsemiuni from Green Root.

Homoeopathic Xinctni

Imported Oerman Tinctures, from Fresh Drug.

Enp-LJTT'-prr'AT OTT Q capsicum, stillingia.
I i±ii.K.h.KL, ^^^^'—^oBE.l.lK, MALE FERN, Etc.

liiqnor Secalis Purificatu*^ [ Purified Ergot, ] for Hypodermic purpose*..

Re-Precipitated Pepsin—Pure and Saccharated.

For the greater convenience of Physicians, and to avoid mistakes by Druggists,

all our higher price Fluid Extracts, including the Green Label Preparations and all

tlie New Remedies, are put up in original packages of pounds, halves and quarters..

A full stock of our preparations carried in stock at manufacturers' prices by

Messrs. COLBURN, BIRKS & Co. wholesale Druggists, PeOrla, IliS.

and by the leading Wholesale Drl'g Houses of Chicago and other Western

Cities; where the orders of Retail Druggists will be promptly filled.

Our Pamphlet Prices Current, containing full list of Preparations; also circula.

giving "Indications for Use of Fluid Hydrastis"' will be sent by mail free to aa

Physician or Druggist who requests it.

Wm. S. Merrell CnEMrCAL Co.

r late Wm. S. Merrkll & Co.
]

Cincinnati
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A WORD
To those Interested in the

D,

')ioiic, mm m ii

Since the year 1877 we • have lost no opportunity to place be-

fore the professions of Medicine and Pharmacy the 'injury which was
resulting to public, professional, and scientific interests, through the

abuse of the laws relative to patents and trade-marks, by certain man-
ufacturing pharmacists, or patent medicine dealers, working under the

title of '' Manufacturing Pharmacists." We have sought and expected a

reply to, or counter-attack upon, our efforts, without satisfaction, until

recently one Horatio R. Bigelow, M. D., has appeared as the mouth-
piece of the patent medicine ring.

A recent and specially enlarged edition of a journal published in

Sandyhook, Conn., the A/'ew England Medical Monthly^ contains an article

in the interests of the ring, by the above named physician, severely attacking

the reputation and policy of our house. We understand that pecuniary aid

has been given to this undertaking by those interested. As this article

seems to be the concentrated and final effort of our opposers we desire to-

call the attention of physicians and pharmacists to the fact, and to our ex-

pressed willingness to send, post-paid on application^ a printed copy of this

ai'ticle and other printed ^natter bearing upon the subject, which we are sure

will prove instructive to all who have the interests of the public, the pro-

fession of medicine, or science, at heart. The personal attack upon ourselves

is beneath our notice. The principle at stake is worthy the attention

of every one, and this fact is our only apology for giving the above
advice.

Through limited space we will here call attention but to one
fact,—that Dr. Bigelow would convey the idea that we were seeking to

destroy that just protection given to inventors by the patent law
and to manufacturers by the law of trade-marks. We tell Dr. Bigelow,

and the whole fraternity of quacks, that this is a willful perversion

of our position. The patent law secures to an inventor any new
and useful composition of matter; but he must disclose ike secret of kis

invention, and shoiv that it is new and useful. The trade-mark law is

only to secure to the maker of a known article the benefit of any
peculiar skill which he has brought to the making of the article. Hence
he may adopt and own any arbitrary sign to indicate his own 7nanufac-

ture : this is the whole scope and end of the law of trade marks.

Our war is against the abuse of these laws ; against the practices of

those spurious pharmacists who seek to draw the protection of these laws

ever secret and unknown prepai-ations. We also denounce that kindred

abuse where the common or only name of an article is claimed as a trade-

mark. To allow this would be to allow the most odious form of mono-
poly; a monopoly of an article the composition of which is kept secret

and unknown. Such a monopoly the patent law will not permit. Sound
medical science will not permit it. It belongs to the domain of quackery

pure and simple.

PARKE, DAVIS & CO.
Detiioit, Mien., March 1, 1882.

Send for "prioted matter relative to the abuse of the patent and trade-mark laws."
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(Drioiual OJommuttiation^.

Art. I.—Compensation for Professional Services to the Public in Sanitarj'

Affairs. By Henry M. Lyman, A. M., M. D., Professor of Physiology and

of Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

Nothing better illustrates the difference between

American sanitary officials and their English brethren than

their respective attitudes regarding the matter of "com-

pulsory notification of infectious diseases." When it is

desired in a British community to introduce this now fash-

ionable measure, it is done only after free consultation with

the local physicians. Only when they have signified their

acquiescence in the proposed regulation has it been made

a legal enactment;, and never has it been thus introduced

without full pecuniary recognition of the rights of physi-

cians to compensation for all services rendered in accord-

ance with such legislation. For every infected household

thus reported by a physician to the sanitary authorities a

fee is paid to the reporter by the local officials. The fee is

based upon the lowest current fees for medical services in

the given locality, and it, accordingly, varies in different

parts of the country from one shilling to two shillings and

six pence. Nor is the physician obliged to collect such fees.

At the close of each year the amount of his fees for the

preceding twelve months is forwarded to every doctoi- by
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the proper official—thus avoiding all expense of time and
trouble on the part of a busy practitioner.

In most unenviable contrast with such honorable and

conciliatory behavior stands the practice of our American

sanitary administrators. With fev^ exceptions they demean
themselves towards the medical profession like military

tyrants in the midst of a conquered population. Their

only consultations with their fellow physicians occur when
they are seeking endorsement as claimants of office. Once

snugly entrenched behind the public crib, they procure the

enactment of arbitrary laws, demanding from physicians

services that are often disagreeable, though always, if their

statements could be credited, ot great value to the com-

munity. By means of fines and imprisonment they seek to

" stamp out " the self-respect of the profession, endeavoring

to silence its just claims for compensation for services ren-

dered to the public. Well knowing the timid and peaceful

character of their professional brethren, they do not hesitate

to cuiTy favor with the general public by assurances that

the chief thing needed for the eradication and prevention

of infective diseases is "'compulsory notification;" and that,

by forcing the doctors to do such work for nothing, the

community will reap an incalculable harvest of benefits

without one penny of expense. Advice like this exactly

harmonizes with the predatory instincts of the ruling classes,.

and the unhappy practitioner of medicine finds himself

without redress.

Professional sanitarians are very fond of prating about

the educationa I value of sanitary laws. Hiere can be no

doubt that legislation furnishes a very efficient means of

moulding puljlic sentiment. Unfortunately, our sanitary

legislation has thus far had for its principal result an

intensification of the ignorance, selfishness and dishonesty

of the general public in its pecuniary relations with the

medical profession. So low has the moral sense of our

people been degraded by their experience of the despotic

behavior of their officials on the one hand, and the submis-

siveness of their victims on the other, that it is hardly

possible to look with confidence to the courts of law for

redress. In England physicians do not fear to defend their
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rights in the courts of justice; and whenever they can show
that service without compensation has been required, they

are released from all obligations to such laws. Among all

classes it is a well established principle that the British

laborer is worthy of his hire, even if he be a doctor. Let

us hope that the time may come when the same reverence

for the rights of man may become fashionable in this coun-

try, even among the ''highly paid experts" who now

arrogate the sole privilege of shaping those laws which are

too often a disgrace to our civilization.

Art. II.—Clinical Contributions to Electrical Therapeutics. Paper No V.

By Romaine J. CuRTiHS, M.. D., .Joliet, 111.

NEURASTHENIA.

Without doubt the complex conditions of modern civili-

zation increase the complexities of nervous disease, and

also increase the amount of nervous and mental disease in

the world, including insanity, as well as nervous diseases

of the simplest character. This subject is becoming the

burden of modern alienists and neuropathologists, or

specialists, and the resulting literature is already very

voluminous. In America the struggle for life and riches,

for learning, honor and position is claimed to be more

intense than in Europe, and the writings of Beard on

"American Nervousness," and "Neurasthenia," of Richard-

son on "Diseases of Modern Life," and of Mitchell on

" Nervous Diseases, Especially Relating to Women," illus-

trate very fully the attitude of the medical mind toward

these conditions.

Dr. Beard has attempted a generalization of the various

special, sequent, pathological relations of the nervous sys-

tem to civilization, and has concluded that the great

pathological resultant of all these relations is nerve

exhaustion, and has coined a word to suit the condition

and occasion, and since that time all Americans who are

engaged in politics, speculation, invention, engineering,

railroading, telegraphing and telephoning, in preaching,

doctoring, teaching, in scientific investigation and verifica-

tion, or, in short, Americans who are struggling for civilized
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life, and get sick with nervous symptoms, have neurasthenia.

The successful men have neurasthenia as a reward, and
those who fail do so because they have neurasthenia.

The sequences of neurasthenia are as numerous and
varied as were the plagues of Egypt. Among them are

impotence, sterility, constipation, indigestion, kidney
diseases, urinary deposits, vomiting, loss of appetite,

spermatorrhoea, blindness, deafness, loss of smell, perverted

sensations, convulsive motions, all sorts of fearful phobias

in the emotional territory, and delusions of the intellect,

mania, melancholia, inebriety, morphinism, trance, organic

diseases, and even hay fever. The conception of neuras-

thenia is a tremendous generalization. Nothing equals it

as a pathological antecedent except the concrete conception

of disease in its widest sense relating to the nervous system,

and nothing has equalled its discovery since the pre-historic

savant discovered death.

Neurasthenia has no pathology, nor can it relate to any
pathological condition of the nervous system, except as a

subjective sequence. It is no more the disease of American
people who try to be civilized than it was a disease of the

patriots who died in Andersonville and Libby prisons. No
man can conceive of such a thing as nerve exhaustion

except as a resultant of physiological or pathological forces,

and then it is purely an abstract conception, and expresses

neither a pathological nor a physiological condition. The
term is simply an equivalent of the name of an entity. It

means nothing. It is metaphysical. It is neither true nor

untrue. It is like the conceptions of Hahnemann—an

attempt to come up and view phenomena of motion from

the subjective side, and to measure iniiiiateriai things by

the laws of correlation of force, which can only be estimated

from the objective side of motion. It is, therefore, an

unscientific term for an unscientific (conception, and should

})e discarded from the nomenclature of diseases; it expresses

no method of motion of pathological force, and simply

blinds the mind to the real conditions of disease.

'I'he pliysiology of the nervous system is studied in the

same manner that the action of other material organiza-

tions are. If we yet regarded life as an entity, and
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neurasthenia should be defined as exhaustion of the life

of the nervous system, the subject could be at once relegated

to its proper domain of metaphysics; but, as it stands now,

iind as the conception is attempted to be used, it is simply

an attempt to express material motion in metaphysical

terms, and entirely ignores pathological conditions.

The system of water works of a city will afford a good

illustration of this generalization of nerve exhaustion.

When the pipes, valves, stop cocks, steam works, reservoir,

water, and all are in normal condition, the resultant water

i^upply to consumers may be sufficient. Suppose the supply

is deficient in some places, or altogether. A civil engineer

visits all the points of distribution; hears all the complaints;

even makes scientific calculations, based on water supply,

steam force, water pressure, resisting power of pipes, and

w^hatever may be necessary. He then, from these data,

makes a generalization—a sort of water works diagnosis

of the trouble, and says the reason why the water works

"do not supply water to consumers in sufficient quantity, or

irregularly, or not at all, is because the water works are

exhausted. And if such an engineer would coin a word to

express water works exhaustion, he would equal Dr. Beard

as a pathological generalizer. This diagnosis of the engineer,

like the term neurasthenia, ignores the pathology of water

works. The engineer takes no account of lack of water

supply, low steam, bursting pipes, too low water pressure,

ruptured reservoir, or any other special methods of material

failure which can happen, and is continually happening, to

water works systems.

The generalization of neurasthenia, furnished from the

data afforded by observation of diseases which are developed

by the nervous system, as the result of the increasing com-

plexities of civilization, necessarily ignores nervous pathol-

ogy. There is no method of verifying the pathology of

neurasthenia. It is as much beyond verification as is the

proposition that "nature abhors a vacuum." The various

nervous diseases which are developed in modern times, as

given by modern writers, are more likely dependent upon

known pathological conditions, which are sequences of

over work, under work, lack of waste, toe much waste,
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blood poisoning, over nutrition, under nutrition, errors of

blood distribution, by changes in the vascular tonus, nerve

irritability and unstability, congestion, inflammation,

degeneration, changes, organic disease, reflex irritation, the

hysterical condition, and the troubles which arise from the

emotional side of human nature.

Neurasthenia is as immaterial as a ghost, and as much
a subjective factor of motion in pathology or physiology as

the sensation of fatigue. Neurasthenia is an entity set up
to be displaced by pathological science. All the symptom-
atology of neurasthenia could as scientifically be attributed

to the vexation of spirit of that entity which Descarte

located in the pineal gland as to nerve exhaustion. When
a physician makes a diagnosis of neurasthenia in a patient

with nervous disease, no matter how highly civilized the

patient may be, the physician is fatigued—he is, very likely,.

more fatigued than his patient—he has chronic fatigue, or

neurasthenia.

The following cases, which occurred in my practice

during the past five years, illustrate to some extent the

complex neuroses which are consequent upon work, wony
and the causes incident to civilized life:

*' SPINAL IRRITATION."

(kiHe 1.—Mrs. , aged 24 years. This lady consulted

me five years ago. She had been married four years, and
had no children. Her (^hief subjective symptoms of pain

and neurasthenia were referred to the spine and the pelvic

organs. The sjjine was tender on pressure over and in

neighborhood of vertebrae. She had occasional attacks of

migraine and intercostal neuralgia on left side. I noticed

that she had catarrh of the pharynx and nasal passages.

The urine (K)ntained a deposit of urates, and a volumetric

test for urea showed that she eliminated about 400 grains-

a day. She had poor appetite, was slightly jaundiced at

times, and constipated. At this time I thought her symp-

toms depended upon reflex irritation from endocervical

inflammation, which was present, as well as a catarrhal

condition of vaginal mucous membrane. Treatment was,

therefore, addressed to pelvic oi-gans, and, I rather regret
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to say, that I applied a saturated silver solution to the cer-

vical mucous membrane once a week for about live months.
Vaginal injections w^ere used, containing solutions of alum
and potass chlorate. At the end of about five months,

treatment was suspended, on account of cessation of men-
struation, from cause. During the whole period of gestation

the patient was a picture of abject misery. She was-

extremely nauseated, and her sensations of exhaustion,,

pain and her worry made her existence miserable. Her
objective individuality was lost behind the heaviest deposit

of pigment in the face and neck I have ever seen resulting

from pregnancy. At term she was delivered of a boy. Her-

labor was normal, with the exception that the pains were
irregular in rhythm and force. Labor was completed in

twelve hours; the first stage in one hour. She had a lengthy

"getting up," being in bed three weeks. Hopes were
entertained that her pregnancy would cure her, and sha

was apparently better for a time, but after weaning the

child her old symptoms were again in full force. At this

time she had congestion of mucous membranes throughout.

The eyes (conjunctiva) always 'exhibited enlarged blood

vessels, and occasionally an ecchymosis from a ruptured

vessel. She was never free from pain in almost every

sensory nerve of body, and her nervous energy was so low

and sense of exhaustion so great that she was able to do

little else than move from bed to lounge, and back again

during the day. There was entire absence of any hysterical

sign or symptom. The special senses were affected to the

extent that she had error of vision (myopia), deafness and

subjective sounds, and subjective sensation of odors. She

could not walk from weakness and fatigue; she could not

read, because it made her head and eyes ache, and conver-

sation wearied her beyond measure.

I could never satisfactorily determine the remote ante-

cedents of these signs and symptoms. She had never over

worked, or had great cause of worry. She had always been

normally industrious, well fed and cared for. The disease-

was an affair of the nervous system per se, with no discov-

erable antecedent but life in a civilized atmosphere. During

period of lactation patient lost about twenty pounds in
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weight. At this time she determined to be cured, if possi-

ble. I will confess that I called her disease neurasthenia,

and advised treatment by electricity. The method was by
general faradization and central galvanization, and was
continued for two years, the ai3plications of electricity being

made three times a week. No improvement was made
worthy of note during the first year, except in the pain.

During the first year phosphorous, zinc, arsenic and iron

were given: during the second year no medicine but alcohol

was taken. Her improvement was gradual after she began

to mend. The congested appearance of eyes and vision

improved, and the other special senses were restored to a

normal condition. Patient could not take quinine or cod

oil. During this treatment no remedies were used for the

catarrh of respiratoiy passages, but hot water vaginal injec-

tions were used daily with great benefit. The patient made
a good recovery, and has remained well up to date.

Case 2.—Miss , when I saw her, w^as about 37 years

old. She was bed-ridden and emaciated, but not hysterical.

The clinical history developed that she had taught school

by the year for sixteen years, during which time her health

was good; but at this time she had symptoms of getting

tired of the monotony, and went to Colorado, thinking to

teach there. Unfortunately, she contracted "mountain
fever'' when staying at an altitude of about 7,000 feet, was

sick about two months, and came home during the period

which should have been devoted to convalescence. On
arrival home she had lost about seventy pounds in weight,

was anaemic, despondent, exhausted and with scarcely

enough "vital energy" to enable her to stand. Her physi-

cian insisted (hi exercise, and she was carried out to ride

every day or so for a few weeks, and the practice was only

discontinued because it became necessai-y to hold her up in

a sitting position while riding. After this time patient

stopped trying to walk, oi* even to stand. She could, how-

ever, for two months after this time get from the bed into

a chair and bnfk again. About this time T saw her. Her

subjective symptoms were exhaustion and great sensation

of physical and mental depression; but she was free from

pain. In fuct, f have never seen a case of this kind so pain-
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less. There was no localized atrophy of muscles, or local

paresis or paralysis. There was no notable hypersesthesia or

anaesthesia^. Her menstrual function was normal. I could

detect in her appearance and history no evidence of the

hysterical factor. Her nutritive functions were below the

normal standard. She had lost her appetite, and her

digestion was impaired—being accompanied by the acid

fermentations. The urine was loaded with phosphates and

ammoniacal. In the management of this case I tried to

arrange the patient's physical, mental and social relations

in the best possible manner, in the interest of hygiene,

which was very difficult to accomplish. The family could

not understand the nature of the case, and I could not have

her taken away. My therapeutics were addressed to the

indigestion in particular, and the nervous disease in gen-

eral. The patient could not be kept in bed and over fed;

she could only be kept in bed and take very little food, and

have indigestion, with occasional attacks of vomiting and

diarrhoea. Strychnia, maltine, mineral acids, massage and

general faradism were the special therapeutical means.

The heated term of 1881 came on, and the patient barely

lived through; her digestion and appetite continued as poor

as ever In the fall I began giving her one drop doses of

Fowler's solution, which improved the condition of digestive

organs, and she began to mend. She could then take four

or five small meals a day. I expected a speedy improve-

ment, but there has been no improvement from that time

onward. The cause of failure I attribute to unpleasant

family relations, and the patient either became somewhat

deceptive, or was herself deceived in her own condition.

Her appetite improved, but she grew weaker, until she

could not turn in bed; and, finally, could not even turn her

head on the pillow. She was absolutely motionless, with-

out paralysis. During this present period of utter prostration

her menstrual function is normal, her appetite and digestion

good, her pulse about eighty and general appearance and

facial expression very expressive of health.

These two cases are samples of what is called neuras-

thenia, or spinal irritation. No organic disease could .be

detected in either. The pathology of each case was obscure;
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but an analysis of symptoms will throw some light on this

subject. In each case the symptoms could be referred to

the spina] cord ; in case 1 the chief factor was pain, in the
other paresis of motion of a general character. In case 1,

therefore, the posterior columns of the cord Were diseased,

and the anterior columns in the other. The therapeutical

tests demonstrated that in case 1 the condition was con-

gestion of the posterior (columns, and in the other anemia
•of the anterior columns. In each case the nerve element
was abnormally unstable. In case 1 the nerve action pro-

duced pain, which is all that can be said of this kind of

nerve action: the objective character of motion resulting

in this condition being unknown—at least, to me, except in

general terms. In case 2 the sequence of spinal anemia
was dehciency of nerve energy, whatever nerve energy may
be—whether electric force or "vitality." It will readily be
seen that though neurasthenia may be a subjective product
of spinal anemia in one case, and of spinal congestion, with
<)l)jective paresis, in the other, that it arises from conditions

entirely opposite, and gives no idea of the real pathology
in either case. Spinal irritation is an indefinite term, but
irritability is an objective property of tissues which are

iilive. while exhaustion is a subjective property. In such
<^ases as detailed, the diagnosis of neurasthenia is as unsci-

•entific as is the use of the term, ''labor pains," for uterine

^'contraction.

(Jam 3.—Mr. . aged 48 years: farmer: is a rugged,

muscular man, presenting the general appearance of health,

but declared himself to be a cripple by reason of rheu-

matism of his shoulders. His history developed the fac-t

that he had been suVjject to pain in cervical spine, extend-

ing through shoulders and arms, for two years, and had
been treated by physicians for rheumatism, without benefit.

He was unable to work on account of resulting pain and
weakness of arms. His right arm and hand were somewhat
numb. His symptoms were rhythmical, and subjec-t to

weather. The spine was tender on percussion and pressure

over cervical and dorsal region. My diagnosis was neuras-

thenia of cervical and dorsal spina] cord-anemia of

I)Osterior columns. I recommended him to try galvanism
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for his disease, and he reported eight or ten times for treat-

ment. The galvanism would always relieve the pain for

the time. He decided that the trouble of coming for his

treatment, and the expense, was more grievous to him than
his disease, which was somewhat improved. I saw no more
of him for several months, when he told me that soon after

I failed to cure him he obtained a remarkable limiment
from an African gentleman, which had restored his health.

Cat<e 4.~ -Mrs. . aged 88 years, has complained of

numbness of right shoulder, neck, arm and hand, with

rhythmical attacks of pain for ten years. She states that

if she avoids all use of the arm she is troubled with nothing

but numbness and a prickling feeling. During this ten

years she says that she was practically a crij^ple, as any
attempt at woman's work would bring on pain. She had,

of course, been treated in all sorts of ways, for all sorts of

diseases. She was given strychnia as a test, and grew

worse while taking it. The diagnosis was neurasthenia,

until I determined that the pathological condition was con-

gestion of the posterior columns of spinal cord. In thLs

case the interrupted galvanic current was used for about

four months—three or four times a week, when the patient

called herself cured. This case occurred three years ago,

and patient has remained free from her neurasthenia ever

.since.

Case 5.—Miss . aged 20 years. This young lady

had endured a neurasthenia of spinal cord in dorsal and

cervical regions for three years when I saw her. The symp-

toms were affections of motor nerves of arms, or paresis.

)She also had neuralgia, or pains in various nerves in cor-

responding regions, and had migraine. She had lost weight,

her digestion was poor and she was at times inclined to

melancholia. There was found an error of vision, the right

eye being astigmatic, for which a suitable glass was pro-

cured. I was surprised to find that the glass diminished

her pains in and over her eyes; in fact, she asserted soon

after beginning the use of the eye glasses that she was half

cured. Her neurasthenia was demonstrated to be anemia

of cervical and dorsal cord. She made a complete recovery

in about four months, by use of interrupted galvanic cur-
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rent, taking no medicine. In this case I believed the cause
of the spinal irritation was the astigmatism.

Case 6.—Mr. , aged 32 years; an attorney. This

gentleman was a hard worker in his profession, and for

several years was kept busy to the extent of over work.

He began to have sleepless nights, headache and pain in

back of his head and neck, and spine became tender to

touch, which was noticeable to him if he leaned against a

chair back. His mind now began to be affected. He could

think with less speed, and was mentally "confused." This

became very noticeable from the length of time he would
wait before replying to simple questions. Emotionally he
became very hypochondriacal. These symptoms increased

until he was not only confined to his house, but for about

six weeks was in bed. During this period he complained

of spinal pain, and a heavy, dull feeling in his head, was
taciturn, moody and seldom spoke except in reply to ques-

tions. The pulse and temperature were normal. His

friends were greatly alarmed over his condition, for the

reason that two of his ancestors were inmates of lunatic

asylums, and two natural aunts were victims of brain

disease, which could not be called " cerebrasthenia," but

imbecility. By therapeutic and other tests I demonstrated

his disease to be congestion of brain and cord. The galvanic

current was used " centrally." The white hot iron was used

freely over cervical nerves and spine, and he took ergot

and potass, bromide. This treatment was continued for

three months, when J decided that a high altitude was
indicated, and he went to Vermont, where he remained

during a summer season. While staying in Vermont he

made a visit to New York City, and in two days' time his

symptoms were greatly aggravated and he was glad to get

up the hills for relief. He returned much improved, and

galvanicv treatment was continued through the winter, his

work being entirely suspended. The following summer he

spent in Colorado, and stated that he felt the best when at

an altitude of 10,000 feet. Three years time was consumed

in his treatment by altitude, cautery and galvanism, when
he was pronounced cured, and he has remained well for the

past two years.
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Art. III.—Some Con.siderations Relative to Acute Rlieuinatism and Its

Treatment. Concluded. By J. Murphy, M. D., Peoria, 111.

While the use of salicylic acid in this disease has many
warm advocates, a majority of the profession is probably

in favor of the salicylate of soda. It is considered that this

preparation is less irritating to the kidneys than salicylic

acid; that it is more readily soluble, and therefore more
easily absorbed; and that under its intluence the urea,

always deficient in this disease, is more rapidly restored.

It is also asserted by Senator, of Berlin, that salicine taken

into the human stomach is always converted into salicylic^

acid, and other equally high authorities maintain that sali-

cylic acid must be converted into salicylate of soda in the

blood before its action in rheumatic fever begins. My own
observations lead me to the conclusion that its administra-

tion is more manageable and its effects more positive than

the other, preparation. The mode of giving it is an import-

ant element in its success. At least a scruple should be

administered every three hours until a favorable impression

is made on the disease, or until we find that the fever, tem-

perature and pulse respond to its use. Afterwards a drachm

daily should be given for from six to nine days, to guard

against relapses, which are liable to follow the premature

stoppage of the treatment. Of course, the amount demanded

must vary in different cases; but while its continued admin-

istration in heroic doses is useless, or even mischievous,

producing occasionally a train of troublesome nervous or

cerebral symptoms, its premaiure withdrawal or its con-

tinued administration in trivial doses is equally repre-

hensible.

Its mode of action has given rise to much comment

and much disparity of opinion. That now most generally

held is the positive power which it is supposed to possess

in arresting the action of organized and unorganized fer-

ments, destroying the vitality of the former, and increasing

the activity of the latter. It is also considered that the

action of such ferments as amygdaline, or the myrosine in

mustard, is as effectually checked by its presence as is the

fibrine or lactic acid fermentation. If this hypothesis is

correct, we can readily perceive the cause of the almost
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talismanie influence which it so freqnentl.y exercises in

this disease.

But. whatever doubt may still exist as to the modus
operandi of this preparation of salicine in controlling acute

rheumatism, there can be none respecting the very con-

spicuous therapeutic effects which it produces, eff'ects which
frequently astonish us by their promptitude and their power.
It appears to combine more varied curative qualities than
any other remedy that I am conversant with. It relieves

pain more speedily, effectually and permanently than any
simple narcotic can do. It controls the pulse, by lessening

vascular power, better than any known sedative can accom-
plish. But probably its most important action is the

astonishing influence which it has in rapidly lowering the

temperature, and thus removing what appears to be the

chief danger in this disease. In this respect we have no
other remedy wjtiich exercises any such influence. I would
suggest that hereafter it should be designated the Great

Jiefrlfjfrfnd. As a necessary consequence of those effects,

the fever is lowered, the disease is cut short, the strength

is preserved, and the convalescence is shorter and more
perfect than when the disease is protracted for weeks, and

organic mischief is sure to ensue. Probably one of the

most singular, and by no means the least important char-

acteristic of the remedy is, that administered with propriety

it appears to exercise no deteriorating influence over the

secretoiy system, a consideration of paramount moment.
It has been remarked that the more acute the case the

greater the influence of the remedy, but in sub-acute cases

I have ol)served equallj^ favorable results from its use, and

provided there is no important heart complication, its beiie-

ficia] effects are often as apparent when the treatment is

not commenced until a later period of the disease. The
powerful influence which it exercises on the circulatory

and respiiatojy systems, shows it to be apneumogastric seda-

tive superior to any other which has been discovered; an(j

its rapidly advantageous power renders it probable that it

exercises a salutary influence on the molecular changes

which we have reason to l^elieve occur in this disease, and
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to which may legitimately enough be attrilnited the cardiac

complications which are so often met with.

There should be no hesitation in admitting that the

salicylic treatment occasionally fails to cure acute rheu-

matism. I have had an opportunity of seeing two cases of

that disease, in which the treatment was carried out in the

niost regular and vigorous manner, one of which died, and
the other was only saved by the timely intervention of the

cold bath. Nothing could be more injurious to the char-

acter of the remedy than to claim for it as has been done,

an omnipotence in the cure of this disease. No remedy
for any disease has ever been discovered possessing this

attribute.

In cases of acute rheumatism which are not benefited

decidedly by the salicylic treatment in say three days, and
especially if the temperature continues to rise until 105

degrees or over are reached, with great restlessness, delirium,

rapid and difficult breathing, attenuated and rapid pulse,

with the face anxious and cyanotic, there is probably only

one method by which death can be averted, and that is the

persistent application of cold. Under those appalling con-

ditions all other remedial agents act too slowh', and should

not any longer be depended on. We have long been aware

of the powerful influence which cold applied to the surface

of the body exercises in cases of hyperpyrexia: but, not-

withstanding this, we find that in cases of acute rheumatism,

wdiere a temperature of 108 or 109 degrees is necessarily

fatal if not reduced in two or three hours, it is rarely

resorted to, and in a majority of cases where it has been

used, its use has been protracted until there is not sufficient

vitality remaining to enable the patient to bear the shock

of its effectual application. It is matter of deep regret that

this method of treating otherwise fatal cases of acute

rheumatism, should not have lieen more generally adopted.

It constitutes a severe reflection on medical writers, that

in treating of this disease, many of them never even men-

tion the application of cold. The sudden thermometrical

terminal change which characterizes severe cases of this

disease is well understood by medical authorities. Wen-

derlich designates it as proafjonic. or. as one of the
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phenomena of death; but, although recognizing the danger,

no persistent effort has been made to introduce generallj^

the only treatment which, under the circumstances, could

be of any possible utility.

I regret that I am prevented from presenting in extenso

the details of a number of cases of acute rheumatism treated

by cold which are at present before me, some of them occur-

ring before and some after the introduction of the salicine

treatment. The clinical experiments of Dr. Wilson Fox.

of University College Hospital, showing the influence which
the proper application of cold has in rescuing acute rheu-

matic patients already in an almost moribund condition,

are positively demonstrative. Nothing can, nor need be,

added to them. Those experiments, it is true, occurred

before salicine had become one of the household words of

the profession, and before Maclagan had emerged from the

obscurity of Dundee, and it may be said that under the

salicylic treatment such conditions would not have been

presented. This may be true, or it may not. It is, how-
ever, of minor importance which, as since the introduction

of that treatment there are deaths from the disease, accom-
panied by precisely the same phenomena as those which
occurred in Fox's patients. I have myself seen, as before

remarked, two cases of the disease in which the salicylic

treatment was perfectly nugatory. Both of them were
almost dying, the thermometer in each of them having

reached its fatal limit, lOli degrees. One of them recovered,

the other died. In the fatal case it was impossible to have

the cold applications made with the perfection and per-

sistence which was necessary to success.

The cold bath is the most convenient and effective

mode of applying cold to a patient under those circum-

stances. It embraces the whole surface, and its action is

immediate. The temperature of the bath should be about

88 degrees, gradually reduced to 76 degrees. Cases have

occurred where the temperature has been reduced by the

bath in half an hour from 101) to 99 degrees. If the tem-

perature rises again, the bath must be repeated as often as

may prove necessary. If the bath is not sufficient to reduce

the heat, pounded ice in bags should be applied over the
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chest and abdomen, and along the whole length of the

spine; and in cases where a bath cannot be procured, the

patient should be wrapped in wet sheets, and frequent cold

injections be made into the rectum. The cases to which 1

am referring are entirely without the domain of medicine.

The medical treatment has been continued until the

cyanotic face, rapid breathing, feeble and uncountable

pulse, delirium and proagomic temperature, indicate that

the power of assimilation is gone, and that the vital .spark,

the last flicker of life, are about to become extinct. Hesi-

tancy in using the bath in such cases is the death knell of

our patient: the saving of even a trifling per cent, under

such circumstances is a triumph of skill and of humanity
which elevates our profession and medical science alike in

the estimation of the public. As soon as we find that the

temperature commences falling, free stimulation hj brandy

iind ammonia should be commenced, and concentrated

nutrition should be given and persisted in, I have to

•express a deep anxiety that the general practitioners of the

country will test the value of this mode of treatment in

cases of acute rheumatism, where medical treatment can

no longer exercise any hopeful or beneficial influence, and

by that means ascertain its efficacy in a larger num])er of

cases than what it has heretofore been used, and thus

decide more positively its applicability and its success.

I must defer until another occasion some renuirks

which I had intended to make on the heart lesions, which

acute rheumatism so often eliminates, on their liability to

occur under certain conditions of that disease, or certain

methods of treatment, and on the effects which certain

systems of treatment have, or are likely to have, on them.

Art. IV.—Chronic Ulcer. By Higo Ekichsen, M. I)., Detroit, .Mich.

A chronic ulcer is a solution of continuity in the soft

parts of long standing, and kept up by some local or con-

stitutional disease. Very often it is caused by external

irritation, as, for instance, by the pressure of a tight fitting

boot. Varicose veins are frequently the cause of this

trouble, especially with females. Beside the above men-
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tioned causes, it may be due to disease of the hearty

obstruction of the portal circulation and disease of the

arteries. It often accompanies a state of perverted nutri-

tion, therefore often follows one of the low fevers, as, /. /.,

typhoid. The treatment consists in removing the cause^

removing irritation of any kind, and bettering the general

health of the affected individual. Existing hepatic or car-

diac disease must be attended to. Any source of irritation,

such as a tight fitting boot, stocking or garter must be

removed. Varicose veins are given proper support by the

elastic rubber bandage. If the patient be anaemic, tonics

and moderate exercise are indicated. Sedatives are seldom
required, but stimulating ointments api)lied to the ulcer

are of benefit. In most cases the tissues around the ulcer

are indurated. This induration must be removed, which is

done best by scarification of the edges of the ulcer. Sub-

sequently the leg is poulticed from two to four days, and
then the rubber bandage applied. The equal pressure of

the bandage aids absorption. In 1880, when assistant to

Professor Carstens at the clinic for out-door patients in

the Detroit Medical College, I became interested, for some
reason or other, in the treatment, etc., of chronic ulcer, and
made careful notes of all cases presenting themselves for

treatment at the clinic. I will now relate the more promi-

nent:

Case 1.—Mrs. R., aged 41, has a chronic ulcer on the

front of the left leg. She has always been weak and of ill

health. She has had three children, one of which was born

dead. Her husband has treated her badly. He often came
home drunk and beat her, and at one time obliged her to

sleep out of doors. She is very nervous and anaemic. NO'

specific history. On examination I found an ulcer, as large

as a silver half dollar, the edges of which were slightly

indurated. Scarification was objected to. She was advised

to get a rubbei" Ijandage for her leg. She said she was too

poor to do so. I then told her to apply a linen bandage,,

evenly and firmly around the afi'ected leg, and gave her

oxide of zinc ointment, to be applied to the ulcer twice

daily. I also i>rescribed

—
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3 Ferri sulpli., 24 grains.
Stiychnise sulph., i^ grain.
Pnlv. acacisp, q. s.

M. Ft. Pil. No. 24.

Sig. One three times a day.

This treatment was continued for a long time, the

patient improving but little.

Case 2.—John (1., aged 58. This man had a small ulcer

on his right leg. No specific history. The cause could not

be ascertained. His general health was good. I pre-

scribed

—

IJ lodofoimi, 1-2 drachm.
Balsam Peru, q. s.

Cerati simp., 1 ounce.
M. Ft. imguentum.

Sig. To be applied to ulcer night and morning.

Improvement took place rapidly, and in live w^eeks the

man was relieved of his trouble.

Case 3.—Miss Fanny P., 80 years of age and unmarried,

came to this country from Ireland two years ago. On the

cars her left leg became swollen just above the ankle. She

states that her shoe was tight, and that it '" took the skin

off." No specific history. When she first came to this city

she did washing. Later on she was cook at one of our

leading hotels. At this time I saw her. I advised her to

wear an elastic rubber l^andage, and prescrilied the iodoform

ointment. I did not see her for a month and a half, Avhen

I discovered that she did not follow my directions. She

then told me that she had been thrown out of employment

some time since, and that she cured her leg with a bread

poultice. This is a case which was cured by the remedy

of remedies—rest. The bread poultice, however, received

the credit.

Art. v.—Blistering or Vesicating for Intermittent Fever. By Sh.as Hiii-

BARD, M. D., Hudson, McLean County, Illinois.

More than twenty years ago I observed that an erup-

tion generally occurred on the upper lip in intermittent

fever, and when it did occur the disease ceased, or the

patient got better. Acting on this hint, in very many cases

I was called to see, I immediately rubbed on the upper lip

a little croton oil, which rapidly brought out a profuse

eruption, there being in the nature of the disease a natural
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slight tendency that \va^^ and as soon as the eruption

appeared the patient recovered from the disease. I have
also rubbed the croton oil on the chest, w^ith the above
results consequent on the eruption. I have frequently

made a flj' blistei- on the arm of patients, which immedi-
ately had the eifect to cure them. 1 suppose the manner
in which the blister or eruptions produced a cure was not

so much from counter-irritation as from drawing away
from the nervous sj^stem the peculiar poison which caused

the disease.

To cure the disease some physicians give mercury till

the gums are touched; others give arsenic till the eyelids

are slightly dropsical, and I have sometimes seen horrid

cases of anasarca and ascites follow the use of arsenic, as

its effects. And. now. I would ask if it is necessaiy to make
a sore or a disease to cure this complaint? Why not make
one according to my method, rather than a deep-seated

one, which may not be readily controlled and may impair

the constitution for life?

Taking quinite judiciously in this complaint is good; it

has a tendencj'^ to drive out an eruption on the upper lip,

and in this way in part aids in curing the disease.

The mercury and the arsenic cure the disease mainly

by creating a disease within the constitution to which the

ague poison is transferred from the nervous system.

'i'he ague poison. I 1)elieve, is too subtle to be detected

by the microscope or the chemist. Because the mosquito

swarms very abundantly in the swamps would not prove

that they caused the disease; and, as for curing the ague

with mercury or arsenic, it is as unwise as the doctor who
said, when he was called to treat a case of fever and ague,
'* He always threw it into ftts. for he was hell on fits."

I)h. Tiesch. Leipzig, (Boston Med. and S/ny. Jom-nal)

has performed nerve stretching foui' times successively in

tabes without api)arent result. It may be seen that the

indications pro and con this operation have not been as yet

clearly determined.

—

Med. Hevmv.
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Validity of Wills, and the Value and Importanie of Medical Evidence iu

Relation Thereto. By Geo. A. Wilson, Esq., Attorney-at-Law, Peoria. 111.

Any person, male or female, of lawful age, free from
undue influence and insane delusion, and of sufficient

mental capacity, is a competent person to make a will and
thereby dispose of his or her property, both real and per-

sonal, according to the real wishes or desires of such testator

or testatrix. A person of unsound mind and memory is not

competent to dispose of property by deed or will ; and it is

likewise true that where a person has been induced to dis-

pose of his or her property by will, by means of undue and

improper influence, such a will, upon a proper showing,

will by the courts be held invalid. But the undue influ-

ence above referred to must be improper infiiience, and the

mind of the party making the will must be greatly and

seriously aflected thereby; in fact, such undue and improper

influence must destroy the free agency of the testator or

testatrix, so that the will made does not express his or her

wishes or desires, but that of others.

A person, in order to be able to make a valid will, is not

l:)y any means required to possess superior mental abilities

and reasoning powers: but, on the contrary, one who is

capable of transacting ordinary business; capable of acting

rationally, and of understanding the relation of causes and

eftects in the ordinary business aft'airs of life may l)e con-

sidered of sufiicient sound mind and memory to make a

valid will. The mind and memory of the testator, at the

time of making the will, should be sufficiently sound so that

he may clearly understand the nature and value of his

property, and of his relations and obligations to his kindred,

as well as the nature and consequences of the act of making

a will.

It is, in numerous cases, a very difficult matter to cor-

rectly ascertain the condition of the mind and memory;

and, therefore, in cases in courts, where wills are contested,

the very best and most reliable evidence should be relied

on by parties supporting and also by those contesting wills.
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The opinions of medical witnesses are not in all cases

considered and hy the law held to be the best evidence of

the mental capacity of a testator. In cases where disease

is undeveloped and so obscure that physicians are unable

to determine its nature or character, the opinions of near

neighbors, who are intimately associated with the afflicted

party, provided, always, that they are men of good, common
sense, are considered to be, and, in fact, are, of more value

in determining the capability and responsibility of the

party than physicians in general practice, who do not

possess more than ordinary knowledge of diseases of the

nervous system. Physicians are regarded as experts as to

the condition of the body, whether diseased or not, and as

to what diseases are liable to impair the mind and memory
of a person ; but it does not follow from the mere fact that

they are physicians they are, therefore, better judges of a

person's mental capacities than other men of intelligence

and common sense. Persons, not experts, may give their

opinions concerning the mental capacity of a testator, after

first detailing the particular facts and circumstances upon

which they base their opinions, leaving the jury to give

such weight to their testimony as they may deem proper

from all the circumstances of the case.

All physicians should not be regarded as experts,

because a medical expert is a physician skilled in matter:^

peitaining to his profession, and it is well known that there

are some physicians, so-called, who are not skilled in any-

thing. Before a physician should be permitted to testify

as an expert, it should clearly appear to the court that

such physician is competent to give an opinion upon the

matter in controversy; in otlier words, that he is skilled in

his profession and fully entitled to his claim of being known
as a medical expert.

In order for a person to Ije considered competent to

make a will he must have or possess a disponing mind; and

it is well known that diseases which affect the brain, either

directly or indirectly, cause or produce a dullness or con-

fusion of the intellect under which sucli disposing poiver is

lost. And, in such case, the testimony of genuine medical

experts is invaluable. It is in many cases very difficult to
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determine whether there is such disorder of the mind and
memory as to render the will of a testator valid or invalid,

and the testimony of the skilled medical expert is in such

case the most reliable testimony which can be obtained.

Bodily disease does not affect the validity of a will,

unless the mind is directly or indirectly disturbed and
impaired thereby. Who so compent to ascertain the extent

of such disturbance and impairment as the true medical

expert? Under disease the mind may not be so strong as

in perfect health, but it still may retain a disposing power;

and in all cases of this kind the law looks exclusively ta

the actual effect of the disease of the body upon the mind^

and here we must almost wholly depend upon medical

evidence to ascertain the extent of such effect upon the

mind.

Questions involving testamentary capacity of individu-

als are of frequent occurrence, wherein medical evidence

is demanded, and in many cases is an absolute necessity to

promote the ends of justice.

In conclusion, I must be permitted to say that in this

brief article I have not sought or intended to disparage the

importance of the evidence of true medical experts; but, on

the contrary, I have endeavored to show the great impoii-

ance and raiue of such evidence, as well as the utter and

absolute worthlessness of the evidence of physicians wholly

unskilled in professional knowledge and attainments.

il,tsxxt%\)m^txktt.

Vaccinal Urticaria.

Carthage, III., March 13th, 1882.

Editor Peoria Medical Monthly:

Dear Sir—The last two numbers of the Monthly have

contained articles on the above complications of vaccinia.

This is not a new feature in vaccinia when fresh bovine

virus is used; at least, it is not so in my hands. Years ago

I observed this complication, and although authors are

either silent on the suliject or make "mere mention" of the
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fact that such is sometimes the case. I j^et supposed that all

practitioners who were in the habit of using fresh bovine

virus had oliserved this phenomena in a great many cases.

It is by no means universal, neither does it occur in a

majority of cases; but in children from two to ten years

old, who have never been vaccinated before, this eruption

has made its appearance in perhaps ten per cent, of all

cases of that age. Now and then we meet w^ith it in older

l^ersons: and, in fact, in adults it is occasionally met with.

In the year 1873 I procured a crust from Fon-du-Lac,

Wisconsin, from which I vaccinated my own family and
several others in the town, and when the vaccine fever

came on and the glands in the axilla and groin became
tumified this same eruption came out on the surface of

about twenty per cent, of all those vaccinated, causing

great consternation in the community. The people became
frightened, supposing that I had innoculated them with

variola. I had been vaccinated when about eighteen years

of age from humanized virus, which had left a small, char-

acteristic scar, and I had been three times exposed to

variola: but in 1873, on being exposed again, I inserted the

bovine virus in my own arm. and on the tenth day I had

a severe fever, and its characteristic eruption came out on

my face and neck. An old practitioner called to see me,

and pronounced my case varioloid. But on the next day

the eruption was all gone, and the vaccinia progressed

favorably.

There is no particular time for the eruption to make
its appearance; but from two to four days from the appear-

ance of the vesicle on the arm the eruption will come, if it

comes at all. The arm, in some cases, will begin to get

sore on the fifth day. and in others not until the eleventh

or twelfth day. But one thing I have observed in this con-

nection—the hunger the period of incubation the more
certain the eruption.

During the past months of January and February a

numbei- of cases of variola have been repoi'ted in this com-

munity, Imt when investigation was made it proved to })e

what I have always termed the eruption of vaccinia; l)ut

jjerhaps your appellation is the more scientific, "vaccinal
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urticaria." The eruption, after making its appearance,

remains on the surface from a few hours to two da3\s; but,

if the patient be exposed to a cold air, the eruption will

disappear sometimes very suddenly. In one cmse in this

city a little boy two and a half years old passed from the

warm sitting-room to the cool parlor, and was only absent

a few minutes, but when brought back the eruption had

entirely disappeared and the surface had a bluish or purplish

appearance, and the eruption never again appeared.

Vaccinia has been unusually severe in this part of the

State, and many persons with typical scars on their arms

have had the sickness more severely than the first time.

No deaths or loss of limbs have occurred, but many schools

have been almost left without pupils for a number of days

on account of the vaccine disease.

Some cases of diphtheria have been developed during

the course of vaccinia, a complication I have not observed

before. When the vaccine disease was at its worst the

tumifaction of the glands of the neck would call the atten-

tion to the condition of the throat, and on examination a

diphtheritic exudation would appear over the tonsils and

uvula. Some of the most severe cases of diphtheria I have

been called to treat during the season have been cases of

this kind.

If these observations are of any benefit to the profes-

sion, and you feel that they are worth publication, you are

welcome to them.

Very respectfully,

W. H. Veatch, M. D.

Medical Miscegenation, or the New Code of the New York
State Medical Society.

Editor Peoria Medical Month!ij:

Not many months ago the Premier of England fell

sick, and employed a homoeopath to be his pathological

confessor and therapeutical priest. History bears no record

that during his illness the premier "a monk would be;" but

the account declares that as he sick and sicker grew it

appeared to him that the infinitesimal path to eternity was
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even sliorter than its traditional scientific scope was narrow,

and the premier in his ''emergency, for humanity's sake,"

wanted a physician. Among his friends and neighbors

were phj^sicians of ordinary and "extraordinary" achieve-

ments, standing and abilitj^ who were, in addition, renowned
for learning, for skill, for wisdom, for education, and who
held titles, the highest the profession can give and take, and
civil titles way u^d among the stars and garters. One of

these physicians was sent for to counsel with the homeo-
path. The call this physician received must have rent his

ethical soul. Here was an "emergency in which all restric-

tions should, in the judgment of the practitioner, yield to

the demands of humanity." The greatest living man of

England was battling with death, with such a feeble dart!

But the physician refused to go. Another titled and learned

doctor was sent for. and went to meet the homeopath in

consultation, only stipulating that the homoeopath should

lay aside his pathy—his trade mark of delusion and decep-

tion—and meet him on eqval grounds.

From this small cloud a cataclysmal storm has arisen

which threatens to annihilate the old professional distinc-

tions between medical races and species. In the bubbling

overflow appear the struggling "allopath," the homoeopath,

the mesopath, the hydropath, the vitopath, the physio-

medical man, the patent medicine man, the spirit healer,

the prayer curer, the Thompsonian, the nostrum vender,

the doctor who cures by laying on of hands and the exer-

cise of faith, the doctors created by the fiat of the "ten

years clause " and by "certificate of examination " (see Illi-

nois medical law), all with their natural underpinning

gone, and all intent upon gaining a foot-hold on a peaceful

professional level at the top of the medical Ararat when
the waters subside.

Nothing is more tempting to human desire than

luscious sweetness languishing to ])e stolen. To the ambi-

tious regular physician, notably to the New York State

Medical Society physician, the consultation plums which

gi'ow in the homreopathic garden are particularly attrac-

tive. The physician has watched the growth of this fruit

from the day of its flowering and its greenness to its com-
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plete ripening. He has fenced himself away from its

enjoyment, and set up his angels of science, ethics and
contempt with flaming swords at the gate, and has then

occasionally gone in the back way and had a surreptitious

taste of forbidden fruit. Love laughs at bolts and bars,

and why should lustful greed any longer keep up the farce

of self-deception and pretend to be satisfied with the pas-

sionless embraces of science and medical ethics. The New-

York State Medical Society has abolished its code and
adopted a new one. The new code is probably the smallest
^' allopathic pill "' ever manufactured. The coating is " thin,"

and of most beautiful transparency, for through it can be

seen the "potency"" of its true inwardness. The pill is

made for the "swallow" of the homoeopath. It is a love

potion, concocted in pill form, by a self-rejected suitor who
washes after all to propitiate his mistress. Homoeopathia

has developed from an awkward, uneducated jnaiden. into

the stage of budding, aesthetic loveliness. She is coquettish

and rich; she is accomplished and attractive, a belle in

society; and what wonder that the New York concoctor of

love potions desires her for a bride? She is evidently his

choice; but he is already casting eyes at the bridesmaids.

His transparent capsule will contain a drop of water for

hydropathia, a pinch of capsicum for Thompsonia, a potion

of lobelia for physio-medicia, a specimen of leptandrin for

eclecta and a little pulv. saint's bone for the fair prayer.

But every rose has its thorn, and every sweet may con-

ceal an infinitesimal bitter. The new code, with all its

•'taffy"" for the legalized "systems" of medicine, conceals a

dagger of iron-y in its "emergency"" clause. The honuro-

path will scarcely admit the soft impeachment that

emergencies arise in his practice in which he is not by

virtue of his pathy superior to the New York miscepathist.

In a love affair, to have matters legally and socially pleas-

ant, there must be two parties to the bargain. When a

regular physician and a homoeopath meet, no miscepathy

can prevent the irresistible consequence that one of the

two must relinquish his method of therapeutics, which

most effectually destroys any intellectual agreement relat-

ing to the treatment of the patient. In such cases the
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agreement resulting from the professional consultation is

simply, and can be only, an agreement as to which of the

two physicians shall treat the patient, and which of them
shall receive pay for consulting to do nothing, and for

compromising the dignity and honor of his professional

individuality.

Logically, no emergency can arise which can justify a

consultation between a physician and a homoeopath,

because no emergency except lunacy in both parties can

make it possible for them to agree from their respective

standpoints upon the treatment, and the honor and dignit}^

of the profession is certainly compromised when these par-

ties emerge from the private consultation room, after one

of them has surrendered, and go through the disgusting

farce of telling the patient and his friends that the agree-

ment is that he is either to swallow sidph. magnes. 1 ounce,

or is to swallow the one inlllionfh potency of bee sting

poison, as the case may be.

The New York Medical Journal calls this action of the

society a "decided step in advance." Perhaps the society,

like a lobster, advances by hitching itself backwards with

its tail; otherwise the "advance" is difficult to comprehend

by the average man. However, it is best not to dispute

the "advance" if the New York profession claim it. Since

the advent of Oscar Wilde all admit that Euroj^e is in

advance in aesthetics; the cultured, intellectual advance of

Boston has long been conceded; and, really, the ethical line

of advance was all that was left to New York; and the fact

cannot be disputed that medically, at least, New York has

embraced the opportunity and most gallantly "tumbled to

the main chance."

The question for the thoughtful physician will be:

" What action will the medical profession at large take in

relation to this matter?" And, in connection, it seems to

be only necessary to quote the TiOndon Lancet containing

an account of what is being done there.

The Royal College of Physicians contains such men as

Maudsley, Beale, Wilks, Quain, Bristowe, Fox, Clark and

Sieveking. A meeting of the College was held December
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27th, 1881, and the following resolution introduced by Dr.

Wilks was adopted:

"The College considers it desirable to express its

opinion that the assumption or acceptance by members of

the profession of designations implying the adoption of

special modes of treatment is opposed to those principles

of the freedom and dignity of the profession which should

govern the relations of the members to each other and to

the public. The College, therefore, expects that all its

fellows, members and licentiates will uphold these princi-

ples by discountenancing those who imdf^ upon such desig-

nations."
Anti-Miscepathist.

Henry, 111., March 27th, 1SS2.

Editor Peoria Medical MoHthhj:

Dear Sir—I see in the last number of your journal, as

reported by J. H. Maxwell, M. D., of Newton, Illinois, that

one Dr. D. S. Fisher, who formerly practiced in that place,

speaks of having delivered five women of nine children

from sun-down to sun-up, while practicing in Southern

Indiana, which calls to my mind that his has been rather

an uncommon experience, for while I was practicing in

Southern Indiana he met with a very singular freak of dis-

ease, and I was called in to see the case, when he exclaimed:

''Doctor, there has been a mefassis of congestion of the brain

to the pleura, and I think she will die; it's got the better ot

me." And, sure enough, the poor woman did die of double

pleuro-pneumonia in a few hours.

Yours,

H. Reader, M. D.

Col Ingersoll is as skeptical in his medical belief as in

his religious, as shown by the following: Being nnhsposed

he was persuaded to send for a physician. On being asked

as to whom they should call, should Dr. X. not be found,

he replied: "Oh, if Dr. X. is not at home, just bring up his

old horse; it will do just as well."
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Diseases of the Eye. By Hkxry I). Noyes, A. ]\r., M. D., Professor of Ophthal-
mology and Otalogy in Bellevue Hospital Medical College, etc., etc. 8mo.,

cloth ; pp. ;]G0 ; illustrated. New York : Wm. Wood & Co., Publishers.

This is the closing volume of Wood's Librar}'^ of Stand-

ard Medical Authors for the year 1881. It forms a fit

companion to Buck's work on the ear. published in 1880.

For our part, we like exceedingly the method of Wood &
Co. in giving separate volumes on the various special

branches of the science. In like manner we have had in

this popular library a work on venereal diseases, one on
the ear. one on minor surgical gynecology, one on uterine

therapeutics, one on the skin and this one on the eye.

What we like about this is, that when we wish to read

something about the eye and certain diseases, we do not

have to hold a volume on the ear as well. In this way we
have handy, readable volumes, at a low price, instead of the

ponderous tomes that a man had to mortgage his horse to

buy and then read upon a table.

The author of the book now before us is well known
as an authority upon the subject of which he treats, and
i.< a sufficient guarantee that what he writes is worthy the

attention of the profession. The arrangement of the sub-

jects is plain and natural, and the book can be read and
understood by the general practitioner as well as be of

benefit to the ophthalmic specialist.

Ijectures (»ii Diseases of Cliildreii; a Haiul-B(>ok for Physicians ami Students,

By Di{. Edward HKNOcjr, Director of tlie Clinic and Polyclinic for Diseases

of Children in the Royal Charite and Professor in the University of Berlin.

Cloth; 8ino; pp. ;358. New York: Win. Wood & Co.

Several works on the diseases of children have been

published within the last two or three years, l^ut none of

them excel in clearness of practical instruction tlie one

before us. Hut a single fault we have to find in it, and

that is the persistent use of the metric system. We do not

l)elievc that this system will come into general use in this

country in fifty years, if ever; and, furthermore, we do not

believe that one in eight of the practicing physicians of the

Cnited States are familiar with it or ivish to become .so.

JMiowing this, as Wood «fc Co. undoubtedly must, we are
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surprised that they should make the grave mistake of using

this system exclusively in a work of this kind, and thereby

reduce the value of this book in the eyes of a majority of

their thousands of readers. Apart from this we think the

work a good one, and one which will be read with pleasure

and profit.

We regret that the subject of vaccination has lieen

totally ignored, and must admit a suspicion that the author

by his silence seeks to beg the question of its usefulness.

The work is the March number of Wood's Library for 1882.

Pljysioians Diary. Hand-Book and Ledger. Combined. Published by .J. W.
" Fkanks & SoK!?, Peoria, Illinois.

This is the most complete book of the kind that we
have ever seen. Besides affording abundant space for the

business. of 1,600 patients per year, it includes obstetric and

other records. The plan of the book, as shown in a dia-

gram on page 331, will best explain its w^orking. Posting

books is the hete noir of many physicians; but this handy

book avoids all necessity of it. The elegant system of

indexing employed will commend itself to everyone.

"My Rambles in the Enchanted Summer Land of the

Great Northwest," is the title of a beautifully illustrated

little book of a hundred pages, which forms a convenient

guide to the beauties of Northern Wisconsin and the Lake

Superior region. It makes one long for a summer vacation

to be passed among the lakes and forest streams, fishing,

hunting and boating, of this wonder land. A trip through

this country forms one of our dreams of pleasure yet to

be tasted. Send to W. H. Stennett, C. & N. W. R. R., Chi-

cago, Illinois, and we will guarantee that if you go anywhere

this summer you will go to the " Enchanted Summer Land

of the Great Northwest."

The April number of our valued exchange, the Medical

Brief, reaches us in an enlarged and improved shape, indi-

cating a wonderful prosperity. The price has been increased

to two dollars a year.

The Missouri Valley Medical Monfhhj has l^een added

to our exchange list. It is edited by Drs. Boteler and Hoyt,

of St. Joseph, Mo., and is exceedingly neat and attractive;

$2 per year.
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Inhalations of Ether in Pneumonia.

Dr. S. W. Francis, Newport. Rhode Island, {Medical
Becord, March 11, 1882,) claims that by the use of inhala-
tions of sulphuric ether he has had very good results in

acute pneumonia. He claims that "if seen early during
the first stage, the inhalations of sulphuric ether for thirty

minutes every six hours, would arrest many severe and
protracted cases." Similar inhalations have been before
proposed by Dr. Francis in bronchitis. That such inhala-

tions might have some influence on pneumonia there can
be no doubt, but Dr. Francis' claim is a little too positive.—Chicago Medical Reriew.

Restoration of the Inverted Uterus.

Dr. Thad. Reamy reports in the Obstetric Gazette a case

of chronic inversion of the uterus in a young woman, in

which after using all the usual methods known to him, he
resorted to packing the vagina with glycerine tampons.
He continued this for eleven days, changing the cotton

every day. At the end of that time succeeded, in replac-

ing the organ after one hour and twenty minutes' manipu-
lations.— Wedeni Medical Reporter.

Vehicles for Absorption.

Dr. A^igier has observed that as the result of a series of

researches he has made on this point he had found that

lard is the best fatty body when medicinal absorption is

desired, vaseline coming next, and glycerin next. This

last, therefore, is a bad vehicle when cutaneous absorption

is in view, but an excellent one when we wish to avoid

this; so that we may by its aid avail ourselves of the par-

asiticide action of corrosive sublimate without fearing the

pro(\\\(:t'](m of mercurial jjoisoning.

—

Gaz. Hehdoni.—Louis-

ville Medical Xeics.

Kxternal Use of Castor Oil.

7'//r Lo/a/on Medical Journal gives reports from various

practitioners who have found purgative results follow the

inunction of castor oil. One writer states that he has fre-

<iuently applied this oil to the abdomen under spongio-

piline or other waterprcjof material in cases where the

usual way of administering by the mouth seemed undesir-

able, and with the most satisfactory consequences. In a
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case of typhoid fever also, half an ounce ot castor oil was
applied in this manner, under a hot water fomentation, the
.effect of this being, as represented, to relieve the constipa-
tion and tympanitic distention that had been present with-
out undue purging or irritation of the bowels.—.4 >y/. Mnli-
cal Weekhj.

Primary Chloroform Anaesthesia.

At a variable period after the beginning of inhala-
ation of chloroform or ether, the patient passes through a
stage of "primary anaesthesia," marked by total muscular
relaxation. During this period the duration of which
seems also to be variable, abscesses may be opened, luxa-
tions reduced, or any short operation performed, without
any sensations of pain on the part of the patient; and on
the withdrawal of the ansesthetic, the effects pass off at
once without headache, nausea, or other inconvenience.
The best way of detecting this period is to let the patient
hold up one hand and to urge him to do so. As soon as

the hand drops the time has arrived, and should be instant-

ly taken advantage of. Extensive experience has con-
vinced me as well as many others of the value of this

simple fact in practice.

—

J. H. Pickard, in Holmes' System

of Surgery.

Fiiiictional Disturbaiioe of the Heart.

In functional disturl^ance of the heart, due to dyspepsia,

Hugo Engel, M. D., recommends the following treatment in

the application of an emplastrum belladonna? over the

region of the heart to remove pain, a diet of milk and
toasted white bread, and give of the following mixture a

dessertspoonful, in half a tumblerful of water, three times

daily, one hour before each meal:

IJ Sudii bicarbonatis, 2 draclims.

Tinetunv nucis vomica', 2 dracliius.

Tinctimt i::enlian. comp.. 2 ounces.

Tinctur* rhei siniiilic, 2 ounces.

M. Sig. Shake well.

—

Med. and Snry. Reporter.

The Removal of Warts.

Dr. W. Allan Jamieson says, in the Practitioner for Sep-

tember, ISSl, that chromic acid, one to one of water, is by
far the best remedy. The skin round each wart is first

protected by painting it with oil, and then the wart itself

is soaked with the solution of chromic acid: this absorl)S

water from the tissues, coagulating and hardening the

albuminous tissues at the same time, and the unsightly

wart soon disappears. These warts seldom appear after
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puberty on the hands, but a healthy girl, well grown, aged
15, came to the writer some time since with a dozen of
them on her hands, which annoyed her for six years. Of
course they much interfered with work, being always in
the way. Steady use of the chromic acid removed them
in a few weeks.

—

Lidependent Pracfifioner.

Treatnieiit of Xasal Catarrh.

The case presented itself at the clinic December 1st,

with nasal catarrh of two years' standing. The discharge
w'as thick, yellow occasionally mixed with blood and scabs,

and excoriated the nostrils. He was directed to cleanse
the nostrils thoroughly with warm salt water twice daily.

Using both the anterior and posterior nasal douche, and im-
mediately afterward the following, used in the same way:

5 Ammonii cliloridi, four ounces,
AqutV, one pint.

M. SiG.—Tablespoonful to douclie.

When the nostrils become accustomed to this, use a
chlorate of potash sol. of the same strength; then after a
time stop these and alternate between the two following
prescriptions:

I^ Glycerini, two ounces,

Acidi tannic!—add as long as it will dissolve.

IJ Cupri suli)hatis,

Ferri sulphatis, take of each one drachm,
Aqme, two drachms

M. Ft. Sol.

8iG.—Begin (witli each of the al)ove) with 5 to 10 drops to each doucheful of
"warm water, and gradually increase strength as high as patient can tolerate.

After alternating between the last two for a time, he
may use the following:

1^ Iodoform..pidv., one drachm,
Extract, geranii., ten grains.

Acid, carbolic, tifteeu drops,

Vaseline, one ounce.
M. Ft. unguentum.
Sm.—Saturate absorbent cotlon with it and apply up llie nostril at night

Atlanta Medical Register^

Iodide of Potassium in Frontal Headache.

Dr. Haley states, in the Australian Medical Joarnal for

August, that for some years past he has found minimum
doses of iodide of potassium of great service in frontal

headache. A heavy, dull headaclie, situated over the brow,,

and accompanied by laiignoi-, chilliness and a feeling of

genera] discomfort, with distaste for food, which some
times approach to nausea, can be completely removed by a
two-grain dose dissolved in a half a wineglass of water,

and this (|iii<;tly sipped, the whole quantity })eing taken in
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about ten minutes. In many cases the effect of these small
doses has been simply wonderful. A person who a quarter
of an hour before was feeling most miserable, and refused
all food, wishing only for quietness, would now take a good
meal and resume his wonted cheerfulness. The rapidity
with which the iodide acts in these cases constitute its great
advantage.

—

Louisville Med. News.

Croup.

In the treatment of larnygismus stridulus (sirasmodic
croup), Prof. Wallace highly approves of large doses of
patassium bromide, given every hour or two; for a child

two years old, he would give six grains every two hours.

It may be given in syrup of wild cherry; or in the form of
elixir of potassium bromide, which is made by the phar-
macists" generally.

For a long time we have placed great reliance in brom-
ide of potassium and hydrate of chloral in the treatment
of croup. We use bromide of potassium, in the manner
above suggested, in the form of elixir, or with syrup of

wild cherry, and where the child is quite restless, and
breathes with great difficulty, we add hydrate of chloral to

prescription, in the proportion of one, two or three grains

to the drachm, according to the age of the child, aiming to

give about one grain of chloral with each dose to children,

one year old, and an increase of one grain for each yeai-.

The dose may be repeated every thirty or sixty minutes,

till the child is quiet; then the interval between doses may
be extended to an unlimited time, according to the behav-

ior of the patient.

—

Amei-ican Medical Journal^ Jdii.

Saliciiie in Sciatica.

Dr. Manson, of 'J'exas, writes to the Amerir<(it. Bi- Weeh-

ly that he has used silicine successfully in an obstinate

<;ase of sciatica of two years standing with success. He
gave thirty grains every two hours. After taking it for

two weeks in this dose, at which time he had taken over

four ounces, the pain had disappeared, the patient slept

soundlv, had good appetite, was gaining in ffesh and shed-

ding the skin from the outside of his hands. Quite a num-
ber of remedies by the advice of good consulting physicians

had, previous to the adoption of this treatment, been tried

without success.

In cases of sciatica, and other obstinate forms of neu-

ralgia which had resisted treatment, it mighty 1)e tried, l)nt

perhaps not so frequently as is here g\\Q\\.—E})if<>iiir.
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C^tUtorial g^partment.

Medical Organs.

By this term we do not mean organs that make music

when the}^ run, hut organs that run only upon the "music"
furnished hy interested parties. We mean those miscalled

medical journals that are the individual advertising mediums
of certain pharmaceutical and wholesale drug establish-

ments.

We call them organs, but the proper name would be

prostitutes in medical journalism and frauds upon the pro-

fession, independent advertisers and the postal laws.

Such journals degrade medical journalism; their pages

are filled with laudations of their owners' wares and but

little else. A few physicians are induced to contribute

articles, l)ut only such are published as serve to advance

the trade interests of the proprietors. The majority of the

articles contained in their reading pages are so evidently

"made to order" as to carry no weight and possess no

value.

These organs are doing a great injustice and injury to

reputable journalism, and should l)e held up to the profes-

sion in their proper light. 'J'liey k)vver the estimation in

which all journals are held by the medical profession.

Every subscriber which they by specious pleas and promises
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secure is a direct loss to the subscription lists of other
journals, and they injure the advertising business of other
journals in like manner.

They are frauds upon the profession, for every physi-

cian who subscribes for them pays just that much of their

ow^ners' advertising expenses, and receives but little or

nothing for his money.
In like manner they are a fraud upon other advertisers,

since what they pay for space in these organs is paying so

much toward building up a rival's business.

They defraud the postoffice department. ])y being

mailed as second class matter, when, in reality, they are

no more entitled to the benefit of that class than a trades-

man's price current. We are glad to note, however, that

the postoffice authorities are now investigating the claims

of some of these house organs to the benefits of these laws,

and there is no doubt but that some of them will be refused

admission to the mails except at printed matter rates.

Some of these frauds are so barefaced and glaring that

we have but little sympathy for those who are caught by

them; but others are more sly, and cover up the owners'

hoof marks so cleverly that they are not easily detected.

To verify these charges one needs but to examine the

*' sample copies" that fill almost every physician's table (or

waste basket), and he will have proof enough.

We are frequently asked by advertisers whether' we
are directly or indirectly connected with any rival house.

This fact, too, confirms our statements.

We think the subject should be thoroughly ventilated

by reputable, independent medical journals, and placed in

the proper light before the profession and advertisers.

A Pliarinaceiitical War.

As most of our readers are doubtless aware, a veiy

acrimonious strife has arisen l)etween difiering manufac-

turers of pharmaceutical preparations.

The question at issue, or rather the question which the

opposing forces would wish to have appear as the real one
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at issue, is: Is it ethical for physicians to use drugs which
are made and sold under the trade-mark laws?

We are inclined, however, to the belief that the real

question at the bottom of the whole matter is, who shall

control the drug business? It is perfectly natural that each
side should desire to have the backing of the medical pro-

fession; but we cannot see any propriety in the profession

taking sides in the war.

It was a shrewd move to bring in the idea of ethics^

for that, among doctors, is like waving a red blanket in a

bull's face. A great mistake that the profession makes is

that of incorporating into the system of medical ethics sa

many theoretical and impractical ideas and so largely

ignoring the practical.

Would not an amendment like the following be of

vastly more benefit to physicians than the one introduced

last year by Dr. Dunster?

ResoJred, When a physician is called to the care of a

case which has previously been in charge of another, that

it is ethical for the physician last called to refuse to take

the case until the previously attending physician has been
paid in full for all services rendered.

This may not be practicable, Init it is much more prac-

tical than the resolution referred to, and just as easy to

be carried out.

We object strongly to the profession l)eing made a

party to the strife 1)etween rival manufacturers. We, in

common with a large majority of physicians, are using

preparations made l^y both parties, and probably will con-

tinue to do so just as long as we think it to the best inter-

ests of our patients, and when the end of this pharmaceutical

war is reached we believe physicians will continue in the

same course which they have hitherto pursued, unbiased

by the vast amount of wind expended in the fight.

A ('nsv, of StraiiKuIatod H<*riiia.

A case has recently come imder our observation in

which the results were so uncommon as to make them
worthy of some mention.
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,
The patient was a female of upwards of forty years of

age; had had a left inguinal hernia for many years. Nine
days before we saw her the hernia had evidently become
strangulated, as all the accompanying symptoms of that

condition presented themselves in regular order. All

efforts at reduction proved of no avail, and the assistance*

of other physicians was then applied for; at this time we
first saw the case. On inspection we found a peariform

tumor in the left inguinal region, red and dense; palpita-

tion gave the impression of purulent contents. No pain

had been felt in the tumor for four days previous.

Being convinced of the mortitied condition of the pro-

truding intestine, and fearing that the patient would not

survive any severe operative procedure, it was decided by
those present to open the tumor, evacuate the contents^

and be guided in further measures by the condition of the

patient. We should mention that the abdomen was tense

and tympanitic, and the pulse feeble and quick, and inter-

mittent. A small opening through the skin was made,,

when it was found that the bowel had ulcerated to within

one-eighth of the surface of the skin. The gut was next

opened and a considerable quantity (several ounces) of pus

and decomposed fecal matter escaped. Quantities of gas.

also came out, and a probe cautiously introduced passed

beyond the stricture into the bowel. The gut was of course

softened and mortified. The condition ot the patient was.

such, however, that all further operative measures were

postponed, and warm poultices ordered to be applied.

The next day the general condition of the patient was-

much improved, the hard, tense, tympanitic condition of the

abdomen was all gone, her pulse was better, and very little

fecal matter was escaping from the wound.

Two days later about five inches of the lacerated gut

sloughed away and was simply picked out of the wound-

Five days later the patient had several natural operations-

from the bowels, and now, two weeks from the opening

into the bowels, she is about recovered.

We will not offer any criticism on the treatment fur-

ther than merely to suggest that it is not a good plan to-

wait eight days before operating in cases of strangulated
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hernia, and that the course pursued in this case is- not

advisable, since we doubt whether such happy results will

always be had. There is but one explanation to be offered

for this remarkable termination, and that is, that adhesive

inflammation took place between the two adjacent segments
of the incarcerated gut, ulceration of the internal portions

just above the point of stricture followed, and by this means
the integrity of the intestine was restored. There can be

no doubt that the pieces taken away irere pieces of the

intestine, for they were examined and so pronounced by
several comi^etent medical gentlemen.

The case is also remarkable as being one of inguinal

hernia in a female.

Notes and Items.

It is said that the late Prof. Pancoast's estate amounted
to a round million of dollars.

Dr. Harry M. McClanahan has removed from Alexis,

Illinois, to Fort Belknap, Montana.

The Medical Department of Pennsylvania University

graduated 122 M. D.'s at the close of the past session.

The Illinois State Medical Society will meet at Quincy

on Tuesday, May 16th. A large attendance is desired and

expected.

Professor Joseph Pancoast, of Jefferson Medical College,

died on Tuesday, March 7th, at his residence in Philadel-

phia, aged 77.

A man recently exposed to small-pox took as a pre-

ventive thi'ee (juarts of whisky. The coroner's jury decided

that he died from "excessive prophylaxis."

Louisville, Ky., now contains five regular medical col-

leges. Three of these hold a spring and summer course,

and graduate those students who have escaped graduation
during the winter.

—

Chicaf/o Med. Review.

The Michigan Med. AV^/r.sadds to the alcove that "there

are still two or three doctors in Louisville who are not pro-

fessors, but are full privates from choice."
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We give this month the table of contents for Volume II,,

now complete. It contains eight pages, but the space is

not taken from our regular number of reading pages. We
are certain that this will b.e appreciated by all our readers.

Graifs Anatomy has been translated into Chinese, and
appears in six volumes. We will wager our pile that a

Chinese medical student can't get a diploma in two years

—

not in China, at least. He may, however, in this country.

The St. Paul meeting of the American Medical Society,

which convenes June 6th, will probably be presided over

by Vice-President Dr. P. 0. Hooper, of Little Rock, Ark.

President J. J. Woodward has been compelled through ill-

health to take a trip to Europe.

The Western Medical Beporter has changed its form

again. This journal of many changes, many pages of

Chapman, Green & Co.'s advertisements and many editors,,

although only started in 1880, has attained its fourth

volume. How this is figured out is a conundrum.

Wishing to have as much regularity as possible in our

subscription books, we will make the following inducement

to subscribers whose renewals have not yet been received:

On receipt of a dollar we will credit t/ou for one i/ear from

May, 18H2. This will give you the numbers since the expira-

tion of your year, free; but in order to obtain this all

renewals under this offer must be made before May 1st.

At that time names of delinquents will be dropped from

our books.

The Detroit Clinic of March 15th, 1882, is nearly filled

up with a poem by D. Bethune Duffield,—whether M. D. or

not we cannot tell. In praising (allegorically) anaesthesia

he quotes the line, "For pity runneth soon in gentle heai*t,"

and gives credit in a foot note to " Chancre." By this we

suppose he is a doctor; but why he thus refers to chancre

we cannot guess, unless he is in the habit of administering

an anaesthetic when cauterizing this sort of thing. Perhaps,

again, the printer is a doctor, and so got Chaucer and

chancre mixed. We are all muddled over the solution

and give it up, and call on the "gentle poet" for an

explanation.
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"The Louisville J/f'^//rY// iVf^r.s tells of an Illinois doctor
who applied one end of a tube stethoscope over a patient's
abdomen, but applied his eye instead of his ear to the other
end. After a careful inspection in this manner, he informed
the patient that he (the patient) had a scum growing over
the liver, and unless its growth was arrested the con-
sequences would be fatal. In justice to the Illinois State
Board of Health it should be stated that this charlatan was
legally qualified through the fact that he had practiced his

knavery for ten years."

—

Michigan Med. Neirs.

Without this latter explanation we should have sup-

posed that he was a Louisville graduate.

Dr. Roberts Bartholow delivered the annual oration

before the Alumni Association of the University of Mary-
land, on the subject: "Some Points in Medical Politics."

It is published in full in the Maryland Mec/iral Journal, and
should be read by every physician. He says: "Is the

medical profession prepared to descend into the arena on
equal terms with homoeopathists, allopathists, eclectics,

botanical doctors and the whole catalogue of irregulars?

I hope, gentlemen, that the infiaence of the physicians

composing this Alumni Association will be strongly exerted

against this movement."

Receipts for March.

In this place we will print the names of those from
whom money has been received during each month.
Parties remitting will please note whether their names are
credited, and if they are not, notify us by postal card

:

Illinois.—Dr^i. J. S. Geigley, J. T. Wilson, W. A. Tait, C. V. Mas-
sey, F. W. Dimmett, Leslie Gillett, R J. Allmond,E. O. Gratton, G. W.
Downey, W. W. Cook, 8. C. Latham, A. T. Bartlett, ('. H. Fegers, Jno.

MfGinni.s, W. Ti. H. Crane, J. A. Monroe, J. Branncn, S. McNair, R. A.
Kerr, (2 years; J. N. Speed, fr. L. (yorcoran, W. T. McLean, J. M. Aus-
ley, W. E. Gilliland, W. H. Weirieh, E. T. Wood, T. R. Plunimer, H.
Nance, L. L. Leeds, W. H. Eldred.

Iowa.—Drs. Z. E. Funk, W. II. Rol)erts, H. Jenkins, F. M. Powell,

A. V. Benedict.

WiHCONHix.—Dr.s. W. G, Kemper, G. H. Haddy, E. J. Ziegler.

MiKsouRi.—Drs. I. J. Jones, W. S. Sanders.

Kanhah.—Drs. Woodring and Garrison, W. H. Sinethers, I). C.

Tyler.

Makyland.—Dr. J. L T. Long.
Kkntl'cky.—Dr. H. T. Kalfus.

Indiana.—Dr. S. Hunt.
IsLiJiiAHKA.—Dr. T. E. Webb.
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" The proper medicinal value of Malt Extracts must be held to depend
on the amount of diastase which they contain. * * * in Malted
Barley we have at command an unlimited supply of diastatic power."

WILLIAM ROBERTS, M. D., F. R. S.,

Prof. Clinical Medicine, Owen^s College; Physician to the
Manchester Infirmary, etc.

"This Extract of Malt is one of the best samples which have come un-
der my notice. One hundred parts contain two and five-tenths parts
•diastase."

A. RIVER8 WILSON. Ph. D.,

Author of " Text Book of Chemical Analysris,^^ etc.

" It has evidently been prepared with great care and judgment, as it

5'etains the property of acting on amylaceous bodies as diastase does."

T. REDWOOD, Ph. D., F. R. C. S., etc..

Prof. Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society

of Great Britain

.

Our Extract of Malt, the first manufactured in America, is 2^'>'epared

by an improved 2)rocess luhich prevents injury to its jjrojierties or flavor by

excess of heat. It represents soluble constituents of malt and hops, viz,:

malt sugar, dextrine, albuminoids {chiefly diastase), resin, bitter of hops,

phosphates of lime and magnesia, It is a most efficient therapeutic agent

for the restoration of feeble and exhausted constitutions, being rich in

both muscle and fat-producing material, and a most valuable restorative

in diseases attended by disordered digestion and emaciation.

Our Malt Extract is sold throughout the United States, Great Britain,

the West Indies, and Central and South America, and elsewhere. In all

those countries we have placed large supplies in the most important Hos-

pitals, Asylums and Infirmaries, and in the hands of leading physicians

or trial in private practice. From these sources we have received abund-

ant testimony to the excellence of our Extract in regard to purity and effi-

ciency in the treatment of diseases in which its employment is indicated.

TROMMER EXTRACT OP MALT CO,

FREMONT, OHIO.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Slonthly.
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OAK LAWN RETREAT for the INSANE
JACKSOXVILLE, ILL.

THIS INSTITUTIOISr, founded by its present proprie-

tor, is now in its ninth year of successful operation.

Possessed of every conceivable advantage in location, site,

retirement, and building arrangements— all carefully

studied from the beginning—it is prepared to carry into

effect the most advanced ideas in the treatment of th^ iii-

sane. It especially adapts itself to the care of cases of a

chronic nature, where a home with something of perma-
nency is an object. Favoring circumstances permit of

lower rates of charge than can possibly be afforded in any
other institution so supported. The proprietor presents

his grateful acknowledgements to the medical profession

for the countenance it has received.

ANDREW McFARLAND, M. D.

OcTOBEK, 1880. Sole Proprietor.

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO.,

Druggists & Chemists,
And dealers in

FANCY ARTICLES, PERFUMERY,
Surgical Instruments, Sponges, Braces, Trusses, Paints,

Oils,, Etc., Etc.

Prescriptians 'Carefully Compounded at all Hours of the Day and
Night. Call No. 101 Telephone.

SOS South-Adams, at the Head of Bridge Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

c. .A.. BO'VT'iynj^iisr & oo..

Prescription Druggists,
520 Is/LJ^XIST STK-IEET,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

N. B.—A full line of Dr. Edward Squibb's Fine Chemical and Pharmaceu-
tical Preparations in hand for diBpensing purposes.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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BEEF PEPTONE,
IN TRANSPARENT GLASSY SCALES,

Cmttaining only the animal or azotized matter of the Beef. Each ounce I's e({uaJ to m ounces

of raw hecf, easily soliihlc and stiU faster in hot water.

Tills Beef Peptone is digested from tender, juicy Beef by the aid of the Crys-
tal Pepsin, of my manufacture (Jensen's Crystal Vepsin). Unlike tlie various Beef
Extracts, this preparation contains all the nutritive constituents of the Beef, in a
thoroughly digested state, ready for absorption into the system, whilst the Beef Ex-
tracts are entirely devoid of the chief elements of nutrition, such as the fibrinous, gela-

tinous and albuminous portions of the Beef, they only consisting of the concentrated
suline conelitueuis witli barely a trace of animal matter to keep its consistence. The
difficulty so 'ong experienced by the profession thioughout the world, in preparing a
Pepto>'e, entirely free from those chemical agents, necessary tor its manufacture, so as

to render it fit for use, is hereby demonstrated to be successfully overcome, as it con-
tains no foreign m'^tter, a' d will stand the most severely scrutinizing test as to perfect-

ness. also possessing flavor of the Beef, and so palatable as to render it hi;.hly agreeablle.

Put up in bottles holding One ounce. Eight oun<ies, and one Pound.

KQ^t &j thQ WbQl§§aIs and Dispensing Drusgists in Geasrgtli

Jensen's Crystal Pepsin,
IN ARTIFICIAL CRYSTALS,

Strictly inodorotis and tasteless, and perfectly sohible in water icithovt acid

THIS PEPSIN now so popular with the profession, has created an impetus in the

consumption of same, and physicians of the highest standing, who betore tlie mtroauc-

tion of this active Pep.sin, with good reason, entirely abandoned tlie use ot fEPSi^N, aie

now the most eager in prescribing JENSEN'S CHYSTAL PEPSIN, whenever it 8 ind.-

cated, and since the knowledge of its great solvent power (gr. j. of it will aissoiye me
boiled whites from two to three eggs) has been established even among those suscepu-

ble to be great doubters, it has caused itself to be utilized in niany novel '"'ays by tne

thinking profession, for instance, in substituting morphia, chloral, etc ,
as a hjpnouc,

relieving gastric troubles where the above remedies have been prescribed cieaung

morphiSe and chloral habits. In removing diphtheritic patches it is "^"ccessf llj used

combined with water, glycerine, and muriatic acid, and the same composition diluted

with more water as a spray in bronchial tioubles, dissolving muco-purulent matter, as

well as a spray for same in catarrhal affections.

THUS zPEP^sinsr
Has also been used with success in dissolving and evacuating coagulated blood in the

bladder, dispensing with surgical operations in such cases. »J«»yot»ier novel applica-

tions could be mentioned if not in want of space. It is found to be foki\ times

stronger than saccharated pepsin. One to three grains is an active dose.

MEPT BY Alili DBUQQIST^'.

The above preparations are only manufactured and put up liy

Carl L. Jensen, M. D., PH G.
865 North 26th Street, Philadtlphia, Pa.

No other Wholesale agents for this Pepsin are longer engaged than

the "Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States.
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MAX NE'WMAN. HARRV UL.L.MAN.

NEV^MAN & ULLMAN,
Maimfiieturers and Jobbers in

Specialties for Druggists.

228 S. Washinaton St., PEORIA, ILL.
FACTORY, NO. 501, NEAV YORK.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE'S

ABSORBENT COTTON
We ofTer to Physicians and Surgeons Prepared ("otton, which will prove a

valuable adjunct in practice—a cheap, clean and ready mode of making all kinds
of local applications, and a substitute for sponge, Charpie Patent Lint, and other
dressings; a rapid and eflective dessicant, having such an afflnity for moisture
that it instantly and greedily absoibs any secretion with which it may be
brought into contact. Surgeons, Gynecologi-t, D<siitist, Dermatologist, Otologists
and other specialist, will at once appreciate the advantage possessed by this arti-
cle over ordinary raw cotton, which is a repellent of moisture rather than an ab-
sorbent.

F'or LOCAL MEDICATION, fby saturating it with the remedy desired), it is

admirably suited.
It is absolutely picre—free from any re-action and from any foreign matter.
As a padding /or xplints, etc.. it facilitates the normal secretions of the skin,

while retaining all of the elasticity of the ordinary cotton.

Mailed upon Receipt of Price: 25 Cents per Package, or $1.00 for Five Packages.

SORATED COTTON, CARBOLATED COTTON, HAE-
MOSTATIC AND ANTISEPTIC COTTON, lODIN-

IZED COTTON, SALICYLATED COTTON.
irable .Medicated Dressings. Mailed upon receipt of Price, 25 cents pe

Package, or SI for Five Packages, of either Cotton or for assorted kinds.

HANOE BROTHERS & WHITE,
Office, Callowhill Street, Cor. of Marshall,

PHILADELPHIA.
Manufacturers of all the Galenical Preparations Employed in Medicine.

tfg~^ 'atalogue maileil upon receipt of stamp.

OPERATING" CHAIR. ADJUSTABLE Vmm Ml
iiiiiilf! with

the

WAKEFIELD

1 w Y rk OfBce 850 Broadway.

(Jano .Scats,

and Buck,

With looH(!

CuHhioiiH,

Back and exten«ion work indepeiielent of

I'acli other.

A Parlor, Library, Smoking, Reclining or Inva-

lid Cliair and fiill-lenKtli Bed.

Sond to ('liicago Oflico for illustrated Circular

and I'rioo lji»t.

234 S. Clark Street, Chicago. Ill
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PHYSICIANS'

Diaff, Cash Book, Journal and Ledger

ALL IN ONE BOOK.

Saves Time and Labor.

Posting to do.

No

Balances always shown. Saves buy-
ing and handling several books.

Reference to the diagram will Show at a

glance the utility of this book. Nothing so

eonnplete and compact has ever been offered

to the profession. Monthly balances are shown

as well as yearly. Each family takes but two

lines for a whole year's account. Cordially

endorsed by all physicians who have had it

brought to their notice.

Send for descriptive circulars and prices to

J. W. FRANKS & SONS

PrlnlBrs, BiMers aid Pnlilisliers,

210, 212 MAIN ST.,

H-
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JOHNSTOXE'S IMPROVED

ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS.
AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited.

123 & 125 South Eleventh Street PHILADELPHIA, P'

THE ADAPTABLE POBOITS SPLINTS, invented and improved by M^. H. Joiikstosk, TiaTO 1)0611 tested extensively ill lloJh

All anfl military practice for a number of j-cars. and have been endorsed and recommended in the most unqualified mannec by
ihfi celebrated and distinguished Surgeons of America.

Tlieir porosili/ is a [icculiar and a valuable property. While the matcnal is firm and insoluble, it permits readily the paasago

Of air and fluids, so that, on one band, tlio heat from tho inflamed surface, the perspiration, and the morbid e.xhalations, are not

Oljbfined, to the detriment of the patient, as ta the case in evcri/ other hind of splint, but pass off fi«cly; and on the other hand, lotions

<]t cold or warm water, medicated or not with weak alcohol, carbolic acid, arnica, tincture, solutions of tho sulphites, etc., can 1)6

COnBlantly applied witliout disturbing tho dressings. This, it will readily be seen, is a most invaluable property when the parts arfl

tmised, lacerated, filled with extravasated blood, or eiysipelatous, and give these splints a conspicuous advantage over all othci&

JProm FRANK B. HAMILTON, M. Z).", Professor of Fractures and Dislocations in the BeltevUO
Hospital Medical College, author of "A Treatise on Fractures and Dislocations." etc^

Having examined carefully JOHNSTONE'S UfPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, I feel wananted

Sa TRBnimcnding them to the I'mfession as superior to all other manufactured splints now in use. They possess all the essential

qualities of a good sjilii:! having firmness, pliability and lightness. FRANK H HAMILTON M. D
Prof. Mililari/ Surgeri/ and Fractures and Dislocations, Bellevue Hospital Cod

from Prof. D. BAVES AGNEW, Prof. Surgery, University of Penna.

IGll CiiF.sr.suT Street, PniLADttrniA, February Glli, 1879.

Die Adaptable Felt Splints, formerly known as those of Di-. Ahl, with the improvement now made by W. H. Johnstone, which

mdera them in ever)' way superior to the former, I legard as very e.\eellcnt appliances in the treatment uf fractures.

D. HAYES AGNEW,
, . , Prof. Surger}/, Universiti/ of Penntylvaniit.

Cuts illustrating the different Splints constituting a Complete Set

Sufterior Forearm Radius.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION AND TRADE.
Our po7iry heretofore in the introduction of JOHNSTONE'S IMPROVED ADAPTABLE POROUS FELT SPLINTS, has beeO

to ooDfinc tlK; lailen and liu»ine«« ncgolialionn direnly to the UottorH themselves, (li:(lining in every cose to ficll our gooita tbroagll

Dealcn; «c having awurud the l»ii)fe»»ion genenill), both through our agents and catalogues, IbaCJOIINSTONE'S IMPROVED
SPLINTS could only be obtained by snlweription.

Ve wi.h to annoiinte. that owing to llie large demand for our goods and the constant importunity on the part of Surpamt

ffcryWlierc to pl.acc our SplinU on tal<' with thcii InrttninHint Dealer or Oniggiat, to nfTord them greater e<invenieiiec and facility iu,

obtiiining the piceci. in dupliral.-, we hava at lait acceded to that request, and kereafler JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED
TELT SPLINTS can b<i obtained at moit dealer* In Imfrumentt and Druga throughout the United Slatea, at the same prlo«

Which they were heretofore aold, viz :

A roin,w<.(« «,-/ emltraflnq pm (IU>) //lorM Itrtnlii-flue for ailulli and twfinly-flvt for chUinn—U tMrly ($30) dtOarm.

Ji^tru or ttitjttlralm pUr.€M can atwau» bt< obtained from your ItKALEU, at one doUar each.

JOHNSTONE'S CELEBRATED SPINAL JACKET, for Curvaturi.B and Deformities, liavo met with unparallcle<l bucccM,

«nd fran. lieir uieiit, w.eurcd ihe unqnalillcd cnil.M-wuiirit and appi-oliatioii of our cclcbratea ortliopu^lie sijcclulints, and particutar

tz\>n--im of ifratito'lc U'lm the |iaticnt» who are wearing them. Kor /ull. information, send for Descriptive Circnlam.

<trmS^ j,,ur ln«lniinent dealer fail to have a supply of our Splints, and decline to carry ihem iu stock oulers sent to III

ill ictdlii isumpt atteutKiB.

AHL'S SPLINT MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

Mr H TOHNSTONE, Mftnajfor.
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Dr. MclNTOSH'S
NATURAIi

No instrument has ever lieen placed before the medical profession which has given such unl
versal satisfaction. The combination is such that the physician is able to meet every indication
of Uterine Displacements Falling Womb, Auteversion, Retroversion and Flexions are over-
come by this instrument, where others fail; this is proven by the fact that since its introduction
to the Profession it has come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

Among the many reasons which recummend this Supporter to the Physician is its self-ad-

justing qualities. The Physician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in

haste to remove or readjust it, as is often the case with rings and various pessaries held in posi-

tion by pressure against the vaginal wall, as the patient can remove it at will and replace it

without assistance.

The Abdominal Supporter is a broad morocco leatlier belt with elastic straps to buckle
around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as to hold up the abdomen. The Uterine Sup-
port is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to

fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cuts.

Cups are made with extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tub s, which are fast-

ened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down through the stem of the cup and up to

the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes being elastic adapt themselves to all the varying
positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the womb.

The instrument is very comfortable to the patient, can be removed or replaced by her.at

will, can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and
is lighter than metal. It will answer for all cases of Anteversion, Retroversions, or any Flex-

ions of the Womb, and is used by the leading physicians with never failing success even in the
most difficult cases. Price—To Physicians, $6. To Patients, $ I O.

Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 16 cents added for postage, or

fey Express, C. 0. D.

DR. M'lNTOSH S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER COMPANY,
193 jrA.CIC!SOI»f STR-E-ET, CHICA.OO, ILiJl..

Our valuable pamphlet '-Some Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will b»

sent you on application.

DR. MCINTOSH'S

GalvailcaMFaraflicBatterF.

This celebrated Battery combines both the Galvanic

and Faradic, or induced current which can be used sepa-

rate or in combination.
Any strength or intensity desired can be obtained for

use in electro-therapeutics. This Rattery is constructed

on an improved plan, as follows: The zinc and carbon plates are arrangea in couples securely

clamped to hard rubber plates with thumb screws. These thumb screws are also used for bind-

ing posts. All the connections are positive and brought near together, thus lessening the

internal resistance. The cells are made in sections of six, composed of one solid piece of hard

vulcanized rubber. By this arrangement a section can be handled, emptied, cleaned and refilled

aa easily and quickly as one cell. A hard rubber drip cup is placed by the side of each section

of cells, to receive the zincs and carbon plates when removed from the cells. The rubber plates,

which hold the zinc and carbons, project over on one side enough to cover the cells, when the

zinc and carbons are placed in the drip cups. The under side of this projection is covered with

soft rubber, which is clamped over the sections, which mr.kes the cells water tight. This alone

recommends the Battery.
.

We claim supeiiority over all other batteries for the reason that by the improved plan of

construction and close connections we gain more quantity and intensity of current. We com-

bine all that is desirable in either a Galvanic or Faradic Battery, a combination never before

attained. We furnish it with or without the Faradic coil. It weighs less than any other of the

same power. It can be carried without spilling the fluid, thus being the only perfect portable

Galvanic Battery made. We will be pleased to send circulars giving full information, price,

etc.wfree on application.

Mcintosh galvanic and faradic battery co.,

No3. 19a and 194 JacUson St., CHICAGO, IL.I..
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Col BURN, B IRKS & Co.,

Wholesale Druggists,

DEALERS IN

-AND-

ORTHOPAEDIC APPARATUS,

218-222 South Washington Street,

PEORIA, ILL.

SILK ELASTIC STOCKINGS, KNEE CAPS, Etc,

On hand and Made to Order.

In aDHwerlDg advertiDeraenlK, mention the Pkoria Medical Monthly.

i
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COLBURN, BIRKS & CO.

ATOMIZERS, Steam and Hand,

Fever Thermometers,

Self Registering and Magnifying Lens,

VAGINAL AND RECTAL SPECDLA,

BOO&IES ANE CATHETERS,

POCKET, VIAL AND INSTRUMENT CASES,

BU&&Y CASES,

CRUTCHES,

Fresh Vaccine Virus.

Correspondence Solicted.

'n answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly
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TO iPHZYSIOI-A^lSrS.

BMomi^i,^
FORMULA.—Every ,^(tid drachm contains 15 grs. each of pure Brom.-

Potas. and purified Chloral, and % gr. each of gen. imp. ext. Cannabis-Ind.
and Hyoscyam.

BOS^.—One-half to onefluid drachm in water or syritp every hour
until sleep is produced.

Bromidia is the Hypnotic ^jar excellence. It produces refreshing sleep,
and is exceedingly valuable in Sleeplessness, Nervousness, Neuralgia,
Headache, Convulsions, Colic, etc., and will relieve when opiates fail, tin-

like preparations of opium, it does not lock up the secretions. In the Rest-
lessness and Delirium of Fevers itis absolutely invaluable.

The following physicians, having tested BROMIDIA, recommend it to

the profession

:

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mi,.

(Prof. Nervous and Menial Diaea.'ies, Missouri Medical College.)

L CH. BOISLENIERE, M. D., LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis Medical College.)

W. B. HAZARD. M. D., St Louis, Mo.
(Prof, of Principles and Pracliceof Medicina and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College

of Physiciayis and Snrgeons.)

J. S. JEWELL, A. M., M. D., Chicago. 111.

(Ed. Journal Menial and Nervous Diseases, and Prof. Nervous and Mental Diseases, Chi-

cago Medical College.)

H. M. LYMAN, A. M., M. D., Chicago, III.
'

(Prof. Physiology and Diseases of Ihe Nervous System, Hush Medical College.)

D. R. BROWER, M. D., ChicHgo, III,

(Ed. Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, and Prof. Nervotis and Menial Diseatei,

etc., Woinan^s Medical College.)

I. N. DANFORTH, JI. D., Chicago, III.

(Prof. Pathology and Diseases of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital Medical College;

l'KFSiDf;N'i' and Lecturer on Pathology Spring B^acully, Rush Med College.)

D. D. BRAMBLE, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Deas : Prof. Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Cincinnati Col-

lege of Medicine and Surgery.)

WM. CLENDENIN, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
I Prof. Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, Miami Medical College.)

J. B. MARVIN. M. D.. Louisville, Ky.
(Prof. Cliemlslry, etc., and Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases, Hospital College of

Medicine.

)

W. B. FLETCHER, M. !»., Indianapolis, Indiana.

(Prof. Pliysioliigy, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical College of Indiana.)

W. .J. SC()TT, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
I Prof. I'rinciples and Practice of Medicine, Sledical Department Wooster University.)

II. I'OWKLL, M. v., Cleveland, Ohio.

(Prof. Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, Cleveland Medical College.)

I'HEI'AiilOr) ONLY I'.Y

CHEX/CISTS,

116 Olive St., ST. LOUIS.

In aiiHweriug advertisements m' niion the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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FORMULA.—lodia is a combination of Active Principles obtained
from the Green Roots of Stillingia, Helonias Saxifraga, Menisper-
mum and Aromatics. Each /Zwid drachm also contains /ive grains lOD.-
P0TA8. and three grains PHOS.-IRON.

DOSE.—One or l-wofluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three times
a day, before meals.

lODIA is the Ideal Alterative. Tt has been LARGELY PRESCRIBED
in Syphilitic, Scrofulous. Cutaneous, and F''emale Diseases, and has an Es-
tablished Reputation as being the best Alterative ever introduced to the
Profession.

"
Tested and Proven Trustworthy.

"

The following Physicians, having tested lODIA, recommend it to the

Profession :

W. H. BYFORD, A. M., M. D., Chicago. III.

(Prksident (did Professor Obstetrics Wo^nan's Hospital Medical Ojthgc ; Profenmr Qynsscology

Rush Medical College.)

K. M. KING, A. M., M. D., St. Louie, Mo.

(Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College PhysidiiiHS and Surgeons.)

A. S. BARNES, M. D., St. Louis, Mo.

{Prof. Obstetrics and IHseasei' of Women. St. Louis Ckillege Physicinns and Surgeons.)

C. D. PAL3IER, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

{P)of. Medical and Surgical Diiease'i of Wometi and Clinical Gynxcoiogy, Medical College

of Ohio.)

'J. A. LAKRABEE, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children, Hos'

pdal College of Medicine.)

M. F. COOMES, M. D., Louisville, Ky.

{Prof. Physiology and Ophthalmology in the Kentucky School of Medicine.)

D. OVERLY CRIST, M. D., Indianapolis, lud.

{Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Central College of Physicians and Surgeotu.)

N. W. WEBBER, M. D., Detroit, Mich.

( Prof Medical and Surgical Diseases of Wtymen and Clinical Gynaecology, Detroit Medical

College.)

J. M. BIGELOW, M. D., Albany, N. T.

(Prof Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.)

J. L. WHITE, M. D., Bloomington, 111.

[Ex-President IllinoU State Medical Society.)

W. A. GREENE, M. D., Macon, Oa.

{Ex-P-esidenl Georgia State 3Iedical Society.)

PREPARED ONLY BY

mA'W'TEmm ^ oo.,

116 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS.

In answering advertit^emenls mention ihe Peoria Medical Monthly.
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COMPARATIVE VALUE
-OF-

MALTINE AS A CONSTRUCTIVE.

It has been clearly shewn by the most distinguished chemists in this

country and Europe, 'who have made comparative analyses ofMALTINE
and Extracts of Malt that, quantitatively, MALTINE contains from t-wo

to three times the nutritive and digestive properties that are found in

the best Extracts of Malt in the market.

This fact has been amply demonstrated by the concui'rent opinion of the
most eminent medical authority in the world ; and the practical experience of
nearly the entire Medical Pi-ofession of the United States and Great Britain
proves beyond question that MALTINE, as a Constructive, is by far the most
valuable product yet presented for.the consideration of scientific medical men.

Being supplied at the same prices as the ordinary Extract of Malt, and con-
taining fully double the quantity of Diastase and nutritive elements to be found in the
best ofthem^ it can be prescribed at less than one-half the expense.

Extracts showing the value of Maltixe in comparison with Extract of Matt, and as a Constructive.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various Ex-
tracts of Malt in the market, I purchased from different druggists samples of
MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have
subjected tuem to chemical analysis.

As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from
half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, and from three to
fourteen times as much Disastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts
of Malt examined. Pkof. Walter S. Haines, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago,

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about
ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; from five to ten times as valuable, as a
teat producer ; and at least five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.

Profes.sor Attfiei.d, K.C S.,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

MALTINE is superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of
Malt made from Barley alone, or to any preparation of one variety of grain.

PR'F. R. Ogden Doremcs.

In its superiority to the Extract of Malt preparedfrom Barley alone I consider it to

be all that is claimed for it, and prize It as a very valuable addition to the list of
tonic and nutritive agents. ('. H. Lewi.s, M. D., Jackson, Mich.

The foUowtnff is an extract from a report of Wm. Porter, A.M., M.I)., 8t. Louis, Mo
After a full trial of the different Oils, and Extract of Malt preparations, in

both boKpital and private practice, I find MALTINE most applicable to the
largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of Its class.

Prof. L. P. Vandeli.,, In Louisville Medical iV^cit;*, says:—MALTINE de-
serves to stand in the front rank of the constructives ; and the constructives, by
tbeir preventive, corrective and curative power, are probably the most widely
nseful therapeutical agents that we possess.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1880.

An Increasing experience in the use of MALTINE co /ttims my former
opiDion a«to Its great therapeutic value, and I sliouid hardly know how to get
along without It. f;. S. bE.MsiKR. M. D.,

Prof. Obttel. awl Din. Worn, and Children, University of Mich., and in Dartmouth Collegs

In answering advertloements, mention the I'koria Medicai.. Monthly.



M ALTI nE
MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its preparation the tempera-

ture does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr.. thereby retaining all the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired
Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by the German process, which directs that the mash be heated
to 212 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Albuminoids and almost wholly destroying the starch digestive
principle, Diastase.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Pliospliate?.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron and Qiiinia.

MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Qninia&Stiych.

MALTINE Fcrrated.

MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepsin and PanoreaMne.

MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MALTINE (Plain).

MALTINE with Hops.

MALTINE with Alteratives.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Hypophosphites.

MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.

MALTINE with Peptones. ^

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We append, by permission, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medi-

cal Profession wlio are prescribing our Maltine Preparations :

J. K. BAUDUY, M. D.. St. Louis. Mo., Physician to

St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof. Ner-
vous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri
Medical College.

WM. POUTEK, A. M., M. D.,, St. Louis, Mo.

E. S. DUXSTKR. M. D.. Ann Harbor, Mich.. Prof.

Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universi-

ty and in Dartmouth College.

THOMAS H, AXDREWS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical

College.

B. F. HAMMEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa., Supt.

Hospital of the University of Penn.

F. R. PALMER, M. D.. Louisville, Ky., Prof, of

Physiok)gy and Personal Diagnosis, Universi-

ty of Louisville.

HUXTER McGUIRE. M. D., Richmond, Va., Prof, of

Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.

F. A. MARBEN, M. D., Milwaukee. Wis.. Supt. and
Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital.

L. P. YANDELL. M. D.. Louis-snlle, Ky., Prof, of

Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,

University. Louisville.

JOHN. A. LARRABEE. M. D.. Louisville, Ky ,
Prof.

of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clin-

cal Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the

Hospital College of Medicine.

R. OGDEX DOREMUS. M. D.. L.L.D., New York,

Prof, of Cheniistrv and Toxicology. Bellevue

Hospital Medical College ;
Prof of Chemistry

and Physics, College of the City of New \ork.

WALTER S. HAINES, M. D., Chicago, 111., Professor

of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medical

College, Chicago.

INGALLS, A. M.. M. D., Chicago, 111., Clinical

Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,

Woman's Medical College.

MEl'NIER. M. D., Montreal, Canada, Prof.

Victoria University.

H. F.

i)i:.

E. F.

A. A.

BIGGAR. M. D., Prof, of Surgical and Medi-
cal Diseases of Women, Homoeopathic Hos-
pital College. Cleveland, Ohio.

DOBELL, London. England. Consulting Phy-
sician to Royal Hospital for Diseases of the
Chest.

UK. T. F. GRIMSDALE, Liverpool, England, Consult-
ing Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lyiug-iu-
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College School of Medicine; Physician Man-
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Chest Diseases : Physician West London Hos-
pital.
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Prof, of Obstetric Mcdicim- In King's College,

and Pliysician for I he Discuses of Women and
Children to King's Colkj,'e Ho.«pital.

W. H. WALSHE. M. D., F.R.r.P.. Brompton. Eng-
land. Coiisulting Physici.mConsnmptlon Hos-
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Hospital.

A. WYNX WILLIAMS. M. D., M.R.< .S., London
England. Physician Samaritan Free Hospital

forDiseases of Women nnd Children.
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ilosp. Ind. Service, late Pres. Sur^'., Calcutta.
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RUSH

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate An-

nouneennent, address the Secretary,

Jkme^ li. "E^tl^erid^e,

1634 MICHIGAN AVENUE.
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A thouEjind dictionaries in «rat-of-the-way-placcs will not instinct, while a single

dictionary, mounted in a Noyes Dictionary Holder, will instruct thousands.

In fact, the Holder is the great helper of the great lexicons, and in making
these vast stores of learning available, is second only in importance to the

xicons themselves. The Holder is now made in five styles, but es-
pecial attention is called to the Lacquered white Hold-

er, the finish of which is more durable and brilliant than

nd has much the appearance of silver. This finish con-

Tctai plating, is exceedingly attractive, and will

'ithstand .>ny amount of rough usage. The Tilting Top Holder is

meeting with grei-t favor wherever seen. A neat attachment is now
made for holding newspapers and magazines, thus bringing together the pub-

lications most constantly referred to—the Paper, the Periodical and the Diction-

Holders sent express prepaid on receipt of price. Ciri:ul3r;- free. .Send

for them now. Address L. W. NOYES. 99 & 101 W. Monroe St., Chicago.
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AistaMe Clair,

The most practical office
chair In the country.

And easily adjusted to any
position.

Chai[8 made anj ^mi height

fof phjsicians' use,

AND UPHOLSIEEED IN ANY
STYLE.

Special attention paid to shiipping
chairs to any point.

COMSTOCK, AVERY S CO.,

PEORIA, ILL.
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SCOTT SEMULSION
w^nfw^M^^M\ LI'¥'Ea QIIj

o WITH '-^

P E RF E C T, PERMAME ISLTy PAUATABXE.

The well known virtues of this preparation that has now been before the profession for a number of
years, hardly requires comment from us. But we desire for the information of those whose attention
may not have been directed to it, to present the following facts;
First—We use in the manufacture of our Emulsion, Cod Liver Oil that is prepared expressly for us,

and is strictly pure, which is the most important consideration to the Physician.
Second—By our process of Emulsifying, we so thoroughly incorporate the Oil with the Hypophcs-

phite Salts, tliat the mixture is perfectly homogeneo us and remains in that condition without the
slightest separation or change for years, unless exposed to the air or intense heat.
Third—It is so palatable and easy of digestion, that it can be administered to children and persons

with most sensitive stomachs without the slightest repugnance, and we are confident, from the results
that have been obtained in the use of this preparation, and the flattering testimonials we have received
from prominent physicians, that the proper manner of administering Cod Liver Oil, even to patients that
•can tolerate the crude oil, is in the form of a palatable and easily digested Emulsion. There are some in
the profession that adhere to the use of the plain oil, but with all due deference if they will make a trial

of our Emulsion, we believe their prejudices will be removed, and they will find it much more beneficial
to their patients.
With all the numerous Foods, Cereals and so-called Constructive Agents of uncertain value that are

feeing inti'oduced, the physician nmst sometimes be at a loss to know what to prescribe. But we are
assured that the profession will bear us out in the statement that in all Pulmonary troubles, especially
where the lung tissue is involved, in Scrofulous children and in Anaemic women of consumptive ten-
dencies, as well as in general nervous debilitj', our combination will produce results if properly admin-
istered, unequaled by any other preparation, and most satisfactory to the physician and patient. We
most respectfully ask those who have never prescribed or seen its results, to give it a trial, and if you de-
eire to make a personal inspection of it we will be pleased to send a sample by express, prepaid.
Formula—50 per cent, of pure Cod Liver Oil, H grs. of the Hypophospliite of Lime, and ;i grs. ofthe

Hypophosphite of Soda to a fluid ounce. Emulsified with mucilage and glycerine.

BUCKTHORN CORDIAL,
RHAMNUS FRANGULA.

We desire to call the attention of the profession to this preparation, and although they may be famil
jar with its name and general characteristics, yet on account of there not being a preparation in the
market of uniform strength and quality may not have a proper appreciation of its value. As far as our
experience goes in the various tests made by our medical friends, we can present the German Bark
Rhamnus Frunrjula, in the form of our Bucklhoi-n Cordial with perfect confidence that we will secure the
encouragement and assfetance of the profession in promoting its growth and giving it the position it de-
flerves as a medicine. It seems to be almost a specific for Habitual Constipation and Indigestion, acting
mildly but efficiently, without causing the nausea that usually accompanies the use of a cathartic. At
the same time producing a tonic efl'ect upon the bowels, so that as the patient recovers the dose may be
gradually decreased until a normal condition takes place. We use great care in the selection of the
Bark, as we find it necessary that it should be of the proper age and condition and carefully exhausted
to secure its true active principle.
We combine it with aromatics in such a manner as to make a pleasant cordial, acceptable to the most

sensitive stomach. We shall be very glad to furnish samples free to all physicians upon application,
giving instructions for its use, etc. Prepared by Scott & Bowne.

S.&B'^PALATABLE CASTOR OIL
IN AN EMULSION.

We respectfully submit the above elegant prejiaration to the notice of the profession, and desire them
to favor U8 with a trial. So far as it has been tested, it lias met with their entire approval ; and we believe
it is not only destined to take the place of the crude oil, but to be used much more extensively. In our
process of emulsifying, it is not on\y permauent and pnlatable, but is de])rived entirely of its griping prop-
erties. In its administration, it requires very little more than the crude oil, but the experience of the
physician will soon guide him in its use. It is put up in 4 oz. bottles, that sell for 3.o cents; also in
<}uarts for physicians to prescribe as desired. Samples will be furnished free on application. Formula :

—

oO per rent, of Pttre Cold Pres»eil C'mlor Oil. 1") per cent. Clieinicallij Pure Glycerine.

Prepared by

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, 108 & 110 Wooster Street, N. Y.

In answering advertisements mention the Peoria Medical Monthly.
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TO ADVERTISING PATRONS
-OF THE—

PEORIA MEDICAL MONTHLY.
We desire to call the attention of advertisers to the advantages oflfered

by this journal for reacLiiug the profession and drng trade throughout the

West and Northwest. This journal

Is Not lie Qrpii of An Maifaclnrii Isfflisliiieii

And its patrons may rent assured their money does not go to build up a

rival business house. (See editorial " Medical Organs," p. 506, this number.)
Low uniform rates and a rapidly increasing circulation will guarantee
ample returns to advertisers. Address

THOS. M. MciLVAINE, M. D., Publisher,

204 South Jefferson Street,

IPEOIRI^, ILL.

TAKE ONLY AND INSIST ON "THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."

Known as Reliable nearly SO Years.

*See note page 04, Prof. VAN BUREN & KEYES, on Urinary Organs.

Premium for "General Excellence in Manufacture."

H. PLAKTEIN & SOM, 224 William St., i\ew York.

HARD AND SOFT CAPSULES,
FILLED OF ALL KINDS.

EnyCT^TY G^X^STJIjES (7 SIZES).
Vb, 00, Lare»:i. ITo. B Z, Smallest. Especially adapted and recom-

(Order by Number onhj.) mended for administering con-

Boxes loo each, ^eutrated or nauseous medicines

ree from taste or smell. Pre-

venting irritation of mouth or

throat, and injury to the teeth.

BOX by MAIL, oO Cents.

Suppository Capsules (3 Sizes.)
For RECTAL MEDICATION, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also have VAGINAL CAPSULES, various sizes, anil those adapted for giving medicines to

HORSES or CATTLE, 2 sizes (ounce and a half ounce), for liquids or solids. Box lO Capsules, eit&er

size by mail 50 dents
N. B.—We make nU hhnls of Capsules to order

New articles and Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Samples sent Free SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Specify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on aU orders.
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SII£I.I^. FOSSII.S, BIRDS, EGGsT
J=3<JUiS:S,

And all objecta of NATURAL. HISTORY are bought, sold and exchanged

BIT Jl.. E. IFOOTE, n^L. X).
No. 1223 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia. Penna

N. Y BRANCH, for local business only, 191 Greenwich Street.
(Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy; Fellowof the American Association for the Advancement of Science- Lifeir.ember of the Academy of Nat. faciences Plula and American Museum of Nat. HisU, CentralPark, N Y cltTf;-pec.men.c sent 10 a:.yp^tofthe world by mail. Specimen copy of the illustrated monthly Naturalist's L^iureKo.r of 32 pages sent free. Subscription 75 cents a year for club rates and premiums see each monthlyufue

My Mineralogical Catalogue of loo pages is sent post-paid on receipt of 25 cents, heavy paper 3° cents
doth 75 cents, 3^ sheep Si.J^calf^1.25, cloth interleave J $1, ]/^ sheep interleaved $1.25, '^ calf interleaved Ji,

50'
(

bound la
. .,. - , .- - - -.. • .-^ - „ „. _, - ^.^-, (price-list

a'one, 16 pp. 3 cents). It is profusely illustrated, and the printer and engraver cliarged me about Ji, 100 before a copy
•ft-as struck off. By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species may be verified. The price-list is
:.n excellent check list, containing the names of all the species, and the more common varieties, arranged alphabeticaliy

in stock.

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS for Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, etal.

The collections of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other y/orks o"
Mineralogy ; ail the princij-al Ores, Kc.j&c. The collections are labelled with printed label that can only be removed
by soaking. Ti'i labels ofthe ^5.00 and higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in
most cases, the composition of the Mineral ; the ^3.00, and higher, are also accompanied by my illustrated Catalogue and
table of species. The sizes given are average; some smaller, many larger.

Number of Specimens.

CryHtals and fragraent«
Btudent'o size, larger
Aioateur'8 size, 2^ \x\:/S%
High School or Academy size, aj^XSJ^ in., Shelf Specimens
C<>llege Hize, 3V^/fi in.. Shelf Specimens

25






